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PRHAPS no country of equal extent possesses

a v^etntion more interesting than does

New Zealand, the 1600 indigenous vascular plants

of which mclude some three fourths that are en

demic Few floras have received more attention

from a long succession of distinguished workers

The history of botanical discovery in the Dominion
from the time of Captain Cook s first visit (1769-

70) to the middle of last century is fascinatmgly

told in Hooker’s introductory essay to the second

portion of his * Botany of the Antarctic Voyages
of the Erebus and Terror,

'

retold and continued

with more detail half a century later in Cheese-

nun’s “Manual irf the New Zealand Flora

Space forbids the recapitulation here of this in

structive story, it is, however, worth while recall

mg the chief attempts that have been made to

publuh the results achieved The first of these

was an “ Essai d’une flore de la Nouvelle

Zdlande,” by A Richard, issued in 1833 as part

of the account of Dumont d’Urv^le s voyage in

the Astrolabe This, was foBowed by Allan Cun-
ningham’s less sabslactory ‘ Flora Novas Zelan-
diaa Pracuraor,’’ issued m instalments about 1839,
and by the fine “Choix de Plantes de la Nouvelle-
Ztiande,!* published by Raoul in 1846. Next
came the “Flora Novae-Zdandisa ’’ of Hodeer,
whi^ forms part ii of the results of the voyages
of Rou (1839-43), >Mhed under Admiralty au
bonty during 1833-55

JfO 2418, yoL. 97]

huOdi for aye —Wordsworth

A decade later (1864-67) Hooker published at

the request and under the authority of the New
Zealand Government his Haodbook of the New
Zealand Flpra a work which for thirty years

remained tHe standard authority on the subject

and stimulated the activities and the critical

acumen of a generation of collectors and students

I

One of the most ictive and accomplished of these,

the late ^ T Kirk devoted much time to the

accumulation of material for a new flora incorpor

ating descriptions of the many novelties dis

covered and characterised since Jiooker s ' Hand-
book was issued The services of a competent

local botanist being now available,, Kirk was asked

by the New Zealand Government 10 1894 to wnte
a Students Flora of New ^fealand ’ Three

>cars later, when less than half his task had been

overtaken, Kirk died The portion of this work
actually completed was officially jk'inted, and its

quality was such as to increasd regret caused

by the author s death and to strengthen the

Government resolution to provide the new flora so

urgently required

The preparation of the much-dfclfired work was
entrusted to Mr T F Cheeseman,, curator of the

Auckland Museiun His ‘ Maiuial,’’ eagerly

looked for, when published at Wellington in 1906,

j

received a warm welcome from all who were in

I terested m the vegetation of the Dominion Except

perhaps in England, it was already generally ap-

preciated that botanists are indebted to New Zea-

land fix’ some of the most weighty additions to

natural knowledge in the ecological field The

appearance of Cheeseman s "Manual’ taught

syntematists that the Domimon Fad besides at

least on* taxonomic wnter in whom are happily

blended those powers of observation, that balanced

judgment and that capaaty for taking pains so

essential in flonstic study

When Cheeseman was commissioned to prepare,^
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his " Manual ” the official scheme included Jhe pro-

vision of a volume of plates to illustrate some

portion of the species described Two suggestions

occurred to those who had urged the undertaking

One was to reproduce on a reduced scale the un

published engravings prepared to accompany the

descriptions by Solander of plants collected during

Captain Cook’s first visit to New Zealand the

other was to employ afresh the beautiful illustra-

tions which accompany Hooker's ‘Flora Novie-

Zelandise ” Both suggestions possess the merit

attaching to pious inspirations, though in reality

both owed their origin to the hope they held out

of enabling the Dominion Government to solve a
serious practical difficulty This difficulty is due

to the circumstance that as yet there is not in

New Zealand a demand for work of the kind suffi-

cient to mduce resident artists to devote them

selves to the very special occupation of preparing

and reproducing figures of botanical subjects

Fortunately, we think, the demand for the
“ Flora " itself was so urgent that it was decided

to leave the question of illustrations in abeyance

until the text should be completed That question,

however, was in the interval carefully considered

in all Its bearings For reasons which seem un-

answerable, both suggestions were set aside. It

was resolved that the "Illustrations” should be

new ones, educational in character, expressly

drawn for the work, and so designed and executed

as to be of use in the study and identification of

the plants portrayed The practical difficulty was
frankly recognised, and was overcome by the

emplo3rment of an artist, a lithographer, and a
printer in England, while arrangements were
made for the supervision of their work, at every
stage, by an English botanist

The two handsome volumes of * Illustrations of

the New Zealand Flora ” now before us show how
satisfactory these arrangements have been, the

artist, whose name appears on the title-page, the

lithographer, Mr J N Fitch, and the printers

Messrs West, Newman, deserve equal commenda-
tion for the excellence of their work In his

choice of a supervising colleague, whose name
also appears on the title-page, the author of the

text has been especially fortunate, Mr Hemsley
has fuf^led his part with remarkable judgment,
and, as the author explains, has often been able

to make comparisons of the material actually

loured so as to confirm its identity with the type

(d the speaes concerned The subjects of the 350
plates have been so selected by Mr Cheeseman
that they illustrate satisfactorily the main features

of the New Zealand flora No really important

genus or group^of plants is left unrepresented, nor
n any latitude or altitude of the Dominion made-
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quately dealt with The descriptive matter whmh
accompanies each plate is clear and concise, singu-

larly free from technical terms, and replete with

information of botanical, economic, and historical

interest The work is worthy (rf the reputation

of all those concerned in its production, and While

it affords proof, were this needed, that New Zea-

land can command competent botanical assistance.

It also shows that the Dominion enjoys an en-

lightened idministration which is fully aware of

this fact

NhlV AMERICAN STEAM TABLES
Properties of Steam and Ammonia By Prof

G A Goodenough Pp vu+io8 (New York

J Wiley and ^ns, Inc , London Chapman
and Hall, Ltd 1915 )

Price 55 6d net

THPSE tables are a great improvement on
previous American work in the matter of

thermodynamic method and consistency, but the

expressions employed for calculating the tablqs

are too complicated to be of practical use for

other purposes, though comparing favourably with

many empirical formulse Ihe author assumes a
characteristic equation of the type,

V-b^Rl/p-(t+ 3ap^/»)mlT»,

and deduces consistent expressions for the total

heat and the entropy, according to Callendar’s

method, by the aid of a formula for the speafic

heat at zero pressure He objects to Callendar’s

equation on the ground that it makes the iso-

thermals straight hnes on the pv,p diagram,
which IS well known to be a good approximation
at moderate pressures oyer the experimental range
frcHn 0° to 300° C , but begins to fail at higher
pressures Linde introduced the factor (x +a^) in

the last term to give the desired curvature to the
isothermals at high pressures. His equation has
been widely adopted in Amenca, but is most un-
satisfactory, because it would make steam become
a "pluperfect” gas (pv increasing with p at con-
stant t) at a temperature of 400° C

,
a few degrees

above the critical point, which is impossible The
form assumed by Prof Goodenough escapes this

objection, and gi\es “reasonably good agree-
ment ” with throttling experiments, but appears
to lead to excessive curvature ot t^ isotheraals
at low pressures, where they should be very nearly
straight, and also gives deficient curvature at high
pressures near the criucal pomt, besides mnkiftg
no allowance for the well-known fact that die
curvature must change sign at a temperatuie not
far above the critical

There are many ways m which Callendar'a
equation may be modified to meet these co^dhkws
and gne good agreem^ with the Sahiredon
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pre»ures up to the cntical point But since there

are no experimental data for the volume, or the

total heat, or the specific heat, or the cuolingf

effect, at pressures above 8 or 10 atmospheres,

it IS impossible to decide between different equa

dons satisfactorily at high pressures without

further experimental work It is comparatively

easy to calculate values on suitable mathematical

assumptions with a fair degree of prob'ibility but

it may reasonably be questioned whether it is

worth while to risk spoiling the approximation for

ordinary purposes for the sake of a doubtful ad

vantage beyond the experimental range

The expression employed for the variation of

the specific heat with temperature gives a mini

mum in the neighboui hood of 140° C and the

values are nearly constant from 80® to 200® C
The value at 100® C and atmospheric pressure is

nearly the same as that recently found by Brink

worth (Phil Trans
, igis) The variation with

pressure agrees closely with that given by Callen

dar over the experimental range The agreement

is exact at 70 lb and 300® T and also at 200 lb

and 500® F The mcrcase of Sj, at low tempera
tures cannot be verified experimentally and is

theoretically improbable The gradual increase

above 200° C is not improbable in order of mag
nitude, but the experimental evidence is so con

flicting, and the importance of the variation so

small for steam engme work, that it may be

questioned whether it is worth while to attempt

to take account of it These minor variations,

besides being somewhat uncertain render all the

expressions so complicated as to be of little use

for practical calculations without reference to

tables The adiabatic equation, in place of being
the same as that of a perfect gas, becomes quite

unmanageable, and there is no simple relation

between the volume and the total heat

The pri^rties of saturated steam are deduced
from an empirical formula for the saturation

pressure of the general type,

logpt=A +B/T+C log T+.DT + ET» + rT»+GT«
which represents very closely the observations on
which It 18 founded Clapeyron’s equation is em
ployed for deducing the latent heat and the heat

of the liquid, which serve as a tpugh verification

of the method The general arrangement of the

thblsa fidlowB famihar Imes, but it is to be re-

gretted that they are restrict^ to Bntish thermal

itmta on the Fahrenheit scale, according to the

commoo prac^ atnong American engineers, and
thttt no values are tabulated on the Centigrade

or expressed m me^c units The only

given is that of MolOert with totai heat

and aat;n^ aa pcMniinitaai which is useful for

adiabatic expansion, but has the disadvantage of

not showing the volume and of having a variable

scale of pressure

The properties of ammonia are developed and
tabulated in a simihr manner to those of steam,

but with less elaboration owing to the scanty

experimental data The results are noteworthy

as the first serious attempt at consistent repre-

sentation in the case of this vapour The whole

work is admirably lucid, and should do much to

advance thermodynamic method in the construc-

tion of tables

OUR BOOKSHELh
Ltmes and Cements Their Nature Manufacture
and Use An klcmentary Treatise By E A
Dancaster Pp xii + 212 (London Crosby
Lockwood and Son igi6

) Price 55 net

Tins IS especially suited for students who require

an elementary text book on the subject, contain-

ing as the author justly observes in his preface,

very little that will have to be unlearned at a later

period It IS sufhciently comprehensive to have
some value for many who are not beginners, for

though the matter s nccessardy compressed in

view of the limited space, the ample bibliography
of modern publications dealing wholly or partly

with the materials under consideration will enable

fuller details to be found by such as may need
them

Ihe work is admittedly based on Burnell's

Limes Cements Mortars, etc but the altera-

tions and additions involved in bringing that

treatise up to date render the {uresent volume
practically a new production All the important
varieties of lime, artificial and natural cement,
mortar, concrete, etc

,
are noticed, however

briefly, includmg the mode of preparation or

occurrence, and the approved manner of using
A chapter on the chemical analysis of lunes and

cements gives bnef directions for the determina
tion of the prmcipal constituents, and another

chapter furnishes descriptions of the physical and
mechanical tests applied to some of the substances
in question, but chiefly to Portland cement.

It IS noteworthy that misprints, though not
entirely absent, are commendably rare Illus-

trations are not very numerous, but will probably
be found sufficient except for special details The
style of the descriptions is clear throughout the

book 7 A A

Hancock s Applied Machantes for Engineers Re-
vised and rewritten by Prof N C Ri^s Pp
xui 4-441 (New York The Macmillan Co.,
London Macmillan and Co

,
Ltd , 1915 ) Price

102 6d net *

Tdfe first edition of this book appeared in 1909,
and was reviewed in Natuxb tor September 16 m
that year Considerable alterations have bees
aofide {n the present edition, and graphiod
methods have bem used more freely About two
hundred new problems have been added tp the
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prenous large number Statics occupy the first

c^fat chapters, then fcilow three chapters on
motion, two ^apters on work and friction, a
chapter on the dynamics of rigid bodies, and
another on impacts
The book differs somewhat from most of the

text books on applied mechanics for engmeers
produced in this country had it been published in
Great Britain it would probably have been calM
‘ Applied Mathematics for Engineers The
treatment of the principles of mechanics is excep-
tionally good and we can confidently commend
the book to any engineering student who wishes
to understand more thoroughly many matters
which receive but little attention in most of our
own text books With the omission of some of
the more mathematical sections, which could be
read profitably by engineering students later in
their course the book would prove very useful to
students who desire to attam the standard of the
intermediate examinations of the universities
There is a capital section on moments and pro-
ducts of mertia lontaining matter for which the
engineering student has generally to search in
books containing little else of interest to him , the
practical examples given in this section are good

The British Journal Photographic Almanac and
Photographer s Daily Companion 1916 Edited
by G F Brown 55th ssiie (I ondon H
Greenwood and Co Ltd ) Price ts net

All those who are practically interested in photo-
graphy look forward to the appearance of the
‘B J Almanac,’ and in spite of the stress of
urcumstanecs they will not be disapp<4mi(^
Although there arc fewer new things to chrofu^
for last year, the general features of the voluwte
are much as usual The editor s special contri-
bution IS a long article on printing processes
These “ practical notes ” will be much appreciated
The Epitome of Progress section preserves its
usual character but the section usually devoted
to a review of the novelties introduced by the trade
during the past year is replaced by a survey of
the resources of Great Britain and certain well-
known firms of Entente nationality m the produc-
tion of the requisites for ’photography This
shows that in several important respects we are
rendering ourselves independent of German
supplies

An Introductory Course of Practical Magnetism
and Electricity By Dr J R Ashworth Third
Edition Pp xvii + 96 (London Whittaker
and Co

, 1915 ) Pnee as net
The laboratory course described m this book is

divided into thirty sections, and can be worked
through m the course of a winter session The
present edition of the book is substanti^y the
same as the previous issues, though some addi-
trans have been made Sections have b^n intro-
duced on the measurement of the internal resis-
tance of a celt and the effect of joining cells m
senes tfitd m paraOel, and upon the use of tfie

Wheatstone bridge for the companson of
resistances
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LETTERS 70 THE EDITOR
[The Editor does not hold himself responttbh for

opinions expressed by his correspondents Neither

can he undertake to return or to correspond with

the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Natihui Vo Motiee u
taken of anonymous commutdeahotu ]

Ixptoration in Boutb-WsM Afriea

Proi H H W PbarsON of Cape Town, has juit

conducted an exploring expedition through pert of the

recently conquered South West Ihe expedition,,

which IS expected to yield important economic as well

as scientifc results started with the express approval

of General Botha and like Prof Pearson s pilous
Journeys through the less explored ports of South
Africa was promoted by the Percy Sladen Memonal
Trust I have just received the following letter and
I am sure many readers of Nature will be glad to

learn from it that Prof Pearson has returned safely

from his interesting and successful trek

W A Herdman
Cnivcrsty of Liverpool February IS

t Ai E Towv
January i ji6

Dear Prof Hekdman,
Just a line to tell you that the lourntqr is accom

I I shed with results which 1 hope will prove to be quite

successful 1 learned lust what I wanted to learn and
a good deal more besides The route was a particu

larly interesting one it showed me more of the transi

tion /one between the littoral desert and the plateau

than 1 had expected and it gave me a good insight

into the relations between the Damaraland and Nama
qualond floras It has connected up the results of

mv previous journeys -ind 1 cm now tackle mv
general summary much more sausfartonly than 1

tould have done before

The journey itself was in some respects the most
diflicult 1 have ever done Along the edge of the
desert the road disappeared entirely and we got
tmtangled in the ravines of a peculiarly awkward
range of mountains On Decembn- 31 we qient five

Iwurs in advancing considerably lew than a mile
Both the wagons broke down one of them twice
withm half an hour and in a vital part But for tte
extraordinary skill of die two Hottentot drivers 4lw
should never have got them both through DarkiMM
found us in a dangerous riverbed in which, in

defiance of all the laws of good trekking we had
to spend the night—and a sleepless one so for as 1

was concerned However the new year was kinder,

and although we broke down again in later stages

of the journey 1 hod the satisfaction of taking every

thing safely into Windhoek except two of my thirty

donkeys One of these died on the road the other I

left in a weak condition with one of our imliCary

outposts and it eventually recovered Our troubles

were due primanly to a bad mistake In the German
maps, and to the fact that for 120 miles the country
was absolutely without Inhabitants, white or

black
I passed through the semi independent terrltoiy of

the Bastard Hottentots No German dare venture
into it, but whan these people found I was
they could not do enough for me The chief aem Ms
son with me for thirty miles to make sure dut 1

regained thdlKtrunk lost through the mlstdke
mentioned above. They and all the natives throtl^
out the country «re profoundly thaafkfal that tng
German rdgime t» over—and have B^od. rebkon
to be W^Moir
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tllwoi and Om atat* ally m Terrettnal MagmUsm and Aimospfunc Elec

IN reference to the recent memorandunt signed by .^here a |^iea of reports are m the

thirty MX eminent men of science on the neglect of

adence in our national organisation it may be of

some Interest to your readers to be reminded of the
paragraph on a similar topic written by Thomson in

luB History of Chemistry, which appeared in 1831

or more than tbree^uarters of a century ago —
What Minister in Great Britain ever attempted ti

cherish the sciences or to reisard those who cultivate

them with success/ If we except Mr Montague wh<
procured the place of master of the Mint for bir Isaac

Newton I know of no one While m every other
nation in Europe science is directly promoted and

|

considerable sums are appropriated for its cultivition I

and for the support of a certain nun ber of indtvtdu ils

who luvve shore n themselves cn| able of xti ndmg its

boundaries not n single farthinj^ his been ikioterl to

any such purpose in Grcit Britain Science h s been
left entirely to itself and wh never has been done
by «av of promoting it has been performed bj Ihc
unaided exertions of private indiv du 1

The above statement is not literally true f the pre
sent dav hut the same sp rit of nd fferon e still exists

J B COHFN
The University I reds

Altitudes of Aurora

In Nature of August iqit (vol xci p 584)
short ucrount was given of my auroral expedition of I

1913 I think therefore that the niwmpfnving pro
|

Kristiania February 15 Carl SrdRMEK

Qround RMnbowa
Mv observations of (.roilnd rainbows arc here de

scribed in the hope of learning whether the pheno
menon is well known I can find no reference to it

nd no information as to how the gossamer which

auses thi rainbow, and seems to be a kind of spider
web comts to be spread over so large an area
The ground rainbow observed occurred about 1 1 o

am < n October 14 1915 A cricket field of about
two acres was covered with
a thick layer of gossamer
which the early morning
wst had loaded with mil
lions of ghitermg beads of

-300 Km \\ ater \s one w liked over
the gr und a rainbow of

about th« brilh ncy of a
good sec ndarj bow moved
over the grass—stretching
from one s feet in the

direction away from the

sun m a sweeping curve

with two arms The ex
< - £00 Km planation is obvious on the

ordinary theory of pTSmary
rainbows
Those ravs will enter the

« ^
,, circle AR R.BSA

t ^ f ^
' 1.3

>• ^ ’)
But the raindrops

lOo- -too Km

V&JJ of the rainbow
rirw—that is the rays

which lie on the under sur

face of the cone F x v
(Fig a) The rainbow is

therefore the trace of the

cone Exy on the ground
plane It follows at once

,

“
'

'
^

' that the form of this trace
‘‘

"v*** |7
‘impend on the angle

sJhMw Ko»u»»-3Ris*msl dswmKiiw of elevation of the sun,
when the sun is in

El . . , . . xenlth the curve is a
UimnwQt mult of the determination 6f hltmCle (Fig i) circle, when the angle of elevation is between 90“ and

xour raaderi More details will soon be ^aMt la an etUpn, When 42° a parabola, and when
VtiMUwd in me CamfUs rouitu of the Paris Academy below a hyeeriwla. Some of my pupils measured
t>f Sriaaeeet the fauftfM and espet^ the eH^tion, by finding the height and length of

uitnils at aimiis bomlhMn Aram Bauakov dariof ilw uprms of 191). Raeb eakaloNd olUt
r» dot and Ik* i*m»l ln»dr»d *lmiih*A^ pbowgrapli* of wmS* Inm ih* Huloai-llo)
KwuNS->3insliMl dHUno «ri kitaouirm) ion nboat •soadMsralMiHWS OfteiglM, which u

NO 2418,
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shadow of an observer, and found it to be a-}** They
also pegged out the curve and proved it a hyperbola
and showed that half the angle of the cone was ap-
proximately 43*^ The gossamer was spread quite
evenly over the field, and at the brightest part of the
morning—which was suit and cloudless—a slight
seoonda^ bow could be distinguished
Mr N T Porter has sent me some photographs of

gossamer taken on the lawn of Downing College,
Cambridge one morning some weeks before when
a similar ground rainbow was seen He adds that
he has noticed the gossamer fall in thick clouds on
several occasions when out shooting in the early mom
ing A E Heath

Physical Laboratory, Bcdalcs School Petcrsfield

IHh APPLICATION OF SCIENTIFIC
METHODS TO THE IMPROVLMENl
OF THE SUGAR BEET

A n important memoir on the production of
improved seeds of the sugar beet is pub

lished by M E Schribaux in the Bulletin de la

Sociiti d Encouragement ' The memoir gives
one of the best accounts that has vet appeared
of the methods of selection which have proved
so successful in improving the quality of the

sugar beet during the past fifty years It is to
these improvements that the remarkable growth
of the beet sugar industry is largely due They
provide an admirable illustration of what can be
effected by applying rmorous scientific methods
to agricultural practice and industry on the large

scale, and demonstrate scientific control pushed
to a limit which only a few years back would
have been regarded as impracticable or even
impossible ihis can be best appreciated when
It is stated that in selecting the best beet roots

to be used as seed-producers, every single root

which appears suitable on morphological or

other grounds is subjected to chemical analysis

Often more than 3000 roots are analysed each

day, for this purpose a staff of three men
assisted by ten women or children, is necessary,

and the price of each analysis works out at about

four centimes
The accompanying diagram (Pig i) shows at

a gd^nce the improvement that has been effected

in the quality of the beet since it was first grown
as a raw material of the sugar industry During
the interval from 1838 to 1870 seed growers con-

fined their attention almost entirely to physical

characteristics such as form these efforts were
not without success, and led to the adoption of

the type which, after its selection by Rabethge
and Giesecke, bi»»me known as the Klein Wane-
lehen, from the district m Saxony in which it

was grown During this period, too, it was
noticed that the largest roots arc always the poor-

est, and a medium-sized root only was therefore

aimed at From 1838 to 1870, the increase in the

percentage of sugar was but small, namely, from
8 8 to 10 I per cent

The second period of selection opened with the

discovery by Louis de Vilmonn of the fact that,
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although the sacchanne quality of the beet is a
hereditary character, in order to mamtam the

improvement of die stock it is necessary to repeat

the selection of the seed-bearing plants {porte-

graines) at frequent intervals. He created the

mlebrated race VUmonn amiborie associated

with his name, by adopting a strictly scientific

control in place of the empirical one which had
previously determined selection To ascertain the

richness in sugar of the mother plants Vilmonn
at first floated the roots in baths of salt or sugar
solutions of known specific gravity This method
was soon replaced by a process of ascertaining

the density of the juicc expressed from small

sectors of the roots, and this, m turn, gave wajjr

to the polarimetnc process which is now uni-

versally in use The methods introduced by Vil-

morin were adopted with great success between

1870 and 1890, especially in Germany, dunng
this period of twenty years the sugar content

was raised from 10 1 to 13 7 per cent

Up to thia date, however, attention was given
only to direct heredity, selection being confined

to the mother roots The next great step m the
improvement of the beet was introduced by
taking into account the ancestral heredity of the
seed-bearers, pedigree or genealogical selection

being adopted This method was defined by
Vilmonn as follows “It consists in valuing the
different reprodueng plants separately and in-

dividually, keeping the seeds produced by each
apart, and determining by direct experunent the
faculty of transmission which each plant enjoys ”

From 1898 to 191a, by this individual method of
selection, aided and contfolted by chemical ana-
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lysis, the su^ar content has been increased from
an average of 15 a to one of 18 5 per cent
Individual roots have contained from a6 to ay
per cent of sugar, and there is every reason to

bebeve that the improvement of the beet is far

from having reached its limit

It IS impossible here to do more than glance
at the latest methods of working adopted by the
seed-selecter Each single root grown has its

sugar content determined by a process which
leaves it practically uninjured and suitable for

planting after its character has been ascertained

The small sample of pulp is taken for analysis

by means of a small rasp-drill which pierces the
root about a cm below the base of the neck it
an angle of about 45“ Experience has shown
that although the sugar content is very different

in different zones, the particular section taken in

this way corresponds with the average over the

whole root 4 065 grams of the pulp so obtained
(one-quarter the ‘ normal " weight) are transferred

to a 50 c c measuring flask, and water, con-
taming basic lead acetate, added, so as to make
the volume about 40-45 c c After adjusting ex-
actly to 50 c c and filtering, the solution is exam-
ined in a 400 mm continuous-flow sacchanmeter
tube. In this way the jiercentage of sugar in the
root is read off directly on the instrument
As a result of the analysis the roots are divided

after lifting into three classes ‘mothers,
‘grandmothers,” and Elites Thus in the

case of the 1915 crop, mothers and grandmothers
would be used to furnish commercial seed the
“ mothers ” in igtd, the ‘‘ grandmothers ” in

1918 The “Elites” would, m 1916, give seed
which, in igiy, would yield the supply of roots
to be again subjected to selection

From time to time the selector comes across
roots the characteristics of which stand out as
abnormally desirable Such plants are subjected
to careful genealogical selection in order to

ascertain wlwther ^eir descendants show these
qualities on even a greater scale If so, these
roots arc made ‘‘heads of families” and are the

starting-points of new and improved races Pro-
pfress in the future largely depends on discover-
ing remarkable ‘‘heads of families” For such
a result it is necessary, not merely for the operator
to be skilled in selection, but he must work on
bnormous numbers of roots—several hundreds of

thousands each year
A field of future work, which as yet has

scarcely been touched, lies in an attempt to avoid
the injurious effect of cross-fertiliaation, which
tends to retrogression of the race Another rich

opportunity for worit is to be found m die adapta-
tion of beet seed to local soils and climatic con-
ditions For this purpose it would be necessary
to carry out the experiments with the seed plants
in die localities where the mam crops are subse-
qnently raised for the au^ manufatiturer
One of the most promising directions for future

work in improving the sugar beet is to be found
in tto asntnel method of propagation suggested
ny NowOtim and adopted with auccesa M
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Goram at Offenkerke and M H^lot at Noyelles-

mr-Escaut In this system multiplication is

I

effected by grafts and buds in the individuals

used to give the seed of the first generation of

heads of families” and ‘4htcs” Full details

I

are given in M Schnbaux's paper of this system,

I

which has the great advantage of rapidly in
' creasing the number of the specially desirable

individuals to be subjected to further selection

Many other problems face the seed-selecter in

1 ranee which are dealt with in considerable
detail, more particularly that of the improvement

I
of the germinativc power of the seed and the best

I means of rapidly producing in France at the
present time the necessary supply of high-grade

I

seeds, which in the past were largely imported
from abroad W A. D

I

rUE RECENT MORTAUTY AMONG BEES

H ome industries and home sources of food
supply arc to the fore under the present

i conditKms of war Wastage of native food
sources seems to arise from two mam factors,

namely, ignorance and carelessness The serious

I

loss home produced hemey owing to bee dis-

I eases, more especially Isle of Wight” disease

and foul brood, is largely to be ascribed to the

two human fadings just mentioned
When epidemics of known origin occur m man

or vertebrates, such as cattle, there arc well-known
rules the prompt application of which stops the

outbreak Two prominent preventive measures
are destruction of the source of the infection and
si^regation of the infected individuals and of con-

tacts with them It is safe to say that had such

measures been rigorously enforced when "Isle of

Wight ’ bee disease was first observed in England
about 1904, the great mortality recently occurring

among bees at Peterborough, as well as in other

parts of Great Britain, would not have arisen

While several diseases are prevalent among
bees at the present time, the so-called "Isle of

Wight disease is responsible for much of the

damage The disease is jiarasitic in character, and
a minute, oneKiellcd animal oiganism, Nosema
opts, has been shown to be the causal agent The
life-history of the parasite and the mode of ipfec-

tion were elucidate by Drs Fantham and Porter

in 1911, and they have also engaged in researches

on die prevention and cure of the malady
The life cycle of Nosema apis miy be com-

menced conveniently with the resistant, infective

sjx>re form of the parasite When some of the

contents of the food canal, or the excrement of a

bee suffering from the more chronic form of the

disease, is examined microscopically, small, nee-

grain-like shining bodies are seen mingled with

pollengams in various stages of digestion These
smalkbwies are the spores, which are about one-

thoasniMuh the size of aq aetual rice gram Thev
have « tougb, resistant coat, and. when set free

from^ body of the bee, can live for a long time

If they «re xnuried by the wind mto wateeat which

hips dr^k, or if th^ contaminate honey eaten by
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bees, the spores pass mto the digestive atosiach
of the bee before undetigoing any further fidnuS^..
Under the influence of the digestive fluwh df tm
host, the spore coat or sporocyst softens, and faotn

a pore in it a thin, anchoring thread or polar
ment is shot out, which attaches the spore tem>
porarily to the wall of the bee s gut Once an«
chored, a minute amoeboid germ or amoebula

—

also termed a planont, because of its power of
wandering—emerges from the spore It creeps
about over the surface of the epiUielial lining, and
hnally penetrates m or between cells There it

becomes rounded, loses its power of movement,
and grows passively for a time at the expense of
the protoplasm of its host Next, it commences
to multiply, and is termed a meront The nucleus
dnidcs into two, and protoplasm collects around
each part The resulting daughter forms separate
usually as soon as they are produced, and each
repeats the division, a duster of potential spores,
known as sporoblasts, being thus formed Mul
tiple fission may also occur Each sporoblast soon
secretes a sporocyst and becomes a single spore
During the time that the sporocyst is hardening
and booming opaque, five nuclei are produced
Within Two of the nuclei control the formation
of the coat, one emulates the action oi the polar
filament, and the other two arc the nuclei of the
amoebula These nuclei are not easily seen all at
one time, for when their function is fulfilled, all

except the two nuclei of the amoebula disappear
The most destructive period of the life-history

of SoseiM apts is the meront stage By the
formation of the meront colonies, the digestive
cells of the bee are rendered useless and the
digestive fluids are not properly secreted The
ceUs normally are cast oft and then burst in order
to liberate the digestive fluid But when they are
diseased food, such as pollen, merely serves as
an irritant, and the infected bee succumbs the
more easily

Infection of bees takes place by the ingestion
of spores When a bee is fmrasitis^, its aMomen
IS often somewhat distended and the slirttest

touch IS sufficient to produce discharge of bowel
contents The result is that honey, comb, and
other bees are spattered with excrement ^at may
oontam the spores of Nosema apts Cleansing
operations are immediately commenced by other
bMS, which by their very cleanliness may con-
tract the disease that results in their death The
queen, too may be infected by hex- attendants,
while the larvie that are fed on infected food may
die from the effects of the parasite. Sometunes
the larvae may give rise to a race of young bees,
perhaps already infected, but usually with Im-
paired vitality, and thus less capable of resisting
infection by way of their food or drink Water at
which bees drink also can be infected with spores

Other bees may inquire a tolerance for the para-
site and he relatively unharmed thereby Such
infected beat act as parasite earners, and void'
Nosema spores constantly in their faeces Show-
ing no external symptoms, they may remam unde-
tected in a hive for some time and ultimately cause
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great destrucUon among their fellows. Infected

,
oipots also serve to spread the disease by their

' ,3iWyiag’ habits, several hives m succession being

and polluted by them
' "

'"Humble bees, wasps, anU, and wax-moths that

Inyade hives can also act as disseminators of

spores Human agency is a further aid The
sending away of unhealthy stocks, luuoa of weak
ones and the use of old comb, foundation and
equipment from dead ” hives have all contributed

to the spread of disease

Preventive qieasures should be vigorovuly

adopted All hives from which the bees have died

out should be dosed immediately to prevent rob-

bing and thereby the further dissemination of

disease by the robbers As soon as possible all

dead bees, quilts, frames, comb, and foundation

m the hives should be burned If the honey pre-

sent is extracted from the comb it should be used
for cooking purposes only, and not be re fed to

bees Similarly, if the comb is melted for beeswax
the latter should be used for domestic purposes

only, and not for making foundation The in-

terior and extenor of the hive should be scorched

or charred over with a painter s lamp in order

to destroy the spores of Nosema apts The sod
around and under the hives should also be purified

by fire This is easily done by spnnkhng petrol or

paralhn on the soil and setting light to it The
ground should be well limed Care should be

taken to exclude wasps from hives These pests

were very troublesome m the summer of 1915, and
many weakened cdomes some being convales-

cent, were robbed out and succumbed in the battle

witlt wasps
Finally, with regard to curative measures, it is

known that there are certain drugs that will cure

the bees, but their application is inadvisable, since

they may poison the honey Other drugs that are
not injurious are known These are very effective

if rightly applied, and if the beekeepers will only

help by strict attention to the hygienic and sani-

tary methods necessary for the prevention of the
disease Without a due regard to such elemen-
tary and essential, but often neglected, sanitary
procedures, treatment is useless A further point
IS that, as with human disease, there is a point
when the malady is too far developed to be capable
of cure The disease needs to be treated in ita very
early stage, when often in the owner’sxmimoo tlw
colony IS healthy Microscopic examination is

necessary to detect the parasite, and such exam-
ination should be obtained Treatment based on
diiservations of external symptoms only la not
satisfactory, as the range of expresston on the
part of the bee is very limited, and is apt to ba
nusleading so far as differentiation of dUHMse b
concerned However, prevention is better than
cure, and there is little doubt that if concerted
action were taken for the quick destruetioo by flta

of all infected materials the loasesv among beea
would be enormously reduced, to the great advan-
tage both of the beekeeper, of the general public,
and of the hospitals where honey is- mudk appra-
mated and used. F
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AfJTHROPOLOGY AND FAUNA Of fHE
CHAD BASING

The volume before us, which is wbhshed bf
the Ministry of the Colonies at Paris, npa-

sente—^wc assume—the outcome of the scie4tific

researches in the very heart of Africa—the bksin

of Lake Chad—made by the exploring expedi-

tions of the late (?) Commandant Tilho, who be-

tween 1906 and 1909 did so much to place cor-

rectly on the mop of Africa this variable reservoir

of waters streaming northwards from the

Congo watershed (it would seem as though this

gallant and indefatigable explorer had recently

died, from the rather obscure wording of the pre

face)

I^e Chad was first definitely discovered by
the British expedition under Oudney, Denham,
and Clapperton, which crossed the Sahara from
Tripoli m 1833-^3 Its existence had been
rumoured in the heart of Africa from Roman times
onwards The twentieth-century investigations

of British and French explorers, combined with
some previous work done by Germans, indicate

Lake Chad and some of the brackish lakes and
lakelets to the south-east as the last remains of

a vast sheet of shallow water anciently connected
with the inner basm of the Niger Farther back
still in earth history, in Cretaceous and prob-
aUy Eocene tunes, this huge lake must have
stretched from the limits of Sen^^ambia to the
Nile and Congo watersheds, and have communi
cated probably with the Atlantic Ocean to the
north of the ^negal River Even at the present
day there is an intermittent water connection
between the Chad system and the Upper Benue,
and there may well have been a similar connec-
tion in earlier times with the south-western basin
of the Nile The altitudes that separate the
Congo basm from the Chad and the Benue basins
are not considerable, though more marked in

height than the line of water-parting at its lowest
between the Nile system and that eastern back-
water of Lake Chad known as the Bahr-al-Qhasal
(thw confusing name, which is also applied to

the huge aou3i-western area of the Nile basin,

simply means “ River of Antelopes ’’) The way in

wh^ these great river and lake systems of
Central Africa either cfHnmunicate with one an-
other, or very nearly communicate, remmds one
of the water connection between the systeoms of

the Orinoco and the Amazon in analogous Equa-
torial South America.
The 'fish fauna collected by Commandant Tilho

and hia companions cornea as an additumal proof
to the lunuoens theories of Dr O A Boulenger,
of the BntiSh Museum, who, bv means of hu
atiidiefe of the freSb-wnter fish of tropical Africa,

has diowa us that at one period there must have
been water communication between the systems
of Senegid, Upper Niger, Benue, Lake Chad,
and even the aouw-wnstem ailuents of the Nile
The fish fauna of the Congo basinMs far more

OWki K. Unm, miO
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specialised, and though the two systems of dram-
as at one time must have been less separated
than they are now and have approached one
'another so near that aerial methods of trans-

porting fish over from one to the other must have
been possible, there remains nevertheless a far

closer connection between the basins of the Nile,

Lake Chad, and the Niger than there is between
all these and the Congo and Congolese lakes
The volume contains chapters on the anthro-

pology of the islands and eastern coastlands of

Lake Chad and the western Bahr-al-Ghazal , on
the reptiles and the batrachians, on the fish, the
gastropods, and the bivalves or fresh-water
oysters on the diptera , and lastly on the botany
of the region Ihe anthropologicil notes deal

chiefly with the Buduma and Kuri of the Chad
archipelago, and secondarily with the Kanem bu
and Mangawa, the leda or Tubu, and the Ulad-
sliman Arabs These last, also known as Wasilt,
Washila, etc

,
seem to have migrated to this

region from the south of Tripoli some 500 or 600
years ago The Buduma are an exceedingly in-

teresting people of puzzling characteristics, their

language (not illustrated in the work under re-

view) suggesting affinities with the Nilotic group
far to the east Their physique seems to indicate

that they are the result of crossing between Nile

negroes and the Ful who invaded this Chad
region several centuries ago The physiognomy
of the Mangawa on the other hand, recaBs the

Bantu type of the northern Congo and south-

east Niger basins The Tubu or Teda are an-
other ethnological puzalc They speak a negro
type of language of no discoverable affinities

(virtually identical with the language of Bomu),
but in their physical appearance they resemble
very strongly the hybrids between Nilotic Negro
and Gala of Equatorial East Africa

Much information is given in regard to the

tsetse- and gad-flies of ^ Chad region

I

H H Johnston

PROF IVAN PETROVITCH PAVLOV

J
N the death of Ivan Petrovitch Pavlov, which
was announced in the Times of February la,

a physiologist has passed away who made the

world of medical science his debtor for all Ome
Pavlov, the son of a secular clergyman, was horn

in 1849, Bod thus at bis death not reached the

aUoeM span of human lifeT When he last

mangled imth his eonfrkrei at the International
^

Congress of Physiology -in Groningen—little more
than two years ago^e "appears to he in the

fun vigour of life, and no one would have sup-

pewed that the kumiHMis to his long home would
so soon be issued

Pavlov IS chiefly known to die presmit genera-

tion of phyaiologtM by his work on the digestive

giands/ibut this only represents the middle period,

thou|^ peihaps the chief period, of his ac^ties.

HI* earliest puMished work (1877) was on the

^AecolBlnodatloa Sle^istn of Blood Vessels.”

This w*s csrfied out in the laboratory o^ Ubtimo-
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vitsch, in Petrc^rad, and in it he showed that a
reflex constnctbn of the blood vessels of tbaear
of the rabbit occurs on opening the abdominal
cavity This was extended m 1879 to reflhx

effects on blood pressure due to variations in the

distension of the stomach before and after section

of the vagus nerve His work, in fact, at this

time and for more than fifteen years later was all

concerned with innervation mechanisms
In 1878 he studied the nervous mechanism of

pancreatic secretion This, thoi^h vitiated by
overlooking certain factors which have since come
to hght, largely through the investigations of his

own pupils, was of a most painstaking character

and ap^ai^ to bring the secretory mechanism
of the gland into line with that of other similar

oigans As an outcome of it, he introduced an
important improvement in the making of pan-
creatic fistulae for the stud^ of the outflow of the

juice, the principle of which he extended (1883)
to the collection of urine from the urina^ bladder
Up to this time Pavlov remained in Petrograd,

but in 1884 he went to Breslau, and there under
Heidenhain carried out work—also In the domain
of the nervous system—namely, an investigation

into the neuro-muscular mechanism of the open-
ing and closure of the valves of the mussel In
1^6 he went to Leipzig to study under Ludwig,
and from there published an article on the nervous
control of the left ventricle of the heart

This was followed in 1887 by an elaborate piece

of work from Botkin’s laboratory, Petrograd,
which showed great thoroughness and insight

namely, on the centrifugal nerves of the heart

His conclusions were that there are four classes of

such nerves—inhibiting of frequency, inhibiting

of force, augmenting of frequency, and augment-
ing of force of the heart’s contractions This
work may be said to mark the close of the first

period of his activities The succeeding fourteen

years were devoted to his mam life-work—a study
of the activities of the digestive glands In 1888
a further cmitnbution to the secretion and inner-

vation of the pancreas appeared, followed in 1889
and 1890 by articles, in conjunction with Madame
Sdiumova-Simonovskaja, on the mnervation of
the glands of the stomach These indubitably

estaUidted the fact that the secretion of gastric

^oe IS directly controlled by the vagus nerve
llie difficulties met and surmount^ in this

mvestigation can only be adequately gauged when
it is remembered that six years earlier, Heidenhain
had wntten m Hermann’s great text-book of
physiology as follows —“The results of the
numerous observations quoted proclaim, without
doubt, that the extrinsic nerves of the stomach
possess no demonstrable influence, of a direct

kind, on its secretion” fHermann, “Handbuch,”
Bd V , I, S lai, 1883) Numerous colleagues

and pupds from this time began to associate
tfaefflMves with Pavlov, amongst them being
M Nencki, an able biological chemist To this

co-operation is to be attributed work on the
ammoiiia content of the portal and other vems in

Itfl rdhtibn to the formation of urea by the liver
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Pavlov s techmcal skill was here shown in the
success with which he performed the difficult

operation of establishing the communication
between the |x>rtal vein and the inferior vena
cava, known as Eck’s fistula.

About this time an occurrence took place which
greatly influenced the master’s later career In

1885, a short time after Pasteur had discovered
his method of treating hydrophobia, an officer of
the regiment of the Guards lost his life through
the bite of a rabid dog Prince Alexander Petro-
vitch, of Oldenburg, who commanded the com*
of the Guards at that time, was so affected by
the sad event that he established at his own
expense a laboratory for the treatment of the
disease in the infirmary of the regiment The
work of this laboratory grew , investigations were
undertaken, as well as treatment allied, and in

1888 the Prince obtained permission from the
Emperor to found an institution for the experi-
mental study of medicine A site was diosen in
the outskirts of Petrograd in a beautiful park
adjoining the Neva, and m April, 1891, the
Imperial Institute of Experimental Medicine was
opened by order of the Czar, with Prince
Uexander of Oldenburg as curator Regular work
b^an in the following October The institute

comprised numerous buildings and laboratories,

and embraced six sections, namely, physiology,
pathological anatomy, bioli^ical chemistry, Imc-
teriolc^y, epuootology and syphilidology Pavlov
was chosen to be chief of the section of physio-
logy and Nencki that of biological chemistry
Here under ideal conditions, with numerous

colleagues and a large staff of assistants, Pavlov
continued his investigations for the remainder of
his life The earlier work of the institute was
published in Russian and French in the Archtvas
des Science Biologique de St Pitersbourg, and
a summary of it was given in 1897 by Pavlov in
a senes of lectures to Russian medical men, which
was published in Russian A German translatioa
appeared in 1898, followed by French and English
translations in the next few years It wak mainly
through these that European and other physio-
logists outside Russia, came fully to recc^nise the
importance of the work carried on in Petrograd
It IS not too much to say that all were profoundly
impressed Pavlov had for the first time devised
methods of obtaining all the important digestive
secretions, m pure condition, in exactly measur-
able quantities, and from animals in perfect
health

In his studies on the secretion of gastric jmoe
Pavlov became impressed with the importance of
the psychic stimulus, produced fay the taste.
Bight, and smell of food This was further shown
in the secretion of saliva, where not only the
flow, but the composition of the sahva was in-
fluenced in this way Thus dry food caused •
copious flow of thm, watery saliva, moist food a
scanty flow of viscid saliva. The former was
needed for the chewmg of food, the latter only
facilitate swallowiiv In these results he reoav-
nised the great efl^ of external, possibly ua-
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ved, influences on all the functions of the

These influences were exercised not jalone

through visual, but also through auditory and
olfactory channels, likewise through cutaneous
sensory nerves Nor was it actually necessary

that the food should be presented to produce the

psychic effects A musical note or a bright colour,

or a pronounced odour, or a skin stimulus, if asso-

ciated with the presentation of food, would after

a short time become effective alone Nothing
could be more impressive than to see, as the writer

has witnessed, a flow of saliva start on the sound
of a musical note, except it be the failure to do so
on sounding a note not more than a quarter of a
tone different from the effective one
To these phenomena Pavlov gave the name of

'conditioned reflexes,” and the greater part of

his activity from igoi onwards consisted in

making use of them for the objective study of the

psychical faculties in higher animals He claimed
that he was thereby restoring to physiology what
properly belonged to it, and what had been
divorced from it under the name of psychology
or psycho-physics On one point he was very em-
phatic, namely, that it is only by an active inter-

change of (pinion between the physiologist (using

the term in its widest sense) and the physician

that the common goal of medical science and medi-
cal art can best m reached In his own work he
lived up to this maxim
Pavlov s fame now drew recognition from many

quarters and from various learned societies all over

^e world To mention a few of these in 1904
be was awarded the Nobel prize, in 1907 he was
elected a foreign member of the Royal Soacty,
and the same year he was elected an ordinary

member of the Imperial Academy of Science,

Petrograd In 1913 he was awarded the

honorary degree of D Sc by Cambndge
Umversity, Cambridge beii^ the only one of

the older umversities eff Great Britam upon
the rolls of which Pavlov’s name appears It is

true a grace was passed by the Senate of Dublin
Umversity to confer upon him the honorary degree
of D Sc., but illness at the time prevented him
from attending to have it conferred In 1913 he
was promoted to be director of the Imperial Insti-

tute of Expenmental Medicine The last honour
bestowed upon him in this country was by the

Royal Society in 19x5 in the form of the Copley
M^al for his investigations in biological science

Pavlov had a charming personality, and was
never happier than in the company of his

colleagues and pupils. He was impatient of any-
thii^ he conceived not to be strictly scientific In

his later years he travelled a good deal, and was
present at several of the international congresses

of physiology He visited this country tmee, in

1906, when he dehvered the Huxley lecture at

dhaHng Cross Hospital, his subject being "The
Scientific Investigation xA the Psychical Faculties

or Processes in Higher Animals,” and in 1913,

when he dame as a delegate to die celebration of
the avAh anniversary xA the founding of die Royal
Society W H T
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SIR LAURENCE GOMME

By the death of Sir Laurence Gomme on Febru-
ary 33, at sixty-two years of age, London

has lost a most devoted son who loved her with an
affection that was not merely filial, but was based
upon an exhaustive knowledge of her history and
a pri^ound faith m her desuny, more than that,

he spent ail his life in her service In early hfe
Sir Laurence Gomme entered first the service of
the hulham District Board of Works, and then
that of the Metropolitan Board of Works, when
the London County Council was established he
joined the ComptroUer’s Department, then he was
mide head of the Statistical Dcjxartment, and in

1900 was appointed Clerk to the Council, which
high office he held until last March He always
worked very hard, often up to the very limit of

hjs powers, and about two years ago he had a
serious breakdown in health, from which he never
fully recovered Only those conversant with the

scope of the London County Counal can have any
idea of what London owes to him His annual
‘ Statistical Abstract ” of the L C C has served
as a model for other municipal bodies His first

book, "Index of Municijial Offices,” was pub-
lished in 1879, It was followed by several others,

among which may be mentioned, ‘ The London
County Council ’ (1888), ‘Lectures on the Prin-

ciples of Local Government” (189B), “London
Statutes” (1907), "The Governance of London”
(1907), 'London, 1837-1897" (1898), The Mak-
ing of London” (1913), "London” (1914)

Ethnology and folklore have lost a keen student
in Sir Laurence Gomme, who did more than any-
one else to found and direct the early career of the
Folklore Soaety of which he was first secretary
and later president He was president-elect of
Section H (Anthrojx>logy) of the meeting of the
British Association for the current year The fol-

lowing list of books will give some idea of his

activities in the direction of folklore “Pnmi-
tive Folkmoots ’ (1880) ‘lolklore Relics
of Farly Village Life" (1883), ‘The Village
Community" (iSqo), “Ethnology in Folklore”
118931, "Folklore as an Historical Science"

(1904) In addition to a remarkable output of

books, he published numerous pajxers on folklore

and allied subjects, all of which are marked by
that breadth of view and susrirestiveness which
was BO characteristic of him He always recog-
nised the great importance o^ method 10 ethnolo-
gical research, and he did his best to raise folk-

lore to a scientific status
Those who knew Sir Laurence well have lost

an inspiring and real fnend, a genial personality,

and a comrade of wide interests and full of sym-
pathy for various cognate branches of study He
was constantly helping others alike in science and
in the everyday walks of life

Sir Laurence married in 1875 Bertha
Merck, author of “The Traditional Games of
England, Scotland, and Ireland ” (1894-98}, who
ablymssisted her husband in numerous ways, and
has been a constant stimulus to him in bis work

A C Haddon
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NOTES
The following fifteen candidates have been selected

by the council of the Royal Society to be recom-

mended for election into the society —Prof E H
Barton Mr W R Bousfield, Mr S G Brown, Prof

E G Coker, Prof G G Henderson Mr J E Little-

wood, Prof A McKenzie, Prof J A MacWilUam,
Mr J H Maiden Prof H H W Pearson Prof

J A Pollock, Sir L. Rogers, Dr C Sheaier, Prof

D’Arcy W Thompson Mr H Woods

Sir Ray Lankbstsr writes — The serious illness of

Prof MetchmkolT, of the Institut Pasteur, has been

briefljf by some of the daily papers Your
readers include many friends and admirers of my
filtnd who will be glad to have accurate information

ort -thb IbT^ect It commenced some time before

Chrlstnuur with distressing symptoms which were

dAsenbed''as ' une enSe du cceur ' In order to avoid

the dally journey from Sivres, where he usually re

sides, and the climbing of the stairs leading to his

laboratory, Prof Metchnikofl accompanied by

Mad-ime MetchnikoE, took up his residence

in rooms in the Institut Pasteur which were

placed at his disposal, and so he was able to

continue his work with the least possibta fabguc

But trouble in the lungs now appeared and developed

into an attack of pleurisy and pneumonia, which neces-

sitated his removal to the hospital of the Institut

There he hat been for some weeks in a very senous
condition To-day, however (February a6) I hear

from Madame Metchnikofl that there is better news
b or the third tune tfawfllmiral cavity hat been taxied
and a litre of liquid rMpbved, which has given great

rehef His medical aA^gddto beheve that the pleurisy

Will now soon dtsappean **^6 pulmonary congestiDn

has afavadv disapp^red I will let you know when
I hear again from Paris

Mr t>ouoLAs W Freshfielo president of the

41^’al Geographical Society M Henri Curdier, the

Erench OiirataUst, and General Schokalskl the Rus-
sian oceanographer, have been elected honorary mem-
bers of the Italian Royal Geographical Society

Wr learn from Science that the Bruce gold medal
of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific has been
awarded to Dr G E Hale, director of the Mount
WiiSon Solar Observatory

The King’s prize of 400I for human physiology

bar been awarded by the Accademia <tS{ Lined of

Rome to Dr Flhppo Bottazzi who holds the chair of

physiology in the University of Naples

Dr C W Hayes, who was ddof geokigist W the

tt S Geological Survey from 190Z to 1911, has died at

Washington in hla^ fiftyiosventh year He Was geo-
logist to the Nicaraguan Ganal Coinmissron in 1898^9,

and had written iargdy c*> theoretical and economic
g^fetogy

Da. Jr D VaucoMnr, Wturer m geography m Qlas-

gaw UrtmaHy and SwilMy lecturer in geol^ at the

Sritiah Musteuiii^ hg* basn adected by the Seoetaty of

StatnlbatbebMtalaa fbrttie post of temporary asdst-

ant dtibid otfbarin the northm provinces of Nigsria
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Dr Falconer has been granted leave of absence from

the University from the end of the present term

Mr. Harold Cox will give an address on Indus-

trial Development, before the Institution of Civil

Engineers on March 7 In inviting Mr Cox to

address the institution on this subje^ the oounal

has considered that the present tune calls for soma
earnest attention on the part of engineers to the

economic issues which, after the war, must influence

profoundly the future of engineering, as well as the

Industrial and commercial enterprises which are vital

to its progress both in this country and abroad

SOUR of the bones of the gigantic fossil elephant

(EUphas anttquus) obtained last summer from Chat-

ham have just been placed on exhibition In the Geo-

logical Department of the British Museum (Natural

History) With the humerus and scapula have been

arranged the corresponding bones of the mammoth
from Ilford to show the comparatively small size of

the latter The massive fore foot of the Chatham
specimen is especially impressive The relative smalL

ness of the molar teeth is also noteworthy

Thx death is announced, at Streatham on
February 18, of Prof R H Smith Accounts of his

career appear in Kngineenng and the Engineer foe

February 35 He was born in i8j3 in Edinburgh,

where he completed his scientific training at the Uni<

versity His practical training was obtained during

an apprentlceahip with Messrs Tennant and Co of

Leith he had further experience In the Whitworth
works and in the drawing office of Messrs Wohler*,

Berlin He was appointed profesaor of civil aa4
mechanical onglneenng at the Imperial Univereity,

Tokio and afterwards held the professorship in clvilj

mechanical, and electrical engineering at the Mdeon
College, Birmingham Prof Smith contributed many
articles on engineering subjects to the technical Press,

and was the author of numerous books on commercial
economy in steam heat, and power plants electric

traction etc

Wb regret to announce the death of Richard Dede»
kind which occurred on February 11 at Brunswick,
hiB birthplare (1831) and residence for the greater part
of his hfe. Dedekind is best known by hw two arith-

metical tracts, Was smd u was soUen die Zofalen ?

and Ueber Sletigkeit u irratiooale Zahlcn,’ and by
his supiriements- to successive oditietis of Dlniohlet’s

Zahlentheoviet In the latter h» develd|>sd'< the
theory of ideal primes, invented by Kummer, to at to

make it appiKable to any field of algebraic nunhsre
whatever In his two tracts he nppiiSs the notioft of
a cut (Srinntt) 10 at to give an exact Atfinitioti of aa
irratiomd number, and a precise explanation of the
continuity of the ordered set of real arithmetical

quaAtftks Each of these ecfalevementi is enough to
piece him m the first rahk of pure methematklatt* hr
all time Not a vOlumitioiM writer, his briefest note
invariably hrara tiie stamp of his profound and Or^Md
genius! am) like blricMet and flertnite, with t^um

may be aptly compared, he wrote with a ceiM.
blnarioii of clearness and degance dlffleult to eqiwl,
and impossible to surpass
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\iVi regipt to Hearn, from an obituary notice m the

Victoritnn ifaturalut for Jammry, of the death of Dr
T S Hall, for more than twenty years lecturer in

bMegy in the University of Melbourne, and before

that director of the Sehod of Mines at Gastlemaine

Dr Hall’s original investigaUons dealt chiefly with

the palKontologicai aspect of his subject, and he was
recognised as a leatUog authority on the graptolites of

Victoria. In 1901 the Geologiuil Society of London
awarded him the balance of the proceeds of the

MorcUson fund m recognition of his researches Ho
took a very active part in the organisation of scien

tific work in Australia, and had been president both

of the Rc^ral Sooety of Victoria, and of the Field

Naturalists* Club, he also did a great deal of useful

work in connection with the Australasian Association

for the Advancement of Saence He became person

ally known to many British men of science on the

occasion of the recent visit of the British Association

to Australia, when, he not only acted as local sccre

tary of the Zoological Section in Melbourne, but ren

dsi^ valuable services in other directions also Dr
Hall’s charming personality, his sound common sense

and his extraordinarily keen sense of humour endeared

him to a large circle of friends, by whom his loss will

be very deeply felt He was fifty eight years of age

at the tune of hia death

\t the meeting of the Buteshire Natural History

Society, held on February 8 in the society’s library at

the Bute Museum and Laboratory the curator Mr
L P W Renouf, explained at some length the aims

and objects of the laboratory and museum under its

new rSgime Briefly these are to get together a com
plete collection of the fauna and flora of Bute and its

more or less immediate waters, to supplement the

actual collection with a card index of occurrences over

an extended period so as to have a complete local

history of the species, ^d to provide accommodation

for aayone deskous of working at any of the problems

of natural history Emphasis was laid on the cxcep

tional odvaatages offered by Bute for such an under

taking, its sue, position, and industries combining to

make it an ideal site for the work. The laboratory

offers all the oeceasary facilsUes for research uork,

and possesses eipupment for the carrying on of both

manaaand fnsh'Water investigations and the museum
aloeady contaiiw the nucleus of a very fine collection

Intending workers should apply to Mr Renouf, uho
win be glad to supply any particulars

Thb subordination of science forms the subject of

the leartthg article in Xngituenng for February 35

Qur oadonal neglect of science has (ong been manifest,

but there are also some reaeons for believing that the

faalt Ues in part with, the scientific man himself

Etritiab stiantific men, including engineers, have

haklt of randering the nation gratuitous aer-

of the Ktoateat intrinsic Value, Thm have been
many ltiftaiioti|.Df this ainee the commencement of the

war, addv imfhctunately., the generalattitude towards

^uck jandeei la to value tbm at cost price It le

pfOhfthki thai( the public would take a niudr falgher

view of tba worth of tbesa aerrioes had the ariantific

wtparts Oonoemed, tike the lawyera politklans and
HO* 34L8r VOL, 97]

certain trade-unionists made demand for adequate re-

muneration There is no doubt also that our unfor-

tunate educational tradition has much to do with the

public attitude towards the scientific and engineering

expert There is not a little reason for believing that

the country would denve great benefit from an Act
making It illegal for any schoolboy under sixteen years

of age to devote more than one hour a wedc to Latin

and another hour to Greek Our public schools in

the past have failed to provide a general education

but have been devoted largely to the attempt to con
vert most of the pupils into classical specialists

Prop Mohn has published, through the Fridtjof

Nansen Fund a discussion of the meteorological

observations made by the Norwegian Antarctic Bx-
jiedition of 1911-13, under Capt Roald Amundsen
The memoir 18a pamphlet of seventy-eight pages, and
IS written m English The observations tit Ikam-
heim, the base of the edge of the Barrier near King
Edward Land are discussed m detail, and a fuH

account is given of the less complete observations

made on the sledge journey to the south pole and
back including a discussion of the heights deduced

from the aneroid and boiling point observationa

Great prominence is given to wind and the relation

of the Antarctic winds to other conditions is worked
out m a remarkable senes of wind roses. The climate

of Framheim is dealt with by calculating normals
based on the five-years obsi^ations available at

McMurdo Sound, taking account of the rclatioD be-

tween Amundsen’s figures and the synchronous ob-

servations of the Scott Expedition Prof Mohn
states that the climate of Framheim, which was the,

soutbemmost meteorolojlil^ station in the world,

may be charactensed fp jwving rather low atmo-
spheric pmsure, and:''^6tif7 low temperature both
lower than at McMurdo- I^Mnd (maximum observed
—0,3° C minimum, —59° C ), the yearly mean being

-34^ C as compared with — 17*4^ C for the same
latitude in the northern hemisphere The vapous ten-

sion was small, and the relative humidity and cIMb-
ness were moderate , no rain was observ^, and snow
fell one day out of five The prevailing wind dixec-

tion was easterly, and the force moderate, averaging

30 metres per second^ being much less than at

McMurdo Sound and gries nere very infrequent

At the Manchester meeting of the British Assoda.
tHMv lest year it was strongly represented that the*

aseociathm, with its g^eat brradth ofuntercot, might
afford an effective mechanMti for the investigation

of many of the problems of national and Imperial

importance which wiU arise after the close of the war,

and elwoify call, or will call Isitcr, for soentifia inves-

tigation and advice Before the meeung the Section

of Eaoaooaks had made investigation i^ the ques-

tions of outlets for labour after the war, of the ^ect
of the war on credit, currency, and finance, and of

industrial karmony The Engineering Section set on.

at the Manchester meetkig an. Inquiry into.

proUsms affecting the national welfare, and at the
seme time, at ^1^ mstance of the Chemieal SlactiQOw

ahefeearph committee was appointed to inquire into

the qiieotioir of eponoihy In fftel and allied pttMedis.

The wider suggestion, as affectitig ti4 work of jtiie
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on Fever during th« E^deodc o1

1915, brings t(^her, in a clear and Umat
a great maaa of very careful and welVfdanned bac.

terk>logical done by many obaervert The
author* of thd report are Prof F W Aiidrewe*, Prof
Bullock, and ptof Hewlett, one could icaroely find

three name* of higher authority The work done
of course, scarcely intelligible to thofe who are not

bacteriologists
,
but the chief conclusk^s are important

to all That the meningococcus’^ is inde^ the

specific germ of the disease, remama’the sure founda-

tion of the work It is a true species, as spedea

go amongst bacteria There are subspecies of it,

but these ought none the less to be called menmgo-
coccus, not para- or paeudo-menlngococcus From
this specificity of meningococcus, it follows that

bacteriological examinatiop is the necessary method
for a positive diagnosis of the case The whole sub-

ject of the detection and treatment of carriers is

very carefully considered It -appears that even the

most vigorous and varied treatments of the back of

the throats of carriers may fall to rid them of the

germs, the report is more hopeful of good results

from an open-air life and the provision of as much
fresh air as possible For the treatment of the

declared disease the specific antitoxin did not, in the

adverse conditions of last winter, fulfil men’s expecta-

tions it did not achieve so much as it achieved in the

Belfast epidemic of 1907 and in some American
epidemics It remains the only rational treatment

,

but we cannot put it anywhere near diphthena anti-

toxin in the records of the art of healing That is

the fault of the disease, not of the bacteriologists

Miss Maud Haviland, in Bnttsh Bird* foe

February, makes some welcome additions to our
records of the life-history of the Lapland buntmg
Her notes are based on observations during her stay

on the Yenisei Though she obtained some beautiful

photographs of the nest and of nestlmgs, she failed

to obtain pictures of the adults, which refused even
to approadi the nest while the tent containing the
camera was in the neighbourhood She succeeded,
however, in obtaining some valuable notes on the
habits of the adults, and the feeding of the young, as
well as on the migratory habits of this species The
many peculiarities of this bunting are skilfully brought
out by contrasting it with the snow bunting and o£er
species hauntmg the same area.

Ornithologists, for some Inscrutable reason, have
paid but little attention hitherto to the many problems
presented by the study of the renewal of plumage by
moulbng Yet this is a theme of far wider importance
than is common^ supposed. Recently, however, our
knowledge of this subject has been materially in-

creased by several important papers, and not the least

of these 1* that which appears m the SeotUth Natund-
i*t for February by Dr C B Ticehurst Hi* sum-
mary of his work, however, is very inadequate, and
it is at times difficult to be sure of the predse value

he attache* to his observations, which am furiW
Otarred by riie inexcusable use of the term, “ tertiids,”

ritoui^ he is not the only offendo’ in this matter.

dsetions generally, has been taken up since the meeting
by the council which appointed a committee to deal

vrith the matter, and, on its recommendation, called

upon the organising committees of the sections to

submit questions, in their various departments of

science, which might profitably be investigated We
are informed that a number of important subjects for

mvestigation have already been suggested and no
doubt some of these will find a place in the programme
of the next annual meeting, but others are being dealt

with in the meantime There is good reason to hope

that this extension of the work of the association will

have valuable and far-reaching results

In jhicient Egypt part i for 1916, Miss Alice

Grenfm publishes a catalogue of the fine collection of

scarabs formed by Field-Marshal Lord Grenfell while

commanding in Egypt These are illustrated by a

long series of photographs and drawings It is sug-

gested that the symbols of the double and single spiral

signify “life” and that the fish, which originally

symbolised Isis and fertility, was utilised by early

^hnstian converts who had no objection to use pagan
^symbols Prof Flinders Petne adds a note fixing the

Hate of these scarabs The collection as a whole is

of the highest value to students of Egyptian religion

In the January issue of Man Prof Ashby and his

colleagues MM Themistocles Zammit and Giuseppe

Despott, describe the excavations maoe in Malta

during 1914 The megalithic building on a site known
as Id-debdieba “ the place of the Echo ” has been

fully exammed The object of this remarkable struc-

ture IS still uncertain Among the more remarkable

objects unearthed in the course of the excavations are

six pillars of limestone or sandstone, cylindrical in

shape, but some tapering at one end of the type

usual in Maltese megalithic ruins Flint implements

were rare, but potsherds were abundant, mostly from
vessels of Neolithic times, that is to say, contemporary

with the onginal building and fragments of dark red

br^to with a very rough texture some of which were

evidently parts of floors or walls of ovens

Thx supplement to the forty fourth annual report

of the Local Government Board, oont^nuig the report

of the Medica’ Officer (Dr Newsholme) for 1914-15,

has just been issued Dr Newsholme surveys the

measures taken on account of the war for co-operation

between the civil and mibtary sanitary services, and
reviews the incidence of infectious disease* In England
and Wales and the development of tuberculosis work
ovef the country Dr Bruce Low furnishes a report

on die epidemioiogy of typhus fever m recent years,

which de^s mainly with the distribution of this disease

in the various countries of the globe Dr Twort
makes a preliminaiy report on tiie bacterwlogy of

kifwitile diarrhoea Various micro-organisms were

iSotated by means of a special medium and examined,

but so ^ no evidence has been obtained of the

k apy specific bacterium for this disease

j to war condltioo*, the report is much shorter

filM usuaL

Thb qqiort just Issued by the Medical Research

under the National Health Insurance Act,^ 3418, VOL. 97]
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Tiiosb are inclined to doubt whether
play any uaeful part in wartime should real! the

account of ^hat is being done in the Leicester

Museum, by means of an Infant Welfare Exhibition

to combat the appalling mortality among Infants.

This account appears in the Jlfuseums Jtmrtud for

February, and has been written by Mr & E Lowe
the curator, who is responsible for the scheme and
its execution This mortality, which is largely pre

ventable, is brought out with startling vividness by
means of a series of wooden columns, that for in

fants up to twelve months old standing no fewer

than 1 1 ft high, while that for the death rate between

the ages from five to twenty is but a} of an inch

hi^ The food values of huaoan cow s and con

densed milk, the injurious e0ects of dummies of

push-carts, and of certain kinds of clothing are

brought out by means of specimens, models, or dia

grams Models also are used to demonstrate the

dangers of contamination by flies The keenest in

terest has been displayed in this exhibition since its

installation, especially by the poorer classes, for whom
It was more especially intended Hence it is devoutly

to be hoped that this and similar museums will not be

closed by the local authorities from mistaken notions

of economy in war time

A NKw genus of Ranunculacess Beesia named in

honour of the firm of Bees Ltd —to whose enterpnse

so much botanical exploration in China, Burma and
the Himalayas has brcn accomplished—has been de-

scribed by Prof Bayley Balfour and Mr \V W Smith
In Notes from the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh
vol u , No xli The new plant, Beesta cordata

which IS figured, is allied to the Japanese genus
Glauddium and to the Japanese and American

Hydrastis It was collected by Mr F Kingdon Ward
in northern Burma, at 9000 ft altitude, in the deep

shade of the ram forest

Thb annual report of the Agricultural Department
St Vincent, shows that a good deal of Useful work
has been done in the past year in connection with

efforts to raise new straihs of cotton particularly with

reference to disesm resistance The progress of the

cotton industry is well shown in the tables covenng
the period of the last ten years The area planted in

190^ was 790 acres, and in 1914-15 4336 acres

though in 19x1-13 It rose to more than 5000 acres The
weight of hnt in 1905-6 was 137,460 lb

,
and in 19x0-11

reached as high a figure as 561,536 lb , the average

yield of lint per acre for the ten years being xaS lb

Wa notice in La GtograpMa for November, 1915,

that the hydrographic deponent of the French Ad-

miralty have replaced the derxnan names in Kerguelen
by names of French origin It must be very galling to

the French to see an abundance of Gerx^ names
scattered over the chart of their Antarctic island

e^edally as German explorers were never glaring in

th^ ni^i^ or very mindful of mmrlous names At
the eam* time, however, the pnctice of changing
csteUlMied names la a dangerous one if earned for,

ai^ h Is to be hoped, in tiie Interests of geographical

this ^ndple wU not be aj^lied indie-

MO, 3418, VOL. 97]

criminately, for confusion would certainly be the

result The new names for Kerguelen appear in the

AvU aux Navtgateurt of May 39, 1915

An article on the Peru Bolivia boundary commission

by Sir Thomas Holdich, in the Geographtcal Journal

for February (vol xlvii No 3) is another reminder,

were any required of the losses that geographical

science has sustained by the war In January, 191 x,

the services of four British officers were lent to the

Government of Peru to determine the boundary with

Bolivia Two of them, Capt H S Toppin Northum-
berland Fusiliers and Lieut C G Moores R E ,

have already lost their lives in action Capt Toppin

was to have written the report for the Peruvian

Government When that became impossible the Royal
Geographical Society was asked to undertake the work
and It was plated by the society in the hands of Sir

Thomas Holdich Moreover in certain circumstances

in the dispute the Royal Geographical Society was
made arbitrator by the Peruvian Government In the

same number of the Geographtcal Journal is a paper

by the late Capt Toppin on the diplomatic history of

the Peru Bolivia boundary

Mr h £ Wright, writing in the Journal of the
Washington Academy of Sciences, vi i, describes a

device for solving equations of the form a*sbc where
a b c are functions for which suitable scales of

representation have been plotted The method is ap-

parently based on the geometrical construction for the

product of two quantities by treating the latter as the

fourth term of a proportion havmg unity as the first

It IS however not easy to follow from the descnption
but It may be useful to overcome the difficulties in

cases where some process of the kind has to be
frequently used.

Dicuroic fog is one of the troubles of the amateur
photographer when plates are developed under difficult

conditions as to temperature or otherwise. An inves-

tigation of its causes, prevention, and cure is given

by M Ernest Coustet in the Revue ginirale de*

Sciences (xxvi , ai) Of the causes, the most impor-
tant is the presence of traces of the fixing salt in the

developer or of the developer in the fixing salt. The
latter appears to be the most important, and thorough
washing before fixing the best preventive. A high
temperature and a weak fixing bath are favourable

to foggmg Of remedies the author rSoommendi
neutral (never acid) peiTnanganate followed by
bisulphite of soda

Tax issue of the index numbers of the two sections

of Science Abstracts completes the volumes for the

year 1915 The physics volume has 770 pages and
the electrical migineering volume 622, wUle the num-
ber of abstracts are 17^ and 1x53 respectively The
volumes are therefore quite equal in size to those

issued before the war, though there seems to be a
small decrease in the number of articles abstracted,

partly no doubt due tq the reduction in the amount
,of sdentifie work biting published. The name indexee

include nanies of authors and those mentioned In

1

abstracts, and cover twenty-nine an^ fifteen pages n-
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ipectively fhe subject mdexes extend to fifty>tivo and
thirty pages respectively and the method of arrange-

ment adopted in past years is continued The facihty

with which a piece of research can be looked up in

Science \bstracts makes it invaluable to those

engaged m scientific work in either physics or dec*

trteai engineering

Thk Journal of the Royal Society of Arts for

Diecembpr 31 contains an interesting artide by Sir

Charles Watson on the origin of English measures

of length The author is of opinion that the measures

of length used 1^ the different nations of the world

are for the most part derived from a common origin

He regards the longer measures of distance as having

been first used by n people who possessed a high degree

of astronomical knowledge, who were acquainted with

the form of the earth and were able to carry out

accuiate geodetic measurements He explains the

means bj which the ancients determined the unit for

terrestrial measurements of distance now known as

a geographical mile and he then proceeds to con

skier how the subdivisions of the geographical mile

were assimilated with the cubit Two new cubits

appear to have been invented for this purpose one

of these was equivalent to i8 225 English inches, and

the other afterwards known as the Babylonian royal

cubit was equal to 20-25 inches Sir Charles points out

that the English sea mile is exactly the same as the

geographical mile of the Babylonian system that Its

tenth part, the cable length, is identical with the

stadium and that generally the English measures
of length are no haphazard modern mvention, but

have come down to us from prehistoric times

A snOKT article on the production of potash in the

Uhited States appears in the Chemical Trade Journal

of February 12 In 1915 steps were taken to produce

potash salts on a commeraal scale in the Lnited

States, and the plant of the Universal Products Cor
poratlon began to operate in October last at Marys-

vale, Utah producing both potassium sulphate and
alumma in high-grade form The rated capacity of

the works is from 25 to -jo tons of 95 per cent potass-

luor sulphate per day The present plant handles

about 150 tons of alunitc daily and plans are being

mode to double its capacity At Searles Lake, Call

forma the Amencan Trona Corporation proceeded

with the construction of its works to treat the potass-

ium bearing brine of that desert basin by the Grim
wood process At Trona (Searles Lake) only mixed
•alts are produced from the first part of the process,

and these ore refined at the port of San Pedro Call

focoisL The iaitial plants are expected to produce

ion tons of potash and 30 tons of borax daily The
atNuite dsfiosita ofttha Florence Minwg and Milling

Cosapany at Marysuolet Utah, is to be expioited by a
aawly-fonnad oorpo^tiott, the Utah Potash Syndicate-

SsMK ploitts ware erected elsewhere to utilise the

DPtaeh «ff the felspsrs, but (fad not get into operatioa

on a cosMnerrlsl scalcu

( jHfiMOawrf Subject Index to the periodica)

fiteratntw 6n the aodaqmlc, political, and military his*

tdry of tMiktar in a elailiSedlItt of the titles of srtictSs

nto 34^8,m 9^]

that have appdored during 1915 About 150 perkxUeala

are cited, including twenty published hi the United

States and ten published m France. There is aa

alphabetical list of authors names Thp titles of the

artictes arfa classified under more thaa 250 headings,

arranged in alphabetical order The JIHmary clasai*

fication IS in great measure tc^xigraphieal, being based

upon the names of (xiuntries, and such headingi as

Eastern Question and European War Thesemain

sections are, however subdivide into subsections, such

as Array, Colonies, Cdmmdrce, Economic

Condition Fmance, and Int^lectual Life. In

addition to the topographical headings there are many
others, such as Ahens, Architpeture Civilisa-

tion, Compulsory Service Eugenics, Food
Supply, Liquor Problem, Natiimal Character-

istics and Social Psychology In drawng up such

u list It IB obviously very difficult to decide whet are

the subjects of greatest mterest to those who will con-

sult the index. Compensation for any defects in the

arrangement will be found m the large number of

cross-referenues, which make it possible without much
difficulty to trace the vanous entries relating to any
subject that may not have been confined to one
section

Thk letter of Sir I auder Brunton which we pub-

lished in our issue of February 10 (vol xevi
, p ^9)

advocating the introduction of Latin as an mt^
national language has inspired several communications
on the subject for which we are unable to find space.

Mr L F Richardson of Eskdalemuir Observatory,

directs attention to the simplicity of Ido which has
been suggested as an international language, and
points out that the language can be read by anyone
Mr F H Perrycoste, Polperro Cornwall emphasises
the saving of time wluch would result from the adop.
tion of Sir Lauder Brunton s suggestion, and urges
that most people would really be better off with a
good equipment of Latin than they now are with a
more or less efiicient or inefficient equipment of

French and German and a practically useless semi-
equipment of Latin acquired at enormous expense of

sdiool time Mr P W Stuart Menteath, writing
from Ciboure, Basses Pyrdndes maintains that The
revival of Latin as the unique language of tcienoe
can alone secure the co-operation of the humanist,
the intellectual independence of the Latin nations,

and the essenUel unity of both their science and tbeln

religion Mn C M Houghtoa urges the advantage*
of Esperanto, the-mventor of which was an adherent
to the Latin project for many yean before he con-
structed bis artificial language for international use
He adds that Mr W J Derk’b “ Ihtematkmal
Language ’ (Dent; ir net) ’contains a rtnmi of tile

MMory of the proMem and ite siihition from 1653 op
to 1920, together with a large amount of otfawr vein,
able infennation

Ik fiiture the journal hitherto known os the Jornnat
if Sionomte BUIogy will hear thd name of the Journal
of ZOotogfCol Research the suhjMt-mntter of iviflch

WO) bo confined to Original todio^cal reseaivb—
systematic an4 anatomlcali Tbd styM and of t)ie

'FiH remdlfi undfterM.
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OUR ASTRONOMrCAT COLl MN
I New Comet —^Th« Actronomer Royal infonn* uk

that he hay received the following tele£,rini from
Prof O Baeklund director of the Pulkova Observa
tory — New comet Ncujmin ii-omag February 24
gh 17m Stlneia M T , RA 8h 58111 40s dwlination
16'’ 24' N Motion slow Probably south \ further

observation telephoned to ui as »e go to press is as
foUows —R A 8h eSm 29 8s declination + 14'* 4a
38* February a; i in 336m GMT
Coun 1915a (Mblush) —Additional measures of the

condensations in the tail of this comet are given in

Lowell Observatoty Bulletin No 70 Photographs
taken with the 40-in reflector have been measured by
Mr C O Lamptand Mr E C Slipher made visual

micrometric measures with the 24^10 refractor

The following positions of the comet are extracted

from an ephemcris given in Circular 501 of the A^iro
fwmuchen Naehnchten —

i2h GMT
R A IVc M.a

h m .
March a 3 37 *4 +20 56-6 117

6 40 12 21 272
10 43 9 21 560 11-9

U S Naval OabSKVATORv 1915—We hive received

a copy of the report of the superintendent of this

extremely active institution The Gaithersburg Sta-

tion of the International I atitude Service has been
discontinued Dr F E Ross has been transferred

to Washington togetlier with the photographic zenith

tube for continuous determination of the van ition of

latitude

\ Oayught Mktkoh — \n extremely intcrtsting

account of a great meteor seen over the Chusan
\rchipelago during the forenoon of I ebruiry 13

1915 has been given by Capt \\ T 1 yler R N R
in a paper communicated to the North China Branch
of tiw Royal Asiatic Soaety (Journal vol xlvi

)

Capt Tyler^s attention was directed to the matter by
the report of the light keeper at Sleeji Island that

a man-of-war had fired an aerial torpedo which neiriy

hit the tower The combined observations from a
numl^r of adjacent islands and from Shanghii seem
to be best fitted by assuming the meteor followed a
strongly Ourved path, at first travelling a little fast of

north and finally moving towards the south-east The
mataor was seen to fall into the sea near Video Island

and a violent explosion was heard over a veiy wide
area It is notable that exceptional meteonc displays

haye been recorded about this date in previous yeirs

Af T«ANBNit>TUNiAN Plamet —The first number of

the first vetuma of tho Memoirs of the Lowell Ob-
servato^ deals with this alluring subject Although
the cometary evidence which hasWn held to indicate

the eiistaiiee of an additional member of the solar

syetNM may be open to other interpretation yet it

map he orafidentiy predicted that extended knorwiete
of the metions of the known outer planets wdl ultt-

inMiely eettla the matter if, that is the hypotheticoi

body, or bodies exist It is interesting to compare
fiMKnateiial Dr Lowell finds available with that which
I«1 to the osn>tUr» Neptune In the first plaoe the

latter hM-net yet been known long enough to enable

its- theory to bo deveiopod with the accuracy repaired

as M ha^ of a seardi for a source of peiiurbation

henestBateodof the planet neat in the series reoom
iniut<w iHod* to the aAt^uIthnoto tlranua, Thik.
Mosf^ the reeiduab 1^V QaiUot’s thete^ of

llnme> do ttot sMMd ^ at any pout of ite pad
^ Vsaatisebewed m mot-
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the probable errors of observations show>s that they

are too large to be due to the latter By a lengtl^
process of trial by error Ur Lowell shows that the
hypothesis of a single outside perturbing body can
reduce the residuals 71 per cent or including errors

of observation bv 90 to 100 per cent Two solutions

are found to be equally indicated one with the un-
known situated (July n 1914) in heHucentric longitude
840** for the other n 262 8° The distances masses,
and eccentricities are closely alike being about fortf^

four times the eirth s distance from the sun 1/50000
of the sun s mass and an eccentricity about o-a indi

eating a visibility f 12 13 magnitude and a disc

greater than 1" in di imeter

ARTIFIUAI IRRIGATION IN THE
WhSTlRN ST AT FS OF NORIH AMBRICA »

The hydrulogiral department of the United States
Geological Survey finds nowhere perhaps so

important and fruitful a field of operations as in the
great tract of country which lies west of the looth
meridian of west longitude The difficulties attending
the agricultural development of regions in which the
rainfall is so scanty as to be almost neghgible are
kufliciently obvious but the lack of adequate supplies

of water IS no less felt for mining and industrial pur
poses to say nothing of ordinary domestic require-
ments Hence arises the nei'essity for a close and
searching investigation into all such sources as are
actually available and the conservation of sujmlies
from streims and wells so that they may ^ utilised

to the liest advantage with the rrouction of waste
and loss to a minimum
Such are the conditions prevailing on the south

eastern portion of the State of Neveiu Large areas
of fertile sod lie idle for want of moisture to make
them productive and very little vegetation survives,
unaided the long periods of drought The average
annual precipitation of rain at seven gauging stations
in different localities ranges from 3^ to u 99 in
When a rainfall does occur it often takes the form of
a cloudburst in which a large quantity of water falls

on a small area in a veryshort space of time Much
consequently is lost The majority of the upland
streams moreover disappear in the alluvial slopes at
tho foot of the mountains and only flood waters from
heavy nuns reach the central valleys Wells and
spnngs therefore constitute some of the most Impor
tant sources of supply and thev are found to jrive the
best yield in the unconsolidated sedimentary deposits
which partly fill the structural basins of the distnct.
The lower indurated strata forming what Is called
the bed rock are much less oro^cHve These
lower formations are usually hard compact and Im-
pervious layers representative of various systems,
mostly sedimentary but with some igneous lotruiflona
Thev serve the useful purpose of confitong the water
Which enters the ‘ vall^ fiil,’ and of preventing its

downward escape
Tularosa Basin in New Mexico with an area of

Gnoo square miiest is another arid regrlon with similar
ellnjatic conditions The sky Is generallv dear, tite

atmosphere dry and the average rainfall In the lower

(WstcrfovrlrP-wrWO IV8Srs«li AtMnusimdsnlstvu
a«»»«>«wsii of TBisroM IMn N«w MMea.* Sy

WJ.) PR. WB
Ps*J[i*Ss *t By OsrSId A Waring fWntar Supply

ml ** ’i’^TsaamsMBW TaHaw CSSIWlIn"ByKM BiTufWatw SSpptp AqitraisA.^ Pp-ap. sn*
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possesses considerable mineral wealth, Including gold
c(^>per lead, iron, turquoise, cool, and gypsum The
meUlliferous deposlto, especially gold, have been ex
tensively worked But, from an agricultural point of

view, the district has been practically neglected Vast
tracts of arable land, capable of producing valuable

crops lie uncultivated for lack of treatment In any
system of development, artificial Irrigation would of

course, be a necessity, but there are abundant stores

of underground water available for exploitation and
use. As in south.«a8tern Nevada these suppli^ are

more prolific in the valley fill than in the bed-

rock Tlie most important sources are the sand and
gravel deposits which he m irregular lenticular masses
at diiferent depths in different localities The Creta

ceous ro^ however underlying the eastern portion

of the basin yield a sufficient supply for domestic

and cattle-raising purposes
Further to the west lies the great State of Cali

fornia second only to Texas in point of size and
characterised by a remarkable physiographical diver

sity Thus it encloses both the highest and the lowest

levels in the Union viz 14501 ft above the sea

(Mount Whitney) and ayfi ft below the same datum
(I^th Valley) There are equally d verse hydro-
graphic features In the southern deserts is to be found

me extreme of aridity a rainfall which averages less

than 3 in per annum and in some years is merely
a trace whereas in the north west there is veiy

heavy precipitation amounting to an annual average
of close on 100 in at certain stations Mr Waring s

paper contains a very full account of the natural

springs scattered throughout the State with an in

teresUng study of their occurrence and yield The hot
springs are perhaps the most remarkable class and
these include all springs having a temperature higher
than about qo° F Other groups of springs include

carbonated springs sulphur springs saline springs
magnesic springs and iron springs each class named
after the constituent which marks the flavour and char
acter of the water One curious spring is the so-

called poison spring on the western border of Death
Valley which is an arm of the Colorado Desert It

yields a salty water impregnated probably with
sulphates producing a strong feeling of nausea in

anyone imbibing it Other popularly described
poison springs are believed to contain arsenic but

of this there is some doubt as arsenic is a rare con
stituent of water and seldom present in measurable
amount
The most prominent topographical feature of Call

fornia is the Great Central Valley 16 000 square miles
In area flanked on each side by mountain ranges
running parallel with the coast One portion of this

is the Sacramento Valiev a broad and fertile plain

lying between the Sierra Nevada and the Coast Range
It is a district unmistakably adapted to agricultural

pursuits possessing climatic conditions of the most
favourable kind The winters are moderate and the
rainfall which averagos from so to 35 in annually is

opnoentrated in a large measure within the five

mon^is of their duratfon The orchard Industry has
gpq^rdd special prominence All deciduous fruits bear

crops being rarely damaged by frost while the
morn delkate varieties such as apneots almonds
olivet, etc. flourish In suitable localities Under
normal oondltlona It is quite unnecessary to resort to

artificial ifrigation but as a means to the more ex
tended and intensive cultivation of ground crops qnd
t}ia faichistbn under operation of certain lands at pre-

«ant onfy available for grazing the study of water
litdrage and distribution is receiving attention The
ground water is prindpaUv contained in the uoper
xiwSt alluvial deooalts and the valley la remarkable
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for the large area in which the water level stands near
the surface of the ground. The alluvium is of two
periods an older d^sition dating from the Pliocene

epoch and continuing into the Pleistocene, and a later

deposit of more recent formation This latter is the

most productive water-bearing stratum, and consists

largely of sands and gravels in an unoemented con
dltton The total quantity of ground water in the
valley is undoubtedly very consid^able and the appli

cation of irrigation from this source presents great

possibilities of development
Adjacent to the Sacramento Valley on the eastern

side of San Francisco Bay is situated a somewhat
notable cone of alluvial deposit built up by a neigh-
bouring creek and called from its proximity to n
town of the name Niles Cone The cone proper is

II 800 acres in extent but a marsh tract adds 9000
acres to the area forming the ground water dTstrict

covered by Mr Clark s report The creek from which
the cone derives its origin Is Alameda Creek, at the
outlet of the Santa Clara Valley This receives the
drainage of 6^ square miles of mountains and in

terior valleys The alluvial deposits have been brought
down by streams dunng periods of irregular flow
The upper layers belong to the Pleistocene and Recent
scries of the Quaternary system the lower strata form
Mit of the Orlnda formation in the Pliocene series

Below these fresh water deposits 1 e shale and sand
stone of the Cretaceous and possibly of the Jurassic
periods Tho development of artificial irrigation is

proceeding rapidly and numerous wells have been
sunk dunng the past few years but the limit of yield

from the ground water has almost been attained and

SOME RECENT STUDIES ON PROTOZOA
AND DISEASE

TlR I W SCOTT MACFIE describes in Annals
A-' of Tropical Medtctn* and Paracitology (vol ix
No 4) a number of interesting protozoa from Accra
West Afnca He records the occurrence of a piro-
plasm—Nuttaliio decumant n sp—^in riie blood of
brown rats and gives an account of a case of amcebic
dysentery in a monkey (Cercopithecus), in which
numerous Entamoeba were present, tt«ether with a

panosoma congoiense chiefly on the ground that in
many of the ti^nosomes the trophonucleus lies near
the anterior end The clinical aspect of the dlseaae
produced by this trypanosome in the original boat—

a

mare—was also peculiar in that there appeared on
the skin of the body raised disc-like patches or
plaques which however disappeared after about
three days. Dr Macfie also records observations on
two mules suffering from a form of trypanosomiasis
clinically resembling acute dourine and states that in
these cases infection by coitus—the usual method of
transmission of this disease—may be excluded with
certainty

An account of researches by Drs Fandiam and
Porter on induced heroetomoniasis in Urds iqmears in
the same number of the Annals Water^scorplons and
gnats, ui the Intestine of which the flagellate porarite
Herpetomonas was present were fed to birds—
canaries sparrows, and martins. A fatM infection of
tbeb^ensued and herpetomonada, flagdUate and nmu
flagHlate were found in die internal organs (Uwr
spleen, bone-marrow, etc.). The disease ran either an
acute or a chronic course In acute eases tl}e ffag^
late farm of the pararite yras more coamwo in &
bMs at death, while in chronic eases die non.
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flagellate forms—often Le shmania like—were more
numerous The authors recall the fact that a flagel

late stage of Lefskmama donovam—the causal
organism of kala azar m man—has recently been
found by Dr Wenyon in a dog subinoculatcd with a
strain dwived from a human case and that flagellate

stages of L troptcd—thc organism of onental sore

—

have been found in man In view of the similarity

of the morphological cycles of shniama and Herpc
tomonas the authors suggest that the species of

Lelshmania arc probably insect herpetomonads intro-

duced long ago into man and usually perpetuating
the non flagellate and relatively non resistant forms
though capable of assuming the flngellate form

FHE NEW ZEALAND INSTITUTE

The forty seventh volume of the Transactions and
Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute con

stitutes a record of much valuable and pa nstaking
research dealing chiefly with the fauna and flora of

the Dominion It is gratifying to And that the war
has interfered so little with the activities of New
itealand naturalists and that so many ardent workers
are now engaged in adding to our already very extei

sive knowl^e of this important region Most of the

papers in this volume are of a systematic character

and probably work of this kind is the most important
that can be undertaken at the present time in New
Zealand Such papers however naturally appeal to

a very limited number of readers especially when they
are written m the ultra technical language which so

many systematists seem to prefer This appears very
markedly in Mr Meynck s revision of New Zealand
Tineina in which the diagnos s of the very first genus
contains the following cryptic sentence f sentence

it can be called — Hinawings under i termen
abruptly emarglnate beneath acutely produced apex

3 and 4 rather approximated 5 nearly parallel 6 and

7 rather approximated towards base
We cannot help thinking that apart altogether

from the question of style a somewhat more generous
eimnditure of type would be appreciated by those who
might like to take up the study of this group of
Lepidqitera in New Poland and are not already

exerts in the subject Mr Meynck is of opinion that

there still remain a large number of additional speoes
of Tineina to be discovered ih New Zealand and it

aeems a pity therefore that the generic and family
characters given only hold good for the New Zealand
species for apparently they may be upset at any time
by further lUscovenes and may prove quite inadequate
for die determination of new forms
One of the most interesting discoveries recorded in

the volume is that of a new genus of gymnoblastic
hydroids Ascidioclava found living as a parasite in

the peripharyngeal groove of an AsciiUan and de-

scribed by Prof H B Kirk
We are glad to see that local botanists are paving

attention to the lifo-hlstory of the Lycopodiaoeas which
form such an important element in the New Zealand
flora Mr J E Holloway contributes a note on the
protocorm of Lycopodium laterals and Miss K V
Edgerley describes the prothallia of three species Prof
Charles Chilton gives an interesting account of the
recently establishM Mountain Biological Station be-

longing to the Canterbury CoHege the existence of

which may be expected to do much to promote bio-

l^cal research
It, la irqposslble in a short notice to do justice to

Mich a mass of valuable material as this volume con-
tidns Wb can only expreas our satisfaction at the
great octi^ty displayed, and congratulate all con-
tamed cm the remits of their labours A D
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THTRAPEUIIC ACTION OF ULTRA
VIOLET RAYS

A TTENTION has recently been directed again to the
therapeutic action ot ultra violet rays by the pub-

lication of a paper in the Lancet of January d m which
a source ot light invented by Mr bimpson was referred
to There is nothing novel of course in the fact that

certain forms of disease may be cured by exposure to
light of wave-length ranging from 300 /t/i to 90 pp
but the discovery of a new ultra violet lamp raises

many questions of wide interest Dr Sidney Kuss has
now shown however that an arc simply produced
between two tungsten rods exactly simulates the so-

called Simpson light and it is evident that the
powerful source of ultra violet rays thus obtained will

prove of service in the treatment of all those mper-
facal lesions which hmsen and others have provea to

be favourably affected by this type of radiation Dr
Russ has further pointetl out that even one tenth of a
millimetre of human skin readily absorbs a large part
of the ultra violet rays from this arc and that less

than one per cent passes to a depth of one millimetre
When Its spectrum is compared with that of the

mercury arc the carbon arc or one between ctmper
and silver it is seen to consist of numerous lines

grading off towards the shortest wave length, and
affording an exceptionally rich source of ultra violet

light over the region which is of great therapeutic use
In medical woi% however the cleanliness and con
venience of the method by which aiw particular radia
Hon can be produced are naturally of great importance,
and in this respect it is evident that the electric dis-

charge between a broken column of mercury enclosed
in an exhausted quartz tube has much to recommend
It On the other hand the new tungsten arc lamp
made by Messrs Edison and Swan [aoe Nature of
December 33 1915 p 467) enclosed in a silica bulb
instead of in glass would no doubt be an ideal means
of producing ultra violet light and one which could
be readily adapted for medical as well as other pur
poses
Dr Russ has contributed a short illustrated article

to the British Medical Journal for January as,

in which some interesting points are oonsiikred respect-

ing the seventeen octaves of radiations which are now
available from visible light to the gamma rays of
radium He deals very clearly with the X ray spec-
trum the dangers of prolongs or frequent exposure
to that radiation ultra-violet light and some of the
chief physical facts with which medical students should
become acquainted

THE UTIIISATION OF PEAT^
Peat as a Sourci of Power

'T'HE problem of the utilisation of peat for industrial

purposes is one of perpetually recurring interest,

and scientific men in tnaafcountries have turned their

attention to search out a solution Tins Is not sur-

prising in view of the fact that the amount of com-
bustible matter in the world's peat deposits exceeds
that of all the known coal fields. For Ireland the

question is one of vital interest Her coal deposits
are small and relatively unimportant, while nM^
one-seventh of the area of the country i e mart than
two and three-quarter million acres is covered with
peat much of which is of excellent quality This
represents a vast amount of potential energy awaithm
miy a practical means of utilising it
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The defects of peat as a fuel are (i) that it contains
and retains a large amount of water, (2) it Bas, com.
pared with other fuels, a low caloriik value, and (3)
It Is eatremely bulky, involving a high cost of rar-

iia« Thus it is that most of the swemes for peat
utilisation have been concerned aith artificially drying
and compressing the material Ihis can be done
readily enough, but the energy consumed in the
operation, and the low calorific value of peat,
render the commercial success of any such scheme
extremely problematical Other schemes have sought
to combine the preparation of a fuel from peat with the
extraction of by.products When one recalls the fact

that the by-products of the manufacture of coal gas,

once regaidM as useless, have come to rival the gas
Itself in value, this aspect Of the peat problem appears
full of possibilities, further reference will be made to

ftlis

I interest to refer to two instances where peat has been
used in plant designed to recover the by-producU
The first of these is the power plant of the Societa

per 'L'Utilisazzlone du Combustibiil Italioni, at Oren-
tano in Italy This plant, erected by the Power
Gas Corporation, Ltd ,

Stockton-on-Tees, is situ-

ated on the edge of a bog a few miles

distant from Orentano The area of the bog
IS about 1482 acres, of which the company operating
the recovery power plant owns about 500 acres Thispor
tion of the bog has an average d^th of about 5 ft

I of good peat fuel The bog has to be drained by
pumping The peat, excavated by manual labour, is

fed into Dolberg peat machines, and these are provided
with belt conveyers to transport the peat to the maci
rators Part of it is air-dried, and part mechanicallv
treated and artificially dried The peat delivered to the

producers with an average moisture content of 33J per

Fia I —Pfodaccr fU piMI utilWns pat at Uswn. HwaUtoa RobS'i hetwy st Parudown

A new vista of potentialities for peat has opened up
in recent years Just as the nineteenth century wiU
^waye be associated with the development of the

engine, culminating in the steam turbine, so
will the twentieth century be able to claim the triumph

intemalHtombuition engine The success ofm
^
^Ve has led to investigations which resulted In

forms of producer gas plant, and there are

y thousands of installations of this method
o| Iraftnag power kit mechanical purposes

It it a nmaworthy and enoouraging fact that an
Inatallatidn at Portagown for utiHtbg peat in gas-

producer plant hat been found to be entlrdy satls-

-factoij, and to effect a considerable saving over
Anthradte. This It die more remarkable, as the by-
preduets die aot at prasoit utilised. But these

producti are tA conswerable vawt and it wilt lie of
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cent has an average nitrogen content of 1-04 per •cent

The nitrogen It recovered as ammonium sulphate, and
the gas is used to drive two gas engines of 350 metric
horse-power each, which drive alternate-current gene-
rators—there being a transmission line to Pontsiuera,
ten miles ^staitt

The second installation referrefi to is the ammonia
recovery power plant of the German Mond Gas Com-
pany, situated on the Sdiweger Mom-, About twenty,
flvp miles from the city of Oenabrildt It Is eoA-
lUmeted acconfing to the system of Frank onoXaro,
and was designed to utilise peat containing upwards of
6b per cent moisture—an Imnortant point as lengdien-
htg fhe season during whidi peat ntasutailtthliw
operations could be curried on The gas plant to

capable df gesifidng and reeovertaig the by^produbts
from am tons per day of twenty-tour bouts of alp.
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dried peat The total power capacity iii more than
3000 h p , and the gas engines arc coupled to alter

nators running in parallel The current, transmitted
at a tension of 30,000 volts, is distributed over an area
of about twenty-five nules’ radius

If more rapid progress has not been made in solving
the problem in the United Kingdom, it must be re.

membered that in the manufacturing parts of England
coal IS comparatively cheap and owing to its greater
heating power is more suitable for producer gas than
IS peaU In many parts of Ireland however coal is

teiy (kar, but (and to some extent because of this

fact) in these distncts wc have not at present in exist

enca mdustnes demanding power The possibility of

securing cheap power would be a stimulus to industrial

development
Happily, a noteworthy step has been taken in the

wa\ of solving the problem uy the art ion of Messrs

I rhe gas before passing to the engine, must be
purified but the substances removed arc valuable,
although the by products of a small plant would not
justify trcaliiieiit fhere is nitrogen, which can be
recovered as ammonium sulphate and also peat ash
and peat t ir containing vafuabio constituents It is

not unreasonable to assume that with an extension
of this method of utilising peat it would be possible

to deni m a profitable mapner with the by<{tfoducts

which would tniis be produced in a sufficient quantity
to allow of their being dealt with in cheni

ical works VVe should in this way not onU
establish an additional industry, but this method of

obtaining power from pc.it would be rendered stilf

I more profitable

It may be said that the conditions it Portadown

I

are favourable in view of the neighbourhood of the
peat bog to the weaving factors, and it is undoiibteilh

Fie. Tbc list prodnear pUnl in lb* world mall n«ragulorly produoorgiuioiidmisnnnim inliilwlo lm»wsl|>cM,c«auiiuns uplo par osnu ofwsMr

Hamilton Robb, of Portadown This firm have In

Portadown a weaving industry, and a little more than
four years ago decided to try the experiment of estab

lulling a <peat) producer gas plant They accordingly

installed a suraon gas plant constructed by Messrs
Crottley Brothers, Ltd of Manchester, of a capacity

of 400 brake-horte-poweri The furl us^ is neat, and
this Is cut from a bog some miles distant ana dried in

the air by the usual method of stacking The
plant Mipplies gas to two engines, each of uo b h p
and «l|a of 150 b h p There are two producers each
having a capacity of soo b h p By means of the con-

vqrer the peat blocks are elevated and earned to the

fSM hoppers on the top of the ppducers, from wMcK
theyi pM into the generatiwa, where gasification takes
plape. It is stated that under working conditions, with

.

peat at 3a. a ton, power can be obtained at the rote

of onealxteenth of a penny per horse-power hour
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a very great advantage to be able to avail of watcr
caiTiaTO from the bw to the factory There ale

nevertheless, without doukb many other places In Ire-

land where corresponding advantages could be found
But even in their ab^nce it seems certain that

peat could bo profitabl) utilised on the lines indicated,

with one moaificatkm, though that is an imporfatA
one Where a sufficient demand for power i^us^&lr
appears certain that instead of earning tha
prat either by road or by water, it would be wvwible
to instal prowcer plant on the bog itsdf and to con-
vert the mechanical power into elec&iaty, and.transmit
the energy at high pressure to the point where it lb

required The efficiency of such conversion and trans-

rninnm is now very high, and the financial results of
sudi a mode of tpinsimssloi) can be ascertained with
a considerable degree of accuracy In any cate where
the conditions can stated
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Chemical Aspbcte of the Peat Problem
Extensive deposits of peat exist in Great Britain,

France, Russia, Italv, Scandinavia, Germany, and
Austria One-seventn of the total area of Irdand is

covered by peat, and enormous tracts of this deposit

are found in Canada
Only two years before the outbreak of war a prac-

tical solution of the peat problem was claimed for

Germany by Dr Carl Duisberg, of Elberfeld, who at

the Congress of Applied Chemistry held in 191a at
New York, stated his case m the following words —

The latest and most rational method of utilising

the peat or turf beds which are so plentiful in Germany
and many other countries is practised in Schweger
Moor near Osnabrfirk, according to a process dis-

covered by Frank and Caro There peat gas is pro-

duced and utilised, and ammonia obtained as a by-
product, the required power being generated in a
3000-h p. central clectnc power station The moor
land, alter removal of the peat, is rendered serviceable
for agricultural purposes ^

The foregoing development appears to be a practical

realisation of the view held by many workers on peat
in this counti^, that the most economical use to make
of this combustible is to convert it into gaseous fuel

fn suitable gas producers
When peat is gasified the products are combustible

gas, ammonia, ash, tar, and an aqueous distillate con-
taining certain technically important organic com-
pounds The combustible gas, which is generally free

from sulphur, consists of carbon monoxide and
hvdrogen mixed with the non-oombustible gases
nitrogen and carbon dioxide
At present the only plant of this description in

Ireland Is the gas-producer furnishing the gaseous fuel

for the gas enginfs of the factory of Messrs Hamilton
Robb, Ltd , of Portadown, and although on account
of die comparatively small capacity of the plant, no
attempt is made to recover and utilise any by-products,
yet, meivertheless, this installation has proved to be a
finaiiMl success There can be little doubt that in a
sciendflcally controlled plant, large enough to render
pracdaable the recovery of ammonia and other by-
products, the economy effected would be considerably
greattr

By-ProducU from the Peat-Gas Producer
AtnmoNte.—Peat may contain from 0-5 to 3 $ per cent

of nitrogen, and by passing steam over peat heated to

35o-Xso° almost tw whole of the nitrogen is obtained
as ammonia Thlrimprovement has bwn embodied in
the modern types of Mond plant so that now it is

possible to recover the greater part of the nitrogen of
peat In the form of the valuable fertiliser, ammonium
sulphate The importance of increasing the output of
ammonium sulphate from peat lies in the circumstance
that ^his salt can displace sodium nitrate as a nitro-

Mnous manure, thus rendenng the nitrate available

for the manufacture of explosives and other chemical
products
The Power-Gas Corporation, Limited, of Stockton-

on-Tees, who in 1005 first turned their attention to

tblsvntetbod of utihsing peat have obtained the follow-

tqitremely favourable results —
Cwraan Italiiin Enil<>b

Fuel OMd prat p«at paal

Mehtaiie eoatent of fuel

Nitroeea content of fbel

Qusnnty of gss produced per
toa of theoretically dry pMt

Jfalt value of gas produced
IMphate of ammoms produced

per ton of thecreticelly dry
peat

40 to 60
lO

05,000
RTU

70 Ih
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The Simon-Carvet Bye-product Coke-Oven Construe,
tion and Workmg Company, Limited, have made
largMcale expenments on the gasification of peat in

Moore gas-producers ,Peat, containing 63 per cent of

moisture and with a nitrogen content of 3335 per
cent., yielded per ton 94,850 cubic ft of gas (100

B T U per cubic ft,) and 168 lb of ammonium sul-

phate
Peat Ash —Peat differs from wood in yielding on

combustion a comparatively large proportion of mineral
ash (5 to 15 per cent ) The ash of peat contains the

oxides of aluminium iron and calcium existing to a
considerable extent in the form of carbonate, sulphate,

silicate, and phosphate, a very appreciable amount of

alkalis, with a preponderance of potash By using
the peat ash as a ^ssing for the recovered land the

potash locked up in peat would be rendered available

for agriculture at a time when the shortage of this

alkali IS feit very acutely

Peat producer Tar—^The incomplete combustion of

peat in the producer leads to the formation of a certain

proportion of tar which is collected in the hydraulic

scrubbers of tho plant

The amount of tar produced yearly In the Portadown
plant IS about one hundred tons Samples of this

waste product were examined in the chemical labora
tones of the Royal College of ^ence for Ireland,

when substances of industml importance 'a ere Isolated

A greatly increased output of the peat tar is, how
ever, the first essential step towards commercial suc-

cess m this direction Ten installations comparable
m sixe with that of Messrs Hamilton Robb, Ltd

,

would yield approximate!} nn annual output of 1000

tons of peat-producer tar, a quantity which would
furnish a practical basis for the industrial exploitation

of the derivatives of this tar

Distillation of the moist crude producer tar effected

a separation of certain volatile oils from a noo-volatile

bituminous material (crude pitch) amounting to about

17 per cent of the total tar By heating the crude
pitch to 133^ C and pouring off the liquid portion
about 6 per cent of a refined soft pitch could be separ-

ated from a solid friable carbonaceous residue

This pitch either alone or mixed with the carbon-
aceous matter, could be used as asphalt, as a caulking
material, or as an insulator in electrical work The
carbonaceous matter could be utilised separately as n
self-briquetting combustible of high calorific value
The moist peat.4)roducer tar yielded on distillation

50 per cent of volatile oils , the latter by further treat,

ment were separated into neutral oils, waxes, and
acidic oils

Aadtc Otis —Fractional distillation of the acidic oils

showed that these substances consisted pnnapally of
complex phenolic compounds Attention was specially

directed to these substances os they seemed llicely to

afford material for the manufacture of useful dis-

infectants comparable in efficacy with lysol, creolin

cyllin, and oth^ coal-tar disinfectants

I

The well-known Rideal-Walkcr test for disinfectants

and the modified procedure devised by Martin and
Chick afford methods for controlhng quantitatively the
separation of the germicidally active acidic oils from
peat tar, and for ascertaining the bactericidal value of

these acidic oils Phenol and the creaols are segre-

gated in the fraction boiling below 300** C , whk^ is

about seven times as toxic as phenol itself towards
Bacittus typhosus The fraction of addle peat dl boil-

ing at 3tx>-3Co^ is seventeen times os active as fdienol

(carbolic add) on the same pathogenic organism
The moat intense germicidal wcttvlty la possessed bv

the fraction of addle peat oil boiling at a53-:36o*’, for

thiaproduct has a phenol (carbolic adg) oodndent of 31
These results show that by dlatlBation and slmpM
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chemical tteatment of the oil* obtainable from peat-

producer tar one can under appropriate bacteriological

control, iiolate oils of intense bactericidal activity suit-

able for the manufacture of antiseptics, disinfectants,

and germicides When it is remembered that phenol
(carbolic acid), the standard disinfectant of this type,

is greatly required in the manufacture of explosives

(lyMite), dru^ (salicylic acid, aspirin ctr ), as well

as for many other synthetic products it will be readilv

realised that these peat disinfectants would be weU
corned as efficacious substitutes for carbolic and, if

vthey were forthcoming in sufTiLicnt amount especially

at the present time, when antiseptics are su urgently

needed
The neutral oils left after i xtracting the germicidal

acidic oils with alkali could be used as lubricants as

pyridine bases are pungent Ucmids useful bo}h as sol-

vents and as disinfectants The recovery of these
compounds could be rendered practicable by suitably
moiufving the peat-producer plant

SUMUAKV

I The industrialisation of peat could be most
efficiently brought about by gasifying it in gas pro-

ducers, as this procedure would render feasible the
recovery of several valuable by-products

a The combined nitrogen of the peat can be
economically recovered in the form of ammonium
sulphate This valuable fertiliser, together with the

peat ash containing potash and phosplionc acid, could

be restored to the land from wh«h the peat has been
taken

rht P*vnr <mt C*>+mUnt Lti ifC€Um M 7Wi

Fid. 3.—UoM p«Kt poworiupUni wilh tmmanla reemrr ss^hr slwat loo imsputpcr d«y la opumiion at a Costnl EUaric
SliuivD PMUdtr*, Itoh

liquid fuel, for example, in Diesel engines, and when
mixed with the pitch from peat tar would furnish a
refined tar

The higher fractions of the neutral oils boiling above
C deposit on cooling considerable quantities of

almost colourless wax, which would serve as a pro-
mising starting point for the manufacture of candles
The aqueous distillate from the producer contains

In addition to ammonia, certain orgamc substances
soluble in water, among which have been recognised
methyl alcohol, acetone, acetic acid and its immediate
homologues, and pyridine bases. Methyl alcohol is an
hnmnrtant solvent and the starting point for formalde-
hyw Acetic acid and its homolMfues are required for 1

toe manufacture of acetone and other kbtones Acetone
IS on important solvent used in considerable quantises

J
in the manqfacture of the explosive, cordite The *

s iWO, 2418, VOL 97]

3 Peat tar, another byproduct, can be fractionated

into the following useUil materials —Refined pifch

and tar candle wax, lubaqating and burning oils, and
very powerful disinfectants; greatly exceeding carbolic

acid in germicidal strength

4 The aqueous distillate from the producer contams
methyl alcohol, acetone, pyridine bases, and crude
acetic acid, all of which ore capable of recovery and
utilisation

The economical utilisation of peat in the generation

of gaseous fuel, even without recovery of byproducts
IS to-day an accomplished fact It can scarcely be
doubted that, with efficient chemical control, a larger

{^ant of sufficient capacity to deal ratlonaily with the

ammonia, tar, and other products of the destruc-

tive distilli(tion ot peat vould lead to still greater

economies
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yean, the author atdMtti ceffl^h ^SAsgteat aqteefii eS
the queition which he thinke may aMiat in forming
a conclusion as to the precise nature of the con-
glomerates and the origin of the gold associated with
mem< After reviewing the positum in the light of
these recent investigations, which have, he claims,
eriouslv disturbed the even balance of previously

adduceo evidence favouring opposing theories, tte
author considers that the evid^ce in favour of re-

garding the conglomerates at fossil placers is

convincing and is increasing continually with the
extension of opportunities for collecting information
The importance of establishing such a theory as fact

can tcaroeiy be over-estimated from its bearing upon
the future of the Rand goldfields, which have now for

some years had a yearly output to the value of apprr^
matcly 40,000,000! sterling —H E NlehsHi
pioneer bucket dredge in northern Nigeria The
chief interest in this account of the installation of the
first bucket dredge In northern Nigeria relates to the
fact that the dredge in ouestion was to the author’s
knowledge, the first to be operated by internal-com-
bustion engines of the seml-Diesel type The choice
of this type of motor was enforced by the local absence
of firewood and the then existing prohibitive cost of
coal, which seemed to render the use of steam power
Quite out of the question Tlie papier gives a full

oescription of the dredge and its engine, and there are
also details of the costs of operating and other par-
ticulars which should be useful to engineers eon
fronted with similar problems —A S wksler Anti-
mony piroduction in Hunan Province, South China
In view of the Importance of this metal at the present
juncture, and the lact that China is the world s largest
producer—Hunan being, moreover, the chief source
of the Chinese supply, this paper makes a timely
appearance It would seem that, as in most Chinese
mining, the processes adopted are of a crude and some-
times even primitive nature, but despite this the pro-
duction IS of great economic value, and of the output
it is computed that at least 90 per cent (about 25,000
tons in the year 1914} is exported to other countries

Manchester
Utsraiy.aad PUIaseplileal Society, February 8 —Prof

S J Hickson, presidmt, in the chair—Prof G EHiot
Smith New phases of the controversies concerning
the Piltdown skull Prof Elliot Smith considered
the different views that had been recently expressed,
(i) that the canine belonged to the upper and not the
lower jaw, (a) that the mandible was not human
but that of a hitherto unknown species of clumpaiuee,
which by some unexplained means made its way into
Enriand in the Pleistocene period, (3) that the features
diCferentiating this mandible from that of modem man
had been unduly exaggerated

, (4) that the canine tooth
could not have belonged to the same individual at the
skull and the jaw because it differed from them in age
according to one authority bdng definitely older, and
to another distinctly younger than the other frag-
ments Those widely divergent views tend to
neutralise one another In considering the possibility

that more than one hitherto unknown ape-like man
or maiwtike ape expired in Britain side by side m the
Pleistocene period, and left oomplementaiy parts, the
one of the other, the element of Improbability is so
entirmout as yiot to be set aside except for the most
definite and positive anatomical reasons The evidence
submitted in support of each item of the arguments
for the disaoclation of tte fragments was examined,
and it was maintained tffiit none of it was sufficiently

strong to bear the enormous weight of ii^robability

which these hyfjatheses imposed upon it The author
directed special attention to the imnlied Ihference that
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the craalum itself w«a not suffidantly ihiilaa '

lii~twr~

associated with the jaw
, and amphasised the fact that

the skuil Itself revealed certaia features of a more
primitive nature than any other known representative
of the human family—W J Psny . Ihe geogr«q>l^l
distribution of terraced i^nvatlon and irrigation

Attention was directed to the stupendous efforts mado
by various populations in the ^st, whereby whole
mountain-sidcs were laboriously built up into series

of great steps, which in many cases were watered by
gigantic irrigation works, so that thousands of acres

of what otherwise would have been sterile land were
made to produce crops and maintain large popula-
tions Suih methods were (and in some instances

still arc) used in Great Britmn and Ireland bpain,
Italy, bwitzerland, and South Germany, many of the
Mediterranean islands, Phuenida, Mauretania, Canary
Islands and Nigena Darfur. East Africa. British

Central Africa, Rhodesia, Madagascar, Southern and
Central Arabia, India, Ceylon, Burma, Assam,
Western China, Sumatra, Nias, Java, Madura, Bali,

Lombok, Sunibawa, Luzon, Formosa and Japan, New
Guinea, Melanesia, Pelew and Carohne Islands, Mar-
quesas Islands, Hawaii, Lesser Paumotus, Easter
Island, Peru, Mexico, Honduras, New Mexico,
Western Texas Arizona, East California and Haiti

These methods, applied in the same way in this pecu-
liar geographical distribution, and irrespective of
whether such highly laborious measures were necessary
or not, afford the most positive tokens of the migration
of pnmitive culture along the same routes and prob-

ably at the same time as the stono-usinlf, mine-work-
ing peoples first intruded into the same localised spots

on the surface of the globe —J W Jacksoa The geo-

graphical distribution of the shell-purple industry One
of the most curious uses of bellfith is that of their

employment for the production of a purple dve, known
to the ancients as Tynan purple The invention of

this ^e hat usually been accredited to the Phoenicians,
but Bosanquet has recently shown that it was known
to the Mmoans of Crete m 1600 b c The Phoenicians,

however, appear to have beqn instrumental in spread-

ing the knowledge of the art far and wide
,
the search

for purple-shells was probably one of the motives
which led these people to explore areas further afield

than their own Immediate surroundings Throughout
the Mediterranean, stabons for the manufacture of
pun>le were established by these ancient manners,
and evidence is also available of the early practice of

the art on the coast of N W Africa and in the British

Isles (Cornwall and west of Ireland) Eastward of
the Mediterranean the knowledge of the art seems to

have spread through the Malay region, China and
Japan, as for as Mexico and Central Am^ica In the
latter region it was certainly practised in pti-ToIumbian
times, and still survives among the Indians —J W
Xsckasn Shell-trumpets and their distribution in the
Old and New World The employment of shells as
horns and trumpets Is of very ancient origin The
sites of the past and present uses of these trumpets
form a continuous chain from the Mediterranean re-

gion, through India and the Pacific Islands to ^e
American continent As in the case of shell-purple,

Crete figures very prominently in the early use of the
conch-shell trumpet, it having been associated with
Minoan religious worship From Crete the cult

sjnead, doubtless throu^ Phoenidan Influence, to
numerous places in the MMiterranean, to India, Tibet,

China, and Japan, through Indonesia and the Pacific

Islands to the central parts of America In the
Mediterranean, Triton trumpeU have been found ip
Ligurian caves, said to be of Neolithic age In India
the ebank-trumpet is used in copnection with Hin^
temple worship and special sanctity is associated with
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tb« chank itsolf The ahell-tnimpet enters into cere-

enonles in Mataber, Siam etc ,
and signalJiom thdls

are used m Japan In certain of the Paafic Isles their

uses are many In the Ne3y World the shell-trumpet

was known in pre-Columbian times and entered into

tbe rellgraus ceremonial of the Aztecs Ancient
Mexican manuscripts provide evidence of its use in

temple worship in precisely the same way as in India

Thai shell trumpet was also employed by the Incas
and other ancient peoples, and survives to-day in
several places

Dubun
Reyal Irish Acadeaiy, February 14—Rev J P

Mahaffy president in the char—j O Lsatbesi

Periodic conformal curve-fartors and comer factors

The paper deals with the repeated conformal repre
sentation of the doubly connected region which is

bounded internally by a closed curve or polygon and
is externally unbounded upon successive srmi infinite

strips of a half plane Smooth curves are dealt with
by means of periodic conformal curve factors and the
properties of such curve-factors and some comprehen
sive formulsB for them are discussed Periodic comer
factors are defined and it is shown how they give
the required transformation in tbe case in which the
internal boundary is polygonal The periodic curve
factor is exhibited as the limit of a product of periodic
comer factors and special types are deduced ITie
results are interprctable In terms of two-dimensional
fields of liquid or electric flow, or electric induction
Fields with logranthmic singularities (sources vortices

electrodes etc ) are then discussed and it is shown
how, by a double transformation such fields can be
specified for any region the conformal representation
of which has bm formulated Thus the field due to
a hne-charge in presence of a charged conductor
in the form of an elliptic cylmder or a polygonal
pnsm is readily determined and the method is dually

rheabie to many other problems of similar type—
H Carpenter The Apterygota of the Seychelles

The collection described was made by members of
the Percy Sloden Trust Expedition, and comprises
thirteen species of Thysanura and eighteen of Collem
bole. As only three Apterygota were hitherto re-

corded from the Seychellre most of the species now
enumerated are regarded as new and thrre remark
able Machilids are referred tq a new genus Struc
tural details of the jaws of Isolepisma Lepidospora
Lepldocampa Heteromuricus, and Cremastocephalus
are given together with an account of the genital
appendages In Lepidospora and Lepldocampa The
presence of the latter genus In the Seychelles is of
considerable geographical interest together with
some of the CoUmbolan genera it indicates Malayan
and Indian affinities for the fauna of the granitic
islands of the Seychelles pro^c while the speaes
from the coral islands of tne Farquhar and Aldabra
groups have on the whole Malagasy and African
relationships

Paris

Acadsaiy el Sekacas, February 14 —M Camille Jor
dan In the chair —G Blgtardon A work of F VWt4
supposed to be lost 1 Harmonicon oo^ste —

B

BoBaad Remarks concerning the determination of
the difference of longitude between the Observatories
of Paris and Washington An account of the work

the French-Amertcan Committee commencing
wtober, 1913 in which wireless signals between
wington 1^ the Eiffel Tower were utilised The
final result adopted Is eh. 17m 36^—Henry Ls

|

ChafcBsr The law of solubility A reply to M Col
•on—T H diMHrali Deforwtion In conformable
representation -CEchaner de Csataek mid M Odrard 1

The atomic weight of bismuth By the reduction of
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Usmuth chloride in hydrogen the value 208*50 was
obtained for the atomic weight of bismuth—

L

Fernandez Navarro Ihe discovery of a basalt outcrop

in the Sierra de Guadarrama (tjpain) This is the

only known volcanic outcrop in the centre of the

mtustf—M Deprat 1 he stratigraphic series in North
Tonkin —Ph Ulaageaud The volcanic Pliocene of

the Saut de la Pucclle (Puy-de-Ddme) —V VInesat

llie circulation of manganese in natural waters
Manganese is probably present m natural waters as

the bicarbonate The oxides of manganese in pre-

sence of carbon dioxide do not dissolve to the same
extent us the carbonate —G Boargalgasa The stimu-

laton of nerves by discharges from condensers—

E

ColardMu and J Richard A stereoscopic arrangement
for the examination of radiograph c proofs either with
normal or pscudoscopic relief —Ch J Oravler The
madrepores collected by S A S the Pnnee of Monaco
in the great depths of the North Atlantic —

A

Vayssttre A Notochiton and some Gasteropods from
the second expedition of Dr Charcot —J Beoahlsl

and L Prea A case of complete hermaphroditism in

Chrysophrys aurata
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HISTORY OF CHEMISTRY.
Huiortcal Introduction to Chemtstjry By Prof

T M I-owry Pp xv + 581 (London Mac-
millan and Ca, Ltd

, 1915 ) Price 8x 6d net

The history of a physical science like chem-
istry differs fundamentally from general i

history inasmuch as m the former, speaking )

broadly, men create the epochs, whereas in the

latter epochs make the men When we take a
retrosp^ive view of the progress of chemistry

we see that its development is, in the main, irre

gular and spasmodic. Although there are no
pcAods of actual retrogression, except possibly

the one that followed the burning of the Alexan-

drine libraries, there are periods of comparative

stagnation interrupted by sudden breaks, so to

say, in the curve of its continuity These breaks

mark epochs of new departure, arising from dis-

coveries, frequently wholly unexpected and often

revolutionary in character, and nearly always due
to individuals working independently of their

fellows, and not consciously influenced by any

Zettgmt
On the other hand, in political, economic, or

sociological history, we are usually able to trace a

general movement in communities, or of powerful

groups of soaety, or of definite interests, and the

more or less gradual and progressive working of a

popular sentiment which is ultimately given prac

tical effect to by the leader or statesman of sufll-

cient perspicacity to read aright the signs of the

times

Hence, on account of this essential difference,

the history of chemistry is necessarily to a large

extent the history of its leading men—that is, of

the pioneers whose work constitutes those new
departures which moke up the successive epochs

in Its progrecs

This difference between the leaders m science

and in politics, it may be noted in passing, is not

sufficiently recognised by the community The
successful pcffitical leader m these democratic days
in reality sddom leads he follows, and is directed

by the popular will , and his success as a practi-

cal politician depends upon his astuteness m divin-

ing the psychological moment in which to give

effect to t^t will The leaders in saence—the

Boyles, Newtons, Ddvys, Faradays, Daltons—are
in no wise controlled or influenced by any analo-

gous movement on the part of a community They
pursue their investigations pnd nudee their di$-

<»veries mdependently ot any prescribed demand
Id this sense tbhy are real leaders, am by their
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own independent action impose such natural laws

as they may be able to promulgate

It IS, of course possible to teach the historical

development of chemistry impersonally, and doubt-

less this is the more rational method But it offers

far more difficulties than the other, and from the

point of view of the ordinary student is probably

less instructive, as it is certainly far less mterest-

mg In the book before us something m the

nature of a compromise has been attempted be-

tween the impersonal and the purely biographical

methods, but, as frequently happens m com

promises, the result is not wholly successful The

author states that he has made no attempt to write

a formal history of chemistry either of its

various periods, or of the biographical stories of

Its pioneers His method is to take certain sub-

stances, or groups of substances such as the

Acids Chalk, Lime, and the Alkalis Muriatic

Acid and Chlorine, Inflammable Gases, etc.> dis-

tributed over about a doaen chapters, and in the

remaining eight chapters of the twenty chapters

constituting the book to deal with certain theo-

retical conceptions of the science, e g the Atomic

and Molecular Theories, Molecular Architecture,

Classihcation ,
Balanced Actions etc As regards

the first section it is not obvious why the parti

cular selection or its particular sequence was

adopted It may be that the ment of any parti-

cular selection is largely a matter of opinion, or

possibly the author may think that selection is the

Ijcst which in his judgment enables him to group

the largest number of historical facts in some-

thuig approaching to chronological order

Each chapter is split up into sections, desig-

nated as A, B, C, D, etc ,
with corresponding

sub-headings, and it concludes with a summary

and supplement The object of the supplement,

apparently, is to deal with statements that bad

been omitted from the main body of the

or which for some reason or other could.

I

convemcntly treated m their proper placer

' many cases the supplements consist almost who%

I

of elementary chemical equations ib explanabon

' of chemical changes referred to in the text. As

these are expressed by up-to-da^ conventions it

may have occurred to the author that their very

modernity would be as incongruous as the absurd

anachromsms which he rightly condemns, such

as the substitution of the bunsen burner for the

big spirit lamp in illustratiohs of Dumas’s appara-

tus for determming the gravimetric composition of

water, or in the picture of Lavoisier’s red-hdl

gpm-hinrrel, m whkh rubber corks take the place

of clay-)<^t8.

Blit whatever mfy be the reasons which in-

C
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dosed the audiar to his particular treat-

ment, the effect is to give his work a somewhat

disjomted structure The treatment is slight and

‘sketchy,' and at times^ inadequate It is irra-

tional, for example, to dismiss the wiwk of twenty

centuries in about as many lines, but this is prac-

tically all the space that is given to ancient and
alchemistic chemistry To say that the study of

chemistry b^ns with the work of Boyle is on a

par with Wurtz s famous statement that it owes
its origin to Lavoisier, and is equally untrue.

Dr Lowry’s book, in spite of occasional slip-

shod writing, IS interesting reading, and the stu-

dent, if already furnished with a little chemical

knowledge, will pick up much information con-

cerning certain broad features in the development

of the saence smee the middle of the eighteenth

centuf^ I'he illustrations of classical apparatus

are a valuable feature, although wo are unable to

see the relevancy of the pictures of crystallised

minerals and salts taken from the national ccdlec-

tions in the British Museum They are like the

tropes and metaphors which King James depre-
cated in the sermon— brilliant wild flowers in the

field of com, very pretty, but of no particular

advantage to the 00m ”

RELATIIITY AND LLECTRONS
Relaitvtty and the hUctron Theory By
C Cunningham Pp vii+qd (London
I.ongmans, Green and Co , 1915 ) Price 4s
net

The principle of relativity has gradually
acquired a fundamental position m

theoretical physics, and the appearance of an
introductory moni^aph on the subject will be
welcomed by all who wish to have a knowledge
of Its essentials The present work, as stated

in the preface, is written with the purpose of

setting out as clearly as possible the relation of

the principle to the generally accepted electron

theory Only quite elementary mathematical
analysis is employed throughout the book, those

who wish to penetrate more deeply m the subject

being referred to the author’s laiger work on
‘The Principle of Relativity ”

In the latter part of the book the principle of

relativity is presented from Minkowski’s point of

view fhe four-dimenstonal form of relativity is

of very great importance, partly on account of

its elegance and smqiliaty, but also because of

ha suggeativeness in the present transition

st|^ OT dynamics jifnfortunateiy, only a short

MUine of the four-dtn^iuional vector analysis of

^nkowski anif his diaaples. is given On p 72
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examples of 4-vectors are given in a form which is

open to criticism The point-mstant (x, y, s t) is

railed a 4-vector It would be more satisfactory

to denote the 4-vector by {x, y, a, tet), since tcl

and not t is actually the fourth component of the

vectnr m question A similbr remaric applies to

K (tic, Wy, uc i) (on the same page), which should

be written k («„ «/, $c), in which form it would

be consistent with the equation at the foot of

P 75. VIZ

(S, Sy, S, <<„)-/,( U„ Uy, U* /r);r

The quantity denoted by "x” is, m consequence

of a printer’s omission, imperfectly defined. The

author introduces four-dimension^ vectors m the

‘ New Mechanics in an excellent way by show-

ing how they serve to unify the two aspects of

‘force” as the ‘ time rate of change of

momentum ” (Galileo) and ‘ space rate of change

of energy ” (Huygens) One of the characr

tenstia features of Minkowski s presentation of

the fnnciple of relativity is its capacity for unify-

ing or reconciling different and, in some cases

apparently contradictory aspects of phenomena.

In the final chapter the author outlines the

way in which the “objections of those who
demand a real aether to caxry real effects ’ can

be met
The work is one of considerable ment, and

provides a really good and sound introduction, to

the subject with which it deals W W

THE HANDWORKING Oh IRON AND
STFbl

Forging of Iron and Steel By W A Richards.

Pp vut+219 (London Constable and Co,

Ltd , 1915 ) Price 6j 6d net

The title of the above work is somewhat mis-

leading, m that Its scope is much narrower

than IS suggested by the title Apart from a short

chapter at the end on steam and power hammers,

it deals only with hand-forging in its various

aspects The book, which is stated to be intended

both for the 'high-school boy” and the "veteran

smiBi”—it is wntten by an Amencan—opens
with a chapter on the histone use of iron and

steel ftom early penods. It then deals in brief

review with the smelting of iron ores and the

I
production of cast irons, wrought irons, and

Steels, the author statfng that it is unnecessaty

to go deeply into the subject of metallurgy or to

introduce metaBurgical theory We am tidd (on

page ao) that the air pressure in the blast furmK»
IS from i-s to 25 lb per square mcb. No dtedk

in the hard-driven AHsencan furnaces, where
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everything is ^>acnficed tn output the blast

pressures are higher than in this countr}
,
where

they seldom exceed from 8 to 9 lb per square

meh, but the above figures are certainly higher

than the highest we had associated with American

practice They throw light, however, on the per-

formance of an American blast furnace erected in

Middlesbrough some )cars ago which was worked
by American engineers, and which blew so much
iron ore out of the top of the furnace that it was
put, and has remained, on the low pressures that

are found to be suitable in English practice

A few pages later we are informed that the

temperature of the cementation furnace in the pro-

duction of blister steel—a process in which the

iron IS never melted—is about -?ooo° F This
corresponds to 1650° C , which is noarh 150“ C
above the melting point of iron The author
makes several unsuccessful attempts to spell the

name Siemens,’ the inventor of the open-hearth

furnace Sometimes he calls him Sieman, at

others Siemans On the whole, it is as well that

he does not introduce metallurgical theory

Chapters on equipment and fuel are followed
by four others dealing with the various operations

involved in hand forging These arc succeeded
by two on welding and one on brazing The re-

mainder of the book is given up to the manufac-
ture and treatment of the various kinds of tool

steels, together wrth short chapters on art iron-

woric and calculations At the end of tach

chapter arc appended questions for review of

which the ftdlowing is a fair sjjccimen What
is carbon steel? What is iir hardening steel •*

What IS high-speed steeP Tell how each differs

Tell how to harden and temper tools made from
high-speed steel Describe the working of high-

speed steel in the forge fire Describe the anncal-

mg of high-speed steel Describe the gruiding' of

high-speed steel " The chapter containing the

information frpm which the foregoing questions
ire to be answered is less thin four pages in

length

The author states that the methods described in

his book have been ‘thoroughly tried out during
ten years of experience in teaching and super-

vising manual training ” His book therefore

should contam much that is of value to those who
are interested m such methods. \\ e think, how-
ever—^Itugely no doubt owing to the way m whidi
It has been written—that it will apfieal more to

Atnericaa than English readers, and chiefly

*«cause elementary education In this country, in

spite of Its shortcomings, is better than in

America. *

H C H C

OVR BOOKSHELF
A Plea for an Orderly Almanac By A Philip

Pp 62 (Brechin Advertiser Office, D H
Pdwardb, 1915) Price is net

Tiiii author indicates some minor changes that

might be earned out without altering the existing

calendar He points out the inconveniences that

irise from the present plan of arranging fixtures

for (say) the third VVednesday of the month
buch fixtures do not come in a regular order,

the second Tuesday may either precede or follow

the second Wednesday Ibis system offers httle

fscility for idjusting ^tes so as to fit each other

with a minimum of clashing

Ihc n medy proposed is to take the ‘trunestre,’

or three monthly period, as our unit instead of

the month Each triincstrc must contain twelve

complete weeks from Sunday to Saturday, with

odd diys it the beginning, end, or both If

fixtures uc arranged f r definite days of these

twelve weeks, Iheir rcl itivc order is invariable,

and the list can be prepared, once for all, so as

to scpiin the maximum amvenience It is sug-
gested that the trimestres should be (t) March
April May (92 days) (11) June, July, August fga

days) (ill) September, October, November (gi

days) (iv) December, January, February (90 or

91 d lys) Thtse practically coincide with the four

seasons ind the placing of the leap day at the

< nd reduces its inconvenience to a minimum In

lact, the device of counting from March 1 is not
new to istronomcRSv some tables having been
rtriwii up on these lines.

The author points out a decided convenience

that would result from beginning our national

hnanual jear on March t, instead of April i

It would avoid the anomaly that the financial year

mey contain two, one or no Easters The effect

of these variations on the national income is quite

appreciable and has been pointed out in the

House of Commons He gives some suggestions

for adapting wages, weekly insurance payments
and old age pensions to his scheme and appends
tables showing the incidence of his twelve week
periods up to the end of 1919.

A C D Crommfiin

Flora of the Presidency of Madras By J S
Gamble Part 1 Kanunculaceae to Aqm-
foltaceae Pp. aoo (London West, Newman
and Co and Adlard and Son, 1915 ) Pnee Ss

net

In the review of Prof Fyson’s "Flora of the

Nilgirl and Pulney HiU-tops.” in Nature for

February an account is given of the general

scheme for local Indian floras The “ Flora of the

Presidency of Madras" has now to be added to

their number, the first part havii^ been published
at the end of January
The " Flora " is being prepared by Mr J S’

Gamblh, laie of the Indian Forest Department, well

known for his book on Indian timi^rs, anif is

model df what such a local flora should be This
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first part conusta of aoo pagefe, oompruuig the

families Ranunculaoea to Aquifoliaoe», but, un«

fortunately, we have to wait for the concluding

part of the work for the ajipearance of the mtro-
duction and key to the famihes Without these

the “ Flora ” loses some of its value and much of

Its mterest, and it is to be hoped that the publica-

tion of the succeeding parts will take place as

rapidly as may be possible.

The plan followed in the ‘ I lora ” is that

adopted by Pram in his “Bengal Plants,” and is a

plan admirably suited for a local flora where the

eas> identification of the plant is the object in

view Descriptions of species are therefore

omitted, and &e whole flora is in the form of key
A. description of the natural family is succeed^
by a key to its genera. Each genus is concisely

described, and a ke^ to its species follows, and
then under each species there is no further descrip-

tive matter, but only ger^raphical and econonuc
information and vernacular names In those
genera represented by only a single species, a
short descriptidn is given The keys are well

drawn up, and a good test of their efficacy is to
be seen in the genus Impatiens with its seventy
species, which nre all clearly differentiated It

should be mentioned that Mr Gamble was assisted

by Mr S T Dunn in the preparation of about
the first 13a pages of this part

7 k« Theory of Abstract Ethics By T Whittaker
Pp viii + iafi (Cambridge At the University
Press, 1916 )

Price 4J 6d net

This book is the result of stimulus applied, as
the author informs us, by Prof Juvalta’s “Old
and New - Problem of Morality ' Though
awakened from dogmatic slumber by Renouvier,
Mr Whittaker had continued, m accordance with
English tradition, to try to derive the ethical law
of justice from “ends" or “goods ’’ But the a
pnon cannot be avoided, and if a metaphysical
doctrine emerges that is more in harmony with the
moral aspirations of mankmd, wc must not refuse

to consider it out of a forced austerity

The fundamentals of every moral system are
liberty and justice, and abstract ethics, as dis-

tu^wshed from the art of life in general, is a
kind of impersonal science of the conditions under
which all the types are bound to live in common
In the present state of affairs, however, the
author naturally expatiates into concrete ethics

and politics, givmg a useful summary of Kant's
view The moral law recognised within states

should be extended to their mutual relanons, with
the aim of eternal peace, which will be possible
when wc have progressed to a permanently
superior political society But he did not postu-
late a world-state so much as a family of states
eadi respecting each other’s individuality Fin-
ally, on the last page, the author permits himself
a legitimate spec^tion, perhaps too fiiendty, in

the direction of reincarnation, whidi is cerWnly
one feasible way of resolving many moral prob-
lems.
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the vmters of rejected manuscripts intended for
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taken of anonymous communicatums ]

The Mothed of Ovvot.

Ihe oxpreuion of the results of observations and
experiments by curves became common during the

first half of the mneteenth century One of the first

instances was given by Perkins (Phil Trans 1826) in

a paper on the compressibility of water
Six years later Sir John Herschel (Trans Ast Soc ,

V, i) gave an account of the method of graphical

construction on squared paper as applicable to astro-

nomical computations and physico-mathematical in-

quiries

The dates in years and decimals arc measured as
absetssse, and the angles in degrees and decimals as
ordinates The next step is to draw by the mere ludg
nient of the eye, and with a free but careful hand, not
through but among the jioints, a curve presenting as
few and slight departures from them as possible, con-
sistently with tM character of large and graceful

sinuosity which must be maintamed at all hatards
But since an equal trustworthiness can probably not

be placed on all the observations, we must take care
to distinguish those points which correspond to ob-
servations entitled to the greatest confidence, such as
those which appear to have been made under pecu
liarly favourable circumstances, or whiidi rest upon
the average of a very great number of individual

measurements These should be marked on the chart
in some special manner not liable to be mistaken, and
when wc draw the curve we must take care to make
It pass either through or very near all those points
which are thus distinguished, or at least to deviate
from them with much more reluctance than from
such as have no claim to our pecuhar attention

By substituting the curve for the points we have
made a nearer approach to nature, and in a great
measure eliminated errors of observation

\ few years later Regnault (Mem Acad Scl , 1847,
XXI p 316) reduced the method to a fine art To re

present die expansion of mercury he used four copper
sheets 80 cm square, each divide into 10 000 squares
Witliui these squares values were marked by a special
dividing engine, one bevelled edge of the heavy base of
which was graduated into 8 mm divisions and tenths
A carnage running on a half millimetre screw, the
large head of which was divided into 50, so that
001 mm could be accurately measured, earned the
burin Experimental values were marked by the Inter-

sections of lines drawn by the bunn A free curve
was drawn by Regnault which was completed and
engraved by an artist Even with these precautions
a constant error was detected in the last plate

The introduction of the cojqier plate and dividing
engine seems to conduce to the accuracy and perman-
ence of the record
The method has been rendered more easy of appli-

cation and possibly moro accurate by the Introdurocn
of mechanically ruled paper, a good sample of whlro
of French manufacture consists of sheets a metrb
square, ruled into mUlimetre squares, each edge of
which is divided into o-a mm by dots Free hand-
curves have also been more or less rejdaced by
mechanically cut curves and flexible laths

Notwithstanding the very general use of the method
and many theoretical accounts of it (Whewell, “Nor
Org Ren ,

* 1858, p 204 , Stanley Jewns, “ Prlnd^lUa
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of Sdenoe,” 18721 p 493)« culminating in the adnur.

able reports of Prof Hele-Shaw (B A
, 188-93) On

Graphic Methods in Mechanical Science, there sull

seem to be many doubtful points in tho theory and
practice of the process, much valuable information

has never been published, and is confined to individual

workers, while the few attempts which have been
ntade to estimate the accuracy attainable have given
widely different results

The following questions seem to present themselves
among others tor consideration

What IS the best material for a diagram sheet?
Mechanically ruled paper is by far the most gencr-

jilly used, but it is not very permanent and is apt to be
injured by the points of measuring instruments
Possibl} the best material would be ordiniiiy, white,

or blue glass which alters very little with time, has
a low coefficient of linear expansion, <0-000 009 and
18 not easily scratched The requisite lines could be
marked by a diamond carborundum wheel or special

ink, or the whole plate might bo varnishco, the lines

then drawn on thb varnish and etched in

Does the colour of tho sheet or ink make any
difference in the accuracy or ease of the work?

Babbage found that black on green conduces to ease
and accuracy in the use of tables Chocolate on white
18 said to be more legible than black on white

Is It more advantageous to nork with lines as fine

as consistent with visibility, or always to the same
edge of thicker and more visible lines?

Is there a limit of size, sav, about a square metre,
beyond which increase in size does not conduce to

accuracy?
What IS the best method of measuring lengths on

diagrams? What is the effect of time and damp on
paper sheets and of change of temperature on metallic

ones?
A difference of 10^ C in the temperature of the

room would alter the length of a copper sheet by
000017, but this is corrected by using the sheet as
the measuring instrument
What is the best form of lath’ Wood steel or

steel backed by lead? How should the lath be held
or pinned?

In what cases arc other forms of ruling, such as
semi-logarithmic, logarithmic, truingular or circular,

advantageous ?

By general comont the curve selected should show
ns few changes of curvature as possible consistently
with passing through or near the great majority of
the experimental points and lying fairly among them
Suppose one or more points lie at a considerable dis-

tance from the curve—is this due to experimental
error and to be therefore neglected?—to a rapid but
continuous change in the condition of the substance
under examination, to be represented by a change of
curvature, or to a change in the nature of the sub-
stance to be represented by a break and a new curve?
The answer to these questions depends upon the

estimate which the experimenter forms of the “ error
”

of his experiments One may consider his error is
large, and prefer a simple curve which does not repre-
sent his results very exactly, another may deem his
error less and prefer a more complicated curve mss-
ing more nearly among the expmmental points, a
third may consider that his error is very small, and
that his results are best expressed by two or more
simple curvet, and hence assume a very fundamental
tduinge In the- nature of the substance

In very accurate work, then, the exoenihenter Is

more or less oblhred to estimate or determine the
cnor of his observations, and much has been Vritten
on met^ioda for the purpose Moat ekperlmenters
•eem not to repeat their exoerfments seWal times
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under as nearly as possible the same conditions, with-
out which no determination of the error is possible,

but trust to subsequent correction by the curve The
probable error is generally the most convenient,

it may be obtained from a considerable number (n)

of obs^ations upon a tingle quantity 1^ finding the
residualt (v), that is, the excess or defect of each
observation from tho arithmetical mean, adding the
squares of tho residuals together, dividing the sum
of the squares by n (n— i), and multiplying the square
root by 0-67449, or p e *^o-6y4^^^v*/n(n- 1)

The estimates of the accuracy attainable are, as
might be expected, very various It is stated (J S C I ,

xxu , 1337) that a densitv determination, such as that
of dilute nitric acid, can oe carried to i part in 75,000,
and this claim is moderate
On the other hand, it is curious to find (Clarke s

Tables, 298) that the results for the density of chloro
form found by a great recent experimenter at two
different temperatures each differ by about i part in

3500
It IS perhaps not so generally rcscognisod that the

graphical method itself introduces a fresh senes of

errors which may be auite comparable in magnitude
with, or even greater than those incidental to careful
cxp^lments
Everv graphical reduction comprises five operations,

each liable to error- measurement of the abscissae

measurement of the ordinates, drawing the curve,
measurement of the abscissa, and of tM ordinate of
ihc new value rcauircd Ileic Shaw remarks that
tho results given by the uso of graphical methods
cannot be regarded as very accurate, and quotes Ponce-
let and ('ulmann The constructing engineer will

give preference to geometrical solutions whenever an
accuracy of results up to three decimals (one
thousaiMth), which can be perfectly well obtained, is

sufficient By mechanical engineers about i/aooo
seems to be considered the limit of accuracy To
take the simple case of ordinary rectangular co-ordin-

ates, the draftsman depends upon the accuracy of the
machine ruling Suppose an ordinate is i' out of the
perpendicular, tho measured abscissa is too long or

too short by 1/3400 of the length of the ordinate
It IS extremely difficult to make a valid estimate

of the error introduced by a graphical reduction, de-

pending as it does upon individual eyesight and hands
Good eyes can distinguish a tenth of a millimetre
between two points, but age, accompanied as it too

often IS by astigmatism, may much impair this esti-

mate
Stanley Jevons attempted to find the value of s by

the careful uso of compasses, he did not come nearer
than 1/540 He docs not mention which of the
numerous approximate constructions he used
To obtain the probable error of the experiments and

reduction, tho square root of the sum of the squares
of the separate sets of residuals must be taken
Tho adequate estimation of the errors, both of the

results and the reduction, becomes ef^till greater

importance when it is attempted to establish breaks
m the curve and discontinuity in th^ results by ob-
taining differential coefficients from the equation to

the curve, by plotting differences, or by mechanical
means (Proc R $ E,, May, 1904) It must also be
renwmbejped that each of these proocstos introduces
n new smes of errors of its own, and may apparently
increase the original errors, which are more or less

removed by the first curve
Bach experimental result is reoresented by a point,

and however much the scale of the diagram is en-
iarged thene points remain points and mav give a
false aoMsuranoe of accun^. Ia'vAt accurate work
would It not* be worth lyhile to extend Hersrhrrs
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suggestion and determine the probable error of each
OKperimental result? Each result could then be ex-
prMscd by a circle the radius of which 48 equal to
half the probable error, and which would increase with
the sise of the diagram If another experiment be
made under similar conditions it is about an equal
chanbe that it falls withm or without the orcle, which
therefore affords a measure of the precision of the
observations Since there is little evidence against
any curve which cuts the circle, the variations in size

might profoundly modify the opinion of the drafts-

man as to the direction of his curve
SVDNl.y I UKtON

1 MANE seen with pleasure Mr Hrith s ikar and
instructive letter and diagrams on this subject in

Nature of March a Some fourteen yeirs ago I cal-

culated the altitudes of tlie sun required to produce
the elliptic and other arcs, and obtained results in

agreement with Mr Ileuth s, except that 1 took 41°

instead of 42° for the semi-angle of the com
For Pet< rsfield, at 11 a m on October 14, 1915,

the sun s altitude, 23°, appears to be som< what under
estimated, and 1 make it just above 30°, but this, of

course leaves the bow still hyperbolii

I was led to consideration of the curves for the

ground rainbow when seeking for a reason why the

sky rainbow is seen always circular, though, when the
sun is not on the horizon, the bow might perhaps
have been expected to appear elliptical, the circle being
protected into an ellipse on

1
phne perpendicular to

a sight line, assumed horizontal

I came to the conclusion that, there being no definite

plane of reference in the sky, and the ravs being
parallel, there is as it wero, no element of definitu

distanie involved, so that the d<v bow always ippears

circular But for the ground bow wi ha\« a dcliniti

horizontal plane of reference, so that this bow bocomes
a conic section vatying with the sun s altitude

1 had some interesting oorrespondence at the tinn

with the life Sir O G Stokes and 1 may perhaps
quote from one of his letters dated August 22 1902
only SIX months before his death Replying to my
question as to whether a dew bow is seen as a circle

or an ellipse, he wrote —
It is a question of the combination of sensation

pnd expcctaUon In 1 dew bow we arc impressed with
the idea that the lumuiosity we sec is spread over i

hon/ontnl plane, and we tncitly ask oursehes the

question What must be the nilual form of the locus
of the drops on the grass in order that the lummositv
ina\ appear as it does? The answer, of loursc, is an
ellipse or it might be an h^rbola If the question
be As what do wo see the bow? the answer depcnd>
on a combination of sensation witli interpretation of
sensation If we merely saw the luminosity md
knew absolutely nothing about its history wc should
never think of anything but circularity about it

’

I have often looked for a ground bow but hase
never been fortunate enough to see one
Observing a fine lunar rainbow on January 21 I

found the light to be polarised In planes jiassing

through the point looked at and the radius at the
point, lust as is the case with the solar rainbow I

hope that Mr Heath will test the next cround bow
with a Nicol prism C T Wmiimeii

InieianaN, Hyde Park Leeds, March 3

tN the Prooeedings of the Royal Society of Edm.
burgh, V0I vH (1869-70) Clerk Maxwell has a rfiort

Ante xHi a bow Men on the lurfaice <ef loe This xras
otnerved on January 86, 1870, on the frozen surface of
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the dhch Nvhich surrounds St. John's College, Cam«
bridge Maxwell remarks How a drop of water can
he upon ice without wetting it and lo«ng its shape
altogether 1 cannot profess to explain In 1898, m
vol xxu of the same Proceedings (1898) there U a
note on dew bows by Dr R A. Lundic and myself

Thesi were produced at night on the ^ound, the
sourix of light being the gas lamp or electric hght
of thi sit Cl t \ short account will be found in Nature.
of January 12, 1899 (noI lix , p 263)

C G Knoit
Royal Society, Fdinburgh M irili 4

Soimea and the State

Kxfekkim> to Prof Cohen’s letter m Nature of
March 2, it may not be untimely to cite another para-
graph written m 1831 re neglect of science in this,

country Sir David Brewster, m hts Life of New-
ton published in that year, says —

But what ivails the enthusiasm and efforts of

individual minds m the intellectual rivalry of nations ^

When thi proud science if England pines In obscurity

blighted by ilie absence of tlit royal favour, and irf the
nation’s sympathy—when its chivalry fall unwept and
unhonuured—how can it sustain the conflict agamst
the honoured and marshalled genius of foreign lands ?

'

The position to-day is fortunately not quite so bad
ns here mduated by Brewster, but is it not still the

case that in the words of Sir Archibald Geikie, science
rests under an incubus of apathy and indifference^

Expansion of science and national evolution arc two
matters that m the opinion of the write r arc intimately

bound up one with the other Neglect of the former
really means inhibition of political progress

Davip Balsiiub
Gre\ friars Gni don bt Andrews March 4

THE NAHONAL IMPORTANCE OF THE
l)\h INDUSTRY

At the inniuil meeting of the Rr.idford Dyers’
Asson ition held on 1 ebruary 28 the chair-

ni in of the directors Mr Milton S Sharp, made
a highly interesting sUtement on the national

position with regird to the supply of dyes, Ht
described with great force and dearness the close

connection between the minufacture of dyes and
high explosives, ind pointed out how Germany
by reason of her huge, highly organised, and ably
administered colour works, producing all the raw
materials for the making of high explosives, was
able immediately to divert much of their plant

to war purposes He paid a high tribute to Lord
Moulton and the High Exjdosives Department for

their services, the value of which, he said, the
country wiH probably never know, in improvising
the manufacture of high explosives He urged that

whatever it involves, we must establish the amime
dye mdustry ip this country, so that m case of
war we may have the abdity to produce <|aiokIy

any amount of high explosives the Army or Navy
may need The extensions of plant that have been
made for the temporary purpose of manufactunt^
high explosives will, he says, make a long and
essential step towards the colour industry, and lo
broak them up after the war would be little short

of cnminal folR Mr. Sharp quoted some effective

exaii^s of Carman activity ui relatuia to the
chemical 'serv ice of the w«r He alluded to -one
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cc4our works with 14,000 men and anothtr with

^000 now engaged wholly m the manufacture of

high explosives to the fact that 75 per cent of the

German collieries have coke o\cns installed to

the synthetic producticm of aoo ooo tons per

annum of ammoma and the c.on\crsim of in
monia into nitric acid

Great praise was gnen by Mr Shirp to the

efforts of the older dye makers in this country and
to the new British Dyes (Limited) for their efforts

to augment the supply of dyes ind of the Swiss
makers he said that he dare not contemplate what
our position would hj\e been during, the last

eighteen months without their aid Allud ng tp the

dcsirabiFity of greater sympathy and closer co
operation between d>c users and d>e makers he
quoted the example of a firm with which the Brad
ford Dyers Association had been ii dose asso
ciation and with wh ch shortly before the w r

they had placed a contract for icxx> tons of a
colour previously obt lined from the only maker
in Germany

The general and fiscal police urged bj the dircc

tors of the Bradford Djers is the appropriation

by Government for a t* rm of jears of i grant in

aid of 500 oool to be dministercd bv 1 commis
Sion charged with the duty of securing the cstib
Iishmcnt of the industry in this country b> grants
on production and for enterprise and initiitnc

Such a commission thev think witli enterprising
energetic and fearless leadership would secure
the establishment of the industry in tins country
not only on less debatable lines but also much
uore quickly than by import duties In the ab
scnce of import duties however it is thought
essential to have most stringent provisions to pre
vent dumping Whether import duties are im
posed or not the directors feel that special and
extraordinary aid is needed and they beheyc that
such a commission would make the rcmotal of

dependence on Germanv more certain tli in could
possibly be hoped for by leaving British colour
makers to their own unaided and unco-ordinated
efforts

Mr Sharp s speech is a weighty utterance
remarkable for the cle ir perception of the grave
national and scientific implicitioxis of the d>e
question and such pronouncements from our lead
ng industrialists cannot be over valued for their

nfluence in giving to the public a just perspective

WOOD PULPS hOR PAPER MAKING
TN the revision of values moral and material

which IS imposed upon us under the present
awakemi^ to a new order of realities it is recog
nised that we have to create in and for the empire
a definitive industrial science and a co-ordinated
scientific industry To contribute to this effec-

tually, science has to concentrate the trained mind
upon manufactures, so as to grapjde with its

problems by Mientific method, which is quanbla
tive qua matter and energy and comprehensive
qua die moral and pcditical factors of fmsduction
Manufacturers and business men have the more
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difficult task of undertaking a whole hearted studv

of science so as at least to arrive at a clear grasp
r f w hat tins comprehensive term connotes in the

trcative influences of the old order and the

potential d reiting geruus of the new Both parties

to the new order would be thus reciprocally

enlightened as a necessary preparation for earnest

co-operation

I In either direcUon of inquiry it is necessary to

set out from clear pcrspcctixes of rclaltd values

md It IS self-evident that tl isc of the nati ral order

claim first attention Ihus in the organic world
llulosc starch and sugar represent primary

\ dues of preponderating importance The in

lustries based upon cellulose starch and sugar
their production by igriculture their transforma
tiun by mechanical and chemical means into the

derived forms in which they are actually used
together with the countless dependent industries

of which these der vatives ire in turn but the raw
naterials constitute an industri il ggregate which
epresents say one half of the proactive energy
of the community An unprejudiced view of tlw

\ider relations of these industries would ilso re

cognise that Grcit Britain has well maintained a

premier position in their more important sections

IS well as in the r later md more defin teh

s entific developments
This result is due to ordinary scientific tech

meal and business enterprise and the activity of

individual pioneers not to any conscious or co-

ordinated movement towards proposed objectives

More particularly is this true of the cellulose indus
tries which comprise colossal textile manu
facturcs paper m iking and such special manu
ficturcs is mlrotelluloso and high explosives

celluloid and artificial silk the latter which is

the youngest—m fact a twentieth-century pro-

duct—rapidly growing from an article de luxe to

the position of a staple textile

Ihcre IS one feature of these industries which
marks them for sjiecial consideration in relation

to the new order to which the civdised world is

shaping or being shaped that is their almost
complete dependence upon exotic raw materials

In the new order of co-ordinated industrial

objectives how are we to de il with the present

condition of dependence for essential raw
materials^

This IS much too vast a question to he dis

cussed within the necessary limits of the- present
aiticle We must be satisfied to treat« single

typical case and we select the paper making in

dustry The modern expansion of this industry

in Great Britain has b^n conditioned by the

I

discovery of new forms of raw matenal chiefly of

esparto grass (t86i) and the wood pulps (1880)

j

The importation of esparto in the period 1861-

1883 steadily increased to 200 000 tons at which
figure it rematns constant with a variation of

5000 tons- The wood pulps on the other hand
1
show a umforfa progressive increase and in 1913
the figures reached —
** Chemical ” pulps wood celluloses 40O000
Mechanical” pulps, f e ground wood 280,000
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The technical and comineraal points repre-

sented in these Sgures are as follows —(1) the

enormously increued production of paper has
been tiuuiily conditioned by the utilisation of wood
pulps, (a) esparto rapidly displaced rags m the

production of printing and writing papers it

established new qualities in papers of this class,

producing very fine printing surface with “ bulk ’*

(3) The wood pulps (celluloses) were adopted not

only on their quality or ments, os celluloses, but

being obtained from a massive material, thepr

were producnl in a state of exceptional deanli-

ness, and by econcmiical processes

Moreover, the paper-maker found himself pro-

vided with a hdf-stuff, dean, cheap, and in pre-

sumably unlimited quantities It will be appre-

ciated that a “half-stuff” is half-manufactured

stuff, and its introduction displaces the chemical

pulping of actual raw material Hence, a pro-

gressive and two-fold dependence of our paper
mills upon exotic supplies This point is very
dearly emphasised by the statistics of the census
of production

In the censal year (1907) the gross output of

our paper-mills was m value 13,621,0001

In that year we imported —
Wood pulps chemical -ind

mechanical 672 500 3 312 31

Esparto 202 253 738,8;

This represented about 80 per cent of the total

of raw materials consumed We imported of

fully manufactured products, i e , papers and
boards to the value of ^,362,000!

,

so that our
home production was 70 per cent of our con
sumption
The rate of increase of our importation of raw

materials will be seen by comparison with the
subjoined figures for 1912

Esparto

I men and cotton rags 312 351
Miscellaneous 318,700

743.354

Total 5794,405

The wood pulps thus representing 70-80 per
cent of the raw material for this important in-

dustry, the question arises. Can we advantageously
produce this quantity within the empire? That we
have a sufficiency of forest area there can be no
doubt In his estimates of the forest areas of the
world, Schlich assigns to Canada 800 millions of

acres, whereas Germany, which may be r^arded
as sdf-contained in regard to wood-pulp produc-
tion, has a forest area of only 35,000,000 acres.

It may be interesting to state the average re-

quired to supply pulp for produang 300 tons per
week of newspaper This is generally estimated
at asoo^cres per annum

, a forest area of 100,000
acres wOuld therefore mean a forty years’ supply,
and as forty years is the period for the spruce to

reproduce itsw fully in wdl-matured timUr, it is

dear that a mill of such dimensions in tiw centre
of this area is a “ seff-oontained proposition

”
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I It IS evident that Canada under a system of

I

organised forestry is capable of meeting our full

requirements In further evidence of her pro-
ductive capabilities it is to be noticed that she is

already responsible for about one-sixth of the
world s production, as will be seen from the
foUowmg figures for 1907^1908 —

i Annual Production of Wood Pulp for Various
Countries, calculated on the Atr Dry Bast*

(1907-
MaahwnoU pulp

Counlry Air dry ont

Germany 315.000
Norway 421,000
Sweden 78 000
^ inland 69 000
America 868 000
Canada 565,000

2,316,000
Under ptwent coodliioiu tl)en le 1 1 l« Mpunntiun

pulp 10 iLorupe and Ihi null proportion U me heniciil pulp

1908)

OmbIcoI pulp Touil onouol

320.000 635.000
270.000 691,000
5io/xx> 588000
52,000 121,000

988.000 1,856,000

172.000 737000

2,312,000 4628,000

As to our own islands, the question of afforesta-

tion was investigated by a Commission, which
published its report in 1909 The Commission
concluded that the available area was 9,000,000
acres, which would absorb for development an
annual sum of 2,000,000! , in forty years the
self-supporting stage is reached After eighty
years the revenue was estimated to reach

17,500,000! , representing 3} per cent on the net
cost, calculated at compound interest (3 per cent^
The question of esparto, if raised from this

political point of view, is either that of finding

substitutes of indigenous origin, t e within the
empire, or of cultural experiments towards its

establishment in selected nreas affording similar

conditions as obtiin in the Mediterranean littoral.

On the former problem, attention should be
directed to the work of the Imperial Institute, and
the record of its many investigations of potential

supplies of paper-making matenal In the
Journal of the Institute there are many of these
reports on fibrous matenals, from India, South
and East Africa, the Sudan, British West Indies,

British Guiana, and the Malay States If an
‘ Imperial i^portimity " is jud^d to have pre-

sent^ itself in ‘the matter of a supply of these
raw materials within the Empire, advantage may
well be taken of the excellent work of the Institute

It IS characteristic of our political “method”
to leave everything industrial, technical, and
scientific to mdividual enterprise, whether of
persons or corporations, and in this region of
fibrous raw matenals, whether for paper or tex-

tiles, we have come dirough under the old order
with some success, and not a few conspicuous
successes In tins region, moreover, we owe
nothing of moment to “German method,” and we
are not under any moral pressure to advertise it

by reiterated comparisons. But we are conscious
of a new order under which we have to co-ordinate

our industries. In the small section under con-
sideration much work has been tkme by iodividaals

and odrporatlQns—prophetic Indivldums and some
profit-earning corporations—oiuch material has
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accumulated, and it is open to a pdttical pioneer

not netiessarily a lawyer, to take in hand a matter
which affects immediately an important section of

our mdiistrial community—labour and capital

Should a definite organisation result it would
probably be extended to embrace the whole range
of vegetable textile materials which we estimate
to affect directly the interests of one third of the
working community C F Cross

PROI- J JV JUDD CB FRS

Many will regret to hear of the de ith of
Prof John Wesley Judd on March 3 at

his hmne in Kew, after some months of dlness

He was born at Portsmouth on February 18 1840
but in his eighth year went to London with his

father There he attended a school in Camber
well, and at an early age showed a love for
astronomy and geology When grown up he
accepted a mastership m a school at Horne istle

Lincolnshire, where his spare time was devoted
to chemistry and geol<^ In 1863 he became a
student at the Royal S<£ool of Mines, after which
he took the post of analytical chemist in some
important iron and steel works in Sheffield There
b^an, in 1864, his friendship with H C Sorby,
who imparted to him his newly-devised methods
of petrological study, but his work m that city

was brought to an end by a railway accident,
which for a long time compelled him to abstain
from continuous labour, so he resumed his geo
logical studies in Lincolnshire

In 1867 Judd joined the Geolc^ical Survey and
for the next four years was engaged in mapping
Rutlandshire, with parts of the adjoining counties
But in 1871 a desire for greater freedom led him
to accept an offer of temporary employment in

the Education Department, and dunng this time
began his studies of the Wealden deposits When
this work had come to an end, he devoted himself
to mvestigating the Triassic and Jurassic deposits
in Scotland and of the igneous rocks so grandly dis-

played in its western i^ands This was a difficult

task, owing to the want of good maps and to
travel in that part of Scotland ^ng less easy than
at the present time The result was a group of
important papers, the first of which appeared in

These attracted much attention and led to

friendships with Charles Lyell, Poulett Scrope, and
Charles Darwin, the second of whom commii>-
sioned him to car^ on an mvestigation of the
volcanic districts of Europe, which he had been
obliged to abandon In April, 1874, Jutkl visited

the Lipan Islands, going on to Vesuvius,
the Phl^rman fields, and the adjacent volcanic
district He also studied the Ponza Islands, on
which Scrope had puUished an imi>ortant jiaper

in 1837, with the great crater lakes of Central
Italy, the Euganean Hills, and the vdcanic dis-

tricts of Hungary After his return to England
he was appointed, m 1876, professor at the Royal
Sdioid of Mines in succession to Sir Andrew
Ramsay He at once b^an to organise the teach-
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ing, but there was not room at Jermyn Street to

do this effectively, so his department was soon
transferred to South Kensington, and ultimately

lodged m galleries which had been constructed for

the 1863 Exhibition There he established a com
plete system of instruction, which was then
unequalled and has never been surpassed in this

country, nnd, in addition to this, his lucidity,

patience, and kindness as a teacher secured him
a full and attentive classroom In 1896 he became
Dean of the Royal College of Science, and in igog
retired under the rule of age It is painful to

idd that, after accomplishing so great a work
thi officials of the Government awarded him a

lower pension than he had exj}ected, on a pretext

which, if in accordance with the letter of a law
was certainly inequitable

Judd was elected a fellow of the Geological

Society in 1865, was secretary from 1878 to 1886

and president from the latter year until 1888 In

1891 he received the Wollaston medal He was
elected 1 R S in 1877, and twire served on the

council In 1885 he was president of Section C
when the British Association met at Aberdeen,

and subsequently received the degree of LL D
from that university In 1895 he was created a

C B and in 1913 w is made an emeritus professor

of the Royal College of Science He married in

1878 Jeannic Frances Jeyes, niece of a well known
Northamptonshire geologist, who with a son and
a d lughter survive him
A list of Judd’s geolc^ical papers up to 190^

(after which they become rather infr^uent) is

added to a bic^raphy in the Geologtcal Magazine
for 1905 Ihe majority fall into groups, deter

mined by his successive fields of work, almost all

apjxiaring in the Quarterly Journal of the Geo-
Ic^ical Swiety or the Geologtcal Magazine The
first group contains i>apers on the Neocomian, the

most noteworthy clearing away many difficulties

from the Speeton Clay, and showing its relation

to the Neocomian beds of the Lincolnshire wolds
and of North Central Furojie Another and most
important group of papers deals with the Italian

islands, mentioned aliove, the crater lakes of

. Central Italy, and Lake Balaton, with the old

' ^olcano of Schemnitz in Hungary, after which the

I

older volcanic districts, especially those connected

I
with the Alpine system, are discussed A third

not less important group refers to Scotland, in

which he investigated sundry igneous rocks on
the mainland and those of Tertiary age in Skye
and other islands of the western eogMt These
papers put an end to many misunderstandings and

added much to our knowledge, although his view

that the gabbro is later than the granite has not

been accepted by the Survey That also, ex

pressed in two papers, on the relation of the fluvio-

manne beds of Headon Hill and Colwell Bay In

the Isle of Wight has not found favour, but the

two on deep bwings in the London district added

much to our knowledge of the underground geo

logy Of south-eastern England
For minor papers we mus^ refer to the above-

named list, but must not forget his presidentul
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address, the one on past and present relations

between geology and mmeralogy the other on
those between mineralogy and palaeontology,

where he attributed life to crystals or his study
ot the borings in the Nile Delti, his pOtroli^ical

investigations of the rocks ejected from Krakatoa
111 1883 and his studies of the matenals from the

hunifuti borings, all published by the Royal
Society The last involved much organisation of

which he took the lion s share The Survey
memoir on the geolc^y of Rutlind (1875) was
written by him, and a small but excellent book
on volcanoes in 1878 He twice revised 'ind added
much to I yell s Students Mements of Geok^y
(i8g6 and 1911) and contributed the Coming of

Evolution to a Cambridge aeries In this small

volume he tells the story brightened by his re-

miniscences of the chief actors m a most attractive

way He was a m m whose 1 kc will not readily

be found 1 G Bovnkv

DR 1 lERRC CHAPPUIS SARASIN

PHYSICAL science has suffered a severe loss

in the dekth of Dr Fierce Cliapputs Sarasin

formerly of the Hureau International des Poids et

Mesures at Sivres who passed away at Basle on
hebruary 15
Dr Chappuis was born in Switzerland in 18^1

and his cirly youth was spent in his native

country In 1881 he joined the staff of the Bureau
International, then under the directorship of Dr
O J Broch One of the most important early

t isks of the newly founded International Com
niittee of Weights and Measures was to place

upon a proper basis the whole system of the

measurement of temperature, to define with pre

cision the temperature scale to which ill measure
ments relating to length and in iss were to be

referred and to set up the necess ir> ultimate

standards 1 he classic work of Kegnault and of

Rowland had shown that pract ral realisation of

temperatures by the gas thermometer depended

on the working limits of pressure adopted and
the choice of the gas selected as thcrmomctric

substance It was to the solution of the problem

of a satisfactory ultimate thermometne standard

that Dr Chappuis at once devoted himself and
his brilliant investigations carried on at the Bureau
over a period of more than twenlj two years have
won him a place in the very front rank of physi

cists concerned with the science of exact measure
ment His classic memoir on the gas thermo-

meter pubbshed in vol vi of the ‘ Travaux et

Mdmoires describes his researches on the coeffi

cient of expansion of different gases suitable for

thermometne substances, and to the adoption

bv the International Committee in 1884 of the

fundamental hydn^en scale of temperature

Among other investigations may be mentioned

hts determination of the volume of the kilogram

of water, employmg the optical methods 6f Benoit

and Michelson and measurements to very high

precision of the expanidon of mercury and of

water
Family claims and the call of his native moun
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tarns led Chappuis to resign his connection with
the Bureau and return to Switzerland m 1903,
adopting the additional name of Sarasin to whi^
well known family his wife belonged He built

himsdf a fine private laboratory at his house at
Basle where until quite lately he continued his

researches His list considerable piece of work
hitherto unpublished was a redetermi&ation of
the sulphur boiling point In these experiments
the quartz reservoir of the gas-thermomtter was
directly immersed in sulphur vapour
M Chappuis was of a retiring disposition dis

liking self advertisement, and rarely appeared on
scientific platforms He visited the British Asso-
ciation at the Dover meeting It is impossible
for one who knew him well to conclude this

memoir vv thout a tribute to his genial disposition
his indomitable energy and high personal charac
ter All who knew him in his hospitable home at
Sivres or Basle will feel they have lost a true
fr end J A Harker

4 COMMONS EAl PH JNSTITUTL OF
SClF\Cr AND INDUSTRY

I \A/^ received i copy of the report
of a committee ippointed in pursuance of

motion passed at a conference convened by the
Prime Mii istcr of the Commonwealth of Australia

that An Advisory Committee be constituted to

formul ite proposals t > the Gov ernment to estab-
lish t C immonwealth Bureau of Science and
Industry 1 he members of the committee were
Represent tivcs of universities —Sydney—Sir

r Vnderson Stuart Melbourne— Prof Orme
Masson Queensland Prof A J Gibson Ade
hide Sir Douglas M uvson Interstate Com
missioners —Mr A B Piddmgton the Hon
G Swinburne The '\ssociated Chambers of
Commerce of Australia —Mr W T Appleton
The AsscKiated Chambers of Manufactures of

Australia Mr W W Forwood Messrs G D
Dclprat \\ P Wilkinson (Commonwealth ana
lyst) M S Robinson J M Higgins W Rus
sell Grimwdde h W Knox Fx-officio Mem
hers —Pr me Minister of the Commonwealth
the Hon F Hagelthorn Minister of Agriculture

Victoria the Hon W Lennon Minister of Agri
culture Queensland the Hon C Goode Minis-
ter of Agriculture South Australia

It will be noticed that the committee includes

representatives of commerce and manufacture as
well as of science and departments of State We
understand that the committee s report which is

subjoined has the approval of the Federal
Government and that it is probable a Bill will

be laid before the Federal Parliament to give
effect to the recommendations after the Prime
Minister s return from his present visit to Eng-
land The proposals of the committee are on
lines somewhat similar to those of the British

Government’s scheme for the organisation and
development of scientific and industnal research

Primary as well as secondary mdnstnqs are ih-

cluded, and particular notice may be directed to

the recommendations as to the governing body
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of the proposed institute, by which, as consis-

tently advocated m our c^umns, the balance of

power M lilaced in the hands of men of soienipe

We are fortunate in being’ able -to publish this

\alualblc report

I —Introduction

The committee appointed in pursuance of the motion
set out above met in the Cabinet Room, Common
wealth Offaces, on Januaiy 6, 7, 8, u, and 13, 191A.

The committee, in formulating the following

scheme, has been greatly impress^ with the mag-
nitude and the possibilities of the proposals made by
the Prune Minister and is strongly of opinion that

the time has arrived for initiating the extensive

scheme of scientific research work in connection with
industry which he has outlined
The committee is convinced that the results of

properly conducted investigations into many of the

subjects referred tu in his address will amply repay
considerable expenditure and fully justify a bold and
comprehensive policy being adopted. Not only will

the resulte be a greatly increased productivity and out

put m many directions—in both primary and secondary
industries-iut the stimulus generally given to scien

tific reKarch in relation to our industries will exert n
powerful influenoe on our educational institutions

and bring them and the industrial community to realise

the oommCFcial value of science more fully than
hitherto In fact, the initiation of the scheme will, in

the opinion of the committee, go fur to inaugurate i

new era in the economic and industrial bfe of the

Commonwealth
The proposals which follow will provide for the

formation of a Commonwealth Institute of Science and
Industry under the control of directors of the highest
busmess and scientific attainment acting with thi

advice and co-operation of a council representing

science and the primary and secondary industries of

Australia
II —Recommendations

(1) There should be established under Act of Parlta

ment a Commonwealth Institute of Science and In

dustry

(2) The functions of the institute should be —
(i) To consider and initiate scientific researches In

connection with, or for, the promotion of primary
or secondary industries in the Commonwealth

(11) The collection of industrial scientific information
and the formation of a bureau for its dissemination
amongst those engaged in industry

fjill The establishment of national laboratories

(iv) The general control and administration of such
laboratories when established.

(v) To promote the immediate utilisation of exist

ing institutions whether Federal or State, for the pur
poses of industrial scientific research

(vl) To make recommendations from time to time
for the establishment or development of special insti-

tutions or departments of existing institutions for the

scientific stum of problems affecting particular indus-

teiee and trattes

(vlU The ostablishmcnt and award of industrial re-

search BtudenUhips and fellowships, to include either

travelling fellowships or fellowships attached to par-

ticular institutions.

(viil) To direct attention to any new industries which
ihialit be profitably established in the Commonwealth

(iiri Tb keep hi dose touch with, and sedc the aid of

all -Commonwealth and SUate Government Depart
meats, learned and professional societies, and pnvate
enterprisea concerned with, or interested In, scientific

Industrial research

tx) The co«r<fina:don and direction of scieiitific in-
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vestigation and of research and experimental work
with a view to the prevention of undesirable over-
lapping of effort

(xi) To advise the several authorities as to the steps
which should be taken for mcrcasing the supply of
'workers competent to undertake scientific resear^

(xii) To recommend grants by the Commonwealth
Government in aid of pure scientific research m exist-

ing institutions

(xiii) To seek from tunc to tune the co-operation of
the educational uutborilios and scientific societies in
the States with a view of advancing the teaching of
science in schools, technical colleges, and universities,
where its teaching is determined upon by those authori-
ties

(xiv) To report annually and from time to time to
Parliament

(3) The committee gave careful attention to the
relation between the proposed institute and the exist-
ing Commonwealth Lahoratory It was recognised
that the daily routine of Customs, naval and military
stores, and other departments requires the perform-
ance of a great deal of important scienUfic work, par-
ticularly chemical analysis of material, and that the
laboratories m which such routine scientific work is

earned out must necessanly remam under depart-
mental control, though they might with advantage be
co-ordinated and their equipment increased On the
other hand as the work of the proposed institute

develops there will be an increased scope for work
in national laboratories devoted to special branctiob
of research and experimental mvestigation which ate
not otherwise provided for Such laboratories and
their scientific staffs should in the committee s
opinion, be kept diffflnct and placed under the control
of the institute

In the future it will be necessary to undertake
experimental work in connection with the growth of
our naval and military defence the testing of materials
with regard to the physical reasons un^lying dete-
rioration and change of structure due to mechanical
and heat treatment, and as to failure in operation
under varying conditions, the testing and trying out
of processes in connection with the metallurgical
industry and biological and geological problems
The highly specialised intricate woric of standardis-

ing electrical instruments and other scientific appa-
ratus -for use as substandards by different Government
dejiartmcnts and other institution*, in which research
work may be carried on vould also naturally fall

within the functions of the institute

A convincing reason for drawing a line of disthiotion

between laboratories primarily for scientific research and
laboratories pnmanly for the necessary routine work
of departmental testing is that any attempt to combine
the two would lead to confusion and hamper and
weaken both branches of activity, and wcii^ld tend to

drown the research work for which the institute is

being created

It cannot be too strongly insisted tlm^ the qualifica-

tions of a staff for ‘ researching *' are different In char-
acter from those of a staff which is to carry out
scientific routine testing

The committee therefore recommends that —
(a) The control of the present Commonwealth labora-

torlM-ha not disturbed, nut that Ihev be co-ordinated,

their atadi increased, and their equipment unproved.
(h) Amr new national laboratories which may be

created for special purposes of research and expen-
mental linquiiy. Including a physical laboratory for

testing anaatdndardismgpurpom, should be controlled

by the institute

(a) With mirard to the constitiSlan of the mstltute the

coinmttee passed tite following resolutions •—
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(1) “That an Advlaorjr CouncB conaittinj' of nine

inemliera repreaentlng adence and tbe principal

primary and leoondaiy induatriea be appointed who
•hall aimiae and oo<opmte with tbe directora in fram-

the policy and In tbe admimatratlon of the inati-

tute."

(li) “That the membera be appointed by the Gover-
nor«General in CoundL"

(ill) “That for the purpoaea of controlhnn and ad-
miniaterlng tbe Inatitute and of collecting imormation
and determining on the reaearchea to be undertaken
and directing their eluddatkm, three hi^ly qualified

nlarled directors, of whom one ahould oe chairman
of the directora, shall be appointed by the Governor-
General in Council The tUrectors sKall seek the ad-
vice and oo-operation of the Coundl and shall be
tx-effido members thereof

”

(1^ “That of the three directors one ahould be an
expert business and financial man with ability in

organisation , tbe other two should be chosen mainly
on account of scientific attainments and wide expert

(t) " The tenure of the directors shall be fixed by the
Act”

(vi) “That the sdentific staff should be appointed by
the Governor-General in Council on the recommenda-
tion of the directors

"

(<) The committee further resolved as follows —
(!) “That all discoveries, inventions, improvements,

processes, and machines made by workers directly em-
ployed by the Institute should be vested in trustees

aj^nted by it as its sole property, and should be
made available, under proper conditions and on pay-
ment of gratuities or otherwise, for public advantage *

(ii) “That the council of the institute should be
empoweted to recommend to the Government the pay-
ment of bonuses to successful discoverers or Inventors
working under the auspices of the institute

”

(Hi) “That the Institute should be empowered to
chuge fees for speaal investigations subject to regula-
tions approved by the Governor-General in Council ”

, (6) Though these matters are not directly connected
sdth the proposed institute the committee passed two
further rMolutlona —

(i) “That steps should be taken with a view to

co-ordinating the work of our technical colleges and
trade schooh throughout Australia, so that a supply
of adentifically taumt craftsmen will be available to
•UDOort the exoanuon of industry that it is hoped

leoperations of the Institute of Science

(h) “That with a view to promoting our export
trade in Australian products it is desirable that serious
attention be given to the study of modem languages
Including Oriental languages, for oommercial pur-
poses.”

Immtdiatt ArrangemmU

(7) The committee realises that the establishment
of the institute will necessarDy involve some delay, but
being Impressed with the urgent need for work of the
character proposed the committee resolved as fol-

lows t—
(i) “That until the institute is established an Advi-

•0^ Council be appitinted by the Governor-General in
Council particular^ to carry out the objects expressed
in restdutitms a (1) and fit), viz. ' To contider and
Initiate scientific researches in connection udth, or
for, tbe promotion of primary or secondary industries

in the Commonwealth,' ana (il) ‘The collection of
industrial scientific information and the formation of

a bureau for its dissemination amongst those engaged
in industry.'”

(H) “That the Federal and State Munitions Com- <

mlttees, heads of the Commonwealth and State scien-
^
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’ tlflc departments, and bodies rqiresentative of

Commonwealth manufacture, commerce, agrfeulture,

mining, and engineering, tbe universities and tyhnlcal
colleges, and private enterprises, be invited to suggest
branches of industnai saentific research in whicn in-

vestigation would be of immediate practical use to

producers and manufacturers.”
(ill) ‘That the Advisory Counal be appointed forth-

with, and that when appointed it immediately take

steps to initiate research work into tbe moqt pressing

matters needing investigation and seek the co-opera-

tion of existing institutions and utilise th^ resources

of staff and equipment at our disposal at the present

time.”
(tv) The committee suggests for the consideratian

of the Advisory Cofindl that the following problems,

among others, are pressing —The sheep ay pest , im-
proved methods of extractmg zinc from Australian

ores, including the commercial manufacture of electro-

lytic zinc, tbe utilisation of brown coal with recovery
of by-products

,
the introduction of a mechanical cotton

picker , the eradication of the pnckly pear
, the produc-

tion of aluminium and ferro alloys, the recovery of
potash, manufacture of alkali, and condensation of

sulphurous acid gas at present being wasted, the cul-

tivation of useful indigenous grasses and salt-bushes

,

the manufacture of fine chemicals, drugs, and explo-
•ives

It is, of course, impossibie to predict, in matters of

research, what the outcome of investigations may be
And the committee realises that not all the above
subjects can be examined to the pouit of final results

during the interval before the institute gets to work
The committee, however, suggests that in many, if not
all, of tbe above itiatters most valuable work could
be done in collecting data, and, in effect, making a
preliminary census both, as to present discoveries, and
the staff and apparatus available in Australia Such
work IS an indiqiensable first step in all research

In addition to this, there is ample scope for prac-
tical work during the interval in vigorously prosecut-
ing tbe dissemination of known information as to
processes, etc , amongst our producers and manufac-
turers.

(v) 'That funds be placed at the disposal of the
Advisory Council for the above purposes ”

(8) The committee desu^s to thank the Prime Minis-
ter for having placed at its disposal the services of
Mr Gerald Li^tfoot, barrister-at-law, whose work
as secretary has been greatly valued by the committee

(Signed) Orme Masson (chairman), A B
Piddington, 6 D DelpraL W Russell Gnmwade,

LM Higgins, Wm S Robinson, George Swltu
ne, Alex J Gibson Douglas Mawson, W W.

Forwood
(Signed) Gerald Lightfoot, secretary to committee.

NOTES
Wb are glad that the Times has published in its

Educational Supplement for March 7 a selection of

letters upon the place of science in education received

since the publication of the recent memorial on the
neglect of science, to which we have referred on more
than one occasion The memorial was drawn up by
a small committee of public-school science masters,
and the thirty-siz distinguished men of science who
signed it subwirlbed to the views expreHaed In it with,
out themselves being actively concerned with the con-
struction of the document If they and the profsMora
at tbe Imperial College who st^lportad them in a later

short memorial to Lord Crewe, the chalnnan of the
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l^ovtniora of th« ooUege, had met and discussed m
the subject of science m national affairs we

might hew h^ a manifesto which would have out

lined a notional pfogramme on a saentific basis, in

of a memorandum on the defects of the public

school curricula and Civil Service examinations as

regards the study of sciehce, and their consequences

in public administration and legislation There is

mot much new to be said upon these sul)jects, and

scientific aspects have bem surveyed^ in our own
cdumns frbm every point of view In a leading article

the Timer Educatio^ Supplement aCsuiowledges that

men of science will have little difficulty in establishing

the following contentions —(i) That much of our pre>

sent teaching u antiquated, and, in method, unscien

tific, (2) that natural science, if taught at all, has too

small a place m the average curriculum , and (3) that

our social organisation makes it far easier for literary

than for scientific ability to find its level These un-

doubted defects might well be placed before a com
mittee, independent of any Government department,

appointed to inquire into the entire question of the

organisation of our educational system, as suggested by

Sir Philip Magnus The subject should be included in

the national programme which, we learn from a letter by

Sir William Mather and Sir Norman Lockyer, is being

deliberated by the British Science Guild Any sugges-

tions for such a programme should be sent to the

honorary secretaries of the Guild, Piccadilly, W
Furthek regulations under the Defence of the Realm

Act issued on March i, contain provisions prohibiting

speculative transactions m the various metals required

in the production of war material The new regula-

tion proiddes that it shall not be lawful for any person

on his own behalf, or on behalf of any other person,

to sell or buy iron (including pig iron) steel of air

kinds, copper, zinc brass lead, antimony nickel,

tungsten, molybdenum ferro alloys, or any other metal

which may bo spedfied as being a metal required for

the production of any war material Rather curiously

tin, which is an important constituent of many naval
alloys induding Admiralty gun metal and Aitoiralty

brass, and the price of wMch is very liable to sudden
and large fluctuations owing to speculation, is absent
from this list On the face of it this metal should

certainly have been induded The effect of these regu
latwns on the operations of the metal exchanges of

London Birmingham, and Glasgow was at once
evident All business in regard to the above metals
and alloys was suspended. A sobering Influence on
market prices should certainly result A deputation
from the London Metal Exchsmge was to discuss the

situation With the Minister of Munitions on March 3

Prop W Kilian, of Grenoble, has contributed tc

the Remit Sdenttfique (vol liv , pp 33-40) a long anu
interesting article on proposals for the organisation
of scientific research in France after the war He
points out how pre.efflinent Germany has become in
the provision of bibliographies, ^optical treatises,

other works of reference, more or less international

journals, and materials of every kind for laboratory
work and the lecture-room Writing as a geologist,
be IS able to ritumerate many important illustrations
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with which the efforts of French scientific men and
publishers compare very unfavourably While ad-

mitting that the progress of science must never be

hampered by international boundaries, he urges the

importance of some organisation for raising the pres

tige of French science in the earlv future Ho pro-

poses that an (association be formed for the better

co-ordination of work in providing bibliographies and
reference books , that more posts be endowed for pure

scientific research, and that more effort be made to

secure for French scientific men a fair proportion of

the appointments abroad which are usually filled by
graduates from the great European universities

Thb sixth annual May lecture of the Institute of

Metals will be given on Thursday, May 4, by Prof

W H Bragg on X Rays and Crystal Structure

with Special Reference to Certain Metals

Thk twenty fifth amiual meeting of the Royal bociety

for the Protection of Birds will be held at the Middle-

sex Guildhall, Westminster S W on 1 hursday, March
16 Mr Montagu Sharpe, chairman of the council,

will tike the chair at 3 p m
Wb learn from the British Uedteal Journal tliat Prof

M Weinberg, of the Pasteur Institute, Pans will

deliver a lecture on bacterjological and experimental

researches on gas gangrene before the Royal Society

of Medicine (1 Wimpole Street London, W ), to-

morrow (bnday), at 5 pm
Thb prize of lof and a silver medal offered under

the Peter Lc Neve Foster Trust by the Royal Society

of Arts, for an essay on Zinc Its Production and
Industrial Applications, has been awarded to Mr
J C Moulden of l^ton Carew, co Durham
Honourable mention has also been awarded to Mr
E A Smith deputy assay master of the Sheffield

Assay Office, for his essay

Tiu Rev E W Barnes, F R b Master of the

Temple , Mr E Newton, president of the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects, and Prof T F Tout
professor of medieval and ecclesiastical history m the

Victoria University of Manchester, have been elected

members of the Athenaeum Club, under the rule which
empowers the annual election of a certain number of

persons of distinguished eminence in science, litera

ture the arts, or for public services

There will be a discussion on Tho Sphere of the

Scientific and Technical Press in Relation to Technlcal-

Education and Industrial Research at the next meet
ing of the Circle of Scientific, Technical, and Trade
Journallstt, on Tuesday, March 14, in the hall of the

Institute of Joumahsts (Tudor Street, Blackfriars,

London, EC) The cfaairpan of the circle Mr L
Gaster, will preside, and’ the discussion will be opened
by Dr William Garnett, late educational adviser to

the London County Council

Thb following new offioerp and members of council

aere,»electe4 at the annual general meeting of the

Institute of Chemistry jpil March i —Vue PrendmUt
Dr A Harden and Prof Herbert Jackson Uembert
of Council Mr R Bodmer, Mr H C H Candy,
Prof D C Henderson, Mr P H Ktrkaldy, Dr A
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Lauder, Mr Bedford McNeill Prof G 1 Morgan

Mr D NorthalljLaurie Mr G Stubbs and Mr T
rickle

The Faraday Society will hold an informal discus-

sion on Methods and Appliances for the Attainment

of High rcmperatures in the Laboratory on Wed
ncsday, March 15, at 8 p m at the Institution of

Electrical Engineers Victoria Embankment Ijondon

W C Dr J A Harker, of the National Physical

Laboratory, will open the discussion, over which Sir

Robert Hadfield the president of the societi will pre

side Workers interested in the subjeit and particu

larly those prepared to speak on the results of the r

personal experiences, are invited to be present and

take part m the discussion Further particulars mo}
be obtained from Mr F S Spiers secretary of the

society 8a Victoria Street London S W
The following officers and council of the Geological

Society of London have been elected for the ensuing

year —President Dr A Harker Vice Presidents

Sir T H Holland Mr E F Ni wton the Rev H H
Wmwood and Dr \ Smith Woodward Sccretanes

Mr H H Thomas and Dr II 1 apworth Foreign

Secretary Sir Archibald Geika Treasurer Mr Bed-

ford McNeill In additiin to these officers the members
of the new council are —Mr H Bury Prof J Cad
man Prof C G Culhs Mr R M Dceley Prof

W G Fearnsides Dr W Gibson Dr F L Kilrhin

Dr J E Marr Mr R D Oldham Mr R H Ras-

tall Prof T F Sibly Prof W J Sollas Dr J J H
Teall and Mr W Whitaker

The third Indian Science Congress met at Lucknow
on January 13 15 The growing interest in scientific

inquiry observable in India is evidenced by the rapidly

increasing popularity of this body In spite of the

war, about seventy papers were read at the congress

and more than 300 visitors attended the meetings The
list of papers discloses a surpnsingly large volume of

scientific work in India and there is every reason to

look for a successful and useful future of the congress

The presidential address was delivered by Sir S G
Burrard F R S who took as his subject The Plains

of Northern India and thcir Relationship to the H ma
laya Mountains Sir A G Bourne F R S has been

elected president for 1016-17 and the next meeting

will probably be held at Bangalore

We liavo received a provisional programme of the

eighth meeting of the Italian Society for the Advances

ment of Science, arranged to be held at the Royal
University of Rome on March 1 4 The session was
originally intended to be held at Bar] but as this city

IS too near the theatre of war it was resolved to

meet at Rome instead The president was Prof Camillo

Golgi, the vice-presidents being Prof Guido Castel

nuovo and Prof Vlttono Rossi and the secretary

Prof Vincenzo Reina The inaugural address

delivered by Prof G Cuboni dealt with the

problems of agriculture at the present time General

discourses were given by Prof R Nasini on Italian

chemistry , by Prof G Valenti on hydraulic problems

and water legislation , by M Pantaleoni on economic

lessons of the war , 1^ G Luigi on eugenics and the
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decay of nations and by P Fedclc on Imperialism in

German history Sectional papws weM ghaen by

G Levi on morganic chemical industry, by £
Mohnan on the mdustry of some impoitaat organic

compounds by h Garelli on the industry of fats bj

r Miolati on electrochemical industry, by M Asooli

on electrotechnics by E Bianchi on the state of the

Italian industry of g^eUc-astronomical instruments,

by P Gamba on the exploration of the upper atmo.

I

sphere In th medical hygienic section C Moreschi

I

dealt with the prophylactic use of antityphoid and

I

anticholem injections V Pensuti with vaccino-therapy

of typhoid and A Perroncito and G Gnxom with

hygienic problems of modern war A list of philo-

sophical and geographical papers is also given in the

pfogramme issicd

The death s aiiiiounted of Prof Vladimir A Ticho-

miro\ professor of pharmacy and matenu medica at

Moscow Universiti and Russian Councillor of State

fourth jcir ofMr G T W Newsholme who was the

first provincial pharmacist to occupv the position of

president of the Pharmaceutical Society Mr News
holne been Tie vuepnsident of the soiictj in iBqj

and in 1900 was elected president holding the office

for three years He was a goxemor of Sheffield Uni
versitj

Tiip death nnounud m his fifty-eighth year of

Dr J Nelson a native of Copenhagen and 1 graduate
of the University of W sconsin who had occupied the

chair of biology at Rutgers College New Jersiy since

1888 He had also held various scientific appointments

under the State of New Jersey including membership
of a tubcrrulosis commission and the post of inves-

tigator of oyster culture

Me L Duncan formerly associate professor of ap-

plied electricity at Johns Hopkins Univers ty and head
of the depirtment of electrical engineering at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology has died at the

age of fifty three He was twice president of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers and had
written on clectnc traction for tlu. Lncyclopsedia
Bntannica He served as consulting engineer during
the electrification of the transit systems of New York

The death is announced in his eighty first year of

Dr W A Knight emeritus professor of moral philo-

sophy in the University of St Andrews Prof Knight
was the author of many literary works includmg
Studies in Philosophy and Literature (1879),
Essays in Philosophy Old and New (1890), and
Varia being Studies on Problems of Philosophy and

Ethics (1901) but he will be remembered chiefly as
the devoted editor and Interpreter of the poet Words-
worth and the Wirdsworth family

The death has occurred m his sixtieth year of Prof
Pietro Grocco director of clinical medicine m the R
Istituto di Studi Supenon of Florence After studyiijg
in Paris and Vienna he was we learn from the Lancet,
appointed to a chair of practice of medicine at Perugia
which he occupied for three years when he was
elected to a post on the same subject at Pisa whence
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in liqa he was transferred to Florence J he Floren

tine school enjoyed his special care and {jenerositv

founding as he did mainly from Ins o^\ n resources thi

Istituto Antirabico on the lines of Pasteur and making
the thermal waters of the neighbouring Montecntmi

a balneary centre in practical connection with his

courses on the vast group of rheumatoid mitidies

In 1905 he was made a senator of the kingdom in

accordance with Italy s custom to promote mi ii of

scientific distinction to the Upper Chamber and hen.

ngain his advice on intervention was of public benefit

111 more than one hjgienir departuri

The death is announied at se\cnty two tiars of

age of Pi of r Hockel profeswr of botant in the

Unhcrsity of Marseilles We learn from the ( hemtsi

and Pruggist that after the war of 1870 he became
head pharmacist at Montpellier and assistant profisaor

it tlie local School of Pharmacy Five years later he

accepted the post of professor of natural history it

the Nancy School of Pharmacy but his stay there was
short After a few months at the Grenoble 1 acuity t f

Silences Ucckol obtained two professorial chairs at

M rseilles teaching bolanj at the rucultj of Siicnces

and materia mcdica at the School of Mcduini T<

tiicse double duties he added those of director of the

Botanic Garden of Marseilles In 1X80 his contnbu

tions to science were recognised by his election to the

corresponding membership of the Pans Acadtmv of

Medicine and later by i similar election at tlu

\cademj of Sciences It was m 1892 that he founded

the Colonial Institute where he placid his collections

He spec altsed in the study of such tropical plants as

were likely to be of value for alimentary purposis or

local industry and his name is assotintod with the

introduction of several of them into France

Tiip Tunes of Mar h a reports the death of Lrnst

Mach once professor of phvsics in th< University of

Prague but for the greater part of his academic life

professor of the history and theory ff inductne science

It Vienna The news will cause widespread rigrct

for though Mach was not a great invi stignli r or con

structive thinker cither in positive science or in philo

sophy he did admirable secondary work for both by
his illuminating interpretations of the history of

physics His psychological investigations best repre-

sented by his book on The Analysis of Sensations
had technical merits which earned high praise from
so competent a judge as William Jamefs They are

interesting chiefly however as studies in the radi

cal empiricism that found its most characteristic ex
pression in his epistemological essays—particularly in

his Science of Mechanics The essential positions

of this famous work were (as Mach pointed out

pathetically) published so long ago as 1868 that is six

vears before KlrchhofT astonished the scientific world
by the announcement of similar but less thoroughgoing
views The book itself appeared in 1883 It has un-
doubtedly had great Influence not only ujJon current
views as to the retfl nature of science, but also upon
the actual development of mathematical physics from
Herts down to the relativists of the present day In
a farewell communication which the unhappy sUte of
Europe makes the more dignified and touching, Prof
Mach * sends greetings to all who knew him and asks
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for serene remembrnnu* Men of good will in all

countries will respond to the wish for no chauvinistic

bias distorted Mach s vision of the progress of the

human spirit and none has shown more clearW than

ho that in tho disinterested pursuit of knowledge men
of all times and tongues arc members one of another

Tin recent completion almost simultaneously, of

three masonry dams for the main impounding reser

voirs of important water supply systems in this rountre

IS an event somewh it unique in its way None of the

three rtructures—the Angram the Derwint and the

Mwtn Dams—is jierhnps of such magnitude as the

Kcnslci^ D im in the United States to wliuk reference

was m-ldc in our issue of January 27 (p 602) but they

are all noteworlh> cxainples of this department of

waterworks engineering 1 lie Angram Dam in York
shire, huldb up 1250 million gallooR of water derived

from thi river Nidd and the Slone Beck for the supplv

( f the town of Bradford ihe capacity of the reservoir

funned by the Derwent Dam is 2000 million gallons.

It forms the second instalment of a great scheme

destined to serve the Derwent Valley, including the

U wns of ia-icesU r Derby Shefl cld and Nottingham,

and the counties of Derby and Nottingham There
are to be five dams in all in this undortsking and the

first the Howden Dam of about equivalent storage

c ipacity with the Derwent Dam was completed some
f< w yc irs back The third dam of the three forming

the subject of our note the Alwcn Dam for tho Birken

hc-id Corporotlon Water Supply holds up socxi million

gallons from the river Alwen The reservoir capacity

IS thus much greater than that of either of the other

two dams but the structure itself is smaller both as

regirds length ind height The crest is only 458 ft

long and the height from the nver bod 90 ft whereas

the crest of the Derwent Dam is iiio ft in length and
1 14 ft m height and the crest of the Angram Dam
1200 ft long and its height 130 ft

liiF M idrns Museum has done good service to the

study of Incliin antiquities by publishing a new edition

f thi catalogue of prehistoric antiquities col

lected by the late Mr R B Foote which forms the

most vaUable jioriicn of the museum collections To
this has been added a dialogue of the prehistoric

antiquities collected by Mr A Rea of the great

burial grounds of Acbchanallur and Perumbalr These
cclicctions contain a large number of specimens of

objects in metal and pottery which are of the highest

value for the study of the early history of the Dravid ar
races

In his presidential address to the Hellenic Society

published in part 11 of the Proceedings of the SocTety

in 1915 Dr W Leaf discussed the history of Greek
commerce a subject dealt with in his important work
on Homer and history, recently reviewed in these

columns He made the interesting suggestion that

the society should undertake an edition of at least

the three books of Strabo s Geography ” describing

Asia Minor This should be on the lines of Sir James
Frazer’s edition of ” Pausanias,^’ dealing in the first

instance with topography, and summarising the stores

Of epigraphic and numismatological information, with

an account of the many characteristic religiohs and
myths of that region Sir William Ramsay and Mr
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Hogarth have promised to assist in the proposed ed tion

of Strabo, and it may be hoped that after the close

of the war the Hellenic Society will be in a position

to undertake this important work, which will be of

the highest value to historians and geographers

A VERY acceptable addition to our knowledge of the

nesung habits of the Australian mistletoe-bird

{Duaeum hirundmaeeum), by Messrs S A Lawrence

and R T Littlejohn, appears in the Emu for January

rhe authors were so fortunate as to bo able to study

the final stages of the building of the nest, and later

to obtain photographs, both of the parents and nest

lings The former displayed extraordinary coniidence,

allowing the nestlings to be removed from the nest

and feeing them on the hand of one of the photo-

graphers The tameness of these birds enabl^ the

authors to watch closely the peculiar method employed

by them in extracting the seeds of Loranthus berries,

which constituted a large portion of the food of the

young, insects completing the dietary The same
number also contains some valuable notes by Mr
Charles Barrett on the spotted bower bird with -i

photograph of its remarkable bower, or playing

ground. Tlda most interestHig bird is unfortunately

incurring the resentment of the fruit-growers on

account of the damage it is said to inflict on the

orchards, a charge, however, which does not seem to

have been established

In the January number of that admirable journal,

Cabfomia Fish and Game, it is announced that an

attempt Is to be made to interest the fish-dealers of

San Francisco in a project for the production of
'

caviare from the roes of salmon and shad M CotofT,

a Russian expert, is the moving spirit in this project,

wMch, it is to be hoped, will meet with success, since

about half a million pounds of salmon roe from the

canning stations in San Francisco are thrown away
annually It is claimed that caviare thus made will

exceed in quality the imported caviare made from the

sturgeon The same number contains a ludd account

of experiments which have been made recently to test

the effect of strychnine sulphate on the California

Valley quad Barl^ soaked in this poison is now
used to eradicate the ground squirrels, and hence it

was feared the quail might be involved in-thclr de

struction Expenments have shown however, that

the squirrels are very susceptible to strychnine, while

the quail, under natural conations, may consume rela.

tively large amounts of this poison without hurt

This conclusion has been arrived at in consequence

of a series of experiments on a nCCnber of captive

quail In one case aSo grains of barley containing

no fewer than <(o milligrams of strychnine were in-

gested, and yet without any toxic symptoms, while. In

a squirrel, 19 grains of barley containing as little as
a 7 milligrams of poison sufficed to pjoduce convulsions

and death within ten minutes The grain in this case

was Dbt swallowed, but merelv uken into the buccal

pouches, where the poison was absorbed through the

iquoous membrane of the pouch The maximum dose
of poison taken by a squiriel was 5*7 milligrams taken
up with 40 grains of btu-ley, death taking place within
an hour
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Symons's Meteorological Magaeme for February in-

augurates the commencement of the second half-

century of its issue \ tentative summary of'the rain-

fall over the British Isles for January shows that the

general rainfall for England and Wales was 89 per

cent of the avenge, that for Scotland was 147 per

cent ,
for Ireland 86 per cent

,
and for the British Ides

as a whole 109 per cent An article on The Mildness

of January 1916, in London, presumably from the

observations at Camden Square, shows the month
to have been unique for its temperatures com
pared with the observations from 1858 to the present

time The mean temperature for the month wns 45 7°,

which IS 7 3° above the average, and exceeds by 1 8®

the next highest value, 43 9°, which occurred in 1884,

A discussion by Mr H A Hunt Commonwealth
Meteorologist, on the Temperature Departures in

Australia, 1915, exhibits the remarkably warm winter

and greater part of the year 1915, the excess of tern

peraturc in June and July being more than 5® over

Central Australia The article is illustrated by a

series of temperature charts embracing the whole of

Australia

fiiK series of articles on the Economic Resources

of the German Colonies in the Bulletin of the Impe-
rial Institute IS concluded in the current number
(vol XIII , No 4) with an article on Germany’s recent

possessions in the Pacific The large amount of zinc

required for w ir purposes and the resulting increased

demand lend special interest to an article on the

sources of the metal within the British Empire
By far the most important rinc deposits in the Empire
are those of the Broken Hill Mines, New South
Wales the output of which alone is sufficient to supph
the entire demands of the United Kingdom The
Broken Hill ore before the war went mainly to Ger
many for smelting but the Australian Government
has adopted measures which will prevent this in the
future The issue also contains useful reports based
on the work done it the Imperial Institute on Indian
opium, tobacco from Cyprus, copra from Queensland,
cocoa from Nigeria, piassava from British West Africa
and asbestos from South Africa

Thb January number of the Journal of the Bntuh
Science Guild contains a, number of articles
with organisation and education and with the applica-
tion of science to warfare A letter written by the
president Sir William Mather, to the Prime Minister
in July last, dealing with the application of the scien-
tific resources of the countrv to the prosecution of the
war, IS printed in full Of particular interest to
opticians and glass manufacturers are the speafica-
tions of three types of microscopes and a list of educa-
honal institutions which have undertaken to use only
British-made chemical glass apparatus during the war
and for a period of three years after Dr H S
Willson conmbutes an article on orgamsation andeduM^n The port played by science in war is dealt
withby“AnagBj«," Prof R A. Gregory contributes
a timely article on the introduction of the metric
system Experience of the past eighteen years has

that permissive legislation is not of much prac-

rendered it lawful to use the metric system in
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couatry for the general purposes of trade, but little

ddvdnCkge has been taken of it, either in internal or

external trade The system must be made compulsorj

before the trading community ns a whole will take

idvantage of It Several recent instances show that

the metric system can be introduced without the diffi-

culties which somo people suppose would come with it

Am article by Mr R G Skerrett in the ScienUlir

itnencan for February la describes Fneke’s appnrntus

for locating vessels at sea during fogs It depends

on the difference in tho time required for a wireless

signal and for a sound signal sent out from the same
point at the same instant to reach some distant point

This difference is proportional to the distincc apart of

the sending and receiving points The receiving appn

ratus consists of a wireless receiver and sixteen tele

phones arranged at equal angular intervals round the

•,hip and so protected that each will respond only to

sounds coming in approximately its direction towards

the ship Tho arrival of the wireless signal starts

i-ixtetn bands travelling outwards from a common
centre towards the sixteen corresponding telephones

The arrival of the sound signal at the telephone

directed towards the quarter from which the sound

originates actuates a marking point carried by the

corresponding band, and a mark is made on the under

side of a piece of translucent paper placed over th<

bands and ruled with concentric circles representing

the number of miles of the source from the vessel

The marking points are brought back to the rero circle

after each observation, and a scries of observations

gives the direction, distance and course of the source

from tho ship

In the last number of the Pron-edings of the Geo
logistfc’ Association (Deerniber, 1915) Dr \ Holmes
gives a useful summary account of the manner in

which the study of radio-active minerals can be applied

to the measurement of geological time The science

of radio-activity has already destroyed the argument
by which Lord Kelvin deduced n relatively short age
for the earth from its apparent rale of cooling But
tho same science also furnishes data for a direct esti-

mate of the age of a rock which contains radio active

minerals There is doubtless a considerable margin
of error, but the best results arc consistent and seem
to be reasonable Prof Strutt’s method was based
upon the accumulation of helium from the gradual
break up of uranium and thorium Dr Holmes takes

instead the* ratio of the final product, lead, to

uranium, and his results are in general higher than
Strutt’s probably owing to the loss of helium by
leakage Various Carboniferous and Devonian intru-

snns are estimated to have an age of the order of
300 to 400 millions of years, and for granitic intru-

sions of the Middle prc-Cambrian is deduced an age
of the order of 1000 to 1200 millions of years Such
figures will be comforting to geologists who dislike

hurrying unduly the operations of nature

In the current number of the Transactions of the

English Ceramic Society there ore several important
papers, noubly one by M Bigot on the distribution

of heat in pott^ ovens, ahd one on pottery pyroraetry
by Mr R W l^ul There is a memorial lecture on
the famous oeramle artist, M Solon, by Mr Hobson,
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of the British Museum, and a number of ptqiers of purely

technical interest by Messrs Audley, Dressier, Guy, Hill,

Mellor, Singleton, and Wilson llic English Soaety
IS doing good work in getting the empirical experience

of the potters into a systematic form, so that the

underlying principles may finally be made clear, and
it Is gradually winning for itself general recognition

among the manufacturers who pay for tho work of

abstracting the homo and foreign pottery, clay, and

I

glass journals These abstracts are an important

f< ature of tho journal

Flip following forthcoming books of science are

announced, in addition to those referred to in recent

issues of Natijrx By George Allen and Unwtn Ltd
—Elements of Folk Psychology Outlines of a Psycho-

logical History of the Development of Mankind W.
Wundt translated by E L Schaub . Anthropo-

morphism and Science A Study of the Development

of Ejcctive Cognition in tho Individual and the Race,
O A Wheeler By D Appleton and Co —The Book
of Forestry, h F Moon, Ihc Care and Culture of

House Plants H Findlay , The Fundamentals of Plant

Breeding J M Coulter , Sanitation in Panama, W C
Gorgas Irrigation Management, F H Nowell, Irri

gntion in tho United States, R P Teele
, The 1 heory

of Steam Traction Engineering, S R Eighinger and

M S Hutton, Minerals and Rocks W S Bayley

By A oud C Black Ltd - A Manual of Mendelism,

Prof J Wilson First Principles of Evolution, Dr S
Herbert new edition, illustrated, A Manual of Medical

Jurisprudence Toxicology, and Public Health, Dr
W G A Robertson, new edition illustrated, Diseases

of Children, Dr A D Fordyce, illustrated By the Cam-
bridge UmversUy Press —A Factorial Theory of Evolu-

tion, Prof W I Tower Chemical Signs of Life, S
Tashiro (University of Chicago Science Series

)

By Cassell and Co Ltd —^Alfred Russel Wallace

Letters and Reminiscences, J Merchant By J and

A Churchill —Handbook of Colloid Chemistry the

Recognition of Colloids, Theory of Colloids, and their

General Physico-Chemical Properties, Dr W Ost-

wald, translated by Prof M H Fischer By John
Murray —^Agriculture after the War, A D Hall By the

University oj London Press—^Tho New Regional Geo-
graphies, I- Brooks, vol 1 The Americas, vol li ,

Asia and Australia, vol iii
,
Europe and Africa , Aii

Economic Geography of the British Empire, C B
Thurston By Wttherby and Co under the title, A
Veteran Naturalist,” a life of the late Mr W B
Tcgetmeier, by his son-in-Iaw, Mr E W Richardson

With reference to the note in Natuu of March 2

(p 16), Mr Perrycoste writes to say that he tinted
out not only the advantages consequent on the sug-

gested use of Latin, but the counterbalancing risks and
the necessity of discarding Latin “prose-compositlon,’

as well as Latin verse

In the article on ‘ The Utilisation of Peat in Naturk
of March a, it should have been stated that the blocks

of Figs I and a were lent to us by the Department
of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland,

which, as stated on p 19, publishes the pamphlet from
which the article was abridged Fig 3 was from a
block lent by the Powspr Gas Corporation, Ltd , Stock-
ton-on-Tees
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OVR AST RONOMICAL COLUMN
The Somr Vctivitv—Sun-spot activity has been

especially noteworthy during the past few days a
feature being the great extent and disturbed character

of seycral of the groups

COMIT iqi6a (Nbujmin) —

T

he diseotery of the first

coiaet of the year by M G Ncujnim of the Simeis
Observatory, ( riinca on February 34 was announced
last week According to a telegram received last

Friday from Prof h Stromgren, the conut was ob-

served by Prof Biesbrocck (Yerkes) on 1 ebruary aq nt

41 3m GMT its positKin was K A 8h 58111

, tk»;linitiun + 35 14* Ihi comet is thus -i

Jittk south of K Cancri

CoMBT 1915* (1 WLou) —l)n libruary 4 1891 Dr
bpitaler, starching for Wuincckt s conn t olisi rvi d 1

i-omctic objtit that afterwards could not be refound

Oh the basis of the orbit calculated by M J Braac
and Mile J Vinter Hansen, Prof A Bcrbench hnds

|

{Astronomtsche NachnehUti No 4827) that this soli

tary observation possibly refers to comet Taylor
/Vssummg changes of ind —63° in longitudes of

node and of perihelion respectively and calcul ding
the comet s place for M=5 1°, gives about the position

of the object seen by Dr bnitaler Decided alterations

in the position of the no^s due to perturbations by
Jupiter wero possible in 1901, and ig-iin in 1912-13

If perihelion occurred in 1891 o, then the interval

25 1 years»4X&27, would be equivalint to four revolu

tiona Dr Spitam recorded that at about o^h he saw
the object Mtween the faint stars Ijing together in

the same parallel 20s preceding the star DM+a6®,
y 14, ’ » c R A 7h 58m 438 declination 26* 15
This position was in fairly close agreement with that

calculated for Winnccke s comet according to the orbit

of von Haerdtl

Ti« Ormt oe VV Orioms V paper by Mr
Zaccheus Darnel (Publications Allegheny Observa-
tory, vol 111 , No 21) deals with this eclipsing variable

and spectroscopic binary Chief interest cintres in the

fact that situated within 1° of S Ononis it is now
found to present the same sjieclral iieculiarity, the

calcium K hnc not sharing the oscillations shown by
the Imes of other dements Its siiectrum is of the I

Ba type and the lines are generally diffuse The
penod, 1 4854 da>s agrees with that preMOusIy found
by Hartmann from photometric observations, but this '

rapid oscillation is superposed on u slower, having a
period of 120 days The veloaties given by the ,

K hne are not quite constant, hence possibly the

calcium atmosphere belongs to the system, and has
on orbital movement in the same direction as the

brighter component The mean value from the K
line is +16-7 km /sec agreeing with the mean for

It Orionis (+172) and c Orlonis (+156) and with the

value of the sun’s motion away from that part of

from November 28, 1914, and thus the next would be

due March 12 The variation is of the Cepheid type

(M—»i=7S days) ObservaUons of 7 Arietis, 15 fri-

anguli, and 31 Ononis show them to be irregular!}

vanabie in periods of about 70, 200, and 356 days
respectively

ties, the present evidence docs not settle whether the

calcium belongs to the stars or not

Oburvations or Variable Stars —Dr C Hoff-

meister (Astrotumtsche Nackrichttn, No 4827)
has recently published a considerable collection

of observations of many Algol and short-period vari-

ables, and also of a number of suspected variables

Amoog the latter is 9 Ursas Majoris fer which the

present observations indicate a range of o-a magnitude
Dr G, Homig (Astronotmsehe Nachrtehlen, No. 4828)

gives dates of maxima and minima of f Persei

obsoved during November, i9i4-AprB 1915 The
period of tfie latter star is found to be 18 i days, very

nearly onc-aeventh that found by Lau Maxima date
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ShA SPIDhRS AND hEil HER-STARS 1

' rNR CALMAN reports on the Pycnogons or sea-
A-' spiders collected by the British Antarctic Expedi
tion of 1910 The collection far exceeds tliat of any
Antarctic ixpedition >et reported on compnsing no
fewer than forty four specit s, eleven of w hich arc new
There seems no doubt Uiat Antarctic seas arc for richer

in thc!><> quaint, slow liv mg creatures than any other

area of the oceans While most of the species were
obtained in very small numbers this was not alwa>s
tlie case for we read that two hundred specimens of

Nymphon australe were obtained at a single sLition

and presumably at a single haul
The author discusses the meaning of the ten legged

spicies which occur, the great majority being eight-

legged and defends against Prof Bouvier, the new,
which he shares with Prof Carpenter that the deca
podous Pycnogons represent a recent specialisation

not a primitive survival An interesting parallel is

found in Pliotrema, a Pnsliopliorid shark, described
by Mr C Tate Regan, which has six gill anhes in-

stead of the usual five but is evidently a very highly
^cialiscd form denvable from some ancestor like

Pnstiophorus, with the normal number of arches
Attention has been directed to the greit range of

variability in sea spiders, but Dr Caiman does not
think that it is greater than, fur instance m many
^oups of Crustaceans And as to the theory of
Dodcrlcin that lack of the power of wandering is a
factor which favours the development of local races
varieties, and species m anv group of animals, the
author finds no corroboration in Uie case of Pycnogons
which are cxtremelv slow going creatures Although
some species can swim in the adult state their efforts
seem to bo awkward and ineffective and none of the
larvae are better adapted for locomotion The memoir
is marked by Dr Caiman’s well known carefulness of
workmanship and the illustrations drawn by Miss
Gertrude M Woodward are remarkably fine

Mr A H Clark is to be i ongratulated on the
appearance of the first part of the monograph on
present-day Cnnoids, to which ho has largely devoted
his energies during the last ten years The study of
these singularly beautiful animals has been heretofore
dominated by the palseontological approach, and not
unnaturally, since the fossil record is cxtraordinarilv
complete, and not very many recent forms have been
known or have been available for investigation
This as the author says has led to "the recent
Cnnoids being considered as the impoverished
nnd decadent remnants of a once numerous and
powerful class the last forlorn and pitiful expo-
nents of a dwindling phylogenetic strain During the
too6 cruise of the Alhatross I handled tens of thousands
of specimens, several times I saw the forward deck
of the steamer literally buned under several tons Of
individuals belonging to a species exceeding anv fcssil
form In swe everywhere we went we found Cnnoids

,

we dredged them at all depths "

> Rrithh MuMum (NU«ul H alorrjL Briluili Ant»rclic(7Vm» %««)
Fjpullilcn, toio '^tanl Hwrorr R.|wt. Zoning *ol M Mo. r

BrIuUi Muwum fN»l »a1 M ainrvl. iok I P-le* st
"WO" Bnltortoif AMomi-

j^ofi^ExttirgCriMWiu BvA H Owk Vol I The ComalolW..
Pj«i. Pp.1 406+17 ptatta+stiflg*. (Woibiogloii OannuiMiit Priming
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So Air Clark ceased tP regard the group as decackni

or degenerate, and became convinced that recent

Cnnoide play ae important a rtle In the economy of

the sea-floor as do the other Echinoderms He has

written lus monograph, therefore, under the influence

of a stuify of recent forms rather than of extinct forms

The present Instalment contains a general introduc-

tion, a history of investigation, a most elaburau

glossary, and a general account of Crinoid structure

which IS strongest as regards skeletal parts, dealing

riAor sketchify with tlie innirds and the d(.vclo|i-

ment Wo regret to see that the learned author de

fenii the extraordinary view that bchmodtrms ire

aflilMted to Crustaceans and to barnacles in particular

To support this by the very close torrespondence be

tween the development of the larvae of the Lchinoderms
and that of the lorvao of certain types of Crustaceans
or by the correspondence between the cruslnocan eye
and tlie asteroid eye or by comparing the genii'll plates

of a sea-urchin to the protopoditcs ot the walking legs

of a crayfish or indeed by any of the arguments usc^,

seems to us an extraordinary perversion of morpho
logical judgment Attention should be dircited to the
numerous graphic figures drawn by Miss Violet
O'lndridge for the text

LHLMISIS AND lllhlR DRAINING

Sl’EAKINC at the thirty-eighth innual general
meeting of the Institute of Chemistr> held on

March i, Sir James Dobbie, tho president, referred

brief!) to the work of the institute during the w ir

and the importance of the services of profession il

cliemists to the nation particularly in the production
of munitions and other maternl of war His address
IS hiTC summarised

Ikilh in the interests of the profession “ind of the
industries of the country, the institute has encouraged
bv every means jiosstble the production of laboratory
requirements of all kinds hitherto obtained almost
eiitwcly from German) and Austri i In co-operation
With the Societ) of Public Analysts steps have bem
ttken to « nsure sujiplics of satisfactory chemical re
vgents, and a number of British firms have under
taken their manufacture according to standards pre
seribed by a joint ceimmittec of the two societies

The work of the Glass Reseirch Committee of the
institute has been remarkably successful At the cnel

ef 81\ months work formulas were jiraduced for

practically all the various kinds of glass required in

eheniic il ojierations m addition to glasses for mine rs

hmps pharmaceutical ampoules and \ ri) tub >

\ number of nnmifaeturers who have tnkon up these
industries are now able to supply immediotc require
inents and there is good reason to expert th it within
1 short while thev will have complete!) mastered the
technique Involved in the production of such articles

Tlie credit for this achievement is due to Prof Herbert
Jackson of King’s 'College, London assisted b) Mr
T R Mirlon The work, of the eommittee his received
the recognition of the Atlvisory Council on Scientific

and Industrial Research, from whom grants have been
received for the furtherance of investigations with a
View to the determination of fqrmulas for other glasses
required for scientific purposes including icrtnin forms
of optical glass
Ai to the necessity for tsikmg adequate measures for

equipping ourselves for the economical struggle which
must ensue when peace is restored, the ^scussions
which have taken place on the subject haye revealed
a Wide divergence of views "both as to the cause of the
unsatisfactory position In which wo fcnind ourselves
and the rteps requhed to remedy It In chemical in-*
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dustrips, however, it is generally agreed that the rela-

tions between chemical science and chemical manufac-
tures should be more iiiriinate m the future than they
have been m the p ist 1 hat condition can be fulfilled

only if the country jiossesscs an ample sujiply of highly
trained chemists Dr Bcilby his expressed the beliOf

that the remarkable development of chemical industry
in Germany resulted inueh more from the large com
mand of chemists and engineers of sound professional
tr lining than from tin possession of m even larger
supply of researeh chemists of mediocre ability That
opinion should nut Iiowevcr, be taken as giving the
iinjircssion that the value of research is to be under
rated So far as the supply of chemists of sound
professional triinmg is eoncerned, we can face the
future with sonic contidcnee particularly as the facili

tics for training chemists hive been remarkably in

creased It has t > be admitted, however that the
groat public schools are for the most part unsym
pathetic towards thi study of science and even when
ihiy are excellently cquipjied for tho purpose, the
results are meagre and unsatisfactory
As to the older universities it must be allowed that

( ambndge has lately achieved an extraordinary
measure of sui cess m adapting its teaching to the
needs of modem times while the fact that Oxford is

rousing herself to meet her responsibilities is shown
b) the terms of a nu morandum issued by the Natural
Sciences Board in support of a reform fii the regula-

tions for the honours degree in chemistry, whereby
rcM an h w ill become a compulsory part of the curri-

culum What must be advocated is a system of
general education on broad lines throughout, Including
both rlissics and science, up to the proper age for

spei lalisation Should the expectation of the coontrv
in this matter not be realised tho inevitable result will

be that schools established on more modem lines woU
gradually replace the old jiublic schools as the trainmg
ground of the leaders of the nation

I'he council of the institute is about to give further

consideration to the problem of promoting a more
complete organisation of professional chemistry in the
intcnsts of the industries of the country Cliemistry

IS a compnr itivcly young profession, which is gradu
ally establishing itself in the knowledge and the good
opinion of the enminunit) It will be successful ki

this in proportion as it al traits men of strong char
acter and individuality eflicient and capable of holding
their ow n as professional mi n As it g iins in strength
Its services will become more widily recognised and
will mcit with the same appreii ition as th n. accorded
to the older learned professions The fart that the

title ilicinist has long bexn identified in this countrv
atone of all Eurojiean countries, with the craft of
pharniacv is responsible for much of the confusion
« xisting in tlio public mind but the public is learning
at present so mui h about the work of the chemist that

wt need not despair of seeing the dav when it will be
common knowli dgi that while in law alF pharmnciyts
aic chemists all chemists are not pharmacists

We extract from the report of the cdnncil a state

ment as to the work on glass research to which Sir

James Dobbic referred in his address

The Advisory Council on Sarntific and Industnal
Research has allotted the institute i grant of 400/
for one year's research work on laboratory glass of

various kinds, and a grant of 500I for research on
ontionl glass, covering a period np to March 1016
The grants are made on certain conditions, providing
for the (Me of the vesuits by Bntish fimis on terms to
be erranmd between the Advisory Council, the Class
Research Comndttee, and the manufacturers con
cemed The Glass IRescarch Committee has lately for
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worded to t^ie Advisory Council reuorU on formulas
for —Blue enamel for sealing metalUc wire into glass
lead glass suitable for electric light bulbs, lead glass
similar to above, but avoiding potassium carbonate,
4^1 glass designed to Join pmectly with gloss mode
to the omunlttee s formulas Nos i and lo, hlgh-tem
perature thermometer glass a leadless c^l glass which
unites with No 19 and can be worked with it as an
enamel backing for thermometers etc thermometer
glass for ordinary temperatures
The fact that these formulas are available has been

reported to British glass-makers from whom a large
number of applications have been received and are
now under the consideration of the authorities
With regard to research on optical glass the Advi

aory Council has asked that the Glass Research Com
raittee shall keep in touch with the National Physical
Laboratory to wh ch a grant has also been allotted
The primary object of the work of the laboratory will

be the study of the process and condition of melting
and producing glass of good optical quality with special

reference to rctrattories end electric furnace methods
with a view to putting the whole process uf manu
facture on a practical scientific basis
The line of investigation undertaken b> the Glass

Research Committee of the institute is the study of
certain specific optical glasses urgently required for

industrial pulses with a view to their early pro-
duction by mtiufacturers

SI>PORTS OF (ARNEGIh FOUNDATIONS

A COPY of the year book for 1915 of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington has reached us As

usual the bulkv volume which this year runs to

ifsq pages contains not only detailed particulars of the
large amount of scientific research carried out undtr
the auspices of the institution but full infonnation of

the income and expenditure of the corporation The
total financial receipts for the year 1915 amounted to

343 oool hanging up the grand total received since

the inauguration of the institution in 1903 to a 331 300!
The expenditure during 1915 may be summarised as
follows —Investments in bonds ai 340I large pro-

jects 154 tool minor and special projects research
associates and assistants ai ^4! publications 9340I

and administration 9645? The following list shows
the departments of investigation to which the larger
grants were made and the amounts allotted durmg
the year -

£
Department of Botanical Research 8 133
Department of Econom cs md Sociology 600
Department of Fxpcrimcntal Evolution ^
Geophysical Laboratorji 17 833
Department of Histoncal Research 6 380
Department of Marine Biology 3 830
Department of Meridian Astronomy S *76
Nutrition Laboratory 9 013
Division of Publications 3000
Solar Observatory 44 036
Department of rerrestml Magnetism 38 363
Department of Embryology 6436

Total £1^1 463

A table showing the growth and extent of the insti-

tution s publications shows that since 1902 two
hundred and ninety-nmc volumes embracing a total

of more than 79,000 pages of printed matter have been

issued
The erxecutWe committee of the Carnegie Trust for

the Universities of Scotland has submitt^ to the

trustees its report on the administration of the trust

for the vear I9i4>-i5
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Under the third quinquennial scheme of distribution

which came into oration on October i 1913, a sum
of 303 350!., or 40,650/. per annum, was allocated

among the Scottish universities and colleges Of this

sum 31 350/ was applicable towards providing books
etc for libraries

,
itxi 750/ towards the cost of ne»

buildings and of permanent equipment, while 31,350!

was assigned towards endowments for lectureships

and other general purposes
The operations of the trust under the research

scheme were atfected considerably by the war, though
the expenditure for the year under the scheme reached

6957! During the ^ear six fellows and nine scholars

were en(,aged on military duty and m these cases the

fellowship or scholarship has been kept open in case

the recipient should be able subsequently to resume
research work Notwithstanding adverse conditions

the exjierts have been able to report favourably upon
the work accomplished durinj, the year
For the academic year 1915 16 seventeen fellow

ships and thirty three scholarships were awarded, and
fifty three grants were ni ide hour of these fellow

ships and nine of the scholarships were awarded to

graduates who arc at present engaged on military duty
and they too arc being held over in the hope that

the holders may be able to lake up their research work
again at a later date

In the laboratory of the Royal College of Physioans
the effect of the war has also been felt and the

ordinary nctiv t es Inve to a large extent given place

to special work adapted to the circumstances of the

During 1914 15 the expenditure of the trust on
assistance in payment of class fees has been further

dimm shed by the war wh ch has depleted the Scottish

universities of so many of their students As com
pared with a sum of 41 '•Sgl which was paid on
Dchalf of 3901 ind vid lal beneficiaries for 1913 14 th

expend ture for the >car under review was 33 847!
on behalf of 3246 individual students During the

year a sum of 704/ w as voluntarily refunded by or on
behalf of eighteen bcieficiaries fir whom class fees

had been paid by the trust Ihis is the largest sum
yet received in this way in any one year
The report is provid^ w ith four appendices dealing

respectively w th the grants to universities and col-

leges the post graduate study and research work done
by the fellows and scholarly th amount of the assist

once rendered to students and an abstract of the

financial account for the year The list of publico
tions by fellows scholars and grantees received by
the committee durmg the year runs to about six pages
and an exam nation of it shows that very manv
branches of science have derived benefit from the

trust whrh s being admirably administered

THE SUPPORT OF THE HIMALAYA^
'T'HE major prominences of the earth a surface are
* in some way compensated by 1 defect of den^y

underlying them with the result that thw do not exert
the attractive force either in a vertical or in a horizontal
direction which should result from their mass \
study of the distribution of this compensation shows
that there is a general balance between it and the
topography such that the weight of any vertical

column throdgh the crust of the earth is on the
average constant whatever may be the elevation of

the surface To this condition the term isostasy has
been apphed which does not merelv denote a static

condition but implies a power of adjustment of the
compensation to the vanation in load produced by
surface.denudation and transport
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The explanations that have been proposed of the

existence of compensation fall into two classes One
!<upposes the relief of the surface to be due to an
alteration in the volume of the underlying rock, and
may be regarded as hypotheses of tumefacuon They
involve no addition ot matter to the crust under a
mounum-range, and do not provide, either for any
d^rture from a balance between topography and
compensation, or for a restoration of the balance when
disturb^ by denudation The other group of hypo-

theses attributes the origin of the range to a com-
pression of the crust, the mjection of molten matter,

or the undertow of the lower part of the crust

To provide for compensation any hypothesis of this

cl««B will require a downward piotuberance of the

nether surface of the crust, causing a displacement of

denser by lighter matcnal, as also an effect of buoyancy
owing to this difference of density this group of

hypotheses, therefore, may be regarded as one of
support by flotation They involve a migration of
matter from outside to beneath the range they allow
of a considerable local departure from exact balance
between load and support (or topography and com
pensation), so long as the defect in one tract is

balanced by an excess in an adjoining one, and they
provide for an adjustment of any disturbance of this

Dalancc
The geodetic observations in the Himalayas show

that there is a defect of compensation in the outer
hills which increases in amount until at about 50 miles
from the edge of the hills it reaches an equivalent to
an overload of about aooo ft of rock In the interior

of the Himalayas the only observation yet published
shows that at about 140 miles from the edge of the
hills this overload has disappeared, and compensation
IS in excess The variation in the balance between
topography and compensation points to one of the
second group of hypotheses, to a support of the range
by flotation, and to the conclusion that the growth
Of the support has been more rapid than thit of the
range The primary problem then becomes, not as
to how the Himalayas are supported at their actual
height, but why they are not even loftier in other
words, the problem is carried one stage farther back
from the origin of the range to the origin of its

root
”

This result of the examination of the geodetic data
simplifies the explanation of some difficult geo-
logical questions It affords an easy explanation
of the indications which are found in the interior of
the Himalayas, and of other similar ranges, of simple
vertical uplift without disturbance and also of the
manner m which the contorted and faulted strata, the
disturbance of which must have taken place under the
ressurc of some thousands of feet of rock, have been
rought up to a level where they are exposed to denu-

dation and their structure revealed, but It brings us
very little nearer to an explanation of the ultimate
origin of the range It is a distinct step forward m
illustration of tm mechanism of the production of
mountain-ranges of the typo of tho Himalayas and the
Alps but we are as far as ever from an understanding
of the power by which this mechanism is driven

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELUGENCE

BimMOBAM —The Huxley Lecture is to be delivered
on Friday, March 10, ^ the Right Hon the Viscount
Bryce, wm has chosen as his subject, • War and Pro-

’ an Inquiry from History of how far War and
have respectively contributed to tho Progress oP

Mankind ”
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Oxford—On March 7 the statute providing for the
introduction of research in the honour school of chem-
istry was promulgated in Congregation The adoption
of the statute, which had received the support of every
teacher of chemistry in the University, was warmly
advocated by the Kev G B Cronshaw, fellow of
Queen’s College, who spoke especially of the educa-
tional aspect of the pressed change, and by tho Wayn-
fletc professor of chemistiy (Prof Perkm), who urged
that Oxford should lead the way in a matter of press-

ing national concern Similar changes were fore-

shadowed m the physiology and other natural science

examinations The preamble of the statute «a<> ap
proved without a division

Cornell University has recently suffered the loss

of its valuable chemical laboratories, housed in Morse
Hall, which has been destroyed by Are The damage,
estimated at 60 cool , is partly covered by insurance
Fortunately the students were able to remove about
5000 books from the library on the ground floor,

platinum worth 400! and radium worth 200I were
also saved

Wb learn from the issue of Science fur Febiuary 18
that th< U b General education Board has announced
the following grants to American colleges —Mary-
ville College, Maryville, Tennessee, 15 ooof toward
in endowment fund of 6o,oool

,
Western College for

Women, Oxford, 20 nool .toward nn endowment fund
of ioo,oooi

,
Milwaukee Downer College for Women,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin ao.oool
,
toward an endowment

fund of 100 oool Including the foregoing, the General
I duration Board has since its organisation thirteen

years ago appropriated to colleges 2 464 ^2! toward
a total sum of 11,475 >^5^ ^ raisea Our contem-
porary also states that the board of trustees of the
CamegiL Institute, Pittsburgh, announces the gift of

50,000! from the Carnegie Corporation of New York,
tho money to be used for the purchase of ground north
of the present campus

At a meeting held in Pans in April, 1914, the
International Commission on Mathematical Teaching
decided to undertake an inquiry regarding the pre-

paration, both academic and practical, of teachers of

mathematics in various countries The continuation

of this inquiry has naturally been checked by the
present war, at the same time, it is hoped that the
various national sub-commissions will continue their

work at least so far as the preliminaries arc concerned
For this purpose a series of questions in English,
French, Italian, and German has been drawn up under
the editorship of M H Fehr from whom it may be
obtamed (address no Route de Florissant, Geneva)
ITie repUes were to be sent to Prof Gino Lona, 41
Piazza Manin, Genoa Most of the questions arc

evidently suggested by conditions differing widely from
those which prevail in Great Britain

The issue of Science for February 18 gives tlie

following particulars as to numbers of students In

attendance at German universities and tebhnical^chools
from a report by the Berlin correspondent "of the

Journal of the American Medical Association —During
the semester preceding the opening of the war 79,057
students (of whom 4500 were women and about 9000
foreigners) attended the fifty-two universities and other
higher Institutions of the German Empire Of this

number 60,943 (4,117 women, ^100 foreigners) were
enrolled in the twenty-one universities, 13,333 (83

women, 3500 foreigners) were enrolled in the eieven
technical schools The six schools of commerce (Ber-

lin, Cologne, Frapkfort, Leipzig, Mannheim, and
Munich) had 3635 students, and tbs four veterinary

colleges (Berlin, Dresden, Hanover, an^^Munldi) had
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14P4. studients The three ai^iqultunil colleges had
938 students Three schools of aiming bad 609
students and 267 students were registered in the four
schools of forestry Dunng the first semester folSow

iBg the beginning of the war, the total number of
matriculants fell to 64,700 in forty-seven of these insti-

tutions 1 ho four schools of forestry were closed and,

the veterinary school in Munich became a part of the
University During the winter of 1914-15 about 50,000
of these students were in the field or available for

service , that is, 75 75 per cent of the 66 000 German
male students registered at the beginning of the war
Of the 66 000 German male students who were regis-

tered at the end of the summer of 1915 only la 000
arc still in attendance at the schools so that about
54,000 or 81 81 per cent , of G< rinan higher students
are now enrolled in the army Of the 13 785 umver
slty students registered during the summer somister
of 1870 only 4400 (3a per cent )

were at the front, and
jaoo of this number fell in the field

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
I<ONDON

Royal Sesiety, b ebruary ja —Sir J J 1 homson,
president m the chair —Prof Karl Poshob Mathe-
matical contributions to the theory of evolution

XIX —Second supplement to a mtmoir on skew varia

tion This memoir adds cert tin additKinal types of
frequency curves to those published by the author in
memoirs in the Phtl Trans of 1805 and 1901 It

sums up by aid of a diagram the old results and the
present additions It further illustrates by an tmpor
tant general case that frequeniw curves are distributed

over » wide area of the
/
9 , p, plane, where p , p,

ore fundamental statistical constants and that only
evil can arise from inflating the Gaussian point (P =0
P,zaj) to- cover the whole of this area The entire

subject IS in the author s opinion of much import
ance as significant diilerences are in many branches
of SLienre determined by the so-called probable
^rror of the measured quantities whether they be
means, standard deviations, or sorrclations But such
probable errors have little if any, meaning if it

can be shown that the sample value is not even the
most probable value of the statistical constant in the
somplixl population and that the samples arc not dis-

tributed in a form in the least approaching the Gauss-
ian distribution about the mean value of samples
hi every case it is needful to ditermine the actual
frequency distribution nnd in nine cases out of ten in

saoiplcs such as arc in common use m psychology
astronomy or physics—what the statistician terms
small samples—It is easy to demonstrate that the dis-

tribution IS very for from the Gaussian type but may
be markedly skew to such an extent that the ordinarv
probable error is meanmglcss —F P Bart and

E C Edgar The relative combining volumes of

hydrogen, and oxygen The gases were measured sue

cessivdy in a constant pressure pipette at 0° C and
y6o nun. pressure (1) In the first series hydrogen and
oxygen were prepared by electrolysis of barium
hydroxide solution The hydrogen was purified by
passage over charcoal cooled in liquid air the oxygen

% liquefactaon and fractionation Mean value for

ratio of combining volumes from twelve experiments

w*a 3^10394. The 6guro 300388 is adqpted as final

value for rabo of combming volumes at o® C and
7<D mm. pressure This differs from, the value of

^tt (3-00390 bv onlv 1 parts irt aoo 000 The result-

ing> atomic weight for hydrogen (0»i6i computed from

Morlry’a vahje for the densitv ratio (008987%/ 1 4^000)

ta 1-00771. very nearlr the arithmetic mean of Morley’s

and Noges-’s values (1-00761 and 1-00787) —W Maasa
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Speed effect and recovery in slow-speed alternating
stress tests RepuUed cycles of equal direct un^
reverse torque have been applied to mild steel speci-

mens of tubular form, and systematic measurements
made of the range of the correspondmg torsional

strains The author attempts to account for variations

of strum on the hypothesis of alternate production and
hardening of mobile material in the steel —W M-
Tharatoa The ignition of gases by impulsive electrical

discharge The ignition of gases by impulsive dis-.

charge is considered first as a function of sparking
distance It IS shoun that the shorter the distanoe

tho s^reater the spark so that the volumes of the least

igniring sparks arc, in a typical case the same for

all spark lengths Ignition may occur with intense

momentary brush discharge, generally wuh the true

disruptive spark Ibc products of combustion are
found to be ionised and to carry a positive charge
The gases examined were mixtures in air of hydrogen
methane propane and pentane of c thylene and acetyl-

ene carbon monoxide and cyanogen coal gas ind a
mixture of equal volumes of hycirogen and methane
Hydrogen iiropanc pentane and carbon monoxide
rise giadually in difliculty as the (lercentage of oxygen
IB rrauced methane is ignited b the same spark
whatever the percentage of giis may be acetylene and
cyanogen have the stepped atomic type of ignition,

ethvlc ne is more inflammable in rich mixture
Hvdrogen and methane in equal volumes are ignited

as methane in type, In^ogen in magnitude
March 2 —Sur J J Thomson president in the chair

—J B Cohea, 1} D Dskla M DaalrssM, and J
KsaysB The antiseptic action of substances of the
chloroamine group The probability that tho forma,
tion from proteins of substanies containing halogen
was in mlcrinc'diatc agent m the germicidal action- of
hypochlorites made it dcsirabli to investigate system-
itically a number of substances contoining tho (NCI)
group Among the substances investigated the most
promising were the group of sulphochloroamidcs first

prepared by Chattaway The following are the mam
results of this investigation —(i) almost all the sub-
stances examined containing the (NCt) group possessed
verv strong germicidal action (2) rho presence, in the
molecule of more than one (NCI) ^roup does not
confer any marked increase in germicidal poveer (3)
Ihe germicidal action of maiiv of thesc> chloroamine
cximpounds is molecule for molecule greater than that

of s^ium hypoihlorite (4) Substitution in the nucleus
of aromatic chloroainines by Cl Br I Ch, C,H,, or

\0, groups does not lead to any verv great increase

in gemicidal activity More commonly there is a
inoclerato diminution (5) The chloroamine derivatives

of naphthalene and other dicychc compound of sulpho-
chloroamide type closelv resemble simpler aromatic
chloroainines in germiiidal action (6) The few bromo-
imints examined show a slightly lower germindal
action than the' corrcsponchng chloroamines but
rodiuin sulphobromoamides are much more active than
sodium hvpobromite (7) Derivatives of proteins ptis-

paredbytheiiction of sodium hvooChlorite and contain-

mg (NCI) groups arc strongly germicidal Blood
serum inhibits their germicicial action to much the
same extent as it does with scxlium hypochlonte or
the aromatic chloroamines Among the above pro-
ducts p toluene sodium sulphochloroamide was selected

as being on the whole most suitable for practical use
It IS easily and cheaply made it is relatively non-
irritating to wounds it. is non toxic and very soluble

In water and may be kept unchanged both m. the
solid state and in solution for a long period—T J 9
SeOu and Prof W T ttttw The strurture of the
DieVnodont skult This is an account of a skuB «f
Oudenodon studied m serial titinsverse sections It
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supplements and confirms the author s previous de
scnptioii' of *1116 skull of a Dicynodon [PhH Trans
B vol cciv , 1913) —W L Balls Analyses of agri

cultural yield. Part iii —The influenci of natural
environmental factors upon the yield of Egyptian
cotton A discussion is given of aU existing data for

the behaviour of the Egyptian cotton crop under the
conditions of field cultivation during five years is

analysed^ the author s method of plant-development
curves Tno term pre-dctennmation is given to the

fact that a fluctuation may be due to causes acting at

some date long pnor to its visible appearance Thub
daily fluctuations in rate of flowering are due to

environmental conditions existing i month beforehand
Many other reactions of crop to environment are in

explicable unless allowance is made for pre-determina
tmn rt IS shown that there is no factor of season
as such The action of such factors as weather and
climate soil-water and soil fertility arc differentiateil

and traced in the various curves The nredomiiiant
influence of an autumnal nse of water table in deter
mining vield of crop is indicated nnd the sensitivity

of the plant to root-asphyxiation is shown A dis-

cussion of the function of the root system and of the
importance of the factors of ernting tmoug'h it is made
passible by the nature f the data The factor of
vanetal constitution is shown to be of relativelv in

significant importance as rompired with environ
mental factors in determining vield of crop The
results of these three an ilyses show that yield of crop
can he studied physiologically as \icld of an average
plant by statistical reiords of development and these
an be sstisfactonlv interpreted in terms of the limit
ing factors of environment, reacting upon inherited
genetic properties of plant provided that the pheno-
menon of predetermination is taken into account—
\ J Ewart The function of chlorophsll, carotin, and
xinthophyll In the issimilation of carbon dioxide
chlorophyll acts as a light inergising enxyme It

takes direct part in the cycle of chemical changes whuh
have xanthophvH is an intermediate product and
glucose levulobc formaldehyde and oxygen as end
products Most of the sugar is formed directly and
not through the medium of formaldehyde A large
part of the energy represented bv this su>, ir is absorbed
during the reconstruction of the chlorophyll molecule
\part from its protective function c irotin seems to
be especially important is providing during its photo-
oxidation the massive hydrocarbon combination in the
phytyl radicle of chlorophyll the addition of which is

necessary (o convert the dicarboxylie glaucophytiin into
the tricarboxylic chlorophyll Carotin and xanthophyll
are mutually transformable by the aid of metaltic oxv
dases and reductases respectively Oxidation in dark
Bess IS not necessarily the same as that taking place in
light An- emulsion of carotin in light In the presence
of copper sulphate and salt develops reducing sugar
and formaldehyde whereas in darkness although
^wly oxidised no sugar or formaldehyde is produced.
The oxidation of chlorophyll carotin and xanthophyll
IS more rapid at high, temperatures than at low ones

Zestoglcat Society, February 23 —Dr \ Smith
Woodward, vice-president, in the chair —B F
MBuUags Report on a collection of Anoplum and
Mallophaga obtained from animals in the society’s
gardens The author dealt with the structure and
development of the various species and gave descrip-
tions of three new forms —Dr P Chalmers MHctaU
Further observations on the intestinal tract of
mammals

Cambmdok
February ai —ProC Newall,

president, in the chair—Dr Waniitse * Some gynan-
dtxmiorphic spedmene of Abroxiu grossuUuiata. In
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1915 two specimens of A grossulanala were bred
which showed n mixture of male and female charr
actors Both were from matings of grossnlartaia
female by lacUcolor male The specimen which was
predominantly male was laclicolor although only
grosiulanata males are expected from this mating,
and the predominantly female speemit n was grossu
lartata where lacUcolor females are ixp^cted Reason

I

was given for supposing that previously reported ex
ceptions to sex limited transmission may have been to

some extent gynandromorphic —L Harrison \ pre-

liminary account of the structure of the inoiith^rts
in the body louse The stomatodteum of Pediculus
comprises a buccal cavity pumping-pharynx pharynx,
and oesophagus Upon the floor of the buccal cavity

opens a long diverticulum containing two piercing

stylets and a chitinous salivary duct A liithcrto un
described structure the buccal tube formed of two
ipfiosablc half tubes rising from the floor if the buccal

cavity at its junction with the pumping pharynx car

nes blood to the latter It is suggested that this buccal
tube and the whole of the piercing apparatus are
derived by modification of the Mallophagan hypo-
pharynx and that the Anoplura have no close aflinity

with the Khynchota —F H NevIHe The field and the

cordon of a plane set of points

PvKis
Aeadeny of ScIciMCS tebruarv 2t —MM Ed I’crner

and d Arsonval in the chair L Maqiicsiiio Tlie pre-

sence of reducing substances m commercial sugars
other than invert sugar U is shown th it known
quantities of invert sugar iddcxl to pure canc sugar
can be accurately determined by the methods descnl^
by the author in previous coiiimunications working
either at 65° C «r 100° C On the other hand, com
mcrcial sugars both irudc and refined, show appre
ciablc differences iii tht invirtsugir iht lined iioiii

analysis at these two temper ilurcs and this is held

to be due to the presence of other reducing substances

—Pierre Duks* live electrodynamics of dielectric

media \ KhtolchliM Vn extension of Denjoy s in-

tegral —Ed SarsHa and 1 h Toamsslns Study of the
Volta effect by induced radio-acUvity proof 0/ two

I new facts It is established that either in the case

of electrodes si^iarated by air containing emanations
and the radiations of induced radio-acbvity, or in

I that where the electrodes (of different mitals) are in

I
direct contact, but m contact also with induced radio-

activities and always under the influence of an electro-

static charge there is a production of current The
radio-active medium in these experiments behaves
similarly to the electrolyte of a battery—^Thadde
Peczalslu The law of integral radiation and the yield

of light of metals at high temperatures 1 he law of

integral radiation of tantalum is found by expenment
to be Eeol* Oraphitc sensibly follows Stefans
law, and its emissive power corresponds to that of

a black body —C Bsasdicks \ new thcrmo-electnc

method for the study of the allotropy of iron and
other metals The wire under examinatio* is moved
at a constant velocity (i 6 mm per second) throng a
small electric furnace moiataincd at a constant known
temperature, and measurements made of the electro-

motive forces developed. Iron shows clearly the point

A, but no discontinuity was found for the point A, —
I..4on Binr4 ahd Augiirte Laaitoe Retarded tetanus

Commenting on a recant note on this subicrt by M P
Bazy, the authors have noticed cases ot tetanus de-

veloping 84, 90, and toa days after the wound It Is

recommended dtat a fresh dose of ancUetanus. serum
should be administered every timera surgical operation

lb made, as such an. operation may provoke th» libera-

tion of septic products latent in the suspected wounds
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_C HMritartandC OalaiM The causei of inchuion
of foreign material (chambrMt) in oyatere This
phenomenon is causeo by a dencMncy of organic nutri.

nMnt, and means are suggested for dealing with oyster-

beds to prevent its occurrence
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JONDON HYDROLOGY
Old London’s Spas, Baths, and H ells By Dr
S Sunderlind Pp xii+169 (London John

Bale, £>ons, -ind Danielsson, I td
, 1915 )

Price

js 6d net

A LARGE number of springs in London have

been closed (m recent years) in order to pro-

tect the public from the nsks of water-borne

maladies Some, like the famous Broad Street

Pump, at the time of the cholera epidemic in 1854,

ha\ e been pri \ cd to be the active distributors of

disease But it may be questioned whether in the

wholesale closing of the London wells the innocent

have not suffered with the guilty It is sometimes
forgotten that the change in water-supply gener-

ill) signifies the substitution of nuxed waters for

the water of a single source It is at least open
to question whether, from the point of view of

health, fresh drinking water from a single source

IS not to be preferred to mixed waters of what-
ever purity

In this attractive book Dr Sunderland states

that m 1866 people in the City of London had
access to thirty-five public pumps, all now closed

Many other districts of the great London basin,

such as Clerkenwell, were rich in springs All

these particular sources have been abolished with
drastic thoroughness in order to avoid the danger
of possible contamination In return, under a
‘Water Board,” London enjoys the blessing so
aptly described by an astonished visitor from n
waterless country in the East as a ‘ spring in

every house But now the Londoner drmks
not water, but waters

The present volume originated in the author s

presidential address before the section of the
Royal Society of Medicine which is concerned
with the medical aspects of waters and climates
It gives the best account yet published of the
springs of old London, especially of those sur-
prisingly numerous—which have been at various
times medically employed No fewer than thirty
medicinal springs “of slight importance” in and
near I.^don are described, all of which were
doubtless esteemed for curative properties by the
people in their localities, whether for drinking or
bathing The chalybeate springs form everywhere
the largest class of mineralised waters, and many
of this kind in London were applied locally for

astringent properties, like the “Eye
Wrters ” of Highgate and of the St Anne’s Well
•n Hyde Park This ptqmlar recourse and attach-
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ment to waters for common ailments belongs,

as we know, to all times and to all places,

but in London it has been in our oimi

day finally extinguished bv the real of the

sanitarian

A wider importance attached to the old London

spas—medicinal springs which from merit or

accident acquired a considerable reputation in the

town, and became in consequence, in varying

degrees, fashionable health and pleasure resorts

The author traces the history and character of

these spas, some of which were “spurious” and

others “genuine” and medically valuable He
gives particulars of twenty situated north of the

Thames, and eight of these were within a mile of

King’s Cross It is interesting to note that one

of these, the Islington Spa, was under Royal

favour much frequented, as many as sixteen

hundred persons drinking the water in one morn-

ing Another notable northern spa was that of

Hampstead It took origin in the seventeenth

century, and was a true health resort- offering a

tonic water in a tonic air Perhaps the chief

among the spas of London, possessed of real

medical value, Hampstead fell a victim to the

great malady of health resorts—the unbridled

appetite for pleasure ' It is reasonable to

believe,” says Dr Sunderland, speaking of another

London resort, 'that the beneficial effect of the

tonic water was counterbalanced by the feastings,

just as in the present day some of the good effects

of the British and foreign spas frequented by the

richer classes are annulled by the high living at

the magnificent hotels where some of the visitors

stay
”

South of the Thames there were thirteen spas,

including Richmond, Epsom, and Shooter’s Hill,

which were really country health resorts

arc told that Streatham is the “ only one of the old

London spas where the waters can be drunk at

the present day with beneficial effect ” This mild

medicinal water was formerly much frequented

and esteemed by comjjetent authority

It IS appropriate that this forgotten chapter in

British hydrology should be recalled nqw The
brief but golden age of the London spas ceased

with the rise of others further from the capital

Leamington, Cheltenham, Bath, Tunbridge Wells

came into favour, and some of these in their turn

have paled before the glones of more remote

attractions It is the old story of the lure of the

unknown, of the “distant and the far ” But con-

ditions now are different It must be remembered

that an exact knot^itei^ of the actions and uses

of waters has only been made available in the

present generation TIunks to an accurate study

D
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of faydrolofrical medicine, these naturd remedial

agents can now be prescribed with authority

and precision, and presently it wiH be as foolish

to go to the wnongr spa as to choose an in>

appropriate drug or an improper operation

m surgery

For the necessary growth of this knowledge
research and instruction must go hand in hand
At the present time, as Dr Sunderland points out

the value of waters and baths scientifically applied

IS being abundantly proved in the case of sick

and wounded soldiers The results obtained at

die British spas show how great and unexpected

are the resources of our own country in this

respect

That which is wanting in British hydrology is

system—both in scientific teaching and in co-

ordinating the unrivalled assets belonging to the

health resorts of the Empire It remains for

I-ondon to meet this need by providing the means
of special instruction and research Here as else-

where in medicine the tradition and empiricism of

the past must in due course give place to ordered

knowledge and instructed art

Dr Sunderland s book is profusely illustrated

and withal entertainmg, and may be recommended
to an who are interested in the social as well as
the medical history of London

ORGANIC LHEMISTRI
Organic Chemulry or Chemitry of the Carbon
Comfotmdt By Victor von Richter \ olume i

Chemtstry of the Aliphatic Senes Newly
translated and revised from the German edition

by Dr P h Spielmann Pp xvi + yig
(London Kegan Paul and Co

,
Ltd

, 1915 )

Price 2ii net

NO more striking illustration of the develop-
ment of organic chemistry could be found

thaa that presented by the growth of this pt^ular
Gennati treatise Appearmg about 18S0, as com-
panion volume to t modest octavo text boi^ on
inorgaiuc chemistry, it rapidly acquired popu-
laruy and passed through numerous editions As
the contents swelled with each succeeding edition,

it became necessary first to divide the book into

two parts and iinall} to modify the format Like
many German scientific books it soon found an
American translator and pubbshtr, and has
reached its third Amencan ^tion The present
vohnne, it shonld be noted, is the first Engluh
e^ion, a tenn which we presume refers to the

aatmnahty of the publtsdier rather than to the

gtenter pamty rtf the vernacular of the last trans-

lator Be that an it may Ricbter 5 organic
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chemistry has passed out of the region of text-

books

The theoretical part is condensed into a com-

paratively few pages at the beginning of the

volume, and is of so sketchy and superficial a

character as to possess little value for the student

Yet the subject, especially on the physical side in

connection with structural problems is one of

growing interest and importance This is a car-

dinal defect On the other hand, the book is so

crowded with facts as to form a kind of abridged

Beilstein It is divided into chapters contain-

ing the names of a large number of related com-

pounds, an outline of the mode of their prepara-

tion, nnd an account of their more important

physical and chemical properties. Occasionally

there is a proper name attached to a compound

or process, and sometimes a reference It is

rarely that one finds an English name, or, indeed,

that of any other nationality than German There

IS no reference to the modern method for pre-

paring silicon alkyl compounds or to its author,

no reference to the discoverer of oxalyl chloride,

ketenc, and the numerous axoimides, or to the

mechanism of the formation of formic aad from

glycerol and oxalic acid, though the process is

given or to the abnormal addition of bromme
to maleic acid, which is wrongly dewibed

English names, it appears from the preface, are

purposely omitted for the remarkable reason that

‘ references to German literature have been

retained with the object of preserving to the

student the advantages of the origin of the boede

,

the English references will be otherwise readily

obtainable by him If the references are not

grven, nor even the names of authors of these

fundamental discoveries, it is difficult to see how
they will be ' readily obtainable ” No doubt there

are advantages in having the origin of the book
steadily thrust upon one as a stimulus to the

British chemist, ^t it is to be hoped that there

may be forthcoming a text-book—a real studeote*

text-book—of organic chemistry which shall give

him a clear, critical, and suggestive review of

the big problems of organic chemistry with whiofa

the names of many distinguished English chemifto

are linked Hiet the English organic chemiet

has pursued the experimental part of the subject

with the object of elucidating theoretical raiiier

than practical problems is rcadil> explained bj
the fact that hn activitiea on the industrial side

have been necessarily restricted, and he has had
little incentive up to the present to bus) hnneetf

with the discovery of »ew classes of commerctallY

useful products.

J B. C.
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the elementary principles of
CROP PRODUCTION

(1) A Student s Book on Sods and Manures By

Dr E J Rusiell Pp ix+jo6 (Cambridge

\t the University Press, 1915 ) Price 34 6d

net

(a) Soils and Plant Life as Related to Agriculture

By Prof J C Cunningham md W H Lance

lot. Pp XX +348 (New York The Macmillan

Co London Macmillan and Co ,
Ltd , 1915 )

Price 154 net

(i) T N the past the Farm Institute has been

1 very inadequately represented in our

system of agricultural education, but of late much

has been done to remedy this defect, and, but for

the outbreak of war, more would by now have

been accomplished This type of institution is

designed to serve primarily the needs of the

country youth whose general education is inade-

quate for the more advanced courses of the uni-

versities and agricultural colleges The common
type of farm institute student will thus be the

youth whose previous education has been restricted

to the curriculum of the rural elementary school

with, in most casts, an intervening period of

practical work on the farm

It IS for such students that the senes of text-

books, of which Dr Russell’s volume is the latest

issue, IS primarily intended, and by the standard of

their capabilities it must be judged It is not clear

just in what way Dr Russell intends his book to be

used In scope and general mode of presentation

It may well serve as a pattern for the teacher

but in the hands of the average farm institute

student we fear that, without considerable assist

ance from the teacher, much of it will be rather

difficult reading The fault lies probably not so

snuch with Dr Russell, who has sacrificed nothing

in clearness and attractiveness of presentation,

as with the hmitations of space impost upon him,

which have necessitated a measure of condensa
tion which IS undesirable m all elementary text

books, and in none more so than in those provided

for the agricultural student

For tts refreshmgly unortliodox and suggestive

treitment of a weM-wom subject, the book is

highly to be commended An excellent feature is

the freedom with which the results of experiments
mide m this country have been drawn upon for

the purposes of exposition The Rothamsted ex
perimeots naturaUy have been chiefly -drawn upon
but the useful work done elsewhere is more
adequately represented than in any other text-

book book is printed la attractive type, la

freely illustrated with photographs and diagrams,
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and, apart from one or two obvious slips, leaves

nothing to be desired in precision

(2) In so far as they cover the same ground,

the treatment of the subject by Messrs Cunning-
ham and Lancelot differs widely from that of Dr
Russell In their ‘ first study in agriculture for

rural, grade, and high schools, based upon sound

educational principles they adc^t throughout the

didactic method which postulates at each stage

the approach to knowledge through individual

experimental inquiry The student is led by easy

and connected stages through the study of the

origin, nature, and functions of the sod, to the

study of the outstanding phenomena of plant life,

and the application of the knowledge thus gained

to the practical problems of crop production

The numerous exercises in the first half of the

book arc well designed and practical in their

bearing, and are described with a care which must

ensure success m the hands of the most mexpert

student It is left to the student to draw his own
conclusions although by leadmg questions his

attention 1$ directed to the essential information

which It IS desired that he shall acquire

The method of treatment is quite conventional,

but IS so well and carefully worked out that the

intelligent student c,annot fail to acquire a very

useful knowledge of the subject A word of

commendation must be givrn to the photographic

illustrations which arc numerous and uniformly

good
The work is intended for the American student,

and the exercises and illustrations are largely

such as appeal most directly to him, but students

and teachers in this country will find much that

IS useful and suggestive in it

OUR BOOKSHELF
third Appendix to the Sixth bdhUon of Danas
System of Mineralogy By Prof W E Ford
Completing the work to 1915 Pp xiii + 87
(New York J Wiley and Sons, Inc Tendon
Chapman and Hall, Ltd , 191^) Price 64 6d
net

The study of mineralogy has received a new
stimulus in recent years from discoveries in raditf-

attmty and in the use of X-rays for the explora-

tion of crystal structure Just as the determma-
tion of optical principles from large and speciaB^

selected specimens laid the foundations of micro-
scopic petrography, so these later physical experi-

ments are bound to provide new methods (rf

mineral analysis While enlaiging in the ivideSt

sense the bounds of human knowledge they

will reveal the alliances and differences among
minerals that bring a philosophic touch into the

dry matter classification The third aj^sendix

to Dana’s “ System of Minerali^,* drawn up by
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Prof Ford, shows the fresh material available for

research, and the pn^ress that has been made
through new observations on established species

in the last six years. A special list is given of

literature on X rays and crystal structure

Numerous studies on the thermal behaviour of

3
uartz and on its relations to cnstobalite and tn-

ymite come within the period covered by this

appendix, and the attention of geologists may well

be direct^ to the references given on p 66 /

cross-reference to these would have been useful

under the heads of the other forms of crystalline

silica. Among the new species we may note bar-

biente, which mdicates that a monoclinic struc-

ture may be formed under certain conditions by
the well known felspathic mtdecule, NaAlSisOt
Bazzite, a blue scandium silicate from Baveno,
and several vanadium minerals seem attracts e

novelties. Sefstrfimite, among the latter, passes

away as a mixture Metallic tantalum, first de-
scribed in 1909, forms an important record, and
specimens have already found their way from the

Urals mto most collections It is late to quarrel

with the makers of new names, but didymohte,
with no didymium, platynolite, suggesting plati-

num when pronouni^, and Prof Ford’s own
pyroxmangite for “manganopyroxene,* strike us
as unfortunate The author of this appendix, how-
e\er, will at once be gratefully absolved

G A J C

The Structure of the Fowl By Dr O C Brad-
ley Pp XI +153 (London A and C Black,
Ltd

, 1915) Price 3* 6d net
The author of this little volume has successfully

accomplished a somewhat difficult task in his

cAort to produce a concise and not too elaborate

account of the structure of the fowl The first

chapter deals with the zoological position of birds,

and includes a very interesting account of the

probable ancestry of the domestic fowl This is

foHov ed by chapters on the skeleton and muscular
system, both of which are of necessity dealt with
in a very elementary fashion More detail is

entered into when the author deals in successive

chapters with the digestive system, the respira-

tory organs, the urinary organs, the reproductive

organs, and the circulatory system The descrip-

tions of the macroscopic characters of these appa-
ratuses are so clear and lucid that they can be
well and easily followed by readers who have
received little or no previous anatomical training,

while the microscopic structure is dealt with in

such a masterly way as to render the book of the

greatest assistance to the student of comparative
nistc^ogy and pathology The illustrations in these

sections are excellent, and have very considerably

simplified the author’s task The nervous system,

the and its appendages, and the ear are briefly

considered, and a chapter is also devoted to the

skin and its appendages.

Probably the best chapter is that on the de-

velopment of the chick, which is dealt with in

rather more detail, the various stages being well

lUoeb^ted.
While this Httle book would appear to contain
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little or nothing that is new, it is the only work
with which we are acquainted that contains such

an excellent general description of the structure of

the fowl Ihe illustrations must be regarded as a
special feature There are seventy-three of them,

and many are full page plates

There is a very comj^ete index G H W

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[The Editor does not hold hunself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents Neither

can he undertake to return or to correspond with

the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Naturb. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications ]

The Btnwturs of the Line of Wave-Length 48M A U.

Previous experiments by one of us (Nature vol

xcii
, p s Phil Mag vol xxix

, pp 284-39^, 1915)
have shown that the 4686 line couW be obtained by
passing a condenser discharge thrpugh pure helium,

and It was concluded that the results supported a
theory put forward by Dr Bohr {Phil Mag vol xxvi ,

p 1, 1913) I'his theory which was deduced by appl}

Ing the quantum hypothesis to Sir Ernest Ruther-
fim’s atom model ascribed the line to hehum On
the other hand Rydberg assuming the Pickermg
lines to constitute the sharp series of hydrogen from
analogy with the spectra of the alkali metals, obtained
by calculation the value 468788 for the wave-length
of the first Imc of the principal senes of hydrogen
The present experiments on the structure of the

line were commenced with the purpose of testing still

further its chemical origin and of obtaining results
which would throw further light on the mechanism
of emission of spectrum lints Ihe imporlante of
accurate knowledge of the structure of hydrogen and
helium lines from the latter point of view has already
been shown by Bohr {Phil Mag vol xxix p 332,
1915) It IS well known that the hydrogen lines of
the Balmcr series arc not single lines but close
doublets and it is therefore to be expected from both
Rydberg s and Bohr s theories that the 4686 Une
should also have a complex structure According to
Rydberg s theory the line should be a doublet ^ving
the same frequency difference as the members of the
Balmcr scries The recent measurements of Buisson and
Fabry gave o-iw A U as the separation of the two
components of Ho and it follows by calculation that
the two components of the 4686 Ime should be
seated by 0-0674 AU From Bohr’s theory, the
details of the structure of the line could not be antici-
pated, but from the supposed analogy between the
mechanism of emission of the 46S6 line and the lines
of the Balmer series, it was hoped that a knowledge
of the structure of the line would serve as a guide
in testing different hypotheses for explaining the
doubling of the hydrogen lines

**** i>een
studied by Merton (Nature vol xov

, p 64 , Ihoc
Roy Soc

,
vol xc, n ggj, 15,5)^ who used a fnethod

based on Lord Rayleighs theory Of the width ofs^trum lines He concluded that either the bmdth
of the lino is rontrolled by circumstenCes at pttwentunknown or that the line originates from syst^s ofsu^tomic maw Later experiments by the same
author (Proc Roy Soc vol xd

, p 421 , toie,
February 1916) show that the widths of ^e s^
^^1^ are not wholly due to the motion of

In our first set of experiments the line was mwMtmA
by passing a condenser discharge through a hdium
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tube With an adjustable ^wrk ga{^ in series with it

llie structure of the line was studied by means of

an echelon spectroscope, consisting of thirtj fhree glass

plates each plate being 9*48 mm thick The resolv

ing power of the Instrument at 4686 was 441 431 and
the distance between successive orders of the line was
0-350 A U Ihe line when excited by a condenser

discharge was found to be very broad and diffuse and
two successive orders were only just separated on the

best phoUi^aphs In some experiments tlic spectrum
tube was immersed in liquid air but no measurable
improvement in the sharpness of the line was obtained

1 his result may also be cxiitcted on Bohr s theory
as the atom is charged when emitting the lines It

was therefore decided to txc te the line by means of

a direct current, kecming the drop of potential^c-
tween the anode and kathode as low as possible^t^c
direct-^nirrent machine which was coinected thi^gh
n liquid resistance to the electrodes could give a
voltage of 3000 and an output of one kilowatt As
/airly large currents were passed through the gas the
cylindrical spectrum tube was made large, and was
also provided with two heavy aluminium electrodes

one of which was concave ind the other a hollow
cylinder The tube was used m the end-on position

It was found that when the cylmdrcal electrode
was made the kathode the light was almost com
plctely confined to the space inside the cylinder, and
that It was very intense Experiments were usually
conducted at a pressure of 1 min nnd the voltage
between the anode and kathod varied in different
experiments between 280 and 400 Under these con
ditions although the ordinar) helium lines were
strong the 4686 line u as comparat vely faint and
exposures of sbout two hours were necessary for

obtaining a satisfactory photograph
The line was found to be surpris ngly sharp in

fact it was comparable in sharpness with the lines

of the ordinary helium spertmm and much sharper
than the H/S line of hydrogen which was photo
graphed at the same time In addition all the photo-
graphs showed that the line was s close doublet the
components having almost cquil intensity The best
photographs were measured up and the distance
apart of the two components was found to be

0094 \ U It is interesting to note that the separa

t on to be expected on Rvdberg: s theory is 0-067 A U
The structure of the line is shown m the accom

panying photograph which Is explained by the dia
gram The dotted lines represent the different orders
of the 4713 helium lino and its faint component and
the full lines the 4686 line The doublet is repre
wented by aa and o‘ is a higher order of a
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I I
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These expeiimentt were still in progress when there
appeared a very interesting tbecH-eticaT paper by Som
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merfeld (Bay Akad d Wiss Munich, 1916) 01 the
structure of spectrum lines which was basM on a
remarkable generalisation of Bohr s theory In this

paper he quotes certain unpublished results of Paschen
on the structure of several lines of the series

the first member of which is the 4686 line and also

of several lines of the series

‘I'- (jl

whuh includes the Pukciing lines and Iso another

series of lines near the hydrogen 1 nes one member
of which at 6560-4 was first observed b> one of us

in a helium tube

In complete agreement with Sommerfekls theory

Paschen found that the 4686 line consisted of three

components each of which was accompanied by
fainter satellites and the two stronger components
were separated by a distance one fourth of that be-

tween the outer components. The values of the

separations in Angstrom units as obtained b> Paschen

are not given in Sonimerfcld s paper but it is stated

that the rati is of the separations of the components of

the 46% line to the scpariUons of the components

of Ho agree with the values predicted by the theory

Our result ftr the distance between the components

<f the doublet also agrees approximateh with the

value predcud by Sommerfeld for the separation of

the two strongest components Since the nppeir

tnee of the paper we have re examined 1 11 « ur
photographs to see if they slow the presence of a
third faint component which we had missed On c ur

best photograph wc found near one of the higher

orders of the doublet but not completely separated

from it a faint line If this line is a lower order of

the third component its separation measured from the

doublet IS about 0-40 A U and it is s tuuted on th*

higher wave-length side as is to be expected according

to Sommerfeld s theory
E J Evans
C Croxson

Manchester University, March 4

Qrowid Rahibowt

Mr \ 1 Hkath asks (Nati^rr Mxi h 3 p 5)

liow gossamer which seems to be a kind of

spider web comes to be spread over so large on
area Mr Heath need have gone no further

than Selborne to find the correct explanation given
by Gilbert White 140 years ago — Nobody in these

days doubts that they (the cimweb-Iikc appearances)
arc the real production of small spiders which swarm
in the fields in fine weather in autumn and have a
power of shooting out webs from their tails so as to

render themselves buoyant Possibly the first part

of the sentence was not true when Gilbert W hite wrote
it seeing thit it is not alwws the case to-Klnv The thick

clouds of gossamer noticed by Mr N T Porter when
out shooting in the early morning were noticed also

by Gilbert White in September 1741 when intent on
field diversions I rose before daybreak If a more
recent account of gossamer is preferred it may be
found in Fabre’s 'Life of a Spider

Charlbs J P Cwk
Meteorological Office South Famborough

M&ThTk
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MEMORIALS OF MEN OF SCIENCE IN
WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

I
N November last memorial tablets to Sir Joseph
Hooker, Lord Lister, and Dr. Alfred Russel

Wallace were unveiled in the north aisle of West-

reproduced. The limited size of the tablets has
prevented the employment of inscriptions other
than those upon the accompanying illustrations.

The memorials were unveiled without any public

ceremony, but at the afternoon service of the

I
same day the Dean of Westminster referred to

them. He said that Hooker, Lister,

and Wallace would always rank
among the most eminent men of

science of the nineteenth centuiy;

and they were all men of a singu>

larly merest character, who worked
without regard to recognition.

It may be of interest here to

mention some other memorials of

men of science in Westminster
Abbey. Sir John Herschel and
Charles Darwin lie side by side in

the n.i\e {north aisle), where also

rest the remains of John Hunter,
John Woodward, and Sir Charles
Lyell, of whom there is a bust.

Near Darwin’s memorial three other
scientific workers are commemor*
ated, J. P. Joule by a tablet, J. C.
Adams by a medallion, and Sir

Ceorge Stokes by a portrait>head.

The grave of Newton i» before the
choir screen, one of the most con-
spicuous spots in the Abbey, and
near it Lord Kelvin was buried.
Close by is a memorial window
erected to Kelvin The great statue
of James Watt is in the Chapel
of St Paul; and in St Andrew’s

Urtermd Dr A. R. W*Il»c« •diUtomln WwmiQitCT AhUy lOwrt/r

min^rAb^y ^ the cou^sy of^ Right Rev.
|

Chapel aije memorials of Sir Humphry Dawthe Dean of Westminster, Dr. H. E. Ryle, photo- Thomas Young, and Sir Tames SiJmZn
graphs of these memorials have been taken by body of WiUiim Spottiswoode Ues tw
the Dean's verger, Mr. D. Weller, and are heii I of the south transept rfSeAbSy^ -
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THE REFORM OF THE MAN
OF SCIENCE

SOME 'Correspondence has recently appeared in

the Mommg Post under the title that stands

at the head of this article Lt -Col J W Barret,

of the Australian Army, a Melbourne doctor, well

known for his active participation in the educa
bonal world there, writing respectfully of British

men of saence, laments their exclusiveness They
are, he implies, too much dominated by the idea of

studentship, they regard the sphere of science too
much as that of the laboratory and the academy

,

riiey do not acknowledge brotherhood with men
in the greater world, who, in the spirit of enter-

prise and with the kind of method that prevail in

conventional science, arc solving great problems
of mdustry, commerce, and national development
Another writer goes further, and would hail as a

brother in science the man who elucidates the

authorship of Shakespeare s plays or the tech-

mque of an old master
It IS not proposed here to enter upon a discus-

sion of the legitimate use of the term science We
may be all for brotherhood but the circumstances
of life compel us largely to separate into groups
for purposes of action, and there can be no real

complaint if the word science is used in a re

strirted sense for what is perhaps better called

natural science This should not prevent men of

science from recognising their kinship with all

faithful workers for the elucidation of truth, in

whatever sphere of action

Let us avoid a controversc about mere words
Lt -Col Barret’s complaint is a more substantial

one—not one of terminology It is essentially

this, that when operations relating to the forces

of nature transcend a certain scale they are no
longer recognised as science, and that men of
science in the limited sense thus lose a ereat com
panionship and an invaluable link with the greater
world He gives as an illustration the work of a
railroad president whose operations “involve the

placing erf towns and even cities m new positions

the reorganisation of the agricultural education of
districts, the estimation of future markets and
other complicated actions involving scientific ima-
gination of the first order “

It is probable that most men of science would
readily admit that some sobd advantages would
be gained by having in their camp these great
operators, with all their intellectual energy, their

enterprise, and their influence and perhaps many
would admit their claim to inclusion There is

undoubtedly a tendency for an increased scale of
operation^ to remove a man from the scientific

class if he was once in it, or to prevent his aoces-
sioo if he did not originally Cnfer through the
usflal porfal The case may be well illustrated
from engineering A scientifically trained en-
gineer who betakes himself to great problems of
engineering, constructing some almost impossible
railway or irrigating a whole perched province of
India, seems to be moving away from science
An engineer who has acquWl such powers with-
out having received the hatt*maric of formal scien-
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tific tmining, will find it hard to get his place
acknowledged in the ranks of science

We may ask. What is really at the bottom of this ?

Is it merely narrow mindedness, or is there some-
thing more excusable i* It is pleasant to think that

there may be Scientific men m their most august
society are banded together for the improvement
of natural knowledge ’ Ihey are by implication a
body of students working in the temple of Nature
for truth s sake alone, heedless Of the world and
Its rewards What they gamer is their gift to
the world they fill another page in the Revelation
that brings men nearer to the angels Let a man
wander into the world with his science as wares
to sell for money profit, and he has passed from
the true brotherhood Surely this idea, perhaps
here rather fancifully stated, is at the bottom of
much of our exclusiveness It is certainly ex-

pressed very often in the privacy of small delibera-

tive councils and in personal intercourse, and it is

strongly though silently, operative in the outer

world
If this were the chief reason for the detachment

of men of science we should have to ask whether
it be really good and sufficient That it has ele-

ments of good in it, no one would deny There
should be much strength in the union of disin-

terested people, and the flame of disinterested

—

that IS unworlffiy—study is the most sacred light

of knowledge But there is this great fact of
history and actuality against an austere brother-

hood natural science has had its roots m the prac-
tical avocations of mankind, and from them it has
received its chief stimulus The application of

science to the practical arts has not more benefited

them than it has benefited science In this place

It IS unnecessary to illustrate or amplify the argu-
ment It IS therefore not only not unberoming, but
It IS vitallv necessary that the improvement of

natural knowledge should be bound up with solv-

ing the problems of the busy world, and the man
of science who looks with any kind of disdain on
those who are engaged in solving these problems,
be they labelled brewer baker, or candle-stick

maker and be they incidentally making fortunes,

is despising his best friends and declaring himself

a pedant
As a matter of fact this disdain does linger It

IS the inevitable product of the seminary it is the

fatuity of the cloister arising no doubtf from
the theological beginnings of our educational
system—this notion of keeping science upspotped
from the world It has much to answer for The
neglect of applied science—what is it not meaning
now in the fortunes of our nation I It comfort-
able for us to blame anyone but ourselves Have
we not long proclaimed the vital importance of

science for the service qf industry and tfie State?

Industry and the State are doubtless much to

blame, but surely no fair-minded person would
say that the scientific world is exempt Rather let

us acknowledge that Lt Barret is b essence

right, the scientific worid has been too exciusive.

It nas not bound itself as much as it might have
done to great worl^prs ii^ the world, whoae talks,

if not the same, are much akin to those of the
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laborator}, mea whose sympathies, already scien-

tific, would be strengthened by association and
make broad channels for the flow of science into

practice

Scientific men, we must admit, have often no
conception of the real environment and problems
of the industrialist, of the accumulated store of

empirical knowledge from which he must select

what is needed
,
of the skill and design with which

he must apply it under the limitations imposed by
men, material, and markets They too often

underrate the extent and importance of what ma^
be called technological saence and the new hori-

zons that It opens The technoli^ist is often

Ignorantly set in the outer courts of learning
, he is

not quite of the elect, and antipathies arise How
much have we not sacrificed of the acceptance and
efficacy of science in industry by offering young
men trained in pure science and knowing nothing
of manufacture, to employers trained m manufac-
ture and knowing nothing of saenoe, relying

wholly on the manufacturer for a most difficult

and precarious adjustment i*

The management of our applied science has
become one of the great problems of the day, and
It tvings with It great difficulties Spurious tech-

nolog} IS a hateful make-believe that has already
wrought much mischief, a man, however scien-

tific, wholly on the make—to use a concise vulgar
term for a vulgar condition—is an unedifying

spectacle But it does not follow that because a
man is preoccupied with industrial problems he
shall lose his saentiflc virtue or that his achieve-

ments, however remunerative, should rank on a
lower plane It is not so difiteult to distinguish

the genuine from the base among scientific

workers wherever they may be engaged
We must strengthen the bonds between science

and industry by something more than an aj^al to
the pocket \ real sympathy and interest must be
created on both sides, we must open our arms
wider Fven if we find difficulty in discovenng, in

this country, the type of railway president de-

scribed by Lt-Col Barret, there are yet many
men in our world of industry and in the service

of the State who, without any list of scientific

memoirs to their name, have yet been potent in

the service of science, and would be more potent
stdl if they were brought more into companion-
ship with the scientific world The Royal Society
has the power of admitting to its ranks at the rate

of one each year “persons, who in their opinion
have either render^ Conspicuous service to the

cause of science or are such that their election

would be of signal benefit to the Society ” Here
at least is a limited importunity of doing some
thing towards introducing into the circle of science

the sort of men whose influence might help

towards bringing about the reform to which we
are bidden by a candid friend In any of the new
associations that are contemplated for giving
science its right place in our national life we shall

surdy do well to cast our net widely and to extend
our outlook beyond the conventional circumference

qf what have usually been deemed saentific

circles
I
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SULPHURIC ACID IN AMBRICAA

J
N what IS known as a “professional paper,

Mr W H Wa^aman, of the U S Depart-

ment of Agriculture, has recently given an account

of the mi^es of manufacture of sulphunc acid,

both by the “chamber” and the “contact” pro-

cess, with special reference to its production in

the United States for the manufacture of ferti-

liser materials As the paper contains some
features of interest with respect to American prac-

tice, a shiMt account oi its contents may not be
out of place at the present juncture.

The production of sulphuric aad of vanous
strengths m the United States, according to the

latest (1913) figures available is stated to be as
follows —

Ondcii Qi^t ty Voloe
Prico p«r

dXn
$0“ Baum^ 1643318 9212917 561
60“ Baumd S09 929 3,202,528 62S
66® Bauin^ 797 104 9,282 422 II 6s
Other {,ndcs 63158 986 659 1562

Total and Average 31013 S09 22 684,526 7 53

Totalreduced to 50 R 31538980* 22 366 482 632
Ejidtulra ol n t»i

a 3iS 034 dollanu
.h«t of r... Bg Kid not convert bh valued

On comparing these figures with those for the

two preceding years it appears that there has been
a considerable increase in production of each grade
with the exception of those classed under “other
grades,” the decrease in which is probably ac-

counted for by the item fuming acid,” which
appears for the first time in the statistics Pre-

sumably, therefore, the manufacture of this form
of oil of vitriol has only been introduced into

America within the last ^ree or four years If

account is taken of the fuming acid it is obvious
that the production of sulphunc acid has very
largely increased m the United States within
recent year^ There can be little doubt that the
disturbance m C.ontincntal production m conse-
quence of the war with its effect on the export
trade of Germany and Austna in dyes, drugs, and
fine chemicals, as well as on a variety <rf other
finished products in which sulphuric acid plays a
part, direct or indirect has given a still greater
imjietus to American manufacture, and has
tended to consolidate certain industnes and to
initiate others in the States, to the eventual loM
of the belligerent nations German manufacturers
are now b^inning to realise that the supremacy
they have hitherto enjoyed in certain branches of
chemical industry is threatened, and nowhere more
seriously than m America
American chemists have not talked to anything

like the same extent as we have dime abrat
“capturing German tnde ” Neverthdess, as
recent discussions in the American Section o« the
Society of Chemical Industry unmistakably ImS-
cate aided by their elastic fiscal jxilicy, they have
quietly and deliberately set themselves to do it

And, curiously enough, the “hyphenated ” Atneii*

Id «nd • PrapMod Nt» Mtthod at

Bnlktla No. al> (WaiUntus 1915.)
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can haa not been the slowest to move It may
be that our people are too busy makuag the thmgs
required for munitions to be able to give the

matter adequate attention, but we could wish to

see the same signs of mtelligent and organised
effort on the part of the general body of chemical
ni-mufacturers in this country as we are now
w itnessing on the other side of the Atlantic There
< tin be no doubt whatever that with the fierce

industrial struggle that will certainly follow the

cessation of hostilities, a very serious time, fraught
with the greatest peril is in store for us, and in

particular for our chemirri industries With
powerful rivals on either side of us, nothing but
the application of the same means, the same en-/

lightened skill and intelligence that in the past ha\c
brought pre cmineiu c to Germany nnd are now
ripufly bringing it to America, can possibly save
these industries from ultimate extinction

It is not our purpose to follow Mr Waggaman
in his account of the methods of manufacture of

sulphuric acid except in so fir as they throw light

on their comparative advant iges in special

circumstances or deal with questions peculiar to

\merica As regards the contact process, his

remarks is to its excellences and its commercial
limitations are judicious ind to the point. It is

admittedly i process which demands skilled

and intelligent supervision md in which there

IS no room for the rule of thumb type of pro-
cedure which characterises much of the fore

man management in this country Doubtless the
last word has not yet been said on catalysers

and poisons, ' and there is still room for the
ingenuity of chemical engineers in the improve
ment of plant But, as matters stand at present,

for certain grades of oil of vitriol, and especially

for those used generally in the manufacture of

fertilisers—one of the most important of the out-
lets of production—chamber acid will probably
hold its own for many years to come, especially

m view of the important improvements and simpli-

fications in plant and proc^ure which have been
introduced within recent years
Of the various methods which have been pro-

posed from time to time for accelerating the
chamber reactions, those which seem to have found
most favour in the States are Pratt’s, Meyer’s,
and Falding’s

In Pratt’s process (U S patents Nos 546, 596,
652, 687), which appears to be much used in the
southern States, the gases arc drawn through the
first chamber by a fan, then through a tower
packed with quartz, down which flows dilute sul-

phuric acid, when they are again introduced, by
the same fan, into the first chamber In a number
of plants in which this clrculatoty system is em-
ployed less than nine cubic feet of chamber space
are required per pound of sulphur burned m
twenty-four hours

In Meyer’s arrangement, of which diree instal-
lations are in use in the States, “tangential”
chambers, designed so as simultaneously to mix
and cool the gases, are employed These
chambers are cylindrlm in form, round the first

run lead pities conveying cold water The gases
HO 3420, VOL 97]

are admitted at a tangent near the upper part of

the chamber walls, and are discharged from out-

lets in the centre of the base, thereby acquiring
a spiral motion which tends to mix them thor-

oughly
In the Falding system the chambers are ap-

proximately one and a half times higher than their

horizontal dimensions Ihe gases after passing
through the Glover tower are introduced into the

chamber near the top, where, being hot, partly

from the fact that they have only recently issued

from the burners, and partly because their tem-
pcriture has been raised by the reactions between
certain of their constituents, they collect in the

upper part of the chamber and form in active

layer, which gradually cools and settles down to

the bottom of the chamber, where the spent gases
are drawn off It is claimed that this system
requires much less chamber spice in which to

complete the reactions than the ordinary type

Fach Falding chamber is a unit in itself, and is

connected directly with the Glover tower, instead

of m senes as in ordinary chamber systems
Whatever doubts may exist as to the proper ex-

planation of the mechanism of the process, it

seems to be commercially successful to judge
from the number of plants in which it is in opera-

tion

The new modification of the chamber process

to which Mr Waggaman refers consists of a
method of more quickly effectmg an admixture of

the reacting gases by causing Aem to traverse a
spiral tube of lead, kept at 1 determinate
temperature The arrangement his only
been tried on a laboratory scale but from the

published results it promises well Whether it

will diminish the chamber space to the extent of
o 139 cubic foot for every pound of sulphur

burned in twenty four hours, as is claimed, seems
too good to be true Comparative experiments
using glass and lead spirals appeared to indicate

that the metal exerted a specific (catalytic) action

The construction of a sulphuric aad plant along
the lines indicated by the author, if successful m
working, would certainly greatly diminish the
amount of ground space needed and would pre-

sumably decrease the initial cost of construction

The practical man is apt to dende laboratory ex-
periments, foi^etting that all factory experience

has Its beginning m small scale trials Perhaps
he may think it significant that “if patent is

allowed, it will be donated to the people of the
United States ”

NOTES
Early In 1914 a committee representative of British

geologists and friends of Sir Archibald Geikie was
formed with the object of presenting to the Museum
of Practical Geology a suitable memorial of his long

association with that institution as dlrector-gcneral of
the Geological Survey and Museum and as a record
of their appreciation of his brilliant labours in the
cause of geology It was decided that the memorial
should take the form ol a marble bust On Tuesday,
Malhcb 14, a number of Sir Archibald Gelkio’s Mtttit
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asMmbled in the mUMura to witheie the preeentetkm

Dr A Strahan, director of the Geological Sufv^ and

Muwuni briefly recapitulated the history of the move
ment The Right Hon Sir Wilflam Mather, who wae
to have unveiled the bust, was unfortunately prevented

from attending by a chill, but hit jrface was IdncUy taken

at the last moment by Sir William Garforth, who had
played a very active part on the committee After un-

veiling the bust. Sir WlHiam referred in cordial terms

to Sir Archibald’s contributions to science and litera-

ture, and then, on behalf of the subscribers presented

the bust to the museum The Right Hon J Herbert
Lewis ircepted the gift on behalf of the Board of Edu-
cation, he remarked that it was a source of gratifica

tton to the Board that the artist commissioned to

execute the bust happened to be another of its distin

guished servants. Prof E Lantcri, who had done so

murit to uphold the standards of the Royal College of

Art The Right Hon Lord Rayleigh then, on behalf

of the subscribers presented to Sir A Geikie a marble

replica of the bust In warmly acknowledging his

appreciation of the gift. Sir Archibald spoke of the

powerful effect the Museum of Practical Geology had
had upon him m his early student days, and of the

great educational vabie of its collections The bust is

a remarkably good likeness and a beautiful example
of Lanten's work Among those present at the cere

mony were Sir f Lauder Bninton Sir Lasarus

Fletcher, Sir Thomas II Holland-, Sir F G Kenyon,

the Right Hon Lord Lyell, Major F G Ogilvic Prof

W W Watts, Dc A. Smith Woodward, and Messrs
Bedford McNeill and C McDermid, representing the

institution of Mining and Metallurgy

Msmbkbs of the British Assoaation who attended

the Dundee meeting in 1912 will remember the striking

announcement made on the first night, that Sir James
Caird (then Or Caird), one of the leading business

men of the city, had given the sum of io,ooof towards

the funds of the association We regret now to

announce that this eminent citizen of Dundee, and
great public benefactor, died on March g, at seventy-

nine years of age During his lifetime his donations

for public purposes amounted to a quarter of a million

pounds, among them being, in addition to the gift

to the British Association, 5000I to the Royal Society,

24,000! for Shacklcton’s Antarctic Expedition, 1000!

to the 2kx>logical Soaety of London and gifts of

vfcluable coUciUons to the Dundee Museum. In 1903
tile University of St Andrews, in consideration of

bis great and practical interest in the philanthropic

and educational work of the cjty ’ conferred on him
the degree of Doctor of Laws, and he received the

distinction of a baronetcy m 1913

Thi death of Lady Baker, widow of Sir Samuel
Baker, closes one of the most romantic careers m the

history of the Upper Nile and Uganda She was
Hunganan by birth, beuig a daughter of Fiman von
Saas She nursed Samuel Baker through a senous
lUhees, and her devotion tiien led to a marriage of

exceptional harmony and usefubiess It was doubt-

less largely owmg to her influence that Baker de-

velops from a sportsman into a geographer and ulti-

mately into a statesman He went to the Upper Ntie
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to shoot big ganw, he gradually devoted more and

mere of Us attention to geognspfaical exploration, and

finalty, as he and his wife realised the deplotiaUe con-

dltioa of the nauves. Baker entered on the croaftde

for the suppression of the slave trade, which led to

the Egyptian conquest of the Sudan and the African

work of Gordon. In the widening of Baker's sym-

pathies and his adoption of a philanthropic, political

mission, he was obviously inspired by his wife She

accompanied him on hiS expedition In 1860-62 into

Abyssinia, and on the important expedition of 1862-65

which discovered the Albert Nyanza and she returned

with him to the Upper Nile in 1870 and on the expedi-

tion which established Egyptian supremacy there, and

began the long campaign against the Sudan slave

trade, which was pursued with varying fortune until

the collapse of Mahdism and the Anglo-Brltish re-

conquest Lady Baker proved throughout of heroic

courage, gifted with remarkable insight into the native

mind, and exceptionally fertile in resource On more

than one occasion her quick realisation of danger and

prompt action saved the expedition from disaster In

1874 Sir Samuel Baker purchased an estate near New-

ton Abbot, South Devon, where he died ui 1893, and

where Lady Baker lived until her death on Saturday

last, March 11

Sia John Woltk Barry has been elected an honorary

member of the Institution of Civil Engineers

Dr Th Hfssflbbro informs us that since the be-

ginning of this year he has taken up his functions as

director of 1 Institut mtteorologique de Norvige Kris-

tianla

Thb Institute of Industry Lid has arranged a con-

ference of representative trade interests to be held at

the Savoy Hotel on Ihursday March 30, to discuss

The Creation of a National Organisation adequately

representing British Industnal Interests.

At the meeting of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,
held on March 6, the following candidates were
elected Fellows of the Society —Dr R J T BeQ,
Dr F E Bmdlcy Mr H Briggs Mr C T Clough,
Dr E J Crombio, Mr E H Cunningham Craig,
Dr A W Gibb, the Hon Lord Guthrie, Prof P T
Hernng, Sir Duncan A Johnston, Mr H Levy,

Dr J E Mackenzie, Dr W F P M'Lintock, Prof
R Muir Dr J Kitclue, Mr D Ronald the Hon
Lord E T Salvesen Mr D R Steuart, Mr J
Martin White

Many in England will reieive with great r^^ret the
news which has reached us that Prof Oswald KiUpe
died in Munich on December 30, 1915, at the age of
fifty-three He was well known to students in this
country for his onginal work in psychology and
philosophy He was associated with Prof Wundt in
the foundation of the experimental laboratories at
Wurzburg, Bonn and Munich One of his reoeat
works. Die Philosophic der Gegenwart,” hvs hnn
translated into English and published under the title,

‘‘Present Philosophy m Germany" He visited tUs
country in May, 1914, on the invitation of the Urfver-
slty of London, and delivered a course of lectures on
sestbetica at Bedford College
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Thb retircmeat q£ Or Theodore Thomsoiu CMC
from the poet of M«isUnt medical oflicer of the Local

Government Board about three years ago and his

recent death at the age of fifty-nine deprived that

Board of an extremely able public servant Prior to

hia appomtment as a medical inspector of the Board

Dr Thomson had held the post In succession of medi-

cal oflicer of health of Shefteld and Aberdeen and in

these positions had shown the hgh quahty of work
which charactensed his later work in a C^vernment
Department His name Will always be associated with

important reports on two of the largest epidemics of

enteric fever due to water borne fnfeebon which have

occurred' in this country at Maidstone and Worthing
respectively These reports are a model of precise

statements of results as well as of methods of inves-

tigation In the important international work of the

L^I Government Board Dr Thomson for many
years took a chief part and he was the British dele

gate in 1903 to the International Sanitary Conference

of Pans and signed the International Sanitary Con
vention as the Plenipotentiary of the Bntish Govern
ment For this work and his spec al mission of in

quiry into the samtary defence of the Persian Gulf he
was nominated a C M G in 1905

In a lecture recently delivered before the Hyderabad
(Deccan) Archaeological Soaety, Sir John Marshall

Director-General of Archasology m India, directed

attention to the importance of the Deccan as a field for

inquiry The po nts on which investigations in this

region may be expected to throw light ore the date

of the interments usually supposed to be prehistoric

but probably of a later age whether the copper culture

of northera India extended south of the Vindhyon
range and whence the use of iron was mtroduced
Recently a rock inscription of Asoka has been dis-

covered at Maski unique inasmuch as it refers to the

Emperor under his own name these edicts of Asoka
being the earhest records we possess in India except

one bearing an Aramaic inscription recently found at

TaxUa He went on to refer to the number of cave

temples and monasteries the paintings n the Ajantn

and Elkira caves and the splendid series of Saracenic

buildings scattered over the region The new society

has a great work before it and under the skilful

supervision of Sir John Marshall important results

bearing on the ethnography and history of southern

India may be confidently expected

In an art de in tlio Daily Telegraph of February aiy

Sir Robert Hadfietd points out that most of the dis-

coveries which have proved of industrial importance

have not emanated foom Germany It must be remem
bered however that the country in which the discovery

u made does not of necessity reap the benefit which
accrues from its commercial exploitation When as

in Su: Robert Hadfield own case the discoverer can
foresee the industrial possibilities and is able to put
his ideas into pn^tice success is bound to follow He
quotes Mr C R. Darlbig as showing that none of the

pronunent advances in connection wiih pyrometry have
originated in Germany hut here again the important
industry which has arisen in thU oouiitry in the manu
facture of pyrometers it due to the skilled scientific
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men who have seen bow to apply new prmciples to

the production of useful instruments. All the evidence

shows that our future commercial success depends

upon a closer alliance between science and industry

No scheme to achieve this end can be complete which
does not foster the prosecution of laboratory research

and thus provide the seeds from which industries grow
Encouragement and financial aid !>hould be given to all

who devote themselves to research and to ih s end funds

should be forthcoming cither from private sources or

the Government or from both In th s way the

laboratory can be connected w th the workshop to

the great advantage of both

Thx Pioneer Matt of February 5 containa an inter

esting iccount of the presidential address delivered

by Dr H H Hayden to the Minmg and Geotoglcal

Institute of India which dealt particularly with

problems raised by the Srar As lUrector of the

Geological Survey of India Dr Hayden spoke with

the authority of an expert and his description of

the German metal nng and its vast ramifications was
pecuharly instructive He expiamed that for years

past Germany had been gradually acquiring control

not only of metals but also of the raw materials for

the r production Her activities embraced Europe

Amerca Australia and India In Australia for cx

ample the Zinc Corporation had contracted to sell to

her all their concentrates until the year 1919 Germany
took the entire wolfram output of Burma and the

inonazite sands of Travanenre were being worited by
German firms the production of thonum mtrate being

so regulated that the gus-mantic industry was com
pletely c ntrolled Dr Hayden then turned to India’s

opportunities of d veloping her own resources The
wolfram output of Burma is being expanded the

tungsten mdustry has been taken out of German
hands and a new British industry has been estab-

lished Dr Hoyden suggests that it would pay to

make ferro-tungsten on the spot if the ele tncal method
could be economically introduced into Tavoz Dr
Termor has shown that the manufatture of ferro-

manganese may be regarded as a sound commeraal
proposition If then India can arrange for the par

tially finished product to be exported instead of the

ores the tungsten and manganese industries should

be assured of that permanence which is so desirable

Dr Hayden also touched on the question of the

manufacture of coal tar dyes and the glass mdustry
especially in the matter of the supply of glass bangles

wh ch latter he regards very hopefully

Wk are pleased to note from an inaugural sddrass

published m our Amencan contemporary Science

that there has been former^ recently in tba city of

Rochester, NY an Association for the Advance-
ment of Applied. Optu:s The event is one which
marks the growing estimation by scventific men and
we hope alim by the community at large, on the other

ride of the Atlantic of the impottancc of the sobjoe’

of applied optics During the past few months we
have several times directed attention in these columoa
to the. govemmentaL sciantific, and popular nagUet
of this very important subject and to some of the

consequences of its nkgject m our osen country in
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tronnection with the war It haa been shown how we,

the successors of Newton, Yountf, Herschei, and other

leaders In the early development of the science of

optics and its applications, have allowed our German

rivals to occupy the ground during the last twenty

or thu^ years Not that we have been idle during

that time, but that our efibrts have not been conu

mcnsurate with the ever-growing importance of the

subject For instance, we have antiapated our American

cousins In this very matter, for we have had since

190a a scientific bociety, ‘ The Optical Society,* the

work of which completely covers the ground planned

out for the new association in America Its new
president, Mr W J Cheshire, a well-known woriter

in optics, has just succeeded the retiring president

Dr W Ettles, a welUknown ophthalmologist, and
Its list of past presidents includes the familiar names
of Dr Silvanus P Thompson and Dr R T Glaze-

brook What IS wanted lire is a keener appreciation

by the scientific and general public of the importance

of the work to be done We venture to hope that

the action of our American colleagues win stimulate

interest here, and we wish the new association a suc-

cessful career, especially as from the inaugural address

in our contemporary we find that its founders are

fully alive to the fir reaching ramifications of applied

tildes.

WnH the death in France of Mr Frank Southgate

a utdque personality in the world of bird-men has

passed away As a landscape painter of the coast

of Norfolk and the broads (the delicate atmosphefic

effects of wMch he could catch in a magic way), he

is of course most widely known Here we are only

concerned with his life studies of birds, although his

ability to paint the scenes in which these birds live

adds greatly to the beauty of his pictures A sports-

man and a naturalist, no one knew better than he
did the appearance, the movements, and the attitudes

of those marsh-, shore-, and sea-birds which he de-

lighted to study But no one else has ever been

able to reproduce them in pictures so successfully

Perfectly able, as ho was, to draw and paint a de-

tailed portrait of a bird, he aimed rather at showing
us exactly what the birds looked like at a little dis-

tance in their natural haunts Who among those

who arc familiar with the east-country books which
be illustrated hat not delighted in “The Fringe of
the Shore,” the “Stricken Mallard,” and “A Comer
in Broadland,” for instance to be found in “Notes
of on East-ooast Naturalist “ But it was perhaps in

depicting birds in flight that his gift of painting live

bl^ was most remarkable Smack putting up
Common and Velvet Scoters," in the last-named book,
is a good instance of his powers No subject of this

kind was too danng for him to attempt, or too diffi-

cult to surmount But we think that when be
painted the heron dropping down to alight "In the
old fen” (“Wild Life in East Anglia”), he probably
reached the climax In this kind of illustration As
we locdt at the picture once more we marvel again
at any artist daring to make the attempt—and at his
success
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Tax Paris Academy of Sdenoss awards each year

a certain number of prizes to authors of Impot^t
contributions to saence At the recent annual meeting

of the academy, the president, M Gaston Darboux,

gave an account of the careers of men, for the most

part young, to whom these prizes had been awarded,

but who have fallen in the service of their country

M Marty (Francceur prize), killed September 10, 1914,

at the battle of the Meuse, was distinguished by his

. contributions to mathematics M R Marcelin (Hughes

prize), killed near Verdun, in September, 1914 His

woric on kinetic physical chemisti^ was remarkable,

both in theoretical treatment and on the experimental

side M Marcel Moulin (Gaston Plantd prize), killed

at the battle of the Marne, September 6, 1914, founded

the Institute of Chronometry at Besanqon M
Viguier (Cahours prize), killed at Beausdjour, March

S, 1915, made his mark in the field of organic chem

istry M Albert de Romeu (Dclesse prize), kilkd

January la, 1915, at Bucy-le-Long, near the Aisne

was the author of noteworthy petrographic work M
Rend Tronquoy (Joseph Labbd prize) wounded and

missing, February ao, 1915, was proposed for the

Cross of the Ldgion d honneur, md was well known
for his mineralogical work M Blondel (Saintour

prize) wounded and missing September S, 1914, at

Fdre^hampenoisc, was distinguished for his work on

I
the theory of tides M Georges Lery (Gustave Roux
prize), kiUed at the battle of the Marne September 10,

I 1914, was a geometer of great promise Lieut -Col

j

Amaud (Henri Becquercl prize), aged sixty years,

died of illness contracted on active service M Jean
' Merlin (Bccquerel prize), on the staff of Lyons Ob-
servatory, kiUcd at Arrozel, August 29, 1914 He was
known by his researches dealuig with the theory of

I

numbers M Rabioulle (Becquercl prize) on the staff

I of the Algiers Observatory, killed in the battle of the

I

Aisne, September at, 1914 M Jean Chntinay (Fanny
' Emden pnze), killed at Vermellcs, October 15, 1914
Commandant Henn Batailler (Wilde prize), killed

June 9 1915, well known for his researches in ballis-

tics

It is innounccd m the Morning Post that Mr Knud
Rasmussen the Danish Arctic explorer, is planning a
new expedition to northern Greenland Mr Ras-
mussen's previous work in Greenland is well knowm
In 190a he took part in the Danish Literary Expedi-
tion with Mylius Encksen and in 1908-9 he explored
from Cape York to Ellesmere Land His work has
been mainly ethnogra’phical a task for which Mr
Rasmussen is well suited, as he spent all his boyhood
in Greenland, and speaks the Eskimo tongue with
fluency In his * People of the Polar North " he made
an exhaustive study of the polar Eskimo from Cape
York to Cape Alexander, and probably in thU new
expedition he means to continue his ethnogtapblcal
stpdies It is proposed that the expedition should
start this spring to explore the unknown region be-
tween Peary Land and Greenland, or, If ice preventz
this, the expedition will first work around M^MSe
Bay In 1893 Peary reaching the east coast acrow
the inland ice of Greenland discovered Independence
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^trait, M be thought, cutting off the northern part

from the rest of Greenland. That northern part, pre.

vlously, In i88a, visited by Lockwood, of Greely’s

expedition, was termed Peary Land, but the late

Mylius Erlcksen, on that expedition when he lost his

life, discovered that the Independence Strait of Peary

is really a bay, and that Peary Land is joined to

Greenland The exploration of that region in relation

to former migration of Eskimo to the east of Green

land promises important results

A suiiitART of the weather for the winter season 1$

issued by the Meteorological Office with its Weekly

Weather Report based on the results for the thirteen

weeks from November 38, 1915, to February 36, 1916

The winter was wet in all parts of the United King
dom, the greatest excess of rain occurring in the south-

east of England, where the fall was 187 per cent of

the average In the east of England the rainfall was

169 per cent of the average and in the Channel Isles

it was 160 per cent The smallest difference from the

normal was 118 per cent of the average in the west

of Scotland, and 1x9 per cent m the south of Ireland

The rainfall for the winter was greater in the north

and east of Scotland than in the winter of 1914-15

elsewhere the rains were less, and in the south-east of

England the rainfall was 4 33 in less The frequency

of rain was everywhere greater than the average, the

greatest excess in the number of rain-days being

18 III the south of Ireland and 16 in the

south-east and south-west of England Tempera
ture for the period was in excess of the average over

the entire kingdom, the greatest excess occuiring in

the east and south-east of England and m the midland

counties, the difference from the mean ranging from

3° to 4*’ F in these districts The duration of bright

sunshine was nowhere very different from the normal,

districts with an excess and defect being about equally

balanced

In the March number of Man Mr Miller Christy

describes a strange stone object found In an interment

of the Bronze age in the parish of Newport, Essex

It IS fashioned from a block of rather coarse, reddish

sandstone, erratic boulders of which abound iil the

neighbourhood It is roughly cylindrical m shape,

with flat ends, but it was not intended to

be stood on end The moat remarkable feature

is that its sides are traversed longitudinally

by five shallow, narrow, round-bottomed, equi-

distant grooves, which divide in transverse section

into five approximately equal rounded lobes At pre-

sent the object of this curious specimen is a puzzle

It was dot a pounder or muller One authority sug-

gests that It was the head of a club lashed to a
handle, another, that it was used as a roller for

‘braying” flax Mr Reginald Smith was struck by
its resemblance to an Egyptian pillar, derived from the

bud of the lotus If it is really a product of the

Bronze age, it is difficult to account for its transfer

from Bg^ to Essex The speamen is now in the

museum at Saffron Walden, and it may be hoped that

Mr Christy’s article will lead to a further »aminetion
of this remarkable specimen, which may disclose the
object for which it was carved
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From the report of Mr T Southwell in the Journal

of Agriculture of Bihar and Orissa for 1915, which has

just reached us, it is plain that the newly-formed

Fishery Department of Bengal, Bihar, and Onssa has

n strenuous future before it, if a reign of plenty is to

replace the present shortage of fish This state of

iffairs IS due to the lack of intelligent control and is

all the more senous since rice and fish arc the prin-

cipal food-stulTs of the population of these areas But
the Government is taking up the task of reformation

with its hands tied, for the fishery rights belong to

ramindars, who take no interest in the matter, but

lease their fisheries for a nominal sum, the lessee re-

leases at a large profit, and this process goes on
tlirough yet further stages \part from this, in the

Bengal area immense numbers of eggs and young fish

are washed by the floods into the paddv-fields and
destroyed, while a further extensive mortality is caused

by the ascent of brackish water But Mr Southwell seems
to hold out httle hope of matenal improvement until

the staff of the newly-established Board is increased

\t present there are but three officers to control an
area ‘one and a half times larger than that of the

whole of the Bntish Isles
’

The hereditary transmission of degeneracy ind de-

formities by the descendants of alcoholised guine 1 pigs

has formed the subject of a long series of experiments

by Profs C Stockard and G Papinicolaou They
contribute a very welcome analysis of their results

so far obtained to the Antertean Naturahst for Febru-

ary Their experiments show that alcoholic fumes,

drawn directly into the lungs and absorbed by the

blood, are infinitely more harmful to the offspring than
IS alcohol taken into the system in the form of drink

Alcoholic fumes made the animals drowsy, or quarrel,

some, according to their individual temperament, but
they produced no other evil effects dunng the lifetime

of the animal, nor could any injury to the tissues be
traced after death This is notoriously ptherwise

where men who have been hard drinkers” are con-

icrned Guinea pigs kept in an almost continuous

state of intoxication during the reproductive penod in-

variably produce defective offspring, of which very few
arrive at maturity In spite of the fact that aloohob
IS withheld from them, the offspring of such defectives

are still more defective All are weak and neurotic,

some are grossly deformed, many are anophthalmk
monsters Physical wrecks of this sort continued to

appear for three generations when sterility seems to

have extinguished further examples Attempts to

administer alcohol in the form of dnnk, by means of

a tube, or mixed with the food, had to be abandoned
owmg to digestive and other troubles which vitiaMd

the experiments But before the authors can claim to

have demonstrated the destructive effects of alcohol

fumes on the germ-plasm, experiments with non-
alcoholic fumes must be tried

A SKLXCTBO bibliography of frost in the United
Sutes, especially in relation to agriculture, has been
published as a pamphlet by the United States Deparu
ment of Agriculture It onginally appeared in the

pages of the Monthly Weather Review (vol jtM ,

I

PP S^»S^7) 'Hie authors, Messrs W G JR«ed and
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C L Fcldkonip havt solectad! i^ir entries from alt

tbt material on frost and frost peevosHon under

Afnencan con Htions that have come to- their attention

but disclaim nr exhaustiveness for their list A
brief indicai oi of the scope fallows each entry The
arrangLi lent s chronological and there is an index

arranf,ed acc« rdinp; to States The paper should prove

useful to agriculturists

The Gecgraphual Revtew is the new Utle under

which the Bulletin of the American Geographical

Society aj^ears this year An introductory note out-

Uoes the sdicme of the remodelled pubiication- It is

hoped to broaden the range of the articles and to give

the notes and reviews a more critical and. scholarly

quality A special feature is to be made of the biblio-

graphical section which in addition to the record of

books and maps will contain an analysis of all the

principal geographical publications and those bearing

on geography The classification adopted is a regional

one and is illustrated in ai sketch map in the January
issue. If the Idgb standard aimed at is maintained

the Geograpktetd Rtvtew should rank among the most
useful geographical publications and be of great assist-

ance in the study of the subject The January num
ber (vol 1 No i) in ad^tion to several shorter

articles notes and bibliography contains a lengthy

paper by Mr C A Cotton on fault coasts with

qieclal reference to New Zealand

An investigation of the world b coal resources was
undertaken hy the twelfth International Geological

Congress’ held In ( anada In the summer of 191s with

the view of estininting the tonnage available in known
lieMb In October fast the American Gcsgrapbical

Seeiety pubUahed m its Bulletin (vol xini No. 10)

a summary of the results wtHch have been embodied

tn Mrtenso in a monograph of three volumes published

by Morang and Co Toronto 1913 The author of

this summary Mr Leon Dominian finds that on

the basis of the present annuel consumption of 1300

imUion tons the worlcTs eoal supply is provided for

centuries

BvuxtiN 354 of die Scientific Papers of the Bureau
oi Standards (Washington Government Ih-inting

Office 1915) contams a study of the qual ties of

platfauun goods by Messrs George K Burgess and

P D Sale The object of the mvesugations was in

the first place to devise a simple thermoelectric test

of the purity of platinum for which purpose the tern

perature-coeffic ent of resistance and the thermoelectric

force were found useful in the second place to inves-

tigate the loss of weight due to disintegration when
platfoun vessels containing various proportions of

odier imtalllc constituents are heated.

In a series of nrt cles in the February numbers of

the BUctncian Mr W R Cooper has given an

acepunt of the properties of sdenmm which will prove

of great value to all those who have in view the tech-

nical ap^cations of the sensidvenets to light whidi

Ifie material exhiMts Up to the appearance of these

arddes It has been necessary to collect information
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on the subject from the pagep of teteotifie jpucnals

published in all parts of the world Mr Cooper’s

articles now provide the information, ui a convenient

and readable form. After an account of the various

forms of selenium and the modes of preparation, tfaefa*

sensitivenets to light in geoeral and to variations of

the wave-length of the light are dlscuased Akhough
a satisfactory general theory has not yet been evolved

from the experimental facts now available, then is

sufficient information about the behav our of the mate,

nal to make it likely that its properties wdl before

long find for it some more extensive application than

at present when it is mainly restricted to the auto-

matic lighting of isolated buoys at sea

Wa congratulate the Athenaeum on the promptitude

with which it has been able to publish its subject index

to the Penodical Scientific and Technological Litera-

I

tore for 1915 Ihe publication of this list within six

weeks of the close of the year indexed is a remarkable

feat The bst is by no nwans ntended to be a cona-

plete mdex to all branches of scientific literature but

has special reference to the war la its technological

aspects Indeed a complete list of the scientific papers

published throughout the world in 1915 would probably

contam 40000 names of authors whereas m the

AtkenaeMm list we have rather fewer than 2000 names
quoted The subject ndex s arranged alphabetically

The fallowing examples of the headings for some of

the longer sections will give an idea of the character

of the subjects selected for ndexing — Aeronautics

Agriculture Artillery Automobiles Birds

Coal Electric Apparatus Explosives Fores-

try Gas and Od Eng ne& Grology Mines
** Railways, Roads Submarines Telegraphs,

Telephones Warships and X Rays The
articles indexed arc taken from 315 periodicals which
are mainly British although thu-ty American and
seven Fremh periodicals are included as well as about
ten other foreign journals

Engtneenng for March 10 contains the last (Wf a

senes of articles on the whirlmg speeds of loaded
shafts these articles deserbe an investigation which
has been made at the Royal Technical College Glas-
gow by Mr W Kerr Tests 0 a 2^0-kw turbine

and on a 3 h p de Laval turbine showed some dis-

agreement with the usual theor\ and led the author
to investigate the matter mathematically It appears
that there is both expenmcntal and theoretical evidence
of the existence of a critical speed for loaded horizontal
shafts which iv cons derably below that given bv the
usual theory This new critical speed is due in the
first instance to the direct effect ol gravity whidt has
been hitherto neglected n the theoiy The teww
cnticpl speed seems to be less unportont the
higher when it is merely a question of running thrcssgh
in the process of speeding up Also it m of Uttla on-
portance if the loads on the shaft are very li^ In
tboee cases in which it is shown clearly it m jtmkmh

fy
due to maecuroce balancing In general there will be
an undesirable instability at all speeds between foe two
entieal values and it would be best to keep the nocaial
running speed outside this range
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Bluwu. John Whiloon and Co , 38 Great Queen
Street, Kingiway, W C , have juet issued a caUlogue

of important booto and papers on cryptogamic botany

they are offering for tale The works are arranged

conveniently under three main divisions—economic,

geographical, and general—each of which is subdivided

to facilitate search for works on any particular sub-

jects embraced by the catalogue

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Comet iqi6a (Nkujuin).—Copenhagen Postcards

Nas 13 ana 14 give orbits and ephemendcs for this

comet calculated by M J Fischer Petersen and Mlk
J M Vlnter-Hanscn I'he earlier orbit is based on
observations madt at 'Verkes (February sq) Green
wich (March i), and at Bambwg on Marw 3 The
second, given below, depends on the Yerkos and Bam
berg poHtions, and observations made at Bergedorf
on March g —
Perthehon P<issage (1), 1916, March 9417 GMl

--iqi’ 9. 87")

ft -3*5 24 lo'S-ipido
» =x 16“ i 48’J

log f »-o 19036

^
K A D«1. R A Dee

March IS 9 5 41+5 5*2 March 31 91056+3111
17 7 17 5 1 a 23 13 57 X 18

1

«9 92454 as 15 6 I 367
The orbit is apparently periodic in short period

The comet is fainter than 110 mag
Comet igige (Iavlor) —A new orbit and ephemeris

for this comet has been calcuiated by M J Branc
from observations made at Rome December g, 1915
at Arcetri and Copenhagen, January n, igjg, and at
B^berg and Copenhagen on Febnnry 20 TTie new
orbit only differs slightly from the earlier elliptical
orbit (Natiirs, January so) —
Perthclum Passage (1)5*1916 January 309122 GMT
V
,

I*

Logs

i)Si J>n. o J (p.M ^

-355® 17' 346
-557' 19*

1=0 536003
=2335-95 days
(6 37)011-8).

R^uunar >918 o
• =354® 47' 549'

ft -*'3 S3 S?'*
1 - 15 31 5*0
= 33 7 339

The comet is very weak, having been about 12 mag
on February ao
From Bergedorf, Prof Schorr has reported (Circular

No 503> Astronomuche' NaehrtcMen) that the nucleus
of this comet has divided into two portions The
nuclei were of unequal brightness, about magnitudes
II and 13 Their positions were —Distance, 14*,
position angle, 169® and 17* and 25°, on February iq
and 39 respectivefy On the latter date the following
nucleus was the weaker
According to a note m the current number of the

Observatory Prof E E Barnard observed the doubk.
nucleus on Fdmiaty 9, the separation being 10*

.
Y*«lA»La STARa IN THE VlCINtTT OF R CORONA

Adstbaus —^This region is under careful scrutiny, not
mily at HetwAn, but also at the Union Observatory,
J'l^nesBurg In Circular No 31 both R Coronas
and the nebula are stated to be variable over a wide
«nge The Miservatione of these objects are to be
mscus^ later Thirty-three new variable start have
been detected in the re|^
A Possible Deflbctioi). of Lioht ar a Moving

Medium—

P

nif. P Zetnwa has published (R
NO. 2420, VOl. gf\

Ahadenue vm Wetetuebapen, vol xvui, pp 7ii'-S>

an invcstigatKMi of the w-opagmUon of h^t-waves
along a velocity gradient in a moving medium speci

ally m relation to sdar phenomena From a con-

sKwration of the Lorentz dispersion term in the Fres-

nel ooeIBcient it is demonstrated that the simultaneous
existence of velocity gradients and anomalous dis-

persion in gases that are extremely rare (eg the
absorbing vapours giving rise to the finest lines m
the solar spectrum) and without density gradients,

may give rise to a deflection of light

1 TUNGSIEN TARGET FOR X-RAY
TUBES 1

/'REAT advances have recently been made in the

production of X rays, chiefly by the emptoyment
of very heavy currents The exposures necessary for

producing radiographs of the thorax have been reduced

from minutes to fractions of a second.

To make this possible, much attention has been

devoted to the target or anti kathode, which is the

critical part of the tube for here it is that the focus

of the kathode stream strikes, and the energy of the

bombarding electrons is transformed into X-radiation

The early English tubes were furnished with sub-

stantial targets of platinum but in the later foreign

tubes wiA which the market was flooded the platinum
was often reduced to a sheet of very thin foB laid

upon a plate of nickel For weak currents, anif with

an impwfcctly focused kathode stream, this plan

answci^ moderately well, but if heavy currents were

used the heat generated at the focus was often so

great that the platinum skm alloyed with the nickel

becking, when
fusion and de-

struction of the

whole apjmratus
followed linined*-

iteK
This IS well

illustrated by the
accompanying
photograpn
of such u fused

target which ap-
peared some tune
ago in the Journal
of the Kuntgen
Society

Rcoentlv atten-

exceptional pro-

perties of pure metallic tungsten, now pro-

duced in quantity for the manufacture of metal
filament lamps, and its suitability for the purpose was
at once reco^ited, the metal having a fusing point of

about 3000® C as against 1750® C for platinum
Tungsten is also very tough, and does not readily

disintegrate by the kothodlc discharge (kathode spiM-

tenng), its atomic weight, 180, is not much bwiw
that of platinum.
The British Thomsen-HeustoB Company, Ltd. has

mtrodaced a speaal target of this metal tbnt la bMng
largely used by manofacturera of X-ray tubes The
tungsten IS in the ibnn of a thick button brazed intii

a solid block of copper, m aomc cases weighing aa

much as half a pound, this forms a testing and
efficient target, even when heavy currents are used

I Qnaiuksdr* Ueuurtmevu of the ConreMon of HiShoio II«]fS isw
aentiM BawkvAMl+MipiU of iUmT HoeU*. Br J H O—"—
jMnslaflbvRtalswSo^ASa m, vM **
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for coiulderable penodi of time, u is often necetnry
when using X-rays for therapeutic puiposes

The adaptation of tunmrten for this puipose is an
example of the great vuue that lies hidden >n the

rare and little-known elements, and doubtless other
instances of a similar nature will develop as the metals

become available

OSMOTIC PRESSURE OR OSMOTIC
SUCTION?

I sides of the membrane If this is done, the loganthmic

member arises of its own accord, and finds a place in

the ^nation, whether there is interaction between sol-

vent or solute or not, i e the o-torm appears quite

independently of the logarithmic term In van Laar’s

opinion the kinetic interpretation of osmotic pressure,

which IS always reappeanng again in new forms, is

moving, and has moved, in a wrong direction, and
should again be founded on the simple diffusion

phenomenon T M L.

I
T has often been assumed that van't Hoff’s dis

coveiy, that the simple gas-law, PV<sRT, may
be applied to the osmotic pressures of dilute solutions,

justiBM the view that osmotic pressure is caused by
the bombardment of a semi-permeable membrane by
the molecules of the solute, just as gas-pressure is

caused by the bombardment of the containing vessel

by rapidly moving gas-molecules A recent exposition

of this view by Pro? Ehrenfest, In the Proceedings of

the Amsterdam Academy (vol xvii , pp 1341-134$),

has elicited a reply from Prof J J van Laar (tbta .

vol xviii
, pp 1&-190), which will be read with

very great interest by aU those who have seen in the
mechanism of osmosis an even more difficult problem
than that of expressing the magnitude of the osmotic
pressure by means of a mathematical formula Prof
van Laar’s rmly is of exceptional value in that It

demonstrates tne inadequacy of the gas-analogy from
the thermodynamic point of view, and so challenges
the simple kinetic theory of osmosis on what has
generally been supposed to be its strongest ground
The osmotic pressure may be expressed, according

to Van Ijiar, by the equation,

P=RT/v.{-log(i-*)+ax*),

where x is the molecular concentration of the dissolved

substance and a is an ‘ influencing ’ coefficient, which
expresses the consequences of the interaction of the
molecules of the solvent with those of the dissolved

substance The logarithmic term is an essential

feature of the thermcraynamic equation, and it is urged
that all kinetic theories which lead to expressions with-
out a logarithmic member must be rejected

The thermodynamic equation, it is true, leads to an
expression for dilute solutions which is identical with
that of van’t Hoff But in practice it is found that

in more concentrated solutions deviations appear which
are much smaller than those for non-ideal gases We
may therefore surmise that the so-called osmotic pres-

sure has an entirely different ground from that sug-
gested by van’t Hoff’s application of the gas-cquation.
and that there is here no close relation but merely an
analogy

If the osmotic pressure were actually caused by the
pressure of the oissolved substance as Ehrenfest, re-

viving the old theory, suggests, the pressure of the
sugar molecules against the semi^iermeable membrane
would, in van I-aar’s opinion, cause the reverse effect

to that which is actually observed. No water would

C from the pure solvent through the membrane
the solution, giving ifse to a hydrostatic pressure

in the osmometer but, on the contrary, the inward
flow of water would be checked, since the pressure in

the solution would from the outset be greater than in
pure water In reality, osmotic pressure is caused ^
the water wMch penetrates through the semi-permeable
meipbrane, giving rise to a hydrostatic pressure which
prevents tiie further Intrution of the water This ex-
cess of pressure is the so-called “osmotic pressure" of
the sohitton.

GmMgty ^leaking, every theory whidi sedcs to

interpret osmotic pressure klnetically must be based
on tne diffusion of tiie water molecules on the two
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POSJ -GRADUATE SCIIOI ARSHIPS AND
FELLOWSHIPS

The new list of scholarships and fellowships offered

by the Leeds University has just been issued It

includes some twelve entrance scholarships in arts

smence, medicine and technology, awarded on the

results of the matriculation txanunation of the Joint
Matriculation Board, in addition to a certam number
(not specified) given by the local education authonlv
There are also twelve Clothworkcrs free studentships
in the textile depirtment, and a William Cooke
scholarship in mining, determined by special exannna
tion or selection In addition to the ibo\ ire i num-
ber of senior scholarshijis, awarded to students of
special merit in the University, by the University, the
Leeds City Council and by various donors who have
wished to perpetuate with thfir names their interest

m the University Such are the Leighton exhibitions
established ^ the trustees of Mrs Isabel Leighton, of
Iveeds, the Salt scholarship given by Sir Titus Salt,
the John Rutson scholarship and the Gilchrist student
ship in modern languages The list of post graduate
scholarships and fellowships is a very meagre one
Ihero is one 1851 exhibition scholarship of isol

tenable for two years, and a number of 1851 exhibition
industnal bursanes of looJ both awarded by the
1851 Exhibition Commissioners, the first in science
and the second in some branch of technoiogy fhere
It, further, a research scholarship m colour chemistry
founded by the Clothworkers and a scholarship in gas
engineering endowed by Sir Corbet Woodall There
are also two scholarships in the faculty of medicine
A limited number of research fellowships are also
awarded by the University to distinguished graduates

,

there is one in connection with the fuel department
in gas research founded by the Institute of Gas
Engineers, and one in colour and textile chemistry

It is generally recognised by university teachers that
the year or years immediately following graduation
are in a sense the critical years of a student’s career
In science more especially he has laid up a fund of
knowledge which he is about to turn to practical
account He has collected a store of potential energy

,

he has played the rdle of an accumulator during his
university course and his energy is now to be turned to
useful work In the northern universities at least the
graduate has to earn his living, and whilst he is on
the look-out for congenial as well as remunerative,
occupation he may often have to wait for many
months It is at this critical time that a post-graduate
scholarship sufficient for the student to keep himself
and release his parents from the burden of further
maintenance, is invaluable It is invaluable not
merely because it gives him time to look round and
relieves him from the necessity of accepting the first
vacancy that offers

, but because he is leammg in that
excellent school of research how to use hss knowledge
and nwre repedally how to depend upon himself
In the "Scheme for the Organisation and Develop-

ment of Scientific and Industnal Research’ issued^
the Board of Education we hove the promise of a large
extension of post-graduate research studentships and
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fellowships Altbouffh there may be cause for criti

cism of the method of admuustration of the fund
placed in the hands of the committee of the Prm
Council, there is no doubt that, if wisely administered
It will have very far-reaching results, not only in

developing our scicntibc mdustnes, but in stimulating
research In our universities and levelling u|> the

standard of scientific attainment among the whole
body of our science students

1N6TITU 1ION Oh MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS.

T he annual report of the council of the Institution

of Mechiinical hoginecrs for the year 1915 showi,
tliat the fund raised in conjunction with other institutions

to establish a memorial to the late Sir W U White,
K C B amounted to mure than 3000! After provid
mg fur a medallion portrait, to be placed in the Insti

tuuon of Civil Engineers, and a donation to the West
minster Hospital, the bulk of the fund together with
any further contributions, is being devoted to the

establishment of a research scholarship in naval archi

tccture, to be administered by the Institution of Naval
Architects Ihc report also states that the Thomas
Hawksley medal for 1916 has been awarded to Prof
H L Callendar, for his paper On the Steady blow
of Steam through a Nozzle or Throttle, and pre
miums of sf each have been awarded to Prof A H
Gibson and Mr W J Walker for their paper on

I ho Distribution of Heat in the Cylinder of a Gas
Engine A grant of 15I has been made from the

Bryan Donkin bund, for oricmal research in mechan-
ical engineering, to Mr AH Barker in aid of his

research at University College, London
, to i nvestigate

a new method of determining tlie radiant temperature
and air temperature in a room The balance of the

third triennial award has been devoted to aiding the
steam-nozzles and hardness tests researches of

mstitution
The report contains particulars of the work

done during the year by the various research

committees of the institution The work of
the Alloys Research Committee, on the allots of

aluminium with zinc and copper, has been continued
at the National Physical Laboratory The importance
of light alloys in connection with aeronautics has
led to a Government ^ant for the erection and work-
ing of an experimentm rolling-mill capable of dealing
with ingots and billets Further progress has been
made with other branches of the work, including the

study of the constitution of the alloys an^ the dis

integration ’ research The senes of researches re

lating to the double carbides of iron under the direc-

tion of Profs J O Arnold and A A Read, has been
completed The results of the studies on the carbides

of cobalt and of molybdenum have been embodied in

papers on “The Chemical and Mechanical Relations
of Iron, Cobalt and Carbon " and “ The Chemical
and Mechanical Relations of Iron, Molybdenum and
Carbon ’ both printed in the Proceedings of the In
stitution A report was also submitted by Sir Robert
Hadfield describing the effects of molybdenum upon
Irm, up to 18 per cent of Mo The Steam-Nozzles
ResMrch Committee has held three meetings and is

engaged on the design of apparatus for conducting
ex^menti relating to the action of steam passing
thrai^ nozzles and steam-turbines The British

Westinghouie Electric and Manufacturing Company
has offered to lend two large condensers to the com-
mittee, and substantial progress has been made witji

the derign of noade-testing apparatus The Hardneag
Tests Research Committee hM been contiderfng the
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design of a machme to determine rate of wear os a
measure of hardness An existing mdbhuie at the

I National Physical Laboratoiy was adapted as a pre-
liminary procedure, but the results obtained from this

machine and modifications thereof have not yet been
satisfactory ITie work of the Refrigeration Research
Committee has been suspended. Prof C Frewen
Jenkin, the reporter, being on active service

Interesting particulars of the war work undertaken by
members of the institution arc contained in the report
The engineer unit of the Royal Naval Division, which
was principally rei ruitcd from the members of the In-
stitutions of the Civil, the Mechanical, and the Elec
tncal Engineers, was on active service in Gallipoli

In the early stsiges of the war, a list was compiled
of the engineering and other ijuahfications of mem-
bers desiring to obtain commissions in the Army, and
copies were forwarded to quarters where they were
likely to be of use The names of selected members
have been put forward as candidates for commissions
in the izth King’s Own (Yorkshire Light Infantry)
Pioneer Companiu, the Mechanical Transport branch
of the Army Service Corps, and other engineering
branches of the Army Particulars of the engineer
ing training and other qualifications of 159 members
who expres^ a desire to undertake engineering work
in connection with the war have been forwarded to

the Ministry of Munitions and other Government
departments from time to time throughout the year
In response to an application from tiie Ministry of
Munitions for the nommation of engineers for em
ployment in connection with contracts for the manufac-
ture of munitions, the council appointed 'i small com
mittee tp select possible candidates fhe qualifica

tions of sixty-seven members and others were con-
sidered, and the names of twenty-seven were sub-
mitted to the Ministry In August last a list of

S43 members on amve service in the Army was com-
piled for transmission to the War Office During the
year 661 members had been on active service Several
designs for a mechanical bomb-thrower have been
received from members and submitted to the War
Office Designs have also been submitted of appa-
ratus for destroying barbed-wire entanglements, for

clearing mines from the products of the explosion of
the mine and for non-slip chains for rubber tyres

of motor-wagons At the reouest of the Director of
Fortifications and Works, a list was compiled of the
names of mechanical engineers with whom the War
Office might communicate m connection with
problems arising out of the war

IHh ORIGIN Of FNGIISH MEASURES OF
LENGTH t

ALTHOUGH then is considerable rariety m the
measures of length used by the difterent natioas

of the world there can be no doubt that they are,

for the most part, derived from a common on^,
and that their ancestors, if the expressiem igay be
used, existed in times so remote that the date of their

invention has been completely lost

For the sake of clearness, it is convenient to divida

the measures of length into four categories which are/
to a certain extent mdependent of one another, and
may be defined as follows —

(i) The shorter measures of length, used for build,

tng and manufacturing purposes, of whldi the more
important in ancient times were the cubit the palm,
nnd the digit, or finger breadth and the EngHah
representatives are the yard, the foot, and the Ihch.

DiGnibw ji igia, by Sir Ooiria M Wsiwn, K C MJB-i C-A.
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(2} The shorter measures of distanoo. suqh as foot,

the yard, aad the pace (3) The longer measures of
distance, includmg the stadium, the mile, the para-
$ang, the schoenos, the league, the hour’s march,
and the day s march (4) Measures of length used in

connection with the calculation of land areas, of which
the English representatives are the perch, the cham,
and the furlong
As regards the first of these classes of measures, it

IS generally accepted that they were, from the earliest

times, based on the proportions of the human body so
that every man had his own scale to which ha could
work
The palm is the width across the open hnnd at the

base of the fingers , the cubit is the length of the arm
from the elbow to the end of the middle finger; and
the fathom the length of the outstretched arms
There is no fixed relationship between these units

There is no record as to when an attempt was first

made to combine the measures in a standard scale,

but it was probably at an early period as it must
have been found inconvenient for workers on the
same building, for example to use different lengths
of palms and cubits, and, when a standard was fixed,

It may have been some such scale as the following —
I digit -• 07375 English inch

digits I palm » 3 95 „ inches
pilms- 1 cubit-=ri7 70 , ,

The cubit of this scale may be called the “cubit of

a man,” to distinguish it from other cubits, which
will be described hereafter
There is nothing to show when the foot was added

to the units of the mechanic’s scale, but when this was
done it was assumed to be equal to four palms, or
two>thirds of a cubit

The third class of measures of length 1$ the most
important and the history of these is of particular

interest, as they appear to have started m a st^te of

perfection, and to have been first used by a people

who possMsed a lugh degree of astronomical and
mathematical knowl^ge, who were acquainted with
the form of the earth and were able to carry out
geodetiod measurements There can be no doubt
that they are based on the angular division of the
cirde, and on the application of this division to

terrestrial measurements
The unit of angular measurement is the angle of

an equilateral triangle and this angle was ^vided
by the ancient geometricians, for purposes of cal-

culation, into fio°, the best number possible, as
<ioB:3X4x5 Following the same principle each
degree was divided into 60 minutes and each minute
into 60 seconds As the cirde contains six times the

angle of an equilateral triangle the circle was divided

Into 360° This division of the circle although so
andent that its origin is unknown has never been
intproved upon and is still in use 1^ atl nations

An attempt on the part of certain French mathe-
maticians to substitute a division of the circle into

400®, on account of the supposed advantages of the

dedmal system, has proved a failure

The manner 10 which the division of the circle into

360“ was used by the andenti to determme the unit for

i!terrestrial measures of distance was as follows If a

^rde be described cutting the equator of the earth at

right angles and passing through the north and south

p^t Its drcumference m angular measurement is

equal to 360® x fin's* 3 j 600 , and the length of i minute,

measured on the surface of the globe was taken as

the unit which Is called a geographical mile at the

present tim If the earth was a perfect sphere every

geographical mile arauld be of the same length, but,

as the pelar dintneter is less than die equatorial

diameter In the proportion of 7900 to 7926, the length
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of the geographical mile, measured on the meridum,
is not the same in all latitudes, but mcreases in Icngtb
from 6046 English feet at the equator to 6108 EngOili
feet at the poles Whether the ancient astronomers
were acquainted with this irregularitv in the figure

of the earth it is not possible to say, but it is certain

that the value at which they fixed it must have been
dose to the actual mean value as determined
modem astronomers which may be taken as about

607s English feet The Greek stadkin (the same at
the Roman stadium), which was one-tenth of the
geographical mile was 600 Greek feet in length, and
the Greek foot was about 12 15 of our present English
inches
The next step taken appears to have been with the

view of assimilating the subdivisions of the geo-
graphical mile with the cubit, and it was not easy
to OQ this, as the cubit of a man has no necessary
connection with a geographical mile The difficult

appears to have been solved by the invention of two
new cubits, of which the smaller was very nearly

equal to the cubit of a man, and was contained 4000
times m the geographical mile This for the sake
of distinction, may be called the geogriphtcal cubit

The second cubit afterwards known as the B ibylonian

Royal cubit was longer, and was contained 3600 times
in the geographical mile According to Herodotus,
this second cubit was three digits longer than the

other cubit On these two cubits there appear to have
been based two different divisions of the geographical
mile, one m accordance with a decimal, and the other
with a sexagesimal system of c'llculation but there

IS, so far as I know no ancient record of these scales,

and the following attempt to compose them is founded
on inferences drawn from the Baovlonian Greek and
Roman measures all of which there nn be little

doubt, came from the same origin

The first based on the geographical cubit, which
was rather longer than the average cubit of a man,
IS as follovis —

i digit >- 0739 English inch

25 digits I geographical cubit» 18 23> „ inches
100 „ » I fathom — 6075 feet

100 fathoms I stadion «• 6075 „ „
10 stadia «= I geographical mile - 6075 ,

The second, or sexagesimal scale, based on the
Babylonian Royal cubit appears to have been as
fidlows —

1 digit - o 723 English inch
38 digits «i Royal cubit — 2025 „ inches
60 cubits — I plethron >..10125 » fis*t

fio pietbra- 1 geographical mile= 6075 i »

The ancient Egyptian measures of length, althonjgb
evidently derived from the same origin as the Ba^-
lonian differ from these in some respects The most
important smaller unit was a cubit usually known at
the Egyptian Royal cubit which was divided into
seven palms, each palm of four digits The approxi-
mate length of the Egyptian Royal cuMt is well
known as a number of cubit scales have been found
which give a mean length of 20 65 English inches and
an examination of the monuments of ^}rpt shows
that this cubit was used for building purposes from
ancient times

It is matter of controversy from whence the Greeks
derived their measures of length whether from Bmt
or Babylonia

, but the latter appears more probam,
as their principal measure of ^stance the etadion,
was ^al to on^tenth of a geographical mile of Sorg
English feet and this was dmdH Into 6 plethra, each
of 100 Greek feet The Greek scale appeart to have

fnlinma •
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1 Creek foot « t't 1 5 Engfash inches

i|Greekft cubit — 18335 » »
10 „ „ »i reed - 10135 » feet

10 reeds plethron -101*35 „ ,

6plethra — istadion —60750 „ „
lOsudia —I geographical mile-607 5 „ „
There was another foot used in Greece, of which

Petrie gives a number of instances, derived from old
buUduiis, varying from 1143 ii74> a mean
value 01 1160 English mches This would appear to

be a foot of 16 di^ts used for building and manufac
tures but not connected with measures of distance
Hie Roman system of measures was based on the

Greek but while adopting the stadion—called by them
stadium—as the fundamental measure of distance, they
used the shorter Greek foot, and introduced another
measure the double pace They also made the land
mile to consist of 8 instead of 10 stadia while retaining

the geographical mile of 10 stadia for use at sea
As they had an affection for a duodeamal system of
Calculation they also divided the foot into la inches,

m addition to the old division into 16 digits The
Roman scale which showed considerable mgenuity in

assimilating a number of different measures which had
no real relationship to one another appears to have
been as follows —

I digit — 0739 English inch
1 inch - 0973 M

4 digits or

3 inches— I palm

4 palms B I foot

— 3916 mches
- u 664

6 ,
- 1 cubit => 17496

5 feet — I pace - 486 feet

135 paces —istadion b6o7 j
8 stadia — i land mile = 4860
lo —I geographical 0

se i in le - 6075

The above remarks deal with the measures of
distance used bv the principal nations of antiquity up
to and including the geographical mile upon which
thev seem to have been based but in addition to these
there are certain longer measures of distance which
must be referred to such as the parnsang the
schoonoa and the league The fundamental idea of
these measures was that they represented the distance
which could be marched in a given time such as one
hour, and as the rate of marching naturally varied
with the nature of the country it was not ea^ to have
a fixed length and when there was made a theoretical
unit It did not always aj^ee with the actual distance
An important application of measures of distance

from the earliest times was for the calculation of areas
of land but there is considerable doubt as to what
was the original unit and whether this was a square
or m the form of a rectangle one stadium in length
and one>tenth of a stadium in width In the latter

case there would have been ten measures in a square
stadium and 1000 measures in a square geographical
mile, and such a measure would seem quite m accord
with the ancient system of measures of distance Its
area would hive been 40x400 geographical cubits
(36x360 Babylonian Royal cubits) There is a very
widely distributed type of land measures based on a
rectangle of this form of which the English acre is
an instance as it measures 44 x 440 English cubits
The Egrotian unit of land area appears to have

been the '^set,* which was a square having a side of
too Egyptian Royal cubits A cubit of land was the
1/100 part of this, and was the area of a rectangle
I X too cubits
In the Greek system the unit of area was the square

of a plethron or 100 Greek feet, of which there were
36 in a kquare stadion and 3600 in a square geo-
graphical mile
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I The Roman unit of land area, called the jugerum ’

I was a rectangle, 130x440 Roman feet, which wui
subdivided duodecimally, the uncia of land bemg the

twelfth part of a jugerum, or the area of a rectangle
measuring 10x340 Roman feet

It will TO seen from the above descriptions that from
the earliest times the shorter measures of length were
based on the proportions of the human body, and the

longer on the geographical mile, and that at some
remote period an attempt was made to combine them
into a continuous scale from the digit to the geo-
gi^hical mile
Tne modern measures of the rivihsed world are with

few exceptions based on the ancient units, of which
they may be regarded as the direct descendants. Of
these exceptions the most important are the measures
of the metnc system which were designed with the

1 bject of breaking away from the recoils of the past

by the adoption ^ a new geographical mile, equal to

54/100 of the true geographical mile

The English measures of length are a good example
of the modern representatives of the old units and
are worthy of study from thisjxnnt of view Kow the
measures originally came to England it is not easy to

sav but there can be no doubt that they were in use
before the Romm invasion having possibly been intro-

duced by Phcenii lan traders and were afterwards
raodtiied by the Romans the Saxons the Scandi
navians and the Normans each of whom had
measures bised on (he old units but altered in course

of time It was not until the thirteenth century that

thev were moulded by hw into one uniform system
Hie English scale as authorised by statute, m iv

be summarised is follows —
I inch

I"* inches -1 foot

3 feet -
1 yird

5^ yards 1 rod pole, or perch

4 perches — i chain
10 chains —1 furlong
8 furlongs -» i 1* nghsh statute mile

Of these units the inth is derived from the Roman
system being one twelfth of the foot but the foot

on the other hand is equal approximitcly to the

Greek foot while the yard which is simply a double
lubit comes from the Babylonian system, being
npproximitelv 1 double geographical cubit The perch
IS the English representative of the Babylonian gar
ind the furlong occupies a similar plicc to the stadium
while the mile is composed of eight stidia, apparently
m imitation of the division of the Roman mile For

I

use at sea however the geographical mile divided

into ten stadia or, as we cau them cable lengths
has been retained as no other imle can be used for

purposes of navigation
In order fully to understand the connection between

the English measures and the ancient measures ol

length it is necessary to write the scale in k somewhat
different manner and to introduce some irther units

which are no longer used The revised scale is 111

follows —
I barleycorn

3 barleycorns— I meh
3 inches — i palm
a palms — 1 foot

6 •— r cubit

13 — I double cubit or yard
II cubits —I perch

405 - 1 cable’s length

4 peKheS — 1 acre s breadth or chain
10 chains -

1

acre's length or furlong

8 ftirlongs ^ i English mile
to cables — i jgeographical, or sea mile
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The En^hth inch u equal in length to 3 barlqr-

coms Mt end to end. The barleycorn, ae a meaaure,
it forgotten, but on a idioemaker’s tape the sizes of
boots and shoes increase by a barleyoom, or | inch,

for every size For example size No 8 of a man’s
boot measures ii inches size No 9, ixi inches, size

No 10, ii| inches, and so on One would have
thought that the sizes would increase by one quarter
of an inch at a time, but the barleycorn has held its

place to the present day.

The palm, which was originally composed of 4
digits or finger breadths and, since the time of the

Romans, of 3 inches or thumb breadths, is no longer
used in En^nd, and its place has to a certain extent

been taken by a measure called the hand, composed
of 4 Inches and employed in measuring the hrignt of
horses

Prior to the thirteenth century, the length of the
foot in England was uncertain , but, by the ordinance
known as the Statute for Measuring Land, enacted m
the reign of King Henry III , the relations of the inch,

the foot, and the cubit to one another were definitely

fixed, and have never since been altered The cubit

of this statute is the double cubit, afterwards called

the yard A translation of the Latin words of the
statute, describing the different measures, is as
follows —
"It is ordained that 3 graini of barley dry and

round, make an Inchj is inches make a toot, 3 feet

make a cubit
, 5^ cubits make a perch

, 40 perches in
length and 4 perches in breadth make an acre

‘"And It IS to be remembered that the iron cubit of
our Lord the King contains 3 feet and no more, and
the foot must contain 12 inches measured by the
correct measure of this kind of cubit

,
that is to say,

one thirty>8ixth part of the said cubit makes one men,
neither more nor less And si cubits or 16} feet

make one perch, in accordance with the above-
described iron cubit of our Lord the King "

It IS interesting that, in this statute, the double
cubit, thus accurately described should have been
called the cubit of the King just as the longer cubits
of Babylon and of Egypt were called Royal cubits to

distinguish them from the shorter cubits of those
countries In the Latin origiml of the ordinance the
word used is “ulna,” the usual word for cubit The
word "yard," to signify the English double cubit,

occurs for the first time in the laws of England in

a statute of 1483 which is wntten in French
The two me^8ures the acre’s breadth afterwards

called the chain, and the acre’s length or furlt^,
have also been used from n vciy early period The
former Is equal to 44 single cubits, as yards or 66
English feet, while the latter is exartly ten times this

440 cubits, 320 yards, or 660 feet The furlong is the
modem representative in our system of the ancient
stadium, which had a length of 600 Greek feet or
607*5 English feet, but the reason for its being longer
than the stadium has so far as I know, not been
aatUfaetorilv explained But the change may have
been due to the fact that other measures of distance
were in use in England prior to the present statute

mite, wMch varied in different parts of the country,

and the mean of these was approximately equal to the
^nic league of la stadia or v,aqo English feet One-
eleventh of this 663 English feet is approximately
equal to the English furlong and eight of these

measures, foUowinc the Roman system, were com-
Uiiqd to form the English statute mile

But whether this is the origin or not there anpears

UtBe ddttbt that the mile f rlong and chain or

acre’s bieadtb, were In use in England in Anglo-Saxon
times, as there Is a law of King Athelstane who
rdgned a.d. qss-qdOi ^Wch it is enacted —
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‘Thus far shall be the King’s grlth from his burgh

gate where he is dwelhng, on iu four sides
,
that Is

three miles, and three furkma, and three acres’

breadths, and nine feet, and nine palms, and nine

barleycorns ” - .

TTie length of the measure called the King’s gnth,

or Kmg’s peace, was the distance from his house

within which peace was to be maintained, and it is

evident that in this law an attempt was made to

express the distance m terms of ordinary measures

The terms acre’s length and rood are no longer

used, and this measure is now known ns the furlong,

while the acre’s breadth has been called the chain

since the beginning of the seventeenth century, when
it was divided into 100 links instead of 66 feet The
chain, which was the invention of Prof Gunter has

proviKl very convenient for the measurement of Lnnd

acres, and is now always used

Since the introduction of the chain the perch or rod

has been less employed in connection with land

measures but .s still used by builders for the measure-

ment of brickwork The common English slock brick

is half a cubit m length one-quarter of a cubit m
width, and onc-sixth of a cubit in thickness or rather

less than these dimensions, to allow for the thickness

of the mortar joints, while a rod of brickwork, which

one rod or 22 bricks in length one rod or 66 bricks in

height, and three bncks in thickness The perch or

rod of brickwork contains 4356 bncks
The English sea mile is exactly the same as the

geographical mile of the Babylonian system, and its

tenth part the cable length is identical with the

stadUum In these measures there has been no change,
and the only difference is that the cable length is 4o<

English cubits, whereas the stadium was 400 onginal
cubits

UNlVbRiilTY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

CAMBRiDGB.-~The next combined examination for

entrance scholarships and exhibitions, at Pembroke,
GonviUc and Caius, Jesus, Christ s St John’s and
Emmanuel Colleges, will be held on 1 uegday, Decem-
ber 5, and following days Mathematics and natural
saences will be subjects of examination at all the
above-mentioned colleges Most of the colleges allow
candidates who intend to study mechanic'll science to
compete for scholarships and exhibitions bv taking the
papers set m mathematics and natural sciences A
candiditr for a schol-irship or exhibition must not bo
more than nineteen ye-irs of age on October i, 1916
Forms of application for admission to the examina-
tion at the respective colleges may be obtained from
the masters of the several rollcges

Mr S W Cole, of Trinity College, has been ap-
pointed University lecturer in medical chemistry and
Mr C S Gibson of Sidney Sussex College has been
appointed assistant to the professor of chemistry

,
both

appointments are for five years
The Smith's prizes arc awarded to H M Garner,

St John’s College, for two papers on orbital osalta-
tions about the equilateral tnan^lar configuration in
the problem of three bodies, and to G P Thomson,
Corpus Christ! College for four papers on aeroplane
problems A Rayleigh prize is awarded to W M
Smart Trmitv College, for an essay on the Ubra^n
of the Trojan planets
The General Board of Studies does not propose to

appoint a lecturer m animal embryology to succeed the
late Dr R Assheton, and advises that the balance of
the benefaction to the lectureship should be used for
the completion and publication of the embrvologlcal
work upon which Dr Assheton was engaged
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Oxford —The Committee for Geography will

shortly proceed to tfawAppointment of a readw in geo-

graphy at a stipend of 300I a year The reader will

also hold the post of director of the School of Geo-
graphy at an additional stipend of aool a year The
appointment is for five years from October, 1916, and
the holder of the post will be re-eligible Candidates
are requested to send in their applications, with such
evidence of their qualifications as thev may desire to

submit, to the assistant registrar Unnersity Regis-
try Oxford, so as to reach him not later than Wednes-
day, Ma^ 31 Six copies of the application and of
testimonials, should be sent, and at least one copy of

any published work to which it is desired to direct

the attention of the Board of Electors

Thk Board of trustees of the Ohio State Unnersity
has ratified the proposal made by President W O
Thompson for the establishment and maintenance of
research professorships According to Setenre the plan
urotldes that men of recognised ability may he relieved
from teaching td devote their entire time to scientific

research

fuit Educition Department of tfie County Council
of the West Riding of Yorkshire has arranged to hold
a vacation course for teaihers at Bingley 1 raining
College from August a-i6 next Ihe aim of the
Lourse IS to stimulate teachers and to give them oppor
tunitics of studying new methods of teaching various
subjects The following courses will be included
among those offered a lourse on education, bv Prof
John Adams, the teaching of handwork by Miss
buddards, animal life, by Prof W Garstang and
plant life, by Dr O V Darbishire Tht syllabus
rontaining time-tables and full particulars will be
issued shortly and can be obtained upon application
to the Education DcpartnKiit (Secondary Brnnih)
County Hall, Wakefield

\s has already been reported in these columns, tlie

foundation-stone of the new Hindu University at
Benares was laid by Lord Hardinge,, Viceroy and
Oovemor-Gencral of India, on February 4 The issue
of the Pioneer Mail for February la contains a full

account of the function In his address to the Vice-
roy, the Maharaja of Durbhanga said the contributions
of the people of India to the University funds now
amount to close upon one crore of rupees (6^,70^ ),
including the capitalised value of the annual grants,
sanctioned by ruling princea, to which the Govern
ment has added an annual grant of a lakh of rupees
(6667I) The site selected for the University covers
more than laoo acres Twenty-four donors gave a
lakh of rupees each Lord Hardinge, in his speech,
pointed out that it is the declared policy of the Govern-
ment of India to do all within its power and within
Its means to multiply the number of unvcrsities
throughout India, realising that the greatest boon
Government can give to India is the diffusion of
higher education through the creation of new universi-
ties Many, many more are needed, he continued,
but the new universities to be established at Dacca,

Benares, and Bankipore, soon to bo followed I hi^,
bi universities m Burma and the Central Provmocs,

^ regarded as steps taken In the right Erection "
I he University is to be a teaching and residential, as
contrasted with an affiliating and examining untver-
Shy It/vas announced at the meeting that the Maha-
raja of Jodhpur had endowed a chair of technology to
''hlch Lord Hardinge’a name u to be attached. In
•uidt^ to a lump sum grant, the Maharaja has pro-
mi^ed an annual grant of 34,000 rupees (1334I) for
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Secisty, March 9 -—Sir J J Thomson pn.1,1-

dent, in the chair —Prof J W Nlckelioa and I R
Merton The distribution of intensity in broadened spec-

trum lines (1) Using a neutral tinted wedge the

actual distribution of intensity in broadened spectrum
lines can be accurately measured. (3) With this

arrangement quantitative measurements of the

hydrogen line Ha have been made, and quantitaUVi

observations of other lines of hydrogen, helium, and
lithium (3) The mtensityolistnbution of lines,

broadened by condensed discharges and at high pres

sures, does not follow the well known probability law
known to obtain under certain specihed conditions

(4) The broadening of Ha is symmetrical (5) The
most general characteristic of all the curves obtained

IS that their curvature is away from the axis per

pendicular to the wave-length scale (6) Ihc existence

of more than one eomponent accords with the view

that electrical resolution of lines is the origin of their

broadening (7) On the supposition of several com-
ponents symmetrieally distributed about the centre, the

only general law consistent with the distribution of

curvature is that of a sum of linear exponential terms,

one for each component (8) It is shown that in these

circumstances discontinuities in the slope of the curves

must occur Those found in the cur\c for Ho are in

quantitative accordance with those expected from avail-

able data with respect to electrical resolution (9)

Quantitative observations of Hj9 , Hy, and the diffuse

senes of helium and lithium confirm the view that

electrical resolution is the princip'il cause of the pheno-
mena —Prof H C Pta«m«r Prof Joly’s method of
avoiding collision at sea This brief note adds nothing
to the general principle on which Prof Joly’s method
is founded, but aims at greater simplicity, both in idea

and practical detail, by introducing the relative speed
of the two ships The speed and course of an approach-
ing ship being communicated by wircUss, the relative

speed IS eosily obtained without calculation by a com
bination of scales, which is. in fact identical with
Prof Joly’s collision predictor The one ship

may then be considered stationary and the locus of

the approaching ship at successive signals becomes
a series of concentric circles In the case of impending
collision the rate of approach is a maximum along a
radius and equal to the relative speed Two methods
are suggested for comparing the indications of the

signals as received with this critical speed, one involv-

ing the use of two direct reading sciles, the other an
equivalent anthmetical operation of the simplest kind.
—Prof W G DnBeld Apparatus for the determina-
tion of gravity at sea The development of the form
of apparatus as finallv adopted is described. It depends
uptm balancing a column of mercury against the pres-

sure of a constant volume of air contained in a bulb
The whole apparatus is maintained at as constant a
temperature as possible The height of the column
vanes inversely as the value of gravity llie appaiitttis

was tested on a voyage to Australia and modified in

Adelaide in accordance with experience gained It

was further tested dunng part of a return voyage
under very unfavourable conditions

,
nevertheless, the

results iniucBte the suitability of this type of instrument
for futitre observations of gravity at sea

Oestogkal Secisty, Pebruaiy 33 —Dr Alfred Marker,
president, in the chair—H Dewey The ongin of

some river-gorges in Cornwall and Devon In North
.Qomwall near Tintagel, there is an area of peculiar

topography charactenaed by the presence of an upland
plain or ^ateai^ Thir plateau Is dissected by dew
gorget, with thw walls scarred by potholes throuf^
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which th« rivers flow tn • aerie* of vvaterfalls ceacadea
and rapids This plateau is termmated inland by de
noded cliffs rising abruptly from 400 ft above sea-

level, while the p^ slc^s gently to the recent sea
cliffs mostly more than 300 ft htgn The plateau has
been cut across rocks of different degrees of hardness
and IS overlain hy deposits of detritus and peat Wher-
ever the plain occurs the scenery is featureless and
the land boggy and waterlogs^ The widespreaid

occurrence cm this plain over Cornwall and Devon at

a uniform height suggests that in its final stages It

was a plain of marine erosion There are in Corrmall
and Devon two characteristic types of scenery to which
in great part these ccninties owe their charm Wide
featureless plains covered with heath and marshland
and dominated by tors and crags on which the
drainage is sluggish and vague alternate with deeply

incised rocky ravines where rivers flow as rapids and
cascades These two types mark successive periods of

erosion Post Pliocene uplift gave such increased

cutting power to the rivers that they quickly incised

chasms in their former valleys employing while so
doing the activity of waterfalls and rapids

LIusaa Saelsty March a —Prof L B Poulton

president in the chair—^Dr J D h GUctoW Larval

and post larval stages of Jasii* lalandn (Milne

£klwards) Dr Gilchrist recalls his d scnption in

Joum Linn Soc October 1913 of the newly hatched

larva to which he applied the term tiauphosotna He
now reoogmscs that this name was rather inappro-

priate, since it tends to obscure the reasonable pre
sumption that the nauplms stage has been passed

long before in the development of the embryo By
a rectMol of the distribution lie makes it fairly certa n
that Hk further stages of development with which
1m deals really belong to Jasus lalandtt It should
however be mentions that whatever the predomin
ance of this particular crawfish at the Cape the Atlan
tic is in some parts well provided w th vanous mem
bers of flie families Scyllandse and Palinuridse B M
UitfHlis The August Hdooplankton of some North
Worcestershn-c pools —Dr O fitspf The distributum

of the box tree Buxus sempervtrens Linn The
author adopted Dr Christ s views as to the hannetsr
of the box as a relict of the Tertiary flora of southern

Europe and the discontinuous distribution -is brought
about by disintegration of an old continuous and
much larger area But he could not share his vieiv

that the isolated stations in western France arc gener
ally due to old plantations around castles and monas-
term He considered them like the English stations

as relict stations

Matheoutlcal Ssclsty March q —Sir Joseph Larmor
president in the chair —Major P A MscMalion Some
applications of general theorems of combinatory
analysis.—Prof H T Baker Mr Grace s theorem on
six fines with a common transversal —H E J Canon
Ttie integrals of a certain Riccati equation connected

Halphen s trai sformation —Miss Hilda P
Mkiasa A cert iin plane sextic —Or W P MHa*
The construction of co.ipolar triads on a cubic curve

—J PiMdauB The d) namical equations of the t dcs

Manchrstbk

Uterary aad PWteoophleal fiooMy February 32 —Prof
G Elliot Smith vice-pres dent, in the chair - Prof

W W Haldane One Bunsen and lum nous flames

A small obstacle placed ht the centre of a coal-gas

flame (issuing from a small circular noziie) at a
n^ical distance above the apertur^ gives rise to a
musical note of high freouancy If two such flames

are made to impinge roaring or musical flames result

Burners df the Brfy and M^er type possess qiecial

prqx^dt. One experiment of grmt interest enabled
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the eddy cunents produced by a flame a triple

ooxzie to be studira When the Same is adjusted—
so as to be central withm a wide glass tube-^carbon-

aoeous particles are precipitated from the flame, and
these are whirled m un infinite variety of curves round
the flame mantle The effect is more maiked when
benzme is introduced into the coal-gas —Dr J H
South A rdsumd of work on the bleach-out process

of colour photography Grothus in 1819 seems to

have been the first to attempt to formulate the nature
of the action of lights of different colour upon bodies,

and showed that coloured bodies faded most rapidly in

the opposed (complementary) coloured light to tneir

own Liesegang in 1889 first proposed to utihse this

principle in the case of the bleaching-out of aniline

dyes in their complementary coloured lights for the
production of coloured prints upon paper from trans-

parent loloured pictures Vallot in 189^ Neuhaus
and Worel m 1903 and 1 iter Szczepantk and the
autlwr worked pract cally upon this process over
coming some of its difficulties and obtaming certain

results of a somewhat crude nature In IJ07 the

author brought the first bleach-out paper upon the
market and m iqii he was successful m bringing
out a new paper

(
Uto-olor ) by meins of which

A>od prints from atitochrome plates could be obta ned
The more recent work of Limmer Gebhart and Just
was rev ewed

Dui iJV

Royal Dablla Society February 32 —Prof Sydney
Young in the chair —Prof Wm Browa The subsi
dence of torsional oscillat ons of nickel wires when
subjected to the influence of transverse magnetic fields

up to 300 c g s units A direct transverse magnetic
field of 300 c g s units has no effe t on the dampmg
of torsional oscillations of a n ckel wire whether the
wire be hard or soft but an altemat ng transverse
magnetic field of the same strength increases the
damping by almost 10 per cent in a soft wire and ly
about 4 per cent m a hard wire For a transverse
alternat ng magnetic field of 6; units it was found
that when the frequenci of the field wis inrreasH
eight times the damping was decreased that is the
amplitude of the sevent cth v bration was increased
about 4i per cent

Royal Irish Academy February 28 —Rev J P
Mahaffy president in the chair—J J Nelaa The
mobility of the 10ns produ td by spr iving distilled
water When distilled water is passed through a
qirayer the larger drops have a positive chargei of
uniform surface density as shown in a previous paper
rhe present paper deals with the mobility of the ions
carried away in the air from the spMycr Twelve
groups of ions have been found each group possess-
mg a distinct mobility w hich chmgcs little w th time
The mobilities are 000038 oooio 0-0043 0-013 o-o^
0-13 0-24 053 It 156 337 and 65 cm per second
m a field of i volt per cm Ions of both signs occur
in all the groim with the exception of tlM group of
mobility 6-k which has only been found with negative
charges The negative charge carried by the ions
exceeds the positive the excess being greater in the
case of the more mobile 10ns —J A McCMIaBd
and T J Rslaa The nature of the ions
prwhiced by bubbling air through mercury
The mobility of the 10ns earned away «i
air which has bubbled through mercury has been
measured The mobility decreases rapidly with tnns,
and in this reflect differs from the results obtain

above pajjer on the spraying of water When
sufl^t time has elapsed constant mobilities are
reat^ ^ gro^ of ions have been found tetn-
pmding to the first five ^gras^ jn the abeme piqter
When measured earlier greater moWlltles m
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but the rutius of the mobilities are pracUcally the

same as when the stable state has been reached

When the air is dried higher values are again found

and in this case also the ratios of the mobilities have
the same values

Paris

Academy ef Sckaces, February aS M Camille Jor

dan in the chair —^The President announced the drath

of Richard Dedekind, and gave a short account of his

contributions to mathematics - Paul Appell Certain

polygons the summits of which describe algebraic

curves and of which the sides envelop algebraic

curves—C Oaklianl Plane networks which in an
infinity of ways, may be considered as the orthogonal
projection of the lines of curvature of i surface —

Tarassaa and MorM Observation of the eclipse

of the sun of February 3 1916 made at Valencia
(Spam) Only the first lont ict could be observed —
(ionrsst The class of certain differential expressions

—T H Oroawall Deformation in conformal renro-

sintation under restrictive conditions—B JskiMwwy
fhe Bessel functions of several variables expressed b)

Bessel functions of one variable —Gaston Julia Th
reduction of positive quadratic forms —P Alexaadroa

The power of measurable ensembles B —Lucien
Vtlhry The stability of hypochlorites in very dilute

solutions Consequences from the point of view of

fheir use for the sterilisation of water (jav< lisation)

\ study of solutions of hypochlorite containing from
one to five parts per million of ictive chlorine The
velocity of oecomimsition is affected by the medium in

two wrays one ourely catalytic the other chemical
depending upon the presence of substances capable of

reacting with the molecule of the hypochlorite or w ith

Its decomposition products —G A ts Ray The de
tection of free chlorine in town water supplies \
disagreeable taste becomes perceptible when the
amount of at tive chlorine reaches o 05 part pt r

million, and chemical control for solutions of such
dilution presents difliculties It is suggested that the
active chlorine be concentrated bv partial freesmg <f

the water Starting with 10 litres of water and
freezing 98 litres the remaining liquid readily gives
the iodide of starch reaction 0-0005 milligram of
active chlorine per litre can be detected —Louis OentU
The structure of the Middle Atlas (Central Morocco)
\ Arabs Studies on the Tertiary formations of the
basin of the Sea of Marmpra —M Deprat The exist
nee of a fold of Palaeozoic age between Yunnan and
Tonkin

I

Washington D C
'NaUsiul AcaAeaiy •! Sciences, (Proceedings, No 2

vol 11 ) -J A Harris Personal equation and steadi
|

ness of judgment in the estimation of the number of

objects in moderately large samples While there is
no certain differentiation among the experimenters in
personal equation they differ distinctly in bteadiness
of ludgmcnt The latter is conspicuous in contrast
with the former in that it is unmistakably influenced
by previous e^rience —T P Johnson Polypeptide-
hydantoins The formulas for a large number of poly
peptide-hydantoins are set up Some of these sub-
stances have already be«i synthesised and methods for
^ntheslsing others are being developed —J N Reas
Recent explorations in the cactus deserts of South
America Lar^ collections of cacti in South America
have been maae. Including many species which have
never before been collected and some which though
»llected, have been poorly described or wrongly classi

—H N Rnsslril The albedo of the planets and
their satelbtes A table is given of the values finally
derived fqr the albedo of the various planets and
satelutM The values are in ag^-eement with the cur
rent views of the constitution of the bodies The
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value ior the earth is intermediate between those of
cloudy and cloudless plants —R A Mllttkaa Quantum
relations in photo-electric phenomena So fur as ex
periment has thus far gone binstein s equation seems
to be an exact statement of tlic energies of emission
of corpuscles under the influence of lignt waves Thus
the correctness of the quantum tbeoi-v and the reahty
of Planck s h arc corroborated —J H EUls The
chemical activity of tlie 10ns of hydr cl U ric acid deter

mined by electromotive force measurements In this

I

paper are presented accurate measurements of the
I electromotive force at 18 25 and 55° of voltaic cells

I of the type 11,, HCl, Hg,Cl, t-Hg wiUi the acid

(onccntrution varying from 003 45 normal From
tie data are calculated the energy c-liccts attending the

reaction whuh takes place m such celU and those

attending the transfer of hydrochloric acid in aqueous
solution from one concentr ition to another From
these results are then calculated the ciiemical activities

(or effective concentr itions) of the 10ns of the acid

these activities are shown to decrease with increasing

oncentration much more rapidly than do the ion

onceiitr itions derived in the usual way from
il c electrical i onduct ince ratio—E G CoxkUa
Effects of centrifugal force on tlie polanty

of the eggs of Crepidula It is difficult but
lot absolutely impossible to change the polarity

of eggs and cleavage cells and the persistence of

(lolarity tnd the restoration of dislocated parts to

normal condition is connected with a somewhat re-

sistent framework of protoplasmic strands—D L
Mfebstsr The emission quanta of charactenstic X-rays
1 o excite any characteristic radiation it is necessary to

use a potential above a critical value The lines all

increase in the same ratio for any given increase of
potential There is reason to believe tliat the char-
acteristic rays are always a result of excitation of

higher frequency osallators — T W Vaagbax The
results of mvestigations of the ecology of the Floridian

and Bahaman shoal water corals 1 he ability of
( orals to remove sediment from their sur-

faces their mechanism for catching f lod, their

carnivorous nature, their relation to light and
temperature, and so on, have been studied —C D
Wakett Cambrian trilobites Data have been assem

I bled to aid in cleanng up some of the problems of

formations of the Appalachian region bv a careful

comparison of portions of their contained faunas with
those of other locohties.—G £ Hale and b Eileraua

The minute structure of the solar atmosphere The
minute structure of the ouiesoent solar atmosphere
resembles that of the pnotosphore The results

aj^rently suf^ort the hyrothesis that the solar atm»-
sp^e consists of parallel columns of ascending and
( xpanding gases, but such questions as the dimensions
of the columns and the direction of motion and

are reserved for subsequent discqssion —
—R W Waad Monochromatic photography of Jupiter

and Saturn The variation of the appearance of

Saturn and Jupvter when photographed with hght of
different wave-lengths suggests a mist or dust in Hw
planet’s atmosphere which scatters the shorter wave
lengths
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THb BUDGET OF FAKADOXES
i Budget of Paradoxes By A de Morgan

Sfecond edition edited by D E Smitb Two
tolumes Vol i, pp viii + 4oa, voi u, pp
387 (Chicago and London The Open Court
Publishing Co 1915 ) Price 30* net

'pHIS IS not the first time the Open Court Co
has deserved grateful thanks for under

t king a reprint of a rare work, although they
will probably make no profit out of it The editor,

well known as a writer on the history and teach
mg of mathematics has laid down for himsdf
an cKcellent plan namely, to preserve the text

intact, except where mistakes could be corrected
with certainty to indicate dearly the authorship
of every addition or alteration to add catchlincs

to break up the text nnd to give notes for the
information, not only of mathcniatiuans, but of

those who treasure the Budget as a literary

w ork of art, and who even when well read may be
puzzled by the numerous quotations and allusions

in which De Morgan delights To produce an
annotated edition of this kind is a very difficult

task it would require another De Morgan u
perform it to perfection and we thank Prof Smith
for what he has done without dwelling ungraci
ously upon what he has omitted, or blundered in

trying to do.

hirst of all we may say that the biographical
notes are abundant (too much so some may
think) so far as thev refer to mathematical
writers they are generally appropriate and so far

as we have test^ are accurate To end up a
ten line note on Rowan Hamilton with the sen
tence He also wrote on dynamics irresistibly

reminds us of that other casual after thought and
the stars also in Gen 1 16 Here as else

where the editor s humour is of the unconscious
k nd and one instance is so funny that we really

cannot pass it over The Religious Tract Society
(see 1 194) censored a perfectly harmless passage
IQ one of Hannah More s tales which they were
reprinting On this De Morgan O fie ' Miss
Haflnah More ! and you a single lady too and a
contemporary of the virtuous Bowdler 1 ’ Edi
tonal comment a note on Henrietta Maria
Bowdler, and not a word about the immort'il
Thomas! Again, by confusing ‘Tom” Shendan
with the cider Thomas S ,

the editor has found
one of the most wonderful mare s nests on record
(' >7S)

In giving translations of quotations etc
,
in the

text Prof Smith is sometimes painfully inaccur
ite and in other cases he is uns^padietic As
an instance of what we mean, take 1 40, where
we read “the answer is

—

*' Ruiqpat et serpens iter mstitutum

^ llrie of Horace [Carm iiu 27], which the
intnpret as a tSreotion to come athwart

we proceedragB of the Institute a sly trick
”

« WB are to iorre -n ttaiMitttiDti here, the best

NO 24ir* VOL 97]

would be 1 mock translation such as And let

the Old Serpent interrupt the proceedings irf the

Institute, like De Morgan s change dice into

com for mutat quadraia rotundis where the

editor gives no reference to the original context

(possibly to spare the feelings of a certain class

of millionaires) fo return to the present case

the editor g rendering is Let the serpent also

break from its app3inted path which is incor

rect ind neither suits the original context nor

the one to which Dc Morg n applies it (And we
might have hud instead of this blunder, a brief

te on the InsUtut wUonal

)

The list printed below * contains corrections of

errors we have found which are serious enough
be ictuallv mislc iding perhaps the Open Court

Co might be willing to have them tested, ind

then pasted as corrtgen la in some at least of the

copies of this edition

Prof Smith has idoptcd a system of what he

calls slightly modernised spcUm), If in his

notes he likts to print cqu ilcd (why not

equald like herald and ribald while we
are about it’) he has 1 perfevt right to do so but

we respectfully protest against his t iking th s

liberty with the text And is ddktante a mis
print or an example of modernised spelling?

To us the one gre it failing of Prof Smith as in

editor is that he has treated the Budget (natur

ally enough from his point of view) too much
as a ihiptcr in the history of mathematics or

rithrr of pseudo m ithematics Realiv it is a

study of a class of cranks (who arc always with

us) and as such it is a section of the great

Book of Human FoUv and Conceit Inci

dentally of course it gives a portrait of the

author who was a very remarkable man No
mean mathematic an he was in excellent teacher

of his subject (we ourselves knew one of his

pupils) he was an expert in formal logic an

ant qu trian and humorist like V\ alter S«itt, a
scholar and a wit like Sydney Smithy (His digres-

sion II 2’ sugf'ested by the paradox of the
moon s rotation is so like an essay by Sydney
Smith tliat if candidates in an ex imination on
1 nglish literature were given a selected passage
from It and asked to name its author the intelli-

gent ones would be very likely to ascribe it to

S S that imperishable ornament of the English
Church) Handicapped by that wretched name
Augu^tps, he made it one of the few exceptions

to a general rule Like Augustus among the

1 fn I 4 Rleckaimiinn* •hmild b* k«clMtn<mnn C/ mwiiii Cl»r0 •b*
•hould havt bMn trvnila cd (tb« nftreiKt apiMni lo bi lo RwiboloaHw R )
iKxt n nntatt •honld b« wtrOm/H •MmmvU tt ntmimt mm muitmn
trmUmt tmmrit BMU ahlKwh h« (It) hM ml rmml much famar on
mi iroro- 7 ** imvnwdkad I i|npia<«4 P) tj I Matdianl
Tkylan 71 (md) £ thd Mmrf Ilut w« mo (aaooc auntlTaa) 04
I tnm (thr mwaa l< from Phadrin) it7 work 4 word 71
tom ShrrMao’nmmlha only ronorhoplaywriKlHOt ICAXandthm

llmaboat tlla rlory whMborltbo irmorTiM
17 Boardhrand hu bnouiMlition ofSbalitir

M*na nood'far’^^aV hTfnih^ r*i^a»
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Rdtnan Emperors, he was distinguished by his

aU>rouad ability and commoa-sense , a lover of

peace, he conquered whenever he fought, and was
clement to the vanquished In his quotations and
references he is not always exact, but he is emin*
ently trustworthy If he cites a tag from Horace
(otten, undoubtedly, from memoryj it generally

agrees with some respectable text, if he says

that such-and-such a book was published at such-

and-such a place at such-and-such a date, his

information is pretty sure to be substantially accu-

rate (e g , take the case, i 66), because he knew
the trouble caused by ' dipslop ” references

His weakest point was a passion for acrostics,

anagrams, et hoc genus omna, he simply cannot
resist the chance of airing it, ns when he says
about the theory of gravitation that for Newton it

was not new, but he went on One of the many
puzzles of the ‘ Budget ” appears on the title-page

in the form —

His own explanation of the motto is on i 1 3B-9
One of his friends seems to have shared his ana-
grammania, but for this, and his reference to

him as a “ powerful mathematician ” we should

have had little hesitation in ascribing this ana-

gram to De Moigan himself Even yet we have
some inclination Siat way, because ‘ powerful *’ is

ambiguous, even when appfied to a mathemati-
cian, and De Morgan was no weakling, either in

the physical o? in the metaphysical sense Pto-

choaoktarchus looks like a misprint (or slip of the

pen) for Ptochodochtarchns, because there is a
rare Greek word, mexpioxnav, which appears to

mean some sort of charitable institution Thus
the term might be applied to the master of a work-
house, or the Governor of Chelsea Hospital but

neither of these officials is likely to be a “power-
ful mathematician ’ in the ordinary sense
Here the demon of anagram (^the man of A

De Morgan) suggests to us that Augustus De
Morgan=August Sugar-demon, but this is mere
child s play with sugar-plums, and we prefer A
snug modest augur, one that (to revive an old

pun) 18 never a bore
It IS a disgrace for any mathematician not to

know of the existence, and general object, of the
** Budget," and in writing this review we have acted
(Ml that assumption throughout But to a reader
in-nympathy with the author, this bcwk ought to be
what Burton’s “Anatomy” was to Samuel J(rfm-

sod the one work that would make him get out of
before he intended To take only a few

exAmpks we have references to aviation (11 9
here Prof Smith has a touching, appropriate, and
ifitttninatlQg comment, “The notes on this page
were written on the day of the funeral of Wilbur
Wrwbt, June 1, tqia, the man who realised all

of meae prophecies, and then died a victim of

mumciiHil crime—of tyofaoid fever”), to.wood-
pol^ MpeTf to plana for a universal language

^ iKpr to tha improbabiUty of (Siristians sinking

(hdr tBfferenoes (U. which suggests to De
Mptgan "the floor of the b^mless pit ” , to the

wt. 07J

scieoci (as we may fairly call it now) of mbteoho^

logy ,
to the duties of an editor (of a jourmil or £

b<^, as the case may be)

A fnend of ours has expressed the opinion tbht

no ac(x>unt of De Morgan is complete withckit

some reference to his controversies with Sir

William Hamilton (of Edinburgh) This is not the

(xcasion for attempting to give a complete ac-

count of De Morgan ,
suffice it to say that in this

matter he generously buned the hatchet, and that

when he twits his opponent with discovering two
things which are identical, yet one is greater than
the other, he refers to the famous theory of the

quantification of the predicate

There are one or two cases where the editor

has given us no information, although a (ximment
would have been valuable and easily supplied

One of the features of this edition is that it gives

us two portraits of De Morgan (both, apparently,

reproduced from photi^raphs) We are not told

what the originals were, or the nge of the sitter

on each (xcasion In the preface to the former
edition Mrs De Morgan refers to omissions made
by herself from the text as it appeared in the

Uhenaeum Among these is a rather large
’

oije on a qusrrcl nbout the telescope it Cim^eiv
Hill and Mrs De Morgan looks forward to its

insertion m a future edition We have not been
able to find it in this one, indeed, there is no
evidence that Prof Smith has consulted the
Athenaeum at all

One other case will appeal to all who, like us,
regard University College, London, as their real

alma mater De Morgan says, 'Some of the
pupils of University College in which all sul^
diviSKXis of religion are (1866, were, 1867) on a
level ” The reader might infer that the original
charter of U C had either been alter^ or in-
fringed This is not so the fact is that an
eminent Unitarian candidate for a chair was
rejected, and De Morgan chose to think (rightly
or wrongly) that this was due to religious preju-
dice, though, of course, no such reason was ever
admitted by the electors

We conclude with a quotation from the * Budget
""

which at any rate, is opportune, and we fear
has by no means lost its point (i 389)

‘So far as Mr Goulbum was (xmeerned, the
above was poetic justice He was the minister
who, m old time, told a deputation of the Astro-
nomical Society that the Government did not care
twopence for all the science in the country

**"

Later on, De Morgan says (1866, or so), “Mat-
ters are much changed”, thanks in great
mMsure we may add to that German and Eng-
lish Mtnot the Prince Consort But are they
now (1916)? and if so, how? We have seen it
stated in print, and not contradicted, that one ofwr Govmment’s experiments in economy has-
l^n to shut up the library of the Patent Offiah
the Me first-class scientific library m l-ftwilofv tw
which everyone has access, though it is bidUew

Patriots are for tabo(Mng every book in the
German tongue, though if we couM get aU tbllr
latest books and papers on (*emUtiy,%ud a flrid;^
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n(t« chcnust to ctudy them, we might spoil the

Egyptians indeed Ei^land’s contempt for

Mcnce, against which all who know have been

protesting for a generation, will, if not amended,
bring her down in sorrow to the ground, whatever
ihetsnu of the present war, which will be fol-

lowed by one of much greater intensity, for which

the weapons will be forged, not by hands, or

machines, but by brains G B M

PHARMACOLOGY
4 Manual ^ Pharmacology By Prof W F
Dixon Fourth edition Completely revoked

Pp XII + 467 (London Edward Arnold, 1915)
Price X5r net

stage of its career It shows on c\ery page the

methods of an experienced and enthusiastic

teacher and skilled demonstrator, and it has
played no small part in the change, which is trans

forming the teaching of pharmacology in this

country, from a rather profitless recital of materia
medica, doses, preparations, and conventionally

defined actions, into the reasoned presentation of

A progressive, experimental science The new
edition retains the good qualities of its prede-
cessors, and gams by additions to the admirable
series of charts and mechanical records which
illustrate the argument

It must be confessed, however, that in some
directions the new editioil scarcely seems to

justify its prefatory claim to have been so largely

rewritten "that it almost constitutes a new
volume ” The last sentence of the preface, in-

deed, suggests that Prof Dixon s intended re-

vision may have suffered some forced interruption—as well might happen at a time when all

saentific enterprise is liable to curtailment by
more urgent national duties The introduction of

certain new sections has not improved the scheme
of classification—always a difficulty to the writer
of a phvrmacolcgical text-book For example
a short section on “Drugs increasing the cxcrc
tion of uric acid, now finds itself stranded, as it

were by accident, in the midst of a chapter deal
mg with action on nerve-endings This and
similar anomalies convey the suggestion of a
somewhat hurried shufflmg of the sections

But the arrangement of the material is a minor
matter, and we attach more importance, as
evidence that the writer's intentions have not
been fully earned out, to the apparent absence of
any addition to, or revision <rf, the sections deal-
ing with some of the remedial agents, in regard
to which knowledge has most conspicuously ad-
vanced since the previous edition was published
The use of salvarsan, for example, had scarcely
passed beyond die experimental stage in 1913,
and the statement that " arsenobenzol is certainly
not frpe from danger, and a considerable number
of deaths have foll^ed its injection," was then a
justifiable caution But this same statement does

adequately summarise the experience avail-
able in *91^ The diseovety of tt» significance

K9 S43S» VOL. 97)

of emetine, in the treat^nt of amcebic dysentery
by ipecacuanha, was probably too late for in-

clusion in the 1913 issue, but it might reason
ably be expected, under normal conditioos, that

an extensively rewritten edition, appearing in

1915, would make some reference to this very
important advance Yet the statement of the

third edition, that ipecacuanha 'has also a great
reputation in the treatment of tropical dysentery,
but Its mode of action is unknown," appears in

the fourth edition, without modification or addi-
tion, and we scarcely suppose that the author in-

tended to leave it so

In the section on serum therapy, again ue
had expected to find some reference to antimen-
ingococcus serum, and to the immune serum
against the dysentery bacilli Both can now show
practical results second only to those of the anti-

toxic sera, and, if want of space were the trouble,

ne would willingly have forgone in their favour
the section on the doubtful antistreptococcic

scrum or even what seems to us a not very
illuminating attempt to expl iin antitoxin-forma
lion by an analogy drawn from ferment action

We take comfort from the conviction that a fifth

edition will soon be on the way and we may be
illowed to hope that a calmer state of the general
atmosphere will give the author unhampered
opportunity for dealing with those sections of his

volume which he has apparently been obliged to

pass over in the edition under review Mean-
while we wish the text book a continuance of its

weU-des'‘r\ ed popularity, with student and teacher

alike

OUR BOOKSHELF
The Wheat Industry for Use m 5cboob By
N A Bengtion and D Griffith Pp xiu-l-

341 (New York The Macmillan Ca

,

London * Macmillan and Co , Ltd , 1915 )

Price 31 net

This book is the first of a new series called the

Industrial Senes, which is designed to make use
of industrial studies m education. The justifica-

tion urged for such a coot’se is that these subjects

afford useful information, come into hne with
vocational training, and stimulate mterest and
clear thinking
B^inning with an account of the wheat plant

and me types in common cultivation, the si0hort
pass on to the methods by whidi man has suc-

ceeded in growing wheat in enormous a/e«a all

over the globe Old and new ways are both
described, and th^ development from the early

primitive forma to the present elaborate machinery
IS carefully traced out Mftr harvesting and
threshing come transportation and storage, and
the reader is taken behind the scenes and shown
the workings both of small and large elevators in

their various ramifications, as, for example, how
country roads, wheat crops, and farm and elevator

storage are ffD intimate^ linked with buainees
operatiohs and social quaations generally. Nm
comes an intsfMting chaptm* on the factors kt
wheat producthw -biid the interactiou of dfanaMf^
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sod, iatect and funrad^ests, the sun of farms,

and the use of machinery, etc
The last section of the book deals with the

different wheat-producing countries. Australia

IS described first, then the Argentine, and next

the United States, which has a larger wheat pro-

duction than any other country in the world ,
then

foHows an account of Canada, finally of the Euro-
pean and Asiatic wheat-producing countries

The illustrations are well chosen and add con-
siderably to the value of the book Altogether

It makes a very interesting vedume, which we put
down with the feeling that the authors have done
their work well and produced something that will

be of much value to teachers E J R

Post-Mortem Methods By Prof J Martm
Beattie Pp vun-231 (Cambridge At the

University Press, 1915 ) Pnee los 6d net

It is now generally recognised that the diagnosis

and scientiK treatment of disease must be based
on a sound knowledge of the abnormal conditions

present in the various organs and tissues in cases

of disease
Such knowledge can only be obtained in the

post mortem room, and it is very important that

the examinations should be conducted system-
atically and by some routine method of procedure
The object of the author of this book has been to

set out a definite method of procedure, and such
modifications of this procedure which may be
tfemanded by special circumstances We think
that Prof Beattie has successfully accomplished
these aims

,
the book is thoroughly practical with-

out being too full of detail, and the scheme of

examination suggested is a sound one A chap-
ter IS mcluded on post-mortem cxnmination for

medico-l^al purposes, and another on the exam-
inations required in the various diseases in this

reference is made to the pnncipal tropical maladies
Finally, in an appendix a summary is given of the

methods employ^ for the preparation of museum
specimens, the preparation of tissues and sections

for microscopical examination, and of bacteriologi-

cal culture media and stains The txx^ is Illus-

trated with eight half-tone plates and some figures

in the text R T H
The Year-Book of the Scientific and Learned

Societies of Great Britain and Ireland Com-
piled from official sources Pp. viii+351
^ndon * Charles Griffin and Co ,

Ltd , 1915 )

Wke 71 6d net

Tims thirty-second issue of a very useful annual
^6rk of reference will be welcomed by many
'wMkers in science We notice the incIusKm of
Several new societies, and these additions serve

M increase the value of the year-book The
iMuticulars given about the British Association

tMit to some eighteen pages, but they refer to the

AkstrSlian meeting of August, 1914, no account
the proceedings of the Manch«ter meeting

Itft September being included, though the par-

titamrs have long b^n available The volume
ffesidire* a among the reference books m
etwry soientffic llbrery
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[The Editor dost not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents Neither

cun he undertake to return or to correspond wftk
the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for

fhw or any other part of Naturb. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications ]

the Uasegang PhenomaaM and Ooneretionary

Stnietura in Reeks
,

Tur cunous formutiuns illustrated were produced

during some experiments made to support a sugges-

tion tbit the Liese|,ang phinomenon might be attri-

buted to adsorption (Science Progress x 369, 1916)

The tubes contained e e of t per rent agar gel, in

which small quantities of cither liver of sulphur or
manganese sulphate hid been dissolved, and were
tren^ with 10 e r of a standard solution of the other

reagent Pnrticulsrly m the case of the gels contain-

ing the polvsulphidcs thi resulting stratification

dinered from th it hitherto observed in that many of

the /ones were separated into a number of concre-

tions which in some instances were joined by rods to

those of the succeeding zone The concretions were

all sharply defined the indistinctness of Fig a is due
to their bemg imbedded in the gel The peculiar
structure mav be due to the presence in the gel of
luall nuclei in the shape of deposited sulphur
or possibly to the composite character of one
of the solutes The sqiurate spheroids once started,

would grow by adsorption in the same way as the
solid strata To determine the exact conditions of
their formation requires further investigation, but It

should be jiossible to repeat the experiment with the
carbonates of calcium and magnesium
The Structures appear closely to resemble the con

cretlonary limestones described by Sedgwick (Trans.
Gcol Soc (a) III

, 1835) Garwood (Ceol Mag

,

(3) vhi , 1891) Abbott (Q J Geol Soc , lix . 1903),
and others Indeed certain specimens which Mr
Abbott kindly showed me appeared identical hi detail
with the formation of Fig 3 To one who is not a
geologist it is difficult at first sight, to refuse the
conclusion that similar causes have been at woric In
each case Silicic acid gels are known to occur in
nature A gel may contam as little as i per cent of
silica Should solutions of calcium and magneriutd
salts come into contact with a dilute silicic add gd,
containing alkali carbonates, under die proper cottfil-
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tion*, It teems probable that such calcareous {onna>
tieot, beneath a stratified layer, would result The
so&ites In the fid and in the water might, of course,

j

be lntcrchange«r Since the limestone would be denser
{

than the gel, the proportion of silica contamed in the

formations would be reduced to a very small figure

llie unaffected gel would shrink by loss of water with
time, and might eventually be washed away by the

action of water containing alkali carbonates in which
hy^ated amorphous silica is readily soluble

The zonal structure of some of the concretions them
selves might be ascribed to the effect of different rates

of adsorption of the mixed solutes in the gol In the

layer immediately surrounding the growing concretion

one of the solutes would be exhausted first allowing

the deposition of pure carbonate By the time the

stcond solute had been conipktely extracted from tht

envelope, the prti ipitation of the first might have
recommenced, and so on The effect of the adsorp
tion on the comentrations of the solutes would be felt

at some distance from thi adiKirbing centres, so that

ilifferent spheroids might be formed m rigions of

different concentration Moreover, the concentrations

of the solutes would gradually decrease as prenpita

tion proceeded This would account for ihf varying
cuniposiluin of the concretions None of the argu
ments quoted by Prof Garwood (loe fit ) against the

stalacfitir theory of the origin of these formations

appears to be incompatiblo with an adsorption h\po-
thesfa S C BaADFoao

Tlie Science Museuin South Kensington,
London S W , March 9

IntwMtiaMa Utin.

Tax small band of aoentific men who have long
been convinced that in Latin we hiive at hand the

best jpossible universal language for scientihc pur|H>scs

will be gratihed to note the matter has recently conic

to the fore in your columns, though the regrettable

cause be the death of nn eminent man ITie urgent
need of an international medium of scientific com
munication has by now become sufficiently obvious
and has led, not only to the advocacy of Esperanto but
to the manufacture, mainU in Germany and by typic.

ally German methods, of yet another language
understood to be specially aimed at scientific require

ments
It seems desirable to point out some of the advan

tages of Latin as a latter-day antidote to the curse
of the Tower of Babel These may briefly be classi-

fied into the facts (if that Latin is to a large extent
on the spot ,

(z) that it lends itself quite as well
to the purpose in question as any living tongue, and
(3) that It IS a language, a vehicle of thought and
style and expression, as distinct from a shorthand
written in lonfi^nd characters

(i) Do not M us be influenced by the notion that
Latin IS a stone-dead language Written and spoken
it -sittviTes to Hut day in the Roman Catholic world
Pharmacy hat aever fiivea up the use of it Within
living memory the debates of the Hungarian Diet
were held m Latin, and in many Continental universi-
ties dissertations, scientific ana other, were couched
in Latin, the use of which remains optional even at
the pretent time. The flame haa indeed died down,
bat there are naouldering embers waiting for the
whM that will kindle it anew
The vitality of Latin etaade on a for maer founda-

non, however, than one or two picturesque tun^vala
Is not a greater or less knowledge of Latin' the hall-
mark of every mart Jiavlng some claim to education,
whatever hit natienaUM? Our tradkSonal trdioM
Ww* ttachiag Law would no doubt have to be
nwdiflad If readhtait in Ike ate of Ladn at a ntadhim
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of communicatiun were the object aimed at (which at
present it is not), but even as things are, 1 venture
to think that most of us would find the refurbishing

and readjusting of whatever Latm we learnt at achool
not nearly so difficult as might at first blush be sup-

posed Knowledge acquired in early youth is a re-

markably tenacious thing Furthermore, it is impos-
siblo fui an educated man ever to shake off a certain

famiUarity with Latm owing to the persistence of
Latin words and phrases, and of words derived from
Latin, in eieryday language

(2) The prineipnl requisite of i language for scicn

tific purposes is that it should be rapable of rendering
a wide range of concepts both clearly and concisely

All those m^erii languages whiih line been brought
into the service of sck ncc perform the task of accurate
presentation on the whole adequately One reason for

this—^possibly the rhu f reason— is th it seientific litem
ture IS thickly larded with words and ]ihr ises o{ common
internation u acceptation and these we may note, are
mainly of Latin or Greek origin The\ will fall into

their places with the utmost sweetness when Latin is

revived As for conciseness English, with the sim-
plicity of Its inflexions and eonstructions, perhaps
bears the palm but it in ly be feared, rather at the
expense of eleamess The very terseness of English
often seriously hampers the writer or speaker who
would ivoid imbiguity Hence the somewhat nchtr
grammar of Latin is not really in the nature of a
defect and in any case Latin composition makes con-
siderably less demand on the grammatical memory
thin German or Russian

Is Latin sufficiently adaptable to modern scientific

needs’ Surely, yes Repeatedly Latin has risen ad-
mirably to the occasion when applied to a pre-cise and
highly technical subicet one need only think of Jus-
tinian s Code and Newrlon s Pnnetpia \ gnmt
number of new terminological vocables would, of
course have to be added to the limited Latin of
classic il times, but to assign the proper form, m-
(lexions, and exinnotation to these words would be an
easy task for an international committee, and would
incidentally have a most beneficial effect in the dlrec-
tion of clearing scientific parlance generally Chem-
istry It may be mention^ possesses a ready-made
Latin terminology, banded on through the ccnturieo
by the phannacists

(3) The question must be faced whether we want
an international language, like Latm, or an inter-

national Pidgin like Volapuk Fsperanto, Ido, etc

I plead confidently for the former A true langu^e
cannot be made to order, it must be evolved The
various well-mennt attempts at artifiaal languages,
each fully conscious of its predecessors’ mfirmities, can
only be regarded as a succession of experiments

—

tending to what ? Wc may expect further attemots as
time goes on, attempts yet more poverty-stneken, jwt
more remote from the least approach to amemty and
yet more incapable of expressing anything but bald
facts The loeical outcome of the series would doubt-
less be sometning not essentially different from the
system of algebraical signs, chemical formulas, and
arithmetical figures, which we already have.
Language, on the other band, enables us not only to

state facts, but to modulate the atatements of facts,

to exchange views, to express personality, and so on
Language, moreover, has in itself the power of stimu-
latmg understanding and imagination, much as the
savour of food sthmuates its digestion Sdenoe cannot
dispense with notation, but no more can it ifiqiMae
with language And if anyone doubts that Latin is

equal to any tnoderh tongue in these ampler character-

istics of language, let Mm but read Mn^dasrics.
The sdenaBe world, then, may do well to cAnsIdfr

seriouBly the revival bf Latin as an intenwtkwal'
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tne«Uum, and to do to beforo it la hustled mto the
acoq>tance of some factitious brew of sounds and
letters The universal language, in fine, need not be
Ishoriously sought for It has been with us all the
time, like a neglected tool that we have only to clean
of its rust and sharpen Let us no longer neglect it

W A Caspau

CHEMICAL ORGANISATION IN GERMANY
DURING THE fVAR

VERY soon after the outbreak of vi^ar steps
were taken in Germany to org’anise, control,

and develop the supply and manufacture of the
materials necessary for chemical industry, especi-
ally that part of it most closely connected with
the manufacture of munitions of war
The first interesting sign of this internal activity

was the fusion, on August 8, 1914, of the two
great mdustrial associations, the Zentralverband
deutscher Industriellen and the Bund der Indus-
triellen, under the title Kriegsauschuss der
deutschen Industrie (War Committee of German
Industry)

The next step was the iormation of a laige
number of organisations and Zentralstellen, the
function of which was the collection, control, and
emulated distribution of the whole existing stock
of war materials and crude products necessary for
industry, especially in its relation to war ^us
were formed the Kne^smetall Aktiengesellschaft
and the Knegschemikalien Aktiengesellschaft
Before the end of 1914 no fewer than twenty-eight
such Zentralstellen had been formed, each dealing
with a different kind of material or product One
has also been formed in Brussels for the purpose
of taking stock of, and collecting, the available
material found in Belgium It is interesting to
note that the German technical journals state quite
openly that the Belgian stocks improved in many
respects the condition of German industry, which
had been somewhat shaken at the outset
But in spite of this centralisation of control and

supply. It appears that a good many diflSculties

have had to be surmounted Although large
stocks of Chilian mtrate had been collected before
the war, the question of the supply of mtric acid
was seen to be of vital importance It appears
that the Ostwald catalytic oxidation process (im-
proved by Haber), which had been carried on
before the war by the Badische Amlin- und Soda-
fabrik at Ludwigshafen (and also by another com-
pany at Vilvorde in Belgium), probably on a
conqmratively small scale, has been very largely
extended ^e commercial possibility of this

depends, of course, on the fact that the Badische
omipany had already developed on an enormous
scale the synthetic jk^uction of ammonia initiated

by the researches of Haber and Le Rossignol
It must not be forgotten, too, that the manu-

facture of nitnc acid from the air had been already
develoi^ in Austria by Pauling Possibly this or
siihW prooesses (e f ,

Echfinherr-Hessberger)

have bera extended smee the beginning of ^c
v»ar A skmifleamt fact u that die Grlesheim-

fidctrcm Upttipai^, which had started some
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years ago the manufacture of nitrogen peroxidf
m Swiuerland, greatly extended these works
after the outbreak of war, and sent the product In

liquid form to Germany Nitrogen peroxide u
“raw material" for the manufacture of synthetic

nitnc acid It also makes quite good “poison
gas " It appears that the mtrogen peroxicfe was
allowed to pass through easily, as, no doubt, a
harmless substance like that was not of any
importance
In order to make matters quite sure, the German

authorities forbade the use of nitrates in agri-

culture £ Haselhoff published an extensive

paper giving the relative values as manure of a
large number of substitutes for nitrate Ammon-
ium sulphate was recommended as of equal value,

especially if put relatively deep into the soil, and
preferably during autumn rather than spring The
value of urea and gumidine and their compounds
was also considered, and close attention was given
to calcium cyanamide which is produced in large

quantities in Germany As regards phosphates,
which arc so injportant for manure, attention was
directed to the deposits in the neighbourhood of
Li^e and Mons, and to the phos^orites of the

Rhine and Lahn districts, also to Thomas phos-
phate slag

In connection with the use of calcium cyan-
amide, the Prussian Department of State for Agri-
culture issued, at the b^inning of 1915, a circular

asking for rapid solutions of the following prob-
lems, namely (i) Determination of the value of
calcium cyanamide as manure, at the different

seasons, for different soils, and for different crops
(a) Improvements in its StreufShtghett (capability^

of being strewn or spread)

For the first, three prizes of 150! ,
lool , and 50I

were offered For the second problem a prize of
500/ was offered for the devising of a new pro-
SX88, and another prize of 500/ if the process be
adopted
The Germans appear to have been obliged to*

take great precautions to avoid a shortage of
suljffiuric acid In time of peace Germany obtains
about 80 per cent of her supply from outside,
mainly from Belgium, where it is obtained as &
by-pr^uct in the roasting of sulphide ores (zinc,

lead, iron) But this source must have been prac-
tically stopped, in spite of the occi^tion of Bel-
gium, since the ores treated in Belgium come
mainly from Spam, North Africa, America, and.
Australia The employment of sulphur can.
scarcely be feasible, unless Germany has suo>
ceeded since the outbreak of war in obtainiog
suffiaent supplies from Italy and Amenoa.
Swedish ores can, however, be handled, especially
by means of mechanical roasters There are also*
the Norwegian, Hungarian, and Styrian ores to
be reckoned with There are, however, many
evidences that the employment of sulphuric arid
has been put under the strictest control and super-
vision

The question of substitutes for wheat and typi
in the manufacture of bread has been very wk^
discussed. Amongst the substitutes or
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suggested may bt mentiooed barley, potatoes

UoM, sugar, etc Maoy prominent specialists

{€ g , Zuntz, Kobert, Thiele, Neumann, Stokola)

have written articles discussing the relative nutn
tivh powers of various types of composite ’ bread

Besides the new factories for synthetic ammonia
and mtric acid, there is evidence that factories

have been installed for the manufacture of alu

miniitm hydroxide and aluminium, but no details

have been pubhshed though it is claimed that

new methods of working have surmounted the

difficulty caused by the want of French bauxite

In spite of German} s enormous production of

zinc, the refining of the crude metal had not been
practised to any considerable extent before the

war It IS stat^ that this is now an established

industry in Germany
Suggestions have been made to avoid the use

of sidphuric acid in the manufacture of hydro-

chloric acid by producing the latter directly by
the direct combination of electrolytic hydrogen
and chlorine In order to save sulphuric acid

C Bruder has proposed to extract copper from
poor ores by the use of alkaline solutions

Acetic acid is a very important substance, as

it IS, for example, the source of acetic anhydnde
moiKKhloroacetic acid, and acetone, which are in

dispensable for the manufacture of drugs d}es
and explosives

As the American supply of grey acetate is now
fading, suggestions have been made to prepare

acetic acid from acetaldehyde obtained from
acetylene There appears to be no shortage of

carbide, which is still coming freely from Norway
and Switzerland

Fatty Oils and fats are indispensable, and
Germany is bound to obtam a large amount
from abroad The Germans have expressed
tfacir satisfaction that the fatty oils solidi

hed by the Normann process have been allowed
to pass freely in, and have commented on the

fairness ' of England in this respect Stupidity

would be, perhaps, a better word A large

amount appears to enter through neutral countnes
Thus, according to statistics of Norwegian trade

published by the Ckemtker Zettung of August 4,

1915, the export of fatty oils from Norway in 1913
was 34B tons, whereas in 1914 it had risen to

200^ tons The shortage of fats and oils is

obvious, however, from pppers such as that pub-
lished by Bechhold, where it is suggested that all

the fats which disappear down the kitchen sinks
of Germany should be recovered, the quantity
being calculated to be about one and a half millioo

-pounds per diem m Germany alone
As regards the production of hydrogen gas, no

doubt for war purposes, it is interesting to note
fhat a single firm, Karl Francke, m Bremen, has
erected eight new factories since tiie begmnug of
the war, each of which has a daily output of
fio,ooo cubic metres (more than two million cubic
feet)

During the naphtha shortly, caused by the
Kuaeian oocupatim of GaUcni, alct^i^ came
aomewhat Into uso as a Uqidd fuel
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In connecUon with the use of chlorine as a
poison gas, it is interesting to observe the regular

appearance in the Chetntker Zettung, from May
29, igis onwards, of an advertisement asking for

the delivery of 250,000 kilos of liquid chlorine

Also in different issues of the same journal, during
the month of July, 1915, there are advertisements
asking for the rapid ddivery of complete plants

for chlorine liquefaction Interesting also m this

connection are requests for delivery of large quan-
titles of bromides dated December 9, 1914, and
March 10, 1915 There are also requests for

liquid sulphur dioxide (January 30, 1915) and
liquid hydrogen chloride (April 14, 1915J
The Chemiker Zettung (vol 11 , p 738, 1915)

contains a reference to an article by Prof L»
Vignon, of Lyons, comparing the proportional
numbers of chemists in Switzerland, Germany,
I ranee, and England m comparison with thar
respective populations The relative numbers
given are Switzerland, 300, Germany, aeo,
France 7 England, 6 No doubt the low
‘ chemical density *' in France and England \s a
source of undeniable satisfaction to the readers of

the Chemiker Zettung The figures are certainly

astonishing, and we would commend them to the
attentive consideration of British chemical manu-
facturers A perusal of the German journals

dealing with the industrial aspects of chemistry
gives the impression that there is a pretty severe
censorship as regards publication, for httle can
be gathered concerning the most vital pomts

In conclusion I desire to express my best thanks
to Dr h Schwers, of the University of Litge,
who has rendered me valuable aid in the colla-
tion of such information as it has been possible

to obtain F G Donnan

hCOVOMIC GtOIOGY^
'T^HE exploitation of the mineral resources of this
A- country, previous to the war, was, apart
from the ordinary fluctuations due to vanations in

supply and dem ind governed almost entirely by
the cost of production as compared with that of

importation Materials required for the manufac*
lure of mmv articles, in some cases even muni-
tions of v\ ar were bought in the cheapest market,
with the result that certain mineraly ceaj^ to be
worked, not because the supply Was eid^sted,
but because they could not be produced at a profit

,

whilst others which had recently acquired an eco-

nomic importance were not even diligently

searched for

A\ ith the outbreak of war the inconvenience of

this policy became painfully manifest, and it is

not surprising to learn, from the Director's preface

to the first of these “special reports," that numer-
ous mquiries were made at the Geological Survey
Office as to the occurrence in Britain of varkwa
materials for the supply of which dependence had
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becB placed on imports To meet the situatna it

was, therefore, determined to ulsue,. as rapsdly m
cmsible„ a series of meatoirs on special subjects

For this purpose the Geological Survey was vrdl

capped In the course of their normal work,
that of surveying the country first on the

onennch and then on the six-inch scale, they had
acquired and recorded in the maps and memoirs
relating to special districts a lirgc amount of

information as to the mineral resources of the
country But this information, except in the
case of a few substances, such as oil shales
and china-clays, was not readily available to
those interested m particular minerals The pre-
paration of these memoirs, therefore, consisted in

collecting the information which is scattered

through ihe various local publications extending
over a period of sixty or seventy years, and in

supplementing this, so far as time would permit,

by special investigations in districts where the
minerals in question occur
Three memoirs have now been published The

first deals with ores of tungsten and manganese,
the second with barytes and withente, and the

third with gypsum and anhydrite, celcstine and
strontianite The same general plan is followed

in each case. The introductory chapters deal

briefly with the eomposition, properties, and uses

of the substance, with the rise and progress of the

industry in this country, and with statistics of

production Then follows the most valuable part

from the practical point of view, namely, that

which deals with the mines or quarries from which
the minerals are or have been produced, and also

with occurrences which have not yet been com-
merciallv exploited Take as an illustration of

the method of treatment the case of tungsten Its

principal ore, wolfram, usually occurs in associa-

tion with cassitcrite, from which it is not easily

separated Previous to tlic discovery, in compara-
tively recent times, of the use of the metal in the

manufacture of high-speed steel and filaments for

electric lamps wolfram was regarded as a nuis-

ance by tin-miners It was thrown away on the

dumps, and caused the abandonment of several

Cormsh mines, some of which have been reopened

in recent years in consequence of improved
methods of dressing the mixed ore and of the

value of what was formerly a waste product

In the special part of this memoir the mines,

whether abandoned or working, in which ores of

ttu^sten occur arc individually dcscnlied In the

case of each mine the locality is indicated, not

only by name but also bv reference to the one-

in«i and six-inch maps and to latitude and longi-

tude When the name only of an old mine is

given it is often extremely difficult to fix its

precise locality, but by this method all difficulty is

remov^ In the case of abandoned mines the

old records have been examined, and all available

information is given as to the course of the lodes,

their content in wolfram and other minerals, and

thw rdAtion to the surrounding rocks In the 1

case of mines now being worked the information

on these points &p«, been brought up to date, and

Is, of course, much more complete The position
|
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of each mine tn relation to roads and railways is

given, and, when laformation is availaUe, its con-

ation as regards water From the above state-

ment it will be seen that the requirements of the
practical roan have been supplied so far as pos-
sible

The three memoirs already published have been
produced by the existing staff of the Geoli^cai
Survejv notwithstanding the fact that several of
Its members are serving with the Army m vanous
capiuties In view of the urgency and import-

-ince <>f this kind of work, some ql which has
direct reference to the war, we venture to ask
whether it would not be advisable to increase the
output by utilising the services of unofficial geolo-
gists i*

We congratulate the Director and his staff

on the excellence of these memoirs and on the

rapidity with which they have been brought out,

and we hope that it will not be long before they

are followed hy others of a similar character

LOIONtl SIR (H ARIFS U ATSON
( B h ( MG R F

WE regret to record the death of Colonel Sir

Charles AXatson in I ondon on March 15,

at the age of sevent>-oru.

Sir Charles Watson was the son of W^illiam

Watson, a well-known civil engineer of Dublin,

and he distinguished himself in mathematics and
modern languages at Tnnitj College In 1863
he entered the Ro>al Military Academv, Wool-
wich, at the head of the list, and two years later

was commissioned in the Royal Engineers
Interested in the scientific side of his profession,

Watson took up submarine mining, which was
then a new branch of military engineering, and
was posted to the hrst submarine mining company
in 1871 About this time, also, he interested

himself in ballooning though not until later was
this branch of military science actively developed
While at Chatham he came under the notice of

General Cordon, who invited him and Lieut
Chippendale, R E

,
to accompany him to the

Sudan Thev travelled with General Gordon to
Khartoum and thence up the Nile to Gondokoro
Watson earned out such a survey of the White
Nile and the Bahr el Tebel as was possible from
the ste imer and his work w is a great advance
on the earlier maps of the river From 1874 up
to 1900 his work was the basis of all maps of
this part of the \ile s course and when the
opportunity arose for a new survey of the Bahr
el Tebcl, W atson’s observations, made twenty-
seven vears before were of great value in deter-
mining the permanence of the river channel and
the alterations which had taken place in its

branches He also made careful meteorological
observations in the marsh region, and measured
a discharge of the Sobat River at its junctioa
with the White Nile Invalided to England In
1874 he was again in Egypt in 1883, but both
then, and again later when in the Egyptiah Army,
military duties prevented him from devoting much
of his time to scientific work
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Ait«B hi*, latirement fsem the Army^ w 1902,

he orgsoM^ the Bk’itiatt Scctum of the St L^»
hrter^iomil Exhibition in 1904 Hw. interest in

Egypt and the Sudan never waned, and in 1912

the latter was the subject of an address which he
gave as president of the Geography Section of

the British Association His interest in the East,

and in the scientiiic study of it, led to his accept-

ing the presidency of the Palestine Exploration

Fund in succession to his fnend and brother^

ofScer, Sir Charles Wilson, and m this position

he not only supported the prosecution of scientific

archaeology, but also adianced our knowledge of

the topography of southern Palestine

Interested in metrology, he championed, in a
work on the subject, the cause of British weights
and measures as preferable to those of the metric

system His inquiries into the various standards

of length led him into an interesting bye-path of

history, and it was only last week that we pub-
hshed a paper by him wherein he showed the

close connection of our present standards of

length and area with the old Egyptian and Bab\-
tonian measures

NOTES
On account of the restrictions imposed bj the

Government on the importation of wood-pulp and
other materials used in paper manufactun the supply

of paper has been compulsorily reduced In common
witn other periodicals, we are therefore unikr tht

necessity of reducing the siae of Nature, and we ask

the mdtilgence of our readera for the cultailments

which must be made while the limitations of paper

supply exist It is particularly desirable that all con

trioutors should confine themselves to essentials, points

of prime imjxwtance, in order that our record of scitn

tific work and events may still be as extensive as jws.

sible, though it must necessarily be less detailed Wt
trust that the present conditions are only temporarj
and need scarcely say that immediately the normal
BUfiply of paper is available we shall revert to the usual

number 01 columns

The London Gazette of March 13 noUfies the ap
pomtment of and Lteut G I Taylor R b C , to the

temporary rank of Major m the Royal Flying Corps,
while jierforming the duties of professor of meteoro-
logy Major Taylor is a follow of Trinity College
Cambridge, to whom the Adams pri/e was recently

awarded He is the author of the valuable report on
meteorology in the voyage of the Scotia undertaken
for the Board of Trade Up to the outbreak of wnr
he held the Schuster readersmp of the Meteorological
Office at the University of Cambridge His pre-

decessor in that appointment was Mr E Gold, now
Commandant of the Meteorological Section, R E ,

who
was mendoned in Lord French’s despatches, and has
been nominated for the O S O The professorship of

meteorology to which Mator Taylor is apjjointed is a
new estabirshnient, for which the Meteorological Office
Is responsible,, for instruction and special researdies
in tlm structure of the atmosphere in the interest of
the Royel Flying Corps

Wi regret to see the xnneuneement of the death, on
March tS, of Lady Keivbv . she survived by nine years
hsr husband, who ffied on Dtocember it, 1907 Lady,
lUvm (nd* Frances Anns Blmdy) was a Angheer of
(be late Chariea R. Btandf, ode of the prlitd^ scsi-
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dents of Madeira. Lord Relvin, then Sir William
rhonison, first met her during one of the submarine
cable-laying expeditions, m June 1873 The
acquamtance then made ripened into more than
friendship, and a year later Sir William sailed to

Madeira in his yacht, the Lalla Rookh to claim Miss
BLtndy as his wife They were marned on June 24,S and sailed back in the yacht Early in August

Thomson was welcomed mto the circle of family
relations and university colleagues at Glasgow, and
directed his household with di^ty and grace She
became the inseparable companion of his after life, and
accompanied him not only m his many summer voyages
on his yacht, and on two tnjis to tnc United Stotes,
-ind on visits to foreign academies, but become a famu-
liar figure at British Association meetings and other
saentific gatherings Soon after their marriage Sir

William and Lady Thomson busied themselves over
the building of his country house, Netherhall, ' near

1 Largs, in Ayrshire, the scene m after years of many
family reunions and of extended hospitalities It was
to this house that Lord Kelvin withdrew when he
retired in 1899 from his professorship at Glasgow, It

was there that he died, and there also Lady Kelvin
has died Lady Kelvin from about twenty years ago
had suffered from rheumatic troubles and was accus-
tomed to pay an annual visit to \ix les-Bams for a
course of treatment It was during her return from
that resort m September, 1907 that she was strude
down by 1 severe paralysis from which she had not
recoverisd wilt n I ord Kelvin died and which left her
infirm for the rest of her life, which she spent between
the home at Netherhall and the residence m Eaton
Place, Belgravia, which Lord Kelvin had taken after

liiH elciation to the jicerage m 1893 Lady Kelvin was
fond of society, and played the part of hostess with
stately dignity She was president of the West of
Scotland Women's Uniomst Assoaationv but othes-
wise took no considerable part m politics The assidu-
ous care and thought with which she devoted herself to
Lord Kelvin dunng his declining years ore Imown to

all

Dr D H Scott, F R S has been elected a foreign
member of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, in
succession to the late Count Solms-Laubach

The annxverary meeting of the Chemical Society will

be held on Thursday, March 30, when Dr Alexandsr
Scott wiii deliver his presidential address, entitled

Our Seventy.fifth Anniversary

The Right Rev Dr J H Bernard, Archbishem 0/
Dublin, has been elected president of the Royal Irish

Academy in succession to Prof J P Mahaffy, Provost
of Trinity College Dublin

The Morning Post of March ao announces that
Thursday last, belM the seventieth birthday of the
distinguished Swedi» mathematician Prof M G
Mlttag Leffler, he and his wife bequeathed then- entire
fortune to the foundation of a new International Insti-
tute for pure mathematics

The Secretary of the War Office announces that
Surgeon-GeneralW Babtie, V C , has been appointed
to assist Surgeon-General Sir A Keogh, Sector-
General Army Medical Services, especially m the woric
of tuperTiBioR of invaliding and all questions con-
nected with the physical fitness of the troqis at home.

Wx ieosn tram the Amtnem Jowmal of Saenct that
Prof J C. Mobwg. of the University of Land,
Sweden, the dtstianmished palieoBlolog^ tend stmA-
gnipber, died ob l>K»nlHr 30, iqrc, at tbe age ol
siEMuone ymn. Mis sclenti^c w^-relxted in Ihi
maih to the Older FidteMOlc lennations of Sitoien..
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5n Thomas H Hoixand, P.R S ,
prafestw of

gtoiogy and minqrsiofir In 0tB Uni^er^ of Man-
aiester, has been appointed chaimuui of a Commission
whidi the Government is fmming to survey the

economic resources and Industrial possibilities of India,

with the view of promoting business enterprise under
the changed conditions that will follow the restoration

of peace

The death of Sir Charles Ball, Bart , at sixty five

years of age, occurred on March 17 in Dublm Sir

Charles Ball was honorary surgeon to the King m
Ireland and regius professor of surgery in the Um*
versify of Dublin, and the author of various works
on surgery The late Sir Robert Bali and Dr Valen-
tine Mil director of the Dubhn Science and Art
Museum, were his elder brothers

Miss GtAovs Pott, who recently visited France
With a party of working women, under the auspices

of the Board of Agriculture and the Board of Trade,
will give an account of her experiences at a meeting,
organised by the committee of the Women s Patriotic

Bureau, 41$ Oxford Street to be held at the Kensing-
ton Town Hall on Friday, March 31 H R H Prin-

cess Christian of Schleswig Holstein has consented to

be present
,
and the chair will be taken by the Lady

Wanti^ In view of the importance at the present

time of training women in this country m farm work
end of interesbng scientific agriculturists In the
matter. It is hopM that the meeting will be largely

attendM by people disposed to assist the scheme

Trx twenty-fifth annual report of the council of the
Institution of Mining and Metallurgy presented at

the annual meeting of the institution hold to-day,

hows that in March, 1915, more than 300 members
of the institution were aemng with H M Forces
Since then the number has hem more than doubled
and it now reprnents above 35 per cent of the total

membership The membership of the institution on
December 31 last was 3441, as compared with 3493
at the end of 1914 During 1915 thirty members of

the institution kwt their lives in the war Sir Richard
A S Redntayne has been elected president m sue
cestion to Sir Thomas K Rose

Euzakrh Lady Lawkbncx, whose death on March
z8 we record with regret, only survived her husband
the late Sir J J Trevor Lawrence, by a little more
than two years She shared her husband’s love of
plants and beautiful flowers, and at their country
eat at Burford Dorking was to be seen one of the

finest private collections of conspicuous sorts as well
as many of the most interesting genera and species

of both hemispheres Lady Lawrence continued the
ktflg and honoured association of Sir Trevor Lawrence
wim the Royal Horticultural Sqdety, and recently

totfic an active part in the work of the fund organised

if the cociety for the relief of ruined Belgian hor
ticuiturists She was also keenly interested in astro-

noaw, and had a wide circle of scientific friends, all

of miom will long mourn her death

With the approval of the King Royal medals of

the Royal Geo^phical Society have been awarded as
foHpws —^Tbe Founder’s Medal to Lieutenant-Colonel

9 H Fawcett, for bis explorations and surveys on
the utecr waters of the Amaxon , and the Patron s

Mediu to Ci^ P M Bailev, Indian Army, for his

ax|dorat(on of the Tsangpo-Dihang river in the hitherto

auMMt unexplored oountty where it breaks throu^
'tim H^nalayms Other awards adjudged the coun-
dl of the sociel^ are >—MurcMton award to Lieut •

CofaM WhltloN^ R.8 , for his work in connection

wiSwe ddbidtaliett^^ Ycda>CM boundary in

19637$* tutd the Yola CirpiM river boundaiy in 1907^.m 4431, tot. 97]

the Back award to Mr Frank WMd, secimd In com-

mand of Sir Etnest ShackSeton's trapsoontineotal Ant-

arctic Expedition, for his distinguished and Img-ci^
tinned services in the exploration of Austr^la, the

Cuthbert Peek award to Nfr b Klngdon Ward fw his

several enterprising journeys in the front^
between Cliina and Burma and to assist him m the

further exploration of those regions , the Gill MtBtio*

rial to Lieut -Colonel E M Jack R E ,
fbr his ^s-

tinguished service in the delimitation and demarcation

of the Uganda Congo boundaiy

The American Museum Journal for January, which
has just reached us contains a very interesting article

by Messrs Clark Wlssler and Herbert Spitioen, on

the Pawnee human sacrifice to the mornmg star

According to the nuthors the historic home of the

Pawnee was Nebraska \s a matter of fact, the

Pawnee belonged to ihe very considerable Shoshonc-

Pawnee family, whose range was much wider But,

be this as it ma>, the authors liave brought together

some extremely useful fads m regard to the occasional

sacrifice by these people of a young girl always a
prisoner of war Ibis w us a religious observance, and
the captive was treated as a goddess till the day of

the sacrifice The custom seems to have come from
Mexico where prisoners of war were similarly treated,

but in this case the victims were males The authors

give a \eri complete account of what is known of

these ceremonies and to this thev add a number of

most excellent illustrations

The Museums Journal lor March very properly re-

prmts the recent ^scussion m the House of Lords on
the closing of museums thereby ulTording those who
are concerned with the conduct of such institutions a
convenient source of reference to this epoclnnarklng
event For we have in this the measure of the value

our rulers set upon the scientific work of the country

We talk much of the education of the masses, but
It IS now abundantly cMdcnt that the educated
have still much to learn Miny of the speakers
during that debate seemed to be under the impression
that uie mental equipment attained at Eton suffices

to meet all the demands of later life Though some
of the speakers were actuall} trustees of the British
Museum yet they displaved neither knowledge of the
nature of the wotk of that institution nor of museums
in general

The flora of the Maltese Islands was first studied in
1837-31 by Prof Stefano Tesaga and in {»s Hors#
Meiitcnsis Thesaurus he enumerated 635 aperies of
Phanerogams, afo of which were natives of the islands
Then followed Delicata’s Flora Mehtensis, with an
enumeration of 736 species of flowering plants, and
this formed the most complete account of the Maltese
flora up to the present time It is true that further
additions to the flora have been made from time to
time since then noticeably by Dr \ C Gatto, Mr
J F Dutiiic E \rmitage and Col M J Godfrey
Finally, Dr Sommier the well-known Florentine
botanist, explored the flora in igo6 and 1907, and at
that time arranged with Dr 4 C Gatto to write a
now flora of Malta, which was published In Italian
at Ftorence at the close of k-ist sear, under the title of
• Fk»a Mehtensis Nova We are indebted to Mr G
Gambin of Malta for bringing this work to our
notice, and also for on interesting review by Dr I.

^g which appeared recently in the DaSy MalU
ChranicU The new flora conilate of 500 pafiea. Bind
includes 916 species of PhanerogAms mid vascular
Cijpt^ms jg Mosses i8 Hepabes, 183 Lichens,
396 Alg^ and 499 Fun^ The Aw on Um whble la
cloaely Sldliar, though many plants are

interesting endemic tpeciet
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Tmk thud part of "The Uiefui Plant* of Nigeria,

forming Additional Seriei No ix. of the Kew Bulletin,

hai just been published. This part, consisting of

PP Includes die families Kubiaceee to Lauatn
incliinfo, and deals in detail with the plants of

economic value contained in those families The pub-

lication* is a valuable companion volume to the iHora

of Tropical Africa," also emanating from Kcu, and
stands tb the flora in a similar position as does Sir

<iewge Watt’s classic Dicuonary of the Economic
Products of India * to the ‘ Flora of British India

Now that the Flora of Tr(»ical Africa " is nearing

completion, it is to be hoped that the pubhcation of

the final part of this useful complementary volume
doling with the economic plants will not be long

'delayed One of the most valuable features in The
Useful Plants of Nigeria' is the list of references

eited at the end of each species, which appears

to be well-nigh exhaustive in every case The present

part contains accounts of various rubber-yielding

plants, tobacco, coffee teak, Achras Sapota—the source

of chicle gum—etc With regard to this latter pro-

duct, as. Indeed, is the case with many other plants

of economic importance,* botanists are not yet certain

as to the exact species or variety of tree which yields

the commercial article This publication is not onlv

of value for our West \fncan colonies, but is of great

use at home as a source gf information about the

economic possibilities of tropical Africa

P PoKSiLD describes in Meddelelter oin OrUnlatid

vol li
, p 353, the measures that have been taken to

establish nature-reserves for plants in western Green-
land, and he quotes a notice-board written in the

Fskimo language, which is in itself good evidence

of the spread of civilising influences

In Physu (the journal of the Sociedad Argentina de
'Ctencias Naturales) for November- 10, 1915, F Pastore
describes somo of the basalts that cover an enormous
area in the plateau-land of Patagonia At the base
of the flows, which appear to have possessed great
fluidity tub^ike vesicles have sometimes arisen,

parallel to one another and several centimetres in

length This is clearly the same structure as that

which gave nso to the " pipe-amygdaloids ’’ of the
Bntlsh Isles In the same numbw, in reference to

a notice that appeared in Natubx of April aa, 1915,
It is pointed out that R S Lull deaded against the
proboMidean nature of Pyrotherlum before fully con-
sidering the characters of a skull described by Lmmis
C Ameghino afterwards urged the importance of the
cranial features, and Physis hopes that Prof W B
Scott will now state his opinim of them

Paor H F Osbosn has contnbuted to a new part
of the Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences
^ol xxvi

, pp 315-315) an exhaustive review of the
Pleistocene tormationt of Europe, Asia and northern
Africa, with full references to the recent literature of
the subject It is written in the same style as his
’Well-known volume on "The Age of Mammals,** and
may be regarded as a revision and extension of the
Pleutocene chapter of that woik, with the addition
of new discoveries A glance at this review makee it

PMsible to realise how difficult ie the interpretation
of the local superficial depodts on which alone our
knowledge of the lateat pMod of geological time la

«Med It Is eoaredy surprising that geologists' dews
« tha PMstocene glaciatioo of the northm heml-
aphere are very vnied.

Tax uae of submet^ wire drags towed by two
*“P« *t « ehort ^stance froA one another hat ton-

value In increaxing the accuracy of large-
wale Cham Experience hpe dttnm, again and agmn,
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that oven in the most carefully sounded seas dangcroue
. rocks may be missed and only found by a ahip strik-

ing The work is, of course, neither necesscuy nor
apphcable in deep waters, but from 1906 onward a
large amount of submarine survey has been accom-
plisned by wire drags on the coast of New England
The value of the method and the cost entailra are
discussed m a paper pubbshed by the U S Coast and
Geodetic Purvey (Special Publication No 39) Several
diagrams show the apparatus and methods, but these
were described in detail in an earlier publication
(No 3i) In order to ensure that the bottom wire
IS at the right depth to catch all obstructions, it is

not allowed to swing free in a single sweep from
one vessel to the other, but is suspended from a line

of buoys And, furthermore to obviate the necessity
of the buoys being very close to one another, and yet
to prevent the line sagging cedar floats are attached
to the line between the bums These serve to balance
the weight of the line The nature of the method
only admits of Its being used where the general con-
tours of the sea bottom have ilrcady been determined
b^ sounding It appears that on the coast of New

‘ England tlM wire arag has disclosed many unsus-
pected rocks and reefs

\Vk have received from the director of the Royal
Meteorological Institute of the Netherlands a set of
copies of the De Bilt declination, horizontal force, and
vertical force curves on the pnncipal days of magnetic
disturbance of the year 1913 The preparation and
circulation of such curves is an international scheme,
De Blit serving as headquarters for the selection of

the days On the whole, 1913 was a very quiet year
magnetically and none of the selected disturbances
were very large They include, however, several in

teresting movements, amongst others three sudden
commencements ’ The curves are clearly shown on
good paper, and full details are given of scale vahiea
and base-line values

Messrs A Gau.enk.u(p and Co , Ltd , announce
the issue of a set of models and other apparatus
designed with the view of facilitating the teaching of
military science Four of these, bearing on field tele-

phones, are now ready, and should prove of service
to teachers in the various schools and colleges in which
military instruction is in progress The items consist

of a diagram-model of the D Mark III telephone,
arranged so as to show the working and adjustment
of the buzzer, models of the receiver and transmitter,
both of u hich may be dissected, and a board showing
the correct method of repairing a broken line in the
field The tracing of circuits and the arrangement
of windings is made easy bv the use of coloured cords,
and an examination of the models should enable a
beginner to form a correct idea of the working of the
various parts Models of this kind should be found
specially useful at military training centres, as a tele-

phonist who understands his instrument is far more
trustworthy than one whose work is merely automatic.
Full descriptions of the models are contained in the
circular Issued by the firm

La Nature for February 36 contains an illustfoted
description of the Nice automatic public teleiflione

system, which has been in operation since October,

1913, and has now 3000 subscribers The subscriber
wanted is called up by the sender of the message
without the Intervention of any person at a oentrtl
office This la done by means of a small drcular
with numbered holes round its circumference attached
to the front of the" ordinary telephone box The
shnder who wishse to ring up, say. No 35x7, on taldngf
down his reoehrer i* automatically connected to a
selector at the central office On inserting hie finger
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iiTthehoienumbmdaof M* diac, and rotatMg it to tke

stop at veto, two short cturents are sent out, whtdi
move the arm of the seleeter to die second group ef a
thoosand subscribers A repetition of the rotation

with the finger in the htde 5 moves the arm of a
second selector on to the fifth hundred, and so on
until the actual subscriber wanted is reached When
the receiver is hung up the sender’s connection with
the selectors is broten The arrangements of the cir-

cuits of the selectors are shown by figures and the
author M E Coustet, considers an automatic astern
of this kind the only solution of the present difficultv

of apportioning the blame for delays between the sub-
scri^ and the personeUe of the exchange

In the bctenitfic American of February la there is

aa account of an invention by Mr J B Flowers of a
new phonetic machine The complete apparatus is

Mill at an expcnmental stage, but much has been
accomplished Mr Flowers has mvcstigated the

physical nature of whispered sounds lastmg
for short periods, say, the i/5oth of a second, and
as a recorder be makes use of Einthoven’s stnifg

f
slvanometer, acted on by an acoustical transmitter

he oscillations of the galvanometer were all photo-
graphically recorded on a revolving drum, and it is found
mt there is a definite form for each whispered sound
Thus there is always the same" picture, say, for the sound
B, and the number of times this picture is repeated in

say I /50th of a sec —frequency -dKermines pitch, while

ampUtide of the comiionents of the picture determines
intensity Thousands of experiments have been made,
and thus Mr Flowers has constructed a new phonetic
alphabet, each letter of which has always the same
form or curve The next step was the invention of

another instrument which would record the speech
mtterns not as sounds but as variations in intensity

This IS accomplished with the aid of sensitive elec

trical reaonators, vayymg in pitch, these act on a
beam of light which vibrates on a selenium celt, and
the sound patterns are reproduced by varying resist-

ances actmg on an electncally-driven pencil and drum
Speech sounds may also be directly recorded in this

way, without the use of the string galvanometer It

is this part of the apparatus that appears to be incom-
plete, but it is said that the record so obtained is

luUy as easy to decipher as that of a siphon recorder

used in cable telegraphy ’

Prof O
atomiwes, _

des Sciences (Petrograd), discusses the numerical
values of the atomic weights from the point of view
of the part played by the number 4, that of the helium
atom, which radio-active change has shown to be
an integral part of the atoms of the radio-active

elements He shows that the number of elements
approaching the value 4)1 is one and a half times
groater than those approaching the value 40+3, where
M Is an integer, and that whereas the first class tend
to approach the whole number, the second class tend
to avoid it Considering the departure of the atomic
weights from whole numbers of the form 411 he dis-

covers a preference for the values comprised within
o and to-Si between ± i and ±15 which may be
attnbutabie to the presence of an atom of hydrogen

bs conneetlon with the University of Calcutta, ' ex-
t^asdo* lecturn' am bemg delivered, and that on
Jaanmy m, by Or P C Rlfy, the dmn of the faculty

of the Universitgt. u before us. The lecture

edokists «f a brief risunU of onginal chemical re-

etrohea carriod out in Beogal in the last twenty
veora, and a* aa appaato a list of nfi papers contrr-

btttad vnrieaa societies, such as the Chemical

NO. 2421, VOL 97]

Society, Journal of the American Chemical SodOty,
nod other#, is given Some of these piwen am of

very conoidtrable value and interest, and indicate cft.

thusiaatic work on the part of this newly ematad
school, which is mainly due to the example and work

I

of Prof Rfly himself Prof R4y’a first pibbshed worlc
! was the History of Hindu Chemistry,’ wntteh about
thirteen years ago, in which he showw there was co».

siderabie scientific spirit and also more or less empkicol
work amongst the ancient Hmdus, as indicated in

their religious writings, lantras, etc
,

written in

ancknt Sanskrit It is, of course, onlv a man like

Prof R&y, well acquainted with Sanskrit and with a
thorough knowledge of modern chemistry, who could

have written such a work In this book Prof RAy
de])lored the decline of SLicntific spint m India, and
lamented that the spnit of inquiry had died out

amongst a nation naturally prone to speculation and
metaphysical studies He now writes — Little did

1 dream that in the course of a decade or so I should

have to revise the estimate 1 then formed of the

capacities of my own countrymen and i hronicle that a
bright chapter is about to dawn in our life-history

’

It cwtainlv appears from the present activity ot

onginal chemical research in Bengal that a new spint

IS abroad and it is to be hoped that this will quickly

spread over the remainder of India and that the same
spirit of research will embrace all the other sciences

The Amateur Photographer and Photographic News
have just issued their seventh annual Empire Num-
ber, an enlarged number that appeals especially to

the Colonies and Overseas Dominions and those in tWa
country who seek a more intimate relationship with
them It is well illustrated and includes contribu-

tions, both pictonal and literary from Africa, Aus-
tralia India and other p irts of the British Empire

A NEW and revised edition of Yirrell, Newton, and
Saunders’s History of British Birds edited byW Eagle Clarke, is in course of preparation for pub-
lication by Messrs Gurney and Jackson The late

Mr Howsu-d Saunders placed all his coSected notes
for a new edition of the work at Mr Eagle Clarke’s
disposal A feature of the new edition will be a
coloured plate of each species, the work of Miss L.
Medland

The following volumes are in priperation for
Messrs Longmans and Co s fi xt books of Physical
Chemistry —Electro-Chemistry partu Dr E. B R
Pndeaux, Practical Spcctrographic Analysis Dr
J H Pollok, Crystallography T V Barker For
appearance in the same firm s ‘ Monographs on In-
organic and Pl^sical Chemistry” the following are in

n
paration —Electrolytic Dissociation Theory, Dr
C Philip, The Physical Chemistry of Flames,
J Coates

,
Clays, Dr J W Mellor

, Cati^sis ef
Gas Reactions D L Chapman

, The uectro-
Chemistry of Non Aqueous Solutions, J W McBam,
Catalysis in Liquid Systems Dr G Senter, The
Rare Earth Metals, Dr J P Spencer f Hydrates in
Solution, Prof E A WsMhburn, Adsorption, V
Lefebure and A M Williams

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Opposition of the Minok Pianet (4) Vista.—

G

Strafe has calculated an ephemeris for this planetoid
for the period including the coming opposition on Apftt
i< (Circular No 502, Astronomuche NachnekterAVe^ 18 the only one of the very minstreiM metdrm
of le^ planets that at tunes beodinea visftk- to Aa
unaiiM eye, and although this qiposition is ate St
most favourabte possiUe, yet it occurs towards paA
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and the apparent stellar magnitiMie wiQ be
h nsU be upwards of four jrears before a better con
didMied omoution takes place The accompanying
I Iwt shnurg itn apparent path After about March a6 its

OMgnitude does not appreciably alter dunng the period

shown, on the chart The positions of the four stars

nearest to the path are corrected for precession Tht

PATH OF THE Minor Planet Vesta

positions and magnitudes of the stars shown arc
otherwise taken from the catalogue of nokcd-eye stars
prepared by Mr T W Backhouse Attention is

especially directed to the very close appulse of the
planet and the star Flamsteed 78, approximately
dunng the early morning of April aa

SPECTROSCOMC OnSEKVATtONS OF COMKTS Iota/
(Dblavan) and 191411 (/lATiNSKv) —N V Konkoty
has published results of visual wectroscopic obserVu*
tions of these comets made during 1914 {Astro
uomtsche Nachnehten No 4833) The spectra of both
were particularly bright and presented a striking
similarity The sodium D line was seen in the spectrum
of Delay an s comet The mean of a large number of
settings on the bright yellow pearl as it appeared
on September 30, gave A 58^6 Five hydrocarbon
bands were measured m both, the wavelengths for
Delavan’s comet on Octobci 17 being 55954, S4350.
516-63, 488-38 and 47238 In Zlatinsky^s ciiinct the
band at A 516 was the brightest the relative intensi
tics from thi red, bung 03 02 i o, 0-4 and 03
An Atmosphshic Effect qf Solar Katuodb Rays—IMercnoe was made in this cotumn on October a8

to M J Maurer s observation of a new atmospheric
opftol «ffect smhronising with npidly increasing
solar activity M J Maurer made a more extensive
contribution to the Meteorologisehe Zeitschnft on the
Mme subject, and attention is now directed to on
KMUih traiHiotion of this appearing in the U S
Monthlv Wtath^ Rtview (vol uiS , No ii)

MR IVAN Lh VINS7 EIN
'T*HE death, m his seventy-first year, of Mr Ivan
* Levinstein, which occurred on March 15, at his

rettdenoe at Hale, near Manchester, removes a ron-
spicuous figttee from the world df ladustrlal chemistry

to Manchester about the year 1864 from
where he had studied chemistry at the Tedi-

^.High Sehool, and estabUthad hlm^f in business
in naclcley, in the heart of the dyeing industry of
south-wu Lancashire, aa a manafacturer of aniline

himself not only his own actual producer,
owh artesman alao. He titikkiy hid the ftwn-
of « flouriahliig buaineas, and aoan begun to
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identify hunself conspicuously with the industry and
commerce of the city, associating himself also with
the acbve direction of other chemical enterprises like

those of the Ammonia Soda Company of Plumbley
and Murgatroyd’s Salt Company, of Muldicwicb He
was the active promoter of the fine chemical exhibtt
which attracted so much attention at the Manchester
ftibitee Exliibitlon of 1887 He was also the founder
and for wjine time the editor of the Chemical
Review one of the first technical journals established

m thw county He was twice president of the Society
of Chemical Industry, and vice-^iresident of the Society
of Dyers and Colourists and of the Manchester Chem-
ical Club He w IS for inanj years a director of the
Chamber of Commerce and a past president and he
w IS closely identified for more than thirty years, with
tin development of the Mmehester School of Tech
nology, which owed muih to his keen intelligpicc and
sound knowledge of tethnictl m itters The Man
Chester University, of the Court of which he was a
member, awarded him the degree of M Sc In recog-
nition of his many services to technical science His
name will always be remembered for his stout advo-
cacy for the reform of the Patent Laws, which gave
so unfair an advantage to the foreigner and he under-
took at great personal risk many successful actions
against certain of the great German tlumical firms In

order to comjiel them to grant licences to manufac
turers to work their patents in this country As he
once said they had patented the whole field of
organic chemistrv by their astute method of drafting
their patents His unwearied agitation resulted in

the Act of 1907 of which lie may truly be said after
efforts which had extended over twenty years, to be
the real author

METHODS, AND APPLIANCES FOR THE
AITAINMENP OF HIGH TEMPER
TURES IN THE LABORATORY

X^HAT was described as an informal discussion on
Y* the above subject was opened by Dr J A
Harker, F R S

,
on March 15 at a nii«ting of the

1 iraday Society ITit meeting, which was presided
over by Sir Robert Hadfield, h R S attracted con
sidcrable interest, and many well known experimenters

m high temperature work gave timr experiences in

the course of the discussion

Dr Darker, in the first place ik'scxibtd u recent
type of carbon tube furnace at present in use at th<

National Physical Laboratory for standardising optical
pyrometers It is gratifying to know that the high
resistance, thm-walled carbon tubes employed are now
made in this country For many purposes graphite
can be substituted for carbon This material has the
advantage of being easy to tool, but la order to in-
crease Its resistance, a spiral or zigzag groove has
to be cut along the tubes, and the simple ^vice of
wrapping filter paper round the tubes prevents—when
nothing but ash remains of the paper—the heat msu-
loting material from failing through the grooves For
this insulating material Dr Hart^ recommends that
highly flocculent soot known as paml-makcr’s lamp-
black Finally, the furnace must be completely cloara
In by a framework of wire-ncttmg coated with cement
to form a kind of solid ferro-concrete block. Thu is

neoessarv on account of the carbon monoxide that la

produced, as well as for thermal reasons Cemper
bat)d8 wrapped round the ends of the tubes as termini
practically complete the furnace, but water-coolmg U
necessary to preirent- undue, heating at the contacts to
keep down, the voltage, mdeed, attention to the tesw
minal contacts is % necessary condition of smooth
running, and inatteriBoa to tmt is a frequent source
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of avoidable trouUe in electric furnace work The

|

furnace shown in operation at the meeting consumed
100 amperes at lo volts when running at 3000° C

temperature was attainable in two or three

minutes A home.>made transformer with about loo
pnmary turns wound in two halves and three separate
secondary colls that can be connected in sertes or
parallel enables the furnace to be run oR almost aify

ordinaty lightii^ circuit

Mr R S Whipple, among other speakers testified

to the value and convenience of this simple form of
carbon tube furnace It was stated that Northrup In

\merica was using a idmilar furnace on a larger scale

for gear hardening in a motor-car factoiy A thermo-
couple IS attached to each piece of gear and the tern

perature is run up until the hump on the curve shows
the recalcscent ]Mint to have passed The gear Is

then removed and quenched One of the furnaces

exhibited by Dr Harker was made for a steel foundry
at Sheffield for standardisuig optical pyrometers of
which a very large number were stated to be in use
The discussion emphasised the fact that the great

desideratum at the present moment for many require-

ments both in the laboratory and the wxirks is a
furnace that will have all the advantages of the carbon
tube furnace, but which will not evolve carbon com
pounds Dr Rosenhain had used a vacuum furnace
wound with tungsten wu-e for melting pure iron

{melting point x5Jj±5° C )
but the tungsten became

Mttle after heatuig and was soon useless A resist

ance furnace using granular tungsten wmrking in

hydrogen or nitrogen was suggested as one substitute

and another was a carbon tube furnace with an Inner

tube and an mdifferent gas between the two It

appears, however that zircoma tubes are being expert

mented with, and a successful outcome of this work
is hopefully anticipated Zircoma Is one of the best

refractories known and if it can be obtained pure In

granular form almost any temperature will be possible

wiUi surface combustion Dr Rosenhain made the

useful suggestion to coat carbon electrodes or tubes

—

«wn in ordinary commercial electric furnaces—with
metallic copper, iron or aluminium by means of the

Schoop spray process as a means of ensur ng good
electrical contacts

For temperatures up to 1000 or 1300® C tube or
muffle furnaces heated with nickcl-chromium wire
were recommended by several speakers some of whom
have abandoned gas-heating altogether for tempera
lures below 1000® On the other hand some of the
modern gas burners of which several types were
described, appear to give excellent results at high
temperatures Air undw high pressure is essential

and so it appears is violent inixuig of the air and gas
—the cause of the great noise made by these furnaces
Mr S N Brayshaw described the ingenious burner
wrhlch bears his name which is ffisplacing the oxy
hydrogen flame, too local in its heating fw melting
platinum For many experimental metallurgical pur
poses the Richmond gas furnace was recommended

INSECTS IN AFRICA AND THE EAST
an •ocurato description of the Indian lac inaect

{fmchariia locsal, founded on now observations

of its ilfediistory and habits has loi^ been wanted bs
students of economic entomology They now find this

Movtded In the recently Issued Indian Forest Memoir
^nSocdpgy, vol iii

,
part i) by Dr A D Imms and

Mr N C Cbattanee Ine vanous stages are iUua-

trated by besudfuSy executed coloured figurea, and

very rare among Coccidte The Tachardia is attacked

by an alarming array of enemies, of which the c«ter>

pillar of a noctuid moth Jlublsmma amabiUt, Is the

most fonddable It Is aided in its destructive *0110110

by several other caterpillars of Lepldoptera t» large

number of beetles and their larv«, and a host of

bymenopterous parasites

To the December part (3) of the Bulletin of Entomo.
logical Research (vol vi) Dr I W Scott Meete
oontnbutes observations on the bionomics 6f Stt^
myia fasetata the mosquito that is well known as 0>e

alternate host with man of the yeUow fever parasite

The female insect pairs soop after emergence and
then must have u meal of blood before laylpg her eggs

Fertile eggs may continue to be laid for thirty sevea

days tvitnout necessity for a second painng The
prevalent belief that this mosquito sucks blood by

night only is not confirmed but sometimes she re-

fuses an offer to feed in daylight in favour of the next

opportunity to feed in the dark The male s taste

isjnntler as his staple food is honey
The same part of the Bulletin contains also notes bv

Dr W A Lamborn on the habiU of Glonina mcrtt

ioMs—the tsetse-fly that tames sleeping-sickness

trypanosomes in Masaland The insects are

by no means confined to the mapped fly-

belts The preponderance n number of mam
among flies captured i n the wing which con

trusts with the close equality of the sexes as bred
from pupana is explained bj the author as due to the

male s habit of pairing as the result of violent capture

rather than of courtship hence the females shun theS of the opposite sex The slimy secretion of the

la larva is believed by Dr Lamborn to afford

some protection against the attacks of certain ants

Puparia are rarely found parasitised by larvie of

Mutilla and other Hymenoptera and the adult tsetses

are sometimes cougnt and dci cured by dragonflies

Dr Lamborn desenbed how a dragonfly Orthetrum
chrysostigma hovered around his party of six boys
swooping down and picking off a tsetse from the bark
of one who stooped to drink at a pool Many speck
mens of the Orthetrum were captured in the act of

devounng tsetses wh ch appear to be equally accept
able whether fasting or filled with freshly-ingested

I

blood and this species of dragonfly is evidentW verv

I

expert in catching Glossma Another kind of dragon-
fly (Crocothemif erythraea) on the other hand handled
a tsetse so clumsily ns to convince Dr Lamborn that
It is a novice with this special type of prev ^
descnption with figures of several species of chalcidi
which Dr Lamborn has reared from the Glossina
puparia is given bv Mr J Waterston (t c part 4)
An addition to our knowledge of the distnbution of

tsetses IS contained in Dr Schweiz s paper in the third
part of the bulletin he has traced G morntant in the
Katanga district of the Belgian Congo far to the west
of the great river Dr Schwetz writes also on
the range and habits of G hrevipapit—a fly often
overlooked as it flies before sunrise and after sunset

G H C

Mr N C Cbatterjee The vanous stages ore iUus-

tfated by beaudfuSy executed coloured figures, and
thape are emunc^tions of the insect's food-fflants and
anahrsM of nhportant secretion A remarkaUe
feati&e is the dk^oii^flam shown in the male which
i^y be eifber tsdnigeu or'vdngless-tlte latter condition
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INTERESTING FORAMINIFBRA
TN a fine memt^* on Foraminifera horn the

w Renmba ArdfipelaM Portuguese Bast Afriot,
Mesars. Edward Heron-Alien and Ar^ur Eariand 6m
wl* no fewer than 470 spedes and varieties, of whicii
tMrfy-two are new to raenoe There is a strildMf
imemblaiw tetween the general fades of the
inis at Korimba and that of the late Mr E "W
Miuetfs collection from the Malay ArcUpdagOi, thb
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soolo|Fical feature is perhaps the great abund-

ence of Miliwds, of which laa species are reported,

N««h9>aevea in the single genus MlUolina

iTbe authors have been fortunate enough to discover

some very interesting new types Thus there is Iridta

with a dtuihanous chitlnous envelope covered over

irith very fine particles of mud and sand. It seems

to be an Astrorhizid, is usually attached to sand-

grams or shell fragments, and may attain to the

^snntic size of 8 mm in diameter Strange, prob-

^y abnormal, forms occur aith a clear area pn each
side of the shw perhaps indicative of liberation from
between two large sand-grams Similar possibly

identical, forms nave been described by Rnumbler
from a depth of metres in the Antarctic and
named Vanhoeffenella gaussn the windows being
interpreted as adaptations to the very scantv rays of

llj^t But this would not apply to the fierce glare of

the Kerimba shore Another remarkable new type is

Nouria, with several species some of which show
very effective treatment of the matenal selected for

shell making Thus in Nouria harnsii the test is

entirely composed of sponge spicules arranged in a
single layer with their axes more or less parallel to

the long axis of the test but so as to form a perfectly

tapered neck and a regular fringe projecting around
the mouth There are sometimes spicules projecting

aborally which may serve to keep the animal erect in

the surface layer of mud
Experts will be interested in what the authors have

to say in regard to D'Orbigny’s Pavontna flahetb-
formtt and his Rolalta duhia (seen again after ninety
years I), in their revision of the litulform species of
Peneroplls, and in their very successful study of the
double shells of Discorbina (apparently due to a kind
of budding) and of the devel^ment of the peculiar
dual nature of the terminal balloon-chamber which
Earland noticed some years ago in Cymhalopora hul
Imdes D’Orbigny But wc shall rather refer to the
remaricable discovery of specimens of Cymbalopora
tabella^ormis occupying little pits in mollusc shells

Each Foraminifer seems to be able to enlarge its crypt
as its test grows, n^, more to excavate tunnels in

the mollusc shell Tn^ tunnels radiate round the
crypt and may attain to a length many times its

diameter Thw are for the accommodation of the
pseudopodia It is interesting that the living matter
which habitually secretes carbonate of lime should
also dissolve it, and the possibility is suggested that
the solution may be helped by carbon <Uoxi% given off

(at night?) by the symbiotic Algsa which are usually
associated with this Forammifer The authors are to
be congratulated on the jjse thw have made of their
fine material, in connection with which the skill and
energy of Dr J I Simpson, who made the collection

should be remembered.

SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION AND
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH

CEVERAL professional bodies have devoted atten
tion lately to education and science in relation

to industrial dmlopment, and it is not too much to
say that they all appreciate the need for action in
order to pre^re for the strain of competition which
^y be expected to follow the cessation of hostilities
On Tuesday, March 14, the subject was discussed at
me Institutp of Journalists by the Circle of Sdentific,
Tedmical, and Trade Joumalisto, under the title.

The Sphere of the Scientific and Technical Press in
Rsla^ to Technical BducAtlon and Reaearch,” Mr
U Gacter, ehalnnan of thb tdrde, presiding The
^^fCuarton ^as opened 1^ Dr W Garnett, late educa-

Sr***! ***• Loindon C^ty Counci), and by
Mr A. P. M Fleming, wdio has recently made a tour
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of inspection of research leboraturies in the United
States Or Garnett s main suggestions are as fol-

lows —
(1) Education in elementary and secondary schools

must be more directly associated with thmgs so as to
develop sell reliance and resourcefulness, not to teach
trades

(3)

A considerable proportion of teachers should
devote a third year of tr lining largely to practical

work under conditions enabling tliem to become
acquainted with the practice of some trades

(3) A general knowledge of the phenomena of nature
and of prpeesses applied in industry must be more
widely diffused by means of popular lectures and other
wise

(4) More completely organised courses of instruc

tion without breach of continuity must be provided
for industnil workers of all i lasses including the
Itadcrs of industry together with the necessary

scholirsliips fellowships, or bursaries to enable the
bt st students to carry on post-gradu itc research

(5) Existing institutions must be improved and some
new institutions must be provided especially in the
themical trades to enable scientific discoveries to be
developed sulficienth to demonstrate the conditions
under which they can be made commercially success-
ful

(6) Some alterations must be made in the patent
law to enable the profits arising from investigations
conducted wholly or partly at the public expense to
be fairly divided between the State, the scientific

worker and the manufacturer

(7) Trades should be organised for the purpose of

superintending the research work in which they are
interested for the collection and dissemination of in-

formation and the distribution of work among firms
in the manner in which it can be most effectively and
economically earned out in the Interest of the inaustry
as a whole

(8) The trade associations should be in close touch
with the Advisory Council for Research, and the*’

council should, where necessary, recommend the award
of Parliamentary grants in aid of industnal research
earned out under the direction of the associations
and make provision for such work m cases in wh!''a
trade associations are not available, but the Advisory
Council should utilise to the utmost the services of
societies f

(9) As an alternative the Advisory Council for Rb-
search should appoint technical committees representa-
tive of trades, or groups of trades, to assist it m (he
organisation of industnal research

(10) The National Physical Laboratory should be the
central institution for all physical measurements and
standardisation, but for chemical processes a sepirate
institution for a trade or group of trades will fre-

quently bo required for the work intermediate between
the disoovety of a new product or reaction in the
research laboratory and the adaptation of the process
to commeraal manufacture

(11) Some method of financing new processes which
have been approved by a competent authority ithcr
than the ordinal method of floating a company is

desirable, and this may be provided by some form
of industrial bank

It will be notfoed that, -among other points. Dr
Garnett pleads not only for mcreased speciahsed
courses of training in science and technology, but also

for a knowledge of natural facts and phenomena as
part of the education of all. When this has been
secured, it may fa*ho^ that “members of Perliament
Vill oeese to wonder whether *re shall ewr know wtor
the moon appfgrs to.xhaage her Chape, and we enkU
not be tedd trat lard hH| only lust tffsoovered a*
a source Of glycerine^ that mineral <dl from GhHda
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IS oquBliy useful for this purpose, that wool wiU hdte

the place of cotton tn the manufacture of nitroctUulose

lor propellants, or that a cargo of phosphate has ueen
seised lest it should be used by the enemy for the

manufacture of phosgene gas.*

Or Garnett suggested that, perhaps, in course of

time, the Committee of the Privy Council concerned
with the development of scientific and mdnstrml re*

search may, as in other cases, be replaced by a new
Ministiw, and that a National Chemical Laboratory
might be established corresponding to the National
Physical Laboratory, though the diversity of chemical
trades and interests suggests that several co.ordtna*ed

laboratories would be required
Mr b Icmlng s account of the enormous amount of

industrial research being tamed on m the United
States by individual firms, and the increased provision

being made for research in universities and technical

institutions, shows tliac Ameriia is fully alive to the

commercial adiantagcs of such work Ht stated that

in the United States at the present time there arc
upwards of fifty corporations having research labora-

tories, costing annually from so.oool to loo.oool

each for mainlenance , mil hi added — Some of the

most stnkmg features of the research w ork In America
are the lavish manner m which the laboratories have
been planned and which in many cases enable large-

scale manufacturing operations to be carried out in

order to detcrmuic the best possible methods of manu-
facturing any commodity developed or disctyrcred in

the laboratory, the appreciation of men of higher

scientific training by industry resulting in increasing

numbers of students proaeding to their doctor’s degree
before leaving the university, the increasing attention

given in the research laboratories to pure science in-

vestigations, Uus being, in my opinion the most im-
portant phase of industrial research the absorption of

men who have proven their capacity for industrial

research m such places as the Mellon Institute, the
Bureau of Sundords, etc

, by the vanous industries

In wMch they have taken scientihc interest

While much work of prime importance has been
done by individual investigators in this country, there

IS a general lack of appreaation by manufacturers of
the advantages to be derived from the application of
science to mdustry, and a tendency to avoid the em-
ployment of scientifically trained men Steps have
Deen taken by the Royal Sonety to organise scientific

wrorkers, and the Chemical Society has formed com-
mittees representing all branches of chemical science
Similar organisations of technical experts have been
brought together by enginecnng societies What
seems to be particularly needed is a combination of
the forces of education, science, manufacture and
commerce, instead of bodies m which these interests

are separately represented. The only body in which
thia combination exists is the British Spience Guild,
wMch was founded in 1905, with the express object
ofbringing home to all dasses the necessity of apply-
ing scientific treatment to affairs of all kinds ' The
ptwaent European ends affords an opportunity of
lufique importance for the guild to impress upon all

who are engaged m the executive functions of Govem-
ment, and especially upon those who are engaged in
the apbare of industry and commerce, the paramount
daimf of science in its most advanced aspects of trun-
iilg and research.

ilia events of the present war have shown with
strOdiig dearness, not only the advantage which
svstetn^ education in science and thorough organisa-
tiqpi dr eclentffie researoh in ita various iqipUcaUons
have ghfen, wheOier frenn a chemical or engineering
point at ejawv tp the chief of the Central Powers with
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which the Allies are engaged, but they have shiAvp

with no less emphasis the extent to whkh in' the

region of scientihc Industry Germany has grown to

be the most formidable rival of the Umted Kingdom
This result is not duo to any merely adventitious dr-

cumstances, but is the direct trmt of tho sedulous oul-

tivation of science and of scientific research during the

last sixty years, especially in the highest educational

institutions of C^rmany ,
and it is the result also of the

frank and liberal recognition by the great departments

of the State and by the leaders of industry and com-
merce of Its vital importance to the economic progress

and well being of the nation
The recent important memorial, signed by men of

high scientific and technical eminence enga^ m the

various departments of pure and applied science,

directed the attention of the public to the grave char-

acter of the problems involved It is now necessary

to invoke the aid of the influential technical associa-

tions concerned with the dcvelopiiicnt and advance-
ment of the great scientific industries of the chambers
of conimerct in the chief industrial and commercial
centres and of bodies representative of the workers
engagcil in the service of the more important indus-

tries It IS necessary also to engage the influence and
support of bodies charged with the development of

agriculture in respect not only of improved scientific

means and meth^s of cultivation, but also of the
introduction into ngriiulture of other products of high
value, with a view to rendir the notion less dependent
upon foreign sources for its food supplies

It IS of prime importance that consideration should
be given to the conditions upon which the personnel
of the public service is r« ruiteo particularly in respect of
the choice of the higher offinals We may thus ensure
a much closer sympathy with and a keener apprecia-
tion of, the value of science and of its close relation to
national progress, with the consequent careful and
generous consideration of the curruula of the schools,
so as to uidudc a fuller measure of observation and
expernnent, and provide the means whereby the gifted
of all classes can avail themselves of the highest facili-

ties for education
With the object of giving effect to these purposes

and aims the British Science Guild is preparing a
statement which will be submitted to leading repre-
sentatives of many national interests and the whole
subject will afterwards be brought before the Govwn-
ment and the nation The tectoical Press could per-
form a useful service bv directing attention to tte
opportunity which the guild affords of unitmg industry
with education and science for tlwir common good

i c/r KHMAINU Of THE
HIGHER VERTEBRATES IN STRATU
GRIPHICAL GEOLOGY I

'T'HF study of fossil fishes, referred to in the preai-
* dential address to the society in 1915, raised the

question ns to whether animals of apparently the same
family, genus, or species might not originate fflora
than Mice from separate serlw of anoeetora The
higher wte^ates whiclj inhabited the land, may
most profitably be examined to throw Briit on the

^Udefined areas, isolated by seas, mountabia, 1^des^ sp ^t animals m these sereral areas must
often have dweteped indep^dentW for long pei^
Students of ehellt are unanhnous In recofindsinM Wtot
thw term homosomorphy. and tranImnmtHn, ^tM«,

IJ race thataS
be followed through succesiive gfedogfeal formaObiMk,
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Viftebrate tlwletoni, whicK ham much niore nuiMrout
«a4 tangible obaractera, and aputmch senility in more
varied ways» should atford a clearer view of general
principlee.

Eyen among vertebrates the evidence that most con
cems the gemogist is not always easily interpreted

For instance, the Sparassodonta and horned tortoises

of the ArsKntine Tertiary are so closely similar to the
eustkig Thylacines and the fossil Miolania of Aus-
tralia, that they are still sometimes quoted as provmg
the former existence of an Antarctic continent uniting
the South American and Australian regions On the
other hand they may bo merely survivors of tosmo-
politan races at the two extremes of their former
range, with certain inevitable (but not altogether
similar) marks of senility In making compansons,
indeed it is no longer enough to distinguish the fund i

mental and merely adaptive characters of animals
it IS also essential to note separately those characteTS
which depend on the early mature or senile position

of the particular animals in the evolving series to
which they belong •

Hitherto there seems to be only one case tn which
we have enough materials for forming a judgment as
to tvhether a fundamental advance may occur more
than once Mammal like reptiles are abundant in the
Permian of North America and m the Permian and
Tnas of South Africa and other parts of the Old
World Recent studies have shown that all spectahsa
tions in the North American forms are in the direction
of higher reptiles while all those m the South African
forms are in the direction of mammals Hence
although there is evidence of two pussibli sources
of mamnwils onlv one appears to have jiroduced

them
Among adtances of tower degree the origin of the

monkevs or tower Anihropoidea may be considered
It ts agreed that they arose from the Lcmuroiden
which were almost universally distributed over the
great continents at the beginnmg of the Tertiary era
They seem to have evolved separately in America and
in the Old World but the two series are very sharpiv
distinguished although they form one zoological sub-
order When isolated on the island of Madagascar some
of these same animals acquired a few peculiarities of the
American others of the Old World Anthropoidea but
never realty advanced beyond the I-emuroid stage
merely becoming senile just before their extinction
Hence the Lemuroidea evolved m three different ways
and the resulting groims are verv easily distinguish^
The study of the Tertiary Cngulata is e^iecially

important because most of tne groups arose either in

North America or in the Old World which were
united and separated several times It seems clear
that, although each group probably originated but once
in one particular area its members soon diverged mto
several indcpendcntlv evolving senes, each imbued
with some definite impulse or momentum towards
specialisation in the same way m the course of geo-
logical time, only at different rates There were thus
for example, several distinct lines of horses and rhino-
ceroses but all from the same source

It IS now well known that the characteristic South
American Tertiary Ungulates arose in an isolated
area aad many of their specialiaations are cunously
similar to some of those observed among European
Eocene and Oligocene Ungulata which soon proved
abortive or " inadoptlve * They are, however, by no
(neaas identical

While to many changes have occurred during the
evolution ol the vertebrates, the persistence of char-
actwa and the ttoength of heredity In numerous casesw bdO aa perptecing at Aey were when Huxlev
first directed apc^l attentton to ** persistent types

”
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UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATtONAT
INIELLIGENCE

Camuhidgk —Mr A V Hill Humphrey Owen Jones
lecturer in physical chemistrj and Mr J L I)ave}

have ^en elected fcllous of King s College

Mr h P White St John s has been elected to an
Isaac Newton studentship for three years and Mr H
Jeffreys bt John s lias been re-clcciLd to a student

ship for an additional year The Allen scholarship for

research in scientific subjects has been awarded to Mr
Franklin Kidd bt John s

London —Prof H Jackson of king s College, sue
cccds Prof A W Crossley as me of the representa

lives of the faiultv of sciinci on the beiiate

Ihe report of the Military Ldueation t ommittec for

iyi5 has been presented to tlie benate It states that

the number of members of the University of London
OT C during the training year cneled September 30
«as azoq of whom 1068 proceeded to commissions
during that year Lp to the end of 1915 3238 cadets
nr ex-cadets of the contingent had been granted com
missions Of these eighty six had f illen in the war
ind the honours md distinctions gamed were one
V C twenty live milit iry crosses sixty three men-
tiems In despatches (four mentioned twice) and one
MedaiUe Milit lire In addition 273 commissions had
been granted to graduates and students (other than
1 adets or ex-cadets) and these c fticcrs had gamed
four militarv crosses and ten mentions in despatches

Sinec ihc outbreak of war eight monthly cxiurses had
been held in th< ofheers sihool of instruction in

connection with tlic contingent and mure than 900
officers had passid through thi school Lists of
officers who ha\( f illen 111 the war and have gained
distinctions are printed as appendices to the report

OxNOSO Ihe Herbert bpencer lecture was delivered

on March 15 by Prof J Mark Baldwin Taking for

his subject 1 he Super State and the Eternal
Values Prof Baldwin spoke of the distinction, on
one hand between instrumental and eternal or abso-
lute values and, on the other, between individual and
super-individual values Pomting out that these di»-

tmctions are not peculiarly German, lie went on to

show that with the advent of the present war it became
evident that in the German conception the State is

not a vehicle of simply mdividiKit or instrumental
value It IS, according to the Germans the expres-

sion of the full national will it h value per se, sum
mansmg in itself the two super individual values The
monarch symbolises this , no concession to the popular
will IS possible under such a conception, but the

populace may be the recipient of free gifts from the
State Natural selection, or the survival of the fittest

18 recognised as for example, in the victory of Turks
over Arabs in the thirteentn century or of Rome over
Greece Germany recognises two kinds of fitness—

r

mihtary efficiency and organisation The spiritual and
ethical weapon is wielded by the State atom Mihtarv
necessity knows no moral law might id right, i c

super imUvidual might makes individual right 1 he
oluervance of treaties is subordinate to the needs of

the State, to be once a German is to be always of

super-individual value , Deutschland uber AUcs *$0

much for the German ideal The opposed point of

view makes itself felt in various domains, as in that

of naturalisation where the experience of the war
has proved that documentary evidence is useless , in

that of arbitration, and in that of cultural elatinnH

between peoples Jn fine, Germany says that the

nation is incbrumedtal to the State, the democratic

kd^erents opposed to Germany hold that the Stale
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Iwt on iiwtrumtiiMl vaiiM onlyi bikI that it ia inatru*

mental to the nation

SuBFFULO —The cpunal of tho Vniveraity has
decided to inititute a lectureahip in Ruasian It it

underttood that in view of the ur^cy of a knowledge
of Ruaaian in the trade of ShefAeid. the neceatary

funds have berh secured locally, and that an appoint

ment to the lectureahip will alioitly be announcM

Auono the bequeata of Mr J S N Royd, who died

on February i leaving estate of the \alue of ^1,6461

,

are 3 tool to Epsom Coilege, for one foundation
scholar, and the ultimate reddue of the estate, after

the death of hia mother and sister, to the University

of London for a profesaorahip of pathology in the
Medical School of Charing Cross Hospital

In the fire which, as stated last week (p 49), de-

stroyed the chemical laboratories of Cornett Unweraity
several members of the staff appear to have lost very

valuable records and data, the work of years We
learn from Science that many notes of experiments
and researches, manuscripts, and treasured records

have been lost In a business house such records
would be ploced in a fire-proof safe evoiy day when
not require^ but the use of safes in laooratories is

very rare Perhaps the fire at Cornell Universrty will

lead to the introduction of fire-proof rooms or safes

In all laboratories where records of original vvxirk are

kept, in order to avoid the destruction of scientific

mat^al upon which no monetary value can be placed
because it is unique

It is announced in the issue of Seteme for March 3
that the University of Buffalo has received actual and
provisional endowment for the new department of arts

and sciences amounting to teooool
, 30,00^ of this

sum to be given outri^t by Mrs Seymour M Knox
who, with her children, proposes to increase this

eventually to n total of ioo,oqo{ 50000! is given by
General £ Hayes, for the first building upon the
University site, provided 300,000! be raised for like

purposes before June 1919 From the same sourcci

we learn that President G^now at the commence-
ment exercises of the Johns Hopkins Lniversi^, on
February 33, announc^ that the Consolidated Gas
Company of New York, the American Gas Company
of PhilMelphia, and the Consolidated Gas Company
of Baltimore, had interested themselves in the estab-
IMiment of a laboratoiy at the University for research
work os to the possibilities of coal tar products The
purpose is to develop the aniline dye industry and other
important branches m the cpal tar field

The experiment of holding a Summer Assembly in

Science at the Scripps Institution for Biological Rc-
eearch at La Jolla on the sea coast mar San Diego,
will be tried by the University of California next
summer for the first time Tno purpose is to dis-

aeminate among teachers and otliers interested in

modem science the discoveries and new points of view
which are resulting from the investigations of the
veaearch department of the University There will be
lectures conferences, and demonstrations even after-

noon Of the six weeks by members of the scicntifii.

staff of the institution and Tuesday and Thursday
mornings win be devoted to lectures iaboratorv,

museum, and field work for small groups of students
on the characteristic animal and plant life of the ocean
waters along the shore of southern California A
course on Local Coastal Physical Geography
will he conducted by Mr C Crandall,
who «is matter of the AU^cmitr dguns the

lnstUutkm.’s aea,«olng scientific collecting vessel,

IttS wk)^ fanulianty with the Cainbmia coast Half
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a mile of ocean frontage, with cliffs, ssnd beadbes,

and tids pools inhabited by a wide variety of se%8fs^
is the ideal locality which the Senpps InstltutiQii fpr

Biological Research occupies Any persons mtsretted
in sconce who wish to attend the assembly at ttaa

Scripps Institution from June 35 to August 5 next

are raquested to wnte as soon as potsiue to Prof

William E Ritter, scientific director of the institu-

tion, at La Jolla so that proper provision may be

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Ssclaty, Marth ib Sir J J Thomson, prc*.!-

dent, in the chair -C RaM and J droves Preliminarv

report on the Purbeck Characea? The investigations,

in aid of which a Government grant was made, relate

to the remains of Charateae found in the cherts and
limestones of tlic Middle Purbeck beds of Dorset \

large amount of new material has been collected and
by treating the limi stones to a long-continued drip of

slightly aadulatcd water it has been possible to obtain

specimens throwing much additional light on the

structure of these plants Ihc principal results ob-

taincHl up to the present arc (1) The discTiniimtion

of a new genus Clavator, characterised by («) the

production of remarkable thickened clubdike nodes,

(b) the presence of a utricle tnclosiig the oogonium,
(c) the production of numerous rosette like groups of

clavate processes on the stem and branrhlets (a) The
discovery of a number of different ^pes of fruit and
vegetative parts showing that the CMra-flora of the

period was rich and varied The remains found be-

long to both divisions of the family Charesa and
Nitellee —Prof H G PllauMr Notes on the genus
Toxoplasma, with a description of three new s^ies
Organisms bearing the above name have been found
in the rabbit gondi dog mole, and pigeon during
the seven years that have elapsed since their disooverv

by Splendore in Brazil Thiir systematic position is

uncertain but they are widely distributed geographic-
ally and aa regards hosts They are found at ^ra
sites in the mononuclear leucoCTtes, m which thev

occur in large numbers Those described in the paper
were found in a Fossa from Madagascar in a fruit

pigeon from the Aru Islands and in a Say s snake
from Mexico this latter being the first found m a

reptile The results of the study of these paranles tn

the above named animals point rather to their rela-

tionship with the Hnmogrcgarlnes than with the
Lcishmama or the YeisU as has been suggested—

F

Soae The convolutional pattern of the brains of iden-
tical twins a study on ^rrditarv resemblance in t^
furrows of the cerebral hemispheres This monograph
IS a contribution to the study of the comparative
morphology of relative brains inaugurated by S|dtzka,
Karplus and Schuster Its interest lies in the fact
that It describes the brains of identical twins It also
includes a study of nerve plexuses and other mor^iio
logical points of interest thus yerving as a morpho-
logical contribution to the observations of the late Sh*
Francis Oalton on the historv of twins

Reyal Mctewelegkal SMlety, March 15 —Major H 0
Lyons president m the chair —Sir NapieF W«w The
meteorologv of the globe in 1911 The year tqir le
still remembered for its fine warm summer As the
sequel pf a long series of discussions at meetings of
the International Meteorological Cominittee and ^
commissions, the International Solar Ct^missioh,
In^wtional Cornmissiqn for M^time M^wyctegy
and Storm Warnings, the Internntio^
for Roseau Mondied, as well ns the Solar FhyAiia
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CArttolttcte of the Board of Education, which, through

the Pt^cs ObaerVatory at South Ken^gton,
wds dMcertied with the relation of aolar and terreitrial

^tadfnena, e^pedalty rainfall, the committee of the

SfeteOrological Office authorieed the preparation of an
annual statement of the meteorology of the globe begin-

ning with X911 The volume for that year is now
nearly ready fca: issue It gives particulars of pres-

sure, temperature, and rainfall for available stations

in all pai^ of the globe at the rate of two stations

for each xo° square of latitude and longitude It also

gives the differences from the normal in those cases in

which normals existed or could be compiled The
values are given in absolute units for pressure and
temperature Positive and negative signs are therefore

only used to Indicate differences from normal, except

in two cases of negative sign in the column for height
which indicate that the stations are below sea-level

\ brief discussion of the meteorology of the year is

based upon the differences from normal

Manchester

Lhsrary sad PhUossphieal Seclety, March 7—Prof
b J Hickson, president, in the chair—D Tbsday
Optical properties of chlorophyll The author referred

(o the importance of chlorophyll, which enables green
plants to utilise radiant energy from the sun in the
synthesis of organic food substances from the carbon
diotide of the atmosphere On this process the whole
organic world, with few exceptions, directly or in-

directly depends A few classes of bacteria, e g the
iron and the sulphur bacteria, are independent of
organic substances, makmg use of carbon dioxide in

chemosynihtsts by means of chemical energy, liberated

in the oxidation of ferrous carbonate and sulphuretted
hydrogen respectively In the green plant tM direct

utilisation of sunlignt in photasynthests depends on
chlorophyll, and th^ fact makes the optical ^operties
of chlorcuhyll of especial interest Mr Thoday demon-
strated the red fluorescence of a chlorophyll solution,
remaiicing that the sensitismg action of this and other
fluorescent pigments on photographic plates and their
toxiaty to pi^ozoa in extremely dilute solution only
in the fight, suggest that sudi pqnnents when exposed
to U^t are especially active chenucally—Dr H G A
Hkkug Variation in the colour of coal streaks *1116

colour of coals varies In proportion to the different
amounts of carbon in the cools The author exhibited
n number of samples of the fluorescent solutions obtained

S
washing finely-ground coal-powder with benmne

e pointed out that the constituent of the coal dis-

solve by the benzene appears to be more espedallv
characteristic of the bituminous or humic t^s of
coal, little or no colour being obtained when the
Cannel coals or anthracites are similarly treated

Eoikburch

Reysl teelety, Februa^ 7 —Dr J Horne, president,
m the chair—J M Thssipssa The anatomy and
ilWnlty of Platycoma mtcrophyllum The paper dealt
;^th the anatomy of a sinjfie specimen of tne plant
Thero were simply-pinnate unbranched leaves spring-
ing from the upper surface of the condensed and hori-
*wtal rhizome, and small filiform leaves devoid of i

pmna inserted on the sides and lower surface of the
rhiaome Between these two leaf types transitions
were found. The heterophyly Is considered a conse-

of the ndt^im of the rhiaomatous habit A ,

dichotmised pinnate feaf whs described The stele ^

^ of a unique type, and the qiorangia, of which
‘“We wsre two typea, large and small, were charac-
tensed by itrc^larities to form and variability in posU
lion tX thn ai^iit,. Tile qtstetmtic or the ;
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Platyzoma cannot \ct be dctennined, and until fuller
information regarding the nature of the spores is
obtained it is proposed to leaic Plat>zoma in the
Gleicheniacen —Dr K C Davis The leaf trace in
some pinnate leaves Ihiv was a continuation of the
former paper on the pinna trace in the ferns Species
of Polypodium from the forests and open sea coast
in Brazil showed no variation in the method of giving
off of the leaf trace but modified the abaxial ride of
the leaf trace, increasing the number of strands where
the leaves were long and heavilv pinnate, decreasing
them in short leaves In species of Aspidium, Dryo-
ptins, Polystichum and other genera colkctcri in

Brazil it was found that the abaxial strands of the leaf

trace were used directly m the suppl\ of the pinnw
where these were large With few exceptions the Upc
of pinna trace is constant throughout a genus Ihe
abaxial side of the leaf trace is dependent on local and
individual peculiarities Compansons were made with
the leaf trace of Ctcads and of Monocotyledons and
Dicotyledons

Paris

Academy of Sctcaces, Mai eh b M Camille Jordan
in the chair i’lcrre Dnlieai IIh ilectrodvnamics of

conducting medi 1 M Llaponnolt was elected a corre-

ridant for the section of geometrv in the place of

late Paul Gordan —Ernest Leboa V new table of
divisors of numbers —Charles Rabat New inverse in

variants MM Qlrardeaa and Botbcaod ihe regula-

tion of the charging circuit m installations of wireless

telegraphy, using continuous high tension current with
rotating contact-breaker Commenting on two recent
notes of M Bouthillon, it is pointed out that the pro.
posed regulation is not new References made to

publications on this subject, dating from i(|io —

\

Back A new reaction of urine N urates are 1 educed
in animal tissues by the joint action of a ferment
and a 00-ferment, neither of which separately possei,M.».

a reducing action Both are present in fresh milk
and It IS now show n that normal urine contains appre-
ciable quantities of the co-ferment —^Jules Wtlseh The
geological constitution of the Poitou marshes—Stanis.

las Msaalsr Observations on the absence of the pelvic
facics in the sedimentary senes — F Oarrtgea The
age and mode of formation of water at the surface of
the earth —Fernand Qaad A new method of employ-
ing formol for disinfection at the front Use is made
of the vapours given off when formol per cent solu-

tion) is poured into a saturated solution of potassium
permanganate Direa experiment has proved that

sterilisation of clothes by this method is more rapid
than when day heat is used Details of the process
are given —C Oalalas and C Hsolbsrt A sulphur
dioxide diffuser for disinfection and rat killing in the

trenches, in hulls of ships and in houses The appa-
ratus proposed consists of a vessel of liquid sulphur
dioxide, a heating eoil and a fan The amiaratus is

claimed to be compact, easily manipulated, and
efficient in action —^Auguste Laialtn The action of

the hypochlontes on pus It has been shown by M
i^lbet that when pus is added to double its voiuine

of Dakin’s solution (o^ per cent sodium h\pochlorite>

sterilisation is not usually effected, and, indeed for

some organisms, increased vitality results Fxpen-
ments with pus containing various micro-organlams
(tetanus, streptococcus, staphylococcus, etc

)
show that

when a quantity of sodium hypochlorite is added to

pus insufficient fdr sterilisation, the organisms ate

rendered less virulent and their toxins are destroyed

by oxidation This destruction of toxins regenerates

the culture medium (pus), hence the Increased growth
in M Delbet’s exmonments. But the destruction of
the toxins i» oRki ip favourable to the body resistance

since It t>ermits the intervention of the phagocytes.-
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EARLY BRYOLOGY OF 1HE
WORKER BEE

The Embryology of the Honey-Bee By Dr J A
Nelson Pp 383 (Princeton University

Press, London Oxford University Press, 1915 )

Price 8s 6d net

''pHL author of this book- describes himself
L as Expert in Bee Culture Investigation,

Bureau of Entomology, U S Department of Agri-

culture From such an expert one would naturally

expect a book full of interesting particulars about
the modifications of development in the bee in-

duced by the social habits of this insect and its

method of feeding its young The reader who
entertains my such expectation will be severely

disappomted, the book deals only with the early

development of the egg of the worker bee, and
carries the lifc-history only to the stage when the

bee escapes from the egg shell and begms its life

as a grub inside a cell of the honeycomb
The book, therefore, is almost without signtfi

cance for the bce-cultunst, but from the point of

view of the student of comparative embryology it

is a production of very great interest, and is to be
warmly commended It comprises a most pains

taking and detailed study of the processes of seg-

mentation and formation of the layers ’ in the

bee s egg, followed by a full and sitisfactory

description of the development of the nervous
system, of the respiratory system muscles, heart

genital organs, etc It might indeed, be regarded
ss a first-class elementary text book on insect

embryology were it not for the obvious fact that

the bee is not i very good choice as a type of

insect development But the comparative embry-
ologist must often choose the types which he can
get, not those which he would prefer, and as the
first pre requisite of sound embryology is to obtain
abundant material comprising stages separated by
very Short intervals, it must be admitted the be*
offers a better opportunity of accomplishing this

end than many more primitive insects The seg-
mentation of the mesoderm is, however much less

marked in the bee-embryo than in the lower types,

and no vestiges of abdominal appendages appear
in the course of the development
On practically every point the author confirms

the conclusions arrived at by Hirschler in his study
of the development of the beetle Donacia, which
IS by far the most thorough and satisfactory inves-

tigation of the development of any insect which
bad appeared up to the date of its publication

(1909) All our ideas on the early stfigea of insect

development had been thrown into confusion by
Heymons This author asserted that in the higher
insect the endoderm, which in the lower types
forms the epithelium of the mid-gut, had tot^ly
djuppeared, and that in these higher types this

«|HfbeUum was formed from two tmds of cells of
eetodennie origin attached to the inner ends of the
stooiodseum and proctodeum respectively These
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conclusions of Heymons were frequently used to

discredit the doctrine of the fundamental import-

ance of the distinction between the germ-layers,

1 doctrine which all recent and careful research

his tended to re-estiblish and extend Hirschler

showed that Heymons had confounded an earlier

pair of invaginations of the outer cells into the

yolk, which can be compared to the process of

gastrulation in less yolky eggs, with a later and
totally distinct pair of similar invaginations which
give rise to the stofflodsum and proctodseum The
reader will find that Hirschler s statement receives

valuable md convincing confirmation in the volume
before us

The book is well illustrated, most of the figures

being interspersed with the text in the vicinity of

the portions to which they refer, whilst some plates

giving excellent representations of the whole egg
m various stages of development are collected at

the end The book will prove to be an indispens-

able adjunct to every zoological library

F W M

SOCIOLOGY AS A SCIENCE
Outlines of Sociology By Prof F W Blackmar

and Prof J L Gdlin Pp viii + 586 (New
York The Macmillan Co London Macmdlan
and Co

,
Ltd

, 1915 )
Price 85 6d net

'I HF indent academic problem of free will”

IS always with us the study of it is never

barren for its meaning changes with the develop

inent of society and of social intelligence As
compared with the slate of the problem in the

time of Hume for example, the present day aspect

of It is decidedly more clear and scientific. It

mav be put in Cooley s words no man really

acts independently of thv influences of his

fellow men Everywhere, so Profs Black

mar and Gillin put it there is a social

life, setting limitations and predominatingly

influencing individual action In govern-

ment, m religion in industry, in educa-

tion in family association—in everything that

builds up modern life, men arc co-operating

They work together combine and organise for

specific purposes, so that no man lives to himself ”

Sociology has often been derided as a pseudo-

science , but m its early stages every science has

received the same contumefious treatment

Chemistry was once alchemy ,
astronomy was once

astrology But British, American, French, ^aod

German thought has sealed the success, or at

least the usefulness, of the youngest of the

sciences, which, after all, is one of the oldest,

Plato’s “Repubhc” is a sociological investigation

And, a fnon, if there is order m the process of

society-building if ” through it all mbs a constant

purpose, a social trend, if there are laws con-

tndlmg the movement of human society, forces

in continual icfton impelling it forward in well-

defined lines'—then there is clearly a mass of

facts capable of classification, social phenomena
more or less frequently recurring, and movements

r
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more or less re^lar, which admit of scientific

study and analysis As for the relation of socio-

logy to other social sciences, “while economics,
political science, or ethics may deal with specific

laws relating to parts of society, sociology deals

with the General laws which apply to the whole
structure", “it occupies much the same position

with reference to the social sciences that biology
holds to the natural sciences dealing with organic
phenomena ”

Sociology IS essentially a co-operative study,
no great individual genius can epitomise it and
stamp It with his own theory What the social

mind “ IS to society, sociology, in a sense, is to
the social sciences, and, as EUwood says, the
term social mind is a convenient term to express
the unity of our mental life " One danger that
may threaten sociological science is the possi-

bility of becoming academic Few studies have
more inducements for the armchair philosopher
The cure for this tendency is in the highest
ideal of sociology, viz

,
creative work in the

amelioration of social patholi^y The only
sphere for the realisation of this ideal is field-

work, the study of living conditions To this

all antiquarianism and historical investigation

must be subordinated For instance, an investi-

gation into the causes of poverty in a particular

country, earned out personally, would he a valu-
able factor for progress It is just in this kind
of creative work that the State can make use of
the science, as it is beginning to do, while the
science should place itself at the service of the
State This is true of every science But the
duty of the State is no less plain it must en-
courage, organise, and subsidise all the sciences,

without the cumbrous pomp and delays of Royal
Commissions, but on simple business lines

The war has begun to drive home this ele-

mentary truth At the stage of civilisation now
attained it is preposterous that the State should
not realise its function and duty—that is, to
secure the increasing well-being of the society and
the individuals over whom it presides To effect

this result is impossible on merely political and
l^al bases, science is the only sane foundation
01 national prosperity and progress, and therefore
the main concern of the State should be with
science And sociology is a sort of middle-man
between the sciences and their utilisation by the
State There is probably not a single depart-
ment, either of the social or individual life (the

piriitical counts merely as a phase of the social,

artificially maintained in relation to the State)
adiich IS not more or less haphazard in its theory
and practice We do not want to substitute for
painful experience and rule-of-thumb any theoreti-

cal fads, but we may certainly claim, in a scientific

age, that the best results of applied science should
form the material for State-development of the
national possibilities Otherwise we are left with
die barbarous creed of Uussee-fatre of which
“muddle through" is the proper and most apt

translation

Everything of the best m recent sociological
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interpretation seems to be included in this text-

book of Profs Blackmar and GiUin ,
it is quite

the most impartial, reasoned, and sound of

risumds of the subject, most of which, by the

way, together with original theory, has recently

emanated from America
To illustrate the needs of a relation between

sociology and the State the authors’ remarks on
‘ social surveys ” are in point They mention the

f
reat work of Mr Charles Booth, who devoted

IS fortune and a great part of his later life to a
study of social conditions in London, ’ also Mr
Rowntree’s study of York, Miss Jane Addams’a

I

“ Hull House Majjs and Papers, ’ and others.

“A number of places have introduced this method
of social stocktaking * But as practised at the

present time by the professional, social, and edu-

cational surveyor, it is liable to be brought into

disrepute
” “There is great need of a standard-

isation of methods and a perfecting of technique ”

In other words, there is needed for this, as for

every other sociological sur\ey and any practical

application of science to national purposes, a
central organisation Such can only be supplied

by the State, but there is always the danger of

that corruptto opUmt red tape, of which, how-
ever, the best cure is scientific training

A r Craw ley

EUCLID S BOOK ON DIVISIONS OF
FIGURl'S

Euclid s Book on Divisions of Figures with a
Restoration based on IVocpcke s Text and on
the 'PraetKa Geometnuc of Leonardo Pisano
By Prof R C Archibald Pp viii-88
(Cambridge At the Universitj Press, 1915 )
Price 6s net

A typical problem of the Divisions is “to
cut off a certain fraction from a given

triangle by a line drawn from a given point

within the triangle Of the thirty six proposi-
tions of the book, six are auxiliary, two deal with
areas the boundaries of whiph are partly or wholly
circular, the rest are concerned with the division

of triangles and quadrilaterals For several

reasons the treatise is very interesting
, it is appar-

ently complete, the Arabic text^ translate by
Woepeke {Joum As

, 1851) seems to represent
Euclid's text, and although the same cannot be
SRid about the proofs supplied by Leonardo of
Pisa (Fibonacci), they retain a great deal of the
old Greek style The peculiar fact that shows
how, even early in the thirteenth century, geo-
metry, as understood by the ancient Greeks, had
become infected by anthmetic, is that Leonardo
constantly gives numerical illustrations, and even
refers (p 41, note) to s^ments defining ajgrvtn
ratio as “numbers," whidi we may be sure Eu^d
would not do in this context Since the editor’s,

translation of Leonardo is not absolutely literal^

we must not lay stress on the passage (p 61) —

•

“Apply a rectangle equal to the rectangle sb W
> Tbh con kIih ih« ennaebrtiont only
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to the line bt, but exceeding by a square
, that is,

to bt apply a line such that when multiplied by
itself and by bi the sum will be equal to the pro-
duct of zb and bt,” the explanatory clause being
possibly Dr Archibald’s, but however that may
be, this sentence is a good illustration of the
contrast between Greek methods and others

1 he editor’s work seems to be very well done
There is a historical introduction (pp i-aS), the
restoration of the treatise (pp 30-77), which gives
a translation of Woopeke s version of the Arabic,
and 1 close paraphrase of Leonardo s proofs when
they exist, with supplementary matter by the
etlitor indic ited by br u kets or different type

, and
a bibliogrsphy (iS39“t9t') which goes references

to works on dnision ” problems com ring 1 \ery
wide range—some, for instance, Ic iding to

transeendental equations
If the Cambridge Pres would issue this work,

to teachers at any rate in a paper wrapper at

half-a-crown it might hive a larger circulation

The book deserves to be well known on account
of Its ingenuity and the light whirh its historj

throws on the different phases of geometrical
theory (i R M

OUR BOOKbHLLr
A Laboratory Manual for Work m General

Setemt Bv O W Cildvvell, W I liken
berry ind G J Pieper Pp xi + 134 (Lon-
don Ginn and to, igi ^ ) Prict is 6d

This little manual, emanating from the School of

Education of the University of Chicago, gives
outlines of experiments and demonstrations for

use “in the first viar of the high school’ The
experiments idoptcd are stated to lie the result

of the co-operative work of several high school

teachers through a period of years Their pur-
pose IS to dircit the pupils into the habit of
finding out aliout manj kinds of common prob-
lems in science ’ l^scfil as some of the experi-
ments are to create a healthy interest in every-
day phenomeni, the course described covers so
many different fields ind the experiments follow

each other with so little regard to sequence, that
the net result would probably be to impart very
unreal and superficial knowledge In successive
experiments we have such abrupt transitions as
the following No 23 Does a liquid fill all the
space which it appears to fill ? No 24 What arc
the parts of a flame? And, again. No 43 How
do bacteria act on milk and how may milk be
preserved? No 44 What changes in volume
take place when water freezes? No 49 Docs
water evaporate in a plant'* No so How does
a siphon work?

Exercises such as No 61 What is the relation
between water supply and disease? No 61a
What IS the significance of the local death-rate
from typhoid? No 62 How is sewage disposed
of in your community? are examples of lates
problems. These are followed by exercises dealing
with the use of pulleys and machines, experiments
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on the soil, the growth of plants, the nature of

foods, and so on finally we have a statistical

study of the question, Arc v iriations in parents

tiansmitted to offspring?”
In the reviewers opinion fir too much is

attempted in the course laid down for it to be of

much II il edii itive value WAD
irehau Sculpturitiff^ Notes on Irt Philosophy,
and Religion in hritatn 2000 B c to 900 A D
By L M Mann Pp (London W Hodge
and Go , 1915 ) Price 2s bd net

I tiE ohjeet of this p imphlet, reprinted from the

Proceedings of the Dumfries ind Gallow ly

Natural History and Antiquarian Soeiety, is to

examine three groups of sculptures in that dis-

trict Pagan, eonsisting of eup and ring mark-
ings of the Neolithic and Bronze Ages, and dia-

grims on slate of the Middle Hron/e Age, transi-

tional designs, mostly of the Iron Age, and the

earliest Ghristian monuments I he seheme is

wide, probably too wide for treatment within the

limits of a single paper The most interesting

part of It IS the investigation of cup and ring

markings I he current theories of their origin

ind purport being far from satisfactory, Mr Mann
tells us that some years ago he began to recognise

th it these fig'ures, when plotted on paper, wore
found to be irranged in a most precise, mathe
malical md geometrical manner ’ He recog-

nises two main systems of lines fitting into the

s ilicnt p irts of the sculpturing One system
narrowly misses coinciding with the other One is

icliltd appirently to the actual pole, and the

other to the pole star of that period ” He be-

lieves that many of them “embody primitive astro-

nomical motives mixed up with ideas of worship
of a Supreme Central I orce which were wide-
spread over most parts of Europe during the first,

probably the second if not also the third millen-

nium before Christ
”

The scheme is worked out with considerable in-

genuity But the student will probably demand
f irtlicr evidence, beyond the carvings themselves,

to show that these beliefs were current among the
sculptors, some precise dating of the ornamenta-
tion, and a more extended survey of similar mark-
ings beyond the area treated in this paper The
theory is, at any rate, interesting and those who
are in a position to examine these stones might
Inar it in mind *

If arwickshire By J Harvey Bloom Pp. xi +
144 (Cambridge At the University Press,

igi6) Price n 6d net

This little volume exhibits all the excellences we
have learnt to associate with the Cambridge
county geographies Visitors to Warwickshire
will find here a concise and well-illustrated account

of the relief, geology, natural history, climate,

and industries of the county, in addition to other

interesting particulars about one of the most
beautiful parts ol England The coloured oro-

graphical and geological maps add greatly to the

value of the guide.
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taken of anonymous communications ]

OptiMl Olua: an Hiatorioal Nota.

The subject of optical glass is, at the prisent Unic,

one of such paramount unport incc tliat no apology

II needed for introducing it to the attention of your
j

readers As is vtell known, the Rev Vernon Harcourt
and hir George Gabriel Stokes in the earlier half of

last century, laboured together for more titan twenty
five years with the object of adding to our stock, new
varieties of optical glass, but without success Iheir

la^urs, however, were afterwards continued by Prof
\bbc and Dr bchott, of jena, who in the course of

some five years, were completely successful Vs the

result of a critical examination of the work of the

English workers Dr Czapski—llien the head of the

firm of Carl Zeiss, of Jena—came to tlic conclusion

that Harcourt and Stokes had failed simply because
they had not at their disposal tlic services of a sym-
patnctic and competent glass-maker

I have quite recently, by the courtesy of a friend,

enioyed the privilege of reading a number of letters, I

believe as yet unpublished, written by Prof Abbe,
during the period of his work on optical glass to a
well-known English miiroscopist, now dead One of
these letters, dated October 9, 1881, is very interesting

because it sets out very dearly the high-water mirk in

optical construction attained by optical glasses com-
mercially obtainable before the Jena glasses were pro-
duced The relevant part of this letter reads as fol-

lows —
The Crown and Flint which is applied now by

Zeiss—for objectives, prisms etc —is within the limits
of I <017 and 1 8017 refractive index for the D-Iine
The dis^rsion of the former is 0-00798 and of the
latter 0032^ measured for the Interval between lines

C and F The density of the said Crown is approxi
mately 2 40 and of the said heavy flint 5 1 The
Crown above is not the ordmary Crown which yields

Hu “ t 5 1 5
- I jao and - iii, “ o 00^0 o 00900 «

is a special glass of Feil (of Pans) Tflc Flint named
above—also from Feil— is not perfectly white, but the
colour (yellowish) is not veiy perceptible in smaller
pieces (lenses or pnsms) It may be usefully applied
for many purooses, though it leaves a rather great rest

dual of secondaiw chromatism
“ Fell has made still more refractive Flint approach-

ing t-9 in index But this is strongly coloured and not
fit for use in my opinion The common Flint which Is

applied for telescope objectives, has N between i 60
and 1 63, and Nk-Ni, between 00165 and 00180 The
strongest Flint, which is made by Chance Brothers of
Birpningham (1 e ‘ double-extra-dense Flint) has
ND“>i7t-r73and Nr-N between 0^230 and o 0241
“ All taken together, we have eighteen different kinds

of Crown and Flint in constant use at Dr Zeiss’s
workshop

It is interesting to note that at the time referred to
in the a^ve letter Zeiss was entirely dependent upon
Chance Brothers, of Birmingham, and Feil, of Pturis,

for his supplies of optical glacs

The research work commenced by Abbe and Schott
in 1881 on a laboratorv scale was so far suocewful
that Prof Abbe writing in a second letter on
February ar 1883, says —

Regarding the glass experiments, of which I have
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told you a year ago 1 may say, that they have had a
very satisfactory progress, as well m regard to the

purely scienUfic aims {or which the research had
oeen undertaken as in regard to the prictical results

which arc Stained We are now satisfied that the

utilisation of these results for the fabrication of optical

glass wiU be the basis of a good progress of practical

optics in sever it respei U 1 he question is now only

how to introduce the results of the experimental re-

search into the fabrication ,
for all that can be done

in the laboratory is settled now, or nearly settled

For that other aim 1 have had already, during several

months, long and troublesome negotiations in order

to obtain for my fellow labourer that assistance which
could enable him to undertake the practical applica-

tion of the long research l^en now however it is

not yet settled thit this wiU*be possible~at least in

the in inner as it has been planned until now, and
within a modcrato time But at all events, the quick,

utilisation Ilf th« rc«!carth in lavour of microscopic

optics will not he quislK liable, we have obtained

alreadi or will obt iin within the next time by mere-

laboratory operations siifhcient quantities of the new
glasses, which are of interest for the mirroscopc for

enabling Zeiss to begin with the practual applies

tion in ihis year (which notice, however, I request yoi>

to consider as a private one at present b^ausc it

would not be agreeable to have this matter spoken
of long before it is a matter of fact)

Ihis letter is very interesting biciuse it shows
that at the time in question so far as the lonipara-

tively small quantities of spctial glasses required for

the production of microsixipp objectives was con-
cerned, the laboratory output was sufiicient to enable
the work to be done This fart at once points to the

possibility ot meeting the demand at the present time
for very special glasses required in small (quantities

only as for example, the production of microscope
(Objectives by laboratory rather than by factoiy
methods
The production of glass on a manufacturing scale

was commenced at Jena in 1884 and was brought to
a successful conclusion in 1886, when the first cata-
logue of the Jena glasses was issu 'd

The third letter written by Prof Abbe is dated
March 4 1S86, and was accompanied by one of the
first— if not the first—homogeneous immersion apo-
chromatic microscope objectives made The letter

reads as follows —
This IS a homog immersion of 1 40 apert and

30 mm focal-length, constructed by means of new
kinds of optical glass which have been productxl on
the base of a systematical research into the optical
(qualities of the various elements admitting of vitrifica-

tion This research has been conducted through about
three years in the way of laboratoiy work chemical
and optical by myself and a fellow labourer of the
chemical and technicnl line (Dr Schott) with the con-
Unuous assistance of two younger scholars, chemists
and physicists

, and has afterwards—nearlv two years
ago—induced the foundation—at Jena—of a technical
establishment for the regular fabrication of all kinds
of optical glass for general use This glass-manufac-
tory (which has been set up in 1884 by Dr Schott,
Messrs Zeiss and myself with the aid of a subsidy
of the Prussian Government) has taken up, and con-
tinued, the former expenments on the scale of fabrlca-
tory work, in order to make the results available for
the various branches of practical optics This Is going
on still—some tasks being settled (the production of the
slllaous glasses which is In a regular fabncatlon since
last summertime), other tasks being brought near to
the aim In the meanwhile, I have gone to work with
theoretical research and computation, in order to find
the proper formulas for the utilisation of the new
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kinds of glass in the construction of telescope objectives

and microscope objectives

Regardmg the latter aim, a scries of objectives

sdjustra for the short continental tube Is nearly

finished, another senes for your English microscopes

—which requires different formulas—has been begun
and you and Mr have at hand the first specimens

•of tlut series

The optical features of the new constructions which
arc represented by this 1 /8th of i 4 ap may be dc

fined in that way the various correcti ns are of a

higher order than could be obtained formi rly (or more
strictly sjKiken the residuals of the vanous corrections

I c tlie defects of collection of the rays are of a higher

order according to mathematical terminology (i) With
the old kinds of crown and flint glass two different

colours only could br collei ted to one focus a secondary

siicctre remaining uncorrected With ih new glass

those different colours unite at one point a

tertiary deviation being left only (2) Formerly

the spherical correction was confined to the rays of

one colour, this correction being made for the middl
part of the spectrum the systems r mimed under
corrected sphencillv for the red rays and over

corrected for ihi blue r lys Now the corrcition ot

sph aberr is obtained for two different rays of the

spectrum at the s imc lime and the objective shows the

« imo degree of chromatical correct on f >r tlie central

as for the marginal p irt of the apertur (Of course

this higher degree of correction is nit given by the

glass from itself—it requires a very careful utilisaiiui

of the optical projjerties of the various kinds of gl iss

at disposal in order to fulfil all those r nditions and
this was not even possible exi-cpt by rn ms of a greater
complication of the constructions 1 w s obi ged to

introduce five separate lenses (for the aperture 1 4)
instead of the four applied hitlierto)

The objective at hand is constructed on the single

front type It contains ten single lenses in fiv< separate
parts Two only of these ten lenses contain stiicious

acid the glasses of the other eight arc phosphates ami
borates— the Crown and Flint glass which has been
used bv the opticians hitherto does not contain ns
essential constituents more th m six chemical elements
O, St K Na Ca Pi} the lenses of the i/8th contain
as essential components of the glass not less th 1

fourteen elements
I did not introduce a greater aperture than i 40 In

order to preserve a convenient working distance

—

which in fact is sso-sc mm =1/100 m The two
oculars sent with the objective are constructed with
the aim to compensate certain aberrations outside the
axis which cannot be got rid of in the objectives (of
wide aperture) The whole senes of objectives high
and low powers shall be so arranged that this com
pensation is always obtained by the same series of
oculars

This last letter I think will be acepted as setting out
infer alia in a remarkably lucid way the optica] advan
tages obtained by the introduction and employment of
the Jena glass in optical constructions

F J Chbshikk

In Nature for March 33, p 78 in a review of Dc
Morgan’s BudMt of Paradoxes re-issued by the
Op« Court PuWlsbng Co , there is an allusion to
wt* William Hamilton’s “famous theory of the quan
tlflcation of the pi^cate '

TWi was firrt aet out by George Bentham a
”«Pn*w^ of Jeremy Bentham, In 1837, in his Out-,
llnea of Log^c,’* renewed by Hamilton in the Edin-
burgh Rtview in 1833, and again raised by Mr War-
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low in the Athenaeum at the end of 1850 as may be
read in the Contemporary Review May 1873, pp
821-34
Although Benlham never pushed his theory it is

clear that it came into Hamilton s mind from
Bentham s book and as so often happens, the actual
originator has been overlooked B D J

nih ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF
NUBIA I

I
N the accounts of the preceding reports which
have been published in Nature attention has

been directed to the exceptional thoroughness of

the work, both of excavation and surveying, and
the completeness of the presentment of the new
information brought to light in this important
arch.£ulogical survey, which has been carried out
by the Egyptian Survey Department

In the present report Mr hirth has fully main-
tained the high standard of excellence, and the

complete and lucid statement of the facts the

liberal supply of text figures, and especially the

idmirablc collotypes, enable the reader almost to

see and fully to understand the whole of the work,
without the discomfort of living in a Nubian
camp

It IS a matter for congratulation that this impor-
tant and difiicult investigation was earned out
with such insight and thoroughness, for the flood-

ing of the country makes it impossible ever to
survey Lower Nubia again for archaeolc^ical in-

formation Without the knowledge so acquired
the door would have been shut for ever upon a
proper understanding of the early history of the

Sudan, which is now being revealed by Prof
Rcisner s excavations m the Kerma basin More-
over many of the difficulties in interpreting the
story of Egypt would have been quite insurmount-
able without this information to make clear what
was happening south of the First Cataract

Most of the volume is devoted to the primary
object of such a report, viz the detailed and im-
partial statement of all the facts brought to light

It includes a brief account of the town site of

Pselchis, and a full account of the mode of con-
struction and contents of every grave
The special importance of this report, however,

depends upon the fact that it deals to largely

with the remains of the distinctively Nubian cul-

ture of which, from the circumstances of the
case, it must represent for all time the chief source

of information In the introductory twenty-four

pages Mr Firth gives a well balanced and illu-

minating survey of the early movements of people
in the Nile valley, in which he clearly defines the

position and the distinctive cultural relations of

the Middle Nubian people (the “ C-group ”) The
only criticism that I have to make of his account
of this interesting people is the wholly unwarrant-
able suggestion of “the possibility that the C-
group represents an immigration from the south-

west a mixed Negro and Libyan stock from

Firth (Ckira 1

lyrfWijbk. ByCM.
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Uarfur (or Kordofin) at the close of the Old
Kingdom (p 20)

There is no reason whatsoever for labelling

Predynastic Egyptians formed one of these groups
and the Middle Nubians another, but there was a
buffer population, the B-group of the archaolo-

these people Libyan In prehistoric times there

were groups of kindred peoples scattered along

the Nile valley like beads upon a string, which

reached from the Mediterranean to Abyssinia The
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gists, between them to hinder free admixture
either of blood or culture, but which itself was
affected most intimately—in other words, was
virtually enslaved—by the more powerful Egyptian
people The Egyptians themselves were sub-
jected to the stimulating infiuence of contact with
more virile races in the north and advanced
rapidly along the paths of material prepress The
Middle Nubians were affected by the retarding
influence of Negro admixture and incidentally

retained for many centuries and with relatively

slight changes the arts and crafts which originally

were the common heritage of both Egyptians and
Nubians
The archseolc^ical evidence relating to this in-

structive history has been set forth in a most luad
way by Mr Firth
The excellence of the way in which the Survey

Department has carried out this work of archaeo-
It^ical research and of the publication of its

results makes one wish that the newly-established
British Protectorate of Egypt may use the know
ledge to put in order its Antiquities Department,
which IS not only intimately related in a variety of
ways to the proper financial administration of the
country, but also has responsibilities for the proper
care of monuments by which posterity will judge
of the success or otherwise of British rule in
Egypt G Elliot Smith
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THE SHACKLhTON ANTARCTIC
EXPEDITION

The news that arrived at the end of last week
from the Shackleton Antarctic Expedition

was of an unexpected nature fhe Aurora, dur-

ing a severe gale, broke loose from her moorings
early in May 1915, and drifted in the pack ice,

suffering severe damage, until March 14, 1916,

when she got free in 64° 30' S 161° E ,
and is

now on her way to New Zealand When the

Aurora broke adrift, a number of officers and men
were ashore, including Captain Macintosh, and
were unable to rejoin the ship The wireless tele

grams received seem to indicate that ten men
are thus left stranded at the Ross Sea base near
Cape Evans They were probablv engaged in

dej^t-laying over the barrier in preparation for

the arrival of Sir Ernest Shackleton and his party
in their trans-continental march
News received during the winter from South

Georgia had already warned us thit Sir hrnest
Shacldeton had been unlucky in meeting with
an unfavourable season, and the weather in

Australia suggests that the exceptionally severe
conditions extend to the area of Antarctica south
of Australasia The ice in the Weddell Sea is

known to be exceptionally variable in extent and
success m the exploration of that region will prob-

ably alwa>s be largely determined by the go^ or
ill fortune of the explorers in regard to the ice con
shtions An expedition which found the Weddell
Sea as Weddell found it could do more in one
season than in ten years under aver igc conditions

The continued absence of news from the Endur
aitce—the ship which took the trans-contincntal

party to the Weddell Sea—is disappointing, as it

IS thus still doubtful whether Sir Ernest Shackle
ton has begun his daring trans Antarctic sledge

journey, and whether a favourable base was estab

lished on the shore of the Weddell Sea But the

Endurance may well have delayed her voyage back
as late as possible on the chance of Shackleton s

return to the western base, and to allow the Wed
dell Sea parties to have a full season’s work No
anxiety regarding the Endurance need be felt for

another fortnight, and news of her safe arrival

at the Falkland Islands may be received any day
The news from the Ross Sea demands more im-

mediate preparation, for though the latest dis

patch from the Aurora shows that she is sea

worthy, she is admittedly so badly strained that

It is possible that she may be too injured to be
trusted with the relief of the party left at Mac
murdo Sound The explorers left there should be
quite safe They have two huts, both of which
appear to be sound Half the heating arrange-
ments of the Discovery hut were left behind in

New Zealand, and it was not lined with the insu

lating material taken out to render it heat proof
But either hut would furnish safe shelter and the
stores left at this base must be ample for the men
left ashore, and for Sir Ernest Shackleton and bis

party Moreover, plenty of penguins and sea|s

can be found It is, however, clear that unless the
Aurora can be repaired m Australasia, another
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ship must be sent out , for a relief expedition must
go to the Ross Sea next season
The absence of news from the Endurance is

embarrassing, as it may be that another or even
two other relief expeditions may be required If

the Endurance does not return within a fortnight,

arrangements will have to be made for the dis-

p.atch of a relief ship to the Weddell Sea Prob-
ably one of the South Georgia whalers might be
sent on this mission, but as the South Atlantic
is so much nearer than the Ross Sea there would
be ample time to send out a suitable ship from
this country It must also be remembered that if

Sir Ernest Shackleton started on his daring
journey and has not reached either Maemurdo
Sound or returned to his Weddell Sea base it

will be necessary to search for him, for he ma\
hive reached some place on the coast where
he could live through the winter on seal and
penguin No final decision can be made until time
has been allowed for the return of the Endurance
but 1 full scheme of operations should be readv
for definite action shortly after the arrival of the
liifom and the last dav upon which we mav
rcasombh expect this season the return of the
/ ndunnee

RICHARD DEDEKIND

The death of Dedekind deserves more than a
passing notice because he belonged to

that small class of profound and ongin-il mathe-
maticians typified by such men as Hermite,
kronecker, and H J S Smith In at least four
great branches of pure mathematics he made
contributions of the highest importance, and as
a tribute to his memory, a brief account of tl cm
will be given here

It IS now becoming a matter of common know
ledge that the very foundations of all mathe
matics have been reconstructed in such a way as
to make the science like symbolical logic, and,
in theory, independent of all intuition whatever
The beginning of this revolution was the acqture
ment of a precise conception of irrational

numbers, and of the nature of the arithmetical
continuum Dedekind shares with Heine
Kronecker, and Cantor the glory of making this

theory complete His own exposition is contained
m the two tracts. Was siod u was sollen die

/ahlen? and ‘Ueber Stetigkeit u irrationale

Zahlen," and in some ways is the Simplest and
most philosophical of all that have been devised
It may be remarked also that he did this novel
work without inventing more than one new
svmbol He also shares with Cantor the credit

of pointmg out that, if we are to assume that

the umform motion of a point along a segment
AB IS an exact image of a real numerical vanable
increasing from a to b, we must introduce an
axiom of some sort This axiom, known as the

Cantor-Dedekind axiom, may be put into vanous
equivalent forma, one of them is that anpr definite

s^ment of a striught line must be terminated by
two definite points
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Another great modem theory is that of elhptic
|
remarkably simple way to proofs of the invariance

modular functions, with its development, that of
automorphic funcuons In a letter to Borchardt
(‘Crellc,*' vol Ixxxtn (1877)) Dedekind pointed
out the importance of the function he calls the
Valene

, essentially this is no other than the modu-
lar function }(m), which enjoys the property that

= if, and <mly if, •> = (a« +/3)/(y«+«)
where a, 0, v, 8 are real integers such that
«i#-/By®i Tnis introduction of j as funda-
mental, instead of Hermite s ^ functions marks
an epoch in the theory, it should be noted, how-
ever, that H J b Smith had practically reached
simitar results as early as 1865 (sec his report on
the Theory of Numbers, Arts 125 ff

)

Wo now pass on to Dedekind s work m the
theory of numbers Gauss extended the theory
so as to include complex integers m-fm and
proved that all the usual rules, especially that of
the unique resolution of an integer into prime
factors, still remained valid Kummer investi-

gated algebraic integers derived from the period-

equations of cyclotomy, and was confronted by
the vexatious fact that the theorem about prime
factors broke down thus we might have ojSsyfi

with a, 0, y, 8 all integral, each irresolvable in

the held considered (and in that sense prime), yet

y essentially differing from «, 0 by having a
different norm 13y the invention of ideal primes,

Kummer overcame the difficulty, so far as these

cyclotomic integers were concerned His dis-

coveries naturally suggested a definition of an
algebraic integer in general, and the problem of

defining its prime factors Dedekind first gave
a complete solution in supplement xi of the third

edition (1879) of Dirichlet's Zahlentheorie '
,
this

IS undoubtedly one of the finest mathematical works
that have ever been written, and although in the

fourth edition (1894) the method is simplified

the original exposition should always be read, and
in some ways is unsurpassed not to say unsur-
passable Briefly, the author establishes the

notions of corpus (or held), ideals and tncir bases,

discriminants, including that of the field con-
sidered

,
he proves the general laws of divisibility

for every field, and m particular shows how to fac-

torise the real integral prime factors of the dis-

criminant of the corpus—one of the mun difficul

ties of the theory Besides this, he discusses

systems of units, the composition and equivalence

of ideals, their connection with the theory of

forms, and the problem of finding the number of

noo-equivalent classes for a given field All

these results are of the highest generality and
importance, and every arithmetician, who wishes

to advance the the<^, must be familiar with

them.
In conjunction with H Weber, Dedekind pub-

lidied in “Crelle,” vol xcii (1882), long and im-

portant memoir on algebraic functions of one

vanable The main feature is the discussion of
** algebraic divtsors,” which play much the same

pf^ft here as ideals do in an arithmetical field

allow us to gain a precise conception of a

®®^cc*' on a Riemann surface, and lead in a
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of the deficiency [genre, Gescklecht) of the sur-

face, the Reimann-Koch theorem, and so on
Consideration of expansions in a vanable t is

reduced to a minimum, though (as pointed out

^ Weierstrass) it cannot be avoided altogether

The methods of this memoir have been developed

by Hensel and Landsberg in their treatise on
algebraic functions

, it seems to us that they fonn
a happy mean between merely heuristic methods
and the very dry presentation of the Wmerstrass-
lan schod
Another subject on which Dedekind wrote some

valuable notes is the theory of groups, howi*ver,

this IS not the place to give a list of his wntings
It IS to be hop^ that they will be published in a

collected form, as some of them are not easilv

accessible, they are not voluminous, and so far

as our experience goes they arc remarkably accu-

rate so there is no reason for delay G B M

NOTES
\ coM-kHESCb tumiiikd by the prtsident and council

of the Royal botiety u is held at Burlington House
on \Vcdncsday, March 22 to consider the desirabihty

of establishing u Conjoint Board of ScicntiliL Societies

for the purpose of org mising scientific effort in this

country Deleg ites from the following societits

attended to confer with thi pri'sident and council of

the Royal Society Ktyal Society of Edinburgh
Royal Society of Arts Royal Anthropological Insbtute

Royal Astronomical Society Royal Cmlege of I’hy

sicians Royal College of Surgeons Koval Geo-
granhical Society Royal Institution Institution ot

Civil Engineers Institution of Electrical Engineers
Institution of Mechanical Engineers Institution ot
Mining Engineers Institution of Naval Architects,

Institute of Chemistry Society of Chemical Industry,
British \ssociation Chemical Society, Geological
Socteiy Linnean Society London Mathematical
Society Physical Society Physiological Society
Zoological Societt flie following resolution was
passed umniinously ind a rommittec was appointed
to draft n scheme for giving effect to the resolution
and to report thereon k) a future meeting viz —
This meeting considers that it is desirable to estab-

lish a Conjoint Board of Scientific Societies for the
purpose of (i) promoting the co-operation of those
interested in pure or applied science, (z) supplying a
means by which the scientific opinion of the country
may, on matters relating to science Industry and
education find effective expression (3) taking such
action as may be necessary to promote the application
of science to our industnes nnd to the service of the
nation, (4) discussing scientific questions in which
mtemabonal co-OMration seems advisable —Wo are
glad that the Royal Society has taken this step
towards the organisation of scientific activities for the
promotion of national welfare The necessity for the
uifite of effort contemplated in the principles emb^^
In the foregoing resolution led to the establishment of
the British Science Guild in 1905, and Sir Ronald
Ross in the Ttmee of March 29 expresses the opinion
that the busmess affairs of science would be better
entrusted to such a separate body as the guild than
to a board of scientific societies the members of which
are chiefly interested in the publication and dheussion
of scientific papers

On February 23 the French Academy of Agriculture
held its annual meeting There Is always a touch
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of ityle and of charm m French men of science, and
the meetmg was made mto a little festival A bust

of Pasteur was installed in the place of honour a

prize was decreed to M Schloesing that veteran of

the Adaddmie des Sciences, who is now in his ninety

second year and a most a^irable address was given

S
M Gaston Bonnier It is true that English men
science, likewise are well able to instal busts

decree prizes, and ^ive addresses But Prance docs

it ^tter for she is not afraid as we are of magni
loquent oratory And M Bonnier not only gave his

audience an address but also read them a poem A
la gloire de Pasteur —a poem which won the Grand
Prix of the Acad^ie Fran^ise last year the work
of M Charles Richet professor of mediane m Pans
a man honoured by all ptiyswlogiats in Prance and over

here This noble poem is published with M Bon
nier s address m the Revue Sctetilifique March 1 1 i8

The reference to Lister is delightful —

But the whole poem deserves study Inily a pleasant

little festival of gratitude goodwill and reverence

and while these quiet men of science were celebrating

in Pans the glory of Pasteur the batteries of Verdun
were thundering out the everlasting glory of France

The Times and other London daily papers recently

made reference to Dussaud s invention of the so-called

cold light which it was suggested was being used

for the searchlights mounted on Zeppelins So far as

we have been able to ascertain the device rests on the
plan of overrunning a metallic filament lamp at any
thing froi^o to 150 per cent higher voltage than the
normal The candle-power of a filament lamp pro-

gresses approximately as the 3 6th power of the volt^
and the efficiency of an overrun lamp is high The
safety of the filament is secured by applying the cur
rent only momentarily and the flicker of the light is

avoided by employing a nest of lamps which are
lighted in succession by the use of a motor-driven
rotary switch provided with the appropriate number of

contacts The British patent spec fication speaks of

low voltage lamps (less than 35 volts) which re
stnctlon may be conditioned by the length of time re-

quired to raise the filament to incandescence The device

has been applied to kinematograph lanterns the in

terval between the excitation of two successive lamps
being arranged to correspond with the interval between
successive pictures

An article on recent Zeppelins appears in the Times
of March 35 under the name of Mr George Prade
It appears to be the most trustworthy statement yet
available and is based on an examination of the
remains of LZ. 77 brought down by French artillery

near Rdvigny Super-Z^^lins are ffinrnssed as pro-
ducts of the imagination and the latest Zeppelin
proves to be a very natural outcome of the results of
prior experience LZ 77 appears to have weighed
ta to 33 tons and to have carried li tons of bombs Its

defensive armament consisted of six machine-guns
used in pairs on the top and two cars and nothing in

the nature of cannon was found on the airship From
the dimensions length 53sft and diameter « ft it

appears unlikely that the highest speed attainable with
the eni^nes developing the full qoo to 1000 h p would
exceed 65 m p h a speed much below that of recent
aeroidanes It may be doubted whether the pointed
tail now adopted is intended to reduce resistance apd
the form is more probably Aie to considerations relaF
hg to manoBuvring and oontral The height of the
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airship at the begmning of its flight is said to be

6000 ft the burning of fuel on the outward journey

together with the discharge of bombs would give

10000 ft the last 3000 of which would occur at a
greit rale Germany is cst muted to have about
forty Zeppelins at the present time and to be produc
mg new ones at a rate of perhaps thirty five per year
Most of the ex sting airships are used for ^trolling
and acouting over the North Sea this being their

legitimate oflensivc function

A MBETiNG was recently held m Manchester, under
the presidency of the Lord Mayor of engineers and
others called together by the Council for the Orgamsa-
bon of Br tish Engineering Industry to hear an ad-
dress by Mr 1 C Elder of the British Clecbical and
Allied Manufacturers Assoc at on It was pointed out
that whilst we are now engaged in a deadly military

struggle with Germany we are also engaged in a
scarcely less vital economic strife aluch is gong on
now and will increase in intensity after the struggle of

arms has ceased The measures of defence mainly
suggested were chiefly of a fiscal and preventive char
acter such as one speaker suggested namely that of
putting a ring fence round Germany bo long
however as our manufacturers choose to look for a
remedy m purely fiscal changes so long will they fail

of any effective defence aga nst German productive
enterprise for it is clear to any impartial inijuirer that

her industrial position is due to her lavish educa
tional provision for all grades of educal on and to the
encouragement given to pure and appl ed science more
than to any other cause Many im^rtant key in

dustnes are in her hands because of the perfeebon to
which the products required have been brought
Amongst these dye products stand pre-eminent with an
annual Importation of nearly two millons, of which
1 800 ooof coinc from Germany v tally afleebng an
industiy that of textiles valued at soo 000 oooL, and
employing about one and a half million people The plain

truth of the matter is as a writer dealing with the
history of British Dyes Ltd recently stated that
the Germans held the coal tar colour industry in them
hands because they deserved it and until we take like

far-seeing educational measures our triumph in this

rivalry will not be gained

Wk regret to loam of the death of Prof O Lignier,
professor of botany in the Univers tv of Caen and of
d stinguishcd eminence by his work in palseobotany

The fimily of Lieut -Col C Stonham whose death
was announced in Nature of February 34 has pre-

sented his collection of British birds to his old school
the King s School Canterbury

In the course of a review in last week s Natubx
G B M referred to a report that the library of

the Patent Office had been closed as a war economy
Wo are glad to be assured that this is not the case
and m the interests of those who fipd the hbraiy of
value we hasten to announce that it will remain open
as usual

The Lancet announces that the annual oration of
the Medical Society of London is to be j^ven this year
by Sir St Clair TliomBon who has selected for his
subject Shakespeare and Medicine The date has
been fixed for Monday M^ i so as to bring the
oration into line with the official Shakespearean ede-
brations

We are very glad to be able to record that Prof
Mark Baldwin t^ho was reported to have been lost

the torpedoing of the cross-Channel steamer
SfUMx on Friday last is safe at Wimireux with Mrs
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Baldwin Their daughter hai, however been aen.

ouilv injured, and is in hospital Prof Baldwin was
on his way to Pans, after delivering the Herbert
Spencer lecture at Oxford, sunnniarised in last week’s
Natuub (p 93)

Tub Txmet correspondent in the Balkan Peninsula
reports that the subsutution of the Gregonan Calendar
for the Julian or Eastern has been voted by the Bul-

garian Chamber He adds — The adoption of this

change which has been long delayed on account of thi

opposition of the Russian Heirarchy, is naturally a
demonstration against Russia, and will be generally

attributed to a <icslre to widen the chasm separating

the two States

At the tiurd annual general meeting of the Insti-

tution of Petroleum I echnologtsts, held on March as.

Sir Ekiverton Redwood, Bart , retired from the presi-

dency in conformity with the by-laws (after two years*

tenure of that ofhi^), and was succeeded by Prof J
Cadman The vice-presidents and council for the

ensuing year are — Pice Presidents The Rt Hon
Lwd Oowdray of Midhurst, Sir Thomas H Holland,
and Sir Boverton Redwood, Bart Council A C
Adams, H Allen Sir Robert Balfour Bart , Cant
R W Barnett, H Barringer, Dr G T Beilby, E R
Blundstone, A Canrmbell, J T Car,^U, Major A
Cooper-Key, E H Cunningham Craig, A W East-

lake, C Qreenway, T C Palmer, Dr b Moliwo
Perkin and R Reduood

Thb Christiania correspondent of the Morning Post
reports that Capt Koald Amundsen, who traversed

tma north-west passage in the Gjoo and led the Nor-
wegian Expedition to the South Pole, has resumed his

preparations for an expedition to the North Pok, which
were suspended on the outbreak of the war A short

time bekm that event the Storthing voted i2,nool as a
subscription towards the expenses of tlie enterprise

but having regard to the war Capt Amundsen did not
accept the money He thinks, however that the time
tus now come to make arrangements to start next
summer He proposes to leave Point Barrow, North
Alaska, and to drive with the tee over the polar basin

MoRfc detailed accounts of the report of the South
African GovcrninciU Committee on the Rand earth
tremors have now reailied this couiitiw The shocks
arc desenbed as consisting praelie illy of a single sharp
vibration, the sensation being similar to that produced
by the fail of a heavv body on the ground On the

surface, the shocks were sometimes strong enough to

open cracks in house walls Underground, the effects

were occasionally disastrous causing loss of life and
damage to the mines Yet the distance to which the
shocks were felt was small only rarely amounting to

at much at seven miles This implies a slight depth
of origin, and the conclusion at which the committee
arrives scarcely admits of doubt that the shocks are
due to mlmng operations and not to natural causes
The committee considers that the pillars left have not
tieen strong enough to support the roof, and that thdr
sudden crushing ^ves nse to the shocks Some of the
slighter tremors are attributed also to the fracture and
setthng of tihe overlying strata

Thb President of the Board of Trade has decided
to ai^nt committees to consider the position of
certain important British industries after the war,
especially in relation to mternhtional cimpetition, and
to report what measures, if any, are necessary or
deakaole in order to safeguard that posiUon The
following committees have accordingly been consti-

hitsdr^—For the iron, steel, and engineering indus-
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tries Sir Clarendon Hyde (chairman), Mr A^BalMur,
Sir Hugh Bell, Bart, Mr A. J Hobson, Sir HaUe-
well Rogers, and Mr D Vickers For tlw shiMing

and sM^uildmg industries —Sir A A Bdoth, Bart

(chairman). Prof W S Ai>ell, Sir Archibald Denny,

Bart ,
Sir Edward Ham, Capt H B Hooper, Mr J.

Readhead, Mr O Sanderson All communications
relating to the above committees should be addressed

to Mr Percy Ashley, the Board of Trade, S W The
constitution of a committee for the textile industries

will be announced shortly

Wa record with much regret that and Lieut

Kenneth R Lewui, protozoologist to the Rotham-
sted Experimental Station, was killed in b ranee
on March 9 Mr Lewin took the Natural
Science Iripos at Cambridge, and, influenced

by Prof Sedgwick, chose protozoology as the

special subject of bis life-work After his course

at Cambridge, he spent some months at Munich under
Prof Hertwig, and at the Naples Biological Station

On hts return he became assistant to Prof Nuttall,

and then in 1913 he was appointed protozoologist to

the Rothamsted Experimental Station, where his work
speedily justified the promise of his college days
His investigations were made in conjunction with

I
C 11 Martm, who also lost his hie m b landers lost

May and the combination proved roost happv Ihe
problem presented to Lewin at Rothamsted was to find

out first of all whether there was a trophic protozoan
fauna in the soil, and secondly, what was its mode of

life He began with Martin s film method, the details

of which he improved, ind later introduced a bubbling
method, both of whlcli he used with considerable sue
tess on certain types of soil Ihe results are given
in two papers published jointly with Martin one in

the Phil Trans for 1914 the other in the Journal of
AgncuUural Science I his last paper was finished
just after the outbreak of the war So soon as it was
done, Lewin returned to Cambridge and joined the
OT Coros afterwards obtaining a commission m
the 6tb D C L I \n able zoologist with abundant
vigour of thought and freshness of outlook, and at
the same time much kindliness and sympathy towards
all with whom he li id to deal it is deplorable that the
distinguished scientific career which was before Lewin
has been abruptly ended by his death

Mr bKLOUs in the Zoologist for February, con-
tinues his dnry of ornithological observations made
in h'cland during June and Jiuy 1913 He has much
that IS worth recording to tell of the cunoiis courtship
displays of the. red necked phalarope and incidentally
of the habits of many other birds frequenting the same
haunts One is compelled, however, to hunt labon-
ously for these good things amid a mass of quite
unnecessary detail We further venture to think that
Mr Selous would have seen much more of the court-
ship displays of the birds he was more especially
interested in if he had commenced his observations at
daybreak, for it is at this time and onwards for the
next hour or so that their greatest intensity is

developed

A VIVID insight into the habits of the waterhen,
coot, redshank ringed plover, and lapwing, especially
during the reproductive period is given by Miss E L
Turner in British Birds for March In a series of
impressionist pictures, delightfully flippant, and illus-
trated with admirable photographs. Miss Turner de-
scribes the courtship displays of these birds and their
desperate jealousies in regard to their territorial rights
dunng the breeding season The scene of her studies
was me Mere m Holy Island, and here between
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Muxh and June, the achieved tome really useful work

The unnelghbourly character of the waterhen has

long recognised, but few, probably, realise the

pugnaciW It displays when fighting for territory or

when dnving on trespassers when that estate has

been won The true character and the importance of

this aggressiveness has only recently be^ realised,

havingDeen first clearly demonstrated in the case of

the British warblers by Mr H Eliot Howard Until

then the battles between males had alwws been re-

garded as contests between rival males for the pos-

session of females Miss Turner’s observations in

this article entirely bear out the newer interpretation

In the forest of Soigne at the gates of Brussels,

Belgium possesses two Government arborctums,

arranged on the group system planted with ^xotic

trees under forest conditions These were founded

about twenty-five years ago, and, conditions being

very similar to those which obtain in England, they

afford useful object-lessons possibly very little known
which should be studied by British foresters For-

tunately, these arboretums were visited by Mr D E
Hutchins, formerly principal forest officer in British

East Africa, in the summer of 1913, and his account

is published in the Transactions of the Royal Scottish

\rWlcultural Society, vol xx% , pt i of January,

1916 Among trees which will not grow in Belgium
may be mentioned Sequoia sempervtrens and many
Japanese trees which require a heavy rainfall Douglas
fir IB the fastest growing conifer in both arborctums

and among the oaks Quercus rubra has given the best

results Details of the growth of the various trees

with girth measurements snd age, arc given in all

esses

Prof A Mrnky contributes an illustrated article

on the black poplars to the Transactions of the Royal
Scottish Arboncultural Society, vol x\x

, January
1916 He deals especmlly with the wild European and
cast North American species and their various forms
and liybnds The American species Populus deltoutea

bears cilia on the margins of the leaves and glands
on the base of the leaf in front, and the flowers have
40-60 stamens and 3-4 stigmas In the European
poplar P mgra the leaf characters of the \mencan
plants are absent, and the stamens are only 13-25 ond
stigmas a It is remarkable that the European
spmes, though well known to the pre-I innaean British

botanists, was named by Michaux from introduced
species growing on the banks of the Hudson and in

New York City The Lombardy poplar is only a
sport from this species and originated probably as
a single tree between 1700 and 1730 in Lombardy,
and practically all the examples are males The only
known female Lombardy is at Kew, and its history is

unknown The numerous hybrid poplars are described
in detail, and their value as timber trees is discussed
Some vigorous hybrids—e g P generota—have been
produced by Prof Henry

Mr Carlo* Aiughino has oontributod to Physu
(vol 11 , No 9, pp. 36-9) a useful French abstract of
ms Important memoir on a femur of the extinct ungu-
late Toxodon, which seems to have been penetrated
during life by an implement of quartate, and suggesU
the great andqui^ of man in the Argentine region of
South America The Toxodon is considered toM of a
«naU spades, older than the Pampean formation, per-
haps even Pliocene, and the bona wat found in a
deposit at Miramar, which may well bo of this age
The quartdte implement Is actually embedded in the,
jneat trochanter of the femur, where the growth of
soiM has partly envdoped it
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Prof R A. Daly, of Harvard, has stated his views

I as to the ‘Origin of the iron ores of Kiruna' in a

I
memoir issued by the Nordiska Bokhandel of Stock-

holm as part of the VeUnskapltga och praktuka
undersbkntngar • Lappland (191^ Ihe visit of

many members of the Intemationat Geological Con-
' gress of 1910 to the magnetite mountain of Kiiruna-

vaara, uniler the guidance of Herr Lundbohm, aroused

wide interest in the theoretical questions connected

with the massive band of ore Prof Daly expresses

himself with caution, but he regards the por-

phynttc Igneous rocks as originally intrusive m the

form of a laccolitc, the uptilting of their sheets being

due to later earth-movement The magnetite became
separated probably by grnvitation from the igneous
magma, and even the small and often angular clocks

of magnetite in the quartz-porphyry are held by the

author to be local st gregations, akin to the main ore

body, and not inclusions

On October 3, iqig, a great earthquake was re-

corded shortly after 7 a m at Eskdalemuir and other
observatories m this counliy The epicentre was esti

mated to he in one of the western United States

It now appears that this earthquake must have been
one which occurred in Pleasant Valley, Nevada, at

10 54 p m (Pacific standard time) on October 2, and
IS described by Mr J Claude Jones in the Bulletin of
the Seismolo^cal Society of America (vol v

, 1915,

pp 190-205} If it had occurred in a populous dis-

trict the earthquake would have ranked as one of

the destructive earthquakes of the world It disturbed

an area 800 miles tong, from north to south and
650 miles in width, an area which does not differ

much in extent from that affected by the Californian
earthquake of 1906 Pleasant Valiev runs in a
southerly direction from about 40 miles south of
Winnemucca On the east side, it is bounded by the
southern half of the Sonoma Range, along the base
of which for n distance of aa miles Mr Jones traced
i fresh fault scarp nearly vertical, and varying In
height from 5 to 15 ft The movement along this

fault which caused the earthquake, was the latest

of a senes responsible for the elevation of this part
of the Sonoma Range

Messrs Edward Stanford, Ltd , have mst added
two new maps (Nos 16 and 17) to their series of war
maps No 17 is a map of the British front in France
and Flanders, and is on a scale of half an inch to
a mile, it extends from Boesinghe beyond Ypres on
the north to Bray-sur-Somme on the south and is

coloured on the layer system, contours being shown
at 135 and 250 ft It thus contains the whole of the
70 mfles line of front now held by us The other map
(No 16), also coloured on the layer system, embraces
the whole of the troubled districts in the Balkan
Peninsula, including the mouths of the Danube and
Constantinople, Salonica, Belgrade, and Serajevo
The scale Is 18 English miles to 1 In

Tm relation between dmis directions as observed
in Melbourne and the approach of various storm
systems affecting Victoria is the subject of Bulletin
No 10 of the Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology
Mr E T Quayie records the direction of movement
of cirrus clouds in advance of the various tj^ of
mkmic depressloni which affect Victoria, and finds
close correlations between these and the distance of
the trough of the draression Thus, in the case of the
commonest type of depression in Victoria, the so-calksl

Antarctic depression, observations incUcate tfiat amis
movements to the south of west are associated with
a trough more than'Tpo miles away, and north of west
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with a trough fewer than 700 milea away Furtiur.
the author conten<lB that hia reaulta are of value in fore-

caating rain Taking the normal omia direction aa
weat, a departure of SP to the north waa aiaodated
arith generu raina, 4" to the aouth with partial raina,

and la^ to the aouth with a failure in ram Mr
Quayle contenda hia reaulta ahow that cirrua move-
menta can be uaed aa guidea in forecaating the weather,
and givea aome general rulea in applintion to the
weather of Melbourne

Thk uaual method of cartographical representation

of denaity of population baaed on the consideration of
each oenauh district as a whole has many drawbacks
Not only does it entail frequent sudden tweaks in con-
tinuity when a district with a high degree of density
adi^oins one with a low, but it has the fatal objection
of being founded on purely arbitrary political divisions

A new and far more scientific method has been worked
out by Mr B C Wallis, and described with specimen
maps of Hungary, in the Geographical Jouritdl for
March, 1916 (vol xlvii

, No 3) Mr Wallis has taken
the avera^ density for each commune, the smallest
area for which there are returns, and using these figures

as ‘ spot heights,” applied the principles of contour
lines The result is a Justification of the method In
like manner, Mr Wallis has applied this method to
Illustrate the distribution of nationalities in Hungary,
and has produced an instructive map, which Is of far
greater usefulness than the old-fashioned and rather
meaningless chart in which the percentage of each
nationality is given in figures of different colours in
each commune The paper goes on to deal with some
of the results of the distribution which the map tlius-

trates

Calculatino machines form the principal subject of
a paper by M Leonardo Torres y Quevedo in the
Revue einirale det Saenees (xxvi , ai), under the
title, ‘fissaiB sur I’Automatique It dew with the
construction and pnnciple of devices, mainly electrical,

for performing arithmetical and other operations with-
out human intervention A possible cause of error,
namely the production of electric sparks is considered,
and a method of obviating this risk is suggested

RasuLTB of magnetical, meteorological, and seismo-
lo^cal observations for the month of August, 1915,
and the annual report for 1914, of the Royal Aimra
Observatory, Mauritius, show that an exceedingly
valuable senes of results is being secured under the
diractorship of Mr A Walter A table is given of
the means and extremes of the pnncipal meteoro-
logical elements for the year compared with prerious
results from about 1875 Other tables give the
monthly departures from average of the various
meteorological elements, also the mean hourly velocity

of the wind for the eight five-year penods from 1876
to 1914, and other information of a meteorological,
magnetical, and seismological character During the
visit of the German cruiser Etnden to the station at

Cocos Island the meteorological instruments were
destroyed Much valuable information is secured by
tte observatory staff from the logs of ships traversing

the Indian Ocean, and by this means details ate

d^ned relative to the formation and movement of

cydones ever the Indian Ocean

On Jufy 15, 1896, the Paafic coast of Japan was
attack^ by a tremendous ocean wave, the sea off the

ocMUt of Miyato rising and falling alternately The
second crest reached the maximum height and the

oadllation decaved rapidly The hypothesis that

riiis distiubanoe was due to a sudden depression of the

i 4pa-bottom over a limitdl area forms the subject of a
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hydrodynamical invesbgation of the wave motloa
theoretically produced by such a disturbing cause
This theory, whirii assumes the sea-bottom to bo of

uniform depth and the depression to be circular,

appears to give results according with those of ob-

I

servation to a reasonable degree of closeness The
times from the beginmng of the earthquake to the first

wave, the interval between the first and second, and
the fact that the second is the highest, are results in

which theoretical calculations accord fairly well with
resulu of obsqvation The paper, which is by Keix6
Sano and Kea Hasegama, is published in the Pro-
cpcdings of the Tokyo Mathematico-Physical Society,

viii
, 7

In pamphlet No 20 of MededeeUngen en Ver.
handeUngen of the Komnklyk Nederlandsch Uettoro-
logiseh InsMuut (Utrecht, 191c, pp 34} P H GalM
discusses steamer routes from Durban and Cape AguL
has to various parts of the Dutch East Indies llils

subject has recently attracted a certain amount of

attention on account of the increase of shipping be-

tween these points, and since the paper was written

Outi^ East Indian passenger liners uve started^iag
round by the Cape instead of through the Suez Cuial
Ilia factors affecting a choice of routes are —(i) The
equatorial counter-current and other easterly currents

near the equator
, (2) the south equatorial current and

the easterly drift south of lat 35“ S
, (3) the West

Australian current , (4) the N E and S W monsoons

,

(j) the S E trade wmds , (6) easterly winds south of

kt 30® S , and (7) westerly winds S of lat 35“ S
Various charts indicate a region round the Cocos
Islands, between lat 10° and 30® S and between
long 90® and 105® E as being more or less free from
clones, but according to the author the existence of

this regton is doubtful, and requires further Investiga-

te 11m publication is chiefly of nautical intareot.

The annual r^rt of the director of the Department
of Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie Institution

of Washington for 1915 shows the large amount of

work which has been done by the department both on
land and at sea We have referred as occasion has
offered to the magnetic survey work at sea carried

out on board the Cameeic which last year devoted
herself to the Pacific The present report announces
that the following land surveys /have been com-
pleted —^Through Central Braril from Rio de Janeiro
to Para, interior of southern China and Mongolia,
general magnetic survey of Australia, Australasian
and West Pacific Islairas, the Belgian Congo and
Angola and the south west coast of Atnca At Wash-
ington Itself the new buildings have been brought
into use, and a considerable amount of reconstruction

and improvement of instruments has been accom
plishcd especially in relation to measurements of
atmospheric electricity Abstracts of thirteen papers
which have been published by the staff during the
year arc appended to the re^rt which contmns a
record of work for the good of the world on which
the Carnegie Institution may justly pride itself

A PAPER on the Rangoon River Training Works, hy
Sir George Cunnin^am Buchanan, read before the
Institution of Civil Engineers on March 21, oontams
aome interesting details of an engineering under-
taking of considerable importance The Port of
Rangoon to-day the third port of the Indian Empire.
IS situated on the left bank of the river of the same
name, which constitutes one of the deltaic mouths of
the Irrawaddy at a distance of about 38 miles fiom
the sea At this point, which also marks its Junction
with two other effluents, the stream assumes a very
sinuous course, and swinging round a bend In fronb
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of the town has for a long time past produced very

marked erosion of the right or concave bank, with

oorrespondmg accretion on the other It was realised

that unless this action could be checked the channel

would ultimately be deflected away from the town
and the existence of the port jeopardised The remc
dial work consisted of a training wall 13 000 ft long
constructed of stone rubble laid on a brushwood
mattress foundation, with u reinforced concrete super

structure finishing at high water level of neap tides

The work was begun in 1910 and completed in the

spring of 1914, at a total cost of ^21 ,831 The stone

—a porphyntlc dioritc—was mainly obtained from
quarries specially opened out on an uninhabited island

some 135 miles distant from Rangoon situated in the

open sea oif the lenasserim coast The total quantity

of stone used amounted lo nearly 28 million cubic

feet liie mattresses for the foundation absorbed 5}
million bundles of brushwood from local jungles

Thb Institution of Electrical Engineers has usued
a new edition of its rules for the electric wiring of

buildings l^ey differ chiefly in points of detail from
the code issued in 1911 One of the modifications

relates to the arrangement of switches and fuses on
installations connected to three wire networks with
earthed neutrals to ensure that the connection lo the

iRutral main shall not be interrupted before those to

the outer conductors Another calls for double pole

switches on all electric heaters rated above i kw
The rules are now adopted by fifty insurance com
panics

Messrs V\ HEFran and Sons Ltd Cambridge
announce for early public ition Methods in Practical

Petrology by H B Mdnor and G M Part The
work IS int nded for petrological students and others
wIk) wish to make their own rock slices and will

contain chapters on the preparation of rock slices

examination of rock slices microchcmical methods
(staining) and mounting < f sands and crushed rock
material with an appendix on the pireparation of
stains

A NBw monthly periodical entitled Physwlogtcal
Abstracts is about to Dc issued by Messrs H K Lewis
and Co Ltd under the editorship of Prof W D
Halliburton Wc understand that the term ‘ physio-

logical IS used in a wide sense and that the journal
will contain important papers in allied sncnces which
have physiological bearings thus abstracts will be
given of papers m comparative physiology and bio-

chemists, as well as in physiolof^ proper It is not
pR^xised to pnnt original communications unless there
be spedal reasons for so doing

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Thb Planbt Venus —The nearest approach to the

Pleiades will occur about 6 p.m on TueMay April 4
Venus wiH then appear approximately a^ oistant
from Alcyone, the brightest star of the cluster

New Lines in the SPEcnitni or Silicon—Prof A
Fowler, in a paper communicated to the Royal Astro-
nomical Society (Monthly Nottces Ixxvi pp 196-7)

flivss the following Uom in the spark s^ctrum of
silicon, most of them observed and MentiW for the
first time. AAs74o>x flnt aio) 4839-4 (4) 4830-1 (3)
48137 (a) 3590-e, and 3487 i All have been found
to snow the laDoratory behaviour charaiteristic of
lodtyer s Group IV lines (i e brought out by tho
stroniteM condensed discharge^, and the four less re-
fmngiUe also s^ar in dw Harvard reduction of the
spectrum of Cruds (Bi Cm ), vdilcb also shows the
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previously known lines of Group IV AA4089 and
4116 s

Definitivk Orbit of Comet 1802 -First observed

by Pons on August 2b 1802 this comet was observed

140 tunes during a period of forty-one days, describ-

ing heliocentncally an arc of 46° On the basis of the

orbit cakuiated by Olbcrs from liis own observations

K Lundmark has derived the following elements by
the method of Schonfeld —^T — 180269 epoch 1900,
i.==2i°si7' (5=3 «o°S46 i=s6®S9-9 log j 0-0391

Perturbations have not been calculated as the comet
was observed for so short a period and moreover
a graphical examination showed that the comet In its

path through the sol ir system had nowhere
approached the major planets Identity with comet
1909 I would give a penod of 106-734 years and the
mxt earlier apparition would be 1^5 but the orbit

of the comet of that year is not known with the
requisite accuracy to establish identity

A New Method for the Dktbrhination of Lati
tudb —^Thc solution of the outstanding problems con
nected with the variation of latitude is now being
sought in variety of methods as contrasted with the
uniformity of the international latitude service In
this connection attention is merited by a method pro-
posed and successfully employed by Dr G Zappa
{Ath R Accademta det Ltneet vol iii p 69 1916)
The new method is a modification of Struve s, in

which high altitude stars are observed in the pnme
vertical and the cssenDal improvement consisU m
the employment of pairs of stars one E the other W
chosen so that the observation of both can be made
in a short interval of time It is claimed to afford
results comparable with those given by tho Horrebow
Talcott method and may thus possibly serve to clear

up the mystery of the Kimura term The mean error
of a latitude dcducea from nine pairs of stars (Boss
P G C ) IS ±0-10'' whilst tho latitude of the Observe
tory of Capodimonte has been determined with a mean
error of ±0-35* but the relevant number of observa
tions IS not stated The Carpe premium has been
awarded to Dr Zappa for his memoir
The Plane of the boijiH Motion —A further paper

by Prof von S Oppenheim on the subject of stellar

motions appears in Astronomuche Nachnehten
No 4830 and nominally concerns the plane of t^
solar motion Shortly after Kobold s well-knowm
memoir on this subject was pubhshed Haraer showed
that the method rMuced to the solution of a cubic
equation giving the axes of what Prof Oppenheim
now terms the momenten-eUipsoid Although ttie

Bessel Kobold method gave a good value for the right
ascension it faded to determine the dechnation of the
apex and no further attention appears to have been
given to the Harzer ellipaoid Prof Oppeahelm has
now found the possible significance of the remaining
axes by an application to the case of the geocentric
motions of the minor planets In a receht paptf (see
Natukb October ai p 309) he employed tto Bom
Kobold method to investigate the plane of the solar
motion and incidentally found that the CharHer sec-
tors were dlidded into two groups about half giving
the normal value for the J). whilst for the others the
value was found to be 360“- ft as though direct and
retrograde stellar motions had been discriminated
The two groups have now been treated sepirsaaly
and it is stated that the momenten-elhpsolds ore
enantiomorphous One axis of each is of course
directed towards Hie solar apex , by analogy with the
minor planets it appears that the second axis points
to the pole of the plane of the solar motion wMlst
the thira is direoted tp the Ideal centre M the stdlar
orbital movements
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4 NEW VOLCANO IS LHE KIVU
COUNI RY

A JOURNEY in the eastern part of the Belgian^ Congo and in German East Africa Is dcscnbed
in the Geographical Journal for January (vol xlvii

No i) by Sir Alfred Shaipe, who was accompanied
by the Hon Mountstuart Clphmstone The journey,
which was made in 1912-13, included a visit to the
little>known regions west of
Lake Kivu, around the Lu
killu nver, but the travellers

most remarkable experience
was the sight of a volcanic

action in the region north of
Lake Kivu From the
southern end of the lake n
-dull-red glare in the night
sky became stronger as they
went north and there were
•dense black clouds by day in

the same direction From
fiobandana, at the north
west corner of the lake 1

splendid view was obtained
of the erupting volcano seven
miles away
The floor of the rift vullev

north of Lake Kivu is crossed

S
r the volcanic belt of the
ufumbiro Mountains, con

talning many cones of all

-sixes At the time of Sir Alfred

Sharpe’s visit two of these

w«e active Nyamlagira
which was throwing out
vast volumes of black cloud
with occasional showers of

mud, and the newly-opened
•one, christened KaUrusi by
the Belgian officials, which Fij.>-LavBaibii)

was in more active erupdon-
In eleven days Katarusi had built a cone 600 ft in I

height with a crater of 600 yards in diameter, arising
from an ancient field of lava, no doubt derived I
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from Nyamlagira, and long covered with open

savanna
Sir Alfred Sharpe describes a broad, swift river of

lava flowing into the Kabino inlet of Lake Kivu, three

miles from the volcano file water In that part of the

lake was heated to boiling point The prevailing

wind from the east, was
' 1 irrying clouds of steam,
smoke and ashes to the
west \ large bay in the

northern part of the Kabino
inlet was filled with lava,

iiid the natives were fleeing

from the country after the
destruction of their villages

ind crops At least one
canoe load of natives over
uine bv steam and black
I loiids was carried into

boding water ind sank
1 housands of dead fish

Wire floating in the

nortliiin md of lake Kivu
I \s elves miles from the

passed over some of the

lountrj divastated bi the

voli ino lor miles the

I ind was black with
no j,i I en leaf or blade 1

1

Hf! Hit H bo M?in and inanv dead
, jn r birds ind small mammals

w ic feund ividintlv killed

by th sh wirs of volt mu matt rial Hundreds of
nativis wtre kill d The eruption w as ludible it Beni
140 milts iway to the niith ind it Bukoba in the-

Vlctoria Nyanza, 190 nules east, while ashes fell

heavily for two days at Walikali, in the Congo forast,
100 miles to the west
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BRITISH LABORAIORY L,LASS WARE

Ar the outbreak of the war the manufacture of

glass for chemical and physical purposes was
practically a monopoly of the Crntral Powers and
smoe most British apparatus dealers replenish their

stocks in the summer the supply available in August

r was very limited Realising the gravity of the

ition, the British Science Guild and the Associa

tlon of Public School Science Masters approached the

leading educational authorities asking them to under
take to buy only glass of British manufacture during
the war and for three years after it ended the re-

sponse was very satisfactory and more than 75 per

cent of ^e schools represented on the Headmasters
Conference gave the required promise
While this action was being taken the majoritjr of

the firms of apparatus dealers formed The British

l^boratorv Ware Association which enlarged some
of the existing glass houses and has placed some very

satisfactory material on the market Messrs Baird
and Tatlock decided however to open new glass

houses of their own at Walthamstow instead of join

ing the association these houses arc now in full work
ing order and the firm has just issued a catalogue
The glass is of two qualities (1) a hard, boro-silicate

class of practically the same composition as Jena
from which they manufacture fiasks beakers etc

ind (i) a sodt glass which s principally used for

drawing tubing We have used apparatus made from
t ach material a id find it thoroughly satisfactory in

every respect their Duroglass beakers and flasks

tand sudden changes of tempersture fullv as well as
did those made nbroad whilst their shape compares
very favourably with the early attempts of the British

glass-blowers their soda glass tubing is easy to work
as it shows n sign of dcvitr fying in the flame a
property which w 11 be much apprcci ited by those who
experimented with British glass tubing flfleen months
ago

Unfortunately the prices charged bt both the British
Laboratory Ware Association and Messrs Baird and
Tatlock are considerably higher than those charged
for Bohemian glass before the war and if the trade
IS to rema n in this country it will be necessary for n
substantial reduction to be made when conditions arc
once more normal Without entering upon the poll

tiral aspect of the case we sincerely trust some means
will be devised for preventing our works and labora
tones again becoming dependent upon foreign sujj-

pHes

SCIENTIFIC AND INDUS! RIM
RESEARCH

Work of tub Advisory Councii
T N order that the AdvisKiiy Council may be m a

position to do justice to the branches of Industry
concerned in proposed researches of great importance
which have been submitted to the council by institu
tions and individuals it has decided to appoint stand-
ing committees of cxjierts Strong committees in
mining and metallurgy have already been constituted
consisting both of scientific men and of leaders of
industries concerned The Mining Committee sllll

have two sections dealing respectively with the
ndmng of non metals and the mining of metals Sir
William Garforth the well-known coalowner has
accepted the chairmanship of the committee and of the
non-metals section and Mr Edgar Taylor of the
firm of John Taylor and Sons owners and managers
of metalliferous mines In varkr is parts of the world
has accepted the chairmanship of the metals sec-
tion The Metallurgy Committee wiU also have two
sections dealing in this case with ferrous and non-
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ferrous metals respectively Sir Gerald Muntz Bart
of Muntr Metal Ci Ltd Birmingham has accepted

the cli iirm inship of the committee and of the non
ftrrous section and Sir Robert Hadheld of

Hadhdds Ltd Shellicld has accepted the chair

m inship of the fi rrous section Th Advisory Council
hopes at an early date to constitute a similar com
mittec for engineering
Up to the present the council has been engaged in

work whuh is mainly initiatory and preparatory in

character For example in order that investigations

already in progress should so far as possible be carried

on in spite of the war scicntifc md professional socie-

ties were invited to submit applications for aid to

continue researches for which the necessary staff and
equipment were obtainable Grants have already been
mack or will shortly be midc to the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers (hardness tests and the pro-

perties and composition of alloys) to the Institution

of Electreal Engineers (heating of buried cables and
the projierties of insulating oils) to the Institute of
( hemistry (laboratory glass and optirni glass) to the

Institutii n of Mining and Metallurgy (methods of ex
trading tin and tungsten) to the Institute of Metals
(« rrosion « f non ferrous met ils) to the Institution

of Gas Engineers (refractory mater nls) to the Man
Chester ^ssoci ilion of Engineers (tool steel expen
nents) and to th Nation I Phvs cal Labor tory

(optical glass) Other proposals of the same type are
still under consid ration Tiniclv and valuable results

have been quite recently obtained fro n the researches

carried out bv Prof Herbert Jackson under the
II spices of the Inst tide of Chemistry and from the
researches carried out at the National Physical Labora
tor> by Dr Rosenha n The Advisory Council has
also n ommond'd a grant m aid of an important new
research into the manufacture of hard porcelain
ospeci illv for do nestic purposes Th s has bwn under
taken by the governing body of the Stoke-on Trent
Central School of Science and Technology m conjunc-
tion with the Stiffordshire Potteries Manufacturers’
Association with a view to the establishment of the
manufacture of hard porcelain in th s country

Particulars have been obtained of the research work
not only of the scientific and professional societies but
also of the universities and higher technical schools
with a view to the establishment of a register of
research The possibility of proceeding to collect In
the near future information under seal of confidence
as to the research work of particular firms is also
being considered
The training of an adequate supply of researeh

workers will be an important branch of the Advisory
I CounaPs work and the steps to be taken for that
purpose will require much careful thought It is

impossible to announce definitive plans dunng the
war but the Advisory Council is so much alive to
the urgency of the matter that It haa thought It

necessary to take Immediate interim action and has
therefore made recommendations which if adopted
will It Is believed secure thnt all that is practicable
m existing circumstances shall be done

CHEMISTRY AND NATIONAL
PROSPERITY *

'T'HE remark of a French savant that this was a
* country where the apothecaries call themselves

chemists mi^t as one of the consequences of the
war, become less pointed than formerly But It would
be an even greater consequence If in future ours ceased
to be a country where money was synonytnous with

I Shurs-l of MlArmo (• tho Ab«nlt«n ClM»nb« of ComSKico o
rtbmvY I by rioT r 9»4<>T r R 8
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wealth As rcgarda the real wealth of the world, iu
matter and its energy, as man had found it so, largely,

had he left it, until the beginning of last Lcntuty
Eternally moralising and philosophising about himself,
he left little behimf him but a vast l^acy of morbid
introspection for the education ot his children
Ignorant of the simplest principles which control abso-
lutely his life from the cradle to the grave, he strove
to entail upon his successors in perpetuity the conclu-
sions of his preposterous self-examinations The time
had come when, as the result of a disastrous war,
this entail had been broken. Henceforth it would be
known that science had m its control the major physical
factors of human existence Already the attempt had
been made to foist upon science the responsibility of
the war But science was neither the destroyer nor
the upbuilder, it was the docile slave of its human
masters The use made of it depended upon whether
they were awoke to their position with regard to the
external realities of nature, or whether they were still

trying to compromise with the old mixed mythologies
\fter the war, whatever its outcome, science and its

application could retrieve every disaster, and make
jzood even the present seemingly irreparable dcstruc
tion

A change had come over the relations of man to

matter and energy No longer between these two, as
between a steam hammer and an anvil he now had
a hand on the valve And if they examined the hand
they would find that it was the hand of the chemist

Just as the control of money was put into the hands
•of a properly authenticated banker, let them sec to the

hand in the control of their wealth Let it not be
the hand of the lawyer politician, or of a hjmnotised
•dreamer born in the menagerie, as Mr H G Wells
had expressed it, whose intellectual faculties were in

Xhrall to the past nor even of the medical man, as,

now too long, the exclusive public representative of

science Let it be in the hands of honest and well-

trained chemists and similar representatives of the
•other physical sciences, and they would be surprised

what unimagincd wealth was rolling by unheeded, as
'Niagara usm to do but rarely as picturesquely and
inoffensively Let them not bo frightened by those

who would have them believe that science—the know-
ledge and control of the world outside and independent
of themselves- was a monstrous materialism Such
people merely disclosed their ignorance of science, and
all that It meant for humanity
A chemist if he were genuine was rarely worldly-

wise To him secrecy and individualism were the anti-

thesis of the spirit of science He might be able to

put on half a sheet of notepaper that which would
Iceep a whole class in the community m prosperity

for a generation But he would be lucky if until the

end he kept out of the poor-house, and still more lucky
}f in his old age he could still call any of his dis-

coverlM his own But the real discovering type of

chemist was a very r.ire bird, and it was scarcely neces-

sary to aay he was not the type specially catered for

tw university curricula From a business point of

idew he was a thoroughly bad Investment He paid

no more fees than his numerous fellows, his training

was preposterously expensive if he was to know his

subje^ and not know abcut it, and, worst of all when
he was hatched, no one could be sure whether he was
a swan or a goose Obviously with universities,

finandally managed hf business men, the gtxid staple

Tinea of chemical students are far more attractive

Tli^ can be turned out In large numbers relatively

cheaply, their fees segregate to a considerable aum
and DMr an npredaUe proportion to the cost of their

^education, and mimWs speak for themsdves
But a. chemist, gauging the relative chemical value
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to the nation of all this teaching, would rate it in the
inverse ratio to that in which it would be regarded if

numbers or revenue accruing to the univerHW were
the criterion You need the small army of professiotu

ally trained students to keep the existing machine
going But a machine tliat just keeps its own cum-
brous self gomg has no right to the title of a pnme-
mover As much and more do you need the pioneers,

those who are to stand erect for the first time an4
know their way, where all before have been befogged,
m whose solitary footsteps the army can follow A
university that does not give of the best it can afford

for these is oblivious to the more difficult and more
repaying side of its dual function

UlOn EXPLOSIVEi, AND THE CENTRAL
NLRTOUS SY^ILM

T^AJOR F W MOTl who recently delivered the
LVl Ltitsomian Lectures * to the Medical Society of

London ujxm The rffcclb of High Lxplosives on the

Central Nervous System, pointed out that a new
epoch in the medical history of war had ansen in

(onsequenee of treneh warfare and the employment of

projectiles containing large quantities of high explo-

sives In particuhr, he discussed the causation of

death without visible injury, resulting from the detona-

tion of large quantities of high explosives, e g tn-

nitrotoluene contained in sliells as well as other pro-

jectiles, and mines fhe central nervous system con-

tained in the closed cranio-spinal cavity is suspended
in a water jacket of ccrebro-spinal fluid, which under
ordinary conditions of shock efleetually protects the
delicate nervous structures from commotion, and the

targe quantity of this fluid ul the base of the skull

serves p irlieularly as a water cushion protecting the
vital centres of the medulla oblongata from the effects

of concussion
Major Mott discussed the possibility of the aenal

force generated by detonation of 50-200 lb of trinitro-

toluene being so great as to be transmitted through
the fluid to these vital centres, and cause death by
Instant arrest of the cardiac and respiratory centres
Considerable attention was given to the observations
of a French civil engineer, M Arnoux, who found
that the elTects of the explosion of a large shell ujxwi
an aneroid barometer were such that decompression
experiments to produce similar elTects on the barometer
indicated that a pressure of 10 000 kilos ]>er square
metre must have been generated by the explosion
M Arnoux inferred from this that the bursting of a
large shell might cause such an intense atmospheric
decompression as to liberate enough bubbles of air and
CO, in the blood to prove fatal by the blocking of
multiple small vessels (embolism) In support of this
hypothesis it was pointed out that multiple embolism
is the cause of Caisson disease I.ord Sydenham ex-
pressed the opinion to Mamr Mott that the explosive
force might cause death oy the yudden pressure on
the thorax and abdomen, arresting the action of the
heart and lungs
The posslbinty was also discussed of the production

tff noxious gases, e e CO, which would deoxygenate
tno blood by combining with the haemoglobin, and
thus cause the sudden death of groups of men wto
have been found in trenches and closea spaces without
visible signs of injury and in the last attitude of life
In explanation thereof, he suggested that the ntueclee
of faUgued men suddenly poisoned by inhalation of
carbon monoxide in large quantldea might pass npidfy

Leaden br Dr Fndi
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into ngor mort%s In rapport of this hypothesis it

may be mentioned that Major Mott receiv^ through
Loro bydenham information from the secretary ot the

War Trench Committee to the effect (hat unperfect
detonation of 50-100 lb of trinitrotoluene would pro-

duce sufficient carbon monoxide to cause poisoning

In support of the opinion that carbon monoxide
poisoning may account tor some of the symptoms and
the fatal termination of cases of shell shock with
burial, and without visible external energy Major
Mott ^owed photo(,raphs and photomicrographs of uic

brains of cases of carbon monoxide poisoning and
demonstrated the fact that the punctate multiple

htemorrhages found throughout the while matter of

the brain corresponded with the appearances presented

by the brain of a soldier who had been buried by the

explosion of a shell How long he had been buried

was not known as he was brought in comatose to the

held ambulance station and remained so until death

forty-eight hours later Throughout this brain

especiauy in the white matter (as the photographs and
photomicrographs demonstrated) there were multiple

punctate h<emurrhage8 There was no visible external

injury to account for this condition of the brain but
of course it might have been the result of concussion

by a sandbag the lecturer adduced reasons against

this assumption and said the question whether carbon
monoxide poisoning was a factor n the production

uf severe symptoms and fatal tcrmmalion in shell

shock could only be settled by examinition of the
blood of these cases The lecturer thought that this

would be worth doing for he had seen numerous in-

stances of shell shock with burial showing no visible

injury, in which there was a complete loss of rccoilec

tlon and recognition and from which the pitientsonly

slowly recovered He narrated similar cases o* pro
found loss of memory occurrmg as a result of carton
monoxide poisoning previous to the war

Interesting photomicrographs of the spinal cord oi

a man who lived forty-eight hours after shell shock
with bunal were shown The man retained conscious-

ness to the end but was paralysed in all four ex
tremihes the mtercostal muscles were also paralysed
The man was evacuated five minutes after the shell

burst, therefore there was no time for him to be
poisoned by carbon monoxide Examination of the
spinal column showed no visible sign of injury but
there were most extraordinary changes in the fourth

and fifth segments of the spinal cord—notably
hsBfflorrhage in the grey matter sieve-like vacuolation
of the fibres of the posterior column and of one
antero-lateral column another striking feature was
enormous swelling of many of the axis cylinders The
phrenic nucleus which Innervates the diaphragm was
destroyed with the exception of some of the cells in

tho third segment these exhibited chromatolysis indi

cative of exhaustion Sudden death would Have been 1

the result if the lesion had been half an inch higher
as the whole nucleus dtaphragmaticus would have
been destroyed by the spinal concussion and respiration

would have instantly ceased How the spinal

concussion was effected could not be ascer
tallied, it was most probably due to a sandbag
hurled from the parapet for this man was partially
buried Still it is difficult even then to account for
the limitation of the lesion to an inch of the spinal
cord except by transmission of the force to the cerebro-
soinal fluid in which the spinal cord is suspended. The
changes In the spinal cord were exactly similar to
those described by Col Gordon Holmes as a result of
concussion of the spinal cord causedby bullet wounds of

•^WsslInJuriMofWurftre Bans tb* boulttonlan LrclBrt* Mhcrof'
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tho spinal column without penetraticm of the enclosing

membranes.
Regarding the sieve like vacuolation of the myelin

fibres, and the enormously swollen axis cylmders, un
likeihat produced by ordinary fracture dislocation it

18 of mterest to note the opinion of Prof Leonard
Hill, who in a letter to the lecturer suggested that
the shock may have been so great as to MU the axo-
plasm for a water pressure of between 300 and 400
atmospheres kills all protoplasm (excepting deep-sea
fishes) Water enters into the muscle and swells it

and turns it opaque There arc curious fractures pro-
duced in the muscle fibre The myelin of nerve fibres

IS broken up by the water entering into these In
the ease of a lugh velocity bullet striking the spine.

It seems possible that the cerebro-spinal fluid beneath
the struck part may be instantly compressed and act

as a solid body tr'insiniltmg the blow to the cord
There cannot be time for the fluid to be displaced
There IS anyway a water pressure limit beyond which
protoplasmic activity is destroyed and 1 imagine
bullets must produce this pressure but I verv much
doubt whether air waves produced by shell bursts can
reach to such pressures as 300-400 atjnospheres

It IS quite possible therefore that a sandbag hurled
against the nerk could cause spinal concussion similar
to that of a bullet wound out without producing
visible injury

Major Mott then directed attention to tho fact that

while a large number of these patients were of a
neurotic or of a neuropathic disposition yet the
strongest nervous system would eventually break down
under the stress of continuous exposure to shell fire

and trench warfare
The varying groups of signs and symptoms indica

tivc of loss of function or disorder of functions of the
central nervous system arising from exposure to forces

generated by the detonation of high explosives are
classed under the term shell shock In a larger
number of cases although exhibiting no visible injury
shell shock is acrompanied bv burial The signs
and symptoms with the exception of the profound
effects on consciousness and memory accord in the

mam with those of the two common types of func-
tional neurosis—neurasthenia and hysteria

From Ih^oint of view of compensation or pension
tho War Office authorities very properly regard shell

shock as a definite injury although there may be no
visible sign of it This fact is of considerable import
ance for as in the case of pension or compensation
for traumatic neurasthenia under the Employers'
Liability Act the notion of never recovering may be
come a fixed idea The detection of conscious fraud is

not easy in many cases of shell shock in which
recovery might rsasonably have been expected for it

IS difficult in many cases to differentiate malingering
from a functional neurosis due to a fixed idea The
first point is to be swe of your diagnosis that the
disease is altogether functional and being satisfied

thereof to avoid all forms of suggestion of the possi

biHty of non recoverv A very great difficultyrn the
complete investigation of these cases arises from the
fact that few or no notes as a general rule accom
pany the patient one has therefore to rely upon the
statements made by the patient himself or perchance
by a comrade if he has no recollection of the events
that happened Most of the cases of shell shock
however are able to give satisfactory information of
the events that preceded the shock they even tell^thw can call lo mind the sound of the shell coming
and see it in the mipd’s eye before it exnloded then
there is a blank in the memory of variable duration
In some of the more severe cases, especially where
there has been bunal or physirni concus«on by a stone
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or tt sandbag or by falling' heavily on the ground after
being blown up in the au*, there u a more or leas

complete retrograde amnesia of variable length of time
In a case of simple shell shock it is impossible to
say whether the jpatient was unconscious during the
whole period of time of which he has lost all recollec-

tion of the events that happened or whether during
the whole or a part of the time he was conscious but
owing to the 'commotio cerebri the chain of per
ceptual experiences was not fixed

In tho majority of cates shell shock affects only
the higher cortical centres, in severe cates the vital
centres, as in a^plexy, alone continue to function and
the patient is in a daKd condition and he may auto-
matically perform complex scnsori motor purposive
actions of which he has no recollection whatever
Several cases of this kind have come under notice
one of the most trustworthy being a history obtained
from an officer His company had dug themselves in
in a wood he went out into the road to see if a conviw
was coming when a large shell burst near him It
was about two o dock in the morning and quite dark
about

f 30 a m it was quite light and he found him
self being helped off a horse by two women who ramc
out of a famvhouse He had no recollection of any
thing that happened between the bursting of the shell
and this incident

The frequency with which thbse cases of shell shock
suffer from terrifying dreams at night and in the half
waking stile j>o nts to the condusion that i psychic
trauma is exercising a powerful Influence on tho mind
by the thouqhis reverting to the terrifying experiences
they have gone through and their continuous influence
on the subconscious mind may account partially for the
terrified or vacant look of depression on the face the
cold blue hands feeble pulse and respiration sweats
and tremors some or all of which signs of fear the
severer cases manifest \s these dreams cease to dis-
turb sleep so these manifestations of fear tend to pass
off and give place to the sweet unconscious quiet of
tho mind Occasionally during the waking state con
templation of the horrors seen provokes hallucinations
or Illusions which may lead to motor delirium or In
sane londuct A numuer of striking illustrative rases
were given
Speech defects are a common symptom of shell

shock Of these mutism is the most common it may
be associated with deafness Lnnble to laugh or
cough sonorously to whistle or to whisper indeed
to produce any audible sound mutes are able never
theless to express their silent thoughts by writing The
s»usc of the muteness is due to loss of power of phona
tion Major Mott discussed this subiect very fullv in a
paper rend before the Society of nglish Singers *

Besides mutism and aphonia stuttering and stammer
ing arc not uncommon conditions There is no differ

ence between the mutism and aphonia met with In
shell shock and that of hysteria the manner In

which it disappears is similar, even a trivial circum-
stance in which attention is taken off Its guard and
the mute is surprised by an emotional shock may
cause the patient suddenly to speak
A very interesting case was narrated of a grena-

dier who when admitted was blind deaf and mute
he was however, extremely sensitive to skin impres-
sions

,
indeed it seemed as if the mind focused atten-

Uon on the perceptual avenue which had not been
functionally dissociated hv the shock His sight was
restored to him quite suddenly and he was then able
to communicate his silent thoughts b\ writing His
power of recognition was good but his recollection

was a blank for the whole period of time he had been

» The P»»e'>ic MtdwnlMn of tho Voice in Ketadon to ih« Emoiloa*
Brit Mttl Jtmmml Oeoemhor j isis
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in trance, and he could give no informatKm regard-

ing tho circumstances which Jed to the condition ho

was in A few days later he became very emotional,

and suddenly recovered his heanng and speech

Although mutes are unable to speak voluntarily, yet

undM the influence of terrifying dreams they often

call out in their sleep One man had been shouting

in his sleep and was told this the next morning toy n

uimrade ,
he was so surprised that he said, 1 don t

believe it

Vinous functional paralyses arc common, and an

injury often determines the seat of the paralysis by

suggestion , thus a man may be blown up and bruised

on his hip or shoulder and a fixed idea is engendered
that the limb is paralysed Functional paralysis of

the lower extremities in consequence of injury of the

back IS a common condition, likewise various dis

orders of gait and station trciiKirs coarse and fine

tics and Aoreiform movements are other mnmfesta
tions of motor funttioml disorders Hjjieracsthesia or

increased sensibility of tho skin to stimuli and
anaesthesia are of frequent occurrence One if the

commonest ind most troul lesome symptoms is hyper

icusis. or sensitiveness to noises and when the

Zeppelin nid occurred many serious relapses took

place It would tike loo loni, to detail the mimfold
symptoms that rmy arise in consequence of these func

tional neuroses
Major Mott does n )t i mj loy hypnosis or psycho-

analysis he considers these modes of treatment un
neccssno he has cured numbers of cases by m iktng

a careful examination of the patient and then assur

mg the paralysed the tremulous the mutes and others

that there is no organic disease and that they will

certainly recover An itmosjiherc of cure is neces-

sary therefore when a patient with functional paralysis

comes with crutches or sticks the first thing he does

IS to order them to be tikcn away f^r they are not

required Many men who had been j
aralyscd weeks

md months Into thus been cured in a few hours or a
fewdajs Massage and clectncitt and all other treat

ment which suggests i diseisc he deprecates He
sfronglt idvoc ites divcrsic n of tho mind from the

recollection of the late ternfving experiences bv music
games and amusements of all k nils and he appealed
to the charitable j ublic to iirovide such for the new
Maud let Hospital of the I ondon C luntt rouncil
Ooiiniark H 11 which has bei n recently taken over bt

the War Office for the treatment of ->00 of such isrs

ns those to which he referred

INIVLRSnV AND FDUCATWNAI
INTFUIGENCE

Cambriuge Ihe Spec al Hoard for Biology and
Geology hate made the following grants frcmi the
Gordon Wigan Fund 30I to the Department of

Geology towards 1 lecting the deficit in the working
of the department 40I to tlie Department of Botant
for ossistance to the curator of the herbarium m his

work on the British flora sol to Prof Punnett, in

order that the Botanic Garden Syndicate may con-
tinue to offer special facilitii s for plant breeding expert

mtsits 5/ to the curator in entomology for the care
and development of the collections of insects ijl to

Prof Gardner for the provision of special lectures m
parasitology in connection with the diagnosis Of
disease

The council of the Teachers Guild has arranged
for a conference on educational reform to be held on
Saturday April 8 Specialists in various grades of
education—university technical, seoondary and
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primary—have been invited, and also well known
leaders in industry and commerce The chair wili be

t^en by Sir Henry Miers, and the draft prepared to

be submitted to tfaie conference for approval sugjgests

the following subjects to be dealt wim by committees
of experts —(a) Reforms in administration, including

co-ormnation of various grades of education, (b) the

reiation of technical colleges, university courses, and
research scholarships to manufactures, (c) training of

women for professionol, technical and commercial
occupations, and for domestic life, (d) improvements
in the curricula of schools and in instructional matc-
nals and methods, so as to make them more purpose-
ful and adaptable to after life

,
(e) extension of educa-

tional facilities to all juveniles after fourteen (/)

training and status of teachers, and research in educa-
tion, Q) medical service and physical education, (fi)

character training and training for leisure (») reform
of examinations, also of methods of selecting candi-
dates for public appomtmi Ills, and for promotion
viithin educational institutions

Arrangements haic been mule for the usual sliort

summer course at the Oxford School of Geography for
teachers and otliers interested in geography, but the
meeting will not take place this year unless a pre-
scribeil minimum number of applications is received
by the middle of April If this number is reached an
introductory lecture will be given on the afternoon of
Vugust 3 There will be two lectures and at least

one period of practical work or in excursion each
day There will be short courses on selected topics

of physical, historical and jiolitiral geography (espea
Tlly geographical problems ifTcvting the war and the
British Fmpire) on transport and trade routes, on the
teTchmg of geography and on the Oxford district

The fiD will be 3I for th< wholi course 1 number of
students will be accepted for lectures only at a fee of
2/ for the course or of as for single lectures Fur-
ther psrticulars will be issued as early as possible in
May Names cannot be s< nt in too soon addressed
to the Vicalioii Course Setrenry School of Geo-
graphy 40 Broad Street Oxford to whom also, all

requests for further infornntion should be sent

The paper on Part lime hducation for Boys and
Girls, which Mr J H Reynolds read at the Confer-
ence of Educational Associations last January, has
been circulated in pamphlet form The jiaper is rich
in impressive facts, which demand the earnest con
sideration of British statesmen Mr Reynolds points
out there are 71 000 half-time children chiefly m the
textile districts of the north, to-day There arc some
193.000 children who have entirely left school on reach-
ing the age of thirteen The number of young people
in England and Wales between the ages of fourteen
and seventeen was, according to the last census
2,030,195 to which must be added nearly 200000 who
had left school and entered into employment at
thirteen, giving a total of at least aj millions About
436.000 of these were receiving some sort of education
leaving a net total of upw^s of 1 800,000 young
people who had ceased to continue their education at
day or evening schools There are in England and
Wales 236 000 children below fourteen working half-
time or full-time and 200,000 more working for wages
while attending school for fulUtime As hu Reynolds
urges, there is an imperative necessity for a compul-
sory system of continued education for all chiloren
leavmg the elementary school at fourteen who enter
into employment, and it might extend from six to
eight hmirs per week throughout the greater part of
the year, meaning annually some 270 hours of sys-
tematic instruction extending over at least three years
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London

Royal Sockty, March 23 —Sir J J Thomson, presi-

dent, in the chair —G Qreea Hie main cresU of ship

waves, and on waves in deep water due to the motion
of submerged bodies The fundamental problem of

ship waves is to determine the wave disturbance pro-

duced by an arbitrary pressure system advancing over
the free surface The present jiaper gives a general

method of obtaining the solutjpii of the moving jires-

sure problem in the form of an integral, and proceeds
to the evaluation of the integral in some particular

cases of ship waves —E H Nichols Investigation of

atmospheric electrical variations at sunrise and sunset

Observations were made for a jicriod of fifteen minutes
before and fifteen minutes after both sunrise and
sunset, using the Wilson compensating gold-leaf elec

troscopc for conductivity and earth-air current and two
Ebert electrometers for measuring the positive and
negative electric charges The results show 1 decideil

uniform decrease in the value of electrical quantities

throughout the sunset period, but the solar elTect at

sunrise is not nt all pronounced The potential curves
for Kew Observatory were analysed for the years 1912

nd 1914 for the 30-minute period at sunrise and
sunset and monthly means obtained for s minute in

tervils these being corrected for diurnal variation

There is a general increase in the potential at both
sunrise and sunset being more noticeable in the wintei

months but there is no evidence of any sudden change
It IS possible that tlie electrical variations observed mac
be of assistance in elucidating the problems of wireless

transmission

Paris
Acadeny el Sclcacss, March 13 —M C imillo Jordan

in the I hair —H DeavUU A family of Ammonites,
the Desmoceratideae an attempt at a rational classi-

fication The value and subordination of characters —
M de la Vallde-Poussin was elected a correspondant

for the section of geometry in the place of bdlix Klein

—

J

OnllUasM Observations of the sun made at thi

Observatory of Lyons during the third quarter of

1915 Observations were poswble on eighty five days
of which fifty-one were consecutive from July 24 to

September la —^Arnaud Dta|oy Differentiation and it»

inverse —Grace Chisholm Yrang Derived numbers of

a function —Maurice Le Psa and Jean Vllley The
measurement of the power of motors—C Daaidrs

The crystallisation of phenyl ethiT - b Brlnsr The
mechanism of reactions m aqua regta A study of

the reaction HN0 , + 3HCl=.N0Cl + Cl, + aH,0 ,
which

IS shown to bo reversible The system was iiroved to

be monovariant, three phases and two inaejicndent

components—Carl SMrsosr The altitude of the aurora *

borealis observed from Bossekop (Nopray) during
the spring of the year 1913 A iarge number of

simultaneous photographs of the aurora were taken
from the extremities of a base Ime 275 kilometres

long, leading to 2500 determinations of the -height

The resuits are given, both in graphical and tabular

form The heights vary from 86 to 180 kilometres,

with a maximum frequency at 105 to 106 kilometres

—Ph Fltjolel Perturbations of the magnetic declina-

tion at Lyons (Saint Genis Laval) during tho third

quarter of 1915 —F Jodta and A Asirac The man-
ganese in some springs of the Pyrenees range There
18 a certain relation between the amounts of man-
ganese and total mineral matter in a water Ferru-

ginous waters usually contain a high proportion of

manganese It was noted that although sodium
sulpmde waters contain extremely minute proportions

of manganese, yet the algae growing round these

springs contain this element in relatively high prti-
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portions BoaygMS The tissues at the summit of
the Plianerogam stem —Lucieo DaalsI The specific

variations in the chemistry and struiturc provoked by
grafting the tomato and the cabbage —O Lanreat

The metallic suture in complicated fractures of the
femur and humerus Of the various methods used
wiring with one or two thick silver wires has proved
the most satisfactory, details being gi\en of the appli-
cation of this treatment to several cases of fracture—
Jules Amar Apparatus for prothesis of the upper
limbs Detailea description of two forms of mecfian-
ical arms —R L«dMX>Lcbard and A DaavlUler

Theoretical and ixperimental researches on the bases
of the quantitavo determination of the X rays in radio-
therapy

BOOKS RECEIVED
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HEREDIIY AND CHROMOSOMES
The Mechanism of Mendeltan Heredity By Prof
T H Morgan, A H Sturtevant, H J Muller,

and C B Bridges Pp xiii + 26a (London
Constable and Co ,

Ltd
, 1915 ) Price 12s net

This latest book of Prof Moi^an and his

collaborators should be sure of a welcome
from a wide circle of readers In his prcf ice Prof
Morgan deplores a tendency to regard heredity as

a subject for speaalisls only, and states expressly

that the present volume has been written for the

biologist at large as well as for those who are

more actively engaged in these studies He has
produced a book which should present no difficul-

ties to anyone with the elements of a biological

training, while at the same time it sets forth

clearly and within reastmable compass the latest

deductions and speculations of genetic research

Prof Morgan s book is avowedly an argument
in favour of what is known is the chromosome
theorj^ of heredity He points out that the mcch
amsm^ revealed in the process of the maturation
of the ^rm cells is also a mechanism which
fulfils th^^quirements of the mode of distnbu
tion of Meidelian factors A further argument
IS provided by the fact that in certain insects two
kinds of sperms, differing in the number of the

chromosomes which they contain, are associated
respectively with the formation of a male and a

female individual, and this argument was greatly
strengthened when the discovery of the heredity

of sex linked characters provided independent evi

dence that the difference of sex could be expressed
in terms of Mendelian factors

As the result of a remarkable senes of experi-

ments with the pomace fly (Drosophila ampelo
phila) Morgan and his collaborators are able to

add a striking piece of evidence in favour of the
chromosome theory In the course of these ex
penments more than one hundred characters of
various kinds were shown to exhibit Mendelian
inheritance but the chief point of mterest lies in

the fact that they fall into four groups The
members of any given group exhibit linked in-

hentance with regard to one another, but are
transmitted quite independently of the members of
the other three groups The importance of this

point becomes evident when it is stated that the
number of chromosomes m the pomace fly is four
If the chromosome theory is true and if the num-
ber of chromosomes is less than the number of
factors exhibiting Mendelian heredity, it is dear
ffiat the factors must exist in groups correspond-
ing to the number of the chromosomes The large
number oS workable factors in Drosophila, coupM
with the small number of chromosomes, has
rendered possible an exhaustive test of this point
such as IS at present out of the question for any
other spedes of animal or plant The result
dearly bears out the chromosome Bieory, and it

is further strengthened by the fact that the mem-
bers of only one of the four groups of characters
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show sex-linked inheritani^, these being presum-
ably those borne by the chromosome that also

bcirs the sex-determinant

I here is, however, a complication which Prof

Morgan deals with m a most ingenious manner
VV hen a cross is made betw een an individual con-

taining two factors, A and B, lying m the same
chromosome pair and another mdividual whose
corresponding chromosomes contain the alldo-

morphs a and b then in all subsequent genera-
tions proceedii^ from the AB x ab the two factors

A and B shoum always hang together, m other

words, there should be complete linkage between
them This, however, is not so, but in Fj there

appear a small proportion of individuals which
may be represented as Ab, together with a corre-

sponding proportion of tlic form aB, that is to

say, the link^e is generally incomplete To get
over this difficulty Prof Morgan suggests an
explanation based on the observations of Jannsens
that at certain stages of meiosis the homologous
chromosomes belonging to a given pair twist

round one another, and supposes that in a certain

proportion of cases the chromosomes break on
separation, so that both members of the resulting

pair contain a portion of each of the two original

chromosomes This conception of ‘ crossing-

over," which is dearly cxplamed and illustrated,

involves the supposition that every factor has a
definite locus in the chromosome m which it

ociurs, and Morgan chims that if the values of
the crossing-over for A and B and also for B and
C have bwn experimentally determined it is

possible to predict the value of the crossing-over
for A and C Indeed, he has been able to con-
struct n map of the four chromosomes of Droso-
phila showing the positions thus deduced of many
of the factors

ITio development of the chromosome theory in

its present form is clearly incompatible with the
presenc-e and absence theory of factors as usually

accepted for unless each member of a pair of
homologous chromosomes contains the same
number of corresponding factors arranged in the
same sequence the "crossing-over” could not
occur in an orderly manner Morgan points out
that several cases now known are open to the
simple interpretation that three factors are m-
\olved any two of which are allelomorphic to one
another In Drosophila, for example, red and
cosin eye form a simple pair, as also do eosin

and white Nevertheless, red and white also give
a simple Mendelian result no eosins making their

appearance in These systems of multiple

allelomorphs, which are not necessarily confined
to three members, open up problems of great
interest, to which the reader will find a chapter
of the book devpted
Though Prof Morgan has succeeded in stating

a strong case for the chromosome theory there

arc nevertheless sonje gaps in the argument We
do not for instanoe, know at present whether
Droeophila shows the peculiar twisting of the
homologous chromosomes round one another, such
as was described by Tannsens in Batracoseps.
The existence Of such twikpr^ is, of course, eases-

O
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tial to the crossing-over ’ explanation of the
linkage of characters in heredity, and it is to be
hoped that the cytologist will be able to deade
the point one way or the other Another pheno-
menon which requires clearing up is the absence
of any crossing-over " in the male for any char-
acter whatever, though the number and arrange-
ment of the chromosomes in the two sexes are ap-
parently identicaL It is, of course, not impossible
that what now appears to be a weak point might
turn out to be a strpng one if the cytolc^ist could
show that the behaviour of the chromosomes
during the maturation divisions differed in the
two sexes
There are other objections to the chromosome

theory which would require too much space to
set out in detail, but whether the theory advocated
by Prof Morgan prove to be well founded or not,

there can be no doubt that he has given us a most
interesting and stimulatmg book Not only does
It give a clear and well-illustrated account of one
of the most important groups of facts relating to
heredity yet elucidate by the experimental
method hut at the same time It offers the most
successful attempt so far made to relate these
facts to our knowledge of cellular anatomy
Together with the author we hope sincerely that it

may be widely read outside the circle of professed
students of heredity and especially that it may
be digested by those whose parbcular province is

the minute structure of the cell

TECHNOLOGY OF SUTPHUR AND
SULPHUR COMPOUNDS

Manuals of Chemteal Technology V Sulphunc
Aevi and Sulphur Products By Dr G Martm
and Major J L Foucar Pp viii + 77
don Crosby Lockwood and Son, 1916 ) Pnoe
7s 6d net

A MELANCHOLY circumstance attaches to
this book, which tc^ a large extent disarms

criticism Before the section on sulphuric acid, for

which Major Foucar, a former assistant manager
of the Becktqn Gas Works, was responsible, was
ready for the press, war bre^e out, and Major
Foucar was killed when leading his men into

action It devolved, therefore, on Dr Geoffrey
Martin, the editor of the senes, to put together the
material which had been collect^, and at the
same time to extend the scope of the verfume

The result is a book of some seventy pages—

a

space wholly inadequate to deal properly with the

important subject with which it professes to deal

It IS divided into four chapters, treating, respec-

tively, of the sulphur industry, sulphuric acid, the

manufacture sulphur dioxide, and of certain

other sulphur compounds, via , carbon disulphide,

sodium thiosulphate, and hjrposulphite and sul-

phuretted hydre^n. The tot^ amount of space

given to these subjects ^ about sixty-five pages,

the rest of the book, exdusive of the short preface

and indexes, being made up of tables of we^hts
and measures nod compansons of thermoqieter

and hjFdrpmeter scales w the conventional type
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Each chapter consists of short, disconnected notes

on features of mterest rather than of systematic

accounts of the several industries It is not very

c^ious what class of readers it is mtended to

serve The student may gain from it a superficial

knowledge of the technolc^y of sulphur and of

such of Its compounds as are mentioned, but the

actual manufacturer will find its information far

too slight and scrappy to be of practical service

TTie language of the preface would seem to imply

that the person aimed at is that ubiquitous indi-

vidual known as the general reader But if this

IS so we fear that person will gain a somewhat
confused idea of its purport, for, small as is the

amount of information conveyed, a glance through

the pages of the book shows that it obviously pre-

supposes some previous knowledge of the sul^ect

The account of the sulphur industry constitut-

chapter 1 ,
will serve to illustrate what we

mean The whole chapter occupies five pages, of

which half is given to a meagre descnption of the

sources and mode of extraction of natural sulphur

about a page is given to a still more meagre
account of the Chance Claus method of sulphur

recovery, the so-called thiogen process of treat

iiqf smelter smoke, and the Burkheiser and Feld

methods of obtaining sulphur from sulphuretted

hydrogen m coal-gas purification, whilst the re

mainder is concerned with the proMities and uses

of sulphur The reference to the Sicilian industry

and the allusion to the calcarone method convey
no meaning to the uninitiated or any information

to those who are initiated The account of the

Gill kiln and of the method of its working is so
slight ns to be practically valueless The Frasch
process of winning Louisiana sulphur is one of
the most striking achievements of modem tech-

nology It constitutes indeed one of the romances
of applied science Although Dr Martin s method
of treatment seems to di^Uow anything m the
nature of descriptive writing we thmk it would
have added greatly to the interest and value of his

book if he had given a fuller account of it It is

still not so generally known in this country as it

ought to be in spite of the fact that as he trul>

states it dominates the world s sulphur market
Our general impression of this book is one of

disappointment as a wholly inadequate treatment
of a vastly important subject

HOMER AND HISTORY
Homer and History By Dr Walter Leat Pp

XV1J-37S (London Macmillan and Co , Ltd ,

*9>S )
Price lar net

The researches of Dr Leaf have opened a
new phase in the discussion of the Homeric

problem His first task is to discard the mter-
pretauons which have hitherto hdd the field.

Until the publication of Wolf’s “ Prolegomena ”

the unity of the Epic was, as a matter m course,
accepted We were then invited to beheve that
the Iliad at least was a collection of lays welded
into a single whole by some skilful editor With
the study of comparative philology came the
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theory that the gods of Homer were mamfesta-
tions of nature powers adapted to the local geo-
graphy and the traditional history This was
followed m more recent times by the suggestion
that the Iliad represents a reflex of combats
fought, not in the Troad, but of tribal battles in

Asia Mmor between Eubeean-Boeotian colomsts
and Locrians or South Thessalians, or between
L^rians and Boeotians on the Greek mainland
Such speculations Dr Leaf has little difliculty

in confuting He has now carried out an exhaus-
tive survey of the text mamly on the basis of geo-
graphy, and from this inquiry startling results

emerge In his last book on the subject he con
fined himself mamly to the Trojan side of the

question He proved that the Catalogue of the

Trojan forces was a historical document of the

highest value Following Thucydides in his preg-
nant remark that wars in ancient as well as in

modern times were based on trade rivalry, he
made it at least highly probable that the war of

Troy represented an attempt by the Achsean
Creeks to gain possession of a great commercial
entrepdt controlling the trade routes to the Black
Sea and the hinterland of Asia Minor The war
was therefore a historical event, fought not by
faded survivals of nature deities, but by living

^oldiers and their generals

The second important document in the Iliad is

the Catalogue of the Greek ships, which now
found to stand in a very different position from
that of Troy It is full ol discrepancies, such, for
instance, as the fact that the Boeotians who figure

laigely in it were still in Thesstly in the time of
the Great War Besides this, the unsuitability of
Aulis as a rendezvous for a fleet acting against
Troy, and the impossibility of reconaling the
domains of the Achaean princes with geographical
facts, arc now clearly demonstrated The docu-
ment, in short, was an attempt by a later hand to
make its contents correspond with an altered

condition of Greece.
This fruitful survey of Homeric geography md

Creek tradition makes it possible to link the w orld
of Homer with Gnossos and Mycen® as they hate
been revealed to us by the excavations of Sir A
bvans and Schliemann, and the review of the
bistoncal and geographical situation which forms
the introduction to this fascinating work is

perhaps its most interesting feature
We have no space to ^1 with the new light

which Dr Leaf has thrown on the problem of the
Odyssey He shows clearly that while the
eastern ^gean was familiar to the Ach®ana, the
west was a land of mystery, the home of a senes
of folk-tales and he follows Dr Ddrpficld io his
remarkable demonstration that the modem Thiaki
IS not the Ithaca of Odysseus, whose home was
Leucas
We have said enough to show the importance

Jf Dr Leaf’s work The book is a course of
Itctures intended to be delivered at the North-
western University, Evanston, Illinois, a project
^Mdi fell through on the outbreak of the war
They are now published by the courtesy of the
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Norman Wait Harris Lecture Committee To
use Dr Leaf s words ‘It may at least serve

as a protest, faint and feeble enough, against the

extinction of intellectual interest in the flood of

barbarous materialism which has been let loose

upon Europe ’* It is much more than this, a
statement of the problem defined with logical pre-

cision aivd grace of style, which commend it not

only to the trained scholar, but to all who are

I

interested m one of the most vital questions of
I literature

OUR BOOKSHELF
A Manual of Soil Phystes By Prof P B Barker
and Prof H J Young Pp vi + ioi (Lon-

don Ginn and Co , 1915 )
Price 3J

Proi-s BARKkR AND YouNG have done well to

collect the laboratory exercises which for the past

ten years have been m use in the College of Agri-

culture of the University of Nebraska In this

region, where soil physics is so important, one
may feel reasonably certain that survival for ten

years is a sound test of value, and therefore

teachers who are trying to introduce the subject

into tbeir courses will welcome the book
All agricultural courses are modified by their

surroundings Nebraska is fortunate in possess-

ing considerable areas of loess sod well provided

with all the elements of fertdity, but apt to suffer

from drought at critical tunes There is, however,
sufficient rainfall to supply the needs of the plant

if It is properly husband^, and this is done by
maintaining a fine layer of earth on the surface

of the sod to act as a non-conductor and protect

the bulk of the sod from the sun’s rays The
study of the water relationships of soil forms a
great part of sod physics, and in one form or
another comes into a large proportion of the

exercises here

T he authors have modestly had the book
turned out m the form of a biflex binder note-

book, so that loose pages can be taken out This
makes it difficult to handle, and it deserves some-
thing better We hope that in later editions it

will appear m proper book form so that it can
be kept for permanent use E J R
Thf Journal of the Institute of Metals Vol xiv

Edited by G S Scott Pp ix + aBq. (London
Institute of Metals, 1915 ) Pnee aif ne^

This volume contains the papers which were read
at the autumn meetmg of the Institute of Metals
in 1915, an account oi which has already ap-
peared in the columns of Nature together with
the discussion and written communications So
far at these papers ate concerned, the chief place
in technical importance must certainly be given to
that by Mr Parker on specifications for alloys

for high-speed superheated steam turbine blad-
mg, which drew ao important contribution from
,the president, Sir Henry Oram, the engmeer-m-
chief of the Navy One of th^ special merits of
this paper is that it fltakes a poiat of stating what
are the duel requumieiits in modem apedficatioos
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bf Buch allovB, and thus gives saentiflc workers
definite problems of first-rate technical import-

ance to work out Prof Edwards s paper on
metallic crystal twinning by direct mechanical
strain is illustrated by some very fine photomicro-

graphs, which will repay detailed study, and prove
diat, m the case of tin, at any rate, twins are

formed by mechanical strain

The outstanding feature of the volume how-
ever, is the text of the May lecture delivered

before the Institute by Sir Joseph Thomson on the

conduction of electriaty through metals, in which
he enuncmted a new theory and directed attention

to the remarkable results on super-conductivity

obtauied by Kamerlingh Onnes, of which there

IS no sign at the temperature of liquid hydrogen,
but which are fully displayed at that of liquid

helium H C H C
Mamotrs of the Wistar Institute of Anatomy and

Biology, No 6 The Rat Reference fables
and Data for the Albino Rat (Mus norvcgicus
albinus) and the Noruaay Rat (Mus nonegicus)
Compiled and edited by H H Donaldson. Pp
v + ayS (Philadelphia Wistar Institute, 1915 )

Price 3 00 dollars

The white rat, like the frog is one of that select

little group known as laboratory animals For
the study of problems connected with mammalian
physiology it offers conveniences which ut most
cases place it beyond competition After a brief

introduction on the classification and early records

of the common rats, the greater part of the book
is devoted to the white rat, by which is under-
stood the albino variety of the Norway rat (Mus
noraencus)

Following some short chapters on the bitdc^,
anatomy, and physiology of this animal, the bulk
of the work IS taken up by statistical tables deal-

ing with the growth of the body and of its various
oivans in relation to it and to one another, a
subject in which the author has conducted research

for some years past The general results of the
growth records are also illustrated by a scries of
graphs by means of which the reader can at once
obtain the general drift of the figures A few
pa^es are devoted to the wild Norway rat, for

which far fewer data have been collected than for

its pink-eyed relative, and the work concludes with
a biblic^raphy of more than fifty pages A most
useful feature of the book is the list of references
arranged under headings at the end of each chap-
ter By means of these and of the bibliography
at the end the student can at once ascertain what
has been written on, for example the anatomy of
the urogenital system or the physiology of respira-

tion in the white rat Indeed we think that this

part of the work would bear some amplification

Under “Reproduction," for instance, no mention
IS made of Marshall’s “Physiology of Reproduc-
tion,” in which work occur other references not
given here Some omissions there are doubtless
bound to be, but in this guide to the white rat

tlie author has produced a valuable work of refer-

ence which should find a place in every physiologi-

cal laboratory
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

[The Editor does not hold himself responsible iof

''

opinions expressed by hts correspondents Neithw

can he undertake to return or to correspond wejk

the writers of rejected manuscripts mtended Jw
this or any other part of Natuxb No notice is

taken of anonymous communications j

In Musmgs without Method —which might with

equal alliteration be termed Ravings without

K^asoa —the editor of Blackwood gives in the March

number his views on the claim of science to occupy a

more prominent po«>ilion in general education th^
has hitherto been allotted to her He calls this

elaim a ferocious attack on the humanities, an

evidence of unbalanced minds’ devoid of the

sense of humour and proportion He gratuitously

assumes that men of science desire to kill

all othir learninj, than their own and asserU

that for all niLii llitrc is 1 need of verbal expres-

sion which IS most tasily satisfied by the study

of Orotk and Latin Ht endeavours to pour scorn

on the usefulness of SLicntific knowledge by the story

—probably apocryphal—of a commercial house in the

East which sent to Cambridge for a chemist and

when a ch^lst was forwarded to them, promptly

returned him on the ground that although there was
nothing wrong with mm as a chemist, he had no

knowl^e of the world I One wonders what has be.

come of Maga s sense of humour ? Clearly the

commercial house in the East did not want a

chemist I Had they asked for what they really wanted

they would have b« n sent a classical don ,
who doubt-

Im would have proved more than a match for the

heathen Cltince, which was probably the problem to

be tackled 1

It IS essoitially the cause of Oxford and Combridge
which our knight of the pen comes forward to cham
pk>n—at least, It is what he conceives to be the cause

of Oxford and Cambridge But why should Oxford
and Cambridge furnish an excepbon ? They might, it

is true, from their more ancient standing, claim to
give a lend to the others but it should surely be the
um of all the universibes to provide the best system
of education which the needs of the country require

The question is What is the best system? We
others believe that it is to be found in the introduction
of the study of natural science into the upbringing
of everyone whatever his ultimate aim in life

may be The prime object of education is, or
should be, the attainment of a knowledge of ourselves
and our surroundings this knowledge can only be
obtained through the study of natural science lliat
other branches of learning—mathemabes, philosophy,
history hnguage and literature—mav help, is not
contested, but the basis of education in an age in
which aU our prosperity, present and pirospective,
depends upon proficiency in science must be scientific.

If he who runs cannot rend as much as this he is
either purblind or hopelessly slow of understanding!
We need not go outside the pages of Maga’ to

owe the inadequacy of the classics Of what is this
Cabinet compost which the editor has denounced In
unmeasured terms from month to month as patterns of
imbecility hesitation, and vacillation, unable to sea
beyond the ends of their noses, incompetent to manage
any department of State? Are not the ranks of^
' gallant twenty two ’ (now twenty-three) recruit^
ahnut exclusively from the institutions on the system
of education of which Maga » sets so high a value?

, ‘I’*
Minister, against whom par-

tlcularly the editorial fulminations of ‘Mags’’ ham
90 often been directed himself n notable example of
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1

cteMical AttAinments? Fat be it from scientific men of the Institution of Electrical Engineers relate to

to belittle tbm or any otto accomplishments—philo> numerals punched on metal

Mohical, literary, or arUstic. Our ccmtention is that There are four classes of numeral characters (i)

—along with the more advanced study of the natural For writing including ordinary script, formal wnting,

saences—these other branches of learning should be inscriptions moulded in metal or cut in stone, (a) for

treated as subjects of special education that they typography , (3^
for scales , and (4) for punches Script

ought not to dominate the general education of the ifcmands legibility first but gives considerable scope

country & far from having any wi^ to kiU all for cahgrapny In formal writing these requirements

other learnmg, we desire to promote oil learning, but ire reversed and for inscriptions they carry equal

that desire does not prevent us from thinking that weight Typography makes certain intricate and

training in science will have to take the place in subtle exactions for the purpose of producing balance

schools which is now occupied by Greek and Latin and apparent uniformity of tho characters Such r^
I am aware that our opponents may retort we have finements do not seem to be required in the case of

no right to assume that persons who have had train scales and punihes Scales often have to be read in

ing in science as an integral part of their education a bad light and as I have said in my paper, elegance

are more competent to manage the aflairs of the nation of shape is not to be disregarded altogether but wher>

or to carry on business or industrial operations than ever necessary it must be sacrificed to legibility and
those who do not possess this advantage We possess to special restrictions in uniformitv of su» and thick,

however an example of the influence of scientific train ness of line

ing on efficiency in one of the largest of our public Punches for stamping numerals on metal make two
departments—the Navy This is admitted even, I additional demands on the designer The first is that

believe, by Maga to be the best organised of those a character when inverted shall not be mistaken for

departments it is certainly the one tn which the public another , the second is that if the impression is imper-

places the most confidence But the men upon whom feet it shall do its best to be legible The first case

this efficiency de-

pends are distin

guished from those

of aU other public

Services in the fact

that their educ-i

tion 18, from the

beginning purely

scientific They
have had no op

portunity for the acquisition of that know
ledge of the rlnssics which Mags appears

to consider necessary for the making of men
yet even the boys of the Navy have again md
again demonstrated by their actions that the

snenfific training which they have received

has not prevented tliem from showing of

what stuff they are made
Nor has Maga the right to assume that it is

only the classical members of our ancient universities

who have come forward so splendidly in this crisis

of our national life For side by side with those of

theh- classical fellows, stand impenshable upon the

of honour the names of hundreds of science

students who have—whether from their despised

studies or not I cannot say—also learned and
taught the habit of command, and many of whom
have, alasl also made the supreme sacrifice But to

anyone with a sense of proportion, it must be

obvious that this can have nothing to do with the ques-

tion at issue For in showing their readiness to give

their lives for their county the members of the unlver-

sities are doing no more than is being done Iw millions

of their fellow-4ub]ects at home and abroad.
E A SciOFBiL

NiaMralt for Soaloo and PunoNo.
SniNO that excellently designed numerals are

common on the scales of instruments and bad
styles are rare, I have been surprised at the Interest

which has been taken by engineers and others in

the proposed numeralt wMcE were Uhistrated in

Natorb of February 34, I have adopted some of the
suggestions which I have received in the revised set

here Illustrated My intention eight years ago was
to produce designs suitable for the scales of meaiur
ing instrumants and for the dials of engine counters
and electric supply metem, where the numerals appear
throu^ holes Most of the suggestions which I'

have reo^ved sinot my paper appeared in the Journal
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consists essentially of

the relation of the 6 to

tho 9 and it is so dififi-

cuU to make a differ-

e n c e that other

numerals must lend

their help The 1 there-

fore should have a
should be a marked

difference between the upper and the lower part of the

8 1 propose to retain my original 6 and 1 offer a 9
with a tail curling up a little to the left, but not

enough to cause confusion with 8 or o In these

numerals the thickness of the line is 7} per cent of the

height
The 3 m the present set is a compromise between

the swan breasted one of the first set, and the acute

angled type I have tried to improve the 3 by adding
one unit to the length of the top bar but this has the

drawback that if me lower 6/ioths is lost there may
be a confusion with 7 The tail of the 3 is turned up
higher than that of the 5 or 9. The 4, 6, 7, and 0
remain as before For the sake of appearance the

down stroke of the 5 slopes 1 m 10, instead of i in io.

Good impressions of tne upper 4/ioth8 of these

numerals should be legible If the lower halves only

appear the difference oetween 3 and j U but slight,

and there is no difference between the lower half of

the 6 and of the 8 But if the lower fi/ioths are
visible I think that each numeral is legible If

4/7tbs of the breadth are lost on either side the

remaining 3/7thB are legible

I have shown these numerals to a fnend, who said

They are quite clear but quite beastly, and he
pointM out tMt the limitations do not altogether pre-

clude beauty of form He directed my attention to

certain good modelB, and I have based on theai a
3 3, 5, and 8, 'Eh* 8 has the advantage tbU the
lower half differ* from that of 6.

I shall be glad to receive any furtto suggestions
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1 have a few copies of my paper, and will send one I

to anybody who has not access to the Journal of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, and who i# specially

interested in the subject A P Trotter
Athenaum Club, Pall Mall, London

1 HAVE alna}s shared the regret of your torrfbpond

enU that Latin has now ceased to bo employed as the

international lanmiage of science, although for more
than a thousand years after it had ceased to be a
vernacular it had. among men of education,

maintained lU position as a living language, adapt-

ing itself to the varying needs of the times I have
devoted some attention to the development during the

Middle Ages and succeeding centuries of the branches
of science in which I am more especially interested,

and have been struck by the clea^ fluent Latin in

which the majority of the scientinc treatises were
written That of Agricola, Encelius (Entselt), Gesner,

Camden, and Caesalpinus in the sixteenth century,

Francisco Imperato and Aldrovandi in the seventeenth

,

and Isaac Lawson, Cramer, and Linnaeus in the
eighteenth, and most of their fellow-workers is, as
a rule, as easy to follow as French, in spite of the
handicap of the want of articles, the most serious

defect of Latm
It was the Latinists themselves who were primarily

responsible for the modern disuse of the language
They insisted that the diction of Cicero, ratlgn- than
that of Pliny, should be followed, and as they spoke
with authonty, there was no one hardy enough to

contradict them, so that the unfortunate man of

saence had to face a hail of ridicule if he failed to

reproduce the mannerums which were held up for his

imitation, while if be succeeded his pages were almost
unreadable for most of those who would have been
mterested in their contents

If Latin were ever agam to come into use for

scientific puiposes, it would only be by assimilating

its style and idioms to those of its daughter language*)

at the present time, by accommodating itself to the
changes of meaning which have overtaken so many of
its words and by borrowing freely from their vocabu-
lary, espeaally in the case of terms which are prac
ticaily international At the same time the inflexions

and syntax of classical Latin would be generally but
not auviahly, followed

I am afraid, however, that it is too late to undo
the work of those who have slain the object of their

affections by strenuous efforts to renew the golden
age of Its early youth when by far the more impor-
tant portion of its long career of usefulness still lay
before it, and now that it is, as it would seem
really dead had we not better regretfully but reso-

hitefy bury it out of si^t and turn our thoughts to
the flexible idiom hanim down to us by our fore
fathers, which is already understood throughout the
whole civilised world? John W Evans

Imperial College of Saence and Technology
South Kensington, March 28

OMWtii PrwMn or Osmetio 8iiatia»-Wliiob?
TIhe interesting controversy between Profs van

Laar and Ehrenfest, referred to in Nature of
March 16, again raises the question of the cause for
the approximate equality between osmotic pressure
and ips pressure In this connection the following
simple proof, based on the kinetic theory of van’t
Hoff’s well-known relationship, may be of interest

The tendency of a liquid to diffuse is measured by
its diffusion tpiessure, which may be defined as
the bmnbardinent pressure exerted by the liquid

,
qioleeules on eifhw side of a plane of unit
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area placed anywhere within the liquid, if we regard

a perfect liquid as formed by the compression or a
perfect gas until the molecules almost touch one
another, it will be seen that the diffusion pressure is

proportional to the number of moleculu in unit

volume, or the absolute concentration, and also to the
absolute temperature The diffusion ^ssure for

ordinary liquids has a very large value For instance

if water were a perfect liquid, its diffusion pressure

would be about 1200 atmospheres
Since the absolute concentration of a solvent is

reduced by the introduction of a solute, it i< evident

that diffusion pressure is reduced in the same way,
so that the diffusion pressure of the solvent in a
solution IS always less than that m the pure solvent

itself Hence solvent travels across a membrane from
the pure solvent side to the solution side, unless a
hydrostatic pressure equal to the difference between
the two diffusion pressures is placed on the solution

The osmotic pressure, which is defined as the afore-

said hydrostatic pressure, is therefore proportional to
the difference between the absolute concentrations of
the solvent on the two sides of the membrane
Further, it is also approximately proportional to tile

concentration of the solute because the latter is itself

approximately equal to the diffirence in solvent con-
centration on the two sides since the process of solu-

tion consists essentially in the spatial replacement of
part of the solvent molecules by a more or less equal
number of solute molecules
Next as regards the gas rel-itionship Consider the

case of a pure solvent separated from its solution by
means of a semipermeabic membrane (diagram I

)

Remove from the solution side all the solvent mole-
cules, and also an equal number from the pure solvent
side The sys-

tem then ns solvent

suijies the up- X solute

® O O C
“ ‘

shown in dm
gram 11 Now O O O C
this proccs*. r
merely reduces L
the absolute n H H T
concentrations ^ „ r ^

d diffusion

of the mem
brane to nn
equal extent
but leaves un
altered the

differences The
residue of sol

o

mst as before whilst the solute molecules will bom-
bard the membrane Moreover, the pressure of the
solvent residue on the one side will be equal to the
pressure of the solute on the other, and both will be
equal to the corresponding gas pressure, since the
molecules are at distances from one an^er com-
parable to gas distances Hence to prevent the residue
of solvent from flowing across the membrane, a hydro-
static pressure equal to the gas pressure will have to
be applied The usual way of doing this is to make
the solution into a kind of piston
On the other hand, the solute bombards the mem-

brane with a pressure equal to the corresponding gas
pressure, whether a hydrostatic pressure is pliired on
the solution or not The solvent iUelf can exert no
pressure on the membrane, since it Is supposed to be
aWe to travel across the membrane just as If the
latter were non-existent
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The phenomenon of osmotic flow is therefore due
to the residue or excess of tolvent molecules on the

pure tolvent tide, the tolute molecules play an in-

<lirect port only But the solute molecules do cause a
strain to be iwced on the membrane, which tends to

ruptare the latter

ne fundamental difference between osmotic pheno.
mena in the ^scous and solution states is that

whereas the active molecules (see diagram II ) have a
vacuum for a medium in the gaseous case, they have
a liquid solvent for a medium in the solution case

The other differences between compressed gases and
concentrated solutions nearly all proceed from this

fundamental one Frank Tinker
University of Birmingham, March ti

In a recent paper, entitled Notes on Spherical
Harmonics (Proceedings of the Edinburgh Mathe>
matical Society, vol xxxii

, 1914), Dr John Dougall
wrongly claims as new the expansion which he has
given there for a homogeneous function of the co-
ordinates of a point on a mhere This expansion
wot first given in 1900 by Dr G Prasad in the
Messenger of Maihemattes vol xxx

, p 13, and
again by a different method in 1912 in the Mathe
mattseke Annalen vol Ixxii , p 436 The method of
Dr Prasad in the second paper is the same as that
of Dr Dougall S K Bankrji

Calcutta Mathematical Society
University College of Science, Caicutta March 8

PREVENTIVE EUGENICS ^

T ORD SYDENHAM and his colleagues dc
•*—' serve the thanks of the nation for their

prompt and faithful dischai^e of the difficult task
allotted to them, in November, 1913, of inquir-
ing into the prevalence of venereal diseases in

the United Kingdom, their effects upon the health
of the community and the means by which those
effects can be alleviated or prevented No one
can read the commissioners’ report without an
increased conviction of the seriousness of the
evil that IS dealt with, of its grave and far-

reaching effects (even on the biological plane
alone) upon the individual and the race In care-
ful terms and with scientific precision the com-
missioners give the evidence for the statement
that the effects of the diseases m question “can-
not be too seriously regarded,” for ’they result
in a heavy loss, not only of actual, but of poten-
tial population, of productive power and of
expenditure actually entailed ” The misery
account cannot be estunated

Except in the case of the Navy and Army,
there are at present no means of arriving at an
accurate estimate of the prevalence of venereal
diseases in Britain, and many deaths due to them
appear to escape official recognition Sir Wil-
liam Osier considers that, “eff ffie killing diseases,

SphiUs comes third or fourth,” and the 00m-
ssbners, while nghtly cautious, conclude that

the number of persons who have been infected

ISSSr

lyVnyMllHiwy,, FM Rdun oribtCenuBli
I bodi Hoon* orMluMai bjr Coaawnd at HI

; WyaMi mA Som, Ltd tsrt.) Wo« u in
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With this disease, acquired or congenital, cannot
fall below 10 per cent of the whole population

m the largip aties, and that the percentage affected

with gonorrhoea must be much lar^r As re-

gards geogrr^hical distribution, sypmlis is shown
to be essentially a town disease As regards

the social distnbution of venereal diseases as a
whole, there is high incidence (in descending
order) among unskilled labourers, in those inter-

mediate between them and skilled labourers, and
in the ui^r and middle classes There is rela-

tively low inadence among (in descending order)

textile workers, miners, and agricultural labourers

It IS regrettable that the statistics, both of total

prevalence and of distribution, remain somewhat
uncertam It is also to be regretted that the com-
missioners have allowed themselves to speak
repeatedly of hereditary syphilis ' —a quite in-

accurate phrase
One of the most tragic aspects of this wide

spread human scourge is the suffering inflicted

on the innocent Children infected before birth

may be blinded or deafened, or terribly diseased

in skin and bone, in body and mind More than

half of all cases of blindness among children are

the result of venereal diseases in their parents

Of regiifered still-births, probably at least half

are due to syphilis, and it is estimated that from
30 to 50 per cent of sterility among women is

due to gonorrhoea The “ suffenng incalculable
”

that may be inflicted on an innocent mother, taken
along with wrong done to the offspring and other

possible consequences, have led the commissioners
to the recommendation that the presence of com-
municable venereal disease should be regarded as

I a disqualification for marriage and as a ground
for a declaration of nulhty—without, of course,

affecting the legitimacy of the children Those
who still think that nothing should be done to

make the cure of the diseases easier, because this

lessens the punishment of the ^il^ and makes
indulgence safer, should consider carefully the

section of the report which deals with the con-
sequences to mothers and children We coqfess

that it overwhelms us in its awfulness There is

also to be borne in mmd the terribleness of the

nemesis mvolved in the occurrence in the offender

himself of general paralysis or locomotor ataxy,

it may be ten or fifteen years after the infection

An even wider consideration, especially m these

days of wastage, is the “enormous” economic loss

traceable to reduced working capacity, and the

heavy public cost of maintaining the vanous kmds
of patients The commissioners are convinced
that the cost of curative and preventive measures
would soon be counterbalanced by what would be
saved
We are not here concerned with the medical

measures by whidi, according to the commis-
sioners, the diseases can be controlled and reduced
withm narrow limits, but we wish to dirpet atten-

tion to two aoceseory pomts —(1) There is a
wholesofne eugeniq bieexe m the suggestion that

a a^aroing a physician in regard to the

undesirarai^ qf a jnamage shall be'regarded ah
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a privileged communication We do not sympa-
thise with those who regard it as an infringement
of liberty to require, as a matter (rf course, a
medical certificate on both sides before marriage,
for this IS surely a social as well as a personal

matter, and we have a well-rounded confidence

in the general wisdom of the medical profession

—

a wisdom which would be more generously dis-

played if It were more frankly and courteously
appealed to (a) The commissionera are strongly
convinced that it is time to let in more daylight

Medical students should have more adequate in-

struction in regard to these scourges of the race

,

the public should be authoritatively informed
(eg, by literature which has received the
impnmatur of the National Council for Com-
bating Venereal Diseases) as to the btolc^ical gist

of the matter (fef which most know nothing) and
as to parasitoli—ical commonplaces, e g regarding
exchange of pipes or tooth-brushes, students in

training colleges should be carefully prepared so
that they may be able to guide and advise senior

pupils
,

the practice, followed by some head-
teachers, of warning and encouraging pupils

before they leave school should be general, in-

struction should also be given in evening continua-

tion schools (we doubt the wisdom of fficludtng

factories and workshops)
,
use should be made of

those voluntary associations that show a suffi-

oently high standard of efficiency and tact, and,

last but not least, ‘the guidance of medical

practitioners should be secured
"

All this IS, in Its general trend at least, wise
counsel, which should be made the basis of earnest

experiment towards lessening one of the disgraces

of our civilisation We would add, however, a
plea that the instruction, for lack of which many
pensh miseraUy, should not be restricted to the

pathological and prudential aspects but should

be broadened out into positise eugenic education,

with a frank recognition, for instance, that whole-
some, full-blooded, high-mmdcd love, in spite of

the awfulness of its eorruptto opfimt pessvma, is

the finest thing in human life

In connection with this terrible subject there

IS a brilliant record of scientific achievement

Thus we may ren ember Neisser’s discovery of
the micro-organism {Gonococtus) that causes
gonorrhoea, the pioneer experiments of Metchm-
fcoff and Roux , Schaudinn s discovery of the

micro-otganism {Spirochaeta palltda) that causes
syphilis, Noguchi’s observation of the occurrence

of the spirochsetc in the brains of persons dving

of gederal paralysis and locomotor ataxy

,

Wassermann’s suggestion of a valuable diag-

nostic bio-chcmical test Fhrlich’s working out

of the salvarsan cure, for which there are now
vgnous substitutes available Such records make
us proud of mankind, but the reason for it all

fills us with shame The commissioners are wise

enough to discern that men become victims of

vicious aides Overcrowded and insanitary

d^ilings indirectly contribute to the spread of

the diseased in question occupational depressicm

leads to i^^^hplism, and the coramuntcation of
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disease is frequently due to indulgence in intoxi-

cants”, end so the dismal arcles run.

Biologically regarded, the measures proposal
by the commissioners must be approved of with-

out hesitation Two invisible parasites cause

widespread human misery, science has mastered
these parasites, and, if men will, the misery may
in greater part, or alt(—ether, cease But to

consider man from the bido^cal pomt of view
alone is a fallacious and, indeed, impossible ab-
straction For he is a rational, social person,,

a member of a realm of ends as well as of the

diss of mammals Thus the question arises

—

and who is wise enough to answer it?—whether
our scientihc saving of the sinner from the punish-

ment of his sms—always a dangerous thing to

do—^will be justified m the long run by a finer

race In actual fact, however, there is no alter-

native, for soaal instinct, with the obsolescence

of patriarchal ways of looking at things, is now
strong enough to secure that women and children

be shielded, so far as available science makes it

possible, from the effects of masculine selfishness

The terms of the commissioners’ reference

produded consideration of the moral aspects erf

the questions with which they had to deal, but
there is no dubiety as to the firm ethical under-

tone of the report ‘‘We are deeply sensible of

the need and importance of the appeals to con-

science and honour which are made by the re-

ligious bodies and by associations formed for this

purpose Wc believe that these appeals will

gain force if the terrible effects of venereal

disease upon innocent children and other persons
who have no vicious tendencies are more fully

realised
”

We have exceeded the space editorially allotted

to us, but we plead that this is one of the piost

important bio-sociological documents of recent

years, and wc wish to quote its well-considered

final appeal —
The diminution of the best manliood of the nation,

due to the losses of the war must tell heavily upon
the birth-rate—already declining~and upon the
numbers of efficient workers The reasons for com-
bating, by every possible means, diseases which in

normal times operate with disastrous effects alike
upon the birth-rate and upon working efficiency ore,

therefore, far more urgent than ever before Now
and m years to come the question of public health
must be a matter of paramount national importance
and no short sighted parsimony should be permitted
to stand in the way of ail means that science can
suggest and organisation can supply for guarding the
present and future generations u^n which the restora-
tion of nation il prosperity must depena

THE MANUFACTURE Oh PORCELAIN
TN early days almost nothing was accurately

known of the manufacture of porcelain.
Eurojiean jxittcrs had never made ware with such
admirable qualities as that which was brought by
the traders from China, and their attempts to
imitate Chinese porcelam were not very succeas-
ful The first synthetical expenraents were based
on the hypothesis that Chinese porcelain waa a
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devitrified glass, or a glass opacified by the addi>

don of c^y, afterwards Mt^er, a pupil of

Walther von Tschimhaus, who had had a great

deal of experience in the manufacture of crucibles

for his alchemical work, made a vitreous body

which had some of the ^alities of porcelain, but

an objectionable colour The ware was very vitreous

and no glaze was used, Bdttger seems to have
tried to get the brwht glossy surface by polishing

the body Bdttger then found a deposit of white clay

at Aue near Schneeburg, and by using that in

place of the crucible clay, he was able to produce

fair imitations of the body of Chinese porcelain,

and a works was started near Meissen in which

extreme precautions were taken to preserve the

secret This porcelain was the type now known
as hard or felspathic porcelain A generalised hard
porcelain body his the composition —

Clay
FeUpar
Quartz

SO

2S
25

The discovery of china clay at St Yneix, in

France, enabled the French potters to take up the

manufacture of this same type of porcelain, but

in France a totally different type of porcelain was
m use It W1S called soft porcelain The composi-
tion of soft porcelain can be generalised into the

recipe —
Calcareous claj 30
Glassy fnt 30
Quaru 40

Soft porcelain lent itself peculiarly well to the
production of beautiful pottery, but the cost of

manufacture was too great to enable it to com
pete successfully with the bone china and hard
porcelain, as a result, the soft porcelain industry

IS virtually dead Artificial teeth, however, arc

made from a varieW of soft porcelain

Cookworthy, of Plymouth, discovered that the
Cornish stone and china clay of Cornwall could
be employed for making a porcelain body, anr’

works were started at Plymouth The English
hard porcelain, while preserving a special charac-
ter of its own, belonged to the same general type
as the German ind Chinese The manufacture of
this hard jxKrelain in England does not appear
to have been very successful, and was soon aban-
doned A third type of porcelain developed in

England, the English porcelain, or bone china
The body of this can be generalised in the
recipe —

Bone ash 30
Clay 25
Cornish atone 25

We have considered only the body of the vari-
ous porcelains The composition and character
of the various glazes are of equal importance
Shortly, hard porcelain, which matures at the
glaze temperature—which is very high—has a
hard glaze of the nature of felspar soft pwcelain
had a lead glaze which matured at a comparatively
low temperature
The manufacture of pottery is very largely dc*»

pendent upon a multitude of conditions, each one
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of which might appear to be of little intnnsic

importance Successful potting involves close

attention to detad, and this prijibably more than

in any other industry

There is a marked difference in the behaviour

of these three types of ware in the firing In all

types of pottery there is a range of temperature

or maigin of safety outside which the fireman

must not go If the temperature be above these

limits the ware is liable to be sfioiled, and if

below the ware is insufficiently fired With hard
porcelain there is a particularly wide margm of

safety, with soft porcelain the margin of safety

IS so narrow and the resulting losses so great that

the manufacture had to be abandoned as c(»n-

mercially impncticaWe With English bone
china too there is a comparatively narrow
maigin of safety, which is necessarily attended

by proportionate difficulties #

I

Hard porcelain, unlike soft porcelain and bone
I china, IS first baked at a comparatively low tem-

I

perature, and the glaze and body are subse-
quently fired together at the higher temperature
Ihe preliminary baking is not a critical opera-
tion, and It can virtually be done by the waste
heat of ovens firing at the higher temperature
With soft porcelain and bone china two critical

firings are needed, with hard porcelain there is

one The first or biscuit fire with soft porcelam
and bone china is much the hotter, the second
or glost fire is not so hot

Hard or felspathic porcelain and bone china
virtually command the world s porcelam market
Both forms are porcelam and both are collo-

quially called chma although the latter term is

more commonly applied to the English porcelam
IS distinct from the Continental It appears that

in quality-—presumably eesthetic—Bntish porce-
lain reigns supreme but m certain special hoes

—

chemical, electrical, and possibly hotel ware
—the Continental porcelain has important
advantages which render it advisable to start

scnously making it in England Just as
the manufacture of the British type of por-
celain has not been particularly successful
outside this country, so the manufacture of Con-
tinental porcelam has not been successful here
The two types have developed on different lines,

and certain radical differences obtain, so that
certain conditions necessary for success in the
one lead to failure in the other The cessation of
German supplies of chemical ware jias led manu-
facturers to make fairly good imitations of hard
porcelain by modifying parian, insulator, and
mortar bodies, but these temporary imitations are
not so satisfactory as the true hard porcelam
The problem must be solved by our taking up the
manufacture of true hard porcelain, and not frit-

tering away valuable time on imitations whidi
past experience has proved to be less suitable for
the work The manufacture should offer no in-

superable difficulties to our men once their skill !s

deflected and qdnpted to suit the special conditions

required for the ne^i type of ware The subject
wants tackling boldly and confidently pn a large
scale with British raw materials much raw
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material has to be purchased abroad the cost of-

production will nse accordingly

This seems a very good opportunity for State

assistance, since at present it is to the interest of

no individual manufacturer to assist m the de>

velopment of the new type of ware It is there-

fore pleasing to learn that the Committee of the

Privy Council for Scientific and Industrial Re-
search has made a substantial grant towards the

capital outlay for an experimental factory where
the conditions necessary for the successful manu-
facture of hard porcelain can be studied on a large

enough scale to reproduce manufacturing condi-

tions Once the necessary conditions have been
established, the manufacture of hard porcelain

will probably mtercst a great many potters and
this idea has probably led the Pottery Manufac
turers’ Association to bear a proportionate part

of the estimated cost of maintenance Instead of
working slavishly on Continental lines it will

probabfy be far more rational to introduce as few
radical changes as possible so that the suoreme
skin and tr^tional experience of our craftsmen
may be utilised to its maximum In this way it

IS quite likely that a new kind of hard porcelain

will be evolved, which will unite the good quali-

ties of the Continental with those of the British

porcelam B M
J W M

THF CQMMOmX EALTH INSTITUTE OF
SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY

'T'HE scheme for the establishment of a Com-
J- monwealth Institute of Science and Indus-

S
f, of which we gave an account in our issue of

ardi IS described bv Prof Orme Masson in an
interesting article in the Melbourne Argus of

January 22 Prof Masson points out that, just

ai Lord Roberts pleaded in \ain the military

necessities of the mtion so the warnings of men
like Sir Henrj Roscoc Sir William Ramsay, and
Sir Norman Lock^er as to the consequences of

the neglect of science were disregarded before

the war After the scheme for the development of

scientific and industrial research under a com-
mittee of the Pnvv Council had )>een put forward
about a year ago, Mr Hughes the Prime Minister

of Australia determined to do as much—and more
—for the Commonwealth with the view of making
the country independent of German trade and
manufacture when the war is over Following
the example of the British Science Guild ten years

ago, he appointed a committee representing State

adpntific Apartments universities, and indus-

trial interests to prepare a scheme and within a
few days the committee had produced the draft

already published in our columns
The proposed Institute is to be governed by

three directors, one of whom will be selected for

-proved abiUty in business, finance, and oiganisa-

tion, while the two others will be scientiM men
cf lAnilar high standing and reputation This
combination, devoted wholly to the work should

be a^ eiAiepdy to conduct affairs and opera-
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haling for their object the union of science

with industrv The directors are to be assisted

by an advisory council comjMsed of nine repre-

sentatives of primary and secondary industries

and of science, and these representatives are to

seek information, advice, and assistance from
specialists throughout Australia

The first function of the Institute will be to

ascertain what industrial problems are most press-

ing and most likely to yield to saentific experi-

mental investigation, to seek out the most com-
petent men to whom each such research may be

entrusted and to arrange for their having all

necessary appliances and assistance The Insti-

tute is also to build up a bureau of industrial

scientific information, which shall be at the service

of all concerned in the industries and manufac-
tures of the Commonwealth Its third main func

tion will be to erect staff, and control special

research laboratories, the first of which will prob-

ably be a physical laboratory somewhat on the

lines of our National Physical Laboratory
The scheme cannot be brought into ojxration

until it receives the sanction of the Commonwealth
Parliament after the return of Mr Hughes from
his visit to England In the meantime, the

Federal Government has appointed a temporary
advisory council and provid^ the money neces-

sary to enable it to make a beginning with the
organisation of industrial scientific research and
the collection and dissemination of scientific in-

formation bearing on Australian industries Ac-
cording to Press reports Mr Hughes said before
leaving Australia that the Government is pre-

pared to spend up to 500 oool ujxin the establish-

ment of the scheme and if the matter is taken up
in this large minded spirit the Commonwealth will

have made the best possible provision for the in-

dustrial nnd commercial struggle u h ch must come
after the declaration of peace '

Promoters of the proposal to jut the hands of
tamepictes forward by an hour during certain months
of the year are now advocating the adoption of this
principle of Daylight Saving by deception on the
grounds of national economy in fuel and light The
scheme has been before the public for many years,
and has been rejected by Parliament on more than
one occasion It has not received the approval of a
single scientific society of any importance, and only
one or two scientific men have given it any support
Yet Lord Salvesen made the astounding assertion
in the Times of March 31, that the Dayhght Saving
Bill IS supported by substantially the whole intelll-

fWnt opinion of the country He evidently believes
that Intelligent opmion upon time-standards is not
to be found in the views of experts but in the reso-
lutions of towp councils district councils, chambers
of oomn^ce and like bodies who want to nretend
that during a prescribed period every year the four of
wvw o’cl^ 18 really eight and so for other hours
It is usually undmtood that people cannot A made
sober by Act of Parliament yet it is sndously sug-
gested that they should be made to nse earlier by a

national deception We have
demned this ridiculous measure whenever it hiu bAa



tewight forward, and dealt with it in detail in an
|

article in Naruiut of May ii, 1911 (vol buxvl
, p

w)
A eorrenondaot siugeata that we should reprint this

article, hut we doubt whether the corporations who
want Parliament to do for them what they could do

for themselves by changing their habits would be

convinced by any appw to authoritative opinion

They might not be in favour of altenng temp^ture
atandards during certain months of the year, so that

In the summer 80® shall be called 70® by Act of Par-

iuunent, in order to pretend that the weather is not

reaHy so hot as the thermometer indicates, yet the

principle which they adopt so cheerfully is precisely

the same If they understood the meaning of time,

standard so well as they know those of length

wei^t, and temperature, the Daylight Saving

scheme would long since have passed into the limbo of

forgotten things

The enterprise of the Times in the issuing of an

Imperial and Foreign Trade Supplement, to be con

tinued monthly, is both commendable and timely The
purpose IS to bring enlightenment to the British pro-

ducer and merchant, and to induce them to support

measures sound in {Mlicy and method with a view to

enable them to compete on advantageous terms, both

at home and abroad, with their foreign rivals especi-

ally those of Germany A frank,_ wril-informed, and
unpreiudlced discussion of the intricate problems in-

votved, having always the welfare of the home con-

sumer in mind, can result in nothing but good An
instructive article is contributed by Sir Philip Magnus
on the value of science in its application to commerce
and industry in which the economic success of Ger-

many and the results of her peaceful, penetrating

efforts throughout several decades are ascribed to tho

effective schooj training, which has not only enabled

the citisens ti^ develop In thrir own country new and
profitable industrial undertakings, but also to estab-

lish themselves in a dominating commercial position

in other countries Drastic cminges are urged in

respect of the organisation of our education, not
necessarily on German hnes, throughout all its grades,

but especially in the training given in our universities

and t^nological schools, which is compared very
unfavourably with that available m similar German
institutions, and with the number of students engaged'
therein in operatrans involving speciahsed scientific ^

research There is also an important article by Sir

Algernon Firth on British trade policy, in which refer-

ence is made to the recent great commerdal confer-
ence held in the Guildhall, and to the approval given
to the demand that the Empire should produce witldn
its own borders all that it requires from its own soil

and factories, and that the Government should be
urged to provide larger funds for the promotion of
scientific research and training Only the barest allu-

sion is made, however, to this necessity in communica
tions receivM from numerous correspondents ihrough-
out the country, the chief stress being laid upon fiscal

restrictions

Thbu is still no news of Sir Ernest Shackleton's
ship Endurance, but that need not increase the
anxiety as to her safdty, at, owing to the unfavourable
ice season, her return may be delayed until the middle
of April The Aurora was towed Into Port Chalmers
Now Zealand, on Monday, April 3 It appears that on

I9»5i a viident gale tore the vessel from her
saooringt, and that she was then carried with the
ioe to tile north The rudder was crushed on July si,
and the vessel was not aUe to emerge fr^ the ice
imtil March 1 4last last, when it was in a bodiv
damaged condidofi. Whether the Aurora wiU be fit to
«»turn to the Rost Sea In the next Antarctic sutnmw
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appears doubtful The fact that she had to be towed
during the last part of her voyage to New Zealand was
due to the loss of her rudder, tbwgh a jury rudder was
ngged qp The cautious remarks attributed by the

cablo to Mr Stenhouse, the chief officer of the Aurora,
suggest, however, doubt as to whether, in his opinion,

the Aurora will be available He is reported to have
expressed the hope that the staff of the Aurora will

return as a relief party, but he says nothing as to tho
return of the ship herself We must hope, however,
by next wedc to nave news of the Endurance and of

the seaworthiness of the Aurora

Dr M O Forster, F R S , the chairman of the
Technical Committee of British Dyes, Ltd , and Mr
J Turner, the manager of the works have been
offered, and have accroted, seats on the board of the
company, and Dr J C Cain has been appointed chief

chemist of the new works at present un^ construe-
tlon at Dalton, Huddersfield.

I

Wr regret to announce the death on April a in his

eighty-first year of Sir John Gorst. F R S , vice-

president of the Committee of Council on Education
from 1895 to 1903, and the first president of the
Educational Science Section of the Bntish Association

Mr W B Hardy, Sec R S ,
Admiral Sir H B

Jackson, K C B , F R S
,
and Sir G A Smith, Prin-

cipal and Vice-Chancellor of Aberdeen University, have
elected members of the Athensum Club under

the rule which empowers the annual election of a
certain number of persons ‘ of distinguished eminence
m science literature, the arts, or for public services

'

Thx day lectures at the Royal Institution after

Easter include —Prof C S Shemngton, Harvey and
Pavloff , Dr T M Lowry, optical research and chem-
ical progress. Sir Ri^ Llankester, flints and flint im>
plements. Prof W H Bragg, X-rays and cmtals (the

Tyndall lectures). Prof H S Foxweli, the finance
of the great war. Sir James G Fraser, folk-lore in
the Old Testament The Fnday evening discourses in-

clude —^Sir J M Davidson electneal methods in
surgical advance. Colonel E H Hills, the move-
ments of the earth’s pole. Prof C G Barkla, X-rays

,

Mr E Clarke, eyesight and the war

Dr H R Mill reports in the Times of Apnl 3
that while the average rainfall for March at Cam^n
Square for fifty years is 1 75 in , this year the total
rainfall, including melted snow, up to a few hours
before the end of the month, was 4-67 in The record
of rainfall at Greenwich Observatory for the past 100
years includes only one instance of a ^in fall in
March, 405 in having been measured in 1851 A
search through the numerous rainfall records kept in
and near London back to the begionine of the
eighteenth century has failed to show any March with
as much as 4 in of rain

The annual general meeUng of the Ray Soctety was
held on March 23, Prof W C McIntosh, president,
in the chair The report of the council showed a con
siderable loss of membership owing to the war, and
stated that two volumes for 1915, the ’Pnnciples of
PlanNTeratoIogy," vol i , by Mr W C Worsdell
and the ‘ British Fresh-water Rhizopoda and Helio-
zoa," vol ilL, ^ Mr G. H Wailn, had been issued
to the members, and also the “ British Marine Anne-
lids,' vol iU

,
part a, by the president, being one of

the issues for the present year, for which the second
and concluding volume of “ Plant-Teratoiogy ” is also

I

in reparation A Vorh on the “Trematode PaiOrites

I

of British Marine Fishes,'’ by Dr William NlcoU, and
one on the "British DiatiMnacte,” Mr Ghorge
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W«st, bad been accepted for publicatwa. Prof

McLitoob was reflected prendent. Dr F DuCane
Godman treasurer, and Mr John Hopkinson secre-

tary

Th£ annual general meeting of the Chemical Society

was held at Burlington House on March 30, Dr
Alexander Scott, president, in the chair A discussion

took jftacc with regard to the remoyal from the list

of those honorary and fori^gn members who are aUen
enemies, and it was decided to refer the matter to the
council for further consideration It was with great

pleasure the president announced that the following

dumations had been made to the research fund —
(a) loool from Dr G B LongstafI, whose father, by
his gift of a similar amount, was largely instrumental

m foundmg the research fund forty years ago, (b)

loool from Mrs and Miss MUller, in commemoration
of the late Dr Hum Muller's long connection with
the society, (c) jOM from Dr Alexander Scott to

mark his appreciation of the valuable work done by
the research fund, and in commemoration of the

seventy-fifth anniversair of the sodety Prof G G
Henderson and Prof A I^pworth were elected new
vice-presidents and Mr A Chaslon Chapman Mr
C A Hill Dr R H Pickard, and Dr F L PymSn
were elected as new ordinary members of council

The delivciy of the president’s address, enutled Our
Seventy-fifth Anniversary was postponed until to-day,

April 6, at 8 pm
Sir Richard REDttAVNi, in his presidential address

deUvered recently before the institution of Mining
and Metallury took as his mam theme a consideration

of the mineral resources of the United Kingdom Coal,

as the most important mineral asset, came in for the

princl^l treatment which consisted in a survey of

possible extensions of coal fields and the prevention of

waste in the acquisition and utilisation of coal Iron

ore and limestone were next reviewed, and, finally, the

resources of non ferrous metals, with the last of which
the institution is by its constitution principally con-
cerned This gave the president the opportunitv of

explaining to members in some detail the scheme of

research which is about to be undertaken by the
mstitution in co-operation with the Royal Cornwall
Polytechnic Society and with the aid of a financial

grant from the Advisoiy Council to the Committee of

Scientific and Industrial Research of the Privy Council
The research will deal with the economic extraction of
tin and tungsten from Cornish ores and its objects

are —(a) To review the evidence upon which estimates
of the total contents and recovery of tin and tungsten
are based, (b) to co-ordinate and complete the re-

searches already begun and if necessary to institute

other researches on new lines
, and (c) to suggest new

or Improved methods of treatment indicated by the
results of the researches It is remarkable that m
spite of the antiquity of this industir the precise per-

centage of recovery now being obtained of cissiterlte

from the tinstone is not known though there is a
consensus of opinion that it certainly does not exceed

7S per cent

Thk name of Auguste Rosenstiehl whose death is

announced, is indissolubly linked to that period of
chemistry which inaugurated the great colour in-

dustry Bom at Strasburg m 1830 he completed
his studies in the university of his native town where
he remained as lecture assistant from 1857 to 1865
Having chosen the study of tinctorial chemistry as a
career, he was appointed to the chair of chemistry
at the technical school at Mulhousc, of which he was
afterwards director Subsequently he acted as colour
diemist to a firm of dyers In 1877 he accepted a
post In the celebrated colour works of Polrrier and
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Daltaoe, of Saint Denis, with which the names of

Lauth, Gorard, Roussin, Bardy, and many other

tmguithed chemists ate connected. It is to Rosenstiehl

that the elucidaban of the formation of fuchs^, di*-

covered by Verguin, is due He also studied the

chemistry of ahzanne and the other colouring pnn-
ciples associated elth the madder root, among the

derivatives of which nilroalixarm soon received prac-

tical application m the dyeing industry In coUaOora

tion wim Noelting, Erector of the School of Chemistry

of Mulhouse, Rosenstiehl prepared Saint Denis red,

an a/o-colour which led the way to the manufacture of

numerous derivatives of the same group ITie chemistry

of dyestuffs and dyeing were not the only subjecta

which absorbed Kosenstiehl’s attention, for ho was
also interested in the study of physics and the

physiology of colour Later, Rosenstiehl was appointed

to the chair of colour chemistry at the Conservatoire'

des Arts et Metiers His views on osmosis which
he attributed to osmotic pressure, were confirmed
some jears later by Van’t Hoff, who pointed out the

analogy with gas pressure Among the honours
conferred upon him, the Academy of Sciences awarded
him a few years ago the Jeckcr prize for his services

to colour chemistry

The prevalent belief that immature veal is far less

nutntious food than beef is examined by W N Berg
in a recent paper in the Washington Journal of Agri-
cultural Research (vol v No i^) He finds that no
chemical difference of physiological importance can
be detected between the two kinds of meat, nor does
artificial digestion work more rapidly on beef than on
veal, while kittens in the diet of which immature veal

was the only source of nitrogen grew normally into
health! cats the offspring ot which, in their turn,

throve also on the same food

In a recent issue (hebruary 3, p 630) wc alluded to
the important part plajed by the BenMict calorimeter
in the investigation ot metabolism A striking illus-

tration of this IS afforded in a recent publication by
Prof Benedict

( The Physiology of the New born
Infant, by F G Benedict and F B Talbot

, Car legle
Institution of Washington No 233, 1915) Normal
infants only have been studied so far as a preliminaiy
to a more extended pathological investigation, the
Boston Lying in Hospital provided the material (100
babies) and a constant routine was adhered to ib all

cases The data obtained show that on the first day
of life there are Important disturbances of the regula-
tion of temperature which result either in a decreased
metaboliMn, or, when the Infant makes efforts to com
pensate for the loss of licnt there is increase in the
metabolism After the second day there Is a fair
uniformity in the heat production per square metre
of body surface and a remarkable uniformity per
square metre of boily surface per unit of length 11118
constancy is such as to permit the establishment of
a factor which indicates that when the square metre
as computed from the body weight is divided by the
length tho metabolism per unit is 11 65 calorie* The
practical outcome of this is the following —From a
study of the effect of temperature changes on the
basal metabolism and the amount of avdlable breast
secreUon in the first week of life, it is possible to
indicate what procedure should be adopted for the
conservation of energy and supplemental feeding

In the March number of the Zoologist Miss Frances
Pitt discusses the habits of the yellow-necked mouse,
both in a wild state and in captivity One of Its
most striking characteristics seems to be its pug-
naaty As she remarks, w« have yet much to learn
in regard to tho range of this handsome mouse in
England, but it occurs so far north at Northumber-
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land, and Is met with also in the Midlands Miss

Pitt seems to be under the impression that it is found

only in the south and west of England.

In an account of his observations on the feeding

habits of the purple-upped sea urchin {Echinus tmlu
aru), which he contributes to the Zoologist for March,

Mr H N Milligan adds a number of new facts

which are well worth recording Ihe diet of these

animals ranges from bits of chalk to living fish and
molluscs, nothmg seems to come amiss to them
The cast shells of Crustacea are eaten with the same
avidity as the dead animal When legs of Crustacea

are placed near them they are partly eaten, and the

ronaimog portions are earned up by the tube feet

and placed upon the back, to serve apparently as a

disguise How they discover and locate the position of

edible morsels is yet unknown but Mr Milligan by
means of an ingenious experiment has shown that

they soon detect the introduction of food into the tank
in which they are confined and, furthermore, make
strenuous efforts to seize it when it is placed out of

reach

A REPORT on the chlorosis of the tobacco plant,

generally known as caheo, is published 1^ Mr
G P Clinton in the Connecticut Experimental Station

Report for 1914 Calico is an infectious and, to 1

certain extent, a contagious disease which can be
oommunicaUd by mere contact of caliooed plants or
their juice with healthy plants Infected plants in

the s^ bed are probably pnmtnly responsible for

most of the calico in the field* The disease is remark-
able in appearing to be due, not to bacterial or fungoid
agencies, but to an enzymic virus ' The viruy can
be filtered through a Berkefcid filter and can be
extracted from caheoed leaves by antiseptic solvents

such as ether chloroform and alcohol, and the
infected juice has its activity preserved by adding
toluene A number of precautionary measures are
given for dealing with the disease and a useful biblio-

graphy of the subject

Auono the foreign guests of the British Association

in Australia in 1914 was Dr C H Ostenfeld of

Copenhagen who has now published his observations
on the vegetation of Western Australia {Geografisk
Tidsknft xxiii , 1915, pp 35-^46 and 132-48) He
divides Western Australia into three climatic regions,
each with a characteristic vegetation tropical, central

and north-west and south-west The last region has
the greatest rainfall, and is most important It falls

into three belts, depending on rainfall, which arc
named respectively the cattle wheat, and timber belts,

but since one or other species of eucalyptus char-
acterises each belt of increasing rainfall from the
interior to the sea Dr Ostenfeld proposes another and
stricter classification into five belts The Wandoo belt

(£ redunca), with 450 to 700 mm annual rainfall

the Jarrah belt (£ mafgiHota), 700-1000 mm , the
Tuart belt (B gotnphocephala), about qoo mm the
Karri belt {E diversicolor) looo-uoo mm , and the
coast scrub with Agonts flexuosa and Acacia on the
sea cliffs The Jarrah belt is the most Important not
merely on account of its timber but also for Its cattle-
farming and fruit-growing The paper is well illus-

trated

In the Journal of the Royal Soaety of Arts for
January a8. a revtew of the work of the Bntlsh
Cotton-growing Assodation aince its formation in
190a la given by Mr, J A Hutton, chairman of the
council of the association To the activities of the
association the lucoestful cultivation of cotton In
many parte of the Empire U due, and in particular
UgMda, Egypt, and the WeSt Indies may be dted
In Uganda the first export of cotton tods place In
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1Q04, when u bales were shipped, and in 1914 the
snitment had risen to ,m,ooo bales The transport

facilities afforded by the Uganda Railwaj have made
possible this successful culUvation and in Nyasaland
the extension of the Shire railway to Chmdio an
enterprise largely helped by the association, will no
doubt bring beneficial results to the cotton industry in

the Protectorate fhe association has made experi-

ments in British colonies both suitable and unsuit-

able, and has many failures to record, particularly in

West Africa, where either conditions of climate were
unsuitable or other crops were preferred by the native
growers In many colonies the association has been
instrumental in hastening the formation of agricul-

tural departments with which it is now working in

close harmony Owing to the existence of the
efficient Imperial Department of Agriculture m the
West Indies, the Cotton-growing Association has been
able to render very great help to the West Indian
islinds, and the cotton from that region is highly
appreciated by the spinners in Liverpool

A RU7ZARD of unusual severity swept over the British

Isles on March 37 and 28 causing a large amount of

damage, both on land and sea, with some loss of life

in London the weather changes indicated the passage
of a double-centred disturbapee or a parent storm and
Its subsidiary The first disturbance reached its maxi
mum force late on Monday evening, March when
the barometer in London fell below 29 in The gale
was from the south-west and was accompanied by
heavy rain and snow The wind had abated on Tuea-
diy morning but the barometer remained low In the
afternoon the mercury rose briskly and the wind
shifted to the northward blowing a severe gale m the

early evening of March 28 with heavy driving snow
On the morning of March 39 the barometer had risen

an inch in the twent>-four hours The velocity of the
wind IS given as 70 to 80 miles an hour in parts of
England and in Ixmdon early on the evening of

March 28 the rate was about 60 miles an hour

Symons s Meteorological Magazine for March gives
a rainfall table for February, 1916, which shows that
the month was wet over nearly the whole of the
British Isles, Aberdeen being the only station among
those chosen for the tentative results with a deficiency

of rain Th» total rainfall during the month is said
to have been most excessive in the south-east of
England generally, the fall being more than double
the averse to the south of a line drawn from Hull
to Cardiff The greatest excess of ram at the given
stations occurred in Derbyshire, the measurement at
Mickleover being 289 per cent of the average At
Bury St Edmunds the fall was 273 per cent at
Launceston 271 per cent

,
and at Tentisrdcn 258 per

cent of the average The London rainfall at
Camden Square was 208 per cent of the average
Generally over England and Wales the fall was 193
per cent of the average, in Scotland ico per cent

,

in Ireland 160 per cent , and for the British Isles as
a whole 170 per cent The duration of rainfiill ip

London was go 9 hours, which is 51-9 hours above
the average of the previous thirty-five years, and the
greatest duration in February since recoitls com-
menced in 1881 A map is given showmg the Thames
Vnlfey rainfall and from this it is seen Iww excessive
the rains were In Hampshire there is a considerable
area with more than 6 in , and a large portion of
the map shows the rainfall to have exceeded 5 in

Fart 5 of vol Iv of the Science Reports of the
!
Universite of Sendai, Japan, contains a paper on the

. dally variation of un^ground temperature by Mr
\ S Sato, which shows the untrustworthiness of

i

placing the recording thermometer in an iron pipe
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Mr Satd used both luerciu) and platinum r«i*utano«

thermometers in his pipes, and compared their records

with those of similar thermometers placed directly in

the ground at the same heights. He finds that the
recoHs of the thermometers m the pipes differ both
in amplitude and in phase from those of the thermo<
meters in the grouna, and that the difference is due
to the heat conductivity of the material of the pipe
and to the convection currents in the air in the pipe.

It persists when a poor heat conductor is substituted

for iron and when the depth of the pipe is increased

As a result almost all the values of the thermometric
conductivity of soils deduced from observations of
temperatures in pipes are too high

Since the outbreak of the war it has been impossible

to obtain the magnetite anodes which have played so
important a part in electro.chemical industry, us all

these were niade in Germany A lute is contained
in the Chemical Trade Journal of March 4 on the
introduction of a substitute for these in the form of
‘durlron" anodes, made of an Iron silicon alloy

Whilst this matenal is not entirelv unacted on when
used as an anode in copper suipnatc solution, from
fifteen to twenty times its weight of copper can be
deposited before it is entirely corroded away Dunron
anodes have a higher mechanical strength than mag>
netite but require about 13 per cent more electrical

energy to deposit the same quantity of copper The
extra power goes into heat, and special precautions
have to be taken to avoid too high a rise in tempera
ture

A BOLD article by Mr C A Jacobson on the need
for a large Government institubon for chemical re-

search, which appeared in the Journal oj Industrial

and Ennneermg Chematry Is rmrinted in the

ChemicM Nmt (vol xliii, p toil The scheme out-

lined involves the creation cl an institute of chemical
research on a colossal scale consisting of fifty major
departments and pne hundred minor d^artments, com-
prising about fifty buildings, a staff of 1330 trained

workers, and an expenditure of more than a million

pounds sterling per annum A few years back such an
idea would have sounded utterly utopian and impos-
sible, but in face of a war expenditure in this country
alone every day of five times the amount called for

each jear by such a scheme, the outlay seems small
if thereby supremacy were ensured in a branch of
science uhich is not only vital to constructive agenaes,
but even more so to destructive ones The present
European war teaches us that men and military train-

ing are of far less importance to success than a high
development of the science of chemistry ’

\ BBCBNT issue of The Engineer (March 34) con-
tains an account of the Medlow Dam, situated in a
sandstone gorge on Adams Creek in the Blue Moun-
tains of New South Wales The dam is remarkable
for its slender profile having a base width of only

8^ ft., upenng to 3 $ feet at a height of ag ft , from
which ievel the thickness remains unaltem to the
coping at a height of 65 ft The wall is of plam
concrete, without reinforcement Our contemporatv
compares it with the old Bear Valley Dam m Cali-

fornia, which, with practically the same height, had
a base width of ao ft , and was generally much more
substaptial in design The Medlow Dam is built to
a cunw of 60 ft radius and cost aydal The catch-
ment area is 1150 acres, with an average rainfall of
30 in. The dam holds up a lake having a surface
of 13 acres and containing 67 million gallons of water
By means of an inclined and adjustable off-let pipe
the water is drawn oE from the clearest stratum at the
top.

^tional Physical Laboratory has issued some
n the producBon and testing of screw gauges,
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written by members uf the staff of the laboratmy,

and based on thdr experience, The Whitworoi
thread has seven ekments, error on any one of which
may be sufficient to cause a gauge to reject work
which ought to pass, or vice versa These elements

I

are Full diameter, core diameter, effective diameter,

pitch, angle, form at crest, form at root Of these,

the most important, and the most difficult to con-

trol, are the pitch and effective diameter The labora-

tory 18 issuing specially selected needles for use with

the micrometer in testing the effective diameters of

screws of la, 14, 24, and 36 threads per inch The
methods of using these together with special arrange-

ments for holding the miuometer in the lathe, are

described in the pamphlet Triangular needles are

used for testing the core diameter There is also

described an ingenious and cheap apjiaratus for testing

the angle of the thread
,

this apparatus can be put
together very easily m any workshop The best wav
of obtaining correct pitches is to cut a screw in the

lathe, using that part of the leading screw which is

to be used in cutting the gauges, and to have its

pitch measured from thread to thrrad at the labora-

tory The pamphlet contains a great deal of useful

information and should be read by everyone inter-

ested in accurate screw cutting

Prof Karl Pearson Gallon Laboratory, Univer-
sity College, London, W C , informs us that he has
lately completed the corrigenda for his Tables for

Statisticians and Bioraetricians,” published by the
Cambridge University Press, and that the list is now
bound with all exemplars of the tables He wishes
It to be known that previous purchasers of the work
can obtain a copv of the corrigenda by sending a
request for the same u ith a stanoped envelope to Mr
C F Clay, Cambridge Press Warhouse, Fetter Lane,
or to the secretary. Gallon Laboratory, University
College, London, W C
The followmg additional volumes have been

arranged for, for inclusion in the Fauna of British
India^ senes (Taylor and Francis) —Lycaenidan and
Uesperudae H H Dnice, the CureuboMae
G A. K Marshall, the Longtcom Beetles, fc J
Gahan, the Ixodsdae and Argasidae, C Warb^on,
Leeches W A Harding

, tha Brachyurous Cruftacea
Lieut -Col A Aloock, the Aptengota, TerrAstidae
and Emhiidae A D Imms, the Dtpiera Brachycera
F Brunetti, the Rutehdae, G J Arrow, and the
Operculota, by G K Gude.

Mr Francis Edwards, 83 High Street, Maryiebonc,
London, W has issued a catalogue of Onental books
he is offenng for sale The works deal with the follow
Ing among other countnes of the Far East —China,
Japan, India, Burma, Tibet, and Persia

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Comet igi6a (Neujmin) —Copenhagen Postcard

No 13 gives an elliptic orbit for this comet, calcu-

lated b^ M J Braae, from observations covering nine
days —
Epoch 1916, January 0$, C M T Mt 348° 50' 21 2*

• -193“ 16' 3 0*1 4 -36* 44' 33 a"

ft •» 337 20 4-0 11916-0 p -S7 I 493
* - n S 34 3 I Log o-o 538664

Period, 336774 days (frai vears)
Perihelion passage, 1916, March io-8oe GMT
The ephemeria calculated by Messrs ] Braae and

J Flscher-Pettfsen from these elements is given in

the following summary —
From April 6 Greenmch midnight

R A
, ^ 36m 7s add for April 8, +3m 31s.
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i>or the successive intervals of t«o days the second

differences are +7 4 7 4 6, and 3 seconds

Declination -3 la 3, add for \pnl 8 -41

1

Successive second differences + 1 i a 14 13
o-o, and j

5

The comet vrtU pass near the bright nebula

NGC 2974 on April 7 and NOC 3115 on
\pril 20 \t the Hill Observatorj on April 3 the

comet was sttn neir thi luliihted position

With the lo-ln refractor it showed faint d ffuse

somewhat oval cuiru with a condensation north

prece^g
SoL.tR Variation — Ihc annul 1 report of the Smith

soman Astrophysical Observatory for tho year 1915

contains some interesting statements regarding the

vanadon of solar radiation The Smithsonian

measures of the solar constant have brought to light

a long period variation synchronising with sun spot

activity and also rapid irre^lar fluctuations Both
types of variability are correlated with a variation of

the contrast between the centre and limb of the sun s

disc but in opposite directions In the firsf type of

variation high solar constant values and increased

-ontrast are associated with increased spot activity

in the second case the higher solar constant values

are associated with diminished contrast Correspond,

ingly two distinct causes nre suggested the long

period variation may result from changes oT the sun^s

effective temperature whilst changes in the trans-

parency of the outer sohr envelopes may account for

the rapid fluctuations

TlUS 1 RANSLATIONAL MOTION Ot BlSlKN STtHS—

M

C I uplau Janssen has nvestigated the distribution of

the proper motion vectors frei^ from the effect of the

sohr movement of a number of double stars, with

reference to their orbital planes (Aslronomtsche Noefc-

nchten No 4828) After rejecting five pairs of small

inclination (i<30*) data for twentj nine well-estab-

lished orbits remain The proper n^otions were taken

from aoss and reduced uniformly to their equivalents

at a diitanoe of i parsec At this distance the adopted
solar nmtion is represented by an angular displacement

of 411^ per year The resultant proper motions and
the nodd-lines lie in a common plane It is found that

the inclil^ angle shows no tendency to take a value

about 9^ as it would if the proper motion showed
any generdl parallelism to the normals to the orbits

Further on resolving the proper motions along rect-

angular axes one coincident with tho line of nodes
the sums of the components are found to be equal
thus there is no tendency apparent for the proper
motions to be parallel to the plane of the orbits A
chance distribution is indicated

The investigation depends on the assumption that
tho real parallaxes arc on the average equal to twice
the hypothetical minima measured parallaxes have
not b^n used M Luplau Janssen is convinced of the
substantial accuracy of the fundamental assumption by
the result obtained in a determination of the solar
motion from the pn^ier motions of 180 double stars by
the method of Bravais The deduced solar velocity is

given as 17 1 km /sec This value is in good accord
with that generally accepted and also with the value
(149 km /sec) obtained Weersma bv the same
method but from quite different data

PDl CATION AND INDUSTRY IN FRANCE
AN extremely interesting account of the rise and

growth of industrial duration in France appears
in the Revue GMrale des Saences March 15 i^tri
bated by Prof M E Bertrand of the Ecole d’Arts-et-
Metiers d Angers Whilst full of confidence in a
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military triumph he is deeply concerned with the

position of French industry, especially from the point

of view of the adequate scientific and technical training

of all who arc engaged in it, wljether apprentices and
workmen or foremen and directors and urges that it

IS the imperative duty of the nation to ensure alto a
victoiy in the economic sphere Much space is given
to the measures taken from the earliest times for the
satisfactory training of those engaged in industry and
the rise and progress of the craft guilds down to their

decay on the birth of the factory system Is interestingly

portrayed The advent of the Third Republic resulted

in active measures for the establishment and sqpport
of different types of schopis designed to secure the
effective trainini, of those destined for industry and
commirce and minv excellent mono-technic schools

were established the fine work of which made 1

magnificent display at the Centennial Exhibition of

1900 Yet with all the variety of effort made for the

due training of French youth it would appear that

out of 600 000 young people employed in industry nnd
commerce from thirteen to eighteen years of age only

30 000 frequent tcidinical schools whilst 65 000 beyond
that age give a more or less assiduous attendance at
evening adult courses as compared with 500 000 under
the same conditions in Germany and where France
spends seven m llion francs on this form of technical

education Germany sMnds thirty millions from Im
penal sources alone 'llie grave moral danger attend
ing this neglect of training is emphasised by the fact

that there arc i 600 000 uncmploved voung people in

France wandering about the public places exposed to
serious temptations Even though Germany is en
gaged in a devastating svar she is still thinking of
tire future and is even now taking energetic measures
to conserve her industries so as to secure and advance
her economic interests on its conclusion The article

calls upon France to be up and doing since delay is

dangerous and the economic industrial position of the
nation is put in grave peril A highly appreciative
account Is given of the educational provision made
throughout Germanv for the due training of all ranks
engaged m nroductive industry and much emphasis
is laid upon the great value of the continuation schools
which ensure compulsoniy the attendance within the
usual hours of emplovment until eighteen years of
age of all those who have left the day schools The
article contains much of the highest interest to Eng
Hsh readers in the present crisis since the conditions
and the aims to be accomplished are much the same
in the two allied nations

THE CORROSION OF CONDENSER TUBES

The aimual meeting of the Institute of Metals was
held on March 29 when the society took leave

of Its retiring president Sir Henry Oram^ and listened
to the address of his successor Dr G T Ikilby
The latter reviewed briefly the unsatisfactbry poytion
of certain non ferrous metal industries in this countfy
and then indulged in soipe interesting speculations as
to the possibili^ of preparing lighter alloys es] ecially

for aircraft than have hitherto been produced This
address has not as yet been printed When it has
been published it will be founa to repay very careful
study
The Advisory Council to the Committee of the Pnvy

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research has
maife a substantial grapt to the institute for the pur
pose of aiding ite CwTqjdon Committee m their inves

legation of the corrotlon of condenser tubes The
publication of the third report to this con^mittee by
three Invoftigatc^, Mefsrs Gibbs fimith and Ben
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nh, was therefore very timely, and the disctiaston

tg paper occupied the greater part of the proceed-

ings of the meeting It was followed tw a paper by
Mr Elliott Cumbtfland, who gave a demonstration

of his method of mlnimisinjg the corrosion of condenser

tubes, which created cons&rable interest

Hie ground covered in the report to the Corrosion
Committee is very extensive, and it is oniy possibie

within the hmits of this article to give a brief sum-
mary of Its most salient features tivc alloys have
been subjected to corrosion tests under a great variety

of conditions. Of these one was ordinary condenser
tube metal (70 30 brass), another was Admiralty
brass containing 1 per cent of tin, and another a
special lead brass (a per cent of lead) Ihe fourth

was a bronze, containing 35 per cent of bn and a
trace of phosphorus and the fifth a copper-aluminium
alloy containing 8 per cent of aluminium These
have been test^ in (a) stagnant sea water over the
temperature range 15^-60° C , (b) in diluted sea-

water of various degrees of dilution and with both
gentle and violent aerabon The influence of their

surface condition has been carefully examined, the
effect of air bubbles adhenng to the metal^ and that

of the E M F due to unequal temperature distribution

Two main types of corrosion have to be considered —
(a) Complete in which all the constituents of the

alloy dissolve simultaneously at approximately the
same rate and uniformly over its surface

,
(b) teltclme

in which one constituent dissolves preferentially In
brass alloys it is usually zinc, and the process is called

dezincification This type of corrosion, however, mav
conveniently be subdivided into general widen
occurs over the whole surface uniformly and local-

tsed which occurs in spots Selective localised corro-

sion IS the type which is responsible for the chief

failures in practice giving rise as it does to pitting,

which is the most frequent cause of failure

The authors have come to the conclusion that it is

the formation of oxy salts and their adherence to the

surface of the alloy which is the prime cause of pitting

and in spite of the fact that the bronze came worst
out of the majority of the tests, when the results were
expressed in the form of loss of weight per unit of
area they have concluded that it would be the most
likely to give the best results in practice, because its

corrosion is of the complete tyjie, and no oxy-salt

is formed until a temperature of 60® C is exceeded
No one alloy was found to be satisfactory under all

conditions but much the most resistant alloy under
the majority of conditions was that composed of copper
and aluminium
The authors’ recommendations as to the minimising

of corrosion in condenser tubes are —(i) The tem-
perature of the water should be kept as low as pos-
sible, (a) its flow should be made smooth, foaming
and churning being avoided (3) oxy-salts should be
removed as soon as possible after formation

H r H Carfrntsr

CIVIL SERVICE ESTIMATES FOR SCIENi
AND EDUCATION

UaHad Khiggom and Ingtand.

BOARD OF EDUCATION
1916-17

Administration 303,607
Inspection and examination 3zz,578

Public elementary schools

etc 12,640,528
Training of teachers 408,28a

Secondary schools and pupil

teachers and bursars, etc 919,800
Technical schools, etc 576,000
Scholarships, exhibitions,

and other allowances to

students, prizes, etc 19,110
University institutions in

respect of technological

work 60,000
Assistance in choice of em-
ployment 4 000

Impenal College of Science
and Technology 30,000

Chelsea Physic Garden 150
Royal College of Art 8494
Victona and Albert Museum 63 375
Science Museum 13 943
Geological Museum 3,3i3
Geological Survey of Greqt

Britain 14 718
Bethnal Green Museum »»73S

M9,£i

12,696,815

S77.000

30,160

4.S00

30,000

150
10,300

16,820

5<433

Deduct—
Appropriations in aid 3860 5 .0*5

Net total ;^i5 186,732 £iS 481,378

BRITISH
British Museum ’

Natural History Museum

MUSEUM
93.263
43,631

110,102

5*943

Gross total

Deduct—
Appropriations in aid

*36,894

8295

ifao4S

*3.400

Net total ;^*28,599 1^*48,645

SCIENTIFIC INVXSnOATlON, ETC
Royal Society

(1) (a) Scientific investiga-
tions undertaken vdth
the sanction of a com-
mittee appointed for the
purpose (4 oool.}, and
(b) saentific publications

(i,oool) 5,000
(li) Magnetic Observatory

at Eskdalemuir 1,000
(ui) National Physical

Laboratory 7 000
(iv) Aeronautical Section of

of the National Physical
Laboratory 10,400

5.000

1.000

7.000

9.4*5

Total for Royal Society ;^a3,4oo j£3*ri*5

T he Estimates for Civil Services for the year end-
ing March 31, 1917, are being issued as Parlia-

mentary Papers Under Class IV are included Uie
estimates of expenditure on Education, Science and
Art, and we record below the main points of these

estimates, with details of those relating to scientific

investigation and higher -education

It will be noticed that the grant in aid of scientific

and industrial research has been increased from
35,000!. to 40,000!
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Meteorological Office
Royal Geographical Society*
Royal Academy of Music
Royal College of Music
Marine Biological Associa-

tion of the United Kingdom

*.350

500
500
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Rc^aJ Socket of Edinburgh
ScottUh Meteorological So-

ciety

Royal ln«h Academy
Royal Irish Academy of
Music

Royal Zoological Society of
Ireland

Royal Hibernian Academy
British School at Athens
British School at Rome
Rwal ScotUsh Geographical

Society

Natkinal Library of Wales
Special Building Grant

3i200 3 300

S.000

3 200 8,300

National Museum of Wales
Special Building Grant

a,500
14.800

2.500

14,800

17.300 17.300

Solar Physics Observatory
British Academy
School of Oriental Studies
North Sea Fisheries mvesti

gation
Imperial Transantarctic bx
pediUon, mi4 15

Edinburgh Observatory
Scientific and Industrial Re-

3.000

3,ouo

>.250

1 671

3.000

400
1,500

1,250

5 000
1 657

^ a Committee of the
Pnvy Council with the
aisistance of an Advi-
sory Counal, to pro-
mote the development of
scientific research, espe-
cially in Its application
to trade and industry,
and administrative ex-

Grants in aid of certain

colleges in Great Britain

giving education of a
university standard in arts

and sciences

University colleges of North
Wales, South Wales and
Monmouth shire, and
Aberystwyth 0^4 000 to

each)
Additional grant in aid of

the expenses of the Uni
versity of Wales and of

the University colleges of

North Wales, South
Wales and Monmouth-
shire and Aberyswyth

(j sod . s . 7.7S0I
and 5 tad respectively)

£2i)2 soo £2^7,00

I
Intermediate Education Wales

1 Fxamination and inspection 1,200

Schools 271S00

Beottaml

PUBLIC EDUCATION

Administration 28,

Inspection 43
Elementary schools a 073,
Continuation classes and
secondary schools 241

Royal Scottish Museum,
Edinburgh 10

Training of Teachers 145
Examination of accounts t,

UNIVERSITIES AND COIXSOES

Umversihet and Colleges, Great Briiam
University of London 8,000 8,000
Victoria University of Man-

chester 2,000 2,000
University of Birmingham a 000 a 000
University of Wales 4,000 4,000
University of Liverpool 3,000 3,000
Leeds University 3,000 3,000
Sheffield University 2,l)oo 3,000
Bristol University 2,000 a.ooo
Durham University a,000 3 000
Scottish universities grant

In aid under section w of
the Universities (Srot-
land), Act, 1889,* £^>000

Additional grant in aid

;^42,000
84*000 84,000

tad Loctl tMmUao Accvmt (Scodud) ilgt.
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PUBLIC EDUCATION

Administration 3o,(

Inspection 48

1

Training colleges b4,i

Model schools 3,1

National Schools i 587,:

Manual and practical inslruc

tion 12

Teachers’ residences 6,1

Superannuation, etc of

teachers (grants in aid) 59 .

Gross total

Deduct—
Appropriations in aid

5948+ 56.800-

£i 813 404 ;^i,8o6,6i9i

INTERMEDIATE EDUCATION

Towards salaries of teachers,

including cost of adminis-
tration 40,000

Endowed Schools Commis-
sioners 90c
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SCIENCE AND' ART*
^ * 19.5-iS

Institutions of science and
krt . 49.224 50,136

Schools of science and art,

etc 99.350 94.950
Geological Survey

of
in

>.749 3,171
Examinations in courses

instruction conducted
technical schools 750 850

Gross total ;£»5>.073 £t^,io7
Deduct—

Appropriations in aid 1,620 1,820

Net total £^A9AS3 ;i;i46,287

tNI\RRSmES AND COIIUCES

Grants—
Queen’s Unucrsity of Bel-

fast 18 000
University College, Dublin 32,000
University College Cork 30,000
University College Galway 12,000
Grants—
National University of Ire

land ond University Col
le{{e Dublin 30,000

Xdditional grant to Univer-
sity College Gnlwaj a 000

18.000

32.000
20.000

Total 1^114.000 ;^I24,000

SUUUARV

BDtCATIOV SCIENCE, AND ART

Lnited Kingdom and England
Board of Education
British Museum
National Gallery
National Portrait Gallcr}
Wallace Collection
London Museum
Scicntilk investigation etc

Universities and colleges,

Great Britain, and inter-

iS >86,732
128 SW
11,4^
1.485

4 WJ
*570

121 f.71

>S.48>.378
>48,^5
15670
4.993
7962
5465

115.582

Universities

grants
etc

,

Public education
Nationiil gnllcries

Public educitinn
Intermediate educu

land)

Endowed Schools Comm is

sioners

National Gnilcry

Science and art

Universities md colleges

Wales
special

321 200 316,200

Scotland

145000

! 544.742 3 6oq 905

Ireland

4 v22 4,878

111 (Ire-

1 812 704 I 805,919

184a
149 451
1 14 000

2.165
146,387

124 000

Total ;C20,448 5o8 ;£;20 974,949

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

A PRIZE faDowship of about lool is offered bv the .

Federation of Universitj Women for research of
j

direct national value in the present cn4s Candidates !

must have published original work Applications will
|
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lars will be furnrshed, on request, by the honorary
secretary of the federation 28 College Court, Ham^
mersmith

The President of the Board of Education will

addi^ a meeting to be held at Caxton Hall, West-
minster, at 6.30 on Friday, April 14, on the future

development of education in relation to science and
commerce Applications for tickets should be ad-

dressed to the secretary. Teachers’ Registration

Council 47 Bedford bquarc, W C

At the invitation of the Hon Rupert Guinness
there was an inspection of the new chemical labora-

tories of University College, London, on bridav last

Ihc building is complete except in a few minor details,

but much remains to be done before it can be fully

used for the purposes for which it has been designed.

To fit up the William Ramsay Library provide

electric current throughout the building, and equip

the important department of physical chemistry the

sum of 14,000! IS needed it once, and a further

amount of at least 6cxxi! will be required fur the de-

velopment of research work making 30 000! in all

Of this amount bir Ralph C bostcr, Bart , the

generous benefactor who had previously givi n 34}5ooI

towards the vest of the laboratories, has already

contributed 5000! , and Dr R. Mcssel has given 500I

for the installation and equipment of the joint work-
shop for the dipirtinents of chemistry and physics

The provision of such 1 workshop as common ground
for two branches of science each of which formerly
kept within its own compartment, is a sign of the

times Manv of the most important advances made
in chemical scicnee of late years belong to physical

chemistry, and the future rests largely with workers in
this joint domain When the labmatones at Univer-
sity College ire propeily eouipped, tho best possible

provision will Ivave been made for satisfactory instruc-

tion m all branches of chemistry There will be a
technical laboratory in which chemical proccsM| can
be tested on a large scilc with a view to their utilisa-

tion for m inufacturing purposes and several separate
rooms arc provided for general chemical research The
sum required to equip ml the new laboratories as they
ought to be equipped is small in comparison with the
naticmal gam which it will ensure We trust'that a
few geneious benefactors will see that it is speedily

forthroming Donations should be sent to the Hon
Rupert Guinness treasurer of the equmment and
endowment fund, Lnivcrsilv College, W C

SOCIErics AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, March 30 —Sir j J Thomson, presi-

dent in the chair—Prof W J SoUas Skutl of
Ichthyosaurus studied in serial sections The anatomy
of the palate, including the form and disposition of the
vomer, is described, there is no transverse bone The
parietal is split into two wings, an inner, which con-
tributes to the roof of the cranial cavity, and an
outer which unites with the post-frontal and pre-
frontal to form a part of the orbital arch This feature
and the separate opisthotic recall the Chelonia The
columella cranii is an important bone which n«s
from the surface of the pterygoid to meet the desceild-
ing limb of the parietal A rather large pre-aniculfcr
or goniale is present In the lower jaw The hyo*
branchial apparatus proves more complicated than had
been supposra, and is more akin to the Amphibia than
the l^tiies The relations of the bouea m general
ore also more complicated The prevalent squamous
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sutufM are remarkable for their excessive overlap, an
adimtive character met with alto in the Cetacea

Idithyosaurus, though a true reptile possesses many
characters in common with the stenocephalous Am
ptdbia so that a close comparison o? the roof of the

skull and the palate nm be made with Loxomma
so wdl described by Dr Watson But it shares these

chaiactmrs with the Cotylosaunan reptiles also and
from this group it is probably descended. The nature

of the matenal which enters into the composition of

the Ichthyosaur bones, when these are of a black or

deep brown colour, has been investigated and is found
to consist largely of coal This had already been
proved in the case of Coccosleus As the bones of the

PalsBOioic Coccosteus have become comerted into

stone coal of the same nature as that furnished by
PaUeozoic plants so the bones of the Mesozoic Ichthyo
saurus have been converted into brosin coal of the

same nature as that furnished by Mesozoic plants—
Dorothy J LIcyd The relation of excised muscle to

acids salts and bases (i) Acids and alkalis both
cause swelling in excised muscle The degree of

swelling IS not directly proportional to the concentra
tion of acid on alkali in the surrounding fluid but
has a maximum at 0-005 normal for hydrochloric acid

and for caustic soda Alkalis first coagulate and
then re-dissolve the muscle substance (a) The
chlondes of the alkali and alkaline eirth metals all

ultimately coagulate the protopi ism of an excised
muscle in isotonic solutions The bivalent kations
show this effect much more rapidiv than the mono-
valent (3) The iso-electnc point for muscle is between
Pa =5 and P. 87 (4) It 18 suggested that the swell
ing and shrinking of muscles both in the body and
out IS an osmotic phenomenon and that the state
of aggregation of the colloids of the muscle substance
IS the chief determining factor which fixes the degree
of swelling Lillie s demonstrat on that acids and
nikahs raise the osmotic pressure of gelatin while
the neutral salts lower it is in harmony with this view
fS) Ihe osmotic phenomena of muscle can be fully

explained without assuming the presence of a semi
pwmeable membrane round the muscle fibres—

}

C
wBlls The endemic flora of Ceylon with reference
to geographical distribution and evolution in general

Pbytful Society March 10—Prof C Vernon Boys
president, in the chair —S Sklaner Experiments Ulus
trating tJie flow of heat in conducting sheets If a
sheet of tinned iron be heated locally by means of a
Bunsen burner or blowpipe the tin is melted for a
certain distance from the heated region On allowing
the sheet to cool the resolidified tin is separated from
the unmelted tin by a very sharp line of demarcation
This line gives the equi temperature curve correspond
ing to the melting point of tin Ipv pushing the heat
ing to a greater or less extent a wries of such equi
temperature curves can be obtained for a sheet of any
particular shape heated at any given point The cases
shown illustrated the flow of heat into a rectangular
plate from a heated tongue into a circular disc from
a heated tongue round the corner of an L-shaped
strip and Into the vanes of an air-cooled cylinder The
rwlts were shown to be closely analogous to the flow
of electricity in similarly shiaped conductors —Dr
R S WlBaws and H T OMrgs The absorption of

are a con
April, 1901)
the absorp-

tion 01 gas which is brought about by electrical tHs-owgM A new quartz bulb does not absorb air
but fl it be fed with repeated doses of hydrogenr-
whfch m abiwbed when an electrodeleee dlschargb
Is paM*d-4t then becomea very active If disdiarges
ui hydrogen are alternated with those In air the bulb
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gases by quartz bulbi The experiments
tinuation of those of WlHows (PWI Mag
»nd Hill (Phys Soc

, December, 1913) on

can be made to absorb large quantities of either km
and the activity with each mdually increases The
authors reject the theory of surface absorption and,
in their own experiments at least also Swinton s

theory that the gas is shot into the walls and held

there It is supposed that chemical actions occur
with air, and oxidation products are formed

, these arc

reduced by hydrogen
Ltaasaa Secisty, March 16 — Prof E B Poulton

president, in the chair —C C Lacalta Plants col

Iccted in Sikkim includ ng the Kalimpong district,

April 8 to May 9 1913 The author gave an account
of his circular journey from Darjiling to his starting

point, part of it with the party of H E the Governor

]
of Bengal The monotony ot the forest region was

I mentioned and the marvellous abundance of the
I Aroids

I

Paris

1 Aeadeiay o( ScisncM March 20 —M Paul Appcll in

the chair —Pierre Dakem The hypothesis of Faraday
and Mossotti and on certain conditions verified at the

contact of two dielectrics —I Comas SeU Some
remarks on the great nebula in Orion (1976 N G C )

The results of stereoscopic observations and photo-
graphic comparisons are given from which it wrould

appear that there is a proper movement of the more
brilliant parts of the nebula of the order of 0-025 '' per

annum Internal transversal movements of the fila

ments of the above nebula and also of the nebula
H V 30 1977 N G C were also detected with cer

tainty—^T H tirsawall A functional equation in the

kinetic theory of gases—M Rlqxkr Partial systems

of the first order to which the Jacobi method of inte

gration applies and the analytical prolongation of

their integrals —L Reotlcr Lacustral ambers An
account of analyses of five pieces of amber of well

luthenticated origin three from the Baltic two from
Italy Clear differences could be detected between
the German and Italian ambers —N Arzbii The
existence of the Hipparion fauna in the Sarmatian of

the basin of the Sea of Marmora and its consequences
for the clissification of the Ncogene in south-eastern

Europe —Maurice LagMO The rose coloration of cer

tain rocks of the massif of the Aiguilles Rouges The
coloration is shown to be due to iron and its peculiar!

ties are described A theory of the cause of Us origin

IS proposed —Ph Olongesiid The Pavin crater lake

and the volcano of Montchalm Puy-de-Dftme—Mile
Yvonne Debene A milleporoid Stromatopore of the

Portlandian —Henri Fm^m The ferments of pine

apple wine Of four yeasts isolated two were certainly

Saccharomyces and two were doubtful yeasts between
Mycoderma and Tonila —E Dewsaiiy The influence

of hydrogen peroxide on germination Old seeds
which may have preserved their germinating power
may fail to.germinate under conditions favourable to

the growth of young seeds if these conditions

are more favourable to the development of

parasitic micro-organisms requiring oxygen for

their growth In the presence of dilute solu-

tions of hydrogen peroxide a considerable proper

tion of such seras will germinate A result of prac

tical Importance follows from this that tests of ger

minating power carried out under laboratory condl

tions may lead to seeds being regarded as bad whilst

I
the same seed, grown m the scur may prove to be of

average quality This conclusion is confirmed 1^
results obtained in practice with seeds of beetroot —V
Ferraed A modification of the method for the sterilisa-

tion of drinking water by sodium hypochlorite

Hydrogen peroxi« la proposed for the removal of the
excess of hypochlorite instead of the commonly used
sodium thu^phate There is a saving of time in the
sterilisation —MM* DaBidsr nod Uv^FraMk•l The
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10a of Daiwii in the treatment of malignant or grave

ayphiUe Casea which followed the onlinarv courae

are not dealt with in the preaent paper, which la con>

oemed with twenty-two caaes of abnormal, or par-

ticularly aevere ayphilia The reaulU are atrongly in

favour of the treatment—E BatalHaa New eapen-
menta on the fecondation membrane in the egga of

Amphibia

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Our Cottage and a Motor By W Moncreifl Pp

163 (London G Allen and Unwin, Ltd
} 3* 6d

net
Meteontea their Structure, Compoaition, and

Terreatrial Relations By Dr O C Farrington

24-333 (Chicago The author) a dollars

{Rambles of a Canadian Naturaliat By S T Wood.
vil-l-347 (London J M Dent and Sona Ltd)

•6* net

The Germans By Rt Hon J M Robertson Pp
viii-t-a^i (London Williama and Norgate

) 73 6d
net
Women and the Land By Viscountess Wolaeley

Pp xi-fa3o (London Chatto and Windua ) 53 net
Report for 1915 on the Lancashire Sea Fisheries

Ijiboratory at &ie University of Liverpool and the
Bea-Fish Hatchery at Pief Edited by Prof W A
Herdman No xxiv Pp da (Liverpool C Tm-
hng and Co )

Cambridge Tracts m Mathematics and Mathe-
matical Physics No 3 The Integration of Func
tions of a Single Variable By G H Hardy Second
edition via + 67 (Cambridge At the Univer-
sity Press

) 31 net
Hydrodynamics By Prof H Lamb Fourth

edition Pp xvi->-7o8 (Cambridge At the Umver-
ei^ Press ) 343 net

Catalogue of the Ungulate Mammals in the British
Museum (Natural History) Vol v By R ^dekker
Pp xlv-f307 (London Longmans and Co, and
othera

) 73 6d
British Museum (Natural History) Report on

Cetacea stranded on the British Coasts during 1915
By Dr Harmer Pp 12 (London ) ir 6d
The Involuntary Nervous System By Dr W H

Ciaskeil Pp ix+178 (London Longmans and Co

)

ds net

The Deposits of the Useful Minerals and Rocks
their Origin, Form and Content By Profs F
Beyachlag I H L Vogt and P Krusch Translated
by S J Truscott Vol li Pp xxi -1-515-1363
fLondon Macmillan and Co

, Ltd ) jot net
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JRRADUTION ITS PHYSIOLOGY PATHO-
LOGY, AND THERAPEUTICS

Radtum, X-Rays and the lAVtng Cell With

,
Ph3rsi^ Introduction By H A Cotwell and
Dr S Russ Pp x + (London G Bell

and Sons^ Ltd
, 1915 ) Pnce 12s 6d net

The authors object is to describe some of

the mam experimental facts which have
been established as to the effects of the X rt^a

and the rays from radium upon living cells The
first part of the book is devoted to physics, and
contaiins a trustworthy account of the properties

of the X-rays, primary and secondary, and of the
radio-active substances, with the characters of

the various forms of radiation and the changes
brought about by their action The measurement
of ionisation is described, the distinction between
“hard ’ and ‘soft ’ rays—recognised clinically by
all radiolc^ists—is explained on physical lines,

and the methods of measuring doses of X-rays
are discussed The empirical method of
Sabouraud of judging the dose by the change of
colour of a pastille is still in vc^e, and those
who use the method are aware that they must
keep all the conditions constant (state of vacuum
of the tube, length of the parallel spark gap,
reading of the milliamperemetre etc ) the authors
are wise, however to point out anew that the
same change of colour, if produced by soft rays
m (Hie case and by hard rays in another, may give
nse to results widely different in the two cases

In Ascribing the characters of radium emana
tion ^e use of the ‘Emanatona” is discussed
These institutions are founded on the fact that
radium emanation, when breathed mixed with air,

radu^y makes its way into the circulation

y solution and diffusion, and so reaches all the
tissues of the body The air of the Emanatonum
IS breathed for two or three hours at a time, and
It IS found that a state of equilibrium is rea<died
m half an hour, while nearly all the emanation
(90 per cent ) has disappear^ from the system
one hour after removal mto fresh air The emana-
tion, while circulating in the body, is continually
forming the active deposit, which is not lost by
way of the lungs as is the case with die emana-
tion These Emanatona have been extolled for
the^ scientific ” treatment of gout, on the principle

(capaUe of laboratory demonstration) that the
insoluble monosodtum urate can be broken up by
radium D mto several simpler bodies, which are
eliminated as carbon dioxide and ammonia The
iutiiors point out, however, that the concentration
of the emanation in the bl(x>d in patients sub-
jected ta Emanatonum treatment never reaehes
more dian one ten-millionth of that used in the
mbpratoiy experiments, hence it seems unlikely
ttat any appreciaUe decomposition of mono*

urate (»n take place in the blood
GhMiuQn solutions are used in experiments to

Mowtiiat a radiatioa may produce results dMerh^
Na 3434, vot 97]

in degree and in kind from those due to 0 and y
rays
The effects of the irradiation of bacteria is die*

cussed with die aid of conclusive experiments,

and It IS shown that a bactericidal result can be
attained, though the dose required is a very stro^
one from a clinical point of view In loc^ concu-

tions a solution of radium emanation might bd
useful, but the choice of a solvent is important,

and most of the fluids having high coefficients

of absorptKHi cannot be used for injection into

the body Liquid paraffin is the most suitable

solvent. Its coefficient of absorption is high, an^,
its viscosity keeps it at the site of injection.

The changes produced m the skin by irradiq^

tion are only too well known to those who were
pioneers in the clinical use of the X rays The
histological changes are described in detail, and
illustrated by photomicri^raphs These changes
are both atrophic and hypertrophic, and the latter

tend to culminate m cancer
The blood changes are of great mterest, and

in certain blood diseases a very favourable result

IS produced by irradiation Tins is notably true

of leukeemia, a disease in which the white cells

are enormously increased m number, while many
of them are abnormal in type The red cells are

decreased m number The result of X ray treat-

ment IS to restore the blood more and more nearly

to a normal state, both quilitatively and quantita-

melv
Of special mterest to the medical profession,

and also to the public, is the discussion of the

effect of irradiation of cancerous cells This sub-

ject receives full attention an account of the
results on experimental cancers (e g in mice)
being followed by a description of those 00 spon
taneous cancers in man and in the lower animals
It IS found that young actively-dividing cancer
cells are most susceptible to irradiation, and that

m some of these cases (especially in the grafted

cancers of mice), while a large tumour may <bs-

appear rapidly, its destruction may cause the

death of the animal by the toxins evolved dunng
the disintegration of the mass

Another aspect of the cancer question is the

(xmverse one, of the way cancerous change may be
produced in healthy tissues by repeated small

doses of soft X rays This topic has been touched
upon already in the case of the hands of radio-

liigists

The question of {(bosyncrasy is a difiRcult one,

and radiologists of repute differ, even now, as to

whether cases of real hypersensitiveness to X-rays
exist Every careful radiologist of experience
will, we believe, agree with the authors that tfie

same dose does not produce exactly the same
effect in different persons, or even in the same

C
erson at different times Another point is made

y the authors when they show that a large dose
acti^ for a short tune is not equivalent to a
small dose acting for a loqg time
f* The book clo^ with a short but lucid (ffiapter

On the aelactive aM differential action of the rqys.

I
In the case of the pfotosoa, it is shown that d
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wide variation exiits to their respboae to the same
exposure An absence ot chlorophyll makes for

increased sensitiveness, and the multi-nucleated

forms puffer more than the mono-nudeated, and
the lai^e forms more than the small In the

testide the rays show an essentially selective

actmn, the seminiferous epi^elium being destroyed

b^ a dose to which the cells of Sertoli are in-

different Certain tissues are highly sensitive to

the X-rays—notably lymphoid tissue, cartilan,

Mfcd the endothelium of blood-vessels Within
l^its it IS true to say that very rapidly growing
|l& are most affect^ by irradiation B^ut it is

Important to note that different rays give nse
fS different effects upon one and the same kmd of

cM, and “a careful distinction should be made
between the differential action which different

rays have upon the same variety of cell, and the

sdective action which the same kind of radiation

has i^n the many different varieties of cells
*’

The X-ray spectrum covers a range of many
octaves of wave-length

If we consider a single cell, we find it exhibits

a widely varying degree of reaction (to irradia-

tion) according to the particular phase of its life

cycle in which it happens to be at the time Thus
certain ova are nearly eight times as vulnerable

to ff-rays when they are in an active state of

division as when they are in a resting stage This
fact indicates one of the difficulties of quantita-
tive investigations upon living tissues The
chemical composition of a cell may determine the

degree of change brought about by irradiation

In sections of malignant growths cut for the

microscope before and after irradiation, the stain-

ing reactions point to marked changes m chemical
composition, and these go hand in hand with the

m^hological changes
The aumors have given us a book which cannot

fail to appeal to the clinical radiologist and to
the laboratory worker Each chapter has received

careful study in the writing, and provides food
for thought and suggests scope for further in

vestigation on the part of the reader The book
IS well printed in clear type on good piper and
contains many excellent illustrations There is

an index of authors, as well as a full general
index

THE MEDIUM UNDER THE MICROSCOPE
A Contribution to the Study of the Psychology of
Mrs Piper s Trance Phenomena By Mrs
Henry Sidgwick Proceedings of the Society
for psychical Research Part Ixxi vol xxvni,
December, 1915 Pp xix+6s7 (Glasgow
R Maclehose and Co Ltd

, 1915 )
Price las

neb

T^ILLIAM JAMES once referred to Henry
VV Sid^ick as “the most cxisperatingly

cfittcci mmd in England,” and the whimsical com-
nlimant was well deserved. After the death of the
famous pmfesssor of moral philosophy, the mantle
of the arch-cntic N1 naturallv on the shoulders of

one of Sid^ck’s. most able pupils, Mr A J

HO. VOL 97]

Balfour, whose ‘Defence of Philosophic Doubt

was as destructive as we hope our Navy will be

under his hirst Lordship, but now that he haa

reached a more constructive period, as evidenced

by his recent Theism and Humanism," the pat-

hum passes to his sister, the professor's widow,

and late principal of Newnham College Anyone

who IS not willing to believe unquestioningly what

has successfully passed the ordeal of her scrutmy

must be constitutionally unable to believe any-

thing If she were censor the newspapers would

have to cease publication, for she would never

believe any but official reports, and probably not

them
In this bulky volume Mrs Sidgwick discusses

the phenomena of the famous Boston medium who
has been for twenty-five years almost continuously

under the supervision of various eminent scientific

men, including Prof James—who was an M D as

wlU as the apostle of Pragmatism—and Sir Oliver

Lodge This lady b^an to experience sleep-like

trances in 1884, but uiw were only sleep-hke so

far as concerned Mrs Piper's normal conscious-

ness, for her tongue talked—or, later, her hand
wrote—in a very wideawake fashion What was
there in place of Mrs Piper s normal consaous-
ncss, which certainly was not there, furnishes the

theme of Mrs Sidgwick s discourse hirst, osten-

sibly came a Dr Phmuit a spirit who said he
had been a doctor m Metz Investigation failed

to trace his earthly career, and his knowledge of
French was scanty—seemed, in fact, about like

Mrs Piper's But the queer thing was that thia

dubious entity could usually tell sitters quite a lot

about their deceased relatives, and he professed to

get the information from the relatives themselves,
who were with him in the spiritual realms Tbia
kind of thing happened freely, even when the in-

vestigators introduced sitters from a distance

—

people entirely unknown to Mrs Piper—anony-
mously or pseudonymously Then another spirit

turned up—George Pelham, a lawyer formerly
known to the Society s chief investigator, Dr
Richard Hodgson—who gave any amount of
identification evidence about himself, recognising
his friends and greeting them by name m aston-
ishingly correct fashion Later there appeared
\iriois chiracters in early history Lastly
came Hodgson who had died in 1905, but has
evidence is not very weighty, because he was
known to Mrs Piper, and consequently we must
assume that any given would-be identi^tion-faet
may also have been knoWn to her
Now what about all these " controls ” and “ cotn-

municators”? What are they, anyhow? Spirits,
as they allege, or dream personalities, fragments
of Mrs Piper's subliminal or hypnotic consdous*
ness? Mrs Sidgwick thinks the latter, and most
^ple will agree with her rather than weigh aB
her arguments which are lengthy and com|^
cated, though the historical part of the book !•
easy and interesting She admits, however, that
Mrs Piper s trance utterances contain a gretdi
deal of matter which Mrs Piper ^s not kwtjpt

through the known sensory channels Thit ifiie
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poaes of the traud>theory Some this matter
may be due to thought-transference (“ telepathy ”)

from living people, but in some cases it seems
almost necessary to admit telepathy from the so-

called dead Particularly is this the case in regard
to Grarge Pelham, whose evidence is given m an
earlier volume of “ Proceedings ”—No 13

All investigators admit that the evidence in that
volume 18 impressive, and that the Piper case as a
whole IS remarkable It is still more remarkable,
perhaps, to find so cautious a mind as Mrs Sidg-
wick's accepting communication from the dead as
a reasonable hypothesis, even though she does
dignify It with the sounding title of telepathy
through a personation or subliminal fraction Cer-
tainly the evidence does seem beginning to appear
conclusive or almost so It can no longer be
“vanquished w;th a grin ” Perhaps in due time it

may become so strong that man's survival of
death will be a scientific as well as a religious

belief Meanwhile, such volumes as that under
notice are very welcome as showing a ®ia media
between extremes of credulity and incredulity,

which are equally unscientific and regrettable

JAM
ANALYTICAL AID^ FOR FACTORY

CHEMISTS
Solvents, Otis Gums Waxes and AUted Sub-

stances By F S Hyde Pp vi + 176 {]^n-
don Constable and Co

,
Ltd

, 1915 ) Price
8s 6d net

At the moment the factory chemist is very
much before the public The university-

tramed man complains of the very inadequate
reward which he can obtain for his labours The
manufacturer is reported to be dissatisfied with
the chemist fresh from the university, and all

parties critiase the present methods of traimng
It might be at least expected that the technical

chemist should know chemistry, meaning thereby
a full knowledge of the properties, preparation,
and manipulation of the commoner substances,
both inorganic and organic that he should under-
stand the spirit of research and how to set about
a problem, that he should be versed in getting
up the literature The fact is, such chemists are
rare, a real knowledge of chemistry, particularly
organic chemistry, is largely neglected As a
consequence special text-books are provided for
the use of factory chemists, such as the one before
us It contains in the minimum number of words
a short statement as to the properties of a variety
of organic substances, and will serve as a useful
adjunct to the memory of the properly trained
man In the hands of others it is more likely to
mislead, since as a result of the condensation
necessary, the information is often scrappy and
unequal, and the true spirit of o^anic chemistry
u missing
For example, the statement that dextrose is less

•wcet tiian cane sugar, though true, in no way^
dooveys die proper idM to uiyone imperfectly
aequatnted with the great difference between the

VO 2434, VOL. 97]

two sugars m appearance and in crystalhne char-
acter Glucosides are defined as substances
which “ on fermentation ’’ or by hydrolysis yield

glucose Ethyl alcohol is dismissed in nine hnes I

1 en pages suffice for the alkaloids and bitter prin-

ciples

As a whole, the book is well done, it is full

of information, accurate and up-to-date, particu-

larly as regards the sections devoted to oils, fats,

and waxes which occupy more than half the con-
tents This branch of chemical analysis involves

the use of a number of special methods, larg^
empirical in character and usually labelled

the names of their proposers, with which >fw
would-be expert must be acquainted For thHf

purpose he will find Mr Hyde s book most
helpful

It will be much more to the advantage of the

individual worker as well as of the works labora-

tory however, if information be sought from the

larger manuals of chemistry and the critical faculty

in analysis is cultivated instead of striving more
or less mechanically to carry out ojierations as

quickly as possible, by followmg explicit instruc-

tions without any real understanding of the chem-
istry of the reactions concerned

iSTRONO\i\ FOR JUVENILE READERS
A Voyage in Space A Course of Stx I ectures

Adapted to a Juvenile Auditory " delivered at

the Royal Institution at Christmas, 1913 By
Prof H H Turner Pp xvi + 304. (London.
S P C K , 1915 ) Price 65 net.

The voyage in space which forms the subject

of this book IS not a romantic flight of the

imagination, such as might have been written by

Jules Verne, but an account of a journey by tele-

scope In other words, it is an dementary book
on astronomy, and is founded on a course of

lectures to young people at the Royal Institution

Following the example of Faraday on a similar

occasion, the author has retained the language of

the lecture room, and has thus been able to pre-

serve the freshness of the original presentation

The reader is necessarily deprived of witnessing

the actual expenments, and of seeing many of the

pictures exhibited by the lantern, but the descrip-

tions are so vivid and the illustrations so numer-

ous that he will readily imagine himself to be a
member of the audience

The difficulty of leavmg the earth in the flesh

provides the occasion in the first lecture far an
account of gravity in its historical, expenmental,

and astronomical aspects. Then, in the second

lecture, the immense distances which have to be
traversed before reaching the heavenly bodies are

dealt with, and an interesting talk is devoted to

our own atmosphere, which must necessarily be

passed tiirough dunng the first part of the voyage

Telescopes, as the only means of travelling to

distant spheretr, arp the subject of the third lec-

ture, and subsequent lectures deal respectively

with visits to die moon and planets, to the sun.,

and to the stare.
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Atthougli an astonishingly wide range of tub*
jects IS covered the lectures, the brok u not
to be regarded as a comprehensive introduction

to astnmomy Thus, explanations of everyday
phenomena, sUcfa as the phases of the moon the

apparent annual motion of the stars, or the appear*
ance of Venus as a morning or evening star, do
not come within its scope On the other hand
the author has not hesitated to introduce such
matters as the principles of spectrum analysis the

sun spot swarm hypothesis the selenium photo-
meter, the systematic motions of the stars and
the spectrohelipgraph But whatever the subject

in hand he is generally successful in making it

interesting and easy of comprehension as regards
general principles. The treatment is at times
unconventional but never dull or obscure, and the

interest throughout is maintained an abund
ance of appropriate stones and quaint allusions

The illustrations, of which there are more than

130, are well chosen and include many which
have not previously been seen in text books, some
of them being of marked originality We cor
dially recommend the book as being likely to give
an mtelhgent interest in the fascinating mvesti
gations of modem astronomy

OUR BOOKSHELF
halt Lolhtan By T S Muir Pp viii + iiy

Cambridge At the University Press 1915

)

Price u 6d net

East Lothian includes representatives the chief

gec^raphical types found in the Scottish lowlands
It has a varied coast rich plains and high moor
land and its especial geographical feature is its

series of volcanic necks, including Berwick Law
The county has played an important part m Scot
tish history, for in it were fought the battles of Dun
bar and Preston Pans, and it was the birthplace of
such representative Scxits as John Knox Baird of

Corunna and Moffat Its c^ mines are of fais

tone interest as the oldest on record and their

mediaeval labour conditions lasted till little more
than a century ago when the miners were still

serfs who were restricted to their native places
and whose children had to follow the occupation
of their parent The county is mainly famous for
its agriculture, and owing to the exceptional
quality of Its soils and the saentific skill of its

^rmers, its crops are perham unsurpassed m
value Mr Muir tells us (p 58) that 4! to 5I per
bere is a common rent, and that the ooun^,
tfiough small contains no fewer than seventeen
flurttis with an annual rent of more than loool

^This volume of the Cambridge County Primers
Afpitanate in its author for Mr T &Jluir, who
n geographical master at the EdinbWgh High
Schotd, knows the county well and describes it m
aoobrdpnce with modem geographical ideas The
work includes summaries of the geology and
nqtural history of the county, but they are treated

ftoMi their geographical aspects One of the most
u{tereM|ng seOtions fs On the jdace names, which
are illustrated by a map showing the distribution

^ WO 2424, VOL 97]
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of those of Ga^, Pichsh, and Teutonic origin.

The work 1$ wril illustrated by photopa^ and

I

physical and geological maps J W O

Theosophy and Modem Thought By C Juwrt-
jadAsa Pp ivi (Adyar, Madras Theo*
sophical Publishing House, 1915 )

Price ar

Thbkx are here four lectures—on theosophy and
the problem of heredity, history in the light of

reincarnaUon the basis of art expression, and

the search for reality Dealing with heredity, the

author shows that he has been greatly influenced

by Prof Bateson s Australian address. The
growth from protoplasm to man and from the

savage to the genius is by a process of losmg
inhibiting factors and by loss of factors facultira

are released The release of the possibihties of

life and growth is guided by intwigences, tihe

Deva Builders, who bring about the evolution of

the form side of thmgs by producing changes
from the life side in each group soul

The second lecture illustrates eloquently tbr
idea that As nations pass away they reincarnate

in othet parts of the earth—the Phcenicians in

the Germahs for instance and those who said

Carthago est delenda in those who say

Prussia must go ihc third lecture is largely

concerned with the doctrine of archetypes which
arc striving to express themselves in organic

evolution Every beautiful organism is a wmdow
through which man may get a glimpse of an
archetype n masterpiece of the artist of artists

the Demiourgos of our world In the fourth

lecture Mr JinarAjadAsa speaks of the many
pathways to reility and the spirit which must
possess those who would be pilgrims

Nutntional Physiology By P G Stiles Pp
288 (Philadelphia and London W B
Saunders Company 1915 )

Price 6f net

This is the second edition of Prof Stiles s useful

manual the first of which appeared about ttiree

years ago Although its chief object (alimenta-
tion digestion metabolism) is expressed in the
title, other related jiortions of physiological
science such as the circulation, the dui^ess
glands and even the nervous system are con-
sidered briefly The mam subject is treated fronr
the point of view of energetics, and we can trace
throughout the influence exercised by Prof
Graham Lusk, to whom the book is dedicated
Lusk IS one of the leading lights across the
Atlantic who have successfiuly striven to render
the subject of metabolism scientifically correct
by such a method of treatment W D H
Our Cottage and a Motor By Maigaret Moo-

creiff Pp 163 (London Geotge ABen aai
Unwin Ltd 1916 ) Price 3* 6a net

This chatty description of a holiday spent m a
Sussex cottage when the days were often »eat
motoring among the lovely lanes, coakei vtrr
pleasant reading We hope the spelkag 3k
Charles Le^all, On pp lay and xa8, for tbd ttune
ot the distinguished geologist wili be diaac«4^
any future edition of the nook
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
(7fc« Editor dou not hold htmself ratponnbU lor

opmton* txpretted by hii corrtsfondontt Noithir
eon ho undortaho to rtturn, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
thu or any other part of Naturb. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications ]

SmhltieidM Pfeyatoal TbMm.
Tkb Smithsonian Institution has just published a

D«w edition of the Smithsonian Physical lables cor

reeled and slightly modified from the sixth revised

edition Requests have oomc from certain cdiua
tional institutions for separate copies of certain indi-

vidual tables for the use of students in laboratories

If there likely to be a considerable demand for

such separates, the institution will have them printed

on still paper and distributed at cost to those who
desu« them With the view of ascertaining the

probable demand for sep.irate tables it is requested

that readers of Nature inform the Institution which
tables they would desire in separate form and the

number of copies of each they would probably require

All tables for which the probable demand of this kind
reaches 100 copies will be reprinted separately

The tables may be consulted in nearly all the

larger libraries

C D Waucott
Secretary

Smithson an Institution

Wishington I. S A March 23

KflMt Rf TMal Water hi an latuary on the Laval of

Snlitarranaan Water.

An artesian well was bored at Portishead last

August lined with 8 in and 10 in casing, the annular

apace between the casings being filled with cement,

so that the possible ingress of surface waters is

avoided
The well has been in consunt use since that date, the

water level standing in the summer about 10 ft below
the surface of the ground, which is only a foot or

two atxive high-water mark A few days ago pum^
ing from the well was temporarily discontinued It

was noticed that the level fluctuated with the state

of the tide When the tide was out the level of the

water was about 4 ft below the surface, as the tide

came m the level of the water gradually rose, until

at high tide the weli was overflowing

ThiB bidiaviour has continued regularly, the rise and
fan of level closely corresponding with the rise and
fall of the tide

This affords an excellent example of the weight of

the incoming tide water in the Severn estuary, sub-

iecting the underlying strata to pressure and squeex-

ing the water out as if out of a sponge The water
IS drawn from strata underling more than 100 ft of

clayey marl Jas Kawiav
Cambrian Lodge, Portishead, March 30

Is S«a|i NaeasssHY tar tbaviiig?

At the present time when economy is the watdi-
atord, it may be not aitogether a waste of time to ask
whether sow is necessary for shaving?
The old Romans and Greeks, as evidenced by the

statues, were evidently gentlemen addicted to shaving,

but, save for a small soap factory discovered at Pom-
pdi, the means of producing soap in those days
must have been very limited.

The only conclusion that one can arrive at is that
they must have shaved without soap, a practice thab
is to the present day indulged in by our Oriental

Japanese, as well as by their neTghbours, the
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Before deciding definitely to discard such a fandliar
adjunct of the toilet, it might be of interest to inquire
why we have been in the habit of using soap for
shaving
The answers to the question received from scientific

and unscientific persons are very interesting, culminat-
ing in the fascinating one of a barber who thought
that the soap propped up the hairs and kept them in

an upright position

I athering has the effect, when properly done, of
reducing the bulk of the soap, and increasing the
number of bubbles whereby water is kept m close
apposition to the skin by the surface tension
This IS u roundabout way of using u iter as a

lubricant for the efficient and easy passage of the razor
across the skin, but once the lubrirnting qualities of
water are recognised as of value in such i ircumstances
it IS but a short step to applying the wrter direct and
shaving while the skin is well soused
This Is the method for long in use by the Orientals,

and IS one that cm be thoroughly recommended for
trial in this country
Apart from its economy, the skin is not so liable to

irritation the edge of the razor is not so easily dulled,
whilst the whole operation is completed in half the
time G Ardour Stkphfns
March 25

MALARIA AND SANIIAIION^
'T'HE title of this work is somewhat inappro-

priate as the book deals scarcely at all with
many aspects of rural sanitation, but is devoted
in the mam to what undoubtedly is a very impor-
tant problem, viz

, malaria prophylaxis It is

also not quite evident for what class of reader
the book is intended The book has none of the
characters of a text-book or treatise on sanitation,

but gives the impression of being written rather

for the intelligent hyman~we have, eg, two
and a half pages of extract from Lafradio Hearn’s
works—^wcrc it not that here and there discussions
on technical points arc recorded at some length,

e g , the identity of certain species of \nophelmes
Whit the book really consists of for the most part
IS a diary of various sanitary tours made by the

author The outstanding feature of the book is

the author s enthusiasm for his subject, and the
best portions, for they are the fullest, arc those
devoted to the sanitary problems that arose at

every step m the making of the Panama Canal
and the descriptions as to how these difficulties

were overcome Out of eighteen chapters, nine,

and out of fifty-six illustrations, thirty-six, are
devoted to the Canal
To malaria in India, on the contrary, the-aiithor

gives the inadequate amount of only a dozen
pages, and these concern the importance of species

in determinmg the prevalence of malgria, a/^4|Cl|;

fully WMfnised in India sixteen years 4^,
whidi wp author confirms from his own experi-

ence m the Malay States The author’s work in

reducing malaria m Klang and Port Swettenham
is well known, but we do not get a clear idea from
this book as td hoyr it was done We know these
places were drained, but we should have liked

sketch-maps Of breeding-places (Rowing the



speaes of mosquito concerned, the result of the

draining on the breeding>places, and generally a
fuller account, but perhaps these will be found in

another work to which the author refers, and here
only the broad outline was intended

The author in writing is inclined to use rather

vague expressions, such as a long senes of blood
examinations (the number is not given) proved
up to the hilt’ (sometimes a very dangerous ex
fission, as one could easily show) quinine in

every shape and form ’ (dose not stated), * a high
percentage of the labourers harbours malaria
parasites (figure not given), and his use of figures

IS not entirely satisfactory, « g , in the Panama
chapters he quotes figures to show that there were
eighty three cases of hsemq^lobinuric fever among
Barbados natives while there was only one
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author is the flights of mosquitoes ” noted m the

Canal zoqe
These began about 6pm and ceased before

9 p m Hundreds of Anopheles could be seen

passing by and the flights attracted insecti-

vorous birds to activity Ihe range of flight was
about 6000 feet originating in a marsh and ter-

minating in an inhabited area, the object of the

flight being apparently blood.

I

A most important fact that the author draws
especial attention to is that in certain estates in

I

British Guiana malaria has disappeared Agricul-

ture has in some way, for all practical purposes,

abolished it Anopheles do not breed in the water
in land which is cultivated in British Guiana, but

I
Culex do so in abundance Now a knowledge of

what exactly is implied in the term agriculture**

amon^ natives of Costa Rica
, but as no data are

suppli^ as to the relative number of these two
classes of labourers, one can draw no valid con
(fluslon On page 349 the admission rate in 1906
for malaria among a labour force of 36,705 was
831, in 1913 the rate for a force erf 56,654 was
76. Now m order that these figures should be
nooiparable it should have been shown that the

pematagt composition of the force as regards
races was the same in 1913 as it was in 1906, but
this IS not done One has little doubt that there

has been this fall, but the figures per se do not

completely prove it, if, for instance, the white

popmatum had been partly replaced by the rela

tividy uaniane Aegro m the interval, this would

fitftte the fligures

vA ¥C||y interesting phenomenon recorded by the
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here is of the first importance We should
imagine no more valuable data could be given
than would be in an account of the difference

between a malarial area and a non malarial area
in British Guiana This book should be read by
all ofiBcials who obstruct, or turn 4 deaf ear to,

the claims of sanitation though there are other
necessities of life, as the author points out in

his epdogue J W W S

THE POLLINATION OF FRUIT TREES
TNVESTIGATIONS carried out m this country,

in America, and elsewhere have demonstrate
the fact that many of our cultivated varieties of
apple, pear plum &c are self^stenle. Tltey
have shown moreover, that whereas a variety
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my be sterile when pollinated with its own
pollen, It yields an abundant crop if pollinated

with the pollen of certain other varieties Hence
it IS of considerable economic importance to dis-

cover which varieties serve best for mutual cross-

pollination

Mr Cecil H Hooper has been engaged In the

study of this subject for some years, and he pub-

hsh<^ a short time ago a summary of the results

of observations made by others and himself on the

pollination of apples, pears, plums, and cherries

The list of self-sterile apples is surprisingly

large It includes Lane’s Prince Albert, Bis-

marck, Annie Elizabeth, Warner’s King, Glad-

stone, Lady Sudeley, James Grieve, and Cox s

Orange Pijmin (rarely self-fertile)

It IS to M observed, however that, as indi-

cated in the case of Cox’s Orange Pippin, self-

sterility is by no means absolute in all these

varieties This, although of no particular im-

portance practicilly—for a poor setter no less than

a completely self-sterile variety requires to be
planted with a variety the pollen of which causes

It to set fruit freelji—is nevertheless significant

from a scientific point of view It means prob-

ably that some link in the chain of chemical

changes prc-requisite for the germination of the

pollen tu^ on the stigma and its growth in the

style 18 missing, rather than an inability of the

sexual nuclei to unite with one another Thus
It IS known that the absence of a particular kind

of sugar on the stigmatic surface may suffice for

the suppression of the germination of a pollen

tube Hence it is most desirable that this

problem of sterility of fruit trees should be

studied more minutely than has been the case up
to the present The pioneer field work has been
done fairly thoroughly, it is now time for the

physiological botanist to intervene He, unfor-

tunately, is so sequestered in his laboratory that

he rarely discovers even the existence of the

stimulating problems which modern horticulture

offers for eluadation

The establishment of horticultural research

stations at Merton, Wisby, and Long Ashton
gives ground however, for the hope that this atti-

tude of aloofness is a thing of the past, and indeed

It 18 these stations that are contributing most to

our knowledge of the phenomena of self-sterility of

fruit trees

That the reproductive oigans of fruit trees, like

those of many other cultivated plants, are subject

to grave disturbances is indicated by the fact that

not a few apples are very shy of ^llen beaniv
Among varieties which exhibit this habit, Mr
Hooper mentions Newtown Wonder, King of the
Pippins, Irish Peach, Baumann’s Red Winter
Relnette, Cox's Ponnona and Broad-eyed Pippin

Pears are apt even more than ^ples to be
sdf-sterile, and such varieties as Wiluam’s Bon
Chretien, Pitmaston Duchess, Doyenn^ du
Cornice, and others require to be planted in pro-

pinquity with good “pollenisers " Progressive
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fruit-growers are, of course, well aware of the

stubborn fact of partial or complete self-sterility,

and see to it that their orchards contain varieties

which supplement each others pollen require-

ments, tnit It IS to be feared that many small
growers are not so alive to these facts as they
should be However, so long as many of the

small orchards of this country are so ill-cultivated

as they are at present, self sterility of varieties

IS of no great moment to the trees or owners,
for the crops would inevitably be poor, in spite

of the intr^uction of good pollenisers

Of the insects visiting fruit trees and pre-

sumably engaged in transferring pollen to the
stigmas of the flowers, Mr Hooper gives an in-

teresting list In the case of apples observed
during 1912 and 1913, the record was —Hive
bees, ya

,
bumble bees, a6

, other wild bees, 2

,

other insects, ao The insect visitors to the

cherry were in somewhat similar proportions, but
in the case of the plum the visits of bumble
bees were to those of hive bees as 41 is to 29.

How far the reduction in numbers of hive bees
due to recent epidemics is likely to have an effect

on the yield of af^les is an open question

I

Frederick Keebi e

PROF OCTAVE LIGNIER
pALiEOBOTANY recently suffered a serious
L loss in the death of Graf ru Solms-Laubach
and Prof ZeiUer Another gap has been made in

the ranks of the small body of botanists whose
work IS mainly concerned with extinct plants by
the death, on March x^, of Prof Octave Lignier,
who occupied the chair of botany at Caen since

Its foundation in 1889 Prof Lignier was bom
on hebruary 25, 1855, at Pougy (Aube,
Champagne) His earlier botanical studies

were chiefly concerned with investigations under-
taken to test the value of anatomical char-
acters as a guide to the affinities of the Caly-
canthaceee and other Dicotyledons. These re-

searches led him to adopt certain views witit

regard to the important part played by the foliar

vascular system (the ‘ meriphyte ’) in the evolu-
tion of the conducting system of the stem For
his original ideas on this subject Lignier did not
always receive his full share of credit He also

wrote on the anatomy and floral morphology of
many other recent genera, but it is for his

numerous additions to our IcTRiwledge of Mesozoic
' and Palaeozoic plants that he is best l«own * One

I

of his most important contributions is the' mas-

I

terly account of Bennettites Moneret, a Cycadean
‘ flower, ’ probably from the Gault
Among other important contributions by

Lignier reference may be made to his detailed

description of Mver^ species of Jurassic and
Cretaceous Coniferous and Cycadean stems and
some Upper Cretaceous Angiospermous wood
referred to the Hamarneltdaceae

,
his ingenious

suggestions With regard to the relqtion^ips of
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the Equisetales and Spheno^yllales
,

papera oa
Jurasau floras of Franca, and especially his recent

work, in part in collaboration with M Tison, on
the flowers of the Gnetales and the systematic

position of the grroup Lignier’s activities ranged

ever a wide field, he was a botanist of matked
originality, a generous friend, and a man imbued
wiu the true scientific spirit It was through his

persistence that a botanical laboratory was built

at Caen, and under his able direction the Uni-

versity became an important centre of botanical

research ACS

NOTES.
At the ordina^ scientific meeting of the Chemical

Society, held at Burlington House on Thursday, April

6, Dr. Alexander Scott, president, announced that the

OHincil had decided that an extraordinary general

meeting of the society should be summoned for

Thurswy, May ii, to consider the question of the

removal of the names of the nine alien enemies from
the list of honorary and foreign members of the

aocicty<

Roi.nNa to a question relatmg to the inventions

branch of the Miniitty of Munitiont, Dr Addison
said m the House of Commons on April lo —^The

Director-General of Munitions Design it General Du
Cane His salary is aoool per annum The Super-

intendent of Research ii Colonel H A Craig His
salo^ IS 850! per annum The present salaries of

bis staff range from 750I per annum to 240! per

anmun It is not desirable to give their names In

addition to the staff of the Superintendent of Research,

a number of most eminent chemists and other men
of sdenoe in the country have for many months given

thrir services to the Ministry of Munitions wiOiout
payment, and have rendered invaluable assistance to

the country

CouN Cautoxu. Scott-Moncribff, whose death
occurred on April 6, in his eightiedi year, was a man
of distinguished parts, who acldeved reputation m
three several thrections, as a soldier, as an engineer

and as an administrator Born in 1836 his military

career commenced at the age of twenty, when be
entered the Bengal Engmeers as a second lieutenant

He was engagM in the suppresrion of the Indian
Mutlqy, for which he reoeivM the medal In 1883
he xettfcd with the rank of Colonel From that date

he devoted himself to the inauguration and executkin
of engineering projects of a utilitarian character, con-

nected in tile mat mstance with the agricultural de-
velopment of khe North-West Provinces, by artificial

IrriMtion He also held office as chief engineer for

Buraia. In 1883 his services were transferred to

Bfirpt, where he acted as Under-Secretary of State
Public Works at Cairo There where perhaps his

best and most notable work was performed, his efforts

were concentrated upon the more effective regulation

of IBie esdstinjg water supply for purposes of Irnga-
tlon, and during his tenure of office he carried out
the restenition of the Great Nile Barrage—a difficult

ahri tsdiOQS operation, which extended over a period
of six jnars A oomprehensive review of his labours
and of the difficulties which he encountered and over-

I found in a paper entitled ‘Irrigation
hich was publi«ied m the Professional
Corps of Royal Engineers in 1803 This

pt^ fo substance of tiiree lectures delivered by
{Ml before the Royal Engineers’ Insti-

U^tlts^ atul it contains much interesting information on

,
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the Nile and its treatment, particularly as re^ds,
the restoration and adaptation of the barrage, which
was effected in circumatances of great discouragement

and no little opposition In 18^ he left E^it for

home, and for the next decade he waa m office as
Under-Secretary for Scotland Then, at the beginning
of the century, he returned to India to take up duty
as president of the Indian Imgatwn Commisinon, for

which service he was rewarded. In 1903, with the

K C S I He had previously, in 18B7, been made
KCMG
Wk regrtt to record the death ot Sir Alexander R.

Simpson, emeritus professor of midwifery m the Uni-
versi^ ot iuunourgfa. Although ahove eighty yeara
of age, he was active both in mind and body, and it

was on his way Jxune from a meeting through the
darkened streeti that he was knockM down by a
motor-car and received injuries trom which be died
shortly afterwards—on the night of Thursday, April 6
Born at Bathgate, West Lotnian, in 1835, and receiv-

ing his early education at the local academy, Simpson
went to the University of Edinburgh, and began the
study of medtane in the apprenUcestup days He waa
apprenticed to John Goodsir the anatomist, and
amongst his other teachers was Syme After Ida
graduation he studied abroad at Muntuclier and Ber-
im, acquiring, in addition to a widened knowledge of
his prolession that lacility in speaking French and
German which made him such an admirable and
acc^table representative of his University at many
foreign congmses On his return he for some yeara
assisted his uncle. Sir J Y Simpson, then at the
zenith of hit fame, and after an interval of bve yeara
spent in practice in Glasgow, succeeded him in the
chair of midwifery and the diseases of women and
children m the University of Edmburgh This c^ir
he held for thirty-five years, 1870-1905 In 1906 he
received the honour of knighthood Simpson had a
wide knowledge alike of the history, theory, and prac-
tice of his profesaion He practically grew up with
the modern science of ^nsecology, and he was always
awake to every new development of it, and familiar
with everything of importance written upon it in all
languages His contributions to the literature of his
department were numerous and valuable many of
them are collected in his Contnbutions to OEstetrics
and Gynecology ’ Sir Alex Simpson took a wide
and responsible view of his professorial functions, and
interested himself in all that concerned the welfare of
his students and the University Lady Simpson pre-
deceased him several years ago and he is survivea by
four sons and a dau^ter

Thx death it announced, at sixty-five years of aire.
of Sir Stafford Howard, K C B

, formwly Comima!
sioner of Woods and Forests, a post to which be was
appointed in 1893, and retained until 191a He waa
also an active member df the Afforestation Committee

Thx Ntevwe Courant announces the death at the
age of fifty-four, of Dr H P Wijsman, formerly
professor of pharmacy in the University of L^den,
and since 1908 extraordinary professor of the chemistry
of foods and drugs at Utrecht He was also secretary
of the Colonial fnatitutc of Amsteidam

Satnee announces that the Avogadro medal has
** N Morse, of the Johns

Hopkini University, for the most Important eontribu-
Hon to molecular physics made since the meeting held
in Turin in igii, to celebrate the centennial of the
announcement of the hypotitetis of Avogadro

Dr Davto Hoopkr, formo'Iy curator of the
gnomic and Art Sections of the Indian at
Calcutta, hat been elected president of the BritMr
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Pharmaceutical Conference foe the remainder of the

current aeeeion. in succession to Major Peck, who has

been compellen to resign in consequence of the in>

creasing preseure of his military duties

A aiRiss of popular lectures on ‘Our Tropical

Industries,” descnbing the production of rubber, tea,

coffee, cocoa, sugar, etc , in the tropical colontes, and
illustrated by the collections of the Imperial InsUtute,

to be dehvei^ by Miss Edith A Browne, on Wednes-
daya in Apnl, May and June, at the Imperial Insti-

tute, at throe o’ciodt, commenced yesterday, April la

Admission to the senes of lectures will he tree by
ticket, for which application should be made to the

director of the Imperial Institute, South Kensing-

ton

Tbi six^-ninth annual meeting of the Palseonto-

graphical Maety was held on March 31, Dr Henry
Woodward, president, in the chair The council’s

report referrM to the temporary diminution of the

annual volume of monographs in existing dreum
stances, but noted that palaeontological work was still

being actively carried on, and would shortly be offered

to the society to the normal extent Dr Henry Wood
ward was re-elected president, Dr G I Hinde was
elected a new vice-president, Mr R S Hemet was re-

elected treasurer; Dr A Smith Woodward was re-

elected secretary, and Miss Mary S Johnston, Mr
H L Hawkins, and Mr G W Young were elected

members of ooundl

Wa regret to record the death of Mr Henry Mor-
gan, on April 3 A brief account of his career appears

ui Engineering for April
f

Mr. Morgan was bom
in 1834, and was trained in Sheemess Dodmrd
After occupying responsible posts in the Royal Dock-
yards, he proceeded to the Admiralty in 1809, under
Sir (then Mr ) Edward J Reed Mr Morgan also

served os chief constructor under Sir Nathaniel
Baroaby and Sir William White He retired in 1889,

after twentv-five years’ active service in the design of

warships He devoted much of his ability to the Insb
tution of Naval Architects, and was a member of

coundl from 1871

Discussing the question of centralisation in military

aeronautics, En^neenng for April 7 considers that the
true function of a central board would seem to be the
collection and collation of facts, their transmission to

those interested, and the preparation of general sped
fications, which, so fer as practicable, mould sp^fy
ends, rather thm means Any attempt to centralise

design and experiment, and to discourage mdependent
wont, will necessarily imply restrictions on the initia-

tion of many able men A central board qieratlng
with saladed oflidals may, no doubt, conduct routine
researches accuratdy add ably; but, in the opinion of
our confemporary, a central oiiganisation must not be
looked to for hnporfent new depsirtures m either science
or industry

AoooaoiNO to the Nieuwe Courant, the Royal
Academy of Sdences of Amsterdam has awarded die
following grants from the Vant Hoff Research Fund
640 francs to Prof F Ephraim, of Beme, for the
continuation of his studies on the nature of subsidiary
valendes, 600 guilders 6^50) to Dr P E Veriude
of Ddft, for the purchase of apparatus for the deter-
mination of heats of combustion , 100 guilderi to Dr
D, H. Wester, of The Hague, for a memical exami-
nation of certain species of Loranthus; aoo guilders
to Dr C H Sluiter, of Vught, for the purchase of
BeilMein's handbook and of ihateriala for an invesd-
ndon of formalddxlme; 400 marks to Prof B
Jkneeke, of Hannover, for the continuation of his
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work on melting and transition poinu under high
pressures

In the Times of April 4 Prof W C McC Lewis
points out that the n^lect of the science of chemistry
in this country is due, not only to the public ignorance
of the dose connection existing between industry and
the most abstruse forms of Lliemic.)! research but also

to the miserably inadequate salaries paid to chemical
assistants in university laboratories In illustration

of the former, he cites, amongst other cases, the work
of the Corrosion Committee of the Institute of Metals,
at Liverpool University and the new process recently
adopted by the War Office for the production of phenol
In mitigation of the latter, a plea is put forward for

the establishment of a chemistry committee of the
advisory committee on university grants, with on
endowment of 30,000! a year Compared with thp
scheme propose by Mr C A Jacobson for the
United States, and noticed in last week s Nature
(P 130). for the creation of a chemical research insti-

tute at a cost of one million pounds annually, this it

modesty indeed

The artide on Zeppelins by M Georges Prade, in

the Times of March 35, has been followed by another
on The Newest Aeroplanes, by the same author, in

the issue of April 7 There being no outstandmg
aeroplane in the sente that the Zeppelin is an out-

standmg airship, the treatment is totally different, and
becomes a general review of the functions and general
characteristics of aeroplanes It is said that the idea

of buildmg one aenmlane which shall combine in

itself all the ^ood qualities has proved to be Utopian
and attention is now directed to four types —(i) Scout-
ing aeroplanes, (3) artillery observation aeroplanes,

(3) bomb-droppm , and (4) battle planes Discussing
tne question of siae, Mr Prade says that an aero-
plane is too small when it does not even permit a
machine-gun to be earned, an aeroplane becomes too
large when its increase in power and surface is not
accompanied by a proportionate mcreate in weightJift
capacity ’ This statement does not carry very far,

and limits aeroplanes to quite moderate sites Amongst
the classes mentioned above it appears that the lightest

18 that of battle planes, and the largest the bomb-
dropper, the former havmg a total weight of less

than a ton, and the latter an unspecified but not large
weight if the horse-power of 300 may be taken as a
criterion

In the last issue of the Journal of the Franklin
Institute Dr A E Kennelly suggests a scheme for

the co-ordination of the work of American labora-
tories of applied science There are now a consider-

able number of these laboratories but in scune cases
the results of investigations are not published, and in

others they are not sufficiently widely known More-
over there is overlapping "Each laboratory, as a
rule, works for and in itself, as though it were the
only one in the country It is almost self-evident that
the collective output would be improved, and the cause
of engineering advanced if these various laboratories
could be co-ordinated, without Imposing on them
either hindering restrictions or burdensome expense ”

Dr Kennelly therefore suggests that the FrankHn
Institute should take the initiative In (i) Giving
publication, ao far as it can, to the results reached In

these laboratories (9) Suggesting subjiects for re-

search to such laboratories as seem best suited fqr

them (3) Inviting subjects from the industries and
grants for the expenses of research (4) Encouraglftf

I

mutual understanding between the laboratories Tim
' matter abo deserves consideration m the British Idba
rAttempts are being made to promote imlty of effort
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«a the part the adeotific and technical

aodetiee, and the time aaemfl npe for a similar

movement towards co-operation between the research
j

Stoffs of the chief cdleges and technical institutions

Mtss Maroarbt Musrat contributes a very interest-
|

ing paper to vol xlv of the Journal of the Royal
Antmt>^Iogical Institute, under the utle of Royal
Marriages and Matrilineai Descent She begins by
quoting the well-known case of matrilineai descent in I

Oie lungdom of Travancore, and then proceeds to

s^w that the same law prevailed under the Old and
New Egyptian kin^oms, in the Ptolemaic period,

and among the Hebrews in the time of David and
of Solomon, the latter being reported by tradition to

have gained possession of the kingdom of Sheba by
marrying its Queen She reaches more unfamiliar

ground when ^ seeks to apply the same prinapte
to the succession of the Roman Emperors Not that

indications of the same rule are wanting Thus it

is significant that Julius Csesar, free to adopt whom
he leased, should have followed the same law of
matrilineai descent by adopting Augustus, while some-
thing of the same kind may be gathered from the

marnages of Octavia and Julia So Caligula, son of
Agrippina, succeeds Tibenus, who naturally wished
hU own son to succeed him, end there is some reason
to believe that the circumstances surrounding the

death of Messalina are only explicable by the custom
of female inheritance and succession by right of mar-
riage with the heiress All this is very cleverly worked
out, but the facts are not quite conclusive, and a
further examination of the royal genealogies, so far

as they can now be recovered is needed before the

theory can be fully established

Ths Psychological Bulletin (vol xiil No a) re-

ports the papers given at the meeting of the American
Psychological Association The range of subjects

treated is very wide, and the detailed Inveshgations
are of considerable interest M F. Meyer describM a
rare rase of colour-blindness It is customary to

recognise two groups of two antagonistic colours each,
red^reen and blue-yellow, and wnters on the subject
,give details of the corresponding forms of colour-blind-

*ness, in addition to total colour-blindness The author
^of the article before us describes a case of a somewhat
unique kind, the subject regarding blue and green as
one colour, and red and yellow as another For him
the division point in the spectrum occurs in the
yellowish-green region on one aide everything is one
colour, which he calls indiscriminately either green or
blue, on the other side everything is another colour,
which he calls indifferently or yellow He has no
need for the four names The author suggests that at

a time when only two chromas existed. Nature vadl-
lated between one type of animals having the dividing
point in the spectrum in the (normally) bluish-green

region and a second fype having the dividing point

in the yellowish-green region, oidinarily the former
type has prevail but there is still a trace of the
latter

W* have just received the rwMrt on Cetacea
stranded on the British coasts during 1915 TMs is

the third of its kind issued by the trustees of the

British Museum, and prepared by Dr S F Harmer
F R S t the keeper of the Zoological Department
Badi of th«M reports not only adds to the value of its

predeoaqser, but also emphasises the importance of

this aittMHHt to determine the precise character of the

Cetacean tanna of our seas, and its seasonal migra-
tioiia. Alreaify k is clear that species hitherto suppled
to be but rare and accidental visitors may prove to
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be, at any rate, annual visitors to our abor^
seems to be true, for example, of Cuviers wl^
(Ztphtus camrotMs), which, as Dr Harmer Iw
demonstrated, may easily be confused w^ the bottle-

nos^ whale (Hyperoodon), at any rate in the case of

immature spe^mens One of the two qiedmens re-

cently acquired by the museum was at any rate thus

misuken From the evidence in this report it w(^
seem that Mesoplodon is represented in our seas by two,

and perhaps thm, species Thus from a faunistic, os

well as from an economic, point of view It is plain

that the task which Dr Harmer has set himsdf is

one of extreme importance

Thk Journal of the East Africa and Uganda Natural

History Society (vol v
,
No 9) contains a paper by

Mr C W Hoblev on the alleged desiccation of East
Africa, which will be read with interest by anthn^»
logists, as well as by those for whom it is more
especially written The author remarks that between
Kismayu and Port Durnford there are said to be sixty

miles of coast full of rums, and, again, north of Port

Durnford, there are innumerable nuns of stone build-

ings No record remains of the builders, but they

are commonly supposed to have been early Persian

settlers But the settlements seem to have been
formed since the establishment of the Mahommedan
religion for there are numerous remains of well-

built stone mosques and myriads of stone graves of

the Moslem type The author is inclined to believe

that they may date back to as far as Himyantic
tunes In the Somali hinterland, in Juba-Iand, there

are large numbers of artificial mounds, many as much
as 30 ft high, whirh arc believed to be the funeral

mounds of an extinct race At the earliest opportunity
these mounds should be explored

Ths Journal of the Franklin Institute for February
contains a useful survey of what is known in regard
to the production of light by animals This survey,
which began with the January issue, and Is not y«
completed, is devoted to the coelenterates HeniAi
the phosphorescent discharge takes the form '"Of

granules mixed with mucin secreted by special cells

of the epithelium The dlKharged matter—luciferine
—becomes luminous on coming into contact with the
free oxygen contained m the sea-water The author.
Prof 0 Dahlgren, of Pnneeton University, cites a
number of experiments made to determine the nature
of the stimuli which produce luminescence, and these
all show that light production is at its best at the
optimum temperature at which the animals usually
live. The eggs of ctenophores have often been said
to emit light, out the author is unable to confirm this
statement The early segmentatwn stages, however,
develop luminosity, and this increases in intensi^
frtun the gastrula etagp onwards. Among the echino-
derma, which, with the Molluscn, are renewed in the
March issue, luminescence has been demonstrated only

I

in the " brittle-stars," or Ophtun^ It It exceeding
rare among the Mollusca The author discusaes at
some length the well-known case of the pelaric Phyl-
lirrhde and the remarkable instance of PhoUu doe-

\

tylus which, though always buried, yet has larM
^as of the body provided with luminous glan£
The light from th^ shines brightly when the animal
is removed from its shell, but during fife is tnfnj.
fested only by means of a mucous slime, disefavged
from the exhalant siphon, which alone Is enwse^tO
the outer world.

^ ^tensive ^ogical study of the fauna of pndrM
and fotest reg^ns near rCbarieston, lUliida, has
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Mfdr been iwUisfaed (BuU lU Sute Lab Nat Hiat,
tdL si ,

a, 3), Dr C C Adamg deacnbing the in-

vertebrates and Mr T L. Hankmaon the vertebrates

The regions dealt with seem to reftfesent a remnant
«f the wild country of the State, now as a whole
hig^ cultivated^ and altered by human agency The
anlmw are divided into prairie and woodland
dwellers, each with several groups of “associations,*'

and tha extensive series of photographs enables the

reader to realise the nature of the localities described

I^btless the invertebrates listed represent only a
fraction of the fauna of the districts, cmt the authors
may be congratulated on having collected so large an
array of facts while wild areas are still at their dis-

posal for study.

Thi gram crop in India (Cicer anetmum) has
occupiea the attention of Mr and Mrs Howard and
Mr A R Khan at Pusa and their results which
are of considerable Menhfic and economic value are
published in Memoirs of the Department of Agricul-
ture in India vol vii , No 6, for December 1915
Gram Is an important cold season food grain in India,

and some 18000000 acres are devoted to its cultiva
tion every year The best returns are obtained on
light, high-lying, well-drained land and in a wet
season or on heavy land the yield is veiY consider-
ably lessened Another important factor is the time
of sowing Figures are given showing the root
formation in relation to soil moisture, and the seed
yield b found to be directly correlated with toe root
system, for when this is stunted owing to too moist
conditions no seed is produced Twenty five types ofmm have been bred at Pusa, and a careful classifica

tion of them is given in the paper It is found that
different types are suitable for different localities

The power to set seed habit of growth time of
flowering are all important features The best type
18 a white gram, which in addition to this colour
quality has given a ybld of more than 30 maunda

^

acre.

N no part of the world not even in Japan, are
observations of earthquakes published on so lavbh

a scale as in Italy As an instance of this, we have
lately received the notices of earthquakes observed in
that country during the year 1910 They form a
volume of more than six hundrM pages which is

issued as a supplement to the Bollettino for 1913 of
the Italian Seismological Society In it Dr G Mar
tinelll has collected toe recorded observations- of all

local earthquakes, as well as those of external earth
makes which are registered instrumentallv in Italy
Useful additions to the catalogue are lists of thirto-two
Itahan observatories with toe constants of toe different

instruments which they contain, and of the epicentral
r^ons of the stronger earthquakes If we might
offer two suggestions, it seems to us that the separa-
tion of the two classes of local and external earth
quakes and brief discussions of the materials col

Iroted for the more important local earthquakes vtith

maps, would add very greatly to the value of the
catalogue

At the last meeting of the Illuminating Engineer-
ing Society the dMirability of standardbing the
materials used In lighting glassware, and the «zes of
chimnejrs, globes, refleictors, etc., was discussed
Letters from manufacturers were read pdnting out
that tile multiplicity of shapes and sixes of gbss was
found to be a great drawback A special problem
b thd production of “heat resisting’’ gfasswore for
globes used with M^-pressttre gas tamps, and othei^
Wghtomperature illunnnants Other speakers r»-
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e
marked on the venations in quality met with in opal

glass as regards absorption, uniformity of diffusion,

and colour Two special vaneties ot gbss which
particularly require standardisation are those used
respectively for producing 'artificial daylight’’ from
vanous illuminants, and for neutral absorbing screens

in photometry NoutraUtinted glasses of guaranteed
absorption cannot readily be obtained in this oountiy,

although they play on important part In many photo-
metric and optical instruments Several membra of

the Gbss Research Coiqmittce of the Institute of

Chemistry wore present, and gave some parUcubrs of

the work of the Committee on bboratory and
chemical gbsses In the course of the discussion it

was suggested that the Illuminating Enmneering
Society should appoint a Committee on Lighting
Glassware

lux Netherlands Meteorological Institute has re-

eently published the fourth and bst part of the new
edition of the oceanographical and meteorological ob-
servations in the Indian Ocean, the part comprises
the months of March, April and May from tha
observations for toe years 1856-1913 Many of tha
observations ore obtamed from our English Meteoro-
logical Office and from other European weather
offices The results arc published 111 a tabular form,
in very great detail, and are grouped together in order of

io<’ ocean squares, and are subdivided into single-

degree squares Results are given for ocean currents,

winds, biurometer, air and sea temperatures, cloud,

oust, rain, and hail Charts are published in a separ
ate volume, giving m a graphical form the genital

cu-culation of winds and currents, and the Isobars, and
isotherms, of air and sea, together with the general

trade routes The numbw of observations avaibbb
for each element is given, so that the value of the
results can be estimated and for several of tha
elements more than a million observations have been
used for the year This work of the Dutch Meteoro-
logical Institute formed the subject for discussion on
Monday, March 13, at the Meteorological Office, at

South Kensin^n, the discussion bring opened by
Admiral Farquhar

The Spread of Tuberculosis ’’ by Dr L Cobbett,.
i» in the press for publication in the Cambridge
Public Health’’ scries {Cambndge Umvernt^ Press)

rho following works are m preparation for inclusion

in the same series —

*

Ticks as Carriers of Disease,’’

Prof G H F Nuttall, Serum Diagnoses, Dr C
Browning

,
‘ The Purification of Water in Sedimenta-

tion Filtration, and Precipitation ’ Dr A 0
Houston, “The Purification of Water by Ozone and
Chlorine, and Domestic Fitters Prof G Sims
Woodhead The Pnnciples and Practice of the
Dilution Method of Sewage Disposal ’’ Dr W E
A^ney, “Disinfection,’’ Dr C W Ponder,
Housing in Relation to Public Health ’’ Dr C J

Coleman, “School Hygiene" Dr E T Roberta.
Soils, Subsoils and Climate in Relation to Health,’’

G Walker
,

* Meat Inspection ’’ Dr W J l^warto
and T D Young, “Vital Statistics,’’ R Dudfiehi
and G U Yule, and “Foods Sound and Unsound,”
Dr H C Haslam For the Cambridge Farm Insti-

tute series the following are in preparation — Plant
Life in Farm and Garden Prof R H Blffen,

The Feeding of Farm Animsds Prof T B
Wood, end Common Fungus and Insect Foes,’

F R Petherbndge, and for the senes of CambridM
Agncultural Monographs — Poisonous Plants^’

H C Long The Strength of Wheat Fkmr," Prof
T B Wwid, “The Constitution of the Soil," Dr
E J Russeli; and ^Dlaa^ Resistance ’ Prof R H
Blffen
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OUJ? ASTHOHOmCAL COLUMN.
Conn iQi6a (Nbvimim) —Prof^ Str6nigren, in n

pott«ard oated April 1, from m Copenhagen Ob-
perratoi7 gives the fdlowlng obaervation of l^jmin'a
comet at Kmiberg on March 33 —loh. 7m 15a M T
Bamberg,a app s9h 15m 715a .dapp =+3° 18 31-9'

The correctiona to the poaitions given m M J
Piaclier>Peteraen’a ephemeris are, for March 33 +7t

,

•f t’&—Copenhagen Postcard No 16 gives the follow*

ing continuation of the ephemeris —
i3h GMT

R A.

Ap^ 30

May
•

10 3 41
6 47
to 56

3a *9
36 S3
41 ao

w 45 SP

-I’ll
8 380
9 8^
9 38-3
ID

f I

10 35 I

11 33
11 38^

S43
-13 19-3

OocOLTATtOM or Marb, Octobbr a, IQ15 *-Obaerra>
tieos were made by W. Veas at Altona (AttfonomUdu
NnhriehUn. No 4831) Although the altitude was
low (17°) and tiie air unsteady, all four oontacta weie
reoofded. The succeasiva phaaes anticicMted the cal-

culated times by lo-o, 13-8, 37 1, and 31 8 aeconds
reapectiady (Jmrections to the ephemeris of th^
moon ham bem calculated from the obsenrations ot^
second and third contacts. Taking into account the
effect of the phase of the planet on the emertion, it

appears that the moon la 10* further on its path, and
in tiM direction at right angMs 3* to the north of tiie

position given by the Nautical Almanac.

Tbr Radution Laws and Strixar Photomrtrt—
In Jfaddalands No 67, Lund’s Obswvatory Dr C V L.
Charlier continues a statistical investintion of thar^

consequences of various laws of radiation in regard
to stwar light emission Although Planck’s law does
not, yet bom Stephan’s and Wien’s radiation laws in<S-

cate the ealstence of an mvertion-temperature (visual

>18,000^, at udiich for a given wav«.length the radia

tion is a maximum recalling the results obtained by
Kovwligethy This important inference applied to

the phenomena of new stars is considered to remove
the objection to collition hypotheses, justifying the
Ingenious suggestion that the observed rapid diminu*
dm in brightness is due to the fact that the inverston-

teimierature has been passed The investigation has
a mrect bearing on the question of colour indices A
rigorous interpretation of the usual determinations

is s^wn to require the numerical evaluation of several

idatnunental factors, which determine the difference

between the measur^ and the actual energy

Dark Markimo8 in thb Skt—

S

ome striking photo-

graphs possibly showing daric objects are reproduced

n a paper by Prof E E Barnard in the January
ouaiber of m Astrofhysical lountal (in modified
covers) A dark marking in Ceidteus (1860^, R A
edh, 480m +59° 6*) woula almost pass for a negative

of the gaseous nmula N G C 69^ Prof Barnard
advances the interesting suggestion that these dark
bodies are rendered apparent by a faint general
1 ll^Trnca of the background This bears a sort

of iw^pwral rdation to Prof H H Turner’s sug-

gested widespread absorbing areas, yet it is not impos-
r«hi» iflat bcm refer to CMnddent areas in space

A CtPfffnt or NiauLJB m Orrus.—To the north of
,

dw 9* atar, B O ,
3° 138', Prof M Wolf baa {

found# riiS (duster of small nebulous objects Itkjh

'
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r^on 30 diameter around R A.=oh. 49^11 , JA'-rso”

uo fewer than fifty nuclei were discerned withr

the 16 in The nebula are nearly aa abundant but'

much smaller than in the nebulous areas in Coisia

Berenices and Virgo, and all are to be regarded aa

either the remnants of, or the brightest parts of, vary

faint spiral nebula. Replicas on the tiniest scale <N

the Andromeda nebula are very numerous Tha
duster is not strongly condensed, but it is rather the
arrangement in wmding lines tha^ attracts attentioo

(Atironomuctu Nachfichten No 4833)

'pHEp
tori

THE NEW CHEMICAL LABORATORIES AT
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON
_ provision of properly equipped chemical labora-

tories with ample fadlities, not only for teach-

ing, but also research, is a matter of the utmost
national importance, hortunately. University College,

London, has been engaged for the last five years in

the endeavour to obtain a chemical laboratory worthy
of its famous tradition, aSsodated With the naities of

. ..... . .
.jj

years

, await
all civiUsed nations after the war
Aa a result of strenuous effort and the generosity of

many private benefactors and public bmies, a fine

new building has been erected The ipain farade
has a fronts^ of more than a hundred yards, whilst

the building itself occupies an area of about 18,000
S(iuare feet The basement, which is, in reality, only
a luilf-basement and is amply illuminated owing to the

use of prismatic glass in the windows and of white
tiles and white glased bricks on the walls is devoted
mainly to physical cbonistry, electiocbemistiy, and
technical (diemistiy, for all of which spqcious labora
tories are provided A novel feature here is the pro-
vision of a very largo room, about jo ft. square, for
the carrying out of ^nucal operations on an endneer*
ing scale (mg i) This room will be provided witb|
gas, water steam, coi^essedair electricalpower ai^
special ventilation The ceiling is very high, and
strong steel giniers run across from wait to wall at
approximately half the height from floor to ceiling
Inese enable scaffolding to be rapidly erected, heavy

misunderstood in this country) is simply, when effec-
tive a combination of good chemistry good engineer
ing, and good business The ample provision made at
University College for adequate engineering tests of
chemical processes marks the beginning of a new era
in the development of university chemical laboratoriea.
It IS significant that this provision was designed and
planned several years before the outbreak of the pre-
sent war and owes its inemtion to the insight and
prescience of Sir William Ramsay In S^tember,
*9*5. fbe laboratory of technical chemistry was plaoeil
at the disposal of the Ministry of Munitiras, and has
bi*en in constant use since tiien for the working out
of the chemical enginemng details of a new process,
under the supervision of Prof B D Steele, of the
University of Queensland As a result of tl^ work a
irge new factory is m process of erection by the
overnment
The basement also contains a large, well-equipped

workshop (the equipment of which was made possible
by the generosity of Dr R. Messel, FRS), and^al rooms for storage batteries, electricM
machinery, the liquefaction of gases, and spectrosoo^
and calorimetric work In the rooms devi^ to
physical chemistry ample accommpdation Is pr^dsd
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toe carrying out every class of electrochemical work and electrochemistry There is also a great want of

Indeed a marked charactenstic of the building is the many pieces of appar|^us required for advanced study

ample and adequate provision of space for physical and research in inorghnic and organic chemistry A
chemistry and electrochemistry sum of about 20 oool is urgently required in order to

ground floor contains the large chemical lec complete this internal equipment without which the

ture- thMtre (with seating accommodation for 340 laboratory will be unable to fulfil its great purpose of

pwtonsl, the physical chemistry lecture theatre (100 training the research chemists of which we stand at

peraons) the library, and the analytical and inorganic prisent so badly in need The country cannot afford
Uboratories There is also a room for metallurgical to lose a moment In the immediate future thousands
woric and a store-room of chemists will be required trained in the methods of

The first floor is devoted entirely to organic chem research Every well-equipped chemical laboratory is

Istiy and contains a spacious main laboratory oivanic therefore an asiiet of the highest national importance,
chemistry lecture theatre (100 persons) organic chem Not only power and wealth and national well-tong,
ical store combustion and furnace-rooms, etc On are dependent thereon but our very existence as an
this floor is also a room for spectroscopic work independent and civilised community For if the
The second floor contains the first year labora* events of the last two years have shown that war la

tory (wkh accommodation for 100 students) the depart dependent on chemical science it is still more true
ment of pathological chemistry and numerous research that without it there can be no prosperity and secunty

Fig I.—Lalmmlory^f T«cbakBl CiMBniry UBiranlty Coll«s« London.

rooms Next to the provision made for mstrucUon m time of peace The thorough equipment of our
in engineenng and physical chemistryj perhaps the chemical laboratones is dwrefore not only the best

most mariced feature of the building is the accom possible investment of national funds but an indis-

modation provided for research work There are no pensable condition of national secunty
fewer than twenty-seven rooms devoted exclusively to We notice with very great pleasure that Sir Ralph
post.graduate and research work, providing ample Foster Bart

,
hiu pronused eooof. on concfition that

accommodation for at least sixty research workers the remaining 15,000! is obtained within a reasonable
These rooms ere suitably distributed throu^out the period of time Sir Ralph Foster had already sub-
building In this respect it will compare favourably scribed more than 34,000! to the budding fund, so that

with the lar^t and most famous laboratories of the not only Univerrity College, but chemical science m
Continent One may perhaps go so far as to state general owe him a deep debt of gratitude Sir WilUam
that when the intrtmaieampnient IS complete the labora- Ramsay has generously promised 500! for the pur-
tory will surpass any cnermcaT laboratory to be found chose of books and journals for the library of the new
in Germany chemical laboratones It is mtended to calk the library

Unfortunately, the outbreak of war occurred at a the Sir William Ramsay Library in commemoradon
nme when the internal equipment was incomplete of the great work he has done for chemical science
At present the foboratiwy is entirely devoid of electneal But in order to make the litimy worthy of its name
niachiiMry,. storage batterks electneal power wiring another 500! wW be rrauhled for the purduoe of

^ swltraboards and almost if not entirely wanting books and journals and about 50a! for Ubrary
in inattuiMnta and apparatus for physical diemistry {^fittings

wa 2424, VOL 97]
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INSTRUMENTAL HARMONIC SYNTHESIS
<T*HE Journal of the Franklin IntUtute for Janui^
A eontaina a detailed deacripthm by Prof Dayton C

Miller of a 33-eleinent harmonic synthenzer (would
not syntheuser be more eupfaonioua?) which appears
to be admirably designed for many purposes The
main intention is to test the accurac) of any given
harmonic analysis by recombining the harmonic
terms and companng the curve so obtained by syn
thesis with the original form analysed.
The principles of construction of the instrument afe

the same as those exemphfied in Kelvin s tide pro-
dieter, but the investigations in photographic records

of sounds for which the instrument was devised ied to
Important differences in detail For example instead

of a metallic ribbon threading the pulleys connected
with the elements a flemble chain of the chronometer
fusee type is used One end of this chain is attached
to the pen-carriage above the drawing board on which
the record is produced, the other end supports a
weight and the chain is clamped at a convenient
intermediate point to a bar which passes under the
chain as it crosses and recrosses from pulley to pullw
If the clamp is set at the far end of this rod, all the

33 elements influence the motion of the recording pen
If, however, the higher elements are not to be used, the

Fio. I -^Pioof of lh« uuUtUi of aourirt by •yntbeUi.

clamp IS shifted nearer to the drawing board and the

pen U not influenced by the movements of these higher
elements The elements arc arranged upon a table

with their shafts vertical and are geared together m
such a way that when a handle is turned the rates

of rotation of the successive elements are as the
numbers 3 3 4 etc , up to 33
The satisfactory action of the instrument is well

shown in a figure in which the synthetic reproduction

of the analysis of the curve of an organ-pipe note is

wptfposed^pon an enlarged photograph of the or^nal
i) There Is perfect coincidence Another f&ure

illustrates the sounl wave from a clarinet and f^ves
the harmonic components to the 39th term Particu-

larly interesting aiso are the representative curves built

up of T5 or 30 terms of certain well-known Fourier
sMies. which when summed to mfinity give haiv
monic forms composed of straight lines. Beautihil

examplea are also given nf beats obtained by the com-
bination of two harmonic forms the frequrnci^i of

wl^ are in the ratio of 10 29 15 29 and 29 30 It

should be mentioned that the instrument was origin-

ally deigned to be used In connection with Henrid’s
anohraer, which requires that all curves for anal3rsls

with a wave-length of 400 millimetres
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CEMENTS AND CLAYS
qpHE Bureau of Standards (U S Department of
L Commerce) issues from time to timeTechnologic

Papers bearing on vanous subjects of practical im-
portance Several of these papers dealmg with
cemenU and related subjects are before us

No 47 of the recent pamphlets deals with *Tba
High-Pressure Steam Test of Portland Cements, and
It u inferred from the results of the official investiga-

tion that the value of this rapid test vanes j;reatly

with the conditions (especially when abnormal) undw
which the material is to be employed. No 48 describes

a new Air Analyser for Determinmg the Fineness

of Cement The chief distinguishing feature of this

new elutnator is the pnnciple of blowing an un-
retarded stream of air down into the cement from
above, the sample being completely and continuously

exposM in a conical bulb to the action of the air

It has been found to be well adapted for separations

of various hard-grained materials, and might prove

useful in other directions

No 51 refers to The Use of Sodium Salts in the
Purification of Clays and in the Casting Process It

is of special interest to those who are engaged in the

ceramic industries, and in the working of clav de
posits but, being largely concerned with phenomena
dependii^ on viscosity it may appeal to a wiler
circle From results of experiments it is inferred thnt

the German electrical osmosis process plays no im
portant part in the actual purification of clavs, but

facilitates the d^sition of the suspended particles on
the electrode The essential feature of the osmosis
process appears to be the preliminary sedimentation pro-

cess in which a small proportion of caustic soda or

other electrolyte is added to the clay mixed with water,
and after well stirring the coarser material is removed
by means of screens and settling During the inves-

tigation a new efflux viscosimeter of simple construe-

tion was devised consisting of a brass tube with
appropriate fittings This inexpensive instrument is

stated to be sufflcientiy accurate for purposes of com-
parison the kinetic and temperature corrections

applied in precise measuremenU not being necessary

for technical work Possibly the Instrument (or some
modification of it) might find useful application in

connection with other technical processes where vis-

cosity IS an important factor } A A.

PRODUCTIVE RESEARCH IN THE
UNITED STATES^

'pHAT the scientific method which furnishes the
* instruments and ,the criteria for effective investi-

gation, is now gaming esteem with unreflective as
well as with reflective minds is in evidence In

nearly every field of current activity In the report
for the year 1914 attention was directed to the rise of
other research establishments and to the relations of
reciprocity the institution should sustain to them.
Several of these have effected organisation during the
past year, and more such are ui process of develop-
ment
Simultaneously with the rise of other research

organisations the scientific method is rapidly gaining
control in the direction of commercial and industrial
enterprises Indeed, the phrases Kientiflc nnanage-
ment,” industrial efficie^,*’ and the like, are now
so much over-applied and so often misappSed as to
render them offensive to i^udlcially conservattve minds

;

for herein likewise as in most other contemporary
affairs there is a popular tendency to anffdpate dM
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marvellous, and hence to obscure the reallUes of the

forward movement now going on Thus one might
infer from current literature that the doctrine of

eAciency is altogether new and that it has sprung
suddenly from a few Americans and from the general

staff of the German army It is unnecessary !o explain

that this doctrine is not new, that it has undergone a
long course of development, and that it did not
originate as commonly supposed What is new about
It IS a growing collective consciousness of its validity

and a rapidly increasing apprehension of the advan
Uges It may bring in many, if not most fields of

endeavour But appreaation of this doctrine is neither

more nor less than a recognition of the scientific

method the beginning of which dates far back, prior

to the period ot unwritten history of primitive man
A far-reaching effect of the determinate introduc-

tion of the principles of science in commercial and
industrial aflairs is seen in the resulting diffusion of
sound learning among the masses of men Increase

m efflcienty in such affairs requires, in general appli-

cation of a wide range of demonstrable principles, ail

of which must stand the tests of economic practic

ability The so-called labouring man therefore, as
well as the manager, must became familiar with a
correspondingly wide range of facts methods, and
appliances atfording typical illustrntions of those prin
ciptes Thus many manufacturing plants arc now
great laboratories supplying instruction to operatives
although nominally conducted with quite othw objects

m view, while some individual machines, like the
intemal-combustion engine, embody in their construe
tion and operation striung and easily acquired lessons

in certain fundamentals of physical science

But what IS more important in this connection is

the general recognition of research as an essential

preliminary to progress Accordingly, numerous
national organisations are now forming research com-
mittees for the investigation of problems common to

their several interests while not a few individual
establishments are conducting special research labora
tones the contributions of which to knowledge must
be justly measured by a much higher standard than
that of commercial profit alone In this process of
evolution the conventional divisions of pure and applied
science are coming into closer contact and the invidious
distinctions between them, often set up disadvan-
tageously to both, seem to be slowly disappearing

Fundamentallv related to the application of the scien-

tific method in increasing measure in nearly all fields

of inquiry is the question of the costs involved, although
It has b^ little considered and is often contemptu-
ously disregarded both by enthusiastic investigators
and by optimistic financiers -It is, in fact, in its

entirety, often a question of great complexity, involv-
ing as a rule many difficulties with personal equa-
tions, and all the entanglements due to the uncer-
tainties which successful research seeks to remove A
statement of certain of its more obvious aspects may
help to remove common misapprehension Briefly,

these aspects may be stated as follows —
(i) Sound research, like any trustworthy work, is

expensive in proportion to its comprehensiveness and
thoroinrhness

(3) Tne number of projecU worthy of investigation
Is now far greater than can be adequately financed, and
hence advantageously pursued, either by any single
agency or by all such combined, and the prevalent
lade of finanaal support for this kmd of work appears
destined to continue indefinitely, certainly so long as
there is no general recognition of existing conchUons
or of practicable ways of improving them

(3) Each research organisation must therefore choose
for itself at any epoch the field, or the fields, it win
cultlmite, and must restrict Itself to them. No such
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privately endowed organisation may seek to delegate

its duties to others, to play the rdls of paternalism, to

undertake the functions of a scientific clearing-house,

to secure monopolistic privileges, or to engage in pro-

pagandism, without danger of defeating its primary
purposes
That large sums are now spent annually by Govern-

ments, by municipalities, and by industrial organisations

m defraying the costs of investigations, sums vastly

greater in Uie aggregate than the combined incomes
ot all existing endowed research organisations, is a
fact which no^s to be visualised as u preliminary to

an understanding of the relatively narrow limitations

of the resources and capacities of the institution

fhus, to illustrate, in the conduct of work which
may be fittingly called research the United States
Government spends annually not less than twenty
times the income of the institution It matters not
that this work is often designated by the ambiguous
word practical, or by the misleading phrase ap-
plied scwncc In so far as it deals with facts and
prinuples, and substitutes knowledge for ignorance, it

IS worthy of prompt recognition and unstinted support.

If, for example, the United States Department of

Agriculture can succeed in supplanting lunar
methods in husbandry by metnMs founded on
physical fact and verifiable induction, it will be entitled

to conspicuous distinction in the annals of American
science But while antithetical words and phrases
continue to befog contemporary thought it may bo
easily ascertained, and should ^ better known, that
the United States Government, through its numerous
departments and bureaus, is now carrying on, and has
m recent decades accomplished a large amount of
high-class research, the annual costs of which quite
overshadow the income from any existing research
endowment It may be as easily ascertained, and
should be as well known, that no such endowment can
be reasonably expected to supplant governmental func-
tions or to supplement governmental resources
legislator who sees no reason why the institution may
not undertake electrification of postal routes, the pub-
licist who entertains fears lest a few endowed organisa-
tions should secure a monopoly of research, and the
educator who imagines the income of the institution

sufficient to meet academic needs and emergencies, are
all alike deceived by fallacies which become manifest
as soon as one is asked to assume responsibility for

their consequences
In connection with these matters of public concern,

it 15 fitting to remark that while the world at large has
entertained all manner of fictitious expectations from
the institution, its achul development has proceeded
in conformity with the limitations of its income and
the conditions of its environment As a matter of fact.

It is now essential to curtail research in order to live

within Income, since the purchasing capacity of mone-
tary standards, which has fallen by more than 30 per
cent during the last two decades, appears to be still

diimnishing

CharadensUcs of the Carnegie Institution

It appears advanUgeous now, in the interests of all

concerned, after a decade of patient observation of
actual developments and of considerate attention to an
unsurpassed wealth of private and public opinion, to
state briefly the ideas and the ii^Is which have
animated the preset administration and seem fitted

to endure in the conduct of any similar organise
tion

The mstitution fa an establishment for fbe conduct
and for the promotion of original research, the results

"of which are giveil freely to the world
It is important in this connection to offer an answer

to the underljring question perennially put directly, and
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buKrectly to the institution tfahdy, What is ni-

search? ** The answer m this question is contained in

the answMT to the larger question. What is science? **

,

for the methods of research are tills methods of science.

The meaning of this much used and much misused
term is now well defined. It was established during

the last half of the nineteenth century although in

common parlance it may stiU mean anything from
skill in boxing to the prediction of solar and lunar

eclipses

In a summary way science presents itself under
three distmct stages, to wit —(i) The elementarj stage

of observation and experiment or the fact gathering

stage (3) the secondary stage of comparison measure-
ment, and calculation or the statistical stage, the

stage of correlation under theory with capacty for

prediction But within the limits of these distinct

stages there is endless diversity of detail and hence
the widest latitude for amateurism dilettantism and
even pseudo-science Thus it happens not infrequently

that Inquiry is made whether the institution undertakes

any other than scientific investigations whether its

work is limited to science or whether it seeks to enter the

domains of philosophy metaphysics etc Concerning
these matters the attitude of the institution is at once
liberal and critical liberal in recognising all branches

of demonstrable knowledge, and critical in respect to

all unverified and unverifiable representations No
attempt has been made to limit recognition to the

domam of mathematico-physical science or to the quite

unhappily designated domain of natural science
’

It would be rash to assert that the methods and
the inductions of science which have cost more than
twenty centuries of laborious effort in their evolution

are not still susceptible of many or even endless im
ptovemenu But these methods are now so wdl
ddkied and so well known by all acquainted with the

history of human progress that it is no longer essential

to use the adiective scientific in qualification of the

words investigation and research One may safely

assume for administrative purposes at any rate that

investigations which purport to oe unscientific or super
scientific do not fall within the scope of a research

organisation And in conformity with this view the

term science may be no longer limited advantageously

to designation of the mathematico-physical sciences

(including the biological and the socalled natural

sciences) which for certain obvious reasons have thus

far helped most to fix its meaning
But While the term science should be interpreted

in the most comprehensive and liberal manner experi-

ence teaches that its criteria should be strictly ob-

served and impartially applied Liberality of inclu-

sion and consideration may not be construed as imply
hig leniency of judgment m matters scientific Science

furnishes no royal road to learning It will under
take to blaze trails to set up constructions conformable
to the laws of the universe and to test ideas hypo-
theses and theories] but it is unable to work In

regions from which its methods and criteria are

excluded.
The most striking characteristic of the institution

Is found in its departments of research These are

•bsorttog the bulk of the institution s income They
re devoted to fields of inquiry in which contlnui^

of effort over long periods of time is a prime requisite

liteir pFObleras tike many of the phenomena under
investigation, are of a secular nature and their pro-

gress may not be measured adequately in terms of an
interval shorter than a decade They are centres of

activity which if properly sustained should continue

to oantritete additions to knowledge the fuller fruition

of j^n tiP appreciated only by our successors

quesiteuNn^ frequently raised with respect to

depM^opms are —^i) What practical results
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are expected from, them? (3) Assuming them
attainable will the expected results justify the costs

entailed? , (3) When will the work of any departr

ment be completed?

(1) An essential preliminary in answering the first

question is removal of the obscurity which commonly
attaches to the word practical ^ Those who uaa
this word freely are rarely competent judges of re»

search or of the accessions to learning securra thereby

What IS practical to them is usually confined within
the limits of personal experience instead of being
permitted to fall within the far wider limits of the

e^rience of our race He who would venture an
offhand opinion concerning the practical, or directly

realisable utilitarian, value of any propos^ investiga-

tion must needs be uncommonly wise or possess a
temerity not derived from an acquaintance with the
history of science This history demonstrates in the

clearest manner that every established fact every

newly-d Ncovered principle and every generalisation

from fact “od principle are sooner or later turned to

adv intageous account Moreover this induction from
history is now so well established that a research
organisation as such should never concern itself seri

ously with the question whether a proposed investiga-

tion will turn out to be of immediate utility Tm
question It should ask is Whether it is now prac-

ticable to undertake the proposed work and w it

thoroughly well? If this is decided in the affirma-

tive the organisation may proceed with equanimity,
confident of the final even if doubtful of the contem-
por iry verdict

On the other band while holding M the views just

indujted it s not necessary to ignore equally Impor
tant Items of mundane wisdom It needs to be l^t
in mind that not ail worthy subjects of research are
at any epoch co-ordinately practicable of pursuit In
fact there may be enterprises quite unready for in-

vestigation by a given organisation at a given time,

and other entcrpriMS whi^ under existing conditions
would result only in a waste of energy and resources

(a) In answer to the second question it may be
said that while there is inherently an element 01 un-
certainty in respect to the comparability of returns
with outlay in the conduct of research th s uncertamty
IS in general much less than m most unexplored fieku
for investment of effort and capital Systematic
research is quite certain to secure some advances
even negative results are often of ^eat value, and
the elimination of error is almost at important as tte
discovery of truth Here, agaui appreciation of the
time element is essential A just verdict cannot be
rendered by our contemporaries it must be left to
posterity Progress is not so much for the indtindusll as
for the race It should be observed also that the costs
of progress attributable to deliberate investigation
have been and are still vanishingly small m com-
parison with the costs of the lets contemplative forms
of human endeavour But who shall aay that the
permanent returns from these two contrasted realms of
social effort are not more nearly inversely than directly
promrtional to the respective outlays?
The appalling events now absorbing the world’s

attention are pa nfully instructive in seeming to prove
that in some of his efforts to understand the cosmos
wherein he appears to play a unique rdls man has met
with little or no success during the past twenty
centuries on the other hand during the same interval,
hit efforts along scientific lines to interpret that cosmos
have been rewarded by extraordinary advances the
aggregate of which constitutes the bulk of the team-
ing we may pats on unreservedly to our
successors The superiority of the tesndng at
to-day over that of the first centuries of our
era is indicated for example in the difference he-
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tw«en nfivigfttfon of th« Greeks and Komani by
aid of knowledge and appliances available to them
and modem navigaUon oy aid of the compass, the

•extant, and the nautical almanac
(3) When the institution was organised there was a

widely spread opinion that much of its work would
prove to be transitory requiring here and there tem-
porary subsidies to complete investigations already

startM and to publish conclusions already formulated
ft was also commonly held that the institution could
act as a sort of promoter, starting ^ aid of initial

grants many worthy undertakings and leaving them
tor subsequent support to the grantees themselves
or to the establishments with whim the grantees were
oannected

Closely related to these opinions was another to the
effect that a large amount of valuable work could be
accomplished under academic guidance by needy
students who might thus earn from the institution

small stipends while doing the drudgery and acquinng
the inspiration of research But these plausible

theories, praiseworthy enough in the abstract failed

to meet the requirements of conditions as they actually

developed It soon appeared that the completed inves

dgations or those nearly ready for publication, were
not numerous It was found that stimulating promis-
ing enterprises in other establishments by means of
initial grants called, in general, for sustaining subsi

dies, and that in some instances such subsidies from
the institution had the sinister effect of decreasing
independent support for research And as for the
students from whom so much for so little was ex
pected It turned out that they were preoccupied as a
rule with the elementary notion that research means
that modicum of investigation which leads to higher
academic degrees
Thus the institution was compelled to recognise in

the face of much popular protest what is clearly

evident on reflection, both from a priori argument and
from common experience namely that productive re-

search, like any other constructive work requires
arduous, persistent and above all sustained effort

under the direct on of disciplined experts Corusca
tions in science occur frequently enough but unfor
tunately most of them as every investigator knows,
are tgnes fatut It is more rational therefore in the
interests of progress to provide for continuity m re
search than to ^ve special attention to the excessively

rare events of sudden discoveries and inventions which
prove to be of permanent value. These advances per
saUum will take care of themselves but the surer

and more rapid process of general advance and the
one on which attention should be concentrated in
order to build for the future as well as for the present
is the process of summation of increments of know
ledge, each relatively infinitesimal in comparison with
die possible aggregate
Saence is unable to assign an epoch for the begin

ning of research and may not venture to predict an
end thereof, it may assert confidently only that its

methods, which have proved effective and trustworthy
in d» past, will prove btill more effective and trust-

worthy in time to oome.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELUGENCE

Biriungbam —The project of establishing a chair of
Russian language in the University is now on the way
to ssnliaadM The Birmingham Chamber of Cdm-
meroa has Issued an smpeal to its members for con-
trihutkms to a fund for the endowment of such a
dialr, end of the sum of is sool which is aimed at,«
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'more than half has already been promised It M
significant that the list of donations includes hand-
some contributions from Wolseley Motors anc^ Electnc

Ordnance Accessories Company and the Birmingham
Small Arms Company, together with Lloyd s Bank and
the London City and Midland Bank Ihe realisation

by such firms of the help which the University can give

to the fostering of commercial relations with Russia
augurs well for the early success of the scheme

Thb Times reports that the Government has set up
a Royal Commission to inquire into the co-ordination

of the work of the three Welsh University Colleges

and the University of Wales

The leathers Registration Council announces that

the meeting which was to have been held in the Cax-
tun Hall to-morrow April 14 is unavoidably post-C‘, as Mr Arthur Hendeirson, President of the

of Education now finds that it will be impos-
siblo for him to speak on that day It is expected
that the meeting will be held soon after the Easter
vacation The exact date will be announced in due
course

The Executive C omnuttec of the City and Guilds of

London Institute has appointed Prof G 1 Morgan,
b R S , of the Royal College of Science Dublin to

the chair of chemistry at the Institute s Technical
College Finsbuiy rendered vacant by the death of
Prof MeWola Prof Morgan was a former student

at the college under Prof Meldola, and later for some
years chemist in the works of Messrs Read, Holliday
and Sons He is a recognised authority on synthetic

chemistry and dye stulTs on w hich subuMits he has
published many original papers He will take up his

duties at the college after Easter

It is announced m the London University Gaeette
that a course of five lectures and demonstrations on
Some Vegetable Products of Economic Importaiioe

witl be given by Mr A W Hill at the Royal Botamc
Gardens, Kew, at 1 1 a m on Saturdays beginning on
May 6 The lectures will deal with some of the better-

known economic plants and their products, such as
tea cinchona cacao rubber yieklingblants oil-yielding

plants etc The lectures which will be illustrated by
means of specimens from the living collections at Kew
and also by examples of the products referred to from
the museums will be addressed to advanced students

of the University and to others interested in the sub-
jects dealt with Admission is free, without ticket

The 360 oooJ of University Building Bonds voted

by the people of California for additional building

work at the University of California have, we learn

from Science been allocated by the regents of the
University as follows —Benjamin Ide Vi^elcr Hall,

a class-room building with a capacity of 3500 stqdents

its exterior to be of white granite i^ oool comple-
tion of the Umverslty library, of which the premt
portion was built at a cost of i68opoI 10^ oool ,

second unit of the group of agricultural buildings,

70,000! ,
first unit of a group of permanent buildings

for chemistry, 3a oool , new unit for the heatitig and
power plant 14,000!. , furnishings and equipment for

the fotir structures first mentioned, a6,8oo/ Our con
temporary also states that the Committee on Agricul-

ture of the Massachusetts Legislature has Obtained the
full grant of 76 400! asked for pew buildings this year
by the Massachusetts Agricultural College

The President of \he Board of Education has ap^

pointed a Deparhnental Committee to consider what
steps should be tRken to make provision for the educa-
tion and instruction Of ^ildren and young persons
after the war, regsH being had particular^ to the
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ff.

interett of those ~-{i) Who haw been abnormally ein<

plo^ during the war, ^li) who cannot immetfiately

find advanti^eous employment, (Hi) who require

m^l training for emplo^ent llie committee con.

tliU of —Mr Herbert Lewia, M P ParllamenWry
Secretary, Board of Education (chairman) , Mr W A
Appleton secretary. General Federation of Trade
Unions , Mr K A Bray, L C C , chairman, London

J
uvenile Advisory Committee Mr F W Goldstone,

( P Mr Spuriey Hey director of education Man
Chester

,
Aldeman Htnchcliffe chairman West Riding

County Council Miss C Mortineau member, Burn
ingham City Council, Lady Edmund Talbot, Mr
H M Thompson, vice.chairman, Cardiff Education
Committee, Mr Christopher H Tumor, member
Lincolnshire (Lindsey) County Coundl together with
the following representatives of the Government De-
partments concerned —Mr CEB Russell of the
Jome Office, Mr J S Nicholson of the Board of
Trade, Mr A B Bruce of the Board of Agriculture,
Mr £ K Chambers C B and Mr F Pullmger,
C B , of the Board of Education Mr J Owen H M
Inspector will act as secretary to the committee and
all communications should be addressed to him at the
Board of Education, Whitehall, London, S W
Tiu question of the part science should take in the

education provided in our schools and colleges is

further discussed in the correspondence columns of
the Timer Educational Supplement of April 4 Mr
C L Bryant, of Harrow, describes how the organise
tion of the Association of Public Schools Science
Masters has been employed to Introduce in many of
tbe public schools instruction in science of a utilitarian

kind aloi^ the lines suggested by the Director of
Military Iraining, not only to those boys who would
be learning science if times were normal, but also to
oU boys vmo are within measurable distance of leav
mg to join the Army Prof Percy Gardner comments
on the recent memorandum on the neglect of science
His position IS clear from the following paragraph
from his letter — I am no hard-and fast defender of
the classics I should allow that m the teaching of
the sciences which deal with nature as well as in the
teaching of those which deal with man and with
language and history we need more scientific method
more system more modernity And the natural and
human sciences may well claim in the future some of
the time now given to the classics Some knowledge
of the scheme of the physical universe has become a
part of all complete education But premature special-
ism in natural science is not a desirable thing and
that would be the Inevitable result of such impatient
iMislation as the memorial demands Mr R W
Livingstone attributes the scientific success of Ger-
many to the adm rabte provision for the teaching of
applied science in her Technische Hochschulen to the
fact that many more people receive a university dura-
tion in Germany than is the case with us, and that
in Germany research aork is an essential part of a

unlverHty education for the best students Mr H
Cradock-Watson, writing of the position of science in
the smaller schools, maintains that science has its

proper place in their time tables already and that
when the commercial and manufacturing worlds are
reedy to amploy and pay adequately the university
•dence graduate when the scientific expert can com
mend the remuneration end the openings that he can
—or ebufd-^n modem Germany then the teaching of
adenoe will come into its own Mr O H Latter
directs attention to the discontinuance of a science
paper in the common entrance examination for public
Mhools and the consequent discouragement of science
teaching in preparatorv schools
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SOCIETIES AUD ACADEMIES,
Lomdom.

Beyal Seclsty, April 6 —Sir J J Hiomson, president,

m the chair —J H isaas The mstabibty of the pear-

I
shaped figure of equilibrium of a rotating mass of

' liquid. Ine form of the pear-shaped figure of oquill-

bnum was calculated so far as the second order of

small quantities by Sir G Darwm, who believed he
had shown it to oe stable In a recently published

paper (Phil Trans ,
A 315, p 37) it was shown thatW stability could only be finally decided upon after

the figure had been calculated to terms of the third

order In the present paper these third-order terms

ore evaluated, and the pear shaped figure is definitely

shown to be unstable —Sir WUUam Ksauay A hypo-

thesis of molecular configuration in three dimensions

of space —J Prendma The motion of solids in a

bquid possessing vorticity This paper contains inves-

tigations on the motion of a homogeneous frictionless

liquid by the methods oP theoretical hydrodynamics

fne principal subjects considered are two-dimensional

motion with uniform vorticity and three-dimensional

motion with varying vorticity the positions of the

sol ds being specified by generalised co-ordinates The
general work consists in reducing solutions to those of

•Neum inn s potential problems —Dr S J Lswls The
ultraviolet absorption spectra of blood sera Ihe
work desenbed in this prelim inair paper has for its

object the investigation of the absorption spectra of

blood sera m the ultra violet region of the spectrum
Modern spectrophotometers arc used to determine the

absorption values on passing ultra violet light through

a prescribed layer or solution of serum With these

values as ordinates and wave lengths as abscissa an
absorption curve is drawn With normal serum the

eenernl characters of the curve are constant, and there

K very little variation in detail With certain patho-

logical sera the curves show much greater modifica
tions and some of these are well defined and appear
to be peculiar to given diseases It is found that the

major part of the absorption is due to the proteins —
G W Paget and R E Ssvsge The growth-rings on
herring scales This communicaUon brings forward
morphological evidence as to the structure and signifi.

cance of the so-called growth-rings on herring
scales At present the interpretation of 'these rings

as rings of growth depends in the mam, upon statls

tical data Morphological evidence of a differential

growth rate of the scale as a whole Is altogether lack
mg The present observations place upon a sure
foundation the view that the transparent rings do
Indeed mark a recurring period of minimum growth

Osologlcsl Society, March 8—Dr Alfred Marker,
president, in the chair—H BoHoa Fossil insects from
the British Coal Measures The author describes six

insect wings found in the Coal Measures of Nor^
umberland, Lancashire, and South Woles Three of
these have been previously named but not described
in detail, the remaining three are new to science
Aedoto^hasma angliea Scudder has been examined
In detail and is now regarded as a pnmltlve type of
the Proto-Orthoptera in contradistinction to Scuader's
view that it is a Protophasmid and to that of Hand-
Ursch who had removed it to a group of unplaosd
PalKodictyoptera Palatodtc^opterpn htgginsi is

shown to be related to the Dlctyoneuridse A new
genus and species is created for a finely-preserved
wing intermediate in character between tne Dictyo.
neura and Lithomantis Among the varM fauna
obtained from ironstone nodules fo the Mlddte
Measures at Sparth Bottoms Rochdale (Lancashire)
Is a basal fragment of a wing recognised as a new
species of Spilaptera and this Is now described. An
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uniuual ty]ie of wing from the Northumberland Coal*

field it very suggestive of the Protodonata, and U
described as a representative of a new genus and
species

AristotoUaa Society March 8 —Dr H Wildon Carr
president, in the chair —

1

Percy Naan Sense data

and the physical object A cntunsm of the view that

physical obiects are revealed in perception as exist

ences of wnich we have immediate knowledge that

they are the sources of our sense data fhe author
content^ that the source it not in truth an
existence beyond the sense data but includes the

whole collection of such sense data as tan be directly

apprehended bv perceiving subjects under different con
dluons Nothing is gained in simplicity and natural

nest by invoking admittedly hypothetical sources

in order to say about them something formally iden

tical with what must in any cate be said about indubit

able senite data For instance, the assumption of a
source in order to explain why we attribute real

shape to an object creates more embarrassment than
it removes for while it may account for the sense
data which resembled the source in shape it

affords no help in accounting for those that do not
The contention that sense obta carry with them a
reference to a source, or always indicate a reality

beyond themselves breaks down when the attempt
IS made to deal with the problem of hallucination and
error The physical iheoiy of matter does not necessi

tate the assumption of a source for the mole-
cules (and atoms) of matter are simply the molar
bodies of everyday expenence conceptually reduced in

sIm Whatever belongs to the latter may belong to the
former also

bOINBUROH

Ssytl Society March 6—Dr J Horne president
in the chair —Prof F O Bower I eaf architecture
a» illuminated by a study of the Pteridophyta A
knowledge of leaf architecture may be gainM (i) by
a comparative study of adult leaves in a Targe number
of different types (3) by a study of the juvenile leaves
and of their development towards the adult form (3)
by a further comparison with the fossil record The
first of these avenues has had prionty especially in
relation to the higher flowenng plants leading unfor
tunately to an interpretation of the lower in terms
of the higher A careful study of the juvenile leaves
of the Pteridophyta show that all the varied forms
of leaf can be explained as a modification through
growth of an original simple dichotomy The dicho-
tomy m juvenile leaves may be equal or unequal
In the latter case the system is commonly developed
sympodially and all gradations may be ol^erved
This IS well illustrated in Ptendium and Osmunda
The order of ontogenetic development is normally
from equal dichotomy to sympodial dichotomy and
when the development of the leaf is strong there may
be transition to monopodial branching In higher
vascular plants after the arrest of apical growth the
most promment factor is intercalary growth This is

effective in producing the petiole A number of com
parisons were instituted which indicated as a general
statement for vascular plants that their leaf arebi
tecture is throughout referable to modifications of a
branch system originating phyletically in a simple
leaf subject to dichotomy

Paris

ktMitmi ef ScIsMSS, March 37—M Ed Perrier in
the chair —The president announced the death of Ldon
Labbd free member of the academy at the age of
eighty-four and gave an account of his work in*
surg^—A BIorM Remarks on the use of high
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potential continuous current for wireless telegraphy

and tdephony With reference to a recent communi
cation to the academy on this subject by MM Girardeau
and Bdthenod it is pointed out that the energy losses

are greater than those calculated from the equations

employed by Fracque There are also practical difli

cullies connected with the use of high-tension con-

tinuous current, not present to the same extent when
alternating current is used—Lester R Fort The
appruximdlion of irrational complex quantities —

A

BaU Geometrical ^plications of Abel s theorem and
Stokes s formula —G H Hardy The summation of

Dirichlct s senes —J GutUanaic Observations of the

sun made at the I yons Observatory during the fourth

quarter of 1915 Observations were made on sixty

^ys the results being given in three tables showing
4hc number of spots their distribution in latitude and
the distribution of the faculte in latitude —l^ouis Roy
Ihc electrodynamics of absorbent media —L Renttor

1 he analysis of a Roman pomade This pomade was
found in a Ronan amphora excivated near Lugano,
and was found to consist of a mixture of beeswax and
other fats added to styrax and turpentine macerated
in wine with some henna Paul Oanbert The growth
of crystals Remarks on a recent communication of

C Dauzfere Ihe crystallisation of thymol under the

microscope is periodic —M Dsprat Cycles of erosion

and recent epciroLenic movements in south-western

China —Adrien Uatbhart The extension north of the

department of Var of the tectonic formula of the

neighbourhood of Castellano (Basses-Alpes) and the

generalisation of its principle —A Brlves The rela

tions of the Trias and metalliferous deposits in

Aigeria P Chaassd Rescanhes on the persistence

of Botal s cleft in some domestic animals This mal
formation was found in 30 per cent of the three

months old calves examined and was also common
in grown cattle and in pigs It was exceptional in

the horse and dog —A LicalUon The existence of

two annual generat ons in Galeruca luteola and on
the manner in which they sueeecd each other—^A

Nagnoa Vaccination against paratyphoid fevers A
and B —A Trillat A calorimetric method utilised by
the Romans for characterising soft waters The Romans
attached considerable importance to the uuality of

their drinking water and appear to have chosen the

softest water when more than one supply was avail

able From a remark by Hippocrates it seems that

the bleaching of small quantities of red wine by the

water was the test employed It is shown that a

series of nine waters is arranged in the same order

of hardness by testing with wine or by the ordinary

alkali metric method
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GEMS AND SUPERSniION
The Magic of Jewelr and Charms By Dr G F
Kunz Pp XV +433 (Philadelphia and Lon-
don J B Lippincott Co, 1915) Price 215

net;

D r kunz, who IS well known as a mineralo-

gist of repute and as one (rf the leading

authorities of the day on precious stones and
jewelry, has evidently spared no time and trouble

to make himself acquainted with the many strange

fancies and superstitions that have at various

times and in various countries been attached to

gems and other treasured objects As the result

of his industry he had compiled a large mass of

notes, out of which he gave us barely two years
ago a book entitled “ The Curious 1 ore of Precious
Mones,’ and now, since his stock of material was
by no means exhausted by the publication of that

work, he sets before us a companion volume, or,

as he terms it in his preface, the twin sister, the

scope of which is much more diffuse, precious

stones enter a^ain, especially as regards their

curative and talismanic uses, but besides them we
find also substances which do not ordinarily figure

in jewelry, such as meteorites, fossils, bezoars,

and animal concretions Founded as it is upon
notes, and cc^iously sprinkled with lengthy ex-
tracts from the original literature, the book pro-

ceeds with something of the jerky gait of the

grasshopper, and we find nothing in the way of a
general discussion or the development of some
comprehensive theory Nevertheless, the author
has done good service by providing a good and
convenient risumi of the subject, and not the least

valuable and interesting jwragraphs are those in

which he gives the results of his own observa-
tions

In the first chapter, on magic stones and electric

gems, the author touches upon some curious
stones. He considers that galactite, which accord-
ing to Pliny came from the Nile and had the colour
and odour of milk, was not, strictly speaking, a
stone at all, but nitrate of lime Rain-makers,
who professed to produce rain by their magic art,

seem to have madp use of any unusual stone that

happened to come to hand, and, although rock-

crystal has been so employed, transparent stones
were by no means the rule In medieval times
countless attempts were made by the alchemists to

disoover the so-called philosopher’s stone, which
should transmute base metal into gold, and the

Ignorant people of those days were often success-
fully impmed upon A description is given of the
moat striking examples of the supposed trans-

mutation that have come down to us, viz
, the

large medallion, beanng in relief the heads od the
Bmperor Leopold and his ancestors of the house of
Hap^rg, which was treated by Seiler in xfiyy,

and the exceedingly rare medal struck in 1647 by
eommand of the Emperor Ferdinand III from
gtdd’ supposed to have been produced in his pres-

enee^by Hofmanni in neMier case, of course, is
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the metnl pure gold, but it remains a mystery what
was the actual process, the historical interest of
the objects preduding a chemical examination
The remarkable electric properties of tourmaline,
in which respect it transcends other minerals, first

attracted notice as early as 1717, and were defi-

nitely established by 1756 Dr Kunz describes in

appreciative terms the beautiful examples of this

mineral that have come from Brazil and California,

and bases upon them somewhat extravagant sym-
bohsm, thus as regards the ‘peace stones ’ —the
well-known tourmaline crystals, red ind green at

opposite ends with a colourless band in the middle
—he writes ‘We can see symbolised in them the

great and consoling fact that, however marked
may be the differences lictwecn any two peoples,

they need not be cause for enmity, but may instead

become true ind enduring sources of peace and
bonds of union ” Ihe electric properties nf imber
were, of course, a much eariicr discovery dating
back to 600 Bel hat the wearing of a necklace of

this substance kept off attacks of erysipelas in a

person subject to them was maintained by the late

Rev C W King, the well-known writer on pre-

cious stones, the author quotes his actual words
‘Its efficacy in defence of the throat against chills

IS evidently due to its extreme warmth when in

contact with the skin and the circle of electricity

so maintained
’

In the chipter on meteorites the author draws
for his description of the earlier falls largely upon
Chladni, who was the first writer to make a sys-

tematic study of the numerous traditions of such
phenomena and to suggest a doubt in the minds
of the scientific world whether they should be dis-

missed as idle fables Fhe more famous df the

historical stones include the Phrygian stone, which
was convened to Rome in 204 r c the Diana of

the Ephesians “which fell from Jupiter,’ the

Kaaba stone at Mecca, and the stone which fell

It Ensisheim in Alsace on November 16, 14^2
Wc note that Dr Kunz speaks of the collection

of meteontes at Vienna as the finest in the world,

which IS possibly true but wc may remark that the

one in the Natural History Museum, London, is

practically equal to it, and contams the large Cran-
bourne stone, weighing about tons Desenp-
tions and illustrations are given nf the three enor-

mous masses discovered by Admiral, then Lieut

,

Peary m 1894 near Melville Bay, West Greenland,
and a few years subsequently removed by him to

the American Museum of Natural History,

New York, weighing respectively ^6^ tons, ton^,

and 1100 lb they have been named the Ahni-
ghito, the Woman, and the Dc^?

It may strike many readers as strange to read

that even as late as the middle of the eighteenth

century jxiwdered hard stones were still in use for

medicmal purposes, thus in a druggist’s price-list

dated 1757 a pound of emerald is quoted at eight

groschen M ), of sapphire at double, and of ruby
at trebib that amount The author gives lengthy

^
details of the supposed virtues of the various gem-

fstones, the species teing arranged in alphab^cal
order, aAd devotes p couple of chapters to- the
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curative properties of fabulous stones, and of the

mysterious bexoars, which were thought to have
oivinated in the eyes of deer, in the liver of

vanous animals, or m similar strange ways. The
use of precious stones in religious ceremony goes
back to a very early date, and still prevails The
instance of the High Priest s breastplate of the

anaent Jews is well known, and identification of

the stones composing it has given rise to much
interesting discussion A long chapter is devoted

to the description of amulets in anaent and modern
times, and in the concluding chapter Dr Kunz
has collected many strange stories about precious

stones As an unusually brilliant imaginative

effort we may select the old Burmese legend of
the origin of the famous ruby mines “In the

first century of our era three eggs were laid by
a female naga or serpent out of the first was
born Pynsacoti,a king of Pagan out of the third

came an Emperor of China and out of the third

were imitted the rubies of the Ruby Mines ’

The book is superbly illustrated and well

pnnted, and contains an adequate index

A BIO(wRAPHl Ot EDISON
Thomas Aka Edtson By F Rolt-Wheeler.
Pp IX + 301 (New York The Macmillan
Co , London Macmillan and Co

,
Ltd , 1916

)

Price 2s net

I
N this life of Thomas Alva Edison, the author
has given a very interesting description of

the childhood, youth, and manhood of America s
<—one might almost say the world s—greatest
living inventor We learn that as a boy, Edison
proved unsatisfactory under school routine, but
was a great success under his mother s private

tuition He incessantly asked questions on and
about everything, and insisted on an answer or
wanted to know the reason ' why ” He also

showed, from the earliest records, that he was a
keen thinker, worker, and planner on all work
which interested him, but under ‘routine’ of
any kmd he was a complete failure

The account of Edison as a newspaper boy on
the Grand Trunk Railroad, and his original

methods of disposing of his papers, as well as
the description given of his services as a tele-

graph operator, illustrate the extraordinary in-

genuity of the youth He seems to have an
uncanny foresight or “guesstnp; power as he
calls it He is no mathematician, and declared
“he could guess a good deal closer than they
could figure ’’ In later years as he developed
hia inventions one by one, he collected a number
of valuaUe and enthusiastic assistants He
inherited from his father an exceptional power
of gaming the confidence of people in his work
and their financial support

Edison's first important invention was the vote-
tecordcr, which he placed before Congress men,
who examined and acknowledged that it was a
great success, but thought it was not required

This was li ^ere shock to the inventor, who
at die time washard up for money and hoped td
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make something out of it. But it taught him a
lesson ,

* for there and then he made up his mind
never to waste time in inventing thmgs which

were not wanted ’ Later he became manager
of the Law Gold Recording Company, and in-

vented many improvements on their mstruments.

At this time he married but he denies the stonr

that ‘he forgot his wife an hour after his wed-
ding ’ He later became connected with the

Western Union Telegraph Company, which gave
him every help in completing his inventions

Among these arc the duplex and quadruples tele-

graphy, also the telephone carbon transmitter,

and numerous'other inventions well known to all

On one occasion Edison was asked. What is

a genius? and his answer is well worth repeat-

mg A genius is about 2 per cent inspiration

and 98 per cent perspiration ’ His part m the

construction of the carbon filament lamp (which

was not entirely his work for the late Sir

Joseph Swan had much to do with it) is well

known, as also in the production of the phono-

S
raph, which may be considered the most wonder-
il of all his inventions, and will always be asso-

ciated with his name Of his recent inventions,

the storage battery is of enormous importance,

especially to England at the present time It

IS impossible to give more than a rough impres-

sion of his wonderful energy and enthusiasm and
his determination to master all problems
America and the world are richer and wiser for

his genius and though he is now sixty-seven

years of age we hope that he will not only reach,

but also pass in activity, the great ages of his

father and grandfather S G Brown

THE DESIGN OF DIESEL ENGINES FOR
l^ARINE PI RPOSES

(t) Land and Marine Diesel Engines By G
Supino Translated by Eng Lieut -Comman-
der A G Bremner and J Richardson Pp xv +
309 (London C Gnftin and Co , Ltd , 1915 )

Price 125 6d net

(2) Diesel Engines for Land and Marine Work
By A P Chalkley Fourth edition, revised and
enlarged Pp xvii+368 (Londoh Constable
and Co , Ltd

, 1915 ) Price 81 6d net

J
UDGED from the titles given above, it might

lie supposed that these two recently pub-
lished treatises on the Diesel engine covered the
same ground, but a careful perusal will show that
the ideas of the authors are by no means identical,

and as a result it may be predicted that although
both volumes will appeal to all engineers and
others who have to do with internal combustiim
motors and motive power for the propulsioo of
shms, the first of the above two bodes is one that
will find Its way into the reference department of
cvttj drawing oflSce where Diesel engines for
marine purposes are being designed, whilst the
second book, by means of its description of the
gradual development of the Diesel engine from
early experimental engines of Dr Rudolph Dieilbl

down to the modem ^practice of to-day, will qtpeal
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more to the student of heat enguies and the pro-

spective user of this particular type of prime
mover

(i) The keynote to the first vdume is undoubt-

edly the explanation of the actual designing of the

marine Diesel engine and its component parts, and
it seems quite wonderful that modern practice has
so rapidly become to a large extent standardised

TTie translation from the original has evidently

been undertaken by engineers skilled in the prac

tice of their profession and in sympathy with the

subject-matter of the text The original treatise

IS the work of an Italian speaalist in the de
velopment of the Diesel motor, Giorgio Supino,

whose early decease is a real loss to Italian en
gineenng Naturally the reader will ask what
has this eminent foreign author to sny about
British-made Diesel engines and British manufac-
turers, at the end of part 1 ,

page 72, is a table

giving a list of ships and the types of engine
adopted, viz , high speed low speed, 4 cycle, and
2 cycle, and it is noticeable that one only out of

aome twenty names is that of a British firm

This surely is x matter which vitally concerns a
manufacturing country such as ours Recollcc

tions of the early years of the petrol motor and
motor car industry and a comparison with the

state of our present manufactures makes one
devoutly hope that history will repeat itself and
that full advantage will be taken of the experience
and experimental labours of our Continental com-
petitors so that the supolv for our colonies may
come from this country No discussion on the

merits of Diesel engines can be entered upon with-

out reference to that class known as semi-Dicsel,

which latter are peril ips better termed hot-bulb

engines It is good to think that our output of

these IS more satisfactory, but the magnitude of

the units employed of this class is small compared
with that of engines of the Diesel type It is

also good to remember that the engine called semi
Diesel IS in reality the direct outcome of the work
of an English engineer Mr Stuart Akroyd, whose
name is associated with the firm of Messrs
Hornsby and Sons Ltd in the production of the
Hornsby Akroyd engine, and it would therefore

seem a better name for this type of engine that
it should be termed engines working on the
Akroyd cycle rather than semi-Diesel ’’

A brief rexiew of the first book shows that

part I deals with a general survey of the types of
oil engines in general use, with a discussion on
eflfiaencics Chapter vi gives methods of calcu-

lating cylinder dimensions this is succeeded by
chapters dealing with the designs of various parts
such as bed-plates, crank cases, engine framing,
crank shafts, pistons, cylinder heads, valves, fuel

injection and regulation, etc., all very dearly
illustrated by excellent drawings and plates

Methods of reversing marine engines give up-to-

date practice, and it is startling to realise that the
whole cycle of reversing can be performed in

It seconds A final chapter deals with trials and
testa of Diesel engines It wpuld be a help if a
faliulated form of "report on a trial” were »n-
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eluded, as standardisation is very desirable in any
form of comparative tests hrom this short review
It would appear that the subject-matter is really

the complete design of Diesel engines for marme
purposes, and as such it is a meritorious addition
to engineering literature

(2) The second volume is a greatly enlarged and
much rewritten edition of a work which first

appeared in the spring of 1912, almost contem-
poraneous with the last public appearance of Dr
Diesel in London The defects of the first edition

(which bore traces of hurried preparation) have
disapjieired ind we now have a copiously illus-

trated ind enthusiastic survey of the progress of
the Diesel engine, with many examples of modern
types for land and marine install itions, and an
optimistic claim for its future development as the
prime mover for mechanical transport In this

volume are upwards of forty five folded plates,

which give the mam dimensions and cross sec-

tions of the chief tyjjes of engines constructed It

IS satisfactory to note that British tyjjes figure

more prominently in this book One of these,

vu
,
the Tanner Diesel, is shown on page 264.

The writer remembers the early struggles of Mr
Tanner to get his designs taken up and is glad
to i>en this tribute to his faith and earnest-
ness in carrying through his designs to a
successful issue in the face of great diihculties

It will be noticed that the progress made in the

list four years has been mainly in the develop-
ment of the two-stroke cycle type, and the increase
of h p developed per unit employed A perusal
of the table on page 317 shows that the maximum
diameter of cylinder is now ^0 inches and that
the maximum h p per cylinder 1$ 650 for a a-cycle

engine but the average h p per cylinder is only

230 for this class, and for the 4-cyclc slow speed
type the average is only lag h p per cylinder a
figure which represents the performance of the

Selandia the boat Ixmdoners had a chance to

inspect whilst she was lying in the Thames in

1912 The figures given justify the claim of the
author of this book that the z-stroke cycle is that
of the future To the student and others who
desire to understand this engine and its working
this volume will be of great service

It would be interesting to refer to the develop-
ment of the Diesel engine and its use to extend
submarine warfare but the present is not oppor-
tune for any remarks on this point A J M

OUR BOOKSHELF
Jrutxncts of the Herd in Peace and War By W

Trotter Pp. 213 (London T Fisher UnWin,
Ltd

, 1916 )
Price 32 6d net

An interesting and useful sociological survey
The author coni^nds that the subject can really

become a science, practically useful by conferring
foresight It is not necessarily only a mass of
drearv and inddhute^generalities but may become
^a guide to the aettaal affairs of life, ^ving an
understanding of the human mind which may en-
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•ble us to foretell some of the course of human
hefaaviour The war brings the chance of testing

tbe truth of this suggestion It is becoming,
obviously, more and more a war of moral forces,

and an understanding of the nature and sources

of national moral must be as important a source
of strength as the knowledge of the military

eivuKer
The author proceeds to discuss the various

forms of gregartousncss, and finds the British form
Iraified by the bee, the German form by the wolf
The difference is so great that the war is not so
much a war between nations as a war between
different species Nature is making one of her
great experiments, is setting herself to try out
the strength of the socialised and the aggressive
types To the socialised peoples she has entrusted
the task of proving that her old faith in cruelty
and blood is at last an anachronism To try

them, she has given substance to the creation of
a nightmare, and they must destroy this werewolf
or die And a calm consideration of the German
and the British mind leaves us in no doubt where
the strength lies In Britain there has been no
Hymn of Hate, no God punish Germany 1 ”, no
gospel of bluster ind fnghtfulness These are
symptoms of lupine rage But Britain, fighting

for existence and for honour, has quieter and
deeper vision , and she will not sheathe the sword
until her task is done, ind a peaceful 1 urope
once more possible, freed from the terror of im-
minent wanton ittaek by an aggressive Power

Bntuh hungi and How to Identify Them By
1 H Crabtree Pp 6a (London C H
Kelly, n d

)
Price is net

Our natne fungi afford beautiful objects for the
photographer, and ha\e been well illustrated in

the many popular and scientific works which deal
with them In the little book before us Mr Crab-
tree illustrates some forty different species of well-
known fungi by means of very good photographs,
and each photograph is accompanied by a page
of useful descriptive text Bv the aid of both text
and illustration a particular fungus should be able
to be identified without much difficulty In the
case of the somewhat small differences between
certain edible and poisonous fungi the ordinary
photographic reproduction is not sufficiently clear
to show the distinguishing features, and a few
good colour prints would have been of value

In a short introduction of four pages the author
gives a concise account of the larger fungi in
general—with which only this little book is con-
cerned—details as to the spore arrangement, etc ,

and a simple classification. It is unfortunate
that Mr Crabtree’s frontispiece, ‘ An unnamed
fungoid growth found upon a tree,” is not a
fungus at all, but is what is known as a "wood
flower ” This hollow woody growth has been
gradually formed about the suctorial portion of
some parasitic plant, probably a I.oranthus, whi^
has become detached and has left a large tulip-

shaped seoody scar resembling a fungus on tm
branch of its host plant
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LETTERS 70 THE EDITOR.
(Th* Editor does not hold himself rupantdtle for

opinions txpreesed by hu correspondents Neither

can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rsfected manuscripts Msndsd for
thu or any other part of Natuki No notice is

taken of anonymous communuakons ]

The Primary Sugar of PhotesyntiMab

MiCKoeiiEUiiAi tests un the assimilating cells of

several plants indicate a considerable concentration

of hexotes in the chluroplasts, or in the protoplasm

immediately surrounding them Other lines of ex-

periment suggest that while sucrose is concentrated in

the large vacuoles, invertase is held apart from it in

the protoplasm
These facts force upon one the possibility that the

pioneer analytical work of Brown and Morris estab-

lished and extended by Parkin and by Davis and his

collaborators does not after all necessitate the con-

elusion that iht formation of sucrose is a preliminary

step to the production of htxoses in the leaf

It setms more probable that the hexuscs are formed
from formaldehyde in the chloroplast and, when their

concentration reaches i certain limit condensation

into sucrose due to invertase or somt saccharogcnic

enzyme, takes plnce The sucrose thus formic is

passed into, and stored in the vacuole As the volume
of thi protoplasm available for the hexoses is small

compared to the space allotted to the sucrose the in

creiiv of the total yierccntagc of hexoses will be small

when the leaf is exposed to light while that of the

sucrose will be large Consequently the rise of sucrose

on illumination shown in analysis of Icavi s is not a
cogent argument for regarding it us the primary

Ihe recognition of the loialisation of various sub-

stances in the cell also supplies an explanation as to

how the sucrose-hexosc ratio of the tell is maintained

in priscncc of invirtise Thi absence tf invertase

from and the storage of sucrose in the vaiuole may
Ih compared to the conditions obt lining in the root

of the sugar beet Only there of course, the source

of sucrose is secondary hexoses In photosynthesis

the condi nsntion of the sugars is probably determined
bv the f ict that for the same rise of osmotic pressure

in the vacuole twice the amount of tht disaicharidc

may be stored When the limiting pressure is reached

in this, wav the vondens ilion of hexoses to starch may
givt extended elnslicitv to the economy of the cell

Hrnrv H Dixon
Thomas G Mason

School of Botany Tnnlty College Dublin
April 10

lito of WigM DIoeaM ia Beoo
Drastic recommendations regarding the disinfection

or destruction of combs hives, and appliances which
have come in contact with bws infected by Isle of
Wight disease have been made by the Board of Agri-
culture and were repeated in an article in Nature of
March s (p 7) The recommendations are founded
upon the idea of the infectiousness of the disease and
are intimately connteted with the recognition of the
protozoon Nnsema apis as the cause of the disease,
and with the knowledge of the ease by which this
parasite can be disseminated by Infected bees On
account of the practical importani-e of the subieet, 1
would direct attention to the results of experimente
bearing upon these Mints carried out by Mr J-
Anderson and Dr J Rennie of the North of Scotland
College of Agriculture and University of Aberdsen
respectively, and communicated at a recent meethtfl
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of the Royal Phywcal Society Ae an account of the

obe^ations and expenments, which were numeroug
and detailed, will appear in the next part of the Proc
Roy Physical Soc , an indication of their bearing is

all that IS necessary for the present

(1) As regards Noseina apts, the authors have been
unable to recognise any causal relation between the

presence of this parasite and the disease Healthy
stocks with no signs of disease have been found to be
heavily infected by the protOAsm and that over

prolonged periods NunKrtius stocks have exhibited

unmistakable symptoms of Isle of Wight disease, and
yet no trace of Nosima has been foundin them Ihis

was markedly the case in the Dccside outbreak
Lastly, deliberate infection of a stock with Nosemn
did not produce the recognised symptoms of th<

disease NoKcmn may be a contnbuting weakening
factor, favouring in ccTlnn cases the development of

this disease, but we hive not found that it is m
essential factor

(2) As regards the infectiousness of Isle of Wight
disease If it be allowed that Nosema, with its readily

transported spores is not the prime cause of the

disease the supporting evidence of infectivity is

weakened, and the direct evidences must be examined
more critically The authors hive watchod m detail

the natural course of Isle of Wight disease in threx

independent localities and have followed the history of

untainted swarms placed in contaminited hives and
fed on contaminated honey They have found
no indubilable evidence of the infectiousness of
the disease although the indications seem to be that

It Is probably infectious
,
but in any case they are

assured that it is not necessarily conveyed by men
contact with contaminated hives or combs, or by feed

ing upon contaminated stores

It IS a point of some interest and importance that
on account of the unsatisfactory nature of experiments
on a small scale in artificial conditions the above
results arc based on observations nnd experiments
upon hive bees living m natural conditions

James RrrciiiE

(Hon Secretary, Koval Phvsicil Society)

Fdinburgh

Rbgardino Dr j Ritchie’s communication, it would
seem well to await the published paper of Messrs
Anderson and Rennie be fore making detailed remarks
Alto as Dr Ritchie is not the direct author of the
paper, it is inadvisable to bring in a third party
However it is most surprising, to say the least, to

learn that Isle of Wight disease is not con
sidered to be infectious How then, has the disease
spread all over Great Bntain and most of Ireland
during the lost ten years? The statement of tho non
infectivity of the disease is emphatically inaccurate
Dr Ritchie writes of the unmistakable symptoms
of the disease But, what arc the characteristic

nmptoms? The investigators working under the

TOaid of Agriculture, in their reports of 1^12 and igt-t

showed conclusively that there were no well marked
differential symptoms of Isle of Wight bee disease
This was also pointed out In my article in Naturk,
and tho reason for this is obvious, namelv, the limited
range of expression of the bee as was also mentioned
in my article Of the workers contributing to the reports
of the Board of Agriculture two were bactenologists
two were protozoologists and one was an expert bee-
keeper Many field experiments as to the pathogenicitv
of Nonma apis were conducted and the investigators
were unanimously of the opinion that ‘ Isle of Wight
bee dieeaM is micrnsporldiosit Apparently Dr RitchleH
and. Meeete Anderson and Rennie have quite over-
kwlced .the importance of parasite carriers, a subject
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which was carefully pointed out in my article and in

the Journal of the B^rd of Agriculture, Supplements
Nos 8 and 10 Healthy curriers of most parasitic

diseases are known
As to drastic recommend itions the simple

elements of sanitation only were suggested about
which there can be no dispute Tlie destruction of

hives was not suggc.,ted in my article Regarding
the expenments of J3r J Aiidirson and Dr J Rennie,
there is no statemint in the ibuve letter as to what
stages of Noitma apis were used by them

These remirks must suthic for the present My
article was written ifti r ten years p» rsonal investiga

tion of Isli of Wight bee disease in nearly every

part of Great Britain Judging from Dr Ritchie s

letter the paper of Messrs \nderson and Rennie
ippears to luiitoin little but negiiion F

PrevMtive Eugenios

liiF writer of ihc valuabl irt cle in SircKK of
Vpril b on the report if the Ko)ul (. ominission in

Venereal Discasis has j,i\iii it the title of Pnven
tivi Luge nil s, I term fur which I nn responsible,

dt fining it as the protection of p nnthood from the
raiial poisons by whiili latter 1 me in ill suih
igcnts as, injuring the individutil, injiirt iiKo the next
gener ition through him or her is partnt

Syphilis IS of course an example of a r leial poison,

md your wnter s protest against the term hinditary
syphilis IS most welcome to one who has made such
protests for many years As Dr j W Ballintvne
has Sind thi term is m insult 1 1 heredity It

indiiatcs the pirsislent medical and popul ir blindness
to the Mill natal stage i f human lifi Ml syphilis is

uquirid stphilis an infection of whiih ihi due may
be antenitil when we inexcusable eall it here
ilitary or post natal when we call it uijiiiAd the
f ict being too obvious for even the idols of the
forum to obscure The C ommiss oners should have
condemned the false term and used ante natal
syphilis instead.

Ihc point IS not only icademie Fugenists who
have had no medie il much less obstetrical experience,
unaware of the fallacy involved, have assumed much
infant mortality to be due to bad heredity and thus
to be an instance of natural se'ection when m fact,

ante n itally aiquired infection of syphilis was respon-
sible This grave error is involved m the biometrical
[lubhrations on infant mortality throughout and has
long discouraged thi efforts now being made at last,

to save the Inf ints who are our national future

C W Saikbbv
Roval Institution W April 8

Atmospherio Eleotrinity

It would be interesting to know if anv re tder of
Natirk has made observations similar' to those made
here on the afternoon of April 14

\ largo thundercloud was just passing off 'lir the
cast without having produced any obvious thunder*
storm phenomena The sky overhead w as occupied by
cirrus, while a second thundercloud was coming up
m the west It was found that sparks one of them
certainlv reaching a or 3 mm length, could be drawn
from tbe metal of a %sson 6omb nephoscope sup-
ported on a wooden stand, with the comb at a heignt
of 3j metres above an asphalt roof (itself la metres
above ground), on which observer and nephoscope
stood The mden roof of a wooden cistern casing
yielded similar results, but the most surprising ob-
servadon was that a Campbell-Stokes sunshine re-

corder. bolted and cemented to a concrete parapet
extending about a metre above the asphalt also gsw
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quite appreciable itparka during the period of acttviu

IIm dwrges took fifteen or twenty seconds to build

up after discharge, and the experiment was repeated

very frequently

The second thundercloud produced t«o neats of

thunder and a alight shower soon after «hich the

abnormal electrical conditions ceased to manifest them
selves, about three-quarters of an hour after they were
first noticed. R A. Watson Watt

Meteorological Office South Famborough
Hants April 15

TIm liifliMiMe of Tides or Wafia

RxFERtuNO to Mr Jas Kewley'a letter in Nature
of April 13 it is not unusual for the water in wells to

rise and tall with the tides when such wells arc near
the sea. But is it necessary to assume that the
phenomenon is due to the weight of the incoming tide

compressing the underlying strata as suggested by
Mr Kewley? Surely it may be sufficiently explained
on the assumption that as the rising tide is a rising

head of water it without necessarily compressing the
rocks beneath tends to compress the air and replace

the less dense fresh water included in the interstices

and fissures thus affecting the water leiel of an>
contiguous well In this connection may 1 direct

attention to a letter of mine on Tidal Action of the
Earth s Crust published in the English Mechanic
June II, 1909? Cecil Carus Wilson

PHYSIOLOGY IN THE WORKSHOP

I
N the never-ending struggle between capital

and labour, or rather between employers and
workmen, the points of dispute have been largely

concerned with the hours of labour and wages,
the eni{doyers trying to obtain as long hours for

as low wages as possible, while labour has struck

for a shortening of hours with increased wages
Labour is thus regarded as a commodity, to be

bought as cheaply and sold as dearly as possible

In most of these disputes it would seem that

both sides have lost sight of the fundamental
conditions of their own prosperity It is, after all,

of little account to the employer that he shoulcl

be aWe to buy cheaidy so many hours of other

men’s lives The only factor which really con-
cerns him IS that he should be able to produce
as laige a quantity of his goods as possible at as
small a price as possible reckoning both rent of
capital and cost of labour An impliat assump-
tion seems always to be made that the more
hours of a man’s life the employer can buy for a
certain sum, the cheaper will be his cost of pro-
duction But labour dso is concerned in the cost

of output It IS a truism that when business is

slack, 1 a when the profits are small, strikes are
few and far between the workers recognising that
it would be better in many cases to close down
works than to give them increased wages Both
employers and workmen are therefore concerned
that the industiy in which they are engaged
should be as prosperous as possible, i e that pro-

diictkm should be as cheap and rapid as possible

To this end both parties should co-operate The
only divetgenoe of View which is reasonaUe
shmild occur later when the question arises of
the divlshm of the profits, t e as to how much
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should be assigned to labour and how much for

mana^ment and rent of capital

Bom sides are therefore interested m the

efficiency of labour and its use to the best possible

advantage—the employer in order that he may
obtain as great a production at as small a price

as possible, the workman that he may be able

to earn enough to keep himself in comfort, while

allowing some time m the day or week for recrea-

tion and the enjoyment of life.

It IS remarkable how little attention has been
paid in this country to the problem of how to

use labour to the best possible advantage The
appearance of a Memorandum on Industrial

Fatigue and its Causes ’ (Cd S213, Wyman and
Sons, Ltd

,
price i^d ), which has been drawn

up and issued by the Health of Munition Workers
Committee, is therefore of extreme importance at

the present time, since its object is to point out

the only method by which increased efficiency oi

production can be attained

In this pamphlet it is shown that the probletti

of scientihc industrial management is funda-

mentally a problem in industrial fatigue For
the continued efficiency of an animal or man, rest

must alternate with work, and the periods of rest

and work must vary with the type of work in

volved This elementary principle is acted upon
generally in our management of horses ^e
report is a plea for its application also to the

case of man We cannot get the utmost possible

work out of man or horse unless this principle is

taken into account We have thus to determine
in the case of man what are the maximal efficiency

rhythms for various types of work and workers
For work in which severe muscular effort is

required it seems probable that the maximal out-

put over a day 5 work and the best conditions

for the workers comfort and maintained health

will be secured by giving short spells of strenuous
activity broken by longer spells of rest, the rela

Uve amount of time devoted to resting being
greater than in employments in which nervous
activity 18 more prominent or more complicated
The truth of this statement is well illustrated

by in anecdote recorded in the Memorandum
before us Two officers at the front competed in

makmg equal lengfths of a certain trench each
with an equal squad of men One allowed his

men to work as they pleased but as hard as pos^
sible Ihe other divided his men into three set<i

to work in rotation, each set digging their hardest
for five mmutes only, and then restii^ for ten

until their turn came to di^ again The latter

team won easily Another instance is that of a
munitions factory, where men engaged m the
severe work of moulding were required to rest

fifteen minutes in every hour of work The men
objected to this long spell of rest in each hour
because the work was piecework, so that die
manager had to make the hourly rest compulsory
and apfioint a foreman to see that the regulation
was complied with As a result of this the output
per hour was found to be actually increased

It IS evident that the optimum working rbythnr
for each kind of work can only be determhied 6y
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observation and experiment, and it is pointed out

that since the true sign of fatigue is diminished

ci^at^, the measurement of output gives the

moat direct test of fatigue, and thereby also serves

as a criterion of success in devising conditions of

work which shall avoid fatigue.

No works manager should consider that the

conditions of work are satisfactorv in his factory

or department simply because these conditions

have been observed for many years Progress
can only be attained by the constant maintaining
of an experimental attitude of mind and the actual

institution of experiments in the conditions of

work themselves Such measurements of output
should be recorded for groups of workers as well

as for the individual worker Information on
individual output is often valuable It may reveal

the adoption by certain individuals of particular

habits of manipulation which tend to a\ oid fatigue,

and may then be taught to the other workers
Moreover, these tests of individual capacity give

an opportunity of rearrangement of workers and
their assignment to jobs for which they are par-

ticularly fitted It IS mentioned that astonishing

results, bringing advantage both to emplo} ers and
employed, have been gained in other countries by
the careful selection of individuals for particular

tasks, based not upon the impressions of fore

men, but upon the results of experiment
Wc gather from the report as a whole that in

nearly all cases the hours of labour have been too

long This IS especially marked in the stress

brought about by the present war This undue
lengthening of hours causes not an increase, but

a diminution of output, and gives rise to staleness

and a state of lethargy and indifference often

accompanied by a craving for change and exatc
ment, for which in some cases alle^nation may be
sought in the undue use of alcohol

llie Committee points out the necessity for a

co-operation of the workers with the management
in experiments to determine the optimum rela

tions of spells or shifts of work to rest intervals

and to holidays They remark that it is not sur

prising that a tradition of slowed labour has arisen

among workers as a kind of physiological self

protection against the excessive hours of work
which have l^n imposed ujson them—hours which
are in excess of those suitable for maximal
efficiency This tradition of slacking will make
a real difficulty in the endeavour to improve the

workers' conditions while maintaining or increas-

ing output Thus it is mentioned that in one fac-

tory, a shop staffed entirely by new hands after

SIX months produced 13,000 articles per week as

against the 5,000 for which the sheds were de-

signed This output was pot approached by tlie

<daer hands m the other shops Aiqiarently it is

not easy to change a customary rhythm of work
which has been imposed automatically as a method
of unconsaous self-preservation

fn view of the necessity for periods of rest, it is

not auiwuing to find that &e Committee un-

resemoly condemn the practice of working with-^

out » Su^y rest, or, at any rate, one day's mat
m t^ seven They quote one foreman to the effectm S42 S. VOL.

that Sunday work gave six days' output for

seven days' work on eight days' pay ” Here
agam the Sunday was a period of slacking, neces-
sary for the continued work of the men, but a
pure waste of time so far as the management was
concerned

It IS impossible in this notice to give an ade-
quate account of the sound reasoning contained
in this Memorandum We may only hope that it

will be read and digested by employers and labour
leaders alike Only by their co-operation along
scientific lines can we expect to hold our own
and rebuild our financial position in the acute
commercial and industrial struggle that will follow
this great w a E H S

THh SHOKl iGL OF D\’‘hSTUFl'S 1

Ttlh SoLiety of Chemical Industry has recently

issued a reprint of live papers read before
Its Mew York Section on the manner in which
the United States is dealing with the shortage
of dyestuffs These papers are of particular

interest in view of the general similarity pre-

sented by the industrial problem m Great Britain

and in the States In both countries the legal

profession governs in both the scientific

expert finds an easy prey in a wealthy but
uninformed investing public, and in both indus-

trial development is heavily taxed by parasitic

professions which add nothing to the national

store of wealth, knowledge, and productiveness
Under these conditions the United States, like

Great Britain, his become largely dependent
upon Germany for her supplies of fine chemicals,
and the reprint under consideration indicates

that much the same remedies for this pathological

condition are suggested in both countries Dr
E E Pratt tells again the well known tale of

the sale of European anibne under cost price in

America for the purpose of killing the Benzol
Products Company and several writers refer to

the possible danger of * dumping” after the war
and to the necessity of legislative prevention of

this operation Dr T H Norton, whilst indi-

cating the determination of American mdustrials

to build up a native manufacture of coal-tar pro-
ducts without prolonged discussion of tariff

issues, IS perhaps weak in suj^esting that useful

assistance may be obtained from the Swiss firms,

Amenca is surely possessed of so much natural

talent and self-reliance as will suffice for the

establisfiment of a national industry without foreign

help Dr Norton, however, makes one sOgges-
tion which seems povel, and which we should
do well to act upon, not so much in the hiterests

of the colour manufacturer as in those of the

dyer and consumer, he proposes that the degree
of purity and tho methods of use of dyestuffs

should tw standardised by a central bureau Such
a control upon the punty of colours, and also

upon modes of application to the various fibres

and fahnes, wduld^tend towards economy, would
assist in dimimahing the unnecessaiily large

>TWDrMm«8lnwloaialh*ViiiM4 loundaf tb*
Oiwlnil iMMlijr, 0>c—liW ij, 19T5 (nOi •}. wl. ttmiw X
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numbers of dyestuffs used, and would hamper the
operations of vendors of proprietary, and often
comparatively valueless, colour mixtures now
offered to the dyer

Curiously enough, two important topics seem
almost to have escaped discussion in the present
reprint, very little is said as to how the new
American industry is to advance, and as to the

way in which a supply of technically trained

chemists is to be obtained Perhaps it is pre-

mature to expect any comprehensive scheme
which leads into the unknown future of chemical
technical development at a time when the
American textUe industry is so grievously

smitten by the sudden stof^age of dyestuff im
ports ,

It IS, however, to lx. noted that the estab-

lishment of a coal tar industry must, to be suc-

cessful, carry with it the development of many
congruent manufactures relating to medicine,

photography, and other arts and sciences depen-
dent upon organic chemistry The other point,

as to the provision of technically-trained organic
chemists, was merely mentioned by Dr T M
Bogert, and with the statement that assistance is

required in the shape of grants to universities and
colleges

This latter is a question which has been fre

quently considered and discussed with us British

Governments and municipalities have expended
vast sums for the purpose of aiding the technical

industries, whether the expenditure has been
justified by the results is extremely doubtful

When any body of teachers, keenly interested

and highly competent in its work, feels its activi-

ties cramped by lack of funds, and formulates a
practical scheme for useful development, it has
perforce to pass the scheme on to some higher

authority less acquainted with the subject at issue

hut nearer the source of means This latter body
hands the matter with appropriate explanations

to still higher and ever less learned, authorities

until the real but sublimely ignorant fountain

head is reached and authorises the expenditure

of money under conditions which do not neces-

sarfly make for efficiency The required grant is

obtained, not by the convinang force of argu
ment but by the melting power of cajolery

Manufacturers who require technical assistance,

and the colleges and universities which are pre-

pared to tram the men, must surely learn to rely

upon their own efforts rather than upon possible

money grants extracted from non academic
governing bodies Money is undoubtedly re-

quired to assist our educational institutions to

turn out large numbers of men capable of useful

work in the development of our technical mdus
tries, but it is questionable whether the present

recognised methods for obtaining and using the

money are efficient

In this connection it may be recalled that Dr
W H Perkin, the professor of chemistry in the

University of Oxford insisted in his presidential

adftess to tite Chemical Soaety last year upon
the necessity for the presentation of a thesis on
original research by candidates for an Honours
degree in science in our universities It may
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safely be asserted that the translation mto prac-

tice of this view would do more for the develop-

ment of the chemical industries in Great Britain

than all the deputations which have been sent to

Cabmet Mmisters and all the discussions which
have taken place on possible methods of stimu-

lating chemical technedogy
W J POPB

IHh PROPOSED BOARD OF
AERONAUTICS

A ERONAUTICS has, somewhat suddenly, be-

come a subject for puUic debate, and a
serious request has been put forward for an Air

Ministry to control the whole of the aeronautical

supphes and hand over the products to the \rmy
and Navy It is perhaps a little unfortunate that

the 7cppclin raids occupy so much of the discus

Sion, for the military value of aeronautics in the

present wir is least evident in the case of the

raids

In ord'^r to appreciate the position, it is neces-

sary to realise that the resources of aeronautical

industry arc not so great that all possible supplies

can be obtained fully and quickly Germany con-

centrated on rigid airships and obtamed a

supremacy in airships whilst the Allies, and par-

ticulirly Britain placed their confidence in aero-

planes and gained a supremacy there, which,
although not so absolute ns that of Germany in

airships is of far greater military importance
Aeronautics is still very young, and is growing
rapidly anyone who three vears ago, had pre-

dicted the flight of many hundreds of aeroplanes
for several hours of each diy of the year would
have been looked upon by the general observer
as a dreamer Is it surprising therefore, that not
a single belligerent foresaw what has happened?
Without endorsing the claims that the Air Ser
vice will ultimately be more imjiortant than the

Na\7 or Army it docs appeir that the develop-

ment of aeronautics has already teached a stage at

which an Air Board must be contemplated
Up to the present time the Navv and Army have

had independent Air Departments, both of which
have made use of private enterprise for the supply
of aeroplanes Exjx;rimcntal work on a large
scale has been carried out and detaded designs
of machines projxised for manufneture in quantity
have been produced by the Royal Aircraft Fac-
tory The reproduction of machines to these
designs has been largely the work of private con-
structors, V ho have also made machines to their

own design approved forms of which have been
accepted into the Services Both Air Depart-
ment- have had the assistance of the Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics, a scientific body con-
trolling the aeronautical research at the National
Physical Laboratory A report on the wofk of
this Committee was published annually until the

outbreak of war The organisation outlmed
above came into existence in 1909, and prepared
the way for the extremely rapid growth of
aviation in the last two or three years

Recently a new Committee was formed under the
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ohairmansfatp of Lord Derby, the Committee being

made up of members of the two Air Departments,

the diairman, and Lord Montagu of Beaulieu The
Committee bad no executive control in the sense

desired by the two non Service members, both of

whom decided to resign their positions As Lord
McHitagu indicated a lack of cooperation between
the members of the two Air Departments the

resignations produced a general feeling of depres

Sion, and to those most keenly interested in the

future of aeronautics it has bran a relief to find

the work of some of the senior members of the

Services recognised by promot on Whatever may
be said as to the existing conditions it seems
certain that the extraordinary progress of aero
nautics during the war would in itself have been
sufficient to raise the question of an Air Board
perhaps the formation of such a Board would
facilitate reorganisation The Government being
the only body able to deal with the problem with
sufficient knowledge as to facts the Prime
Minister s forthcoming statement will be awaited
with considerable interest

NOTES
The Royal Socety has elected the followup as

foreign members —Princi Boris Gulilzin of Petro-

grad head of the Meteorological Service n Russia
Dr C L A Laveran of Paris distivercr (1880) of

the parasite {Laverama tnalauae) the cause of mala
rial fever Dr Johan Hjort director of Norwegian
Fisheries Prof Jules Bordet of the University of

Brussels eminent in bacteriology nnd Prof H
Kamerlingh Onnes of the University of I evden the

distinguished physicist who was respons bic fini lly f r

the liquefaction of helium

Sir Rav Lankester informs us that Prof Met h
nikoff of the Inst tut Pasteur is recovering from his

serious and prolonged attack of pulmonary inflamma
tion He is not yet able to go into his laboratory but
IS able to occupy himself w th some speculative in

quiries He would be glad to know of any well

recorded instances tending to show whether the

opinion that men of genius are not usually the eldest

bom in a family is well founded or not

Ihb recommendations of the Royal Commission on
Venereal Diseases were dealt witti in an article in

Nature for April 6 and the opinion was expressed

that the measures proposed by the Commissioners
must be approved of without hesitation It is satis-

factory to be able to report that on Apnl 14 Mr Long
President of the Local Government Board receivM
a deputation from the National Council for Combating
Venereal Diseases which presented a petition urging

the importance of giving effect to the recommendations
of tile Royal CommissSm In his reply to the depu
tation, which was introduced by Lord Svdenham
Mr Long said he had communicated with the

Treasury and It 1$ prepared to provide the necessary

grant to carry out the recommendations of the Com
mission wdth regard to the provision of facilities for

diagnosis and treatment These grants will rover

7S per cent of the cost Incurred by local authorities

It is not proposed to create special hospitals for treat

ment of venereal diseases since it is thought that

trsatment will be carried out mete effidentiy at exist-

ing general hospluls

A THIRD article on aircraft by M Georges Prade
Of^ieart In the Tttnet of April 14 end deals with the
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Armament of Aeroplanes It u becoming more and
more ovideot as the war proceeds that the most desirable

form of fighting aeroplane is a compromise between
the conflicting ideal forms for high speed and con
venient gun position It appears that the practicable

weapons are the rifle machine-gun and pom-pom and
of these the machine gun is most frequently used
The position chosen for fighting depends on the field

of hre of the machine gun which may be fixed rel itive

to the aeroplane as in tho bokktr or variable as
n most aeroplanes 1 he mnrhme gun a commonly
mounted so as to fire over the tail or through a trap

door in the flooring and it is snid that the shot whuib
killed P^goud was bred through a trap-door Usuallj
the German aeroplanes do not fire tl rough the pro-

peller nnd when attacking endeav ur to overtake
and pass under the hostile aeroplane m rd r to get
nto a su table fir ng pt sition but the flight manoeuvres
during a fight vary considerably from period to iicriod

The Germans have succeeded in using full belt of

250 cartridges in their mach nc gun but the Lewis gun
used by British flyers is said to be the best for aero-

plane attack and defence The pom poms firing a
small shell an inch or more in diameter are not yet

extensively used as they call for u larger and mori
specially constructed aeroplane than that suitable for a
tiachine-gun

liiE issue of the Suenhfic American for March 4
s an industrial number dealing largely with the

need for the United States to be prepared for the

industrial and economic problems which will arise

with the decl iration of peace The editor of our con
temporary is able to publish a letter upon this subject

received by him from the President of the United
States Dr Woodrow Wilson writing from the

White House Washington on February ii says

it will be a signal service to our country to arouse

t to a knowledge of the great possibilities that are

open to It in the markets of the world The door of

oiportumly swings wide before us Through it we
may if we will enter into rich fields of endeavour
and success In order to do this we must show an
effect vencBs in industrial practice which measures up
to our best standards We must avail ourselves of

nil that science can tell us in aid of industry and must
use all that education can contribute to tram the

artisan in the principles and practice of his work
Our industries must be self reliant and courageous
because based upon certain knowledge of their task
and because supported by the efforts of citizens in the

iiulb. If scientific research and the educated worker
go hand in hand w th broad vision in finance and with
tliat keen self-criticism which is the manufacturer s

first duty to himself the fields will be few indeed in

which American commerce mat not hold if It chooses

a pnmary place

An Exchange Telegraph Company meSsaTC from
Paris dated April 18 states that the Charnber has
voted unanimously in favour of the propostll to effect

daylight saving by altering the time by an^hour
the rajcct being to economise fuel and lightmg

The council of the Royal College of Surgeons has

awarded the Walker prize of lool to Mr W S Hand
ley of the Middlesex Hospital Cancer Research

Laboratory for bis work in advancing the knowledge
of the pathology jand treatmenf Of cancer

Tn applications received for admisiiim to Mum
E A Browne's lecture on Our Tropical Industnea

at the ImperidI faisthute on Wednesdays have been

ao numerous that mr further tickets for Wednesdays
can he issued It has however been decided to

repeat tfi» fcctueas on Thursdays in, April, May and
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Jfiuw, «t 3 o'clock, oomoMncing on April a;, an4
tickeu for Iliundnya may now be obudned at the
Imperial Inititute.

Tub annual meeting of the Manne Biological Aiso-
dation of the United Kingdom waa held in the room#
of the Royal bociety oft April la Sir £ Ray Lan
toter waa reflected preaident and Dr A E bhipiqr
diairman of councU. The report of the council abowM
that a considerable amount of valuable reaearch work
waa still in progresa at the Plymouth Laboratoiy not.

witbatanding the loas of ataff and difficulties in collect-

ing cauaed by the war Experiments on the growth
of acalea of hshea under diflerent temperature oondi
tions are being earned on, and the regular study of

the nannoplankton is continued. The laboratoiy con
tinuea to be used by a number of voluntary workers
in addition to the members of the staff

the annual meeting of the Iron and Steel

Institute, to be held on May 4 and 5, the following
byedaw will be formally movdl and voted upon —
In the event of a state of war existing between the

United Kingdom and any other country or State
all members honorary members and honorary vice-

presidenu who shall be subjects of such enemy
countiy, or State shall forthwith cease to be mcm
bers, honorary members, or honorary vice-presidents

of the Institute but they shall be eligible for re-

election after the war in the usual manner The
acting president Mr Arthur Cooper will induct into

the chair the president-elect Sir William Beardmore
Bart , and the Bessemer gold medal for 1916 will be
presented to Mr F W Harbord

Tub death is announced of Mr W W Cook a
biologist attached to the United States Department
of Agriculture and one of the leadng American
authorities on bird migration and distribution In
his collection of information on this subject be had
especially utilised reports sent to him by hghthouse
keepers

Wb regret to announce the death of Colonel A E
Barker professor of surgery at University College
London, and one of the most active and successful of

Bntish surgeons. He was m his suty-sixth year
and died from inflammation of the lunge contracted
while on active eervioe abroad on Apnl 8 Born and
trained m Dublin he was appointed assistant-surgeon

to Umversity College London in 1885 and became
professor of surgery eight years later In more recent
years he applied himself with great success to improve
the metbow of obtaining aneesthesla by spinal Injec-

tions, and did much to secure a safe means of adminis-
tration He improved the technique employed by sur
geons in many operations particularly in those in
volving operations on the abdomen and on joints He
was a feuow of the Royal Colibge of Surens Eng
land, and took an active share in the work of his
adopted college and hospital

Thb Bntish Medical Journal gives particulars of the
career of Sir Thomas B Cro^ the first doctor of
medldne to become Lord Mayor of London who died .

at the age of eighty-slx on April 7 Sir Thomaa i

hidied at St Thomas s Hospital where he filled the
app^tments of house-surgwn and demonstrator of
anatomy He became F R.C S Eng. in i860 and two
years lat^ M D St Andrews He was elected Lord
Mayor in 1911, being then in his eighty-second year
aod it was noted that he was not only the first doctor
of medldne but the oldest dtizen to receive that office

He attended, as Lord Mhyor at the funeral of Lord
Lister on February 16 191a at Westminster Abbey,
following the patM>earers in company with the Lord
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Froyeat of Edinburg He waa a^jme time anadfOMt
of the Hunterian Society befine vMeh be duiviercd,

in 1871 the annual oration on Modem Medldne",
he was also a member of the Senate of the Umverdty
of London. He received several foreign Orders, in-

duding that of the Legion of Honour of France, of
the Crown of Russia St Olaf of Norway, Danebrog
of Denmark and the Rising Sun of Japan

Bv the death of M L6on Labb6, full of honours and
of years, trance has lost one more of the Old Guard,
the physicians and surgeons who were already in

practice when Pasteur and Lister were young It ia

just forty years since Labbd s wonderful case, in

1876 of the successful removal of a fork from the
stomach of a young man who had been playing tricks

with that implement The case got into the papers,
Mr Andrew Lang in a delightful article in the Daily
News cjuoted Horace Naturam expellas fured and
observed that the surgeon, bemg unable to expd the

fork by nature had to call m the aid of its brother, the
knife But the point of the case is that it advanced
the surgery of the stomach especially the relief of
patients with obstruction of the oesophagus by the
Introduction of food straight into the stomach through
a narrow tube For half a century Labbd practised

and taught surgery in Pans and his renown was great
and well deserved It was he alto who in 1914 helped
to bring about the law by which the protective treat-

ment against typhoid fever is compulsory in the French
Aniw At the tiine of his death he was working hard
m Paris for the French Army Medical Service The
honours of his profession came to him he was preti

dent of the Soa6t6 de Chirurgie in 188a he was a
member of the Acaddmie de M6deanc and Com
mander of the Legion of Honour He was a great
French gentleman handsome in face and in soul and
It seems a pity that be did not live to see France set

free and the dragon under her feet

We record with regret the death at Southsea on
March 30 of Dr J T Leon from cerebro-spinal

meningitis contracts from a military patent under
his care From an obituary notice in the Lancet we
learn that Dr Leon who was fifty years of age
started his scientific career with the intention of being
a chemist and after leaving Clifton went to Germany
Later he entered at Unversity College London where
he was Tufnell scholar in 1885 Two years afterwards
he graduated as B Sc Lond and in 1890 was ap-
pointed assistant lecturer on physics and d^onstrator
of chemistry in St Mary s Hospital Medical School
After holding those appointments for three years, he
commenced his medical studies at St Mary*^ wiiere
he had a successful career graduating as M B Lond
m 1896 and D P H Camb in the following year
After quahfying be was appomted on plague duty in
India where he did useful work in collaboration with
Prof Haffkine He served throughout the South
African War, and upon his return settled in practice
at Southsea On the outbreak of the present war he
was mobilised as captain in the Royal Army Meffical
Corps fT) and was appointed sanltaiy spei^list
officer for Portsmouth His duties involved the in-
spection of the sanitation of the various camps in

Hampshire and the carmng out of the bacterlologicat
work in connection with the various epidemics that
arose He worked assiduously at these posts and
there is no doubt that his death was due to nit unspar-
ing devotion to duty

Thx announcement of the death of Mr J H
Collins F G S on April la at the age of seventy fivB,

win be reodved with deep and sincere regret hy a
wide cirde of friends Including nearfy efvery persep
In Cornwall where he was sudi a wdUtnown and
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pktumquc ti|t^ He wa» « part president and.

{lonaniiy qaeiiDbar of many learned and ecientific

aodd^ea, mchidinj} the Inehtution of MNng and
Jietillursy, of wbiu he was alio one of the founders

,

tile Rx^aT Geological Society of C'lmwall, the Royal
Cornwall Polytedinic Society, and the Royal Corn-
wall Inrtltution He was also an honoraiy member
of the Imperial Mineralogical Society of Petro^ad.
For his sdentific wwk he received the Hen-
wood medal from the Royal Institution of Cornwall
in 1803, and the Bohtho medal from the Royal Geo-
logicu Society in Cornwall in 1898 He was the

author of many very valuable works all of which are

reguded as classics on his special subject including

Observations on the West of England Mining Re
gions, The Hensbarrow Granite District, Hand
book of the Mineralogy of Cornwall and Devon,
‘Cornish Tin Stones and Tin Capels, Ongm and

mineralogy for elementary and advanced students, and
many others He was chief chemist and metallurgist

to the Rio Tinto Copper Mining Company for a

period of more than twelve years and latterly was
chairman and managing director of the Wheal KitW
and Penhalls Lnited Limited Tin Mines of Cornwall
and a director of the Fast Pool and \gar Mines, Ltd
For nearly half a century Mr Collins devoted himself

to a close study of the geology mineralogy chemistry

and metallur^ of the mines and mineral deposits of

Cornwall , and it may be truly said that his knowledge
of this special subiect was unique His death has left

a gap in Cornwall which cannot easih be filled

Sous years ago Prof Richard A J Beny, of the

University of Melbourne rendered anthropologists a
great service by publishing exact tracings of all the

Tasmanian skulls he could find in Australian collec-

tions In conjunction with Dr A W D Robertson
he has now issued (Transactions of the Royal Soaety
of Victora, vol vi 1014) an atlas of tracings of

ninety crania of Australian aborigines Each tradng
is reproduced in natural sixe three views being given
of each skull In a bnef preface to this atlas of

cranial tracings, we learn that the Commonwealth
Government is awakening to the scientific value of

the skeletal remains of its native races, and is to take

steps to prevent the exportation of osteological material

from Australia

Thx Journal of the Buteshire Natural History
Society, vol vui (1914-15) •» largely devoted to local

antiquities Dr J N Marshall and Mr J Ritihie

describe Excavations at the fort and cave at Dunqgoii,
the peninsula at the southern end of the island of

Bute The cave which was hollowed out by sea
action was obviously, like the fort, occupied in onaent
times The mammalian bones found included those
of the wild cat (Febs syhestris) the fox, wild boar,
red and roe dew, the short homed Celtic ox and
turbary she^, the two last haidng been apparently
domesticated The animal remains as a whole would
be sufficient to indicate that the cave-men belonged
to a Drtiod not earlier than that of the predominantly
rounoJieaded Neolithic people The aosence of re
mains of the horse suj^ests that this animal so
common in Romano-Brulsh deposits, had not yet
reached Bute, if indeed it had bera introduced to Scot-
hUuf at the tune when the Dunagoil cave was in-

whited. The most interesting remains of human
occupation are bone and horn implements stone
fipuiiders, and the spinninftwborl, while a piece qf
«Mt broilxe proves that alter the ffiiuqiearanc* of
me earlier tenants the cave was occupied in the Bronze
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age The rqxirt, which is well Illustrated with plates

of the discoveries, is a good example of the excellent

work which con be done by a local society, the mem-
bership of which includes competent archaeologists.

The annual report of the Public Health Comnuttee
of the London Countv Council for 1914 has just been
issued It contains the reports of the couhw medical
officer (Dr Hamer) and school medical omcer, and
details of public health administration, mam drainage,
and housing of the working classes The report is

illustrated with a number of diagrams of statistical

data One of these shows the seasonal prevalence of
body-vermin (bugs fleas, and lice) and it is

of interest that the seasonal prevalence of

scarlet fever coincides with that of fleas Whether
tl is IS merely a coincidence or no further study alone
can « lucidate The death rate is slightly above that

for 1 It and siarlet fever diphtheria typhoid fever,

ind ery^ ‘las all show some increase of prevalence
compared w th preceding vears The marriage rate
attained the comparatively high level of 192 but the
birth rate again showed a diminution

In the Fsyehological Review (vol xxm No a) Mr
J B Watson describes a means whereby a w de range
of experiments can l<c performed on the conibtioned
reflex The author laims that the method can be
immediately applied to the study of many sensory
problems such as sensitivity to temperature and con-
tact, fineness of localisation,.dilTerential sensitivity to

pitch, etc , in animals whether wild or domesticated,
of any size, and in man also and that the record is

made in complete nnd ponnanent form by the animal
Itself Students ol 'mini ils whether from the physio-
logical or the psyi hoiogiLal point of view will find

the article both intcrestinj, and suggestive

The growing interest n p oblems of psychology,
and m particular m the exiieriimntal treatment of such
problems is plainly indicated by the appearance of
the first number of the Journal of Expenmentid
Psychology published under auspices of tlie

Psycholo^cal Review Companv An interesting
article, entitled "A PrHimlnarv Study of lonnl
Volume,” will appeal to both physicists and physio-
logists There has been much divergence of opmwn
as to whether extensity is really an attribute 01 tonal
sensations or merely a question of association, low
tones being associated to large instruments and to

gross movements of the throat As a result of a
careful investigation G J Rich comes to the con
elusion that if we accept independent vanabillty as the
criterion of an attribute, there is evidence for the
diSerentiatlon of pitch and tonal extensity judgments
of tonal volume bwng made with as great conustency
as is usual for attributive judgments

Sir F j Jackson describes, in the Journal of the
East Afnca and Uganda Natural History Society
(vol v No 9), two nests of the Afriian lung-fish

(Protoptenu etiUopiciu) They were 'situated In a
patch of coarse grass, ware circular in shape, with a
diameter of two and a half to three feet and about
eighteen Inches in depth But the most remariubie
future of these nests lay in the outer ring of mud,
which was raised about an inch above the water-leva
and about five inches width It had the aMearanoe
of being the work' of a man rather than ot a fish.

The mud did not seem to have been pushed up from
below, but rather to have been deposited from above,
and t^ smoothed down, the surface being smooth
and shiny H# suggests that this mdd was brought
to the surface in tlwinoutha of the builders, and then
beaten down by means of the Hattened, slimy, oeL
like tails.
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Much attention hai bean paid in America to preven-

tion of damage hf frOat to fruit and vegetable oops
The methoda are baaed either on the prevention of low
temperaturea, or the protection of frosted planta from
too rapid warmino The Geographical Revieva for

Februaty, 1916 (voT 1 No a), containa an illustrated

article on the subject Low temperatures ere pre-

vented by small fires, oil-pots (Fig i), steam pipes, or
even by hot water in irrlmtion ditchra Apparently no
method to utilise dectncal ener^ has yet bMn devised

To reduce loss of heat by ramation, artificial clouds

are caused by fires of wet straw, but lath screens

are most effective, though too expensive as a rule

S the air by some mechanical means to prevent
frost on clear, calm nights would be useful,

practicable method has b^ discovered Rapid
warming or “defrosting” is prevented by the same
means used to check radiation, and also by spraying

the plants with water at about 33° F just before sun
rise This coats the plant with ice which mu-i be

melted before warming can begin As a result, warm-
ing IS said to be gradual All these, and other

methods are of course, intimatelv associated with

dte west of Scotland the fall was only fiS per oent.

In the north and south of Ireland the tell was req>ec-

dvely 93 and 9a per cent of the average The rain-

days were everywhere in excess of the normal, the

number in the penod ranging from 73 in the south of

Ireland and 71 in the north of Scotland to 56 in the

north-east of England and in the Midland counties

The duration of bright sunshine was generally de-

ficient The exceptional warmth of Janua^ and the
heavy rains of hebruary and March would consider-

ably influence the quarter s results

Mr P W Stuakt-Menteath has forwarded to us
a group of pamphlets on the results of his long
continued investi^tions into the geological structure

of the Pyrenees They have appeared in the Btamtu-
4 isociatton, and are entitled “Sur les Gisements
Metalliforcs dcs Pyrdndes Occidentales because the
interpretation of that structure greatly depends on the

geological age of certain metalliferous (chiefly iron)

deposits in regard to which he differs widely from
some members of the French Geological Survey The
question is too long and intricate to be dealt with in

to say that the map in one of the
pamphlets which represents his own
views and reuills certain parts of the
\lps has a very reasonable aspect,

and that he is oj^sed to a school of
geologists in France who make
greater demands on flat folding and
oicrthrusting than some who have
studied that ch iin are willing to ad-
mit His criticisms chiefly relate to

the Survey mnp of the Mauldon
Pyrenees which 1$ contradictory to
his own observations and these, as
experience has taught him, are likely

to be Ignored, nnd if possible sup-
pressed He taxes its authors with
misplaiing sedimentary and intru

sive rocks confusing Cretaceous and
Upper PaloKizoic deposits, trans-

forming typical Cenomanian and
Thus into Silurian and Carbon
iferous, and transferring great slices

of sedimentary strata from the
southern to the northern side

of the chain If the charges

accurate weather forecasts since the preventive

measures are too elaborate and expensive to be
employed unless requintd

A SUMMARY of temper'iture rainfall, and duration of

bright sunshine in the United Kingdom for the first

quarter of the current year, comprised in the thirteen

weeks from January 3 to April i, 1916, has been issued

^ the Meteorological Office The mem temperature
for the period was in excess of the average in all dis-

tricts except the south of Ireland where it was normal

,

the greatest excess was i fi*’ in the east of England
The absolute maximum temperature ranged from 53®
In the north of Scotland to 65° in the east of Scotland
and the thermometer failed to touch 6u" in several dis-

tefatt, including the KUth-eaat and south west of Eng
land. Rainfall was in excess of the average in all

districts over Great Britain, except the west of Scot-

land, and there was a deficiency of rain in Ireland

The greatest excess was 177 yer cent of the average

in tlu east of England, while in the south-east of

Bnjri^^ fril was 161 psr eent of the average and
IM In the Midland counties In the east of Scotland

the raintell teas 141 per ceitt of the avenge, while in
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which he brings against MM
Bertrand Tcrmicr, and Carez be nmpled we
must suppose that hrcnch geology is suffering

from the incubus of official infallibility not less

seriously than did British geology some five-atid thirty

years ago

Although in the last seven years there have been
more than a dozen detcrminatiuns of the constant
of complete radiation, the results obtained have
differed so wideiy that it has not been possible to

fix on a definite value Some of the differences may
be accounted for by the radiators or the absorbing
surfaces of the measuring instruments not being per-
fectly black or by the neglect of the absorption of the
radiation by the water vapour present in the air Or
It may be due to the form of measuring instrument
BdoptM and in this connection it is worth noting
that when the radiation has been measured by a
tbermometric method, the result has in general been
Ugh while the pyrhellometer bas given mean results
in fair accord with each other fii Scientific Paper
No 363 of the Bureau of Standards of Weriiiiwton
Mr W W Coblentz reviews the wo^ whidi bail

been done by his predecessors and recently by Hlmarir
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on the subject and comes to the conclusion that the

most probable value of the constant is 575x10-'*
watt cm degree-*

tmi composition of the exhaust from Uquid.fuel

engines has been studied by Mr R W Penning, who
presented a paper on the subject to the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers on March 17 Various fuels

were employed, the considl^ratlons affecting tbcir

choice being volaulity purity and general suitability

for use as motor spirit, hexane and benzene were
taken as standard, high grade petrol and benzol as

commeixial fuels Mixtures with air were exploded

in a small glass vessel, and a complete chtmital
analysis was made of the products Exhaust samples
were also taken from an engine fitted with Dr Wat
son’s apparatus for measuring air and fuel nnd these

samples uere analysed In each cast a set of curves

WM plotted, taking as abscisste ratios of the fuel to

air by weight, and as ordinates percentages

of each of the products of combustion in

turn Such a set of curves is termed an
exhaust-gas chart The author concludes that with
volatile fuels there is little difference in the coinposi

tion of the products of combustion from air fuel mix
tures ID a small explosion vessel or in an engine
cylinder in spite of the conditions being so dissimilar

Another conclusion is that a very small quantity, if

any, of unsaturated or saturated hydrocarbons is pre-

sent in engine-exhaust gases, this statement is, of

course, bas^ upon the results obt lined in gas analysis

by the method adapted and described

An important paper by Dr C H Dcsch, on fhe
Decay of Metals is included in 1 recent issue of the
Transactions t f the Institution of Engineers and Ship-

builders in Scotland (vol lix
,

part 5) Three chief

types of decay are considered Ihc hrst is that due
to allotropic change of which the tin pest studied

by Prof Cohen of Utrecht is the most notable
example, similar disintegration may, however, occur
in certain light aluminium alloys, which arc liable

to fall to powder as a result of internal molecular
change, though fortunately this does nut occur with
any of the alloys in common use Disintegration
may also occur as a result of internal strain set up
by hard working Thus drawn rods are in a state

of severe tension in the outer layers, and in com
pression in the inner layers, whilst In rolled or

haimnercd rod this distribution of stresses is reversed
The fracture of the strained metal may be accelerated

by corroding agents, which in some cases causa it to

crack with almost explosive violence, as when veir
hard-drawn rods of brass or bronze are touched with
a solution of a mercury salt or of feme chloride
Finally, metals may decay as a result of actual corro-
sion, as in the graphihsation of iron pipes, from
which all the ferrite IS removed, leaving a soft residue of
oemeatite, phosphide, and graphite M these different

types of decay are illustrate by photographs, the
excellence of which has become almost a commonplace
feature in the work of the autbor

Mn. Wm SHACKtXTON, assistant inspector of
scientific supplies at the India Store depdt writes to
direct attention to the numerals designe by his pre-
decessor, Col A Strange F R S , in the early
^seventies These are stllf used on surv^lng Instru-
ments of to-day Mr A P Trotter is a nephew of
Col Strange He illustrated these numerals in the

J

ournal of the Insbtution of Electrical Engineers for
’cbruaiy i, gave details of their dimensions, and
used than as a hasu for his attenjpt to design an
improved set (see Nature, February 34, p 714, and
Apm 6, p isi)
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OVR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
LOUBT 19160 (Nbujmin) —The following elliptic

orbit has been derived by collaborators in the Berkeley

Astronomical Department (Lick Observatorj Bulletin,

No z8o^ from ooscrvations on February 39 (Yerkes),

March 8 (Bamberg), and March 7 (Lick) —

I .= March 11 Z195 G M 1 P = 5i86jears a =684 14'

*=193 441' C-OS546?
ft“327* 388 (whence «p-33 41^118''

t- 10’ 296 log a =0476,8)

The resulting ephemeris divergei. in R A from that

calculated at Copenhagen
,
thus interpolation for April

20 gives a loh 3m s8s ,
nnd 4 — 7° 38-0 , the Copen-

hagen position being a >oh 2111 41s und 8—7° 34-0
rile iiMUU was ibsirvid at the Hill Obsirvatory

Sidmouth, on April 8 It was then very diffusi and
faint, in approx position it 9I1 27 im C M 1

a=9h 39m SIS ,
8= -3° S4‘> v'O ni. irl> midway in

Right Ascension between the positions given by the

two ephcmeridcs

bOLAR Radiation —Mr R S Whipple s paper on
instruments for the measurement of solar radiation,

read before the Optical bociety of London on March
II, contains an account of all the most important
forms of instrument, from the Campbell sunshine
recorder and the black bulb m vacuo to the register

ing standard water flow pyrhehometer of the Smith-
sonian Institution Of these instruments the Camp-
bell sunshine recorder still holds its own as one of

the most accurate means of measuring the duration
of sunshine, while the black bulb m vacuo, the read-

ings of which have been recorded so many million

times by patient observers, is now thoroughly dis-

credited At the International Meteorological Con-
gress in 1905 the Angstrom pyrhehometer was adopted
as the standard instrument for the measurement of
the intensity of solar radiation In this instrument
one of two similar metal strips is heated by the
radiation to be measured, the other by an cfcctnc
current sent through it Equality of heating is

secured by two thermo-junctions behind the strips the
necessary heating current is read, and the rate of supply
of energy calculated According to the most trustworthy
measurements made under conditions more favourable
to accurate observation than oqr chmate permits, the
earth receives from the sun, on the average, 0-033
calories per square centimetre per second

Proper Motion of the Orion Nebula.—M J
Comas Solh has obtained direct evidence that the
annual proper motion of the neat nebula is about
o-oas* by stereoscopic comparison of photographs
The near by small nebula, A G C 1977, shows equal
motion, but m the opposite direction, and it is con-
sidered to be in orbital relation with the first

The System of k Tauri —Prof F Schlesinger has
found that k Taun most probably involves three mam
bodies, only one bemg bright enough to yield a
spectrum (Publications, Allegheny Observatory lu

3o) Partial eclipses at intervals of four days result

from the revolution of a less massive satellite, whence
also anses the chief oscillation of the spectrum lines,

but a second more remote and smaller bMy betrays its

existence and period of 346 days in a superposed
secondary oscillation revealed by the residuals The
respective masses are largely conjectural, on certain

assumptions they would be a e, i-o, and 0-4 solar, and
the distances from The centroid of the ^rst two 3-3, 8«.
and 5o« millions of kilometres The great range of
velocity (56-18 km ) found by Prt^ Sci%shiger, ass»>
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dated aa it ii with a apectnim of early, though some-
what peculiar, type, mu an important signl&ance in
relation to some of the suggested explanations of tlM
tardy nwtions of isolated hduum stars.

THE INSTITUTION OF NAVAL
ARCHITECTS

The spring meetings of the Institution of Naval
Architects were held on April 12 and 13, at the

Ri^al Society of Arts I he Marquis of Bristol's term
of office as president has now expired, and be has been
succeeded by the Earl of Durham The institution

scholarship has been awarded to Mr T S O Collins

,

a donation of tool, has been made to the scholarnhip

fund by the Earl of Durham, the annual gold medal
has bem awarded to Mr A W Johns, and the pre-
mium to Mr I L Kent, for papers read before the
institution The following membws of the insUtuiion

have been appointed to the Board of Trade Committee
to consider the position of shipping and shipbuilding

industries after the war —Sir A A Booth (chairman).

Sir A^ibald Denny, Mr W S Abell, and Mr James
Readhead. \ presentation was made to the retiring

president

In the course of the Earl of Durham s address he
said that one paramount dutj was before the whole
nation—to prosecute the war until a satisfactor> end
was reacheo Our naval architects had no better pride

than to turn out everything destined for the Navy of

the best possible quahty When the end of the war
came he felt sure that the institution would be able to

claim having done its share in the work
Sir Philip Watts read a paper on the load lines of

merchant snips, and the work of the Load Line Com-
mittee (1915) This paper consists largely of a his-

torical summary starting with the earliest recorded

regulation, which ai^arra in Lloyd's Register book in

1774 1 he remainder of the paper gives the gist of the

re^rt of the Load Line Committee presented in a
form convenient for the purposes of the institution

Mr W S \bell followed with a paper on some inies-

tions in connection with the work of the Load Line
Committee The question principally discussed is the

formulation of a suitable standard of structural

strength which might be adopted internationally for

the necessary tests which it is desirable to lay down
in order that the freeboard assigned shall not be so

small as to bring undue strains upon the structure of a
vessel The rules of the registration societies have
been developed from experience, and should form the

basis of any analysis having for its object a general
average of experience with snip structures at sea The
methM adopted was to analyse the rules of the prin-

cipal societies in terms of lly, and the pnncipal
dimensions of the vessel with the view of obtaining a
standard of longitudinal strength which would express

rationally the minimum requirements found necessary

from successful sea experience In this way formulae

were found for the standard of longitudinal strength,

the thickness of side plating, frame spacing and the
strength of hold frames This paper is a valuable

suipmary of some Interesting work on the strength of

riiip structures

Dr C H Lees read a paper on the laws of skin

frlbtion of a fluid in stream line and in turbulent

motion along a solid of great length. In this paper

Dr Lees shows how to reduce the problem of a very

long bo^ of rectangular or elliptic section towed along

a wide nibe flited with liquid to the simpler problem

of a long circular cylinder towed along the same wide
tube, so long as the liquid moving past the body is In

stream-line motion Comparison of results calculated

for the equivalent cylinder and Froude’s boards shows
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veiy fair agreement for the last 34 ft. of the boards,
fhe agreement is sufficiently close to show that there

IS In all probability an intimate connection between thb
frictional resistance of the after portion of a long
towed body and that of water flowing through a pipe' .1^.

experiments should be madeI desirable that t

with the view of determining to what extent the pro-
positions with regard to bodies of equivalent resistance

in stream-luie motion may be carried over to edefying
motion, and, if it should prove they cannot be, to

determine the corresponding propositions for eddying
motion
Mr G S Baker contributed a paper on the skin

friction resistance of ships, and our useful knowledge
of the subject The data for the friction of roum
surfaces have been increased very considerably in the

last few years Most of the data are derived from
model experiments, but in some cases authentic data
for ships are available One model of fine form, 16 ft

in length, tested in the National Tank, showed that
plate edges increased the frictional resistance 3 7 per
cent rhe plates on the model represented 4-ft

strokes of | in plating on a 400-ft ship A plate,

30 ft by a ft
,
tested in the Washington tank after

immersion, in Lhesapetke Bay for two months (July

and August 1914) showed an increase in resistance

over that of a smooth surface of about 50 pCr cent

The fouling and resistance went on increasing up to

the month of December, when the resistance stood at

about 330 per cent increase over thnt for a smooth
surface and remamed at that figure for some months
This suggests that a good time for cleaning and
painting the bottoms of coasting ships, working at

about this latitude, is October and November, as
there is little growth in cold water for the next

few months Presumably there would be n
period about May and June when the temperature
had reached a point favourable for growth, when a
new coat of paint tvould prevent the adhesion of

growth to the surface

In a paper on the subdivision of merchant vessels

and the Reports of the Bulkhead Committee 1913-13
Sir Archibald Denny suggests that after the war is

over, an interesting pa^r might be written dealmg
with the mass of information which will no doubt be
available as to tlje behaviour of vessels damaged
either sufficiently or insufficiently to sink them It

IS interesting to kno« that many vessels have survived
torpedo and mine attack, even when the damage was
of a very extensive character Thus the Nigretla
struck a mine abaft the fore peak and had a hole

40 ft by 16 ft blown in her, but she was saved by
No 3 bulkhead The Germans also have not alwavs
realised the difficulty of sinking an oil-carner especi-

ally if she IS running light—vide the Artemts The
tests made by the Bulkhead Committee on large tank
bulkheads are described in a paper by Mr J Foster
King Drawings showing the deflection records and
photographs of the bulkheads are included In aH,
fourteen papers were read and discussed

DANISH LABOUR ON BRITISH FARMS
'pHE Board of Agriculture proposes to relieve the
A present sbortege of labour on the farm by atrang-

Ing for the introduction of agricultural workers from
Denmark In this connection attention may be
directed to an exceptionally interesting article by Mr
J Robertson Scott in the January number of the
QuMrttrly Rtview
The wonderful development of rural life In Denmarit

U largely due to the absence of coal and Imn Having
practicqifly no manufacturing industries, the Danas
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havtt put thar bett brains and anergies into the cause

of agriculture, with the result that their of

rural economics is a model to the world The high
standard of agricultural education is ditefly responsible

for this success, it is significant that so,ooo Danish
farmers possess covered manure sheds, while 90,000

have water tight liquid manure tanks But in com-
paring this state of affairs with conditions on our
farms at home, it must always be remembered that

our system of land tenure does not favour similar

detvlopment here It is not only ignorance that still

causes so much of the fertilising value of farmyard
manure to be lost bv careless storage The Danish
farmer, owning his holding, is able to borrow from
his creidit society the capital necessary for these im-
provements, the English tenant farmer is not in the
same position Many landlords cannot provide these

aids to successful farming even if they realise that it

IS to their ultimate advantage to do so

It is, however, to the rural high school that we must
look as the real source of Denmark’s present agricul-

tural prosperity It may surprise many to learn that

no merely utilitarian outlook dominates these schools

On the contrary, they endeavour to show the power
of history, poetry, arid science and of a higher level

of life and thought to glorify ordinary workaday exist-

ence How wm a man trained in an atmosphere of

this kind fill the place of a typical agricultural labourer
on our farms? If Danish workers arc introduced in

any numbers into English rural life the results cannot
fall to be of great interest

THE CUITIVAIION 01' SPONGES
A N industry which promises a return of 3000 per

cent per annum on a very moderate capital

expenditure is an attractive proposition In the last

issue of the lyesl Indian Bulletin Mr W R Dunlop
describes the successful rearing of sponges from cut
tings in the Caicos Islands, near Jamaica and also

the results of some earlier experiments in Florida
The sponges occurring naturally In West Indian waters
have little commercial value, so that the material for

planting must be imported Although sponges are to

a remarkable extent creatures of environment, and
tend when transplanted to approach the native types
in quality, there is evidence that this may not occur
in selected localities in the Lesser Antilles As the
cuttings will only grow when attached to an anchor-
age, It IS necessary to provide them with suitable

means of simport when planting out Cement discs
are used in Florida, to which the sponges are held by
metal clips but it has been found in the Caicos
Islands that slabs of coral are quite as effective as the
discs and naturally much chea^r On soft or sandy
bottoms a spindle is set in the disc to hold the cutting,
otherwise the sinking of the disc tends to bury the
sponge and kill it

The crop is ripe for harvesting in from one to four
years, according to the vanetv grown To plant, har-
vest, and market one acre of sfioep’s-wool sponges costs
about This is a large and valuable variety, taking
four vears to mature, and yielding 116I per acre in the
New York market Assuming that one acre is planted
each vear, then, after four years, an annual expemU-
ture of 4I will yield an annual profit of iial if four
acres only are under cultivation No charge for

management is included in this estimate The growers
In the Caicos find that the small reef sponges, in sifite

of their lower market value, give on even beber
return on capital than the wool sponges because they
mature in twelve or fourteen months It will be sor-
prisiog If this industry, apparently 10 profitable needs
much official encouragement
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NATIONAL ASPEC2 S OF CHEMISTRY

Exactly seventy -five years ago from March 30,
191b, the Chemical hociety met for the first time

at the Koyal hocicty of Arts after a preliminary meet-

ing on February 23, i8ai, at which it was decided

that It IS expedient tnat a Chemical Society be
formed though the soaety has continued to hold

its anniversary meetings on or about March 30, ever

since then, under various conditions, no meeting ex-
cept that in 1915 has ever been held in circumstances
It all approaching those now prevailing throughout
the entire globe The Crimean and Bwr Wars did

not awaken in the nation any appreciation of the
increasingly important rdle played by chemical science

in warfare On the other hand, the enormous possi-

bilities for the destruction of human life afforded by
the application of scientific methods to warfare had
inclined peo]>lc to the belief that such a war as the
present, with its ruthless disregard of life could never
occur Short of demonstration, chemists would never

have believed that their science lould have been pros-

tituted as it has been by the enemy
Many thoughts arise in our minds on such an occa-

sion as the seventy fifth anniversary of our society,

leading us to reflect on the state of chemical scienco

before 1841, on the aims and purposes for which it

was deemed expedient to form such a society, and to

examine the measure of success that has been achieved
by the society in fulfilling the objects as laid down
in the charter
Reference was made to various letters received from

the founders of the society, and to one in particular

from Henry Fox Talbot, the well known pioneer in
photography expressing the view that the science of
iheinistry done was not sufficient to engage the atten-
tion of a society and suggesting that electrici^ should
be added How crronious was this view is shown by
the fact th-it within a month or so of its formation the
Pharmaceutical Society was founded and of later

years, amongst other societies which have sprung
from the parent society, may be mentioned the hoclety
of Public \n ilysts the I nstituU of Chemistry and
the Society of Chemical Industry each of which has
Its Important functions to perform
Looking bnck to the time of the father of chem-

istry and brother of thi Fxrl of Cork who in his
inti^uction to the Sceptical Chymist stated that
of late chymistry begins as indeed it deserves, to be
cultivated by learned men who before desoised it , and
to be pretended to by many, who never cultivated it

that they may not be thought to be ignorant of it

one may indel^ wonder on perusing our Parliament,
ary and legal reports how our legislators should be
classed in ai cordance with this statement and to doubt
whether the attitude of so-called learned men towards
chemistry had done more than begin to change
during the last two centuries The beginnings of tins

change and the initiation of the experimental method
into true science by Robert Boyle and his contem-
poraries followed closelv upon the CiVll War,. For a
hundred years or so onwards from the time of Boyle,
the gradual substitution of careful experimental work
in place of speculation on the reasons for chemical and
physical changes added greatly to our knowledge The
rise and development of the phlogistic theorv and its

final overthrow by Lavoisier illustrate this phase in
the growth of ibur science The vast strides made irt

the progress of chemistry date back to the time when
the use of the chemical balance was insisted on bv
Black bv its use chemistrv became nn exact science
Black's modestv and his devotion to scientific inves-

1 Abutrut of Addrtw, antllM Oar iterttity-lIWi
tbs SodMr as AprU bjr Dr
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ti|{aUon lor it« own sake often led to his claim to be
considered as the founder of modern chemistry being

overlooked.

Ihe importance of chemistry to national existence

was recognised in h ranee as early as 18151 as is

witnessed by the ongm of the Le iHanu boda pro-

cess and the beet sugar industry in trance In our
own country the electrolytic work of Davy and the

discovery ot benzene and of liquid chlorine by tara-
day have formed the starting points of many of the

manufacturus of munitions and weapons of war now
being employed, though more especially by the enemy

Jukt as the Royal bociety grew out of soci ics ot a
more informal nature, so tne Chemical boaety had as
forerunners the lepidarian bocicty, the Animal Clicm.
leal Society and also a Chemical Society or Club to

estublish which on attempt was made in 1806

trom the verj foundation of the society sinss has
been laid time and again, and by president atttr presi-

dent that it is upon the amount of research work
carried out by its tellows that the reputation and true

value of the society must depend \t the first annl-

versary meeting the council reported that it was fully

sensible that the utility of the society and its reputation

in the scientific world will mainly depend on its pub-
lications \ curve was thrown on the screen show
ing the steady inuease year by year in the number of

original communications contHbuted to the Trans-
actions, commencing at 43 (occupying 254 pp ) in 1841

and 1842 and reaching 272 (occupying 2909 pp ) m
1914 In 1905 the first volume of the annual reiiorts

on the progress of chemistry initiated by bir VViIlnm
Tildcn, was published.

Ihe president then dealt briefly with the progress

made year by year by the society referring more p ir

ticularly to the jubilee of the society in 1891 and to

the jubilee (111 1906) of the discovery of mauve In

1876 a proposal to establish a research fund was re

vived when Dr G D Longstaff promised t< g vc a
sum of loool if an equal imount were subscribed by
chemists With a like sum from the Goldsmiths Com-
nany together with domtions from the Merchant
Taylors Company the Mercers Company and the

Ctothworkors Company, the research fund was placed

on a sure foundation

Reference was made to the importance of stiniulat

ing and encouraging research if we as i not on are

to hold our own in commerce and manufacture 1 hat

It is the duty of everyone to do his utmost to wrest

from nature her secrets is tacitly agreed to by all but

unfortunnti ly there the matter rests The iwithy of

the public to the vital imiwrtancc of research is due
in great measure to the fact that the so-called well

educated cHsscs have no conception of what research

means The classical scholar pure ind simple adds
but little to the sum of human knowledge He
examines the knowledge iccumulatcd in past ages
extracts what is buried there much is a ploughman
bn the battlefield of Waterloo looks for a bullet fired

a hundred years ago He wonders bv whom the

bullet was fired, whom it hit and other such matters

which, however Interesting they may be are of little

use- to anyone The classic may retort by deminding
of what use are many of our chemical researches?

bet us look therefore at what research has done
Research may be divided Into two categories (i)

the tnere addition of fresh knowledge to that already

recorded of fresh mastery over the jiawcrs of nature

and of new ways of utilising energy and (a) the

didaHe quest for the solution of a particular problem

It may be the manufacture of something occurring in

nature or of something which shall have definite pro-

perties The experiments of Cavendish on the com-
position of the atmosphere when he converted nitrogen

and oxvgen into nlmc acid are typical of the first
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class of research brom this discovery an industry of
vast importance to the world, the utilisation of atmo-
qiheric nitrogen, has sprung up in Norway, Amenca,
and Switzerland Moistan s researches into the re-

actions at temperatures producible by means of the

electric arc led to the production of many new
compounds, including calcium carbide These two
industries have been established as the result of expert-.

ments made solely to increase our knowledge. Who
could have foreseen what the discovery by Faraday of

benzene m oil-gas would lead to at no distant date?

As examples of the second (ype of research maj be
mentioned the researches which hd to the synthesis

on a maniifiictunng scale f ilirarm and of indigo, and
to thosi which led Chrlich to the discovery of sat-

varsan
Broidly there are two types f heinists who en

large our knowledge the one who feels that he can
best fulfil his life s purpose by devoting himself to the
discovery of new 1 iws ind new substances for the

simple purpose of increasing the store of general know
ledge so that those who follow ifler may reap the
benefit of ins 1 ibours hor suih 1 min the reward
M too often only the joy of having succeeded in his

aim well knowing th it the monev prizes att iched

to the applical on of his discovorn s to industry will not
be Ills The thcr type s the man of praiiical bent
whi IS always striving to apply the knowledge of the
laws of nature ind of the properties of substances to

the solution of definite problems which confront the

che mcil imnufncturcr the iiiginecr ind others Both
types of mi n must be tr nncil in the most thorough
manner possible in the universities ind be tau^t
how to tackle both tlicoretual ind practical problems
In a siientihc manmr
The m inufacturer is prone to evpect his rese ireh

chemist to md calc almost immediatelj the value of his

presence m the works by a visible inrrease being
shown in the profits It is by lu means 1 rare thing
for a chemist employed at a miserable siliry to be
consulted in the same way as a specialist who is railed

in to see the patient on his death bed Had the aid
of the chemist been sought earlier he like the
specialist might have been successful in ach eving the

desired object If the chemiial manufacturers are not
only to hold their own bit are to save themselves
from extinction there is only one remedy they must
seek the services of the man with 1 broad and sound
foundition of the fails ind thei rics of the day
and with a thorough training in the methods of ad-
vancing knowledge Merely to miintiin the dead-
level of a fair measure of success is an existence which
can only satisfy a decadent race ind this war has
shown the British race to be as full of energy bravery,
and chivalry as of old

The nation is now learning day by day what neglect
of science has meant to it and our legislators are
having the impi rtance of science forced upon them
Perhaps no branch of scientific knowledge has been
more appreciated for the time being than chemistry,
though It has required hundreds of thousands of tons
of T N r lyddite and dynamite to shade the founda-
tions of their Ignorance
The newspapers and scientific journals have laid

bare the defects of our education more especitlllv with
reference to our scientific education It is obvious
that if the manufacturer is to employ properly trafoed
chemists he must be provided wUh an adequate
supply not only of men trained In what are known
phenomena who may be mere walking enarcfoiwedlas,
but of men who are trained to attack probmns
There are, however many points which our news-

tlie*varlous*^ucatlonal authorities for
comings Much ^fliculty was experienced head-
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mmrter* in obtaining men who could teach and keep
order in a clau Often the man who taught science

in school did so as junior mathematical master be-

cause his other teaching duties were lighter than those

of his colleagues, but bis knowledge of the subject

might be but little deeper than that of the scholars he
ww instructing
Where schools have been fortunate enough to securi

properly trained science masters, the masters have
usiudly to prove their value to the school not by
sound, all round teaching but by devoting much time
to coaching up the brilliant boys to wm scholarships
Owing to the absurd nature ot many of the questions
set at the open scholarship examinatrons candidates
are forced to read and get up quite specialised

branches of work of far too advanced a nature instead
of devoting themselves to acquinng a sound know
ledge of the principles and expwimcntal data and their

relations to the fundamental principles of science
Again the successful scholar sty in 1 hemistry is

usually too proud of his position to go to a course of

lectures on general chemistry by the professor but
prefers to attend special courses on advanced subjects
and thus become a specialist long before he should
suitable perhaps to hold a fellowship of his college

but ilnuist as unfitted as his fcllow-chssic for active

and useful life in an industrial centre and for facing
mdustrial problems
The brilliant youth who goes lo Oxford or Cam

bridge and whose ambition It is to lead the life of a
student is taught to regard the fellowship of his

college as the greatest pnre at whuh he tan atm
Although the cdlcge authorities mav state that the
chances of gamine i ft How ship an open equally to

a sciento and to i classical student this is not the tase
for the simple re ison that the electors to fellowships

are in almost all colleges mainly cl issical men, who
however fair minded they may be are unable to esli

mate the value of that which thty do not understand
Again in some cases all the fellowships which a
college may devote to natural science are given to one
branch
What are the prospects of a brilliant schoolboy who

takes up chemistry as his subject and, after gaining
a scholarship obtains the highest possible places in

the honours examination ? If he be elected to a fellow
ship and decide to remain and take his part in the
college life his income as a fellow can only be re

gardM as a mere pittance if he is devoting himself to

real research work He may do fairly well at the
Bar now that scientific opinion is more frequently

sought in patent cases than it was but no prize equal
to the bisnopric offered to members of the clerical

profession can be his There is no chance for him
to hold any high Government office, for all the Civil

Service examinations whether at home or abroad are
heavily weighted in favour of the classical and mathe
matical candidate Everything of a nature to test a

man’s ability to tackle an unknown problem however
simple Its nature is carefully excluded by cautiousU
worded syllabuses which detail the range of the facts

and the nature of the tests which ifiav be applied

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATTONAI
INTEIXIGENCE

We learn from the issue of Science for March 17
that in the will of the late Mr R R Rhodes of Cleve
land, Western Reserve University through its medical
school and affiliated institutions is a beneficiary to
the amount of about 100 oool and that tha will of

Mane Antoinette Fisk of Pasadena Cal
,

gives
JO oool to Princeton University
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Mr Arthuk Du Ckos, M P for Hastings, has
generously promised a gift of 7000I lo the Extension
Fund of the London (Royal Fi’ee Hospital) School of

Medicine for Women, thus completing the 30,000!
for which appeal was made The appeal was first

put forward in December, 1914 so that the sum has
been subscribed m sixteen months There have been
more than twelve hundred subscribers, which is satis-

factory as showing wide sympathy with the work of

medical women Next to Mr Du Lros s generous
gift the lurtcst subscription is 3000! from Mrs Gar
rett Anderson The extension of the school is ap-
proaching completion and will be opened in October
next It IS indispensable to the increasing demands
made upon the accommodation of the school as
another large entry of students is expected next
SI ssion

Ihb annual report on the work of University Col-

ley, London whuh has now been published deals

with the period February 1915 Ptbruary H)ib and
includes financial statements for the session 1914-15
The total number of students who registered dUriiig

the session 1^14 15 was 141b being a decrease of 790
compared with the preii^ing session During the
session 335 men students withdrew to

j
an H M

Forces and forty three other students to undertake
some other recognised form of national service con
nected with the war Ihe total fees available for

1914 15 amounted to 18,936! a decrease of 9775! on
Ihe prevous session There h is been a further de-

crease b< th in the number of students and in fees

received for the current session The financial result

III the course of two sessions is that the fee revenue
his declined by some 34 oool TIu position has been
relieved bv Treisury grants of 11 ^00) fur the sessions

1914 15 a idt toij and economies lo Ihe extent of
about 9000I will reduce the probable dehcit at the
end of the current session to 3500! A very gratify

ing number of war Iwnours obtained by members of
the college are chronicled m the report There are
now sixty members of the academic and ndmlniatrative
staffs absent on war service

liiR appointment if a Royal Commission on Uni
versity Education in Wales is announced The terms
of reference of the L ommission are as follows 1 o
inquire into the organisation and work of the Umver
sity of Wales and its three constituent colleges and
into the relations of the University to those colleges

and to other institutions in Wales providing education
of a post-secondary nature, and to consider in what
respects the present organisation of university educa-
tion in Wales can be improved and what changes if

any are desirable in the constitution functions and
powers of the University and its three colleges The
tollowing are the names of the persons appointed to

serve on the Commission —Lord Haldane (chairman) 1

Prof W H Bragg Quam professor of physics Uni
versity of London the Hon W N Bruce a principal

assistant-secretary under the Board of Education Sir

Owen M Edwards chief inspector Welsh Depart
ment Board of Education Dr W H Hadow, prln

cipal of Armstrong College Newcastle Mr A D
Hall a Commissioner under the Development Act

I Sir Henry Jones, professor of moral philosophy Uni
versltv of Glasgow Sir William Osier Bart regius

professor of n^irine ITniversitv of Oxford Miss
Fmllv Penrose principal of Somerville College Ox
ford The tacretftrv to the Commission is Mr A H
Kidd of the Board of Educat on to whom all com-
munications should be addressed

The earnest atnteal on behalf »f the children which
appeared In the Tfmfs of Ai>nl i" over the signatures

'of some of the most distinguished women of the
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country demand! the serlou! attention of the Govern-
ment and the warm support of every true friend of the
nation In the stress of war it would seem that every
reactionary influence finds its importunity with the
result that the strenuous ameliorative efforts of past
generations arc to be brought to naught, and the fight on
behalf of children must m re-fought once more It is,

however, satisfactory to find mat some education
authorities take a fitin stand against the insistent de-
mands of certain agricultural and industrial interests

that children shall be released from school at an untimeW
age to labour in the fields and factories, and it is all

important that enlightened public opinion should sup-
port their action Vet it is greatly to be deplored
having rep;ard to the actual conditions of working
class Ufe m industrial centres that certain education
authorities should for reasons of so-called economy
seek to close the schools to children under five and
to call upon the Government to raise the compulsory
school age to six in order that children below that
age shall likewise be excluded with the result that
the school life would be limited In certain areas to

j

five years Instead of nine But perhaps the most un
worthy demand Is that of the manats of textile

works in Lancashire that the children in textile areas
shall be compelled during |he war to enter the far
tones As the signatoncs well indicate we owe it

In reverence for the dead that we refuse no sacrifice

in order to raise up a virile generation to juslifv their

noble devotion

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
LONOO^

BllBsralsgteal Saetsty, March ai —\V Barlow, presi-

dent, in the chair—Dr J W Bvsas A new micro-
scope accessory for use in the determination of the
refractive indices of minerals The accessory—

a

diaphra^ with narrow sHt adjustable in wddth—when
placed In the pnmary focus of the objective or any
point conjugate with ft serves several useful purposes
If placed jMrallel to the boundary between the two
suMtanoes the refractive indices of which are to be
compared by the Becke method, it gives better results

than an iris diaphragm In the case of doubly,
refractive sections or grains in which an axis of
optical symmetry bes at right angies to the microscope
axis the slit is placed jjarallel to the former axis, so
that the paths or all the rays of light traversing it He
in a plane of optical symmetry and one direction of
vibration is always parallel lo the axis of optical
wmmetrv and a nicol is inserted so that the direc
tlon of vibration of the rays traversing it is parallel

to the same axis then the refractive indices of light
vibrating parallel to that axis of optical s\ mmetry may
be investigated by the usual methods without the con
fusion caused bv the bifocal images described bv Iforby
—L J Spsaesr A butterfly twin of gypsum In a
we]l<<)evelopotl twin-ciystal 6 In across from Gir-
genti. Sicily in which the twin-plane is d(ioi) the
two individuals are situated on the same side of the
twin-plane instead of on opposite sides is m the
usual type—Dr W R Jsass The alteration of
tourmaline In a moist tropical climate minerals
which are ordinarily regarded as stsble break down
*0 an extraordinary degree At Gunong Bakau
Rsdarated Malay States tourmahne Is found more or i

lesa completely altered to a mica (probablv phlogopite)
and Umoflite, the degree of alteration decreasing with
IncreMing depth from the surface suggesting that the
ehaoga w caused by the percolation of water from

The freshnesa of tourmaline crralns in sands
is vtty ptohabV doc to the removal of the altered
peoducts by chemical and mechanical means.
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3sslsgksl Sscisty, March si —Dr S F Hamer,
vice-president, in the- chair—Dr T Ossdsjr Observa-

tions on the cytology of Flagellates and Amcebai ob-

tained from old stored soil This jiaper
‘'-

the cytology and nuclear changes during c

_ deals with

^ jg division of

three species of Flagellates and two species of Amosba
obtainM from soil stored in bottles at the Rothamsted
Laboratory for practically h(ty years One of the

Flagellates and the two Amu-bse are new to science

aselsgical Ssekty, March 22 —Dr A Marker, presi-

dent, in the chair —Prof b J Shaad ITia pseudo-
tachylyte of Panjs (Orange Free State) and its relation

to trap-shotten gneiss and flinty crush-rock The
rocks described as pseudo-iachyly le occur in irr^u
iar veins in the granite gneiss of Parijs (O F S ) Tne
author first regarded them as igneous intrusions, he
now compares and contrasts these rocks with the trap-

shotten gneiss of India and with flinty crush-

rocks from Scotland Argentina, and Numaqualand
The veins are irregular in form, dip, and strike, they

freely branch and anastomose, and not uncommonly
terminate blindly llie material consists of a dense
black base, holding fragments of granite, these are
sometimes so numerous that the base is reduced to

the rdh of a mere cement between the rounded
boulders Microscopically the rocks fall into three
lyjics one of which is opaque and almost without
indtviduali»«d grains or crystals while the others
represent different stages of crystallisation of the first

type The production of the veins involved a tem-
pvaturc sumcient to melt the felspar of the granite
and there has been recrystallisation of felspar in the
form of spherulitcs and microlites and also of prisms
of hornblende In this evidence of high temperature,
and in the absence of shearing phenomena in tbe
m-anitc the pseudo tachylyte of Parijs differs from all

known crush-rocks and has affinities with pitchstones
and tachylytes Among the crush-rocks of Scotland,
the author recognises a passage from the mylonitic
tyjie to a type in which fusion has been realised , the
latter material is similar to the first of the Panjt ty pes
A chemical analysis of the pscudo-tachylytc shows that
the composition is that of a grano^onte, and is such
as might corresjiond to an average of the variable
dark gneiss in which the veins occur It is suggested
that a melt of granite produced by mechanically,
developed heat arising from the sudden rupture of
the granite, would differ from 1 normal magma of
granitic composition and It is thought that the veins
represent the solid equivalents of such a melt

Pbytksl Society March 34 —Mr F L bmith, vice-
president in the chair —Mrs C H QrtBtks A new
method of determining ionic velocities In the experi-
ments described the Imthode which consists of a hori-
zontal copper disc perforated with two hoi s is
mounted m a cvHndncal glass tube open at the lower
end The whole is suspended from the beam of a
balance, and is immersed in a vessel of cofiper
sulphate The anode is a copper spiral fixed In the
electroivtc some distance below the mouth of the
kathode vessel From the rate of change of weight
of the suspended system dunng the passage of a
current the ionic velocities can be determined —Dr
S W J Sktth Note on an explanation of the migra-
tion of the ions The object of this note is to show
how a familiar diagram, appearing in many tswt-
books can be improved In way which makes itea^
to appreciate what happen# at the electrodes in the
simple examples of Hittorf's method qf determintag
the mij^tion constant An attempt is made to
precision to an idea which is sometimes vaguely ex-
pressed and frequently Ignored —Dr S W J *ssWi *A method of exhibiting the velocity of iodine Ions In
solution Dilute solutions of potassltun i^l^ Uiiq
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taialitm chloride of equimolecular concentration
va alnioet the tame electnc conductivity They ai«,

therefore, of intereit in connection with the direct
nwMurement of ionic velocitiee The paper deso-ibei
a nmpie method of obeervmg their common boundiny
it if only neccfiary to add a little mercuric chloride
to the potafsium chloride solution An extremely thin
layer of mercuric iodide then forms where the two
solutiofis meet The method is parucularly convenient
for lecture purposes and an approximate value of the
ionic velocity can be obtained in a few minutes fhe
paper gives examples of the use of the method The
current is first passed in the direction «hich causes
the Iodine ions to travel towards the chloride The
chlorine liberated at the anode In this case supplies a
means of re-determining the velocity of the ions when
the current being reversed they move in the opposite
direction

Edinburgh
Royal Society, March 20 —Dr J Horne president

in the chair —Dr C Davison 1 he Ochil earthquakes
of the years 1900-1914 The distnct chiefly affected
lies on the south of the Ochil Hills and includes
Dunblane Bndge of Allan, Menstrie Alva lllli
coultry, and neighbouring places The earthquakes
began in 1900 but did not become frequent until

1905, when ten shocks were felt There were nineteen
in 1906, thirteen in 1907 seventeen in 1908 eighteen
in 1909 nineteen m 1910 eight in 1911 seventy four
in 191a, two in 1913 and one in mi4 Die total
number in the fifteen years was 186 The three earth
quakes of S^tember 21, 1905 October 20 1908, and
May 3, 1912, were of unusual strength and were
felt over areas of nearly a thousand square miles
The last of the three was so strong that a slight
increase of intensity would have restuted in damage
to property The earthquakes seem to have been due
to small movements along the great fault whiifi sklits
the southern slope of die Ochil Hills There was
evidence that the origins passed westwards as time
progressed There were indications both of an annual
and of a semi-annual periodicity—Dr C G Knstt
Mathematical note on the fall of small particles
through liquid columns —W R SaMllia Apractolexdus
T0rettpti This Piesiaur was collected from the
Oxford Clay by H N Leeds and acquired for the
Hunterian Museum by Prof J W Gregory The
major portion of the skeleton is present the bones
being in excellent preservation In some fespects the
animal is intermediate between Cryptocletdus oxon-
ietuu and TricUtdus Seeltyt, but in others it shows
a higher degree of organisation than either of these
species For example, in the fore paddie, the humerus
resembles that of Cryptocleidus, except in the facets
on the distal end , but it artirulates with four elements
as In Tricleldus In this way it combines the advan
taj^ of both, and gives a broader and more efiiaent
paddle The shoulder girdle Is typically efasmo-
Murian and the clavicles are reduoM to min, func-
tMnless plates, lying wholly on the visceral surface
of the scapulas opui pectoral and pelvic girdles show
rtie animal to have been of great breads A hiiA
•legrw of ossifileation is a notable characteristic of
the skeleton

Dubun
DaMla Sedsty, March 28 -Prof Hugh Ryan

Inthe chair —Prof W Brawn The suteideince of
toeriopal oscillations of nickel and iron wires when
subjec^ to the influence of transverse magnetic fields
up to 8qo c g s units Experiments on the subddence
^forsional oscillations of nickel and Iron wires in
transverse mngnetic fields, both direct and alternating <

up to a maximum of Soo units shows that the damp*
•ng of n» oaditatlons is increased as compared with
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the oscUlationa with no field round the wire When
the frequency of the alternabng transverse magnetic
field is increased eight times, the damping of the

torsional oscillations is decreased in nideel and in-

creased m iron wire—Prof W Brawa The change
of length in nickel wire due to transverse magnetic
fields direct and alternating The maximum expan
Sion of nickel wire, due to transverse magnetic fields,

both direct and alternating, takes place in a field of

about fifty unite, the longitudinal load on the wire
being ax 10* grammes per sq cm for higher fields

the expansion diminishes gradually, and for a trans-

verse field of about 1000 units there Mpears to be
neither expansion nor contraction -Prof Sydney
Yeang The boiling points and critical temperatures
of homologous compounds ITie formulae of Walker
Boggio-I-era Ramagc Ferguson and Young are

compared and it is shou n that the author s formula
gives the best agreement between the calculated and
observed boiling points of the normal paraffins data
for which including some recently determined in

America are avail ible from ( H« to C ,H,« The
American chemists have also determined the critical

temperatures of normal and tso butane and the rules

regarding the deviations from Guldberg’s law
T./Ti— constant, brought forward by the author in 1908

( Stoichelometry, p 183) are found to hold good

Paris

Acaduny of Setoaeu, April 3 —M Camille Jordan m
the chair —G Blgaardan The discovery of the nebula

of Orion by Peiresc This discoiery was for a long

time attributed to Huyghens (1659) and later to

Cysatus (1619) Proof is now given of the observa-

tion of this nebula by Peiresc (ibio) —Pierre Dahaai

Ihe conditions which determine electrical movement
in a system of several dielectrics —M do Sparrs The
influence of atmospheric conditions on the trajectories

of long range projectiles For the ^ 6 cm German gun,
w th a maximum range of 40 kiionnetres it is calcu-

lated that an increase of temperature of 13® C or a fall in

the atmospheric pressure of 10 mm causes an increase

of rangt of 1792 metres —Gaston Jails The reduction

of positive quaternar) quadratic forms — Henryk
Aictewiki The variations of mean hcIiographiQ latitude

of the sun spots —J Vsltot The law which connects

the calonfic absorption of a cell with the refractive

indices of the material of the cell and of the liquid

which it contains The method described m an earlier

pajier for determining the corrections due to the walls

of the cell is uppliiabic to most colourless liquids, but

(nils for highly viscous or coloured liquids \ method
IS outlined for dealing with these exceptional cases—
E LJgsr The Isomeric acetyl derivatives of nataloin

and homonataloin —J CkIMat The sexual variations

of the inflorescences and flowers in cultivated

Codiseum —Mile Tmari RIoUs Cross between a wild

crucifer and a cultivated crucifer with a tuberised root

The plants used In the experiments were Raphanus
Raphanutrum and cultivated vanetles of Raphanus
sathus The tuber formation on the wild plant wa*
readily produced by crouing The wild type tends to

become preponderant In the descendants of the hybrid
plants—Jules WoM A substance coagulating inuhti

and accompanying it in plant tissues This ferment

was isolated from chlcoiy roots and from dahlia

tubers and named Inulo-coagulase —Emile Bilat The
possible m^gin of terrestrial magnetism —Ph Plafslit

Perturtatlons of the magnetic declination at Lyons
(Salnt-Genis-Laval) during the fourth quarter of 1915

—Marcel Bawdraki The earh date of the jaw found
at La Naulette From a study of the two premolars
the conduslon is drawn that Homo HauMt^ts dates

probably from- the Pliocene eooch —A Berisslak In-

dncotherlum, a neve genps of giant jMnoceros Ttfe
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langaat r«pnMntiittvM o£ thu geauc are of greater
dimeneiona than the Mammoth.—£ Balalllaa hecuo-
dadon membrane and-poJyapemua in the Batrachian*
—Charles Micella ana Luoovic BlaUet The prepara,
tion of an experimental antiexanthematic serum and
its Ann applications to the treatment of tvp^us in
man it has been found that emulsions of the spleen
or suprarenal capsules of the guinea'.pig can be safely

inoculated into horses and repeated inoculations are
possible In this way the horse and ass have been
rendered immune to typhus and a serum has been
prepared applicable to the treatment of the disease in

man Nineteen cases in men were treated and cured
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ANCIENT HINDU SCIENCE
Tht PosiUv* Sciences of the Ancient Hindus By
Dr B SeaL Pp viu + ags (London Long-

j

mans, Green and Co , 1915 ) Price i3S 6d net

A CHARACTERISTIC feature of the present-

day literary activity of the philosophically

minded men of science in India is seen ui the com-
mentaries they are publishing from time to time

00 their ancient systems of scientific doctrine,

partly, no doubt, with the object of cnlightemng
Western nations concerning the existence in these

systems of certain root-ideas which are usually

held by us to be the product of Western thought
alone The more our knowledge grows the more
certainly will it be seen that many of these funda-
mental concepts are common to all systems of

philosophy, and that, in the absence of an accurate
chroncriogy, it becomes mcreasingly difficult to

determine where or with whom their germs ori-

ginated It IS possible, of course, that some of

these fundamental ideas were independently con-
ceived, but it IS equally probable that they may
have had a common origin or have been radiated

from a common source In such case there is

ground for the sujmosition that this common
source was India But in t^ality it is impossible
to say with any approach to accuracy how Eastern
knowledge travelliid in the far-off times to which
we are referring We can only surmise that these
ancient philosophies found their way along trade
routes through Persia, Mesopotamia, Syria, to the

Greeks and ^yptians, and thence along the Medi-
terranean littoral into Spain and western Eurim

In the book before us Dr Brajendranath Seal
makes no exaggerated claim to the antiquity of the

body of knowledge with which he deals Indeed,

he says in the present state of Indian chronology
it is impossible to assign dates to the origmal
sources from which his materials have been drawn
Practically, he thinks it may be assigned to the
millenmum 500 b c to 500 a d , which is compara-
tively late in the history of human thought With
respect to the West all he definitely asserts is that
the Hindus had, if not a pnor claim, at least an
independent share with the Greeks in the work of
coastrncting scientific concepts and methods m the
investigation of physical phenomena Indeed, it is

probeUe that they were earlier than the Greeks in

accumulating a body ctf knowledge capable of
being applied to mdustrial technique It is at least

certain that Hmdu scientific ideas deeply influenced
the course of natural philosophy in Asia—in China
and Japan towards the east and in the Saracen
empire m the west
The book under review consists of a series of

mooog|«phs on the positive sciences of the ancient
Hindus Some portion of it has already appear^
in Or P C Rfly’s "Hindu Chemistry,” vii., tm
chapters deaiing with the mechanical, physical,’

and diemical theories of the ancient Hindus'aad
ndth their sdentifle methods. The author regards
his hoiolc as pnjitnioafy to a more comprehensiye
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work on comparative philosophy, since philosophy
in Its nse and development is necessarily governed
by the body of positive knowledge preceding or
accompanying it Hindu philosophy, be considers,

on Its empirical side was dominated by concepts
derived from physiology and philology, whereas
Greek philosophy was dominated by geometrical
concepts and methods The ultimate object of

his labours, apparently, is to attempt a compara-
tive estimate of Greek and Hmdu science, with, it

IS hoped a measure of success and some approach
to finality

Dr Rdy s work on Hindu Chemistry ’ has
already been the subject of notice m these c^umns
On the present occasion, therefore, we purpose
to restrict ourselves to an examination oi the chap-
ters dealing with Hindu ideas on kinetics and
acoustics, on plants and plant life, on the classi-

fication of ammals , and on Hindu physiology and
biology

To begin with, a Western student of the book
meets with an initial difficulty in the different

systems of transliteration adopted by the two con-

tributors It is to be hoped, in the interests of

uniformity, that if Western hterature continues to

be augmented by Eastern contributions of this

character some understanding on this matter may
be arrived at It is difficult enough as it is for

the Western mind to assimilate Eastern thought,

or to appreciate its subtle nuances without the

difficulty being unreasonably increased by g matter
which IS surdy capable of satisfactory settlement

by philologists A more serious difficulty consists

m the employment by the author of terms like

isomeric,’ ‘polymeric,’ etc ,
which are essentially

modern, and used by us in a perfectly definite

sense to express modern ideas, but which m the

book are adopted to connote conditions which are

only very remotely analogous Dr Brajendranath
Sed IS well aware of what he admits is a question-

able freedom It would be difficult in all cases to

suggest an alternative, but it must be admitted
that the loose use of well-defined modern terms to

express vague or only very distantly related ideas

does not conduce to accurate thinking
The chapter on mechanics deals with ancient

Hindu ideas of the analysis motion , of motion
considered m relation to its causes

,
of motion not

due to material contact of which the mechanical
causes are unknown, and which are to be ascribed

to the universal final cause (Adrista), e g , the first

motion of primordial atoms, the upi^ord motion
of gaseous particles, the movement of iron towards
the magnet, capillary motion as of liquid particles

from tlw root to the stem of a plant, etc Tlie idea

attached to the hypothesis of Adnsta (which
simply means “unseen ”) seems to have been modi-

fied in the course of tune Originally it would
appear to have been used as an expression for

agnosticism, no transcendental interpretation

being attached to it The chapter next treats of

force, the causes of pressure, and of impact,
gravity , curvilinear, vibratory, and rotatory

motion , fluidity and Ae motion of fluids , measure-
ment of aotioii; units of tone Snd spsod; rdatiire

and serial modon The author shows no ladina-

K
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tion to see antiapatloos which are not strictly

legitimate He ^ints out that the Vaitfeyika

tbrary of motion made only a distant approach to
Newton s first law of motion, and that whilst a
good foundation was laid for the explanation of
the accelerated motion of fallmg bodies, Gilileo'e

discovery was not anticipated But there would
seem reason to beheve that Vfichaspati laid the
foundations of sohd geometry eight centuries

before Descartes, and that Bhfiskara (1150 ad),
in computing plwetary motion, appears to have
used the differential calculus

Ancient ideas on acoustics have a remarkable
similarity to modem theories. It was recognised
that the air was the physical basis of audiUe
sound, and that its propagation was to be conr-

ceived on the analogy of waves in water Various
views, however, seem to have been held concern-
ing the precise nature of the air-waves, as to the
character of the vibratory movement, and how the
molecules of a vibrating bell communicate their

moticm to the contiguous air-molecules Echo was
supposed to be a reflection of sound as an image
m a mirror is a reflection of light Attempts were
made to explain pitch, intensity, and timbre by
differences in the characteristics of the air-waves
The nature oi musical sounds and intervals was
the subject of acute speculation Medieval com-
pilations explain musical tones and their relations

with reference to melody, as harmony was alto-

gether unknown
The wonderful j^ant-life of India naturally

stimulated attempts at classification, and a short
account of the various systems attributed to

Charaka, PrssastapAda, Amara, and others is in-

cluded in chapter tv A section is devoted to
elementary ideas of plant physiology, character-

istics of plant-life, sexuality, and consciousness It

IS a curious and suggestive chapter, not without

Ifterest to the modern plant physiologist

Not less interesting are the early Hindu at-

tempts at the classification of animals based upon
mode of origin—whether placental, oviparous,

from moisture and heat, or from vegetable organ-
isms Snakes naturally received much attention,

and elaborate accounts are given of the action of

the poison of the several venomous families This
IS one of the longest chapters in the book, and
the accounts of the vanous systems are given m
considerable detail

Space precludes any attempt to give any de-

scription of ancient Hindu ideas concerning phyai-

olo^ and biology Naturally, the phenomena of

metabohsm, of the circulatory system, and of the

vascular and nervous system , of the seat of om-
sciousness, of fcetal development, sex, heredity,

received attention, and were the subject of specu-

lation, often based upon acute and accurate

observation, always interesting, and frequently

highly suf^estixe But enough has been stated to

shost that Dr Brajendranath Seal has given us a

hiost valuable contribution to the history of

sokttoe by means of a work which must have
a vast amount of study and research into

a literature which it nractically inaccessible to

European students of physical science
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BRITISH FRESH-f^ATER RHIZQPODS
The Bnttsh Fresh-mater Rhtsopoda and HebotoO,
By J Cash and G H Wailes. VoL Ui

Rhteopoda Part ui By G H Wailes Pp
XXIV + 156+ plates xxxiii+lvii (London Ray
Society, 1915 )

Price 12s 6d net.

TO say that the volume before us equals, if

It does not surpass, its predecessors, not

only in scientific value but in general construe*

tion, IS to award it the highest praise With the

completion of their task by the publication of the

concluding volume it will not be too much to

state that what Leidy has done for the fresh-

water Rhizopoda of North America the authors

of this work will have done for the group m
Great Britain Since the publication of the

second volume (in 1908) the senior author, James
Cash, has died, and a sympathetic biography
forms a fitting introduction to this volume from
the hand of Mr John Hopkinson, who, as is well

known, rendered him material assistance m the

preparation of vol 11 , and to whom the present

instalment is indebted for a series of synonymies
which may well serve as a pattern for ^ system-

atists, and may be said to constitute a practic-

ally complete bibliography of the subject

The vidume furm^es a very extended addition

to our knowledge of the distribution of these

organisms in the British Isles, especially by the

incorporation of the splendid results of the

labours of Mr G H Wailes (which were em-
bodied in his monograph of the group pubhsbed
in the reports of the Clare Island Survey), who
now loins Mr Hopkinson as one of the authors
of this book By the addition to the British list

of Paulinella and Clypedina, and the representa-

tion of Gromia by Allogromia and Mynebo-
gromia, the number of fresh-water Rhizopoda
recorded as British is raised from forty-seven to
fifty The confused sjiecies Euglypha alveolata

is divided into h acanthophora and E tubercu^
lata, a simphfication which will be welcomed by
students of the group, supported as it is by a
remarkable synonymy comprising no fewer than

157 well-considered references

The authors direct attention to the specialised

method of collecting reserve scales by E enstata,

and the contrivance by which the apex of the teat

18 closed in E mttcronata The new classification

of the Gromims will appeal as much to studqpta
of the marine as of the fresh-water Rhizopoda.
In this section the preoccupied name Pamphans
IS replaced by Lecythium, as the outcome ol a
laborious study of the existing synonymies We
do not agree with Rhumbler (who is fdlowed by
the authors) that Dujardin failed to notice the
anastomosii^ reticulations of the pseutkmodia of
Groma ovtformu his four papers pubhsbed in

1835 (Ann Sci Nat
, 1835, “ Infusoirea,” 1841)

make the contrary view clur, but for taxonomkv
purposes Rhumbler’s sub-family, Allogromia, id
undoubtedly useful An interestmg account te
given of the reproductive processes of Micro**
grama soctabs, as also of the mdiffereatiy Mtehte
or fresh-water genera, Lieberkudiaia and Rhytf*
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chofrromia. The late J D Siddall was of the

rion that his remarkable genus, Shepheardella,

ed this indifference to habitat, but did not
publish his conclusions on the matter
The twenty-five {dates in colour and monotone

are worthy of the best traditions of the Ray
Society Vol iv , which will complete this

admirable work, will consist of two ^rts the

^st an addendum to vols 1 and 11 ,
comprising

s[>ecies recorded as new to Britain since their

publication, the second, dealing with the Heli-

oaoa, will be the work of Messrs Hopkinson and
Wailes E H -A

MATHEMATICAL TEXT BOOKS I

(i) The Essentials of Descriptive Geometry By
|

Prof F G Higbee Pp vi + ao4 (New York

J Wiley and Sons, Inc. London Chapman
and Hall, Ltd

, 1915 ) Price 71 gd net

(a) Fme-Ftgure Mathematical Tables Compiled
by E Chappell Pp. xvi + 320 (London
W and R Chambers, Ltd

, 1915 ) Price 55
net

(3) Mortality Laws and Statistics By R Hen
derson Pp v+iii (New York J Wiley
and Sons, Inc. , London Chapman and Hall

Ltd
, 1915 ) 55 6d net

(4) Arithmetic for Carpenters and Builders By
Pr<rf R B Dale Pp ix + a3i (New York
J Wiley and Sons, Inc London Chapman
and Hail, Ltd , 1915 ) Price 55 6d net

(s) Handy Logarithmic Tables By Y Uraguchi
Pp 7 (Tokyo Y Uraguchi, 1915 )

Price 3d

(i) 'T'HE author assumes on the part of the
A reader no previous knowledge of dc-

scri{>tive geometry, and only quite a superficial

acquamtance with ordinary plane geometry The
course follows mainly the customary lines, mclud-
mg points, lines, angles, planes, surfaces, and
model making There are three reasons why its

general character should commend itself to the

ordinary student First, the diagrams are

numerous, clear, and unusually large, secondly,

the style of ex{x>sition is admirably lucid and
thirdly, each chapter closes with a set of simple

exercises, it would be a distmct improvement if

answers were added, where possible

(a) This book of five-figure tables includes

logarithms of number and their reciprocals, anti-

loganthms (called illogs), logarithms of loga-

n^ms (called lologs), anti- ‘logarithms of loga-
rithms’* (called lUolc^s), the trigonometric func-
tions and their loganthms, and a table of various
constants To lessen, in using the lolog tables, the
chance of error which would occur from failure

to notice whether the loganthms are positive or
negative, numbers less &an unity are shown in

red, and those greater than unity in black This
IS a wise precaution The book is well printed
and arranged in a convenient fashion

(3) The author sets out in scientific form the
ns^ of investigations into the duration of
hainttn life and tlm mathematical theory requited
lor it The bode is a treatise for actuaries or for

asa^the^atiolant iatfireated in the theory of prdw-
uto, 3436, VOX. 97]

bility The author has excluded the combioation
of life contingenaes with the theory of compound
interest, annuities, etc

,
and has confined himself

strictly to life contingencies

After opening with an historical account of the
way in which mortality tables came to be com-
piled and improved, he proceeds to discuss the
construction and graduation of tables now in use,

and gives various modern tables in an api>endix

(4} This small text book is admirably suited to
meet the needs of the practical workman It deals
with the elements of arithmetic, but includes also
a great deal of general and technical information,
such as the use of tools, cost of material, economy
of arrangement, and simple designs The student
who reads and works thoroughly through its pages
will acquire a considerable store of valuable in-

formation a worthy addition to an excellent

series

(s) These four figure tables are printed on a
thickish sheet of paper, 7 in high 31 in long,

folded into seven parts, and contain pro{X}rtional

parts, loganthms of number and their reciprocals,

and anti logarithms We doubt whether they
possess any advantage over the ordinary forms
in use

OUR BOOKSHELF
The Mathematical Theory of Probabilities and its

Application to Frequeruy Curves and Statis-

tical Methods By A Fisher Translated byW Bonynge. Volume 1 Mathematical Prob-
abthUes and Homograde Statistics Pp xx4*
lyt (New York The Macmillan Co , Lon-
don Macmillan and Co ,

Ltd , 1915 )
Pnee

8s 6d net.

It is remarkable that, in spite of the number of

(dder works in English on the theory ol prob-
abilities and the great attention that has recently

been devoted to statistical method, no modertk
work on the subject m our own language existed

Mr Fisher’s work will do much to fill this gap
After an mtroduction on the general princi{>les

and the philosophical aspect of the subject, and
a somewqat slight historical sketch, he develims
the fundamentm theorems of probabilities, tne
laws of mathematical expectation, probability a
posteriori and Bayes’s theorem, the law of large

numbers, and the theory of dispersion This
theory is then applied to games of chance and
to statistical problems A second volume is

promised on the theory of frequency curves
*

The treatment is very lucid—^the chapter on
Bayes’s theorem may be selected as a marked
example—and the work will be of considerable

service to the statistical student It is to be
regretted, however^ that the author has not taken
up some of the more difficult problems of statis-

tical work and has storied short at the elem^
tary comparison of the actual disiiersion of a seriqs

with the oombifistonqi dispersion
• There is no index, and it is to be hofied the
promised seermd vohime will supply one In a
fotiire edition the ipeiliag of proper names should
receive attrition
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Tubtreulosu A Gttural Account of the Dtseasof
Itt Fottni, Treatment, and Prevention By Dr
A J Jex-Blake Pp viH + 33r (London
G Bell and Sons, Ltd

, 1915 ) Price zs 6d net

An excellent account of the subject of tuberculosis

IS given in this book free from technicalities, so
that It should be easily intelligible to those who
possess no special education m medical or
scientific matters
The opening chapter deals bnefly with the his-

torical side of the subject and then the tubercle

bacillus IS discussed The different types of the
baciUus are described—their occurrence and rc-

latjoBship to the disease in man—and a summary
IS erven of the vexed question of the infection of
man from bovine sources in which both sides

of the controversy arc placed before the reader
Predisposition and immunity, the paths of in-

fection, and the statistics of tu^rculosis are next
dbidt with, after which a «neral account is given
of the disease as it attacks various parts of the
body

'The subjects of prognosis and general treat-

tiMitJtte discussed aftd the book ends with de-
scriptions of tubdrculin and sanatorium treatment
and suggestions for the prevention of the disease
The author throughout avoids extremes, and when
there is a difference of opinion both aspects of
the qu;istion are stated llte book contains a
large amount of up-to-date information and is a
very useful summary, it should appeal to a wide
pubhc R T H

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(Ths Editor doe* not hold himself responsible for

opinion* expresied by hts correspondents Neither
can he undertake to return or to correspond with
the writer* of rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other pari of Natukx No notice is

tahen of anonymous communications
]

The West Indisii Firefly

Thb writer is not in any sense an entomologist
but for this very reason his notes regarding this insect
may have a certain interest as be nj, from a different

point of View from that usually taken The beetle is

much brighter than those with which wc are familiar
in the States and in England and is always a source
of interest to travellers They first appear In Jamaica
about the middle of Tebruary and by the middle of
June are found in great numbers so that the fiel^
at seen from a slight elevation sometunos appear
strewn with wandering stars much brighter than
those in the heavens above They are particularly
numerous on damp or foggy evenings when there is

no moon Their light is Lonsunily fluctuating and
the fluctuations occur more or less in unison over a
considerable area which makes their <)ppenrance much
more striking An individual light is readily seen at
a distance or a quarter of a mile They have power
ful jaws, but nevertheless fall a ready prey to spiders
who consume them in large numbers
The insect varies somewhat in size but on the

average meaaurea 30 mm (one and a fifth inches) in

l^gtn, tw 9 mm m breadth and is of a dark brown
oedom Its system of lights is peculiar, and quite un-
like4h northern SpedUs It carries a green light on
tither shoulder and a much brighter orange light

beneath the abdomen TUs latter however is never
shown except in flight end at the very moment of leav
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ing the ground. One often sees them flying along ftW
siM of a house, iUuminating the eavee or dap4ioar4>

iDg with this bright orange hght, much as a man
might do It with a dark lantern, evidently looking
for food.

When atUcked by a spider their light glows in-

tensely and continuously under the influence of the
poison If crushed the light continues to glow kuig
after the creature is dead but it can be shut off at

will If held in the hand while the light is turned
on, the insect gives out a percqitible warmth and
on enclosing one in a wine glass with a thermometer
bulb the mercury was found to rise 1° F the first

minute It rose another degree the second minute,
and 0-6® m three minutes more After this it slowly

fell although the light was still shining Later, after

the light had been extinguished the thermometer
returned to its onginal temperature usually between
yo“ and 75® Some fireflies are much more vigorous

than others With a weakly one the thermometer may
not rise even as much as 1® in alt Two seem to be
no more efficient in this respect than one

The writer would like to have kept one n
pnsoner for twenty four hours weighing it at inter

vals its loss of weight indicating the amount of its

normal food consumption Since its bulk however, is

but 07 of a cubic centimetre its weight is about

0-

7 of a gram and its food consumption would be so
small that it would require a delicate chemical balance

to determine it with any accuracy Such an instru-

ment is not available here so this investigation must
be left to someone else Presumably however it eat#
about as much as other beetles of the same size

On account of its only showing its brightest light

when in flight its candle-jtower is rather difficult to

determine This was accomphshed indirectly bows
ever A great number of them fly along a neighbour-
ing road and their position can be determined by
tiiwr illumination of the enclosing stone walls Thefr>

brightness was found to equal that of the star

Canopus which was just over the road and at rather

a low altitude Its brightness was at that time equal
to a Ofionis the altitude of which was 40® It was
a very clear evening as is generally the case here so
that we may take the brightness of the latter as of

1-

o magnituM The distance of the road was 175 ft

,

or metres A zero magnitude star is equal to one
candle power at 526 metres If of zero magnitude
the light of the firefly would therefore have bem just

o-oi of a candle power Being of first magnitude Ita

light was 0-004 c p This result is probably correct

within half a magnitude or 50 per cent and con-
sidering the apparent bnlUancy of the insect is smaller
than one would have expected The writer is not
aware of any previous measures of this Quantity

William H Pickkrino
Harvard Astronomical Station Mandevllle

Jamaica B W I March 22

“ OptM QIass” and Flwritst An Ithioal Nutt.
Mr F J Chesiiirr r letter in Natirx of March 30

recalls the most excepUonal character of the publk»-
tion by Prof Abbe and the firm of Zeiss of that dis-

covery of apochromatism for which all must still be
grateful For the details 1 refer to the Journal nf
the Royal Microscopical Society ter a, volt vi , vli «

1886-7 An article in vol vi p 315/, The New
Objectives u evidently based on tM letter of PtoL
Abbe of March 4 (ated by Mr Cheshire), for It con-
tains precisely the tame window-dressing stetancut
that optical glasses hitherto in use only contadn dx
chemk^ elements while the new qbjewve confidM
hot fewer than fourteen article thrfttiAuHfl ckm
veys tile InTpreseion titet it hat been stone tiw atillete
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tkm of new ku«l& of g\w that has enabled Abbe to

wor]c out the conditions of practical apochromatism
In the same volume, p 848! Zeiss s catalogue

Neue Mikroskop-Objeaive und Okularen aus Specat

Gl&zer des Glastenchnischcn Laboratoriums (Schott

und Gen ) is reproduced nearly in extenso The
ssune suggestion t^t only the new glasses arc relied on
IS present throughout Thus 1 he objectives how
ever like all productions of our firm stand on an
absolutely free basis The glass employed is by our
own instrumentality accessible to anyone and noSn IS in the least degree prevented from pro-

the same objectives as good and as cheap as
he can lliis is followed by extracts from the

pamphlet by Abbe and Schott dcscribuig the new
glasses w th their optical and other properties and
prices The abstractor seems by this time to have some
suspicions as to whether scientific candour s not here
tempered with commercial reticence for he goes on —

Suggestions are made as to the glass best suited

for vanous purposes and on commencing the perusal
of these passages we had the idea that we were com
ing to a descTijtion of the glajti used for the new
objectives The following ingeniously warded para
graph however closes the subject

In the case of microscopic objectives which re

quire for the atta nment of the highest capacity of
performance not only agreement in tho course of the
dispersion of the crown and the flint but also the
correction ef the spherical aberration and its chromatic
difference it must be left to the skill of the practical

optician to choose the moat suitable means from the
above series The new objectives of Zeiss show what
can be attained by their practical use
We now pass to vol vii containing (p sof) a paper

read before the Royal Microscopical Society on Octo-
ber 13 1886 ent tied On Improvements in the Micro-
scope with the Aid of New Kinds of Optical Glass
Its contents fully justify the title throughout the same
suggestion ma^ that the glasses are alone respon
sible for enabling the optician to attain the improve
ments connoted bv the term apochromat sm

(I must state that the italics in the cited passages
are all mine

)

Three comments will close this somewhat long
letter —

(i) Prof Abbe of Jena was the brother in law of
Carl Zeiss the practical optic an of Jena

(3) It was soon discovered that one lens of fluonte
(or fluorspar) the native fluonde of calcium was an
essential component of the apochromatic objective as
well as certain of the new glasses

(3) Before the new lenses were placed on the market
the house of Zeiss had as they believed secured the
whole supply of colourless flawless fluorite suitable
for c^tical purposes which like so many minerals is

restricted to few localities Makcus Hartog
Cork April 6

Prof Hartog In his comments Nos 2 and 3
revives an old charge which was made by Mr Lewis
Wnght in the English Mechanic (1893) pp 330-331
Mr Lewis Wright in speaking of the use of fluorspar
in the production of apochromatic objectives there
states —

Though some of them have managed to secure a
little stqqily others are painfully aware that before
the use of fluorite was allowed to become public all

the known available material had been secured by the
ntm of JEeiss at Jena, -and the difllculty of getting
maiterW experienced by some of our best makers is a
formidable obstade to mtlcal Improvements and tends
to socially keep up the prices

. Thkt cbai^ was replied to and repudiated by Dr
CttqMldi in a letter whidi appeu^ in the same
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volume of the English Mechanic p 387 Dr Czapski
in this letter states —

As regards fluorspar Mr Lewis Wright is labour
ng under a great delusion in ossummg that before

the use of fluorite was allowed to become public, all

the known available material had been secured by the
firm of Zeiss at Jena Ihe contrary may be said with
more truth The firm of Zeiss possessed but a very
scanty supply at a tune when even previous to Mr
Koristka s groundless attacks in the Journal de Micro
graphic the fact that fluorspar was being used in the
apochromatic lenses bad been published three times in

consequence of information supplied by the firm of

Zeiss
The latter were con pletely prepared to produce

their future apochromatic lenses without having re-

course to fluorspar which by no means constitutes tbe
condition sine qud non for tho production of apo-
chromatic objectives except ng of course in tbe case
of such opticians who can only produce them by
slavishly copying existing systems As, however the

firm became eventually possessed of a considerable
quant ty of clear material the employment of fluorite

in their apochromatic lenses was continued
The letters referred to above are reproduced in the

Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society for 1893

PP 55^ 555 which the above quotations are taken

I maybe allowed to add that if Prof Abbe and the

firm of Carl Zeiss had wished to play the dog-in the-

manger they could eas ly have done so by taking
out a patent for the appncation of the pnnciple of

apochromatic construction to microscope objectives

I rof Abbe s eth cs however would not perm t of

this being done He I believe, held that since micro-
scope objwtives were practically entirely used for the

purposes of scientific research the taking out of a
patent for them would have acted prejudicially to the
best interests of science in general

F J Chbsiurk

The Remarkable Meteors of February 8, 1913
Thb Inrge meteors which passed over Northern

\merica on February 9 1913 presented some unique
fentures The length of the r observed flight was
ibout z6oo miles and they must have been moving in

I
nths concentric or nearly concentr c with the earth s

irfacc so that they temporarily formed new terres-

trial satellites Their he ght was about S2 miles and
n the Journal of the R A S of Canada there are

70 pages occupied with the observations and deduc
tuns made from them by Prof C A Chant
The meteors were last seen from the Bermuda

Islands according to the descriptions in the journal
named (May-June 1913)

I have since made efforts to obtain further observa
t ons from seafaring men through the medium of the
Nautical Magaetne and have succeeded in procuring
data which prove that the meteors were observed
during a course of 5500 miles from about lat 51° N
long 107® W to lat S long 33!® W
Mr W W Waddell first mate of the s s Ncvilands

writes me that at la 13 pm February 9 1913 he
saw a bnihant stream ot meteors passing from the
N W to the S E during a period of six minutes
The ship was in lat 3“ 20 S and long 33° 30 W at

the time He says the meteors disappeared in the

region of Argo to the south and I have assumed they
were over about lat si® S and long 33I® W when
he lost sight of them
Such an extended trajectory is withoi t parallel in

this branch of astrbnomy Further reports from
navigators in the South Atlantic Ocean might show
that tile observed flight was even greater than
miles W F Denning
44 Egerton Road Brlstbl
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FOREIGN WAR-PLANES

An article with the above title appears m La
Nature of March 4, and is particularly

interesting at the present time when British

aeronautics is attracting so much attention The
article appears to have been written m fear of

the Censor, and parts of it correspond more
nearly with the end of last summer than the early

part of the present year The author refers to

the belief, prevalent in France some little time

ago, that British aviation was well ahead of their

own, a belief widely held until, during the course

of a single day, French avutors and gunners
brought down seven battle-planes and a ISeppelm

Putting aside pohtical manoeuvres as of no
importance, the author attempts to state the
prwlems of aviation as they affect the engineer
and constructor Quite early ui the course of

his statement he concludes that the difficulties of
flight would disappear, in peace-time, with the

coming of a trustworthy light engine,

but that for war purposes the pnSlem
IS not so simple A good war-plane
must be strong and trustworthy, the
observer must have a good field of
view, particularly downwards, to assist

reconnaissance and to make possible

photography and bombing In order
to fight an enemy under favourable con-
ditions, the zone of fire of the machine-
gun must be as great as possible, and
this implies a special shape of body
Fmally, a convement place must be
found for bombs, and taken together

the requirements are not easily satisfied

As to speed, authorities differ, and
there is agam necessity for compromise,
in this caie between speed and weight^rrying
In France aeroplanes have mixed duties, whilst

m England types differ more, are faster on the

average than the French, but carry fewer bombs
The supenonty of the Germans on speed is more
apparent than real, theu- most recent and speedy
aeroplane, tite Fokker, being merely a copy «
die Morane Satilmef The similarity can be seen
by^a coat|Hiriaoa of the two accompanying figures
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Tlie similarity is said to be comj^te almost
m detail, and immediately after the Morane bad
been fitt^ with a safety ^vice for firing through
the propeller, the Fokker followed suit

German aeroplanes are built in three distmet
classes To the first belong the scouts, mosdy
Albatross biplanes, which have largely supplantea
the Taubes, fitted with Mercedes motors of 100
to 150 horse^xjwer, these aeroplanes fly at from
70 to 90 miles per hour
The second group of aeroplanes, fighters, are

designed for atta^ and defence in

the air A new biplane (probably that
known to British soldiers as “Fntz”'
or Billy two-bodies ”) with two bodies
and central car for the machine-gun
belongs to this group Its two engines
each develop 250 horse-power The
Fokker, capable of 60 to 100 miles per
hour, IS also one of the fighter-type

aeroplanes

The third group of German aero-

K* les IS intended for reconnaissance.

machines all carry wireless

apparatus, and act as spotters for

artillery

Following a very brief and unsatis-

factory survey of British, American,

and Italian aeroplanes is a discussion of

I rench aviation Contrasting aviation with

gunnery, the author cites the latter as an
instance of an art based on scientific know-
ledge, whilst It is said that until an aero-

plane has been made and tested it is not

possible to form any trustworthy estimate of lU
speed, stability, or sensibveness to controls. The
defect IS more important as aviation has not any
traditions, its develoinnent has been left to

Vi « The GerniM Fokktr

private enterprise, and up to the present without
any indication of the end to be attained The
result has been to stimulate competition between
constructors without collaboration If au^
a picture of the position of Frendi aero-
nautics is even approximately true, it is

cult to believe that Britain has yet lost her
superiority in the domain of desi^ and oen-

F r I — The Morant SauUnw
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THE DAYUGHT SAVING SCHEME

CONSIDERATION is again bein^ given to the

pnncijple of ensuring the utihsation of a
larger number of hours of daylight in the summer
months by putting forward the hands of time-

pieces by one hour during a period made com-
pulsory by l^islation. It was announced a few
days ago that, by order of the hederal Council

in Germany, all clocks there will be put forward

an hour at 1 1 p m on April 30, and put back
an hour at i a m on October i The French
Chamber of Deputies has voted unanimously for a
similar proposal, and a committee of the Senate

has been appomted to consider it Also, the Home
Secretary stated in the House of Commons on
\pril 17 that the question of taking the same
step here is receiving the attention of the Govern
ment

It IS possible that the committee of the French
Senate will report ngainst the adoption of the

proposed alteration of standard time and sub-

stantial reasons for doing so can be found in a
critical survey of the whole subject presented to

the Pans Academy of Sciences, on April 10, by
M Ch Lallemand The supposed advantages
of the daylight saving scheme are examined and
criticised, and the conclusion reached is strongly

adverse to the proposed change It is shown that

many of the advantages claimed arc illusory In
France more than four-fifths of the population

in the open country and smaller towns regulate

their habits by the sun rather than by the clock

foundries and factories running continuously over
the twenty-four hours would be unaffected On
the other hand, the advantages of such a scheme
have already been realised in a simpler manner
in French schools, colleges, and barracks where
It has been customary for a long time to rise

one hour earlier in the summer
We have dealt with the daylight saving prin-

ciple on many occasions and have slated the

fundamental objections to it The scheme
onginated with the late Mr W Willett , and his

persistent advocacy of it led to the mtroduction
of a Daylight Saving Bill in the House of Com-
mons in 19^ The Bill passed its second reading
and was reported on favourably by a Select

Committee, out it failed to reach the final stages
in the House It was re introduced in the follow-

mg year, when a Select Committee reported

i^amst It, and again it failed to pass In 1911
the scheme was once more brought before the

House under the title of the Summer Season
Time Bill, only to be drcqiped at the end of the
session. This Bill provided that "Greenwich
mean tune, as used for the purposes of astronomy
and navigation, shall not be affected ’’

,
but other-

wise the Wal times of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland were to be advanced
by one hour on the thmd Sunday in April in each
ytac and put back by die same amount on the,

thud Sunday m September Every spring smee
dMm dm advocates <» thiil legislative measure,^ve
ivnewed their activities in the Ptess, and^rt^mm 3436* VOL. 97]

the arcumstances of the war have given them
an exceptional opportunity of stating their argu-
ment that great saving in fuel used for lighting

would be effected by making the daylight saving
scheme compulsory
We do not propose to attempt again to explain

why the scheme is fundamentally unsound
and scientifically undesirable, but it may
be worth while to state categorically some
of the mam objections to it These are as
follows

(i) A very large part of the population of our
islands already makes full use of the daylight
available in the different seasons, by adapting
their hours of work to the hours of daylight
This IS the case in all agricultural districts, and
also in the building, engineering, and other trades

which cannot be carried on easily in artificial

light The proposed Act of Parliament would thus
not effect any daylight saving in these occupa-
tions and wherever artificial illumination is easy
and convenient, working hours will always tend
to be independent of the position of the sun

(a) Practically all the civilised nations of the
world use a system of time-reckoning based upon
the Greenwich meridian, their times being so
many hours or half hours behind or in advance
of Greenwich time If a periodical change of

the time standards in various months by different

countries became the fashion, chaos would take
the place of the present orderly system There
would be a kind of game of general post at certain

periods of the year, each nation taking the time
of its next eastern neighbour Our prime meri-
dian, accepted by nations as regulating the time
of the world would be discard^ by us for five

months in every year, in total disregard of exist-

ing well-considered and well-established inter-

natiixial relations

(3) The scheme would be applied to the whole
of Great Britain, though north of Edinburgh
there is little real darkness for a couple of months
in the summer All places north of Edmburgh
have twilight all night from the end of April to
the end of July, and there would be no advantage
whatever m calling nine o’clock ten during those
months When the effect of latitude upon the
length of day is considered httle support can be
found for induding Scotland in the sraeme On
account of difference of latitude, Scotland has
already a natural extension of the daylight hours
in the summer months without any need for

l^islation

(4) The duration of daylight in the third week
of April IS quite different from that of the third

week in September The corresponding parts of

the year as regards length of day are the third

week of April and the third week of August, or
the third week pf March and the third week of

September
m As Greenwich mean time would cohtinue

to be used for tunes of sunnse, sunset, moonnse,
’lunar changes, tides, and other nhenomena of

astronomy and na^^don recorded in calendai^

and tables, the difference between this and clock-
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time would often lead to great confusion Boat-

trains would run according to the mid European
time, but the tides would be stated in Greenwich
mean time In most seaport towns a time signal

IS used for the convenience of vessels in port,

and IS also valuable to the public Would the

signal always be given according to Greenwich
mean time, or would it mark the changed hour
during certain months of the year? It would
often be difficult for local bodies to decide whether

the interests of navigators or those of the public

ought to determine the hour at which the time-

signal should be given Lighung up times

would be in like confusion, for they are deter-

mined by the times of sunset, which belong

to astronomy whereas the times in use

would be those of the Greenwich or mid Furo-
pcan meridians according to the period of the

year

(6) Artisans who have to be in workshops at

6am would begin work at what is really 5am,
and therefore most of them would have to rise

at about 4am This means that they would
have to get up in the d irk more than twice as

often under the daylight saving scheme as they

do now The difference would be particularly

noticed in the last month of the period The
SIX o clock irtisans would have to suffer

the discomforts of additional darkness in the
early morning m order that people who are asleep

when they have done a quarter of 1 day s work
may ha\c additional daylight at the other end
of the day

(7) For several weeks of the period otcr which
the proposed advance of time would be effective

additional fuel would be consumed for heating

in the early morning and this amount as well

as the additional lighting required b} many
thousands of artisans getting up in the dark, is

overlooked when the saving of artificial illumina-

tion at night IS put forward as a pica for the

adoption of the scheme The heat meridian is

about two hours after the light meridian and
possibly It has determined the customary time-

table here, as it does the social arrangements of
other couiitrics of Europe as well as in the
Trc^Mcs

(8) I hough hundreds of corporations and coun-
cils have expressed their desire to have the 154
additional hours of daylight per annum promised
by the scheme not a single scientific society or
other body with expert knowledge has supported
it The public may demand whatever legislation

it pleases, without r^ard for the consequences,
but, in the words of the Select Committee which
reported upon the Daylight Saving Dill of 1909,
“having r^ard to the great diversity of opinion

upon the proposals of the Bill and to the grave
doubts which have been expressed as to whether
the objects of the measure can be attamed by
legialatioa without giving rise, in cases involving

miportant mteresta, to serious inconvcmence*” it

wiU be a pity if the circumstances of the war
should lead Parliament to adopt a measure
which haa4)een twice rejected already after full

discussion
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THE IMPERIAL INSTITUTE
'T'HE Imperial Institute (Management) Bill,

^ which received the Royal Assent on April 18,

provides for the transfer of the propeity and
management of the Imperial Institute from the

Board of Trade (in which these were vested

by the Act of 1902) to the Colonial Office Mr.
lionar Law, in a speech on the second reading in

the House of Commons explained that in view
of the commercial reorganisation which would
take place after the war the Government desired

that the valuable work of the institute should be
supported by a larger and more representative

governing b^y, on which each of the Dominions,
India, and the Crown Colonies would be repre-

sented as well as the Colonial Office, the Board
of Trade, the Board of Agriculture, and the

India Office, whilst representatives of the com-
merce and industry of the United Kingdom would
also be nominated on the executive council, which
will consist of tw tnty fiv e memliers Among the

speakers at this stage and afterwards in Com-
mittee were Sir J D Rees, Sir John Jardine,
and Colonel Yate all of whom proposed increased

representation of India and Sir Philip Magnus,
who asked for the ippomtmcnt of representatives

both of the Imperial College of Science and
Technology and of the University of London

It was announced that the member selected by
the Committee of the Privy •Council for ^lentific

and Industrial Research would be nominated by
the Secretary of State for the Colonies, and that

of the other nominies of the Secretary of State
one would be an Indian member in addition to

lord Islington, the Lnder Secretary of State for

India which would give Indii live members
in all

The second reading of the Bill in the House
of Lords w IS moved by Lord Islington, who fully

explained the intentions of the Bill and spoke
in high terms of the value of the work of the
institute to the commerce of the Empire Viscount
Milner supported the Bill and expressed the hope
that in future the institute would lie better sup-
ported with funds to aid the extension of its

important work, a view which was also expressed
by Viscount Peel and I ord Sudeley In Com-
mittee Lord Sudeley mov ed an amendment to make
Ministers of the Dominions, Governors of Crown
Colonics and Protectorates, and members of the
Viceroy s Council in India when at home on
leave, ex officio members of the executive counol
This was not accepted by the Government, who,
however agreed to invite the persons specified to
attend the meetings of the executive council

THE SUN S ROTATION »

An interesting contribution to the mveatigmtioo
of the sun’s rotation by the spectroaMte

method has been made by Mr J B
in an extended discussion of a seriet of iWHi
taken by 1^ with the McClean equipfiiedf al
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Cambridge in June, tgti The photographs m
question are unique, inasmuch as m place of the

usual comparisras at opposite points of tte hmb,
they compare the spectra at points 90° apart, at

intervals of is” completely round the sun By
this arrangement the velocities in the two hemi-

spheres may be separately derived, and Mr
Iiubrecht concludes ^at at the period of these

observations the velocities were greatest in the

northern hemisphere Thirty lines, belonging to

seven elements, and including four enhanc^ lines,

were measured, and no departure from average
results was found for any of them There was,
however, a distinct diminution of the indicated

veloaty with increase of wave-length, for which
no definite explanation can yet be given In rela-

tion to heliographic latitude, the results are

remarkable as showing uniform angular velocity

from 15° N to 15° S , and, following the usual

decline to higher latitudes, a slight increase be
tween latitudes 60“ and 75° The deduced angular
velocities as a whole are also considerably smaller

than those derived at Mt Wilson, and the equa-
torial velocity IS assigned the correspondingly

low value of 1 85 km per second
These departures from the average results of

other observers were constant throughout the

period of observation, and there is evidence that

they were not due to local disturbances Mr
Hubrecht appears to regard them as possibly

associated with temporary conditions m the sun,

and believes that his results are consistent with

Emden's theory

A somewhat remarkable feature of Mr
Hubrecht’s memoir is its appearance as vol iii ,

part 1 , of the Annals of the Solar Physics Ob
servatory Cambridge, since it refers to data

obtained before the transfer of the Strfar Physics
Observatory from South Kensington and dis-

cussed after the author had left Cambridge
Vols 1 and 11 of these Annals have not yet b^
issued, and we have been unable to ascertain

what their contents will be

NOTES
Wx Icam with much satisfaction that the announce

ment of the death of Prof I P Pavlov is mcorrect

,

and we may hope, therefore, that the record of his

work given in Nature of March 2 will be extended
till further in the coming years Prof B Menschut
kin, of the Polytechnic Institute, Petrograd, writing on
Maixh 20, informs us that Prof Pavlov is alive and
well, and that the Prof Pavlov who died in February
was Eugeni Vasilievitch Pavlov a celebrated surgeon
The name of Pavlov is common in Russia there

bring no fewer than five professors of that name in

Petrograd so that the mistake in the Ttmss of

Frimuuy la is quite comprehensible

The death is announced, at Ottawa, of Dr W F
Ring, chief astronomer. Department of the Interior,

Canada, and director of the Dominion Astroncnnical
CRiservatory, also of the Rev J B McClellan,
lormerly principal of the Royal Agricultural College,

Clrencaster

The broose tablet placed in Sit Pai3^Cathedral tom nwnoty of Captain Scott and bis companions
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will be unveiled by the Prime Minister on Friday,

May 5

A CONFERENCE on engineering and sticntific research

will be held at Caxton Hall, Westminster, on Monday
next. May i, at 50 in The conference will be opened
by Prof J A riemmg, and a number of leading

representatives of engineering science are expected to

take part in the discussion

His Excellency Loro Carmichael has accepted the

chairmanship of the trustees of tho Indian Museum
for the year 1916-17 The Hon Justice Sir Asutosh
Mookerjee has been elected vice-chairman, and the

Hon Raja Kishe Case Law honorary treasurer

The council of the Institution of Civil Engineers
has made the following awards for papers read and
discussed during the session 1915-16 —A Telford gold
medal to Sir John Benton (Eastbourne), a Watt gold

medal to Sir George Buchanan (Rangoon), a George
Strohenson gold medal to Mr F W Carter (Rugbj^

,

and Telford premiums to Mr C Carkect James
(London), Mr D E Lloyd Davies (Cape Town) and
Mr W T Lucy (Oxford)

We learn with regret that Mr C Lees Curties,

late partner in the well-known firm of Charles Baker,
High Holbom, London W C scientific instrument
manufacturer and agent, died on April 24 at fifty-

fiv( years of age We are informed that the business

will be earned on as usual, under the same title, by
the remaining partners—Mr T Hale Curties and Mr
C Lees Curties jun

The President of the Board of Trade has appointed
a Committee to control the supply and distribution of
petrol, and to consider what measures are necessary
in the national interest (i) to ensure that adequate
supplies of petrol shall be available for the purposes
of the war and for other essential needs (2) with the
above object to regulate the use of petrol for other
purposes in the United Kingdom during the period
of the war, and subject to the direction of the Board
of Trade, to give executive effect to the measures
decided on The Committee consists of Mr O Bury
(chairman) Mr A E Bowen, Sir John P Hewett,
and Mr P G L Webb Mr H W Cole, of the
Board of Trade, will act as secretary to the Com-
mittee

Tux President of the Board of Trade has appointed
two further Committees to consider the position of cer-

tain branches of Bntish trade after the war, with
special reference to international competition, and to
rqiort what steps, if any arc necessary or desirable in

order to safeguard that position fhese Committees
are —For the Textile Industries —Mr Henry Birch-
enough (chairman). Sir F borbes Adam, Mr J
Beattie Mr T Craig Brown Mr E B Fielder,

Mr J^ W Hill, Mr A Illingworth, Mr J H Kaye,
Mr E H Langdon, Mr J W McConnel, Mr H
Norman Rae, Sir Frcdenck Smith Bart

, Mr T C
Taylor, Right Hon Robert Thompson, Mr F
Warner Mr T M Ainscough will act as secretary

to the Committee, and all communications relating to

It should be addressed to him at 6 Whitehall Gardens,
SW For the Electrical Trades —Hon Sir Charles
A Parsons (chatrman), Mr J Annan Bryce, Mr
T O Callender, Mr J Devonshire, Mr B M Dirake,
Sur John Snell All communications should be ad-
dreased to the secretaiy, Electrical Trades Cominittee,

at 7 Whitehall Garden*, S W
tragic death of Major W L. Hawkslcy;

R.A M C , whilst on «:jtlve service In France, removaa
from the service of the Liverpool Gorporation a briL
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liant aiiiitant madical officer Dr Hawksley had
always been associated with LWerpool, and was a
graduate of the University of the dty His first asso-

ciation with the corporation was as a resident medical
officer at the Fasakniey Hospital Afterwards he held

the post of assistant school medical officer, and ulti-

mately was appointed an assistant medical officer of
health to deal with problems relating to tuberculosis

Following the passing of the National Insurance Act
Dr Hawksley naturuly attained the additional posi-

tion of acting chief tuberculosis officer a post for

which his previous experience gave him exceptional
qualification. The harmonious relationship whioi now
wsts between the Insurance Committee and the cor

poration serves as a lasting monument to his unfailing

tact and administrative ability, for upon his shoulders
fell much of the onglnal work of organising the Liver-

pool tuberculosis scheme Of his services to his

country since war was declared little is known to those

at home, but, if his military duties were performed
with the enthusiasm, tact, and efficiency which char-

j,, g pjyu servant, the loss to the
Army is aS deplorable as to the city of Liverpool His
interests were many-sided for, besides the numerous
committees of charitable organisations on which he
served, the Atmospheric Pollution Committee has
reason to feel the loss of an enthusiastic worker All

who knew Dr Hawkslev will deeply sympathise with
his widow and two children In their bereavement

tTHK Doily ChromcU for April

Mknce of an interesting letter sent _
Haarlem, by Dr Max Planck, professor of matho-
matical physics in the University of Berlin, and per-

manent secretary of the Royal Prussian Academy of
Sciences In this letter Prof Planck recalls the letter

addressed to the civilised world in Au^st, 1914 by
ninety three German scholars and artists, in which
thqr defended the conduct of their own Govern-
ment, and denounced in extravagant language the
action of the Allies Prof Planck himself was one
of the sinatories He now admits that the form in
which this letter was written led to regrettable mis-
understandings of the real sentiments of the signa-
tories In his opinion and it is an opinion shared, he
says, ^ his colleagues Hamack, NWnst Waldeyer
aiid WUamowiU-MollendoriT that letter of appeal was
written and signed in the patriotic exuberance of the
first weeks ot the war It must not be taken for

granted says Prof Planck that at the present time
anything liiu a scientific judgment can be formed with
regard to the great questions of the histoncal present
‘But what I wish to impress on you he writes to

Dr Lorentz ‘is that notwithstanding the awful
events around us I have come to the firm conviction

that there are moral and Intellectual regions which iie

taqrond this war of nations and that honourable co-

opmtion, the cultivation of international values and
personal respect for the citizens of an enemy State

are perfectly compatible with glowing love and intense

worx for one’s own country

Aocoxdino to the Times of April so, the Behar and
Orissa Government has issued an account of recent

unrest among the Oraons of Chota Nagpur which is

of con^erabie interest to anthropologists The un
rest would seem to have been brought about by a
number of causes, among them a desire to raise the

Mbe to the higher social level of Hindu and Christian

converts, the general unrest caused by the war and
the withdrawal of Gdrman missionaries The chief

cause, however, woiM appear to be an effort made
by the Oraons about August 1915 to expel from their

country the eitil epirlta which they held responsible for

the bad crope ind Ihe hfgh prices To effect this
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object secret meetings were held at night by Ihi
yoimger men, at winch powerful maniras, or qieUa»
were recited Into some of these, it is not unimpor-
tant to note, the name of the German JXmperor wax
introduced. Acts of violence followed, and extra pohee
were drafted into the district But, adds the report,

the process of pacification is slow as the expulsion of
evil spirits from one village leads to the alleged trans-

fer to another As might have been expected, the
movement was followed oy witch hunting in which
the general populace took part, as well as the sohat,

or witch hunters Several murders have taken
place The whole account is an interesting com-
mentary on primitive psychology, with the workings
of which readers of Sir James Frazer s discussions of

the punfication ceremony of devil-driving the trans-

ference of evils and the mcdicine-man will be familiar

It may also serve as a further reminder, should one
be needed of the importance to officials of an under-
standing of the springs of action in a lower race

Ik the recently issued annual report of the Decimal
\ssociation for 1915 it is stated that the past year

has shown a distinct advance in public opinion m
favour of the compulsory introduction of the metric

system of weights and measures It is nolnted out

that our manufacturers are severely handicapped as

regards trade with foreign countries by the retention

of our present weights and measures As the metric

system is in use in the majority of foreign markets
the British manufacturer who wishes to introduce his

goods into those markets is at present obliged to main-
tain two systems of weights and measures both m his

works and in his office On the other hand his com-
petitor on the Continent employs only one system
throughout, and that system is understoM both by the
middleman and the customer One of the results of the

war has been to familiarise the nation with the metric

system to a remarkable extent The presence of our
soldiers on the Continent and of Belgian and Frendi
refugees in our midst has been an important factor in

bringing this about The nation has already had to

experience so many drastic innovations that a reform
of our weights and measures would not now meet
with that blind opjiosition from the general tiading
community which up to the present has been appre-
hended by the authontles The inconvenience expen-
enced by the public owing to the exclusion of German
and Austnan wares, cspeaally certain classes of goods
which have become almost necessaries, must have
caused the nation to realise that improvement in our
business methods is urgently requirra The Associa-
tion hopes that the Government will take advantage of
the favourable opportunity which war conditions nave
created for introduebg le^latlon to bring our weights
and measures into conformity with those which have
been proved by our competitors to be the most suitable
for stimulating external trade

Thx address of Sir Hugh Bell to the members of
the Political Economy Club ofl March i, published la
the Economic Journal for April, is a valuable con-
tribution, espedally as coming from a great iron-
master in close competition with a great German
Industiy, to the current oontroverfy as to the ooeai
merdal policy of this country after the war in relation

to the Central Powers Sir Hugh Beil makes It dear
that the industrial advance of Germany sinoe 1870
has been the fruit mainly of the German qrstsm (fi

education, ’ which put into the hands of the German
manufacturer the means of conducting his operatfaHl
in a thoroughly scientific way“ ‘’Very ca«f^
trained chenusts were turned out of tM
schools by hundreds,” and the manufactorera “hiif
the good sense to moke use of the materials ttns pM
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i^dad." ‘The field of inquiry wm quite new, and
oSeied boundleaa 0{q>artunitiea of reaearch, ’ and it

WM vlgoroualy exploited, with the result which the

war hM made only too plainly evident Alluding to

dm manufacture of dyea, regret is expressed dint a
gnat new bmnch of industiy has passed from British

control, but in this matter blame is laid upon the

Government, both central and local, in the enactment
of unwise reatnctionB, the effect of which, as for

example, m the instance of alcohol, has resulted in the

serious hampsnng of industrial development The great

industrial proraeriW of the country has also produced

an attitude of indifference to scientific disooveiy in this

and other countries, which, in the case of the latter

has silently but none the less surely laid the founda

twn of great industrial enterprises There has never

been, says Sir Hugh Bell, during the last fifty years

a tune of any duration when it would have been pos-

sible to get 10,000 capable workmen to take up new
woik There have been plenty of unemployed, but

they were persons who under the conditions existing

were unemployable There could scArcely be a more
^oquent testimony to the need, or a more adequate

spur, for a better organised scheme of education by
means of which we could create a great reservoir of

nghtly educated men We need the vision without

which a nation must perish

Tub Cuxco valley in southern Peru has become
known for its vertebrate remains embedded in com
paratively recent gravels (see Naturb voI Ixxxtx

,

p 584 and vol xci
, p 6ie) The Yale expedition

was mainly concerned with the antiquity of man but

Mr H E Gregon was enabled to extend his re-

searches to the geofogy of the valley and its relation

to the Andean chain In the Amtncan Journal of

Saettet vol xll (1916), p 19, he presents a new
conception of the Andes as an uplifted plateau of

continental and marine sediments penetrated by
Igneous intrusions, the surface of erosion having iittle

regard to geological structure The deep dissection of

tms late Mesozoic surface has cut a number of

canyons rivalling the Grand Ca^on of the Colorado
in depth and ruggedness The Urubamba has
trenchM the plateau to a depth of more than 5000 ft

The Cuzco valley is an incident of the plateau, where
faulting has helped to produce a depression in the

upper part of which a lake was at one time formed by
downwarp

In the interior of Borneo much exploration

remains to be done Mr J C Moulton, Curator of

the Sarawak Museum, has put together an account

of the various expeditions to Mount Kinabalu,

British North Borneo from 1851 to his own expedi-

tion in 1913 (Sarawak Musoum Journal vol ii

,

pt ii
,

S^tember, 1915) The article is accom-
panied by a map showing the best routes to the

mountain and contains a good deal of new informs
don, much of it collected from nadve sources The
same number of the Journal contains a number of

valuable artldes on the natural history, botany, and
zoology of Bmiteo

FtntmxR evidence that some at least of our British

swallows (Htrundo ruttica) winter normally in the

extrema south-east of Afnca has come to light by the

recovery, near Grahamstown, on February 6, 1916,

of a bird which was ringed ^ Mr F W Sh^ood
at Lytham, Lancashire, on July 3, 1915 This, re-

marks Mr H F Wltherlw. in BrtHth Birds for ^ril,
is the third swallow wfaudi has been reported from
Sdttdi AMoa similarly marked for Idcndflcation The
first WM ringed as an adult at Rosehin, Cbesdle,

Stsgordshke. on May 6, igii, and wm caught on a
wm near UtrecH Natal, on December 37, i9i>
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The second was ringed as a nestimg at Skelmorlie,
Ayrshire, on July 37, 1913, and was caught at Riet
Valley, Orange Free State on March 16, 1913

SoMB useful work on Indian Cestoda by Mr T
Southwell, appears in the Records of the Indian
Museum, vol vii ,

part i, 1916 The author describes

a numbtf of species found in Indian fishes, birds, and
mammals He confines his remarks to the anatomical
characters of adults The larval stiges, indeed, of
many of the species herein surveyed are unknown
More particulars in r^ard to the hosts of these para-
sites would be acceptable Where information on this

head is lacking it would be of distinct advantage to SM
so The same issue contains a paper by Major R E
Llwd and Dr N Annandalc on the brackish water
hydrozoon Campanuhna ceyhnensts The authors
have been qnabled to work out the complete life-

history of this interesting species and thereW th^
have discovered that the form described by Browne
under the name Irette palkensis is really but a senile

stage of csylonttuts

Kxw Buuxtin No 1 for 1916 contains a useful
paper on the African species of the genus Morinda
(Rubiacese) by Mr S Hutchinson hour species are
now recognised a new one, il conjusa teing de-
scribed in the paper Owing to the excellent material
sent home by Mr Lane-Pooie, Conservator of Forests,
Sierra Leone, the country inhabited by three of the
species, it has been possible to draw up careful
diagnoses The fourth species, M luetda Benth

,
u

not known further north than the Gold Coast The
Sierra Leone spmes are found in the rain forests of
the colony ^e ^lecies are used medicinally for

various purposes, but especially for fever M gstntttaia

having a reputation as being efficacious in cases of
yellow fever The disbnetive characters of the four
species are well shown in a senes of text figures

Am important memoir on the Avezzano earthquake
of January 13 1915, has been commumcated by Prof
E Oddone to the Italian Seismolo^cal Society (BoU
letttno vol xix

, 1915, pp 71-315) On the small-
scale map which illustrates the paper, the tsoseismal
lines of the epicentral area are shown the mtenslty
being determined by reference to the Cancani duo-
decimal scale In this district there are two chief
areas of destruction The northern area, in whick
the intensity of the shock reached the degree iz, lies

in the basin formerly occupied by the lake of Fudno
and extends from the neighbourhood of Avezzano to

that of Lecce The southern area in which the in-

tensity was usually 10, but in places ii, lies along the
Val Llri Pfof Oddone attributes the remarkable
variations of intensity in the epicentral distnet mainly
to orc^aphic and geological conditions, and not to
the existence of separate centres of disturbance The
directions of the movement diverge from an epicentral
area a few kHometres m length and elongated from
north-west to south-east, the centre of the area^ being
in ai" 58' N latitude 13® 36' E longitude or about
16 km to fl>o south-eMt of Avezzano The ground
in this district is broken up by numerous fissures, the
most remarkable of which is a perimetral crack fol-

lowing approximately the course of the isoselsmal la

The crack, which baa been traced almost uninter-
ruptedly for 70 ion , is usually from 30 to 100 cm In
width, the ground wltMn it (that is, towards the
Fudno) being d^nksaed relatively by 30 to gfi an
The duration of the earthquake, scarcely exceeding
five seconds, wm one of the shortest of known destnie-

,'dve earthquakes Prof Oddone estimates the depth
of the focus at apikoxbnately 10 km
Tas dxisdenoa of rrindaer in Splubergen hM never

been satisfactorily fi^AiiMd, and is a vexed problam
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in geographical dietribution M. Adolf Hoel hat a
paper on the subject in La Gtograpku for De-
cember, 1915 (vol XXX , p 6) His contention that the
Spitsbergen reindeer have come from Novaya Zemiya
tad Franz Josef Land is supported by a single piece

of evidence, but a very strong one In 1912 an old

male reindeer was snot in Spitsbergen that had
attached to one of its horns by a piece of cord the
foot of an ivory gull It also had incisions on its

ears There can oe no doubt that these markings
on the bom and ears were the work of Samoyedes
on Novaya Zemiya, who are accustomed to disUn-
nish certain memberd of their herds in this way
Other reindeer with marked ears are said, but on
less secure evidence to have been shot in Spits-

bergen In any case, this particular deer was not
brought from Novaya Zemiya by man From Novaya
Zemfya to Franz Josef Land is about 240 miles from
Franz Josef Land to King Carl Land about 210, and
to Edge Island, SpiUbergen, another 55 miles

Winter ice would certainly permit such a journey
but the difficulty is to believe that a reindeer could

travel 2^0 miles without food However, M Hoel’s
explanation seems the only possible one A pass-ige

direct from Lapland to Spitsbergen would be im-
possible, if only because there is never continuous ice

Part a of vol xxviii of the Proceedings of the
Physical Society of London contains thirty pages,

twenty of which are devoted to the Guthrie Lecture

ddivem at the end of January by Dr W B Hardy,
secretary of the Royal Society He chose for hts

subject some of the physical problems raised by the

study of living matter He showed, for example,
how the growth of the severed end of a nerve towards
its corresponding end is determined by small differ

enoes of concentration of some substance diffusing out
from the severed ends The phenomena of growth
depend on the presence of minute quantities of sub-

stances known as vitamines, often found exclusively

in the rinds or skuis of grains and fruits, and Dr
Hardy drew a parallel between their action in deter-

mmmg growth and the effect of throwing a few
cnstals into a supersaturated solution The remainder
of the part is devoted to a short paper by Prof Lees
on a generalised bridge for the com^nson of the self

and mutual inductances of two colls, and another by
Dr Sand on a cadmium arc lamp similar in principle

to the mercury arc lamp

In 1911 a paper was read before the Intematiodal
Photometric Commission by W J A Butterfield,

J. S Haldane, and A. P Trotter, describing some
careful experiments on the Pentane and Hefner
ttandard lamps By enclosing these lamps in a speaal
dumber the effect on the light of carbon dioxide,

aqueous vapour, and barometric pressure could be
conveniently studied, with the great advantage that

variations far mater than those met with in practice

could be produced and the resultant changes in

candle-power studied on a 1 irge scale In the case of
the Pentane lamp the results obtained were in close

agreement with those previously r^rted by C C
Paterson at the National Physical Laboratoiy But
the correction for the effect of carbon dioxide and
dungs in barometric pressure on the Hefmz lamp
were found to be respectively three tunes and four

tbnes Uut previously assumra by LiebenthaL This
mestlon since studied by Dr Ott of Zurich

With the view of secunng exceptional vanatlons in

barOQidric pressure experiments were first made at

variuM atatfons In high altitudes, but eventually the

method of ^ploying a compression chamber was
adolted A dungb of barometric pressure h*??
to fty mm , whldi is the most important rahge from
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a practical viewpoint, produced a vanation in the
eandlepower of the Hefner lamp of only 11^ cent.

This is in close agreement with Lkbenthal's fonnola.
But from yiy mm to 6145 mm the varution in

candle-power was found to be much greater, and the
average effect for the entire range of 816-01x5 mm.
improximated very closely to the figure given by
Butterfield Haldane, and Trotter As re^rds the
effect of carbon dioxide Dr Ott agrees vidth these
observers m finding the factor given in Liebenthal's
formula too small, but this nnses from the fact that
the wesence of much carbon dioxide is in practice

usually due to the vitiation of the air of the photo-
meter room The light is thus affected by deficiency

of ongen as well as the carbon dioxide Well ven-
tilated and sufficiently large rooms are therefore

essential for standard work

Thi accurate measurement of the vapour pressure
of ice at low temperatures is a problem of consider-

able difficulty not only on account of the smallness
of the values involved, but also because of the adsorp-
tion on glass surfaces and of the thermal molecular
pressure These difficulties appear to have been
overcome In a very satisfactory maqncr by S Weber
f/iTgl Danske Vtdenskabernes ^elskabs ForhandUngtr,
No 6, 1915, Copenhagen) The pressure, down to
205° absolute, was measured by means of the loss of
beat from a hot Wollaston wire and below this

temperature by Knudsen’s absolute manometer It

was also checked more roughly by means of a mer-
curial manometer with optical contacts reading to

3JI The residual pressure in tho apparatus at
143-163“ abs was 0041-0070 dyne per square centi

metre for ice from conductivity water, and about half
this for ice prepared inside the apparatus from pure
hydrogen and oxygen After correcting for this

rMduum, which is unaccounted for, an extremely
good agreement with Nernst’s empincal formula was
obtained, down to 175° abs The same number of
the above Journal contains the fifth of a series of
papers by C Chnstiansen on the frictional etectrlpity

generated by drops of a liquid falling on a platinum
^atc The effect is much greater for solutions of
non-^electrolytes (mercuric cyanide tnamminocobalti-
nitrite) than for those of electrolytes (mercuric
chlonde, hexamminocobaltichlonde)

In a paper entitled Theory and Practice in the
Filtration of Water, read to the Institution of Mech-
anical Engineers on April 14, Mr W Clemenoe
attenipU to wove that the multiple filtration process
invented by MM Puech and Chabal is economically
and hygienically the most efficient process of water
purification The process oonsisU of passing the water
through a senes of filters filled with material ranging
from coarse gravel in the first to fine sand in the last,

the greater part of the suspended matter in the water
being retained by the earher elemenU, to that no
film forms on the surface of t^e final sand filter, ihe
work of punfication being effected by nitnfying organ-
isms in the body of the sand, thus diffenng from other
processes, which depend largely on the straining effect

of a surface film formed by natural or artificial means
While making the best case be can for the muMpla
process—and on the whole a good case—the author
scarcely does justice either to mechanical or ordinary
slow swid filtration Most water experts now agrsa
that these latter processes cannot be taken as the
"only line of defence’ gainst water4ionie disease,

but with an initially “safe" water the improvemeat
in appearance and the removal of oxldlaable

effected particularly by mechanical filters are oft»
most marked. On the other haq^ it is chim^ t^
the multiple process Is capable^ rendering safe ah
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unsafe water, although no conclusive evidence in the

way of figures is brought forward to prove it Indeed
thrbughout the paper, which gives in considerable

detail the results of tests made on multiple filtration

plants in different parts of the world there is no men
tion of any tests being made for B coh

Thb Health of Munition Workers Committee has
iSBiKd a memorandum on special industrial diseases

m which it is stated that the work of certain industrial

processes entails nsk of senous, and possibly fatil

illness from exposure to lead, ethane tetrachloride

nitrous fumes, and certain explosives, whilst contact

with tnnitrotoluol, tetryl, mercury fulminate, and cer

tain lubricating and cooling liquids used in metal
turning may produce dcrmablis The provision of

facihties for the prompt treatment of all cases of sick

ness and injury is recommended Operatives engaged
in manufacturing or handling trinitrotoluol have been
found affected with unusual drowsiness frontal head-
ache, eczema and loss of appetite The symptoms
are generally slight at first and disappear when ex-

posure ceases, but in exceptional cases sudden collapse

may occur after a few hours work on a hot day
Ihe symptoms are infcnsifietl hv continued exposure
and in a few cases profound jaundice and even death
have resulted TNT may be absorbed by the lungs
skin, or digestive tract in the form of vapour or
dust and certain preventive measures are specified

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Thk Plakkt Mbrcurv—

T

his planet will be at

greatest E elongation on May 12, 21“ 36' E. from the

sun It will continue above the horizon about two
hours after sunsrt Maximum conspicuousness occurs

several days before the elongation

CoMBT 191611 (Nbujmin) Observations including an
arc of thirty seven days (Februiry 2'~April 4), have
beei\ employed by M J Braae in calculating a new
orbit for this comet The second and third places are

bised on observations m idc at Bamberg (March 23)

III 1 Ncu Babelsberg The modifii ations of the earlier

o bit arc all in the d rection of the Berkeley orbit

n ited last week consequently th« dilTc>rences between

1 the respective cphemcrides have been considerably re-

duced According to C ijienhagen Postcard No 17 the

new orbit Is —
r— 1916 March 1 1 2350 O M T P = '•ooff 8 day s (5 50 y

(1-645 163
k|><«.h i»i6 J«n o s ( VI tnu nos 9 6 o

M ^347 11) ”4 5" •*='93 43 ‘7 7"

- 34 43 47" ft 3”7 30 596
Log 0493559 2 - 10 39 5jO

Lphemens (Messrs J Braae and J Fischer-Peter

sen), Greenwich midnight —
h m .

April 28 10 20 36 - 9 4' 9

Bullbiin No 266 of tho Scientific Papers of the I 30 24 59 10 107
Bureau of St indards by Messrs (. am Schramm May a 29 24 10 38 7
and ( leaves deals with the preparation of pure iron

and iron-carbon alloys ihe authors have worked
out methods of producing laboratory samples of iron
carbon alloys of a very high digree of purity, sources
of contamination of melts and means of eliminating
them are described, a method of preparing magnesia
of a satisfactory degree of punty for making crucibles

to be used in work of this kind has been developed,
and a procedure for making small ingots, which are
sound and free from blowholes, without the use of
deoxidisers has been worked out A senes of iron-

0 38 21 II 323
Log A April 26, 97979 May 4 98386

Observations made at the Ihll Observatory, Sid-

mouth, on April 20 and 22 were represented by thia

epliemeris within the limits of accuracy attainable in

the measures On April 22, tlic sky being especially

clear, the comet still showed a considerable diffused

coma ahd a feeble condensation was glimpsed

Thb iKKbcULAR Variable Siar, T Tauri —The
carbon alloya containing 99-96 per cent of the two
elements has been prepared to serve as a basts for

the redctermination ot the iron-carbon equilibnum
diagram

In Bulletin No 60 of the Technological Papers of
the U S Bureau of Standards, H S Rawdon
describes the microstnictural changes accompanying
the annealing of caat bronze (Cu88, Snio, Zna) The
alloy is first brought into physico-chemical equilibrium
The dendritic structure persists until heat^ for ap-
proximately two hours at 800° C The absorption of
the eutectold dmends much on how the sample cooled
on freezing No evidence was found suggesting a
change of crystal size of cast samples which had not
been distorted In any way Recrystallisation, includ-
ing twinning, was found only to follow distortion or
its equivalent Metal cooled suddenly from the molten
state bduves similarly because of the high internal
ttreaaea resulting

Mbssrs Cassbix and Co , Ltd , have ready for

pubUcatMm “Alfred Rusael Wallace Letters and
Keminiscences,* by J Marchant The volume will

contain o number of hitherto unpublished letters

rentirfaoenoes from irnnoua fnends, and a sketch (from
Ms SOD and daughter) ot Dr Wallaoe’s home life

The evolution of the iden nf natuml selection is traced
IM to the tbhe when tin papers on the sul^ect by
uftnairt and Wattaoe were oommunlcnted to the
Liimesn Seeiety and Or Wattaoe's other tdeniMc
worh is dealt witli^ the volume
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annual report of the director of the Mount Wilson
Solar Observatory for 1915 bears more reaemblanoe

to a review of the world’s work in astronomical physics

than the report of a single institution The summary
contams seventy-eight important items No 61 states

that the irregular variable star, T Tauri, is sur

rounded by an extensive atmosphere 4* in diameter,

I which shows the bright lines maractcristic of Wolf
Rayet stars The spectrum of the star proper is about

{

F5 The magnitude of this remarkable object ranges
between 10-3 and 1^2 Notwithstanding the impres-

I

sive output of work It appears there is room for regret

—the 60-in reflector remains the only instrument for

work on stars and nebulae, but it is offset by a cres-

cendo of hope—the lo-in portrait lens telescope is

neaHy readv and the loo-in reflector is expected to

be in working order by the end of 1916

A Nbw Variawlx Star Having Nebulous ENvaion
—An addition tD this at present very limited group
of extremely interestmg objects is announced by Mr
R T A Innes in Circular No 33 of the Union Observa-
tory The star is -31^ 8450 in the Southern Crown,
and normally its magnitude is 8-7 but on two occasions

last year, October 29 and November 24 It was con-

siderably fainter (ra4 and 115 req>ectively) The
nebulous envelope was also found to vary The 6fl8

magnitude star, -3>* 8449 possesses a similar append-

.age, and la so near to the above as to touch, thus

affortfing an excellent basis for comparison- It M
tanta^big to think* that these sUrs actually cotne

abdVW'our hortzon
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THE INDIAN SCIENCE CONGRESS
‘T'HE proponl to awemble an Indian Science Con.
* grm waa firat put forward in 1913, and wat
due to the initiative of Prof MacMahon and of Dr
Slmonaen The lupport of the Aaiatic Society of Ben.
gal gave to the new acheme a prestige which hat
nelDN It materially The firat congress was held at

Calcutta in 1914 the second at Mamas In I9i5t and
the third has recently been held at Lucknow Ihe
future development of these congresses will be watched
with mterest by all who are engaged in scientific

work
India IS strugghng to devise an educabonai system

that will satisfy tier peculiar and complicated require,

ments , in her endeavours she has been the recipient of

much criticism and advice, other countries have been
held up to her as models, and she has been
urged to adopt, for her numerous races and her tropical

dunate, methods that have been found suitable to

homogeneous northern peoples

Amid the clamour of politicians quarrellmg over
questions of primary education, the Government of
India has had to consider the teaching of science at

cefileges and universities and the prosecution of le.

searw in its scientific departments In the last twenty
years many well-qualified professors of science (physics

chemistry, zoologv medldne, mathematics) have been
appointed, the Sdcnce Institute at Bangalore has been
founded the late Mr ] M Tata the Research In.

stltutes at Dehra Dun and Pusa have been erected and
officered In 1903, m order to prevent the duplication

and overlapping of work, and in order to promote
co.q)eration and touch. Lord Curzon created the Board
of Scientific Advice, upon which each scientific depart
ment of State is rwesented
The expansion of scientific teaching and work in

India baa created new wants, and the absence of
scientific societies and of scientific libraries has now
bs^n to be felt Although the Board of Scientific

Atmce may prevent the rarest Department in its

researches from overlapping the Agricultural Depart
ment, it does not bring the scientific deportments into

touch with the universities and oollegN, and it does
not bring together individuals who are working at
the same branch of science

If the Government of India had made no efforts to
push on the teaching of saenoe, it would have been
olamed for supineness, now, however, that it is show,
ing enterprise and determination, it is criticised for
giving scientific education without providing a career
or a livelihood for the youth whom it educates It is

pointed out that the educated youth of India is crowd,
ing into the legal profession, because it is the only
laanied profession that holds out a prospect of money
making This statement is, however no longer quite
correct, as the medical profession is beginning to offer

great chances to young men of ability In every
civilised countrv the public are vrilUng to pay large
tecs to men who can save them from illness or can
protect them in the law courU, and this fact vrill

always render the legal and medical professions popu.
lar and lucrative

The word “research” is now in common use but
what is meant by research ? Some authorities

iafluenoed by the commercial success of foreign medU
dnes and of synthetic indigo, urge that research
must be utilitarian, others are contending that science
must be pursued for love of science oniy Enough
hae boeo said to show the difficulties of the situation

In India. In such a situation an annual congress of
all intenated io acicnce cannot fail to be advantageous
Ti^ty years age such a congress would not have
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been possible, twenty years hence it will have ereated

for itself a powerful position

In India workers in science are scattered

to an extent which residenu in England can
scarcely reahse It is desirable that they should

become personally acquamted Without hbranes
and without intercourse individuals cannot keep
abreast of the times A congress meeting
aSords an opportunity for workers from every part of

India to meet together and to discuss their difficulties,

and is of particular value to the younger workers, in

that they are able to present their Tesuits to audiences

capable of offering sound criticism Trained students

from the Indian colleges are able at a congress to

obtein information concerning chances of employ,
ment
The recent congress at Lucknow was well attended

by both Europeans and Indians, and the discussions

showed great and general interest Colonel Selby, the

principal of the Medical College had kindly placed

some of his buildings at the disposal of the congress,

which was opened on January 13 by Sir James Meston
the Lieutenant Governor of the United Provinces Sir

Sidney Burrard was the president and in his address

he discussed the origin of the mountain ranges of

India The congress then separated and mcctmgs of

its several sections were held—Agnculture Zoology
Chemistry, Botany, Physics and Mathematics Geolo^
and Ethnology It would serve no useful purpose to

give complete lists of the papers read in the various
sections A rmort of the meeting with abstracts of

the papers read has been publish^ in the Journal of

the Asiatic bociety of Bengal for February 1916
From the papers presented to the Chemistry Sec-

tion, It IS clear that both among the European and
Indian members of the teaching staffs at the various
colleges and institutions a keen desire to carry out
chemical investigations exists a desire which is shared
also by the senior students of some of the colleges

Among the centres where such activity is pronounced
are Calcutta, Madras Dacca, and Bangalore The
growth of this desire to participate in chemical re-

search has been most marked during the past few
years, and the activity at present is such that materials
for papers and discussion at subsequent meetings of
the congress are assured

In the Physics Section the attendance was large
Papers were read on atmospheric electricity, ramo-
activity of rocks, electrical discharge in gases, the
oscillations of a violin string, and the lustory of mathe.
matics, showing that the range of work was wide
Tlie papers were of a high standard, and indicated
that research in the {ffiyncal sciences is healthy in
India Of the researches described In the papers read,
four were made in Government scientific departments
and eleven m umversity colleges The meetings acted
as a stimulus to those taking part in them
Lucknow being a large dty, tiie committee of the

cong^ arranged for three lectures to wltich the
public were admitted. The first waa by Dr HanhJn,
on the evolution of fljdng animals

, the second by Dr
Bose on invisible light, and the third by Prof Neogi,
on the manufacture of iron in ancient India

With a record of three successful meetlnn, it seems
clear that the Science Congresa haa estabUaned Uaelf
as a valuable aid to scientific progress in Inffia. In
the future it is perhaps possible that it may develop
on broader linea and eventually grow into an Indian
Association for the Advancement of Science, wltli
greater scope for promoting scientific inquiry and co-
operation All who have been engaged in sdenttid
work in India will realise the gmt benefit wUt^
might be conferred by such on association
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THE 6LACIAL FHEORY OF CORAL REEFS »

S UESS'S demonstrabon that many of the relahve

change* of land and sea may be due to variation*

Ifi the height of the sea, while the land re-

main^ iUbonary, and hi* suggeatkm that

Darwin’s theory of coral reef* was as con

sistent with a rise of the sea surface as with a

sultoidence of the sea floor, were followed by various

attempts thus to explain the phenomena of coral

islanwi This explanation has now received its

strongest support in a vaiuable memoir by Prof R A
Daly, who brings to the problem his usual thorough*
ness and ingenuity His interest m the i^uesbon was
roused by me coral reefs of the Hawaiian Islands,

which are so small that they are clearly young, and
were probably all formed after the disapp^ance of the

l^iers that once existed around the summit of Mauna

After some years of careful study. Prof Daly con
eludes that the coral reefs of the world consist of a
thin veneer of coral limestone resting on a great sub-

marine bank, and he holds that the fundamental
problem is the origin of these banks, and the recent

establishment of the coral reefs upon them His theory

18 that coral growth was checked or stopped by the

chilling of the tropical seas during Glacial bmes , that

as the temperature rose the coral polyps started active

rwth while the sea surface was being gradually raised

the melting of the polar ice-sheets Prof Daly
assumes that the Ice-sMets of Europe, America, and
the Antarcbc all reached their maxima at the same
time , and he calculates that the retenbon of this water
on land would lower sea level by from 37 to 33 fathoms
while the movement of sea water mto the polar

regions by the lateral attraction of the ice caps
lowered the tropical seas another five fathoms
When the sea was thus lowered wave action

planed down the great tropical banks and shelves

which now support the coral reefs One of the

tongest sections of the memoir discusses the depths
of coral lagoons, and claims (p 104) that neither

maximum nor general depths m atoll and barrier reef

lagoons of larger size should so nearly agree if subsi

dence has been the essential control in forming coral

reefs
"

The evenness of the lagoon floor* may be due to the

distribution of sediment by wave action, for the
evidence collected by many authorities such as Nansen
and Stanley Gardiner, has shown that the influence

of waves extends far deeper than the limit formerly
accepted The fart that no such great thickness of

coral limestone as is assumed by Darwin’s theot^ has
ever been conclusively established cannot be lightly

set aside, and Prof Daly makes the novel suggestion
that the formation of coral reefs may have been
stopped by excessive heat as well as by cold He
remarks that when Grinnell I-and had a January tern

perature 50* wanner than It has now the growth of

corals in the tropics was probably inhibited owing to

the lowering of their vitality by excessive heat
Prof Daly has therefore, adopted the bank theory

of coral reefs, which as he remarks was advocated
by Tyeiman and Bennett in 1833 and in later tunes
1^ Wharton and Agassiz The part of Sir

John Murray’s theory which expfainM the depth
of lagoons by solution Is summarily dismisM
That Prof Daly’s explanation la correct for

Mme coral islands may be at once admitted
Thu* the evidence from the Maldives and Lacca-
dives, which Prof Daly clearly states, long ago
led supporters of the Darvdnlan theory to regard those
reeb as a coral crust upon a submerged ridge parallel

> '*Th«nitdvl^imtrnlTli«irvorCnf*ia*>fik’‘ BrKA.D<Jy Proa
AM(.A«id AriAH Vol. U Ha 4. u •, ry. iST-«Si
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to the Western Ghats Sir William Wharton origin-

ally proposed that one of these ulands should be
selected for the boring^ test, but he withdrew this

recommendation when it was pointed out to him at

the British Association Committee on the subject that

these islands would not be regarded as a satisfactory

test, so he withdrew his proposal and at the next
meeting recommended hunafuti, which was afterwards
selected for the famous boring Its evidence however.
Prof Daly rejects on the ground that the bore passed
into coral talus, and that the actual site of the borings
was unwisely chosen (p 347), but taking all me
circumstances into account, the site on Funafuti waa
probably the best available

Glaciation has been summoned to relieve geologists
from many difliculties and in mite of the ingenuity of
Prof Daly’s arguments the Darwinian theory may
still survive this appeal to Glacial influences The
fundamental assumption that all the Glacial ice-sheets

reached their greatest size simultaneously seems
opposed to the current trend of opinion The Glacial
period was obviously one of widespread earth move-
ment, the subsidence of Scandinavia, the British Isles,

and northern Amenca during their glaciation would
have tended to lower the sea level , but these move-
ments and the amount of water used in the formation
of land ice might easily have been masked by uplifts

under the tropical oceans
One objection to the view that the coral reefs have

grown upward to keep pace with a rise of sea level

has generally been regarded as fatal, for any such
movements should have affected the whole of the
tropical seas and should have been umform throughout
them But vast lengths of coast show no sign of any
such rib. of sea level In the coral seas themselves
some districts have raised reefs while elsewhere the
coasts present the features characteristic of subsidence.
This fact was shown by Darwin, and has been con-
firmed by the detailed work of Alexander Agassiz
The grouping of coral reefs according to size and form
IS also evidence that the coral seas have been affected
by differential movements of the sea floor Dana
showed that the coral islands are so grouped as to
indicate rapid subsidence along certain lines, while
adjacent areas remained stationary Such facts of dls-
tnbution appear irreconalable with the Glacial control
theory J W G

ILLUSIONS OF THE UPPER AIR 1

A Rbvixw op Progress in Mrteoroi ooical Thbort
IN England since 1866

The Study of Cyclones and Anticyclones

T N 1866 a year after Admiral ritzRoy’s death, the
^ Royal Soaety undertook by means of the new
Meteorological Office to establish seven other observa-
tone* In various parts of the country equipped just
like the Kew Observatory at Richmond and to use
the automatic records In explanation of the weather as
set out in the daily maps The explanation of the
winds and the interest of the sailor were the justifica-
tion of the public expenditure

Meteorologists knew about cyclones from Piddington
in 1848 and about dnticyctones from Galton in 1863,
from that time onwards until the end of the century
the study of cyclones and anticyclones was tm
dominant idea of dynamical meteorology

It was mainly conducted by observations at the
earth’s surface, and necessarily so In 1853 Welrii,

.the superintendeot of Kew Observatory had made
four sets of excellent observations of the upper air !ti
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balloons, and Glaisher had -foUowod them up bv a
lar^ number of ascents for the British Assodation,

which reached their cHmax in the famous ascent with
Coswell in i86a They added a good deal to our
knowledge but very little to our ideas They told us

that the atmosphere showed continual decrease of

temperature with height and that sur^sed nobody;
It was a natural inadent in the gradual transition

from the temperature of the surface of the earth to

the absolute zero of space “The nicely calculated

less or more " was not of vital importance Cyclones
and anticyclones obviously belongs to the upper air,

the regions where clouds are formed and dissipated,

where rain and snow and hail arc produced, but bait

loon ascents told us little about them beyond confirm-

ing the surmise that there are great ascending currents

associated with certain forms of cloud

TTie only real information to be got about the atmo-
sphere in upper regions was that contained in observa-

tions of pressure at the surface which is the cumula-
tive resuU of the whole thickness of the atmosphere,

and the amount of rain, hail or snow which falls

from above There were ili^i observations of the

forms of cloud and their motion and, if wo please of

their position The rest Is necessarily speculation, so

that out of these observations meteorologists were
oblIg«l to imagine for themselves whnt cwlonea and
anticyclones are how far up they extend, how they

are produced and maintained what kind of air they

are made of, and so on

ObservaUoHS of the Upper Atr

Speculation can do a great deal with the atmosphere
It goes bc>ond tlie reiith of our balloons and tells us
of the substitution of hydrogen and the rarer gases for

oxygen and nitrogen in the region of the meteor and
the solar electron But from the year 1896 onwards
there has been a systematic collection of facts about
the upper air by using kites to carry instruments up
to heights of 3 kilometres or occasionally more;
ballons-sondes which carry instruments up to heights
of 35 kilometres (20 miles or more) , nnd pilot ballons
wluw give the direction and velocity of the wind at

various levels up to lo kilonoctres sometimes more

Companion of Fact with Speculation

This investigation has given us a wealth of mforma
tion about the upper air The principal rc^ult is the
division of the atmosphere into two layers a lower
layer about 10 kilometres thick, the troposphere, the

reckon of convection, nnd an upper layer, the strato-

sphere m which there is no convection We can use
tm informatton lo test some of the generally accepted

ideas about cyclones and anticyclones bv companns
the results of speculation with the new facts Many
of the pictures which we imagined now appear to

Inve bem illusions Those of us for example, who
thought that because the air was warmed from the
bottom, the upper part would be free from sudden
changes of temperature such as we get at the surface
were rapidly and rudely disappoint Simpliaty is

not apparently the characteristic of the upper air

The Convection Theory of Cyclones and Anticyclones

Before giving you other examples, let me quote the

description by which Gallon introduced the name
‘anticyclone,” because the mental picture of the

Structure of cyclones and anticyclones which has
guided the tbou^ts of the majority of meteorologists

has been fornt by the gradual elaboration of the

ideas contained in that description ~-

“Most meCeorologiits are agreed that a circum-

scribed area of barometric depreSdon is usually a locus

of light ascending currents and therefore of an in-
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drajight of surface winds which creata a cetrograda
whirl (in our hemisphere) ”

“Conversely, we ought to admit that a liipllar

area of barometnc elevation is usually a locus of dense
descending currents, and therefore of a dispersion of
a cold <ky atmosphere, plunging from the higher
regions upon the surface of the earth, which, flomng
away radially on all sides becomes at length imbued
with a lateral motion due to the above-mentioned cause,
though acting in a different manner and in oppodta
directions ” (Proc Roy Soc

,
vol xii

, 1862-1863,

** 3ut^ of that there gradually grew the ooncephon,
on the one hand, of Ac central area of a cyclone on
the map as a centre of centripetal motion a focus
of attraction for the surrounding air, and of the
general area of the cyclone as a region of ascending
warm air producing ram or snow, round the central
region the air moves inward with a counter-clockwise
motion In spiral curves On the other hand, the
conception of the central area of an anticyclone is of
a centre of centrifugal motion, a region of repulsion

,

the general area of an anticyclone is a region of
descending cold air moving wfth a clockwise motion
spirally outwards The fundamental dynamical idea
is that of air driven like gas along a pipe from
high pressure to low pressure, retarded by the fnetfon
of the surface, and diverted from its direct object by
the rotation of the earth

For future reference, let us separate the three
elements of this picture and keep them distinct First,

the circulation counter clockwise in a cyclone, clodk-
wise in an anticyclone Second, the convergence
across the circulation from high to low Third, the
convection or verticil motion, which appears as
ascending air in the cyclone and descending au* in
the anticyclone

According to the conception which developed on the
lines of Galton's description, and found ready accept-
ance, the circulation is incidental to the convergence

,

the convergence is universal, the convection general
It IB another example of the facilis descensus Avemi

The very simple piecing together of the three parts
makes it almost obvious that the third clement, the
convection, is the effective cause of the whole
dynamical process, it is natural to regard convection
as the ascent of warm air in a relatively cold environ-
ment, causing low pressure on account of the
tively high temperature of the ascending air, and
high pressure as the natural corollary of cold descend-
ing air The convergence or motion across the
isobars, is the pnmary result of the distribution of
pressure, and the circulation is merely the deviation
m>m the straight path caused by the rotation of the
earth The theory is quite simple and quite self-con-
tained and It has this great advantage that the cause
which It assigns for the cyclone, namely, the convec-
tion of warm^ air, has always been regarded as the
cause of winds, it has been accepted as explaining
land- and sea-breexes the trade winds and the mon-
soons, and if it is also accepted as explaining the
cyclone and anticyclone which are the nwdem
nwteofological names for the diverse winds of the
temperate latitudes, we can see in t^ idea a beautiful
unity in meteorological theory The origin of all

the winds is thereby assigned directly to what wa
know must be their ultimate cause namely, the
warmiw of the lowest layers of the air bv the
wanned surface of sea or land If we doubt Its
eOtdenqr in one case, there seams no good reason ior
holding to it in the others,

ft seems a pity that an illusion which apparent
does sudi good service should he ihattered; but &
eannot face the facts of the upper dr.
You will notice that the wh% matter dependa upBtt
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the Idea of the hnr preisure in the wann ascending
air of the cyclone as the driving force, whatever m
the area covered by the circulation The observauons
of the upper air have made us familiar with certain

facta about the height of the atmosphere that make
such an Idea too improbable The convective atmo-
sphere is only about 10 kilometres thick The region
in which convection can operate is therefore a thin

skin represented by a centimetre in the case of a map
on the millionth scale on which toon miles is about
6 ft in length A cyclone is often regarded as a
towering structure which may produce curious effects

by tilting its axis, but that is clearly illusory
,
the idea

that descending air over northern trance is operating
in conjunction with rising air over Iceland to produce
a flow of air along the line joining thdm is an un
productive way of representing th« facts

The idea of the ordinsuy cyclones and anticyclones

in our latitudes as foci of centripetal and centrifugal
motion 18 an illusion In all ordinary cases of cyclone
the convergence of the paths of air towards the
centre is itself an illusion because the motion of the
cyclone makes it nuts its apparent aim and we
get in actual fact paradoxical cases of air which
always seeking a place of lower pressure, yet makes
its way to a place of higher pressure because the
pressure has been raised over its path, and though
It alwws seeks the centre, in reality it goes further
away horn it If it wanted to reach it, it was a
mistake to aim at it, if it wanted to get near, it

should have aimed to get away There certainty is

convergence and convection but it is local and not

rieral over the cyclone The idea which is conveyed
convergence m spiral paths to the centre of a

moving cyclone is an illusion It did not even require
observation of the upper air to tell us that *

Take the time r^uired for the operating forces
to produce any such wind velocities as we find in

actual experience In one hour an ordinary pressure-
difference would produce a velocity of 1000 metres per
second If it were free to act Tlie time required to

generate a velocity of, say, 10 metres per second is

infinitesimal compared with the time during which
we see the foiccs in operation , these last for hours,
or even days while a minute wmuid suffice for the
production of all the velocities exhibited, the motion
of the air which wc register on anemometers is not
accelerating motion but uniform motion, except for
the effect of turbulence and local convection, so we
must picture to ourselvbs the air of cyckmes as being
under the operation of balanced forces, not unbalanced
forces. I wish to suggest that the idea of air being
accelerated by the forces we see on the map is another
illusion so far as the upper air is concerned
The ostensible reason for supposing that the dis-

tribution of pressure created by convection is pushing
air from high to low is due to the fact that the charted
winds show the air at the surface crossing the Isobars
from high to low, the observations with kites and
pilot balloons suggest that the effect is peculiar to the
surface If the driving force from high to low were
the operative force which produces the wind of a
^onic depression, we should expect to find its opera*
tion more strongly marked as we get higher up,
because tha friction of the surface would not interfere
with it, but the fact is quite otherwise. The move-
ment across isobars becomes less and less marked as
we ascend It is much less at Pendennis Castle than
It IS at Falmouth Observatory a mile away We
cannot be sure that it exists at all at icoo ft , because
we cannot draw the isobars at that level with the '

necessary accuracy, the conscnstis of our observations
goes to show that there is no real evidence of con-

' UWiHWor of dtarhM Ab-nirrMiti.’' Hy W Jf Sh»w aad
R<riC.l.«^p*arko iwMe«il«n

,
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vergence at that level There the centnfugal force of

the air traveUing over the movmg earth, combined
with the centnfugal force due to the curvature of the

air’s path is sufficient to balance the force due to

pressure, and there is no component of motion towards

the centre *

What happens nearer the surface is that the friction

of the surface converts part of the energy of the

motion of the wind into eddy motion and the air does

not move fast enough on the right path to keep up
the balance Consequently, it drifts inwards as a
pendulum does when its motion is retarded, but the

lower air cannot liold back the air for above it, the

effect of viscosity in that direction was shown bv
Helmholtz to be negligible The effect of the eddv
motion IS very Umit^ in height

Observahons m the Upper Air in Relation to the

Convection Theory

But the greatest blow to the illusion that I have
portrayed comes directly from the observations of the

upper air, the convection theory requires that the air

of ttie cyclone should be warmer than that of the

anticyclone, but as a matter of fact the new observa-

tions show that the opposite is the case

In a TOper published by the Royal Society, Mr
W H Dines * gave the mean values of the observa-i

tarns of temperature m the upper air of this country
arranged according to the pressuie at Uie ground
From his results the following table has been com-
piled —
Table of Average Values of the Pressure Tempera-
ture and Density of Air m High and Low Pressure

Hegh
Prnwar* llesiltT PitMSK

lOOO-ft k mb A g/m» g/m» A mb
33809 10 273 326 421 382 225 247
39538 Q 317 333 474 444 236 388

26247 8 366 240 5V 51! 227
22 7 433 247 59S 583 232 388
19^85 6 483 ’54 602 652 240 449
164OT S 361 736 724 248 516

13 124 4 6i8 267 818 807 25s 591
9843 3 7«3 373 911 893 263 675
6 562 3 807 277 992 269 767
3381 I 9>3 279 n37 1100 275 870
0 1031 282 1270 f>26 279 984

The figures show that a pressure-difference of

zfimb exists at the level of 10 kilometres where con-

vection has ceased to exist The difference is accen-

tuated to the extent of zimb as the surface is reached
by the existence of the high pressure transmitted from
above, in spite of the relative coldness of the air at

the lower pressure The diagram included in Mr
Dincs’s paper showed that there is a remarkable
change at the top of the troposphere Above the level

for which values arc given in the table the high
is colder than the low reversing the slate of things in
the troposphere
We cannot resist the oonclusion that the pressure-

differences of cyclone and anticyclone are not local

surface effects at all we must seek their origin in

the upper air where there is no convection They are

little affected by the lower stratum of 9 kilometres,

which, roughly, marks the range of the effect of
heating at the surface
The idea of warm air in the lower layers cauahig

the low pressures which are recorded on our baro-

meters it therefore an illusion
’ Thus it amll be seen that the observations of th^

> SMdMfmrivMi on Kind Mrucwi* lo Dm Advbory ConadUM far

« Sm M O PvWieslIoe tfo. «n6 Owpbytlol Mtmoln Ho. $.
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upper air have proved that all the vital parte of the

facile deecription which wai the accepted theory of

cyclones and anticyclones are quite illusory What it

took for guidance in fomiuig a picture of the stnu:.

ture was the accidental character of motion near the

apround. We now feel that the motion of air m the
lowest kilometre bad better bo disregarded, or, better

still bo handed over to students of turbulent motion,
while we as metooixdogisu consider the normal stete

of the atmosphere as motion under balanced forces

Instead of a natural flow from high pressure to low
pressure, we have a natural flow without any chan^
of pressure, the motion of a heavenly body round ite

sun is taken as the type for the air instead of the
motion of a fallmg stone.

While wc are considering illusions, let me add
another example depending upon what was at one
time, and possibly is still, a commonplace of physical
teaching in regard to the relation of barometric
changes to weather

It Is this moist air is lighter, bulk for bulk than
dry air and consequently pressure is low where the
air u moist. That is why a low barometer is indica-
tive of rain, the moist air causes the low pressure
This is not true to f&ct Mr Dines has recently
examined the correlation between the humidity of the
troposphere and the pressure at the surface The co-
efficient is quite insignificant, there Is no relation
between moist air and low pressure on the map

(To be conUtivLti

)

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAI
INTELUGENCE

It is announced in the issue of Saence for March
31 that the wills of the late Edith and Walter Scull
niece and nephew of Mr David Scull, for many years
a manager of Haverford College, give so,oool to the
college

A HKBTiNO convened by the Committee on the
Neglect of Science will be held on Wednesday May
3 at 3 p m in the rooms of the Linnean Society
Burlington House Lord Rayleigh, O M , will take
the chair A series of resolutions will be submitted
to the meeting Among those who have written in
support of the objects of the meeting (many of whom
win speak) arc —The Duke of Bedford, Lord Mon
tagu of Beaulieu the Lord Chief Justice the Right
Hon Arthur Acland Mr Stanley Leathes (Civil Ser
vice Commissioner) the master of University College
Oxford, the rector of Exeter College, the master of
Christ’s the headmaster of Westminster, the dean of
Christ Church Sir Harry Johnston Sir Edward
SchUfer, Sir William Crookes Sir William Osier Sir
Ronald Ross Sir Ray I.ankester Sir Will am Tilden
Sir Hugh Bell Sir Ro^t Hadfleld Dr Martin
Forster the headmaster of Sherborne Mr H G
Wells Sir Owen Seaman and the Poet Laureate, as
well as many other leaders in science, education, and
industry Those desiring invitations to the meeting
should apply to the Committee on Neglect of Science
aS Victoria Street S W
W* learn from the Issue of Science for March as

that Mr J D Rockefeller junior has been re-elected

cadent and Mr I G Greene secreUry of the
Rockefeller Foundation The capital fund of the
Fouodatlon on January i 191^ was 3ooo9,6ocd
Grants amounting to a^o,oorl not hitherto announced
hove recently been made bv the Foundation To the

Rodkefeller Institute for Medical Research aoooocg
is given for additional endowment needed in connection

with the Department of Animal Pathology and among
other grants the Ctuna Medical Board receives
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iKfioal for the promotion of medical teacldog' in
China. Frcrni the same source interestmg particulars

are forthcoming of the work of the General Education
BiMird founded by Mr J D Rocketeller to promote
education within the United States Since its inau-

guration and up to June 30 last the Board bad nude
granu amounting to 3372400/ The value of the
Board’s resources is 6 791,8om , and the gross income
for 1915 was ^,000/ approximately Among the

grants made up to the date mentioned we notice

for the endowment of universities and colleges,

2,334500/., for the current expenses of colleges and
sdools, 31,200/ , for salaries of professors of second-

ary education 55,100/ , and for farmers co-operative

dmonstration work 157 200/

Thx approaching retirement of Dr Lyttelton, the

headmaster of Eton, has led to the suggestion that the

governors of the college should appoint as his suc-

cessor a representative of modem scientific learning

mstcad of a classical divine Ihe usual objections

have been raised to such a course and the usual un-
enlightened opinions have been expressed as to the
association of scientific education with German bar-

barity It would be just as illogical to suggest that

the war and its instruments of destruction were due
to Christian doctnne as it is to assert that science

IS responsible for them Science is concerned with
the discovery of new phenomeria, new forces, new
relationships , and men may use th^ for good or ill

—

to ease pain and suffering or to maim and destroy

It produces chloroform as well as chlonne, and enables
a wireless call to be sent from a sinking ship as well

as makes the explosive for the torpedo or mine which
destroyed her The popular conception of a man of
science as a being without human compassion may
do for the stage or a penny novelette, but it ought not
to be too much to expect people who wnte to tho
leading newspapers to know better We are glad to

see, therefore that the Daily Mail in a leading article

on April 33 gives strong support to the claims of
science in public school education It points out that

clever talking has come to be regards as almost or
quite as important as sound and vigorous action

Precisely the same defect appeared in the later Roman
Empire when its education degenerated into a mere
study of rhetonc and declamation Whatever defects

we Assess as a nation—ind thev have been unmerci-
fully exposed in the present war—are due, not to
science but to its neglect It is satisfactory to know
that this 18 at last being realised by the public and we
hope it may be taken for a sign that wmther through
a new ivpe of headmasters or otherwise the education
of our future poiitlcians administrators and manu-
facturers shall include gencrai scientific knowledge and
scientific method as essential constituents

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London,

Kealogtesl Society, April 4 -Dr A Smith Woodward,
vice-president m the chair—G A Boalsagsr The
lixards allied to Laeerta muraht with an account of
Laeerta agtlu and L Parva This paper is the thlid
and last instalment of a revision of the wall-Ilsards,

of which the first two parts were published In the
Transactions in 1905 and 1913 The author has en-
deavoured to depart from the empirical method usually
followed in the arrangement of spedes, by tracing
bade the various forms of this difficult group to a
hypothetical ancestor of which Laeerta agtUt appears
to be the nearest living representative The dhoractsrs

Imldosis and coloration on which hb views dth
. -ed are discussed, and detailed desoriptlonp are iBsw
of L agibs and its ally, L porta the latter bglig
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regarded aa the connectingJink between the first and
fourth of the SIX sections Into which it is proposed to

divide the genus Laccrta—R Qamsy Frcsh-watcr
Entomostraca coilected by Mr G W Smith in ( eyion
in 1907 The collection contained examples of thirty-

five species, and one species of Copepoda and two of
Ostracoda were described as new, one of the latter

belonging to the typically African genus Oncocypns—
Major k. MelacrtuMgsB The Sitatungas (Limno-
tragus) of the Sesse Islands The author found that
the Bugalla Island antelopes of this genus seem to be
0! the same race as the mainland form, Litnnotragus
sp*ktt, but that the Nkose Island form, which he
proposed as a new subspecies, differed in the short-
ness of its hoofs and other characters

Oaelegleal SMlsty, April 5 —Dr A Marker prcsi

dent, in the chair —G W Tyriell The picrite teschcnite

sill of Lugar (Ayrshire) and its differentiation This
sill IS exposed in the gorges of the Rellow and Glen
muir Waters just above the confluence of these
streams to form the Lugar Water It has a thick-
ness estimated at 14a ft , and is intrusive into sand-
stones of the Millstone Grit The contacts consist of
contorted basaltic rock passing into teschcnite The
upper teschenite becomes richer in analcite downwards,
and ends abruptly at a sharp junction with fine-grained
tberalite The lower teschenite becomes richer in
olivine upwards, but passes rapidly into hornblende
peridotite The central unit of the sill is a graded
mass beginning with thcralitc at the top and passing
gradually Into picnte and finally peridotite, by gradual
enrichment in olivine and elimination of felspar
nepheiine and analcite The average rock of the
sill is much more basic than the rock now forming
the contacts Hence the main differentiation cannot
have occurred in situ The theory is advanced that
the differentiation units were produced by the process
of hquation, but that their arrangement within the
sill took place under the influence of gravity The
sill is compared with other tcschenite-picnte sills in

Scotland those of Ardrossan, Saltcoats, Blackburn,
Barnton, and Inchcolm

LhUMaa Seckty, April 6—Prof. E B Foulton, presi

dent, in the chair —Prof G C Beanu A description
Of five new species of Edwardsia, Quatr , from New
Guinea with an account of the order of succession of
the micromesenteries and tentacles in the Edwardsidse
—Prof W J DaUa A new speacs of Enteropneusta,
from the Abrolhos Islands

Paris

y el Scleoces, April 10—M Camille Jordan in

the chair—G BIgeariaa Some works of Peiresc
Parbculars of some observations recorded in a manu-
script dated November, 1610, to June, 1612, including
work on the satellites of Jupiter, the moon and planets,
and the nebula of Orion—B BalOaRd and M Pesr-
feaa The calculation of right ascensions and decima-
tions of stars of the photographic catalogue The
method worked out is illustrated by a numencal
example for one star—Ch LaUsiisad A project for
the modification of the legal lime 4" adverse criticism
of the daylight saving sdieme proposed m France (see

P 183) —Pierre Dikaa The general problem of elec-

trodynamics for a system of immovable conducting
bodies—C Oakhati Plane networks which are at
once the ordwgonal projection af a network O and the
orthogonal projection of a network G—M Carl .The
hMsfbnnation of partial differential equations —Paul
^bak • A crystoiline modification of sulphur showing
qiharnUtea arranged helic^dally.—G Leeatartrs The
ffaelogy of Djebd Ouitita and tiie neighbourhood of
Dar M Hamrt, western Morocco —Raoul Bbwchard
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The existence of a glacial island at Grenoble At the

junction of the sott rocks of Grdsivaudan and the

hard rocks of Chartreuse and Vercors such a glacial

formation might be expected, and one has been iden-

tified by the author near Grenoble —Henn Dsvoax
llic rapid action of saline solutions on Uving plants,

the reversible displacement of a part of the basic sub-
stances contained in the plant A living plant,

1 lodea, was washed with distilled wnter and no cal-

cium could be delected in the washings The plant

was then treated with a solution of sodium or potassium
chloride (1 in 1000) Calcium was proved in the

liquid, which must have been extracted from the plant
cells This decalcifying action is accompanied by
fixation by the plant of a portion of the alkaline metal
-G Andri Ihc relations which exist between the

presence of magnesium in leaves and tho function of

assimilation It is known that crude chlorophyll ex-

tracted from leaves by alcohol, or light petroleum,

always contains magnesium the latter bung left as

phosphate on ignition It has also been shown that

magnesium is the only fixed element forming part of

the chlorophyll molecule Experiments were carried

out on the leaves of horse chestnut, lilac, and Spanish
chestnut at different stages of growth (April to July),

determinations of the phosphorus and magnesium both

in the extracted and residual portions of the leaves

being made—^Jules Coartlsr Variations of the pen
phiral temperature of the body during suggestions

of heat and cold Under suggestion of cold there was
an average increase in the peripheral temperature

of 0-28®, under suggestion of heat an average fall

of 0-2° These vanations were m the opposite sense

to those expected from the normal behaviour of the

body under the action of heat and cold The vaao*

motor reflexes do not appear to be affected by sug-

gestion—J Hsvit Relations between netuology and
vascular apparatus in the Invertebrates —

F

d Herslla Contribution to the study of immunity

In the case of Bactllus typht munum attempts to

prepare an immunising serum have failed It is now
shown that the antiseptics used to kill the organisms

in the preparation of the serum were too strong,

not only killing the bacillus but profoundly modi^-
ing the toxins It has been found that various

volatile essences (mustard cinnamon, thyme) can kill

the bacillus without affecting the toxin and a vac-

cine has been prepared on these lines capable of

partially immunising mice against tho infection—
Maurice Baaaiisaat Wound of the heart by a shrap-

nel ball Cardiotomy and extraction of the projectile

from the right ventricle Cure
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THERMODYNAMIC AND KINETIA
, THEORIES

(s) StetMiA Theory of Energy and Matter By
Dr T ^rtide Pp xyt+170 (Kristiania

GjyMtodlalsIce Bofirhandel Norditk Forli^, 1915 )

No price

(j) Bi^t lectures on Tkeorattcal Fhystcs de-

boerei at Columbia Unnersity m 1009 By Dr
Max Planck, translated by Prof A P Wills

Pp xi+i3fx (New York Columbia University

PreM, 1915 ) Price 1 dollar

I
H tW darelopment of modem theoretical

physida two unas of mquiiy have played an
imoortaat part> One haa been the attempt to

deduc^reversible physical phenomena from the

ineqiupluhs of irreversible thermodynamics, the

other the endeavour to reconcile irreversible

phenomena with the equatiMia of reversible

dynamics. Between the two we have arrived at

a more or less satisfactoiy representation oi many
phenomeipi of an essentially statical character

Progreu has, however, been somewhat retarded

sinee the death of Boltxmann, nor can we foiffet

Lord Kdhnn a healthy criticisms and the steady-

ing; inflijence in times mne by of representatives

of the oM rigorous swool cd Cambnc^e philo-

sophy, auch as Watson and Burbury

(1) Dr Thomstem Wereide s rntrodiictioa to

the statistical theory of ener^ and matter is cal-

culated to revive interest in these oft-debated

problems The author will scarcely be surpnsed
at our statement that the bocdc does not appear to

thnyw light on any new facts or contain any on-
ginal work oi a fundamental character, but the

method of treatment and of exposition is novel m
many respects, and the account of Soret’s pheno-
mena describes experimental researches the results

of which appear to be inconsistent with precon-
ceived hypotheses
The book is divided into two sections The

first IS occupied exclusively with the deduction
of the fundamental fimnulse of statistical mech-
anics, and occupies practically the first sixty four
pages, since “Muxwdl’'s distribution of vdoci-
ties,** though placed at the b^inmng of section

ir
, really bi^i^ to the first section- The seowd

sectum descnbes the apphcations of the theory
to various physical phenomena, including specific

heat, equifibrium, phenomena assomatcd with
change of stete, dlffuskm, the phase rule, ma^et-
iAn, radiation, and finally the quantum hypomesis
of Planck
A study of the first section might with advan-

tage be supfdemented reading some of the
older classicu treatises am papers on the kinetic
theoiy, in which the apphcation of Lagrange’s
and Hamilton’s equations of motion is developed
>n greater detail For epamde, the proof of
Lagraiwe’s equations is unsatisfactory, and the

tfiacosKoa In | 9 cannot be regarded •• oonsi^
^Bg A r^goraus proof of the stated property
that tils density of probability of a system
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statiaticak equUmpm is a function of the energy
alone To, understand this prcqierty thoroughly
It IS necassary to read the older proiafs based on
the formulation of the Jacobian determinant of

the co-o«dioatea and meraenta of the system
Irreversibility is postulated m the following

argusnent*'

—

’*'Let us suppose that the system at a given
moment passes through a number of elements, W,
that are not all possible It is then very improb-
able that the system will cease frequenting the
elements hitherto frequented, and never visit them
any more On the other hand, it is very probable
that the system, as time passes will take up more
and more elements into its circuit provided that

an entrance mte these elements is possible.”

This assumed, the author deduces that

—

‘A system that is left to itself will change us
such a manner that the density of probabdtty
for a given state will either remain constant or
decrease. The density of probability can never
increase

”

And he goes on further to restate the hypo-
thesis as follows —

A system that is left to itself will move in such
a manner that the number of configurations either

IS constant or it increases The number of con-

figurations can never decrease ’

Unfortunately this assumption is the exact
opposite of the second law of thermodynamka,
which states that m an isolated system the num-
ber of configurations which it is possible for a
system to assume is always decreasing In this

case the decrease takes place by the gradual
wiping out, one by one of the possible configura-

tions for which the sum of the potential and
kinetic energies of visible motions is a maximum
The quantum hypothesis is, of course, an inno-

vation smeo the days of the classical treatises on
the kinetic theory What the author oi this

book says in commenting on this theon is

i sensible enough, namely, that by means of this

I

hypothesis Plan^ has explained phenomena that

others have failed to explain, and it cannot, there-

fore be rejected merely because it fails to account
for everything
Dr Wereide thmks that the best way of throw-'

ing light on this quesbon is by a renewed study
of the trustworthiness or otherwise of statlsbcal

methods
Now it so happens that the writer of this review,

before abandoning gases in favour of aeroplanes,

endeavoured to direct attention to a method of

investigation in statistical mechanics under the

title of “Energy Accelesations.” The essential

feature of thts method «as to study the second
differential coefiBclents with respect to the t}me

of the squares and products of the veloclbes of a
statistieai dyaamkal qntem, these detemuQng
accelerations of enexg# which would not be alM«d
itr sign by reverstug the motions Juqt as the
secoiM dtfferenlM^ coq^Baents of the coKirdinailee

determine the aoeeleratiooa of Ihe masses.
fortunately* diis sqggestiae does not appear to-

L
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have been taken up Yet it do»$ lea4 to oondu-
sioos which impoM aerious liinitatums on the con*
dttions under which statistical eneivv equihbnum
IS possible It shows that a nven distribution of

density of the coordinates of a system m statis-

tical equihbrium can only possess a definite

amount of kinetic eneivy, that such a state of

equilibrium may be stable or unstable, that cer-

tain distributions are incompatible with statistical

energy equihbnum because they would give a
negative value for the si^uarea of the velocity

compounds, and in particular that statisticu

energy equilibrium, such as occurs m the mole-
cules of a gas. IS impossible in a system of bodies

attracting each other according to the Newtonian
law of gravitation It is quite hkely that such an
investigation if continued would lead to the deduc
tion of a system the energy of which might have
one or more of a senes <m discrete values, and
might not be capable of contmuoua vanation, or
a^in of a system possessing a large number of

discontinuities in the amount of energy which it

could contain It is scarcely probable that the

amounts of energy would be proportional to the
numbers 1, a, 3, , but we imagme Planck »

assumption is partly justified on the grounds of its

simplicity

^^ere, as in this case, a method of mvestiga
tion does necessarily lead to defimte conclusloiM
It IS important that these conclusions should be
worked out as they must have a disturbing effect

on preconceived theories

(a) In 1909 Prof Max Planck was invited to

S
ve a course of eight lectures at the Cdumbia
^ege, New Ytu-k, on the present system of

theoretical physics Under the terms of the Ernest
Keirmton Adams bequest to Columbia Umversity
an English translation of these lectures has now
\>een published, drawn up by Prof A P WiQs.
It wiU be seen that the date of these lectures is

anterior to Planck’s enunaation of his quantum
hypothesis, which thus forms no part of their

contents

It IS no easy task to give a simple and compre-
hensive account of such a vast subject m e^ht
lectures, but Prof Planck s exposition is remark
able for its conciseness luadity, and comprehen
siveness As a general survey of the sub^ the
ground covered is best indicated by the titles fk
tile lectures, namely, Reversibility and Irreversi-

bility,” “Thermodynamic States of Equihbrium,”
‘ The Atomic Theory of Matter ”

' Equation of
State for a Monatomic Gas,’ “Heat Radiation,
Electrodynamic Theory,” “Heat Radiation,
Statistic^ Theory” “General Dynamics Prin-
ciple ot Least Action,” and “Prinaple of Rela
tivity ” We may take the last lecture as a good
example of the general character of the book

Starting with the ordinary notions regarding
relative motion of Galileo and Newton, the author
first refers to Herts’s theory and then follows a
description of the difficulties introduced by
Fizeau’s and Michelaoo and Moriey’s experiments,

both of which lead to the belief that the relative

velocity of light is independent of the relative

veloaty of the ether The author then shows how
NO 2427, VOL 97]

these difficulties can be reomciled 1^ the introduo-

bon of a new system of space and time co-ocdiO--

ates for moving bodies which will brmg the pheno-
mena attnbuted to the ether mto acoofxlance with

the conventional dynamics ot material bodies.

The book is one which might with advantage be
placed in the hands of a candidate for Honours
in physics m one of our universities To read it

cannot fail to be of assistance to a student who
has to cover a large amount of woilc in a Umited
time G H B

A CRETACEOUS FLORA
Catalogue of the Mesoeotc Plants tn the Bntuh
Museum (Natural History) The Cittaceou*
Flora Part !i

,
Lower Greensand (Aptian)

Plants of Britain By Dr Mane C Stopes
Pp XXXVI + 360 +XXX11 plates (Loiqcfon'

British Museum (Natural History) Longmans,
Green and Co

,
and others 1915 ) Price a is

The Cretaceous Flora part 11 , is devoted to
the Lower Greensand (Aptian) flora of

Britain Several species have previously been
recorded, but hitherto no general account of the
flora as a whole has been wntten The most im-
portant part of the book is that which deals with
new species of Gymnosperms Twenty-seven
Conifers are described, for the moat part repre-

sented by cones or jietnfied wood, nine Cycado-
phyta, five Angiosperms, and two Perns The
introduction ii^udcs some interesting observa-

tions on donate a summary of previous work,
anu remarks on the geological ^sition of th^
plant-bearing beds Ine cKscnptions are care-

fully compiM, and the work of other authors
receives frank criticism A helpful summary la

given of current views on the diagnostic value of
different anatomical features in the identification

of Coniferous wood The wisdom of emjiloyfiig

the generic name Podocarpoxylon for sjiecimens

which cannot as a rule be assigned with certainty

to the Podocarpmes is questionable but Dr
Stopes has, on the whole, adopted a judicial attl<v

tude with regard to the taxonomic value of
anatomical characters

One of the most remarkable types is that for
which the new generic name Cdymbetes is pro-
posed, the type-sjiecimen consists of a piece q4
well-preserved wood enclosing a large pitn sur-
rounded by a broad perimedullary zone, next to
this IS a ring of bundles of vertical tracheids, suc-
ceeded by a series of concentric cylinders of
secondary wood, composed alternately of vertical

and horizontal dements It is believed that ^
alternate cylinders are the products of a single
cambium which, “for some reason unknown,
turned at nght-angles periodically

”

Some new facts are given with regard to Bsn-
netUtes Gtbsoruanus and other Cycadean plants,

and a few new types are descril^ It is sug-
gested that the formation of more than one
cylinder of secondary wood mav be accefited au U
distifiguishi% feature of certaui Cycadean st<^
referred to Qrcadeoidea, the wood of Bemitfttiltta

being the product of a single cambiuilw/ The
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^dttsutt that Buckland’s items from Portluid, on
which the nnus Cycadeoidea was founded, bore
no lateral Krtile shoots like those characteristic

of Bennettites, as defined by Dr Stopes, is not in

accordance with a statement made by Buckland
m a memoir which appears to have been over-
looked In tgia Dr Stopes published an account
•of some Angiospermous stems from British Aptian
strata, and in the present volume some additional
types are described Impressions which are almost
certainly those of Dicotyledonous leaves have been
recorded from rocks slightly older than the
Lower Greensand, but the specimens described by
Or Stopes are the oldest known examples of
petrified Angiospermous wood The anatomical
characters are carefully analysed and no pains
have been spared to compare the fossils with
recent forms As the author points out, the
Angiospermous wood so far discovered exhibiU
no features which can be regarded as primitive,

and It IS clear that the evolution of the present
dominant class had already reached an advanced
stage

Or Marie Stopes has successfully accomplished
a laborious and difficult piece of work the well-

lUustrated vidume is a contribution of permanent
value to British Palasobotany

A C Sbward

A TEXT-BOOK OF OPTICS
Treatise on Light By Dr R A Houstoun
Pp XI +478 ^ndoo Longmans, Green and
Co

, 1915 )
Price 75 6d net

O ECENT years have witnessed the production
of several good treatises on optics m the

English laiuraage, chief amongst them being
Preston's Theory of Light,” Schuster’s Theory
of OpUcs,” R B Wimd’s “Physical Optics,”

Edser s “Light for Students,” and J P Southall s
‘ Principles and Methods of Geometrical Optics,

’

to say nothing of more special works, such as
Trotter’s “ lUumination ” But Dr R A
Houstoun’s “Treatise on Light," now before us,

occupies a place of its own It will be welcomed
as a manual for classes of a more advanced char-

acter than those in which optics is taken merely
as a part of a general physics course The study
of optics for Its own sake, $0 n^lected in most
of the universities, would assuredly receive better

attention if optics were handled in the spirit of

this book, and with as full an insight into recent

developments and investigations It is, indeed,

alive with modern information and research ,
and,

as numerous passages reveal, it is written by one
to whom optical laWatory work is familiar, and
who directs it to bring out useful and Important
results

The book is divided into four parts —(1) geo-
metrical optics, (11) physical optics, (111) spectro-

metry and photometiy , and (iv) the matoematica]
theo^ ol light Incidentally, toe topic of physio-

hjgksal optics it interpdated in part Ui The
•eptioft on geometrical optica preaeittf''an advance
>n many feitom over toe exposition of that sub-

lrO.*^»9 VOT 0^1

Et in most text-books, its treatment of thick

ses, of lens combinauons, and of aberratioos

being, on the whole, extremely satisfactoty In

few points only does the author give the reviewer
occasion to grumble One of toese is his awk-
ward convention as to the signs plus and minus,
which do not here signify measurement to the
right and left, respectively, from any fixed aero
or origin Another ts the inconvenient practice

of treatmg all rays as travelling from the right to

the left, instead of the more usual left to right

Nowhere does the author give the definition trf

the metric unit of power of lenses, the dwptn#,
though It was adopted internaUonall^ in 1875
The only mention of it—and he spells it diopter—
IS in the brief passage on defects of vision He
builds up the theory of thick lenses quite logically

from Helmholta s tangent law His brief direc-

tions as to the measurement of focal lengths on

pp 75 and 76 are very good Most unfortu-

nately, he uses the Greek letter \ on p 300, not
to denote wave length, but to signify a coefficient

of absorption
,
and, in defiance ofmodem practice,

he employs the symbol v, not to denote the anti-

dispersiOD coefficient, but to signify its reciprocal

On p 65 all that the author has to say on the

residual chromatic aberration known as 'second-

ary spectrum " is that " it can be diminished con-

siderably by using some of the new glasses made
in Jena They appear, however, to offer difficul-

ties m manufacture and to be not very durable
"

This IS scarcely fair to the achievements of Abbe
and Schott, for, though then* phosphate crown
glasses have not proved permanent, their succesa

in producing pairs of crowns and flints that will

eliminate secondary dispersion, and m introducmg

the really valuable novelty of baryta crowns,

should be frankly acknowledged The advantage^

of using for a lens a glass with a higher index

of refraction, as stated on p 59, diminishes the

spherical aberration considerably , and the baryta

crowns give precisely this advantage over the

other kinds, while requiring relatively less com-
pensation by means of correcting lenses of flmt.

The author's remarks on the resolving powers of

microscopes, telescopes, spectroscopes, and+

diffraction gratings are distinctly good It is a
cunous point that the ordinary method of describ-

ing the working aperture of a lens, so familiar

to photographers, as a fraction of the focal length,

IS only mentioned m this work in connection wkh
the P£ry spectrograph and the Rowland grating

Another curiosity in arrangement is the inclusion

of the subject of persistence of vision in the sec-

tion headed 'Optical Lantern
’

Amongst the outstanding excellences of the

work we may praise toe chapters that deal with

interferometers and spectrographs The two chap-

ters on spectroscopy—the earlier and later spectro-

scopic work bemg separated—are very good
The author seems to labour under the erroneous

ndpression, however, tost Newton used only a cav

coffir apertore ktid not a slit There is a cryptic

sentence on p asS, that the dispersion, as

fied by W/dx, “U easily found experimental^ to
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« aummum at Jniaunuin deviatioD, for if«a turn

tbrough minimum deviation the spectrum is

shortest there ’ But on the Ordinary defimtion

of the dispersion this is far from true. Perhaps
the author s definition of dispersion is to be pne-

fetred The author allies, on p 253, that it

IS difficult to show in the laboratory the reversal

of the sodium lines If he will adopt the follow

mg plan he will, on the conmiy, find it very

easy, even as a lecture demonstration Use a
hand feed arc lamp Let the lower carbon be
hoUowed out so as to form a sort of small

i^cible, but let a slight V notch be cut in its

nm on the side towards the projecting leas

system of the lantern I et the upptf carbon be
thin and pointed and set to strike the arc by con
tact with tlK nm on the opposite side. Put a

pellet of sodium in the ‘ crucible, ' and then move
the top carbon down and up several times so as
to strike the ate r^atedly A continuous

^ectrum is evtdmd accompanied usually by
bnght lines, including the D line

, but the D-line

at once changes to a black line, since the light

has to pass mrougfa the mass of sodium vapour
which is slowly pouring over the V-notch

In the chapter on the later spectroscopy Row
land's photo^phic charts, BaWr s series, the

work of Kayser and Runge, and that of Stark
Zeeman, and Michelson are admirably described

and summarised The chapter on infra-4«d and
X-rays IS also admiraUe, but the early work of

Crookes, which led up to the radiometer, is ig

noted Chapter xx on lamps and lUummation is

Iras' satisfying Surely the estunate of aoo 000
candles per square mch for the intrinsic brilliancy

of tlte crater of an arc lamp is too high
13ie fourth part the mathematical theory of

a very able and very wdoomc feature ofw work, though it is not all easy reading It

deals with the propagatum of single pulses and
grtwps of waves, the modem notion of the true
functiaa of pnsms not as sorters-out of hypo-
thetically pre-«usting trams of periodic waves,
but as the manufacturers of these trains out 'of

aiisoelkneous and utterly irregular impulses the
electromagnetic theory of light, the experiments
«f Hertz , the problems of reflexion and refraction

,

file theory of dispersion the theory ef radiation

,

and the preuure of light A pregnant chapter
•n the relative motion of matter aad etiter, m
whioh the celebrated pacadoxioal experiment of
Mklieisoo and Morley forms tiie pivot of the argu-
snent, bnnn the book to the close with the remark
that the Michelson Morley experiment is a some-
what narrow basis on which to rear sudi a struc-

ture as the "relativity** doetrme of Ematem It

To many of the chapters Dr Houstonn has
rapended senes of questions and problems
nvBM are excellent, bemg real problems of optics,

sod not, as In tiie majority of txdkge text-boola,
mere mathematical puzzlra Theie is a reabty
sad freahnesa about ’them that is wholly com-
Bwadable
The tables IndtMled at the end of the book are

an too short But they are satisfactory com-
NO 2487. VOL. Q7l

pared with the index One looks in vam for many
things. The index contains no reference to aper-

ture, Angstrom’s unit, crossed prisms, di^se
reflexion, mdex of refraction, luminosity, lumines-

cence, persistence of vision, power of a lens, re-

fraction, or selective radiation, and the mqutrer

who wants to know the significance of p or of p/t

will vainly hunt for the footnote on p 343 or

that on p 398, where these mysteries are revealed

In an important text book such as this an index

ought not to be left to a compiler who does not

grasp What are the good things that must not be
left oriindexed One misses even any reference

to some of the best and most instructive thn^
in the book, the ongmal researches of the author

Inmfldf which are to be found on pp 399, 334,
and 350 The publishers ought at once to scrap

the index without wafting for the second editioo,

winch IS certam to be called for at no distant

time S P T

OUR BOOKSHELF
The Moon Considered os a Planet a World,
and a SaieWte By J Nasmyth and } Car-

penter Cheap edition Pp XIX + 31S (l^ndon

J Murray, 1916 )
Price 3* 6d net

It IS a pleasure to direct attention to the issue, at

an extraordinarily low price of a complete

edition of Nasmyth and Carpenter s classical work
on lunar physiography Accustomed as we are of

late years to cheap editions this reprint appears

to us to present really exceptional value The
uork first aj^ared forty two years ago and was
reviewed m Nature of March la, 1874 That die

appreciative tenor of that review was entirdy

deserved ts sufficiently evidenced by the fact that

four editions have issued. Nevertheless, «t

may not be out of place to quote a fairly recast

French endorsement —
‘Au point de vue pittoresque aucune repri

sentatioB pr^eddente ne pouvaft donner une mefl-

leure idde de ce que 1 on voit au tdlescope que Ira

reliefs de Nasmyth Les photographies aotwRes
sont plus exactes mais elles sent Imo d ettemdre
le charme des planches de cet ouvrage qu’on ne

se lasse pomt d examiner ”

It BO happens that the revsew copy of the first

edition has eonewhat often been in the hands of

the present writer, and as the Sustratxoas nre

such an important feature, it is saittsfactory to be
able to state that the reproductions in this latest

edition compdib favourably with the engmals
The text written when distmctum of htprary s^le
could be found even in booksjjf-senffi^ can inU
be read with profit and with pteasure

H E-O
Gntofacr and Structural Dessgn By Prof H. D
Hess Second Editioa Pp. viii + 43C Hiem
York J Wil^ and Sons, Inc. , Load—
Chapman and H^, Ltd , 1915 ) Price ta< td
net

Tw first eebtion of Um book appewed 4a ppni-
The author wm fonnedy deeigner pad c

for the Pencoyd Iron Works and^d i
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Bndf« ^toftoy^ and is ooW a professor in Sibley

CoUm, Coraell University, His expeneoce,
dsereforc, kads us to expect that his volume will

cootaia asttch asatter of aervice to stnicUiial

draufhtsinea, and that the treatment will be suit-

able for students. The etfly demand for a
second editam is evidence that the author has
been successful in his treatment, and this is con-
firmed by inspection of the text The book does not
pretend to mal with the mechanics of materials

—the student is referred to other books for this

—toA the reader who has studied materials will

find hts knowlcdgfe drawn iqion throughout the
book in application to a large number of stnic

tures SiiAcient is given at cveiy step to enable

the student to understand which particular theory
IS being applied Ihere are practical examples,
fuHy worked out, of every class of structure dis

cussed, and the formulse used in practice are
explained clearly A large number of exercises

to he worked by students is included
Although the methods of design are American,

the Briti^ student and designer of structures wiU
profit considerably by going through this volume
We have read chapters xvii and xviii with par
twulaf interest

, these deal respectively with
retaining wall* and with bins for holding grain
and coal , the latter chapter is exceptionally corn-

ice,. and, a* is usual throughout &e booi^ con-
tarns typt^ examples worked out

Rambles m the Vaudese Alps By F S Salis-

bury Pp X + 154. (London J M Dent and
Sons, Ltd

, 1916 ) Price ar 6d net
Ma Sausburv’s book gives a pleasant account
of a summer holiday in 1908, spent at Gryon in

unambitious excursions among the Umestone Alps
of the western Oberland The fine views of such
mountains as the Diablerets and the Grand
Muveran, in the immediate neighbourhood, and
the magnificent gable-end of the Dent du Midi on
the other side of the Rhone as they rise above
slopes of green pasture and dark pine-wood,
make this an unusually attractive district

The author writes, not for geologists or botan-
ists, but for lovers of mountain scenery and
mountain flowers As, however, he did not reach
Gryon until the beginning of August, he was too
late for the blossoms which, scrnie five or six

weeks earher, make the meadows, from three to

five thousand feet above sea-level, a carpet of
many colours These, in that month, have given
place to less graceful kmds, such as the yellow
and purple gentian, the white helWore (Veratrum
album), and the monkshood But his visits to
the summits and passes, some three thousaniT
feet above the level of Gryon, were rewarded by
such lovers of the mountain air as the Dryas
octopetala and the alpine aster, the little blue gen-
t ans and even the imelweiss Some photographs
of the flowers, by Mr Somerville Hastu^s, add
to the mtcrest of the book, and it is one which
the tourist who loves to linger rather than to
flurry, and desires to learn a httle about the
plant wmdd cS the Alps, will find a useful and
attractive cbmpanhm
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[Ths Editor does not hold himself responsible lot

opinions expressed by hts correspondents Reithet
can he undertake to return or to correspond
the writers of refected manuscripts intended /hi

tMs or any other part of Naturx. No notice u
taken of anonymous communications

]

ZsppsIlH Notes.

As one who happened to be in a region which came
m for attention from Zeppelin bombs 1 have jotted
down some of the points of more immediate interest
which stand out from an experience in which every
thing was rather blurred —
The bombs could be heard approaching as thty

rushed through the air The whistling noise—a littw

like the tearing of calico or the noise made by a
gigantic rocket—became a crescendo shriek of terrific

intensity just before the bomb struck the ground and
the explosion occurred In the present uistance 1

estimated the height of the Zeppeun as about i^ooo ft ,

and neglecting air resistance, this would give the
bombs a final velocity of about 500 ft per second.
The actuai speed was probably less than this and is

considerably less than the velocity of sound (1100 ft

per sec 1, which accounts for the fart that the bombs
can be Mard before their arrival

Standing as I was at about aoo yards from whera
one of the bombs fell, the noise of the actual explosion
did not appear to be very loud The reason is prob-
ably to be sought in the almost complete numbing of
ones senses All one could do was to stand stock

still and wait for the next bomb The feeling was
much the same as if one had been given a hard blow
between the eyes with a bolster or some relatively soft

object 1 heard a piece of bomb np past me and
afterwards found it embedded in a balk of timber
about two yards from where I was standing A huge
cloud of black smoke arose Into the air reminding
one of the photographs of Jack Johnson shells burst-

‘"^he results of an explosive bomb show cunous freak-
isnnesB, especially in enclosed spaces Evidently

pockets of high pressure result m various direc-

tions and the destruction is confined to the direction

of these pockets Considerable damage may be caused
apparently by the air rushing in to restoro Uie pressure

after a high-pressure wave nas passed forward For
example, one bomb fell near a small outhouse The
doors were blown bodilv inwards—mostly owing to

the hinges and frames breaking loose—vet the sur.

rounding wall of the house was started outwards
One pane of glass in a window-frame disappeared,

while an ai^aoent pane similarly situated was un
damaged llie lid of a kettle was deftly blown off by
the air wave going down the spout the kettle being
undamaged
The Dombs fell In toft marshv ground and the

efl^ts of the explosion were very low Apart from
flying missiles the danger tone did not appear to

exceed 25 yards or so Windows, about 15 yards

away on the side of an outhouse remote from the

explosion were quite intact
Pieces of one of the explosive bombs perforated

some steel plates standing vertically about 10 yprdk

away The edges of the holes were rounded awj
showed undoubt^ Ngns of fusion due no doubt to die

speed of the shearing In one instance a piece of the

pho^hor bronze caiing ef the bomb penetrated a steel

pi8>e moee than t bi thidc.

The holea caused in the soft clayey ground by flte

explosive hombs Were appcoximatelv conical, some
to ft across, and abput 4 ft de^
The Incendiary bombs ooald be heard coming wlw
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a whizzing noize, rather like the ezslorive bwuba
Tbev blazM funously, and lit up the wnole neighbour*
hood We had however, no great difficulty ui extin-

!>'' guilhing one with a hand nre-eztinguiaher They
contain, 1 imagine, tar, petrol, and much besidei

The rapid micceMnn of the bombs and the spaang
apart of the boles showed that the Zeppelin was
travelling at high speed at the dme, due no doubt to

the actmty of the anti-aircraft guns She could not
have h(^>M to hit any specific object and indeed,

ludicrouuy failed to hit anting but clay

The control of the airship was considerable She
was very nimble in endeavounng to evade the search,

lights, which however, had no difficulty whatever
in ke^mg her in the beam

OnSKRVBS

THE KJMMERIDGE OIL-SHALES

T he rapid extension of the use of oil fuel in the

Navy, coupled with the desirability, for ob-
vious reasons, of securing adequate supplies from
home sources, has led to renewed attention being
given to the Ivge and easily accessible deposits of

Oil-bearing shales which have long been Imown to

occur in the vicinity of Kimmendge, in Dorset-
shire, and there is reason to believe that the

question of their immediate utilisation has already

been urgently pressed upon the notice of the

Admiralty
Assuming that oil of a satisfactory character

can be obtained from these shales, there are
several considerations which would seem to point

to Kimmendge itself, or some place in its near
vicmity, as a suitable spot at which to establish

workings, not the least important of which is its

proximity to Portland, one of our leading naval
stations Kimmendge is close to the coast, and
although somewhat exposed to gales from the

south-west, might be made sufficiently secure as

a harbour to enable shipments of the shale to be
made to Castletown, or other convenient locahty,

if It were found impracticable to distil the shale

near the place where it is raised. And in any
case should difficulties be found in making the

Kimmendge haven sufficiently safe for vessels to

he at anchor or alongside the jetty that would
have to be constructed, Portland Harbour of
Refuge 15 only a few miles distant, and can
be entered at any time of tide, and in any weather
Many attempts have been made to work the

Kimmendge shales for oil, but hitherto without
much success, owing laigely to the character of

the product and the diffi^ty of rectifying it into

a marketable product as naphtha and illuminating

oil But the nature of oil fuel is wholly dis-

similar from that of ordinary burning oil, and its

chemical and physical characters are quite

different Nor is the same standard of quality

as regards colour, freedom from sulj^ur, etc.,

needed in a fuel oil as in an oil intended for

illuminating purposes Hence it is possible that

there may be an outlet for the Kimmendge oil

that has hitherto been denied it

The Kimmendge shales have long received the

attention of geoloprists, and their extent and dis-

tribution have been carefully traced The outcrop
along the Dorsetshire coast begins a mile or two
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to the west of St. Alban’s Head, and, as seem
from the sea, forms a very striking natund feature

as Kimmendge is approached The deposits-

extend to very considerable distances, and are of
unknown depth To the west they are found at

Portland, which} indeed, is known to rest upon-
them, and they were formerly worked for fuel in-

the island They come out here and there along
the West Bay, or in its vicmity, as far as Abbots-
buiy They have been known in times past to
igmtc spontaneously, probably owmg to tne heat
mveloped by the rapid oxidation of marcasite,

or some other form of iron pyrites They extend
to the north of Dorsetshire, and have been traced

by borings and by outcrops in a north-easterly

direction to Norfolk, and through Lincolnshiiw
to the Humber

In the neighbourhood of Kunmeridge the shale
was long used as fuel, and is still so used to a
limited extent in the country cottages In the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries it was worked
for aium as at Whitby, and by the same methods,
the large quantity of pyrites it contains affording

the sulphuric acid, whilst other portions served
as fuel for evaporation, etc

The shale seems to have been first worked for

oil about 1848, when small shipments were sent

to Weymouth, where the retorting was done—

a

fact which was held, although unsuccessfully, to
invalidate Young’s patent for the manufacture of

paraffin oil by destructive distillation at a low
temperature At the famous trial Vice-Chan-
cellor Stuart ruled that the manufacture of
t^ensively-smelling and unmarketable oils from
Kimmendge shales could not be held to be an
anticipation of Ypung’s patent ’ It is, however,,
interesting to note that Weymouth was the first

place in the United Kingdom at which the dis-

tillation of shale for the production of hydro-
carbon oils was attempted on a manufacturing
scale

In addition to oils of vanous grades the shales

yield notable (quantities of ammonia on distilla-

tion, a fact which has an important bearing upon
their (ommercial value

In a highly mteresting and suggestive paper
recently read to the Institution ^ Petroleun*

Technologists, Mr W Hardy Manfield has given
a very full account of the Kimmendge oll-shales,

their distribution and geological features, and of
the various attempts which have been made to

turn them to account The communication also

gives a description of the methods of winning
oil-shale, of distilling it, and of treating the p^
ducts, based upon practical experience. The
paper is particularly valuable on account of the

author’s local knowledge of the Kimmendge
deposits

The great objection to the use of Kunmeridge
(h1 is due to the laige quantity of sulphur it con-

tarns, which it has hitherto been practically int-

posslUe to remove to a sufficient extent to make
the oil marketable All attempts at purification

by the methods of treatment ordinanly usM—
mainly acid and alkah—are of little value- Th^
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fact la nothing; is really known concerning the
nature of the combination in which the sul{Aur is

present It is evidently very firmly held, for the
compound or compounds will stand the most
drastic treatment without being broken down
There is here a fine field of investigation for any
•chemist who will grapple with the problem What
seems to be wanted in the first place is that these
sulphur compounds should be satisfactorily

isolated, and their properties studied When we
know more about them it may be possible to learn
how to deal with them We would invite atten
tion to what is really a very promising subject for

inquiry There can be httle doubt that it would
yield to systematic attack by modem experimental
methods familiar to organic chemists, and there
are the possibilities of great material benefits to
him who will satisfiLtorily solve the problem

THE WASTAGE OF COAI
'"PHE Committee for the Investigation of At
•L mospheric Pollution has just issued its first

report, from which it is evident that it has carried

out Its self-appointed task in a thoroughly scien-

tific and (if the terms are not incompatible) busi-

ness-like manner Nineteen towns have under-
taken a periodical analysis of the impurities

earned down by rain falling on different stations,

and also of the constituents of the dust deposited
on a specially designed dust gauge of standard
dimensions These results have been tabulated

in metric tons per sq kilo per month under
the headings of insoluble matter (including tar,

non-tariy carbonaceous matter, ash), soluble

matter (including volatile, combustible, and non-
vdatile soli;ls), and sulphunc aad (as sulphate),

chlorine (as chloride), and ammonia.
The summary at tne end of the report gives a

comparative survey of the data from the different

localities. These data naturally vary with the

nature of the environment, whether mdustrial,

residential, or rural With the exception of some
rather interesting and curious local vanatiims, the

general results are such as might be anticipated

In industrial centres, such as Oldham, Bolton,

and the Ancoats district of Manchester, the im-

purities reach a maximum, and yield 25 tons or
more of total solids per month, and proportionate

quantities of sulphuric acid (3-5 tons), chlorine

(o gri s tons), and ammonia (o 15-0 25 ton),

whilst Malvern, situated m an agnculturu area,

shows a minimum record of less than 5 tons of

total solids per month, the monthly mean being
2 13, with o $0, o 2^, and o 02 ton of sulphate,

chlorine, and ammonia respectively

This large amount and wide distribution of at-

mospheric pollution from burnmg coal (for the

unpunties are practically all derived from coal)

raises two issues the one a question of injury

to animal and plant life, the other one of eco-

nomy.
Leaving on one side the health question, and

confining our attention to the economic proUem.
whidi b a pressmg one in tiiese days, we locdc

to our coal supply, not only for fuel, but for the
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raw material for explosives, dyes, synthetic

drugs, ferrocyanides, ammonium salts, and, to
some extent, sulphuric acid, m every one of which
there is a more or less serious shortage Yet of
the two hundred million tons of coal consumed
annually, less than forty million tons are burnt
economically, that is to say, gasified in gas
retorts and by-product coke ovens, whilst the
remainder, or 80 jier cent, is used, not only as
raw fuel in which all the valuable by-products are
lost, but through mcomplete, and therefore waste-
ful, combustion contaminate the atmosphere and
the soil over an area which may be reckoned in

hundreds of square miles

Is theie no way of compassing this absurdly
wasteful system of utilising coal? Prof H E
Armstrong, in a recent address to the Society of
Chemical Industry, suggested that the society

should advocate an enactment forbidding the use
of raw coal for domestic purposes We are con-
fident that such an enactment, even if it were
made more comprehensive in its scope, would
instantly solve the problem of the by-product
wastage, and simultaneously clear the atmosphere
of smoke without injury or discomfort to home
or commercial life

Faced as we are with the shortage of by-pro-

ducts as well as with the immediate and pressing

necessity of restricting expenditure, the subject

of fuel economy is one which, along with the

wastage on drink demands more than any other

form of economy, on account of the prodigious
sums involved, an mstant and drastic change in

our traditional method of Uussez fatre

In the circumstances it is somewhat unfortun-

ate that the Local Government Board, which in-

stituted an inquiry into smoke abatement m the

spring of 1914 should have suspended its sittings

just at a time when the result of its deliberations

might have borne some fruit and it is to be
hoped that a similar committee having wider
powers may shortly be appointed to deal with, m
addition to smoke abatement, the laiger question

of the wastage of coaL J B C

NOTES
Thb tercentenary of Shakespeare’s death is being

commemorated this week, and tributes to his genius
are being paid in many other parts of the civilised

world The evwit may not be regarded as of particu

lar scientific significance, yet to let it pan unnopoed
in these columns would be to show a want of pride

for the memory of the greatest master of our literature

In the Elizabethan age, the cockatrice, the mermaid,
the phoenix, the unicorn and like legendary creatures

were realities to the general pubhc, and as such were
referred to in the works of the great dramatist and
other contemporary writers. We have, for example,
in The Winter’s Tale, the line. Make me not

sighted like the basilisk,' and in The Tempest,’
'Now 1 win believe tfiat there are unicorns Not
only was more or ttsa credulity given to the exlftence

4)f theie and other fabulous creatures, but a i»eb of

mystic lore andrcled the most common and boat

known of beasts^ bin^, and fishea But tbbugtl

Shakespeare gave credence to many of the legends M
quoted, eMtc^y in regard to the animals and plants

of distant lands he had a greater knowledge of natural
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hiatoiy than mahy of hia cotitemMrariea. An article

in the Txmtt of May a ahows tiutt he waa familiar
with the characteristfia and habita of many birds, and
the accuracy of his references to them would do credit
to a modem field naturalist The greatness of Shake,
speare, however, lies not so muidiln the fact that he
reflected in his works the best knowledge of his time,
which IS more than can be said of moat wnters to.day,
but that he enriched and defined with thoH(,ht what
most people feel and perceived in Nature rescmblanoea
and meanings whfch are hidden to the ordinary mind
In these reapecU, poetry is independent of knowledge,
which does not, however destroy the magic and the
mystery upon which the imaginarive mind can phy but
transfers them to higher planes For Shakespeare’s
knowledge and his power to set in vibration every
chord of the human spirit, we join this week in
reverent admiration with lovers of good literature

throughout the Empire

Ths special correspondent of the Itmes at Amster-
dam rmiorts that the change of the legal ttme-standard
m oonrarmity with the daylight saving scheme came
into force in Holland on May 1 without any appre-
ciable disturbance of the daily Jlfe of the community
All clocks were put forward one hour at midnight on
3unday, therefore, instead of i o’clock 2 o’clo^ was
struck one hour after midnight This summer
dme ’ will be used until October 1 It is stated that
there has been little opposition to the change except
among Frisian farmers and dairymen, who, for prac
tical reasons connected with haymaking and milking,
desire exemption from observance of the new time
The Ttmet correspondent adds that calendars giving
the times of the rising and setting of the sun neces-

sarQy require readjustment to the altered time He
docs not indicate, however how this change is to be
effected, that is to say whether the calendars are to

show astronomical occurrences such as times of sun-
rise sunset moontise, tides, and «o on according to

one thne-staradard in summer «nfi another in winter
In legalising the daylight saving qrstem, Holland has
followed Germany and Austria, which introduced it

by adnUnistrative decree on May i A Bill with the
same object has been passed by the French Chamb«'
of Deputies with the support of the Government, and
is now before the Senate , and Sir Henry Norman has
handed in the following notice of motion at the Home
of Commons —- That in idew especially of fte

economy in fuel and its transport that would iie

effected by shortening the hours of artificial lighting

this House would welcome a measure for the advance-
ment of dock time by one hour dunng the summer
Booifths of this year ”

A Lxrru of Su* Lauder Brunton to the iMutt of
Aj>ril 3, 1915, anticipates to some extent the recom-
mendationa contained In the memorandum on Indus-
tnal Fatigue and lU Causes, ksued the Health of
Muaitkm Workers’ Committee, and described in our
issue of April ao lost (p 16a} Sir Lauder Brunton
fielm to an experiment made many years ago tnr the

late Mr lindsay Russell, Survqyor-Ganeral of

Canada, and Prof Pearce when turvmmg die
-beuadoiy-line between the United States and Canada
From the force of arcumstaaoas It wu sometimes
neeessary to woik the men for seven days a week, and
seaeral weeks at a tune On other ncoasions, when
them was no necessity ,for such extrspne exertion, the
men mere only workra six days a w^, and allowed
to rest comfletely on the seventh day It was po^ble
to ctknilaM exactly the amount ef every man’s dally

work In moLpounds On reakonlqg !t up It was
found that the number of foot-pounds done liy the
men working ^ days a wdek was almoat the same
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as when they woHced seven days n week Sir Laudwr
Brunton expresses the opinion that in ail probaUB^r
if munition workers work at tbeir full c^iadty for six

days It will be better both for them and the work
they turn oat that thev should rest on the seventh.

Wb are glad to note that the Reale Accademln
dei Lined of Rome is taking up the question of the
maintenance of the zoologicd stations at Naples and
Messina, and that the Italian Government is hdac
asked to provide the means for contuiuing the w«iK
of these mstitutions

At the ordinary sdentific meeting of the Chemical
Society, to be held at Burlington House en Thursdiqr,

May 18, at 8 p m the last of the three lectures

arranged for this session will be delivered by Prof, F
Gowland Hopkins, F R.S , who has chosen as his sub-
lect. Newer Standpoints in the Chemical Study of
Nutrition

Mk Ciiffohd C Patkrson a pnnctpa] assistant

m the physics department of the National Physical
Laboratory is to join the Osram Robertson Lamp
Works, Ltd as director of laboratories for research

and technical manufacturing purposes The arrange-
ment will commence at the conclusion of the war or

before that date if possible

A SHORT account of the career of the late Mr Eras-
mus Darwin Leavitt, who died on March ii appears
in Engineering for April 28 Mr L«ivitt wm a
well-known American engineer and was one of the

pioneers who developed the use of high steam pres-

sures m stationajv engines in the United States He
was one of the rounders of the American Socie^ of
Mechnniral Engineers and was elected president in

1863

Thb death of Mr John Tweedy is announced in

Engineering for April 28 As vice-ctorman of Messrs
Sw^ and Hunter, the well-known Tyne Miipbuilders,

he was one of the leaders in the desi^ of kigh-speed
merchant craft One «f the neitable aerviocs sswefa be
pendered was oemnected with the balaniang «f the
engines, and his name will be remembered m connec-
tion with the Yarrow Schhek Tweedy system of

balancing He was elected president of the North-East
Coast fnstitution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in

1903, and for some time served on Lloyd’s technlcd
ooaiiiuttee

Tint report for the year ending June 30, 1915, Vf
the seoMtary of ths Smithsonian Institution contidns
losao imeresting facts as to the asnount of mbaty the

institution has at ite disposal for the asaishuwe off

scientific research and exploration and for general
administration. Its total permanent fund amounts to

203,930!. The income of the institution during the
year dealt with was 33408I With the balance tlf

SiiaL on July i, 1914, fhe total resources tar fhe year
ameunted to a6,5Bol The disbursements for the year
ameunted to aoioBSl The iastituHea was chequed
by Congress also with the diebureenMot of giaiita

for scientific work 4unounting to ui,2oaI

Xbb late Dr P Whacton-Hood, who <hed at the
advanced age of eighty.t.wo on Afml 27, rendered mm
tawertant service to surgery early u his career His
father, Dc Peter Hood, a well^own physidan in

London, had attended Mr Hutton, the famous ‘’’bone,

setter,’* through a long and severe Ulnets In edtaovr-
MARKitt of me fathei^s services, Mr Hatton Imputed
to me son all mat pertained to the prMtIee of “ihonh.
setting,” and what was found to be good In that-pw*
tine was psen bv the son to the meucal pnifeidm in

a series of srtlcws cootributed to ms Lanett in itet.
The late Dr Wharton-Hsod and Us father, t>r Itetd’
Hood were pioneers In the Introducflon of mumgt
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M« iB^tauite «ad «fiective meant of treating apnatnt
and o&er injuriet The ton’s bestJcaomt work It

“Tbe Treatment of Ii^unes by Friction and Move-
ment,” which waa pAlithed m 190a

Im a circular wtued to the fellows of the Chemical
Sodety, the treaeurer states that the council has
decided to publith portraiu of the three past presi-

dents Sir Henry Kotcoe Dr Hugo Mtiller, and Prof
Ibqihael Meldoia who have died during tte past ^r
The portraits will be suitable for framing or for bind
ing with the Journal, and will be sold at a cost not

eCEoeeding is 6d eadi to those fellows who apply to

the assistant secretary before August i, 1916 If

there is expressed a suffiaentlv general wish to possess
portraits of other past presidents, arrangements will

be made to carry this Into effect A complete list of

the thirty-four past presidents of the society is given,

and fellows are requested when sending m their

appbcatlons, to denote cm the form provuled which
portraits they desire t? poseess

Astkonouical saenoe has lost an energetic worker
by tbe death of Dr W F King C M G ,

the chief

aatronomer of the Department of the interior of

Canai^, who had done ao much to systematise and
extend the work of the Dominion Observatory at

Ottawa. Born in England, in 18^, he early went to

Canada, and was educated at Toronto University

paadng out as one of the most brilliant of its alumnim active scientific career began with the work of

the International Boundary Commission, and from
his last issued report we find that he was sull actively

engaged upon geodetic problems. These included the

determination 0! the boundary bnc through Passama
ouoddy Bay, the re-survey of the 49th parallel and

i tbe 141st meridian In a new country such

dsiimltations are pneasing and important, and Or
Ksqg sworked on toem wuh vigour and success To
Um also felt the duty of orgamsmg the Ottawa Ob-
aeruatory and the settlement of its programme of

work, kis official position required him to encourage

and support many new edenCific schemes and insti-

tutions that mark the rise and progress of the Do-
mufion. In no department is Dr King’s work better

seen and acknowledged than in that of spectrosc^,

as earned out in the Dominion Observatory The
observatione ace of the Mghest character and interest,

and in the large outcome ne took an active part The
bdld sdlMme ^ supplementing the optical equipment

of the observatory by the addition of a 6o-ln

reflectoi^ was his conception, and the progress made
In its construction Is due not a little to his energy and
enlfiu^iuun. The excellent seismographic work, em
bikdqg a wide network <rf stations, though under
iimneffiate supenntendence of Dr Khttz, is another

evidence of hu administrative dbUity, and tiw mag
notic siwvw carried out with vigour over a large a

similaily ffisplaya the extent of Ms rc

power of Ms organisation
I resources and the

An Intereating — _

tion of anthropology is to be made shortly 1

Umted States One nf the great difficulties -of die

ft isnllilsliiiitlnn has been the nucstion ol ibe aBenaticm

of kusd irf Indian baldara. These lands are freipientiy

of sMitie Ml aeoBsmt ol their timber, and their puschaae

bjr spnoiilatfirs at abmadtp inadequatejnieeL end the

TTHniVpiiaf Hr 't** of the Indlaiis, have been

a«candal,to S^eb Dr W- K. Mooreheed in parti-

esdar hm ffirected atteeWnn nn mose than oae occa-

alan fa Ifianiwotb power to Jdl fheir land is vested

ossaeie uf mued Ch^fipewa desaent; the lead

ef the piwsAlooded Chippewa fe IndnendMe Sp^
leten ham, hoswasar, haen jucaaaafid in getting hMd
of it, and tile Government baa had to Intervene
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a result, to prove title it has been neceaaaty to show
the miB^ descent of the vendor Thu is a matter cf

some difficulty, and a prominent anthropMogiat haa
been mwited to viait the duiqiewa with the view «f
deciding the question of naiaed descent in the caaaa in
dispute The lawyers of both sides have agreed to
abide by his verdict This solution will recall certain
recent proceeduigs in our own courts, but it u to be
hoped may lead to a more decisive result

A VALUABLE article In the current Journal of the
Royal Anthropological Institute {vol xlv) is that by
Mr JR Grant Brown on the laungbyon festival in

Burma, illustrating the animistic basis of the Bud-
dhism of the province It represents the cult of Two
Brothers, who are said to have been Mohammedan
martyrs The chief part of the rite is the ceremonial
cutting down of two teinbrn or oofTcewort trees

WaucTea cordifoha) by ofiiciants representing the Two
Brothers These trees are, excipt in connection with
their cult, not otherwise regarded as sacred The
custom raises some interesting questions the origin

and meaning of which continue to be obscure Do
tbe trees, as Sir James Frazer would say, represent
the Spirit of Vegetation, slain at the ceremony, and
at a later time reborn in the fields? Or, os Mr
Brown seems to prefer did one of these trees, accord
mg to Prof Ridgeway’s speculations once grow on
the grave of the martyrs, and thus came to be held
saerM, and its branches were distnbuted to the peaple
because they were supposed to be impregnated vra
the spirits of these holy men? Mr Brown justly

resnaiics that it is not necessary to assume a angle
origMi fcr any custom, and a custom may be oon-
tmued for reasons altogether different from those
which onmaated it It seems to be possfele that tbe
Two Brothers were deified on account of the rtrasig

feelmg of local patriotism because they opposed the
tyramucal native dynasty In any case it u inteaeat-

lag to tiote that these Mohammedan brothers were
deified among a etrictly Budffidst populamm

A LAHUB portion of the American Naturalist for
March is acooMled to Profs htockard and Pasani-
Golaou, to enable them to complete their analysli of
tbe hereditary transmission of degeneracy and de-
formities by the descendants of alcohoIisM guinea-
pigs, already alluded to in these columns The
autlmrs find that the offspring ol alcoholiaed femalm
have a higher viability than in the case of alcoholised
males, from which they conclude that the male germ
cell IS more affected by alcohol than the ovum The
male offtpnqg of alcohoHsed females are inferior to
their female offspnng Tbe female offspring of

alcoholised males show a higher mortabty and more
deformity than the male offering, from which they
conclude that the female-producing merms are more
modified by treatment than male-producing sperma.

! lic^l Society for the ft'otecllan df

mros, repons that a fresh raid by plume-hunters has
been maoe on the albatrosses of Laysan Island, one of

the largest of tibe U S A bird reserves. The breast

feathers only totxa to have been taken, end to obtain

these between ssq.eoo and aoo,ooo birds were dam.
their bodies befing found lying In heaps all over the
liland The majedty of the victims were furnished

by tbe white- ana tiie blaclolooted albatross, and after

these tha grentedt eufftrers were frigate birds and the

biue-faoed boeinr 1311* kdquitous traffic Ip jAumes
’could BOW be effectualty mlled if the impart of

plumagn Into thla country were prphiWted Haviiig^

nganfto the aeltrtotialt In Intyorte no^ In force, tiM
Iteai mlglit wbD be adM to tbe lirt Ibe
toll of blrd-hfe demanded by the mllUners hae hmrf
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bMn a itahding diagraca to dviUaed conunumUe*
|

At the prcMnt Junctur* the Government might well 1

prohibit entirely the importation of all plumage—
ostrich feathers and eioerdown only excepted—as a

{

useless and undesirable import, and a wholly inde*

feasible form of extravi^ance

In a recent number of the Journal of the College

of Agriculture, Tohcdui Imperial University, Japan,
Mr Sdun YoKhlda gives an account of a series of

interesting researches He has investigated the

manner in which "milk” is formed in the crops of

brooding pigeons The so-called milk' is not pro-

duced in glands, but by a proliferation and fatty de-

genwation of the epithdial cells lining the crop The
growth and shedding of the epithelial cells occur only
during the brooding season, and affect both male and
female birds Mr Yoschida has also made further

inquiries into the nature of the horny masses (cal-

losides and ergots) found on the legs of horses He
maintains that an examination of their microscopical

structure supports the contention that these horny
masses represent the hoofs of two of the missing or
vestigial digits of the horse He infers "that the

cdUosity is the nail of the second toe, and the eigot

(the horny spur hid by the hair of the fetlock) of the

rourth toe ”

The first part of the ninth volume of the Journal
of the Marine Biological Association contains an
account of some biometric investigations carried out
in connection with the question of the localisation of

the different races of brings inhabiting North
European seas The first investigation of tius kind
was made by Matthews, for the Scottish Fishery
Board, about the end of last century, and somewhat
later Heincke made a similar study of herrinjgs ob-
tained mainly from the Baltic Criticism of Hemcke s

work showed defects of treatment and his oonclu-

rions, as well as those of Matthews, were seen to be
of little value amce they were deduced from insuffi-

ciently large samples As the question of the distri-

bution of local races, of herrings has considerable

importance in fishery regulation, the Board of Agri-
culture and Fisheries orgamsed, in 1913, a compre-
hensive scheme of investigation applring to all parts

of (he British seas and a number of fisheries laoora

tones arranged to uke part in the work One result

of the war has been of course the suspension of moat
of this investigation, but fortunately all the organisa-
tion had been completed prior to August, 1914, and
some progress was made during igi$. Dr
Orton, in the paper now noticed gives an account of
tile practical methods employed at Plymouth by him-
self and his colleagues Some eighteen variable char-
acters were measured in each of well above 1000
lierrlngs As there is no immediate likelihood of a
generu discussion and analysis of all the results

Obtained by the Board, the details of this investigation

of the Channel herrings ore now tabulated and pub-
lished.

In Kew Bulletin, No. a, 1916 several new spedea
of plants are described from Indui, China, and Africa

Among the African species is Gardtnia fragrantwima,
Hutdunson, of which an illustration is mven, UtrU
cworia fapMota Stapf, from Nigeria

, and an interest-

ing Ascletwad, Caralluma eamosa, N E Brown, from^ Transvaal, which is illustrated by a plate from
a photograph taken in the garden of the Botanical
Laboratory, Pretoria, by Mr Pole Evans, the dls-

ooverer of the species Two interesting and little-

known South African Euphorbias are also illustrated

^ a plate In this number, E .pubiglaiu a native of

Port Elisabeth, and B. enopla with neroe spines wMeh
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A sunrruousLY illustrated paper by Mr S Oka-
mura on the mosses of Japan nas recently been issued

as article 7 of vol xxxvL of the Journal of the Col-
lege of Science, Tokyo These contributions include
dubons of new localities and descriptions of new
necies from the island of Sachalin and from the

Corean peninsula. Among the new Species may be
mentions a minute and interesting Archidium, A
fopontewm, with a stem 3-5 mm hi|^, from the Prov
Musashi Hondo Schtstostega otmundaeea the
luminous moss, is now recorded from several locali-

ties in Japan for the first time having previously only
been known in Europe and North America A new
aquatic moss Bryhnia Nakanoi is also described and
figured

Onb of the railway problems of the near future
must be the linking of the Balkan lands to western
Europe by a route independent of the Central Powers
To find an alternative to the railway route vtA Vienna
and Budapest to Constantinople will strengthen the
relations of Italy and France with the Ball^ people
at the expense of Austria and Germany In a paper
on the Adriatic Slavs (Geographtcal Journal xhni

,

April, 1916) Sir Arthur Evans advocates the reopen-
ing of the old Roman route by the Save valley from
Lombardy to Belsmde A few miles between exist-

ing railways would make the line complete from west
to east and, subiect to the formation of a South
Slavonic State In the Illyrian region, would constitute
a route to Belgrade more direct from France and Eng
land than that viA Vienna By Milan, Padova, Graid.
isca and Laibach, it would be possible to reach Bel-
grade from London in thirty-nine hours compared
with 44i the time taken by the Orient express before
the war The saving in time would be prcportionately
much greater from many parts of France In con-
nection with this article attention may be lUrected to
another, in the same number of the Gaogrophie<d
Joumei by Mr H C Woods, on communications in
the Balkans, which is illustrated with maps
Paop A Riced has contributed to the Italian

Srismological Society an interesting paper on the dis-

tribution of the epicentres of the greater Italian earth-
ouakes (Bollettino vol xlx , 1915, pp «-47) He
snows that these epicentres ore arrange chleffy about
the crest of the Apmnuies and its continuspons. The
distance between successive eftioentres van^ from 35
to 110 km , the average distance being 50
area of total or partial ruin la usumiy bClla)dHs ty
a curve, which is elongated in the direction^ the
mountain^hain, and the longer axis of this OfTiM
varies in len^ from 30 to 300 km , the atps^
length being more than lao km Thus the gfSMtei'
port of the Apennine axis is marked out by the ruins
caused by earthquakes Prof Rlcob notices that the
same centre is often revirited by great earthquakss

,

for example eight earthquakes have orig^ted in
the Norda centre from 1308 to i860, and ten in the
Cosslno centre from 1004 to 1891

Tki Canadian Dqiartment of Mines has issued a
very full descr^on of the Canadian oil-fidds luder
the title of *' Petroleum and Natural Gas Resourcas of
Canada,” In two bulky volumes. The first voltune
deals with the occurrence and dietributioo ofroti-Selds

in various parts of the world, with the chenffted Otad

phyricol properties of oetrtdeum and natuiml gas, and
the methods employed in drilling welh, ht punutbw,
storing, and tnuuMirting Ml gM* and wll$ tSs
utiUsifion and cooltrvation of thesS stibstancaa: tbs
second voIuoM contains a detailed description of tite
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„ , Wd to the very full account of th« naturalM hkhutry to be fmind in a paper by Dr J A L
Henderaon, read on Mardi ii oefm the Inedtutkm of

Petroteum Technok^ete

In the Rastagna NattonaU xuviu
,

(a), 1, a fort-

nightly renew dealing mainly with pohtica and
literature, saenoe is represented by a p^ular article

<» “Infinity” by Pietro Pagnini, in which the pecu
Ua^^ of infinite space, tune, and number are dis-

About the first fortnight of March, 1915. the peach
blossoms in the gardens at Rome were damaged by
the larvae of a micro-moth identified as Recurvana
hmUUo. An account of the blolo^ of this insect is

given by Armando Mignone in the Attt det Ltncet

3txv
,

(i), 3, 5 It belongs to the family Gelechlidse

and the desorption of the European form appears to

be identical with Scott and Paines observations m
the United States The imago spends most of the

day resting with wings closed on the peach and oer

tun other fruit trees The larvae, whi^ arc hatched

in the autumn, are leaf-miners, making long tunnels

in tito leaves In the winter they come out and
bibunate in places where they are almost invisible,

investing themselves with a silk covering and the fol

lowing spring they emerge and attack the young buds

Spbcul Pubucation No 33 of the Department of

Commerce of the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey deals with the results up to the present time
of the magnetic survey of the country and of the
adjoiung seas These results are given in the form
of tables, and are embodied in a chart to a scale of

about no miles to the inch The tsogonte hntt or
lines of e^l deviation of the compass from true

north, air^awn for each degree of deviation from
34° east n the north-western States to 24° west in

the north-eastern States The date for which they

bold is January i, 1915 In the north western States

the isogonic lines run nearly east and west in the

central States nearly north and south, and in the

eastern States north-west to southeast In the west
and south they are falily regular in shape but m the

east and in the regions souui of the great lakes they
are much folded Along a line from Florida to a

vest of La

mlniMs of arc per annum in the north-eastern States

n ptdnts west of the line the north end Is movmg
^ tte sut St a rate which is nearly four minutes
per miium in the south-western States

The Royal SHgdnem Journal for April contains an
article on explosives coupled from one which ap-

peared coiginally In the Revue Mibtaire Suisse All

the more genenmy used explosives are described, with
some account of their manufacture No menwm is

made, however, of modern methods of makiitf nitro-

oelhil^, onfy the ^d pot method is described Simi-

larly, recent Improvements In the manufacture of

nlti^yoorkie are not referred to Reference Is made
to the Interesting explosive residue left when

... .s nointed ou.
by no means poMible to state; definite which Is the

|

beet of the “high explotives”, piotobly the most
powerful one In use is tetranltooaniHne. It would be

|

exuemrfy difficult to produce a substance having
greater exptorive force riian those already d!aoover«o 1
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and in use at the present day Whether any advan-
tage would be gained by the discovery of explosives

which ore more powerful than those alreatty in use
IS another matter With “high Explosives,” onoe it

IS possible to plant them on the exact spot at wMch It

is desired to effect destruction such nestruction can
bo effected with as great completeness by the tmtiioj-

ment of one of the presently “high explosivet'* at
with any new one which may be discovered. On
the other hand, any increase in the “safety” proper-

ties of high explosives,” and improvements in other
directions tending towards faahtating their trans-

port would be a gain from a military point of view

R L Datta and N R Chatterjee have recently
described (Journal of the American Chemical Society,

37 No 3) the action of aqua regia on acetone, ether,
methyl, ethyl, and allyl alcohols, and formic ana
acetic acids, with the pi^uction of chloropicrin The
yield of the latter substance is almost quantitative in

the case of acetone and ally! alcohol when the reaction
mixture is warmed It is stated that the following
method of preparing chloropimn is far preferable to
Hofmann's method in which bleaching powder is

allowed to act on picnc and To a mixture of two
parts of nitric acid with three parts of hydrochltuHc
acid, a quantity of acetone equal to one tenth part of
the acid mixture used is gradually added the reaction
mixture being warmed slightly After heatmg on a
water bath to complete the reaction, the liquid is

stcamKlIstilled, the compound separated dnea over
calnum chloride, and finally redistilled at a slightly
reduced pressure

Mbssrs Gborob Allen and Unwin, Ltd are pub-
lishing at an early date for the Polish Information
Committee, pampnleu entitled The I andmarks of
Polish History The Polish Question as an InteN
national Problem An Outline of the History of
PoUsh Literature, National Music of Poland, and
Poland as an Independent Economic Unit Fur-

ther pamphlets, entitled A Sketch of Polish Art ’

The Population of the Polish Commonwealth ”

Poland as a Geographical Individuality and In-
tellectual Poland are in active preparation

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Variablx Stars op Short Period—Prof E C

Pickering directs attention to some similarities and
pecubarities in the formulas representing the
light vanations of the typical short-period variable
stars (Circular 190, Harvard College Observatory) not
only affording mterla for purposes of classifirattoOi

but alto Indicating structural features It Is found
that p Lyrss should be regarded as intermedkto be-
tween the Algol ccltoee variables and the S Cephel
stars—exactly the order, U may be added demanded
by Sir Norman Lodeyer's meteoritic hypothesis

PuoTo-XLicTiuo Pbotometrv—Prof J StdiUni
gives some details retferdlng the employment in stdlar
photometry of a qiecialiy sensitive rubidium cell (Lick
Obiervatoiy Bulletin, No 377) This particular cell

la an outcome of some two years of conjoint reaeardi
with Prof J Kunz. The observational work was
carried out at Mount Hantilton, June ai-JuW 30 leat

year, and eeveral sets of measures are InchiOM for

nearly every day during the interval embracing three
cyttes of the star's period Important real Irr^lari-
ties are revaaled but the ntean light curve has never-

theless been determined The two maxima are found
to Be pncrically eoual A marked ai^metry o^tha
light curve ain,eacn side primary minimum (the de-

crease of light bringmorenqfid than the increase) fo tto,

; plained by an assumed nm-uniform surface intenrity
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of ^ apparent diaca of the oomponent atara in
addition to thw fanpofitagat work, aome fnenauma of
the light of •the BMOtroaoepic bloanea, ond tfaua ‘toa-

pect eclipae vanable aUrs 4 Aquilae and a Scomii
are given In a^ of the very ahort period of •aa
latter atar, o-a^tS •dagr acoerding to Famer M Saiga,

the efwMenee pointa to a riight variation

Thi Motion or ^leu SmntuiL Umvaaoe —The view
that the galactk ajretem la but a model of many haa
been supported by addition^ evidence atnce the

‘wbhe" nebvte were identified vrith remote gabxiea.
Such evidence aa ‘found in the vety high Hneef-et^t
modona, and the daric-Kne spectra of die apfiral nebulc,
the probable finite dunenaions, spiral structure, and
Intej^ted spectrum of the Milky Way itself Quite
latm diis idea has Inspired some researches neces-
ulw of a tentative chara^r Mesara R K. Yeung and

Intej^ted spectrum of the Milky Way itself Quite
latm diis idea has Inspired some researches neces-
ulw of a tentative chara^r Mesara R K. Yeung and
W £ Harper have in fact made a determination
from the data at present available concerning the
radial veloaties of aome sixteen nebulae, of
the (Bmctkin and magnitude of the trans-

lational morion of the solar subuniverse (Journal
of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada Ho 3).

The deduced velocity is <98 km /sec. (sixp e ) towaA
RA noh. a4m and dklination -la® Very nearly
the same results have been obtained indqiendently
According to the Observatory (March) Mr Truman
finds that our nebula it moving towairis R A aoh.
decGaarien -30°, with a speed of 670 kilometres per

second

Trb WavMjmoTHS of thx Cuiar Nbbular Links—
An extensive senes of measures of the two chief

nebular lines has been made at the Lick Observatory
(Bulletin ayo) Nineteen spectrograms of the three
oebifhe, N G C 657a, may, and Orion, were measured
by eaim of three cmervers, the resultir^ wave-
kmglhs being 9006-847 and 4958-903 I A The method
of redaction is not lufly de^M but the use of a
reduction curve conneoong micrometer measures and
WBV^Iengflis showed that Rui>ge and Patchen't wave-

length 5015-73 A. for this helium line is o-u A. too
smaS Corr^ons for radial velocity were calculated
from the lUsplacements of H* Conabmod with
Keeler’s, Hartmann's and Wnght's (recalculated)

the rounded, weighted means are —
Sw>7<« 4959^ A (Rowland)
50o6<84 *958-91 1 A.

ENGINEERING AND SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH.

IN a paper bMore She Society of Engfaieeca aa May 1
> Prof J. A Flknuag .em^iaaised ttse wecestity of
bringnig srieatific dtsaesiery mid 1 nsosn h to bear upoa
oar aatianal indnotneo It is aoiitaatoA, he said,

aot ieto than i^ooatoaa/ooot. io daveoted in msitenid
|

and plaat ssMd in sMOharacal wad electncal cn>
j

glnamsig Industneo in this oauatry
JSagfsBOS it hamporad hy waat « co-ondisiation h»-

taaaa dba vaiioua Jesmed and tachaical aoaatiet and
by tho lOOBservative element in oar aaiverrities aad
pubik achoeds. We hawa to oentider (*) uaprawenusits

hi trailing men who will become oagineers
. <3) «he

best nr by vridch tetaaoe can ha irou^t to bear

an wsgjtitsring proUeaio, aad (3) adantlfic methods
io nSSSmto the busiaess tide ^engbeering.
la mur pnsoent eduoathmal tysteai, Prol Fleming

addpd, tea owch atteariaa is deaoted ta 4b» culdvatiaa

af OMOMry md awrdt, and too little study is devoted

to iths facto of oatare and the aawer to draw -cocseot

ialenocea ffloa* bbseraadra One barrier in the way
of inlustriid gtofress baa beea tha haperfact aoieoti&
traiabg of fosaOMa, managers, and young heads af <
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educationa l reform is the con^alsary atteadaaoe «f
lads after leaving the elementary sobaol at a tedadod
continuation school Gertificates lasued by auch tchoale

should have an important determuui^ influaaot <aa

a boy’a future, and should be valued apoondingly.

Students at technical collegea should avoid undue
^ledaOsation and ihpuld be encouraged to acquire a
broad knowledge of the prinuplea of cheralsby,
mechanics, physics, mathematics, and metallurgy.

Research work may be divided into three dqiaru
ments —(i) Those which aim at determinmg physical
constants, (a) those providmg new methods of mcanu
inatlon and testa af material aad structures, and 1(3)

these leading to the disoovety of aome new prooaaa,
material, or mnehiae In the first two depsirtmento

there is great scope for further work As instances af
recent valuable work of this character, Prof Fleming
mentioned metallography, the devekipinent of hlgh-
tempereture thermometry, and the recent aiqilication

by Prof E G Cedter of polarised light in studying
the stresses in celluloid models of beams, struts,

riveted plates, etc

A good instance of the third branch of research work
was the simultaneous discovery in France and the
United Stetes of the electrical treatment of fused
cryolite to produce aluminium in bulk. This third

section of research work calls for special gifts, and
it is important to study the conditions which rive nse
to this originative power While natural ability plays
a gieat pe^, effort should be made to utHise the power
of inspiration possessed by some great Investigators
like Lord Kelvin and Clerk Maxwell The eristli^

centre* of research, such as the Cavendish Laboratory
at Cambndge, the Royal Institution, and the Natioaal
Physical Laboratory, should be more fully supported.
An important step has been the estabHsmnent of the
Advise^ Coundl on the Development of Sctenrificaml

Indiuttial Researdi and it is satisfactory to find 'that

Its aid is being givm largely through the intennedia-
tion of estabbsbed professional and technical liwtito-

tions and societies In dealing with new problans It

is highly desirable to utiDse «o far as possiUe, exist-

ing channels of information and inquiry

Abroad much tedmical research wof4c is earned oat
on behalf of prrrate assedattions of manufacturers in

parricular industries, and it is to be hoped tfat British
firms wffl develop this co-operative melhed of srimii-

taring and utiUshig research. The same qmflies to
rise collection and dissemination of inffonmgton rtf

industrial vahie, and to the gmeral scientific osgaKtoa-
tion eff the busmesa side 01 engineering Tl^ sub-
siifiiarion of private or national reacarCh .Tkmfcvw
Government funds is bnt a smaH part of mo Wbefe
prabkm /

In the ensuing discussion Col R E Crotoptoa <celA

tended that theBritlsb mind possesses the originative

powers ia a higb degree He recalled fhat much of the

pbsneenng wmR in electrical matters was done in fUs
coantry, and the later advance iii Germany was due
to better organisation, more general appredation
the bene&s of appHxt ami the sqpport of the
iaduetrial banks. Scientific and technical education
an a far greater scale is needed. Other speakare
efread in adwacatlng mote systemaric adofarion In
ideatific matteta, aad fuller cooperation hfitweea the
manufacturers aad those engsged In work,
anda number of kiitances of valuable lefMneh araric,

fciltiatad since the outbreak -of war., were mendooed.
The siaw vyas aapressed that the co-opeiafion «f

sdentifle and tarbwiral sodadea and jetimria ihould
be mure fully utfliaed with a view on^gliig tito

jbenafito of scundfle method aad wseanh to the oriiiaa

of mamifactucecs bi this coantry.
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nr CH LALLEMAND ON DAYLIGHT
SAVING IN FRANCE

CH LALLEMAND, who was appointed Cotn-
mutturt du Gouverntmtta to inquise into the

effect of a modification of tune reckoning, when the
queetion was raised in an acute form nine years ago
gave to the Paris Academy of Sciences on April 10 a
iMsoned statement of the whole problem Ine ques-
Uoe he raises is Would even m the exoeptioual ur
cumstanues of the tune in which we hve, the advan-
tages of thu change be of such a nature as to ceunter-
Msanoe the profound disturbance which could not fail

to be introduced into the economic life of the people?
The conclusion at which he arrives is that the reform
in questUN] offers ilhisorv or insignificant advantages
in return for certain and definite inccnveniences
inds decision is the result of a careful examination

of the (,t»nges that have been made in the methods
of time reckoning in the past, and a review of the
exact Conditions thpt obtain in the present In hi?
historical survey he demonstrates the jealousy with
which rtie French adhered to the observance of the
Puis meridian as the origin of time and the dislike

exhibited to anv proposal that interfered with the
mode of reckoning In i8i6, when the change was
made from apparent to mean time so keen was the
antipathy displayed by the populace that an outbreak
was feared and yet in that case the maximum altera

tion was at most a quarter of an hour But he is

more concerned to show that the position of the sun
in the ilky affords the proper determination of time
and that an arbitrary displacement of noon combined
with differences of longitude operates very unequally
in ^stnets east and west of Pans If legal authority
sanctioned the further displacement of an hour, as
ptT^sed though Nice, for example would not be
Injured, Brest time would in extreme conditions be as

much as i} hours away from true time an amount
that M. Ltdlemand insists is intolerable.

The last change introduced into French tune com
putations was the adoption of the Greenwich meridian
as a common origin for time reckoning and some
iiTitation is naturally felt that after this concession

was made, the English should propose to abandon
thair nstem of tune reckoning for at least half a ^ear

m or&r to adcgit what is practically German tune
Such mstability of practice is inconvenient, but a
more direct source oT trouble would arise from dis-

turbiqg; the publidied ephemeruks Whidh give pheno-
mena eureraed In Greenwich time This duaiitv of

timeil^jqpiag during idx months of the year would be
In case of tides especially, a source of great annoy
anoe and jieQietual confusion

JA Luemand devotes a section to the consideration

dfthe ^wantages dauned by the advocates for the

rrfona He examines the methods of street Blumina
tiofi, and claims that tiie people living in the countiy

districts, some four-fifths of the whole, would receive

a iiuite buignlficant ben^t In many manufactories

as at present conducted, work goes on night and day,

nnd no economy could be affectied ui ttus direction.

In Paris tbe illtunlnation is reduced to a minimum on

aoeouot of the Zeapelia vifits. The custom adopted

in coUeges and sc^ls would nkevdse prevent these

eriaUis&n^tt pr^pg by the proposal Cafds,

sestaurants, tneatres, concert-rooms mjght now close

an hour soonec, if eoonomy were so ardratly desired

and the deairad result could be as esslly saoured by a
rinule order of police as by a genend Interference

wiilh tiaekeeidqg. In any amt It it* questionable

wlHtlier thaae Intensted in the maaagmnant of such

nttoBo of amusement arould am npify for an extentioa 1

Otf tfme sad re eitebUdh the ttatau gwo oate. ,

Hyi^ene Is as little likely to benefit as econifiny
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It IS an illusion to suppose that an arbitrary alteration
of tbe hands of the clock dial will promote early rising,
or retiring on the part of those who have surrendered
themselves to other habits

,
it would be as reasonable

to attempt to fight alcoholic by diminishing the le^
capacity of the litre in tbe hope of reducing in uie
same proportion the quanthv off liquid absorbed It
is not true to suppose that the nominal hour and the
true hour have no influence in practice or that the
habits of the people are decided snkly 1 > clocks, and
have no relation to tbe sun The change in the tmalc-
fast hour in Paris refutes such a notion

To prove that the abrupt advance of tune in the
spring and its equally sudden restoration in autumn,
would be aerated by the public with indifference it Is

usual to point to the ease with which travellers accom
modate themselves to the change in time when pass-
ing the boundary of n longitude zone The com
panson is not convincing In the pirticular case cited

the error of legal noon changes its sign but keeps
nearly the same absolute value which is the only thing
that matters

FLORAS AND GEOGRAPHICAL
DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTS
knowledge of the flora of Siam, and especially

the nei^bourhood of Chiengmai, has grown0"S . .
rapidly during the last few years owing to the extensive

collections made by Dr Kerr and more recent^ to the
activity of the forest officers In the Kew Bullet^

being supplied by Dr Kerr and the determmatli
descriptions by Mr W G Craib Since then sevaa

papers dealing with additional new species, tiesenbed
by Mr Craib, have been published in uie Kew Bulletm
from tune to time. In the last number of this journal

far 1915 (No 10), the eighth additamentum, txm-
tainlng descriptions of twenty-seven new speues, has
appeaiM, belonging to various oatural orders For
most of these Mr Craib is reapeiisible, but ior three

new Ampebdee and a Dalbergia he is associated wiA
M. Gagnepain
The flora of tbe high mountains of Malaya is of

particular wterest in connection with the geographical

distribotieii of plants since here are to be fouad the
meeting ground of Australian and Himalayan phuite

Mr H N Ridley m 1913 made an expedition to

Gunong Tafaaa in noithm Pahang tbe results of

winch Mvejaat been puUished in me Joumal of the

Federated Malay &atM Museums (vol vl
,
part ui X

and Us SBCOunt, taken in conjunction with what we
know of tbe flora of Mt O^hk and Kedah Peak, molcM

if the Straits Settiemente with the ffona

of Kinababi, in Borneo, and Australia on one band,

and witii that ofthenortbemregions on tbe other Tjht
Mayan olenient found fai the TeMm Vallqr, PoMb
IS to be remariubly absent from Tsdian, hut iaSt

xest^ytic legions of the sea ooasts and t*~~

meiuitains AustraBan plants ore founcL xOn
however the Australian etauent is dMls p

larger It weald s that at <oae period on e
^ "— the Australian regtea

bea^g its characteristic flm, but that owing te

cilnutthi -(hanges tt was ssraunped he a typical Miday
rain-ferest dona, and, only «ow persisto on sandy aea-

sjjons and &rf mountakt tops Pise KiiiriMu pleats

foilnd oh Oonong lEatan are not known from •lap<

where in the llinsy f^insoki, and sbioe the^ hawe
nridier dntpaoeond nor wMdmroe sesdt a former tend
connection -with Kinabalu Is s

*
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ILLUSIONS or^ THE UPPER AIR ‘

A Revikw of Proous^ in Mstborolooical Thrort
IN ENOLAND SIHCt 1866

5trucfttr« of the Atmotphert according to the

Obtervationt of the Upper Air

BLT if th« Idea* which were common in meteoro-
logical practice fifty yeara ago are now to be re-

garded aa illuaory, let ua conalder what we have in

Sieir place We go back to the three elementa the cir-

cuiation, the convergence, and the convection Aa to

the circulation, we now think of it aa it is exhibited

in the upper air, and instead of regarding it aa an
incidental disturbance of the motion from high to
low, we regard It as the foundation of atmospheric
structure, as the motion of air which is persutent
because the pressure-gradient is balanced by the centri-

fugal action of the earth s rotation which we may
cafl the geostrophic component, and of the curvature

of ffie path over the earth s surface, which we call

the cyclostrophic component If the balance between
veloaty and pressure is not perfect the difference from
perfection can oe only infinitesimal beciuse in the

free atmosphere the air must always begin to adjust
itself to the strophic balance from the moment that

any infinitesimal change beemnea operative and the
power of adjustment arising from the extreme mobility

of the air prevents any finite perturbation being set

up, except temporarily in those regions where violent

convection is o^ative It is only through the mobile
air that perturbation can be transmitted We no
longer picture to ourselves the air as being somehow
held firm without moving until a pressure distribution

IS set up and then let go the first symptom of
pressure-difference will be the occasion of motion
the distnbutKHi and velocity grow together, they
adjus't themselves automatically The whole history

of the general motion of the atmosphere is the story

of the constant pursuit of the strophic balance, the
adjustment of velocity to pressure, constantly disturbed

by infinitesimal changes
Near the surface things arc much more complicated

because there is turbulence due to the interference of
the surface and the obstacle which it offers to the
steady progress of air The air loses some of its

motion, and is exposed to the pressure without the
veloaty that is required to balance it It must there-

fere, fall away towards the low pressure, taking out
of the pressure the energy necessary to provide for

the loss by faction Thus the convergence which we
have to account for is only that shown near the surface
within half a kilometre We need not trouble our-
selves about a supposed convergence and convection
over the whole area in the upper air The second

of contemplation of the motion of r from lugh
to low os produced in a ^iesoent atmosphere by the
operation of pressure-dinerence and kept vdddn
bounds by friction, we now regard the motion from
high to low as actually caused by the friction which
retards the velocity required to maintain the strophic

balance To base the theory of motion of the upper
air upon the idea of a given distribution of pressure

setting a quloscent atmosphere in motion is as great
an error as to begin the lunar theoiT by supposing the
moon to start from rest under the force of the earth’s

attraction, and only to find out after it had started

that the earth was moving
As to convection, there is certainly convection

wherever there is instability or the juxtaposition of
air of different densities It takes a gwat variety of
forms , it is very common in cyclones nut it is not a
necessary attribute of them Possibly it is set up there

more easily because the air travels so much faster in
1 FioinadiiicaaiiisiUlivsndaltb* Royal Iiudtulloa on FrM«7 March lo,

by S r Napier Shaar F * 8, Coollnaed^ p. 194.

cyclonic areas than it does in anticyckmes, and adjo^
iqg localities are fed from different sources of supply
Apart from a certain interference due to change of

latitude, the convection is probably the one disturUng
cause of the strophic balance of veloaty and pressure

So we regard the troposphere as a layer of about 9
kilometres thick, always striving to arrange its motion
according to the pressure and perpetually baffled in its

endeavours by the ubiquity of conveetkm But tinoe

all the changes proceed by infinitesimal steps, there

is never a time when we can identify a state of finite

divergence from the balance between velocity and
pressure From this point of view the centre of a
cyclonic or anticyclonic system has no special

djmamical importance It becomes a notable feature
on the map when for any reason the cyclostrophic

component is the chief element in balancing the pres-

sure That IS seldom the case in our maps, v^di
more often consist of isobars of complicated shapes.

The Dominance of the Stratosphere

Further than this Mr Dines has thrown a new
light upon the origin of differences of pressure at
the surface by obtaining the correlation coeffiaent
between corresponding deviatiins of pressure from
the normal at the level of 9 kilometres arid at the
ground and has obtained results ‘ ranging from o 67
for the last available set of a hundred soundings on
the Continent to u88 for soundmgs in England
grouped for the winter season ' Moreover the standard
deviations are of the same order of magmtude at
both levels—that is to say both levels are subject to

similar changes At the same time the correlation
coefficient between the pressure at the surface and
the mean temperature of the 9-kilometre column is

small m other words the temperature of the lower
strata of the atmosphere has, on the whde, little

to do with the general distribution of surface-pressure
in this country Its effects are local

We must therefore regard the general flow of air,

except in so far as it is disturbed by convection, as
governed not by what happens at the surface, but by
what is imposed upon it from the stratosphere above
It is from there that the general control of the dis-

tribution of our pressure comes It is only modified
by what happens below The upper air, the strato-
sphere, IS the operator and the lower air the subject
operated on Alter fifty years of strenuous endeavour
to regard the surface as the operator and the upper
air as the subject the exchange of rdU is very dis-
turbing but It has Its compensatxins. There are
many things which can easily be explained by opera-
tion from above, but only with the greatest dlfRculty
by operation from below Let us indulge in some
speculations which follow from supposing that tae
stratosphere operates upon the troposphere It makes
the troposphere os tuneful as an organ under the
alternating rarefaction and compression caus^ the
changes in the stratosphere Every cloud is the subject
of its action One can imagine them being develop,
showing first the region of greatest humidity, lUce
the development of a photoera^c plate, which further
develops Into loss of stability and so into cumuhis-
cloud and a shower And let us not for^ that
each several doud means the disturbance of tiM
normal circulation

,
the condensation VrfU alter locally

the horizontal distribution of temperature, mid ther^
fore that of pressure and wind On the table are two
autochrome photographs of the western dry at
Ditcham Park, wita a quarter of an hour’s Interval,
on a September evening in iqir, with gradually red-
dening clouds that gradually vanished as tii^ ap-
proadted from the west Nothing could be mor*
attractive than to speculate upon sudt changei lit

relation to the changes of pressure in the stratfr*
sphere
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But our now point of view only shows our problem
removed <»e stop further, we have now to begin
again and imagine for ourselves what is the riptnt
of preMure and winds in the stratosphere until the
enterprise of meteorologists completes our knowledge
of what It actuallv is The problem is, at any rate,

mudi simpUSed because convection is avoided, we
deal with an atmosphere which, being nearly iso-

thermal, is Inberentiy stable, density goes directly

witii pressure layer na on layer like a light liquid on
a heavy one , temperatures are uniform, or very nearly
so, in the vertical direction, and therefore isotherms
are also isobars, and winds are proportional every-

where to pressure-differences—that is, to temperature-
differences Outside the e<]iuitorial region the rotation

of the earth secures that air always moves along the
lines of pressure, keepii^ high pressure or low tern

perature on the right m the g[encral idea is simple,

but whether the streams of air are long, straight

currents or ccntrii^l whirls we do not yet Know

Numertcal Calculations

Speculations of a qualitative character are apt to

lead the speculator into serious error, the real test

of any physical theory is its quantitative application

It will be of great advantage to the further deveh^
ment of our ideas if we can trust implicitly to the

hypothesis of pressure balanced by motion (let us
call it the principle of strophic balance) as the founda-
tion of the structure of the atmosphere and that

hypothesis will be confirmed in the orthodox saentific

manner if the quantitative conclusions to be drawn
from it are verihed by observation I propose to
ask your attention to some applications of that hypo-
thesis which can be tested numerically
From this point of view the theory of strophic

balance has the great advantage of giving a definite

relation between wind veloaty pressure, and tern

perature, and therefore brinn the relations between
all these quantities within the region of arithmetical

computation
Let us consider some of these relations We

require a number of symbols for the meteorological

quantities —

'(-f)

'(-f)

represents the atmospheric pressure

„ , „ temperature

„ ,
density

„ ,
horizontal distance

,
vertical height

„ honzontal pressure gradient

„ , temperature gradient

„ velocity of the wind
RmpKpg) "

, constant of the gas equabon

Certain geodesic ouantities also come in, vu —
E, the radius of the earth

g, the acceleration of graidty
r, the angular radius of a small circle on the earth’s

surface which indicates the path of air in a cyclone

the latitude of the plaqe of observation

«* the angular veloci^ of the earth’s rotation

We require also some convention as to the posibve
and negative of v
V pomtive represents the winds whoi the pressure-

difference Ap represents higher pressure on the right

of the path
The fundamental relation between the velodty of

the wind at any level and the pressuregradient there

is —
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(F)

The two terms which make up the right-hand side
of this equation are of different importance in different

places and circumstances, for example, if the air is

moving in a great circle r is 90° and cot r is sero;
the first term alone remains On the other hand, at
the eouator the latitude Ako, sin A is zero and the
second term alone remains Away from the equatorial
region the second term is relatively unimportant
unless the velodty v is great In temperate and
polar latitudes the path of the air differs little from a
great circle except in rare cases near the centre of
deep depressions consequently the first term may be

call the wind computed according t

lerm ihe geostrophic wind and regard it as generally
representing the actual wind of temperate and polar
regions
We call the wind computed according to the second

term the cyclostrophic wind and regard it as repre-
senting the actual wind (in so far as there is any
regular or persistent wind at all) in the equatorial
regions It represents the wind of tropical hurricanes,
and winds of the same character may also occur
locally in temperate regions as tornados and other
revolving storms
Thus we have the following auxiliary equations —

Honzontal gradient of pres ) fl/

sure J

Horizontal gradient of tern \ ^ii6
perature )

^ dl
Winds of temperate and polar) . »

regions—geostrophic winds/ ^ ^

Winds of equatonai reg ons- ) ^ rot r
cyclostrophic winds J

’’ ^

Ihe measurement of pyessurej “W
1 he gaseous laws (assumed I ^ _ i> -

for dry air)
//>-•<(>»

From these by simple manipulation I have
the following

(0

(a)

(3 )

(4)

For change of pressure gra ) iis

dient with height ] dh ,9 p/

with height—
geostrophic winds

cyclostrophic winds

(tv vde jt q
jdA’’(fdA^2JmA

fdjP^Me ffZ q
Vdh 6ik txAr 6 ^ '

establish

I Laght mtids m tho central region of an antt~
cyclone

It follows from the fundamental equation F when
the negative sign is taken, as it mutt be for an anti
cyclone, that the values of v will be given by the roots
of a quadratic equabon, which will be impossible if

V is greater than
Jr*

This, for a circle of

70 miles’ diameter only allows a velocity of about
4 metres per second
This is confirmed in practice, and furnishes a

nt*. -Ptli R«^t by& H
DIimi, r R S ho PuUiauioa No. •<». C J P Cava.TtM Slncnira
of tiu AtnoqilMra in Chw Wwuber (Ctmbrldn Uomniiy Prt«.>
B- Gold, Tin IntaruUoml X!ht ud Balloop Atonia. Oouphjnical
Mmir>,No.s. H O PubluuloD iiM 1 h« compotatloni of caiuuhm*
B >nd C Oat yot pablWnd tho direc ion of wind h ragged u
Mt bcbii^aul^ to eliu«* wltb h4|)ll (s) Shaw Prineipia Amoiphariet
Proe R B E. yol. xotr., p. 7; 1(14,
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cradat tMt of the tw* theoriw. If an anticyclone is

n (rfew where air dcacCMds and flowa outtrard, its

velocity ihould dlmmiah aa the air apreada outwarda,
but the reverae ia the caae with an anticyclone

a The tmoff m/btence of the tropoifhere and there-

fora the dommanea of the atratoofhara m iha dto-

MkutioH of rurfaee fraaiure

Thia fbllowa directly when numencai valuee arc

iaaerted in cointion A. The righNhand aide of the

equatieo coaeiata of two temu which are of oppoaite

awn and, numerically, approximately e^ual In the

niMdle reakma of the tropoaphcre Their combined
effect for Ute whole rang* it therefore relatively amall,

and the change of preaeure produced m the tropo-

apbare it unfanfiortant The diatributkm of the alraeo-

aptiere la dommant throughout the troposphere,

3 The apparently capriaout variations of uitid ami
tomporature with height ditcloaed m pdot-baKoon
aaconte ami by boHont-tandet
The resuitt of the abaervationa of balions-aondee

show tocal variations of temperature and those of the

ohaervations of pilot baMoons show aimilar vanationa
of the direction and velocity of wmd These varia-

tkma can be connected numerically by Equation A m

combination with Bquatnn i A number of examplea
are given in a paMr read before the Royal Meteoro-
loi^cal Society To quote one^ the rapid tranaitiiKi.

fsaea a aoutherly wind at iioo metres through a edm
to a northerly wind at 1500 metres on October 16,.

1M3» teas shewn to indicate a temperature gradient of

for hundred kilometres towards the east a condition

that was in. satisfactory accord with the meteorological
drcumstances of the tune

The same combination of equations enables us to
sneciiy the conditions under lOhich ''Egnell s law '

tnat wind velocity at different heights u inversely

proportional to tm density at those heights may be
expMtsd to be verified and the conditions peesenhed
are essentially reasonable

4 7^ rafnd faOsng op of wind m the stratosphere

noted ffi observations with pilot baUooHJ
Thik is illustrated by Fig i, a diagram compiled

hnm dw figures of high soundings reproduced in

Captain X^ws ” Structure of the Atmosphere in Qear
Weather" The result follows directly from the ap-

plicatim of Equation B to the special condition* of

the stratosphere The computations for the four
occasions in which there was a wind of considerable

magfutude at the base of the atratosphere give the
faimsing results —

July *7

33
4-0

Drgrra

k^oMm

33

*•5-

The calculation has been arranged to give the coin-

puted horiaontal temperature-gr^ent because the

.. the

• lud s In «4dd> llM htisht _
kiljmetto. Ch> tilui g upward of lha
cumimnceiiMiit of the atmluepher* nt abnu n

of (och lino reiwenu Half a dkarao
nothermef m which la eevorad bjr

M hai^t of the model nfmaoaia

values of that quantity can be taken directly from the-

models of temperature distribution constructed in the
Meteoroibgicai Office for July ay and ag. Figs a and 3
llie order of magnitude which is iodicaM is quite

reasonable and for the one occasion on which the two
can be compared the agreement turn* out to be exact

That may be fortuitous but we may take advantage

riiow Dg he dutrlbiilian of lamporatnr
„ oaJulwi9,i9& la each caao tho modol I

aoum of tho mrltwh lilaa ntion which iba iaobara ar
In its inteml of Iw- - " ' —

of the circumstance to use the combination of the figures
for the wind in the stratosphere and the horizontal
tempm’ature gradient at 13. kilometres to compute
the latitude of the place of observation with an
accuracy that may lead us to reconsider the common
remark that meteorology ia not an exact science.

The same equation ap^ied to the troposphere,
assuming normal values for temperature ^ves cor>

NO 2427, VOL 97
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r«c(Iy tht rate of change of velocity vith height, as
diown in the oorresponding dia^am

5 The fermantnce of vortical motion about a
vertical axu in the atmoi^here which u indicated by
the long travel of ^clomc depressions
From Equation C applied to the stratosphere it

foUowB that a drculatira in the base of the strato-
sphere with a given horizontal temperature gradient
such as le found there, will have only u Imutni
extension upwards. With a wind velocity of
so metres per second and a horizontal temperatum
gradient of 5” per hundred kilometres, the extension
will be 1 4 lulometres upwards so that the vortex
wih be covered by a cap in which the velocity
gradually falls off to zero within a very limited height
For the extension downward the calculation is more

complicated, but the oxnputed change of velocity Is

very small so that the vortex must be regarded as
reaching the ^und, and it would appear that a
vortex extending throughout the troposphere ter

mmating with a cap in Oie stratosphere is a poasiblc
reality

Thus the li^Mthesis of an atmosphere in which the
adnd velocity is everywhere adjusted to balance the
pressure distribution enables us to explain many of
the ascertained facts that have been disclosed by the
invest gation of the upper air and strongly supports
the idea that the pressure distribution at the surface
is controlled by the stratosphere and only modified
locally by convection
Against the control of the distributon of pressure

by the upper atmosphere may be i rged the formation
of anticyclones over the relatively cold areas of sea
and land espec ally the winter anticyclones of the
meat continents of the northern hemisphere For the
local effect of surfaoe-oold we have to bring into
account the effect of eddy motion some examples of
which are given in the Meteoroloj, cal Report of the
Voyage of the Scotia in 191a by G I Taylor pub-
lished by the Board of Trade in 1913

If apology be needed for dealing with fundamental
hypotheses like these at a time when the attention of
the nation is more especially directed to forecasting
and other practical probiems of the upper air it is to
be found in the fact that it is of the lughest import
anoe that meteorolomsts who have to advise the men
af action upon practical questions should approach the
consideration of those questions without the bias
which necessarily attadies to an erroneous funds
mental principle of long standing The number of
meteormos^ts who are eo engaged !• at present small
-^oa eniM] for the various Ai&e that Moog to the
establishnient of a ptoper lutderstanding with Mgard
to the atudy of weather But it is increoamg and
It must be increaeed in various ways if those who
airinist their lives and fortunes to the free atnimpbere
are to enjoy all the advantages to which #ieir experi
eace entitlee them

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTVLUGENCE

Glasgow —The late Lady Kelvin of Largs, widpw
ei Lewd Kelvin Chancellor of the University of Glas-
gow, and for more than fifty years professor of natural
pkUoaephy hai begueatbed to the Univer^ a legacy
ot joooL free of duty to be applied by the Sraate
for promoting xeaearch and teaching of physical

sekooe hi connection with the natwal philosophy
dudr One of the last public acU of the late Chan
oellor was to preside at ilie opening la 1907 ^ their

pceaent BCaieate (then Frince and mneesa of WaleiO
of the anaipiUlaent laadtute of Natural Philosopl^ in
which tha wodc Of dbe dsparhaent is now coveted
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under his successor Prof A Gray F R.S A great

variety of valuable researches havebm carried out In the
department since ib opening In recent months war
work of a highly important character has occupied

the professor and h s staff The Kelvin Foundabon
will handsomely supplement the existing endowments
provided by the Carnegie trustees and others, for

instruction and investigation A scheme for the
application of the bequest is under the consideration

of the Senate Lady Kelvin has also bequeathed to

the Umversity all the decorations and medals con-

ferred on the late Lord Kelvin These will be dis-

played, with similar personal memorials of Glasgow
professors and alumni, in the Hunterian Museum
A collection of histor c apparatus used by Lord Kelvin
in his researches is exhibited in the Natural Philo-

sophy Institute.

London —Among the pubUc lectures to be given

at University College during the term just begun the

following are of particular scientific interest — The
Schoefl of Chemistry at University College Turner
Graham Williamson Ramsay Prof J Norman
Collie (Tuesday May 9 at 5 p m ) The Manufac-
ture of Nitrates from Air by Electric Power E
Kiibum Scott (Monday May 15 at c 30 p m ) The
Rdle of Chemical Sc ence in Civilisat on Prof F G
Donnan (Tuesday May 16 at 5 p m ) All these

lectures are open to the public without fee Admission
to the lectures by Prof Collie and Prof Donnan will

be bj ticket only Applications for tickeU which
should state the name and address of each person for

whom a t cket is required should be sent to the secre-

tary Un vers ty College Gower Street W C A
stamped addressed envelope should be enclosed with

each applicaton
A special course on spectroscopy will be given at

University College by Dr S Judd Lewis The course

will have reference to the requirements of chemical

investigation and of industrial processes It will

occupy twelve half^iays and will begin on Friday

Mav 5 at 3 p m

The Right Hon J F Cheetham of Eastwood Staly

bridge, Cheshire, who died on February 25 leaviag

estate of the value of 554 276I bequeattied loool to

the Victoria Univers ty of Manchester and the wood-
land adjoining Eastwood to his executors to be devoted

and set apart as a sanctuary or reserve for the fauna

and flora of the district

Tub subject for the Jacksonian prize of the Royal
College of Surgeons of England for the present yw
is Methods and Results of Transplantation of Bone
in the Repair of Defects caused by Inju^ or Disease

and that for eqiy is The CausatKW Diagnods, aitd

Treatment of Traumatic Aneurysm iachiding Arteno-

Venous Anearywn The dissertation for the laid

pnze must madh the oallege by Saturday December
30 next The triennial pripe consisting of the Jekn
Hunter medal in gold or of themedal in bronze wiSr
an honoramim 01 50I will be awarded in 1918 and
the subject for it will be The Development of the

Hip Joint and the Knee-Joint of Man

Ttn conJerenoe of the National Union of Teachers
was held this year at Buxton The president Mr
C W Crook, delivered hk address on Apnl a6

Speaking of education after the war he maintained

that in die cuniculom of elementary schools them
win undoubtadty be aa IncreaM in the amount of time

deyoted to the etementa of Kience Woodwork and
lU doocomitant eubjecti have done much lie said to

relieve our eloiVBntary schools from the dangfw of

beeonilng too ffaeertftcal and llteraiy but these them
selves are not suflldent to meet the call for more sden*
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tific teaching Personally, Mr Crook thinks there

should be a practical room in every school and that

the elemenu of the physical sciences should be learnt

from experiments ^formed by the children them-
selves We must, mwever he continued, take care
t^t practical science does not become too dominant
in our primary schools What u needed is the scien

tific spirit, which should, and must direct the teaching

of all subjects, not omitbng the essentials of fomw
English, so that our children may proceed to sound
judgments by accurate reasoning upon clearly viewed
facts The difficulty will be to determine exactly

which sciences shall be attempted. Much of the so-

called naturMtudy now attempted gets no further

scientifically than the stage of classification and is

rather destrucbve of nature than instructive in scien-

tific principles To secure this extension or addition

of scientific teaching the requisite time can be found
in two ways first by the scrapping of some of the
subjects or parts of the subjects now taught and
secondly by the extension of the school age to fifteen

On the former of these two it must be obvious to
all that it is now more than ever necessary that our
antiquated ^stem of weights and measures should

, and that some simplification of our spelling and
ndwriting should at least be considered The

number of rules still taught in anthmetic could easily

and with advantage be curtailed and long and useless

mechanical problems should be omitted

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

PbysIcBl Soelsty, March 24—Prof C Vernon Boys,
president, in the chair —D Owsa The laws of varia

tion of resistance with voltage at a rectifying contact

of two solid conductors, with application to tlM electric

wave detector The paper contains an account of an
investigation the primary object of which was to
determine the nature of the physicai actions occurring
at a rectifying contact Resistance characteristics are

given for various contacts some inciudmg a mineral
some in which both elements are metals It is shown
that a specific characteristic may be drawn for any
given pah of materials The experimental results are

in accordance with the view that the actions are
thermoKilectnc the main determining factors being
the thermo.electric power and the temperature-
coefficient of clectnc resistance Based on the law of

constancy of the voltage-coefficient, calculations are
given showing the best value of the resistance of the
telephone in a wireless receiving circuit in which the
contact detector is employed The influence of a
polarising voltage is also tr iced The use of the com
bination of ret tifier with a direct-current galvanometer
as indicator of the balance point in an alternating

current bridge is examined and it is shown that the
minimum detectable alternating voltage cannot be re-

duced much below a millivolt—Dr T Birrstt The
dectrical capacity of gold leaf electroscopes A gold-

leaf electroscope is frequently used to compare exceed-

ingly small ionisation currenU For this purpose it is

much more seifbitive than a quadrant electrometer

If the capacity of the electroscope is known then the
absolute value in amperes of the ionisation current can
be deduced A method is described for measuring the
capacity of n gold leaf electroscope the method depend-
ing on luring the charge of a parallel plate air con-
denser of measurable capacity as many times as neces-

sary and deducing the rapacity of the electroscope from
the observed dn^ of potential The method gives

consistent results when the expenmentai conditions are

widely varied The amount of deflection of the leaf

appears to have little influence on the result
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Zsetsgleal Secltty. Apnl 18 —Dr S F Manner, vice-

president in the chair—Major H M Ettas The
poison organ of the sting-ray (Trygon pastmaca) It

has been observed for centunet that the wounds pro-

duced by the serrated spine growing from the base
of the whip-like tail of the sting-ray produced very

severe injuries and pain and inflammation, which
could not be accounted for by the laceration of the
wounds alone Dr Antonio Porta in 1905 described

a gland in the groove lying medially to the rows of

teeth on either side, which he stated is similar to the
gland found in Scorpana Ma^or Evans s researches

do not confirm Porta s description in all particulars

The examination of a senes 01 sections shows a gland
of a different type from that found in the weevert
Scoipsena, etc TTie points emphasised are —(i) The
origin of the gland from a special epithelial structure

at the base of the spine
, (11) the arrangement of folli-

cles discharging their secretion by ducts or canals,

communicating with the extenor by means of nipples

or filaments (iii) the arrangement of these nippl« at

the base of the teeth (iv) the presence of muscular
fibres surrounding the main canals which are instru-

mental in dlsrhargjng the venom —R I Paceck The
external characters of the mongooses (Mungotidse)

The paper dealt principally with the ears feet and
anal sac Reasons were given for restoring the
generic names Ancla for Crossarchus fascuitus and
Atltax for Mungot paludtnosus It was also shown
that the mongooses differ from other Vivemdse in the

structure of the ears and that the type of ear in

Suricata is different from that of all other genera of

the family

P\RIS

Acadany at ScImkm April 17 —M Camille Jordan in

the chair —^The president announced the death of M
Jules Gosselet, non resident member, and M A
Lacroix gave an account of his life work —

G

Lomelao The catalysis of hydrogen peroxide in a
heterogeneous medium First part general considera
tions, experiments with mercury The catalysis of

hydr^en peroxide is a surface phenomenon, since it

proceeds with rapidity in contact with a Ityer of silver

only 0-0002 mm thick A repetition of Bredig’s ex-
periments with strong solutions of the peroxide showed
that a red oxide of mercury is tcmporanly formed
Yellow mercuric oxide and hydrogen peroxide react
with violence giving mercury and water with an
intermediate production of the suboxide of mercury —
A Bloadci The lurutmg perception of light signals

produced by rotating beams of imall divergence, and
an apparatus for the comparison of the bnllumity of
light of short duration giving the same quantity of
light in different times—M Yersln was elected a
correspondant for the section of mediane and surgcty
in succession to the late Ernst von Leydn—

H

AretowsU The influence of the earth on the frequency
and the mean heliographic latitude of sun-spots
References are given to earlier work on this subject
and the problem reconsidered on the basis of the data
of A Wolfer for the years i8m to 1912 and of the
Greenwich observations The diagram from the aver-
ages illustrates the annual variation of the mean lati-

tude of the spots, and shows that the amplitude
of this variation amounts to at least 4®—M de
BrsgBa The highly penetrating radiations belonging
to the K senes ot tungsten and the spectra of the
X-rays of the heavy metals The tungsten anB-
kathode spectrum of tungsten in the Coolldge tube,
using a rotating crystal M sodium chloride contains
a group with wave-lengths a ovi lo-* an and
1 TfiS-io-* cm Tltese radiations are the most penew
trating yet diacoarered u emitted X-ray bulbs.—

V

Dsaitos The formatloii of a oelluuu’ network during
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cryitalliMtion A cdlular network u formed by fused
sodium nitrate, showing close analogy with the similar

network described by Cartaud as present m certain

rapk% solldifled metals—E Flsa^ The ancient
glaciations of the Serra da Estrella (Portugal) —

C

saavagsaa The gametophytes in L ftextcauks and
L roccAonno.—R Aatbeey A brain of a fcetus of a
chimpanzee A detailed description and comparison
with the adult brain and with the brain of a human
foetus of seven to eight months—E BatalOon The
tilt of sodium and potassium salts in polyspermia in

Batrachians —Em Bearqaalst and A Aabry The bio-

chemical synthesis of a golactoside of saligenin,

^-salicylgalactoside—J BargaaU Illusory protection
against the X rays in doctors already affected

Physical or indirect anaphylaxy A medical man who
as a consequence of grave radiodermntitis had given
up all X-ray work, was recently under the necessity of
again working with \ rays His skin proved to be
abnormally sensitive a dem i/i6ooth of that required
to give a reaction with a normal skin sufficing to pro-
duce grave symptoms The nature of these absolutely
excludnl the possibility of suggestion and the case
mifl^t be described as one of physical anaphylaxy —
C RIthst Remarks on the preceding communication
It IS pointed out that although the anaphylaxy m this

case IS the consequence of a physical action the cause
is really chemical since the X rays have determined
an alteration in the tissues uhich is translated by a
chemical modification of these tissues or their secre
tions

Washington D C
Nstleaal Academy at Sekaees (Proceedings No j

vol ii , March 1916) —S Paige TTie mechanics ot

intrusion of the Black Hills (S D ) preXambnan
granite —C A Davis The fossil Aigse of the
petroleum yielding shales of the Green River forma
uon of Colorado and Utah Scientific, as well as
economic, interest has been aroused m these shales
because they have recently been discovered to yield
petroleum when subjected to destructive distillation in
closed retorts The author finds that these shales
may be examined microscopically by the method of
sectioning already in use for peats and coals —A V
Kidder Archseological explorations at Pecos, New
Mexico The most important results are stratograph
ical various sWlcs of pottery being found in super
position —W neagh Man and metals An account
IS given of the authors study of the uses of fire by
man in so far as the development of metallurgy
concerned—W W CaupMI and J H Moors l.._
observed rotations of a planetary nebula The nebula
No 7009 of Dreyer’s New General Catalogue is rotat-
ing about an axis through the central nucleus
nearly at right angles to the plane passing
through the observer and the major axis of
the Image The mass of the nebula is ap-
parently several times larger than that of the sun
It ia suggested that the ring nebulae are not true

S, but ellipsoidal shells—H Sbayloy A short
1 Cepheid with variable spectrum The star RR
ia a periodic variable in at least three ways

fint. In the light of intensity, secondly in the radial
velocity^; and thirdly in the qiectrum which changes
from P to A A similar spectral change is found
in RS Boatis—W S Adasu and H Shapley The
spectrum of 8 Cephei At maximum the high tem-
perature Ones ore very strong, and the low-temperature
Imes vani weak while at minimum the reverse is the
case This indicates that at maximum die tern
perature of the gases constituting the star’s absorbing
env^ope Is higher than at minlmuiii —W S Adaas
lavesdgatiotia in stellar spectrosoopy I —A quanti-
tative method of classifving s^Uar spectra Method
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replaces to a considerable extent direct estimations
ol spectral type by numerical estimates of relative

hne-intensity, which may be made with much higher
accuracy—W S Adoau 11 —A spectroscopic method
of determining stellar parallaxes ill —AppUcation
of a spectroscopic method of determining stellar dis-

tances to stars of measured parallax The method bf
computing absolute magnitudes and parallaxes from
the variation of the intensities of lines m the stellar

spectrum is capable of yielding results of a very con-
siderable degree of accuracy —W S Adasu IV —
Spectroscopic evidence for the existence of two classes

of M type stars Iwo groups of M stars are indi-

cated clearly by ejiamination of the intensities of the
hydrogen lines —A E Jeoks The failure and revival

of the process of pigmentation in the human skm
It IS found that, on the one hand there is an exten
Sion of the albinistic areas and on the other a revival

of the process of pigment metabolism within an at-

one time albinistiL area —R W Sayles Banded
glacial slates of Permo-Carboniferous age showing
possible seasonal variations in deposition A
study of the slate and tillite formations of Squantum
(near Boston) affords evidence of seasonal changes in

the locality, indicating that it was in a temperate
zone during Permian times as now —F Morley An
extension of Feuerbach’s theorem All circular line-

cubics on the joins of four orthocentric points touch
the Feuerbach circle —

1

P Elseahart Deformations
of transformations of Ribaucour—W W Atweed and
K F Mathsr Geographic history of the San Juan
Mountains since the close of the Mesozoic era The
study of the geography of this region is closely related

to the geologic studies of the range but may lead also

to a study of anthropogeography —W B Clark, E W
Berry, and J A Oardaar The age of the Middle
Atlantic coast Upper Cretaceous deposits The several

Upper Cretaceous formations of the Middle Atlantic

roast represent all the major divisions of tbd

European scries —Fdward W Berry Upper Creta
ceous floras of the world The stratigraphic position

of the more important of the Upper rretaceous floras

IS indicated by a diagram —S O Mast and F M
Root Observations on Amoeba feeding on Infusoria,

ind their bearing on the surface tension theory Sur
face tension is probably only a small factor in the

process of feeding in Amceba - R C ToliaanandT D
Stewart The electromotive force produced by the

acceleration of metals Successful attempts have
been made to change the relative position of positive

and negative electnuty in a piece of metal by sub-

jecting it to a large retardation
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HARVEY ARE ARISTOTLE
Horv«y'> oft th» Ut$ of iJu Ctrculaium cf

Blood By Prof J G Curtit Pp xi+
194. (New York Ckilumbia University Ppoob,
I<(Midon Oxford University Press, 1915

)

Price 6f 6d. net

T TNPR^TENDING «s it u, this is an adtnir-^ abto little book. It is concise but full of

matter, is scholarly and accurate, and, for

tboae who concern tfaemselvea with the histoiy

of ideas, very interesting: It is a curious thing

thfit of the scores of orators on Harvey ootie has
given any considerable place to a closer dia-

cussion of the relations of Harvey to Anstotk
and to Galen Some of us have touched upon
the attitude of Harvey towards the overbearing

tradition of the^ two great ancients, and of the

degree, or terms, m which he dogg^y asserted

his independence of it or in which he admitted
their doctrines or approved their specidationa

,

but no <»e seems to have completed the task of

aettmg forth exactly how far the ideas, let us
say, especially of Aristotle and of Harvey, com-

or diver^ This Prof Curtis has done,

and done finally Unhappdy upon the apprecia

tkm of the reviewer there lies a shadow thia able

and interesting scholar died, in September 1913
b^ofb the publication of his work At the

author a request, this volume has been edited by
hit colleague, Frederic Lee, of Columbia
University

Prof Curtis considers first the attipidc of

Harvey towards the question of the uses of the

allqfed drculation of the tdood Why, said not

Only hia opponents but also the master himself

why, if the blood is but a nutrient fluid, need it

be scampering in eveiyr second of time ^ round
the mammalian frame ! Here Harvey was him
self a little puxzled, about the respiratoty func-

tions and the nature of combustion he was, if I

may venture to say ao, somewhat leu fac-seping

lhan ^d been some of hIS remcrte loi^oUers, or

even Columbus Unfortunately, he abhorred

chemists, seeing, no doubt, very unfavourable

examples of the craft With the supposed codbg
effect of the pulmonary ventilation Harvey re-

maupied fairly content The redness pf the

arterial attributed to a flltermg effect

of titei. lungVr
ptindpal chapter qf Prof Curtis’s his-

toi^ijiiLeff course, concerned ftyth the wefl-known

Ariajal^ib priaiacy of tiie heart Thi« hegemony
contested, only to put in its

^aee tile primimy of the blood Atis^e’a cgrdtac

ptfinaey connoted far more tiian Harvey dealt

wtfli,T hot, ndrrowly spealdag, vdien Harvey
mplcv tiw Iteod the scat of tiwlnnate
tetteatiottjm ioul—and speaks of hmhtrheat as

an iisrtiMfmbre, as fin tmcaueed

aiy

heart befits the Mood, or the blood poaaeaSes beat

as an uinate quahty, scarcely aeems to us, aowar
days, to demand much discussion Were Prof

Curtis still with us one might have asked of him
if the truth were not that tee asoendant genius of

both these great men was not as philosophers,

but as observers Imagmation was not the

strength of either of them. Like Aristotia,

Harvey, m speculative genius, was surpassed by
many of his predecessors and contemporariea.

The great Ionian thinkers were full of wondbr,

as well they might be, whence and how came
motion But this problem did not troi)]^

Harvey overmuch, as an observer he recognis^

the activity of the circulation, as he saw it, from

the punctum sahens to the human hearty and
when the problem of Its origin became pressing

he was fam to follow Aristotle, and to find it

akin to the quintessence—the motive principle

of the stars The circulation of the blood was
one of the subordinate tides of the circulation

I
of the heavens As regards the heait itself

Harvey was no mystic , the blood was the poten-

tial, tee heart he reduced almost to a muscular

pump But he had no lively idea of the circu-

lation as a hydrostatic and hydraulic mechamam,
and, perhaps, before TonlceUi and Hales, could

not have had
One may, with all respect, hesitate to be sure

that Prof Curtis was familiar with the pre-

Anstotelian thinkers, and the commentaries upon
tltem of Diels, Wellmann, Gomperz, and others

Zdler, indeed, he does mention in one place It

b not altOMther reassurmg to be referred once or

tviace to Cicero as a source of our knowledge of

their conceptions From Harvey to Aristotk we
«re earned back on sound Irarnu^, but there, M
at a sort of butt cod, we stop The author may
have decided, of course, that these were to he the

limits of hia volume, and properly kept to them
But the histoiy of the cuculanon cannot be dealt

with histoncaily without a wider survey of the

do^me, and beyond the doctrines the ideas, of

the poeuma, and of what I have called elsewhere

the pathetic quest after oxygen, than he had
Allowed hihiBelf to undertake That elusive stuff

“between air and fire,” so keenly apprehended by
tee loniana and repeated by Galen, is scarcely

oongenIM to Harvey, or, indeed, to Anstotie

Harvey declared that the *' innate heat " was not

akin to fire, which he said was a sterilising

he was probably unaware of the profound an^
ancient distmction between fire m its capacity as

an artifi^ and as a destroyer

It Is tantahsing, under tee restriction of

present limits, to bring the reView of this remark-

able book to an end wite sd madequate a discustimi

of tee principles discussed in it, and with no note

6t the many parbetdars on x^bich one would gladl^

have tarried The notes of reference to ouotatlons

am constant and ae^nitej would they had beeiv

or ifidbt of them, feOtoc^ Incessantly to be

iM'fro betwebn tee text ,ano fin iq>-

penfr1ft«fti^|fanoe.
*

* CMW* AfctW*
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THE FRESH-WATER FISHES OF AFRICA
Catalogus of tha Fraah-wotaf Fwhai of Africa in

the BntUh Museum {Natural Hutory) Vol iv

By Dr G A. Bou]eiig«r Pp xxyu+3Q2
(London British Museum (Natural Historjr),

and Longmans, Green and Co
, 1916 ) Pnoe

30f

^HE British Museum has recently published
X the fourth volume of Mr G A Boulen^'s

** Catalogue of the Fresh water Fishes of Africa
"

Thus IS Drought to a conclusion—at any rate, for

some years to come—a work of very great value

Mr Eioulenger s research in^o the ichthyology of

the African rivers and lakes has gone far b^ond
a mere cataki^e of species It oegan to attract

attention nearly twelve years a^ by the light that

It threw on the past g^o^mJ history of Africa,

the former superfiaes of this continent at different

tunes in regara to rising and falling levels of land,

the connections of die contment with outlying

islands, the desiccation or the flooding of great

areas of land in the interior, the increase or the

restriction (ff nver basins and of lake limits

Briefly summarised, it went to show that the Nile

system m past times has been m direct commum-
cation with the now isolated Lake Rudolf, and
has come very near to the Chad Basin, which

S
[ain has communicated intermittently with the

iger, while the Niger or its upper portion may
at one tune have h^ an outlet into the Atlantic

in common with the Sendai, and have been
separable by only a few miles of land from the

ui^r waters of the Gambia, the Volta, and of

all those streams that flow from north to south
through the forests of Guinea and the Gold Coast
mto me ^eat African Bight On the other hand.

It showed a comparative poverty and isolation in

fish fauna of the Zambezi Basin and South
Africa, and it illustrated, above all, the speoalised

diaracter and wealth m fish-fauna of the Congo
Basin This region fwith which Tanganyika was
not always connected) must have approaimed very
closely to the upper waters of the Gaboon and
Cameroons rivers to account for the near relation-

ship between their fish fauna and that of the Congo
Basin
So far back as 1870, Dr GQnther, of the

British Museum, could only catalo^e about Z55
species of African fresh-water fiA Mr Bou-
lder raised this number in 1906 to 974, but he
Is enabled m the volume now under review to put
the total of speaes at 1435

In this amazingly complete survey of African
fishes he has been helped by many enthusiastic

ocdlectors and students, and directly or indirectly

by the Belgian, French, and Luxembourg Govern-
ments, as well as by those of Egypt and the Umoa
of South Africa. Volume iv m this mag^tral
wofk deals with the fresh-water Gobies, the Ana-
bantids or “chmbmg perch,*' the Mugilids or
Mnlltets, the Blennies, the Mastacembelidi (anguine

in form, and so often taken iy negroes to be
water snakes because many of them are band-
somdy marked with viperine patterns) and the

Tetrodonta. In addition, there is matter sup}^
NO *4^8, VOX. 971

mentary to the other volumes, which gives us
further information in regard to the presence of

‘saw fish" shades (Pristis) m the rivefs of

Portu^se Guinea, additional knowle(%e of

the Polypterids of Portuguese Guinea and
Liberia, and of that very interesting aberrant

type, the Calamichthys of Calabar, of the Mor^
mynds of the Juba River (Somaliland) and of

Portuguese Guinea Northern Zambaia, the
Upper Wele, Lake Bangweulu, and the Lower
Niger , of the fresh water herrings of Angola,
the Characinids of western Congoland and Portu-
p[uese Guinea, Cyprinids from idl parts of Africa,

mcludmg the far south, and Silurids of an equally

wide scope (It is interesting to note, by the

way, that there is a species of fish

—

Solanos, a
Blenny—shared between Madagascar and
Reunion Island

)A tribute is justly paid by Mr Boulenger to

the magnificent coll^ing work accomplish^ by
the late Dr W J Ansorge, who, after exploring

Uganda and other parts of Africa in the medical

service of the British Government, devoted him-
self, on hts retirement to a systematic examma-
tion of the fish (and other) fauna of Portugese
West Africa, especially Angola and the uttle-

known Portuguese Guinea ft is to be hoped that

men like these, who have died in the prosecution

oi really noteworthy scientific research, might be
commemorated by tablets let mto the walls of the
British Museum irf Natural History

H H Johnston

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL
CHEMISTRY

(i) The Theory of Valency By Dr J Newton
Friend Second edition Pp xiv + 193
doo Longmans, Green and Co , 1915 ) Price

S* net

(3) Quabtottpe and Volumetne Analysts By
W M Hooton Pp. 86. (London Edward
Arnold, 1915 )

Price 3; net

(3) Laboratory Manual arranged to accompany
"A Course tn General Chemtstry" By Profs.W McPherson and W E Henderson Pp v
141 (Boston and London Ginn and Co

,

X915
)

Price 31

(4) The Rugby Course of Elementary Chemistry
By H P Highton Pp 79. (London EdwaH
Arnold, 1915 ) Price as 6d

(i) 'T'HE penisal of a treatise on valency
X leaves an impression of incompleteness

and uncertainty, of a mass theories no skgle
one of which can daun to correlate and Intenret
more than a portion of the rdev|mt fact^ l1i}s

aspect of the matter, to which reference was'made
in the review of the first edition of Dr Prieod^i
excellent volume (Naturk, 1909, Ixxx., 0. 3^
has been accentuated by recent work on radto-

activity, and the modified views with renrd to
chemical combination and valency «D which this

work has led The author, altho\i|^ fu&y aware
of the extent to whidi eariier oQUCeptiofia iie
undergoing change, pmnts out thit aoAiii^ fi|se

finality has been rmumed ^ thfref^ dc^ not
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attempt u the preaent volume any full ducuaaioo
of the lafeat viewa, and merely indicatea the mam
liaea along which progress is bemg made This la

a wise deciaitm

The chapter on “Exceptions to the Penodic
Law “ has been enlarged by a brief consideration
of the valencpr of the metms of the rare earths,

and their position m the penodic taUe, as well as
by a short discussion of the radio-elements and the
existence of isotopes The exposition of Werner s

theory given in the first edition has been ampli-
fied by an account of Fphraim s work, the results

of which have shown that on the whdle the
streng'th of the auxiliary valencies falls as the
atomic volume of the metal concerned increases
In this connection reference is made to Werner s

recent conclusion that there is no essential differ-

ence between principal and auxiliary valencies
Some theories of valency, such as those of

Werner, and of Barlow and Pope postulate the
existence of certain forces, and on this basis
attempt to formulate the constitution of the mde-
cule Others, more definitely physical m char-

acter, deal with the ongin of the forces postu-
lated by the chemist, and are therefore affected

by any alteration in the views held as to the struc-

ture of the atom These considerations have led

the author to devote a few additional pages to
the electronic theory of valency, as this has de-
veloped in the light of modem work by Ruther-
ford, Bohr, van den Broek, Moseley, Falk and
Thomson It will be interesting to see how far

the conclusions based on this work, as, for ex-
amplet the assigning of a valency of two to hydro-
gen and the consequent doublmg of the valency
numbers of all other elements, will command
general acceptance

(a) The compilation of tests and the tabulation

of methods for qualitative inoiganic analysis
which mainly constitute the first part of this

vdume are sound enough, but except for slight

differences in the arrangement of the matter and
in the general get-up, the thing has been done
scores of times already True the reactions of

some of the less common metals and acids are
also described, but this scarcely constitutes such
a claun to onginality as would justify publication

The secemd part contains ^uite a useful selec-

tion of exercises in vidumetric analysis, and tiie

explanations and directions given are on the whole
satisfactory The relation, however, between the

p:eneral definition of a normal solution and its

mterpretatlon in the case of oxidiscrs mi^ht be
put more dearly Further, m conneebon with the
use of potassium dichromate, the student might
legitimatdy be puzzled by the statement on

p 74
that “a standard solution is made ^ dissolving a
known weight of pure dry KtCr}07 in disbiled

water, and its exact strenra can be determined
tilratuig it against a known weight of pure

ii^ in the ferrous state.*' The author himself, on
the following page, pdnts out that the strength
o£ g solution of potassium dichromate, prepared

hy dissedving a known weight of the pure dry

lilt stnd 4hen maldng up to one litre, ip known
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(3) The authors of this first year college labora-
toiy manual, almost conscious that some apology
IS required for an addibon to the large number
of such books already on the maiket, state in the
preface that the volume lays no daun to origin-

ality, either in method or in content All mat
has been done is to select the exercises which the
b^inner should undertake It is really time to

protest against this unlimited production of ele-

mentary laboratory guides, and to point out again
the absurdity of the implied daim that slight dif-

ferences in the character of the experiments
proposed and in the order of their arrangement
are of such paramount importance Why not
leave something to the judgment and initiative of

the teacher?
The arrangement of the experiments suggested

by the authors invites cnbcism For example,
the most elementary examination of the character-

isbcs of acids bases, and salts is preceded by a
chapter in which work is proposed on fractional

distillation, protective colloids, and the colour of

ions and molecules Again, the student’s atten-

tion IS not specifically directed to the production

and properties of carbon dioxide until more than

half the course has been covered
Even the hints given in the appendix for the

benefit of the instructor are not enbrely sabsfac-

tory The direction to prepare dilute sulphuric

acid by diluting the concentrated acid in the rabo
X 4 is a case m point a 30 per cent solution of

this acid should not be employed as a dilute

reagent
Altogether, it may be said that in a badly-man-

aged or poorly staffed laboratory the volume under
review might be useful as a guide, but that for

the student in an institution where competent
teaching is available the best hint is that given on

P 75
— ‘report to the instructor for quiz on the

methods ’’

(4) The views expressed above as to the scant

justificabon for adding to the number of intro-

ductory laboratory manuals are in some measure
applicable to this case also If the ‘Rugby”
variety of elementary chemistry course is to be

put before us, why not many others as well, which
may have quite as good a daim to publiaty? At
the same bme it may be admitted that this volume
which is mtended to cover a period of two sdioot

jrears, contams evidences of originality in the way
(rf suggesbve experiments and m the devising of

simple apparatus for carrying them out The
course on which the book is based is clearly char-

acterised by thought and inibative on the part of

the author and hU associates. J C P

OUR BOOKSHELF
Colour a Handbook of tko Theory of Colour

By G H Hurst Second editicm revised

ppi vii+x6o (London Scott, Greenwood and
S<Hi, tgtfi.) Price ft. ^ neb

THOtt who are intergsttd m colour effects,

eipeaally, perhaps, dyers, calico-pnnt^rs, deeora-

tors, students, and, to a lesser dteriee, arbsts,

win find madi useful infomiation in this very
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tnod«rato>iued vohime. The author deala with
the production and cauie of colour, phenoaMoa
Of cokMir, the eye, effects of contrast, and cdour
measurement He quotes largdy from the

standard works of Chevreul, Rood, arid, to a
smaller extent, from others Many useful taUes
are given with r^ard to the effects of juxtaposed
cotours on each other, the illumination of coloured
obiects by coloured lights, and concerning the
colour and lummosity of the solar spectrum The
absorption spectra of about forty of the com-
monest pigments, dyes, and coloured glasses are
shown as curves There are eleven full-sised

coloured plates which illustrate in a striking

manner the effects of colour combinations and
similar matters, though when the student of
colour sees the fourteen absorption spectra that

are represented in full colour he will wish that it

were possible to get such clcan-cut absorptions

as the diagrams exhibit.

Although this IS a revised edition, there Is still

room for revision For example, the reader
would imagine from the statement at p 79 that

Thomas Young fcdlowed Brewster and Maxwell
and Cnticiaed their theories If the starch
granules in a Luimere colour plate were of the
shte that they are stated to be, the gram would
be far too fine to be visible by any microscopical
methods , and in this process one does not obtain

a nemtive, and then from this prepare a positive

wham IS “viewed in conjunction with a similar

screen ” In three-Oolour printing the negatives
are not taken through “red blue, and ydlow
screens respectively

”

Uotus Plantarum Formosattafum nec non et Con-
tnbuUones ad Floram Formosanam By
Bunxo Hayata Vol v » pp vi + 3s8+xvii
plates (Taihoku Government of Formosa,
*915)

This fifth volume of the leones of the Plants of
Formosa is devoted especially to new material

collected in Formosa since 1913 It is a worthy
successor to the previous handsome volumes, and
contains studies on 385 species and eight varieties

of floweiing plants and ferns The studies are
lUuatratcd by seventeen quarto plates and oumer-
ous text figures. Two hundred and three of the
species arc new to science, and twenty-three
genera hitherto unrecorded for the island are

added to the flora. At present the flora is known
to comprise 160 families with 914 genera and
3335. ^lecies One particularly mteresting dis-

covery IS that of a new species of the ancient fern

Afcwlngioptens, the genus first found by Henry
in Yunnan in 1899 llic addition of the famQies
Burmamuacete and Xyndes to the flora of

Formosa is also noteworthy A large number of

ferae are deelt with m this votume, the majority

beloag^ to tile Polypodiaceae , one plant called

Ptffypotfmm vrcootare may not belong to this

genus, as it is cdtasidered by somb ptendologists

to be tr aubgenus rtf Davalha A long dtscuMion
of tlia points at lasue is given m the text
The Tolutne Is well pnhted and the Qlus-

traliens dre seamluiljt deaf and gioed.
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LSTTEXS TO THE EDifOR.
[Tha Editor dou not hold ruponttbU for

optiUons expretsed by hts corrttfmdenU. NoUhtr
can ht undrrtakt to return, or to eomspond With

the writers of, rejected manutcripte intended for

Me or any other part of Nervtti. No nottee ie

taken of anonymoue communications ]

Sdeass and the tteta.

Iti view of the efforts that are now being made m
many quarters to bring about better relations between
science and the State, it Is interesting to recall Sir

David Brewster’s dedication of his Memoirs of Sir

Isaac Newton It is addressed to the Pnnee Con-
sort, and dated from St Andrews suty-one years ago,

and yet it la sufficiently suggesGve of the circum-

stances of the present day to be reproduced in fulL

To
His Royal Highness

PnNCB Albirt K G ,

Chancellor of the University of Cambridge

Sir,—In dedicating this Work to your Royal High-
ness, I seek for it the protection of a name indissolubly

associated with the Sciences and the Arts An account
of the Life Writings, and Discoveries of Sir Isaac

Newton might have been appropriate inscribed to

the Chancellor of the University of Cambridge, the
birth-place of Newton s genius, and the scene of hia

intellectual achievements but that illustrious name ie

more honourably placed beside that of a Prince who
has given such an impulse to the Arts and Sciences

of England and whose views, were they seconded by
Statesmen wilhng to extend Education and advance
Science would raise our country to a higher rank
than it now holds among the nations of Europe, in

the Arts of Peace and of War It la from the trenches
of Science alone that war can be successfully waged,
and it IB m ita patronage and liberal endowment that

nations will find their rest and cheapest defence
That your Royal Highness may be enabled to realise

thpse noble and patriotic views resjiectlng the national

encouragement of Science and the consolidation of our
Soentifle Institutions, which you have so much at

heart, and that you may long bve to enjoy the reputa-

tion which you have so justly earned, is the araeat
wish of

Sir

Your Royal Highness s

Humble and obedient Servant,

David Brxwstxr
St Leonard’s College

St Andrews, May la, 1855

The relation of science to the State is referred to
on various occasions in the memoirs

, and the financU
worry, to which the unfortunate illness of the great
philosopher in 169a is attributed la held iql 2b a uads
example of national neglect The pt^edT which
Brewster favoured was State supjxirt iw hnen of

sdence on the lines of the French Academy, and to
the lack of such support Brewster attributed tha
neglect of the Newtonian phllosofdiy in EnMwd, Wfaffa

It was being sucoemfully deveiopi^ in France bjr

Laplase, d’Alembert, Clahaut, and othere.

A peruml of the menwlre at the preeant dm# c/titriaa

otljqr lessons The fieroe controWelea among tha
contetaporanr men of sdetMe about priority anA pla-
giarism. Which l^ewton, time after tiitfo, to abiitfam society of phUosophers, Ond the iactkinSl ioridaaiti

which employed npdw it efeitf ^t, pidM they
{have Charmed in character, the foleet tecogaltloii ef
mea of sdraee by die 9tate wltl not hr ffw

• beginning of the millennium, and they change ihair
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dainu^ very sloi^. Braw«ter himadf u«e« langiuge
iJlput ThoaM Young and the undulatory theory which
ncaOa the fact that though a statesman had a great
share in it, it was not m State that dnimmed the
greatest phiiosopher since Newton out of the ranks of
adence Something more of regard for the gttuu
humanum, the statesman’s care, and a iittle iess
attention to the tngemo tuferavtt, the examiner’s busi-
ness, seem necessary to give science its true Msition

Lest I should be thou^ merely to be indulging in
the prevalent habit of grousing, ’ let me briefly ex-
plam The exponents of science in this country have
allowed the issues of the inevitable conflict of studies
in science to be dictated everywhere from the exam-
ination point of view That calamity—for it is nothing
short of it—is more largely responsible for the apathy
of the State towards suence than is generally acknow-
lei^
So far has our control by examination extended that

it is not too much to say that, for the general, our
education has become the art of passing examinations
without having to think, and the educational pro-
fesdon it, in practice, the only human occupation for
which a gentyal education is not required.

The dlmculty is a real one but it must be faced,
we must find something better to offer, as our idea

of education inspired by the study of nature, than

30 per cent of what is set out m the examination
papers put before an individual student in one or other
of the alternative courses controlled by men of science

Specialistt are, of course, the corpt d'Htte of the
army of science but they ought to be persuaded not
to use the nursery as thw battleground. That is our
business pnd we con do it if we will

Napibr Shaw

TIM DayligM Savtag Mmom.
1 BHAU. be glad if you will allow me to deal with

the objections raised to the daylight saving sdteme to

Naruxsof April ay 1 have bad to oontent myself with
identitying these by the numbers of your paragraphs

(1) Ihougb people engaged ui the trades you men-
tion may not receive the same benefits from the

operation of a Daylight bavmg Act as in the cose of

toe rest of the population, those at least who are

mterested in gardening and in any form of athletics

would benefit from an extra hour of daylight at the

end Of tbea* day, and all would effect a saving in

artificial light I have also dealt with this question

in my reply to your objection (6) From the fact that

those trioet regulate their tunes more by the sun
than by the clock, it must at least be granted that

they would take no harm from the Act

(3) If, as seems probable, the daylight saving prin-

ci]M is ufdversally adopted in Euri^, there is no
reason wlw then should be any more chaos than at

preaent It wot not proposed to interfere with Green-
wich mean tune, and that would remain as the

universal titandard just as it it to-day Such diflicul

tisa as ymdd ansa in this respect are only of such

a naturaalf could be got over

(3) Those places wffich get twilight all night would
not suffer by an alteratiofi of the dock, even though
they migfit nttt reap any spedal benefit A large

makirlty of the population of Great Britain lives In

die southern half of the kingdom

(4) The reason that the proposed date of altering

clock time back to Greenwich mean time was fixed for

Ite thini week in Sqitember was that at the end of

the year the atmosphere in the early morning is

usuflly warmer than that which we experience in

March and. the b^inning of AprU. frosts being prac-

dcafiy mdenown in September
M I ekieenly hi^ that the Intelllgenee and resource

«< tte gei|^lemeR laiponslble for these matters are not
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of such a low order as to be unable to deal with such
questions as may arise.

{6) I dunk that your approximate calculadoo of the
additional darkness which the early-monung workers
would experience baa failed to take into account the
fact that it is light about three-quarters of an hour
before sunrise. Very few of those starting work at
6am would require to use aruficial light to rise by
Certainly in September there would be some addi-
tional use of hgnt m the morning

(7) Granting that there would be sooii. additional
use of fuel in the moriung, you fail to notice that there
would be a corresponding saving in the evening

(8) Nobody wpreciates the value of the scientific

method more than 1 do Might 1 suggest that the
daylight aaviog scheme is less a question of absolute
science than of aociaJ and political science? Your
principal argument is that it 1$ the scienttiic men who
should decide as to whether or not the provisions of

the measure should be adopted, and that they as a
body have not expressed their support The real

reason of this is that it is not a question that interests

them aa a whole in their Kicntific capacities All

scientific men are interested in time measurement but
they are pnncipally mterested in the actual lengths of
the units of time, viz

,
of minutes and hours Those

who have special interest in the relation of clock time
to solar time are practically confined to the astro-

nomers, meteorologists, and navigators Of the five

astronomers who have taken up the sulnect, three
were in favour of the Bill Th^ were the late Sir

Robert Ball, Prof Rnmbaut, and Prof Turner. On
the other hand, Sir ‘William Christie and the late Sir

David Gill opposed the Bill To anyone who care-

fully reads the evidence given W these latter gentle-

men before the Parliamentary Committee of 1908, it

is quite clear that their opposition was based, not on
scientific grounds but merely on grounds of social

expedieney, and their rrolies to the questions of the
Committee are largely filled with discussions of the
habits of shopkeepers, clerks, factory bands, etc

,

on whudi tubjkts scientific eminence is scarcely neces-

sary in order to make one expert As a matter of

fact, Sir William Christie, in replying to the ques-

tion, The idea of the Bill is not altogether so un-
reasonable aa it might on the face of it appear?"
repbed, ' No, my view is rather that it does not obtain

the greatest convenience That is really my argument
here,” etc

I should scarcely imagine that the rejection of a
private BUI by Parliament would be accepted by men
of science as a final test of the social value of the
measure, however this is what you suggest to them
In your section No 7 you make a suggestion aa to

the reason of our customary time-table. I think realiy

that our time-table has developed to suit the winter
light conditions, as such a one is the only single

uaaltered tune-tabie which is reasonably workable
throughout the year H W M Willbtt

Sloane Square, London, S W , May t

[We deal elsewhere in this issue with the main
points of Mr. WUlett’s letter—^SonoR]

AvoWbig Xswefiw.
A LITTLE knowledge of spherical perspective woula,

materially reduce tlw loss of life we to Zeppelins

There is no danger from a bomb dropped by one of

these vessels unless the latter is approaching Bie

zenith, and will reach there in a few seoonos If

the Zeppelin appears inclined—that is unless one end
^ears exactly over the other—there is no danger-.

ThB IS easilyseen at a glonbe, but a plumb-line formed'

^ a stone attained tp a st^g will show this with

certainty tTie Zepprfin wi|l always pals on the side
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towards which the u]^ end points If, however, It

is vertical, and near the senith, there is great danger
If its altitude is, for example, a mile, a bomb droj^ed
would occupy ti seconds in falling, if there were no
air Owing to the resistance of the latter this time
IS greatly increased. It is only necessary to run at
right angles to the apparent direction of the Zeppelin
to be safe, even if one does not start until the bomb
IS dropped. This rule may be tested by standing
under a telephone wire which may be regarded as
representing the path of the ZeppeOn A plumb-line
will cover the wire only if the Observer is exactly
under the wire No allowance is here made for the
wuid, which always carries the Zeppelin to

leeward. It may be better, therefore, to

stand so that the Zeppelin is partially covered

bv the edge of a house, a flagpole or other

vertical line There is no danger unlMs the Zeppelin

appears to ascend the line, remaining partially covered

as it approaches the senith The same principles

apply to aeroplanes At sea, the vessel should take
a course at right angles to the direction from which
the Zeppelin comes. Of course, these methods are

useless if the Zeppelin cannot be seen owing to clouds

or darkneu, unless it is picked up by a searchlight

DAYLIGHT AND DARKNESS

The House of Commons adopted on Monday
a resolution moved by Sir Henry Norman

“That, in view especially of the economy in fuel

and its transport that would be effected by
shortening the hours of artiflcial lighting, this

House would welcome a measure for me awance*
ment of dock time by one hour dunng the

summer months of this year “ The daylight

saving scheme put forward by the late Mr W
WiUett in 1907 has, therefore, now been approved
by Parliament, and it is proposed to effect the

cunge of tune during the night of Saturday-
Sunday, May 20-ai The normal Greenwich time

18 to be restored durmg the night of Saturday-
Sunday, September 30-October i In support!^
the motion on behalf of the Government, the Home
Secretaiy, Mr Herbert Samuel, said it was
thought that the change could be effected without
l^isTation by Order m Counal, ' since this is only

a war measure adopted for war purposes.” On
account, however, of the existence of an Act
which defines “hour ” in any statute as Greenwich
mean time m Great Britain, and Dubhn mean
time in Ireland, and also berause, m conformity

with thu Act, there are fixed the hours in factories

and workshops in which women and children are

employed, while a number of other estabhshments,
iocluwig licensed houses, are compelled by law to

keep certam tunes, the law must be altered in

order that the new time should have legal vabdity

A Bill IS, therefore, necessary, and it was intro-

duced in the House of Commons on Tuesday
There is httle doubt that the measure will pass,

and that from May 21 to October i the legal time
will be that of Mid-Europe instead of Greenwich
mean time
The tune of sunrise in London on Sunday, May

21, is given m the calendars as 4.2, but by the

clocks it will be 5 a , and similarly, though the sun
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Will set at 7 50, we shall call the hour 8.5a The
actual time of mornuig high-water at London
Bridge will be 4.12, but the docks on shord will

indicate 5 la
,
and there will be a like difference

between tidal times and pubhc tunes all around
the coast It will be no longer possiUe to speak
of, say, a two o’dock tide to a navigator at a
port, for this must mean Greenwich time to him,
as tidal tables have to remain unaltered, whereas
his two o’clock will be the landsman’s three

o’dock For a large part of the pop^tion there

will be two l^al times from May ai^October i,

and we shall be surprised if this cofflusion does
not lead to serious mistakes and accidents.

AH orders referring to lighting-up times,

dosing of parks and other places at dusk, Out-

giary as distinct from larceny, and like matters
determmed by solar time, wiU need adiustment,
in fact. Parliament has now to define legal tune
afresh Lighting-up times will, we suppose,
continue to be based upon Greenwich times, with
the necessary differences for latitude and longi-

tude, for they obviously cannot be determined by
the mendian of Mid-Europe. On May ai, for

example, the lightmg-up time in London is 8 50,
and at Liverpool 9. ii, but m all cases an hour wiU
have to be added to give the clock times of light-

ing-up Here, again, the double standard of tune-

reckoning—one in calendars and taUes, and
another in daily use—^wiU be most confusing

The claims as to the great saving of expendi-
ture on fuel for illumination to be effected by the
daylight saving measure are, we beheve, largely

over-stated For two months from the end of
this month there will be no need for artificial

lighting until 9 p m or later in any part of the
British Isles, and in such places as Newcastle and
Glasgow the lighting-up tunes will be nearer

10 p.m than 9pm durmg most of this period
Men of soence, hke other citizens, recognise the
cheapness of using daylight, what they object to
IS the alteration of clo^s, instead oi alteratum of
habits, to induce reasonable use of daylight hours.
Whatever time is indicated by the clo^, most
people will not rebre until an hour or two after

the sun has gone and they have used artlfidal

illumination for mdoor rest or recreation. Though
the clocks wiU indicate 10 m when dayl^t
occupations must end during Tune and Tuty, we
doubt greatly whether there wtU be muiA reduc-
tion of the habitual interval between the dose of
the outdoor life and the time of retiring.

The daylight savii^ principle Is, b fact, un-
necessary for at least mIi the period during which
it Is to be b force , and over a large part of the
British Isles the hours of actual darkness are
then so few that the amount oi artifiaal illumina-
tion used cannot be greatly reduced by advandiq:
clocks by one hour Mr Willett arrived at the

154 addibonal hours of daylight which his scheme
was to give the country by rraconbg an extra hour
for each of the 154 days from April *e to
September ic, and our legislators, jounuuists,
and commercid men base their conclusions as to
the saving of fuel and light upon this estimate
which they apply to the whole country If wr
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omit from the eitimate June ahd July, when the
amount of arti&cial ilhuninadon required it very
•maH, and there ia no real night, the 154 boura
are reduced to 93, and for one-third of thia

number of days artisans who commence woiic at

6 a.m. will be given nearly an hour's additional
darkness During the cold and dark morning
hours of September we shall expect defimte com-
fdabts from early workers as to the disadvantages
of the scheme to them If their times are chan^
to 7 a m instead of 6 a m

,
they will have to leave

an hour later, and the whole purpose of the
measure will be defeated

In a letter to Sir Henry Norman, statmg that
the Government intended to give facihtiea tot the
discussion of his motion on daylight savmg, Mr
Herbert Samuel the Home Secretary, said "In
the Mouse of Commons all interests are repre-

sented, and the Government would desue to
ascertain its opinion on this question '* We sub-
mit that the House of Commons is not essen
tially more competent to discuss the question

than it IS that of the eccentricity of the earth's

orbit or of the obliquity of the ^iptic by which
differences in the lengths of days are caused In

the debate in the House on Monday, few points of

scientific significance were mentioned, and the

matter was considered almost entirely from the

pomt of view of public convenience and the mar
veilous economy—^the amount of which varied with

a member's eloquence and calculations—to be
effected It is urged that the views of men
of science on sociiJ legislation have no greater

authority than those of the general public,

but, on the other band, we may be permitted

to reply that members of the House of Com
mons, (iambers of commerce, county and borough
councils, and like corporations do not under-

stand the scientific aspects of theu- social

measure, and that they, as well as enthu-

siastic writers in the daily Press are attracted

by a specious plan without regard for its natural

s^iuficance By scientific aspects we do not

mean the interests of men of science, but the

natural conditions of daylight and darkness in

different latitudes and longitudes of these islands

and the consequences of a double time standard

There can be no true discussion of the daylight

savtfig scheme unless this side of the subject is

presented as well as the soaal and economic

arguments, and in Monday’s debate in the House
of Commons, it was left out of account almost

entirely

The fact that Germany has introduced the day-

light saving scheme, and has naturally been fol

lowed by Austria and Holland is not a reason

why we should adopt it, but the reverse It is

now announced that in Denmark, Sweden and

Norway the same plan is to become effective on

May 15 and to extend to September 30, though

what advantages the lands of uie midnight sun can

derive from a daylight saving scheme in summer
months are difficult to discover Germany pro-

baUy decreed the change of time because we
refuM to do so, and for us to imitate her
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now IS not complimentary to our oatioDal in-

telligence. The case is different with France,
on account of our dose relations widi that
country and because the French tune-standard
IS that of the Greenwich meridian , but the com-
mittee of the French Senate aj^iointed to examine
the proposal of the Chamber of Deputies has not
yet reported in favour of it, and the paper by M
Lallemand of which a summary was given in
last week’s Nature adduces cogent reasons
against it As the adoption of Greenwich time
by our Ally was a manifestation of the entente
cordiaU, It seems undesiraUe now to abandon this

common standard and use German time unless
France wishes to make the change with us
Most of the foregoing points, with others, were

mentioned in an artide in Nature of Apnl ay re-

ferred to by Mr H W M Willett in a letter

which a^ars in our correspondence columns this

week The intention of the artide was to state
preasely some of the chief objections to the prin-
ciple of daylight saving by seasonal changes of the
national tune standi Scientific men think
that this standard, like others, should be m
variable , advocates of the daylight saving scheme
wish the standard to oscillate and to beueve that
11 a m IS noon for five months of the year
Agncultural engineering, and building trades

adapt theu* hours to the sun, and workers on
tidal waters with the tides, but as the tendency
oi city life is towards lateness of rising and re-

tiring and as habits ate difficult to alter, they
are to be counteracted by putting forward the
hands of timepieces by one hour during the

summer months
Whether the change may be justified on the

grounds of social expediency is not a matter upon
which men of saence can express an authoritative

opinion , but the natural objections and difficulties

remain unaltered whatever legislative action is

taken To the fact that for a large part of the

population of our islands the daylight saving

I

principle is unnecessary, Mr Willett’s reply that

I

they would not suffer is scarcely sufficient justifi-

cation for the change He offers no solution of

J
the diflBculties as iwards the differences of times
in calendars and tine-tables m comparison with

the altered civd times, though in a maritime
nation such as ours this is a most important point.

As to artisans who have to be in the works at

6am, and therefore to rise about 5 a m
,
Mr

Willett will find that when longitude is con-
sidered, as well as the period of dawn, many
thousands of workers will, throughout September,
on account of having to rise at what is 4 a m
Greenwich time, have to rise m the dark instead of
in daylight as hitherto If fuel and light saved in

the evenmg are used in the morning, it is difficult

to see how substantial economy can be gained
m these cases.

A scientific journal is not concerned vdth the

expediency of a measure and the facts of Nature
are, of course, not affected by soeiai legislation.

Whether men of science sup^rt or oppose the

daylight saving scheifie may be of little conse-
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qMnce, but titty ace, at auj rate, beat aUe to
ujMlentand its aBeami^, and to distingruiali be-
ttnshi pcomiae and performanoe It remains for
tbr general public to arrive at the same state of
knowledge by experience

GERMAN METALLURGY AND BRITISH
METHODS

M uch attention has been devoted in the Press
recently to the strong position of the

German metallurgical mdustnea, both before the
war, and now after a year 'ind three

quarters of stress It is not too much
to say that apart from this metallurgical

industrial foundation, the war would have
ended in three months The growth of

modern German metallurgy is due largely to two
causes, and these are cloi^y connected in origm
and result They are trade combinations, such
as are represent^ by the Stahlwerksverband,

and scientific management and control As we
have said, these are closely associated, for apart

from large undertakings, with regular output,

there can be no large laboratories, with highly

framed and reasonably remunerated scientific

Staffs On the other hand apart from scientific

direction the success of large combinations, such
as Rrupp s, would be impossible The tendency

of the war appears to have been m the direction

of unifying and standardising many of our metal-

lurgical industries, and this tendency is likely to

continue when peace is proclaimed.

At present, owing to the war, there is a con
siderable demand for metallurgists m this

country, and more particularly for such as have
had a few years’ works experience in addition to

coll^ tramine Hitherto, the supply of such

men has roaghly met the demand, but the number
train^ has bew inadequate to the real

needs of the country Tne crux of the question is

the want of recognition on the part of manufac-
turers of the value of scientific knowledge m their

businesses. Three results may be expected from
the work of a property trained metalluigist,

namely, greater uniformity, economy, and or^m-
ality But the system adi^ted in many Brmsh
eatabhshments and particularly in those of

moderate sixe, will never yield satisfactory results

A young man straight from college is appomted
a1[ a salary of perhaps laoL per annum, placed in

a small, ill-ventilated room, supphed with the

minittum of apparatus, and k^t on routine

dmiyscs No prospect is held out to him of

regidar advancement, or of profit sharing He
c^Bce boys, who have had nothing spent on

rtlelr education, promoted to be secretaries and
general managers, because they come mto per-

soodi contact with the directors, while he remains

unseen and unknown to the powers that be

Some public school boys and university trained

men are, from weakness of character, unfit for

positions of responsibility But the great majority

^ them are of a different type, and form the very

best oif owr young manhood, as we see b other

directions alike In pence and war The position
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of the adeiitifica^ truuied man in ocur malal
works IS very unaati^actoty He has no tmde
union to protect hie mterests, and no profeashmal
body which le strong enough to fix a itaionaMe
scale of remunerauem. If our metallurgical iiH

dustnes are to be earned on successfuDy after

the war many more properly tramed mirtallurw

gists will be requu'ed Capable men will only be
attracted if suitable inducements are offi^,
otherwise they will naturally dnft into other env
ployments In the midland counties, for example,
the bright son of a local resident can be trained,

at the expense of the State, to become an elemen-
tary schoolmaster, he will work twenty-five hours
per week, and receive a pension. Or he may
decide to study metallurgy, in which case he must
spend at least ‘^ool on fees and maintenance, and
devote three years to study He will then get no
higher stipend than the schoolmaster, no pension,

and be expected to work about fifty hours weekly
In Germany the value of scientific training has

been long recognised If we are to retain our
position after the war it will be by development
of industrial undertakings which are conducted
on a laige and comprehensive scale Such em-
ployers alone can, as a general rule, utilise the
best scientific training, or adequately remunerate
and recognise their property trains aaaistants.

A man who has been trained on broad scientific

lines IS not merely capable of conducting, or
superintending, accurate analyses. If he is

treated as a confidential adviser, like a doctor w
a lawyer, his abilities will have free scope It is

oy such men that we can hope rightljr to direct

the laige metallurgical operations which will be
more than ever necessary in this country after the
war T T

A MARKET GARDEN RESEARCH STATION »

PW people other than those connected with the

trade know of the extent and importance of

the market-lowing industry in this country The
general public is so accustomed to imposing
statistics of imported fruit and vegetables that it

is apt to Ignore the not unsatisfactory fact that

a large proportion of the market produce con-
sumed m this country is home-grown Still less

does the public reahse the extent the capital

and the skill and enterprise of the growers en-
gaged m this industry Althou^ it may be
regarded as lying beyond the scope this sevisrely

practical first report of the work of the research

station recently established by the growers in the

Lea valley, we could wish, nevertheless, that the

director had prefaced his account of ^ year's

work hf a short statement of the "sta^stica of
production ” in tiie market-growmg hidustry For
we believe that sudi a statement would evoke
widespread interest among the mtellisent public.

Those who know of the origin and purpose of

tius new research station believe that it is destined
to do a great work, and are anxious thst its activi-

ties may not be curtailed by reason of msufficient

> Fhft Aaiuid lUjiaR ( vs) of th* IbrnrinaoMl and Raatatdi BwUmii

(Nunwry and Marlcat Gtiden lndiiitiWpii*ri«pnMntiod«7 Ltd.)i
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liMMk. IVo moce widefy its «&ns are Jciiown the

grsster w cTisocei ot thu statioa reoeiviar the

siq)poit «4ycfa H deserves. For deserve It, it

does. When bsrd-liesded, hard-working, practical

men bsnd’ themselves logger and put dieir ener-

gies snd money into tlte establishment of a re-

seardi station, and particularly when these men
ate Englishmen, they deserve no less support than
is given to a polar expedition or a foouall cup-
final Fortunately, this enterpnse, due in the first

place to the initiative of the Lea Valley and Dis-
trict Nurserymen s and Growers Association, and
also, as we believe, to the persuasive enthusiasm
of Dr Russell of Rothamsted, has received a
generous measure of support from the Board of
Agriculture, from the Hertfordshire and the Essex
County Councils, and from the Duke of Bedford
With the funds thus obtained laboratories and
experimental glasshouses have been built at an
outlay of 33781 , of which sum all but 650I has
been paid.

A brief account of the preliminary researches

carried out during 1915 will serve to indicate

what a number of problems of practical import
ance emerge so soon as the searchlight of investi

gation IS turned on an industry As a prehminar^
to the investigation of yields of tomatoes, the soil

of the five houses built for the cultivation of this

crop was standardised The soil m each house
received the same amounts of lime, straw-manure,
and bone meal, and also similar treatment with
respect to mulching, top^ressing, watering, etc

Fifteen varieties of tomato were grown in each
(rf the five houses Yet in spite of the similarity

of soil conditions and of plants, the yields from
the houses varied very considerably House No 2

stood highest with 3 tons 19 cwt of fruit, and
house No 5 lowest with 3 tons 6 cwt , m each

case from 918 plants Is this difference, which
amounts to about 16 per cent , to be accounted
for on the basis of experimental error, enr is it to

be attributed to some varying factor, such as the

seed? In other words, woidd the isolation of

pure lines tomatoes help to bring the lower

nearer to the higher yield? We have no doubt
but that It would, but evidently the last word
must he with experiment
Tests with humogen carried out with tomatoes

and cucumbers offer no ground for the hope that

this matenal is destmed to replace manure or

reduce cost of production As with the experi-

ments at Wisley and elsewhere, so here the addi-

tim of humogen led to little or no mcrease in the

crop, and the present writer is steadily inclming

to- the opinion that the remarkable results ob-

tabed at Kew were due to the accidental admix-
ture of some fertiliser—presumably a phosphate

—

with the humogen which produced those results

Very interesting are the results recorded ui the

report of observations on the yield of cucumbers
from the dightiy warmer and slightly cooler halves

ot four houses In e^ case the part of the house
nearer the boiler, and hence appreciably wanner,
gave a lower yield Anyone who has experienced

the tropical warmtii of a cucumber house must
have felt that it waa too much of a good thing It
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looka aa though the plants feel tbu tooy and that
a litde rest mm mtensive speeding up of pcOduo*
tN>n IS no less beneficial to them than to ottlcr

living things The director, Mr A B Lister, is

to be congratulated on the excellent start that he
has made He has a fine opportunity, and we feel

sure that he will use it to the best advantage of
the society which has had the enterpnse and faith

to harness saence to the market cart They wiB
remember, however, that she is slow moving, not
showy, expensive to keep, and, above all needs
to be given her head F K

NOTES
It is announced that the Government has decided

to send an expedition to the Antar tic to relieve Sir
Ernest Shacklelon ihe fadurt of the htidurance to
put in an appearance gives enus for considerable
anxiety, and while U is n t imposs ble that she may
still return unaided no time can be wasted in organis.
ing relief The arrangements for the expedition are
to be put m the care of a small rommittec of polar
experts which is now being formed Among those
who will probably be asked to give their advice are
Dr W S Bruce who is almost the only explorer in

this country who knows the Weddell Sea and Sir

Douglas Mawson Capt J K Davis who was
recently in London on a short visit has already been
consulted The choice of a ship will be dflficult, as
there are very lew vessels in existence which are suit-

able for navigation in the Weddell Sea In all prob-
ability the Aurora despite the damage she has sus-

tamed, can be refitted and sent to the Ross Sea to fetch

Capt Macintosh and his comrades who were left

ashore in Erebus Gulf Mr Stenhouse who brought
the Aurora to New Zealand, is now on his way to
this country

A ORONZB memorial tablet to the memory of Capt.
Scott and his companions, who perished on their
return journey from the South Pole, has been placed
in St Paul s Cathedral The memorial tidies the
form of a medallion portrait of Capt Scott and a
relief panel of die polar party on the march It is

surmounted by three alKgoncai figures—DisemUae,
Glory and Courage The tablet is the work of Mr
S N Babb and is part of the national memorial
scheme to the lost explorers for which funds were
collected when the news of the disaster became known
The inscnption reads — In memory of Captain
Robert Falcon Scott C V O , R N Dr Edward
Adrian Wilson Captain Lawrence Edward Grace
Oates, I ieut Henry Robertson Bowers, and Petty
Officer Edgar Evans who died on their return |ouriMy
from the South Pole in February and March 1013

Inflexible of purpose—steadfast in courage—resolute
n endurance In the face of unparalleled misfortune—
their bodies are lost in the Antarctic Ice—but the

memory of their deeds is an everlatting monument
Mr A^uith, in unveiling the memorial last Friday',

said that whatever softening influenn s may have been
at work during our long years of peace there were
never wanting men of our race to maintain our beat

traditions of courage and endurance The heroism of
the lonely end of Scott and his companions might in

these crowded days of great opportun ty be equalled

but could not be surpassed These were men who,
before the ^eat Ordeal which, on a world wide stam,
is now testing our national manhood showed in the

dim polar twmght without witnesses and for all ttasy

kn^ with no record which would ever reach their

countrymen, the supreme quality of self forgetful

courage ana endurance
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Trb Nituwt Couraht lecroi from Frankfort tlwt

Prof Auguat von Wanartnann, at praaent head of tlw
R(^ Inatitute for Inftetioua Diaeaiea at Berlin, wtU
be appointed director of the Inatitute for Experimental
Therapy and of the Georg Spe^haui at Frankfort,

in aucoesaion to the iate Prot Paul Ehrlich

Sir R HavujOck Charuu, Serjeant-Surgeon to the
King, and Preaident of the Medical Board of the India
Office and of the Society of Tropical Medicine and
Hygiene, haa, at the re<||ue^ of the Secretary of State

for India, accepted an invitation to become dean of

Announcxuent waa made in the House of Commons
on May 8 that the following had been appointed a
Committee to inquire into the admmistrauon of the

Royal Flying Corps —Mr Justice Bailhache (chair-

man), Mr J G Butcher, M P , Mr E Shortt,M P .

Mr. J H Balfour Browne, K C., the Hon Sir C
Parsons, K C B

,
and Mr Charlm Bright A mili-

tary officer of high rank is to be invited to join the

Committee

On account of the war the council of the British

Medical Association baa decided to postpone as regards

1916 the holding of an annual meeting at Cambridge
In the present circumstances the council has arranged
t^t the annual representative meeting and statutory

general meeting snail be held at the Connaught
Rooms, London, on Friday, July a8 In the annual
rqiort, to be presented at that meeting, the council

recommends that Sir T Clifford AUbutt be elected

president of the association for 1916-17

Umoir the auspices of a commission appointed by
the Imperial Academy of Sciences of Petrograd, a
series of monographs Is bring published dealing, with
the qatural resources of the Russian Empire No 5
of the series (Petrograd, 1916) treats of the native

sources of tungsten and tin ores The author, P P
Suidinskij, says that hitherto neither the mining nor
the smelting of these ores has been organised on a
regular basis in Russia, but that quite recently, in

response to the reWrements of Russian industiy and
of the Imperial Defence Committee, an electro-

metallurgical company has been formed in Petrograd
for the prqiaration of special kinds of steel for the
Admiral^ The article concludes with an ilhishated

account of Russian tungsten and tin mmes

The annual meeting of the Bntish Snence Guild
iriU be held at the Royal Sodew of Medicine, i

pole Street London, W , on Wednesday, May 17, at

^0 p m. The chair will be taken by the president, the

Rkm Hon Sir William Mather, P C , and an address
be given by the Right Hon Andrew Fisher,

P.C., High Commissioner for the Commonwealth of
Australia, on “The Establishment of a National Insti-

tute of Sdsnee and Industry in Australia ” Other

came the sole proprietor. Under his able^uidhMe
rapid develMment took plaoe, laboratoiWlmd ddMr
pnmlses being establiabed at Bethnal Gfiite,. andr
after the conversion of the business intq a ooinpany,
at Ware also. He was courin of the Ista Daniel
Hanbury, whose work m connection with the natural
history of drugs is recognised as classical, and also

of the late Sir Tb«nas Hanbuiy, whose magnificent
gardens at La Mortola, near Mentone, were the ad-
miration of every adentific botanist Mr. Hanbury
served for tome years on the council of the Phannn.
ceutical Soaety of Great Bntain, actmg as treasurer

from 1876 to 1878

Pros H P Wijsuan, whose death at Utrecht on
March 10 is announced, was the son of an Amsterdam
pharmadst, and studied at the Amsterdam University
under Profs van’t Hoff, de Vries, and Oudemant,
taking the degree of Doctor of Science In 1889. Very
shortly after graduating he was appointed dionist to

a yeast and spirit factory at Delft, but soon resigned

this position to become professor of toxicology at

Leydm University To great versatility Prof Wijs-
man added, in an unusual degree, the desire and
ability to organise He was instrumental in founding
a pharmaoeutical laboratory in Leyden, and in estab-

lishing an analytical bureau and an Imperial control

station for milk butter and cheese On his return

from the Dutch East Indies, he took an active interest

in the development of the celebrated Colonial Museum
of Haarlem and its transference to the more central

position of Amsterdam He represented the Dutch
Government at numerous scientific congresses, and
attracted considerable attention at the rteent Inter-

national Pharmaceutical Congress at The Hague by
a lecture on the cultivation of important plants in

Java which was Illustrated by a series of kinemato-
graph films Prof Wijsman's abiliw and genialiW
gained him many friends, and his losa will be felt

by his British as well as by his Dutch colleagues

Thx death of Mr C Lees Curties, which occurred

on April 34, will be greatly lamented by a large circle

of scientific men, many of whom will feel that they

have lost a personal friend, as well as a notable figure

In the optical world He and his father before oim
had built up a unique business, and 244 High Holbom
was regarded by many as a rendexvous wbm one was
sure to meet some kindred spirit and to hear tbe latest

scientific news Mr C L. Curties greatly extended
the business by the establishment of a factor where
microscope stands are made, and of an optical depart-
ment for the construction of object glasses He had
a thorough knowledge of the microsnme (of which he
waa a most expert manipulator), as well as a wide and
varied acmiamtance with all sorts of scientific instru-

ments, owing to the great number that was constant^
passing through his hands He was always ready to

neidurs will be Sir Alfred Keogh, K.C B
, Dr R

MuUineux Walmslm, Sir John S Young, and Prof

J. Parry, F R.S On account of tbe public attention

raoMtiy given to the relation of sderioe to national

dhun, the meeting this year will be of exceptional

Inteieat Tickets of admission may be obtained from
sectehuy, British Science Guud, 199 Piccadilly,

Mr. CoRN^ni Hanburt who died on April ii, in

Ids alghty-nln|wear, was the chairman of the board
of ifirectors pflR well-known firm of Allen and Han-
burys. Ltd Although Mr Hanbury had trained and
quaufied for the niMical profession he entered the

business ve^^ esrly in his career and eventually be-
j
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extra woric on account of the w«r, and to his pri^
ristent refusal to give hinurif a much-needed holiday.

W* have luat learned with regret that Prof Julas
Gosselet died at Lille on March 30, as the result of a
chill contracted while arranging Ms geological collec-

tion in the University after recent disturimee by tfia

bombardment of the dty Prof Gosselet was boni at
Cambrai (Nord) on April 19. 1833, and began Ms
well-known geolo^cal researches In the Franco-Bsl-
gian coalfield and surrounding regions in 1853 From
1865 until 1903 he was professor of geology and
mineralogy in the Unlversljy of Lille, and numbered
among his pupils many distinguished French geo-
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logifiii tejudkig Ui tuceaMor, Prof Chutes Bsrrois.

Fraai i9j« onwards bs oo4>peratdd with the Geological

manKdr on ^ gvotegy of the Ardennes His work
on the Devonian and Cuboniferous rodu especially

was nM only of fundamental scientific value, but also

touched noany problems of economic geol(^ which
were of Immediate importance to the community in

which he lived. He was an inspirinff teacher and
an ideal leader of field excursions, and retained his
active enthustasm until the end. On his retirement in
190a his friends and admirers established a Gosselet
sriae for geology, and placed a bust in the museum
ne founded at Lute, and the account of the proceedings
in the AnndUs de ta Soaiti Giolopque du Nord (vol

xxxL) is accompanied by an excellent portrait of the
professor He was a fordgn member of the Geo-
l^cal Society of London and was awarded its

Murchison mml in 1883

The memorandum advocating the substitution of

nitre>cake for sulphuric acid in the manufacture of
sulphate of ammonia, recently issued by the Ministry
of Mumdons, having been severely critidsed the pro-
posal has b»M examined by the Sulphate of Ammonia
Association The latter body recommends makers of
sulphate of ammmiia to use nitre-cake as a temporary
exj^ient for the duration of the war, subject to the
following considerations —{1) That no attempt be
made to produce a salt containing less than at per
cent, of ammonia unless speaal forward contracts can
be made with manure mixers for lower qualities, (3)

that the nitre-cake used should not contain more than

005 per cent of nitnc acid
, (3) that the quantity of

mtre-rake should not exceed 10 per cent by weight of
the add used, except in spedaf drcumstances If a
larger quantity than 10 per cent of nitre^aka is

employed difficulties arise from two causes first

from predpitation of sodium sulphate resulting in the

production of an irngular quafity of salt, secondly,

from Irregular working of the bath owing to the im-
possiblUty of control without frequent titration

SoMB French anthr^logists have taken the trouble

to examine on sdentific pnndples the character of the

remarkable wooden Hindenburg figure which the

enthusiastic German loyalists have been invited to

decorate with nails of gold and other metals. In
L'Anthropologie (vol xxvii , Nos 1-3, for January-
April) M R. Verneau compares them with a coltec-

tim of remarkable fetishes decorated in the same way
by the negroes of equatorial Africa and the adjoining

regions, of which he gives a number of excellent lllus-

tratkms, both animal and human He expresses the

pious assurance that the German devices will be as use-

less as the savage fetishes from Loando and that it

is not by the use of such methods current in the lower

culture that the ultimate triumph of ovilisatlon can

be prevented.

In the Journal of the Royal Sodety of Antiquaries

of Ireland for December, 1915, Mr J J Budcky con-

tributes an interesting ailide on some early orna-

mented leather work Ireland possesses nwny sped-

mens (A this dass of work, such as the satdiel which
holds the famous MS , the Book of Armagh, in the

lilMary of Trinity College, that associated with the

sh^ cafied the Breac Moeddig in the National

Museum , and a binding of the life of St Columba in

the Franciscan Library, Chiblin Other satchels of the

same type are preserved at Stonyhurst College and at

Corpus ChtiM CoUe^, Oxford. There is good eri-

dsnee that ths Irish in very ancient times were ac-

quainted with the use of oak bark for tanning leather,

but whether this process was used in the manufacture
of tiM material of these satchels Is uncertain The
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date of these spedmens still remains a matter of spstow
latlon. That of the Bode of Armagh was ^vl-
ously not made to protect the MS , and tiie same
appears to be the case with the specimen in the
National Museum But that at Corpus Christi College
seems to have been made for the book which it covers.
The satchel at Stonyhurst has been attributed to tlw
seventh century, but Count Plunkett places it as late

as the beginning of the seventeenth In any case,
the style of ornamentation is early, and it may be
hoped that as we now possess in ttiis paper exculent
photographs, a further study will decide the date of a
class of work which is of interest for the study ot
Irish art

In Natusb of December 30 1915 (vol xcvi
, p 48?J,

appreciative reference was made to port li of the
third volume of the monograph by Howard, Dyar,
and Knab on the mosquitoes of North and Central
America and the West Indies. It was remark in

the note that vol 11 , containing the illustrative plates,

has presumably not yet been published, as we are
unable to trace its receipt Dr L O Howard
writes to remind us that vol 11 was issued at the
same time as vol 1 (1913), and this fact is mentioned
in a long review published in Naturb of June 36,

1913 (vol Xci
, p i|30)

In the Zoologist for April Capt Philip Gosse con-
tributes a brief but very welcome account of the
mammals which he obtained in Flanders during such
leisure moments as his duties with a field ambulance
allowed him The list is not a long one, but it con-
tains some interesting itemSj among which figure
some noteworthy colour variations of the water shrew
{Neomyt fotdtns) The black rat he found to be
pretty common In the farm buildings where it was
living in company with the brown rat, a somewhat
unusual occurrence. In the trenches, however, it does
not seem to have been met with, but the brown rat
swarms there.

ORNrrHOUXHSTS owe much to Mr Edmund Selous
for the strenuous efforts he has made to secure pro-
tection, during the breeding season, for birds breed-

ing in Iceland, the eggs of which are coveted by
the egg-collector In some cases he has only been
able to achieye this end by fully compensating the
local collectors for the loss of revenue uiot susUdned
by leaving the sitting birds unmolested Tnese efforts

he desenbes incidentmly in the Zoologist for April, in

the course of his account of his ornithological ob-
servations made In Iceland during 191a mis efforts

to keep a contmuous watch on a pair of nesting
eagles were frustrated by the intolerable attacks m
swarms of mosquitoes which here gathered in clouds
so dense as to obscure the sun

Thb annual report of the Zoological Society of Lon-
don never fails to furnish items of interest Having
regard to the anxious times through which we are
passing, the report for 1915, just issued, assumes
an enhanced importance, smoe it affords us an IndeB
both of our financial stability and our capaaty for

stud^ and recreation Though partly by deaths and
partly by resignations the number of fellows of the
society has been reduced by nearly a hundred, the
number of visitors has been well sustained, so that
the society, at the end of the financial year, finds

Itself in possesrion of ample funds The cost of pro-
visions niu increased materially, and the council has
therefore considered it prudent to decrease the stock

disporing of some anbnals that could easily be
rcpIwM ^lart from the cost, there has been no
dlmbulty in obtaining the necessary supplies of food
for ail the anltnalt in ths Gardens, and although
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medal endeavours have been made to replace expen.

nve articles of diet by less costlv substitutes, the

nonnal food has been at once supplied in those cases

wb^ the health of the antnials appeared to suffer

Expbrimbnts on the action of tobacco decoctions in

destroying certain insect pests of the vine are described

^ Dr Mano Topi in the AtU det JLincet xxv ,
(i), 5

Two varieties of grape vine were selected and it was
found that with two applications of the decoction the

larvss of Eu^mts were about half as numerous on
the treated plants as on the others and those of
Conchylis were slightly lower too On the other hand,

the number of damaged branches was also reduced

by about 50 per cent by the treatment

The heavy loss of nitrate by washing cut from
arable soil during the wet winter of 1^15 it) is very
clearly shown by Dr E J Russell and Mr \ Apple-

yard in the current number of the Journal of the

Board of Agriculture The most striking cise is that

of the Broadbalk dunged plots at Roihamstcd one of

which was fallowed and the other cropped During
the summer the fallow plot accumulated n Irate until

by the middle of September the top 18 m of soil

contained 170 lb of nitne nitrogen jier acre cquiva

lent to nearly 10 cwt of nitrate of sod i Ihe losses

then began and were so lieavy in November and
December that by hebru iry the magnificent stock of

nitrate had been reduced to 50 lb of nitrogen This
loss IS equivalent to 7 cwt of nitrate of soda, no
small item at present prices The Broadbalk fallow

(ffot IS no doubt an extreme case but the cropped plot

also suffered considerable loss. It never accumulated
nitrate like the fallow plot, the maximum being 90 lb

of nitrogen per acre, half of this was lost during

tte winter, or as much nitrogen as is contained m
34 bushels of wheat and the corresponding amount of
straw The losses are naturally greatest on these

heav ly manured soils but the fields which were not

unusually well done lost about 30 lb of nitrogen per

acre Some of the loss on the fallow plot could have
been prevented by sowing mustard or other quick
growing crop in September This could have been
tM off or ploughed in thus holding the nitrogen in

less soluble form until the spnng The obvious lesson

is that land which has been got into good condition in

autumn should at once be sown with either the crop

It is intended to carry or a catch crop

The Summary Report of the Mines Branch of the

Department of Mines for 1914 has mst been issued

by the Canadian Government This gives a brief

ritumd of the work done by this brunch durmg the
year in (question together with a preliminary report

on the mWral production of the Dominion It ap-
pears that there is a falling off in the output of nearly
all mineral products and metals, the only exceptions

of any importance being in the two items of pyntea
and natural gas ,

in the former the increase amounts
to 4a per cent in the latter to only

3
per cent The

total value of the mineral production is given as

138,475;^ dollars, as against 145 634,813 dollars In

1913 Ine decrease is stated to be due to conditions

arang from the war owing to which many mines
have dther closed down or decreased their activities

It is not to be inferred that the diminution is due to

any other than temporary causes

Geological Survey of Great Britain has issued
a tabnioir (^ice 4^ 6d ) on * The Thicknesses of
Strata in the Counties of England and Wales exclu

sive of Rodcs Older than the Permian The direc

tor. Da Strahan has taken a large share m the
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preparation of this useful work of reference, srhfcb
will aid teachers in 4rawmg up correct geological
sections, and will serve as a permanent guide to those
who sodc for water or for coal Sketdi-maps are
given of each county, showing the sites where sub-
terranean information has been obtained and in some
cases contour lines are drawn to mark the depths
below sea level at which certain important horizons
may be struck The base of the Permian (or top of
the Coal Measures) is thus included in the features
shown in Nottinghamshire The lowering of the
denuded chalk sud ice below sea level and the infilling

of its hollows by Glacial deposits are well seen in the
map of Norfolk where the Sahnm Toney boring
passed through 3.^ ft of Glacial drift the base of
which lies more than 100 ft below the sea Under
the head of Kent, we note that the Dover boring has
penetrated 1153 ft of Coal Measures The dep^ at
which coal bearing strata have been reached in other
counties such as Cheshire and Leicestershire will be
looked on with interest by economists

The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
has issued a tabulated list of the geographical posi-

tions on the North American Datum, with desenp-
tions and elevations of all triangulation stations on
the coast and geodetic survey in Alabama on the
Gulf Coast in Mississippi and on the eastern oblique
arc in Louisiana (Special Publication No 24) iM
field work of the trianguiation included in this pub-
lication was done between the years 1846 and 1911,
and many of the original stations could not be
recovered but where possible stations were re-

marked The results of the entire eastern oblique
arc trianguiation appeared in a previous pubhcatioa
in 1901 (Special Publication No 7) That pubhea-
tion however dealt primarily with the purely
scientific problem of the determination of the figure
of the earth and only the positions of those points
included in the main scheme of trianguiation were
published

Prof IIiLDERnRANDSsos (Kungl Svenska Veten-
skapsakademmet Handlmgar Band 51, No 8) gives
some further results of his researches He states that
in winter the course of the meteorological elements
over the part of the ocean lying between Iceland and
Norway agrees with that which occurs over the north
of Europe, but is in opposition to the course of the
same elements over the subtropical region the Azores
to the Mediterranean Ihe same opposition between
north and south is said to occur in North America
but inversely to the relation in Europe so that if the
winter is cold in the north of Europe, it is cold in
Mexico and the United States but mild in the south
of Europe and in the north of North America Vari
ous other relationships are given and are support^ by
tables and charts If the correlation coefifiaents were
worked out they would not be very high, but Prof
HUderbrandsson states that the relations are disturbed
by external causes of a superior ordeu* such as the
varying heat of the sun

Some observations on the green ray sometimes ob-
served at sunnse and sunset are desenbed by G
Gugltelmo m the AtU dei Ltncet xxv (i), 5 The
author discusses the various theories that have been
advanced to account for the fact that the duration of
the phenomenon may exceed the limit attributable to
dispersion He finds moreover, that the ray is some-
times more bluish and sometimes less so Among the
various causes which may modify the effect or its

duration are mentioned atmospheric absorption of the
Molet and indigo rays, waves in the atmosphere and
abnormal variations of density in the lower strata.
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Of ceune, if the aun leU behind a slottngf htlUide, the
duration may be connderably altered Dy thii cauae

Thb March number of Terrgstnal Magnetism and
Atmospheric Elecirtctty contains a table by Mr J P
Ault of the values of the deviation of the
comoass from true north in the Benng Sea and
the Pacific Ocean, determined by the magnetic survey
ship Camegte during her voyage from Alaska to New
Zeaiand m the iatter half of 1915 Throughout liie

whole of her course, which from the western side of
the Bermg Sea was almost directly south the com
pass pointed to the east of true north by amounts vary
ing from half a degree in latitude 45° N to 16° or
IT® at Alaska and New Zcalind The British Admiralty
cnarts give the compass deviation too high by amounts
whlcfi in the Bering Sea exceed a degree and in

latitudes 37° 21®, 14® 12° 0° N 14* and 45® S are

nearly a degree

Bulletin 609 of the United States Gcolopcal Survey
deals with the fractioml precipitation of some ore
forming compounds at ttinperntures only slightly re

moved from atmospheric and in all casts below
100® C , by Mr R C Wells The expcnnui ts have
been m ido with the object of elucidating the chem
Istry of ore deposition and they have shown the order

of solubility of the compounds of each of the classes

investigated—sulphides hydroxides carbonates and
silicates On the whole the most interesting and
probably the most complicated senes is that of the

sulphides Soluble sulphides may act and do act,

not only as prer pitating b it also as reducing agents
k appears from the results given thnt the concen
tration of the sulphide ion is so greatly affected by
change of acidity that the latter is the principal factor

determining the precipitation of sulphides A mixture
of two metallic salts yields by fractional precipitation

an initial precipitate containing the sulphides of both
metals, but, as a rule if the mixture is heated or is

pennitted to stand one sulphide largely or wholly
dissolves Hie order of precipitation beginning with
the metal that separates first is palladium mercury
silver copper, bismuth cadmium antimony lead

line nickel cobalt ferrous iron arsenic thallium

and manganese Attempts to form chalcopyritc by
fractional precipitation of ferrous and cupnc tulphata

were unsuccessful

Paper No 33 ol the Survey Department of

Egypt, entitled The Magnebc Survey of Egypt and
the Sudan ’ by Mr H E Hurst embodies the results

of field observations made by the author and Mr C B
Middleton between October, 1908, and January, 1914
Use IS also made of observations taken between 1893
and 1901 by Captain (now Major) H G Lyons
F R S ,

and of IM results obtained in the Red Sea
between 189J and 1898 by Lieut Rbssler, of the Aus-
trian surveying ship Pola The pubbcation includes

charts of magnetic declination, inclination and bon-
Bontal force respectively The epoch to which the
observations are reduced it January i, 1910 Helwan
where magnetogra^ were installed in 1907 served

as bote station Tlie area dealt with extends from
Damletta 31® 25 N

,
to Wadelai 2® 42' N lat , but

It it comparatively narrow especially in the extreme
south A remarkable feature is the closeness with
whkh the lines of equal dip—from 42® N to 16® S—
conform to parallels of latitude The magnetic equator
crosses the Nile at about 11° N lat The lines of
equal declination have mostly throughout the greater

part of their length the same gener^ direction as the

Nile. The lines of equal honzontal force, from o 295
to 0350 CGS seem to cross the Red Sea nearly
ortiiogonally The local disturbances encountered
were extremely small especially In comparison with
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those described by Prof J C Beattie in his “Mag-
netic Survey of South Africa ’

A COPY of the report of the secretary of the South
sonian Institution for the year ending June 30, 1915
has been received The rci>ort reviews the affairs of

the institution, and summarises the activities of its

several brunches Among the explorations and rfr.

searches inaugurated in furtherance of one of the
fundamental objects of the institution which is the
increase of knowledge we notice the Icaring of fog

by electrical prccipituti n The fact was long ago
cstabl shed that ill dust and fog jnrticles in the open
atmosphere are electrified and subject to dispersion
or prccipit ition but how to cle r tog from a street

along a railw ly or from the n ighbourhood of a ship
at set and to do it in a m nner commerc ally feasible,

has been a matter of study for n nv years The ques-
tion recently aroused fresh atte it on in the ncighteur-
hood of San Francisco through researches planned by
the University of Cal fornia in co- ji ration with the
I nited States Lighlhi use Serv ce and t w as decided
by the Smithsonian Institution to m ikf 1 grant to

further this invesfigat on which is iindei tlio general
<1 rcction of Dr F G Cottrell The American Instl

tute of Elcctriral Engineers has also appointed a com
mittee to co-operate m tins work The essential

element to success in scattenng fog seems to 1 c some
form of elcctnnl apparatus of verv nigh direct voltage
with facilites for its control and reidy applintion

iHB 11 W Wilson Company White Plains, New
York has published a supplement to the Readers
Gu de to Periodical Literature, which forms an index
to general ^lodicals not included in the guide The
periodicals indexed in the supplement include Nature
the Hibbert Journal the Philosophical Review and
1 thers published m this country

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Ukamus —^This planet is now an early morning

object in the constellation of Caprirornus When its

position It known it is easily visible with tjuite small
apertures, thus on April 29 it was seen with a hand
telescope of li in opemng, at G M T 3h 34m The
dawn had then of course overpowerem all stars in

the region On May la the position of Uranus will

be R A 2ih 13 2m declination — 16° 47 b diameter
38*

Mercury —On September 21 of last year Mercury
passed within 1 of Spica, and a long series of post

iional measures was secured at the Union
Observatory Johannesburg (Circular No 30)
The observations made by Messrs Innes anid

Worsaell with a 9-in refractor possess excep
tional mterest as both observers agree regard
ing the visib lity of a small N polar cap and an
mdiatinct band south of it This appears on the

reproductions as a narrow dusky zone in about latitude

44° As an index to the conditions under which the
observations were made it ma^ be stated that the

conjunction occurred six days prior to elongation, the
diameter of the slightly gibbous disc being 6 2' The
data indicate that the approximate GMT of con-

junction was ah sym 42$ when the zenith distance

of Spica would be 51® 4 at the Union Observatory
Ihe truncated cusp recorded by other observers may
perhaps find an explanation in this Johannesburg
observabon

Tub Lyrid Meteors of 1916 —Mr W F Denning,
writing from 44 Egerton Road Bristol says —
Cloudy weather seriously interfered with the observa-
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tiont. On April 20 Mri Wilaon, at Totteridge re.

corded several meteors between 9 30 and 10 45,
when It became overcast A bright meteor was seen
at 9 46 p m with radiant at 3oa°+8*’ Two bright
Lyrids were seen at Bristol at a later hour On April

31 Miss Cook, at Stowmarket saw about twelve
meteors including eight Lynds between 9 39 and
1149 pm On April 33 35 36 39 and 30 Mrs Wil
son obtained further observations and meteors were
alto seen at Bristol on the same ni{,htt but they
were veiy scarce notw thstanding the splendid skies

presented on several of the dates mentioned
The most important observation was that of a

bright but very late Lyrid on April 36 at 949 by Mrs
Wilson and by the writer at Bnstol The two ob-

servations proved that the centre of the shower was
at 378° 4- 35° on that night and that the radiant is

really a moving one the position being at 371°+33°
on April 30.

Below are the observed paths of a few brilliant

meteors duplicate observations of which would be
very valuable

April 30 9 46 *34 +10J 343 +10 Mrs.Wilion

3564 36 336 35 W h D
376J I4i 3761 13 W F D
315 3$ 205 30 Mus Cook

10 S3
9 49
9 3*

11 17

II 17

333 S3

311 51 184

33S 44 3^
187 - 6

3784 30 376

38 Mrs Wilson
46 W F D
2i Mrs. Wilson

13 Mrs. Wilson
18 W F D

SCIENCE IN EDUCATION AND THE
CIVIL SERVICES

'T'HE meeting convened by the committee formed
3 in connection with the memorandum on the
Neglect of Science published in February last

held on May 4 at Burlington House, was remarkable
for its enthusiasm its size its unanimity and its

representative character Leading and lesser lights

belonging to science literature art and commerce
came from all parts to affirm their faith that our
educational system needed rectification in the interest

of physical science, in order to minimise the frequency

of the occurrence of national regrettable incidents
’

The lecture theatre of the Linncan Society was densely

packed, and for three hours the audience listened with
close attention to the convincing periods of the twenty
five speakers supporting the resolutions submitted

Lord Rayleigh Chancellor of the University of Cam-
bridge presidra and in his opening remarks he referred

to the dralorable ignorance of science shown by alt

classes of society In indicating the remedy Lord
Rayleigh emphaticall) denied that men of science had
any desire to abolish or to cripple the study of lltera

ture—a point that was endorsed by many later

speakers The modem curriculum was already con
gested and place must be made by limiting the study

of ancient languages There is a certain type of

mind for which classical education is best but for the

majority of s^oolboys I think it is nothing iess than

an absurdity to talk about impressing them with the

language and literature of the ancients Such a result

is not achieved with the average boy I was myself

an averaM boy A great friend and brother in law

of mine Henry Skigwick used to say that the greatest

imp^iment to a literary education was classics

In prop^ng the first resolution That the natural
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icienoea should bo made an integral part of the cduca-
tiofial course m all the great schools of the country,

and should form part of the entrance examination at

all the universities Sir E Schafer replied eSectively

to the contention that men of science need a classical

education in order that they may be able to express

themselves clearly and the unprejudiced eye-witness

of the meeting could not have failed to remark that

devotion to science was in no way incompatible with
the power of clear expression and a sense of literary

p^cfption Dr Bridges the Poet I-aureate seconded

the resolution in a forcible speech in which be advo-
cated a drastic reform of our educational system A
knowledge of the world we live in and of our own
bodies IS a vital necessity to all classes The question

of remunerating the teachers adequately was also of

urgent importance
TTie Rt Hon Huth Jackson director of the Bank

of England deeply regretted his ignorance of science

the knowledge of wh rh would have prevented him
from supporting commcrcnl ventures which In them
selves were unsound and in other cases would have
made him abandon the banker s typ cal attitude of
refusing to hsten to any new idea Lord Montagu of
Beaulieu dealt principally with the neglect of science

in Government c rcles Six years ago he had warned
the Government that it should take in hand the manu
facturc of acetone which is indispensable for the pro-

duction of propellant powder iTie advice was un
heeded and at the beginning of the war th s country
possessed but a single toy plant in the Forest of Dean
He had also pointed out the importance of low tem
perature distillation of coal from which benzol toluol

and other by products are obtained including TNT,
essential for our Army, but nothing was done In
the year before the war we spent 500 oool with great
reluctance on aviation experiments Germany spent
seven millions Where America has more twin aeo
people at work in a certain research department in

this country we have only four or five The attitude

of the nation towards science is not one of dislike,

but of contemptuous neglect There is an infinite

field for the use of sc ence in the Government of ffie

country In India there is no scientific adviser to the
Government The country is pre-eminent to^lay m
pure science but not m applied science or as regards
general scientific education all over the country
Dr Macan master of University College Oxford

said that by making the study of English and of
science two of the corner stones of our educational
edifice we should be shocking in the truest spu^t of

Hellenism The genuine study of antiquity would
not suffer by limiting the amount taught in our
schools and the idea that the curtailment of such
instrucbon would demoralise our youth was a delu
Sion for ethical and physical training are the chief
factors in the formation of character The science
students at Oxford had sacnficed themselves in the
war no less than their literary comrades Mr H G
Wells urged the importance of distinguishing between
the kind of teaching required for the training of
science specialists and that which should be part of
the education of all The latter kind would inTolve
1 much smaller expenditure upon apparatus than the
former and would not demand more than 10-15 hours
per week We want the elementary Greek which is

done in schools and which does not go on to a
thorough knowledge of Gredc to be cut out W«
want to stop L.itin verse-making for most pupils and
we do not believe m the premature teaching of histoiT
to a child whose political sense is entirely undeveloped.
We do not propose to make the philosopher supreme
in this country at present but we do want to bring
our statesmen into a relationship of co-operation win
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the mast of soentific and practical knowledge winch
hat accumulated ui the course of dvilisation * Our
lawyers and politicians bad failed lamentably from
want of scientific and practical knowledge, but they
could not be exterminated, they must be practical-

ised, brought to see the virtue and necessity of

natural knowledge, and to know bow to apply it

The second resolution alhrmed the necessity of

assigning capital importance to saence In the exam-
inations of the higher branches of the Civil Service

and of makmg it an obligatory subject for entrance
to Sandhurst The proposer, Sir Harry Johnston,
subjected the present regulations to a scathing criti

dsm, and emphasised the unpractical nature of the
examination questions, which were not framed with
the object of testing the knowledge and abihty of

candidates in matters which they would need in then-

careers Introducing the third resolution. Sir Ray
Lankester declared that for seventy years the cry of

the reformer had been heard, but with no practical

result Ihe governing classes and the Press were
united in supporUng the existing conditions, and the

only practicable proposal for immediate action was to

alter the basis of Civil Service examinations The
great schools could not move because they were
dominated by the universities, and the latter were
shackled by the Civil Service regulations, apply the
pruning knife to the last named, and the body educa
tional would immediately acquire the power of re-

generation

Other notable speakers were Lord Portsmouth
Profs Thomson, Poulton and Dr Parnell, of Oxford
Dr Shipley, of Cambridge, the headmaster of Shcr
borne School, Colonel Crompton Sir Hugh Bell, and
Mr A Dyke-Acland The fourth resolution authoris-

ing the committee to bring the proposals to the notice

of the Government was like the omers, passed unani
mously, and the uppermost thought in our minds as

we left this memorable gathering was the hope thit

the eyes of men might be opened that they mav
see light

NATIONAL fOOD SUPPLY AND
NUTRITIONAL VALUE t

statistics of our national food supply, in so
^ far as they have been available, have hitherto

comprised no more than bald statements as to the

amount available of this or that marketable food-

stuff We have been told how much meat, home
killed or imported, has been upon the market, how
much wheat, potatoes, etc , but no one has as yet

taken the trouble to determine the actual nutritional

value of the food supply we have to rely upon With
out such knowledge it is impossible properly to

appraise the national position, or determine whether
we have a safe margin upon which to draw when
retrenchment is called for The truth, as Prof W H
Thompson points out in the very timely study before
us, is that we are in such matters a nappy-go-lucky
people, and leave the nation’s affairs too implicitly in

the hands of our legislators and administrators with-
out insisting that business or scientific knowledge shall

be sufficiently taken Into account So far as It is

possible to do so Prof Thompson has now given us
the information required, and the preparation of his

paper must have cost him much laoour He tells us
now much protein, how much fat and carbohydrate
and how many calories of food energy are available

for the nutrition of Great Britain as a whole His

Thoowon K«p
So iMtDol lln

Mortat*.) Price

fio. Food VoUm of r nan Hritain * Food S ipply ” IJy P rf’ W H
ion Keprinted from the Econ m c Pmceedinse of theBon) Ptihhn
nnnin^ (Dnbl n Royal Dablln Society London Wfllieme end
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survey of the subject has been made independently,

without reference to previous invesUgations.
Anyone endeavouring to collect data which will re-

present the position with accuracy meets with difficul-

ties Chief among these is that arising from the fact

that in the food estimates for Great Britain no figures

are given for agricultural product fed to live stock,

or consumed by the population of the farms Prof
Thompson, in making a correction for this deficiency

m the statistics assumes that the agricultural popu-
lation IS at least as well supplied with the produce
of the farms as is the general population We doubt
whether he is altogether right in this assumption, be
lieving that the agncultural labourer gets on the whole
less than his share of the foodstuffs be is instru-

mental in producing Other difficulties have to be
overcome in the endeavour to arrive at a final esti

mate, and wo cannot at present expect complete accu-
racy In the study under review it is clear that every
effort has been inadc to obtiin the best possible in-

formation
Of the total protein supply of the nation, 33 75 per

cent IS furnished by grain foods, of which 74 per cent

IS imported 10 5b per cent by vegetables

31 63 per cent by flesh meat, of whi^ more
than half is imported, 1506 per cent by
dairy products and about 25 per cent by eggs
The author points out that much more might be made
of eggs as a source of protein supply, by increasing

the home produce Of the carbohydrate supply, 54 36
per cent is drawn from cereal food, 2x5 p^ cent
from sugar, 1455 per cent from vegetables, the only
other source of any consequence being dairy products (ex-

cluding butter), which add 333 per cent Of the fat

available, 4704 per cent is derived from meat, 30-18

per cent from dairy products, 1335 per cent from
lard and margarine, and 5 14 per cent from cereal

foods, the remaining sources being relauvely un-
important
Prof Thompson’s calculations lead to the conclu-

sion that taking the nation as a whole only 10 per
cent of the total food energy is supplied in the form
of protein, or, as the author puts it, one-tenth of
the dnving power of the human engine is denved
from protein material No less than 59 per cent

of the energy is supplied as carbohydrate, »ts yield

30 per cent
It IS customary when calculating the food available

for individuals from statistics referrmg to the whole
community to reduce the population to “man” value
This is done by reducing the figures for women, and
those for children of different ages, by means of

certein factors based upon the supjMsed rmbve nutri-

tional demands The figures remsenting the total

food values available are then divided by the ' re-

duced ’ population, and the result gives the amounts
available per man ” So calculated, the quantity
available for the daily ration of a man works out at

1017 grs protem, 5^ 12 grs carbohydrate, apd
*36-5 g™ tat. corresponding to 4129 calories in

energy value Knowing what is actually available, we
are now in a position to decide how far we can safely

economise In our consumption, and having clear in-

formation as to the relation between imports and
home-grown foodstuffs, we can measure what would
be the effect of any serious interference with the
forma-
The above figures based as they are upon statistics

from ports and markets, may prove, however a little

puzzling to those accustomed to study the actual

dietaries of English families The value for protein

seems low, and that for the total energy seems high
The figure loi 7 grs protein represents a gross
value for foods delivered at the ports or sold off the
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larmt, and must be reduced to something like 97 grs

for the ration as purchased. Ihis however, u
atout the amount consumed by the more poorly fed

among the population—by the agricultural labourer,

for mstance One would have expected the averaM
for the whole country to be appreciably higher On
die other hand, the value 4139 calories (3875 as
purchased )

seems high for the energy ration and
the proportion it bears to the figure for protein u
exceptionally high We cannot but think that Prof
Thompson has failed to make sufiicient allowance for

the starch and espeaally for the fat, which while
appearing in the mm-ket returns, is diverted to indus-

trial uses and never reaches the mouth of the con
sumer If the figure for protein accurately represents

the available supply and measures our consumption
before the war it would seem that there is not much
room for economy in the amount eaten

Prof Thompson in considering the possiblities of

economy, emphasises, however a point upon which
most writers nave insisted The Bntish nation as a
whole relies too much on flesh meat for the protein

element of its food This Is the most costly of all the

common articles of diet to produce He has himself

shown from calculations based on average results,

that an acre of land if used for grazing sheep or
cattle produces per annum not more than a6o oz of

otein and ago kilolitre calorics of energy Whereas
used for tillage the same area of land produces in

wheat 19 tunes as much protein and 15 times as much
food energy in beans 30 times as much protein, and

9 tunes as much food energy m peas 10 times as
much protein and 4 times as much food energy in

potatoes 17 times as much protein and 30 tunes at
much food energy

Economy practised in the direction indicated would
entail no loss of efficiency and would work out to the
economic advantage of the country as a whole It

would also have another ind rcct result The food of
Great Britain it brought from the ends of the earth

the ^target for transit adding considerabl} to its cost

A man of twelve stone weight requires as already
stated nine times his own weight of food every year
or threo.quarter8 of his own weight every month
This entails m freight charges an outlay which adds
eonsiderably to the food item m a working-class
budget Every additional ton weight of bome-pro-
duoed food should reduce this sum, if freight charges
be just^ apportioned

Tf/E FUTURE OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
AT a recent meeting of the New York Section of

the Society of Chemical Industry Dr Baeke-
land was awarded the Perkin medal for his discoveries

In technical chemistry Dr Baekeland in acknow-
{edging the honour gave an interesting account of the
In^Mlucbon of the well known Velox paper into photo-
graphy, and the successive steps in the production of

bakallte—an artificial resin of great hardness and
durability which has found a variety of important
applications

The portion of the address which should command
most attention at the present time is not to mueh the
aoeoont of the inventive skill tenacity of purpose, and
never-failing resourcefulness associated with a highly
trained scientific mmd which have brought Dr
Baekeland's investigations to a sueeessful issue for

these are qualities whicli have been shared by most of

the great inventors, but his views on the present and
future condition of the ch mical industries of the

United States For these conditions ire not unlike

our own, and we may well learn a lesson from one
who by education and cx)>enc icc in the lab ratoiy
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and in the works is to well equipped to speak with
authority
Dr Baekeland pomls out that the country has

enough capable chemists, but that there are conditions

under which the best chemists cannot succeed, for

success depends just as much on the kmd of man
who are at the business end of the new chemical

enterprises It will certainly do no harm, he says,

to many of our new chemical enterprises if among
their directors they have at least some chemists as
well as purel) business men or bankers and lawyers-

Why should a chemist be asks if he is intelligent

enough to master the most intricate problems of

chemistry, nut be able also to learn bow to exercise

enough common sense and good judgment to help to

discuss and devise successful business pobcies ? He
points out that all the largest chemical enterprises of

the world have always had prominent chemists among
th ir directors and the policy of these enterprises has
not been left entirely in the nands of a set of purely
business men who remained wilfully ignorant of the
essential technical parts upon which their enterprise
was based He refers also to the industrial part played
bv the German banks who with a staff of scientific

advisers have mastered the art of nursing new
chemical industries

A successful industry he says must be built upon
sound scientific knowl^ge which consists in the put-
ting into practice principles of efficiency and introduc-
ing knowledge where ignorance formerly existed with
Its usual accompaniments of waste and slovenliness
It does not mean merely dividends for its stockholders
or wages for its workmen Dr Baekeland looks with
ronsiderabte apprehension on the future of some of
the ventures which are being started now by men who
arc merely trying to make money quickly who look
upon their chemists merely as temporary tools, and
see in their enterprise only a pretext for realising their
greedy ambitions

Finally Dr Baekeland touches upon the educa
tional question He exonerates the chemist for the
part that chemistry has been forced to play in the
war by showing how war is ages: older than science
and has Ix-en born of greed niquitv and lust for

I
wer It IS the m iin inheritance of the a ms and

thoughts of the past rendered respectable by a rather
large share of our so-called classical literature, to-
gether with our awe for tradition which keeps us in
the cold relentless grip of the wrong ethics of bygone
ages

J B C

RECENT WORK ON GENETICS.
T^R L DONCASTER S work on sex limited colour^ inhentance in cats is well known to students of
heredity, the typical tortoiseshell coat being almott
always characteristic of a female An account of the
microscopic structure of a teetis from a tortoiseshell
male which after r^ated matings failed to beget
kittens IS given by Dr Doncaster and Mr D W
Cutler m the December number of the Journal of
Genettes (vol v No 2) The tubules were abeolutely
devoid of Bpermatocytcf and spermatozoa, while the
interstitial tissue which is supposed to be coneerned
with the secretion of the sexual hormones wat excep-
tionally well developed The belief that the rare tOf-
t^seshell tom-cat is normally sterile is thus confirmed,
though the records of breMers show that a fertile
male of this colour has been known The conclusion
drawn therefore is the possibility that the abnormal
transmission of a sex limited colour factor toa mala
may sometimes cause the animal to be stmie, and in
other cases not have this effect ’ 1* »
This number of the journal contains also an hnpv-
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tont paper bjr Or E A Cockayne on * Gynandro-
moiphism Insects with the secondaiv sexual char
acters of both male and female vanously combined m
a smgle indlTidual are favourite curiosities among
collectors Dr Cockayne is able to describe the in
tkmal reproductive organs and the genital armature
in several speamens of these abnormalities He divides
sacb insects into three groups —{i) ^netic her
maphrodites, with both ovanes and testes and the
genital armature of both sexes represented—these are
often laterally divided into a male and a female half
though the symmetry is rarely exact, (a) primary
somatic hermaphrodites, which nave eitner ovanes or
testes, but both male and female structures in the
armature, and (3) secondary somatic hermaphrodites,
unisexual as regards the whole reproductive apparatus
but with secondary characters of both sexes in the
wings, feelers or elsewhere. The great majority of
the obsored cases fall into the second of these divi
sioiu Dr Cockajme accepts the view that sex is a
Mendelian unit character, and suggests that in the
halved gynandromorphs there must be an irregular

chvision of the sex^letermining chromatin in the first

cleavage of the zygote nucleus, while in the other types
there may be a failure in the normal process of fusion
of the sex>chromosomea of the spwnatozoon and
ovum or a difference in the potency of the factors
for sex occurring in the two parents
The heredii^ of bone-fragiht^in man is discussed by

Profs H S Coward and C B Davenport in Bulletin 14
of the New York Eugenics Record Office From a
number of family histones it appears that this condi
don (osteopsathyrosis) behaves as a Mendelian
dominant often correlated with a blue colour in the
sclerotic coat of the eye but not complicate by speaal
association with either sex factor A man and woman
both free from the condition need not fear therefore
thsit it can be transmitted through them to ofimnng
even though they may have brothers or sisters aSeted

G H C

UNIVFRSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

It is announced in the issue of Science for Apnl 7
that Harvard University has received a bequest of
10,300! from the estate of Mr I A Beebe, and one
of looool from the estate of Mrs W F Matchett,
the income of both is to be used for general purposes

In the House of Commons on May 9, Sir Phifip
Magnus asked the Pnine Minister whether having
regard to the general demand that bad been expressM
for an eit^xustive inquiry into our present educational
system, particularly with regard to the claims of
science to occupy a more important place in the
curriculum of our schools, he could ma^ any state-
meat as to the proposal for the appointment of a Royal
Commission to consider and to report upon the question
of the organisation of education in this country In
reply, Mr Asquith said — When the Govmimeat are
m posiesalon of the results of the various inquiries
they have set on foot it will be possible to decide
whether any useful purpose would be served by setting
I4> a Royal Commission

Tins growing unrest in the minds of thoughtful
peraOiu on the subject of pubfic education fin£ ex-
pieasion in a leadmg article of the current issue of the
Thmt B^ucational Soppknient, which, dunng the last

twelve fflonfhs lias consistently pleaded for a, more
eoilo^tion of the dims of education in the

elatneiitary smool dnd of the neoSasaiy extension of
the comnuloory period of school attendant until the
age of tiftlBen, so as ta make effective for all chtidiert
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the elements at least of a secondary education from
the age of eleven As in many other matters of high
importance, the events of the war liave brought mto
clear vision many national shortcomings, not me least

of which IS to be fuund in the domain of education,

alike in respect of means and method, subjects of

instruction the length of the school 1 fc and the care

of the adolescent It is cliur that the nation cannot

hope to maintain and advance its pcsition as a civilised

Power of the first rank unless the mental and moral
training of Its future citizens receives the devoted atten-

tion of the best minds of the nation whose advice and
guidance shall be accepted independent of any merely
pecuniary considerations The issue is vital to the

national well-being Bodies like the Royal Society,

the British Science Guild the Teachers Guild of Great
Britain, various education authorities and teachers’

associations are all moving for an inquiry at the

hands of men of high responsibility,, eminent m the

world of science and industry, and of men known for

their devotion to the educational well being of the

nation No mere departmental committee however
reinforced will meet the grave responsibilities of the

problems involved Even in the stress of an un-
paralleled war—indeed because of it—it is essential

that immediate steps be taken to review our whole
system of education and to find a remedy for the

erving evils that beset it

In an article in the current hortmghily Renew by
Mr Archibald Hurd, we are invited to consider The
German Peril after the War, and its bearing the

economic well being of the British Empire Much in

the way of abuse is poured out upon the entire Ger-
man nation, who are characterised as the best-

educated and most unmoral people of Europe, whose
guile, lack of pnnciple and innate baseness we hare
only been in a position to comprehend since this war
opened When the war is over and victory has been

,

achieved Germany with its vast population of from
60 000,000 to 70,000 000 will remain with its vast

resources organised prepared to reassert its position

in the world Wc shall then embark upon an

I

economic struggle scarcely less deadly in its effects

than the war in which we arc now engaged It is

admitted that German education—skill in applying

the fruits of scientific discovery—energy enterprise

and power of organisation have brought her into

strenuous rivalry with Great Britain, but it has been
accompanied apparently with a Machiavellian in-

genuity of means and purpose unrivalled in the world’s
history Germany nas had a monopoly in explo-

sives, chemical dyes and many omer essentials

of modern industry, including laboratory and optical

glass Our sick could not be tended because she
controlled essential chenucals and in a hundred nnd
one trades Germany has had complete control ’ The
trend of the article favours fiscal measures as the

most effective palliative, vet at the same time tffe

nation Is urged to reform its system of education and
to co-ordinate science and industry The author, how
ever fails to realise the true source of Germany’s
great economic position namely, her educational

efficiency

A Wm* PAFxa issued on April zs contains reports

of the Advlson Ckunmittee on grants to Welsh univer-

sities and coUegea, and of the Departmental Com-
mittee on the National Medical School for Walee,
which were both made in 1914, and Treasury minutes
thoiieon, one of whidi is dafed Apnl 18 last This
mlliute pidnta out that a Royal Commission has now

;

been splinted to inouire.into the organisation and
work of the Univeraihr of Wales and Welsh collegeil,

and geos on to say that the Treasury is prepared to
concur in the recommendations of the Advisory-Com-
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mittee on condition that the new grants will be
applied pending the reconstitution of the University

to meet existing liabihties and not for new develc^
ments The allocation of the existing annual grants

of 31 oopl as well as of the new grants snU be
liable to reconsideration after the reorganisation of
the University The Treasury has decid^ to include
in the 1016-17 Estimates an additional sum of 5500!
for the first year of the new grants, provided the local

authorities continue their contribution of 2000I to the
University College at CardiT The raising of a
further sum of 3500I. out of rates, in accordance with
the recommendation of the Advisory Committee is

waived until after the war The Treasury will how
ever feel bound to attach such a condition after the
war If that condition is compl cd with in future
years it will be prepared in addition to pay 500I for

each further 500! ra sed by local authorities over and
above 5500I until the total additional grant from the
Exchequer to the University and the colleges reaches
the figure of ii oool per annum The minute also
states that the Treasury will be prepared in due course
to give effect to the recommendation of the Depart
mental Committee that half the additional annual cost

of maintaining the National Medical School at Cardiff

up to a maximum grant of ^oool a year should be
paid by the Exchequer on the conditions set out In

the reports of the Etepartmental Committee

The plea for increased attention to science put
forward in the memorandum signed by thirty-six men
of science issued last February, referred particularly

to the position of scientific subjects in the public

schools and at Oxford and Cambridge, and to the
marks obtainable in comparson with classics in the
examinations for the h gnest posts of the public ser

vice It appears to have been the deliberate purpose
of the promoters of the memorandum to limit con
sideration to these points which they believe to be of
fundamental importance In any case a reform of

the present attitude towards science shown by adminis-
trative officials and legislators might be started by
making scientific subjects of capital importance in the
examinations for appointments m Class I of the Civil

Services and it is possible that there is practical

wisdom in limiting attention to these aspects instead

of surveying the whole field of education As the
object of the memorandum was to assert the claims
of science to fuller recognition in the school and the
State it was not necessary to acknowledge the com
plementary part played by literary studies in a com
plete education yet it is scarcely too much to say that

none of the men of science who signed the memorial
was unmindful of it A letter which appeared In the
Ttmet of May 4 signed bv several lading repre

sentatives of science as well as of the humanities
suggests that the value of literary studies is being
overlooked while the claims of science are being

urged Science is tacitly classified as technical know
I^ge and necessary for national prosperity but it is

held that in the education which will develop human
faculty and the power of thinking clearly to the

highest possible degree the study of Greece and
Rome must always have a lar^e part In other

words early specialisation is injurious if it means
elementary science teaching but not when as at pre

sent, it signifies classical languages and Iterature

We do not believe for a moment that the best interests

of classical and literary studies would suffer if science

were given the place in the curriculum now occupied

by Greek and Latin for few pupils ever reach the

stage of intelligent appredatidn of works in these

l^guages and for the majority of them good trans-

lations in English would serve as useful a purpose as

vague interpretations of classical texts
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Challsagcr Society April 12 —Dr G H Fowler in

the chair —E T Browne The geographical distribu-

tion of Siphonophorcs Nearly all the species are

tropical and only one (Dtphyes arctxca) has perma-
nently established itself in cold water Of ninety

species recognised seventy ore common to the Atlantic

and Indo-Pacific and most of the remainder have
bwn found in the Atlantic only —C Tate Regan
The distributon of the clu^id fishes of the genus
Siirdina Ihe species inhabit the zones between the

mean annual surface isotherms of 12° C and 20° C
they are S ptlchardus of Europe S neoptlchardus

of Australi-i and New 2>aland and S sagax of

South Africa Japan California and Chile

Royal MeteorologlcaJ Society, April 19 —Maipr H G
Lyons president in the cliair—E V Newnhani The
persistence of wet and dry weather The rainfall

records of Greenwich Kew Aberdeen, and Valencia

have been examined in order to find out how often

ran falls on the day following successive runs of
one two three etc wet or fine days The common
notion seems to be that after a long run of wet days
the chance of a fine day becomes greater, but statistics

do not support this conclusion Generally speaking
the expectation of ram on any day has b^n found to

increase rapidly as the number of previous successive

wet days increases and to diminish with the number
of successive fine days in the past After very long
spells of cither kind the expectation of further rain

reaches a practically steady value The same conclu-
sion holds for the expectation of rain in a given hour
after different runs of wet and dry hours In illus-

tration some of the results may be quoted At
Valencia after seven days of drought ram falls on the
eighth day twenty four times out of one hundred but
after seven ramy days eighty six times For Kew the
correspond ng increase is rather less namely from
twenty seven to seventy three—Prof H H Tamer
Discont nuities m meteorological phenomena In a
former paper certain critical dates about six years
apart (and formed according to a specified law appar
cntly related to the movements of the earth a axis),

were specified for 200 years back and it was shown that
a number of meteorological data changed abruptly in
character at these dates In simple cases the inter

mediate chapters are alternately hot and cold or wet
and dry though other changes are more complex In
the present paper various new data are submitted to
the same test and give confirmatory results The
most noteworthy case is that of the mean tempera-
tures at Pans which confirm the dates for the past
century The chan^ at the critical dates are shown
to be abrupt the mtemation is consistent for seven
teen chapters out of eighteen and it is shown to vary
in amount according to a law which suggests the
regular action of two disturbing causes, one of which
has already been shown to play an important part
in these phenomena and has a period of about forty
years the other of about fifty years appearing clearly

in Mr Douglass s measures of Cailforman tree-rings

Mathematlcsl Society April 27—Sir J Larmor pred-
dent, in the chair —Major MacHshea Some problems
of combinatory analysis —Dr S Chspsiaa The
uniformity of gaseous density according to the kinetic
theory—G N Watioa Bessel functions and Kapteyn
senes —^T C Lewis Four Tucimr circles —Prof
H S Cardaw The Green s function for the equatkm

+ At=o (II ) —J HedgUaaoa The nodal pedats
of a plane sextic—S Pellard The deduction of criteria

for the convergence of Fourier s series from Fejer’s
theorem concerning their summabiHty—Prof W H
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Yaug Note on functions of upper and lower type—
Mrs. G C Yoaag The derivates of a function

Mancuxster.

% Literary smI PUlesephlcal Sw^tety, March ai —Prof
S J Hickson president in the chair —Prof F E
Wslii Recent views concerning the nature of so-called

graft hybrids The author gave an account of the
recent researches made on graft hybrids deacnbinj,
among others, the curious form of Cyttsus Adams
obtained early last century by grafting the purple
Cytisus on the yellow Laburnum and the more
recent productions resultmg from grafting shoots of
the tomato upon young plants of the n ghtshade In
this, as m the purple Laburnum reversions to both
parental forms are common Other cases of so-called

hybrids are known between the hawthorn and medlar
the quince and pear and the almond and peach A
summary was given of the various views put forward
to account for the production of these curous inter
mediate forms and the relationship of the graft
hybrids to ordinary seed hybrids was discussed.
April 4.—Prof S J Hickson president in the

chaur —Prof G Elliot Smith 1 he ong n of the cere-

bral cortex The cerebral cortex was cidled into exist

ence dunng the process of evolution of the verte-
brates and though dlihcult to detect in certain fishes

is to be regarded os a distinctive and inherent feature
of vertebrate structure The microscopic formatto
paUtahs of the Cyclostomes represents the undiffer
cntiated rudiment of the whole of the pallium (hippo-
campal formation pinform area and neopalllum of
the Highest vertebrates) and not merely the hippo-
campus The cerebellum grew up around the central
terminations of the nerves which bring into the
nervous system special information concerning the
animal s position in space and its cortical mechanism
developed in response to the need for bringing this

information under the control of other influences such
ns the nerves of vis on touch the muscular sense
<tc before t is transmitted to the muscles of the
body as a whole The cerebral cortex grew up in a
similar way around the central terminations of the
olfactory nerve—Prof G Elliot Salfli The com
mencement of the Neolithic phase of culture Evidence
pointed to the introducers of the Azilian culture as
representing an early wave of the Neolithic people
coming probably from Africa into Europe The author
suggested that ^radic bearers of the same culture
probably made their way Into Europe for many cen
turies before the close of the Palaeolithic epoch there
TMs would explain many similarities of Magdalenian
to AHlian implements and of both to those of Pre-
dynasUc Egypt—J W Jackssa The geographical
distribution 01 the use of pearls and pearl shells The
special appreciation of pearls is intimately associated
with the geographical distribution of elements of a
culture IncluiUng amongst other things the use of
shell-mirple for ^ing and of conch-i^ells for trum
pets. Through Phoenician trade the knowledge of the
PMri spread from the eastern Mediterranean vid the Red
Sea and Persian Gulf to India and Ceylon China and
Japan Indonesia and the Pacific Islands and finally

the New World—J W Jackssa The use of shells for

the purposes of currency No form of shell money
has be<m used so extensively as the money-cowry
Cypnua moneia and this is used in a natural state

The date of the introduction of this cowry-currency Is

unknown but it was in use in Egypt in Predynastic
tihnes. Shell-currency has been recorded from the
Sandwich Islands New Hebrides and New Caledonia
and it was extensivelv used in China and on the
Pacific coast of North America Portiurueae voyagers
refer to its use in West Africa in the Rftaenth century
and It is at present in vogue In tropical Africa
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Pams
Academy el Sciences April 35 —M Camille Jordan

in the chair —The president announced the death of

M timle jungfleisch member of the Academy—

G

Ulgeardan Monthly distribution of average cloudiness

in trance A discuss on of observations from thirty

five stations in France and foreign stations close to

the French frontier In the scale adopted o indicates

blue sky and 10 a completely clouded sky and the

results ai« shown in thirteen charts ore for each

month and one for the yearly average giving the

isonephs or lines of equal cloudiness More ob-

servation stations are required before full conclusions

can be ^awn —T Levi Civlta The regularisation of

the problem of three bodies —W Sterptoski A can

torian curve which contains a biuiiivocal and continu

ous image of any given curve —E Baticle Calcula

tion of the thrust on a supporting wall by a powdery

mass with free plane surface —Gabriel Sixes Proper

ties of the law of resonance of vibrating bodies —

J

Deprat The structure of the internal zone of the

preyunnan sheets —Emile Bslet Contr button to the

study of the causes of volcanoes An experiment

showing the production of a miniature crater by the

action of locally appled heat to a nuxture of water

and sand showing why the vapour is evolved at a

considerable distance from the source of heat Assam
mg a connect on between volcanoes and the influx of

sea water this explanation removes the difficulty of

the South American volcanoes situated a considerable

d stance from the sea —E Mathias Three observa

tions of globular lightning made at the summit of the

luy de D6me—r Jadla and A Aslrac The man
ganese in some springs connected with the central

massif and some stat ons in the plain of Languedoc

Ihc amounts of manganese found vary between ok»i

and 04 mgr per litre The data confirm the con

elusions given m previous communications on the

amounts of manganese in French mineral waters —
Henry W BrMsmann An evolut ve process in Diplopod

Myriapods —

h

Ksyser Contribution to the study of

the ferments of rum A study of the fermentation

products produced from beetroot molasses and cane-

sugar molasses by various yeasts F gurcs are given

for the higher alcohols volatile acids aldehydes and
ethers —F Oarrlgon The hygien c rational and
economical treatment of human excreta —M Msrsgs

True and simulated deaf mutism resulting from

wounds received in battle The med cal examinatioq

of such cases should avoid experiments causing pain

to the patient and in the case of a painful treatment

involving possibly negaUve results the consent of the

patient should always be obtained —H Basqnet The
rapid immunisation by small doses of nucteinate of

soda or chaulmoogra oil against the hypotensive

act on of large doses of these substances
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MIMICS READY MADE
Mimicry m Butterflies By Prof R. C Punnett
Pn. V1+X88+ XV1 plates. (Catnbndge At the

Univeraty Press, 1915 ) Price 151 net

nTTHB fbope and general arrangement of this

4- work are indicated in the following list of

its «teMen -chapters (1 ) A short mtroduction on
Ideological interpretations—theological and other-

wsae, (11.) A histoncal account of Batesian and
kfOller^ mimicry

,
(ui

)
Old-world mmues, with

a-wery poor reproduction eo p 19 of Dr Eltring-

laun a illustrations of the fore feet of butterflies

,

^ )
Hew-world tmmics

,
(v

) Criticisms of ‘ the

ilwe conditions which Wallace regarded as con-
stant for all cases of mimetic resembUnce ’’

,
(vi.)

“JMiinicry rings,” a discussion on the origin of
mimetic resemb^ces and initial steps, (vii and
vfi

] On Papdto polytes—the Mendelian relation-

sli^i between its female forms and their origin,

(wu) The enemies of butterflies, (x ) Mimicry and
variation

,
(xi

}
Conclusion summed up m the last

worda— ‘ The facts, so far as we at present know
Aem, tell definitely against the views generally
held as to tile part played by natural se^ion m

process of evolution ”—va , against the
theory that adaptations are built up by the
gradual accumulation of small variations
The last chapter is followed by two appendices,

the first containing a table by Mr H T J Norton
pvmg the means for ‘estimating the change
Hoi]ght about tbroi^h selecUon with regard to a
given hereditary factor m a population of mixed
aature mating at random ’ the second explain-g the differences between the three sections of
Paptlio, and giving a list of Papthonine models
and mimics quoted in the text.

The principid feature of the book is its illustra-

tion by means of twelve excellent cedoured and
four uncoloured plates There are unfortunately
a good aumy errors and much want of judgment
k arrangement and w some of the examples

£n so complicated a subject as mimicry it is

a great help to the reader to adopt some uniform
system la the arrangement of models and mimics,
and for many years it has been a usual custom
when the figures are side by side to place the
sskuc to the right when they are one above the
tiler, to give it the kw^r place. The present
wsilc atiopts no sy^m at nil Sometimes, as m
plate vti , the mimics are to the right, sometimes,
as k vul mfl xv

,
they nre to the left

, and no
with til^r and lower
Then^re also uafortuaate errors ra the naming

Ptf 3^ plati i. b eeitahly not Doaais septen-
tnorue, but a Radena, probably R vulgans The
ianmer botterfly w nearly rmiesent^ the
dkedy nked D feSverana mown on plate vi

,

Ik 1 A still ittose -senons mistake ocoors on
iMt im plate, where the -naases of figs a and

3 an tramposed -k the description and 'th the
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text, so that a Danaine model is made to bear

the name of the Papiltonine mimic -of anotiier

model, and vice versd Apart from this, the

model tiiown m fig 2, if only one was to be

figured or mentioned m the text, is not well

chosen, and it m natural that the author shonldi

on pp sQt 30, criticise his own selection

Amount echena and albtmaculata are the wtil-

krawn modeb of the brastdas form of Pap lean-

tdos in the south and south-east parts of its

range. The same Danaiaes are also deprived of

their true place as the models of Pap echertoties,

bemg ousted by Am psyttolea in the table sa

P *S9*

The descriptive title of plate xu., “Seutii

Amencan Butterflies,” is unfortunately chosen,

for the lowest of the four figures n a moth, and
the word “ Butterflies ’ in conspicuous capitab

immediately l^neath the figure quite overshadows
the diminutive ‘ (Hcterocera) at the side. Plate
XT, “illustrating the closdy parallel series of

patterns occurring m the two distinct groups
Heliconma and Ithomiinsc,” is unfortunate, bo^
in the names and in one of the genera selected

—

Mechanitis If a single Ithomune genus was
to be shown with Hchconius it should have
been Melinaa, the undoubted primary models

of the Hehconines and almost certainly of

the species of Mechanitis as well The resem-

blances shown on plate xv are, in fact, the

secondary or incidental resemblances between
speaes that mimic the same models—not them-
selves illustrated As regards the names, it is

perhaps too much to expect a writer whose main
interest is hionomic and evoliltionary to foHow all

the ups and downs of synonymy But the ex-

amples are not numerous, and it is easy to get
assistance from friends devoted to the study of

systematics Furthermore, most of the examples
on plate xv had already been figured and named
m the excellent, although uncoloured, plates

xxxr-xxxiu cf J C MoiUton's paper la Trans
Pnt Soc , 1908. Of the five species of Heliconius

figured on plate xv ,
fig i, mirui m regarded

as a •form of nmatus

,

fig a telckmui of is«e-
mus fig 3, eucrate has been long known as

rumata nareaaa, fig 1;, "splendens " a name un-
known «n the genus {splondtda Weym does not
rosemWe the fi^re) is amftona bicolorata Fig
10, Mechomtis "meihona” is doubtless intendW
to be ilf docephus, the true co-mimic of the ao-

enmpanvang Heficonnts '(fig 5) , but a butterfly

from a idiSerent assoaatkm and from farther

north, ilf menmoidet has apparently been
figuiwd- -cither 'tiis nr « fosm transhto^ be-

tweea it and dneptus "Methona' is a third

rendering of Hewhson’s mothone Salvin having
mtroduced a second rendering, "mothone" hat
the butterfly onginstty named 1^ Hewttsan n a

: Mchmea, asnl not a Mechanitis at all

j

Pkte -xai and She ewreapooding parts of tite

text suffer fran 'iSie tmbaion of a third North
Amencan ibndiiie from Anzmia, D stnfrosM,

and tiw 'OOftebpandiqg Lunenitis, L nhsoleto

(haZiti), wbich, altiiough an excellent mimk,

'll
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retains more of the pattern of the non mimetic

species than its two mimetic relatives, L archtp-

pus and L floridensts (crosy The structural fea

tures, worked out by Dr Eltringham, also con

firm the conclusions derived from pattern, and
should have been taken into account in any
useful discussion of North American mimicry

Criticisms suggested by the illustrations have
occupied nearly tee whole of the available space,

and it IS impossiUe to write on the present occa*

Sion of the numerous errors contained m the text

or to discuss the various arguments advanced by
the writer One general criticism may, however,
be made If we desire, as the author desires, by
the study of mimicry to throw light on the course
of evoluticMi in general, we must at any rate

glance at mimicry between insects of different

orders as well as the likeness between butterfly

patterns, for a hypothesis which attempts to

explain the latter but cannot explain the former
18 not only of limited interest, but also unlikely

to provide a true interpretation in its own pro
Vince EBP

THE GROWTH OF THE MIND
(l) Child Training a System of Education for the

Child under the School Age By V M Hillyer

Pp XXXIX +399 (London Duckworth and
Co , 1915 ) Price $s net

(a) The Foundations of Nomud and Abnormal
Psychology By Dr B Sidis Pp 416
(London Duckworth and Co

, 1915 ) Price
ys 6d net

(x) 'T’O stimulate educational ideas » a most
valuable social service but the neces-

sity of using the method of trial and error in the
application of this or that principle to the teach-
ing process may come hard tm the child, who must
siibmit to be a corpus vile for experimentation
The co-operation of teachers and psychologists has
produced many futile and even mischievous
“theories of education,” and the jjrounger the sub-
ject the more dangerous is their pracUcal inci-

dence But this co-operation has recently begun
to justify Itself Teachers with insight espeaally
in America, have been aj^lying certain approved
results of psycholi^y, and ^eir success has been
considerable It is interesting to note that several
old-world methods are still found to be among the
best, for instance, the two mam pnnciples of
savage education imitation and ‘helping” the
parents and the classical and medieval insistence’

upon drill, are proved foundations of trainmg,
especially in the case of the very young A system
like that of Mr V M Hillyer is practical in the
best sense, and soundly based on psychological
fact “ It aims to avoid the faults so common m
child training—sentimentality, effeminacy, emo-
^onalism, mysticism, licence under the guise of
freedom, exaggeration of the unimportant or
trivial, the attaching of imaginary vdue to the
symbolic ” “The formation of habits physical,

mental, and moral,” by direct drill is the keynote
of the system Mental training for example de
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pends on the formation of brain paths ” by repe-

tition, and on their increase in number by increas-

ing associations

The author well remarks It is a commonplace
in education to say that the forming of chaximter

18 the chief aim, that it is not so much what is

learned, as the character produced, but character

IS nothing more than the sum total of habits

—

good or bad, and these are not only moral, but

physical and mental Habits are formed by repe-

tition, and in no other way than by repetition.”^

It IS very sensible to say, the involuntary habit*

we can form by making the right setting for the

child His playmates, nurses, and, not least, his

parents, will be his involuntary copies, models,

and habit formers The voluntary habits we can

form only by practising the child they cannot be
formed by telling him Muscle memory must be
exercised, and reaction must be encouraged, oa
these lines concentration and speed may be deve-

loped It IS perhaps claiming too much to say

If you stimulate and exercise the bram cells

properly you can develop almost any habits, abili-

ties, tastes, faculties you may wish ^ With young
children there is a danger from excessive drill,

which may induce fatigue, misconstrued so often

by the inexperienced teacher, and from excessive

habituation, which confines the child m a rut from
which he may never escape In this case his work
lacks both individuality and finish

If carried out with sympathy and intelligence,

Mr Hillyer s system is excellent Not the least of

its positive features is the drill in social habits

(2) Dr Boris Sidis makes a timely protest

against practical pseudo-psychology, and those

psychologists who claim that they have some
great psychological truths to reveal to business
men nnnufacturers and working men ’ He also

presses the current objection to the use of physical

terms and metaphors in the illustration of psychi-

cal phenomena, e g when Kovalevsky expresses
mental activity in terms of mechanical eneigy,
the writer might as well attempt to change ipches

into pounds He who undertakes the examination
and study of mental phenomena must bear in

mind the simple and important, but frequently for-

gotten truth that facts of consciousness are not
of a physical mechanical character ”

A disciple of William James, the author attacks
the so-called ‘new psychology ’ in its attempt to
make psychology a physical science But his very
lengthy argumentation on the scope and function
of the science of mind is extremely nebulous, and
consists more of illustrative phrases than of illus-

trative facts For example, the axiom that
‘ psycholc^ical facts cannot be reached by any of
the sense organs ” is discussed and illustrated in
about fifty pages without any new light being
thrown on the thesis ‘ Nothing ” says Dr Sidis,
"gives me more jileasure than to find myself in

accord with the great American psycholo^st and
philosopher (Tames) ’ This is in reference to hit
own theory of reserve energy ”

Another theory of the author that of “moment
consaousness ” may be described In view of It*
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leog^thy presentation, as, m James’s phrase, the

elaboration of the obvious ’ The author says of

Freud ‘Of course, the claims of that school to
originality and to the apparent unveiling of the

causation of psychoneurosis are entirely unjusti

fied ’ But he does not attempt except by repeti

tion of phrase to disprove the conception, e g , of

das Unbewussie as suppressed unconscious sex-

complexes
A E Crawley

4A /ATiJ/AV BIJiD CALENDAR
A Bird Calendar for Northern Indus By Douglas
Dewar Pp 211 (London W Thacker and
Co

, 1916 ) Price 6s

Mr dp war is well known to the Anglo
Indian public, and to a good many people

over here as the writer of a number of popular
books, which, with a lively and trenchant style,

combine a great deal of original observation and
a very iconoclastic tendency towards the tenets of

biological orthodoxy The present book shows
that he is well capable of handling his favourite

subject in quite a different way, controversial

matters are left on one side and the style, though
eminently readable and full of descriptions which
bring the natural surroundings of the birds vividly

before the mind s eye, is much more matter-of

fact as a rule than in the author s previous writ

mgs
There is, indeed, so much to record in Indian

to European groups, though very distuict from
our forms

Phese, again, are differently distributed propor-

tionally, Mr Dewar has, for instance, several

species of familiar cuckoos, kingfishers, and
starlings—mynahs in Hindustani—^to tell us about,

as opposed to the single species of these families

which we have in England, while of the thrushes

and finches, such abundant birds over here, there

IS little for him to say Notable, too, 1$ the

'ibundance and variety of the birds of prey and
waterfowl, now so rare, comparatively, both in

individuals and species over most of Europe and
especially in Britain, their continued abundance

I
in India, even in the cultivated portions, showing
that it IS the aggressiveness of the European

I towards wild 1 fe rather than the exigencies of
I cultivation that has reduced them here F F

OUR BOOKSHELF
I
Engineering Geology By Profs H Ries and

I
T L Watson Second edition, enlarged

Pp xxvii + yaa (New York J Wiley and

I

Sons, Inc
, 1915 )

Price 17* net

I HE issue of a second edition less than eighteen

months after the first would seem to indicate that

this book is meeting with a favourable reception

I
The new volume is larger than the earlier by some

I

«;o pages, the addition consisting of an eighteenth

and concluding chapter on historical geology
Since the authors attempt to deal in this limit^

bird life from month to month, that to do it the
justice that Mr Dewar does leaves very little

room for anything but the statement of ornitho-

logical events It need scarcely be said that

Anglo-Indian naturalists will appreciate a book
like this which in n compact and handy form,

puts before them the leading events of the ornitho-

logical year m northern India—^the courtship,

breeding, and plumage changes of the various

species, and the arrival and departure of the

numerous migrants
,
not only of visitors from the

colder climates from the north, but of birds which
move about locally in India, from the hills to the

plains, and from one province to another, a
limited form of migration which has been far less

studied than the more sensational movements
familiar in temperate climates This will, how
ever no doubt m time be found to throw much
light on the laiger and, to most people more
familiar migrations and for this reason if for no
other, the book deserves careful study by ornitho-

logists not directly concerned with the Indian

fauna
The birds of India, and of the North west Pro-

yinces especially, are indeed particularly wdl
suited as a study to those ornithologists who aim
at knowledge more soentific than can possibly be
attained by a study of European, or, indeed
Palsearctic, birds only The study is not too dis

couraging, for many of the birds are the same
diough as a rule these naturally are mostly winter

migrants and numerous soecies exist bdonging

space with the nature and use of fossils,

the classification of geological time the char-

acters and distribution m North America of the
several systems, and their economic products the
treatment is necessarily very brief and the descrip

tions meagre Nevertheless the addition of the
(hapter is a decided improvement, inasmuch as it

provides, in what might be the only geological

text-book of an engineering student some informa-
tion, at least, as to the principles methods and
outstanding facts of stratigraphy

The first seventeen chapters remain practically

as in the original edition They deal in order
with rock forming minerals and rocks rock-
structures and mctamorphism, rock weathering
and soil formation, the accumulation movements
and effects of overground and underground
waters, and with the principal geological materials
used by the civil engineer or sought by the mining
engineer In view of the importance, to these
engineers of a thorough grasp of the meaning,
methods of construction, and utility of geologic^
maps and sections the treatment of this part of
the subject seems inadequate In future editions

It might be expanded with advantage
The list of references to literature at the end

of each chapter has been brought up to date, and
will prove helpful when further information on
speaal subjects is desired

The book is probably the best available exposi-
tion of geotogv from the engmeenng point Of
view C G C
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Electrical Afpartttus.maJung for Begnmers By
A V Ballhatchct Pp 164 (London P
Marshall and Co

,
n d.) Pnee ai net

The author has provided, at a moderate price,

a very useful little book which should do much
to encourage the begiiuier to construct simple

electrical apparatus with which to make a number
of instructive experiments The book is llus-

trated with a number of photc^raphs of the

apparatus described, which the author has himself

constructed In addition there are good work
mg drawings and diag^rams of connections where
these are helpful The real utility and educa-
tional value of work of this kmd to the begirmer
cannot be insisted upon too often He has read
•f and perhaps seen professionally made appa
nrtUB, and he rmturally supposes that nothing
within his constructive power can be any good
and more especially is this the case if he is not
already fairly accomplished in the use of tools

While his earlier efforts may not be much use to

anybody else they are of immense value to him

—

that IS if he has any perseverance He may
gradually come to learn that rough looking appa
ratus may really work up to a point well and so
b^in to acquire that confidence in himself which
IS essential when at a later stage he has original

ideas He may then cither make preliminary

rough experiments to sec if with better work
they promise to succeed or if he has become a
good manipulator hr may have discovered th t he
can carry out his own ideas quickly and with
sufficiently good work in the essential parts to

get better results th in he could hope for if he
depended entirely upon others to put his ideas

into form C V B

Gvida oUo Studt 1 ddla Stona delle Matcmatxche
By Prof Ginoloria Pp xvi + 2z8 (Milano
Ulrico Hoepli, igi6

)
Lire 3

The plan of this work is rather unusual but quite
good The first part gives, amon^ other things,
references to first rate wor^ on history tnd his-

torical method in general (< g Bernheim, Lavmse
et Rambaud Merz)', besides works on the history
of mathematics in particular We also* find here
summaries of the contents of the more important
journals dealing with mathematical history The
•acood part is more specialised there are sections
oa manuscripts bmgraphies, editions of collected

works, mathematical correspondence biblio-

graphy, catalogues, and so on Then- is a name-
iwlex for each part separately The amount of
latocmation given is really remarkable, and tt is

well up to date , the author too has not shrunk
from tne disagreeable duty of pointing out works
(such as those of Montucla, and even of M
Cantor) which must be used with caution

There are a good many misprints, especially ia

Englisfa names and words (Raleigh, for mstasee,
we even find our famihar fnend BemouiUi

If. 160); bat few, if any, are serious aaef the
woadee is* that they are not more numerous tluMi

they ars.

G B M
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opimons expressed by his correspondents Neither

am he undertake to return or to correspond wiNr

the writers of rejected manuscripts intsndsd foe

thie Of any other part of Nstubx. No notice la

taken of anonymous commumcations J

A Suggesdew with regard to Genera SpHtthig

Individual systcniat l buiamsts and zoologists differ

much in the principles which guide them with re^rd
to the sphtting or lumping of genera Much
can be suid on both sides Ihe splitting into smaller

genera of a genus overloaded with speues should help

to show the more intimate relationships of the species

to each other On the other hand, if the new ^era
have names unlike the original genus, the kinship of

all the species originally inchidsd in the one genus

is, to the casual obMrver more or lets masked \^en
a g^us is very small m species a batter uasp of tbeir

r^tionship with each other is probably gained by

retaining them all under one gener t name even

though morphological characters may well warrant

placmg each species in a distinct genus In botany

m Australia several hundred species are included m
the genera Eucalyptus and Acacia Unquestionably a

better grasp of the kinship of the mdividual species la

obtained by leaving all in the two genera named rather

than in mat tuting new genera for various groups but

It is equally certain that some day a spl tting

systematist will erect new genera which will not, I

believe help us in memorising the groups as

wholes
Some time ago in discussing this queshen with my

fnend Mr G M Matthews whose valuable work on
the B nU of ^ust^J 1 1 is now m the press 1 sug
gested that the letters of the Grgek alphabet should bo
used when gcnrr'i spl tting is decided on as a prefix

to the or g n il generic name thereby showing the

common relationship of all the speaes to each other
May I make this suggestion here in your columns and
add further that the relationship would be still move
clearly shown if the Greek symwil were used rather
than a translation into English ? The original genus
(t « the split part containing the original type
species) would be best represented as a though dlm-
culty would arise in thus altering the original generic
name so unless zoologists and botanists could come
to some international agreement on the matter, it

would probably be necessary to use no prefix in this

portion of the spht ~ but add (S 5 =sensu strieto) to
the sunpls generic name. The splits could then be
)S 7 etc To take the genus Eucadyptus, for example^
we should have o-Eucalyptus or Eucalyptus* (S S)
p Eucalyptus 7 Eucalyptus etc Such a method of
splitting would be convenient and handv would still

snow the broader relationships of the species and
would not interfere with those systematists who dl»
approve of splitting since these need only drop the
prefix. } BuRiON Ckilsmik
Department of Public Health

Sydney Australia

The Piaoe of loienoa. in

Thx question as to whether modem education sbouUI
be dessical and Iitaracji, or 8rientific„ lx one whudi
apparently m certain high quarters i» still con-
troverted This matter once said Xohn Stuart Milt
is very much like a dispute whether a tailor should
make coats or trousers. Replying In tfie plkOb^
wpher’s own words Why not Sotit? Can anything
deeevw the name of a good eductoien which Awe net
include hteratire and cdqnce too? If there were no
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more to be saxl than that ceience teache* ua to think I

aad literary education to express oar thoughts, do we
not require both? Most reasonable people would
probably be prepared to concede the soundness of

MtlT g opinion Is not therefore the educational

igrstem of a country which concerns itself in no way
as to the status of science altogether imperfect ond
loppided? llie educational value of science was exrel

lently assessed nearly half a century ago by the dis.

tsnguished author of the words above quoted in the

fallowing terms (mde Rectorial Address St. Andrews
University 1867) —

But it IS time to speak of the uses of S lentific

Instruction or rather its indispensable necessity for

it IS recommended by every consideration which pleads

for any high order of intellectual education at II

The most obvious pert of the value of scientifac

instruction the mere information that it gives spesks

for itself Wo are born into a world which wo have
not made—a world whose phenomena take place

according to fixed laws of which we do not bring any
knowledge into the world with us In such a world
we are appointed to live and in it all our work is to

be done Our whole woridng power depends on
knowing the laws of the world—m other words the

properties of the things we have to work with and
to work among and to work upon

It 18 surely no small part of education to put
us in intelligent possession of the most important and
most universally interesting facts of the universe so
that the world which surrounds us may not be 1

simled book to us un nteresting because unlntell gible

This however is but the simplest and most obvious
part of the util ty of science and the part which if

neglected tn youth may be (hi most easily made up
for afterwards It is more important to understand
the value of scentific instruction as a trilning and
disciplining process to fit the intellect for the proper
work of a human being
Since M n s day there have been many realisations

and warnings that those in charge of the country s

affatrs were not maintaining its position in the inter

national scale of saentilic efficiency the probable con

teigcnt future effects being at the same time pointed
out The Government have no doubt always fistcnetl

respectfully to the representations emanating from
conviction that have from time to time been made to

than but hav ng no thoroughly intelligent appre-

hension the central fact remains—they have done
nothing The country in a matter vital to its wel
fare has been allowed to faM back wh le parliamentary
gentlemen bave occupied themselves and tlie minds of

me majority of their fellow-countrymen with domestic
questions of only accessory not essential importance
How can matters be remedied? In what possible

way can prepress in the future be ensured? Expert
ence does not readily incline one to the belief that any
number of memorials deputations or advisory boards

wnil be able adequately to effect the greatly desired

mult Would it not an excellent thing and solve

many difficulties were there a body of scientific opin on
m the House of Commons ? An old teach ng of

Sagehofs was that any notion or creed which could

get a decent number of English members to stand up
tor it m^ht l>e a false and indeed, pernicious

opinion but tt was feh by neaily all Englishmen to

be at all eyonts possible—an opinion within the in

tellectual spljere and to be reckoned whh. And it

was an immense achicaement This of oeurse means
that scientific men would require to stand as candi-

dates for election to ParKaraent. The assertion that

la geoecal* their very specialised scientific training
,

would disqualify them from being useful partic^ators .

tn the ormnarv business of the Legislature appears
|

quite unfounded
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I To the writer the foregoing suggesU itself as one
likely solution of our difliculty The country in an
educational sense appears to have got somewhat out
of adnistinent with external national requirement
Equilibrium with environment is perhaps, not alwa^
easy of maintenance but it is worth oontinually striv-

ng after so far is s h imanly poss bl for without
tfos insidiously begin the multifarious processes of
destruction compassing an end which it is never pos-
sible precisely to define I) Baisillie

St. Andrews April 30.

A Myiterioas Meteorite

The photogr iph here reproduced is i f a mcteoritic
stone whidi was receitly obtained by Mr A S Ken-
nard from a curio-dealer m Ucckt.r h m Kent All

that could be d scovered of its h story was that it had

been purchased at the sale of the effects of a local
auctioneer named Harris Hitherto also all efforts

definitely to fix the locality given on the label have
f led Any help in he solution of the inystery will
be welcomed by me G T Prior
Natural History Muse iin South Kens ngton

FHE RFTIEF OF THE SHACKLETON
ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION

AS the middle of May has been read ed without
news of the Endurance action lor the relief

of Su* Ernest Shackleton s expedition has to be
taken on the expectation that there will be no
further news this season It is poss ble that the
Endurance damaged and short of coal may still

be slowly working her way northward and that
any day we may hear of her return to South Geor-
gia with perhaps the whole of the expedition on
Ixiard But such a solution of the difficulty must
I e regarded as highly improbable and the relief

expedition must be prepared with the information
Iready available.

The more detailed news received front the
Aurora encourages the hope that she can be re-

fitted in New Zealand and entrusted with the re-
lief work necessary on the Australasian side of the
Antarctic If so the problem there is compara-
tively simple The mam anxiety in regard to
that section of the expedition is due to the fact
that when the Aurora was blown out to sea there
had been no news of the dep6t laying parties for
two months Three sledge parties had started at
the end of January, *915, from the Dtscovery Hut
at the southern end ot Macmuitlo Sound Some

' depdts were successfully laid on the Ice Barrier
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By Mirch 11 these depdt parties had been re-

organised by Captain Macintosh, who went south

agiin to continue this work The Aurora after

great difficulties, took up winter quarters opposite

the 1910 hut at Cape hvans After a stay there

of nearly two months she was carried out to sea

on May 6 and drifted, imprisoned in the ice, all

through that winter and the succeeding summer
She was only released on March lo 1916, when,
even if she had been undamaged and had had nde
quate stores, it would have been too late to re

turn to Maimurdo Sound that season The
Aurora had no news from Captain Macintosh

between March 1 1 and May 6 but there seems no
serious cause for anxiety He would probably

have spent the rest of March and the early part of

April depdt-laying, and the bad weather at the

end of April may explam his failure to communi-
cate from Hut Point to Cape Evans The men
left ashore Maemurdo Sound have the choice

of tfiree hin, and have ample stores for the twro

winters w^h they have had to spend there
, and

there would bMc plenty also for Sir Ernest Shackle-

tbn’s party If it has succeeded in its journey across

the Prfe
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All that IS necessary 01 the Ross Sea side is

the dispatch of a ship from New Zealand in

November or December to pick up the men left

ashore at Maemurdo Sound and find what news
there may be of the transcontinental party As
to the success of this relief expedition there need

be no doubt, for no attempt to reach Maemurdo
Sound has yet failed

Regarding the opposite side of Antarctica, in

the Weddell Sea area, there can be no such confi-

dence, for the normal icc conditions there appear

to be as unfavourable as those in the Ross Sea
are favourable The plans for search in the Wed-

dell Sea must recognise at least

three distinct possibilities

(1) Sir Frncst Shackleton may
have succeeded in establishing a

land base where he hoped to win-
ter and thence started overland

to the Ross Sea, while two
sledge parties may have explored

westward to the base of Graham
1 and peninsula and eastward to

the south of Coats Land The
Endurance may have failed to re

turn either in Consequence of

waiting for one ofjJ^e two sledge

parties or by the packed condi-

tion of the ice m the Weddell
Sea

(2) The landing may have been
effect cd so late, or so much further

north than was intended, as to

leave no chance of success

for the transpolar sledge journey

Sir Ernest Shackleton, with his

usual capacity for the quick rea-

lisation of facts, may have
decided to devote ail the re-

sources of the expedition to re-

search in the vast unknown area

beside the Weddell Sea In that

case all the three sledge parties

should have returned to the win
ter quarters though any one of

the three may have failed to get
back and thus have delaved the
return of the Endurance

It would however appear
quite possible, since the Weddell
Sea has been so seldom found to
be navigable, that the Endu-
rance in the effort to force her
way to the land, may, like the

Belgtca have been caught in the ice, and the
whole expedition may be still on board drifting in

the floes

It IS obvious that it is impossible to decide

between these three possibilities with the informa-
tion at present available, though from the news-
received as to the conditions of Sie ice m the Wed-
dell Sea during the last two seasims it is highly
probable that Sir Ernest Shackleton may not have
been aUe to effect his desired landing He nay
have been forced to land on north-eastnn Coats
Land The Endurance may then have been car-

ProiMuad rou ca ot ibe ShackMon
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ned away from the winter quarters, and the relief

«xpedition ought to be able to search independently
for the ice brand Endurance and for the party or

parties left on shore There would obviously be
a much better chance erf success if two vessels

eould be employed—one to search the coast

lands, and the other to scour the sea along the

probable lines of drift of the Weddell Sea pack
From the observations of the Scotia in the Wed
•dell Sea the prevalent wind direction there appears
to be from the east so that some belt of “land
water” ma^ be fairly persistent off Coats Land
and the drift of the ice may be westward, but
knowledge of meteorolt^y in the Weddell &a is

so scanty that forecasts as to the usual drift of the

ice would command but little confidence and may
be falsified by an unusual season The com-
mander of the relief expedition should be at liberty

to select his own route

Sir Ernest Shackleton has met with very bad
luck from the weather His proposed transcon-

tmental sledge journey was a daring and difficult

undertaking He had, however, considered all its

possibilities, and it promised a fair chance of sue

•cess , but his plans may have been deranged at the

outset by the exceptionally unfavourable season

The ice conditions in the Weddell Sea may have
prevented his starting forth on his great adventure

No time must be lost in organising the expedition

to take him the help which he and his colleagues

may sorely need In addition to the return of the

Aurora to Maemurdo Sound, two vessels, if pos-

sible, should be sent to the Weddell Sea, for the

area that will have to be searched is vast, the

clues are uncertain, and the season is short

THE APPUCATION OF MATHEMATICS TO
EPIDEMIOLOGY

I
T may seem remarkable that serious attempts

to duadate the mysteries of epidemic disease

with the help of mathematical methods should

only have been made within the last sixty years,

and, even when made, should have been confined

to the efforts of a very small number of students

In the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries,

the schoerf of which Borelli was the most famous
exponent endeavoured to bring much less pro-

mising medical fields under mathematical culti-

vation, while Sydenham’s exposition of the prm-
mpia of epidemiolcgy would, one might have
thought, have suggested to the founders of our
modern calculus of probabilities that here was
indeed an opportunity for them No doubt, how-
ever, the explanation is to be found in the absence
of statistic^ data, without which mathematical
mills dre forced to stand idle It is of interest

to recall the fact that the solution of a problem
which took Its rise in the failure to publish ccr

tain detailed statistics reveals a method which
might have been generalised We allude to

Daniel Bernoulli’s work on smallpox

'

His solution was as follows —
If X denote the age m years, $ the number

who survive at that age out of a given number
I Sn Todhunrer «. H wrv o h* 1 h o»» oTProhab I ijr r
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born, s the number of these survivors who have
not had smallpox, and if in a year smallpox
attacks i out of every n who have not had the

disease, while i out of every m attacked dies,

then the number attacked in element of time
dx IS sdxjn and we have —

H f \ mnJ s ns mn

Substituting q for (js, we have so that

n log (mq- i) X + constant, and ultimately, since

when 4C-0, f-f,

(m- ijd"+ I

This investigation contains the germ of a
method which, as Sir Ronald Ross has brilliantly

demonstrated might be applied to the study of
the succession of cases m an epidemic Nobody,
however, took the hint, and ^e real history of

mathematical epidemiology begins with harr,
whose work on these lines has been made familiar

I to the present generation by Dr John Brownlee
Modern researches fall into one of two classes.

On one hand, those directly or indirectly inspired

by the epoch-making discoveries of Prof Karl
Pearson in the theory of mathematical statistics,

on the other, the independent mvestigations of

Sir Ronald Ross
Prof Pearson s development of a family of fre-

quency curves, mcludin^ the Gauss Laplace w
normal curve as a particular case and capable
of describing effectively distnbutions very far

indeed from normal, enabled stabsticians to deal
with a wide range of frequency systems, and it

naturally occurred to some to use this method in

the study of epidemics Frequency curves have
been fitted by Brownlee,* Greenwood,* and other

medical statisticians to different epidemics, the

most extensive work in this direction having been
that of Brownlee Much of this work was de-

scriptive, that IS to say, the object was in the
first place to graduate the statistics, and, if pos-
sible, to classify epidemics on the basis of the

type of curve found So far as graduation is

concerned, the results have been fairly satis-

factory, but It proved to be impossible to effect

any useful classification, the only result that

emerged being that Pearson’s Type IV curve was
more commonly encountered than any other The
more fundamental problem of epidemiology, via ,

that of discovering the law of which the epidemic,
whether viewed in its temporal or spatial rela-

tions, IS an expression, coula scarcely be solved in

this way Brownlee, however, was by no means
content with the mere graduation of statistfes

Following Farr, he surmised, for reasons ex-
plained in his papers, that the theoretical curve of

an epidemic in time or space should be normal,
and that any practical departure from normality

, should be susceptible of an explanation craabte
of expression in terms of a function of the

Swt ,B
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normal function By supposing that a constant

of the theoretical normal cnrve, viz , its standard
deviation, was itself a variable, and assuming for

the htter a convenient form, he succeeded in

obtaining a curve which effectively described cer-

tain symmetrical epidemics
Brownlee did not, however, obtain any function

which satisfactorily accounted for the marked
asymmetry which characterises many epidemics
It IS an interesting illustration of the way in

which apparently disparate problems are inter-

connected that his work owes much to the remark-
able memoir of Pearson and Blakeman on random
migration, a memoir mspired by the problem of

mosquito distribution suggested to Prof Pearson
by Sir Ronald Ross These researches, then,

which began in the a posteriori study of statistics

and were continued on the a pnon assumption
of a normal function being at the root of the

problem, have carried us some way, but have
not so far provided us with a satisfactory mathe
matical law of epidemics Sir Ronald Ross,

whose interest in the subject dates from so long

ago as 1899, and whose latest contribution has
just been published, followed a different path
Avoiding any presuppositions as to the form
which the law should assume, he looked at the

problem as one of transfer, viz
,
of mutual inter-

change between groups of affected and unaffected

individuals, an interchange complicated by the

subjection of each group to certain rates of

natality, mortality, emigration, and immi-
gration Being at first specially concerned with

the case of malaria, he formulated the problem
in the second edition of his treatise on the pre-

vention of malaria (pp 651-686) m a svstem of

difference equaUons the solution of which should

provide the required law A summary of this

work appeared in Naturk of October 5, 1911,

under the title ‘Some Quantitative Studies m
Epidemiology ' In the paper before us,* these

idisas have been extended and clothed in a more
convenient mathematical form

Sir Ronald Ross s method may be illustrated

by summarising the simplest of his cases If P
be the whole population, x the ratio of affected

tp all members, v and V measures of the varia-

tion due to mortality, natality, immigration and
emigration of non-afferted and affected persons

respectively, and if the proportion affected in

time dt ha h dt P where h is a constant then

we have tfie following system of equations —
dPld/~ 7 V-{v-\)xV
dxV/dt = /4P( I - *) + (V - N - r)jP

dK?ldt^xdPldt+ldxldt

Efiminating dxP/dt and dPfdt, we have —
dx/dt^A-{A + t + ^ + r)x + (v-\)x^

If, now, vbV, the equivanant case the last equa-

tion can be written

dxldt->K(L-x)
where K-4 + N + r and L=A/K
Now puty and we have rfi/y= - Krf/

, Pieu R07 hoc.
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So that if is the value of y at the beginning,

y-y/ “ and x=L-(L-Xg)e
which gives the proportion of the total population

affected at time t this proportion being Xg when
t^o

Sir Ronald Ross proceeds to investigate the

properties of this curve, he then takes the case

of V not equal to V, which is dealt with on similar

lines, and ultimately considers the curve arising

m the simplest case of departure from the assump-
tion that h IS constant The latter results are,

no doubt still somewhat remote from the con-
ditions obtaining in practice, but they suffice to

illustrate the genesis of an asymmetrical curve,

and incidentally show that a form regarded by
Brownlee as inconsistent with an hyp^esis of

constant infectivity and the termination of an
epidemic by the exhaustion of susceptible persons
may not be so
The advantage of Sir Ronald Ross’s method,

apart from its simplicity and elegance—advan-
tages which are however, no mean matters

—

lies in Its generahty, so that it may be possible

to include the case hypothesised by Brownlee as

a particular example, precisely as Prof Pearson’s
system of skew frequency curves included the

normal curve as a special case It is, of course,

too early to speak with confidence As restncc

tions are relaxed the analysis will inevitably

become more intricate, and, having evolved an
a prwri law, one must devise, usually by the
method of moments, a way of applying the law
to statistical data. Hus is work for the future,

and all epidemiologists will await with interest

the promised second part of Sir Ronald Ross’s
paper No sensible man doubts the importance
of such investigations as these, it is high tune
that epidemiolc^ was extricated from its present
humihatuig position as the playthmg of bacterio-

logists and public health officials, or as, at the

best, a field for the display of antiquarian research.

The work of Sir Ronald Ross, of Dr Brownlee,
and of a few others should at least elevate epi-

demidc^ to the rank of a distmct science

M. Greenwood, Jr

PROF EMILE JUNGFLEISCH

PROr EMILE JUNGbLFISCH, who« death
occurred on April 24, at the age of seventy-

seven, was born in Pans m 1839 He devoti^
himself to chemistry and pharmacy, and at an
early age joined the Pans Chemical Society In

1863 he was appointed dispenser to the hospital

of La Piti^, and in 1869 qualified as phfrmaciat
and member (agr^^) of the School of Pharmacy
In the same year he became assistant (pr^para-

teur) to Berthelot, who had recently b^n ap-
pmnted to the new chair of organic chemistry of
the School of Pharmacy, and cm Berthelot’s

retirement in 1876 was made his successor la
1890 Prof Jungfleisch was nominated professm:
of chemistry of the Conservatoire des Arts et
Metiers, and in 1908, again in successicm to Bet-
thelot, was appointed to the chq^r of chemistry
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at ^ ColUg« de France. In the {ollowia^ year

he was, elected a member oC the PansAcad^y of

Sciences^ where he took the place vacated by
M Ditte

His numerous contributions to organic chemistry

mchide the study of the chlorine and nitro-

derivatives of benzene and anilme, of which
he prepared -1 large number, but, not con
tent with the mere preparation of new
compounds, he sought to discover the relation

existing between their physical properties and
constitution He succeed^ in showing that

ttere exists a definite relation between the num-
ber of substituting atoms and their melting points,

boihng points, density, and molecular weight
These results served to some extent as the basis

of Kekul^ s theory

Another series of memoirs was devoted to the

examination of substances exhibiting molecular
asymmetry, nnd Jungfleisch was ajile to show that

the different forms of tartaric acid discovered by
Pasteur, when heated with water, are tr-insformed

mto one another, yielding an equilibrium mixture
varying with the conditions of the experiment
For tliese researches he was awarded, in 1872,
the Jecker prize of the Academy of Sciences Up
to this time no compound possessing molecular

asymmetry had been prepared artificially, and it

appeared that the intervention of a vital force,

as Pasteur held, was necessary to produce it

Perkin and Duppa had succeeded in converting

natural succinic aad into racemic acid Jung-
fleisch completed the synthesis by converting

ediylenc, according: to the method of Maxwell
Stmpson, into succinic aad He also showed that

camphoric aad exists in four isomeric forms, the

so-eidied dextro- and Isevo-camphoric and *so-

camphonc acids which he isolated Following up
a similar line of researdi, he succeeded in rcsolv

ing inactive malic and lactic acids into their active

forms
Among his other numerous memoirs mav be

mention^ his work on acetylene chlorides, a new
method of reduction of organic compounds by tin

salts, ja. research on derivatives of thymol, on

Icwulosev which he prepared in the crystalhne

state. On inulm, chloral hydrate, phenylpbospfaonc

ether, etc

Jiingfleisch collaborated with Bcrthelot in the

study of the partition coefficient of a substance m
presence of several solvents, he assisted Lecoq

db Boisbaudran in isolating gallram in quantity

and applied similar methods to the preparation of

indium
One of his latest contributions to chemistry was

the steady of gutta-percha, which resulted in the

valuabih discovesy that the leaves of the plant

can be used as a source of the material asorc

economically and less destructively- than the stem.

Of his literary contributions to the saence men-
tion should be made of the Journal de Pharmacte et

Se^ Chvmie to which he contributed for twen^-
two years a review of foreipi researches and pub-

licatums, and successive editions of his wdl-known
“ Traitd de Ghulite Ocganique "

J Bs C
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irOTES
Thb Government has appointed a Conutiittee to

recommend the steps to be taken for the relief of Sir
benest Shacklecon s Antarctic Expedition 1 ha
chairman is Admiral Sir Lewis Beaumont G C B.

,

the other members are the hydrographer of the Navy,
Major Leonard Oarwin (represeulmg the Royal Geo-
graphical Society) Sir Douglas Mavwjon, Dr \V S
Bruce (who has intimate personal knowledge of tlte

Weddell Sea urea), and representatives of the
Treasury Board of 1 ride, and of Sir Ernest Shadcle-
ton The Committee has already be^iin iis meetings

UmvxBSAi. sympathy will be felt with Sir William
Crookes, who has sullcrLd the heaviest of all bereave-
ments by the deith of his wife on May 10 Lady
Crookes whose maiden naiin was Llkn Humphrey,
was bom on January 31 1836 and was thaelorc m
her eighty first year She was married to Sir William
on April 10, 1S36 and from the earliest times took
the liveliest interest in his seientiiie work, helping
him, amongst other things in dchc ile chemical weiglv-
mgs and the working out of the c ilculations connect^
therewith Her devotion to and interest in, his work
formed a great incentive and m no small degree
contributed to his successful efforts in research Theirs
was the first private house in England in which
electric light was introduced, and I.ady Crookes helped
her husband greatly in carrying out the installation
and designing the ornamental work She was a
familiar md ever welcome figure at scientific gather
ings, to which she frequently atcompamed her husband,
and was able to be present with him it the reception
given after bis election as president of ihc Royal
Society m the year 1913 Sir William and I ady
Crookes celebrated their golden wedding m 1906 when
they were able to welcome a large number of their

friends and acquaintances and were also the recipients
of letters and telegrams of congratulation from all

parts of the world Lady Crookes was spared to cel®,

orate quietly with her husband last month the almost
unique event of n diamond wedding but she was then
in failing health and passed away peacefuUs on
May 10 Several sons and a daughter survive her

Thb first meeting of the Standing Committee on
Metallurgy appointed by the Advisory Council for
hcienbfic and Industrial Research was held on Mon
day, May 8 at the ofiices «f the Board of

Education Ihe committee consists as to onei-

half of members nominated by the professional
societies concerned, tlie other half being ap^
pointed direct by the Advisory Counal, and
It boa been constituted with a view to the representa-
tion of botii the sdenUfic and the industnal sides of
the industries It consists of the foHowiog meaii.

bers —Prof J O Arnold, Mr Arthur Balfour, Prof
H C H Carpenter Dr C H Desch, Sir Robert
Hadfield, Mr F W Harbord Mr J Rossiter Hoyle,
Prof Huntington, Mr W Murray Mornson Sir
Gerard MunU, Bt , Mr G Ritchie, Dr I R Stead Mr
H L Sulman and Mr F Tomlinson Sir Gerard Muntz
IS the chairman of .the full committee and of the

Non-ferrous Sub-Committee, and Sir Robert HadffeU
18 the chairman of the Ferrous Sub-Committee The
committee was welcomed by Sir William M’Cormick,
administrative chairman of the Advisory Council, and
Dr Heath, administrative secretary to the Council
Sir A. Selby-Blgtf albo attended and gave an account
of the gtn^ of the movement, and emphasised tho

(importance which the (Jovemment sdtaches to the

establishment ei doee relations between educaticxi re-

search, and iadastsy The coniiniitec tJten preceeded
to consider vartew matters of fundamental impestancc
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in regard to policy and procedure Afterwardi the
two tub-conimitteee met and formulated their linea of

< policy, after which th^ paued to the consideration
of vanous applications for financial aid in connection
with contemplated researches of industrial importance.
Grants in aid have already been made by the Advisory
Council towards the cost of carrying out certain
metallurgical researches

Prof Henri Lecomte, Prof Edmond Perrier and
Prof Pier Andrea Saccardo have been elected foreign
members of the Linnean Society

Dr R Hamltn-Harris, director of the Queensland
Museum, has been elected president of the Royal
Society of Queensland for the year 1916-17

The Bakerian Lecture of the Royal Society will

be delivered on Thursday next, Mw 35, tw Prof
C G Barkla on X-rays and the Ineory of Radia-
tion

The twenty-first annual congress of the South
Eastern Union of Scientific Sodeties will be held at
Tunbridge Wells on May 24-37 The retiring presi-

dent IS Dr J S Haldane, and the president-elect the
Rev T R R Stebbing

We regret to announce the death of Prof H C
nes professor of physical chemistiy in Johns Hop-
ns University, and author of many books and papers

on inorganic and physical chemistiy

An extraordinary general meeting of the Chemical
Society was held at Burlington House on May ii, to
considv the question of the removal of the names of
nine alien enemies from the list of honorary and
foreign members of the society No deasion was
reached, and the meeting was adjourned

During recent excavations in Kent’s Cavern, Tor-
quay, the propnetor, Mr W F Powe, has obtained
a molar tooth of a nearly adult mammoth {EUphas
primigennu) In the Pleistocene hysena dens as a
rule the remains only of young indiidduals of the
mammoth occur, the smaller animals having been the
more easy prey The accumulated bones and teeth in

Kent's Cavern were uitroduced at different times, both
by hyaenas and by man

Dr. C a Catun, who died recently at Providence,
Rhode Island, had been chemist to the Rumford
Works in that city for forty years, and was widely
known as the inventor of various chemical processes
and applications many of which relate to the manu-
facture of phosphates for dietetic purposes He was
bom at Burlington Vermont in 1849 and graduated
in 1^3 at the University of Vermont, which conferred
on hun in 1913 the honorary degree of Sc D

Dr. C a. Davis one of the foremost Amencan
authorities on peat died last month in Washington
at the age of sixty fou' After graduating at Bowdoin
College, Maine, in 1886, he spent several years as a
teacl^ of science in various schools and universities

Since 1907 he had been employed by the U S Govern-
ment as a peat expert, in connection first with the
Geological Survey and afterwards with the Bureau of
Mines He was editor of the Journal of the American
Peat Soaety, and author of Peat in Michigan and
“ The Use of Peat for Fuel "

Thb control of the Imperial Institute will, by the
new Act whidi has recently passed through both
Houses of Parliament (see Nature, April 37 p i^), ,

reirt with the Colonial Office By the establishment
of 01 Executive Council a board of management will

be created, which subject to the control of the Colo-
|
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nial Office, will be responsible for the operations of the
institute. The relationship between the Colonial

Office and the institute will thus be analogous to that
between the Colonial Office and a Crown Colony.

Matters of important policy will have first to receive

the sanction of the Colonial Office, but, subject to

this, the Executive Council will possess a general

executive authority

It has long been known that cats may be carriers

of diphtheria and transmit the disease to human
beings A notable instance of this is recorded in the
Naltonal Mtdtcal Journal An outbreak of diphtheria

occurred in an orohanage, and of sevenW-one cases

sixty-nine occurred on the boys' side Sanitary de*

facts and contamination of water and food were
eliminated Attention was then du-ected to the cats in

the establishment, and on bacteriological examination
It was found that four cats on the boys' side har-

boured the diphthena bacillus but the animals on
the girls' side were free from infection The cats

were destroyed, and after this only ten more cases of
diphtheria occurred and these within a few days,

showing that infection had taken place before the

destruction of the cats No further cases developed

A NOTE in the Itmes of M-iy 11 states that at the

monthly meeting of the Central Executive Committee
of the Employers' Parliamentary Association a resolu-

tion was passed urging the necessity (i) of increasing

the numMr of chemists trained m research work,
and (a) of makmg special effort to enlist the co-

operation of manufacturers who hitherto have been
lamentably apathetic in regard to scientific industrial

research and training The resolution was brought
forward in connection with the consideration of the

report of the sub-committee of the Advisory Committee
to the Board of Trade on Commercial Intelligence,

with respect to the measures for securing after the

war the position of certain branches of British in-

dustrv

The fourteenth annual session of the South Afncan
Association for the Advancement of Science will be
held at MariUburg on July 3-8 inclusive, under
the presidency of Prof L Crawford, professor of
mathematics. South Afncan College, Cape Town.
Tlie sections, with their presidents, will be as fol-

lows —A (Astronomy, Mathematics, Physics, Meteoro-

a .
Geodesy. Surveying, Engineenng, Arwtecture,

Irrigation), Prof J On, B (Chemistry Geology,
Metallurgy, Mineralogy, and Geography), Prof. J A.
Wilkuison, C (Bacteriology, Botany, Zoology, Agri-
culture Forestry, Physiology Hygiene, and Sani-
taiT Science) Mr I B Pole Evans

, D (Anthn^logy,
Ethnology, Education, Histo^, Mental Sden^
Philology, Political Economy, Sociology, and Statis-

tics), Mr M S. Evans.

The Illuminating Engineering Sodety, in common
with other scientific and technical institutions, has
been considering the encouragement of researches of
special utility at the present time, and at the annual
meebng, at which Prof Silvanus P Thompson pre-

s!M, a report on the subiect was present^ by the
Committee on Research A number of problems are
mentioned which will receive attention, in order of
urgency, at the hands of the committee Among these
are included researches on the qualities of glassware
required for illuminating purposes, the study of light-

ing appliances (globes, stodes, reflectors, etc.), and
the investigation of the coniUtlons of iilumlnation
required for various industrial processes. Attention is

also directed to the need for a series of standard
colours of specified tint and reflecting value, the
standardisation of so-called “artificial daylight,” and
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tb» pmcnptkm of a standard mattuxl of t^ng the

permanence of colours, all of whim are of consider

able interest in relation to the dyeing and colouring

trades The list includes thirty mstinct sections, and
ft Is evident that the study of all these subjects would
provide work for many years to come

Flint implements of the Neolithic type are fairly

common m ^e Gold Coast Colony, but up to the

present examples of the Palseolithic age have been
wanting In 1914 some rough quartzite stones of

PalsBolithic character were picked up on the coast

at Accra Mr F W Migeod in Man for April,

announces the discovery of a rude implement in North
Arfianrt. It was found in a road cutting not far from^ surface. The material seems to m a kind of

chert, and Mr Migeod is not disposed to attribute any
great antiquity to it He suggests that it was chipped

experimentally, and was usedlor some temporary pur*

pose This supposition is confirmed by the character

of the material which is of a soft nature, and the

Implement would scarcely stand much rou^h use with

out losing Its e<tee Even if this specimen proves

to bo comparative^ modern it is still interesting as
marking tpe survival of the Palseolithlc type of imple-

ment in the Neolithic period

Dr J H Ashworth contributes a brief note on the

hibernation of flies to the Scottish Naturalut tor

April, describing the results of an inspection of a
house in Edinburgh during February last, certain

rooms of which, faring south, were harbouring

swarms of flies These had evidently been hibemat
Ing behind pictures and furniture during the winter,

and had been roused uito activity with the return of

sustained sunshine Though still lethargic, they had
crawled from their hiding places where many were
still found, to bask in the sun streaming through the

windows In all five species were found mostly
females, but neither house-flies nor bluebottles were
met with among them An examination of the
nermatheoe reined living spermatozoa, showing

t impregnation must have taken place during the

Mr. C Tatb Rkoan, in his memoir on Larval and
Post4arval Fishes, published by the trustees of the

British Museum as part of the official R^iort on
the Results of the Bntish Antarctic (Terra Nova] Ex
pedltion, igio, has accomplished a peculiarly difficult

task with conspicuous success A wide knowledge of

ichthyology, and a capaaty for laborious work are

apparent everywhere But these pages owe their

mue not so much to the number of species which
have been determined as to the insight duplayed into

puzzling ontogenetic changes and the lucid interpre

tatimi he has given in regard to problems of geograph
ical distribution, nugration, and the evolution of

curious structural peculiarities which disappear with
larval life Among the latter, perhaps the most extra*

termnal portion of the gut hangs miwn from the

bo^ after the fashion of the rope trailed frmn a
balloon A special cartilaginous support is developed
at the base of this trailing portion The function of

this remarkable development seems to be that of a
balancec This, however. Is but one of many struo
tural adaptations peculiar to larval life ducussed by
Mr Regan in the course of his “Notes and Conclu*
siotfs," wherein he summarises the results of his in-

vestigations

A MW part of the Palaeoniologta indtea (new
series, vol vi , No i] is devoted to a description of
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additional Ordovician and Silunan fossils from the
northern Shan States of Burma by Dr F R
Cowper Reed with twelve plates of beautiful draw-
ings by Mr T A Brock Although many of the

Ordovician species are new, they are clearly more
closely related to the northern European than to the
American forms ITiey ore also sufficient to show
that the rocks from which they were obtained may
be assigned to the lower part of the Ordovician
series Among the Silurian fossils arc many inters

esting Graptolitcs, which Miss (j L Elies refers to

well known species of the Furopcan Llamfovery
horizon A few Oraptolites from one locality also
seem to agree with those from the base of t^
Wenlock ^ales Various fossils prove that the
Upper Silunan is represented in at least two stages
corresponding with the European Wenlock and Lower
Ludlow There also seem to be some marine forma-
tions transitional to the Devonian, but more evidence
is needed to determine their exact relationships

A papbr was read on April 18 before the Institution

of Petroleum Technologists by Mr L H Cunning-
ham Craig upon the Kerogen shales, or Scottish oU-
shales, in which the author advances some novel
theories upon the origin of these oil-shales He
points out that a marked characteristic of strata

yielding oil by distillation is to be found in the small
irregul^ yellow masses which h.ive been discovered
in most of these deposits by microscopic examinabon.
These were first held to be gelatinous algss and were
afterwards described by Prof E C Jeffery as spores
of vascular cryptogams The author has come to the
conclusion that they are not vegetable fossils at all,

but are small masses of inspissated petrdeum
According to this view, the rocks that are now oil-

shales were originally argillaceous beds sufiicientiy

colloidal to be able to absorb the necessary Quantity
of mspissated petroleum from the porous petroliferous
sandstones with which they were associated Such
action is only possible in anticlinal areas where the
petroliferous rows come to the surface and are sub-
ject to the influence of weathering Thus the decrease
in the yield of oil down the flanks of anticlines is

successfully accounted for The author suggests that
his theory affords valuable information in selecting a
site for wiring for oil shnles

We have received from Dr N O Holst a reprint
of his articles on the Ice age in England from the
Geological Magaeine September November, 1915 It

is an interesting sumni'iry of the conclusions of one
who has had long and varied experience of the Glacial
deposits of Scanmnavia and other parts of northern
Europe, besides those of the British Isles and empha-
sises the differences of opinion that still exist among
geologists who have deeply studied the evidence oj
Pleistocene glaciation in this part of the world Dr
Holst agrees with those who maintain that there was
only one continuous Glacial Mriod and thinks there
IS still no proof in northern Europe of the alterndtion
of cold and warm episodes which have been recog-
nised and named by Penck in the Alps He regards
the high level gravels in the valley of the Thames
at Swanscombe, Grays Ilford Erith and Crayford as
pre-Glaclal, and points out how one warmth-loving
mollusc after the other disappears from the Thames
valley in proportion as the inland ice approaches
The associatcid flint implements at Crayford are do-
senbed as oldest Mousterian The Arctic bed at

Ponder's End follows and the well known Thantes
brick-earth is truly Gldclal ' belonging to the period
6f the melting of the inland ice After much dis-
cussion, Dr Holst concludes that the Ice age persisted
continuously from MouSterian times though not from
their first beginning to the close of the Magdatenian
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tage and remarks that it can be followed among
British deposits from the beginning to the end We
commend his work to the notice of those wto are
interested in Palseolidiic man and the asaoaated
mammals

The annual volume of Records of the Survey in

huha (vol vii ) for 1913-14 has recently been pub-
Uataed and is a summary of an immense amount of

useful work earned out under the sumrvision of the
Surveyor-General of India, Sir S G Burrard Apart
{mn the details of the trigonometncal and goodLlic
operations one of the most interesting chapters d( als

with the exploration of the north-east frontier This
work was done by Capts Bailey and Morshcad in

1013, and by the Abor exploration party in 1911 is 13

Up to that time almost the sole authonty for the Abor
country was Kinthup, who explored the course of the

Tsan-po through the Himalayan Range in 1880-83

Kinthup who was sold into slavery by h s master a
Chinese lama had been widely discredited but in this

report Capt G F T Oakes, in t critical discussion

of his work proves its trustworthiness

Tux report on the state of ite in the Arctic Seas for

191^ has made its appearance (Det Danske Meteoru
loguke Institut Kfobenhavn) There arc charts for

A^l, May, June, July and August with full explana
tions of the data gathered from all available sources

The publtcauon u printed in Danish and English in

parallel columns Most uiterestmg arc the abnormal
lee conditiona that prevailed in Spitsbergen waters

Am early u May there were symptoms of an unusually

bad season. In June the pack extended far to the
weatward, and there was no approach to the fjords

lu July the belt of pack narrowed a Uttle,. but even in

Au^st It was tying all along the west coast More
remarkable still was the extension of this belt of pack
throughout the summer well to the north of Prince
Charles Foreland—an occurrence altogether excep-
tional It It suggested by Commander Speerschnetdej'

the author of the report that some of the Greenland
ioe had dnfted eastward, to Spitsbergen waters, and
mixed with the ice that normally sweeps round South
Cape from the Barents Son Certainly m 1907 Green-
land pack reached to 8° E in the latitude of Ice

Fjord Spitsbergen which is within the limits of the

SMce covered last year by the pack under discussion

This explanation would nlso account for the northward
extension of the up Off the north coast of I eland
ioe conditions were bad until the end of Juh sihirh is

again an abnormal stntc of affairs

time by the Bureau of Standards at Washington is

provided by the recent issue by the Bureau of a thtrd

edition of the circular on magnetic testing of mate
rials It covers fifty pages and is issued at 15 cents

a copy by the Government Printing Office at Wash
ington It deals with the methods of measure-
ODMOit in use at the Bureau, the results obtained with
Epical commercial magnetic materials and gives a
graat deal of general information on magnetic sub.
jocts. Induction and hysteresis data for straight bars

ora obtained by the Burrows form of permeometer, m
winch the bar under test is combined by means of two
•oft iron yokes with an auxiliary bar to form the

magnetic circuit Core loss determinations are mide
accarding to the specifications of the Amencan Society

ftir Testing Materials on strips 5 by 2 s cm cut half

along half across, the direction of rolling They arc

aeaembled in four equal bundles, and with four comer
pieces constitute the megnetie circuit The mcasur«>.

ments arc made by means of the ballistic galvanometer

in each caoe A number of hysteresis curves for
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tUa of chemical elements and conpounda ara gpissn

In two papers published in the Journal of the Society;

of Chemilal Industry (vol xxxv. No 4) Mr G Su
Robertson discusses the question of the availability

of the phosphates in basic slags and mineral phos-
phates The increasing demand for phosphatic ter

tiiisers is leading to a search for substances previouelgii

oonatdered of Uttle value for this purpose llie value
of 2 per cent citric ac d as a solvent for testing the
availability of phosphates has been challenged fbt

minerals and fluorspar slags On account of the low
solubility of these phosphatic materials in this solvent
It has often been assumed thaS they are not so vafa»

able as the high grade basic slags indeed Wagnoc
introduced this test to detect the adulteration of borne
siag with rock phosphate Mr Robertson shows
that a sufficient number of extractions dissolve out
quite as much phosplwnc acid from the minerals os
from the slags The fineness of grinding is aW an
important factor in the solubility of rock phosphatcik
Field results at various English centres and in the
United States hnve shown the high value of ro^

It has usually been assumed that the wev of corns

in arculation is due entirely to abrasion In a
memorandum by Sir f K Rose however contributed

to the forty fifth annual report of the Deputy Master
of the Mint attention is directed to the effect of

grease derived from the sweat of the fingers or from
other sources, m ai celcrating the wear of coins The
fatty acids of the grease have a corrosive action upou
the metal Copper m particular even if present only

in small quantity alloyed with gold or silyer is con-

verted into an olcate stearate or other salt Haagea
Smlt, of the Utrecht Mint found by analysis that tiie

dirt on. a bronze com contained 36 per cent of coppes

m the form of pulverulent compounds of the
acids When the coin is handled the dirt is in part

detached and the coin undergoes a rapid less of

weight Gold or sihcr is not readily converted into

salts but the removal of the alloying copper leaves

the less easily attacked metals in a spongy form which
offers little resistance to abrasion A surface layer of

pure silver at first preserves coins from chemical
attack but this layer is soon removed by mechanical
wear In nci\ co ns the rapid loss of wei^t which
occurs IS doubtless due at first to abrasion out when
the rough edges have been removed chemical action

may provi to be of the first importance m the succeed-
ing deterioration

In vol XV ^rt i )
of the Transactiojn of the Engr

lish Ceramic Society the feature of most scientific ii»

terest is a scries of three ‘^Studies on Flint and
Quartz by Dr J W Mellor and two i ollaboratosa.

The first paper describes the effects^ upon quaata and
flint of heating these substances at temperaturoi
obtained in polteir ovens It has long been known
that quartz on calcination or fusion slraws a notafala

decrease in specific gravity—a change which is pi»
sumably attnbutable to the conversion of the ouitffci

molecule to a lower degree of pelynwrlsadem FHnA
It IS found undergoes similarly an alteration of specific

gcavlty when calcined but much mors rapld!^ titan

quartz Between grey flint and black fliht tm»w is

likewise a difference in the rapidity of trantfomiatiaii

to the form of lower density grey flint being chaiigW
somewhat more quickly than the black vanety 'fta

practical bearing on certain ceramic operations of tiiess

differences of behaviour is pointed out In the second
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paytr thim i* an intercatuig account of the fiormadoa

aM distribution of bouider and chalky flints and in

tbm third the question of substituting other forms of

aUica for flint m pottery manufacture is discussed A
tinefy article upon the national importance of fuel

aconomy » contributed by Prof W A Bone

Several numbers of the Technologic Papers issued

by the United States Bureau of Standards have re-

cently come to hand Each deals with a special

problem of analytical chemistry which has been in

vestigated by the departmental chemists In No 64 a

new method is given for the determination of barium
caibonate in vulcanised rubber articles and it is

shown that the process is sufficiently accurate for use

in the somewhat difficult case where sulphates of lead

and barium are present simultaneously with the barium
cariionate Paper No 65 includes a scheme for the

determination of o 1 and resin 1 1 varnishes tested

upon samples of known composition the process his
given fairly good results A method for the detection of

res n in driers is developed in No 66 It appears to be
trustworthy except when the proportion of resin is very

small Analytical chemists who may have to de il with
gums will find in paper No 67 a useful summary of

the chemistry of gum arabic The authors of the

paper find that basic lead icetatc gives the most
characteristic react on for this gum whilst for ts

quant Litive determination they nave devised an im
proved process depending upon the prec p tatton of
the gum with an alcoholic solution of copper acetate

Paper No 6g describes a cntuail study of the deter

mination of carbon in steel by dire t combust on in

oxygen it tempentures higher than are ordimrlv
employed Although the new method gives good
results the Investigators consider that the experimental
difficulties place it beyond the reach of most industr al

and works labontones

The following works are m preparation for appear
ance in Messrs Longmans and Co s Monographs on
Btochemtslry — The Development and Present Con
dition of Biological Chemistry Dr I< Gowland Hop-
kins The Polysaccharides A R I ng Colloids

W B Hardy Physical Methods used m Biological

Chemistry," Dr G S Wa^le Protamines and
Histones Dr A Kossel Lecithin and Allied Sub-
stances Dr H Maclean The Ornamental Plant

Pigments A G Perkin Chlorophyll and Hsemo-
glmin H I Page and Organic Compounds of

Arsenic and Antimony^ I>r G T Morgan

Messes Macmillan and Co s list of forthcoming
books includes the following — A Bibliography of

British Ornithology from t& Earliest Times to the

End of 19U, including Biographical Accounts of the
Principal Writers and Bibliographies of their Pub-
Ushed Works by W H Mullens and H Kirke
Swann, in six parts the first of which will be issued

at the beginning of June, Discovery, or the Spirit

and Service of &ience by Prof R A Gregorv illus-

trated (The purpose of the work is to oisplay the
nabUlty of scientific endeavour the meaning and value
of scientific method and the prachcol service of results

obtained by research) Theoretical Chemistry ^
Prof W Nemat, new edition revised by H T
TlEard, A Manual of Practical Physics by H E
Hadley Elements of Geometry by S Barnard
and J M ChlW parts v and vi Second Thoughts
of an Economist by the late Prof W Smart with
• biographical sketch by T Jones The Mihtaty
Map Elements of Modern Topography (French

Sdiool of War) The Statesman’s Year Book
imA* edited by Dr J Srott Kettle assisted by Dr
Bik Epstein
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
STBREoacOFic Spbcikohbuograms —A remarkable

pair of photographs of hydrogen (H ) flocculi, show
ing a stereoscopic effect, have been forwarded to us
by Prof Hale They were taken with a new grating
i^iectrohdiograph used in conjunction with the 6o-ft

tower telescope at Mt Wilson and exhibit the flocculi

surrounding a large spot group near the sun s west
Imb on August 7 1915 The time interval between
the two exposures was seven minutes giving a separa

I

tion of the two images due to the sun s rotation some-
what greater than Helmholtz s estimate of 1 for the
minimum angular separation of two objects just
sufficing for stereoscopic vision Ihe photographs
show the structure of the flocculi in a way whidi at
once recalls Langley s welt known representation of
the minute details of the photosphere about a spot
and a 1 ng dark flocculus which aflcrw rds ap-
peared as a prominence on the west limb is dis-

tinctly seen in relief Photographs of tli s k nd must
necessarily be affected by changes in the actual details

in the Interval between the xposurcs and by dis

tortion arising from drift of the solar image or
from irregular motion of the spectroheliograph during
exposure but Prof Hale believes that with due pre-
c lut ons the stereograms will assist in clearing up
some of the questions referring to relative Icvds A
check on the re 1 ty of the stereoscopic relief has been
obtained by tiki ig photographs of a globe having a
roughened surface turned through angles correspond
mg with the intervals between the solar photographs

A Variation in thk Solar Rotation —In the pries-

gramme of spectroscopic work at the Ottawa Observa-
tory a considerable place is devoted to the investiga-
tion of the solar rotation In the me st recent publica-

tion Mr H H Plaskett gives an account of a special
inquiry regarding its vanab hty in time {Astrophystcal

Journal vol xliii No 2) In order to regulanso the
personal equation and avoid bias all measurement was
postponed unt 1 the desired scries of spectra bad been
secured the plates were tlien mixed div ded into two
bundles and measured with two quite different types
of machines The displacements of eight lines includ-
ing three of telluric origin to servo as a check on
possible instrumental displacements were measured
Three possiblp modes of vanation were looked for ft)

diurnal (2) short period and (-)) secular changes Tna
evidence indicates that daily variations if exist«it do
not reach o-r kin Variations of the second and third

types are revealed m a cyclic change of o 15 km with
a period of about a month and a diminution of rota-

tional velocity amounting to 0-04 km s nee 1914.
1 he research is a typical example itf the thoroughness
already traditional at Ottawa

Tub Great Meridian Circle of the Paris Observa
TORY.—^The annual reports of the Pans Observatory
for the latf two years ointaui some interesting f&cte

concenung the working of this instrument After acci-

dental damages the indications of the repaired level

were discordant so that throughout the past twelve
months the determinations of inclination of the axis
have been entirely made by nadir observations employ
mg the suspended mercury bath devised by M Hamy
Another modification of pooedure concerns the ool

lunation error It was found that when the usual
dally determinations were employed the resulDng deck
rates showed variations greater than could be expected.

Consequently use is new made of a weighted mean
vhlue of the colllmatlon error determbed by observa-
tions of circumpolar stars- at upper and lower culmlaa.
tlons
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TEE "SUMMER TIME" BILL
'PHE mam proviiions of the Summer Time Bill,

* which was introduced in the House of Commons
on May 9 by the Home Secretary, Mr Herbert

Samuel, and was read a second time in the House of

Lords on May 16, are as follows —
(1) During a prescribed period the local time in

Great Bntain is to be one hour in advance of Green,

wich mean time

(2) The prescribed period this year is from two
o’clock in the morning Greenwich mean time on Sun-
day, the twenty-first my of May until two o’clock in

the morning Greenwich mean time on Sunday the

tot day of October, and during the continuance of

the present war the Act can be declared by Order in

Council to be in force for any prescribed period

(3) During the prescribed period any expression of

time in any Act of Parliament, Order in Council,

order regulation, rule, or by-law or in any deed,

time-table notice advertisement or other document,
is to mean Summer Time

(a) The Act IS to apply to Ireland ns to Great Britain,

witn the substitution, however of references to Dublin

mean time for references to Greenwich mean time

(S) Greenwich mean time is to be maintained as

hitherto, for purposes of astronomy or navigation

No particular time is prescribed for meteorologists,

who are left to decide for themselves whether to record

their observations at the same hour GMT through-

out the year, or to adopt the Summer lime for fave

months and GMT for the remainder A like difii-

culty arises with self-registerincr meteorological instru

ments, which are used to record continuously day and
night Either the instruments are to be an hour
wrong in the summer or meteorologists are to use a
time-system different from that of the general publie

For example, the five thousand voluntary observers

connected with the British Rainfall Organisation re-

cord their readings at 9 a m ,
which is to be 10 a m

Summer Time Dr H R Mill director of the

Organisation has had to announce to his observers

that the readings should be Uken, if possible, at

9am G M T ,
as hitherto, or a note should be made

on each page of the observation book if the readings

are taken at q a m Summer Time Anyone who is

concerned with the preservation of records for long
series of years must contemplate with blank dismay
the dual system about to be Introduced.

Lighting up times as was stated in last week’s
Nature, depend upon local times of sunset, and are
therefore boMd upon Greenwich mean time with differ-

ences for latitude and longitude The Law Journal
points out that since sunrise and sunset always mean
in law the exact moment at which the sun nses or
sets at any particular place the obligation to light

up vehicles an hour after sunset—an interval which is

reduced to half an hour during the war—is not affected

by the Summer Time Bill The law will thus maintain
local time for many of the statutes in which time is

mentioned and this, for nearly all places in Great
Britain and Ireland will be later than Greenwich
time, not an hour earlier, as the Summer Time Bill

presenbes As the tides sunrise and sunset lunar

phases, and like occurrences belong to navigation and
as^nomy, they will continue to be tabulated in ad-

vance in Greenwich time , but all public clocks are to

show mid-European time

liie economic and social advantages claimed for

this introduction of confusion into an orderly system
of time-reckoning remain to be seen, but whatever
they are there can be no question that the scheme of

a fluctuating time-standard has no natural basis It

is the duty of a scientific journal to point out the
objeetK^s to the scheme, even though it stands alone,
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and, in the opinion of the public, may represent what
is contemptuously termed scientific theory as some-
tUng apart from the practical needs of life The diffi-

culties are not appreciated by our legislators, and f^
writers in the public Press have shown any intelligent

understanding of them while scientific interests have
been completely disregarded The only satisfaction to

be denved from this childish method of promoting
the increased use of daylight is that the measure is

limited to the period of the war

PUKIUCAllON OF COAL-GAS
pROl FRANK CLOWES read a paper before the
^ Society of Chemical Industry on May 1 dealmg
with the past and present of the sulphur impurity m
coal-gas He retailed that the higher temperature
carbonisation arising from the displacement of iron by
fireclay retorts bad resulted in an mcreased amount
of sulphur coming into the gas, not only m the form
of hydrogen sulphide, but more noticeably as sulphur
compounds of an organic nature Purification by
iron oxide is sufficient to remove sulphuretted hydro-
gen, but the removal of these organic compounds is

much more difficult Sulphided lime, prepared by
passing coal gas containing hydrogen sulphide, but
tree from cu^n dioxide, over freshly slaked lime,

was in common use for the purpose, but its action
was so uncertain that a Board of Trade Committee
which inquired into the subject came to the conclusion
that any statutory requirement that the sulphur im-
purities should be removed to such on extent as to
demand the use of lime ought to be discontinued
The detrimental physiological effect and very slight, or
non-existent disinfectant value of the sulphurous pro-
ducts of combustion of coal gas were, however, plainly

indicated by Dr Haldane and experimental results

were also brought forward which proved that these
sulphurous products caused leather to rot and ulti-

mately to crumble, and that some fabrics were simi-
larlv affected

Dr C Carpenter and his collaborators have ad-
vanced matters by working out on the large scale a
practical method of removing carbon bisulphide by
passmg the gas at a temperature of about 450° C * (the
author gives the temperature 450® F

,
presumably a

misprint) over fireclay surfaces impregnated with re-

duced nickel The hydrogen sulphide formed Is re-

moved by subsequent exposure of the coal-gas to iron
oxide and the carbon deposited on the firraay-nidcel
surface is burned off, the sulphur of the coal-gas is so
reduced to about 8 grains per 100 cubic feet

A similar process is in the hands of an investigator
in France, and It appears that the immediate pos-
sibibty of distributing a much purer gas supply is

presented to the gas mdustry

PREHISTORIC ART.

A MELANCHOLY interest attaches to a paper
entitled ‘ Nouvelles d/couvertes k Laugerie

Basse Rabots, os utilises oeuvres d’art," by CapU
Bourlon, published in the last issue of L'Anthropologia
(vol xvii Nos 1-2, for January-April), because ue

f
allant oftirer was killed at the opming of tiie war
he paper has now been edited by M T’Abbd Breuil

These new discoveries in this famous cave are of
remarkable interest, including a fine collection of flint

implements, among which the rabots, or scrapers, are
of exceptional interest We have also fine examples
of work in bone, including many heads of anii^S
engraved on this material The engravings on stone,
besides those of the normal type, dlsplav some curious
variants Of these the most remarkable are a Sfd^

Tran<. Init Gu Eng 1914 p, ais.
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did picture of a red bear, atags, biton, and a figure
of a bird with a long, alightly curved beak, wiUi a
protuberance on the uiroat, which may make it pot
aible to identify the species

This type of prehistoric art it also illustrated in a
novel way m a paper in the same issue of L Anthro-
polo^ by M £ F Gautier, entitled Nouvelles
Stations de Gravures rupestres Nord-Africaines, which
describes a series of rock sculpturings at a place to

the north of Figulg on the Algerian Moroccan frontier

These include elephants lions an animal possibly i

giraffe, and ostriches The author remarks that
eminent geologists on the analogy of the prehistoric

drawings in the trench caves, are di^secl to assign
the North African specimens to the Qimternian age
But he warns us that the collection of examples was
made in the course of a rapid tour and that it is

Still far fiom complete Much further exploration is

required before anv definite conrlusimi regarding this

ty^ of prehistoric art and the ethnology of the artists

can be formulated

SC1L\CL AND CLASNICN IN MODERN
EDUCATION^

resolution 1 have the honour to move stems to

nted but few vsords to tommend it to a mectini,
of scientiht men But we h ivt to bear in mind that

It is not sLienlihc men th it hasc to bt tonvtnted and
It bexomts ntt(a>sary thertfurc to st ite tlearly what it

16 that we desire, and why we desire it

1 propose to bt^in however, by stating what it is

that we do not desire, my reasons for so doing bung
that our aims have been grossly misrepresented in the

past as they will no doubt continue to be misrepre
sentod in the future Thus, in expressing the opm on
that science ought to oust the study ot Greek and
Latin from the prominent posiUon which tliese sub
^ts hold in the educational course of our schools, we
have been accused of wishing to kill all learning but
our own The accusation is baseless We have never
expressed any such desire No one of us would be so

foolish as to w ish that the classics should not continue

to be a serious branch of study We do not contest

that an intimate knowledge of Greek and Latin may
help towards the attainment of literary and oratorical

style, or that it may even add to the amenities of con-
versational intercourse Wo admire—some of us from
a long distance—the favoured few who are possessed

of those advantages But it is the many we have
to consider in tfap matter of general education and
we ask ourselves—looking over the circle ot our
acquaintances at those who have had the inestimable

privilege of having Greek and I.atin swished into

them from their earliest years—whether in the great

majority there is any sign that there was ever much
penetration beyond the skin, and whether the educa-

tional benefits which the—for the most part long-

forgotten—acquisition of these languages has be

stowed are really worth the enormous amount of time

and trouble exp^ed upon them This is, of course,

an entirely different question from what I may perhaps

be permitted even by our opponents to call the teten

tifie study of classical languages and literature, which

is on an altogether different footing and cannot be

promoted by forcing Greek and Latin on every school-

boy, whether he has aptitude for it or not to the

exclusion of subjects the knowledge of which would at

least be of some benefit to him In after life

We must all admit that there is not time for anv

adequate study of both the clasrics and the natural

» XMBMta I»l« br Mr E<lw»rd Scklfcr F K & te snuT)"! di« ton
riwhition at ih* m tb« Ntglact ofSdm htid at Burfiagtoo Hooie

00 May 3 (no MaruaB, May 11 a)o).
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sciences in the general educational curriculum
,
surely,

therefore, it is scarcely niting to omit subjects which
in any conceivable circuiustance of lite may prove of
some value in order lu retain those uhich can only
be valuable in professions which demand a certam

I
standard of liter iry altainiiicnt But 1 am not pre-
pared to concede that knowledge ot the classics is

I necessary for the production ot the best English 1

icfer to this punt particularly because tlie daim has
I
been recently in ide by one of the ch iinpions of the
present system of education that without such know-
ledge we are unable adequately to express our ideas
III our own language The absurdity of this conten-
tion is obvious at a time when we arc commemorating
the tercentenary of the author whose immortal works
were written under all the disadvantages of the posses-
sion of small 1 atm and less Greek Perhaps it is

unfair to bring in evidence so transcendant a
genius as Shakespeare, he one feels even with a
complete classical education would still have succeeded
in bewitching the world with his wonderful imaginings
and in inspiring his characters with the attributes
and sentiments which his puny fellow mortals have
marvelled at for three hundred years, and will doubt-
less continue to admire as long as our world continues
Nevertheless if Shakespeare had gone through
t course of Eton and Oxford the langu^e those senti-

ments are clothed in would certainly have been
different, and I imagine that not even the most pro-
lasstcal of our opponents but is thankful that he
escajied

I am content however, to leave Shakespeare on his
pinnacle—unattained and unattainable—and to recall

the name of one John Bunyan Has anyone amongst
the polished eighteenth-century essayists written in a
clearer style than this Bedfordshire tinker’s son, whose
literary studies were mainly confined to the Bible?
Or to take an instance from our own times, was
there ever a finer political speaker than John Bright,
the great tribune, whoso utterances, couched m

simple vigorous English, were wont to pass straight
from his own heart to that of his audience? And is

there not another writer and speaker of whom we are
many of us proud to have been the disciples, and
whose spint we may well imagine to be with us thia

afternoon, who without the advantage of a classical

upbnnging was pre-emment amongst nineteenth-
century authors for his faultless diction and for the

direct and terse enunciation of his ideas, needless to
say, I refer to Thomas Henry Huxley
We have further been accused of desiring, in our

enthusiasm for science to oust such sub^ts as
modem history, and geography, and the study of the
English language and literature from the educational
curriculum No accusation can be more unfair. Wo
recognise that these subjects must for us form a
fundamental part of all Mucahon They have been
ousted from the present scheme because their imme-
diate relation to the classical languages and literature

was remote and the amount of knowledge of Greek
and Latin which has been required m competitive

examinations has needed all the time at the school-

master’s disposal We believe, however, that there

will if the greater part of that time can be recovered

be opportunity afforded for the acquisition of such
knowMge of the subjects in questwn as will help
to fit our bovB and girls to become worthy citizens of

this great island-empire
But in order that there shall be a reasonable chance

of our being able to maintain our place In the world

It is above all necessary that we should move with
the times We are a long way from the eighteenth

centuryw-when a sound education In classics was re-

cognisM as the be-all and end-all of a boy's upbring-
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Science was cben in its infancy Throughout
the nineteenth lentury it was advancing by leaps and
bounds In this twentieth century we meet it at every

turn, there is no getting out of its patli lhat th&
IS truly the age of science we have no lack of evidence

in the present war, but the statement is no less true

and IS even more importantm its application to the occu.

pations of peace And if we wish to live up to our

age we must do what in us lies to promote the pro-

gress of science The mere diffusion of scientific

knowledge throughout the community will be dinclly

benefit laf, but besides this eertain importunt conse-

quences must follow such diffusion Not the least of

Uusc IS the capability of appreciating the fact that it

IB necewiry for our prosp^ity—nay for tlie continu-

ance of our very existence—that m every ponsible way
knowledge of science should be advanced Let us

make no mistake on this point The nation which
necogniscs this necessity will succeed the nation

winch refuses to recognise it will fail

We make 110 claim to have eminent representatives

of science in the Cabinet We believe in the cobbler

sticking to his last The ouabties for which poli-

haans are chosen are rarely found in men who devote

their hvei to the pursuit of science But we think

that even Cabinet MiiustcrB should know something
about the world they live m and the bodies they

mhahit Surprise has been -expressed at the singular

Ignorance displayed b} distinguished statesmen of

simple facts in chemistry and phvsiolog) famili ir to

the most junior student This ought not however,
to be surprising What chance have they had to

acquire any knowledge on these subjects? Usually

none at all W« meet with the same kind of ignor-

ance in such a generally well-informed quarter as the

editorial column of a newspaper, nor ran this

be otherwise considering that the journalist has as a
rule the same kind a4 ^ucntion as the politician—an
editciition in which sciencG has oocu|ned oio part

Neldier is able to disttnguisfa between a real and sot-

duont authority on a s^cntific subject, and for this

reason we frequently find the utteranoes of a quads
quoted as of equal value with those of a master m
science And if men like these—men who have had
die highest eduiational advantages which our school#

and umversities can afford—are so deficient m know-
le^l^ of things around them things which real^
matter, and which affect the well-being and prosperity

of the whole community what can be expected from
the ruck of their fellow graduates who have taken

—

or perh^ been excused—the ordinary degree at

mr umversities and «ho have acquired m that
taboifous process little but a smattering of certain

ancient languages which they very soon lontnre to
get rid of? Or if anything remains it is of no pos-
sible use to them in the practical avocations—agricuL
turwl commercial or manufacturing—which will

occupy so much of their subsequent attention

Whereat had the time which most of them have thus
wasted in riassical studies been devoted to the acquiai-

rion of a basal knowledge of the physical and blo-

logTcal sciences it may confidently be affirmed that

(be living interest which these subjects afford would
lead to 1 desire for the extension of such knowledgo,
and that its possession could not but prove of definite

advantage in their future career

It is, however constantly alleged by our pro-

classical friends that wbatever may be said for the

teaching of srlenee on utilitarian grounds the study of
the classics has shown itself by long experience to

have such inestimable adaantages ns an educational

asset in Ae formation of character that ft is not pos-
sible fat any other branch of Icnowlodge to take its

place fa the mrricula of our schools and universities

This allegation mutt m the absence of specific proofs,

urn 4 ion arm nol

he met by us with the moat absolute demni Th#
asndaiice we possess is indeed altogedicr « the

opposite side. Of all the pubhc services the tme srfaich

M pre-eminent for the high character and eflUcienoy

of officers is by universal consent the Royal Nai^.
And this IS also disUnguished from the rest by tM
feet that from the very first the traming given i#

mainly a trammg in scientific methods, whilst ti»
very subjects whi& are alleged by so many instructors

of youth to be essentuJ to a schme of general educa-
tion are rigorously excluded We have here, in fact,

an experiment in educatkia which has been conducted
on a large enough scale for us to draw definite oon-
clttsions from it, and 1 venture to say, without fear of
contradiction that the results are altogether ui favour
of the propo&il to substitute science for classics in

the schools and univtrsities of this country
Lastly let us look for a moment at the sentimental

side More than one recent wnter has argued
as a proof of the efficiency of the existing system tJurt

if It IS productive of no other benefit, the experience
of the present war has shown that it has at least

taught our boys how to die The obvious answer to
(h» appeal to smtimml is that the lesson has been
just as well learned by those who have not passed
under the classical voke Men of all classes of the
community hov< done their duty equally bravely and
unflinchingly The courage and self saenfioe whiik
have been so abundantly displajed in our hghting Ser-
vices and their auxili ines cannot therefore be looked
upon as the result of this or that system of education,
but must be regarded is part of the common heritage
of our race of which we mav all be justly

proud There is besides one thing which is m
equal or even greater importance than the know,
ledge of how to die and that is the knowledge of
how to live Nevertheless, we are content to be
Ignorant of everything that pertains to our bodily life,

Ignorant of the functions of our organs of tlieir main-
tenance in health of the evils which follow the abuse
of those (unctions of the relation of our bodies to thesr

environment of everything which tends to devek^ a
healthy mmd in a healthy body True many of
us muddle through somehow in ' spite of this ij^or-
ance, but far too many suffer severely on account of
It, and one of the benefits which will accrue from a
diffused knowledge of science will be apparent in an
enhanced interest in all questions affecting the health
of the individual and the community An educational
curriculum which offers nothing beyond a little Gredc
and I Btin must by its very nature, produce an uo-
fertile soil, permanently incapable of encouragmg the
growth of such knowledge as is of real value in the
battle of life

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cambridge—An exhibition of 50J a year, tenable
for two jrears, is offered each year by the governing
body of Emmanuel College to a research student com-
mencing residence at Cambndge as a memW of
Emmanuel College in October Applications, accom-
panied bv two certificates of good character should
be sent to the Master of Emmanuel not later than
September 24

London —^Thc report of the Vice-Chanoellor on the
work of the Lniversity durmg the year 1915-16 gives
many interesting pnrtjculara as to the war moAk
accomplished by the University The total number of
coniBUssions granted to cadets and ex-ca(tett of the
University Contingent of the Officers Tndnuig Coqw
since the outbreak of the war is 2031, and of com-
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Mlasigiu granbsd to other greduatea and etudente is

^ Honours and distinctions conferred include one
CoRipanioiuhip of the Bath, one Victoria Cross, thirty

Miluiu7 Crosses, and seventy-eight Mentions in

Despatches Eighty-nine members of the contingent

hove fallen in the war Returns received already from
schools and institutions of the University show that

iqiwarda of 6qo members of the staffs, and more than
6^ of their present and former students, have gone
to the war During the year the number of mese
sdm have given their hves has been 236 A large

number of professors, deanonstrators, and otliers, bob
tesKhers and stodents, are engaged in assisting the
national authonUes as chemists, physicists engmeers
and otharwiae.

Okfokd —The statute providing that original ex-
perimental mvestigation s^lt be a necessary condition
for obtaining a dass in die honour school of chem
istry passed Convocation on May 16 without a division

Thia msnlcs an important new departure in the regula
tSsft of chemical work at Oxford It ts hoped in many
quarters that the principle thus established may be
widely extended so as to affect other scientific sub-
jects besides cbemistiy
The Halley Lecture for 1916 will be delivered in

the Hall of Queen’s College at 8 30 p m on Satur-
day, May ao, by Dr G W Walker late fellow of
Trinity College Cambridge His subject is The
Measurement of Earthquakes

SHKrFiEi.D —Under the will of the late Mr W
Edgar Allen, for many years chairman of Messrs
Edgar Allen and Company, Ltd Imperial Steel

Works, Sheffield, the sum of 33,000!. has just been
paid to the University Mr Edgar Alien left estate

of the gross value of 371,068! , of which the net per-
sonalty was sworn at 251,793! Among the numerous
legaaea for Sheffield institutions was the whole of

his books for the University library, of which Mr
Allen was the donor He also appointed the Umver
sity one of the residuary legatees Two-fifths of the

residue of the property was to go to the University
of Sheffield, one-fifth to Dr Bamardo’s Homes for

general purposes, one-fifth to the Church Army for

Kneral purposes and one-fifth to the Salvation Army
lo^eneral purposes
The 33,0am mentioned is part of the residue of the

estate though when the distribution is completed the
University will moat likely receive further substantial

oraof of the late Mr Alten’s thoughtful generosity
The sum of 5000! Is intended bv the wflT far the
^^Ued Science Department of the University, and
me balance is to go to- Unlver^ scholarships, half

of the sum to be reserved far the sons of worldng

9r Joseph Jonas chairman of the Applied Science
Cmnmlttee, who has been a generous supporter of the

University from the thna of us. Inception was a close

Mend of the late Mr Alien, and he agpeei to give

eooo! to the Applied Science Department and this

with the sum left hy Mr Allen—io,aool. In all—will
be devoted to the pnMslon of mikerials-testiiig tabora-

torica tor the department, to be known respectively

as “The Edgar Allen Physical Testing Laboratory*’
and “ The Jonas Mechanical Testing Laboratory

”

tn Mgard to any further amount which may abll be
received under Mr Allen’s will, this sum wiU be set

aride for the provision of further scholarsMps

SuMMHt evening daases began at the Manchester
hnmicipxl SchooT of Technology on May »s FWm
tfle prospectus a copy of wMeh has bm received

we find that classes at low fees have been arranged
In numerous branches of mechanical electrical, muni-
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cipal, and sanitary engineermg, chenucal technology,
mining, the textile industries, and m some depart-
ments of pure science That Manchester students are
wilhng to devote themselves to evenmg study durmg
the summer months is a satisfactory indication of
thmr earnest mtention to quahfy themselves to take
a worthy part m the international industrial competi-
tion of the future

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London

Reyal Society, May 1 1 —bir J J Thomson, presi-

dent, in the chair—Major P A Msemahea Seventh
memoir on the partition of numbers A detailed study
of the enumeration of the partitions of multipartite

numbers Whereas a unipartite number m enumer-
ates objects of the same suecies, a multipartite num-
ber m„ m„ m, may be regarded as numbenng
objects which involve similarities The problem is

the partition of a multipartite, or dividing up into sets

of objects a given assemblage of objects the division

being subject to various governing conditions The
author showed long ago that the solution is impliatly
contained m the algebra of symmetric functions The
difficulty has been in the evaluation of numerical co-

efficients which arise in the development of the sym-
metric function which presents itself as the solution

for a particularly specified problem of partition The
discovery of the paper is principally that there exists

a set of ^mmetne functions Q Q, Qi such

that the effect of any one of the operations iqion the

product Qi*^ Q,** Qi** is merely to multiply it by
an easily ascertainable integer, combined with the

circumstance that the symmetric function raerand can
be expanded m terms of such products The result is

that laws are obtained. It is established that under
any given conditions enumeration in regard to a uni-

partito number m, is given by the expression

\ag+iib,+*c, wherein X ft, v, are constants

Then the enumeration in regard to a multiparbte
number m , m„ m, is given by

Aa,a,. a,+/ib,b, b.+WiC, c,+

It IS therefore only necessary to obtain the unipartite

solution in the form above given when the mulh-
partite solution at once follows The set of functions

Q can be modified to meet any spenfied conditions of

partition The complete solution of the problem of

multipartite partition has thus been reached—Lord
Rsjisigb Legendre s function P,(0) when ti is great
and 0 has any value As is well known, an approxi-

mate formula for Legendre s function F«(0), when n
IS very large, was given by Laplace The subject has
been treated with great ^ncrality by Hobson, whq
has developed the complete senes proceeding % de-

scending powers of n not only for P„. but also for

the “ asaoeaated functions.'' The generality arrived at

by Hohsoa. requires the use of. advanced mathematical
metbeda.. A simpler derivation, sufficient for prac-

tical purposes and more within die reach of physidsta
with a smaller mathematical equipment, may oe use-

ful It had, indeed, been worked out independently
The senes, of which Laplace’b expression constitutes

the ffrsC term, la arithmetieally useful only when ni is

at least modiirately fargai Cm the other hsnd, when
0 ri smalT, R tends to Tflentify Itself with the BesstPs
functfon, J.fti0) as was first remarked by Mahler
A further dl^opnient of this approximation is hara
proposed Finally, a comparison of the results of tfie

two methods of approximation with the numbers caA
cnlated By A. Lodge for n«ao is exhibited —Prof A.
Dsady The occurrence of gelMinoiu spicules and thdr
mode of origin in a nbw genus of silieeaus sponges
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CoUosclerophora artnatta, n gen
, n sp ,

a sand-
sponge from Australia, contains an entirely new type

of s{ncule, for which the name cottosclere is propose,
and similar spicules are met with in another species

from the Indian Ocean The collosclere differs from
all spicules previously known m the fact that it con-
sists of a gelatmous material, contracting on the addi-

tion of alcohol and swelling up again on the addition

of water Evidence is brought forward to show that I

these spicules are composed of colloidal silica contain-

ing a higher percentage of water than the hydrated
silica or ^al of which ordinary siliceous spicules are com.
posed The colloscleres he in vesicles in the meso-
gloea, but these vesicles do not represent the mother-
cells or scleroblasts by which they are secreted On
the contrary, the coliosclere is an extra-cellular pro-

duct, and first appears as a knob on the outer surface

of the cell-membrane of a large spherical scieroblast

The colloscleres may be homologous with isochelae but
the supposed intra-cellular origin of the chelate and
other microscleres must be re investigated before this

point can be established —E S floedrleh The classi-

fication of the Reptilia The group Reptilia represents

not a true monophyletic class like tW (lass Mam-
malia and the class Aves, but rather an assemblage
or grade of Amniotes retaining a more primitive

general structure The Reptilia thus include a basal

Protosaurlan group of amphibian like forms leading

to a central point from which diverge two main
branches—the Sauropsidan branch leading to the
birds, and the Theropsidan branch leading to the
mammals The modern classification of the reptiles

based chiefly on the structure of the skull is in a
very uncertain state There is a great difference of

opinion as to the relationship of the vanous orders

Certain specialisations in the skeleton of the hind
foot and m the structure of the heart and great vessels

(m living forms) are of great importance in clossifici-

tion and deserve more weight than has hitherto been
attributed to them The development of a hook shaped
fifth metatarsal and of a metatarsal articulation and
the subdivision of the aortic trunk so as to form two
systematic arches crossing at their base in such a way
as to become separated by the intcrvcntncuiar septum,
clearly distinguish the Sauropsidan from the Thcrop-
sidan line of evolution The possession of these char-

acters shows that all living Reptilia belong to the

Sauropsidan groug while the structure of the foot

enables us to determine the affinities of mnnv incom-
pletely known fossil genera nnd to conclude that only

certain extinct orders can belong to the Theropsidan
branch —Dr R McCtrrlson The experimental produc-

tion of congenilnl goitre

Matkewatleal Society, May 1 1 —Sir Joseph Larinor

president in the chair — Prof H M Macdonald

A note on electrostatic problems —C B JoBery

The relations between spherical cyllndncnl and
spheroidal harmonics —E K Wtkeford The double
six —J G Lcatheai Theorems on conformal trans-

formation —G H Hardy and S Rawaaolan A
problem in the analytic theory of numbers

Edinburgh

Reyal Seclety, May i —Dr J Horne president in

the diair—Dr H Rainy and Miss C M Hawkk \
(dlnlcal method for the estimation of sugars in the

Uood The method was a modification of the method
described by Bang, and had advantages over other

methods on account of the small quantity of blood

which was required and the comparatively short time

in which the tests and measurements were made The
method was also equally apnittable to the estimation
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of sugar in the urine Experiments showed that the

blood sugar rose very rapidly to its maximum, while
in the ludneys the maximum was not reached until

an hour later —Dr A E Camerea The insect astocuu
tion of a local environmental complex in the district

of Holmes Chapel, Cheshire The districte with
which the study is concerned were two fields, Glover’s

Meadow and the alluvial pasture situated In the farm
land of the Holmes Chapel Agncultural College In

these fields the soils were respecUvely a reddish clay

loam and a dark-coloured loom The plant environ-

ment and Its relation to the insects were fully con-

sidered, also the physical factors of the environment
such as water content, humidity, light, temperature,

precipitation wind soil exposure, slope, and the

like The index of an insect’s habitat is where it

breeds, and it is important to recognise endemic forms
which are proper to an association and polydemic forms
which are invaders Detailed accounts were mven of

the vanous orders of insects found, such as Diptera,

Coleoptcra Nruroptcra, Apterygota, Hymenoptera
etc , and the facts were brought together in a senes
of tables, showing the months of occurrence of the

different species iheir habits and the plants with
which they were associated Another pomt of interest

was the relation of the soil-inhabiting insects to the

food habits of ground feeding birds

Paris

Academy el Sciences, May i —M Camille Jordan in

the thair—G Lcmolne The catalysis of hydrogen
peroxide m heterogeneous medium Second part

experiments with platinum Experiments were car-

riM out with distilled hydrogen peroxide containing

8-6 per cent of the pure peroxide, in contact with
platinum black and platinum sponge, both at a con-
stant temperature Ihe results are given in graphical
form The velocity of decomposition increases with
the weight of the catalyscr and with the state of
division of the platinum Comparison of platinum
black with the sponge in approximately the same
state of division shows that the platinum black exerts

a special catalytic action, much more energetic and
due to a distinct cause—H Le Cbateller l^icnee in

its relations with the economic development of a
country— 'V Rlghl Experiments relating to the m-
fluence of the magnetic field on the charge of a con-
ductor in rarefied air Details of an experiment
which in the opinion of the author, renders necessary
the hypothesis of magncto-ionisation, the action of tlte

magnetic field favouring ionisation by shock —

E

EogMHaati The 5turm-LiouviIle senes simply capable
of summation —G Vacca The HarmomoMi coeUstt
of Francois Vi6te—G Blgoardia Remarks on the
preceding note —A BUlmovUch The traiectorles of a
non holonomial system — PecialiU The determlna-
tion of the law of integral radiation of a solid from
the light yield —E Males The absolute density of
gaseous hydrnbromic acid The gas was prepared by
two independent methods liquefied, and purified by
fractional distillation The figures obtained for a
litre of the gns under normal conditions v^ed be-
tween 3 6439 and 3 6447 grams, with a mean of 3 6444
grams —L Reatter The analysis of two resinous
masses used by the Incas of South America for em-
balmlng their dead These consisted mainly of Peru
and Tolu balsams with some volatile essences con-
taining menthol —P de Sousa Contribution to the
Dctrographical studv of the south west of Angola —V.
Raymond and T Psrliot The etiology, prophylaxy, and
therapeutics of the affection called trench feet 'Hill
affection appears to be due to a pathological fungus,
Scopulanopsts Kontngtt
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Washington, D C
NsUmwI Acaduay ol Seltocw (Proceedings No 4

vol u April —By the committee of the National
Academy of Sciences appomted at the request of the
President of the UnitM States Preliminary report
upon the possibility of controlline the land slides adja
cent to the Panama Canal —H shapley Discovery of

ei^t variable stellar spectra It appears safe to
infer that all Cepheids (including the cluster type)

besides being variable in light and m velocity vary
periodically in spectral class —G M OrcM The linear

dependence of functions of several variables and cer
tain completely intcgrable systems of partial differ

ential equations The theory of linear dependence is

^eraliMd to the case of n functions of several in
dependent variables and is applied to the study of an
important class of systems of partial differential

eauations —B Bess l^tematic motion among stars

or the helium type There appears to be a strong
tendency for the helium stars to move in their own
plane which should therefore be preserved at least
until the next step m the star s evolution But there
are likewise strong tendencies on the part of helium
type stars to depart from the plane so that the ten
oency for the stars to spread In every direction has its

birth in the helium stage of evolution —

D

Harkins The abundance of the elements in relaton
to the hydrogen helium structure of the atoms A
spiral form of the periodic table is given The
elements are found to arraifge themselves in three
cycles containing respectively 4* 6’ 8* elements the
last being incomplete llie even numbered or
helium-system elements are very much more abundant
in nature than those of the odd numbered or lithium
system —C Wlisler The genet c relations of certain
forms in American aboriginal art The investigation
reveals several good examples of the genesis of spec
fle decorative designs growing out of attempts to

embellish surfaces of fixed contour and to conceal un
sightlv lines —C E St Jobi The situation in regard
i R wland s preliminary table of solar spectrum
wave lengths The general transformation from the

system of Rowland wave-lengths to the international
wave-lengths is a matter of the greatest difficulty

even though the relative wave lengths in each system
be free from error and statistical comparison between
different systems is a procedure fraught with the

t.i ^ i — residuals that may be quite

Changes in the form of

The nebula appears to be
turning about its own axis after the manner of a top
and there is some indication of a helical motion towards
the nucleus The observed shifts seem to bo rather

of mass than illumination and are independent of the

variability of the nucleus —Ruth B Howland The
effect of removal of the pronephros of the amphibian I

embryo Removal of both pronephroi leads to oedema I

and death though the presence of one is sufficient to

keep the embryo healthy bringing about an increase

In size In the remaining organ —R Rncdcniana The
presence of a median eye in trilobites The question

of the presence or absence in tnlob teS of the median
eye is of considerable phylogenetic importance The
median eye appears in the maiority of cases as a

single tubercle and there is evidence for the visual

function of the tubercle—W J V Ostsrhoal The
nature of mechanical stimulation In this conception

of mechanical stimulation the essential things are —
(i) Substances which are more or leas completely

pnnrented from reacting by semi permeable surfaces

(a) a deformation of the protoplksm sufficient to pro-

duce in some of these surfaces a rupture which is not

at once repaired (3) a resulting reaction which pro-

duces the charactenStic response to the stimulus—
NO 2429, VOL 97]

R E Clanssa and T H aeodspsed Hereditary
reaction-system relauons an extension of Mendelian
concepts The mechanical Mendelistic theory of Mor
gan IS applied in the study of N cotiana and it is

su^ested that by the appl cation of such conceptions
to (£nothera the occurrence of mutants and their sub-
sequent behaviour adm t of logical interpretation—
A B Coble Point sets and allied Cremona groups
(part ii ) Theorems such as the following —A pencil
of plane cubic curves can be transfo med by ternary
Cremona transformation into only 960 proiertively dis-

tinct pencils of cubics—are proved —M B Porter A
theorem of Lucas A simple proof is given for Lucas s
theorem that the zeros of any polynomial F(s) he
inside any closed convex contour inside of which the
zeros of P(s) are and the theorem is extended to give
information concern ng the distribution of zeros of the
derivative of certain relational or transcendental func
tions —E J WUciyaski Interpretation of the simplest

ntegral invariant of proje live geometry —W E
Cams Size nheritance in guinea p g crosses Pre-
liminary studies publ shed in smwed that s ze
and weight in rabbits do not follow the Mendehan
rules of dominance and segregation as unit-characters

A large amount of material being now ava table upon
gu nea pigs attent on is invited to the nature of the
growth curves observed for the races crossed and to

non-genetic as well as genetic factors affecting size

From these crosses there is no evidence showing either

the existence of numerous multiple Mendelian factors

or of a few Mendelian factors or of a single Mende-
I an factor affecting size
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(i) A Text book of blementary Chemtstry By
Prof A Smith Pp x+4S7 (London G Bell

and Sons, Ltd
, 1915 )

Price 55 net

(a) A Laboratory Outline of Elementary them
tstry By Prof A Smith Pp 152 (London
G Bell and Sons Ltd 1915 )

Price at net

(?) A 1 ext book of Inorframe Chemtstry Ldited

by Dr J Newton 1 rieiid Vol viii Ihe Hilo-

gens and their Allies By Dr G Martin and
F A Dancaster Pp x\ 111 + 337 (London
C GriHin and Co I td 191
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(4) Modern Chemistry and its 11 onders By Dr
G M irtin Pp \m + 3^i (Lond>n Sampson
1 ow Marston md C j I td ign;

)
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ys fid net

(i) '^HOSL who hoe used and appro
E dated the merits of Prof Smith s well

known Introduction to Inorj, inic Chemistry
will study with interest his new Text book
of Elementary Chemistry ind the Labora
tory Outline which his been written as a

companion to it llic published \\<rk of the

author, and the brilliant results that have followed

from his experimental researches arc a sufficient

guarantee of the authentiiity and accuracy of the

statements of which the IxMk is composed, and
there is no lack of novelty in the range of sub
jects or in the facts which are quoted as illustra-

tions A perusal of the book has left m the mind
of the reviewer some feeling of disappointment
that the author has consented to l>e bound by the

narrow restrictions involved in the compilation of

one of the smaller elementary text-books So
many fascinating subjects are dealt with that one
cannot help regretting again and again that a few
lines in the text have had to carry a load which
might well have been distributed over a page or a

chapter Thus the allotropy of sulphur, the con
stitution of water the chemistry of petroleum

starch and sugars, enzymes and fermentation

the fixation of nitrogen radioactivity and the

inert gases of the itmosphcre pottery and
cement, colloids and adsorption fats and soaps

explosives and artificial silk, are all touched upon
very briefly as illustrating the fundamental laws

of chemistry or its applications to everyday life

Facts and observations such as these are amongst
the most valuable assets of the lecturer, who can
use them at his own discretion to cover with flesh

the bony skeleton on which his subject is built

up, some teachers at least will feel disappointed

when they have to compete with a text-book in

which the dry bones are already so amply covered

with flesh The attention of Fnglish teachers may
be directed to the brief description given on pages
a07 and ao8 of the Frasch process of mining
sulphur at the new township of Sulphur,

Louisiana where a quarter of a million tons of

sulphur nre pumped up every year in a molten

NO 2430, VOL 97I

state from beneath a quicksand with the help of
superheated steam

Ihc book IS illustrated by means of a senes of
simple but very effective line drawings , there

are also full p ige portraits of la)munossof! (the

great Russian ihemist 1711-1765 whose for

gotten work his been redistoven d to modem
chemists by the aid of Prof Smith himself),

Mavow Ramsi\ Perrin (a ch irming and lifelike

jjortriil) iiul Bicqucrel i full pige illustntion is

also given of L T R \\ ilson s photographs of

tn ks from ndiiim The British edition con-
t iins two idilit on il ch ipters on the laws of
Icinii il lomhmatiun and the periodic classifica-

tion of the cleini nts which have been added at the

iggtsiiin of Mr II \ \\ out ton the senior

sntnee n aster it Westminster School

(.) lln 1 ibir tiiy Outline calls for little

mment as it Ins hii 1 irniigcd to harmonise
with and to illustrite the subject n itter of the

lixtbi ik 1 h >si wh id pt the text lx ok
\ 11 Ix' gl id to Insi. ihi r ( o irsc f labonlorv work
c n the L iboratory Outl nc iid will fand there

11 implc selection of suitable 1 xpieriments and
SI ggestions

(3) Dr 1 riend s new 1 ext book of Inorganic

Chemistry promises to be a very valuable addi-

tion to chemical literature Vol viii is the second,

>ut of nine volumes to ri ich the stage of publics

ti n ind as it is the first volume to deal system
atically with in important group of elements it

may Ix regirded as establishing the kind of treat

nu nt th it will bi adopted throughout the series

Ihc general result is extremely satisfactory, and
will provide for 1 nglish readers an even more
useful guide to the literature of inorganic chem
istry than they will find in the familiar Conti-

ixntil works >f M iissan and Abcgg The chief

fcaturts of the book Which arrest attention imme
d atcly, arc the references given at the foot of

ilmost every pige to show the authority for the

statements made in the text and the generous
treitment givin to the physical properties of the

e irious elements and compounds manufacturing

p xesses, such is the preparation of gaseous and
of liquid chlorine are also described in sufficient

detail for an intelligent appreciation of the various

operations which are involved A wholly unneccs-

s iry prejudice is created in the introductory piages

b} numerous quotations from earlier publications

of one of the authors, iniluding in one instance an
actual claim for priority but this feature disapi-

pears as st»n as the chapter on fluorine has been

p isscd and has no influence on the real utility of

the book Now that the supply of books and
jouni lis from the Continent has been so largely

curtailed it may be hoped that EngUsh chemists
will take the opportunity of adding to their

libraries the volumes of this most useful and
creditable English text book

(4) It IS difficult for a professional worker in

any subject to review accurately a popular exposi-

tion of the “wondets” which form the familiar

material of his “daily round and common task.”
The best criticism of such a work is obviously
that of the general reader, for whom it is in-

O
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tended, but the author’s colleagues can at least

bear witness to the fact that the wonders are

described correctly, without exaggeration and
without any undue appeal “ to the gallery ” Dr
Martin has probably t^n wise to assume that his

readers arc familiar with chemical formuls, or

that, even if they are not, they will still like to

sec these mystic symbols occupying a place in the

text, as evidence that the book is a real contribu

tion to chemistry, and not merely a misleading if

popular, exposition The subjects dealt with

include nitrites explosives, petroleum, coaltar,

alcohol, sugar, and salt, whilst on the more theo-

retical side arc chapter on radium on modern
alchemy, and on the ‘mystery of the periodic

law ” Only in the case of these last mentioned
chapters does any doubt arise as to the ability

of the general reader to appreciate the author^s

exposition
,
but that is a question that may soon

be solved when the book has circulated as widely

as its merits demand Here and there the burning
questions of the day arc touched upon the under-
payment of chemical workers generally, and es-

pecially of those who are willing to undertake the

burden of original research, the discouragement
of research by the undue prolongation of exam-
ination tests at the universities, the loss of the

coal-tar industries and the risk that freedom of
thought may be hampered by the creation of "im-
mensely rich and immensely jaowerful international

scientific societies ’ These questions, discussed
in a popular book on the wonders of modern
chemistry, may peril ips dri\e home a lesson which
has not yet been fully learned by i public un-
versed in the literature of presidential addresses
to technical and scientific societies The iMok
contains thirty-six excellent plates and twenty nine
drawings in the text T M f

WIREIESS TRA\SM 1SSI0N OF PHOTO-
GRAPHS

Wireless Fransmtsston of Photographs By
M J Martin I’p xihiiy (London Wireless
Press, ltd, iyi6

)
Price 2s 6d net

T HL problem of transmitting pictures by wire-
less is not one of actual performance, but

of speed of transmission It is obvious that a
“ process ’’ picture, one inch square, consisting of
some 2000 dots of, say, six different sizes, could
be transmitted and set up as “letterpress in the
time It takes to transmit and set up half a column
of Nature The task which Mr Martin faces is,

therefore, the task of bringing the speed of trans-

mission within commercially manageable limits

He does this by means of an apparatus which
transmits more than ^000 dots a minute

This transmission is effected by current impulses
produced by the contact of a metal point travelling

over a metal positive of the picture, consisting of
bichromated gelatine on tin- or lead foil Wherever
the stylus touches the foil it produces a current
Impulse m the transmitting antenna At the re-

ceding station these impulses are photographically
record cm a revolving drum synchronised with

NO. 2430. VOL 97]

the drum on which the transmitted metal picture

IS fixed The size adopted is 5 by 7 inches, and
the time required for transmission is said to be
twenty-five minutes Ihis is short enough for

practical purposes, but very considerable Still is

required to prepare the metal prints, and the

whole “ tclephograph ’’ consists of an array of

different aj^aratus, each requiring very careful

adjustment The author acknowledges, indeed,

that the process is still m the purely expenmentai
stage

Ihe book is useful as giving a general survey

of the present state of the problem and some
guide towards future experimentation It should

be remarked, incidentally, that the sensitiveness of

the Tmthoven galvanometer is greatly under-

stated, 10-® ampere being quite a strong current

for the larger quart? fibre instruments Selenium

and the preparation of the metal prints are dealt

with in sep-irste appendices The only method of

preparing So cells described is Bell and Tainter s

method with brass eleetroclcs, which of course,

are quite unsuitable, and are never used nowa-
days Ihe definition of sensitiveness as the ratio

between resistance in the dark and resistance
‘ when illuminated ’ is too vague to be useful, and
should be replaced by some less ambiguous state-

ment
The electrolytic receiver described on p. 54 as

the most practical and simple of all photo-tele-

graphic systems ’ is remarkably ingenious, though
Its simplicity IS not very obvious Like the rest of

the book, it gives an impression of the great

difficulties encountered ind the amount of in-

genuity already expended on them
E E F

EIPCTRICAI ENGINLFRING MANUALS
(1) Examples in Magnetism Second editicm

Pp 90 Price I 10 dollars

{2) Examples in AlUmating Currents Vol I

Second edition, with additions Pp 223
Price 2 40 dollars

(3) How to Make Low pressure Transformers
Second edition, with additions Pp 17 Price

40 cents All by Prof 1 L Austin (Han-
over, N H Published by the author, 191S"
1916)

(i) /~\UR opinion of this book is distinctly un-
favourable The substance is poor in

quality, and its quantity is much less than many
lietter books at half the price In his very first

numerical examples the author shows that he has
no sound grasp of the real use of numbers m
connection with measurements and he further

displays his deficiency by stating that ‘ 1 foot-

|X>und exerts a force (our italics) of 13,^49,21344
ergs, ’ in spite of the satisfactory definition of
' force " appearing on the next page Although
he starts with four-figure data (30 48 cm » i ft

,

4S3 6 grams=i lb
, g*=>98o cm per second per

second), he has work^ this out to no fewer titan

ten significant figures! Such a procedure it

unpardonable in one who proposes to "give
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guidance” to others We have noted quite a
number of points like this, but it would be a
waste of time and space to refer to them in detail

(a) “It IS the design of this book to furnish

guidance ” to the “ college student ” and to ‘ those

who arc pursuing a correspondence course” “in

the solution of engineering problems The
first forty pages or so contain 1 rdsttmi of the

mathematical nnd trigonomelric il formulas liktK

to be required This is certainly useful, but much
of it should not be nccessiry to students whose
mathematical attainments arc suiliucnt to follow

|

the methods emplojcd in the book, which nnkt
free use of the calculus and seem to prefer pure I

trigonometrical soUUions to those obt untd with
the help of vectors Ihcn follow a number of

definitions concerning altennting qu intities nid
elementary electric d matters 1 hi uninitiated

reader should be warned Ih it somt of these give

quite a diffi rent meaning to ri rt un terms from
that current in this country, and others, if strictly

interpreted, do not i \prt ss quite what the author
presumablv intended I hi book however, is not
intended as a text hook but as a txiok of ex
amplcs, and if the student conscientiously works
through all the oxaiupks and problems given
he can scarcely fail to g un a fair insight into

alternate current theory

(3) The amateur or student who wishes to make
a small transformer for himself will find the con
struction of the little one described in this book
well within his powers The type chosen is the

Faraday ring type which is an efficient type for

its size, and is suitable for making with some I

what limited resources as to tools The tjpc
does not, however, lend itself to cheap factory
construction, and the book is not intended for

electrical engineers D R

\N AMERICAN GARDENING BOOK
My Growtnf' C,arden Ky J H McI arland

PP xiii + 2ifi (New York The Macmillan
Co , London Macmillan and Co ,

I td , 191 <>

)

Price 8s Ctd net

T T IS the better sort of intclleclua! moralitj

which has inspired the writer of ‘My Grow
mg Garden ” As its title suggests it begins
ab tmito, almost in pnnctpto and the whole book
bubbles over with the enthusiasm of the genuine
gardener who creates aspires, and sometimes
has to stoop to conquer The shrewd common
sense that underlies some of the passages, which
a meticulous critic might perhaps describe as
otherwise florid, has a pleasant American char-
acter, and gives the book a quality of its own

It IS quite possible that the English garden-
lover may not be able to extract many special

“wrmkles” from Mr McFarland’s book, but he
will most surely derive a good deal of pleasure

from an acquaintance with the American garden
M it has developed under the care of an American
enthusiast The chapter on weeds is especially

a pleasant one, and, indeed, the whole book Is

w«l worth the reading
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One of the oddly deep-rooted teiidenaes that

Adam has transmitted to his descendants is a

love of the garden Like other tendencies, it may
be latent in some, but is continually cropping up
ifter the fashion of other primal instincts Now
and again it bursts into widespread activity, which
IS perhaps more than genuine, for imitation, a
pre-Adamite simian character, plays no small part

in the ostensible development, mental, moral, and
otherwise, of gregarious folk One of the accom-
panying features of the pre.ent epoch, symp-
tomatic, perhaps, of the proselytising spirit of

aggressive humanity, is apparent in the multitude

of books on gardens which have, for the last

decade or so, been rolling so tumultuously from
the printing press The future student of our
times might do worse than give his attention to

this oddly mixed literature It has been written

b> and for all sorts and conditions of men—and
women—and it reflects, as the serious, fictitious,

or mercenary pursuit of a widely cultivated hobby
« an do so well a wide range of huir an aspiration

a curious mixture of noble mrtal ,-nd worthless

dav J B r

OUR BOOKSHELF
Elements of Mineralogy By h Rutley Revised

by H H Read N ineteenth edition Pp xxti +
394 (London T Murby and Co

, 1916 )
Price

34 6d net

In this nineteenth and extensively revised edition

of Rutley s Mineralogy ” the general arrange-
ment of the original has been largely retained,

but such changes have been made as the reviser

has thought necessary “to bring the book into

line with modem tendencies in economic mineral-

ogy, and to make it an introduction to the scien-

tific prospecting and determination of mineral

deposits
”

Occurrence and origin are treated more fully

than in former editions, also the uses of the indus-

trial minerals, and the geographical location of

important deposits An interesting introduction

has been contributed by Mr G T Holloway, and
a series of excellent paragraphs prefatory to the

several useful and precious metals by Mr W G
Wagner A serviceaMe glossary of terms used in

economic geology has been added by the reviser

Typographical errors are few, but errors of

matter numerous The composition of anorthite

IS given as CaO Al^Og fiSiOg (p igi) it is stated

of orthorhombic crystis (p n 1) that " all sections

give straight extinction ”
, aegenne and wollaston-

ite are classed with the aluminous pyroxenes (p

198), and riebeckite with the aluminous amphiboles

(p 206) Style, and precision of langmge, too,

are often defective The tetragonal system is char-

acterised by “ two equal lateral axes, one unequal
vertical axis" (p yx), the optic axes of biaxial

crystals are described as directions "along which
light can travel with equal velocity ” (p 90) . the

Mond process is said to produce “nickd in a great

state of purity” (p ,338) we are told (p ii6>

that "iron carbonate (FeCO*) Is the mineral
chalybite,” and (p. 376) that platinum is used "In
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the manufacture of chemicals by the contact pro*

oess m dentistry and in jewellery
”

Mr Read was ordered abroad for active service

while the volume was bcmg set up. Had he seen

all proofs, no doubt imperfections, of which the

foregoing are random examples, would have been

eliminate
rhe book is a useful epitome of mineralogical

pnnciples and methods, and a convenient small

work of reference to the more important rock-

forming and economic minerals C G C

BrtUsh Sea Ftsk An Illustrated Handbook of the

Edible Sea hshes of the British Isles By
Harold Swithinbank and G £ Bullen Rp xi

+ 35 (l^ndon Simpkin, Marshall, Hamil-
ton, Kent and Co

,
ltd

)
Price 21 net

This is a pamphlet of which six pages are devoted

to an account of the British sea fisheries, and
thirty five pages to descriptions of some thirty-

four species of marketable fishes The illustra-

tions are very small half tone reproductions of

mediocre phott^raphs The descriptions consist

each of about six to ten lines of print summarising
the characters of the species, two or three lines

of print giving the range of occurrence, and of
“ remarks ” dealing mainly with the quality,

flavour, and methods of cooking of the fishes con-
sidered We learn from the preface that the

work “is to be regarded as in no way scientific
”

and that it is intended to popularise the cheaper
and coarser kinds of sea-fish which at present

suffer from prejudice Considering these limita-

tions and the relatively high price of the pamphlet,
we find it difficult to think of the particular public

to which It IS intended to appeil at the present

time , for it is far too small to be of much use to

anyone really interested in marine biology, and
too expensive to be used in a propaganda

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents Neither
can he undertake to return or to correspond with
the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Naturs. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications ]

“Bumimr Time" and Meteoroid
Rkcently T have had occasiomlly to rise at 3 a m

and to be out between 3 a in and5am I found the
weather niistv and relatively veiy cold, with tempera-
ture about 45° F Later in the day temperature rose
to 75® F Clothing suitable for the early morning
was quite unsuitable for the day and (what 1 specially

notlcM) vice versd, it occurrro to me (hat civilised

people had unconsciously adopted a day which centred
a little later than the time of maximum temperature,
thereby securing the nearest possible npproarh to a
uniform temperature in the dsily period of their away
from home existence In this way they save them-
selves unnecessary trouble in putting on and taking
off clothing, and further they save tliemselves un-
nectesary risk of chills and colds The change from
a temperature of 45° F to one of 75® F is equivalent
to changing from a cool day of January to a warm
day of July The change may stimulate and energise
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the labourer in the fields, I doubt if its effect on the

worker in a city office is good or pleasant

The average increase of temperature from 8am to

Q a m in the summer months is nearly 40 per cent

of the Increase from gam to the maximum about

a p m , and the decrease in humidity (or dampness of

the nr) from Sam to 9 a m is nearly 50 per cent of

the decrease from gam to the niimmum humidity m
the afternoon (nnd the rate of change from yam to

S a in IS equally fast)

Moving the h inds of the clock will neither warm nor

dry the nir People arc therefore being plun^ into

cooler damper air through their ignorance (i) of the

fact that custom is usually based on the teachings of

experience, (2) of the facts of observation which indi-

aitc directly «hat has biiii the indirect teaching of

experience in this case

Tho argument tint it is as cold in April at 9 a m
as it 18 in Mnv nt 8 a m is intlTcctive, because people

in England idiiit the 'unounl and character of their

clothing to th sc 1st n of the >iar and uhat they feel

most Is not absolute cold but relative cold, and rela-

tively to the middle of llte day it is twice as cold at

8 a m in May as at 9 a m m January
There is m element of romance about early rising

if the experiment is not too often repeated Perhaps
one summer will suffice E Gold

In accordance with the provisions of the Summer
Tune Act Greenwich Mean 1 ime will continue to be

used for ill meteorological observations and publica-

tions so tliat no discontinuity will be caused durmg
the period whin Summer Time is in force But be-

sides the obsirviUons whitli are made by regular
observers many meteorological phenomena of various

kinds art from time to tune recorded or reported, and
It IS highly desirable th it there should be no ambiguity
in these reports which arc often of much mterest and
importance The council of the Royal Meteorological
Society desires to direct attention to the necessity of
stating precisely the time of occurrence in all such
cases, and whether the times quoted refer to Green-
wich Mean Time or to Summer Time since the omis-
sion of this information may render the record of the
phenomenon useless for meteorological purposes
Such occasional observations form a valuable addi-

tion to those which are made at the permanent ob-
serving stations and supplement them usefully it is

therefore essential that they should be recorded with
precision H G Lyons

President
Royal Meteorological Society May 19

OMh^iats ud Spaeial OonattiblM.

A REcliNr experience of Canon E Hill and myself
may be useful to geologists On May 3 we went by
train from Lincoln to East Barkwith Station, on the
line to Louth and walked by a rather roundabout
route to South Willingham Station, looking at die
structure of the country and for sectiona of drift

While waiting for our tram outside the latter station,

a man, in dress and aspect rather above a farm
labourer, accompanied by another with a badge of some
sort on Ills coat came up to us and in none too clidl

a tone began to catechise us as to what we were
doing where we were and had been staying, our
homes professions ages, heights, and the like about
which we gave him full information Apparently he
did not know that there was such a sdenoe as geologyv

but after he had received a large amount of blogra^
leal informaition he acknowledged it by saying, ki the
tone of one rebuking two peccant viuagera, uwt an
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«ducated men wc ought to have known we had no
businecs to be going about the country Thi« wia
rather too strong, so I retorted, That is nonsense,

we have a right to take a walk along the roads to see

the country To cut a long story short, he departed

before our tram arrived, with the remark that if wt
had been photographing or sketching he should have
taken us into custody

We were at nearest about seventeen miles from the

sea Neither at Louth (where we had spent a week)
nor at Lincoln was any notice posted up in the hotel

<or elsewhere, so far as we had seen) supporting his

view, and we had not left the high road, except to

enter two pits It is therefore obvious that any village

Dogberry may employ the brief authority with

which he imagines niniself clad to prevent all study of

English geology or natural historv

T G Bonnhy

National Food Supply and Nutritional Value

One of the remarks made in the article in Nature
of May It on my survey of the hood Value of

Great Britain s hood Supply is urtiinly justified

namely, the value for protein seems low It is

too low This has arisen from t iking an analysis

for wheat flour in whii h the protein was 7 9 per cent

,

whereas it should be mon correctly something like

10 7 per cent Making an allowani'o for this dilTorcnn

increases the daily protein ration per man bv 10 4 grams
and brings it to 112 i grams instead of 1017 hor
a similar reason the carbohydrate should be reduasl

from 5*^7 ** grams per man per day to 580-7 grams
Whether the fat should be reduced depends on the

analysis adopted for the different kinds of meat A
recalculation, however, adopting different analyses,

and perhaps, on the whole, more accurate ones, makes
no material difference in the daily ration as pur
chased It certainly affords no ground for reduc

tran, on the contrary, it shows an increase of 19
grams per man per day

In conclusion, perhaps I may be permitted to ex
press my grateful appreciation of the very fair and
sympathetic way in which your article as a whole
IS written and for the opportunity it affords of making
these corrections which 1 hope to publish later in

detail W H Thompson
Trinity College Dublin May 15

I AM glad to And that Prof Thompson has dis

covered a reason for giving us a more reassuring
figure concerning the national supply of protein It

IS now clear that we have a larger margin upon which
to draw in case retrenchment should prove necessary

Readers of Nature should be grateful to Prof
Thompson for making the correction, and I have
myself to thank him for the courtesy of his letter

The WanEK or the Article
May 19

The Lower QremMwd Flora.

In the kind review of mv work on the Lower
Greensand Flora in Nature of May a your reviewer

states that I have overlooked a memoir by Buckland
This Is the Bridgewater treatise M^ I point out

(l) that 1 was (ualing with Lower Greensand and
not Portland Oolite plants and therefore not profess-

ing to ^ve a complete account of the latter, but merely

nnerrea to Buckland’s ongmal memoir. In which titt

name of the genue was founded for purposes of

nomenclature, (a) that, even though In the later work
(the Bridgewater treatise) Buckland figures a speci-

men with the "lateral buds,” which are probably
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cones It remains the fact ns I stated that no cones
are figured in the original type, (3) that the Bridge-
water treatise example can only be accepted as being
the same specits is the origin il type by an assump-
tion that they wire in fact idcntnal, because, as 1

staled, the original type speemu n is lost
, (4) that con-

sequently It IS not carelessness but a perhaps over-
metiruloiis scrupulousness in m menclature which
made me and still makes me hesitate to accept as a
certainty the idcntitj of the so-called Cycadttes tmero-
phyUus of the Bridgewater treatise with the lost
original vegetative type of Cycademdea mtcrophyllus,
in spite of the top part of the drawing

Marie C Stopes

OvBRiooMNG a reference is at least to some of us
too common an 01 rurrcnce to net d an 1 1 iboratc de-
fence My point IS that Buckland s Inter description
of one of his species Cycademdei mtcrophylla is

fatal to in important argument used by Dr Stopes
Buckland expressed no doubt ns to the specific Identity
of the specimen figured in the Bridgewater treatise
with that on which the original ac 01 nt was based
and whether or not the stems belong to the same
species there are no adequate grounds for doubting
their generic Identity The natural course to pursue
in endeavouring to solve a problem is to consider such
evidence as is available, and as regards the question
at issue, I maintain that the evidence overlooked by
Dr Stops furnishes a serious—in my opinion a fatal

objection to her conclusions ACS
MataMNilogioal Oonditloin of k Blizzard.

The word blizzard signifying originally a typ
of snowstorm most common and most severe in tne
Rocky Mountain States of the Union, although occa-
suna^y occurring elsewhere is now loosely used to
in< in any heavy snowstorm 1 his 1$ unfortunate for

a term is needed for the type of storm referred to

ibove Three things must co-cxist m a blizzard

—

1 irge quantities of very fine snow
,
very low tempera-

lure, generally below zero Fahrenheit, and a high
wind of great velocity

Apparently the loose use of the word Is becoming
rommon in Great Bntnin for you refer in Nature of
^pnl 6 (p 129) to a blizzard of unusual seventy
The context shows that neither the snow nor the
temperature condition could have been fulfilled, for

you say that the gale was accompanied by rom and
snow ’

I doubt very much whether the Bntish Isles could
produce the r^uislte conditions for a real blizzard.

Arthur E Bostwick
St Louis Mo April 24

THE ROUTIEDGB EXPEDITION TO
EASTER ISLAND

NOW that members of Mr Scoresby Rout-

ledge’s expedition to Easter Island have
returned to this countir, it is possible to give

some idea in broad outline of the objects of the

expdition and of its chief results The expedi-

tion, which was aided by grants from the British

Assoaation and the Royal Society, was excep
tionally well equipped It also had the advanta^
of being independent of the infrequent opportuni-

ties of communication with Easter Island, as Mr.

Routlet^ had built and fitted at his own expnae
the schooner Mono, of ia6 tons, with auxiliary

motor power, 10 which the expedition sailed from
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Southampton to Chile the Straits of Magel-

lan, and thence to its destination The party con-

sisted of Mr and Mrs Routledge, Lieutenant

R D Ritchie (seconded by the Admiralty for navi-

gation and survey work), and Mr h Lowry Corry,

geologist The last-mentioned gentleman had un-

fortunately to be left behind in South America
owing to a severe attack of typhoid fever which
necessitated his subsequent return to England
The expedition arrived at the island on March 29,

1914, and did not leave until August, 1911;, making
a stay of sixteen and a half months

Laster Island, or Rapa Nui, the most easterly

island of the Polynesian group, lying about ii

miles south-east of Pitcaim, was discovered in

1721 by a Dutch captain named Roggewein It

was visited on several occasions subsequently by
navigators, notably by H M S 1 opaze in 1868

Our knowledge of the history and antiquities of the

island IS based largely on the results of a visit of

twelve days’ duration made by the Mohican of the

United States Navy, in i886
The islanders speak a dialect of Polynesian and

in physical character they conform to the Poly-

nesian type At the present day their numbers are

:>mall, owing to the fact that in 186a or 1864 about
half of the popuhtion was carried off by Chilian

slave raiders, and i large number of the remainder
were transferred to Tahiti, Eimeo, and Gambler
by various agencies Considerable modification m
their customs would appear to ha\e taken place

after the Chilian raid
, the chiefs upon whom their

social organisation was based disappeared and
many of their ancient customs fell into desuetude,
though the tradition was preserved among the

older members of the community From this tradi-

expedition, and the number known to exist has

now been considerably increased These platforms

are remarkable both for their size—one of them is

1^0 feet long, or with the wings which run from

the upper level to the ground, 560 feet long—and

for the method of their structure lliey were built

by fflling in with stone rubble the space between

parallel walls of squared uncemented stone On

I

the top of the platforms stood the stone statues

rhese statues, of which there arc two examples in

I

the British Museum, are of enormous size, weigh-

ing from 10 to 40 tons Many of them he where

1
they were made in the crater, and a large number
still stand on the slopes of Rana Roraku, one of

the volcanic craters which form the chief physical

features of the island Dr Rivers has recently

I

directed attention to the fact that Mocrenhout in

I 1837 pointed out that similar, though smaller,

statues existed in Pitcairn and Iai\ai\ai while

he himself suggests a connection with the cults and

secret societies of Melanesia - None of the statues

on the platforms are now standing ind their

manufacture appe irs to have ceased abruptly One
explanation of the cess ilion which has been offered

IS that it was due to a \olcanic disturb incc while
' a native legend states that the statues were thrown

down in an intertribil q larrel Ihc Routledge

exjjcdition made a number of excav ations around

I
the statues m the hope th it light might be ob-

tained on this point and the methods of in imifac-

I

ture wen carefully iincstig ited Particul ir atten-

tion was given to the t|uestioii of orient ition, but

I

10 uniformity was observed On the coast the

I

statues on the platforms fued inland, while the

I platforms themselves f ii cd in all directions

Ihose erected on the mountain followed the nature
tion and from the references in the accounts of the
older voyagers, it would appear that in religion,

culture, and social organisation the Easter Is-

landers were broadly Polynesian During their

stay on the island the members of the Routledge
expedition were able to get into intimate relation

with those islanders who still have some know-
ledge of the older tradition The result has been
a fund of information of quite unhoped-for interest

and importance, especially m its relation to the
archseolc^^ical remains of the island, which have
always been something of a puzzle
The chief interest of Faster Island lies in the

fact that it possesses remains which, although not
exactly unique, are yet sufficiently remarkable to
have given rise to considerable speculation These
consist of stone terraces, or platforms, resembling
the Polynesian marats

,

colossal monolithic statues,

stone carvings, and stone-built houses Further,
Easter Island is the only part of Polynesia in which
anything approaching a script was developed
About fifteen inscribed wooden tablets from the
island are known to exist, one being m the British
Museum ‘

The stone terraces or platforms have been care-
fully examined and measured by the Routledge

1 Th* tiblM* dcaerlbad umI iha
mtrlMNl M<i dbmmed br Hr O M
uU«t So« EmW Iilud (Rap* Nul)
doa 1904. Mo. I

I anmptf al lh*lr InrerpraiatlM

. . P! “ *“=<lb€«l woodwi
in Dm DritUi MuMom " Loo
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of the ground Inside the crater they faced north

and cist on the outer slope south west The
stone built houses were ilso subjected to a close

examimtion and much new inform iiion obtained
as to them It could scartily be expected that it

this litc date, esjjecially hiving in v lew the results

of eirher inquiries an interpretation of the

tablets could be obt lined but 1 certain amount of

inform ition of value his been acquired
The expedition on leaving Easter Island, visited

Pitciirn Island (whin a stiy of four days was
made), Tahiti, and the Sindwirh Islands, in all of

which miterial valuable for comparative purposes
was obtained

It would be premature and unfair, while the data
of the expedition are still under examination, to do
more than indicate in the briefest manner the
points to which attention has liecn directed

rnoiigh has been stited however, to suggest the
value of the expedition’s work which it may safely

be said will not only add considerably to our know-
ledge of the islancf itself, but will have important
bearing upon more general questions relating to
the culture of the Pacific It is hoped that it will

be possible for a full account of the expedition to

be given at the forthcoming meeting of the BritUh
Association at Newcastle

E N FALtAIZB
«W H R Rim

Anlkn/tltrlil, M*
San Colt and MtstHiha in Ocnuiln. Amtrkm

' Sana 17, >913.
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THE BRllISH SCIENCE GUILD

The tenth annual meeting of the British Science

Guild was held at the rooms of the Royal

Society of Medicine on May 17, when the Rt Hon
Sir William Mather (president of the Guild) pre

sided over a large attendance, including man}
well-known men of science

In moving the adoption of the annual report the

president referred to the past work of the British

Science Guild in encouraging the prictic il applica

tions of science— 1 matter the importance of which
had been acute 1} real sed since the outbreak of

war Many instances are furnished in the report

It will be recalled that public interest in this

question was aroused by in address delivered by

Sir William Rams ly on the irganisalion of sc ence

at the annual meeting in 191 <; this subject has
since received const mt attention by the executive

committee and useful work has Iso been done
by the various special committees of the Guild

A journal is now being issued periodually sum
marising the work of such committees and other

matters of general interest to members of the

Guild
It is remarked that the need for the proposed

N itional School of Technical Optics has been
strikingly illustrated by the dilTiculty, since the

outbreak of war in secur ng adequate supplies

of binoculars prismat c compasses gun sights

periscopes range finders, and other optic d
munitions ” A resolution urging the national im
portance of such a school was passed by the

executive committee of the Guild on December 7
1915, and forwarded to the Ministry of Munitons
but notwithstanding the assurance of the Minist* r

that ‘ the object in view appears to be undoubtcdlv

of the greatest importance the necessary funds
for this purpose are not yet forthcoming Com
mittces arc also engaged in studying the manu
ficture of British mieroscojoes for pathological

chemical and met illurgical work and a special

committee has outlined a programme of jjolicy of

State relationship to industry science and edu
cation This memorandum will be issued in due
course

The annual report contains a survey of the

various science committees working on war
problems the steps taken by various

scientific societies to put their memliers at

the service of the Government for scientific

work, and other proposals of interest during
the year Reference is made to the recent

meeting following the memorandum on ‘ Tht
N^lcct of Science the conference called by the

Royal Society with the view of establishing a con
joint board of scientific societies and the work
of the advisory council to the committee of the

Privy Council for the organisation of scientific and
industrial research In an aj^ndix, compiled bv

Prof R A Gregory, the work of the advisory

council ts more fully desenbed and a summary is

given of the scheme for the establishment of a
^mrnonwealth Institute of Science and Industry in

Australia This appendix also contains a review
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I of the Civil Service estimates for education and

I

science, and some particulars of benefactions to

science and education in the United States

During the jicriod 1871 1914 no less than
1 16,883,000! was giv( n III private donations

I

for these purjxiscs In thi year 1913 14 six uni-

versities benefited to the extent of more than
200,000! each Cornell L ni ersity receiving

87,220! The avenge innual benefactions for

I

educational purposes imount to nearly six million

I pounds The report is 1 whole furnishes an ex
tremcly interesting review of pi ogress during the
pist year—a year vvhuh may prove a very

important one in the history of British science

The adoption of the annual report w as seconded
by Dr R Mullineux W ilmsley, who gave some
instances of our present deficicney in f leihties for

the manufacture and application of optical glass

He recalled that the scheme for the National
School of Tcchnie il Optics, originally matured by
the governors of the Northampton Institute was
placod before the educational authorities thirteen

years ago Had this school been m existence

vvluii the war opened it could have rendered ex
ceedingly valuable service In appealing for

40 oool to cover the building and equipment of

the school Dr Walmsley read a letter from Mr
Lloyd George igreeing that a National School of

Technical Optics was urgently needed and com-
1 tending the scheme to the generous consideration

I

< f p itriotie citizens

An address was delivered by the Rf Hon
Vndrew 1 ishcr High Commissioner for the Com-
monwealth on the establishment of a National In-

I
stitutc of Science and Industry in Austral a Since
the war Austr ih i had learned to appreciate the
value of organised science The laboratory was the

adjunct of the workshop Science added Mr
I isher should be more adequately represented in

the Government of this country, and mere attach-

ment to tridition should not interfere with the
realisation of this aim The scheme for the NaUonal
Institute of Science and Industry was based on co-
ojicration Ihe confcrcnci called last January had
received the combined support of men of science,

manufacturers and representatives of the chief

I

State departments and in a fortnight had evolved

I

i definite scheme The institute will be under the
supervision of three directors, free from political

I control, one of whom will be a man of proved
ability in business and finance and the other two
men of science of high standing The institute

will encourage and initiate researches in the chief

colleges and laboratories throughout the country,
establish research fellowships and create new in-

stitutions where necessary It is also proposed to
organise a bureau of information which will act
as a clearing house for intelligence of scientific

and industrial value, will help to avoid overlapping
of effort, and will promote the interchange of ex-
perience between men of science and manufac-
turers Among the subjects to be investigated

will be manjy of great importance to Australia
connected with metallurgical, chemical, and agri-

cultural matters and the utilisation of waste pro-
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ducts Importaat work might also be done in

studying the development of districts differing

Widdy in climate and temperature

A vote of thanks to Mr (isher was proposed

by Sir Alfred Kei^h and seconded by Sir John S
Young Sir Alfred Keogh expressed the hope that

the scheme described by Mr Fisher would be

instrumental in promoting constant interchange of

views between men of science in this country

and in Australia As an illustration of the prac-

tical applications of science, Sir Alfred referred to

the care of the wounded and their treatment

during convalescence A striking instance hid
been the suppression of typhoid fever To day
there are only twenty-two cases in the British

Army in France, whereas if wc had gone on in

the rfd way the number of cases would probably

have reached 80,000 or 100,000

The Lord Mayor and Mr Andrew Fisher hive
been elected vice-presidents of the Guild

,
and the

Executive Committee for the year 1916^17 is con-

stituted as follows —President, Right Hon Sir

William Mather, chairman of committees. Sir

Norman Lockyer, K C B , F R S , vice-chairmen
of committees. Sir Hugh Bell Bt , Hon Sir

John Cockburn, K C M G , honorary treasurer.

Right Hon Lord Avebury, honorary assistant

treasurer, Lady Lockyer, deputy chairman. Sir

Boverton Redwood, Bt
,
vice presidents. Sir Wil-

liam Phipson Beale, Bt
, K C ,

M P , Surgeon-
General Sir Alfred Keogh, K C B

,
Major

O'Meara, R E , C M G , Right Hon Lord Syden-
ham, GCMG,GCSI, FRS, hon secre-

taries, Sir Alexander Pedlcr, C I C
,
F R S ,

Dr
F Mollwo Perkin , other members, Captiin
Bathurst, M P , Dr G 1 Beilby, FRS, Mr
W H Cowan, M P

,
Prof R A Gregory, Sir

Robert HadRcld, FRS, Prof A Liversidge,

FRS, Sir Philip Magnus, M P
, Dr T A

Matthews Mr Robert Mond, Prof John Perry,

FRS, Sir Ronald Ross, K C B
,
FRS, Mr

Alan A. Campbell Swinton, FRS, Lady Napier
Shaw, Mr Carmichael 1 homas. Dr R Mullineux
Walmsley, Dr Howard S Willson, and Colonel
Sir John S Young, C V O

NOTES
Thb Summer Time Bill received the Royal Assent

on May 17 and came into force at 2 a m on Sunday,
May 21 From now until the end of September three

systems of time-reckoning will be legal, namely (1)
Greenwich lime, for tides and other occurrences of
navigation and astronomy, (2) local time, which is

based on distances from Greenwich in latitude and
longitudCjand determines lighting-up times, and (3)
Summer Time which Is an hour in advance of Green-
wich Mean Time The third clause of the Act state#

that “during the prescribed period any expression of
time in any Act of Parliament Order in Council,
order, reflation, rule or by law or in any time-
table, notice, advertisement, or other document i> to
mean ' Summer Time ’ Orders as to lighting up
must, however, be excluded from the field of operations
of this clause, at they refer to -an interval and not to a
particular hour Time-tables showing lightmg-up
times In different parts of the kingdom are in common I
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use, and are given in many calendars and almanacs
These tunes are determined by actual sunrise Or sun-
set as points of reference, being at present half an
hour before and after respectively The sun rises to-

day, for example, at nearly 4 a m in London and sets a
little before 8pm, lamps of vehicles must therefore,

be lighted up to 3 30 a m G M 1 , and after 8 30 p m
The corresponding times at Glasgow are 4 38 a m for

sunrise 8 38 p m for sunset, and lighting up tunes
to about 4 a m and after 9pm All these times arc

ultimately based on Greenwich Time, with the neces-

sary differences and it w 111 be a problem for many a
village policeman to decide when lamps have really to

be lighted Symons s Mcti orologtcal Magazine for

May in an article deploring the adoption of the
measure prints a littir from Sir Napier Shaw, direc-

tor of the Meteorological Office instructing observers

to record their c bserv ili iiis and attend at their offices

and observ itorics accord nj, to the hours of Greenwich
Mean Time is lienlof re whuh shows that in the
Government nw teorological service the Act is simply
to be Ignored s it must hi m meteorological work
gencrilh So far as we kn >w not a single daih
paper his shown in intelligent appreciation of the

relation of da\ light to liim standards but we are glad
to acknowledge that 1 1 the technical Press the Elec-

trical Rcvicu h s lonsistentlv londemned the principle

involved in the new measure as well as contested the

claims put foiw ird b\ is idvoi lUs It remains to be
seen whether the promised social and economic advan-
tages of the \rt w ill justify thi use of Summer Time
over tlie whole kingdom either during the war or

after

\t a meeting held it Burlington House on May 2^
attended by repn sentatives of miny lending firms con-

cerned with chemical industries, it was resolved that

British firms engaged in the chemical and allied trades
should form an association (1) to promote closer co-
oper ition ind to place before the Government the
views of the chemical trade generally, (2) to further
industrial research and (3) to facilitate closer co-opera
tion between chomic il manufacturers and various uni-
versities and technical sthools

In an interesting and suggestive address delivered

at the inaugural meeting of the Ferrous Section of
the Metallurgic il Committee of the Advisory Council
for Scicnlifii R« search on M ly 8 Sir Robert Hadfield
put forward i proposal for the establishment of a
Central Bureau of information as to materials existing
within the Bntish Empire ^s he pointed out, when
It IS a question of the adoption of a new metallurgical
invention or development it is absolutely necessary to
know the locality and extent of the materials which
will be required Neither the work of the Geological
Survey nor th it of the Department of Mines in the
Home Office nor that of the Imperial Institute really
covers this field II is true that Dr Strahan, the
director of the Geological Survey and Museum, Jermyn
Street, has recently begun the issue of a senes of
special reports on the mineral resources of Great
Bntain But something very much broader and
bigger than this is reouired How restricted is the
scope of activities of the Geological Survey may be
illustrated from the fart that it does not include
Ireland The ores existing in that country are
not known officially in this country at all , and the basis
of such information as does exist rests upon the
partial work of one man who is remunerated to the
extent of lool per annum Moreover the maps Issued
by the Geological Survey in this country do not furnish
sufficient information ns to minerals of econcnnlc value
With proper organisation the value of metalhiri^t
products within the British Empire could be very
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flatly increased and the proposal made by Sir Robert

Hadfi^ as to the necessity of a Central Imperial

Bureau of information is one that will receive the

sui^rt of everyone acquainted with the actual state of

aflaVs revealed as the war has progressed

On the invitation of Sir Mfred Keogh rector of

the Imperial College of Scu nee and Technology, ibout

fifty members of the Commercial Committee and otlu r

members of Parliament visitt'd the tollege on May 18

Mr Arthur Acland the chairmnn of the Executive Com
mittee of the governing body welcomed them on behalf

of the governors and gave a sliort historical count
of the college with particulars of the stift students

and buildings Referring t education at public

schools Mr Acland snid that bnvs c im,c to the college

very ill-prepared to tnke up scientific studies,

this no doubt was largch du< tc the bias in favour of

the classical as agiinst the modern or scientific side

still existing in most schools ind he urged upon tlic

members of Parliament present the ncccssitv of a full

inquiry into our public sc hool s) stem Dealing with
higher education he showed how technic il tr lining

had sulTered in the past from lack of funds, and thi

haphazard manner in which successive Governments
had dealt with it In this country there were no bene
factions to education on the stale of those given in

the United States, nor large State grants as in Gcr
many He referr^ to the sites still unbuilt upon in

the Imperial College owing to want of money and
made a strong appeal for the development of scientific

institutions generally It was uriportant that develop-

ment should be systematic with a view to the future

needs of the Empire On the lonclusion of Mr
Acland’s speech the committee proceeded to inspect

the departments including^ those of chemistry,

physics, fuel technology engineering mining, metal

lutgy geology and oil technology and plant physi

ology and pathology After the tour the members
met at the Imperial College Union and the rector

in reviewing the purposes of the college illustrated

the country's recent dependence on Germany for

highly trained men of science by mentioning that when
he first came to the college students who had been

trained in botanv were obliged to go to places like

Munich for training in plant physiology and patho-

logy, and that a regular employment agency for

economic botanists for the British Empire existed it

that time In Berlin This was now changed by the

action of the college He urged industnal people to

bring their industrial problems to the college when
they would be worked out for them On bchnlf of

the commercial committee Major Chappie and Sir

Archibald Williamson expressed their thanks and the

great pleasure the visit had afforded them

The annual visitation of the Royal Observatory

Greenwidi will be held on Saturday June

Sir Alfred Ewing F R S Director of Naval Edu
cation, has been appointed principal of the University

of Edinburgh, in succession to the late Sir William

iSimer

On Thursday, June 23 the Royal Society’s Crooman
lecture will be delivered by Prof S I Hickson on

“Evolution and Symmetry in the Order of the Sea-

pens
”

We learn from the Tttne? of May ao thnt the

archaeologist, Dr P V Nikitlne, vice-president of the

Russian Academy of Sciences, died on May 18 in,

Petrograd.

TBe Rgv J Llewelyn Davies died on May 18 at

Hampstead at ninety years of age Mr Davies was
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an original member of the Alpine Club, and made the

first ascents of the Dorn and the Taschhorn He was
elected one of the members of the first London School
Board in succession to Huxley He was associated

with F D Maurice in the foundation of the Work-
ing Men s College in 1854 and was for a time prin-

cipal of Queen s College Hxrlcy Street, London, W
The band of the Coldstrmm Gunrds will play at the

Royal Botanic Gardens on Saturday and Sunday after-

noons during the si xsun lommencing June 3 Future
arrangements include the National Rose Show and
other events of botan cal social and charitable pur-
JHISP

liiB dc ith Ills (Hcurrid of Dr J J Burrill, who
was professor of botany at the University of lllinoit

from 1870 to 1912 From 1891 to 1894, and again
in 1904 he was also acting president of that institu-

tion He was pn sidcnt of iht American Microscopical
Society during 1885 *>nd 1886 and its secretary from
1886 to 1889 He served as a botanist in connection
with the U S Agricultural Experiment Station from
1888 to 1912 At the time of his death Dr Dumll
had almost completed his seventy seventh year

Mr H tLOY, who died recently in New '\ork in

his fiftieth year had consider ible repute as an elec-

trical engineer in connection with hydraulic and high-
tcnsion long-distance trmsmission wxirk From 1892
to 1898 he was associated with the Westinghouse
< oinpany and had afterwards practised independently
as a consulting engineer He was a member of the
jury of awards at the St Louis Exjxisition and was
the author of several works on electrical subjects, as
well as of a large number of contributions to

technical journals

The death is announced of Mr LI Blake, who
was professor of physics and electrical engineering at
Ihe Rose Polytechnic Institute Terre Haute, Indiana,
from 1884 to 1887, and at the University of Kansas
from 1887 to 1906 At various periods he was con-
structing electrical engineer on tW U S Lighthouse
Board and chief engineer (afterwards consulting
engineer) of the Submarine Signal Co

, of Boston
He was also director and engineer of the Blakfr-

Marschcr Elcctric-Static Ore Separating Co , and
wxs a member of several \meriran scientific societies

He was in his sixty second tear at the time of his
death

Capt R j Suith of the Lancashire Fusiliers, who
was killed in action on May $, at the age of twenty-
nine, was the eldest son of Mr O Smith, of Jiggins-
towm House, Naas, Co Kildare He was
educated it Mountjov School Dublin was a
graduate of Dublin Universitv and secured a
science scholarship in the Royal College of
Science for Ireland, receivjiig the assoejateship
of that college in 1908 He taught in Kilkenny Col-
lege in 1909, and then in the Technical Institute,
Newry, Co Down, from which he entered the works
of the British Westinghouse Company, Manchester,
as an engineer He owed his rapid promotion in the
Army to the technical knowledge which he was so
fully able to apply

Lieut R L Valeniink of the 7th Batt Royal
Dublin Fusiliers who died on April 30 from wounds
received near Loos, was a scholar ana an associate of
the Royal College of Science for Ireland where he
devoted himself especially to natural history and
geology He was the youngest son of Mr W. J M
Valentine, of Dublin, and received his earlier educa-
bon at the High School Dublin When the war
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broke out he was engaged on a research atHocdc Point

Co Wexford leading to a correlation of the base of

the Carboniferous strata with the recognised horizons

of the \voniun senes in south-western England He
had also just gained, by rompctitiun, a post as geo-

logist on the Geological iSurvey of Ireland and he
completed the Civil Service qualifying examination
when actually in military training During his sir

vice he devised an important method for increasng
the efliciency of the Lewis machine gun Hi w-is

keen and untiring in any duty that he undertook
and would undoubtedly have made his mark iniong

scientific men in Ireland His loss is especially felt

by those who had looked forward to his comndcship
in public work

The death is announced of Dr Janus William

White, professor emeritus of surgery at the University

of Pennsylvania Born in i8so, lie gradu ited in 1871

and then joined the scientific staff of the Ilassler

Expedition under Agassiz returning in ik/z iltir

visiting both coasts of South America and the G'lliK Archipelago He then settled in Philadelphia,

mg first resident surgeon at the Eastern Pcni

tentlary and afterwards professor ot genito-urin iry

surgery professor of ilinical surgery John Rhen
Barton professor of surgery, and llmlly, em ritus

professor of surgery of the University of Pinnsjlvuii i

when appointed a trustee of the University He w is

the author of many papers ind works on surgi ry

and in former years was an ithlctc of many parts

On the occasion of its qiiatercentenary in ujoo the

University of Aberdeen conferred on him the honor ry

degree of LL D When the war broke out Dr ^\ hito

devoted himself with ilnr ict< iislir energy to the nusc

of the Allies and publ shed many articles in ord r

to enlighten \meriL'in public opinion on the trigin

of the outbreak He wis a well known visitor to this

country where he formed many friendships

Pmerx has been a poetic simplu ity in the quiet life

just over, of Mr John Gntriths Welshman mntht
maticlan, and college tutor for many years post

Senior hellow of Jesus ColUgi Oxford Childhood
in a farmhouse at I langindtirne neir Kidwelly,

schooldiys at Cowbridge li ilf a ix.ntury of longenial

Study, research and not too burdensome teaching in

the walls of his college , ten ye irs of repose in the

village where he w is born His modesty wis ex-

treme his shunning of lomp iny excessive Happy
with a few real friends alwiys tlose and with Kid-
welly for the Tipperary of his heart he wanted no
outer cirilc of aiquaintan es If he cherished any
unsatisfied ambition, it was unexpressed I ortu-

nately he allowed himself to write—impulsively ner-

vously, cleverly but loo brioflv to do himself justice

He produced a quite early volume on the geometry
of the triangle ind some thirty or forty notes and
papers for the I-ondon M ithcmatical Society and for

journals Some of these deal with geometry others

with elliptic functions His pupils even if many
passed from his sight w ere lastingly attached to him
Among them were H W I loyd Tanner (deciasixl).

Prof W J Lewis and the present registrar of the

University of Oxford

It is reported from \msterdam that Prof Karl
Schwarzschlld, director of the Astrophysical Observn-

a at Potsdam has died from illness contracted

le on military service In the early part of the

war he was said to have been acting ns meteorokignal

expert in connection with aeronautics it Namur, but

Is now described as having been an ofheer in the

artillery Prof Schwarzschlld was bom nt Frankfort

in 1873, and took his ddetor s degree at Munich in
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I
1896 He was appointed assistant at the Von Kuffner
Observatory at Vienna in 1896 was Fnvatdount at
Vluniih from 1899 to 1901, and became professor of

astronomy and director of the observatory at Gottingen
in 1902 He succic-ded Vogel as director of the great
observatory at Potsdim in 1910 Prof Schwarz-
schild’s contributions to nstronomy were very numer-
ous and covered a wide range of subjects His
mathematical investigations of the pressure of sun-
light, in relation to the dimensions of the particles

acted upon are well known in connection with theories

of the solar corona and the constitution of comets
He gave much ittention to stellar photometry, and
developed important practical methods of observation

In this connection tin use of a coarse grating on
ihi object glass ot a tdescop* which has yielded such
valuable data for photographic magnitudes was first

adopted bv him in 1895 Ho also attacked with some
success, the problem of applying the objective prism to

the determination of radial velocities Prof Schwarz-
Bchild was a notable contributor to the investigation of
stellar motions and the stnicture of the universe His
name will be especi illy id ntified with tlie ellipsoidal

hypothesis as an alternative to the hypothesis of two
star streams, suggested by Kapteyn He wis elected

an associate of the Roy il \stronomical Sock ty in

1909 Ry his death astronomy has lost in investig itor

of untiring industry nd nitrkid originality

In spite of the elaborate survey of the pagan tribes

of the Malay Peninsula, by Messrs hkeat and Blag-
den much still remains to be done by local workers
In the Journal of the hidcratcd Malay States Museum,
vol VI part IV for lebruary last Mr J H N
Evans, in his aciount of the ibc riginal tribes of Upper
Per ik su]>]>l i s much inform tion interesting to

anthropologists It is generally idinittcd that the

form of th< round hut which survins for ritiiil pur-
poses in Roman temples and Christian ihurchcs was
originally conditioned by the form assumed in bending
by elastic bamboos or branches Rut it s urious to

note that among most, if not all of the tboriginal tribes

of the peninsula the spells of the magician arc per-

formed within a magic circle in some cases a round
hut of leaves is erected within wimli the magician
ensconces himself, in others merely a round frame
with hangings is used This points to a very primi-
tive ritual use of the round hut The article contains
much other valuable information, and is illustrated

by photographs of the ethnical types of the tribes visited

by Mr F\ans

The sixth nunioir issued by the hi uth African Insti-

tute for Medicuil Research is a study of the Trypano-
somes of bleeping Sickness by Mr G P Maynard,
statist cian and clini lan to the institute The author,
who has applied Prof Karl Pearson's method of
resolving a compound distribution into two ‘normal
components to a number of length distributions of
trypanosomes, adversely ritirises several of the con-
clusions reached by the Sleeping Sickness Commission
of the Royal Society He holds that the published
length distributions afford no valid argument as to the
identity or otherwise of T hrucet and the trypanpsome
causing disease In man in Nyasaland Several of Mr
Maynards conclusions will not pass unchalli nged,
but his memoir is of great interest and should
be studied all who wish to master the numerous
and perplexing problems suggested by the facts at
present known respecting the etiology and epidemio-
logy of sleeping sickness

Th* Museums Journal for May contains an excel-
lent and detailed account of the Wellcome Historic^
Medical Museum originally formed for the benefit ot
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the eeventecnth International Congress of Medicine

held in London in August, 1913 Thanks to the

generosity of its founder. Mr Henry S Welltome,
uie collections then brought together were rearranged

and embodied as a permanent institution in 1914

One of the chief objects of the museum, remarks

Mr C J Thompson its curator is to stimulate

among medical practitioners of to-day tlie study of the

history of medicine and thus to suggest fresh fields

of research Mr Thompson has illustrated his

article with some excellent photographs Other items

of Interest in this number refer to th( considerable

extension of museum work in Germany Om niw
picture gallery and no fewer than sixteen war museums
have been founded since hnstililiis began This ixin

trasts unfavourably with the efforts in the nime of

economy which have been in idc to cfoic muse unis

m Great Bn( nn

Mr H F Withfrbv makes his fourth senes cf

records on the moulting and seque nccs of plum igc in

the British I’assercs in the May number of Brili\h

Birds This is of its kind a most idmirablt, piece

of work, and should earn the gr titude of ill c rn tho-

JogiBts In the course of the prcsciil irticlc he gives

a most interesting example at one and tl e s,inu time

of the rccapitul ition theurv ind the dis.ippearaiui f

-structures by degeneration or cvolul on bv loss as

Prof Bateson his t lo wit he sh< ws Ih it in the

larks the outermost priiniry in the first tdcoptvl

plumage is almost twice as large is that produced in

the next and ill subsequent moults this outermost
mil hiving for some reison hctome superfluous

n the same issue Miss E I Turner makes some
notefv rthy observations on Ihe hr < ding hibits of the

sheldrake She idds to our knowledge of their court

ship habits as well as to thit of their post nuptnl
behaviour \t one point on Holy Islind the scene if

her studiis, slio found sheldrakes breeding in consider

able numbers ind here while the females wc re incu

baling the males indulged in regulir organised

games and were more or less gn g irious On other

parts of the isl ind they were breeding in isolated pairs

and in these cases the miles would sit about in

solitarj grandeur

The results of a botanical cxpl iration uf Lower
California are given in a useful paper by Mr E V

Goldman in Contributions from the United Stiles

National Herbarium, vol xvi
,
part 14 Ihe author

and Mr Nelson spent nearly 1 year m traversing

this interesting region which flonstic illy is separable

into two main divisions, one identieal with that uf

southern California, the other, in the south, of a more
austral type derived from or related to that of the

adjacent Mexican mainland Tlic higher mountains
are crowned by oak and pine forests and in the more
arid parts monstrous forms of plant life have been
developed, which give the landscape an aspect of

unrealitv Several remarkable genera are peculiar to

the peninsula As a result of the expedition twenty
two new species were discovered Good plates ire

given of the more interesting plants, and among those

«q>ecially noteworthy from the dry regions are Pachy
xormiu discolor (Anacardiaces) a monotypic genus
confined to the prainsuLi, Fouquiena jiemnsularts and
/<irta columnarts {Fouquienacese) reminding one of

the extraordinary desert forms of S W Madagascar
and Jbervillea sonorae (Cururblbaceae), with a large

woodv base

Tm term aerography is a new one, and probably

makes its first appearance in an article by Prof Alez-

ander McAdie, of Harvard UfiiverSity, in the Geo-
graphical Review for April (vol i , No 4) It tt sug-
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gested to restrict it to a description of the atmosphere
at different levels, or, as the author puts it, a descrip-

tion of the structure of the itmosphere Prof McA(&
pleads that the base level of the sea, familiar in

meteorology must be discarded m aerography, and
replaeed by the bisc of the stratosphere In this he
agrees with the op nion of h r N ipitr Shavi The
paper is a short one and much condensed, but it con
tains some useful suggestions, suih as 1 plea for

maps showing thi atmosphirie lunditions at various
levels ind for mi isurcmciits of the vertical flow of air

ind its cartographical rejirescntalion Ihe construction
of charts of iir struiturc would hive a practical

importance to av ntoi s

Ihe provision of a sundard stale of seismic in

Unsity is a problem which h is for many years engaged
the attention of seismologists In his presidential

iddrcss last year to Ihe bcismolugieal Isociety of
\inerica (Bulletin vol v 1 yij p 123), Prol A
MeAdie suggested that the well known Kossi horel
s ale had outlived its usefulness and th it it should be
replaced by a dyinmual sc de of intensity He offered

one on the lin s of the Onion ind Cam am scales

but consisting of ten digrccs of which the lowest
orresjionds to an leeelcr ilion of i 10 mm per sec

per see , and the higlust to one of 5000-10000 mm
f er St t per see Pi of MeAdie s suggestion is the
sibjcct ol an intt resting discussion in the last bulletin

of the socKtv (pp 177 8t)) Ihougli the general
opinion seemed to be th t some absolute se ilc would
in time be idoptcd the dilhculty of determining the
intensity aeiuritely from seismograpbie records is

noticed and also if it were otherwise the impossi
bility of providing the instruments in sufficient num
ber The wide variations of intensity within a limited
area, such as Prof Milne showed lo exist in his

seismic survey of Tokyo might also have been men
tioned as militating in favour of the Rossi borel or a

similar scale

SciENTU-ic Paper No 264 ol the U b Bureau ol

Standards, by Messrs Middlekauff and Skogland,
deals with iIh. photometry of gas filled tungsten mean
descent lamps It is found that when the volts on
such a lamp arc kept constant the current transmitted
and the candle power are higher when the tip is up
than when down If the lamp is rotated about a
virtical axis the current increases, ruiches a maxi
mum deiTcasps to its initial value at a speed depend-
ing on the shape and number of loops of the fila-

ment and at higher speeds decreases still further
Ihe changes are greater with the tip up than with it

down, and the candle-power in each case changes in

the opposite direction to Ike current Ihe authors
have succeeded m tracing these curious effects to the
convection currents in tm gas in the lamp They
suggest that in the practical tests of such lamps the
speed of rotation should be so chosen that both current
and candle-power liave the normal values For lamps
of similar construction this speed is fixed, and is in

many cases 30 or 40 revolutions per minute

In a paper read before the Society of Chemical In.

dustry on April 3 Prof H E Armstrong urged the
formation of an Imperial Society of Scientific and
Industrial Chemistry similar in character to the Royal
Medical and Chirurgical Society which in 1907 united
the activities of seventeen previously existent societies

of medical men Prof Amstrong enuinerates more*
•than a dozen societies, now entirely independent, which
could be made constituent societies of such an Imperial
Union He points oht the necessity of co-operation

m order to ensure the progress of chemical science
and chemical industry, both tenns being used in their
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broadest meanin(7, lays streM on the evil arising from
ever increasing specialisation amongst chemists

and emphasises the present waste of effort involved in

the publication of so many overlapping journals Mr
C T Kingzett in an irtlcle in the Cnemual Trade
Journal for April 8 develops the same theme He
advocates the establishment of a real Institute of

Chemistry, to comprise the present Institute the

Chemical Society Society of Chemical Industry etc

He also indicates the waste of time energy and
money involved in the present independent status of

the various chemical associations, and remarks on the

narrowing influence resulting from the lack of mutual
association between them

The April part of Science Progress contains several

articles of interest Sir Ronald Ross contributes a
further instalment of his researches into the theory

of equations, Dr Johnstone under the slightly mis-
leading title. The Mathematical Theory of Organic
VariabiUty provides an elementary account of the
genesis of Prof Pearson s family of frequency curves

and Mr C Mansell Moullm discusses the natural

history of tumours Other contributors art Prof
Fraser Hams and Mr Joseph OfTord A valuible

feature is a sketch of recent progress in varioi s de
partments of science under the heading Rtctnl
Advances in Science Few readers will dispute the
justice of the bitter strictures whith bulk larg Iv in

the editorial notes upon our national neglect of
science

OVR ASTROKOMICAI COIUMN
Comet o« Nkbulocs Minor Planet/ At the

Kdnigstuhl Observatory a photograph taken on
April 3 showed what seemed to be a new
minor planet which received the designation

1916 ZK Its daily motion was -o-6m and
+2', whilst its magnitude was 130 {Asironomsche
Nachrtchten 4841) Three days later on another
photograph it presented a nebulous appearance This
was more strongly developed by April 27 (Astro-
nomische Rachrtchten 4843) Dr Max Wolf s obser-
vations have been confirmed at the Babelsbcrg Ob-
versatory (Astronomische Nachrtchten 4843) On
Amnl 30 the nebulosity involved a stellar nucleus
This remarkable body evidently bears a likeness to
Nsujmln’s comet iqi3C whicn resembled a minor
planet when first discovered but a few days later

developed a weak cometic chcvelure and the latest

observations indicate that it is really a new comet
The position of the object on discovery was —April 3
RA. lah 52-9m , declination +0° 11', on April 30
xah 58 9m + a® 39-6 The daily motion on April 27
was —o-sm and +5 and the magnitude was 133

The Pole Effect in the Calcium Arc—ImporUnt
qusmtltative detailr concerning the pole effect in the
arc spectrum of calcium (A\ 3000-4200) are given by
Messrs Gale and Whitney in the Astrophystcal Journal
(vol xliii No 2) The measures of spectra from a
horuontal arc 4 mm long carrying 4 amperes on a
iio-volt circuit with calcium electrodes 7 to 10 mm
in diameter, indicate a progressive change of from
o<ii to <yoa tenth metres between positive and nega-
tive pole correlated with the senes classification of
the lines Although the pole effect seems to be in-

dependent of the vapour density of the radiating ions,

negativing the suggestion that it is due to the in-

ternal pressure of the arc yet it shows a parallel

relationship with the pressure shift Very significant

IS the reversal of the gradients of both intensity

and pole effect observed when the current it reversed

in an arc bavuig one pole of silver the other being
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of calcium The authors surest that the pole effect

depends on the amplitude of vibration of the ^ec>
trons

The Rotation of Nebul«l—Some additional data
concerning rotating nebulse have been obtained at the
Li^ Observatory by W W Campbell and J H
Moore (Bulletin No 278) In spe^ograms of the
complicated planetary nebula in Aquarius, N G C
yoop, taken with the slit set on the major axis of the
image, the max mum displacements of the two chief
nebular lines indicate a rotational velocity of 6 kilo-

metres per second at a distance of 9 seconds of arc
from the nucleus, the inclination of the lines gave
a similar result In the case of N G C 6543, the
historic planetary m Draco the central por-
tion of the nebula about 67' diameter is rotatmg
about an axis in P A 130® with a velocity of

< km /sec In both lases the nebular lines in addi

tion to the general inclination are also somewhat
contorted indicating lower velocities in the outer re-

gions These observations lead to some very interest-

ing conclusions regarding the probable masses of the
nebulie Corresponding to an infenor limit of dis-

tance of 100 light years their respective masses would
be 1 1 3 and 2 8 times solar whilst the mean density

of N G C 7000 would be of the order of i x lo”* times
that of hydrogen at o® C and 1 mm of mercury
The density of N G C 6543 appears to be about five

times as great It is considered that the evidence
indicates that planetary nebuls must be regarded as
three-dimensional objects In this connecUon it was
suggested many years ago that a bnght ellipsoidal

shell viewed from a distance would present the appear-

ance of T ring nebula

NAllONAL DhthNCL AND DEVELOP-
MENT IN THE UNIIED STATES

'T'HE proccedmgg of the American Association for
A the Advancement of bcienoe at its annual meet-

ing held at Columbus at the end of last year

were characterised bv a large number of papers read
^forc the section devoted to Social and Economic
Science on various aspects of national defence and
development a reprint of which appears to the num-
ber of eleven articles in the Scientific Monthly of New
York for the month of April

The events of the European war seem to have
awakened m the minds of the economists of the asso-

ciation dire anticipations of similar devastating results

to the United btates so soon as the war is concluded,
and they have hastened to recommend the most extra-

ordinary provision and a vast expenditure in order to

place the nation in a condition of complete defence
oy the estabhshment of a standing army of from
half a million to a million men of a weat reserve,

and of a navy at least eoual to that of the greatest

European naval Power The doctrine of prepared-
ness seems to have taken firm root amongst them,
together with the dictum quoted from Washington
To be prepared for war is the most effective means

of promoting peace The success of Germany in the
early days of the war and the efficiency of her military

^

arrangements have evidently made a deep impression
'

on the American mind It is pouited out, for example,
that England roent 53^ years of the nineteenth century
in war, and France not much less whilst Prusria
spent but thirteen years, the result of her extraordinary
preparedness As a result of her efficiency, sfaie

quickly finished her lights and got back to work.
The wars of the other nations were long draam out,
due, as we know to the necessity of tndr leandilg
and preparing to fight after their warn had begtih.**

It is claimed that a condition of perpetiial and
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univerBal peace can only be attained when the pre-

ponderance of military power has passed into tbs
hands of the pacific peoples It is, in short, a world
m arms that is desiderated It is argued that as the
independence of the States was achieved by an appeal
to arms, so its future immunity can only be secured
by like means If force was necessary in the infancy
of the nation it is the more essential now, having
regard to the command men have secured over the
powers of nature Apprehension is expressed at the
eventual attitude of Great Britain as the ('rentest

naval Power, but really with but little justihcation,

since a war with the United States on the part of
Great Britain however much provoked by unscrupu
louB commercial enterprise or methods is entirely un
thinkable Rifjrhtly considered the position of the
United States is unassailable by any European Power
and having regard to its immense natural resources, to
Its great and increasing population to its vast poten-
tial and acquired wealth, it occupies a unique position
in the civilised world as a preponderating moocrating
influence for good in the comity of nations It is a
great factor for the future well being of mankind that
so vast an extent of tirritory should be under ont flag

and subject to one polity, and tliat its people should
be mainly oonrernccl with the internal development of
Its great possibilities.

Science m all its varied aspects has an immense
field in the United States whether in its application

to the development of agriculture (the country is now
the greatest grain producing area of the jglobe with
the lowest yield per acre) to the electrical utilisation

of its abundant water power to the exploitation of its

vast and varied mineral deposits to the creation of a
great mercantile marine, or to the applications of
scientific discovery to the production of synthetic pro-

ducts of all kinds The example of Germany miy
fitly be followed here Much has undoubtedly been
done in the establishment since 1861 in all the States

of well-equipped agricultural colleges and by the extra

ordinary munificence of her wealthy citizens in found-
ing and endowing colleges and universities The
example of Germany has taught the people much and
It has been accentuated by the efllciency displayed in

the course of the war
The best minds in the States are deeply engaged m

the consideration of the factors which will in their

apphcation make for the betterment of all classes of
the people, not the least of which is education wide-
spread and sound in all its grades in which science

will play Its effective and humanising part not as a
destructive, but as an ameliorating agency
The vast expenditure it is recommended to incur

upon “preparedness’ for war would, if devoted to

measures for the better education and amelioration of

the conditions of life of the people be a surer guar
antee of peace than any warlike preparations however
effective with the added advantage that the best

interests and the highest happiness of the nation would
be secured and advanced

THE PEAT INDUSTRIES OF WISCONSIN >

I
N a report recently published upon the peat re-

sources of Wisconsin Mr F W Huels desenbes
die attempts which have been made to utilise peat 11

that State In one of these, the Lamartine Peat,

L4^ and Power Companv manufactured machine-
tun on a moor near Fon^ fiu Lac during the years

1905 and 1006 The peat, which was raisM from the

bog ^ a dredger, was macerated and moulded in a
modified tana of pug-mlU The air-dried turf was

» WbrosAi Csdotkia »nd IlMnnl ftli«irr 81^ Na »lv

eviimic "vIk No. n. Tb- PtM Roworrai of WbeonSn. By 7 W
f(^7p.S«U+iT4 tMadlMoWb. PaUkhod by th. Sw. lO.g.)
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sold for twrenty-five riiUlings per ton at Fond du Lac

—

the nearest town—which was seven miles from the
factory As the fuel contauied about 17 per cent of

ash it is obvious that, at the price, it could not com-
pete with coal fhe factory was closed in 1906 and
has not since been reopened
The Whitewater Peat Company in 1903, at a bog

more favourably situated with regard to transport
facilities than that of Fdnd du iLl, manufactured
press-turf for a short time The estimated cost of tte
product was eight shillings per ton With a view of
avoiding the necessity of waiting five weeks for the
air-drying of the peat, attempts to introduce artificial

drying were made and, as might have been foreseen,

the failure of the company followed

As a result of a dcLiilcd examination of the whole
question Mr Huels concludes that little use will be
made of the Wisconsin peat deposits until at some
period in the distant future fuel has become srarce and
expensive This conclusion although justifiable in

the case of peat like that of Wisconsin, with high
ash content, does not apply to peat of low ash con-
tent such as that found on many of the European
moors and indeed, it is even possible that the further

prosecution of the exiicrmients on the manufacture
of power gas from peat carried out at the University
of Wisconsin, may lead him to a reconsideration of
his decision

There is now no doubt that, in distncts where peat

is plentiful and coal is dear, peat of low ash content

can be economically utilised for the manufacture of

producer gas or of semi-water gas Thus the town of

Skabersjo, in Sweden for the past eleven years has
been supplied with electricity (or illumination and
power purposes by a high voltage current transmitted
from a bog three miles from the town, where it is

generated m dynamos driven by engines supplied with
semi water gas made from machine turf in a suction

power gas producer of the Koerting type A horse-

power hour requires about 4^ 1b of air dried turf,

which at the power station costs less than four
shillings per ton Similarly at Vlsby turf costing

about five shillings per ton is converted into semi-
water gas and employed to drive the machinery of a
cement wrorks
Apart from its use as moss-Htter, peat can be econ-

omically employed as a fuel in the ^mediate neigh-

bourhood of a moor or on a larger scale it can be
converted with advantage into producer-gas, the latter

serving as fuel for the manufacture of substances such
as glass, or Into semi water gas for power purposes,

like that for which it is utilisra at Vlsby

THE OXIDATION OF DRYING-OILS.
UCH attention it now being paid to the scientific

aspects of the phenomenon ot drying ’whereby,
for instance boiled linseed oil on exposure to the air

IS converted by oxidation into a hard vamish-hke
product The experiments by which Dr R S Morrell
was able to isolate a crystalline component from a
drying-oll (Trans Chem Soc , 1913, vol cl

, 3083),

nameTy by the action of light upon Hankow ’Chinese
wood oil ’ have already been noted in these columns
A further advance is recorded in a paper by Dr A H
Salway, which has i-ecently appear in the Chemical
Society’s Journal (vol cix , pp 138-45) This inves-

tigator has oxidisM linseed oil by snaking it with
oxygen at 100°, and trapping the volatile products in

p wash-bottle contalninj^ water Not only was the

odour of acrolein, CH,XH'CHO observed, but the
solution thosved the chemical reactions of an aide-

hyde, and on shaking with silver oxide gave a suffi-

cimt quantity of Oliver acrylate, CH,:CH*CO«OAg,
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for idcntificatton by estimation of the stiver contained

in It

Since acrolein 11 easily produced by tho dehydration

of glycerine, it has usually been assumed when the

o^ur of this compound has been detected that it was
derived from the glycerine of the glycerides which
constitute the drymg-oil This assumption has been

disproved in the present instance, since acrolein was
also obtained by oxidising in a similar manner the

free fatty acids obtained by hydrolysing the oil as

well ns by oxidising the hnolcnic acid which is tlic

chief uroduct of this hydrolysis No acrolein was
formca in the oxidation of oleic acid, and it is doubt
ful if linoleic and would give any acrolein if it could

be obtained quite free from hnolcnic ncid

In order to explain these observations it is sug
gested that linolenir acid contains three copuhted
double bonds of which the two outer ones only would
unite with oxygen to form nn oxygcnide md then
rupture with formation of purs of aldehydic groups
thus—

(,) -CH—CH-CH=Cn LH CII-

(2) -CH-CH CH CH-Cn-CH-
I I I

o—o o—

o

(3) CHO
I

CHO rH=CH—CHO
) C HD—

(4) CO+ LH,-CH CHO (s^HO CllO+ CllO CHO

The hexatriene group would thus give rise to fumar
aldehyde from which ncrckin lould be produced bv

removal of carlxm monoxide (or bj oxidation with
removal of carbon dioxide) whilst oxidation of the

double bond would give rise to glyoxal CHO ( HO
It IS suggested that this formation of aldehydes by
oxidationis an essential feiture of the process of dry-

ing, and that the varnish like product| to which the

name linoxyn has bcin given is esseiiliilly i m \ture

of polymerised ildeh) des ini lud ng poiymeris ition

products of acrolein and gljoxil
It IS an encouraging sign of the limes that invistiga

tions such as these should be undertaken by important
commercial companies as a norm il part of the work
of their research laboratories no belter omen (< uld be
discovered for the stability of British chemical nidus
tries in face of the severe competition whih m ly be
anticipated in the near future T M I

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH IN THE
UNITED STATES^

VI^HILE research is recdving increasing rerogni
tion as an essential farlir m industrial work,

little attention has been given to the minmr in which
scientific resources m this country i an best b< directed
to meet national industrial nei ds A description of
the manner in which the Lnited States is dealing
with this mitter maj be useful m throwing some
light on our problem and incidentally the evidence of
the progress in that country of industnal research
may be inspiring to English manufacturers, who ore
somewhat sceptical as to the value of science m in
dustry
The term ' industrial research is often very loosely

applied and it is necessary first of all to define what
It really comprises One may consider it to be
focussed in a simple fundamental principle that an
industry depends for progress on a continual influx of

I Syaossh of «n addrav deliwtd Iwibro the Fng neen CloS Men
iBK-r at tin Manidpiit School of Technology on April 4 by A. F M
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new knowledge, and it may be conceived that indus-

trial research embraces all means whereby this new
knowledge having application in mdustry can be

obtained, whether it is from the accumulated experi-

ence of individual workers, or from the eflorts of

trained investigators dii ccting their efforts to the solu

tion of manulacturing problems imfieding the progress

of industry requisitioning where necessary the aid of

contemporary science ,
or whether from new dis-

coveries resulting from investigations m pure saence
which uUini ilely find their application in industry

industrial research 111 the United btates is mainly
accomplished by individual firms, although a good dew
IS done in the universities and national institutions

With certain ex eplions, noted later, the greater part

of the univoisity work, however, is directed to pure
science investigations having no immediate commercial
object

As regards the work of individual firms, durmg the

past ten years then have been very considerable sums
spent by the hading manufaetunng corporations to

provide facilities for seunlific investigation Annual
expenditures for this puiposo of 25 oool 50000!,
and even 100 oool arc not uncommon The leading
firms possessing priiate resi irih laboratories include

the General Electric Co bclicneitady Wcstinghouse
Electrical and Manufacturing Co , East Pittsburg

,

Eastman Kodak Co Roclwstcr New York this firm
representing the manufacture of photographic chem-
icals and ^paratus the Du Pont Powder Co , the
American Rolling Mill Co producing sheet iron and
steel, the Natnnnl Flectric lamp Association repre-

senting a I irgi number of electric 1 imp manufaeturers

,

the General Chemical Co General Bakclite Co ,

United States Sleet Corporation, the Edison Labora
torics, Pennsylvania Railway Co , which deals with
all kinds of materials and investigations pertaining to
railway reauircments and many others
Among the important features of the work of many

of these laboratories is the equipment of full scale

manufacturing plant which enables discoveries in the

laboratory to be fully tried out and manufacturing
methods perfected relieving the manufacturing depart
merits from the hampering effects of new develop
ments Many of the laboratories also are equipped
for the manufiiclurc on a commercial scale of some of
the com nodit cs dc\ doped from their discoviries which
are not of a character adapted to production in the
manufailunng departments The laboratory produc
tion in sudi lascs is centinued until it reaches such
dimensions as justify the st irting of a separate works
There is a growing tendency in many of the research
laboratories to devote more and more attention to
investigations ui pure science having no imnoediate
commercial object in view with an appreciation of the
fact that almost invariably such investigations result

in industnal application sometimes bringing about
the development of entirely new industnes Prominent
examples of this kind are represented by the work of
the General Electric Co ’s laboratory at Schenectady
and the National Flectric I.amp Association In con-
nection with such work a very broad-minded policy
IS shown by the publication of the scientific investiga
tions carried out

It IS also noteworthy that these research labora-
tories serve as very effective advertising meant by
inspiring confidence in the minds of purchasers at a
result of such visible oindencp of scientific working
There appears to be no doubt that these laboratoriet

have proved financially successful, not only in that
they afford the greatest possible assistance to the worka
with which they are connected in aolving manufactur-
ing troubles, developing new materials, methods, tods
and making discoveries which result In new Industrial
developments, but also in the direct manufacture abd
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sale In many cases of valuable products straight from
the laboratory
A great deal of the research work of the universities

IS devoted to purely scientific investigations arising in

tonnection with the preparation of degree theses by
students, and from work done b\ the staff in their

spare time Apart from this, however, many inves

tigations directed to the solution of p irticular manu
ficturing problems are carried out for private firms

and in a number of eases experiment stations hive
been arranged the staff of which devote all their time
or at least most of it, to research investigations Pro-

minent ex iinples of such experiment st< tions are those

of the fllinois State L niversity, Massachusetts Insti

tuto of Teihnology (now incorporated with the School
of Engineering, Harvard University) Ohio State Uni
versitjr (the experiment station of which has recently

been inaugurated), and the Lniversities of Iowa, Kan
sas, etc

In eonniilion with Columbia University it is pro
posed to ciect a laboratory spieifieali) devoted to re

search the cost of which it is estimated will be of the

order of 130 oool for buildings and equipment and
It IS expected that m endowment fund for extension

and maintenunee of from 400 oool to i 000 oool will

bo required Ihis pnposal appeirs to be inspired

to some extent by the success of the research labora
tones associated with the 1 irge industrial corpora
tions already referred to and it is realised that there

are many smaller manuf icturers who are unable to

support individu illy the burdin of such laboratories

who would b< glad to avail themsdvts of thi oppor
tunities which this university research laboratorv would
afford

An important feature of the proposal is the intention

of devoting meins (o the collcition of all possible

information bi ar ng on the industri il problems that

are likely to be considered 1

The most sinking feature of the icseareh work of
1

the universities is this provision of leseanh faeilitics

and the use of a staff of highly trained scientific men
who cm <lf\ot< tin r whole off rts to s lentifu investi

gation without the handuu] ot a gteat d al of t arh
ing work and as well as of financial anxiety It is

also noticeable that increasing numbers of young men
who have taken their baihelors degree proctid to a
doctor s degree possibly on account of the opportuni
tics for employment now presented be the increasing

number of research laboratories for men of the highest

scientific training

While the students themselves do not generally par

ticipate in the investigational work of the experiment
stations this work cannot fail to be of considerable

inMirational value to them
The researches of the experiment stations are freely

published and in connection with the Illinois State

University more than eighty important bulletins have

already bron issued, some of them ccmprising the most
authoritative work on the subjects with which they

deal
The work of the Mellon Institute of Industrial Re-

search, associated with the University of Pittsburg

tuis often been desi ribcd in the English Press Mnnu
facturers arc invited to bnng their problems to the

director of the institute, and to provide fellowships to

support the men who will carry out their investiga

tions Usually these fellowship* arc tenable for aperiod
of one or more years and may be of the value of from
tool to 400/ o^ool according to the nature of the

investigation The director then selects suitable men
from the universities or other Institutions, who proceed

to the manufacturer's works, study the problem under
practical conditions, and then carry out the investiga-

tional work in the laboratories provided by the Insti-

tute, under the supervision of a permanent scientific
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staff Somt seventy five researches have already been
earned out during ihe past four years, including sueh
subjects as copper leaching, cement manufacture,
timber preservation, smoke prevention, glass produc
tion brcad-iti ikiiig, paper munufaeluring, etc

Important features ol the work of the institute com
prise the educative influence it has on the manufac-
turers in focussing their attention 1 11 the possibihtics

of industrial research and the fuel that many of the
young men who have successfully earned out re-

searches have been absorbed into the industry with
which they were temper inly associated and in this

way become powerful advocates for industnal research
To a limited extent this process tends to the per
meation of industry with young men liaviiig keen
appreciation of the application of science in industry

Of tho national institutions the most important 1$

that of the liureau of Standards whirh at present does
a great deal of investigational work for the Oovern
ment departments ind is prepared to carry out re
searches where it can be shown that these are likely

to benefit an appreciable section of the jiublic, in

which ttse It IS done at the publie expense Already
in this connection much valuable work has been done
in such subjects as the m inufacture of refrigerating
machinery, paper making investigation of alloys, etc

A series of publications is issued by the Bureau of
Standards compnsing popular and technological built

tins and bulletins recording the results of scientific

investig It ions
Till Department of Agriculture is of some interest

in that It carries on a scheme of invcstig itiunal work
on national lines Connected with it are some
hundreds of experiment stations in different parts of

the States which dial with ex|>erimental work relat

ing to the growth of crops including fertilisers, pests,

etc , cattle breeding including the treitmcnt of various
d scases Bulletins arc issuM to the agricultural com
munities both in popular and scientific form, and
the organisation provides for lectures dealing with
special features of interest to different sections of the
agricultural community
While there s as yet no national plan of industrial

research there are tendencies in that direction some
of which are directed to linking up the efforts of the
universities, the extension of the experiment station

scheme to a number of universities and colleges and
tho co-ordination of the work of some of the existing
laboratories connected with industrial concerns In
this connection there is always the evidence of the
successful working of the Department of Agnculture
to serve as nn inspiration to those who desire to see
national scientific facilities made applicable to manu
facturlng interests

Ihc work done in the United States is of consider
I ible value in enabling us to shape our own schemes
with reference to research, and although this country
IS considerably behind in the development of sucfi

schemes considerable advantage ai ernes in being able
to make use of the expenence the States have already
gained Of that experience full use should be made
The distinguishing feature of work done in America

IS that It IS mainly in the hands of private companies,
and is carried out m order that one company may
compete more effectively with another The develop-
ment of the internal resources of the country has
occupied most attention, and httle work has been done
with a view to encouraging export trade In this
country our export trade is of the first importance,
and It is here that the country feels the pinch of
German competition Tho emportumty, therefore,
anses to take the greatest possible advantage of hudty
in the past and at the same time to take steps to con-
serve our overseas trade
This can only effectively be done by co-operating



and pooling our scientific resources wWch have hitherto

lacked organisation Doubtless many manufacturen>

will in future provide themselves with small labors

tones where manufaeturint dithculties peculiar to their

own works inn be solved but the big advantt in the

future can only come by concentratingadvani ed rese n h

in a large central institution 1 he materials ools ai d

processes which are common to any industry would

be considered in such an institution and etforts de-

voted to improving them for the common benefit of the

industry Processes which are the monopoly of myindi
vidual firm would have to be left out of such n s heme
Differences of factory organisation and mamgenient
and methods of distribution would still enable minufac

turers to compete among each other, but the whole

industry would be lifted to a higher plane through

discoveries arising from work done at a reseanh in-

stitution which would enable foreign compUitioii to

be met most successfully

Such an institution would comprise i liboratorv for

each of the great industries—engineering shipbuilding

soap-making dyeing rubber paper metal and textile

manufacture mining etc —housed in a large i entral

building Much of the work done would be along

lines 0? pure science investigation so as to ensure

priority of new applnations in industry Patents

would be taken out bv the Boaixl of Control and
manufacturers in this country or the Colonies licensed

to manufacture at a nominal charge

The advantages of such a scheme over i system of

isolated laboratories m different centres are as fol

kiwi •—

(i) Work would be done without the overlapping
which inevitably occurs imong a number of

different mstitutions and results in great lack of

economy
(j) A<knimatrattve expenses would be reduced to a

minimum
(3) Since one research frequently leads to others quite

unsuspected onginetly if all the work were done in

one centre fresh investigations could be earned out
with the least loss of time and the greatest possible

efficient

() The problem of collecting information on
problems considered would be reduced to a minimum
by housing copies of all matter required in one library

(5) The problem of distribution of information would
in the same way give as little trouble as possible if

handled by a bureau attached to the institution

() It IS of the greatest possible value to have a
number of men engaged in research problems housed
in one building where opportunities arise for frequent
meetings The stimulation arising from intercourse
in this way can scarcely bo over-estimated This
would be very largely lost in a system of isolated
laboratories.

The advantages the above scheme presents over any
proposal to distribute the research work among the
universities are equally obvious The univcrsitips are
now mainly teaching centres and the importance of
the research work done by the students lies mainly in
its educational value Lecturers and professors are
generally too much occupied with teaching to driote
time contmuously to research and the complexity of
modem research demands above all things continuity
of application If the universities adopt the plan of
having two separate staffs one for teaching and the
other for research then there would be an obvious
gain in transferring the research workers to the
central institution where the best possible equipment
and fadtitiea would be obtainable At present good
research workers at the universltlef are often spdied
by having to undertake teaching while really capable

*i4ectueehTi seldom make first-clan research men
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On the other hand the existing facilities of the

universities comprising equipment and staff could be

utibsed as an auxiliary to the central institution for

dealing with those problems for which their scien-

tific apparatus and experience are best suited In this

way the whole of the scienUfic resources of the country

coukl be LU-ordiniitrd and utilised in the national

indistrial interests

British people seem to possess a certain industrial

genius which assured them priority in the industrial

world in the past and the records of her inventors

and discoverers lead to the belief that what has hap-

pened in the past may with suitable organisation be
repeated in future

In view of the fact that industrial research can be

made to pay for itself it would be an excellent invest

ment if manufacturers in this country would devote

the necessary percentage of the gross profits arising

from industrial processes to equip and maintain a

research laboratory planned on a comprehensive scale

A critical survey of the work already accomplished
In the States affords evidence in favour of the success

of su h a national attempt at industnal research and
ultimately such a scheme might be extended to em
brace not only the interests of this countnr but^also

to link up the efforts made in our overseas Dominions
such ns those of the recently 1 stablishcd Institute of

Science and Industry for the Commonwealth of Aus
tralia

UNIVtRSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

At tie furthconung annual conference of the \sto>
ciatton of Eduiation Committees a demand is to be
made for the apMintment of a Royal Commission to

inquire into anct consider the whole question of the
organisation of our educational system and its adapta
taon to the new national needs which will arise after
the war The association will urge that there should
be no delay in the appointment of such a Commission
and that the necessary inquiries sliould commence
forthwith so that the coming of peace may find us
in possession of the farts as to the directions in which
modifications and developments ore desirable To pro-
vide a comph te and satisfactory system which will
ensure the best education for nil students up to the
limit of their rapabiUt es will of necessity be a costly
undertaking though from the national pomt of view,
it will be a highly remunerative investment It is the
duty of all who influence public opinion to insist upon
this national need and to explain that recent reductions
in education il expend turc by local authorities is a
mistaken and unwise economy

In a recent Convocation address by Dr Ewing the
Vice-Chancellor of the Punjab University, attention
was directed to the necessity that urgently eitists of
OToawning the basis of higher education in India
Dr Ewing said — I have dreamed of the establish-
ment here of a College of Commerce as an integral
part of our activities, of the foundation of industrial
fellowships for the investigation of specific problems
^nected with industry With this as a text the
Pioneer Mail of March 25 includes a convinang artide
pointing out the enormous numbers of graduates which
are being turned out by Indian universities, the great
nia|onty of whom are only fitted by their traming for
various posts in Government employ and for the prac-
tice of the law These two professions are, and have
been for years largely overcrowded. Relatively few
graduates take up engineering or meiflcine, and stilt
fewer take up commerce, trade, or agriculture It i$
pointed out that many of these Wghiv educated
Indians trained largely on a fiteraiy hatit, must of
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necessity remain unemployed, and the Pioneer Matt
remarks that an educated and unemployable residuum,
ever growing bigger and bigger, may develop into

a very real danger The etlorts which were made
during Lord Curzon s Viceroyalty tnd have been
continued since, to make education in Indiu more
practical appear to have had rather slow growth, and
It IS to be hoped that furtlier efforts will be made in

this direction as indicated by Dr Euing in his Con
vocation address

\ COPY of the calcndir for loij 16 of tin. L mvtrsity

of iiongkong has been received fhe historical sketch

which the calendar contains shows that the idea of

estabhshmg a University m Hongkong uas first sug
gested in 1905, but it was two years later before the

matter took definite shape In 1907 Mr 11 N Mody
offered to erect the necessary buildings at a cost of

30,0001, and to give btxxii towards an endowment
fund in 1908 It was proposed to icccpt this offer,

and to erect a building in which the existing Hong
kong College of Medicine and a lechnical Institute,

should be located and to incorporate a University
under Ordinance The scheme was somewhat modi
fied in view of Us cost and Mr Mody undertook t

erect the buildings whatever the expense but if this

exceeded 36,000! not to be responsible for any endow
ment or for furnishing Before the end of lyoQ th<

Endowment and Equipment 1 und h id reached

3551833! The University waj incoriioratcd and c un
into existence on Manh 30, 1911 By March, 191Z
the main building was practically completed and the
University fonnallv opened Sir Charles Eliot Vuc
Chancellor of the University of She fficld was appointed
principal and vice-chancellor and arrived in Hong
kong m June, 1913 The cost of the buildings md the
preparation of the ground was 69 oool ,

the value of
the sites given by the Government is estimited at

33,260! ,
the cost of the anatomical school is estimated

at about 6oooi , most of which was raised separately
by the Chinese By the founding of the Umversitx
a service has been rendered already to all the schools
of South China, and the success of the Universitv
seems assured Its interests are represented in Lon
don by a consulting committee many members of
which have been nominated by scientific and technical
bodies

The ninth report of the Executive Committee of the
Fund for Advanced University Education and Research
at University College, London, has just been issued
Since the issue of the previous report the committee
has been reorganised under the presidency of H R H
Prince Arthur of Connaught The attention of the <

committee during the iieriod under review (1914-15)
has been chiefly directed to the completion of the new
chemistry buikung The work accomplished was the

|

completion of the building itself and mstallation of the

fixed fittings, such as boichcs and cupboards, and gas
and water supplies This enabled the transference of
the department from its old quarters to take place

during the summw vocation 1915 Tlie apparatus and
chemioitt now being used in the new department are
the old and antiquat^ stock from the old building, and
am hopelessly inadequate The completion of the
aoheme for an up-to-date laboratory falls into two main
sections The first is the technical laboratory and the
physical chemistry laboratories for teaching and re-

aewdi, to the completion of which the chemical staff

attaches the greatest importance These cannot be
finished or equipped until the money, estimated at

nMOfl! , is available It may be pointed out that Ger^
itiaay’s success in chemical industry has been largely

due to the application of the methods and princ^let
of physical chemistry to technical problems, and that
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for the study of this branch of the subject laboratories

have hitherto offered few facilities For the equipment
of the rest of the building a sum of 4000!. is requued,
and a further sum of tooo! is considered necessary

for the development of research during the next few
years Towards the estim ited total tost of 30,000!

several donations have been promised, of these the

I

most important is one of 5000I by Sir Ralph C
Forster Bart provided that the balance of 15,000!

IS subscribed promptly Anyone interested m this

development of opportunities for study in this impor
tant subject can obtain further information on appli

alton to the Provost, or to the Professors of Chem
istry at Lnivirsity College

A NOTBWOKTiiv article by M Paul Rivals, professor
of industrial chemistry in the faculty of science at

Marseilles, bearing upon the organisation of higher
leehnical instructioi] in the universities of France ap-
|)ears m the Riviie (liniralc dcs Sciences for March 30
It discusses a proposal submitted by M le S^nateur
Ooy for the establishment by law of new faculties

of applied science for the conversion of certain facul-

ties of science into faculties of applied science, and
for the transfer of the technical institutions now under
the jurisdiction of the faculties of science to the con-

trol of the new faculties, the staffs of which would
be appointed irrespective of academic diplomas and
because of their technical attainments, and the

students would be ricruited from licentiates in science

and from those possessing certificates of higher studies

The faculties would be empowered in certain cases to

(onfer the degree of Doctor of Applied Science The
necessity for the reinforcement and enlargement of
the means of higher technical instruction in France
IS admitted, and that the universities should cooperate
m the work, but the proposed measures are not the
best, says Prof Rivals, to achieve this purpose In

the first place there should be esLablished Jngher
technical institutions fully recognised by the universi-

ties and in the second place they should be auto-
nomous institutions, the sole aim of which should b«
the training of the technician whose ultimate worth
would be established by his achievements in the work-
shop rather than by tiis researches in the laboratory

His object is not to become a savant but to be a

thoroughly sound well-trained and practical tech-

nician There is an essential difference between pure
science and scientific teaching, and technology and
the training of the techniaan They cannot be run
in the same mould ,

nevertheless there should be the

closest relation between them, and they should equally

enjoy the protection and encouragement of the uni

vcmity of which they form part The director of the
technical institution will be a technioan who, with
a mind sufficiently wide and cultivated will be able

and alert to utilise and co-ordinate the enormous and
unsuspected resources which lurk in the least of the

faculties of science and vet able because he is an
acknowledged master in his own sphere, to inspire m
the students the fullest cnnfidenrr

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London.

Reyal SecMy, Mav 18—Sir I J Thoinswi, presi-

dent, in the chair —Hon R J stratt \n active modi-
fication of nitrogen (i) The production of active

nitrogen m various regions of the steady discharge

has Imn studied. It is greatest near the kathode,

falls off to a lamimum in the Faraday dark space, and
incrsases again in tho positive column to a value which
la consunt along j^t column but less than that at
the kathode (a) with a given value of the current,,



much more active nitrogen ii obtained from the post,

tive column in a narrow tube than in a \iide one

(3) The yield of active nitrogen comes to a limit as
Uie length of positive column traversed by the gas is

increased (4) A trace of oxygen (or almost any other
admixture) is known greatly to increase the yield of
active nitrogen Tlio amount of oxygen required to

do this conwderably increases the fall of Mtential at

the kathode but it does not measurably affect the fall

of potential in the positive column (5) Active nitrogen
IS produced by the spark at atmospheric pressure

(6) The metal scattered from a copper kathode when
the discharge passes can be made to emit its line

spectrum m a stream of active nitrogen —Dr R A
Honstonn A theory of colour vision The |>npcr cx
plains the facts of colour mixing by assuming the
existence of one class of oscillators in the rctini with
a free period in the middle of the spectrum Owing
to disturbing influences, the vibrations of these oscil

lators art never monoclironiatit, but, when represented
by a Fourier integral, contain a rang* of \v ivc

lengths Thus, even if the incident light is pure r(d
or pure green, the vibrations conta n yi How is well

Hence if the vibrations of the osullaiors irt idciitifed

with subjective light s imiltaiu nis e\cit ition f tli

gie With red md grmi products yellow —Col R I

Htpplsky I inkages illustrati ig the cubic transfornia-
hon of ellipiu functions The 1 nkngt consists of three
parts hirst a closed liiiktgc consisting of thrti

identical three bar Imkagts in various plnscs 1 d<

formition connected togcthir by bars rqu il in knglh
to the traversing links, which as has bsn desiribcd
In the Proc I^nd Math Sock tv sines vol \i

indicates the positions of the noints where the ponstic
triangle touches its inscribed circle Secondly three
positive Pcnucelher cells v\ hirh po nt >ut the positions
of thi vertices of the trnngle Tli rdiv 1 ilosid
linkage bmiihr to the first vvh ch gives the |OMton
of the orthocintrc Ihis orthocentre desrrbes a
circle, and it can be sh >wn by n few lines of v ctor
geometry that its ingulir displacement is the sum
of the angular displacements of the c rcumradd < f

the vertices of the triangle The angles which these
radii make with the axis ore the double amplitudes
of the elliptic functions which express the positn is of
the vertices, namely ani{« + Js K)(j'=o 1 2)

Uoiwaa Ssekly, May 4 —Prof E D Poulton prcsi
dent In the chair —E A Buyard Tlie origin of the
garden red currant The red currant has been culti-

vated from the cirly fifteenth century md was at
first pure R vulgare for 100 years no variations were
recorded R petraeum was introduced into gardens in
1561 by Konrad Gcsiier and a few vears iftcr Caine-
rarius mentions the old red and a new variety,
barns rubris majonbus 7? rubrum seems to have

come into currant history at a later dale The luthor
considers that intcrhybridisntion of the throe spenes

—

R vulgare R rubrum and R petraeutti—is suffic ent
to account for the numerous varieties of the red < urrant
as grown m gardens to-day and the supposed effects
of cultivation need not in this case be invoked —Dr
J C WUlli The dispersal of organisms as illustrate
by the floras of Ceylon and New Zealand In two
recent papers on the flora of Ceylon and in n forth
coming one on the flora of New Ztal md the author
had brought forward conclusions on geographical dis

tribution which, if accepted will remove that subject

from the Immediate realm of evolution and show that

it may be largely studied by arithmetical methods
Once a species Is evolved its distnbution depends
upon causes which act mechanically As all families

and genera behave alike it seems to him that one
cause only must be responsible for their behaviour
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but a combination of causes may bo actmg, though in

that case each cause must act mechanically on all

alike fho cause which seems the determining factor

in dispersal it age withm the country concerned.

—

R J TlUyard A study of the rectal breathing appa-

ratus in the larv» of the Anisoptend dragonflies—
W E CoUlnge Description of a new species of Idotea

(Isopoda) from the Sea of Marmora

Zoological Society May 9 —Dr S F Harmer, v ice-

president, in the chair —Miss Dorothea M A Bate

A collection of vertebrate remains from the liar Dalam
Cavern. Malta Birds are most numerously repre-

sented and include some bones of an Anserine bird

showing a reiUutmn in its powers of flight It is

believed to be i hitherto undcscribed species and is

referred to the gtniis Cyj,nus \ list Is given of all

the species of vertebrates recorded from the Pleistocene

cave md fissure depos ts of the island —Dr J C
Mottram ^n e\] enmental dcterininatioiv of the factors

which cause pall riis to appeir conspicuous in Nature

A scries of xpiriimnts was carried out with artificial

patterns and buk|,rounds under controlled conditions

of lightinj, inO 1 large niimbtr of di Icriiiining factors

were discovered With as regards plain and patterned

obtects and ba kgrminds 1 inallv the experiments

showed ihit thi most lonspuucus shape and pattern

•which an ohji t nn hivi when viewed against a

series of pliin and )vatitrn(>d backgrounds, was pre-

sented by I < rnihr disc of bli ik with i central

iircular in 1 of vvhiU 11 iving arrived it this conclu-

sion, the Indian diurnal Ix'pidoptera were lompletely

eximincd in ordir to discover whether any species

presented patterns approaching this deni lonspiruous

pattern ft was found thit a considerable number
presented palttrns scarcely removed from this ideal,

and that a larv,e proportion ( f these insects are con-

sidered to be jrit ctrd speiiis presenting warn-

ing coloration

Geological Society, May 10—Dr Alfred Harkcr

president m the chair —F R C Retd Carboniferous

fossils from Siam Ihe fossils described in this paper

were collected by the Skoit Expedition from Cam
bndg« m the \car 1899 it a locality called Kuan Lin

Soh, m the Patalung district of Lower Siam and

were Wiefly mentioned m the n ports of the British

Association for iqoo and 190 1 Jhev occur in a pale

finegrained jointed siliceous roik with an irregular

or subconrhoidal fracture ihe fu Id relations of Ihe

beds have not been recorded The general facies of

the small fauna which the avail ible material has

yielded indicates i laiwer Carbe niferous age for the

beds, and the aflinities of the spenes setm to be

European and suggest the Culm Series —H G
Smith The I urgerombe Mill lamprophyre and its in

elusions A hmprophyre-dyke intrusive into Culm
Shales has recently been exposed at Lurgecombe Mill,

near Ashburton (South Devon) The rock is compact

and fine grained small crystals of biotite imparting

to It a characteristic lamprophync appearance ,
vesicles

with fipcondarv minerals appear towards the margins
In thin section idiomorpmc biotite ohvlne pseudo-

morohs and felspars are seen to make up the bulk
of the rock chlorite and secondary quart* occupy the

interstices One of the thin sections was seen to con-

tain crystals of blue corundum associated with mag-
netite, in a patch which was obviously foreign to the
rork With the object of obtaining additlonnl

examples many slices were cut sections being made
of those that seemed promising In this way several

of these inclusions were obtained the largest being
about o 3 in in diameter All contain corundum and
magnetite, but In some cases stauroUte also Is present
and more rarely, green spinel
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R«7i1 MetMKlogleal SMlety, May 17 —Major H G
l^nf, preaident in the chair—L C W Baaaciaa

The readjustment of pressure differences two species

of atmospheric circulation and their connection Ihc
paper dealt with a dynamical connection between two
essentially distinct types of atmospheric circulation,

familiarly exemplified in cyclonic gales on one hand,
and in thunderstorms on the othfr

DUBUN
Royal Dablln Society, April 18 —Prof Hugh Rjan in

the chair—Prof G T Morgan Utilisation of nitre

cake Among man) sources i f conomic waste occ i

sioned by the w ir one of the most iMtnsivc is tin liss

of sulphuric acid and alkali involved in the throwing
iway of enormous qu intiins of nilrc cake (crudi sodium
h)drogen sulphate) th< by product of the manufacture
of nitric acid from Chili saltpetre Many projxisils

have been made for the profitable disposal of this

waste product some of whuh have b en put into
practice In experiments larricd out by the author in

the Royal College of Sen nri for Ireland this nitre
cike was converh'd into glass or into an insoluble frit

suitable for making glasses or glares Nitre itself is

diflicult to transport or to ston because of its highly
corrosive nature When fused with sand it is con
verted into an insilublc innocuous frit Preferably
it can be fused with sand and limestone when soda
lime glass is product d and more than two thirds of
the contained sulphur can be recovered as siilphuru

acid and free sulphur Nitre cakt tan be uscti in

making soda lead glass wliirh when tinted with
colour d oxides is suitable for ornimental glass

Nitre cake should certainly not he dumped into the
sea as at present practised w ithout the attempt being
made to utilise its contained sola and sulphur in a
profitable manner Tht experiments were made
largely on materi its obtained in Ireland namely nitric

cake from Arkkiw sand from County Donegal Sker
ries limestone and lead from R illv orus

Pakis

Academy ol Seknees, May 8—M Camille Jordan in

the chair—G Hunbert Cirlain principal circle

groups cxinnccted with the quadratic forms of Her
mitc —G Lemetee 1 he catalysis of hydrogen peroxide
in heterogeneous medium Ihird part bxiH.riments
with oxides 1 be catalytic effect of feme oxide varied

greatly with the physical condition of the oxide Data
are given for cxjicrinients with alumina ceria silica

In two forms), and thorn The possibility of the

ormation of peroxides with the insoluble oxides is

discussed —H I* Chatcller md b Bogltcb The esti

mation of carbon by the Eggert/ method The ex
penments vary from the usu il method of solution in

that the nitric acid is always kept at its boiling point

Each of the factors—concentration of acid speed of
attack exposure to light < omparison temperature
turbidity of the liquid, duration of heating volume if

the neid liquid, and punty of the acid has been
j

studied separately with respect to its effect on Iht, I

colour produced —W SUrpbukl The theory of en-
smnbles a general property of ensembles of points—
M Etkaa# The wxirking of the electrolytic detector
—G laeolatfa Some results of a geological expedition
in the Gharb (western Morocco) in 1914 - P Lecine
and A Frealn New researches showing the reahtv of
latent microbism in cicatrised shot wounds TwenU
four cases of wounded were examined for the pre
fence of organisms, capable of cultivation at the sur-*
face of projectiles enclosed in the tissues In all of
Ihens the wounds were perfectly cicatrised, and after
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several months there was no trace ol inflammation

In three cases (he projectile gave a sterile culture,

in seventeen vanous inicro,organisms, including'

staphylococci, streptococci and bacilli, were obtained

from the bullet In four lases the projectile and the

hbrous envelopt were removed together, like a small

tumour 1 he projei tiles themselves proved to be

sterile, but the internal wall of the fibrous clot gave

both cocci md bacilli on cultivation The bearing of

these results on the surgical treatment of projeetile

wounds is dis usci d
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ABPLE-GROWmir FOR PROFIT
Th* Afple a Practical Treatue dealing vnth the

Latast Modem Practices of Apple Catture By
A £ Wilkiiuoa. Pp. xu+^ (Boston and
Lioadoa Ginn and Co , 1915 ) Price 8r 6d

M r WILKINSON S nnonograph is a very

good example of a type of book which

u indigenous to the New World Writers of sudi
monographs look at their subject keenly and ex
dastv^y from its commerad aspect They ooUect

or recount from their expenenoe every item of

information the possession of which by a grower
IS calculated to make his proposition pay with

agnal ruthleasness they exclude every^ing a

knowledge of which dMs not appear likely to

lead to monetary profit

Tims the present work abounds in sound and
asefol information on every section of commercial
i^^ilogrowuig, yet it neither mentions nor de
ambes any form of training other than that for

the production trf a “va8e”-riiaped (open>headed)

or pyramidal standard Espaliers, cordons, and
the subtler forms of trained tree beloved of thrifty

Frenchmen are ignored cmnpletely The American
appie'tree has in truth b^n standardised and
tte fwm prescribed is the low standard Dwarf
mg stodca are allowed—in the home garden
Stailarly, admirable accounts are given of frost

prevention by the use of ‘heaters,’ of pKking,
packing, grading, marketing, and advertising,

yet the descriptions of the chief vaneties of apjm
am so brief and undassified that growers would
have the greatest difficulty in naming an unknown
variety vmidi happened to come into their hands
So long as information has a commercial bear

rag it may, however be included, even though it

law precision For example colour appears to

be a very important attribute of American apples

and accordingly the subject is considered with

some thoroughness, and quite inconclusive expen*
ments are cited, is, for example, those on the in

fluenoe of manuring vnth potash salts on the pro-

ductran of colour Sdence is trying hard to
discover what determines coloration in fruit and
why the colour should show from year to year

su^ femarkable variations in one and the same
variety , but its efforts so far have been unsuccess-

fdl| and the information that science can give on
this subject is scaredy worth the attention of the

Thm is, 'ihowever, another ispect at the

American of monograph well exefflfdified in

AIs book Which deserves nothing hut praise and
abnlaNon Tha( is the resolute thoroi^ness
tsim tridch fundanlental problems are envmged
For example, w« 10 country are content to
fglMgniae that emtais varieties of apple do weU

disttiiAvAtid hatfiy In otimrs Wa may
ghtao lar ai tom^fee Inquiry ou the

»0. 3451, VOL, 97],.

soil requirements of different varidks of aj^ile,

and m this inquiry he is, apparently, so suoomsfot
diat he IS able to speak of and deaenba a “BaM'*
wm* soil a Northern Spy ’ soil, or a Rhode
island Greening soil

So excellent are the brief introductory ch^tara
on selection of site and adaptation of varietias

to soil that we can imagine some strenuous urban
American exclaimmg on reading them “Sure,
I can grow apples and forthwith setting but
and growing them—perhaps successfully

NfMless to say, the chapters on spraying and
on insect and other pests arc well done Lane-
sulphur increases yearly in favour with American
growers, and indwd the spraying schedule re-

commended by the College (A Agriculture 6f
Cornell University comprises four annual sprays

mgs with lime sulphur, to which, if insects arc to

be destroyed as well as parasitic fungi arsenate,

of lesMl IS added
The subject of breedii^ is treated somewhat

briefly, Mendelism is glanced at The stabs*'

ment (p 415) “A breeder cannot obtam wholly
new characters in apples by making Mendehan*
combmations requires elaboration if it is not
to be misleading and the list (p. 414) showii^
both seif-stenle and self-fertik varieties** appears
to contain only shy average or prolific pdflen- ^

bearers It is curious that little or no reference

IS made either to the history and ongms of tile

apple nor to recent work, as, for example, that

conducted by the Duke of Bedford and Mr
Sfienccr Pickering at Woburn on economical
methods of planting

The book is well written by the hand of
nn expert It should meet with wide succesq
in America and should be read with attention

by all interested in fruit growing m this country^
F K

IHERMODYNAMIC CHEMISTRY
In Introdnctum to the Principles of Physioid
Chemistry from the Standpoint of Modem
AtomtsUcs and Thermodynamics By Prof
E W Washburn Pp xxv 4- 44s (N*w
York MiGraw-Hill Bode Co , London HiV
Publishing Co., 19x5 ) Price 15* net. s

'Treachers and students alike should be
grateful to Prof Washburn for supporUog

the UM m physical chemistry of the differential
and integral calculus, which he introduces freely

m the work now under review Studenta wiU he
surprised when tiiey see how little callus tiieji

need and how much that little will strengthen
the grip they gat (^jdiysicai chemistry The time
required for aoquinng the necessary knowledge
of cdculus la nothing compared with the tane
wasted in wading through the tediou^ matiie-

matas tovdved m evading the calculus. It is

not only a waste of time—it is also misleading—tb
subject a iituflAie!: t^^diffiouRies each to m sapatete
traittmaiM« as W dom whan no fialcul«a is «sad«
as quite WmA WtHlt fat

||Mjic|id*tageth« aai
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In the appbcatioo of thermodynamics to

chemistry a method of purely matbemsti^
analysts may be adopted or the principle <rf the

eflBciency of the perfect thermodynamc engine

may be applied directly to physico-diemical pheno-

mena as IS done by Prof Washburn, who, how-

ever, simplifies the usual procedure by devising a

specially constructed engine

The influence of a pressure-change on equilibrium

receives practically no quantitative treatment in

most text-books , in this work it receives mcK-e of

the attention it deserves The author discusses^ effect of extra pressure not only when applied

to all the phases, but also when applied to one
phase onlv This last we consider of great im-

portance in elucidating so-called osmotic pres-

sure,” which is a special case of what we may
call one-{riiaae pressure

Under the treatment of the mfluence of a tem-

perature-change on equilibrium we find no refer

ence to Nemst’a complete mtegration of the

iWerential equation, though Nemst’s modifica-

tion of Trouton s rule is mentioned On the other

hand, there is an excellent account of specific

beat, without, however, applying the quantum
theory
The chapters on electro-chemistry are decidedly

( good, but we should prefer, for teaming purposes,

a different order It would be better to have a
special chapter for E M F which, so far as pos-

sible, should be kept separate from Faraday’s
laws and conductivity We hope that in future

editions the author will deal more fully with
potential differences at interfaces generally on
account of their importance in the theory of col-

loids, and for the same reason there should be
more about the mechanical forces at interfaces

Equilibrium, espeaally in solutions is treated

with a thorou^ness unusual m introductory text-

books Mention is made of many recent advances
ffl physical chemistry, and valuable references to
literature help to make up for the rather scanty
account given of some sections of the subject

There are brief biographical footnotes, numerous
cross-references, and problems for practice in cal-

culation. The printer’s errors are few and not
at all serious
* This excellent work is well worthy of the earnest
study of both teachers and students

Francis W Gray

APPUED MECHANICS
(1) Elementary Appbed Mechanics By Prof T
Alexander and Prof A. W Thomson Third
edition Pp xx+sia (London Macmillan
and Co , Ltd

, 1916 ) Price iss net

(a) Ap^^ted Mechanics First Year By H
AusMfau Pp 184 (London G Routled^
Mad Ae, Ltd

, 1915.) Pnee as net

(3) Texim Mechanics By W Scott Taggart
Pp vtt-mjr (London G Routledge and
Sons^ Ltd , 1915 ) Price as net

WpEOra ALEXANDER AND THOMSON S
A * ”BlMgkitary Applied Mechanics” is an
iUent a devdopment of a much
MO. a4tl. VOL 97]

smaller one wiudi engineers knew dnrty years

ago. It fdlows chiefly the methods of Rankma,
but with a larger use of graphic constructions. It

is a feature that the gra^ic diagrams are to scale,

and are, in fact, exercises worked out Appenihd
to eacli chapter are examines fully worked out
On the mathematical side and within its range
the treatment is complete On the practical side

it a not quite so satisfactory The data of

weights, working stresses, etc., mvolved in any
practical solution are very scr tily given, and the

considerations which lead a designer to modify
purely theoretical results are little touched on In
this the authors differ from Rankine, who took so
much trouble with the data that his values are
still of authonty after fifty years and are some-
times quoted m this book For mstance, the one
essentid starting point in roof design is the oiajrai-

tude and distribution of the wmd pressure The
authors merely assume a wind at 45° with the
rafter on one side of the roof, with a normal
component 25 per cent greater than the weight
of the roof at each joint But the wmd pressure
has nothing to do with the weight of the roof, and
Its distribution is not that assumed
The problem of rolling loads on bribes is

treated fully and with origmality The bending-
moment diagram of circular arcs is interesting and
useful The maximum moment for any section for

any travelling loads is fully discussed The
moving model which draws the bending-moment
curve for a trolley is very ingenious, but it seems
to us more difficult to fdlow than the ordinary
demonstration
On the subject of earth pressure Rankine’s fric-

tional theory is followed, without reference to the
reservations he himself makes or to the numerous
mvestigations which have shown 1k>w m most
ordmary cases, except for dry sand, it is not even
a good approximation For retaming walls the
deviation of the centre of pressure from the centre
of the joint is taken at 3/ioths of the width with-
out any explanation It is a critical point, and
needs defence.

Long struts are treated well, but only Ity the
use of the Gordon Rankine formula The authors
say that Rankine proved Gordon’s formula to bfc

rational This is disputable it is really qn inter-

polation formula between Euler’s and that for
short columns The various formulae which are
more convenient m use, and are, in fact, latgdy
used in desijro, are not referred to

j

Arched ribs are treated by Levy’s graj^
me^iod, and there is an interesting hnd original
chapter on masonry arches, though, perhaps, the

Curiously, reinforced arches, nOw ao in^ortiu^
and affording such excellent scope for scientifip

treatment, are not alluded to
The treatise is excellently prmted add BIus-

trated, and wU certainly be usetul to stUd«its aott
engineers It seems a defebt that the book Mip
oQty a table of contents and 06 index.
n) This is a v^ demqntaiy hoolt, m 1 _

ordmary mechanics, Icinemathis of muAikfrtf i
wome proUems id work aitd power ark t
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Ut^y descriptively and with the help of numerical
lUustraduna and aumple experiments The prmt-
ifiw and diiwrems are clear But one may be
allowed to aw why here, as m many other b^ks,
the so^alled laws of friction deduct for dry sur-

faces and low mtensities of pressure are given
without a hmt that in most cases they are more
disobeyed than obeyed? Also, is such a very
roundabout way of finding the work of a fluid

|

pressure (I^ rai) really helpful to a student? 1

^3) Mr Taggart’s book is similar to the fore '

goii^, but it IS more speciaksed, the illustrations

oeinpp taken from textile machinery It is more
ongmal, therefore, and is likely to be of service
to textile workers, both in explanation of the
machines they use and in familiarising them with
some of the technics of the industry

OUR BOOKSHELF
On the Relation of Imports to Exports A Study

of the Basis of a New Nattonal and Imperial
Policy By J laylor Peddic Second edition
(enlaiged) Pp xxiv + 148 (London Long
mans. Green and Co 1916 ) Price $5 net

Mr Taylor Peddie s book is written in f•l^ou^
of what he calls National Economics ‘ National
Economics,** he says, “to be based on freedom
of trade, must come under the heading of low
tariff duties, for high tariff duties are protective

”

Now, if low tariffs do not protect, what is their
object? In his third essay Mr Taylor Peddie
attempts to answer this question British

manufacturers will have to submit to a
heavy income tax and other heavy direct taxation

Is it, then, an equality of rights that Ameri-
can manufacturers should in future be
allowed to enter into free competition with our
qwi productions? *’ Mr Taylor Peddie has,
la fact, rediscovered, repainted, and reclotfaed that
ancient figure of fun, the mid-nineteenth-century
French Free Trade school's Scientific Tariff, and,
until the true artist’s " temperament,' he has
fallen deeply in love with it I

True, hu tariffs lack something in scientific pre-
cision, for he has found a special magic in the
figure I7i per cent

,
and no duty must exceed that

amount But their achievements more than com-
pensate for all purely academic desiderata His
''low tariffs," apparently, are to counterbalance
the adverse balance of trade, although fp 4a) he
assures us that Free Trade has not produced that
adverse balance His " low tariffs ” are to have no
e(tect on prices, but to restrict imports (without
pfotecting), increase the national productive
cmwcity, the revenues of the State, and the distn-
habmi of wages, and although not affecting prices

M) we can sell dheaper (p 40) Mr 'Taylor
Peddie Is, indeed, to lie congratulated on his per-
veracAy paradoxical panacea
.Oo pb 98 we are told that "we shall ne^er be

dUe todotfroy German industrialism by allowing
ICitijkwal Bcenomic questions to be discussed in the

*a olWltw^S.*’ if "Nattopal E<^no-
to Ije framed witii the objept of

axh. 1431, vot 97]

destroying industriahsm, we are perhaps justified

in hoping that they will quickly b^me what Mr
Taylor Peddie believes the history of political

economy for the main part to be—“1 record of

absurd and justly exploded opinions " A L

A Manual on Explosives By Albert R J Ramsey
and H Claude Weston Pp xi-t-ii6 (Lon-
don George Routledge and Sons, Ltd

, 1916

)

Price If net

Phis httle manual is intended to furnish to the
munition worker, as well as to the general reader,
ccMicise information on the nature of explosives
and on their manufacture, and further to empha-
sise the very important part which explosives play
m the sphere of modern engineering It is cer-
tainly an excellent little primer Particularly good
IS the description of the manufacture M mtro-
tcUulosc, mtro^lycenn, and the modem high
explosives, the text being illustrated by excellent
diagrammatic representations of the various plants
employed The authors have shown considerable
discretion in the allotment of space to the different

explosives, but more might well have been devoted
to propellants Smokeless powers, other than
cordite, scarcely receive mention The description
of the manufacture of cordite is very brief, ami it

IS a pity the authors give only the composition of
Mark I cordite, which, through the serious
erosion it product in the guns, was superseded
some years ago by M D cordite, containing less

nitroglycerin

A short chapter is devoted to fuses and detona-
tors, another to the application of explosives,
some interesting examples of engmeenng appli-

cations being given A valuable chapter is one
on "Industrial Poisoning ampng Explosive
Workers and its Prevention,’ in which the autiuws
deal with the symptoms by which poisoning may
be recogmsed the general lines of first-aid treat-

ment, and enumerate some -of the sunple precau-
tions which should be adopted to mmtmise risk
of poisoning Such chemistry as is necessary to
follow the vpnous processes and relating to the
composition of explosives is very clearly set out
and altogether the book admirably fulfils the
intentions of the authors

Yorkshire's ConinbuUonto Science—mtha Btblta-
graphy of Natural History Publication^ jgy T
Sheppard Pp 233 (Lmdon A Brqmnt and
Sons, Ltd

, 1916 ) Price 51 net
Thx object of this volume is to provide students
of the natural history of Yorkshire with a guide
to all sources of information likely to be of suvke
to them Many workers in biological and geologi-
cal science wiU be grateful to Mr Shqi^rd lor
the particulars he has brought together about
Yorkshire periodical pubhcations dehhng with
natural history^ Yorkshire scientific magaxioei
now extinct, add yorkslure topographical and
general magaxinqs The particqlprs „oonoen){i«r
othw Br)ti^^iOleot||o journals and aedetiea and
theldst qf Wotiief;df rpipetaca add to tibe comnlete-
nesa of dig vehiiiM.
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LETTBRS TO THE EDITOR
[Th* Editor don not hold htmstlf rupotutbU iot
optmotu tKtrused by hu cortttpondmu Ntitntr
eon he undertake to return or to correspond with
the writers of rejected manusenfU intended for
tide or any other part of Nature. No notice m
taiw» of anonymous communications ]

MtteorotafiMl Owttftiom «f a BIzzard

I AM glad to see Mr Bostwick s protest against the
current use of the word blizzard and agree with
him that the British Isles excluding mountiins like

Ben Nevis cannot produce the oondit ons for a real
blimnl
There can he no comparison betmcen the pheno-

menon as it occurs in North America and the polar
regions and the very mild mutation commonly called
a ollzzard in the English daily Press In most cases
die latter consists Of a mixture of snow and rain
perhaps not amounting to more than o-io m in ail

and a wind not exceeding a strong breeze
The only approach to a blizzard in the S E of

Engtend during the last fifty years was on January i8
i88i On that occasion the dry snow and the gale
were present but not the low
temperature Much inconveni
fence was caused by the drifts

fend stoppage of traffic but
hundreds of thousands of persons
Mbably made their usual out
noor jounws on that day in their

usual clothing without danger a
thing they could not have done
bad the third condition of a really
low temperature been fulfilled

W H Dinrs
I

Benson Wallingford

sanamie Warfc af tba Qeolaghial
•urveya

Tm note on Sir Robert Had
field’s address to « Committee of
the Advisoiy Council for Sden-

[Jtjnb I, 1916

I

public service should obviate the creation of a ws^
Central Imperial Bureau The deficiency of hi

formation has long been due to public ignorance of the

I
value of the material brought together by public aar

!
vants an ignorance unhappily snared by many who
pose as mine prospectors

Grenville A J Cole
Geological Survey of Ireland

14 Hume Street Dublin May ay

ANl ARCTIC PHYSIOGRAPHY 1

pjR GRIFFITH TAYLOR physiographer to
L' the Commonwealth of Australia, acoom
panted Capt Scott s last Antarctic Exp^ituyc as
its chief physiographer and in this interesting

vtdume he records his expenences gives brim
summanes of his observations and condusions
and describes the daily life and inadents of the

enterprise His scientific results will be given
more fully and connectedly in the speaal volumes
on the work of the expedition His narrative is

mainly of interest as a preliminary statement of

his conclusions and for his racy account of the

siMIgests that the speaker was ill

iqigjrmed as to the recent history

of the Geological Surveys of our
islands. The activities of what
Sir Rebvt Hadfield styles

cload Fram With Scott TboWw Unios.

naturally ^ life of the expedition and pleasing picture of the
restrlc^ as r^rds Ireland rince the Gtjo- g^xxl humour and happy Comradeship ^tweett^^081 Survey of that country was placed under the

b Department of Agnculture and Technical In- r», rr_ . _ ., ^ ^ ^ ^
stniction so far back as 1905 So soon at the need

Taylor s chief contributions to Ae htstoiy

for more detailed information as to our mineral re- expedition are his accounts of the vovafe
MWtroet became apparent through the pressure of mih *«>*» New Zealand to Maemurdo Sound, of m
tary operations the staff in Ireland was devoted to winter s life at the base there and of ^ two
the prep^bon of a reference index to all known expeditions under his command to the tneinlead

SllT “"i** Hr Maemurdo Sound Doriif

The remark quoted from Sir Robert Hadfield s
•“Pigment the observations -of Fenw,

addrsas as to the basis on which our knowle^o of Mawson and by combuui^ aU the matenali
mfaicmls rests must surely refer to some officer available has produ^ the most detailed nap of

in England. The Department of Agr culture in Ire- any part of eastern Antarctica It ta an affia of

^**_?**^*hT*** iffi *M
****^ special interest as the glaciers descend touwda

NO 2431, TOL 97]
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vwtwsrd to an upper section, which has been Taylors observaUons Ihus he figures a hill

named the Taylor Glacier The ongm of the ^lope which appears to be an ordinary denudation
glacier valleys has not yet been fully explained curve he attributes this catenary curve to glacial

but the solution of the problem may be furnished erosion whereas probably most glacialists regard
by the detailed geological and geographical in the opposite denudation curve which is over
formation collected by Dr Taylor and his steepened at the end owing to the toe of the slope

comrades havii^ been worn away as the characteristic

Dr Taylor s special attraction to Antarctica feature of glacnl denudation

was the opportunity of studying the physiography One item in Dr Tnylor s physiographic nomen
of an area where water action had been always claturr is open to regret since he has followed a
either absent or relatively insignificant compared growing custom of adopting an ordinary German
With glacial erosion It is interesting to note that term with a spec al technical meaning He uses
his Antarctic studies have led him to reduce the ll e term ncgel for a rock bar across a
importance he had once assigned to ice erosion gheated valley In his first reference to the

He now attaches more mportance t the shatter tructure he calk t a bar or riegel but after
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Dr Taylor believM in the connection advocated

^ Filcmer between the Ross and Weddell Seas

From the account of the researches by Dr
himpson It appears not improbable that the most
important irf the scientific results of the expedition

will be the additions to Antarctic meteorology
The book is illustrated by numerous excellent

photographs, mchidtng some by the expert

Antarctic photographer, Mr Pontin^, and also

many instructive and ingenious diagrammatic
sketches by Dr Taylor He publishes a photo-

graph of the Discovery Hut in which he lived

for a month, and the tide directs attention to one

feature which shows that the hut was not built

as designed, for it is raised on supports which

were only to have been used if the hut had to be

erected on ice into which they could have been

easily sunk
One mteresting psychic incident is recorded

At about the time when Amundsen turned back

from the South Pole his compatriot Gran had a

dream to that effect, and- pro^tly recorded it m
one of Dr Taylor’s books The author regards

It as a coincidence, but his remarks suggest that

be IS not very confident of this explanation

PTOIEMYS CAIALOGUE OF 6TARS

»

J
UST forty years ago the late Prof Peters,

of Clinton, New York, and Mr Knobel

began independently, and without cither of them
knowing of the other’s work, to investigate the

Catalogue of Stars in Ptdemy’s Almagest

They soon however, got into correspondence, and

eventually met m Pans in 1887 By that time

Peters had collated most of the manuscripts in

Continental libraries, and Mr Knobel then under-

took to examuie those in England Peters died

in 1890 and in November, 1891, most of his

papers and notes bearing on the subject were
forwarded to Mr Knubcl, who completed the

work, and has now at last suceeded in getting it

pnnt^
Only three editions of the Greek text of the

Almagest have been published, those of

G^nseus (1538I, Halma (1813-16), and Heiberg
(1898-1903). A valuable German translation by
Manitius came out three years ago Of the

Star Catak^ue there have been several separate

editions, the best of which is that of Baily (Mem
R Astr Soc ,

vol xiii
)

But from an astro-

nomer’s point of view no previous edition

can compare with the one wc are considering

here, as this is founded on an examination of a
^at number of codices—Greek Latin, and
Ambio—and contains, besides, many other tbmgs
fftr which astronomers looked in vain m the

earlier editions

The bv^ation of Peters differs from those
u^ierto j|p)3e> as he be^n by calculating from
PiaBd'S'^Wr-places and Mfidler-Bradley’s proper

longitudes and latitudes of all

PMemy^V^vs for the epoch a d ioo, for the

» >tll^y »Qil|>nm« of fturiL A R«Ti>ioii oTtlw AlmacMt. By Dr
B Know. toy (Wwbnvtcn Cunoglo

f NO 24Sr^ VOL 97]

purpose of identifying the stars and getting kis

idea of the accuraey of die positions. This was-

done before Auwers had published his new re-

duction of Bradley’s observations, and it wouhl
have been worth while to examine what differedee

the adoption of Auwers’s proper mohons would
have made, though the main results of the b-
vestigation uould doubtless not have been
affected The work also differs from all others-

in the number of codices consulted In all,

twenty-one Greek and eight Latin codices of the

Almagest were exammed, and also three Arabic
codices of the Almngest, ten of A1 Sfffi’s

Uranometry (the catilc^e in which is that of

Ptolemy with a constant correction for preces-
sion), and one of Nasir ed-din A1 TCksi’s Com-
pendium of the Almagest Detailed notes on the

first thirty-three of these todices and three photo-
graphic plates arc appended the latter help to
make the render understand the principal sources
of error in the catalogue
Ihe original catalogue was doubtless written

in the uncial Greek characters of the second
century, and the most common error in all manu-
scripts IS that of confounding the uncial alpha

(=1) and delta
(= 4) Thus the magnitude of

6 Eridam is given in ill Almagcsts as i jnstead
of 4, which hitherto has puzzled everybody, while
the Bodleian Greek Almagest gives the magni-
tude of Sinus ns 4 Frrors are also causca by
confusion between \ and A (=30) or t =85 and
0 9, etc The Arabu MSS are especially im-
portant for comparison with the Greek, as the
errors are of a different kind Unlike the Greeks,
who wrote the minutes of lonp-itude and latitude

as fractions of a degree the Arabs wrote the
minutes in hgurts and thus these two different

methods form a \ aluablc check one on the other
The star places finally adopted ^ the autliors-

are given in three catalogues The first con-
tains for each star Rally s number, the number
and Latin description of the star from the Latin
edition printed in 1^28 the Flamsteed number
and Bayer s letter, the longitude, latitude, and
magnitude The second catalogue repeats the
last three items and gives the longitude and
latitude computed from Piazzi for the epoch
A D 100 and the difference between these and
Ptolemy’s values, also the magnitude from the
revised Harvard Photometry The third cata-
Iq^ue gives Ptolemy s longitudes reduced by
a® 40', being the difference which Ptolemy states
be found between the longitudes of H^iparchua
and those of his own tune, and the latitudes-

unaltered
,

also the positions computed for
130 B c After a lengthy set of notes on various
stars follow tables collating a number of eotiHcfs-

as regards longitude, latitude, and magnitude
Most writers have been of the opuiion that

Ptolemy s catalogue was nothing but that of
Hipparchus, the longitudes being altered hr
adding a® 40' for precessum. Peters abtas^
pubbshed in 1877 a paper sho«ui^ that modi^
star-places, reduced to a d ioo and ocittJiincad

those of Ptolemy, gave a mean
to his longitudes- + 34 9^, mdkUig 1^
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A.D. 58 instead of a u 138, the alleged epoich

The year ad 58 la 187 years after the ep(^ of

Hipparchus, which gives the amount of preces-

sion >>> 3^ 36'. agreeing closely with the difference

of 3* 4c/ found by Ptolemy Mr Knobel re

marks that, as the correction could not represent
positions observed m a d 138, this supports the
view that the catalogue is simply that xA Hip-
parchus, with a constant amount added to the
longitudes

But this conclusion is by no means certain
and was not accepted by Peters when he spoke
on this subject at the Kiel meeting of the
Astronomische Gesellschaft in 1887 leas than
three years before his death According to the
very short report m the Vterteljahrsschnft
(xxii p 369), Peters said that the constant error
of the longitudes might very well be due to syste
matic errors of Ptolemy’s instruments or to faults

of the method (comparison of sun and stars with
the moon as an intermediary), neglect of re
fraction, etc The equinoxes of Ptolemy should
not be assumed to possess the accuracy required
to justify the above conclusion, and it would, in

fact be remarkable if such accuracy had been
attained Peters added that stars with large
proper motion especially 40 Eridani agreed
far better with the places of the stars at the time
of Ptolemy than with those at the time of Hip-
parchus To these reasons for hesitating to
adopt the usual conclusion we would add the
common belief among the Arabs that Ptolemy
had borrowed his whole catalogue from Menclaus
adding 35' (41 years’ precession at 36*) to the
longitudes This seems in itself a far more
likdy origin o( the catahigue than that it should
have been borrowed from one made 370 years
earlier But the proUcsn of the origin of
Ptolemy s catalogue » still unsolved

J L E D

PROF H C JONES
'T'HE announcement Nature of May 18 of the
A death of Prof Harry Jones, of Johns Hop-

kins University, wiH be received by his many
friends m this country with sincere r^ret, for his

transparent honesty and sincenty, his enthusiastic

nature, bis kindlmess, and his courtesy impressed
all with whom he came m contact

Hairy Claiy Jones was bom in New London,
Maryla^, m 1865 and received his academic
education in the famous university of his State

He graduated as A B in 1889 and as Ph D in

1893 The next two years he spent in Europe
working m the laboratories of Ostwald, Arriienius,

and van’t Hoff Permeated with the ideas and
theories associated with these names, Jones re-

turned to America and proceeded to promulgate
them witii boundless enei^ and enthusiasm He
nwdved an appointment on the teadimg staff of

lOhas Hopkins University, and was m tune pro-

qSQtcd to the ebau* of physical chemistry Jones
wte a tireless woticer himself and mspired bis

mwMrOus oo-workers with an equal mdustry
the last twmiQr years he puMidwd, alone

‘ifO. a43i. vtMU

and m coa|UOction with them, well above a

hundred papers, many of them memoirs of con-

siderable magmtude, and found tune m addition

to write SIX books (text-bixiks and semi popular

works), several ol which have passed through a

number of editions

The line of research to which he chiefly devoted

himself was the study of the intimate nature of

solutions In the ideal ’ solutions of van’t Hoff
the mutual influence of solvent and solute may be

neglected The mam object of the mvestigations

of Jones and his fellow-workers was to ascertain

the nature and extent of this influence in actual

solutions For aqueous solutions Mendel^eff had
advanced the hypothesis that the dissolved sub-

stance existed in the form of a hydrate or hydrates

of definite composition Jones modified and ex-

tended this idea and held that dissolved substances

in general arc combined with more or less of the

solvent as a series of solvates To test this sol-

vate theory of solution his extensive experimental

work was devised He explained abnormally low
freezing points of concentrated solutions as due to

a portion of the solvent havinpf combined with the

solute, so that the concentration in the remaining

solvent was greater than that deduced from the

composition of the solution, and showed that thiq-

abnormality in aqueous solutimis was greatest for

those substances which crystallise most readily

with water of crystallisation By the use of the

grating spectroscope he showed that the absorption

bands of solutions became broader (i) as the solu-

tion became more concentrated, (3) as the tempera,

ture was raised, (3) as dehydrating substances were

added In each case this would correspond to the

production of simjtier hydrates He also showed
that different absorption bands were obtained

according to the solvent in which the salts mvestU
gated (chiefly those of neodymium, which give

sharp absorption bands) were dissolved, pointing

to the formation of different solvates. By means
of the radiomicrometer he demonstrated finally that

the water m concentrated solutions of non-absorb-

ing salts showed a smaller absorption m the infra-

red region than water itself

Of nis text books the ' Elements of Physical

Chemistry is deservedly the most successful

being written m an easy, readable style, which

makes it popular with the student In his ” New
Era in Chemistry ’ he described the progress of

the science from 1887 onwards, and struck a per-

sonal note which adds to the interest and pleasure

of perusal J W

NOTES
Thk Paris correspondent of the Tttnes states that

the Committee of the Senate appointed to consider the

Daylight Saving Bill has reported against the measure
on the ground mat the economy intended to be realised

IS doubtful and that the change woulff cause serious

inconvenience

» In tiw feoant dtbate on tiia Air Board fai the House
of Lords severfi references were made to tte sdentifle

side of aoronlhitica. /Thls’iKipect of the subject U 9M
nearly so vtell fcnpwn mtdlspptecfBted as it should be
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by the desisnen and oonatructora of our present aerfr>

plaoes If the new Air Board aucoeeda m hnngiofl
about a better understanding b^ween the jmcucal
designer and the sdentiSc expert, and m enabling the

restJts of soentHie experiment and calculation to be
used more widely In the actual production of alreraft,

It will be doing a great service to the aeronautical

industry The proposal for the ectablkhment of a
separate Board of Inventions in connection with the
Air Board aeema to ba a good one, provided that the

Board consists of men who have sufficient technical

knowledge to be able to discriminate between inven

dens of real use and the many ‘freak inventions

which now flood the country A great deal of the
time of scientific experts is now wasted m experiment
tng on laventions should have been thrown out

as obriously useless in the first place The progress

that has bMn i;nade from the scientific pomt of view
IS very considerable It is now possible to calculate

with considerable accuracy the performance and
stability of a new design from sdmplc experiments on
modela in a wind tunnel In the matter of scientific

aeronauticft we are well in advance of the enemy,
except perhaps m connection with rigid airships The
chief necessity at the present time is that available

sc^ttfic information sMuld be used to the fultest

advantage It is only by the combination of scientific

investigation with the practical experience of the pilot

and the designer that the best results can be obtained,

and the muclv4esired supremacy of the air definitely

dative reference to the assistance afforded by chemists

attached to the forces — The valuable nature of the

wmrk performed by the officers of the Central Labmti-
tory and the Chemical Advisers wit^ the Annies iA

instigations into the nature of the gases and other

now suntances used in hostile attacks, end in derising

and perfecting means of protecting our troops against

them, IS deservuig of recogmtion The efforts of these

officers materially contributed to the failure of the
Gennons m their attack of December 19 1915, as
well as in the vanous gas attacks since made ’

Among the representatives of applied science who
have lost their lives m the present war some mention
should bo made of Capt Paul Hammond. He was
bwn in Branl of British parentage, and was
educated at lonbridgc hchool He studied at

the School of Mines at Freiberg, in Saxony,
where he graduated as a mining engineer He
was for some time engaged in mmeralogical sur-

vey work in the south of tfe State of Sfio Paulo, and
afterwards practised as a consisting mining engineer
in London Shortly after the outbreak of war he
received a commission in the 8th Battn of the East
Lancashire Regiment and was Acting Major when he
was wounded at FoncqueviUers He died eight days
later, on February 25 of the present year, agM thlr^-
one His keenness and courage stood him in good
stead in bis short military career while his cheerful

ness and kindliness endeared him to all who knew
him

Tin following officers of the Linnean Society for

the euuing year were elected at the annual meeting
of the socle^ on May 24 —President, Sir David
Praln, C M G

,
Treasurer Mr H W Monckton

,

SeereUmes Dr B D^on Jackson, Mr E S Good,
rich, and Dr A. B Kcndle

W« regret to tee the announcement of the death,
on May 28, at seventy years of age, of Sir James F
Goodbart, consulting physldan to Guy's Hospital
and other insdtutions, and president of the Harveisn
Society of London in 1898

Tm fourth Wlbur Wright Memm-ial Lecture of the
Aeronautical Society on The Life and Work of
WIbur Wright,* will be delivered by Mr Griffith

Brewer at the Royal Society of Arts, on Tuesday,
June 6, at 3 p m. The Rt Hon Lord Montagu of
Beaulieu will preside

At a meeting of the Institution of Minii^ Engineers,
to be held at the rooms of the Geoktfical ^lety, Bur-
lington House Piccadilly W on Thursday, June 8,

Prot »F W Hardwick will deliver a lecture on "The
History of the Safety-Lamp, in celebration of the
ceateniury of its invention George Stephenson and
Sir Humphry Daw

A REPORT has just been issued by the Committee
appointed by the Home Secretary m March last to

test ea^nmentally the value of dry powder fire-

extinguishers in putting out fires such as are likely

to be caused by bombs (Cd 8250, price id
)

These
extinguishers generally contain as their main con-
stituent sodium bicarbonate, the amount varying from

^ to 56 per cent in the samples analysed The par-
ucular midee chosen for the fire experiments contained
also approximately the same proportion of calcium
carbonate the total av iilable carbon dioxide amount-
ing to 12 or 13 per cent The efficacy of the dry-
powder preparations was compared with that of water
applied (i) in buckets and (2) in liquid extincteurs
raraying a jet of water impregnate With carbon
dioxide upon the fires None of the agents employed
bad any matenal effect upon the combustion of the
bomb itself Water, however, was far more effective

than the dry powder in preventing the spread of the
fire, the wetting of the surrounding matenal confin-

ing the conflagration to the immediate neighbourhood
of the bomb The general conclusion arrived at was
that by far the best extinguishing ogicnt is a pleatikil
supply of water applied in the manner fhost con-
venient , the use of dry powder is to be deprefeted as
giving a misleading sense of security r

W)t regret to announce the death on May 17, at
elriity-four years of age, of Mrs Mary Everett Book,
wlobw of Gkirgc Book, the mathematician Devoted
to her husband and his mrmoty she was an original
and rather paradoxical writer for example, on the
strength of her knowledge of the mathematical the^
of anvaldpes, she wrote a sort of metaphysical essay
shout ftwi wm,

,
etc., m terms of an envelope-theory

Like Henry Drummond, she mistook a pfcturesqpe
analogy for a real explanation but ttie book is better

wcMh reading than many more orthodox productions

Gitontf. Sw Oquous Ham, Conunaader-uU^hkf
of tba WttA France and Belgum, ui his
first ciMpatob> dMM May 191 and covering the pen^
fMin December tfi, <9*$ msdees the following appee-
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Soux intcrenUng details of his recent exploratione
in Central Asia have been furnished by Sir Aurel Stein
on his return to England He followed a route
hitherto unknown to the Pamirs across Darel and
Tangier, and in this portion of his journey he wee
SMisted by Pakhtum Wall, an exiled chief of Chitral,
who has recently carved out for himself a new king-
dom in this region, and desires the friendly support
of the Government of India At an old sanddnuriad
site in the Talkamakan ^sert many ancient writings’
on wood in an early Indian language dating; itoifiEs
third century a d were found, the ^ routs hy
which the Chinese conveyed tlv^ silks to Central^ airi tl» Meditcrraiiaan was traced. On this road

of coppw orine and hrenae arrow-hesiib, lha
ddhris of ifatir (ssavans, were piriMd up. Oa an^Mr
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Mft oi the toMe the watch-tower* erected the

^Umc to protect their weatem inarches in Kansu
amdast the Huh were exanuaed. TheH travels in-

yoivei aoore than tti»Qoo miles marchtnfl over moun-
tain and desert, lidid Sir Aurel StSn gratefully acknow-
Mges the kind treatment he received from the Kus-

explorer and the Indian Govem-

j will supply much new information on geo-

graphy, histon, art, and linguistics

Tte provisioiial programme of the eighty-sixth

ann^ meeting of the British Association, to be held

at Newcastle-upon-Tyne from Tuesday S^tember ^
to Saturday, September 9, under the presidency of Sir

Arthur Evans, F R S is about to be issued. The
inaugural meeting will be held in the Town Hall on
Sentonniber 5, at 8 30 p m , when the president will

defiver an addreu to the association Evening dis-

courses will be delivered in the Town Hall on Ihurs-
day September 7, by Prof W A Bone, F R S ,

who
vrill deal with some recent advancea in combustion

and on Friday, September 8, by Dr P Chalmers
Mkchdl, F R S , on Evolution and the War The
reception-room will be m the College of Medicine

Some of the seetton-rotunv will be in the same build-

ing, and the remainder will be conveniently accessible

from it The following are the presidents of sections —
A (Mathematical and Physical Science) Dr A N
WUtchead, F R S , B (Chemistry), Prof G G Hcnder
ant. C (Geology), Prof W S Boulton, D (Zoology)

Prof E W MacBnde, F R S , E (Geography), Mr
Ok. G Hogarth F (Economic Saence and Statisbcs),

Prof A W Kirkaldy, G (Engineering) Mr G G
Stoaev, H (Anthropljlogy) Dr R R. Marett, I

(^siologv). Prof A R Cushny F R S K
(ikitaiw), th A. B. Rendk. F R S L (Educational

Scieace), Rev W Temple M (Agriculture) Dr E J

Russell

A VIRBSTIM report has just been pubkslied (London

Harruon and Sots , price 6d
)

of the proceroings of

oaoiertnee on the Neglect of Sdence, of whiui an

aecoual was given in Naturx of May n (p *30) The
coafcveece was successful in eliciting some noteworthy

utteranees from leading reprerontathres of many de

partoacats of national activity and was fortunate in

securing Rayleigh as the chairman The chief

doim <H the frst resolution was that science should

form part of theentrance examaaadoa of the Umversi
bps of Oxford and Cambridge, as wdl as of the newer

universities Lord Rayleigh is Chancellor of the

Universitv of Cambridge, which still makes not

sdance, out Greek an essential sub^t of entrance

exadsinaflons, and the purpoM of the meeting over

vhfehdw presided was to urge the need for reform

It la tir jiarlkular interest therefore to gtrr Lord
Raylolm’s views upon the supposed advwtages of

oamptmory cloasical study for the average boy m a

BHbne ochool ‘ 1 believe it is true,” he said, “ there

W a esrtain type of mind for winch a clasdral edura-

tkm on Bare or lew existing Imn is pethaps the best

lUbg that yan be found; but when it comes to the

na^ty of sdroolhoys I think It is nothing less than

pH siksurdity to talk about Impressing Biem with the

hngliBlVS and litsrators of tha ancients. It Is wdl
lonwn timt such a rssuh la not achimed w^ the

b^ 1 mysdl was ait awsrage boy, fai class-

feel netolM* anyhow aad 1 can spaak fron experience
1 wee act ktUnd thp ewege, but I know that the

«hfek I gave to siMsfeeL wmfe were to aaltofo eitonb Brown away, alfhiuirB 1 have no
^ I gob sstoiBlng from it; hut saylte of aUtaia-

an appreciation of the tangua^ anf lllaratsre
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of the Gveeks, in my own. case, and m the caM of

most of mj friends, was mere mooushine. . . You
pretend to take a bterary education by Gredk, aod
you end by getting none at all My own belief is Bat
modern laaiguages to a very large exteat serve tbe
purpose if properly taught and properly insisted upon,
as they very frequently are not now

Tux death is announced of Prof Paul Lemoult in
tragic circumstances Until the outbreak of war he
occupied the chair of chemistry at the University of
Lille, and was at the same time director of the Sebool
of Commerce of the North, and chief engineer to the
chemical works of La Pallice, near La Rochelle-
When Lille was occupied by the enemy some of the
industries were transferred to the Lyons district, and
under the direction of Prof Lemoult a pkne aad
works was erected, which very soon was able to con-
tribute substantially to the production of this explo-
sive On Monday, May i a fire brdee out in the
works, and very soon assumed serious proportions
Lemoult was soon on the spot, but, in spite of hia
efforts, the fire spread to the storehouse, which con-
tained 150 tons of pirnc add Ihc explosion wbic)i
ensued destroyed the factory, and Lemoult lost his hfe
Paul Lemoult was bom in 1871, and after patSNig
throuwb the Lyceum at Poitiers he was admitted to
the Ecde Normale in 1891 He then entered tl»
laboratory of Berthrlot as frdpmrateur He obtained
his doctorate in 1898 for a t^is on the pofrmerisaMoo
of cyanogen compounds for iwhich he obtained the
Jdrdme Ponti prize ITe afterwards took a poet a*,,

the celebrated colour factoiy of St Denis, where ha
remained several years, when he was appointed to
the University of Liffe Hts wide knowledge of tech-

nical matters was greatly valued bv the induatrial

community among which m lived and the confidence
which he inspired led to his appointment as director 0#
the School of Commerce of the North He made
several valuable contributions on organic chemistry to
the Comptes rendus of the Pans AcMemy of Saenoae.

In 1879 the arrangement* for the transport of the
obelisk from Alexandria to New York were undertaken
by the Government of the United States. The work
was completed, and the obebek was erected at New
York in October, 1879. During the course of the
operatioiu Lieut -Commander H H Gornoge, who
wee in command of the expedition, made a oouectfoi*
oC E^tian antlOTlties, whldi were removed, to
Ameri^ but after his death tfae coUactfoa
was completely lost to sight, and bos
recently been examined, by Prof S Am B
Mercer, who gives an account of it in part IL

(1916) of Ancient Egypt It turns out to be of exo^
tional interest, contunlqg a number of Am terrMOttx
figurines of Harpocrates and lais, dating from «ba
Roman period, gems of the collection are a,
beautiful bronze figure of Ptolemy Lathyros, an ex- <

cellent example of Ptolemaic art, a number of bitoiM
figurinca d the Roman ported, and statues of Geitik
Sekhnset, Neith and leis of the twenty-sixth dynatto.
In tile same issue of Ane*tnt Egypt Prof C G *

Sdignum describe* a remarkabk ivory comb of tiw
prehUtoric period, with a representation of Be hkno-
potaaiue geifaleH, Taurt, itiikh seems to be the eanfoct
repeesantadon ef Bis dhihdbs and indicate* that hbr
cult arevaited in a time earticr than is usnally ahp-
peseA.

Thi visit of the British Astodation to Winnipeg In

1900 gm ft wtitotoe stimuhit to eBiwgEftaMe wftilc

i» Cxiwdik od wlddh os accoMot Is given ta Mr. As CL
BnrtM in iToft for AprB Bonitafea Go«toaDBeM
hee oanHbtoiad Bbe^v to tWa.vtorit by eatoMNfeito
•ft AiAhN^e^ Dbfeiftd of dm Gcolagfett fturti#.
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with chsrge of the VictorU Memorial Muaaum at

Ottawa aa the centre of raaearch. and it hae already
puUiahed a aeriee of papera oi excqMhmal value.

Canada potaesaea at the preaent time no fewer than

thirty muaeuma equipped with anthropologicai depart

menta the moat impc^nt being that at Ottawa In
thia the complete Labrador Ealumo ethnological and
archaaological departmenta are of epecial intereat

Toronto poaaeaaea the cranial collection of the late

Sir D Wilaon, and a fine aeriea of skeletona from
mounda in Ontario and Manitoba brought together

by Prof Montgomery In the Provincial Museum in

the same city are atored collectiona of Ontario akulla

and a mass of stone implements brought from ancient

sites in the province by the late Dr David Boyle
A good example of a local museum is that of the
Ro^ Mountains Park at Banff where Mr Marian
Smith is in charge of fine collectiona from the tribes

of that region The Dominion Government deserves

warm congratulations for the active ntereat it has
shown in developing the study of the ethnology and
aixhseology of the country

Thi Armais of Tropical Medtatu and Parasitology

voL X. No I April, contains six papers Dr H rl

Scott deals with the vomiting sickness of janudea.
Dr G Duncan Whyte with simplified diagmotia and
treatment of ancylostomiasis Dr E R ArmstroM
with differential blood counts n malar a Mr H F
Carter with three new African midges Sir Leonard
Rogers with the reduction of the alkalinity of the
Mood in cholera and Dr H R Carter of U S A
with immunity to yellow fever Dr Scott who is

Government bacteriolomst in Jamaica after a long
and careful study conchidea that vom ting sickness so
prevalent in that islan^ is due to poisomng by ackee
fruit BUghsa taptda There has been much difference
of opinion as to the causation of this vomiting sick*
ness yelloa fever and cerebro-spinal memngltis
having been considered to be the cause of death In

many of the cases in the past Dr Scott found in

1914*15 Ibat ockees formed part of the last meal taken
in health before the onset of the disease Persons
taking the soup or poUwater made with ackees
in certain conditions showed the most acute symptoms
the onset occurred in two hours and death nearly
always resulted. Unopened ackees those piclwd from
a decayed bruised or broken branch those forced
open unnaturally and those with a soft spot are
poiaonout Much of the poison is extract^ by boil
ing adth water The affemon is largely one of hild
hood. By experiment it was determined that Intra
gastric administration of an extract made by boiling
«ii>y»«d ackees with water produced in thr i, k ttens
and one pup the symptoms and patholog cal changes
sden in cases of vomiting sickness The patholog, nl
changes in man and experimental animals are de
scribed and are well llustrated n two plates

1h the Awiencan Saturalut for April Prof T
Waterman discusses the evolution of the human chin
Hit main object is to demonstrate the fallacy of the
^contention of Dr Robinson that the human chin
iiaa evohrad as a consequence of the habit of articulate
speech Prof Waterman t task is not d fficult but his
e^v aervet a yenr useful purpose and his facts are
adniiraUy mantiiaUed. It might however have been
pobted out that the evolution of the chin is due as
tnudi to the shoitenlng of the facial portion of the
sknll as to the reaction of the teeth.

Tmi Mmnm
S" Ju*t
ft contalni

rasswit liftma of F
Aji^

no a ntf raadable

Mion- G«tf, known

Philadelphia for December
Among other items of interest,

rsadable account of the E^mo
vw, Imown also as the Coi^
tha net that these people are largely
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on tlus metol for tbeu* iniplemants. It la

lem that Stefansson ffaqind hit btond
... The clothing weapona^Jind methods d

hunting are dncrlbed at length but no deacription of-

tiie pqnkal characters of these people is giveh.

Copper appears to be the only native metaf tbqr

possess but they also use Iron and brass though <dy
to a very Jimited extent How and whence they
<^taln these is not stated

Mr Halskv Baoo in the Amencan Naiuraisst for

April records the results of his recent attempts to

measure indivdual differences in behaviour in white
mice and therefrom to determine the degree to which
kinds of conduct can be established in family lines by
selection His choice of white mice m preference to

man he explains was determined by the fact tiiat in

man the experimental method cannot be used. Mr
Bagg a test of alertness and educability was made
through the medium of a maze ending in a food com
partment Altogether ninetv mice were used and
each individual was passed through the maze seven-
teen times There were no ma»ed differences be.

tween the sexes in regard to this test of ability but
milow mice proved inferior to white n this ordeal

The author found marked individual differences in be-
haviour and discovers an apparent resemblance among
Individuals of the same litter

An intcrestmg pomt m relaUon to the geographical
distribution of British Mollusca will be found in the
Scottuh Naturabst for May Therein Mr Dmison
Roebuck reviews the history of a slug Ltmax
tmeUm found by the Rev R Godfrey in ^ Rothie.
murchus Forest in 1904 after it had l^n iMt sight pf
for fifty SIX years Some were obtained frun under
stones but the major ty were taken from old pine
branches covered with decayed pine needles and other
rotten vegetaton This discovery of the nature of
the habitat at once threw a flood of light upm tha
occurrence of the species and showed that the reason
it had so long escaped notice was due to this pief^
ence for aboriginal pine forests an area conchologitU
had never thought of searching from a belief that
pine was mimical to molluscan 1 fe The due ob-
tained search was at once made on an extended
scale with the result that it has since bera found in
no fewer than SIX Scottish and eleven English counties
five of these forming a ring encircling London But
more than this It occurs in abundance In the pine
forests of Switzerland and it now remains to ^scover
the intermediate stations on the malnUuid of Europe.

Musas Shkrratt and Huohu Manchester, have
published a further account 1^ Mr J Arthur Hutton
of investigations into the salmon fisheries of the lUver
Wye Good statistics of the fish caught by rods and
iM, and measurements and determinations of age are
fiiwn author deduces some very interating

® in very large spring and lummar
stdmon (five and a half to six yesrs olm indicates an
apparent failure of the 1910 hatc^ arid thif appears
to be traceable to two causes —(i) The
drought and high temperature in the riven in the
suouner of 1911 which probably encoufiMl coarioM In competition with uie early stagu of aatmon,
(a) the marine conditions in iota the year whan tiia
parr hatched in 1910 would migrate to the tea. This
waa a aeaaon of high aabnity In the tea and
autumn ^perature. A further pdnt brooght out
by Mr Hutton ia that Wye aalmon have for «MBa

exceptionally mild wlnten Tha change ib ptSSSkfy
only ,temporary
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and lemona in which the style u penutent
iifi h> nutturit^ arp known to occur at certain aeaiofu

art in certain iotydlUea, and varioui theories have
baan advanced tb account for the fact, some writers

auggestlng that these forms are peculiarities of a dis-

tiint varl^ of the plant. In a note contributed to

the Ath dtt Lutcn xxv (i), 3, R Pirotta dissents

from these views, and advances the theory that the
) or otherwise of the style depends on the

: weather In retarding or accelerating the
of fertilisation and the ripening of the miits

OwiHd to the scarcity of dyestuffs resutbng from
the war, considerable inteibst attaches to the attempts
to obtain and utilise new colouring matters In this

connection the Atl* d«i Ltnett xzv (i) 5, contains an
account of investigations by R Lepetit and C Cirta
Satta on the yellow substance extracted from the bark
off Pinus pinatUr These researches, commenced ten

years ago, show that this colouring matter furnishes

tints of a beautiful yellow with mordants of alum of

an orange colour with tin of a less bright yellow with
chromium, dirty yellow with copper and olive-brown
with iron It vi thus Identifiable with quercetin and
exists in the bark of the fir-tree In a state of complete
combination with a tanno-glucoside

TBI repent of the Botanic Gardens and Government
Domains, Sydney, New South Wales, has just been
received and contains an interesting account of the
various botanical activities undertaken under the direc-

tion of Mr J H Maiden In addition the report
includes a valuable contribution relating to the
Arachnida Myriapoda and Insecta of the Botanic
Gardena, by Mr Minbow, entomologist of the Aus-
tralian Museum, and is on similar lines to the account
of the mammals, birds reptiles fishes, and shells pub-
Dsbed in the report of the previous year A long list

IS ^ven of interesting plants introduced or re-mtro-
duM, into the Gardens and In the herbarium report
we note that 3735 sheets have been added to the
collection, many being additions to the flora of New
South Wale#

The rqiort of the Agricultural Department and Ex
penment btation in Uie Virgin Islands for the year
ended March, 1915, has recently reached us, and snows
that constderabie attention baa been given to th<

cotton crop, especially with regard to establishing i

local seed supply, and thus ensuring unitormity of

crop and stapl^ Coconut planting iri the islands is

^ distn-bei^ encouriq^,
buted during Uie

;

and nearly

tkm has also been formed with every prospect of sue
oEas. A similar assocuiuon has tiMn formed in

Antigua, where conditions are also favourable for this

crop From the reports of the various islands, it is

dear that the linperial D^jwrtment of Agriculture
is making every enort to extend the scope and foster

the prog^ of agriculture in the West Indies

lx the course of the voyage of the CanugU from
New Zealand to South Georgia last Deoeinoer and
Immary search was made for the Nimrod and
Dougherty Islands in the South Padfic The sear^
in both eases was fruitless In the Geographtcal
Rsofsw for April (vd, i , No 4), where an account of
the ssardi appears, it is sugge^ that the result of
tUa worii is to remove these Islands, espeaaily
DfMighnfy Idand, from the map The writer is per-
haps -%ot aware that in 1909, on the homeward
vhpafa of the Nimrod, with Sir B. H Shadcleton’s
AMarcde Expedition, Cape J K Davis made a
ihoMftgh pearch for these islands, and failed to find

Thpy were in oonseouence removed from the
Iwt^gfitlon of the cl Moqi^’s bafh^trical
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chart of the Oceans. Without a doubt icebergs gave
rise to the reports of the islands, for it is very difficult

in certain conditions of light to duxinguish some ice-

bergs from land

Duuno the last year or two the Geographicol
Journal has been devoting some attention to articles

on different regions, more or less affected by the war,
each from the pen of an expert. In the Issue for May
1916 (vol xlvii No s). Prof J W Gregory has a
long article, illustrated with maps, on Cyrenaica
Prof Gregory deals particularly with the economic
possibilities of Cyrenaica and its future as a cokmy
Over this he is not enthusiastic, but at the same thne
IS strongly opposed to the view that Cjrrenaica is a
useless desert The climatic question b an important
one, and Prof Gregory holds that the evidence points
to no change since classical times nor will he admit
that Turkic control has been altogether bad for the
land The change in the economic value of Cyrenaica
since Roman times he holds is due mainly to competi-
tion by new lands making the production of com and
wool less profitable and to honey, a valuable product
in the put, bemg superseded by sugar-cane arid beet-
root The decline in the trans-Saharan trade, owmg
to iu diversion to Nile and Niger routes, and the
development of steam navigation on the Mediterranean
have robbed the country of its position on several
great trade routes

In connection with the Daily Weather Report the
Meteorological Office has issued a revised edition of
the quinquennial appendix, giving normal values for
pressure, temperature and bnght sunshine The
values are extended to include the year 1915, and with
the increased length of period are becoming of greater
value. Pressure normals for the hour of the reports
are now for ten years instead of five, while the
normals for air temperature rainfall, and bnght sun-
shine are for thirty-nve years from 1881 to 1915 The
values are given for the several months, and are issued
in quarterly sheets Normab for the current season
show only slight differences of pressure, the values
being relatively lower in the north and west than in
the south and east Temperature is rising brislfly, and
in the late spnng and early summer Uie mean daily
maximum b about 10° warmer in the south of Eng-
bnd than in ScoUand, and the mean night teinpera
turn shows an almost equally large difference Rain-
fall IS increasing somewhat at the EngUsh stations
whUe the duration of bright sunshine is at about its

maximum

Accobdino to a short note m the AtU dei Lmeei
(1), 5 containing the Proceedings for March 5,

it would appear that piracy of mathemaUcal dis-
coveries was common in Italy m early tunes In thb
note the writer Prof Gino Loria diKusaas the claims
of a work by Luca Pacioli (1445-1514), entitled
Divina PropoTOone,’ dealmg with mensuration of

plane and suid figures, and gives evidence in support
of the view that the substance of thit work was
purloined from an unpubibhed manuscript ^ Phr
deib Francesca entitled * De corporlbus regularibus ’

That Tartagib’s solution of the cubic equation should
have become wrongly attributed to Cardan would
appear to be the result of a practice of which Tar-
tar hhnself was not ^together innocent A second
part of Prof Gino Lorla's communication deals vrith
some interesting Writings by Tomxnaso Ceva (tdaS^-

1737) end Guldp OrandT(tfiyi-iTay) on the proper^
of -certain curves traced «n the surfaces of cmes and
cyBnders These nvesrigatlons smticipate Monge’s
descriptive geqmetry inasmuch as the qaethod of prp-
jectfon was atted In^studying the curves in qudstton
Ceva dbeussed the prapet^ of the curve wMch pro-
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]ect> into a spiral of ArdiimeiBS, and Grandl applied

tbe same metitod to the cnrre of which the projection

IS an equiangtdPr spiral

Ths October'Novcmber part and the December

(1914) part of the /oirniot d« Phytiqve which were

published m the earlier part of May, complete

vol IV of the journal Amongst the longer papers

contained in tbe two parts may be menttemd one by

Prof Marcel Briltouin on kinetic energy and absolute

tei^rature in isotropic sdids, the concluding portion

of ftof Seligman-Lui's paper on the mechanical Inter

pretation of the law of gravitati6n, Prof Gouri dr

ViHemontde s paper on the propagation of eleetnatv

throu(^ pnramn oil and Prof E Bouty’s paper on

some examples of the application of the method of

closed cycles In addition, there are shorter papers

on ^ localisation of foreign bodies in the organism
by ratBographs, and on the recent determlnatton of

the latent heat of fusion of ice at the Bureau of

Standards at Washington T^e abstracts of papers

S'"ihed In other journals include a number in the

sophicat Mogosme Journal de Chtmtf phystqur

Annnlen der Phystk Phyttkalisehe ZntschrtH and the

ZeHtehrtft fflr Physiktmsehe Chtmte 'nie author

index of tl^ volume covers twentv the analvtical

table of contents sixteen and the volume 850 pages

Mr a L Parson has published a novel theory of

the constitution of atoms based on a new conception

of the structure of the electron ( A Magneton Tbeorv
of the Structure of the Atom ’ Smithsonian Miscek
laneous Collections, vol hv

,
No, 11) Instead of the

usual assumption that the electron pmsesaes spherical

symmetry, the author considers it to be a ring of
n^atlve electrification revolving with high sp^
The diameter of the ring is supposed to be of the some
order of magnitude as atomic diameters, and the tan>

gential velodty of revolution to bo about the velocity

of light The author points out that these aasump-
tkma are not inconsistent with the experiments on
wMcb our knowledge of the electron is based, and
shows that thw offer a mode of escape from certain
wetf-known difficulties in all theories of atomic stnio-

tiire baaed on the usual assumptions of simple dec
trons In the paper the apphcation of the new con-
ception to the explanation of the chemlcsd and mag-
netic properties of the elements is ffiscussed at con-
siderable length, but It mav be noted that all the
considerations are onlv of a qualitative chsu-acter ind
do not provide any definite test of the adequacy of
the theory It should be added that no use is made
of the recent valuable and extensive evidence as to the
structure of atoms denved from the study of the
phenamena of radio-activitv and X rays and indeed,
tt seems diffiruit to account for them on the new
tbeorv

Mr F C Thompson in n pajxir receniU read before
tbe Faradav Societ\ directs -»m ntion to the f irt that
almost without exception -illovs which are of mdus-
trial ublitv consist of one or more solid solutions
The bfWBses nearly all the bronzes the nickel brasses

naOM or less complete preservation on quenching of
ft SoM solution The special properties of the nk-kel
and nickal chromiunt steels are due to the Improve,
imnt conferred bv the atlovmg element or elements
which dfMohft in the iron The dondnatmg character-
htM of tfeeee alloys as comaftred with tbe pure metals
from which thav are made is ‘^toughness ' a combina-
ttofs of stMiigdt and du^btv As a result of his
stud^ of this iftftfler Mr Thompson concludes that the
remaHoMd hordness and high etectrkat reslsthntv of
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solid solutions of metals point strongW to the fact

theft they ore caiwed by erystaUlao 4|«torttoa riadiar tft

that which arises from coM wortb This k ettplaiftsd

00 the theory that the process of cTystaUiaatioii of mdk
sohrtions causes an eq^isatioa of the atomic vtritMnoft

: of Bm- censtitueats. Elastic strasses are ttaw set Uf'

which, in their turn, increasing the resistanco to fusthar

. stresses, raise tbe hardness of Bia mass. Such a ihlwry

I

would iMd to a parabolic curve expresaing the rdatiois.

I

ship of the hardness to the concentration throughout
‘ the scries, with a maximum at the composition of 50
atondc per cent of each metal The silver-gold senes

' of alloys fits into this generalisation

TkcHNOUxiic Papbr No 68 of the U S. Buceau of

Standards deals with standardisation of autoomUle
tyre fabric testing The chief causes of variation m
test results me due to different testmg machines,
intensions of test specimens, moisture content of

specimen at time of test method of sampling, and lack

of uniformity in the material There is but little

difference m the results for stnps of i in and a in

width, ana the former width has advantages which
indicate that preference sheuld be given to it. The
fabrics were supposed to contain twenty-three threads

per inch, and tM actual width of the specimens was
fixed by counting twenty three threads The average
strength of thirty tests on i in specimens was X47 lb

Samples of cotton material increase in strength con-

siderably when they have absorbed moisture from the
atmosphere It u best to dry the sample in such a
way as to eliminate moisture effects entirely There
are only small differences in strength for specimens
selectra from different parts of the width of the fabric;

samples should be cut from different parts, and the
average result taken Tests made in different

machines show differences amounting to as much as
15-9 per cent It is recommendra that testing

machines be cabbrated at frequent and regular in-

tervals

OVR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Laros Daylioiit Firxball on May ao,—Mr E>en-

nlng writee —‘On May zo, at 8 8 p m (18 mlnuteB
after sunset Greenwich) a splendid meteor was seen

S
' a great many persons in the southern counties of
ngland The skv was clear everywhere and the

large green disc of the meteor created a vivid effect

as It passed with a rather slow, apparent motion from
N to S across the western heavens Reports from

I fifty SIX casual observers of the phenomenon have

j

been received and it appears from a preHmlnaty dis-

cussion of the data that the object was directed from
a radiant in Perseus situated in the N N W sky at the
time of the event The height of the meteor vyaa
from about 75 to 27 imles along a course, sUghthr
declining in nnght, of mote than aoo ndtes The post*
tion was from over the S E coast of Ireland to the
English Channel, far south of OevonsUra,

' The estimates of tbe observed duration of flUght of
the meteor are rather conflicting, but «!»;«(> a maon
of what appear to be the best vaiueti the teal velodly
was about -ja miles per second.

Tble fine meteor adda anothee laalBiMe la the
rather extensive list of simitar obkets twUdh h«M
made their apparitiona ua twihght The hoMr folkftr.
iM sunaet » highly favourable bi some nmwrta to
ffia production of these objects, thou^ the Ktoiatk

dayllj^t must naturally cause aunty of thaw to
elude notice

’

Color mi6> (Wots), 1918 ZK
Astrommlaaia MnchrtOaan.Vo wakaraff^dlh
servattoiM of the anemalous objeetiqifi 3!K, ffiwimM
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WQtf> w«r« atade at Vienna on April 6, 7, aa, and

gf, Ott the latMt 4late Dr Paliaa obeerv^ a sort of

bald mmnindinff >ti image, and further remarked
that the diange of daily motion was not asteroidal

te character la America it has been observed at

Yerkea (May 4) and at the U S Naval Observatory
(May 6) It is shown on photographs taken at Berge
dorf oa April 39 and May a, on the eaiiier date its

ude was 133 According to observations bymagnitude 1

Wolf
diameter, and sharply defined toward the \

the nucleus being eccentrically placed m the same
direction, thus presenting features justifying its classi

fication with comets The cometary character is

emphasised by the Babelsberg observers who state

^t It is immediately picked up as a comet
Observations, April 6-May 6 have been used

by Prof Berbench in an investigation of the orbit

assuming motion approximately following a great

circle, Imt no useful results had been obtained The
middle^ilace errors for a parabola (April 6 and '>

Vienna, and May 6, Babelsbergl are stated to be 11

adnwibly large A provisional ephemeris ba(>ed c

hyperbolic elements (April 6 aa, and 30) represented

faii^ closely the Babelsberg observation of May b
The following orbit and ephemeris have been cal

culated, also by Prof Berbench (AsUonomtsche Nach
riehtan Circular No 508), by variation of the distance

ratios from the observations of April 6, aa and May 6
referred to above —Perihelion= 1917 June 159*6
GMT , HKiao^ 30 103' ft = 183® la' 136*, «=as“
35' 31-9*

, log 9=0-337854

Ephemeris Greenwich Midmght
R A. D«,t

June

13 38 38
13 a8 43

+4 a8-S

4 35-0

4 39-9

4 433
17 13 29 o 4 45 i

The orbit can still be somewhat uncertain, but the

ephtmerit should suffice very well for search Pen
befion passage, it should be noted, occurs in the

middle of June of next year so that comet 19166 pro-

mises to be under observation for a very extended
penod. At present the distance from the earth

IS increasing On July j
it will be roughly, 0-44

astronomical umt-^ million miles—from both tin

earth and the sun

A Possible New Comet —The following messag<

from Prof Pickenng was received on May 8 at Kiel
‘ Perrine cables bnght object Thursday evening, nine

to ten, moved ten degrees alpha Favonis towards
sun Possibly emnet ' (Astronomische Nachnehien
No 484s)

Venus —On June 3, two days after maximum
brilliance, Venus will be in conjunction with the

moon, the planet will be i® 19 N Unless clouds

prevail this configuration will afford an excellent

opportunity of viewing the planet in full daylight

wl&ioiit optieai help Although the crescent phase can

now bat ^iMtingulriwd with quite smalt hand telescopes

tin BBoaC inVpeatlM i^nomena of the phases—the
more- or Mss complete annulus seen at inferior con-

iMacdsn with the sun (July ^ and the secondary light,

cendrde ’^-are only to be seen with large

luftruBMats. As ksfirkir conjunction occurs at 8h
0-ll.T.,. SilgliBh observers will be at a disadvantage
Rasmt sfodrindiartes that a period of sun-spot maxi-
mum le dpedaUy favourable for the development of

luataotm effects on tbs dmlc aide of the plane^ but

tbarg^ a dearth «f obaarvatkni, k is dcMsble
dtmiaiiOM ahoald be maintained
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METEOROLOGICAL AND MAGNETIC
AUTOGRAPHS 1

^OMPLAINT has been made from time to time^ of the essential dulness of year-books of tabular
matter, although it is recognised that the statistics

must be compiled dili(,i.ntly year by year in order to
provide material for ixhausuve discussion at some
time in the future It is, therefore, all the more
gratifying to find in the Blue book before us, published
by the authority of the Meteorological Committee, and
produced under the direction of bir Napier bhaw, a
definite attempt made to digest the magnetic data
obtained in 1913 at Eskdalemuir, somewhat on Unes
suggested by Prof Birkcland and also by Dr Chree
Mr L S Richardson, who contributes this analysis

of magnetic disturbances recorded at Eskdalemuir
Observatory, of which he was appointed director m
1913, IS alM responsible for an apjicndix giving in-

direct comparisons by means of a standard set of

portable magnetic instruments between llio standard
instruments in use at Cureenwich, Kew, halmouth,.
Valencia, and Eskdalemuir m the United lUngdoiu,
and also those at De Bilt (Utrecht), Potsdam, aM Val
Joyeux, the national magnetic observatories of Hol-
land, Germany, and b ranee, thus partially anticipatiag
the comparisons made recently under the auspices lu

the Carnegie Institution

Mr Ricmrdson gives two classes of magnetic dis-

turbance, whereas Prof Birkeland indicated three, but
one of the three was an mtermediate class, so per-
haps, m general, two will be su&cient, the essential

dinercnoc being that m one class the directioa of the
disturbance is constant and m the other variable
In connection with the well-known smoothness of the
vertical force traces as compared with the otber
magnetograms Mr Ridiardaon makes a suggesboo
worthy of attention He says — The fact that the
vertical component is perpcnmcular to two electrkaUy-
conductmg shells, the earth’s surface and the upptf
ionised air, may have an influence m reducing the
amplitude of its oscillations For an oscillating cur-
rent forcibly maintained in either shell would m^ice
a reverse current in the other shell, and at an observa-
tory which was not more than a small arc of the
earth’s surface away from the currents, the reverse
current, while partly neutralising the vertical force,

would mcrease the horizontal component For slower
oscillations the induced current would be diminished
by the electric resuitance. The system is like a
transformer with a short-circuited secondary coil Tl»
vertical force Is the mam flux erf the transform^
The horizontal components represent the magnetic
leakage."
The magnetic data from Eskdalemuir form the prin

cipal partu the magnetic portion of the Year Book, tiie

Kew data being gjven in much less detail Valeada
being unprovidM with magnetographt, and Falmeikh
practically discontinued. Meteorology is rcpseaoaled:
by five stations, Aberdeen being the additional con-
tributor, monthly means for ea<h hour erf the day
being tabulated for tenqierature preesure and rck-
tire humidity of the air, for wind velocity, and ram-
fall, sunshine tables being added.

It is curious te note that the mean warmest hour at
Falmouth is invariihly i pmi

, while at the ether
obeervrtorlra k is generally a p.m or 3 pnt The
arrangement of the tablet ia that, except for Efekdala-

muir, the eatabUihmcnt of whidi is too recent for
nomab to han oay i^ptiScanee, what is piloted le n
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set «f normal values and the departures for 1913 It

is doubtful if thu is mors convenient than the old

plan of publishing current values and departures from
normal A brief comparison between the extremes for

Kew and Greenwich for 1913 indicates that there is

len close agreement than ml^ be expected showing
that for London as a whole one ouUying station is

totally inadequate We notice the employment of
the miUibar in the pressure tables, and also of
absolute temoeratures but neither of these is likely

to popularise the work but if the aim 6e uniformity
we might suggest that a step in this direction might
be made by adopting a uniform bright above the

rind for corresponding instruments especially for

thermographs which are all at different heighu
W W B

RESEARCHES ON HOPS

I
N a contnbution to these pages a couple of years

ago (Naturb, April 33, 1914 voL xaii
, p 199)

It was pointed out that a good instance of that saen
tific attention which is paid by certain foreign ooun
tries to the study of economic planU could be seen in

the monographic study of the hop which la being
nude by Dr J Schmidt with his staff of chemists
and botamsts at the Carlsberg Laboratory Copen
bagcn In that review the resulta were noted of Dr
Schmidt's invesugauons into the growth in length and
rotational movement of the stem of the hop and their

diurnal periodicity We have now to hand the results

of a number of further researches *

Dr O Winge has investigated the pollination and
fertilisation processes in H Lupulus and H japontcus
The paper drals fully with the cytological and nuclear
idienomena and is clearly illustrated by figures Some
interesting developmental points were observed m the
study of a monoecious hop and of a sterile gmo-
jnorphous male Experiments to produce a t^mid
betweril H Lufulus and H japomcus failed it may
be observed here that the same negative results were
Obtained by the reviewer three years ago Dr
Winge s investigations showed that the pollen of H
japontcui caused the ovary of H I upnltu to swell

almost to the normal sue resulting ultimatelv in a
fnut of normal appearance The hqi strobile too

developed its axis and stipules Microscop cal exam
ination showed that as a rule fertilisation had taken
place in the embryo-sac and a small embryo was pro-

duced which however never developed further Dr
Winge thinks that it is perhaps possible that the pollen

of Urtica may be able to produce fruits in the hops
in hop-gardens as was asserted by a practical man

—

« Bavarian hop-grower—in 1883
Dr H Schjerning gives a full summary of his

numerous researches d^ing with the proteid sub-
stances of barley both in the gram itself and dunng
the brewing processes for reasons of space no further

reference can be made to this here

A new method for the ouantitative determination of

re^M in hops is described by Messrs O Winge and

J P H Jensen These ipvestigators found that

contrary to what Hayduck has stated the y resin is

of value to the brewer since it gives a bitter taste to

tm wort and tjdps in the precipitation of the albumens
Fdr the detetmination or the total resins in the hop
dK diost satisfactory method was found to be that

of extraction with cold ethyl ether and titration of the

solution with i/ao normal potassium hydroxide sotu

Hon By this mcHiod the lupulin content » obtained

as a permtage of the dry wright of the hops, it has
been employe not only for the vriusHon of the

t'^bwWore^CsrUbmi vol x
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various varieties of bops grown in the bgparitaMntal
garden but also m analyses of trade satnplee mads by
ute laboratory in co-operaUon with Various btewsriss
The relaUons between the bitterness of the a, d, sad y
resins were found to be constant and, respectively, as
10 7 4
Dr J Schmidt has a very mteresting paper on the

aroma of hops The author does not regard k as
proved that the aroma present m a h(^ sample, when
this IS mixed with the wort for boiling has any
decisive influence on the flavour of the ben TUs it

may be noted is in opposition to the view held by
brewing experts and the further information on this

subwet which Dr Schmidt promises will be awaited
with interest It is pointed out that the commercial
varieties of cultivated hops are very probably not

true since being propagated by cuttings there is

always the danger that these may be taken occasion

ally from seedlings which have established themselves
in the garden To avoid the danger Dr Schmidt
has used exclusively at his research station individuals

raised by vegetative propagation from one plant This
group of IndividualB is termed a hop-clone—a clone-

f
lant bring any single plant belonging to the done
n crossing expenments w th two Amer can var eties

and Danish male hops proof was obtained that the

distinctive aroma of these Americaq hops—which Dr
Schmidt calls turpentlne-like —was transmitted to

between half and three-ouarters of the offspruig plants

without regard to whether the hops (strobiles) them
selves retained the appearance peculiar to those of the
mother plant It is to be hoped that Dr Schmidt
will be on bis guard against attempting to ascertam
the true nature of the aroma of a new seedling hop
from the examinat on of the plant in its early years
exclusively since there is reason to believe that this

mm change with the age of the plant

Dr Schmidt also records the results of his investi

gations as to the amount of lupulin n plants raised bv
crossing and also their time of flowering It was
found that the average lupulin content of the offspring
shows (with rare exertions) a decrease due perhaps
to the fact that the wild male plants usM were
genotypically of a low order as regards lupulin con
tent in every group however some few specimen*—
the extreme plus variates—occurred a stock of anv
of these new varieties with Increased lupulin-content
can be raised for commeroal use by vegetaHve pro-
pagation Very similar results have been obtained at

Wye College Rent in the breeding of new varieties

of hops Dr Schmidt referring to these, writes —
Altogether these two series of investigations carried

out independently in England nnd Denmark respec
tively exhibit remarkable uniformity of results and
the discoveries thus made appear to promise well for
the ssstemat c improvement of hops ’

TROPISMS
'T'HE word tropism first used to indicate -the

growth-direction of plant-members UQfler tibe

influence of some stimulus has during Hie laXt fifteen
years become a favourite term among In^^gXters
of the behaviour of animals Tboae interested m
pbjniological terminology will find accounts of the
various meanings attechikl by different writere to the
word in two controversial articles by Mr 41 O Mast
(Arch f Entmcklungsmechanik xfi , 1914 pp *$i-

and Bwl Centralhl xxxiv 1914, pp ati-^4)
... finds that the word is now uMtd in eo
different senses that everyone finde it neoe«ii|jVto
indicate n which sense he propose* to use
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for* the author suggest* that it might advantageously

orientation It is 1

tory to find that be rqmdlates the endowment of the

term with mystical causal Mwers By calling a
reaction—say to light—a tro^sm, one does nothing
to eaplain it.

In his recent important work on the Foraminifera
Mr E Heron.AlIen has directed attention to the pur
poseful behaviour shown by many of these Protozoa
in the selection and arrangement of fordgn materials

worked into their tests He sums up the evidence on
this subject in a paper in the Journ K Microsc Soc
vol xvl part 6 and conclude that there appears to

be no otvanism in the animal kingdom however
simple belts structure which lives a life of its own
indq^dently of any other organism which is not

capable of developing functions and behaviour
which in the Metazoa might be called and would
properly be so called Phenomena of Purpose and In

in Astern beyond ten behaves as a simple dominant
to the absence of such capaaty The authors con-
sider that their experiments emphasise the need for

caution in the subdivirion of existing species without
recourse to breeding tests A supplement to Dr L
Doncaster’s well known researches on the mi^e
moth (Abraxas grossulanata) is afforded bv the Rev
J M Woodlock, who discovered near Dublin a new
variety of the moth resembling lariuolor in pattern

but having as a simple recessive to typical grossu^
lariata wdtbwt any sex-limiting compheation The
^ical grossulanata pattern depends, according to

Father Woodlock on two dominant characters the
absence of one results in the appearance of lacttcolor

that of the other in the appearance of the new variety

which the reverend author—perhaps with some re-

miniscence of literary criticism—proposes to designate
as Q

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON SOILS
Turning from protozoa to insects Mr F M How

lett publishes (Bull Entom Research vi part 3

1915) some pumng observations on the chemWl re

actions of fruit flies In the genus Dacus the males
and not the females of certain species are strongly

attracted by different eugenol compounds the smell of

which resembles that emitted by plants that also

attract the male flies The corresponding females do
not apparently emit similar odours nor were they

seen to frequent the odoriferous plants O/ the pos

sible explanations suggested by Mr Hewlett the most
pix^ble therefore seems to be that the smells are

characteristic of some food which is attractive to males

only

STUDIES IV MENDELISM
A N important paper on the mhcritancc of the

flowering tunc in peas and nee by Yuzo
Hoshino has been

i
ubiished in the Journal of the

Collie of Agriculturi (Imp Univ Sapporo Japan
vol vi part lx ) The author conclude that in peas

the mhentanco is governed by two pairs of Mendehan
factors In the one pair are lateness (dominant) and
earhness (recessive) in the other pair are acceleration

(dominant hypostatic to lateness) and retardation (re-

cessive, hvpostatic to earliness) Gametic couphng
between flowering time and flowering colour is also

mdicated early rM and late white flowers being equal

in number and far fewer than early whites or late

r^ The experiments on rice were not conclusive

but tfae author suggests that three pairs of Mendehan
factors are probably concerned.

In the Proc Amer Phil Soc (vol liv No a 18)

Bradley M Davis discusses from tne Mendehan point

of view the mutation phenomena in CEnothera and
advise* caution m accepting results based on breeding

experiments where there 1* reasonable doubt as to

thejgametic purity of the parent species

T& March number of the Journal of Genettes

S
ol V No 3) contains several papers of interest

isset C Pellew and F M Durham find that from

reciprocal crosses between Primula verticHlata and
P ^ribunda plants resembling the female parent are

generally obtamed these breemng true to type

selffertUlsed Occasionally the hybrids are of the

P Kutvnsis form, some poitiaily sterile and others

fisrdle. V Eyre and G Smith discuss some results

fosoi tfae cross-pollinatioa of varieties of flax W
Natison Jonhs and Dn. M Chevely Rayner contribute

spay important results from breeding experiments

wflgNvo vaximts of Bryotda dtolea The presence of

wa^blomn on the ripe berry is a rbeeselvo chimcter

ITO Sipadty to increase Nmi number of vascular bundles
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T IIL effect of temperature on some of the most
important physical processes n soils has been

studied experimentally by Mr George J Bouyoucos,
of Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, and bis

results arc published as Icchnical Bulletin No az
Very few problems of this kind have been worked out
experimentally Our knowledge is based almost en-
tirely on deducUons from the laws of surface tension,

viscosity and expansion as affected by temperature
It is not surprising that when put to the test of ex-
periment under the complicated conditions that obtain
in soils these deductions are found wanting When
oie-half of a column of soil of uniform moisture con-
tent IS kept at zo“ or 40® C and the other at o® C for

eight hours the percentage of water transferred from
the warm to the cold soil increases in all types of
soil witli rise of moisture content until a certain water
content is reached and then falls The author terms
the percentage of moisture at which this maximum
transfer occurs the thermal critical moisture content
The laws of capillarity and viscosity do not by thtan
selves expla n this result Experiments on the move-
ment of water vapour from warm to cold soil through
an air space showw that such movement was uisignin-
cant under all conditions tested The conclusion is

drawn that the source of water as dew is not derived
from the soil vapour as commonly believed.

The translocation of water from a mout soil at
o® C to a dry soil at <u>® C is very small This has
a most impo^nt bearing on the preservation of soil

moisture by mulches The study of the effect of tem-
perature on the rate of percolation of water in soils

showed that the rate of flow increases uniformly with
rise of temperature only in the case of sand In otlMr
soilsi the rate ol flow increases up to about 30® and
then falls It is suggested that in the latter sMls tte
swelling of colloidal matter closes the channels through
which the water flowed Although other reasons
might be put forward to eimlam this effect the
author s hypothesis agrees with some of the known
properties of colloida Further when the soil was
tasted at so® C then at 50® C , and again at So® C
the two readings at so® C were not the same This
hysteresis effect is interesting
The last section of the paper is devoted to the nla

tion of temperature to soil aeration The rate of flow
of air through soil decreases with rise of temperature
and this effect is most marked in soils likely to ednt^
colloidal matter tg clays and peat Although
author is, perhaps rather too ready to assume that tne
vienrs commpnly h^d on many of the points ariHng
from his work frs onconsistent with his own deduc-
tions, this bull^ is a notable rontributim to our
knowledge of the dynamics of soils
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THE SEARCH FOR NEW COAL FIELDS IN
ENGLAND »

T he search for concealed coaUfields was one of the

subjects considered bjr two R(^al Cooimlssiont

appointed to consider our coal resources Since the

puDlkadon of the report of the second Commission
in iMj, mudi progress had been made both m
locating new coalfields and m defining the areas in

which concealed coal fields could not exist 1^
visible coal fields were meant those areas In wh ch

Coal Measures, with or without a covering of super

fioal matenals, cropped out at the surface These
areas alone were shown as coal fields on geological

maps and to them collieries were at first confined

As the geolomcal knowledge of the country progressed

it became cirar that the Coal Measures might and
did in certain cases pass under newer formations and

^ VISIBLe COA

had been proved around the northern and western
borders of the Kent coal field and under London and
thence in a general north westerly direction through
Buckingham^re Oxfordshire and Northamptoa.
shire, towards Warwickshire and Leicestershire The
existence of this barren tract had been proved 1^ a
number of borings in and near Tendon and in the

counties named but its limits had not been ascer

tained On its north-eastern side rocks older than
Oral Measures had been proved at Culford Lowestoft,
and Harwch rendenng the existence of coal under
central and eastern Suffolk improbable though fliere

still remained unexplored a tract extending north
westward through Essex Bedfordshire and Rutland
On Its south western side there lay a great area of
unexplored ground The south coast from Folkestone
to Devonshire and adjacent areas in Sussex Hamp-
shire and Dorset w th pirts of Devonshire Somerset

LriELD C O N C E

Vie I —S«c(i«oM

coal fields. A map was shown on
e distinguished (a) areu occupied by forma-

tfeas older than &al Measures (b) visible cod-fields,

h) areas occupied bv formations newer than Coal
Maasures On the laat-aamed concealed ooalfidds

so far as they bad been found to exist, and the dis-

Oicts b which the absence of Coal Measures had
been proasd, were diatmguished Thus the visiUe

ooafiMMs of Cumberland, Durham wib Nortbumber
land, Yorkaliks with Nottmghamahire and Derby

Staffordshire Shropshire, Warwickshire
Leicestershire, and Somerset widi Gloucestershire

wort al h^gflnrrtl on one site or the other by con
ceafed eoal^Ms, while b Kent a coalfield not asso-

ciated with anv visible outcrop had been proved to

esbt In Sooth Wales however there was no more
tbm a triflbii part of the coal field concealed in the

sense nientiobtt aboea-
On tiie etli9 band, Bte abeence of Coal Measures

I«t««uo.«irHdaT
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and Wiltshire were unproved in the sense that no
boring had yet reached the bate of die Secondary
rocks What these rocks retted upon it was btpos-
sible to say but their thickness was likely to be great
near the south coast.

Three examples were selected in order to ilhistTMe
the nature of the problema which arose b the seerdi
for concealed coaLltehls

The Nottmghamshire coal-field was illuttratad by a
section (Fig i) drawn from near CrlA in Deny-
shire to Kemam near Newark-on-Trent Com-
mendng in the Carbomferout Umestone, the She of
section crossed the visible eoal-lteld b a dltianoe of
about 6i miles. Thus far it was founded oif tibi

tbns mate at the surface but it then entered a fi

m which Permian (Magnerian) Limestone Bunt«r
Sandstone Keuper Sandstone, and Keeper Marl fit

Buecesalon formed the surface of the ground. TIipm
by unoonfonnably upontbel^MbMiitWL
bcibed at a gentler angb, and btdJMf
ted by the fl^ wUch bad bdnt ffw ttb!
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Meuurts into qrncUne* and anticlloea. It followed
that the newer strata were not parallel to the old^

,

and might rest upon any part of the Coal Measures,
or even upon any older formation Surface observa
tions made upon the newer formations gave little clue
to the structure of the Coal Measures, reliance had
to be placed on boreholes, and on the identification of
the raMlmens obtained from them The section there
fore nad been drawn through a bordmle at Oxton
and near the Annesley Colliery now working to a
borehole at Kelham
The Oxton borehole was put down miles within

the margin of the concealed coal field, and proved that
the base of the newer formations had descended east
wards 790 ft in that distance—that is at the rate of
t in 50 The dip of the Coal Measures was rather
Steeper, and it seemed possible that ________
the coal-field might extend an in-

definite distance eastwards though
it might descend to an inaccessible
(toth

llie Kelham borehole was put
down nearly ten miles east of the

Oxton borehole, and proved that the
eastward dip of the newer formations
was maintained at the same gentle
angle At a depth of a little more
than 1500 ft It traversed a seam of .ctniham

coal me identity of which was in

doubt At about 1700 ft it passed
through a dyke of igneous rock
which was of no significance More
important was the fact that down to

ab^t 3400 ft It wab in strata which
by their character and fossils could
be Identified at Lower Coal Measures
that below them it met little more
than 300 ft of Millstone Grit and
that it then entered Carboniferous . .

Limestone, X
The greater part of the Millstone

Gnt appeared to be cut out by a ^ *

fault, rat whatever explanation wax
adopted, and whatever the coal-seam
might be—whether the Top Hard, ns

supposed by some or the Silkstone

aa anieared more likely—an eastward ^
nae of the Coal Measures had been

proved to exist The deepest part of

the concealed coal-field had been t-u-

passed and the eastern limit was in

oos faults tended on the whole to counteract thed4>.and
to keep the seams within reach The upper measures
were oiatinguishable into three groups, and the recog-
nition of tb^ groups at their outcrops rendered pos-
sible estimates of depth to the productive measures
below The results of recent work had been to show
that the outcrops were repeated—that is, that the
counteraction of dip by faults was continued in the
areas not yet proved by underground workum
Nothing was yet known of the area overlain by New
Red Sandstone.
The Kent coal field, the third example selected, was

wholly concealed by a blanket of Tertiary and
Secondary strata with an average thickness of 1000 ft.

towards the north but increasing to upwards of
1700 ft southwards The structure of the Pakeozi^c

Smilsu- explorations were being -7><;

carried on across other parts of the
”

concealed coal field * ana the result

had been to show that the eastern t a a. Canto

limit lay not far east of the valley

of tba Trent Though not so large as ap-

peared possible to the Commission of root, this

exMnsion was a notaMe addition to the visible coal-
i

field, but its productiveness was still a matter of doubl
|

Observatient on the thickness of coal-seams were

dUkult in borehdes, but so far the results had been

iMaqiiViting

A* a second example, the Denbighshire concealed

coal-field was ejected. Here it was not so much the

«datance^as the accessibility of the coal-seaiAs which
was in qheadon, and the reacon was found in a great

devekpmeat of upper measures, for the most part

harran el good ooal The dip of the strata was m^
stamper diait in Notdai^msfatfe and would spee<uly«

ani^theseaantoaniiidcoasMWedepth Butdienuracr-
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r-IlM in tb* Mufw* of ilw Cuimnii<Foo> Limwioi • wdv Xtnt.

floor upon which this blanket rested had been asoer-
talited by boring It had been shown that tte Cod
Measures existed in a syneline formed in the Carbon-
iferous Limestone (Fig a) The syncHnal axis ranged
a little west of norui, and the trou^ became shallower
in that direction Southwards, on the other haodL
It deepened And widened, in a manner which suggattan
that a large part of the coaLfidd would be uniter the
sea The UmeStoneieurfaoe had been readMd la so
many bonngt that it had been poMible to draw contwsr-
lines upon fr, rao^g from 1000 ft. to 3500 ft belmr
sea-tevd (Hg a^TThase lines showed that the slope of
the HmeetbeiMurfaoe, dkou|0i somewhat steeper en tin
eastern tium on the western aide of the trough, waa
generally gmtte. Tbs thkknew of Oeal Utuam in
pnrt of the trough^had been proved to exceed apoo lb
The rdadans of the Kent coal-field to those of the
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north of France, Bel|dum, and South Wales were illus-

trated a map it was shown that the hne of

intense disturbance on which the Continental coal

fields were situated was more likely to pass south of

the Kent coal-field than through it. and that the
coal field occupied a position comparable in this respect

to that of the newlv discovered coal field of I-a Cam
pine Whether the disturbed belt was continuous
under the south of England and joined up with the
Armoncan folding of South Wales and Somerset could
be proved by further borings and in no other way
The registration and correct interpretation of txmngs

were matters of great importance A recommendation
made hv the Royal Commission on Coal Supplies th it

particuuuv should be collected and preseiWl in a
Government office had not led to any action As
matters now stood, the records were not only liable

to be lost or grossly misinterpreted but some had
gone so far astray as to be accessible only in a Cerman
publication

ELECTRICAL METHODS IN SURGICAL
ADVANCE 1

institution in the world (said Sir James Mac-
' kenzie Davidson) had contributed so larg^ to

electneal science as the Royal Institution of Great
Bntain All modem electneal developments were
based to a greater or less extent upon the work of

Michael Faraday and his master. Sir Humphry Davy
and it was fitting, therefore, that in the place which
would always be associated with their labours some
account should be given of those same electneal

developments as applied in the present day to the art

of the surgeon
Before electncity came on the scene the examine

tion of wounded men who had bullets lodged in their

tissues was largely dependent on guesswork As an
early instance of the tentative application of more
scientific methods he mentioned the case of Gan
baldl who, after the battle of Aspronionte was
troubled by a wound in the ankle which refused to
heal The presence of an impacted bullet in the foot

was not detected until Ndlaton with a whalebone
probe having at the end a button of porcelain
managed by introducing it into the wound to make a
rubtdng contact with whatever it was touching, and
found on the tip a black mark caused b> the embedded
lead
Such a method in these days would not carry us

very far but since then tho <fiscovei7 of X-rays had
come along to revolutionise surgical diagnosis Sir

James gave a description of the production of X-rays
with the most modern of tubes—the Coolidge—and
then went on to point out that although the shadow
picture produced by X^ays gave a good deal of in
formation as to the relative densities of any interposed
materials it was not Hke an ordinary photograph
fhxn which the relative positions of objects could be
inferred It was n shadow of the object and there-

fore might be very misleading He showed on the
screen two X-ray pictures of exactly the same sub-

ject, in however the tube had occupied slightlv

differed jlbpitions In the one cate a bullet appeared
to be fa the right hmg and in the other in the left

SomefUng more waa needed than the single X rav
phcdogm|»i if anv correct Information as to the posi

tion of a foreign bodv was to be obtained

There was first the stereoscopic method and this

he niustisted || having two little electric bulbs tide

by aide, one flthem aurrounded by a green film of

gwtinn, and tne other by a red film each costing a

shadow of an object—a cono of wire—from tiightiy

11 lb* Royal In tlintlon on May <
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different pomts of view Spectacles consistmg of red

and of green lenses were distributed among the audw
ence, and when the shadows were viewed through

these they combined to give an impression of solidity,

as though the actual object were being looked at

instead of its shadow With the spectacles reversed

the effect became a pseudo-stercoscopic one
This was not precise enough however, for the

purpose of exact focahsation and in order to arrive

at mathematical accuracy a different system was
available Here the lecturer gave a desenpbon of hit

own well-known cross-thread localismg method and
the manner in which the geometrical conditions under
which the two X ray pictures were produced are re-

constructed to as to interpret the vanous findings on
the negative in the terms of exact measurements
which uie surgeon required to employ It was really

the method of similar triangles If more rapid pro-

cedures were demanded as they might well be by the

exigencies of the present time, the same measurements
could be earned out with a hand fluoroscope (shown)
and a device consisting of scale cross wires, and slid-

ing piece calibrated sq as to enable one to determine
by the simplest adjustment the depth uf a piece of

metal below a marked point on the skin by noting the

displacement of the shadow on the illuminated screen

when the tube was moved to a given distance

Having ascertained the position of the bullet other

electrical aids were available for the surgeon when he
came to deal with its extraction One of the most
useful was the telephone attachment consisting of a

telephone to one terminal of which was attachM the

surgeon s exploring instrument and to the other a

carbon plate which moistened with salt water was
applied to the patient s skin When the explonng in

strument cime into contact with embedded metaU a
loud click was tiicitcd becoming a sharp rattle on a
rubbing contact A small current generated when the

electrical circuit was completed by contact between the

carbon plate and the foreign body accounted for the

mlcrwhonic impression Through the kindness of

Mr Campbell Swinton who had installed a spriial

loud telephone the rattling sound usually heara only
the surg^n when the receiver was dote to hit

ear waa audible all over the theatre The lecturer

alto showed the ingenious telephone forceps with
X-ray screen attached adapted by Captain A. E
Barclay of Manchester
Another device for the same purjwse largely used

in France was Prof Bergonie s electromagnet, of
which, through the kindness of Dr Ettie Saver, the
lecturer was able to show an example In this case
a large electromagnet was excited by an alternating
current and held over the suspected part If the mag
netic field thus created embraced the embedded pro-
jectilet a vibratory motion was induced in the latter

synchronising with the pulsing of the current The
surgeon palpated the part and became instantly aware
of any vibration of the tissues which indicated the
preaance of the metal The point of maximum vibra
tion having been selected he made an indtion at that
point and then the magnet was agsln used and
tha incision deepened in accordance with the Informa-
tion it gave The lectuter was abld to repeat titie

action on a smaller acale with tome pfacea of fafah-

esmlooive shtil (lent to him by Dr Menties) (tiacM fa
gelatine and their vibrations when brought within tiw
Influenco of the magnet were projected on the screen
The lecturer concluded with a tribute to what he

caned tile ahadow^my (oonslatitig of worfcart in all

brandies of war surgery), who followed the move*
meitia of the combatant army as exactiv as In tibe

experiments be had tiiown them the shadows oa tiie

srraen foOowed every alteration faf the position of the
lamp
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UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Bibuinouah —Oa Tu«s<lay May 30 at a crowded
special Degree Conncgatlon the degree of LLD
waa conferred ly the Vioe^hancellor (Mr Gilbert
BarUng) upon the Right Hon W M Hughes Pre
raier of the Commonwealth of Australia It was f it

to be fitting that the University which owes its foun
datlon so largely to the great Colonial Secretary
should thus honour the distinguished representative uf
the Overseas Dominion which has token the lead m
the promotion of co-operation between science and
industry In the Empire

London —At a meeUng of the Senate held on May
24 the following doctorates in science were con-
ferred —D Sc in geology Mr P G H Boswell an
internal student, ot the Imperial College (Royal Col
lege of Science) for a thesis entitled The Strati

^phy and Petrology of the Lower Eocene Beds of
Bast Anglia D Sc in psychology Miss M J
Reaney an internal student of KlngS College for a
thesis entitled The Psychology of the Organ sed
Group Game
Oxford—The Waynflete professor of chemistry

(Prof W H Perkin) gives notice that the new chem
cal laboratories in South Parks Road will be open
for inspection by members of the University and their
friends on Wednesday June 7 from 4 to 6 p n

Bv the will of the hte Mr J Forte his plantition
Bennetts and the residue of his estate in Bar

bados arc left to Codrington College in tlut stand
The value of the bequest is expected to be not less

than to oool

A PARTY of prof ssirs from Frencli universitcs is

visiting this country at the invitation of the British
Government Oxford was visited last week and on
Monday May 29 the party was received at the Un
versity of London by Sir Alfred Pearce Gould Vice
Chancellor of the University and members of the
Senate On Tuesday Mr Henderson President of
the Board of Education received the visitors at the
offices of the Board and welcomed them on behalf of
the Government Dur og the day visits were paW to
University College Gower Street and the East Lon
don College King s College London was v sited on
Wednesday Cambridge will bo v s ted to-das and
the party will remam there until next Monday after

which visits w 11 be paid to Manchester Liverpool
Sheffield I.eeds Glasgow and Edinburgh ft is pro-
posed to return to France on June 12

The relations between science and industry on uic
hand and science and the State, on the other are
being discussed in France as well as In the Un ted
Kingdom In a paper by Prof H Le Chatelier on
science in its relations with economic development in

the Comptei rendus tor May i we find ourselves heldw as a model m some respects in these matters
Prof Le Chatelier agrees that m France the generxl
public ( le grand public c ett-d-dtre le fttbUc tneont
piient *) believes in sdence but he says that this s

unfortunately not the cate either with the pubic
authoritKS or with the leaders of Industry In Ger
many apy captain of industry is proud of the title

Of wetor of science In France this would be nd!
culsd. In England such men esteem it an honour to
preside over meetings of learned eocietks, m the
United States leading mapufacturers show their re-

fM for sdsnee by f^fti aippuntlng already to numy,
miPBawjM pounds Pranpe, sIm mt not establishedW foiWi%a cpiTMMMiding <D the Physikaltsch
TedwhMlM Rekhanstaft in Germany, % National
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Physical Laboratory in England or the Bureau of
Standards in the United States though It has the
Inst tut Pasteur The too frequent absrace of labora
tones in connection with works is deplored It is

admttod that tie faults are not alto^ther on the
side of tile nianufatturers as the source of scientific

study is frequently not directed to a practical end and
might be describe as intelleLtual gymnastics This
IS a fault of the schc ne of education and it is pointed
out by Prof Lc Chatelier that the Academy of

Sciences has never been consulted on the question of
the organisation of teaching

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
Dubun

Reysl DabUn Seckty May 23 Dr J M Purser in

tbo chair —Prof W Brown Note on laminated mag
nets When a compound magnet is built up of

laminations the distance between the poles decreases

as the cruss-setuon grows from an oblong to a square

and when the section further increases from a square

to an oblong the sa d distance then increases The
above result was found to hold whether the steel

laminations were placed in contact or separated by
sliph of paper but the m nimum distance between the
poles was in the latter case greater than in the

former

Paris

Acadsmy el Scteacet May 15 —M Lamille Jordan m
the chair —G Lsawlae The catalysis of hydrogen

peroxide in heterogeneous media Part iv Expen
ments w Ih carbon conclusions The three varieties of

carbon used in these experiments—coconut charcoal,

wood charcoal and sugar charcoal—all acted as cats

tysers towards hydrogen peroxide the first being the

most energetic There would appear to be a relation

between the catalyUc power ana absorptive capacity

for gases The resulu given in the four papers are

summarised —H Di ChsteUer and F Begitsh The
estimation of carbon by the Eggertz method. The
effects of heat treatment of tho steel of nickel man
ganese and silicon have been examined —P DrIwb
The electreal oscillations on a system of purely dt

electric bodies—C Oalckard The C congruences of

which one of the focal surfaces is a quadric—

M

Bergonid was elected a correspondant for the section

of medicine and surgery in the place of tho late M
Mosso-J K de Firist An integral equation of the

second species admitting hyperspherical functions as

fundamental solutions —T) nglaftta Observat ons of

the comets ipiea (Mellish) and 19156 (Taylor) made
at the Athens Observatory with the Doridis equatorial

—P VUIsy A stenographic machine for the blind.—

A CsIsoB The consequences of the assimilation of

reversible solutions to saturated vapours —C Raves*

The complete expression of the heat of reversible solu

tlon In a volatile liquid—L C MalHari The forma
tion of pyridine bases starting with albuminoids

Remarks on a recent communication on the same sub-

1^ by MM A Pictet and Tsan Quo Chou —Mile R
nau^ Diphenylpyruvic acid —I Beagoalt

Phenyloxymaleic anhywde This anhydride Is ob-
tained by the action of sulphuric acid upon sKvano-
phenylpyruvlc ester It crystallises w th one- molecule
of water and hence possesses the same composition

as phenyloxabicetic acid but its reactions with alcohols

and amines clearly distinguish it from the latter —
MM J and C VeMs The examination of a pre-

historic paste A chemical and microsooploal axam-
Inatton of a cotound paste found on two fragments of
bone In the eneoUthlc layers of the cavern of Adaiouste
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ptaeroHtes --A. OaiHwi tb® *ge of the upper con-
nameratee of the region of Coatelanc (Basaes-Alpea)

m ita relathma with the ali^ne foldings —Mile. S
Cetauae A new method of reproduction of the parti

dgoset Anmonitee

BOOKS RECEIVED
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THE MOVING PICTURE AND ITS
MECHANISM

Hopwood s Ltmng Pictures Thetr History Photo
Production arid Practical Working By R B
Foster New edition revised md enlni^ed
Pp X + 377 (London The Hatton Press Ltd

1915 )
Price 6j net

The last twenty years have seen such amazing
development both technically and indus

trially, m 'll! that pertains to moving picture dc
vices that it is difficult to real se how long ago
observations were made and simple devices con
structed which by slow degrees led to the position

from which the present activity has sprung The
whole story is well told in the new edition of

Hopwood S Living Pictures The reviser has
the advantage not only of a good scientific edu
cation, but also of that special training required

for members of the legal profession and this is

reflected throughout the book in the strictly

accurate statements of the problems at every stage

and lucid descriptions of method of solution

Further the classification of the numerous modes
adopted by different inventors for arriving at the

desined end is a help to the reader and avoids the

confusion which a merely chronological treatment
for instance would introduce Two other features

should be mentioned The csrly history begin
ning with the observation of Dr Roget on the

appearance of the spokes of a wheel seen through
a fence is interesting m that we find how many of

the best known scientific workers made contribu
tions to the general subject The following is a

list of some of these Brewster Wollaston
Babbage Herschel Plateau Tarad^ Savart
Wheatstone Clerk Maxwell Marey Janssen
The second feature for which we have to thank

the reviser is the excellent account of the legal

side of the question not only with regard to the

restrictions where public exhibitions are con
cemed but also in respect of the patents bearing
on the subject of which there is a complete classi

fied list Unfortunately owing to considerations

of space this only contains the date and number
but not the name of the patentee or the title In

addition there is a valuable exposition of the state

of the law in relation to copyright It appears
to the writer that the inventor will find this book
of great use, owing largely to the careful way
in which the problems are dissected and classified

under sub>subjects so that whatever ideas he may
have he will be able to compare with existing

practice or proposals by reference to only a few
pages
The subject is so vast that it is impossible in

a notice to discuss more than one or two parts
of It The author has in the historical section

preserved an astonishing number of inventors’

naities for their instnimetits, derived mostly from
the Greek The greater number of these are now
wfwl^ forgotten though Thaumatri^ ZoCtrope
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and several others are still remembered later
nventors, with their kincmatographs vulgarised

to sinnema and other -graphs and scopes, have,
however, not entirely succeeded in imposing this

class of language upon the profession who have
adopted the short and simple expression movies
as a general term for moving pictures

In the earlier discussions it is n tural that the

question of persistence of vision should have
laimcd much attention 1 he accepted views have
been revised from time to time when new demands
were made upon this physiolog cal limitation

as for example when three-colour moving pic

lures or stereoscopic moving pictures in which
the two eyes alternately see succeeding views
were first discussed It is a question whether per

sistence of vision is an accurate expression in rela

tion to moving p cturcs at all It is exact where
the eye blends a number of successive views
of a stationary object but where the successive

\ lews are obtained of a moving object persistence

IS exactly what s not present That which the
brain creates for the eye is a supposed seeing of

the object in all the intermediate positions whidi it

never really sees at all giving the idea of equable
movement Those who arc familiar with the old

slipping magic lantern si des or remember the old

Zoftrope slides will realise how much the brain or
the imagination can do in this respect The
modern moving picture does not call for a fraction

of this creative faculty except that projected pic-

tures as distinct from illuminated pictures, seem
to mike much greater demands upon it It is

prob ible that the reason for this is that the really

successful ZoStropc slides were those in which the

prominent feature was a large object moving
slowly and perhaps turning also while tho«e
w th many small moving parts were not a success

The modern moving p cture must of necessity meet
all cases as they arise but even so there remains
obvious the greater perfect on of the view presented

by laige objects moving slowly as for instance

wave motion on water as compared with smaller

objects in quicker movement such as the arms and
legs of living creatures while the spokes of a
moving wheel which succeed one another about as
often as the individual pictures in the senes do
remain hopelessly unmanageable
Chap iv on Film Machines and Intermit

tence Mechanisms * is one of spec al interest and
It well illustrates the excellence of the classifica

tion for every known method of arresting the Mm
for the necessary time or of making it appear
stationary by optical means even though it is in

reality moving continuously is set out under a

suitable heading and the mechanical difficulties

and limitations of the different methods are well

explained In the writer s opinion the discussion

of the Maltese Cross movement a movement of
the type of the Geneva stop mechanism of clodcs

and watches is treated in an unnecessarily cum-
brous manner This is due to the use of trigono-

metrical expressions which are not wdl
adapted for the treatment of this class of move-
ment Some seven pages might be replaced by

Q
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one or two, in which the problem could be dis-

cussed with abundant accuracy simply by the use

of the geometric principle enunciated in text-books

in dealing with the forms of the teeth of wheels

I he development of the moving picture and its

mechniiism, like that of many other inventions,

has had to w iit for, and has stimulated invention in

relation to, its own elements or adjuncts For
instance, the early workers in moMng-pictune
photography were met first by the insufficient

sensitiveness of the photographic plate Ihe wet
plate, with Its silver bath, was, of course, hope-

less , but the dry plate, with all its advantages of

easy manipulation, has steadily improved in its re-

quirements of light to make a good picture, until

this has ceased to lx* a serious difficulty in a good
light However, the glass plate itself limited the

number of pictures in a sequence to those tint could

be arranged in a spiral on a disc, and so was
wholly inconsistent with the modern moving pic-

ture exhibition The film, and with it the series of

devices for sensitising, developing, fixing, wash-
mg, and perforating, had to be created before the

moving picture as now understood could exist

Two other questions discussed arc those of

colour kinematography, and living and speaking
pictures The explanation of the two methods of

obtaining the three-colour components, the one by
addition and the other by subtraction, is exceed-
ingly clear, and this makes the discussion of the

methods of different inventors the more luminous
Some stress is laid, and rightly so, on the Urban-
Smith two-colour method, patented m 190a, which
IS the basis of the popular kmemacolour The
author does not state th it this patent was the

subject of an action which w as hotlv contested as
far as the House of Lords, when a judgment was
delivered which is of the most drastic kind m
relation to ambiguitv and confusion of language
in a specification This judgment is now con-
stantly quoted, and is one which was much needed
in consequence of the improper use of Pnglish
patent protection, made more especially by Ameri-
can and German patentees While there was no
dishonest intention of this kind exhibited in the
specification in question, there is no doubt that our
Patent Office has been induct d to allow patent
specifications to be issued which are designed to

mean anything in emergency to the great advan-
tage of the big bully and, thanks to a kinema
colour specification, we now have in a judgment a
cure so drastic as possibly to be more dangerous
to the honest inventor than the disease

In the speaking picture not only is the moving
picture projected, possibly in colour, but the
sounds heard at the time at which it was taken are
reproduced also When it is remembered how
quick the eye and ear are to perceive want of
synchronism, it will be realised what the mechani-
cal difficulties are that must be surmounted in pro-
ducing a successful speaking picture Those who
had Ac good fortune to be present at the Royal
InsiUution when the Gaumont speakinp- pictures

were exhibited in 1913 will remember how per-

fe<^, every element separately, and the whole
conjointfy, were produced Of the colour effects
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the most astomshmg were those of butterflies, with
those brilliant iridescent blues and purples which
would seem to defy imitation However, after

the photograph of those butterflies mounted on
clockwork stands so as to revolve slowly had
been shown, the originals on their stands were set

reviflving on the table, and it was seen l^t as
far as the memory would serve the succession of

iridescLiil hues, caused by the chang'mg aspect of

the wings w is identical in the original and m its

prescntition on the screen, and it appeared that

Clerk Maxwell s three-colour theory of colour vision

could not have a better proof of its sufficiency

However, the butterflies did not sjx-ak Other pic-

tures one of a cock crowmg, another of lions in a
cage being annoyed by a bar of iron which was
allowed to drop on to the stone floor, were each
ichicv ements of so perfect an order that, so far as
the experience of the present writer goes, no
moving pit turc had been so equable and free from
flicker

,
no colour picture, whether moving or not,

projected on the screen h id approached these m
faithful atcuratv of colour no gramophone—ex-

cept, perhaps the Autexophone of Parsons- had
given so faithful a sound record, and the combina-
tion of the whole and the exact synchronism were
such not onlv that thi motion of the cock agreed
with his voice but the clink and ring of the iron

exactly agreed with the moment at which it was
seen to strike ind bounce from the floor, while the
lions were keeping up a snarl in consonance with
their features Where so much was attempted a
failure in anv part, and above all in the synchron-
ism, would have converted the feeling of amaze-
ment and delight experienced by the audience into

one of disgust it the obvious sham of the whole
thing

In addition to the list of patents to which refer-

ence h IS already liccn m ide, there is a bibliography
covering the period from 1825 (Roget) to 1914
(Hallberg) and a list of British and foreign peno-
dinls devoted I0 the subject

C V Boys

MODERN ANALYSIS
A Course of Modern Analysts By Prof E 1

Whittaker and Prof G N Watson Second
edition, completely revised Pp 560 (Cam-
bridge At the University Press, 1915 ) Price
i8r net

'PHE treatise now under poticc, which appears
^ as a second edition of a former treatise by

one of the authors, is in all essential respects a
new work Its scope has been extended in many
directions, ind very recent developments, of
which a siibst intnl number ire due to the authors,
receive a fair share of attention The volume
now gives a somevyhat exhaustive account of the
various ramifications of the subject, which are set
out in an attractive manner An unusually com-
plete set of references is included, and the book
should become indispensable, not only as a text-
book for advanced students, but as a work of
reference to those whose aim is to extend our
knowledge of analysis The references to original
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memoirs are conveniently arranged at the ends of

the chapters
Part 1 IS concerned with the processes of

analysis After an introduction to complex
numbers, continuous functions, and tlic more
fundamental theory of convergence and uni-

formity, the reader passes to the theory of

Riemann integration Analytic functions arc then
introduced, and an account of Cauchy s theory of

residues is followed by the theory of the develop
ment of functions in various forms of infinite

series The chapter on asymptotic expansions and
summablc senes is very compact, and in the
ensuing chapter, on 1 ouricr senes, the authors
have taken the bt^d course of treating these senes
by the elegant means of Ceshro s theory of sum
mable series, instead of by Oinchlet s method
But as the theory of these series only appeals to

the pure mathematician who finds Dirichlct s

method equally difficult, this course appears to be
justified Part i concludes with a valuable
chapter on integral equations, which, like those

on the theory of integration and linear dilTcrcntial

equations, is new
Part 11 is devoted to the thcorv of tlic spccnl

transcendental functions, and commences with i
very complete account of the Gamma function

The statement that this function was defined bj

(uler as an integral is slightly misleading he
obtained a limit of a product bv interpolation from
f ictorials, proved it equal to a Beta integral and
thence derived the Gamma integral Possibh
howetcr, the writers do not regard the product
IS being suitable for a definition, for it is not of

Wcierstrass’s canonical form, and indeed, it s

difficult to show that it represents an analytic

function A sketch of the thcors of the 7cta
function of Riemann from the point of view of

analytic functions, is gisen, although an account
of its applications to prime numbers seems to have
been considered beyond the scope of the book
The work of Mellin and Barnes, which has ap-
peared since the first edition has enabled the

luthors to give a more brief and systemate
account of the hypergeomctric function and of its

confluent ’ form As particular cases of these

functions, the harmonics of the parabolic cylinder
and, of course the ^ssel functions, are con
sidered in some detail A chapter is devoted to

the differential equations of mathematical physics,
and a pleasing novelty is introduced into their

treatment The authors are successful in reducing
to a minimum the labour inherent in a discussion

of Mathieu s elliptic cylinder functions The book
concludes with three long and interesting chapters
on elliptic functions, and it is pleasant to observe
that Jacobi’s notation for the Theta functions has
been retained on account of its historical interest

Moreover, it is actually the most convenient of
those lb existence

In matters of general arrangement the book is

excellent throughout Peano’s system of para-

graphing IS adopted, and the reviewer can only

express the hope that the system may become more
universal. An appendix gives the essentials of

the more elementary theory of simpler functions
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and the index is noticeably complete The ex-
amples are numerous and well selected from the
point of view ot the student who wishes to pursue
the subject But perhaps the most characteristic

feature of the book is its success in giving rigorous

proofs of theorems without relapsing mto the

dullness too often associated with rigour In

every respect it is worthy of the traditions of the

Cambridge University Press

DOCILITY iND OTHER DISEASES
(i) The Neme»s of Docility A Study 0/ German

Character By L Holmes Pp yiH-264
(London Constable and Co , Ltd , 1916

)

Price 4s 6d net

{2) La Guerre et la Pensie Mddtcale By Prof

Ricardo Jorge Pp 63 (Lisbon 1916 )

(i) p)V docility the author means readmess to
-D obey for the sake of obeying, avidity for

commands and instructions, reluctance to icccpt re.

sponsibility or exercise initiative inability to react

against the pressure of autocratic authority
”

and this is what 15 wrong with Germany, where
a slavishly docile majority is as wax in the hands
of i dogmatic and domineering minority The
Germans lost their early domestic freedom in be

coming feudalised, ind they failed to recover it

because of the disniptivc influences of tribalism

The ultra docility has grown and is obvious to-

day dike m the Army, with its serf like rank-

md file and its arrogant, overbearing caste of

ofliccrs, and m an almost serf like people,’

which bows to the despotism of the Kaiser, the

Junker and the lords of commerqc and finance

as to the gracious rule of a divinely instituted

State

Having been Prussianised themselves, the

Germans have sought solace in the dream of

forcibly Prussianising a greater Germany which
would expand at last into a world wide empire ”

They have also sought to make their dream come
true Ihe aggressive egoism of an over-docile

pe iple IS the torch which has set the world ablaze

Ihc blaze has given the world a glimpse of the

pernicious way in which over-docility may deaden
and brutalise a people We wish it had left them
less effective ’ That it will c\entually betray

Germany in the held is evidently the author s ex-

pectation, which we cannot but share We wish
again, however, that the symptoms of material

Nemesis were a little more convincing than they

arc as yet, for the temporary success of the

thoroughness of the ultra-docilitv which Mr
Holmes so vigorously damns remains as the active

cause of incalculable wastage and miscr\ and as
I terribly disquieting menace to civilisation

While we are inclined to regard the author’s

survey ns one-sided, and his interpretation m
terms of the ultra-docility ” formula over-

strained, we feel that he has powcrfullv pre-

sented part of the ti^ith, and driven home the

salutary moral Fas esi et ab hoste docen
(a) This 18 a beautifully printed leeture on

“The War and Medical Thought,’’ delivered In

December, 1914 as a presidential address to the
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Lisbon Society of Medical Sciences by Prof

Ricardo Jorge. By the wish of the soaety it has

been published in French as well as in Portuguese,

and we appreciate this convenience

The first part of the address traverses familiar

ground in contrasting the present-day army medi-

cal service with that of former times, emphasising
such modern features as prophylactic inoculation

and conservative surgery A deeper note is struck

in the author s admission that war in itself— is a
biological phenomenon—is directly antithetic to

the ideal of mediane, which is Uie increase of

wholesomencss of life. Refusing to be led astray

by any apology based on the pervasiveness of the

struggle for existence in Nature, Prof Jorge asks
eloquently and passionately how it has come about
that the nations have been led into the disastrous

anachronism which the war implies The answer
hr feels compelled to give is that the controllers

of German policy are the victims of a “collective

paranoia engendered and sustained by a mental
and sentimental intoxication of prr^ressive acute-

ness—panteutommia ” He does not miintain
that other countries have not, from time to time,

exhibited analogous aberrations, but his conten-
tion IS that we are confronted with the most ter-

rible ‘ psychodemic ” m history It has invaded
even the temple of science as is shown by the

names of many of the 93 signatories to the famous
"Appeal to Civilised Nations ”

Admitting a profound admiration for the

achievements of German science, and for Virchow
m particular (from whom some noble-minded say-

ings arc quoted) the author holds to the thesis that
there has been m Germany a terrible outbreak of

socnl pithologv a ‘ pandemi 1 vesanira ’ In spite

of these Icarnid terms which are rilhor question-
begging, and references to I.e Bon and other
students of the psychology of the crowd we sus-
pect that Prof Jorge s theory is largely aerbal
and metaphoric il The address seems to have
been first published in Meihcina Canicmporanea,
and a lurid (lerman review by Prof C Mense is

answered in a manner suggestne of high
explosives

OUR BOOKSHELF
Sptntuaksm A Utsloncal and Critical Sketch
By Rev Canon Edmund McClure Pp vui + 56
(London Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge, 1916 ) Price 6d net

This is an enlarged version of an address to a
small clerical society, one member of which had
been caused ‘distinct anxiety” by the growth of
wirltualism Canon McClure touches on the
Odyssey, Saul and the Witch of Endor, St.

Ai^usttne and St Thomas Aquinas on demons,
Porphyry, Swedenborg (whose “ so-called

”

viotons were due to a disappointment in love,

acting on a nervous system of unbalanced ^ar-
acter ”), Dr. A Russel Wallace (who is treated
with respect and extreme brevity), Mrs. Piper (un-
truly said to be afflicted with hysteria, like “all

mediums”), and Dr T J Hudson, whose in-

sufflciently supported theories are too lightly
j
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accepted. The Society for Psychical Research,

though often referred to, is not once correctly

named, nor is the Dialectical Society, the names
Schiaparelli and Blavatsky are wrongly spelt, and
an American “Colonel Sinnett ” is mentioned who
seems to be a blend of Mr A P Sinnett and
Colonel Olcott These and other mistakes will

lead scientific readers to distrust the author, who,
moreover, has apparently no first-hand knowledge
of the subject The Archdeacon of Bristol, in his

preface, seriously recommends those who desire

further knowledge to read Monsignor Benson s

novel ‘ The Necromancers ’
! Both writers have

apparently decided that the alleged (^enomena
are due to fraud, hysteria, or the DeviL
Canon McClure says (p 50) that hysteria

plays an important part itt the functions of all

mediums, ‘and notably, according to Prof. Richet,

m Mrs Piper ” The present reviewer, through
the kind offices of n friend, communicated this

statement to Prof Richet, whose reply is just re-

ceived, after the foregoing was in type He
emphatically denies ever having said anything of

the kind J A H

Manuring for Higher Crop Production By Dr.
h J Russell Pp Ml + 69 (Cambridge
At the University Press, 1916 )

Price 3* net

Tiik ]>roblem of increasing the food output of
Bntbh farms is no new one, but has been ren-
dered vastly more acute by the stern necessities of
war-time llie solution of the problem lies obvi-

ously along ont or botli of two lines cither the
farmer must increase his area under cultivation, or
he must obtain more from the existing area To
the layman the former alternitive may appear to
promise the larger results but its practical appli-

cation ui war time is beset with grave difficulties,

which tend only to increase with the prolongation
of the war 1 he efforts of the farmer must thus
be concentrated more and more in the direction
of the second alternative, endeavouring by im-
proved cultivition, readjusted crossing, and more
liberal and rational feeding of his crops to utilise

to the fullest extent the capabilities of his sod
It IS to assist him in the pursuance of this object

that Dr Russell has epitomised in this small
volume the essential information now available on
manures and soil management, with special refer-

ence to British experience, and the results of
numerous field trials made at Rothamsted and
elsewhere in this country His aim throughout i»

to state the farts in simple and plain language,
with sufficient illustrative data from experimental
results to enable the individual fanner to draw hia
own conclusions as to the probable requirements
of his own sod There are no simple formulce for
increasing crop production Local ccmditions
must exercise a dominating influence The skill

and judgment of the fanner in appraising these
and in adaptmg his practice to tnem must be
decisive, but with mtelligent application of the
facts set out so clearly by Dr Russell ht will be
but an incompetent farmer who fails to achieve
some measure of success in increased crop a^ en-
hanced returns
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(Tfc« Eiitof does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents Neither
can he undertake to return or to correspond with
the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other pari of Nature No notice is

taken of anonymous communications ]

MoiaoMter Attraotioiui in Btriirtitni-

Thb following IS, so far as I know a new method
of attacking this probiem 1 have been woiking at

experiments for some time, but on account ofthe

war progress in the matter has come almost to a
standstiiT It seems desueble to publish this brief

preliminary note now
Let A and B be two pure liquids misuble (com

pletely miscible would be better still) over a hrge
range of concentrations Let the densities and com I

pressibilities of the liquids and their mixtures be
known Then, taking the simplest case (i e one in

I

which there is no association either in the mixture or in

the pure liquids), we may postulate that if there be a
change in volume on mixing this change is caused

|

by the algebrxic sum of tho alterations in the attrac

tions of A to A and B to B, together with the added
effect of the new attractions of A to B
The sum of these three effects can be calculated

with considerable plausibility Consider any dclinite

mixture the coefficient of compressibility of this mix
ture being supposed known over a wide range of

pressure As we know the coefficient for the separate

pure liquids we could calculate the theoretical co
efficient of the comb nation From these data we can
get an approximate value for the mean coefficient of

compressibility of the mixture while passing so to

speak from the theoretical combined state to that

which ultimately prevails Then the change in volume
divided by this mean coefficient gives the change of

internal pressure on mixing Now if this methi^ be
followed by a number of different concentrations a

series ef ifferent changes in internal pressures will

result

If It is desired to disentangle the various internal

attractions from one another this can only be done
by tnal and error The following development of

Laplace's method may be tried Assume that the

attractions are proportional to the mass of the opera
tive particles, then calling the changes of pressure

P P, etc and referring the concentrations to a
gram>mol of liquid A let V be the volume of the

mixture which contains i gram mol of A and n the

accompanying mass of component B
The change of attraction of A to A in mixture (i)

will be proportionate to a/V *

The change of attraction of B to B in mixture (i)

will be proportionate to /3n */V *

The change of attraction of A to B in mixture (i)

will be pro^rtionate to n y/V,*
From these quantities we get a set of equations -

P,m(a+n,y+/In*)/V,*,
Pt»»(a+«,y+|8n,*)yV,*, etc

iriiere a, fi, and y are algebraic quantities

These are some reasons for supposing that y may
be equal to (a/^ , if so a and jS can be calculated from
any two or the equations, when P„ n,, etc ,

are
known and hence the vahdity of the assumption may
be tested over any range of conceptrations Obviously
a formula of this type would not meet the case m
which tUfi two liquids can mix in all proportions with

I redistribution of pressure gmong the
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It may be mentioned that even an empirical formula
giving approximate values for the separate internal

pressures would be of considerable help in deducing a
correct equation of state for the osmotic pressures of

solutions Berkeley
Foxcombe, May 24

Motaoroiogioal Conditions of a BBxzard.

As used to signify a certain type of snowstorm
primarily characterised by fine dry powdery, or
sand like snow driven before a gale of wind, the tern

perature of which is extremely low (say 20'’ below
zero F ), the term blizzard is of course wholly
inapplicable m the British Isles and it is moreover,
ridiculous to apply the name to every little occurrence
of sleet after the manner of the d-iily Press referred

to by Mr Dines But there is another type of severe
snowstorm peculiar to damp, stormy and relatively

warm winter climates like our own the natural breed
ing grounds of which are the wild tracts of bleak,
ilevated moorland which cover so much of the north
of England and Scotland and I fail to see why
blizzard which ftcr all comes from the same

root as blast should not bt is expressive of a
British moorland snow t,ali with its rclativily large

damp flakes as it is of th fine (lr> rystals of North
America or the polar regions produced by meteoro-
logical conditions practically unknown in this country
The huge falls of snow swept by heavy gales whi^
isolated many high iving d stnets of (>rcat Britain
for weeks together in February and March of the pre-
sent year (sec Symons s Meteorological Magazine for

April) bringing in a few weeks an aggregate depth
ofsome 10 ft to the Black Mount tins in South Wales,
were it seems to me not inappropriately described as
blizzirds but for tlic sake of distinction it might

be adv sable to restrict the use of the term to the
American type of storm
Mr Dines refers to January 18 1881 as aflnrding

the nearest approach to an American blizzard in the
S E of England but possibly an even better approxi
mation was the great storm of March 9-13 1^1, in

(he S W of England In Devon and Cornwall the
great bhzzird of that spring is now a household
wwd and 1 do not think that anyone who cither

« xperie iced that west country visitation or has read
the vivid narratives regarding Its effeits will feel

inclined to quarrel with the designation

I C W Bosacina
Hampstead N W June 2

SIR ERNEST SHAChlETON S ANTARCTIC
EXPEDITION

SIR FRNFST SHACKLFTON has fuUy
justified the faith of those who were con-

fident that if he did not cross Antarctica his ex-
pedition would make valuable additions to the
geography of the little-known area of the Weddell
Sea and that he would act with the combined
daring and sound judgment necessary to success
in what was admittedly almost a geographical
forlorn hope He is to be congratulate on his

return after one of the most adventurous of Polar
expeditions

, for its voyage on the ice floes has
been only equallejj in perJs by that of the Hansa
Expedition his heroic passage in search of
help across the stormy seas south-east of Cape
Horn during an Antarctic winter will rank among
the finest examples 6f seamanship achieved n
an ordinary ship's boat, and, having landed on
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the uninhabited side of South Georgia, he has

achie\ed the fine mountaineering feat of the first

traverse of that rugged tcc>capped island

Tht narrative of Sir Ernest Shackleton in the

DaU\ Chronicle of June a confirms the expecta-

tion th It the Endurance had come to grief in the

heavv ice of the Weddell Sci She left South

Georgia on December 6 1914, and sailed to the

south-c ist, entering the pack at 58° 40' S , j8“W
After a passage of 1000 miles through crowded
ice floes Colts Land was sighted on Jiniiary lO,

1915 llie expedition, continuing westward dis

covered ’oo miles of new land the Curd Coast,

called New South Greenland, in 1833 Morrell

was generally dismissed as the Munchausen of the
Antarctic until Dr Bruce accepted his records,

lirgely on the ground that his other record of new
land was supported by Ross s observation (rf

apparent land at 75° S 44° W If those two
records had been confirmed, the land to the

west of Weddell Sea would ptot^ north-

westward in two great peninsulas, Grahamland
to the north west, and Morrell s New South
Greenland to the south-east The axes of these
1 inds would h ive been concentric with one an-
other ind also with the line further to the north-

west of the South Shetlands and
South Orkneys

Sir Ernest Shackleton has
found 1900 fathoms of water over
the site of New South Greenland
He his therefore restored to the
Weddell Sea its great extension
westward and modified the pos-
sible interpretation of the struc

ture of the Gnhamland region

Morrell may hive mistaken ice

for land or may have been merely
wrong in his longitude—a very
exctis ible mistake it that date
and that an extensive land exists

not far west of the course of the
Endurance is suggested by the
except lonallv heavy ice pressures

bv which she was wrecked, but
the supposed peninsula to the

south cast of Grahamland and
Ross s apparent land are defin-

itely disproved

The ^ ndurance was crushed on
October 28 and sank on Novem-
lx!r 20 as the ice opened dunng-
the drift further to the north
The ixpcdition camped on the
floes and passed in sight of
Joinvillc Island, off the north-

eastern end of Grahamland, but
It w is inaccessible The exp«li-

tion endeavoured to reach D^p-
tion Island where there are huts
and stores of food

,
but it was un-

able to force a way to the western
end of the South Shetlands and
landed, on April 15, on Elephant
Island, one of its north-eastern

mtmbers It is a rugged, cliff-

bound island rising to the height of 3500 feet, and
though there are fair anchorages landing appears
to be difficult As the food supply was low Sir
Ernest Shackleton left twenty-two of his men
camped in an excavation in the ice and started, on
April 44, with Capt Worsley and three others, m
one of the ship’s boats for South Georgia. The
Falklind Islands are nearer, but South Georgia
offered an easier course and the attraction that
one of Its whalers might be available for the
immediate rescue of the party on Elephant laland

MtpofSirJ’ nc4i Sh kiclu « ou e Rep rd 'edb>pcmw Dn fy Chrvu t

which appears to fill the gap between Coats Land
and Fitchner s Prince lipoid Land, and thus
to prove that they are part of the Antarctic con-
tinent and not off-lying islands The Endurance
was, however, unable to reach the hoped-for base
From the latitude of 77°, her furthest south, she
was carried northward, the direction of drift being
apparently controUed by land to the west This
land does not, however, extend as far east as was
thought Capt Benjamin Morrell, an American
sealer, claimed to have discovered land which he
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ShackletoQ reached the western coast of South points of the earthed return system, near which

G^rgia and climbed over the Allardyce Range underground metallic structures are laid, should

to the whaling station at Stromness Bay Ihe be limited to seven volts This limitation, though not

fact that the island had not been crossed before an abserfute safeguard ag unst stray currents, has

f

fives some indication of the difficulty of this practically solved the difficulty
,
and we never, or

eat, which can also be realised from the map seldom, hear any suggestion of electrolytic corro

and photc^raphs published in Mr Ferguson s sion Were any considerable difference of poten

recent memour on the island (

1

ransactions Roy tial between two points of an earthed return

Soc hdinburgh, vol 1 , part iv
, 1915) A system to be allowed to subsist, that difference of

relief expedition was at once despatched to Tie potential would have the result of forcing a frao
phant Island, but only an eighty-ton vessel was tion of the current to leave the return rails at some
avaihble, and the ice was too thick for her to point of higher potential and to find its way
force a passage to the land through the soil or other available path, to re-

The Government has already promised the funds enter the return rails at some point of lower poten-

for the larger rescue expedition which had ip- 1 tnl, presumably nearer the generating station or

peared necessary The problem is now much sul>ststion If such stray or vagabond currents

simplified IS the work to be dune is definitely ^ merely traverse moist soil in widespread paths
known Flephsnt IsHiid— in 61° lo^ S

,
about I they do no damage, but if a waterpipe, or other

the latitude of the Shetlands—though sometimes metallic object, lie along their course some of the

surrounded by drift icc, can apparently be rc-ichcd lurrcnt will find a readier path along such con-
by a suitable vessel at any season of the year ductor and wherever the current emerges from
Relief IS obviously wanted iirgentlj The party

|
the metallic conductor into moist surroundings

on April 24 had only five weeks provisions olectrolvtic action will ensue corroding and pit

which It can doubtless supplement bj penguins
|

ting the metal surface—sometimes with disastrous

and perhaps seals The n ime Flcphant Island effects \ anous palliatives, such as the better

refers to the once abundant sea-elephants but bonding of the return rail tracks, the use of return

as the island is easily accessible thev have been feeders, the careful connecting of the negative side

practically exterminated there and Sir Ernest of the system to the metallic pipes or other objects

Shackleton s account of the localitv where his
|
by metal connectors have been used including

comrades are camped suggests that it may be a the employment of appliances called negative

ve^ difficult hunting ground I I>oostcrs

The larger South Georgia whalers arc prob . The first named of the monographs before us is

ably now on their way to Furojoe and unless i devoted to a discussion of the electric conductivity
suitable steamer can be obtained in Argentina of various kinds of soils under various conditions
or at the Falkland Islands it is to be hoped that I of moisture, pressure and temperature, and the
the whaler nearest to South Georgia can be I effects of these factors on the electrolytic corrosion
promptly intercepted and sent back there 01 question Methods of measuring the resistivities

routp for Flcphant Island of soils m ntu as well as in the laboratory, are

I

discussed 1 he soil of cities appears to be more

T I

highly conductive than that of country districts by
reason of absorption of drainage and sewan The
presence of refuse in made” land is distinctly

promotive of conductivity, and therefore of elec-

the series of valuable contributions which are • trolvtic corrosion The authors of the monc^raph,

being issued by that admirable institution, the •
Messrs McCollum and Logan, have done their

U S Bureau of Standards, under the able director ' work thoroughly and have added statistical tables,

ship of Dr Stratton which in countries like the United States, where
The publications before us relate to the troubles 1

legislation has not intervened to stay the damage,
which arise from the electric return currents that ' ni«st be very valuable

leak through the soil from clectnc tramways and
railways, in consequence of their setting up elec-

trolytic corrosion in buried pipes or other metallic

objects in the n^hbourho^ of the tramway or

railway hnes This was an acute question in

Great Britain as well as in North America some
twenty years ago when electric traction was a
novelty But, so far as England is concerned, it

long ago ceas^ to be acute in consequence of the

prompt action of the Board of Trade That often

abusM body framed a regulation that the maxi-
mum allowable voltage drop between any two

1 • U S. DspSTtm nt of C

<;ov*iniMBt Pr mlng Ofin

rochnalatio Paper
nb R« a anco ar
and 111 Mitiguio
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The second memoir bj Messrs Rosa and
McCollum IS a lengthy discussion, as an engineer-
ing problem, of the mitigation of electrolytic cor-

rosion, or as they rather unfortunately describe it,

of ‘electrolysis ’ They deal with corrosion in

reinforced concrete with attempts to prevent
corrosion by protective coatings of paint ,

with the
use of insulating joints in pipes with electrical

means of combahng or compensating the tendency
to stray currents, with summaries of the various
l^al regulations in use m different countries It

appears that the Bureau of Standards has issued

eight diflerent publicUtioas on this subject The
prtsent memoir alone extends to more than 143
pages
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SUhNCE AND GOVERNMENT
'PHbKh have been many aigns lately of
•L awakened interest m the national si^-
ficance of scientific method and work, and not

the least encouraging: amoni; them is the action

taken by saentific workers, individunlly and col-

lectively Untd the war compelled attention to
be given to all matters affecting national effici-

ency, both m the present and the future, little

heed was paid to the warnings of those who dis-

cerned clearly the consequences of the neglect of

science by the State hor this indifference men
of science must themselves accept a share of the

responsibility With a few notable exceptions,

they did nothing to enlighten the community as
to the close relation between scientific work and
modern pr^ress, or to promote reforms by
organised effort It is not surprising, therefore,

that the place of science in national polity is not
understood by the general pniblic, and that the

activities of eien such representative bodies as
the Royal bociety and the British Association are

commonly regaled as of little practical im-
portance

The neglect of science by the public has, in-

deed, been due largely to the neglect of the putffic

by science The only body which has seriously

endeavoured to show the bearing of science and
scientific method upon public affairs of every kind
IS the British Science Guild

,
yet until recently

Its objects, and the work of its various commit
tees, were disrcgirdtd by a large part of the
scientific world It is a satisfaction to know,
however, that the pioneers of the movement for

a fuller recognition of science by the State have
exerted a sub-consciuus influence upon the minds
of scientific men, as evidenced by the manifestoes
lately issued and the meetings held, upon the
subject of the co-ordimtion of science with in-

dustry, education, and administration, which the
Guild has been urging for the last ten years
The Royal Society has formed a conjoint com-
mittee of members of scientific societies, a Re-
organisation Committee has been constituted to
deal with science in the public schools, nt Oxford
and Cambridge and in examinations for the
public services an Education Reform Council,
having upon it representatives of science indus-
try, nnd commerce as well as of education, has
bwn brought into being by the Tcnchtrs Guild,
and suggestions fur reforms have been issued, or
are being deliberated by all these bodies
The latest expression of scientific opinion is

contained in the memornl, reprinted on p 30^,
from the professorial staff of the Imperial College
of Science and Technolt^y, to Lord Crewe, the
chairman of the governors The memornl was
presented to Lord Crewe by the Right Hon
A. H D Acland, chairman of the executive com-
mitlce of the governors , Sir J W, Wolfe-Barry,
chairman of the delegacy, City and Guilds (En-
gmeerbig) College, and Sir Alfred Kct^h, Rector
of the imperial College, and it was signed by
the twe^-one professors whose names appear
at the CM
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To those who are acquainted with such utterances

as are contained in Huxley’s essays on ‘Science

and Education,” Sir William Huggins’s Royal
Society addresses on ‘Science in the State and
in the Schools,” Prof Perry’s ‘ England’s Neg-
lect of Science,” and Sir Norman Lockyers
presidential address to the BriUsh Assoaation in

1903, contained in his “Education and National

Prioress,” most of the educational points raued
m the memorial will be familiar, nevertheless,

It is well that they should be impressed again
upon the public mind Ihe war is arousing the

nation to a sense of the need for the adoption
of new measures to enable it to compete success-

fully in the struggles before it , and scientific men
have now an opportunity of exerting strong in-

fluence upon the schemes of reconstruction which
are being put forward Sporadic memorials are

worthy enough in intention, but their effect will

be ephemeral unless the signatories to them unite

to form a strong and active body of opinion

which will guide the country aright The British

Science Guild provides the machinery by which
this end may be reached, and it is the obvious
duty of all who believe in the application of

scientific method to national affairs to give their

practical support to an organisation which exists

solely for that purpose
Dissatisfaction with existing means of school

preparation for the strenuous conditions of modern
life IS being expressed on all sides, and it is

evident th it the country would welcome a practical

programme in which scientific principles occupied

a prominent place Most progressive people are

now convmred that ndical reforms arc needed in

teaching and outlook and they are Icxiking to

representatives of science and other branches of

modern learning to stitc exactly what should be
done In the absence of a constructive scheme in

which all advexates of reform will co-operate the

Citadels of traditional studies will stand unshaken,
and the vested interests in them will remain un-
touched, be memorials never so numerous Our
educational and scientific deficiencies have been
revealed by the war, and the nation is anxious to
see them remedied without further delay A letter

published in the ftmes of June 5, and reprinted
on p 30G. IS a characteristic statement of this

feelmg, and we believe it will receive wide support
from the parents of the public school to whom it is

an appeal
It IS unlikely that the Headmasters’ Conference,

the members of which arc practically all classical

men, will be moved by this demand for less dasstes
and more science in the public schools, but if they
continue to obstruct advance action should be
taken by the Government to compel them to stand
aside Not a single sound ai^iunent can be put
forward for the waste of effort in schools and
universities caused by the existence of the tradi-
tional curriculum of classical studies, and the
sooner it is superseded by courses more In
touch with the actual needs of the times, tto
better will be the prospects of increased national
efficiency
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(i) ScixNCB iM National Loucation

We, the undereigned submitted to you m March last

a brief memorandum in support of a memorial which
had then recently appeared on The Neglect of

Science ’ We believe that you will welcome a further

statement from us as to what, m our opinion, the

Government could do in regard to this important sub.

ject, and we have, therefore, tried to indicate some
of the ways in which, in our opmion, the Government
mi^t slender a service to the nation on this matter
We assume it to be accepted that it would be an

advantage to the country if more trained men of

science could be found in our public services, and that

It IS desu-able that n larger proportion of boys and
young men than at present shall have instruction of

the l^t kind in science, as an essential part of their

education It is needless to say that we do not under
rate the importance of the teaching of languages and
other subjects as part of a good educational curri

culum nor do we believe that an education which
includes good teaching of science need be a narrow
education
What seems to be primarily needed is that at this

critical time in our history the Government, through
some of Its leading members, shall speak plainly to

the country on the question of national education, and
shall guide and instruct the public in a matter where
there is still so much lethargy, misconception and
ignorance There have been many reports by associa

nans and societies and advisory bodies ind depart
mental committees, and Royal Commissions A strong
lead from the Government itself or a Ministerial

Committee announcing a policy and offenng guid
ance, would now be of the highest value We do not
pretend to indicate what that policy or that guidance
should be, but wc wish to mention some nntters wlnrh
appear to demand early attention

A large body of opinion at Oxford and Cambridge,
and in the country generally, 1$ in favour of altering

the conditions of entrance to these universities It

has been clear for a long time that to effect reform
m this and other matters an alteration m the method
of their government is required And jet generition

follows generation and nothing is done Is it not

desirable that at any rate immediately after the war
the legislative changes which are desirable shall be
introduced into Parliament by the Government? llie

influence of the old universities through their endow
ments and their examinations upon the schools is very

far-reaching For this reason the question is of real

importance No reasonable person can think that the

study of languages, including the ancient languages
by those who are most able to profit by them will

really suffer by reform in this direction

As regards those public schools where classical

education occupies an important or prepondenting
position, information is needed as to the extent to

which school scholarships on entrance to the schools

and later are given for successes in which knowledge
of Latin and Greek plays a predominating part It

would appear desirable that the boys with brains

should be attracted to the modem as much as to the

classical side of the schools, as far as the use of the

endowments is concerned. At the present time, how
ever, it is the fact that many of the best Ix^ at the

pubOc schools are practically forced to the classical

aide, and it is often only in exceptional casea, aa where
a far^eeing parent has intervened, that a clever boy
has been allowed aenoualy to atudy idenoe If the

Government haa not full power to obtain the necessary
information on the abo^mentioned and other rele-

vant matters. It seems desirable that the requisite

power should be obtained
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In the past a considerable proportion of the cleverest

boys in these schools, and m tiM preparatory schools

which lead to them, have been taught classics from
an early age, and because many boys with brains who
succeed in after life have been educated in this way.
It has been assumed that a classical education is more
likely to make a man successful in the public service

and in other branches of life than is a modern or

scientific education We believe this assumption to

be quite unfounded The important i latter is to allot

to boys an education according to their capacity

There is no doubt at all that an enormous amount of

time IS at present wasted in trying to teach certain

types of boys Greek Ihc effort m these cases is not
only of vety little value, but in our opinion, is posi-

tively detrimental In any event a knowledge of

Greek literature or culture is notoriously not obtained
by merely acquiring an enforced smattering of the
Greek language, and the time thus wasted might well

be turned to better purpose Many boys to whom
Greek and often Latin, too, are cimpletcly distaste,

ful, might find m the more practical training of the

laboratory and the workshoji (ivhich should be coupled

with thorough instruction in tnglish subjects, mathe-
matics, and a modern language) an outlet for faculties

which an education of a predominantly literary char-

acter will never effectively develop

There is no doubt th it at some of the public schools

careful attention is given to the piovision of teaching

of science The diflirulty that often arises is that, in

I school where classical teaching predominates, con-

flicting claims which c mnot be met ire made by
parents or by outside examinations on what is called

the modern side, and confusion of aim results The
excellent training of our olTiccrs in the Navy at

Osborne and Dartmouth offers an example of concen*
tration of aim which is worthy of careful attention

If a Government Committee could report exactly

how matters stand in these respects at our public

schools, even without any power whatever to make a
change wo believe it would have a considerable effect

on public opinion
We viewed with great satisfuction the appointment

last summer of a Special Committee of the Pnvy
Council (of which you are chairman) to aid Industrial

Research with the help of an Advisory Council, and
of other committees which contain men of eminence
in science and industry We hope that the grant of

money in Parliament for this purpose will not be
stinted, and that the sum of 40,000! allotted for this

year will be considerably increased for our own
experience in conpection with both science and tech-

nology shows how much has yet to be done by the
n ition in this direction

We desire to lay very great stress upon the import-
ance of immediately devising means for sending a
larger supply of sole loung men who have been
tiioroughly raucated m science as part of a well-
considered cumculum to our universities and cdlegea.
This would provide among men of business, or men
m public careers, a larger proportion of individualt
trained in scientific methods, which is generally recog-
nised as of great importance In our own experience,
now that many leaoers of industry are reali«ng the
value of science, we have found, when asked by them
to supply the young and promising men that th^
require, that It has been sometimes impossible to
answer their call simply because of a shortage of
properly trained men
There are a targe number of boys and young men

of real ability to be found in our State-aided secondary
sdiools, our technical schools and classes, and our
evening schools What is needed is tMit these shaH
have better opportuhitlcs of being weH taught and
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better chances of coming on to the universities and
colleges of university ratiL tor this purpose we need
in these schools, above ail, teachers with better pay
and better prospiKts It is impossible to get the best

results as long as many of the teachers in ti ese schools

are badly paid, and nave not as yet, like so many
other teachers, even any prospects of a pension The
whole scale of salanes tor teachers oi all subjects

especially in the upper departments of most of these

schools must be lifted.

The effect of ezistinii examinations upon secondary

schools of all kinds, mcluding State-aided schools,

winch IS soipetimes very injurious, is a muter of

importance We are glad that the Board of Educa
tion have had this question under consideration and
hope that remedies will be found for some of the more
obvious evils that arise, at an early date Among the

rest the Civil Service Examinations need careful con.

aidentlon.
In order to bring to the universities the best boys

so many of whom now leave the State-aided secondary

schools at sixteen, tempted bv offers of salanes into

business and industry, an adequate number of bur

sanes for those of from sixteen to eighteen years of

age ought to be provided tenable at those schools

Hiise should be followed by the offer of a large

number of Coverninent scholarships, adequate in

value and tenable at the universities and at colleges

of university rank hor the above-mentioned pur

poses probably half a million a year could be wisely

spent with results to the nation of the most valuable

l^d. Since ours is the only college in England at

which the few Government scholarships in science that

exist are held, it may be desirable to state that tn

our experience the excellent capacity and diligence of

the grrat majority of these scholars fully warrant the

opinion that a large increase in their number for

umversitles generally would be of great national

value, and this would be especially the case if the

range of selection were widened The universities and
colleges have sent a verv large proportion of their

students to the front and are now greatly depleted

It IS of the utmost importance that the Government
should exercise immediate foresight in ordir that the

demand for trained scientific men that must inevita^
arise on the return of peace conditions may be suffi-

ciently met By a scheme of bursaries and scholar

ships It will be possible- now to retain at some of the
State-aided schools the best boys of the younger gene
ration, who after further training at the colleges will

be available for the furtherance of the skilled indus-

tries of the country—-industries which are coming
vitally to depend on scientifir knowledge and research

for tnelr existence among us
As to the universities and colleges themselves no

doubt part of the money for ii dustr al rejiearch which
is administered by your Priw Council Committee
win be of real service to the i But much has to be
(tone to put the teaching of saence and tcchnologi
on a proper footli^ nt these institutions The salaries

of the junior staff are often much too low Money
which IS greatly needed for buildings for equipment
and for research is not forthcoming New depart
ments should be founded as the demands from in

dustry increase, and a considerable number of research
fellowships are required It is estimated that the
State grants to universities in Germany are about a
million and a half a vrar whilst in England they
amount^ less than a quarter of a million a year
Anotfwr quarter of a million a ye^r rould be advan
tafrtbuely expended by Parliament in this direction

The Gomnment, therefore can in our opinion,
i

do great service to national education in ensuring a I

more adequate poaitlon for science
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By removing obstacles

(a) By giving information and guidance which may
be of ser^ce to parents and to public at large

(3) By recommending to Parliament oonsiderabls

grants of public money m the directions we have indi-

rated

We have ventured to lay these considerations before
you because we know that as our chairman, you are
interested in these matters Your position too as
chairman of the Privy Council Committee on Indus-
trial Research brings you in contact with many of
these questions the high national Import of which we
feel sure you appreciate We earnestly hope that the
Government may give early attention to them, for

there is a general agreement that never were they of
more vital importance to the nation than now
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(j) Public S<H(x« Reiohm

In view of the grave crisis through which we are
passing, we venture to ask you to join us in a demand
that Iwys at the public schools should be prc^rly
trained in subjects essential for our national life We
consider a mastery i f slilhcc and of modern languages
IS necessary to lit our sons to t ike their proper places

in modern life whether in science commerce or the
Forces of the Crown
A grave warning has lately been issued signed bv

the most eminent scientific professors pointing out
the immedate necessity for a proper education In

science for both in the Services ami in every branch
of commerce is involved the use of scientific data and
a sound knowledge of scientific processes and It con-
stitutes a grave national danger that this subject is to
inadequately taught in our public schools Few boys
leave the public schools aole to converse freely in
modem languages the presence of so many inter-
preters in the British Army is absolute evidence on
this point It IS clearly seen how immensely impor-
tant are these two subjects for our sons whatever
may be their future professions The wonderful
efficiency of the Germans both in science and
languages points to the fact that their schools and
universities answer these two vital requirements better
than do ours We consider that a sound knowledge
of our own language and literature modern
graphy English and European history should bo
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in our public school* far more thoroughly than
IS done at present.

We wish to point out that the clauical training in
public schools is for the average bov a deplorable
waste of most valuable time, and though a small
minority doubtless derive advantages from the study
of the ciassics, yet we deprecate most strongly the
amount of tune spent on them, and the prevalent

specialisation in them on antiquated lines with an
adherence to conditions that no longer exist while
real essentials for our national success are dangerously
neglected As it is, the public^school boy, who is doing
so splendidly, both as a man and a soldier, in the
great ordeal through which we are passing, suffers

a severe and unnecessary handicap, both in the mill

tary and commercial professions compared with our
present enemies and ^rmanent trade competitors

It IS intended to form a deputation to approach the

Conference of Headmasters to ensure thit our wishis
may be earned out Kindly state if jou are in sym
pathy with this letter and if you approse of such
deputation This letter has been sent to the Timet
and the parents of boys at one of the leading public

schools, the headmaster of whirh is in fivour of

r« reiving the deputation
Avbburv \rthlr Lfetiiam
Desborough J h Thornvcroft
Claud J Hamilton Ciiaries Walpoie
Jn Jeilicoe Admiral Phiiip H Wati-riow

NOTFS
liU! tragic news that Lord Kitcliener iht Secretary

of State for War, had been drowned off tht Orkmjs
in the sinking either by a mine or torpedo of the

cruiser Hampshire in which he was travelling with
a party on a sjiectal mission to the Emperor of
Russia, was received by the nation on Tuesday with

deep emotion Lord Kitchener was born on June
1850, entered the Royal Military Academy at Wool*
wich in 1868, and obtained a commission in the Royal
Lngineers in 1871 In the early years of his professional

career he did notable surveying work for the Pales

tine Exploration Fund He was engaged from 1874 to

1878 in mapping 1600 square miles of Judah ind

Philistia, and in surveying part of western Pileslint

Later, he did simil ir work for the construction of i

map of Cyprus and also took part in the biirvey of

the Sinai Peninsula In all the offiies OLiupied by

Lord Kitchener, and enterprises undertaken by him
he was strong with the strength of organised know
ledge, and that was the secret of his success While
British Agent and Consul-General in E^pt, a post

to which he was appointed in 1911 he hadtne Depart
ment of Agriculture transformed into a Ministry ind

promoted many movements to improve the igncullunl
position of the country He w as also chu fl\ respon

stble for the establishment of the fine Gordon Memo
nal College at Khartum His life was devoted to the

service of the State and in that service it has betn

lost at a time when the nation can ill afford to be

deprived of genius for organised administration in

every department Two members of Lord Kitchener s

psirty, who were lost with him, were Sir II F Donald-
son and Mr L S Robertson Sir Frederick Don ild-

son was formerly Chief Superintendent of the Royal
Ordnance Factories, and resigned that post in Sep-
tembw last to become chief technical adviser to the

Ministry of Munitions He was president of the Insti

tution of Mechanical Engineers in 1913 Mr Leslie S
Robertson, assistant to the director of production in

the Ministry of Munitions, was secretary of the

Engineering Standards Committee

list of honours conferred In celebration of the

King's birthday includes five new peerages, seven Privv
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Councillorsbips, twelve baronetcies, thirty-one knight-
hoods, and a number of other promotions and appornU
ments Among the names of men cither distinguished
by their scientific work or associated closely with it,

we notice the following —Kmghts Dr G T Beilby,
F K S ,

Dr M A Ruffer, C M G formerly pro-
fessor of bacteriology at Cairo Medical School, Dr
J J H Teall, F R S , late director of the Geological
Survey of Great Britain Mr R F Stupart director
of the Meteorological Service of Canada, and Dr N
Tirard, medical editor of the British Pharmacopoeia
(1914), and for twenty years secretary of the Pharma-
ceutical Committee of the General Medical Council
KC MG Dr W Baldwin Spencer, C M G , F R S ,

professor of biology in the University of Melbourne
Privy Councillor Dr Christopher Addison, Parlia-
mentary Secretary to the Ministry of Munitions, and
late profissor of inatomy in the Univprsity of Shef-
field K C B Mr R H Rtw C B issistant secre-
tary, Board of Agriculture I B Col C F Close,
Director General Ordnance Survey Col A P Blen-
ktnsop. Assistant Director GcncrTl \rmy Medical
Service Major P S I elran issist int professor,
Roy-il Army Medical College, Col C E Nuthall,

D^uty Director Genenl Army V etcrinary Service

M V O Dr N D Bardswell medical superintendent.
King Edward VII 's Sanatorium Midhurst, Sussex,
Dr F S Howett Surgeon Apothecary to his Majesty
the King Companion of the Imperial Service Order
Mr Edmund Burke, professor of surgery, Punjab
Veterinary College Lahore, Punjab C 1 E Mr
C S Middlemiss, superintendent of the Geological
Survey of India

An important question was asked by Mr W H
Cowan in the House of Commons on May 23, and an
unsatisfactory answer was given to it Mr Cowan
asked the Secretary of State for the Colonies whether
his attention has been called to a communication
received by the Colonial Office from the British

Science Guild, dated March 12 1913, representing that

It would be proper and advisable for all departments
of the Imperial Government or of municipalities

within the Empire, to make it their invariable rule

and practice to pay scientific experts of all kinds for

assistance rendered by them either at committees, or
by letter, or in any other way, such payments to
include not only refunds for travelling expenses or
other out-of-pocket expense* or maintenance, but also

a proper fee for the professional assistance rendered,
tnd whether he will appoint a committee to consider
and report upon these proposals of the British Science
Guild with a view to an equitable settlement of the
matter The answer of the Colonial Secretary was —

I have seen the communication in question, and,
so far as the Colonial Office is concerned, I agree
with my predecessor in thinking that there is no suffi-

cient ground for modifjing existing arrangements
The second jiart of the question does not, therefore,

arise ’ What we should like to know now is why
the pnnciplc of gratuitous service is not applied to

legal as well as to scientific experts The only reason
we can suggest is that men of science have been
willing to place their knowledge at the disposal of

Government departments without asking for fees

whereas members of ^he legal and other professions

require payment for their opinions The action of

the Government in making no provision for the pay-

ment of scientific men appointed to serve on com-
mittees or otherwiS9 called upon for advice influ-

ences the attitude of municipal councils and other

public bodies throughout the country, and is thus

largely responsible for'the common view that science

ha* no commercial value What can be obtained for
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nothing IS lightly prized by the British mind, «hich
measures the im^rtance of advice by the amount
paid for It If sdrnce were a lucrative profession, it

could command high fees for national services, but
as It IS not scientific men commonly permit them-
selves to be exploited, and are expected to find their

own regard in the interest of their work

The 'idiourned extraordinary general meeting of the
fellows 0/ the Chemical Society to consider the ques-

tion of the removal of the names of nine alien enemies
from the hst of honuraiy and foreim members of the

society will be held on Wednesday June ai, at 8 p m
in the theatre of the t ivil Service Commission Burling
ton House W
The Pans correspondent of the Times in a message

dated June 4, states that the Committee of the Frcndh
Senate appointed to consider the Daylight Saving
Bill has after he'inng a statement submitted by M
Painlei^ adopted a resolution which empowers Par
liameiit to advaiut legal time by one hour until

October i and nit for the duration of the war The
Rome correspondent of the Times reports that the

new Summer Time nme into operation throughout

Italy at miamghl on June 4

Ihe second J ipanisc huppknient of the Times
issued on June contains contributions front eminent
Japanese and liuropeun luthorities on Jap-in among
them some of scieiitilu intirtst Prof P Omori
describes tlie work carried out 111 recent years in the

investigation of volcinic and seismic phenomena m
Japtn In rcfeicntt to th< bakurnjima eruption, in

Jaitii try 1914 he notes that the t< t it amount of eject 1

from the volcano which is only 3700 ft in height

was sufticient to Iwvc buried the entire iity of Tokyo
31 square miks in art 11 to a depth of about 103 ft

An article by Mr Robertson Scott on enthusiasm for

rural mstruction refers to the Japanese /oil for eduro
tion and proj,rtss, which tinds expression in the \oung
Men s Associ itions These associations, a feature of

every village have for their object the intelligent

organisation of total resources lechnietl instruction

is very thorough On tlu siibjiet of rice growing for

exampli J pant sc lutlioritit s know not only all tht

East know s but all tliat is know n in the ricc tracts of

Italy and Texas The rapid do\ elojimt nt m thi past

few years m the application of electricity to mechanical
power, lighting and locomotion in Japan is another
illustration of the same spirit and is dealt with b^
Prof ^be jf Wast?da University, writing on muni-
cipal problems Baron Kikuchi wntes in favour of

the adoption of Romap or Roman letters in place of

the Chinese characters with which Japanese is now
written This reform is rendered difficult by the fact

that the language is developing along ideographic

rather than phonetic lines New words are formed
wholesale by the simple juxtaposition of Chinese char,

acters with reference to their pictorial or symbolic

meaningl, and regardless of their sounds The result

ing homonymy in the literary language is the focus

of the problem

Dh J F Sweet, whose death is reported at the

age of eighty-five was president of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers in 1883 and was
the first president of the Engine Builders’ Association

of the United States From 1873 to 1879 he occupied

the chair of practical mechanics it Cornell University

Mr WStanley known by his work on long-distance

li^K'and power transmission by alternating currents

hae died at his home at Great Barrington Mass
mt the ege of fifty-sevm He was sucresslvely chief

engineer of the Weetmghouse Electric Co
, the Stanley
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ElcctTK Manufacturing Co , and the Stanley Instru-
ment Co He had been vice-president of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers

The death is announced, in his seventy sixth tear,
of Mr E L Corthell, president of the \mencan
Society of Cit il Engineers, and of the American Insti-

tuts of Consulting F ngincers He had been connected
with some of the most important engineering enter-

prises, not only in the United States but in Latin
America He was formerly consulting engineer of the
Department of Public Works in the Argentine Govern-
ment. One of his most oonspicuous achievements was
the designing of the harbour works at Tampico yvhich

raised that port to the hrst rank in Mexico a trustee

of the University of Chicago Mr Corthell pliyed
an important part in the foundation of the sihool of

engineering and architecture at that institution

The ninety-eighth annual meeting of the Soci^t^

Helvdtique des Sciences naturelles wilt be held on
August 6-9 at larasp-SchuIs-Vulpera, in the Lower
Engadine north-cast of St Mont/ in order to fanli-

tate visits to the Swiss National Park There will be
the following sections as well as several general

conferences —Mathematics and astronomy
,

physics

,

geophysics and meteorology
,
geology and mineralogy

,

chemistry, botany , /oology, entomology anthropology
and ethnograjihy physiology and medicine Persons
proposing to coniinumc itc ji ipers to any of the s< t

tions should writi bi fore July i to the president

M Ic Dr Chr Tariui/zer ( hur Sw it/erhnd

Sir Oitver Lodge his sent to ilie Times a trans-

lation of the letter sent by Prof Max Planck of the

University of Berlin to Prof H A Lorentz of the

University of Leyden in Minh last upon the subject

of the manifesto signed bv ninety three German
scholars and artists, published m August, 1914 Prof
Planck says that the terms m which the appeal was
drawn up led to mistaken conceptions as to the

attitude of the signatories is I have repeatedly dis-

covered to my regret \s the letter has been pub-
lished in Holland, it is of interest to place a full

translation on record I ho substance of the letter

appeared however in the Daily Chronicle of April 24
and was given m Natirf of April 27 (p 186)

Miss E G Evfrest, of Chippens Bank Hever,
Kent, whose bequests for a homi of rest and a bird

sanctuary are announced in the Times of June 5 was
a daughter of the hie Col Sir George Everest, C B ,

F R S Surveyor-General of India, in honour of whom
Mount Everest was named in 1836 From the terms
of the will we learn that Miss Everest left her house
to the National Trust to be used as a home of rest

for tired brain workers particularly writers and artists

The land round the house has also been beoueathed
to the National Trust to be used as a public park
for the use of the nition, and as a bird sanctuary,
where bird-life shall be encouraged together with
8000I for the maintenance of the estate Miss
Everest also left the residue of her estate, after pro-
viding for some legacies to relatives and others, for

the formation and maintenance of a college in IniUa,
on lines approved by the natives, for the education of
natives by natives

A PAMPHLET on the urgent necessity of establishing
an Imperial Srhool of Technical Optics in this country
hat recently been issued with a foreword by the
Minister of Munitions commending the scheme to the
generous consideration of all patriotic citizens who
can assist in providing the requisite funds The
scheme was originally submitted by the gaming
body of the Northampton Polytechnic to the Teennieu



Education Board of the London County Council in

1903, and has been under the consideration of com-
mittees and sub-committecs of the Council ever since

Both the Council and the vanous Government depart
meats which Ijave been approached in the matter admit
Its urgency, but the sum of 40,000/ necessary for

carrying out the scheme has not been provided b>

either authority \s the scheme if carried out, would
estabhsh an institute in Clerkenwell which would
benefit the optical industnes both locally and throu^^h

out the kingdom, there seem strong reasons for

making the appeal for funds over n wide area

An article under the title of Air Navies of the

huture appears in the Jf orttiightly Review for Juno
It consists mainly of i discussion as to the likdv
developments in our air bitvilcs in the near future

As IS usually the case in such articles, the discussion

IS highly imaginative, and belongs rather to the realm
of speculation than to that of science The scientific

statements are indeed often incorrect, as for cxampli
the statement that the velocity of shrapnel bullets and
pieces of steel falling from a height of aoooo ft will

be very high and that such fragments will be highly

dangerous in consequence As a matter of fact the

limiting velocity of such bodies will rarely exceed

500 ft per second, and the velocity on reaching the

earth will bo very ncarlj the same for all heights

above 5000 ft The one point of real interest in th

article concerns the practicability of building verv
large aeroplanes, th< writer contcmplaUs one if

340-ft span There is certainly nothing inherenth
impossible in the building of such a machine, but it

opens up a whole series of new difficulties, both aero

dynamic and constructional It seems unlikely that

such aeroplanes will be built for use in the present

war The great m^JO^lt^ < f present machines are less

than two tons in weight and the five ton aerophne
has yet to become common It would seem that the

best course to pursue is to loncentratc on the con-

struction of moderately large machines, say about five

tons total weight before attempting anything ap

proaching a Zeppelin in carrying capacity

In monograph vol xii , No i of the University of

California Publications in American Archseology and
Ethnology, Mr b W GilTord discusses the coniposi

tion anoage of some Californian shell mounds Mure
than half their contents consist of niolluscan shills

the remainder being bones charcoal, ash ind other

substances The presence of large quantities of oyster

shell (Ostrea lurtda) points to the similarity between

the conditions at the time of their growth and those

of modern times The writer enters into an interest-

ing discussion of the age of these mounds based

largely on the assumed numbers of the population

dunng the period of their construction The result is

that the age of one mound, that of Emeryville, appears

to be from 3700 to 3300 years The puzzle of their age

he observes, requires for its solution every scrap of

information bearing on the mounds A knowledge of

shelt-mound composition of population of artifnets

of skeletal remains, of environment or of food alone

will not solve the problem The proper combination

of all these is necessary to gam the end

Dr Giusrppk Dksfott in the Zoologist for May
dn^orei the destruction of bird life which has been
taUng place in Malta during the last few years Five

or six species are now in imminent danger of exter

minatlon The number of both licensed and un-

licensed sportsmen and fowlers is so large that very

few chances of breeding are afforded to any of the

resident species Such a thing as a “ close season ’

is unknown itr ''Malta, yet remarks the author, for

some species at any rate, this is a consummation
devoutly to be wishM "
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The Seunttfic Australian for March gives a brief

account of toe new Zoological Gardens in Sydney,
which are now nearing completion About sixty acres
of land, lying between the main arms of Sydnw Hor-
hour, have oeen devoted to this purpose. The site

secured is not only one of great natural bMuty, it affords

also peculiarly suitable conditions for its purpose,
smee It comprises rocky, sheltered slopes and gullies

covered with natural trees, scrub, and undergrowth
The housing of the animus will be on a generous
scale and in conformity with the most recent standards
—that IS to say there will be no cages in the ordinary
scnsi bars being replaced by deep trenches The
birds of course, are an exception to this rule, but
since the aviaries provided allow of full powers of
flight, and reproduce the natural conditions of t^
occupants, so far as is possible, this exception is of
no moment A number of photographs afford an
insight into what has been done One of these the
elephant house, is distinctly disappointing the out-
door area being but a concrete yard provided with a
bath in the form of a huge tub placed in the sur-
rounding trench and having its rim studded with
spikes This is, to say the least, martistic

Drs Watkins-Pitchi-ord, a j Orenstein, and
W Steuart have conducted a preliminary inquiiy mto
the prevalence of pulmonary tuberculosis among the
natives working m the mines of South Africa. The
conclusions arrived at are —(a) That the disease in its

open, or communicable, stage is far less prevalent
amongst natives actually working on the mines than
has b^n hitherto supposed, only one case, out of 40O'

examined, has been detected (b) lhat the problem
of the control of the disease is not so formidable as
has been anticipated and that its total cridication
from the mines therefore, apjnars to be a feasible

proposition (c) That although 107 natives were
examined whose term of employment underground
exceeded two years only one was found with marked
X-ray signs of silicosis apparently uncomplicated by
tuberculosis, it seems therefore fair to surmise that
marked silicosis is at least not more prevalent than
pulmonary tuberculosis Various recommenitotions
are made for the prevention of the disease (Medual
Journal of South Africa iqi6)

The fossil remains discovered at Pilldown are being
closely studied and debated by American anatomists
Dr Smith Woodward recognisra that anthropoid char-
acters were very clearly marked in the mandible,
which he ascribed to Eoanthropus Prof Waterston
(Nature, November 13, 1913, p 319) directed attention
to the close resemblance of the skiagram of the
Piltdown mandible to that of a chimpanzee, and re
garded It as incompatible with the skull That also
IS the (minion which Mr Gernt Miller, jun , has
formed (Smithsonian Misc Coll , 1915, vol Ixv
No la) after a systematic comparison of casts of the
Piltdown fossils with corresponiJing bones of men and
anthropoid apes contained in the National Museum
of the United States Mr Miller regards the mandible
as that of a chimpanzee which had its habitat
in England during the Pleistocene epoch and makes
It the type specimen of a new chimpanzee species
which he names Pan veins a procedure which has
been already questioned by Dr Chalmers Mitchell
(Nature, Dumber 30 1915 p 480) Dr Wm King
Gregory, of the American Museum of Natural Histoiy
(Amer Mus Journal 1914, vol xiv

, p 189), regard
the canine tooth, not as a nght lower, but as a left

upper member of the dental scries an opinion acc^ted
by Mr Miller At a recent meeting (January 34,
1916) of the Odontotogieal Section of the Royal Society
of Medicine, Mr W Courtney Lyne made an elaborate

^analysis of the canine tooth, and gave as his (^nlon
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that the canine tooth was ‘ incongruous m this [Pilt-

downj mandible We are of opinion that future dis-

covery will show that all three specimens are, as Dr
Smith Woodward inferred, parts of one individual, or

at least of individuals of one species \ closer

acquaintance with the anatomy of anthropoid apes

will reveal many similar incongruities m their struc-

ture if mankind has been evolved from an anthro-

poid stock the occurrence of a combination of human
and anthropoid characteristics in earlier or dawn
human forms, such as occur in Eoanthropus is just

what we ought to find

Tub coast-section of Monte Hermoso near Bahn
Blanca Argentina has been relied on by authors who
assign a high antiquity to man in bouih America

^see Natukf, vol \cii p 144) Mr Ricardo Wich
mann, however, contributes to PItysis (tomo 11 , 1916,

p 131) an account of the present condition of the

exposure, ind n marks that I Ameghmo must h i\e

compiled his sequence of formations from observations

ma^ at various localities Ihc surface of the Hcr-
inosean beds now exposed passes beneath the Puel-

chcan without "iny mipearancc of unconformity, -ind

the author was unable to satisfv himself that the

angular fragments of quartzite regarded by Ameghmo
as human implements belong With cerfiinty to the

Puelchean horiaon.

The famous intermittent spring at Rajapiir in thi

Bombay Presidency, is the subject of a short paper by
the Rev Dr A Stcichen, S J (Bulletin No li Indian
Association for the Cultivation of Science) A careful

record of the flow of the spring, kept since 1883, shows
that the flow lasts for sixtetn to sixtj -eight d^s
followed by a drj period of jyi to 1189 dajs Dr
Steichcn has compared these periods with the records

of rainfall, and finds that there is no obNlous corre-

spondence between the two This makes it unlikely

that the mtermittcncy of the spring depends on a
simple siphon like arrangement of channels connected
with an underground reservoir Dr Stcichen supposes
that the channels have this arrangement, but that they
become chokisl with deposits of lime wlm h stops the
flow in many cases before the reservoir is empty
This he believes will also explain how the flow may
begin as late as five months after the last drop of ram
has fallen Whether or not this is the true explana
tion of this extraordinary spring, there certainly is much
limv matter in suspension in the early part of the flow

In a paper published by the University of Nevada
Mr S P Fergusson makes some interesting remarks
on the use of high level meteorological observations in
making forecasts of temperature His comments refer

more particularly to Mount Rose 1 mm ntuin lo Soo ft

high, but he disciissts the results from other high
stations, such as Mount Washington Pike s P< ak
Colorado Ben Nevis and others Mr Fergusson
finds some correlation between the hanges on the
summit ind ilic subscqiieit changes in the lowland
but on the whole the imriression given i*. that moun
tain stations arc not of much use for forecastinj.

Pike's Peak Mount Washington, md Ben Nev v wire
all given up unfortuintelv for mctcoj-ologj but ilu r
use in foretasting was not suffii icnl 'to make up f 1

the cost and d fficultv of mamtaininj, them U
is to be hoped that Mount Rose will not share the
lame fate It ought not to do so, ns many useful

^todulrtet are in progress . also the records are obtained
kulographic jUStruments which can run for long

pmods, so thaQM >s not necessary for the observers
to remain alwaVs on the summit

In a recent note to the Faraday Societj on the
annealing of aluminium Messrs Seligman and Wil-
liams describe certain interesting anomalies In the
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behaviour of this metal Hard-worked aluminium it

more readily soluble In nitric acid than the annealed

metal On heating the hard-worked metul to laj® C
a definite change in the rate of dissolution is brought

about A sample of the hard-worked .metil which
lost 56 mgr per 100 sq cm per 24 hours in 1 4a nitric

acid only lost 39 mgr when similarly exposM after

being annealed at coo** C—a decrease of 30 per cent

On annealing for 10 nours at 125® C there was a decrease

in the rate of dissolution of 53 per cent It was
anticipated that if the heating were prolonged the

decrease in the rate of dissolution might be augmented
This was not found to be the case, but, on the run

trary, as the healing at 125° C was prolonged the fall

in the rate of dissolution diminished until samples

heated for 80 hours at 125® C showed the

same rate of dissolution as, or even a slighth

higher rate of dissolution than, samples whuli
had not been heated at all These facts do n<t

tally completely wnth the observations of other worker-
A release of strain as indicated b> Dr Beilby shoul 1

be accompanied by a 1 eduction in the rate of dissuli

tion but such a release of strain would n it account

for the subsequent inrrease The behaviour of

aluminium as described above is not accounted for bi

any theories which have yet been put forward

Part vi of the Iransactions of the Institution ui

Engineers and Shipbuilders in bcutiaiid loniains an
interesting papi r on tlte 1 jungstrum stc ini turbine

and Its application to in inni piupulsiun read by Mr
K b Porthain on March 21 In this type of turbine
the flow is radial and outwards from tiie centre ind
takes place betweiii two dists fixed on shafts vvhieh

revolve in opposite directions 1 arh disc is fitted

with concentric rings of blades and each ring ui

blades on one disc serves as guides for tlu ring 011

the other disc, which surrounds it and u eoncentrie
thereto Ibc relative speed is thus doubled as eoni-

pared with a turbine having fi\ed guide blades, and
the system therefore necessitates only one^juarter the
total number of rings for the same ethciency Ihe
illustrations m the paper are exceptionally good, and
includes drawings of the largest Ljungstrom turbine
yet constructed This turbine develops 10 000 b h p
at a speed of 3000 revolutions per minute, the
diameter of the outer blade ring is 34 in only Each
of the revolving shafts is connected to an alternator
one at each end of the turbine The londenser is

Dlaoed underneath The overall length is 24 It

neight 21 ft , and the weight of the complete turbo-
alternator IB 4S tons A machine of tins type of 3000
kilowatts, tested in January last with steam at
160 lb per sq in superheated 280° F , gave a con-
sumption of II 15 Ib of steam per kw per hour, and
showed a thermodynamic efficiency of 87 per cent

,
as

compared with the Ideal engine

In connection with the electrification of the North-
Eastern Railway the Engineer for June 2 contains
illustrated particulars of the goods focomotives These
were designed and built it the Darlington works of
the North-Eastern Railway under the direction of
Mr V L Raven Ihcre are four enclosed motors,
each driving an ixic through single-is^uction twin
gearing The test results are of interest A train
of 800 tons was hauled from Newport to Shildon
with stops on certain of the heaviest gradients, this
tram was stopped and started on a gradient of i in
103 The maximum draw-bar pull was 16 tons, and
the average speed from Newport to Shildon was
18-3 miles per hour On a gradient of i in 230 and
45 miles long an average speed of 23 ifliles per hour
was obtained The locomotive also proved capable of
hBuUng a train of 1400 tons on the level at 26 miles
per hour
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OVR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
\ Large Group of Sun-spots —A remarkable spot

outburst, imludlng a great irregular active spot fol

lowed by a widespread disturbed area was cash) sem
with the help merely of dark glasses on Mav 37, 28
and 39 Its reappearance on the eastern limb should
occur about June 13 or 13

The Total Solar Eclipse of hKBKUARv 3, 1916-
A brief announcement in the Publications of the Astro
nomical Society of the Pacific (April) stales tliat

totality was observed through thin clouds by a party
from the Argentine National Observatory stationed

at Tucacas, Venezuela Astronomer Chaudet liad

charge of the expedition, and the equipment inclukd
two cameras for coronal photography two prismatic

cameras for recording the flash and corona spectra

a small slit spectrograph, and a photometer

The Spectrum op Nova Geminokum No 2 — On
a photograph tiken by Messrs Adams and Pease it

Mount Wilson on the nights of Februarv 12 and 13

with a total exposure of nine hours the spectrum still

shows Wolf Rnyet features—bright hydrogen lines and
a \ery prominent blight band at A 46^ art mentioned
The continuous spectrum is dcscrioed is very strong
(Publications Astronomicil Societi of th< Picilit

No 163)

Latitude Obsehvaiions bv Phoiockaphy —The work
of the Interintional Latitude Commission bids fair l'

be remembered as the last great picic < f visti 1

measurement 1 ho results < blnined at Gaithersburg
alone would demonstrate thnt bv means of photo
graphy here as in so many other dipirlinents of

astronomy, a prccisici 1 of superior order is now obt 1111

able From this point of view the report bv Dr Ross
might almost be regarded as epoch making (Speei it

Publication No 27, U S Coast and Geodetic Survey
a quarto memoir of 137 pages and 18 plates) Ihc
photographic zenith tube as developed by Dr Ross is

a remarkable and ingenious instrumental achuve
ment, and the detailed description will no doubt be

read with the greatest interest by instrument makers
in this country It consists essentially of a fixed

vertical tube carrying a honaontal lens over a dish of

mercury, forming an image of zcmlh stars just below
the plane lower surface of the lens on a photogriphu
plate The objective end can be rotated carrying with

it the plate-holder during exposures by clockwork
through a magnetic clutch at suitable rate to g

—

pointImages, or by hand for reversal through i8.

The design of the lens practically eliminates Hk effect

of errors of level Freedom from tremor in the nicr

cun reflector was secured by floating the amalgamated
dish in a second placed on a tripod resting on a

small pier independent of the mam concrete base of

the tube The visual routine programme was con

tinued without Intermission and thus a valuable com
parison of the two methods has been secured

Numerically the superiority of the photographic pro-

cedure IS most obvious when the results from a single

pair of stars are considered, the mean accidental et

of a determination of latitude being reduced fr

±0-1 13* to o<i6o' Especially important is the fact

that although both methods yield abnormal values at

times, no systematic differences can be traced The
comparison brings to light an error with the visual

Instrument that results in a progressive increase of

term, and moreover, proves the existence of fluc-

tuations " not due to a motion of the pole
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THE ROYAL OBSLR I A TOR 1 , GREENWICH
'T'HE report of the Astronomer Royal to the Board
A of Visitors of tile Royal Observatory, Green

wicb, was read at the annual visitation on Saturday
last, June 3 The report desenbes the chief observations
and other work earned on at the observatory during the
year ending May 10, 191O The subjoined extraits
refer to a few points of particular interest

Ihe 28-in rcfiaetor has been thiuughuut the year
at the disposition if A 1 Jinrklitcic director of the
Lille Observaton whoso observations hive been
mainly of stars wlneh hove been discovered
to be doubl since 1 105 He has spent a
good deal of ti ne in the iilentilieations and veriflea

tions necessary to th eonipletion of the catalogue of

double stars refi rred to m last year s report During
the year 141 iitw dnible stiis with s p iration less

than 4* hive b cn ilisiovered

Witli the 1 111 inpson cqiiTtoriat photogi iphs have
been continued for tli< det< rmimtioi of stellar parallax
in accordance witli thu proj,rainme outlined in last

years report During the vear rnded M ly 10, 1916
a first exposure has Iw-eii ^.ivcn to '’09 phtes, and a
second exposuu apprnvmi itely six months after the

first on 226 plites In tin sunc period 164 plates

have best mcTSuicil but the measurement has
had to be discontinued During the year thirty

s<v<n photogriphs hive been taken for the

detcrmin ition of the magnitudes of the stars

in Kapteyn s selected areas Of these thirty-

four have been passed as sitisfactory for measurement
Altogether of the ninety fields from declination +15®
<> +75° '49 photogriphs of fiftv nine fields have
been tnkiii The me isuronicnt is well advanced for

the plates in /one 13®, but his made very little pro
gr ss during the ye ir

The comparison of the position if stars given in

vol ui of the Greenwich iAiction of the Astrographic
Catalogue with those given in earlier catalogues for

the determination of proper motions has been con
tinued With the exception of from lah to oh m the
zone 65° to 70®, this IS practicallv completed A
search for ill stars in tlio Bonn Durchmusterung
between the pole and decimation 6^° with large proper
motions IS in progress by comparison of photographs
from sixteen to twenty years apart Alream 200
pi ite< with centres it declin itioiis (iti® 6SP 70®' have
been compared 111 this w iv

Photographs of the sun were obtained on 244 days
Of these ^02 have been selected foi preservation. In

eluding thirty six with double images of the sun for the
determination of zero of position angle The mean
daily spotted area of the sun which was 131 millionths

of the sun’s visible hemisphere in 1914, as against 7 in

igiy rose in 1915 to considerably over 700 millionths

The mean values of the magnetic elements for

1913 and four previous years arc as follows —

Tip

66 52 6 13 in needles)

66 51 46 ,

66 so 27 ,

f 66 49 '7
,

\ 66 51 13 (dip inductor)

66 St 5^ n

There were no days of great magnetic disturbance
in 1915 but three were classified as of lesser disturb-

The principal features of interest In the nMtdbro-

I9II IS 330 0 18540
1912 IS 243 0 18548
t9«3 >s 152 0 18534

1914 '5 63 0 18518

191 s 4 S6S 018494
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Jk>i<ical condition« at Greenwich during the venr end-
ing April 30, 1916, are (i) the warm January with a
mean temperature a° higher than any January from
1841 to 1915, (il) the great precsures of wind in the

galea in the winter, and (iii) the heavy rainfall in

March, the wettest March since the commencement of

the Gmnwich records in 184?
The following details of the chronicle of the weather

refer to the year ended April 30, 1916 The mean
temperature was 49 6°, or o 1° above the average of

the seventy years 1841-1910 The highest tempera-

ture in the shade was 873° on June 8, and the lem-
perature exceeded 80® on only six days, as against

twenty-one in the previous year The lowest tempera
ture was a3-o“ on November 27, and on forty d^iys

fell as low as 32'o“

rhe mean daily horizontal movement of the nr was
287 miles, which is three miles above the average of
the previous forty-eight years The greatest daily

movement, 955 miles, was recorded on February 16,

and the least, 63 miles, on October 15 The greatest

recorded pressure on the square foot was 350 lb on
January i , the greatest velocity in one hour 51 miles

on December 27
The duration of bright sunshine registered by the

rampbell-Stokes mstrument was 1476 hours out of a
possible 4473 hours, or 33 per cent This is below the

average principally owing to a deficiency in August
nd March
The rainfall was 32 17 in , or 805 in above the

'iiorage for the period 1841-1905 The number of

r^iny davs (0005 in or over) was 168 June with

056 in was the driest, and December with 520 in

the wettest month The rainfall in March was

^
'?he scientific work of the observatory has neces-

sarily been somewhat curtailed but it has been found
possible to keep up all observations of the sun moon
and planets sun spots latitude magnetic and
meteorological registers observations which would
otherwise be prrmancntlv lost The reductions are In

some cases behindhand and must be brought up to

date later Both the siicntfic staff nnd the workmen
hive made e\cn effort to cope with the additional

work caused b\ the ibsence of their normal assistance

Tn the course of the vear six Belgian refugees have
been emploved at the observatorv

THE PIACh OF SCIENCE IN MODERN
METALLURGICAL INDUSTRIES

F it significant of the position which science now
occupies In the iron and steel industry that Sir

William Beardinore, the head of a great armament
, firm in Glasgow, and the president-elect of the Iron

and Steel Institute in discussing the various factors

which determine the success of any particular process

said in his recent presidential address — Science

comes first It is the dominant factor because it

should be the beginning of all things ’ He went
on to point out that there is, however a tendency at

the moment to neglect the other factors, and esMcl-
a^ the attitude of labour towards improved metiiods

of manufacture which are evolved by scientific re-

search This attitude amounts in many cases to an
absolute refusal to utilise such improvements, and
when manufactuMrs are charged with a lack of enter-

prise in not ado^ng modifications which are demon-
strably advantageous the reason frequently is that the

obstructionist attitude of labour organisations renders

those improvements impossible of execution Sir

WWiam Beardmore quite rightly insists that the ques-

tUm It one of profound national importance He
eays -
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* The employment of the people and their well-being
depend upon plenty of work This in turn requires
the maintenance of a great export trade Effidmcy
and economy in manufactures can do much to win
and retain foreign as well as British Impena] markets.
This necessitates advance towards perfection of design
and greater volume of output, through improvementIn
the mechanical means of production evolved by expen-
ment It follows that research should be a charge
upon the selling price To counterbalance this cl»rge
it is essential thnt the volume of outout should be
increased Thus when we reach the bedrock of in-

dustrial conditions we find thit unless restrictions and
limitations dictated by workers’ organisations are
abolished much of the gain possible to the nation due
to research and experiment must be lost

’

Seldom before has this point been made with such
brevity and convincingness Sir William Beardmore
went on to give Instances of the restrictive methods
of trade unions during the war, which would be
almost incredible if they were not, as they unfor-
tunately are, amply proved to be true

One of the best points made in his address was the
dear and proper distinction drown between the two
main divisions of scientific research which he dassified

as “in one case purely theoretical, almost classical,

in the other as distinrtfy technical or practical " each
of which has its proper sphere As regards the
former the results obtained merely indicate poten-

tialities for the future as regards the latter they
are generally contemporaneous with artual manufac.
ture No more difiirult questions come up for decision

than the potentialities from a commercial point of
view, of problems which have been solved In the
laboratory It is very enrouraging to scientific

workers in metallurgy to find siirh stress laid on the
importance of theoretical research bv a practical man
of the attainments of Sir William Beardmore

H C H C

RECENJ LNrOMOLOGY
'T'HE Termites, or white ants of the Lnited
2 btates are described by Thomas E bnyder from

the bionomic and economic point of view m Bulletin

333 of the U S Department of Agriculture ThrM
species of Leucotermes—one an introduced immigrant
from South Europe—are included In the survey The
principal injury caused by the termites is the destruc-

tion of woi^cn buildings and other structures but at

times they divour living trees and growuig crops, as
well as broke, papers doth fabrics, and stored grain
and flour

From the current number (part 3, vol Iv B) of the
Review of Applied Entomology it is evident that the
destruction ot lice infesting troops on the Eastern battle-

front IS a problem confronting both German and
Russian army surgeons and sanitarians From a
ummarv of Dr A Hase’s recent paper tn the Ceis-

tralbL Baht Pareuit » Infektionskrankh (Ixxvli , 3,

<915)1 Icvn fhot dirty greasy underclothing causes
a Mgh temperature which is deterrent to lice and we
are struck by a touch of human interest rarely found
in the summary of a technical paper “ The tooops were
ad anxious to be freed from the pests with die exception
of an East Prussian, who saltf that the ntde creaturae
reminded him of home “

A recent number (vol iii , 3) of the Indian Journal
of Medical Research contains some pi^s of intercet

to students of the Diptera Major 8 S- Christophers
reviaea the list of Indian Anophelini and desenbes dw
various stages of Anopheles plumbtua—t species ap-
parently common to Europe, North America, and
Indio—the larvae of which were found inhabiting hobs
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in tree-trunlu near Simla. Baini Prashad dcacnbcc
tba microscopical structure of the haltcres in mos-
quitoes, and discusses their use, believing that the
^iiibrating sense is the only function certainly attrl

butable to the organs, which appear to have no con
nection with sound production or stndulation The
same author gives an account of the internal male
organs in sevoral mosquito genera A paper of very
considerable importance by P K Awaii, entitled

Studies in Flies, II , cuntarns descriptions of the
genital armature in several Muscid genera as cx>m.
pared with those of other Diptera, illustrated by nine
teen clearly drawn plates The author points out that
ten segments may be represented m the abdotmn of
the higher Diptera, conhrming the view put forward
by G H Carpenter and T R Hewitt in their account
of the reproductive organs of warble-flies (Hypoderma)
published in 1914 (Sci Proc R Dublin Soc , vol aiv
No ig) Mr Awati attempts to co-ordinate the incon
veniently divergent terminology which has grown up
in connection with the mole armature of flies studied
by various writers

The important families of tlie Tabanidm and
Therevida arc dealt w ith m part 11 of A White s
monograph of the Diptera Brachycera of lasnimu
(Proc R Soc Tasmania 1915, pp 1-59)

In the Journ Agrtc Research (vol v , No 12)

D G Tower writes on the Biology of ApanlcUs
mtlitaris a parasite of tlu noituid moth iic/iu

fhtla (or Leucanta) umpuncta the caterpillar of which
is notorious in North America under the name of
army worm he describes the outlines of the eni

bryonic development, the hatching of the larvi, and
its various stages I he whole life history occupies
about twenty five davs P irthenogencsts may occur

,

all the ofTspring of cirgin females appear to be males
The author discusses the function of the curious em
bryonic outgrowth of the hind gut known as the
caudal vesicle and agrees with the view of R

Weissenberg (Sif-6 Gesellsch naturf Freundc Ber
tin I Kii i) that it is a Icmporiry orgin of c'ccrclion

IV f Nirnon I Kellogg and Gordon h hen s pub
lisli III the Stanford I’nvtrsity Scries (Cahforni

)

some valuable notes on the Anoplura and Mallophaga
of North American mammals They point out th it

the systematic study of the Anoplura has born
mnrk^y neglected and furnish a diagnostic table of

families and genera which will prove useful to

students The importance of these blood sucking in

sects as transmitters and possibly as alternate hosts

of Protozoa causing disease in ni i nnials is naturally

ennphasised
Students of economic entomology and of sacred his

tory will alike be attracted by John D Whiting’s
article on a recent plague of locusts near Jerusalem
In the National Geographic Journal (Washington vol

xvvHi , No 6) This article gives a vivid descnptim
of the locust swarms and the damage done by them to

vegetation, it is illustrated b\ a most remarkable
senes of photographs G II C

UNiyERSITl AND LDUCiTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

OxroRP —A party of sixteen professors from v ir ous

universities in France has lately cisited Oxford They

received a cordial welcome and were gnen ample
opportunities of observing the efiect of the war upon

the life of the University

Prof A Schuster has been appointed Hallev lecturer

for *917
Owing to Circumstances connected with the war the

election of a reader In geography is postponed until

further notice
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By the will of the late Miss C L BcckwiUi ont
half of the residue of her state which amounts to-

about Soooi , IS bequeathed to the Victoria Ltiiversitv

of Manchester in aid of the John Htnry Beckwith
Scholarship, founded by her mothi r

Saence announces that by the will of the late Mr
C W Harkness Y ile Universiij will rccci\e loo.oool

and the Harkness Fund for siiintitic ind educational

work 50,000! It is also innouiiLcd that a bequest
of 30000! has been made to the Johns Hopkins
University by Miss Jessie Gill ndtr for ihc purpose
of instituting org iniscd rcse irrh into the problem of

epilepsy

SoMS mt I tils ago the G rni 11 iiithoritics removed
to Geriiianj as prisoners two professors of the Univer-
sity of Ghent Messrs 1 redi rii q and I’lrcnne against
whom no charge w as in id« and no reason was given
The Dutch t overnment attciwards approached the
German Govirnnicnt with thi view of obtaining their

release, and now a memonil his been sent with the
same object to the Berlin Academy of Sciences to

ocher Germ in acadcinns and liarncd societies to the
senates of the German universities and individually

to a large number of German profissors There are
nearly 200 signatories all professors in Dutch univer-
sities or members of the \cademy of Sciences of
Amsterdam, ind the list includes many of the best-

known nanus of Dutch science The memorialists
tall upon thtir German colleagues to obtain from the
Government permission for Profs FrM^ricq and
Pircnne to proceed to Holland in order to continue
their studies there They ire convinced that a refusal

would senoush disappoint a large part of the Dutch
notion

Under the title Om B»irns Idcaltr, Dr A Leh
mum his published (Kgl Danske Vtdenskabernes
S Iskab'. I orliaiidlt tgen 191O No 3 pp 107) an illu-

minating malysis of the replies given by 4602 Danish
clulilnn to the question What person would you
w ish to be like and why do you prefer the model you
lijvc chosen? The subjects of the inquiry were
selected from five distinct types of schools and in

eluded boys and girls of all ages from eight to sixteen

Many intc resting points are brought out- for example,
that although p<irenls and other personal acquaintances
fail badly to maintain their original position as the

heroes of childhood tlicy tend to be rehabilitated in

ih esteem of the adolescent Taking the results as a
whole the curves showing the preferences of the two
sexes for persons virtues and accomplishments fall

rather widely apart In a final section of the paper

the author seeks to determine the influence of co-

education upon the course taken by these curves, and
shows that it represents something much more positive

than n mere tendinev to bring the views of boys and
girls closer togotlici

Durinq the past >ear the sub-conmuttee on research

funds of the Committee of One Hundred of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science
has tried to secure Information regarding research

funds in the United States and particularly such as
are available without substantial limitations at to the
residence and so on of the person receiving the grant
A list of the more important endowments to which no
restrictions arc attached, with the exception of those

I devoted to medical research, has been prraared, and is

published in the issue of Science for May 12 The
total capital value of these endowments Is 4,603,150!

,

and tho^ funds where the endowment reaches 5000!
or more arc as foBows —The Carnegie Institution,

4400,000!., die Smldisonian Institution, 50,000! , the

i

Engineering Foundation Board, New York Cl^,
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40,000/ ,
ihL National Academy of Scienoei, 30640/—

including the Hathe Fund, ij 300/ , and the Watson

1 und 5000/ the American Association for the Ad
vancement of Science 20 000/ made up of the ( ol

burn hund of 15 000/ md the General Research hund
of 3000/ ,

the American Academy of Arts and Sciences

15 760I
,
made up of the Rumford Fund of 13 200/

nnd the C M Warren Fund of 2500/ ,
the Cil forma

Academy of Sciences, 13,000/ ,
Harvard College Ob

cervatory Advancement of Astronomical Science Fund
Hrmol , the National Geographic Society Fund for

Exploration and Geographical Research 7000/ the

Eli*abeth Thompson Science Fund 5200/ ,
and thi

Archaeological Institute of America Washington
3O00I

i>OCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Reyol Soctety, Juno 1 ‘’ir J J Thomson president

in the chair—Prof H M Macdonald The tr ins-

mission of electric waves around the e irth s surf ict

A formula is obtainid for tlie magnetic for-e at my
point of the earth s surface siippo^ inipdrfrctly con
ducting when the source is a simple oscillator norm il

to ite surface If )) = (r/2AV)l, wnere ir is tlu specific

resistance of the earth at its surface, V is the xilocitv

of radiation in the space outsidi the earth A is the
wave-length of the oscillations and s-(2«o \) wlurc
a IS the cartli a radius it appears that, when ijs s a
small qunntitx the effect of inipcrfict condu 1 on is

to increase tlw magnetic force at t distance from the

oscillator, the ratio of the ma^etic force in this case
to the magnetic force when the conduction is jicrhrt

increasing with the distance from the os« ill itor and
diminishing with increasing wa\e length When
squares and higher powers of »;sl are neglected the

r suits at angular distance s from the os ill ilor of (

°

i)*’ 12® 15® 18® (or a wavelength of five I ilometres

agree with those derived from Love’s results whin
the square of kjm is neglected The IT ct of th

terms involving squares of tjcl is opposite i > th it of

the first order terms Values of the ratio re caleu
1 ited from the general formula for w ive lengths < f

five Etlometrcs and two kilometres for a wave length
of five kilometres the ratio mere isi s almost uniformly
from 1004 at an ingular distmic of ( ® to 1 7 t

18®, and for a w ax c length of two kU metres Iri m
1 106 at 6° to 1 08 at 18® P of W M Hkm \

critical study of spectral scries Part I\ Ihc siriu

tiire of spark spectra fhe commumi ition deals with
the nature of the struclure of spark spectra using
for this purpose the spectra of siher and gold It s
f lund that prartically the w hole of a spectrum in

each case is built on a similar plan Lines differ from
other lines by constant differences of wave number
tailed links and sets of lines are connected bv these

links Into chains or linkages attached each to one
of the ordinary senes lines These links depend oi
successive AKlisplacenicnts on the senes limits where
A IS the displacement which gives the doublet srparn
fion, all of w hirh mav be i ilculnted from data already
known The discussion is confined onlv to displa e

ments on the p and x sequences Those depending on
the d sequences exist but their discussion is post-

poned.

—

Tsfmwt Periodic disturbame of level

arising from the load of neighbouring oceanic tides

In Heeker’s observations on the lunar deffc»ction of
gravity the force apparently arting on the iiendulum
nt Potsdam larger fruition of the moon’s direct

attraction acts towards east or west than
xvheti it acts toWHjjjk north or south A similar result

has been found Wwlehelson In his observation of the

lunar ^bturbadon of water-level nt Chieago A cal
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culation is here made to ascertain to what extent the

tiltmg of the cround caused by the excess pressure

of the tide in the North Atlantic is Important for the

exploitation of this geodynamical discrepancy Re-

placing the North Atl intic by a circular basin of

radius aooo km ,
taking the position of Chicago to be

I

1000 km from the loast und tlie rigidity of the

I

earth to be fix 10' c g s it is found that the attraction

effect of a uniform tide iier metre of height is about

0-0024*. while Its tilling iffccl is is much ns o-oob^*,

i tlie maximum of the direct bin ir attraction being

0017* If the surf ICC of tide is ellipsoidal

shelving towards the coast nearly the same result is

reached for the same mean tidal height —t R R
Pridtssz The use of partly neutralised mixtures of

acids as hydrion regulators It has been shown that

mixtures of ands havi certain advantages over single

I

acids which have been hitherto used for hydrion regu-

lators The principle of inserting the acids required

lo make the neutralisation graph more nc irly linear

I
should be capible of wide ipplicntion \ mixture of

I

phosphoric acetic and boric acids has been investi-

gated till (II )
values tabulated ind details given

for the reproduction of these as st md irds They were
found to possiss Ihc dxantiges predicted - Dr
fan Arber The foss 1 floras of the Coal Measures

of South Staffordshire A flora of fifty-cight spi-aes

IS described from a new horiron in South Stafford-

shire the Red Clay Scries or Old Hill Marls of

Transition Coal Mi isiire igi A new g nus ( alamo-
phloios md new species of Sphenoptens md Cardio
carpus arc discnlnd as well as scxcral records new
to this horiron Ten new records are added to the

known flora of the Produclivi Scries (M ddlo Coal
Meisuris) including new speiies of CaLamites and
I.«pidostrobus \ largo number of additional records

from new localities or horizons are added in respect

to fossils ilreidy known from these beds

Faraday Society, M ly 9 —bir Robert Hadfield presi-

dent in the choir F BatKbek An analysis of th©
theory of gils as systems of two liquid phases The
generally accepted theory of the constitution of g 1 s

that they are systems of two liquid phases No
attempts have b^n made lo detirmme whether this

assumption accounts for \ irmus observed properties

of gels Tlie present paper is i mathematical inves-

tig tion direct! d t > determining w hether the observed
clastic properties of gils are compatible with thwr
being lomposed of two I quid phases only and it is

concluded that this theory is untenable —F C
ThonipsOB Ih properties of solid solutions of metals
and of intermctnllic compounds By considering the
sp ICC lattice if a solid solution of two metals as result-
ing from 111! substitution of nt ims of B for an equal
nimbi r of A in the spice latVue of the latter it is

possible (
>
predict with some completeness the proper-

ties hard less spr i ifir voluini and electrical resistance of
the alloy —F C Tbompton 1 h« annealing of metals
After briefly considering the structural changes in-
duced in metals and simple alloys by such processes
as tolling or xvire drawing as a result of which the
crystalline elements* remain unchanged in hardness
the conditions governing such merhanlcal treatment of
metals are examined —7 Jeffries Gram sixe
naeasuremrnts in metals and importance of such in-
formation The author’s method for measur-
ing gi-iin size lonsists in counting the giains
completely included and partlx included in the
circular portion of an imnare of the specimen
of stan^rd magnification, and bv means of an em-
nirica] formula determining therefrom the equlxrilent
number of whole grams in the standard area—Dr
F J Brides The changes In physical prop^es of
aluminium with merh inical work II —Specific heats
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of*lukrd and soft atuminium It was found that tht.

specific heat of thi. hard aluminium was higher than

for annealed nnd this confirmed the view that

aluminium is converted into an amorphous form b>

excessive mechanical work It was further found

that the specific heat underwint a chingi when tht

h ird-^awn bars and wire were heated to 100° C
Dr R Seligmaa and P WIUUbs Nutt on the anninl

mg of aluminium Hard worked aluminium which
had been heated for ten hours at 125° C was less

rndily soluble in nitric acid than the san« metal
before heating, but if the heating were continued for

eighty hours, this comparative immunity from attack

w as lost (see p v”) P J Hsrtung Contribution to

the thi-orv of solutun The luthor has tested tlu

divergence in physical proptrtiis from those cikul iliil

bs the simple niixtur 1 iw shown bj two complcteh
miscible liquids whuli do not visiblv react with t iih

other No simple soh itc theorv wilf suffice to expl-mi

thi e\pi rinu ntnl results tviii though the liquids us«d
with one exiepliun arc little assoiiatcd

Physical Society, Msy 12 —Prof C \ Boys, prcsi

dent in the chair —Dr H S AUeo 1 he latent heats

of fusion of metals and the cjiiantum theory The latent

heat of fusion is identified with the energy mccssirvto
inuntcrbalanco that of a certain number of osrilla

tors concerned m holding together the crystallim

structure Assuming that the energy of in oscillator

having a \ thr ition frequency v is

where X St inds for In /Rl it is found that the atomic
heat of fusion of metal can be calculated with fur
accuracy b\ the formul 1

At -tNKTx
^

Here A denotes the itoinie weight, L tlie hiint he it

and e the ratio of the number of oscillators in ques.
tion to the number of atoms Thus the number of
oscillators in one gram molecule is \c where N is

\\U(,adru s eonstuiU It is found that to the f ictor t

must be assigned u value which is utlMr unitv or t

simple fr iction 1 he frequenev at the tt mpe r iturc of
the melting point is calculated means of the
formula of I indemann The application of Debye s

theory is also discussed — T S«lth f < nsts for light

distribution Ihi principle on whuh lenses for secur
ing a required distribution of light from a giviii sourci

hue been designed is illustrated bv 1 twoaiinMnsioniil
example The principle employtd is to divide lh<

incident and emergent cnergv into a number of i-qu il

parts and compute the lens sysliin so that ilie ravs
which separate off these portions of incident light from
one another are refracted as ravs which separate the
corresponding portions of I hi emergent light lh<
surfaces obtained are in general of varying curvature
and the lenses must therefore be moulded It is

shown how the effect of the finiti si/e of the light

source may be determined — T SmMh The choiri of
glass for cemented objectives The strict fulfilment
of the mathematical conditions for freedom from
colour, spherical aberration and lomi, for nbiects at

varying distances from a thin cemented doublet lens
necessarily demands a change in the kinds of glass
as the position of the object is changed The piper
described a method by which the proper glasses can
be determined bv using a glass chart on translucent
paper, in conjunction with diagrams calculated for the
purpose as a slide-rule

Zoalegleal Stwlsty, May aa—Dr Henry Woodward
vice-president in the chair —Lieut R BrsMi
The structure of the skull In Chrysochloris
Two stages in the development of the skull hjivc been
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studied. Ihc earlier is that of a newly born C/iryio

ckloru hottentola, the skull of which has been cut into

microscopic sections and reconstructed, and a some-
what later st igc of ( hrynochloris asialtca the skull

of which has been prtparcxl for the study of the mem-
brane bones rho skull is held to be in some respects

highly specialised and in others degenerate, although
also retaining a number of very primitive characters

—Dr C W Andrews An mcomplttc sternum of u
gigantic cariniti bird from the (/) Eocene of Nigeria
Comparison with tlie sterna of several groups of birds

leads to tho conilusion tliat this specimen, though
differing cons dernbly from the sternum of any living

member of the group belonged to i viry large repre

scntative of the rubmiris It has ibout twice the
linear dimensions of tlie sternum of an albatross of

which the spread of wing (m the flesh) was 10 ft 8 in

It IS proposed to refer this species to a new genus
Gigantornis, the specific name being G caglesomet
after Us discoverer —Dr A Smith Woodward A
mammalian mandibular ramus ftxim an Upper Creta-
ceous formation in Alberta, Canada The specimen
represented an opossum like marsupial and the author
re hired it to 1 uw spieiis of t imolestes named C
cullen in honour of its discoverer, Mr W E Cutler
The close dental scries behind the cimne measured

I

30 mm in length, and the molars differed from those
I of the two known species of the genus in their rela-

tively less elevated trigonid The fourth premolar
was a large tumid, laterally compressed cone with
one well separated posterior cusp

—

Lotslmlk (i) A
list of Carabidx collected in Chopersk district. South
Russia (a) a new species of the genus Platysma from
China and (3) notes on species of Platysma from
Australia —F G Benlsnger A ni w liaard of tho
genus Phrynosonn- Dr R W Shafeldt Notes on
cases of albinism seen in American animals

Paris

I

Academy ol Sciences, May 22 —M Camille Jordan in
th< chair (i BIgonrdiui Ihe immediate collabora

I tors of Peircsc These included Jean I ombard,
Simtin rorlurm ind \ntoitH \garrat and an outline
of the astionomiral work of eiih is given —F Cahen

I

The general r nluied numbers of Hcrmitc —^T

BlalobJ^I The mflucnie of the pressure of radiation
on the rotation of the celistial bodiis—T Pecealskl

I

The effect of temperatuu on tin structure of paraffin
' A stud) of the effects produce*d on paraffin wax by
prolonged exposure to temper item s slightly below its

melting point for a piriffin w ix the density of
which was originally below oejeio the de nsity increased
with prolonged heating, and this eliangc is aceom-

I

fiaiiicel by a considerable reduetion in the electrical

onductmty of the material M Skgbahn The exist

cnee of a new group of linos (senes M) in high-
frequency spectra The lims weri produced bv
uranium On account of the absorption of these lines

bv nir tho spectrograph was in a vacuum j the crystal

used being a plate of gvpsum This scries has"also
been found to be represented m the speetra of thorium
bismuth lead thallium mil gold \ SchUM and A
Targoaski The Brownian movoim nt of partirli>s of

oil tin, and cadmium in different gases and at

I

different pressures From tht results obtained ex

perimcntally it Is eoncluded Ih it Einstein’s theory of
I Brownian motion applies to all spherical particles

without restriction It also ipplies to non-spherical

particles of not too irrci'ulnr form whatever may be
the gaseous medidm —F Pkanl A new method for

j
^he estimation of fluorine The method is based on
the insolubility of thorium fluonde in solutions faintly

acidified with acetic or nitric acid o-oi per cent of

fluorine can be detected The application of the

method to various minerals containing fluorine Is
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dp<!cnbed —M< and Mtn« F M*r««u fhe phenomena
of sexuality in lichens of the genus Solorina—

J

aiovsr } An electricai apparatus for auscultation,

clmirtil exploration and experimental physiology—

P

Lcctee and A Preala experimental resear hes on
the mechanism of encystment of foreign bodies and
on htent microbism —M Msrage The classifiuitlon

of deaf soldiers according to their power of hearing

A critieism of the current methods for determining

deafness in the French Armv These re shown to

b( faulty in three respects
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POSITION AND PROSPECTS OF
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

'T3 ECENT commumcations to the British and

Oermhn Press show that already the op-

posing’ forces of the trade war of the near future

are manoeuvring into positions favourable tor the

{prosecution of their militant operations This

coflteit, when opened, will be most seiere m the

domdui of the coal tar products, in which hitherto

the Qerman manufacturers have maintained a very

lucrative monopoly The German newspapers of

thd fiftt week in May contain references to an
itmalgamation of the producers of aniline dyes,

dfug^, and other fine chemicals Tlicse manufac-
turers, who have made enormous profits since the

outbreak of war, have been impelled to take this

step by the fear of foreign, and especially British

and American, competition Seven large chemi
cal factories formerly beloi^ng to three different

grohps have, while retaining a lertain degree of

independence formed a new community of in

terests,” m which the units will shire their ex

genence, so that all products will be manu
factured by at least two of them simultaneously

The strength of this imalgamation is to be gauged,

not only bv its capital of more than ii,ooo,oool

but by Its unequalled combination of financial,

technical, and scientific efficiency

The advocates of a chemical directorate for

pbemical factories are met m 1 ngland with the

statement that m Germany the technical du-ectors

are only a{^arently supreme, and that the

l%her policy is in reality dictated by bankers
and flnanners ITiis view is contradicted by
yonodrts which states that the German chemical

trust IS the only one over which banks and finan

ciers have no control, because this chemical industry

has always made such huge profits that it is now
supplied with ample funds for extension The
Genda* Press is very optimistic as to the success

of the new organisation m maintaining the

ascendancy m dyes and fine chemicals of all de-

scriptions This, sanguine anticipation is based
on the fact that chemical science has hitherto

lieen treated with indifference m England The
Neuesis Nachnehten of Munich asks, "Do the

En^sh really behove that, by means of customs
and patent laws, by waging an economic war,

and by boycotting our goods, they can counter-

balance German intelligence?" Vorwirts, from
point of view of the worker, deplores the

mmation of tlid^German tmst on the ground that

« chamist or chemical workman incumi^ the

-Vllllttftrtnilk Of dnn knit Of tiie grOup is not Itkdy
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to find further employment in German chemical

industry

In England the situation in regard to the

grouping of coal-tar industnes is still obscure,

but certain significant developments hav c recently

taken place The State fostered orgamsatioD

has at len^h admitted a chemist to its board of

directors, a step the desirability of which has been

repeatedly urged In the columns of Naturb and

other organs of the Press But although British

Dyes, Ltd
,

of Huddersfield, have in the* diffi-

cult circumstances of the war made commendabl*

progress, it is hard to see how this single organ-

isation cm hope to compete with the giant trust

of Germany, with its vast resources and accumu-

lited experience Government help should be

forthcoming for ill willing workers in this field,

and attempts at the boycott and repression of

indtviduil firms or chemists should, in the public

interest, lie rigorously suppressed The friendly

rivalrv between Yorkshire and I ancashire which

is a perennial feature of hfe in the industrial

North IS being extended into chemical industry

by the recent noteworthy achievements of the

(irm of Messrs Levinstein, ltd
,
of Manchester

Although excluded from the Governmental

favours monopolised by their trade rivals this

firm now cliims to manufacture one-half the

quantity of dyes formerly imported into this

country from (icrmany Throughout the wa?
Messrs Levinstein hive supplied the Admiralty

and Wir Office with enormous quintities of blue

ind khaki dyes and their colours have rendered

possible the equipment of the Belgian and

Itilian irmiis with dyed uniforms The scientific

side of this enterprise will be greatly strength-

ened and vitalised by the appointment to thd

headship of its research department of Prof

Green, formerly professor of tinctorial chemistry

in the University of Leeds, and the discoverer of

primulme, dianthine, and other important dyes

In addition to the two oldest-established firms,

many other industrial undertakings are clcveloping

extensively in the direction of manufacturing dye_j

and other coal tar products These firms include,

not only those in the colour trade before flie war,

but also munitions factories at present engaged in

the production of high explosives, the directors of

which are lookmg to the manufacture of dyes and
fine chemicals for a profitable employment of their

numerous workers and extensive plants Emally,

there is an uicreasing tendency on the part of

academic chemists to launch out ul the direcdon

of {ireptUxng utgendy needed chemicals, such ak

diniethylaniline an^ jB-nyphthol Sbme of Uleae

workecs are spend^ time and money on pro
docts whtpb drtr altoady hemg ihictessfully manU-
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facturcd by the larger firms During the war
period the famine in chemicals enables the “small

men ” to make a profit, even on their necessarily

restricted operations. It is, however, doubtful

whether these praiseworthy enterprises will be

aUe to withstand the stress of the forthcoming

trade war The collapse of these smaller under-

takings will spell rum to some, and will inevitably

entail losses of capital and industrial eneigy

What IS urgently needed at present is an intelli-

gent co-ordination of these useful and patriotic

activities

The question of dyes is only part of the larger

problem of coal-tar products, in which Germany
has invested a capital of 80,000,oool The cost

of producing the best modem synthetic dyes can

never in this country be brought to the German
level until the utilisation of numerous by-products

IS placed on a sound economic basis The solu-

tion of this intricate problem demands years of

patient and often unproductive research, syste-

matic organisation of chemical mvestigation, co-

ordinaticMi of national resources in men and
materials, and extensive industrial development,

supported and defended impartially by a saenti-

fically informed branch of the Government.
There is no evidence that anything systematic

IS being attempted These sporadic and dis-

organised enterprises will prove futile against

our scientifically organised opponents Success

in this strenuous struggle will come to British

chemical industry only if the tactics of the unsup-
ported industrial sniper are replaced by the far-

seeing strategy of an organist general staff of

qualified chemists and manufacturers
An important step in this direction was taken

on May 23 at a meeting, held at Burbngton
House, of the representatives of one hundred
leading firms engaged in chemical mdustries,

when a motion was adopted to the effect that “it

was desirable that British firms engaged m the

chemical and allied trades should form an asso-

ciation to promote closer co-operation and to place

before the Government the views of the chemical

trade generally, to further industrial research,

and to facilitate closer co-operation between
chemical manufacturers and various universities

and technical schools “

At this meeting the chairman. Dr Charles

Carpenter, president of the Society of Chemical

Industry, pointed out that at present we had no
organisation to meet foreign competition when
war was over Mr Brunner, M P

,
mover of the

resolutioa, stated that, although the war had
shown that science was invaluable in tune of war,

yet the Government, by their lack of knowledge of

chemistry, bad kept them back in more ways
than one
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The opmion was also expressed that this Digit-

isation of chemical industries should be regarded

as a necessaiy step in the direction of afi^ting

chemiral manufacturers with a more comprehensive

union embracing allied trades How extensive

and diverse are the ramifications of the colour m-

dustry will be seen when due consideratbo is

given to the trades affected directly by the ab-

normal price of dyes Although textile manufac-

turers have been hardest hit, the blow has also

been felt by paint- and colour-makers, pt^-
makers, mk-manufacturers, leather-workers, soap-

boilers, coach-builders, sealing-wax makers, and

the Imoleum, celluloid, and engineering trades If

further evidence be needed to emphasise the claim

of the synthetic dye manufacturers for impartial

and extensive Government support, it is the car-

dinal fact that this trade is a key industry m the

general scheme of national defence. An outstand-

ing example may be cited One of the large

German dye groups was, before the war, employ-

ing 10,000 curatives in the production of colours

and other fine chemicals To-day there are*i4,ooo

workers in these factories making high explo-

sives

LiMBS HYDRODYNAMICS
HydrodytiamKs By Prof Horace Lamb Pp
xvi+708 hourth edition (Cambridge At
the University Press, 191b ) Price 242 net

'^HAT this work should have already reached a
fourth edition speaks well for the study of

mathematical physics By far the greater part of

It IS entirely beyond the range of the books avail-

able a generation ago, and the improvement m
the style is as conspicuous as the extension of the

matter My thoughts naturally go back to the

bodes m current use at Cambridge m the early

’sixties With rare exceptions, such as the

notable one of Salmon’s “Conic Sections,“ and
one or two of Boole’s books, they were arid in the
extreme, with scarcely a reference to the history

of the subject treatM or an indication to the
reader of how he might pursue his study of it

At the present time we have excellent tMXiks in

English on most branches of mathematical
physics, and certainly on many relating to pure
mathematics
The progressive development of his subject is

often an embarrassment to the writer of a text-

book Prof Lamb remarks that his ** work has
less pretensions than ever to be rt^ardod as a
complete account of the science wiui which it

deals The subject has of Ute attracted increased
attention in various countries, and it has become
correspondingly difficult to do jushce to the grow-
ing literature Some memoirs deal chielfy wifil

questions of mathematicaPmethod and to fall odt-
side the scope of this book, others, thotigli

physically important, scarcely admitof atxmdeBMd
analysis

, others, agaip, owing to die niilti|ilid^
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of wblications, may unfortunately have been

ovenooked And there is, I am afraid, the in-

evitable personal equation of the author, which

leads bm to take a greater interest in some
branches of the subject than in others

Slost readers will be of opinion that the author

has held the balance fairly Formal proofs of

existence theorems ’ are excluded Some of

these, though demanded by the upholders of

mathematical rigour tell us only what we knew
before, as Kelvin used to say Take for example,

the existence of a possible stationary temperature

within a solid when the temperature at the sur

face IS arbitrarily given A physicist feels that

nothmg can make this any clearer or more certain

What IS strange is that there should be so wide

a gap between his intuition and the lines of argu
ment necessary to satisfy the pure mathematician
Apart from this question it may be said that every

where the mathematical foundation is well and
truly laid, and that in not a few cases the author s

formulations will be found the most convenient

starting point for investifjfations in other subjects

as well as in hydrodynamics To almost all parts

of his subject he has made entirely original con
tnbutions and, even uhen this could not be
claimed, his exposition of the work of others is

often so much simplified and improved as to be of

not inferior value \s examples may be men
tioned the account of Cauchy and Poisson s theory

of the waves produced in deep water by a local

disturbance of the surface (§ 238)—the first satis

factory treatment of what is called m Optics a
dispersive medium—and of Sommerfcld s investi

gation of the diffraction of plane waves of sound
at the edge of a semi-infinite screen (§ 308)

Naturally a good deal of space is devoted to the

motion of a liquid devoid of rotation and to the

reaction upon immersed solids When the sohds
are "fairly ' shaped this theory gives a reasonable
approximation to what actually occurs but when
a real hquid flows past projecting angles the

motion IS entirely different, and unfortunately this

IS the case of greatest praj^cal importance The
author, fallowing Helmholtz lays stress upon the

negative pressure demanded at sharp corners m
order to maintain what may be called the electric

character of flow This explanation may be ade
quate in some cases but It is now well known
that liquids are capable of sustaming negative
pressures of several atmospheres How, too, does
the explanation apply to gases which form jets

under quite low-pressure differences?^ It seems
probable that viscosity must be appealed to
This is a matter which much needs further eluci-

dation It IS the one on which Kelvin and Stokes
held strongly divergent views
The later chapt^ deal with vortex motion,

t IlMte lint tlqoUi do aot hrMk UKkr modwoM MotlTe |ii«

WMlmmnitoT Yoiik.. Tho Bocnltod* of tht oobwdotTbitwwa IhiMd
|

ij«Wi, M
l

jtojpoitidoi wI* bkiw

ts tiM t«b» 0^ hwooMlv at o'bdiM cnaJSSoUrZnatw Uno^th
vMdi it MMlfTMndi,ofiOGe<Miit ^ (fwaraMm •taovhm „
IkoaMeaW hM Im wII botlod l« Ibo Mb*.-!! mayboBiofwMmln la
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tidal waves, surface waves, waves of expansion

(sound), viscosity, and equilibrium of rotating

masses On all these subjects the reader will find

expositions which could scarcely be improved ^
gether with references to original writings of the

author and others where further devdopments
may be followed

It would not have accorded with the author s

scheme to go into detail upon experimental

matters but one feels that there is room for a
supplementary volume which should have r^ard
more especially to the practical side of the sub-

ject Perhajw the time for this has not yet come
During the last few years much work has been
done in connection with artificial flight We may
hope that before long this may co-ordinat^
and brought into closer relation with theoretical

hydrodynamics In the meantime one can
scarcely deny that much of the latter science is out
of touch with reality Rayieigh

PREHISTORY IN INDIA
Madras Government Museum The hoote CoU

leciton of Indian Prehistoric and Protohistonc
Antiquities Notes on their Iges and Distru
button By Robert Bruce Foote Pp xv +
246+ plates 64 (Madras Government Press,

1916 )
Price 14* 8d

'T'HIS book must be welcomed, in default of any
A systematic study of the prehistoric remains.

The late Mr Bruce Foote had for more than
forty years, been collecting stone implements as
a bye issue of his professional work as Govern-
ment geologist In 1901 he published a valuable

catalogue of the collection in the Government
Museum at Madras Since then he drew up the

present catalogue of his own collection, which
has lately been added to that museum The
photographic plates here are sufhciently good, and
a large map of India (in end pocket) ^ows seven
distinct classes of prehistoric sites by coloured
signs The arrangement by locality is useful for

the future worker, but it makes the grasp of the
historical results more difficult to follow
The mam question, for which no answer seems

forthcoming, is that of the relative and absolute
age of prehistory in India Some assurances given
here are surprising, as that in India “the iron

industry is one of great antiquity (far greater,
indeed, than m Europe—0 g ,

at Hallstatt or Ita

Tine)” (p 25) Also that “the iron workers
were the direct successors and probably lineal

descendants of the neolithic p^le ” (p 3)
Further, that only m “the Later Wn Age we
reach a period m which we find Indian man had
become acquainted With three additional metals—
gold, copper, and tin” (p 3) We see here a
position so different from that ot western Asia
and Europe that some coovioang evidences are
npeded Vet, unhappily, there is no stratified site

to lirove the succession of periods (p. 29), lyor is

there a single evidinee of the relative ages
The mention of man In the RamaySna is quoted,
but that is oifly of thfe fourth century me No
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literary evidence is poksiUe of iron being earlier

in India than in Europe, as the oldest works, the

Vedas, are, in their present form, centuries later

than iron was known in Europe So far is ui-

ternal evidence goes the copper axes are dosdy
like those of the copper age in Italy, while the iron

tools have much affinity with those of the Roman
period Hius, in the absence of any evidence of

position, we are thrown back on the suggestion
that the iron is later than that of Euro]M, and
shcceeded the use 'dF copper That stone tools

continued in use until iron was made and so are

found contemporaneously with it, is what is known
in other countries where copper and bronre tong
preceded iron, without ousting the use of stone

It Will be seen, then, how the whole basis of

Indian prehistory needs cleanng up and defining

by strict evidence fully recorded In i land

where the wealth of historic buildings far exceeds
the provision for archaeology, it is a reproach to

the Government and not to the archaeologist that

the prehistoiw is left unsettled We need first a
firm basis of record of all that is contemporary
with finds of Roman coins and early buildings,

dnd before that a series of stages of groups (linked

together by their resemblances in pottery stone
and metal work) which could be projected one
beyond the other into the unknown
Some details will be of general interest The

palaeolithic tools are of quartzite, the neohthic of

traprock to 17) There are no perforated celts

(p 18) The stone axes are set torough wooden
handles, secured from splitting by iron ferrules

(plate, p 60) Amazon stone is found in veins in

granite (p 23), as in the Egyptian source, the site

of which IS unknown W M F P

WOMEN AND THE LAND
Women and the Land By Viscountess Wolsclcy
Pp XI + 330 (London Chatto and Windus,
1916 )

Price 55 net

/^NE of the charactenstic features of the nine
teenth century was the movement from the

country to the city, and now in the twentieth
century the process is being reversed, and there is

a strong tendency to move back once mwe to the

land. As yet it is only in the tentative stages,

people go out into the countiy to retire, to keep
a, poultry farm, or to set up a fruit farm, and there

hi much to be learned, and still more to be done,
before the movement becomes suffiaently well

organised to make it a really potent factor in the
national life It is quite clear that women must
ke part ip it, and perhaps the mo^t notable

ature Ip the whde business is the way in which
thejr are organisuig themselves for the purpose
We may take it that, once being organised for

the exodus, they are not likely to dism-ganise for

die settlement, and the new rural community will

therefore be very different from the old Tbe
basis of the women's organisation is educational,

and thertiii it dlffll^ from the ordinary man’s
‘bade to the land ” mbvement, the basis of which
hi maiply political It is this that makes it so
full of portent for the future
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Having found the agricultural colleges, with one
or two exceptions, barred against them, some of

the more enterprismg and far seeing spirits pro*

ceeded to set up colleges of their own Amo^fst
them 18 Lady Wolseley, who lounded the institu-

tioo at Glynde some fourteen years ago, and in

the book before us she sets out the results of her

experience and makes various suggestions for the

future

Lady Wolseley does not contemplate that

women shall be the labourers, but rather the

leaders, m the new community She considers

them well fitted for two classes of work super*

visory or advisory work for educated wmnen be-

longing to the middle and upper classes , and light

manud work connected with the dairy, poultry,

bees, fruit, the house etc., for the vilia^ girl

Facibties for training the advisers already exist,

but little has yet been done towards teaching the

more manual work
The author maintains however, that it is not

sufficient merely to turn women into the country,

some sort of common tie must be kept up, and
for this purpose the best arrangement is con-

sidered to 1^ a colony on co-operative lines

where it would be possible not only to make good
business arrangements for buying and selling

materials, produce, etc , but inhere also i^ipor-

tumties for social life would be afforded The
details are discussed in successive chapters The
most stnking feature of the book is the serious

ness with whicli the whole subject is taken, and
the clear recogniUon that a second education is

the only sure basis for success E J R

OUR BOOKSHELF
The Chemists Year book 1916 Edited by
F W Atack. Vol 1 , pp 354 Vol 11 ,

PP 355-990 (London and Manchester
Sherratt and Hughes, 1916 }

Price los 6d
net

Tins hand} book belongs to a type of chemical
literature which is more common in Germany thaa
with us Such examples of it as we have hitherto

possessed have been mainly translations from the
German, and have been pr^ared for simultaneous
issue m both countries usually at the begmtung
of each year Almanacs and year-books are com-
mon enough in all grades of busuiess. but it is

only within recent years that they pave been
ad^ted to the requirements of professional
chemistry They are essentially designed to meet
the wants of practising chemists and public
analysts, to whom it is a great convenience to
have numerical tables, maffiematicaL constants,

and useful memoranda arranged for them m a
handy and easily accessible form
Mr Atack 's compilation is a much more com-

prehensive production than is usual in a work of
this kind, and includes quite a remarkable body
of information ranging from a hst of notable dates
la the history of chemistry to fte phaitMceudcal
names pf qmthetic compounds and trade aainea
of dniM together with analytical tables, cbOtCN.
.Sion tablM for weights and measures, flva^dlfure
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logvrithmg, natural ainea and tangents, specific

graviw and hydrometnc tables, and tables of

sdubifitles of a wide range of substances. As a
rule, care has been shown in selecting the latest

and best authorities, and the whole has been put

toi^ether in a convenient form The proems have
evidently been very well read, as the book is

remarkably free from typographical errors The
editor deserves great praise for the thoroughness
with which he has done his work and the book
we trust, will find a place in the laboratory or on
the desk of every chemical consultant

The Purpose of Education An Examtnaiton of
the Education Problem in the Light of Recent
Psychological Research By St George Lane
Fox Pitt New Edition Pp xxviii + 144
^ambri^e At the Lniversity Press 1916)
Price 2S 6d net

Few people, it is to be feared even imong
teachers, ever really face the question What
ought education to aim at? This book will at

least stimulate to such inquiry and it points the

way in the right direction author, accept

mg the new conception of human personality

which psychical research has brought about, con
siders that the proper purpose of education is

the harmonising of psychic phases, the study of

the laws governing th6m, finding their interpre

tation in the art of living and giving them syn
thetic expression in the growth of character

To put the matter in dennite form, the manu
facture of noble souls is the right aim, and the

nght method is the inculcation of high ideals

The Sermon on the Mount is the acme of truth

and beauty It urges us to rely less on the seen,

the concrete, the physically tangible and more
on the spiritual side of our natures unmanifest

to our senses, but very real and permanent eternal

while the other is temporal Thus we gam true

secunty and everlasting peace The present state

of Serbia, Poland, and Belgium shows what is

the result when education in a neighbour State

becomes matenalistic, aiming only at physical

efficiency and power The war has its lessons

we must learn them

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
/(The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents Neither
can he undertake to return or to correspond with
the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for
tins or any other part of Naturs No notice is

taken of anonymous commumcations ]

OravitatiDn and Teiapsratiirs
As the outcome of a very dellMte wstematic senes

of experiments (Phil Trans 1916) it is announced by
Dr P E Shaw that when one large mass attracts

a snail one the gravitatlve force between them in

creates by about 1/500 at temperature of the targe

matt rises from tay, ts^ C to sis° C that u, it

inoeaset by about rax 10-' of Itself per degree Centi

grade This teems to be a very ttardi^ result at

any rate if temperature is merdy the expression of

Internal molecular motiont, at, indeed Dr Shaw
eesms ta admit.
By Newton’s primula pavibition between masset*'
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must act reciprocally the result therefore, means that
the astronomical mass of a body must increase wid)
temperature by laxio-* of itself per degree Centi>
grade The pendulum experiments of Bessel and re*

cent detemUnations by FotvOs seem to estabUsh pro-

portionahty between gravitational mass and mass of
inertia, irrespective of temperature well beyond these
limits Thus inertia also would have to increase with
temperature and a 1 en a freely moving mass is

becoming warmer its velocity must be (Umlnislungr
for Its momentum must be conserved A comet lUm
Halley’s is licated upon approach to the sun , thus It

should suffer retardation ;n the approaching hnd
acceleration in tho reced ng part of tlic orbit enough
probably to upset e\ sting astronomical verifications

Indeed as regards liange of inertia we can recall

the principle appled by Prof Joly to the question
whether chemical chang'L involves change of mass
VIZ 4 that every mass around us is moiang through
space with the veloc ty of tho solar system and a
sudden rise of temperature in n body must therefore

involve a violent k ck if its inertia is thereby sensibly

altered

Electrodymmic thtoiw docs establish uncqi i\ 01 atl^

an increase of inerti i of a body ari'dng from gam (8E)

of thermal or dcctric energy but this 1 onlv of
amount 8E/c* where c is the velocity of rad ation and
so IS- minute beyond detection The question whether
there is also an equivalent increase in gravatationoil

miss evades discussion until some link connecting
gravitat ve and electr c forces has been establish^

Cnmbridgp June 5

A Pli«ua of OaterpHlart

With reference to what has appeared in the public
Press relative to the devastation caused by caterpillars

to the oak trees at Ashtead you may be Interested to
know that some three or four years since a similar
occurrence took place in the oak plantations m Rich-
mond Paik
The denudation of tho trees was so severe that in

the spring of 1913 H M Office of Works consulted
Mr Maxwell Lefroy the famous entomolo^st of the
Royal College of Science with the view of stamping
out the pest Eventually it vas decided to spray the
trees with chromate of lead at such a time that the
young caterpillars on hatching out should have onlv
poisoned food Tho spraying operations were carried
out by portable high-pressure pumping apparatus
loaned by myself self-supporting telescopic ladders

being provided to reach the tree-tops some 40 ft from
tho gtiound.

TKs was, I believe the first occasion on which
attempts were made to sprav such large trees and
there is not much doubt that the oaks at Athlead
could be treated in a similar manner

It Is of course now too late in the seaaon to

undertake preventive measures but if spraying were
undertaken earlv next May I have not much doubt
that the pest could be erad cated

J Compton Merrvweather
4 Whitehall Court S W June 7

Tha Blailt'awag Whaataari A New BM far tba
Iriah Utt

Obnitholooical readers of Nature will no doubt
be interasted to team that a black-eared wheat-
ear ((Bnanthe hispamea) was obtained on Tutkar
Rock, Co Wexford on May 16 by Mr Glan-
vBle pHncipal lighfkeeper Tliere are two races
•of this bk^ an Eastern and a Western, eai^i

of ^wfiich' exhibits dimorphism of plumage, the
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throat in some beinp whitish in others black The

bird now obtained from Tuskar Rock displays the

httpr character in its plumage, and is indeed the

black throated whcatear (5axtcoIa stapaana) of

oirlicr writers When 1 find tune to compare

It 1 hope to be able to assign it to its

racial form In the meantime it seems desir

able to announce its occurrence without delay as a btrd

quite new to Ireland 1 have to express my great

gratitude to Mr Glanville for so kindly sending me
this interesting specimen in the flesh for identification

and investigation C J Patten

The University, Sheffield

EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY
use m our title the term Experimental

» V Biology, which requires some a^logy, as

a convenient label for an mteresting bundle of

thirteen papers by Jacques Loeb and Hardolph
Wasteneys Tliey give an account of important

experiments bearing on a variety of puzzling bio-

logical pn^lems (x) Loeb showed many years

ago (1689) that some animals orient themselves

m rdation to a luminous object so that their

plane of symmetry falls into the direction of the

rays of light, and suggested that this reaction

was comparable to the heliotropic reaction of

plants In 1897 he brought forward evidence in

support of the view that the action of light in

evoking a heliotropic reaction is chemical, and
this theory is now confirmed by additional facts

According to the law of Bunsen and Roscoe,
the photochemical effect of light is equal to the

product of the intensity into the duration of

illumination, and this has been shown to hold
for the heliotropic curvatures of plants (Blaauw
and Frdschl) and of hydroids (Loeb and Ewald)
Furthermore, it has now been shown by Loeb
and Wasteneys that the r^ion in the spectrum
most eflkient in the production of heliotropic

curvature is almost the same for hydroids (Euden-
drium) and for oat seedlings The mvestigators

surest that there are two types of photosensitive

substance, one with a maximum sensitiveness (or

absorption) in the yellowish-green, and the other
with a maxunum of sensitiveness in the blue The
first type is represented by visual purple, and 1

photosensitive substance of this type occurs in

Chlamydofflonas (often claimed as a plant), in

Dafriinta, and in many other orgamsms The
second type of photosensitive substance occurs
m Euglena, m Eudendnum and in many plants
Thus the distribution of the type of substance
does not correspond to the boundaries between
plants and animals

(s)'fn another series of experiments Loeb in-

quires into the conditions which determine or
prevent the entrance of the spermatozoon mto
the egg It IS well known that a fertilised egg
is non-receptive to other spermatozoa What
IS the nature of this block? It is not due to the
channs underlying the development of the egg,
for the mrs of sea-urchin are induced to
develop /ly the methods of artificial partheno-
genesis, a spermatozoon may still enter the egg
or an individual blastomere By simply s’
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the alkalinity of the sea-water Loeb can make a
sea-urchin ovum receptive or non-receptive to the

spermatozoon of a starfish ,
this depends on some

rapid alteration of a physical property of the

surface of the ovum And the ingeniously

worked-out experimental argiunent points to the

conclusion that a block of this sort is mduced
when a spermatozoon fertilises an egg
But what of the more positive «de of the

question? There is a widespread belief that a
spermatozoon shows a positive cbemotropism for

the appropriate ovum, but Loeb finds no proof

of this in sca-urchuis. The motihty brmgs the

spermatozoon fortuitously near the egg, the

vibrations may assist in boring and m fiiung the

spermatozoon to the surface of the ovum until

ouer forces, such as surface-tension, come into

play What is certain is that the spermatozoon
cannot enter the egg unless physical conditions

at the boundaries of egg, spermatozoon, and sur-

rounding solution are right It must be noted,

however, that a sea urchin spermatozoon becomes
more active when it comes near an egg of its

own species, and Loeb suggests that this activat-

ing effect of the egg upon spermatozoa, being
most rapid as regards spermatozoa of its own
species, IS a means of preventing hybridisation

In other words, the activating influence of the
egg has some degree of selective specificity

(3) In a third set of experiments Loeb tackles

the problem of the degenerate condition of the

eyes in some cave animals, such as fishes and
ktamanders Though a few zoologists ding to
the ' natural ” interpretation that the ‘ blind-

ness, ’ which differs considerably in degree, is

due to the hereditary accumulation of the results

of disuse, the difficulties m the way of accepting
this Lamarckian view are very serious. It has
been assumed, therefore, that the bbndness of

some cave animals began as a germinal variation
or mutation But confidence in the legitimacy
of this assumption has been lessened by tbe
mcagreness of our knowledge as to the occur-
rence of variations in the direction of optic de-
generation Very welcome, therefore, are Loeb’s
recent experiments which show that d^feneracy
of the eye can be readily induced by i^uences
affecting the condition of the egg or the earliest

stages of devdopment Thus, embryos with
degenerate eyes can be product by fertilising

the effffs of Fundulus heterochius with the sper-
matozoa of Memdta

Since in these cases there is usually no circu-
lation in the feeble embryos, the inference is

suggested that the anomalous condition of the
eye may be due to lack of circulation Blind
embryos of the pure breed of Fundulus may be
produced by the addition eff KCN to the sea-
water , and a short exposure of the fertilised ov«
to temperatures between zero and a” C results
m abnormal embryos, a certam percentage M
which will show degenerate eyes. It is Inter-
esting to learn that lack of %ht does not, in
the case of Fundulus, mfluence the development

^

of the eye From Loeb’s experiments it U not
to be argued that the bhndness erf cave animala
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arose m any of the ways mentioned What the

experiments show is the legitimacy of the assump-
tion that blindness may arise as a germinal

variation or factorial mutation And that is

considerable gain

(4) Other experiments deal with the influence

of balanced and non-balanced salt solutions upon
the osmotic pressure of the body liquids of I un
dulus, with the functional importance of the ratio

of concentration of antagonistic salts with uni-

valent and bivalent cations, and with the mem-
brane formation in the eggs of the sea-urchin

(5) In an illuminating essay on the stimulation

of growth, Loeb states his view that it may be

inherent in an unfettered cell to grow and divide

eternally in appropriate conditions, ns is illus-

trated, indeed by both Protozoa and Proto

phytes This capacity may depend on the

presence of synthetic ferments or synthetic

mechanisms ’ which are formed from the food

taken up by the cells But few cells show this

capacity, and the question rises. What stimulates

growth and what keeps the cell at rest? In

most cases the unfertilised ovum soon dies, in

spite of its potential immortality If it is fer-

tilised or treated with the methods of artificial

parthenogenesis, it divides actively The con-

dition of rest or activity in this case depends,

according to Loeb, upon the condition of the

cortical layer of the egg and the alteration in the

irate of oxidations connected with this condition

We do not know whether the resting of body
cells IS determined by conditions identical with

those determining rest m the egg

We know, however, that speafic substances arculat

ing in the blood can induce certain resbng cells in the

b(^ to grow, and that these substances differ appar
ently for different types of cells It may be that in

the body substances antagonisbc to these may enforce

the inactivity of the cells

(6) In a vigorous and characteristic paper en-

titled ‘ Mechanistic Saence and Metaphysical

Romance, ’ Loeb argues that the demonstration

of the reality of molecules and the countmg of

their number m a given mass of matter "puts

saence for a long tune, and probably irrevocably,

on a mechanistic basis It marks, perhaps, the

greatest epoch in the history of the theo^ of

cogmtion It enables and compels us to define

the task of science differently from Kirchhoff,

Mach, and Ostwald We may say it is the

task of science to visualise completely and cor-

rectly the phenomena of nature, of which our

senses give us only very fragmentary and dis-

connects perceptions. We must try to visualise

the numerous hidden processes and conditions

connect!!^ the disconnected phenomena we per-

ceive " We cannot argue the question here, but

we must be allowed to enter our dissent from
Loeb’s conclusion that the activities, develop-

ment, and evolution of orgamsms can be ade-
quatdy and exhaustively described In mechanical

terms, or m chemico-physical terms fwhich arc

regarded by many as ideally mechanical) We
are qOhviiMxd that in Uving creatures new
aepecta o! reahty have emerged whidi transcend
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mechanistic formulation We are inclined to

think that further study of the metaphysics which
this consummately ingenious experimenter slangs

so vigorously might render him less confident

in the stabihty of his mechanistic system We
yield to none in our admiration of his illumin-

ating scientific achievements, but we cannot
agree with his philosophy J A T

THh GREAT CANADIAN REFLECTOR.
\ 7ERY satisfactory progress is being made on
* the great 72 in reflecting telescope which

IS being constructed for the Canadian Govern-
ment, and IS now approaching the final stages of

erection and adjusting

The mounting has been completed by the
Warner and Swasey Co

,
of Cleveland, Ohio, and

has been temporarily erected at their factory

Exhaustive tests have shown that the ofierating

mechanism works perfectly The entire mount,
ing weighs about 120,000 lb

,
of which the

moving parts weigh upwards of 80 000 lb

,

and yet it moves with the greatest smoothness
and case The worm wheel for driving the tele-

scope weighs more than 4000 lb
,
and yet it may

be turned readily on its axis with the finger By
means of seven electric motors and conveniently

situated stationary and portable switchboards,
the instrument can be set, driven, and guided with
the utmost facility Indeed, the immense machine
can be operated and handled with greater ease
than many small telescopes Tjje mounting will

be taken down and ship]^ to the observatory as
soon as the erection of its dome is suffiaently

advanced
The optical portions of the telescope are being

made bv the John A Brashear Co , 01 Pittsbuigfh,

Pa The principal part, namely, the great mirror,

7-1 in m diameter, is also well advanced It

has been brought to the spherical form, and will

be given the paraboloidal form and finally

polished as soon as the firm has completed a laige
plane mirror which is required for testing it Tne
smaller optical parts are all completed, and have
been attached to the mounting It is hoped that
the mirror will be ready as soon as the mounting
IS erected and in condition to receive it, which
will be about the end of the summer
The pier to support the telescope was com-

pleted last autumn It is made of reinforced con-
crete, and is of massive construction The walls
of the surrounding circular steel building, 66 ft

m diameter, were erected during the wmter, and
the dome, constructed by the Warner and Swasey
Co , which will rest and revolve upon these walls,

arrived in Victoria, B C , about the end of March,
and IS now being put in place The shutter open-
ing is 15 ft m width The dome has b««n very
carefully designed to work in conjunction with
the telescope, and it is confidently believed that it

will be the most complete and convenient of any
m the world
One ^of the Observers' residences has been

erected,* but none of the other buildings required
have yet been bigun. It is hoped, however, that
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eveiything’ will be ready to begin regular ob*

serving witb the magnificent equipment nekt

spring, by which time the preliminary experi-

ment^ work of adjusting will be completed
The rapid progress on the telescope is largely

due to the excellent plans which were prepared

by Dr J S Plaskett in consultation with the

Brashear and the Warner and Swasey companies.

Dr Plaskett will have charge of the instrument
when completed

SIR FREDERICK DONALDSON. KCB

A S announced in last week s Nati rf (p 307),

Sir Hay Fredenck Donaldson, an engineer

of distmction, perished in the disaster to H M S
Hampshire, on June 5, when accompanying Lord
Kitchener as a representative of the Mimstry of

Munitions with the special rank of Brig-

(jeneral He held successively the positions of

deputy-director-general, chief mechanical engi

neer, and chief superintendent of the Royal
Ordnance tactones, Wotdwich He was asso

cated with, and laigely responsible for, the great

improvements 10 the power and mechanism of

naval and land artillery during the last twenty
years Since the beginning of the war his energies

were severely tax^ m assisting to meet the

demand for an enormously increased supply of

mumtions of every description, and m augmenting
the productive capacity of the Royal Arsenal
Some months ago he was ar^nted cnief technical

adviser to the Ministry of Munitions
Born in 1856, kt Sydney, Sir Fredenck was the

second son cd Sir Stuart A Donaldson, the first

Premier of New South Wales He was educated
at Eton, Trmity College (Cambridge), Edinburgh,
and Zurich He was a pupil of the late Mr Webb
at the L and N W Railway works at Crewe
Afterwards he was executive engineer on the

West of India Portuguese Railway and Harbour,
engineer-in-charge of No 1 Section of the Man-
chester Ship Canal and engineer in-chief to the

London and India Docks Joint Committee Then
in 1897 he went to Woolwich where his chief

work was accomplished

In addition to his professional avocations. Sir

Fr^erick totdc a great interest in the scientific

side of engmeering He was a member of the

Council of the Institutions of Civil Engineers
Me^nical Engineers and of the Iron and Steel

Institute In 1913 and 1914 he was president of

the Institution ^ Mechanical Engineers, took an
energetic part in guidmg its affairs, and delivered

an admirable address dealing with the education
and the workshop traming of engineers He was
activdy Interested m the work of the Engineering
Standards Committee, and was chairman of the

committee on screw threads and limit gauges
Hie mvestigations of this committee have cer-

tmudy led to increased accuracy of workmanship
and to ektensloos of the modem system manu-
facturing mncMnea with parts interchangeable
without needlog adjustment At its uutance a
lathe of the hMeft accuracy was mstolled ^t the

National ^1^ Laboratory, which can be used
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in correcting lathe leading screws.. In 19109 Sir

Frederick gave an instructive lecture at the lOftitu-

tion of Mechanical Engineers on ' The Inter-

changeability of Screw Threads ” He also pro-

posed a scheme for the registration of the results

1

of scientific researches carried out in private

laboratories and those attached to factories and

j

manufacturing works, with the object of prevent-

ing reduphcation of effort Valuable as such a
system would be it has not so far been found
practicable

To great ability and wide engineering know-
ledge Sir Frederick added unfailing tact and ^eat
courtesy and charm of manner, and enjoyed the

esteem of all who were associated with him His
colleagues mourn his loss, which to them and to

the country is irrejiarable

MR LESLIE S ROBERTSON
A PPOINTED to the staff as a representaUve

of the Mmistry of Munitions, and with
the special rank of Lieut -Col

,
Mr Leslie

Robertson met his death on the ill-fated mission
of Lord Kitchener to Russia He was boro in

India in 1863, the youngest son of Sir W R.
Robmson, K.C S 1 ,

Governor of Madras, who
resumed an earlier family name m 1898 He was
educated in Germany and at King s and University
Colleges in London He was technically trained

in the works of Messrs Denny and Co
,
Dum-

barton, and Messrs J I Thornycroft, Chiswick
Then he was m private practice for a time, durmg
which he represented in this country the important
firm of Normand, of Havre

In 1901 he became secretary to the Engineering
Standards Committee, the work of which he
carried on for fourteen years with an enthusiasm
and ability to which much of its success is due
Founded initially to standardise rolled sections of
steel, the work of this committee has extended to
nearly all the materials largely used in engineer-
ing, and to a variety of manufactured products
from loaimotives to glow-lamjis Further, it has
standardised tests and specifications An army of
engineers, users, and manufacturers, mcludmg
representatives of the War Office and Admiralty,
formfcd Its sectional committees, giving their

services gratuitously, and greatly hdped by the
tactful arrangements made by Mr Robertson to
economise their time The results are becoming
of increasing importance from an international
pomt of view In 1913 Mr Robertson was secre-
tary to delegates sent by the Board of Trade to
a congress m New York of the important Inter-
national AssociaUon for Testing Materials,
founded by Bauschinger in 1884

In August, 1915, Mr Rotertson was appointed
assistant director of production in the Ministiy
of Munitions and was concerned with ofgamsii^
the production of the metal compbnents of
ammunition One of his colleagues at Armaipeht
Bulldmgs writes that “his almost unkpie knoww
iedge of the capacity of the workshops of Gmt
Britain and of the men in charge of t&M was
invaluable in n^otiatiohs, lea£og to t^^KWws
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ou^t which has been accomplished Especially

hdpful was his knowledn of men and their busi-

ness capacity, and the Ministry owes much to hun
In this, not only in the particular section he had
In chaise, but throughout the oig'anisation

”

He was the author of papers on “ Propulsion

on Canals ” and * Light Railways,” and translated

“Marine Boilers,” by M Bcrtin, Chief Constructor
of the French Navy

NOTES
Wa learn with deep regret that Prof Sitvinus P

Thompson, F R S , died on June la a little before
midnight, at his residence in West Hampstead after

only two days' illness

The meeting of Scandinavian naturalists, to be held

In Christiania on July 10-14 will be attended by not
fewer than joo members The papers announced
number 142

Tm> Bill to advance legal time by one hour during
the period from June 14-15 to September 30-October i

has been pass^ by the French Senate and the

Chamber of Deputies, sb that French time now corre-

sponds to British Summer Time

The rescue of the twenty two members of Sir Ernest
Shackleton’s expeditioa who are now marooned on
Elephant Island is to be undertaken by a steam
trawler belonging to the Fisheries Department of
Uruguay The vessel was built in Aberdeen in 1906
for tne North Sea fishing fleet She was expected to

feaVe Buenos Aires on June 9, and to call at the
Falkland Islands, where she would be joined by Sir

Ernest Shackleton, on lune 13 They are nearer than
South Georgia to Elephant Island, which, if all goes

well, should be reached in four days from the Faik
lands The trawler has been fitted with wireless

apparatus, and communication will be maintained
with her by a Bntish auxiliary cruiser, which will

be stationea in Drake's Strait It is therefore pos-

sible that news of the rescue of Wild and his com-
rades may be received on June 18, and the party may be
back in South America before the end of the month
l^ith regard to the Ross Sea, the Secretary of the

Admiraltv announces that the rescue of the men left

ashmre when the Aurora was blown away from her

winter quarters at Cape Evans will be carried out at

the end of this year in the Aurora with the co-opera-

tion of the Governments of the Commonwealth of

Australia and the Dominion of New Zealand

We regret to learn that among the officers killed in

the navm action In the North Sea on May 31 was
Commander H L. L Fennell, R N , who lost his life

\n the sinking of H M S Queen Mary Commander
Fennell, who was thirty four years of age, joined the

Britannia in 1898, and became a midwipman next

year In 1901 M was promoted lieutenant, and after

several years’ mstinguished service was selected by the

late Cant R F Scott to be one of the officers of the

Terra Nova in the British Antarctic Expedition of

1910. When Capt Scott and the main wnftenng party

fasd landed in McMurdo Sound early in 1911, Lieut

Pcnnall took the Terra Neva east, along the Rots

Banter, and found Amundaen In the Fram at his

frlu^ baae. Uent Peni^ afterwards landed the

sepoud winlerfng party arCape Adare, qnd in the

fcOdwing aummer moved them furdier south He
wM In ooiamand of the Terra Neva Bhoughout Bw
eimeffitlon, and it waa he who, on the retuHi to New
Beoluidt^ffiaoovered tne westward trend of the north

otaat OTVl^h^ Land, wtaiefa he named Oates Land
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On his return from the Antarctic in 1913 Lieut
Pennell was promoted commander in the Navy.

Thx Momtng Post of June 5 contains some of the
impressions of life in Germany, particularly of the
scientific activity received by a neutral lately returned
from Berlin Ihe general view of the greater stten*

tific efficiency of Germany is confirmed, and the Ger,
man interest in saence as a source of profit is con.
trasted with the stud> of science for its own sakie in

this country We learn that German chemists intro-

duced a gaseous arsenic compound for military use
which could be fired into the enemy ranks in cases
which exploded on arrival Fortunately, however,
for the Allies' troops, the gas decomposes and becomes
innocuous when fired from a gun i'he manufacture of
synthetic rubber (particularly for motor-car tyius) is

said to be a great success, but the process is a com-

Ctor with the manufacture of explosives for the
ited supply of benzol The neutral observes that

the scientific experiments with bread have been less

encouraging, its quality having become worse, whilst
the indig^tible portion has mcrensed in amount this

year people arc suffering privations from In-

sufficiency and poverty of food, tiie effects being loss

of weight and an illness caused by unwholesome diet

Great hopes are reposed in the coming harvest, to-

wards the abundance of which science has done its

share by providing nitrates manufactured from atmo-
spheric nitrogen

It is worthy of note that the Addington-Wickham
bourne is now flowing, a phenomenon of very rare
occurrence The last flow of any magnitude was in

1883, when more than three nulUon gallons of water per
day were gauged by Mr Baldwin Latham near Hayes
Since that date two water pumping-stations have been
built in this valley, the combined pumping of which
has resulted in the present bourne being reduced to
I 600,000 gallons a day, as measured recently ^ Mr.
Latham The bourne is interesting as being essen-
tially the highest source of the Ravensboume It

now commences in springs in a field near to Adding-
ton village Many springs can be seen feehng it in

the fields in the valley, and it has filled up two lam
gravel pits near the Hayes railway It ptuses uniter
the railway and, crossing the road, reaches what for
many years has been the source of the Ravensbourne.
The present source, although now on the chalk, has
to well up through a considerable thickness of gravel
It IS surmised that in times when the Croydmi and
other bournes are out, this one remains invisible owing
to its flowing over the chalk but under the grav^
and only on exceptional occasions it appears at Uie
surface It would seem that a good deal of uniter-
nound solution is going on, judging from the manndr
m which the banks around the spring-heads have been
let down below the surrounding levels

The “Report of the Committee on Edible and Oil-
Producing NuU and Seeds' of West Africa [Cd 8s47]>
just IsBUM, affords an interesting glimpse of the
changed attitude of the Government towards science
and induBtiy, brought about by the War The exporter

of oilseeds and oils from Bribsh West Africa m 1913
were valued at 7,238,000!., and of this amount Gtr-
many took no less than 3,869,000! , chiefly in Bie
form of pelm kemela, the crushing of which for dl
and cake she had pracHcafly monopolised. The mif-
break of war placed British West African expoitera
fa) a serknia peeltion, the usual channel for more than
half fhatr enporte ol oil and oilseeds being stopped.

The stoty of how thte diffisufty was met and d new
Britteh* UMhutry in erusmng of palm Inmate
organised is told in Frof Dunstan's intniduction to
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Oil-feeds and Feeding-Cakes ' (London John Mur-
ray, 1916), and need not be repeated here The action

taken was so successful that when the Oilseeds Com-
mittee began its investigations in June, 1915, it was
in the fortunate position of merely having to con-

solidate an indust^ instead of having to create one
Full justice is done in the report to the work of the

Imperial Institute, the Britiu agricultural colleges,

and the Board of Agriculture, all of which took part

in the scientific technical, and commercial investiga-

tions which led to this successful result The Com
nuttee makes four recommendations with a view to

the retention of the new industry in British hands
after the war, and of these two are to be put into

immediate action, in accordance with instructions

conteined in a despatch from Mr Bonar Law
to the Governments of Nigeria, Gold Coast, and
Sierra Leone, printed with tne report The first of

these IS the imposition of an export duty of 2I per

ton or more if necessary, on all palm kernels exported

from West Africa to ports outside the British Empire
The second recommendation is that the West African

Departments of Agriculture and Forestry should take

measures to continue and extend their investigations

of the oil palm, and that these measures should be
taken in ,co-<^eratIon on the scientific and technical

side with the Imperial Institute, by which admirable
work has been done in the past in connection with the

(dl pslm and to which much of the existing know-
ledge of the palm and its economic products is due

Tiu care expended on the well-being of the animals

in modem zoological gardens is well illustrated in the

forty fourth annual report of the Zoological Society of
Philadelphia, which we have just received. As in the
Gardens of the Zoological Society of London, the most
searching post mortem examination is instituted m the
case of every death and as a result discoveries are

made the importance of which is not to be measured
their immolate value to the society concerned In
present report the most interesting items are a

mysterious epizootic among the waterfowl, and of an
arachnoid parasite in the lungs of monkeys The
leidons they produce simulate and may be mistaken
for, tubercles But their presence does not seem seri-

ousW to affect the host The original habitat and
mode of transmission are unknown, but no fewer than
four different species have been dracribed, and have
been taken from monkeys both in India and Africa
as well as from captive specimens

Dbao bodies of the short tailed petrel, to the number
of many hundreds, have periodically b^n found along
the beach at Ulladulta, New South Wales and a like

mortality prevails on some islands a few miles off the
mainland. Naturally such discoveries have given rise

to much speculation among ornithologisU As a rule

it is attributed to disease, starvation, or storms But
Mr G Basset Hull in the Emu for April, advances
what *ems to be a much more probable explanation—
to wit, that these are the victims of the struggle for

tuoeding territory with the larger and more powerful
wedge-ttdled petrel Support is lent to this view from
tba fact that on one island, where the wedge-tailed
species svere breeding in large numbers no burrows
were foiAid tenanted by the short tailed species but
their deddjbodies were found outside the burrows of
their lai^ <%ds If, indeed, the smaller species

is harrisi^ bufl|^, and finally dnven off in an at-
hausted Mkte by%e larger then the struggle for exist-

ence Iq'^ oase of the short-tailed petrel must be
indeed iWiere. It is to be hoped that an attempt will

be fiMp to aet tjiis matter at rest, for it raises a point

of qune exceptional interest
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In the Australian Zoologist (vtd L, part 3) Dr, A. S.
Le Souef, the director of the Zoological Gardens,
Sydnqr, records some interesting colour variations of
opossums of the genus Tnchosurus The general
coloration of the common opossum {Tnchosurus vuU
pecula) IS grey above, whitish below The variants on
tbit are rufous black, and fawn, but it seems difficult

to associate such vanations with environmental con-
ditions Thus brown coloured individuals are most
common in Tasmania and appear to bo confined
to the moist, heavily timbered districts, but on the
mainland brown coloured specimens are very common,
particularly m the drier districts The descendants

ot the Tasmanian opossum turned out at Lyttelton,

New Zealand some five and twenty years ago already
show variation from the typical form, since the animals
have become darker and the fur longer and less dense
The author suggests that Mr Oldfield Thomas of the
British Museum was in error when he described the

mountain opossum (T camnus) as brown in colour

This hue appears only in the black opossum after it

has been partially depigmentcd by immersion m
spirits The existence of the black opossum is here
recognised for the first time being designated a dis-

tinct subspecies (T camnus ntgrans) This well-

marked subspecies is found m the heavy coastal

scrubs in north-eastern New South Wales and
southern Queensland-

1n the report of the South African Museum for

1915, just issued. Dr L Pdringuey, the director, re-

lates a very extraordinary occurrence While the
troops of tM Union were camped m the wide sand-
belt of Luderitzbucht and Swakopmund waiting to

advance inland, there appeared, suddenly after heavy
rains—a thmg almost unheard of m those parts—all
along the line, immense swarms of moths The fact

is the more extraordinary and mysterious since these
sands ore almost void of visible vegetation That
they were brought by the wind from inland Dr
Pdnguey considm improbable They disappeared as
rapidly as they came Samples which were sent to

the museum proved to consist of no fewer than twenty
species of Noctuidse In this report mention is also
made of the fossilised skull of the Boekop ' man
found in the Transvaal, and of fragments of limb-
bones probably of the same skeleton This skuQ,
which seems to be remarkable for its great length, has
not yet been desenbed m detail It u much to be
hoped that this will soon be done A mandible found
in the river-gravels at Harrismith, in the Orante Free
State, and stone implements found in another locality
in the Orange Free State, are also mentioned among
the acquisitions for the year deiervmg medal men-
tion.

In an article under the title The Reflex aa a
Creative Act (Bull Imp Acad Sd , Petragrad,
November, 1915), the eminent Russian biologist B 1
Metalnikov discusses the nature of reflex action, and
contests the position of those biologigts and phj^o-
lo^sts who maintain (a) that reflex action pra-
Bupposes the existence of a central nervous syst^.
{b) that reflexes are unconscious and invohintarv; (c)
that they are uniform and invariable If, tw^sa^
we concede these premises we are at the outsat
brought up against a whole sodet of difficulties In
many of the lower Invertebrata and In all uidcellular
organisms, the most careful reseaidi fails to -reveal
any central nerves, yet they react to mrlous sthnuU
no less than the higher organisms, Furttav we eta
never determine by direct observation vibe/£er k ra-
action is voluntary or involuntary And, even
as no two organisms areexactfy alike so^^gia no
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two absolutoly limilar reactioni The reactions of

Protoaoa are never uniform Even in Amoeba they

are ao varied aa to be scarcely ever twice alike After

descnbing some experiments on Paramceciuin the

author maintains t^t every reaction produces a definite

modification in the kving tissue and may therefore

be considered as closely connected widi the creation

of the personality, and he concludes a closely reasoned

dissertation in these words — The life of every

organism is an uninterrupted creation and this indi

vidual creation, the cause of endless variety is but a
small part of that larger creative cycle which »e call

evolution.

Dr Johs Schmidt, in vol xxiii of Rapports, ct

Procis^erbaux du Consetl Internaitonal pour I explora

Uon de la met gives a further contribution of his

stupes on the natural history of the eel The paper

deals with the question of the existence of smaller

species or races of the buropean eel and with

the distinguishing features of this species of tlie

American and of the Japanese eel the characters

investigated include the number of vertebrae the

number of rays in different fins, and the number of

branchiostegal rays The conclusion arrived at is

that whilst the three species investigated are clearlv

marked the one from the other it has not been found
possible to distinguish between different races * of

the European eel The most convenient character is

the number of vertebrsB The author brings forward

a point of considerable biological interest by com
paring the condition found amongst the eels with

that found in the viviparous blenny (Zoarces tivt

parus) a species having about the same number of

vertebras as the eel He finds that samples of Zoarces

taken from closely adjacent localities in Danish
waters may differ one from another as regards

number of vertebrae to a higher degree than does

the European eel from the American eei In respect

of the same character, and that, whereat Zoarces vtn
parus in the north of Europe is divided up into

numerous distinctly different stocks or populations

according to kicality all the eels of Europe are identi-

cal This difference the author consuls must be
due to the fact that all European eels have the same
origin in the spawning grounds of the Atiauitlc Ocean

blenny, on the o^r hand, is Oviparous and has
no pelagic stage, so that it is highly localised, and
specimens collected for instance, in the inner waters

of a fjord may have a lower number of vertebr* than
th(»e taken at the mouth Whether this is due to

• genotypic differences ” or to the Immediate effect of
varying external conditions, the author hopes to make
a matter of direct experiment

Tin Government of Madagascar hat issued the

‘Annuaire Gdndral de Madagascar et Ddpendances
for 1916 The war has affected the size of this year s

volume which takes the form of a supplement and
cmrectlons to the issue for 1914 \mong a great deal

of matter tbe most useful from a geographical point

of view is the account of the railways, to whuh is

a^hfed a large-scale map There it also a short account

of the chief roads and of the navigable waterways
llte last part of the volume is occupied with trade

statistics

Vob. 1 of Agricultural Statistics for India, 1913 14

which deals with Brituh India, demonstrates a note-

worthy isteadlnesg of agricultural operations during
recant yedfs • In the preceding decade the total

area crc^iped, tbe areas town with rice, millets, wheat,

fugar, cotton, Jute, and oil-^eeds, i^pflered but

dight fluctuadons. Tbe cropped area which has
been irrintad and the area dmroted to food crops

have both Increased, the former by 30 per cent In

the whojto of IndUa 80 million acres are sown with rioe,
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which is ten times the acreage in Japan ,
an million

acres with wheat which is only exceecm the wheat
acreageof tbe United States, and 35 million acreawith
cotton, which is two-thirds of the cotton acreage of

the United States \bout one-cighth of the Indian
area is cropped more than once The exceptions to

the general conditions are indigo and opium, which
have declined in acreage by about a halt since 1909
In tbe latest year the area devoted to cmchona was
increased by a tentii this increase is due to a great
extension of the cultivaton in Bengal, the acreage
iiaving declined in Madras, which is t^ other chM
growing district Nearly half the sugar-cane is pro-
duced in Agra, where the area under this crop it being
increased A third of the cropped area in Madras ana
the United Provinces a half m the Punjab, and three-

quarters in the district of Sind depend upon rrigatiop

from canals, tanks or wells for their water supply

Thk fifth volume of the special reports on tbe
Mineral Resaiuixes of Great Britain has just been

issued by the Oeological Survey (London H M Sta-
tionery Ofiice and E Stanford, Ltd

,
price is ) This

IS rather more miscetlaneous m scope than its pre-
decessors, and deals with a number of mmcral sub-
stances between which there is neither economic nor
geological relationship, namely —Potash-felspar, phos-
phate of lime, alum shales, plumbago, molybdemte,
chromite, talc and steatite diatomite It will be noted
that some of these substances, like alum shales are
being worked to^y, others, like plumbago, have
given rise to important mining operations in the past,
and others again like molybdenite never have been
worked in tms country nor does there seem to be
niucli probability as regards this mineral that work-
able deposits are likely to be discovered It might be
suggested that in such a case as the last named rather
more attention might be devoted to tho known occur-
rences within the Dominions of Greater Britain The
first article in the volume is perhaps the most uitcrest-

mg, because tho discovery of an economically work-
able British source of potash is one of the great needs
of the moment It is cunous to note tMt in the
section dealing with the extraction of potash from
felspar foreign authorities are freely quoted, but no
reference is made to an exhaustive recent article on
the subject in the Journal of the Society of Chemical
Industry (\pril 30 1915) If the present wxirk serves
to direct the attention of chemists and geologists to
this important subject, nothing but good can result,
indeed it seems strange that at a moment when
committees by the score are being created to advocate
researches into all manner of subjects some of them,
perhaps of but remote practical interest the important
question of potash supply has not received more atten-
tion It would indeed bie a wise move if the Board of
Agriculture would offer a handsome prize as an induce-
ment to chemical investigators to work at this problem,
which although admittedlv difficult should not be
incapable of solution

An Interesting addition to the exuting literature
on the eruptions of the volcano Stromboli has come
to our notice in the form of a collection of papera
published in a particularly interesting number of the
At(t dei Uneet xxv (i), 5. It was after an interval
of tiventy-four years that an eruption characterised by
copious flows of lava made its first appearance in
June, 1913, and Prof Gaetano Platania and Prof
Gaetano Poute were deputed to study the phenomena,
being, assisted in this work^ an American vulcan-
(dogist, Mr F A Perret Tno papers here referred
to desmbe separately the individual emnences of the
three ebeonwrs. Profs Platania and Poute contritnit-

;

ing their asm ohservatione, while those of Mr Perret
are detailed In a paper by Prof A Riced
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Aurm^H fiflureii of equilibrium of rotating liquids

have almdy been fairly ^horou^ly atudied by the

late Sir George H Darwin and ouiere, a freriiinethod

of approximate eolution of the problm, by Prof A
tiapounoff, appears in the Bulletin of the Petrograd
Imperial Academy of Sciences, id (April 15) The
principal feature of this method is that after obtain*

tng an equation which is not in Itself soluble, the

author substitutes an approximate formula, which may
be taken as equivalent to the previous one to a
sufficient degree of accuracy within the limits involved

m the calculation and overcomes the mathematical
difficulties

Thx May issue of Section A of the Proceedings of the

Royal Irim Academy contams three papers by Prof
McClelland and his asristants whicn deal with
methods of production and detection of ions in the

atmorohere In the first of the senes it is shown
that leaves exposed to the ultra violet light of an
electric spark betnecn aluminium electrodes show the

i^otoelectrlc effect to an extent which in some cases

IS a tenth of that shown in the same circumatanoea
by copper A cold-water extract from the leaves may
show an activity a third of that of copper, while an
acetone extract shows no activity A few d^s of the

acetone solution will, however, render a large volume
of water strongly active The other papers relate to

the ions produced when water is mayeid mto air or
ah’ bubbled through merLury In both cases the
saturation curves of the air show that there are four

or five kinds of ions present in it with mobilities which
vary from those of the large Langevm 10ns to those
of the ordinary small ions while there appear to be
present in adaitwn at least two types 01 lons with
still greater mobilities

A VKRV timely and valuable essay on Ziac, its

Production and Industrial Applications, by Mr J C
Moulden, was recently read m abstract at a meeting
of the Royal Societv of Arts This essay was the re
suit of a prize founded by Mr Reginald Le Keve
Foster in memory of his father, a former secretary

of the society from 1853 to i8y^, the subject being
determined bv the counal The publication is one
of considerable length and extends over two weekly
Issues of the society s journal It opens with an
account of the phjsical and chemical properties of the
metal, and then passes to a consideration of Its his-

tory, from which it appears that although it played no
part of any importance m the eixmomlcs of the
andents it was known to them both as the metal and
in the form of alloys The first zinc smelting works
Were established in this country at Bristol in 1743
by John Champion He also secured a patent in

1758 for the winning of brass and zinc from blende
aa a substitute for calamine which hitherto had
been the eote source of the metal Succeeding sec

tions deal with zinc ores their nature occurrence
and distribution and the metallurgy of the metal
The essay should be of great service, appearing as it

ddw, at a time when the possibility of establishing

a nreat zinc mdustrv in this countiy Is being care-

ful considered

Tub U S Bureau of Standards has recently issued

a circular (No ^B) entitled Invar and Related
Ni«^ Stedt,’ which is mainly a compilation from
sources, tnaav of them Inaccesuble as to the pro-

per^ of nickel steels, with particular reference to

the properties of the noa-ex(»nding alloy known su
invar ' should prove to be an exceedingly

useful pubCggaon After a brief historical introduc-

tion the Iwswing properties receive attention

Reversible hpa irreversible nickel steels, their

.jquillbrlum diagram mierostructure, and conititu-
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tion, (h) Magnetic properties (c) Electrical proper-f

ties. <d) Thermal expansion (s) Tranntoiy length
vanations following temperature changbe. </) Pars
manent changes in length at constant temperature

0^ Elongation of invar with time (h) Rapidity of
mvar transformations (0 Effect of composition on
instability (j) Reproducibility of properties of invar

(ill) Density (1) Mechanical properties, (m) Resist-

ance to corrosion (nj^pplications, sources of supply
and bibliography The knowled^ of ferro-nickeU

goes back to the year i8z3 when Stodart and Fara-
day published a paper It was in 1889 that James
Riley of Glasgow described before the Iron and
Steel Institute his epoch-making investigation which
disclosed the remarkable mechanical properties qf

nickel steels His alloys contained various amounts
of nickel up to 49 jser cent which had been prepared

for him in France by Marbeau The above circular

may be obtained free by addressing a request to the

Bureau of Standards

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
CouKT igi6b (Wolf)—The following ephemeris is

a continuation of that given in Nature of June x for

Greenwich midnight —
K A DclI

h 01 K.

Juno 21 13 29 31 +4 4S4
as 3014 444a
39 31 10 4 41-6

July 3 32 i8 4 37 6

7 33 39 4 3* 3

Correction —The comet s distance on July 3 will be
400 million miles, t e ten times the figures given by
error in the note referred to above

Thx Solar Activitt —Another very large active

spot disturbance has appeared The following spot

ms developed considerably since Monday The larger

pot has been seen \rith ease, using a small glasa

n^nifying five tunes Extremely bnght facuhe have
been noticed (June 13) on the eastern limb

The New Draper Cataumus —The seventieth

annual report of the Harvard Observatory contaiiu

the extremely interesting announcement that the first

#tep in the formabon of the monumental New Draper
Catalogue—the classification of the stellar spectra—
has been completed. The number of spectra mstifled
> >33(050, covering the entire ricy from the North
Pole to the South

The SpserRUM or Coronium —The new red linq m
the apectrum of the corona, tbown by M Carrasco
to be a member of the same senes as A 5303 3, has
enabled Prof Nicholson to extend his anafysis of the
coronal meotrum to include the six outstanding fines,

whence the conclusion is arrived at that the Coronium
atom is a simple-rmg system with nucleus ye When
it has eight electrons or a single negative charge it

emits the Imes AA 6374 s, S303 3. 456fi^>» 4a69’Oi 304* 5
and 3534 o The lines u the spectra of neutral or qf
posltivdy charged atoms are found to be situated too
far in the ultra-violet for observation (No 5, Monthly
Notices, Royal Astronomical Society)

The Visibiuty of Stars in Dayuost—

M

Bigourdan’s researches m the history of astronomy
have brought to light some interesting facts eoncarn-
im early modern observations of stars in daylight
{Comftee rtndut No 32) Tha earliest record ap-
pears to be a note found by Each among tim popM
of J Gaultier, stabngthat the latter atAhMO-ProMooe
obeerved Meccuty on March i, 1611, at% 3am aJ».
—the sun would then be above (he horist^ The dxy*
U^t observation of stars proper appean to date
May s, 163a, when W Scbickhard firat saw Rqgntua.
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GEOLOGY OF SOUTH WEST AFRICA

F U not often that a geological memoir appears
in such inniring circumstances as that issued

by the Mines Department of the Union of South
Africa on The Geology and Mineral Industry of
South west Africa ^Pretoria 1916 price 6d)
Mr P A Wa^er writes with in eye lor geographic
features and Tor plant-associat ons and nis photo
^phlc illustrations such ns that of the Okavango
River or that of the noble barchans in the sand
desert convey vivid information m regard to the new
territory of the Union Here and there in his ad
mirably written text a war that has recently taken
place is casually mentioned othern ise the transference
of this nch and dtveloping mineral tern ory from one
Government to another could only be gpiessed by the
(luiet excision of Germ n frim its official name
An exact Dutch translation follows the English text

and the titles beneath the pictures are given in both
languages In a few minutes we find ourselves it

home with the simple phraseology of our African com
rades and the memoir will form an excellent lesson
book for min ng men travelling out to Walvis
Bay
Mr Wagners descnption of the geology accom

panted by a remarkable if prov sional coloured map
shows how the features familiar through the Csm
Province stretch bevond the Kalahari region to the
coast Certain shales in the Karroo formanon appear
however to be marine in South west Africa and
Lower Miocene strata occur in detached areas south
of I Udentz Ba} The composite gneisses of the basal
complex are finely illustrated from Oiamantberg In
the author s review of the very varied mineral pros*
pects we are glad to note tliat the Union Government
has arranged for the protection of guano-producing
birds The output of minerals so far has been prac
tically confined to the very prosperous diamond-fields
of the Liidents coast and the copper ores of Bie
Grootfontein district In the north-east

Mr Wagner directs attention to the great explodon
which formed the ring of Geitsi Gubib north of

Berseba (Bathsheba) This ring has been recently

described ^(y Mr A W Rogers (Trans Roy Soc
S Africa, vol V , p 347) who shows that contrary to

Dr Selienck s opinion, volcanic rocks are not to be
found in its materials. The ‘ breccias and tuffs ore
formed mainly from shattered sediments together with
some fragments of deep-seated holocrystailine rocks
The central crater Is merely the result of denude
tion acting on a softer tuff within a wall of more
resisting but equally fragmental matter The whole
mount^ IS a volcanic neck about a mile and a half

in diameter, choked by its products of explosion

G A J r

ANTARCTIC HYDROGRAPHY
^ANY of the scientific results of the ScoUa Ant
ivl arctic Expedition (1903-04) of Dr W S Bruce
have now appeared but want of funds has senously
delayed the^blication of the valuable observations

The Royal Society of Edinburgh which has done a
graat deal to further the publication has issued in

its Transactions (vol fi , 4, pp 71-170) a lengthy
mmacAt on the temperatures spemc gravities, and
•i^itie* of the Weddell Sea and of me North and
SouOi Atiantio Ocean by W S Bruce, A. King, and
D W 'WOton The surface observatioiu wore taken
dnifar bji Mr WUton from the bM^u^ <0 the end
ofm expec^on excrot during tbs wlnteriiw of the

At Soutk Otkneys, and extend mm the

NO »433, VOL. 97]

North Atlantic to the Weddell Sea md the Faficfamd

Islands, and home vti Gough Island and Cape Town
to St Helena and the Azores In Antarctic waters
observations wm generally taken every four hours,
and sometimes oftener In addition many readings
were taken at depthc down 1

1 3000 fathoms
Dr Bruce recounts the iiinuic care exercised in

taking the observatiois whuh deal with nearly six

hundred samples Tlie densities were deterounra by
hydrometers lent b^ Mr J Y Buchanan Deep
samples were obtmned by the Buchanan-Rtcharu
w ter bottle Occasionally the Ptttcrsson Nansen In-

sul itwl water-bottle witli the direct reading Richter
therini meter was used but for polar work this has
Its drawbacks quite apart from its excessive cost and
the liability of loss in bad weatlier Ilie fine screws
are difficult to manipulate with cold fingers, and it 1$

questionable whether the insulation is trustworthy at

low air temperatures In one case the contents were
frozen solid when the bottle came on deck On the
other hand the Buchanan Richard bottle is cheap
easily manipulated docs not ]am by freezing and is

trustworthy at any depths Nor is it prolwble tnat

I

errors are frequent or large due to variations in the

[

point at which the mercury breaks in the reversing
thermometer In the case of every sample, in addl-

tion to the data relating to collection, those in relation

to the determination of its density are given. The
density U given (0 at the temperature of the expeii
ment (a) at I3 56° C (3) at the temperature ot the
sea at the time the sample was token This last rives
the actual density of the water in situ Some of tiiese

calculations are the work of Mr A Klnpi, and all

the others have been checked by him Exigencies of
space and expense have prevents a full dmussion of
tbs results and the addibon of charts but. neverthe-
less, the memoir constitutes the finest contnoution ever
made to Antarctic hydrography

PORTLAND CEMENT
PORTLAND cement has ui recent years come into
A auch extensive use for a vanety of purpoaes that

particulars concerning it should interest a vdde circla

of readers In vol hx. (part in , January i9i(>> of the

Transactions of the Institution of Engineers and Ship-
builders in Scotland, appears a paper by Mr B j
Day on the manufacture, properties and testing of

Portland cement, with a special description of a cement
works erected by the author at Aberthaw, Glamorgan
shire This article forms the basis of the following
short descriptive account , and by Mr Day’s courteoiu
permission we are able to use two of the illustrations

which accompany bis paper
The difference between limes and cements should

be clearly understood Common lime made by burn
mg pure limestone (composed essentially of caldum
carbonate), slakes in water, but has no faydraulm
properties (does not harden or set undsr water)
Hydraulic lune made by burning at a low temperature
impure limestones or limestone mixed with day slakes
on adding water, and has hydratdic properties. Port-
land cement is made by burnmg at a ni^ temperature
—to iadpient fusion of the material—a definite mkt-
ture of limestone with clay or shale, and finely grind-
mg the resulting clinker The powder so obUtnM has
strong hydraulic properties It is important to distia-

gulsb Portland cement from Roman cement and car-

tatfi ojjwr natural osments, and slag ceanats, alt of
‘

' rior la streagth and 1ms constsat in

Portiaad cetaant, patented in igs4 by
of Leeds, was so esUed becaase aftsr

wnien are inte

roTafindllfin

T£iro^nal
Jeaqpk^l^,
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hardening it looked like Portland atone but though
the compoaition waa almilar to that of modern Port*

land cement the mixed material waa only lightly

calcined Portland cement ia manufactured in En^
land chiefly about the Thamea and Medway Rugt^
Leamington Cambridge, Hull and the north-eaat

uoaat and also in South Walea
The preparation and mixing of the raw material

before ouming la effected by the dry process or the
wet process The method known as the semi wet
process u pmcticaliy the same as the wet process
using less water

In the dry process the raw matenal is stored under
cover before being crushed so that the exact amount
of moisture may be ascertained and allowed for when
mixing lime with the shaie or clav After prelim nary
crushing in gyratory or jaw-cruthers the raw mate

[June 15, 1916

to burn the slurry than the diy powder in the dry
process

At the Aberthaw cement works are beds of hard
crystalline limestone interstratlfied wilh beds of shale

nil the necessary materials thus occurring together on
the spot The quarry ng is done by means of a steam
navvy, aided by a small amount of powder to shake
the face of the quarry
The crushed mater al is ground in vertical mills

(chiefly n Amcr ca) or in horizontal mills (mostly in

Europe) Hor zontal mills are generally insulled m
pairs a ball mill for preliminary grinding and a tube

mill as a finishing mill The tube mill is much longer
than the ball mill and conto ns fl nt pebbles of various

sizes nstead of steel balls The ground material from
the ball mill passes through sieves to reach the tube

mill the port on rcti ned bv the s eves being auto

NATURE

K n. —Kaw mill g ad g hoiui al Abcr haw du ng a

rials are dried then weighed and delivered to the mills
in definite proportions After grinding to an extremdy
fine powder tne mixture it fed into the kiln for bum*
tag In the wet process the matenal ia often delivered
ia the correct proportions from the quany into crushers
or wash-mills
On the Thames and Medway, the raw material con

dating of soft chalk and river mud is washed through
fine^Kshed sieves and the slurry is then pumpM
or elevated to the kiln At Aberthaw the raw mate-
rial. ooniisting of hard limestone and shale is crushed
In Jaw-crushers and delivered to the wet mills for

grlnffing with water to a fine slurry

In the wet process less power is required to grind
hard nu^al and the aliiiTy is easily dealt wi£ by
mglfV of pumps, more fuel is needed in the kiln

NO 2433. VOL 97]

M uctioa allow ng orr nge n t f ba I and ube-milU

mabcally returned to the ball-mill for further grinding
In the wet process similar nulls are emplt^ed wiui
only coarse sieves or screens as otherwise they would
toid to get choked
At Aberthaw after leaving the mills the slurry falls

into a trough and by means of a special conveyer is

delivered to two slurry pumps which deliver the
slurry into one of two large storage tanks The
chemist takes half hourly samples from eadi mill and
hourly samples from the lar^ storage tanks whte
being filled The mixture in the tanks ia Aua ke^
practically constant and it continually ngitatetL
From the storage tanks the slurry is deUvered to

the feeding apparatus of the oeariy tmieental totary
kilns Dried finely powdered coal-dust is blown into
the outlet end of the Min, and ignltee fi to 10 ft from
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the outlet, the'temperature In the burning zone being

a{^»oximately 1370° to 1650** L This temperature u
^adually reduced until at the mlet end it is 3i5°t0455° C
Tlie slurry is first dried by the hot issuing gases, then

water of combination is dnven off and organic matter
carbonised, the dehydrated clay and lime gradually

approaches the clinkering zone where at t540® to

1650° C the combination of the lime silica, and
alumina takes place The clinker thus formed con

tinues to travel down the kiln and drops into the cooler

as a white hot mass of small nodules As these pass

down the cooler the incoming air abstracts heat from
the clinker and thus receives a large part of the heat

necessary for combustion Each ton of clinker burnt

rewires about $ cwt of fuel

Formerly the shaft or chamber kiln was used, but
the rotary type of kiln is now almost universally

adopted in mc^rn plants of any size, owing to better

burning of the clinker, greater output and economy
The clinker is finally ground to an impalpable

come up draw some of their food material from the

soil, and they build up their leaf and stem tissues

partly out of this and partly out of the carbon diozide

in uie air The process requires that energy
should be put into it, in this case the energy
comes from sunshine, and as neither energy nor
matter is ever destroyed in iialursl processes they

arc added to the mineral matter of the soil after tb&e
plants die, and th r le ivcs, stems, etc , become
mingled with it

Direct experiment shows that this addition of plant

residues is beneficial to plant growth, and It is now
known that tho difference between the surface and
the subsoil lies largely in the presence of residues

left by gmerations of plants that have lived and died
there The problem is to find why the plant residues

arc so beneficial

These plant residues contain carbon and oxygen
in large proportions, hydrogen and nitroMn in

smaller proportions, and lesser quantities oT pbos>

F c J —View lalcm froa lb« kilit firms pUtform ihow ng the wo joo feet kU «, ilutry feed upponitue, duu chenbeti, aid
chuniMir* at Abcrihaw

powder, the gnhdmg arrangements being similar to

those for the raw matenalt The Aberthaw works
produce 2400 tons of cement per week J A A

^ X THE SOIL AND THE PLANT
Natuk&’s Cycle akd Man’s Contbou*

I
T 18 a familiar observation that the upper layer of

the soil alone is well adapted for plant growth,
the underlying material or subsoil being wholly un
suited for the purpose But this disdnetion did not
always exist whm the soil was first laid down it

was aU like the subsoil, something, however, has
happened to bring about the change Observations
on land alips and cklT falls, and direct experiments, all

how that whenever subsoil u left expo^ to the air

it bwins to cover itself with vegetabon,, the seeds of
wUen are blown or earned 00 The first plants that

NO 2433, VOL 97]

phorus, caluum, magnesium, potassium, etc The
chief reaction in the soil is an oxidation, oxygen is

absorbed and carbon dioxide given out in approxi
mate equal volume. The carbonydrates of the plant
disappear very rapidly, some of the cellulose takes
longer and gives rise to the black humus familiar to
all gardeners The nitrogen appears as nitrate This
last 18 not quite what one would expect In the
decomposition of protein as studied in tne laboratoiy
the result is always a mixture of aniino,aads Unikr
the action of putrefactive bactena the decomposition
is carried a stage further yielding ammonia and other
bases, but mtrates are not found by the processes of
the chemist At first sight therefore the laboratory
decomposition appears quite distinct from that in the
s^, but close stiMy shows that this is not so Repre-
sentatives of the groups isolated m the laboratory can
be found In the soil, and, what is still more to the
P^t, if a trace of chloroform or toluene is added to
the sal no nitrate Is formed, but ammonia accumu-
lates motead When a trace ^ untreated soil is added
the process starts again, and nitrate is found as
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usual Thus it appears that ammonia it the precunm-
of nitrates, and U itself preceded the ustud amino,
acids The diatinguishlne feature of the soil decom*
position IS simply that it is earned several stages

plaM, the initial product8-.the proteins—are useless

for plant nutrition, the intermediate products are not

mucm good , the ammonia is considerably better, while
the final stage—the nitrate—is the best of all

During tnu decomposition also, the energy stored

up by the plant during its lifetime is run down so that

there is a transformation both of material and energy
Neither the energy nor the material is wasted, they

go to support a vast population of the most varied

kind, ranging from microscopic bacterm to earth-

worms All these depend on the plant residues for

their food and their energy But theirs is no case of

taking all and giving nothing in return Their work
Is nothing iess than the prMuction of food for the

plant preparing new plant food out of old plant

residues
Thus we have a great cycle going on in the soil,

dead irfant rMidues mingle with it and give life to

countless micro-organisms which in turn manufacture

Complix pUnt subtUttest.

Ast^ws Wn C5ii Cato, CempUad*

N Nilnfu of P K (it

r I

out of these residues food for a new generation of

plants

It is necessary to set some limits to the inouiry, and
so we restrict ourselves to the production of nitrates

This process Is the work of a great number of organ-

isnu, some of which carry out the first stages, and
others the later stages It resenibles the process of

mal^g mumtlons In that the first sta^s can be
btwgm about by a large variety of workers, wldle

later stages are much more spraalised, and can be

effected only by one or two spklal workers Indeed,

Ui the wars of the eighteenth centuiw the process was
actually under the h^istry of Munitions of the time,

aM both in Sweden and in Germany elaborate in*

atructiods were drawn up for the working of nitrate

^^tke process of nitrate formation is not free from
waste , starting with 100 parts of nitrogen as protrin,

one never recovers too parts of nitro^ as nitrate,

there it always a loss But the fault does not appear

fo be with the special organisms carrying out the last

stages of the process, for at least ^ per cent of the

amMonJacal nitrogen reappears at nmte It is not

clear that it lies irith the organisms producing
ammonia; at any rate, they can work without loss

NO 2433. VOL 97]

The probabdity is that the loss arises from sMie of

the nitrate that has been actually formed.
However it arises, this loss as well as the leadilng

out of nitrate by rain, would in natural oondidons
bring the stock of soil nitrogen to a very low level If

there were no counterbalancing processes, and for the

last fifty years chemists and bacteriologists have been
searching the soil vei^ thoroughly to find out how
these gains are brought about Two sources are
known the organisms associated with clover and
otter Lcguminosse, and free-living nitrogen-fixing

organisms These differ very much in appearance and
mMe of life, but they both require energy for thb
nitrogen fixation, and this they ootain from the com-
bustion of carbohydrate materials

It must not be supposed, however, that the organ-
isms bringing about these changes are the only ones
in the sou or that they lead tneir lives quite inde-

pendently of the rest of the soil population Indeed,
they could scarcely do so in any case for there is only

a limited store of food and energy, and whatever is

not helping is hindering them Numerous experiments
show that there is some factor—neither food au*,

water nor temperature—which is operating to keep
down Iheir numbers As it is put out ( f action by
heating to 55° C , or by traces of volatile antiseptics,

and can be rcmtroduced by adding a little untreated
soil. It is presumably biological, and the evidence shows
that It consists in part at least of certain amoebae,
it IS quite possible that other forms ore mvolvcd as
well But whatever the detrimental organisms may
be they impede the work of the organisms produnng
plant food in the soil Fortunately they arc put out
of action more easily so that we get the apparent
paradox that any process fatal to Hfe (but not too
fatal) proves ultimately beneficial to fe^ty while
any process beneficial to life proves ultimately harm*
ful Long frost drought heat, therefore benefit the
useful makers of plant food while prolonged warmth
nwisture, and treatment with organ c manures lead to

deterioration or to sickness, as the practical man
puts it

Having thus set out the general nature mf the cycle,

we next proceed to see how and to what egtent it can
be controlled.

Control may take place in two directions the
amount of organic matter, 1 e raw material out of
which plant food is made, may be Increased, or the
pace of the manufacturing process may be forced
The necessity for increasing the organic matter in

the soil was realised very early Arable farmers soon
found that land cannot be cropped indefinitely , sooner
or later it becomes * exhausted ’

, it recovers, how-
ever, if it is left to itsrif for a time, so that natural
vegetation can spring up and die again. The Mosaic
Jaw commanded the Jews to leave their land for one
year in seven and not to reap that which growetb
of itt own accord- The system survived in our own
land through Saxon and medieval times, land was
uncrojf^cd one year in three two corn crops were
taken, then grass was allowed to grow up on the
stubble to be ploughed In The prindple aw undbr-
lies our modern rotations, crops ore grown, then the
land is left covered with v^etatlon, out the process
is regulated by towing a definite mixture of gm or
clover chosen to make vigorous growth.
Another method for increasing tte amount of orgnnie

matter in the soil consista in growing a crM exdu«
lively for the purpose of plouding it in TUt
goes bhek to ancient timea Tnec^nrastus, 300 yento
Defore Chriat, teUs us that beans were grown bi
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is called green manuring, and even to-day is not
so fully devekmed as it ought to be Instead of
ploughing in the crop it may be fed to animals on
the ground, there nre other methods also but the
ob»^ is always the same
^e cultivator’s aim, however is not to accumulate

fertility but to use it We must therefore turn to the
Other part of the cycle and ace how far the down
grade can be controlled The most obvious method
IS to try to control the soil oreamsms This has
proved very dlflicult, and only the fringe has yet b^
touched, boon after bactenologists had picked out
the organisms that cause clover to fix nitrogen they
conceit^ the idea of breeding them in quantity and
putting them on to the seed or into the soil with a
view of getting better clover crops and therefore a
greater store of fertility These hopes were dis
appointed. Inoculation succeeded only in one case
when a new leguminous crop was intr^uced it some
times proved more economical to add the proper strain
of organisms than to wait until the native organisms
had had time to adapt themselves This has happened
in Scotland, Canada, and the United States But
usually in this country the proper bacteria appear
already to be present, and little is gained by adding
to theLr numbers , they merely die down to the proper
number the soil can carry If one wishes to increase
the number it is necessary to improve the soil condi
tions Even this does not settle the matter for as
already shown, the soil population is very mixed and
improvements in soil conditions may benefit the whole
crowd bad and good Indeed under specially intense
glasshouse conditions the harmful population may
prosper so much that the efficiency of the soli becomes
lowered and the soil becomes sick Tlie remedy is

obvious It consists in improving the soil population
and this it done by taking advantage of the tact that
the harmful organisms are more easily killed than the
useful ones Steam is used successfully in glass-

houses antiseptics would be cheaper but in spite

of considerable search nothing has }et been found
suitable for field work The problem is still under
mvestigation
More sqccess hat been attained in the control of toil

conditions Fortunately these are the same for organ
isms as for plants, so that anything benefiting the one
helps the other as well But there is one fundamental
law that always holds the plant must have all its

requirements satisfied or it will fail for example no
amount of food or water makes up for the lack of
temperature Anything setting a limit to growth is

callM a limiting factor Common limiting factors in

the kill are sourness, wetnm, dryness poverty, thin

ness of soil, etc In soil fertility problems the first

step is always to discover the limiting factor and then
to put it out of action

Pne of the commonest defects it sourness or lack

of time From Bie dawn of history this has been one
of the troubles of the Celtic tribes and before history

began they had discovered the remedy Pliny tells

lu diat they drew chalk out of the earth to nourish
me soil , to this day the process Is still carried out in

Hertfsfdshire much as ne describes it In modem
times groupd convenient and ground
Hm^btie sometimes proves even better still

wetness can be remedied only in one way—by
drainage This is an old art that was forgotten for

a foag time, it is not mentioned in the great Engbsh
agricunural revival of the sixteenth ooituiy Gervasc
Mkilcluun, for instance, wrote books on vnr] brandi

df fWminft-eo many indeed, that faia pphHshers made
a coittnet with him to write no more—Ihit never one
on drainage By the middle of the seventeenth

It was well known, though not much practised

vj the middle of the illneteenu cental, hbwever. It
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was extensively carried out Much of it wants re-

doing Pipe drainage is out of the question nowadays
on any large area, but a cheap and effective substitute

seems to be forthcoming in mole drainage, which con-

sists in making tunnels through the soil about 9 to

18 m below the surface with a special form of plough.

Dryness can either be overcome by adding water, as

in the big irrigation schemes or by taking more eare

of the natural water supply Addition of clay or

organic matter reduce the loss of water
,
so also does

the preservation of a fine soil mulch on the surface

Impwments have been devised to produce this soil

layer Much can be done also by selecting suitable

crops or vaneties special drought resisting wheats
have been bred in Australia and maize in the western

States of America
Shallowness of soil is however more serious,

especially when the thin soil is underlain by gravel or

very coarse sand indeed in this case no one has
evolved any satisfactory method of treatment Some-
thing may be done if a soft rock lies beneath, and
especially if it forms only a thin layer which can be
removed But when all is said and done, there remain
great areas of waste land that cannot be dealt with on
our present methods
Apart from these cases however i very considerable

degree of control of the soil cycle is ^sslble The
question naturally ar ses How far can the process

go? Not Indefinitely In any scheme of improvement
we are toon brought up against the fundamental laiy

that plants must nave all their requirements fulfilled

anything lacking setting a limit to their growth
A^cultural investigators aspire to a good deal m the

way of control and improvement but they admit they
cannot overcome the weather Here then, is oifo

limiting factor which has wrecked many schemes of
soil improvement
Another is the soil type In spite of all efforts a clay

remains a clay and a sand remains a sand A gar
dener on sandy soil may with great pains be able
to grow clay-soil plants but they will never do as

well as if eoual rare were bestowed on them in their

natural habitat The fanner cannot lavish care on
individual plants but has to deal with masses, he
therefore is less able to overcome the difficulties of
soil type This problem however is not insuperable,

and attempts are now bring made to deal with it

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cahbkidob —The General Bdard of Studies has pub-
lished a report to the Senate on the desirability of
uiatituting degrees other than the doctorate to be
given for on^nal research, the board is of opinion

that the present u a favourable opportunity for insti

tuting a mofe distinctive recognition of research nork
than is at present available Two classes of student

have to be considered first that composed of gradu
ates of the University, and, secondly tliat consisting

of graduates of other universities who ma} under the

present regulations obtam the Cambndge degree b}

two years" research work earned put In the Univer
sity The Board recommends tliat the degrees of

Bachelor of Lettes and Bachelor of Science be estab

hshed, that a Bachelor of Arts of the University may
in or after his deventh term submit for approval a
dissertation upon origmal research for the degree of

Bachrior of Letters or Saence that a research student

wte la not a gnuluate of the University may submit
a rilasartBtian upon original research for one or otiier

df the new donees after six terms’ residence It

alao ^belniiMfMlad ty the board althoug»* with dls^

‘1, dhat holders of the new degrees may ptOr
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ceed to the degree of Master of Arts in the same
manner as do Bachelors of Arts at present

Dr Cobbett and Dr Graham-Smith have been re-

appointed University lecturers in pathology and,

hygiene respectively

Th* Conference (1916) of the Association of Teachers
in Technical Institutions will be held on Saturday,

June 17, at 3 30 p m , in the Lecture Theatre, Day
1 raining College Southampton Row W C The
chair will be taken by the president. Dr T Slater

Pnee (military duties permitting), and Dr W Garnett
will deliver an address A number of important rcso-

ludons referring to technical education scientific re-

search, and industrial development will be put to the

meetmg
Arranobmbnts have been made, with the awroval

of the Foreign Office for extending to British

prisoners of war interned abroad the benefits of the
scheme which has been in operation for the last year
in connection with Ruhlebcn, for supplying selected

books of an educational character to those of the
interned who may be desirous of continuing their

studies m any subject Under this scheme several

thousands of carefully selected volumes mostly
standard works have been supplied to the Ruhleben
Camp, which is now provided with excellent libraries

(class, reference and lending) These books which
have been aent out through the agency of officers of
the Board of Education have proved a great boon
to the hiterned and have enabled sustained eduen
tional work of n definite character to be earned on by
the Camp Education Pepartment formed among the
prisoners In view of the value of the work the Board
of Trade (Marine Department) have decided to take
It into account in connection with their examinations
for the certificates of competency granted by them to
officers of the Mercantile Manne and the Fishing
Service Accordingly arrangements have now been
completed for rccoiding the time spent by nny prisoner
Interned at Ruhleben or Groningen m tho study of
nautical or other subjects An appeal Is therefore,

now made for a plentiful supply of new or second-
hand books of an educational character (light literature

and fiction are available from other source's) to meet
the needs of the many thousands of British prisoners
interned in cnomv or neutral countries It is to be
hoped that to this appeal there may be a liberal

re^nse A circular explanatory of the educational
book scheme can be obtained bv sending n postcard
addressed at the Board of Education Whitehall SW ,

to Mr A T Davies who is in charge of the arrange-
ments

Soanes for May 5 contains an interesting and sug
geathtej^dress by Prof Alex Smith on The Tram
ing of Chemists, in which the ouostions of standard
and overlapping courses, lecturing nnd laboratory
fadlides are dealt with Prof Smith deprecates the
very general practice of compelling un^graduates
who have studied chemistry at school to take the
same course in their first year as those who know
nothing of the science He advocates placuig such
students in a section by themselves, and finds in his
ei^Mrienee that they procp'eai 50 per cent more
ra^dly when so segregated The overlapping which
results from the instructor in one branch of chemistry
(a g qualitative analysis) assuming that the student U
ignonuit of facts and prinel|des which he has alreadv

leomt in anotipr branch (eg the inorganic course)

la also empha^ed It is pointed out that on the
other hand, oji^ic cbemiatiy frequently luffera from
the fruilt of lling taught as a separate science and
not ai||dendy eo^orffinated with the inoiganic branch
Prof mhh urges that oonsidereble advantage would
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accrue by the standardisation of the courses in the

vanous tranches of chemistry for the different univer-

sitiea and colleges, on account of the facts that migra-
tion from one ooltego to another is rapidly increasing,

and diat colleges of medicine are requiring previous

college work In order that students may acquire

that ability to apply theoretical conceptions which will,

more than ever be indispensable in the future,

standardising the elementary courses in chemistry is

essential Doubt is thrown on the value of lecturing

to elementirv students It is argued that lectures

inculcate an nbitity to understand statements made
by others whereas the object to be achieved is to

train the student to make correct statements on
chemical topics and deduce sound conclusions, him
tel) even though these conclusions are not new Prof

Smith advocates book study of the subject, the class

work being restricted to the testing of the work pre-

pared experiments illustrating the uwk, the dis-

cussion of difficulties nnd the asking of questions

He admits the value of lectures to students who know
how to study that is to those taking the more ad-

vanced courses

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Microscopical Society, May 17 —Mr E Heron-
Alien, president, in the chair—^ W Parklss Some
suggestions regarding visual efincienty in the use of

the microscope and other optical instruments brom
experience of work with the spectrophotometer and
other comparative instruments for measuring colour
absorptions the author had arrived at the conclusion
that the observer s visual efficiency and accuracy over
prolonged periods depend very largely on adjusting

the light in which he was working, so that it should
be ap^oximate to the light intensity in the field of the
observing instrument He developed this principle in

Its application to the microscope and other optical

instruments and showed how the more or less rapid
succession of efforts of the e>e to accommodate itself

to changes of luminosity was usually a much more
potent cause of eye fati^e or strain than the actual

conditions of light in the field of the instrument itself—^Rev H Friend Mien Oligochaets in England —
A T Watsoa A case of apparent intelligence exhibited

by a marine tube-bearing worm TerebeUa conchiUga

Physical SMiety, May 36 -Prof C V Boys, presi-

dent in the chair—T Salth The correction of
chromatic aberrations when the external media are
dispersive When one of the external meffia of a
lens system is dispersive it is not possible to ensure
the abrence of differences m the sin and posithm of
images of all objects formed by length of different

wave-Ien^hs The degree to which correction can be
carried is investigated and formula are given by
which the power and position of the external surfaces
of a system can be found when the type of correction

to be adopted is giveh —J OaDd Note on the use of
the autocoUimating telescope in the measurement of
angles The measurement of angles by means of the
autocolUmator resolves itself into the measurenlent of
the distance between two images produced in the focal

plane of a micrometer eyepiece In most cases tiie

light forming these images passes through portions
of the object glass on opposite sides of a diameter
It is shown that when this diamater la perpendicular
to the direction of the displacement to be measured
uncertainty and error ore introduced on acoount of anv
residual spherical aberration of the object glaaa and
the depth of focus of the telescope One or two par-
ticular cases are discussed In whtdi it la showa now
this may be obviated —E Hataefeakr the viaeo^ of
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colloidal tolutioni The author, in reply to some
remarks made 1^ Mr W B Hardy in the course
of his Guthne lecture, poinU out (a) that no viscosity

formula can cover the stage of gel formation, since

the change from a liquid with only slight anomalies
to a system having manv properties of an elastic sohd
necessarily precludes this, and (b) that the formula
given by Einstein, and, independently by himself, for

uie viscosity of a suspension of rigid spherical par-

ticles, docs not in any event apply to systems such
as discussed by Mr Hardy, which belong to the class

known as emulsoids

Uoaeai Society, June i —Sir David Pram prcsi

dent, in the chair —C Rsid and J Orsvss New types
of fossil CharacesB from the Purbcck Beds Ihe
earliest known remains of undoubted Characesc were
detached fruits recorded from the I las and Oolite

the earliest remains of the vegetative parts being
those m the Middle Purheck Beds By subjecting
slices of the limestone, in which the plants were
found, to a prolonged drip of very slightly acidulated
water, so that the Chara remains were etched out,

the authors had been able to elicit much fresh in
formation as to structure, which Fiad not t^n obtain
able from the sections and polished surfaces of chert
—Prof G E NIclislls The structure of the vertebral

column in the Anura phaneroglossa and its imixirtancL
as a basis of classificatian —Prof J MacLeod Quan
titativo variation in certain diagnostic characters of
ten species of the genus Mnium Is it possible to

describe and to identify an animal or u vegitabli

species by means of numbers ripreiienting tho value
of the specific char^cter8 ? The author has tried to
realise this by measuring thirty-eight characters in

about ninefo species and twenty varieties of the genus
Carabus The war prevented him from finishing and
publishing his work He tried to carry out siinilir

work with plants taking mosses of the genus Mnium
He limited himself to the study of the leaves of the
fertile stem of ten species of that genus When the
length of the successive leaves from the base to the
summit of a fertile stem of a Mnium is measured it

Is seen that the length increases ui> to a maximun
and then diminishes This curve represents the varia

tion of the character under consideration along th<

axis This peculiar form of variation may be called

gradation The gradation of the measured characters
of the ten species of Mnium shows much diversity

In these examples it is possible to find the name bv

four characters but it may be necessary to use five

or more characters As a doren characters are avail

able It IS honed that the identification of a given

specimen will be always possible even f the species

wrere more numerous —W I Distant The Rhvneota
from the Indian Ocean

Dublin

Rayal Irish Acadmy, May 22 —Tho Most Rev Dr
Bemud Archbishop of Dublin, president in the chair
— Algw Diketones derived from diacetoresorcinol

dimcthyletber The diketonc dianisovlacetoresorcinol

dimethylether is obtained by the condensation of

diacetoresoranoldimethylether with anisic ester by
meant of sodium Similar diketonet may be obtained

by the condensation of the dimethylether with the

esters of phenylacetic acetic, and oxalic acids Di
acetvlaoetoreaorcinoldimethylether and di-o-phenyl

aeetylacetoresorcinoldunethylether are colourless crystal,

line aubstances, while diantsoylacetoresorcinoldimethyl

ether is coloured slightly yellow and dimethoxyiso-
phthaloyldipyrUVic, ethylester la coknlred strongly

vellow. lliese ^ketones on beating with conoen-

trttad hydrlodic add should give dichromone or di-

fbvoiie aerintlves. In the condensations with anisic
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and phenylacetic esters the yields of the diketones
were msufiicient to try this reaction Diacetylaceto-
resoranoldimethylether on heatmg with hydnodic add
gave a torry product from which an extremely smail
amount of colourless substance was isolated, which
dissolved in concentrated sulphuric acid giving a sdu-
tion with tho strong green fluorescence characteristic

of rhromonc derivaties This colourless substance was
probably a dichromone derivative

Paris

Aeadtay et Scieacci, May 29 —M Cuinille Jordan m
tho chair — Thi. President gave an account of the
scientific work of the late Cicncral J S Gallieni,

correspondant in the section of geography and navi-

gation —G Bigoardoa Joseph Gaultier and the dls-

covery of the visibility of the stars in full daylight

This discovery has been m turn attributed to Picard

1668) Morin (163s) Hortensius (1633), Schickhardt

1632) It IS show n that this discovery w as made in 1611

by Joseph Gaultier of Aix-en Provence (see p 328) —
P Dahm llie general theory of electric oscillations—
M BaUaad An unpublished letter of Parmentier The
letter is dated August 13, 1800 and has reference to
the quality of the bread supplied to the Hdtel des
Invahdes—B Globa Mlkhslkaee 1 he movement of a
billiard ball with sliding and rolling friction —

M

Mesaagu All points of a supported thin rectangular
plate are lowered on the application of a uniform
load, no element remains horizontal the lines of
greatest fall all end at tho centre—C Stbiwr The
integration of a system of diflerenlial equations met
with in the studv of a rosmiial problem The equa-
tions occur in the problun of finding the motion of
an electrified corpuscle in the field of an elementary
magnet supposing the corpuscle to be also submitted
u> th< action of a central force emanating from the
magnet and inversely proport onal to the square of

the distiuicL Ed Sarasin and Th Temmaiina The
proof of a third Volta effect and the experimental
confirmation of the given explanation - h ZamboalBl

The relations which exist between the angles of
mixed crystals and those of their components The
mixed crystals studied included the molybdates of
kid and cerium calcium and cerium, strontium and
cerium, lead and didymium calcium and didymium,
calaum yttrium-ccriuni and the tungstates of calcium
and cerium In nearly all the cases studied there
was no precise relation between the values of the
angles and the composition —P PsUot The presence
of the Aptian in the sierra of Majorca ( Saavageoa

The heterogamic sexuality of Alaria etculenta —

J

Aaur The functional value of the mutilated limbs—
Ch J Gravler The Artincan fauna of the island of

San Thomi (Gulf of Gmn«a)-A Trillat and M
Feaasster Studyr of some factors cxenising an influ

ence on the rapwty of evolution of the typhoid bacillus

in milk
Capk Town^

Reysl Sackty •! Sooth Africa, Apnl 19—Dr L
Pdringuey president, in the chair—Sir T Malr Note
on pfaffians connect^ with the difference-product In
admtion to the discovery of the connection referred

to in the title there is established a senes of theorems
bringing pfaffians into relation with permanents and
other integral functions -Sir T Malr Note on the

so-called Vahlen relations between the minors of a
matrix The paper contains a critical examinnUon of

thq relations in question and an attempt to put the

subject on a sounder basis There is also Indi^ntally

invMved a rectification of the statements hitherto

accagted regarding the hlrtory of the subject—R T A
laaee The deve^ment of the perturbative function

in the theory of planeAry motion The author has
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publl«bAd a papetr in the iociety't Traneactlone, 19111
upon the Newcomb operators used in the aigebralcal
dmlopment of the etliptlc perturbative functim The
present paper deals with a nuther extension of the uses
of theso Newcomb operators —P A Wagasr A coo*
tnbutwn to our knowledge of the national gome '

of Africa Among most of the native races
dl Africa there is played in one form or another either

in rows of holes scooped out of the ground or on
wood, stone or even ivonr boards a peculiar game of
skill that from its wide distribution over the continent
has been appropriately styled the national game of
Africa Tne game is described by the author and is

essentially a war game Two players or sides direct

a contest between armies of eoual strength the object

in view being the capture or kilhng of men ^o
are rqiresented by small stones, seeds, shells, or frag-
ments of dry cow-dung—J Hswitt A survey of the
Scorpion fauna of South Africa The mam features

of tne Scorpion fauna of South Africa have been
known for some years though up to the present time
no complete lists or descriptions of the fauna as a
whole have been available In this paper an attempt
has been made to provide a trustwort^ synopsis of

the main distinguisWig characters of all the species

and varieties Icnown to inhabit South Africa —

S

Stbtateei Note on a pebole and portion of the lamina
of Cotyltden orbtculata functioning as a stem The
author describes a case of the formation of advcnti-
tioua roots on a leaf of CotyUdon orbtculata which
remained attached to its stem for seven months after-

wards The roots grew considerably, the petiole and
the lower part of the leaf thickening and resembling
the stem in outward appearance So far as examined^ petiole retained the external structure character.
Istic of such an organ and did not turn Into a stem
as was expected although it had to perform stem-
functions for such a long time In analogous cases
tn other plants radical changes have been observed

QuI
Nui
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LETTJSRS AND REMINISCENCES OF
ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE

Alfred Rntfel Wallace Letters and Rvmmt
jcences By James Marchant In two vols

Vol i
, pp. XI+320 vol n

, pp \i + 29a (Lon
don J Cassell and Co

,
Ltd 1916 ) Price 25s

net

A LTHOUGH MJred Russel Wallace published

a ^etaijled autobu^raphy, a wplcoine must
be, p;iven to this book of letters und reminiscences
which <!optains fresh and interesting mformation
regaMing one of whom we wish to kno,w all that

is -significant Mr Marchant, whose work has
bei^n a labour of love and veneration teljs us that

the original idea was to make a comparative study
entitled “Oarwm and Wallace which was also

to include an estimate of the present-day position

©f the theory of natural selection In this rather

dlfiicult task the veteran naturalist whose courage
never wavered proposed to co-operate, but he
died soon after the agreeme>nt with the publishers

had been signed Thus the originally projected

book remains unwritten and what Mr Marchant
has done is rather less ambitious He has made
a seleefion from several thousands of letters and
bas bound these together with a sympathetic and
well-written biographical commentary We wish
indeed, that there had been more commentary and
fewer letters, for some of these seem to us quite

tririal, and others lose m effect because their i g
nificance is not adequately indicated Wc reci^
nise the value of having * the complete extant
correspondence between Wallace and Darwin
(1857—1881) though many of the fascinating

documents have bSen published before but we
cannot repress our judgment that the book would
have been twice as \aluable if half of it had
been left out It is the old story of the over
crowded picture gallery

Restrained as Mr Marchant is In his apprccia

tkm of Wallace for whom he evidently has a
reverence as deep as his affectioa he gives us
glimpses of a well-considered and intellectually

baladced hero-worship which everyone will com
nwod But we atp not at all inclined to agree
tihat ^*UD to the present time the unique work
and position df Wallace have not been fully dis

dosed oyiimg to his great modesty and to the

Tact that he outlived all his contemporaries ” The
Tact IS that the merits of Wallace’s work have

bedi carefully appreciated bv those interested in^ personal end bistoncsl side of biological pro-

gress.. moreover the charin of his personality

and the 'shiceniy of "his character led both his

cobteoiporariea and those who hdve entered Into

lua labours to a wise add generous inattention to

Varioas dfikdllatud idiodynetaties which would
tAberanae have .blcpndied the great itabireHst’s

sdentlfle reiiutatioa It idmams, Unfortnmttly,

a alUtUa<m Offfiitdn whetiber WaD^ a|ks In

ma 'a%6tQus dissent frenk Daewm's theor^^ of
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sexual selection, but no biologist questions the

value of his criticism and of his suggestions , 00,

the other hand, it will be found difficult to aiak-
tain that what Wnlluce said (m his later years)

regarding either mutations or Mendelian inheri

tance was marked by competence, not to sp^k
of wisdom

It is indicative of the greatness of the man
that tas the preface tells us) there was not in.

all the thousands of letters—published or un-

published—anything that an editor might be m-
ebned to suppress, but Our point is that m the

volumes before us it is not difikult to find ex-

amples of obiter dicta which are all very well in

a letter but do not, when read in cold blood,

confoim With what wc know irf the writer s

sagacity In illustration we may point to the

sentence, The Piltdown skull does not prove

much If anything,” and to the remarks on Berg-
son and on Bateson Little dungs of this sort

do not, of course, affect Wallace s scientific repu«

tation which it would be an impertinence to ifibaSc

or think of except in terms the highest res^t,
but we see little use m seriously chronicling re-

marks which were based on misunderstatxlii^

But too much must not be made of the inclusion

of mafetial which a more critir-U editor might
have sifted out for the task of selection must
have been exceedingly difficult and there is no
doubt as to the value of even minute details in

producing a picturesque impression. It may well

be that some of the letters that appear to us
without significance will be appreciated by other

readers In any case, we have to thank Mr
Marchant for s picture of Wallace as a man which
IS firmer and more complete than that previously

available A very lovable and noble picture forms
round oUr memories of him as the apprects*

tion before us recalls his guiielessness sincerity

kindness and humility his eagerness of mind uad
unlimited range of interests his adsenturous
speculativeness his enioyment of all aspects of

Nature his continual thought for the welfare of
his fellows, and bis undimmed vision of the un-
seen From first to Inst we get an impression of

magnantmiU that makes us proud of our race

As Mr Marchant well says —
Apart altogether from his scientific posibon

and attainments, which set him on high, he was
*1 pqbl0 example of brave, resolute, ahd hopeful
endeavour, maintained witbqut falteringf to the
end of a long life And this is not the least valu-

able part of his legacy to the race
’

In spite of the |feneral cntmism which sfre have
been comjieUed to make we heartily congratulate
Mr MardMiht op the effectiveness of his tribute

to his Illustrious friend The commentary is in-

tetedii^ pi style and admirable in its mhod the
editing hks hem done snth scrupulous carefidoess

Ihe Iwfii of Wallace’s wbrks indude hn letttts

and retdewa m Nature arranged ebroooldgtct^
The lUtmratiqiBa arerrof great intereab, espscudly
tfaO frontiapidBa© tsuo vahunhs andjiffie

ebarising ^oto^pfa bf Wafiahe^ Vnnther

8
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INTERNAL SECRETIONS
The Endocnne Organs An introduction to the

Study of Internal Secretion. By Sir E A
Schafer Pp. ix + 156. (London Longmans,
Green and Co., 1916 ) Price los 6d net

'T'HE matter m this book represents the sub-
i- stance of the Lane Medical Lectures, given

at the Stanford Umversity, California, m 1913
It deals with a subject which is of increasing

interest and importance to a larn number
readers, and m which Sir Edward Schafer has

himself done pioneer work
Tlie object of the vdume is “ to supply a con-

cise account of our present knowled^ of the

subject for the benefit of students and practi-

tioners who may be desirous of obtaining more
information regarding the internal secretions than

IS afforded by the ordinary text-books of physio-

logy* but have not the Ume or opportunity to

peruse extensive monographs or consult origmal

articles
*

The work is very well got up , there are X04
illustrations, which for the most part are care-

fully dioaen and splendidly reproduced The
space which these demand probably necessitates

a large page, which is the only technical fault to

be found with the production of the book.

There is rather much new terminolcgy for a
volume of the size and scope of the present one
The author proposes, for the internal secretions,

the general term autacmds self, and
Lnt, a medicinal agent), and he divides the auta-

coids into hormofltc and chalontc autacoids,

according as their action is to be regarded as
exatatory or depressant According to this classi-

fication, an autacoid is to be called a hormone
only if Its action is an excitatory one The idea

is doubtless a good one in many respects, but
the author is not unaware of the shortcomii^
of such a classification, and anticipates some of

these on page 7 in considering the action of
adrenalin in causing exatation in some struc-

tures and inhibition in others, by regarding both
phenomena as bemg due to sympathetic stimula-

tion, the adrenalm thus acts as a hormone in

both cases, stimulating on the one hand an ex-

atatoiy m^anism, on the other an inhibitory

one ft is not clear why all the so-called chalones
might not be regarded in like manner, at all

events provisionaUy, since the evidence for the
existence of some at least of them is by no means
strong
Naows are also suggested for hypothetical

autacoids, eg, parathynne from the parathy-

roids, and insuline from the islet tissue of the

pancreas, but these names are, of course, only

of a provisKmal nature

Tlie best chapters are those dealing adth the

tbyitHparatfayrdid group and those whudi treat of
the pituitary body and suprarenaL The clinical

materid mtroduced is of e^iecial interest

Here is a misprmt of imjmrtance on page
whma, m d«sling with the ^thesis of adrenalm,

the words "methyl-aoetyl-pyrocateclun’' should

read *‘methylaffiino-aoetyl-pyrocatecbin
’*
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Investgations connected with the internal

secretions are beset with innumerable pitfalls,

and it IS easy for the zealous to discover what
they seek, uoJess great care is taken not to read

too much into the results obtained The caution

required m drawing conclusions is exemplified an

the case of the hormones causing “secretion"
of milk such bodies appear to be present, not
only m the blood of non lactatuv animals (p 9$),

but also in the pituitary of the skate (p qp),
which also acts on the uterus, yet does not m-
fiuence the blood pressure or the kidney

One feature of the book should make it welcome
to a general reader, namely, the reduction of
references and conflicting statements to a mini-

mum In the chapters dealing with the mter-
relations of the various oigans this impression
cannot in any case very well be avoided, as ex-

treme conclusion* have been pushed by many
workers, and conflicting statements are too often
the only ones available

There is no doubt that the book will appeal
to a wide aide of readers

SIR GEORGE DARWIN S LECTURES
Scteniffic Papers by Sir G H Darmn Vol V
Supplementary Volume containing Btographiad
Memoirs by Sir Francis Darmn and Prof
E W Brown Lectures on Hill's Lunar Theory,
etc Edited by F J M Stratton and J Jack
son Pp lv+8i (Cambridge At the
University Press 1916 ) Price os net

The previous four volumes contain all tiie

papers that Sir Geoige Darwin desired to

see r^nnted and, although there remain many
scientific reports on geodesy and the tides, the
editors of this supplementary volume have
adhered to his judgment in exduding them The
chief occasion for adding a fifth vdume is m
order that Darwin s course of lectures on HilPs
lunar theory may be mcluded These lectures

were delivered to his classes of students at Cam-
bridge, and naturally do not contain original con-
tributions to science, mdeed, Darwm m his

scientific investgations scarcely touched on this

subject But It was throigh this course that

several well known astronomers were first mtro-
duced to Hill s work, who have since greatly
developed on these lines our knowledge of thle

moon s motion The lectures will now be read
by a wider circle, and they thoroughly
to be well known A veiy clear presenUtion of
the prinaples of the method is ^ven, and the
more tedious analytical development is cut short
where necessary with excellent judgment This
volume contains also Darwin’s last piqier on
periodic orbits, published in 191s, too late for

inclusion with his other papers on the subject
The reader will turn with the greatest pnasttfw i

to the two biographical memoirs by !^r Fraooia
Darwin and Prof E W Brown. The forditr

gives a vivid personal sketdi bf hu brpdier. ThjS
story of the early life at Down Is of mtetresli Mit
on^ on account of Qeorge Darwm, but for tht
incidental references to his iUustrioos father.
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We read that Oarwin’a capacity as a mathe-
ntabCMUi was probaUy of slow {growth |2||i an
undergraduate he did not di^ay any<W that
cdossal power of work and taking infinite trouble

which cbiractensed bun later It surprised his

friends afterwards that he should have developed
the patience for making the laborious numerical
calculations on which much of his most original

work was based
Prof Brown’s memoir deals with Darwin s

scientific work A leadmg characteristic is

that he was an applied mathematician m the
strict and older sense of the word He did
not undertake investigations for the interest of
the mathematical processes, but for the interest

of the phenomena “ Darwin belonged essentially

to the school which studies the phenomena by the
most convenient mathematical methods Strict

logic in the modern sense is not ipphed nor is

it necessary, being replaced in most cases by
intuition which guides the investigator thtough
the dangerous places " When the problem seemed
mtractable to analysis he had recourse to
numencal methods, and never seemed to hesitate

to embark on the most laborious computations
which might throw light on the phenomena In
his address to the International Congress of
Mathematicians at Cambridge (which is also re-

printed in this volume) he referred to his methods
in the words ‘My own work on the subject

cannot be said to involve any such skill at all

unless indeed you describe as skill the procedure
of a housebreuer who blows m a safe door with

dynamite instead of picking the lock ”

Prof Brown gives an admirable review of the
ground covered by the papers in the earber
volumes, showing the unity of aim throughout
aU Darwin's work, hia memoir will form an
excellent introduction for those who wish to

enter on a senous study of the papers

OVR BOOKSHELF
Dueases of Poultry their Etiology Diagnosis

Treatment and Prevention By Raymond
Peari, Frank M Surface, and Maynie R Curtis.

Pp XI -t- 34a (New York The Macmillan
Company ,

London Macmillan and Co
,
Ltd ,

1915 )
Price fir fid net

This interesting and well-illustrated book con-
tains twenty-one chapters and a glossary of tech-

nical terms The chief subjects dealt with are the

dls^otu of diseases m j^ultry, avian maUna
tfudica, a discussion of the diseases generally

found to infect the various organs poisons, in-

ternal and external parasites, tumours, and
poultry surgery
The book is stated to be a compilation, but it

is unfortunate that few other than Americao pub-
lications appear to have been used as sources of

information Thus, the use of catechu for white

dburrlicea is ascribed to Salmon, who pitUished u>

1912. while the treatment was or^mally set forth

fey Fantham and employed in En^and in 1910
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Mention should be made of the very dear and
concise exposition of poultry hygiene that is given
in the second chapter Were the instructions

detailed therein to be earned out universally there

is no doubt that nine-tenths of the losses now
experienced among poultry would be saved The
short account on matena medtea for the poultry-

man 18 simple, sound, and eminently practlScal

Many useful bints on the administration of drugs
used in combating such parasitic infections as

t-ipeworms are also given

The chapter on the recognition of external para-

sites and the eradication of diseases such as scaly

leg and depluming scabies, is ably written, and
the section on skin diseases and their cure is ade-

quately treated When dealing with diseases

of the reproductive organs an interesting account

of various abnormalities observed m eggs
their causation and prevention, is ^iven, attention

bemg directed to the abnormalities of practical

importance in egg production and marketing

There is also a chapter on white diarrhoea, in

which the chief American views on the various

forms a{ this disease, coccidial and bacillary are

set forth

We have pleasure m recommending the book to

the attention of the practical poultry-keeper

4 Oeneratwn of Reltgtoui Progrest Edited by
G Sptller (Issued m Commemoration of the

2ist Anniversary of the Union of Ethical

Societies
) Pp 151 (London Watts and Co ,

1916 )
Price IS net

A COLLECTION of articles by nine contributors

Sir H H Johnston dealing with science and
religion, eloquently sketches the progress of

thought from simian times, and has interesting

thuigs to say about family affection in apes and
savages, and about development of ancestors mto
local deities He thinks that “religion, as the

conception of a heavenly being, or heavenly beings
concerning themselves greatly with the

affairs of man, has been abolished [or, later, “put
entirely in the background ’

] for all thoughtful and
cducal^ people by the discoveries erf science'’,

but he shows reverence for the teaching of Jesus,
and believes true Christianity is primarily con-
cerned with the service of man

In the remaining essays in the volume Mr
Alfred Martin describes the histoiy and methods of

the higher criticism , Mr WiUiam Archer writes on
religion and democracy, with Asia and Europe as
the fount of each respectively. Miss Margaret
McMillan, in her section on woman’s mission, is

advanced, but sensible, as always, Mr Joseph
McCabe, on the humaner spirit, mentions raorms
in the hours of labour, in the samtation of prisons,

in Parliamentary representation, and claims that

not science, but humanistic idealism is the
greatest irfienomenon of modem tunes , Prof J S,

Mackenkie writes on educational ideals, Mr C T
Gorham on the moral ideal, and Mr G Spilldr on
the future of religim.
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lETTERS TO THE EDITOR
lT)u Ei$tor dou not hold hinutlf rttponnhU Jot

opinions ucprutsd by hu corrospondonts Nnthor
eon h4 undtrtake to sttnm, or to corrtspond with
itu vmUrs of ro]ttte4 manuseripts intendtd for

Mo or any othtr port of Naturb. No notiea is

toktn of Otunymout eomnuinioations
]

mumy Md Bfitoniology

While Euler’s problem of the buckling of elastic
rods and shafts under end thrust has received much
attention both from mathematicians and from
engineers the importance of the results does not
appear to have been appreciated in the entomological
world

I have been recently attemptmg to rearrange an
old butter^ collection mounted in the so-called Con
tinental ’ fuhion, high up on entomological pins
about X 5 in long, and 1 find that except in the case
of the thickest pins elastic instability invariably
occurs whan it is attempted to insert the specimens
in the cabinet This effect causes great trouble and
inconvenience even with pins of thickness suitable for
mounting averageeized Lycesemdse The drawers of
my cabinet are lined with peat coated with a thin
layer of cork, and are specially constructed for t^
purpose, so the resistance is not great

In the case of brass pins made in Germany ' it

is impossible to insert tliem from above without per-
manently bending, and often doubling them up In
this case the flexure due to buckling causes permanent
set ’ Steel ^ns on the other hand are not usually

bent beyond me dastic limits, but the result of the
buckling b to cause the cad of the pm to take a
wrong direction when it is driven into the box

, con-
sequently, when tho forceps is removed the insect
springs back into a position different from that
originally intended not only causing the collection
to look very unsightly, but often resulting m the
arttennsB breaking off In consequence of the momen-
tum generated in them by the vibration The effect

of eoioetsive strain m the case of steel would probably
be to break the pin in two

It IS curious thot when studying these problems
m eiasticity nearly thirty years ago the idea never
occurred to me to apply the results to account for
the incessant troubles and misfortunes which In later

vetn resulted in my abandoning entomology as a
hobby The present experiences affording as they do
a theoretical explanation of the diflUcultios, prove con-
chiaively that the Contlnontal system of setting butter-

flies and other insects high up on long German pins
is fundamentally wrong in principle and entomdo-
giats would do well to take account of the phenomena
df elastic Instability in deciding the style in whidi
thhy ffloimt their future collections

It would be the easiest thing in the world to cal-

culate the maximum length of pin of a given thick-

ness that could be driven without buying iitto a
egbinet drawer or steredMK offenng a given raslst-

aoce, but tho question is so easily decided by trial

that « mathematical mvestigabon appears scaredy
netiesij^ G H Bstan

Tub tflseovery of the Sacred Way, or Procession

^treeb Babylon !b one pf the refuus of excavations
cwrM out by Os Robert Koidewey 00 the wte of
fhia ancient city This Sacre^ Street ettond^ ap-
proximately north and south through Babyion so far
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ag the south-east coriKO of o' level quadranouiar jen-

nlnimigMi'herein was situated the iamoua. Tower «f
BahylV Here the Sacred Way turned ohaiply weotr

ward towards the Euphrates, where the stone puts
of the bridge which spanned the river have been fpund.

All the temples of Babylon, including those of the

goddess Ishtar and of Marduk the lord of Bdxylon,
have been found in the vicinity of thw Sacred Way
on either side The street was extended slightly west
of north and east of south, and the temples were
sunilarly oriented the southward aspect being qpproki-

nutely S S E Apparently no attempt has b^ made
to ascertain the azimuth of any of the temples, or of

the Prouission Street Prof Leonard W Kmg in

bis recently published History of Babylon, states

that Nebuchadnezzar boasts that he paved the street

of Babylon for the procession of the great lord Mar-
duk, to whom he prays for eternal life (p 59)
The foundation of the Sacred Way was la^ with

burnt bncks The pavement throughout its entire

length was constructed of square slabs, those in the
miodle being a fine bird limestone those along
each side being of red breccia veined with white ,

but along that part of tho Sacred Way between the

royal palace and the mam entrance to the enclosure

of the Tower of Babylon the pavement was formed
entirely with slabs of breccia A plate facing p 6q of

the History, showing part of the Procession Street

uncovered mokes it apprar that the slabs were about

18 in square They were held firmly in position by
being laid on bitumen which also filled the int«'-

stices between the slabs

Dr R Koidewey thinks the hmestone may have
been obtained from Hit, on the Euphrates Prof

L. W King has informed me in reply to an inqutiv,

that it it not yet known whence the breccia for the

Sacred Wav was obtained though at the time of ita

discovery Dr Koidewey consulted more than onp
geologist on the subject

Inscriptions on the edges of the slabs record that

the pavement was constructed by Neburhadnezzar
(604-561 B c ) but It IS recorded on many of the

Slabs of breccia that thev had formed part of an earlief

pavement which had been the work of the great
Sennacherib (688-681 b c ) during tbe Assyrian-

domination It noiild be interesting to know from
what quarries the breccia and tho limestone were
obtained
Bv his extremely valuable History of Babylon

Prof L W King has placed arciueologista and all

interested in ancient civilisations under a heavy tfSbt of

obligation The long chapter deahng svith ute nuMt
recent discoveries with numerous plans and lllusthi

tidns, IS a treatise in itself of thrilling interest

H Kitw^
194 Shclbourne Ro id Bournemouth

P S —Since the foraging letter was tn type I have
made a closer examination of the plans 01 the -city

and of Its temples published m Dr King’s ” History
of Babylon
The plans nn pp 74 and 83 show that the part of

the Sacred Way leaiUng to tho Euphrates branched
from the main street at an angle of about^ This

r: of the street was oriented about lo^ tp N of

and S of W The street passed alongside the
eastern and southern wall of the peribokta of the
Temple Tower and in this latter part of Ita course
toWtirds tlie nver it had the tower op the right (N )

and the Templq of Marduk on tbe left 4S,h
King stidea that the main street douhtle«B a^ con-
tinued southwards to a gate ip tbe southern Vm|l of^
city
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TAe temple* are quadraogular structures enclosing
one or more courts open to the sky, and Jiey all

in having the eastward side more or loss north
of east, the western side faang south of west But
the orientation vanes considerably Thus while the
Temple of Ishtar is oriented almost duo N and S
and E and W , facing only about 4° N of E
the Temple of Ninib faces about ao° N of E and
the Temple of Ninmakh some 35° N of E This
latter temple has its entrance on the northerly side,

and the shrine on the southern, whereas the Temple
of Ishtar has entrances on the C and S sides, and
the shrine on the W The figures given arc approxi
mate only
Dr King is now at work on the third volume of

hit ‘'Histoi^ each volume treating of a sepantc
period, and being to some extent independent of the

others When completed the work will be of lasting

value although eacn year adds fresh knowledge from
new discoveriM Dr King teaches us much Sut he
alto makes us feel how much there is to learn What
principles for instance guided the Babylonian archi-

tects and builders in the orientation of their temples?
June 13 H K

ancient manuscript the delta— 4 was erroneously taken
to be an alphaa i of which the present investigatton
shows numerous examp^ ' As regards the state-

ments of Hipparchus Ptolemy, and Sflfi, the facts
are —

Hipparchus, Rhodes + 36
1 tolemy, Alexandria +31
Sbfi, Bagdad + 33

bhirax +30
leheran +35

t)«c1 Zen dbL

-SO 86

4« 79

-45 /8

-45 75

Sdfi on account of the low altitude, took the mag-
nitude from Ptolemy That 0 Endani was of the
first magnitude for more than a thousand years, and
from the time of Hallev (1677) to the present day of
uniform brightness (3 or 4 mag) without sign of
vanability, will scarcely be accepted by astronomers

The Remrwkk

“ Ptolemy’S Oatalogua of Stars ”

May I point out that your reviewer of Ptolemy’s
Catalogue of Stars” (June 1, p 383) is mistaken in

BU|Westing that a mere confusion between the uncial
al^ (=1) and the uncial delta (^4) will account for

Ptolemy s assignment of the first magnitude to what
IS now the third magnitude star 0 Eridani
The star called the last in the River,” whence the

Arabic name of Achernar, is expressly described in

the catalogue as ‘ brilliant ” Xa^irp< r, an epithet ap-

plied to no other In the group And in another work
of Ptolemy s, the a<r«ir in which the risings and
settings of thirty fundamental stars fifteen of

the firat magnitude and fifteen of the second, are

calculated for several parallels of latitude the last

of the River ’ takes its place among these of the

first magnitude
Moreover, the same stir is mentioned several times

by Hipparchus in his one surviving work the com-
mentary on Aratus, and in each case it is described

as the brightest In the constellation of the River,

which It could not have been had it been of the fourth

magnitude only
/^ain, the star is of the first magnitude to A1 Sdfi,

whose catalogue was drawn up 800 years after

Ptolemy, for the express purpose of revising the

magnitudes given in the Almagest A1 Sflfi adds

some particulars as to its position which alone would
suffice to refute the wild suggestion that the star

meant was not 0, but the m^ern a Endani, Acher-

nar, a star invisible to Greek and Arab astronomers

There cad be no reasonable doubt that 0 Eridani

bas dMlined in lustre, from the first magnitude to

the third, in the interval between Al SOfl and the

days when, during the early Portuguese vovages, it

aa^ was seen after many centuries by European
met That Ulugh Beg, 1437, should still make it a
ftat-rnagiutude star is remarkaUe but not conclu-

rive, as ms work was a i^iiion of the places only,

not the magnitudes, assigned to the stars his pre-

deceasors E J Webh.
Noke, Islip, Oxford

THi tuggettion was not made by thd reviewer, Iwt

)a made in the work under review (p no), dihere it

ia^t^ that “it u most probable that in a very
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\ouR correspondents are entirtly nght iil their con-
tention that, in this country, the word blizzard is

used as a rule quite wrongly I have protested many
times in the past against this misuse
Por various reasons, a true bliztard cannot occur in

Britain In the first place, as several correspondents
liavc already pointed out, the necessary climatic conifi-

tions are lacking for a wind of extremely high velo-

city never occurs here in conjunction with sufficiently

intense cold, producing fine d^ powdery driving snow.
Secondly a wind velocity sufiiaently high to produce
a blizzard is seldom or never attained, except m a
region marked by an immense extent of level surface,

little broken by trees and other obstructions and there
w no such region m Britain ATI the necessary condi-
tions, both efim me and physical exist, however, in

that true homo of the buzzard—the vast plains and
prairies lying to the cast of the Rocky Mountains, in

Central North America especially in Dakota and
Manitoba Even the great English snowstorm of

January 18, 188
1
(which I rtmemW very well iritieed),

bore little resemblance to a true blizzard, for the
intense cold and high wind lelocity characteristic of a
blizzard were both absent
Those interested in the subject could not do better

than refer fo a little work Manitoba Described,”
which I published m i88j, after a visit to

that country Therem will be found (pp 57-58)
an excellent description of a Manitoban blizzard,

written by my friend Mr Ernest Thompson SetOn,
then living there It was I believe, the earliest

scription ever published, at all events in this country
Moreover its graphic style has never been, and coqld
not be, excelled

It may be worth mentioning—though the fointjs of
etymological rather than of scwntific interest—that the

use of the word blizzard' in the above-mentioned
article (1885) marked, 1 believe, its first appearance in

permanent literature In this country, though there are

inetances of its use three or four years earlier in Eng-
lish periodical literature Earlier than that the wi^
cannot have been ueed enyWhere in the sense in que»»
tiont for it did not make its appearance, even in

Amesieen journalism, before the winter of 1880-81

Miller Christt
Broom Wood Lodge, Chij^at, St James,

Chelmsford, JuiMris
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THE OVERJ^ISHING OF THE NORTH SEA »

'‘PHE problem of over-fishing of the North Sea

was stated in general terms by several

committees of inquiry during the latter decades

of the last century, and particularly, in regard to

the fishes of whi^ the plaice is the type, by the

International Council for Fishery Investigations

about ten years ago Since then a large amount
of scientific and statistical research has been

cnrried on in this and other European countries

with the object of providing data for international

schemes of fishery regulation A series of reMrts
recently published by the English Board o( Agri-

culture and Fisheries forms what is obviously a

very important contribution towards the settle-

ment of these very difficult questions The series

includes three papers on the routine work dealing

with the age, growth, and sexual maturity of the

North Sea ^aice, with the food of the fish in

different areas and at different times, and with the

distribution of the sexes These reports have
been prepared by Dr W Wallace, Mr R A
'Todd, and Mr A £ Hefford Miss R M Lee
reviews an extensive series of commercial trawler

statistics dealing with plaice, soles, and haddock

,

and Lieut H J B Wollaston gives an account of

investigations undertaken with the object of de
limiting the positions of plaice-spawning grounds in

the North Sea These two latter papers are distin-

guished by much originality of treatment, clear and
orderly presentation of the facts elicited, and read
able discussions of the trend of the data They
contain some noteworthy results mteresting cases

of high statistical correlation between the density

of plaice and haddock on the various fishing

grounds of the North Sea, established by Miss
Lee , and details of some novel methods of plank-

ton investigation devised by Lieut Wollaston
The main problem is discussed by Dr AT

Masterman Is there evidence of indubitable over
fishing of the North Sea? In its inception the

problem was an international one, and it has, to
some extent, been treated as such But the
Ei^hsh trawl-fisheries are so predominant as to

make it apparent that the statistical data obtained

1^ the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries must
form the mam mass of material to be considered

The returns of plaice landed at English ports

during the period 1906-1913 are therefore those
dealt with by Dr Masterman Nevertheless the

report to the International Fishery Investigations

Council prepared by Dr Heincke and published

m the seventeenth volume of ' Rapports et Proces-

Verbaux ” should also be seen 1^ readers of the

present papers
Dr Masterman ’s report is difficult to read be

cause of the great mass of detail considernl The
statistics are complicaterl rather unnecessarily (in

the meantime at least) by the rather minute sub-

division Of the North Sea into statistical areas,

mnetemi in all If the areas are considered indi-

vidually the fishery statistics of other North Sea
nations must be included, and this has not been

I aosnl of Ar*«>UuN ns Vklmlu. FUmit InmtlfMlont. Swia 11

Swm^w^el Ik No*. 1-5 Vol ill tfo». HM
SMlIoofTT OAe« 1915 )
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attempted—perhaps it is unpracticable Now the

period of time covered by the investigations, 1906-

1913, IS far too short to enable us to decide

whether over-fishing has actually occurred There
I
are fluctuations during this period, and these

‘maximal and minimal years” are not the result

I

of statistical accidents,” for they are demon
strated independently by Miss Lee’s data. But they

' are fluctuations most probably dependent on, or to
be assocuted with, meteorologies cyclical events,

and do not bear on the question of over-fishing

Perhaps over-fishing has been demonstrated by
Dr Masterman as the result of the consideration

of the trade-categories ’ Plaice landed in

England arc subdivided into ‘large," medium,”
and ‘small The variation in the total annual
quantities of all plaice landed during 1906-1913 is

not significant, but there is a significant decrease

in the quantity of large,’ and a compensatory
increase in the quantity of “small ” These
variations in the quantities belonging to the

various classes may be unreal, for 3iere are
apparently no statistical descriptions of the “cate-
gories, and It is not impossible that these have
not always been the same throughout the period
considered The terms are trade ones, and the

classification is a trade convention made inde-

pendently of the s>stem of statistical collection

Nevertheless it is most probably true that modern
trawl-fishing has diminished the stock of laige

plaice mhabiting the North Sea Or Masterman’s
discussion indicates so much The oimposition of
a natural fish peculation inhabiting this very ex-

tensive area has been affected by artificial means
In other words, the mean after-hfetime " of a
plaice inhabiting the North Sea, at the time when
it IS big enough to be caught in a trawl-net, has
been reduced as a result of the development of
the British steam fishing fleets

The problem is thus one of the eliciting of facts

rather than of the provision of remedial ^pislative
measures It is h^hly unlikely that sudi will be
attempted for some time to come, but the thmg to
be immediately considered is the recommendation
made to the various Governments, in 1913, by the
International Fishery Investigation CouncJ This
suggested a minimum sizc-hmit upon plaice landed
of 30 cm during the winter months, and of 33 cm
in the summer months Now one mpst con-
sider rather carefully what is njeant by “over-
fishing " The natural problem that confronts sea-
fishery authorities is to get as great a quantity
annually of marketable platce from the North Sea
as this area will afford without progressive deple-
tion of Its resources The commercial value of
this annual jrield must not alone be considered,
nor the relative value of one fraction of it (large

g
aice) as against another fraction (small puic^
tber questions incidental to the general one, sucm

as the effect of the proposed legislation upon the
oommcraally unorganis^ smaller inalxuv fistwries,

must also be considered The^ ccrnsideraticms
are, of course, not relevant to Dr Mastennan's
discussion, but they ought to be in the mind* of
readers of these important papers. J J

(t-aadoo HM
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INHERITANCE IN ROVING AND IN
ROMANTIC 1 YPES ^

I
N his interesting' study Dr Davenport deals

first with those not unfamiliar types who
cannot settle down, who run away from home and
school, who disappear suddenly and are next
heard of at the ends of the earth When the im-
pulse IS well-marked those whom it sways are

known as ro\ers, and the periodic or prevailing

domination of lift bj the w andtnng impulse may
be called nomadism It occurs in various forms
and degrees, but the term nomadism should not
be used too widely if it is to be of mj use Thus
Meunitr s classihcation includes legitimate nomads
(like peddlers and missionaries), delinquent

nomads (like fugitives from justice), nomads of

ethnic origin (like gipsits and crusaders), is well

as nomads of morbid origin (who ire rovers
in the strict sense) But this net has been too

widely cast, ind the suggestion that the rovers are

necessarily morbid is unfortun ite 1 he truant

may become a scholar gipsv nnd the stowaway a
great explorer

According to Dr Davenport, nomads, of all

kinds have a special racial trait— arc in a proper
sense, members of the nomadic race This trait

IS the absence of the germinal determiner that

makes for sedentariness, stability domestiaty
’

From the data of a hundred family histones (some
of which seem to us far from convincing as illus-

trations of true roving) tit inv cstigator concludes

that

nomadism is probably a six linked recessive monrj-

hybrid trait Sons are nomadic only when their

mothers belong to nomidic slock Daughters arc
nomadic only when the mother belongs to such stock

and the father Is actually nomamc When both
parents are nomadic expectation is that all children

will be

The wandering impulse is frequently associated

with various kinds of periodic behaviour, such as

depression, migraine, epilepsy, and hysteria, but

Dr Davenport is probably right m concluding

that these merely permit the nomadic impulses to

assert themselves We do not feel at all con-

vinced, however, by the argument that nomadism
in man is of the same order as the regularised rest-

lessness of migratory birds, or that it is the re-

assertion of a fundamental human instinct, nor-

mally inhibited by the conditions of civilisation

The second study deals with the inheritance of

temperament, more especially of the ‘ romantic
’

and “classic ’* types, that is to say, the quickly-

reacting and the slowly reacting, the feebly-inhi-

bited and the strongly-inhibited In the old ter-

minology the choleric and nervous were contrasted

with the phlegmatic and melancholic, in the new
terminoloOT the “hyperkmetic” are contrasted

with the “hypokinetic ” Politically, Dr Daven-
port tells us, the contrast spells radical and con-

servdbve ,
in any case, the dualism runs through

our v^le population

The investi^tor is well aware that eur tempera-

1 TIm r«av InhlWtwl Noopdk*. ar tb* Wwdtriix ImpiilM w ih
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mental outlook is profoundly affected by a com-
plexity of conditions, such as the secretion of the
suprarenal bodies, the blood pressure, the state of
the arterial walls, the adequacy of digestion and
toxin-elimination, the state of the eyes (as Gould’s
well-known studies show), as well as by such un-
considcred trifles as an ambition, a passion, an
enthusiasm, an ideal

, but he is not afraid to launch
the hypothesis that there is in the germ plasm a
factor E, which makes for excitability, while its

absence means calm
,
that there is another factor,

C, which makes for cheerfulness, while its absence
permits a more or less periodic depression ’’

Ihis hypothesis is supported by an analysis of

the pedigree-charts of eighty nine families There
is interesting evidence of similarity of tempera-
ment in 'identical twins As regards marriage
it IS pointed out that these twain ” rarely have
the same zygotic temperamental formula," which

IS doubtless providential As regards suicide it

IS shown that the hyperkinetic and the hypokinetic
types arc consistent even to the end, for they keep
to their distinctive methods The factorial hypo-
thesis seems to work welt in certain cases, but we
must confess that the theory of a factor C, “ which
makes for normal cheerfulness of mood,” appears
to us an incredible simplification of the facts of

life

PROt SIl VANUS P THOMPSON, FRS
'"PHL sudden and unexpected death of Prof

I

3- Silvanus ITiompson will be deeply regretted

by I large and distinguished circle of personal

friends, as well as by the many engineers, elec-

tricians, and others who, either directly in his

classes or indirectly through his books and writ-

ings, have come under the influence of his teach-

ing A many sided, cultivated, and highly gifted

man of untiring industry, possessed of an mmost
unique knowledge, not only of the highways and
byways of science itself, but also of its history

and the history of its creators. Prof Thompson
held a distinguished position in the scientific

world
During the past three centuries scientific facts

have been accumulating so rapidly and on so vast

a scale that no one could to-day honestly pretend,

with Francis Bacon, that he took all knowledge
for his province Nor would it be possible nowa-
days for any single mdividual to be, like I^nardo
da Vinci, the master, not only of every branch of

saence and engineermg, but also of literature and
the arts Prof Thompson, however, if he fell

short of reaching the unattainable, was a nail

master in many separate mtellectual fields In
the sciences of electricity, magnetism, and optics,

and in other branches of physics he made dis-

coveries and did original work of his own, besides

much other work m the way of elucidating and
popularising what was done by others Gifted

with a peculiar charm of manner, a pleasantly

resonant 'voice, great clanty of diction, and an
immense faolity for findmg the proper words and

' expressions, his lectured were uways a pleasure
to listen to particularly as, m addition to bid
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powers of locution, he was also exceedingly suc-

cessful with his expenments His spcMhes,
whether prepared or extempore, were always
mpdds of lucidity, and when moved he was capable
of attamlng to real eloquence From a combmed
SaentlfijC and literary iMuit of view he possessed
not a few points of resemblance with Tyndall,

though very different himself m other ways from
Tyndall as a man
The late Sir William White, himself a very

fluent and effective speaker, and himself a no mean
judge of oratory, once told the present writer that

he had heard Prof Thompson deliver an address
at a religious rneeting in the Friends Meeting
House at York, and &at it was the best sermon
he had ever heard in his life Nor were Prof

Thompson’s powers of speech limited to his own
language, as he was equally at home both m con-
versation, and when speaking in public in the

French, German, and Italian languages In his

writings also he showed himself to be a master of

l^nglish If the subject was scientific his language
was always extraordinarily clear and to the point,

which explains the remarkable success of some of

his booln His treatise on "Dynamo Electric

Machinery," for example, which was first pubhshed
in 1884, has run to seven English editions and has
further been translated both into French and
German Again, his “ Elementary Lessons in

Electnaty and Mi^netism ’’ has been translated

into French, German, Italian Polish, and
Japanese, and, in addition, has had a circulation

of more than one hundred and fifty thousand
qopies in this country while other of his technical

books, such as his ‘ Electro-Magnet ’ his ‘ Poly-

phase Electric Currents and Motors," and his

Light, Visible and Invisible, ’ together with

many of his other scientific writings and lectures,

have met with world-wide success

To turn to Prof Thompson s efforts of a more
purely personal character, his fine literary style*

was turned to good use in his life of Faraday his

bic^raphical notice of Philip Reis ^nd his tele-

phone and his recent two-volume ‘ I ife of I^rd
Kelvin ” Then again, he wns always keenly alive

to the historical side of science, particularly from
a romantic point of view, as is seen from the large

amount of time and labour that he devoted to old

books, such as the De Magnete of William
Gilbert of Colchester, physicim to Queen Eluabeth,

which book he assisted to translate He also devoted

gttention to, and reprmted, some of the seven-

teenth-century works on magnetism of Robert

Boyle Mention should also be made of the trans.

laBon he made from the original Latin of the

epistle on magnetism of Peter Peregrmus, written

in the year 1269 by a soldier in the trenches

during a si^e, which translation he caused to be

privately print^, ornamenting the coloured initial

letters With his own hand For, m addition to

being a man of science and a man of letters. Prof

Thompson was also an artist who was able him-

sdfto draw the portrait of Faraday that illustrates
1

hisldeof that great man, and whose water-colours
|

of Alpine scenery have appeared on the walls of
i

die Royal Aculemy
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As a man Prof Thompson was a gemal and
interesting companion of wide general interests

andsympathies He lived up to Uie high standard
of the Society of Friends^ of which he was a hfe-
long member, and was, indeed, a vei^ ^4
true friend to many, to whom he tendered a mping
hand m his quiet unostentatious way Perhaps
his chief characteristic was his amazing mdustiy,
and It is to this that is due the vast amount of

work that he accomplished, though, passing away
as he did at less than sixty-five, he has not attained
even to the three score years and ten of the
Psalmist, much less to the four score years which
are now so commonly surpassed by many of our
grand old men of science

Few of the many who attended the service “ For
Worship in memory of Prof Thompson, on
Friday last in the Friends’ Meeting House, St
Martin s Lane, will readily forget that remarkable
and moving occasion Many of the veterans of
British saence were there assembled, and the com
plete absence of any approach to form or ceremony,
and the austere simplicity of the proceedings, were
very impressive anti earned one back to file days
of the Puritans Such was a fitting finale to a
strenuous and distinguished career, by the close

of which science has lost an enthusiastic leader

and an illuminating exponent Amongst those who
knew Prof Thompson personally all will deplore

the departure of a trusted and very sincere friend

—one who will not readily be for^tten
A A Campbell Swinton

WHAT SCIENCE SAYS TO TRUTH
A S IS the mainland to the sea.

Thou art to me

Thou standest stable while against thy feet

I beat, 1 beat I

Yet from thy cliffs so sheer, so tall,

Sands crumble and fall

And golden grams of thee my tides each da^

Carry away
William Watson

NOTES
Ws regret to see the announcement of the death

on June 18 of Dr R H Scott, F R.S , superintendent
of the Meteorological Oilice from 1867 to 1900

Thk longevity of men of science has often been
brought under notice On Saturday next, June 34.
the Rt Hon Henry John Moreton, Earl of Dude,
F R S , enters on h» ninebeth year having been
in i8z7 His lordship is the senior fellow of the
Royal Society in point of election td that boi^ this

dating from 1855 When Lord Moreton, he ODtalned
from the Jurassic limestone of Burford the fbsslL itoedea
of star-fish named by Prof Edward Forbes SAuter
moretont in honour of the finder In connectiofl It

may be mentioned that Sir Robert Patgravi, Pjt $ ,

entered on his ninetieth year In the eai^ oartm tills

month, while Sir William Crookes attained the age of
eighty-four on Saturday last, Jun# 17
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Dk, Axbl Gavbum hat be«n appointed director of the

Swediib Greologioal Survejr

‘(he SulUelma Company has made a ^ant of ao 000
kronen (about iioof) to assist geological research in

Norway

A C0RRISK>NDSNT of Svenska Daghladet states that
in the Berlih Zoological Gardens carnivores are fed

no longer on horseflesh but on general offal obta ned
in the slaughter houses especialfy those of large pre
serving factories, and other places Animals formerly

fed on oats are now given various roots and it is

found that they appreciate these much better when
boiled.

The special correspondent of the Times at Port
Stanley (Falkland Islands) reports that the ship sent

by the Uruc^ayan Government for the relief of the
members of Sir Ernest Shackleton s expedition on
Elephant Island left there on Saturday June 17

At a recent meeting of the Optical Society the

president (Mr F J Cheshu-e) stated that it had re-

cently been discovered by a wellkno«n London
optician that the apochromatic systems of Carl 2^iss

often if not always contained a strong negative lens

made from ordinary potash alum This lens had also

been found in combination m such systems with a
Ims made from fluorspar

A SCIENTIFIC lawyer writes — In the legal pro.

fession the axiom that a man who gets his law for

nothing feels that he has got his money s worth has
assumed the purple among accepted facts On this

principle the best way to secure appreciation for the

expert knowledge which men of science are continu

ally givmg gratuitously to Government departments
would Ike to require reasonable payment for it

The death is announced in his sixtieth year of Mr
C Sooysmith, consulting engineer of New York who
introduced into the United States the so-called freez-

ing process for excavating and took out many patents

for its application to the building of subaqueous
tunnels He also inaugurated the pneumatic caisson

method for constructing the foundation of high build

ingi and constructed the foundation for a number
of large bridges including the bri<foe over the Schuyl

kill River at Philadelphia and the Harlem River bridge

at New York

At the annual meeting of the American Association

for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis it was
anndunced that it had received from the Metropolitan

Idle Insurance Co a gift of ao oool for a com
munity expenment with the idea of proving that

tube^kksis can be controlled First there is to be

elected a suitable community of a character as nearly

typical American as possible In this community will

be placed a stalT of experts who will get in touch

with every person hving within its boundaries who
either has tuberculosis or has been exposed thereto

The staff will then it is hoped get every case under

supervision, and control the disease in that particular

town The experiment is to last three years

The Presidfent of the Board of Trade has appointed

a Committee to investigate the piincioal causes which

have IM to the increase of prices of commodities of

genwsd consumption since the beginning of the war

and te recommend such steps, if any with the view of

AMUora^g the situation as appear practicable and

espe^^t, hlsving r^ard to the nec&wty of maintain-

ing Mfequate st^ha The CommUtee is constituted

as folfbws X-Rt »on J M Robertson, M P (chair
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man) Mrs Pember Reeves Mr W C Anderson
M P Prof W J Ashley (professor of commerce
Umverslta of Birmingham) Mr John Boland, M P
Mr T Brodrick Sir Gilbert Claughton, Bart , Mr
J R Clynes M P Mr R E Prothero M P , Mr
T Shaw, J P and Sir W Capel Slaughter Mr
E C Ramsbottom of the Board of Trade, will act

as secretary to the Comm ttce

The death is announced on June 13 of Commander
C B Neate, R N Commander (then Lieutenant)
Ncate was the head of the British expedition to
Rodriguez in the Indian Ocean for the observation
of the transit of V enus n 1874 Three stations in the
island were occupied Lieut Neate himself being at
Point Venus where all contacts were successfully
observed Ihe black drop was seen both at m
gress and egress At ingress the whole planet was
distinctly seen outside the sun s limb the follow!^
limb of Venus being bright like a vciy young
moon The observations are fully described and
illustrated in the volume edited by Sir G B Airy,
and published in 1881 Lieut Neate was aUo a
member of the expedition for the transit of i88a,
being stationed at Beniuida where however owing to

cloud, the observations were only partially succcssmL

In some agricultural districts the times at which
labourers commence work have been advanced by one
hour thus cancelling the operation of the Summer
Time Act The reason given for this action is that at
the earlier hour there is too much dew to enable farm
work to be carried on The advantage of the later

lighting-up time in houses is also apparently to be
discounted by an increase m the cost of artificial

illumination for the Brompton and Kensington Elec-
tricity Supply Co Ltd hu just made the followink
announcement — In consequence of the operation m
the Daylight Saving Act and m furtherance of the
appeal of the Board of Trade to economise as far as
possible in the use of electriuty and gas (owing to
the need for reducing the consumption of coal) the
pnee of current will be increased by a further 10 per
cent to take effect from the date of reading the
meters at the end of the current Quarter Other com-
panies are also ftiaking this additional charge, wfaicb

means that consumers will now have to pay a an per
cent increase on the cost of the units used, os th^
has been for some time an Increase of 10 per cent
upon the pre-war rate Whatever economy is effected

m the consumption of current and gas by the introduc.

tion of the Dayhght Saving pleasure will not there-

fore, be to the advantage of the consumer who will

undtf the increased rate, have to pay much the same
for illumination as in corresponding periods before the
Act came into force

The Standing Committee on Engineering appointed

^ the Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research held its first meeting on Wednesday, June 7
The Committee hna been so constituted as to n^rfbeift
both the sdentiGc and the industrial sides of enfpeer
ing, and includes the ftdlowing members nominated

^ the professional assoaatkms —Institution of Civil

Engineers Sir Maurice Fitzmaunce, Institution of
Electrical Engineers Mr J S Highfidd Institution

of Medunkal Engineers Dr Dugald Clerk Institu-

tion of Naval Architects Sir Archibald Denny, Bart,

N E. Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders

Mr Herbert Rowell Manchester Association of

Engineers, Mr Alfred Saxon Institution of Engineers

agd ShlpbuHders m Scotland Mr James Brown ; and
the fpOowing members appointed directly by tiie A4vl-
sery Council —Mr R R Davenport Mr Alfred

Hetbert, Prof Bertram Hopkinson F R S
, ^
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C H Mck, Mr V L Rav«n, Mr A A Remington,
Mr G Gerald Stoney F,R S , Mr Douglaa Vlckera,

Prof Miles Walker Tbi Advlso^ Council has ajp-

polnted Sir Maurice Mtsmaurlce to be chairman of tM
Uimmlttec

luB formation by the Advisory Council for bcicn
tAc -suid Industrial Research of a Standing Com-
mittee on Mining, constituted so as to represent both
the scientific ana industrial sides, has now been com-
pleted. The Standing Committee includes the follow-

ing members nominated by professional assoua
nons —Institution of Mining Engineers Sir William
Garforth, Dr John Haldane, Dr R T Moore, Mr
Wallace Thomeycroft, Institution of Mining and
Metallurn Mr Edward Hooper, Mr Edgar laylor.
Iron and Steel Institute Prof H Louis , the South
Wales Institute of Engineers Mr W Gascoyne
Dttlsiel , and the following members appointed directly

by the Advisory Council —Sir Hugh Bell, Bart Mr
Hugh Bramwell, Lieut Col W C Blackett, Prof
Camnan, Prof Frecheville, Mr Bedford McNeill Mr
Hugh F Marriott Sir Bovcrton Redwood Bort Mr
C E Rhodes The Advisory Council has appointed

Sir William Garforth to be chairman The Com
mittee IS divided Into two sections, as fdlows —Sec
turn on the Mining of Iron Coal and Hydrocarhone
Sir William Garforth (chairman), Sir Hugh ^11
Bart ,

Mr Hugh Bramwell, Lieut Col W C
Blackett, Prof Cadman Mr W Gascoyne Dalxiel,

Dr John Haldane Prof Louis, Dr R T Moore
Sir TOverton Redwood, Bart Mr C E Rhodes, Mr
Wallace Thomeycroft Section on the Mmng of
MineraU other than Iron, Coed and Hydrocarbons
Mr Edgar Taylor (chairman), Sir Hugh Bell Bart
Prof Frecheville Mr Edward Hooper, Prof Louts
Mr Bedford McNeill, Mr Hugh Marriott

Gbnbbal Josbph Simon Galluni whose death was
recently announced at the age of sixty-seven, had
achlevM fame, not only as a soldier, but as an ex-

plorer and colonial administrator In 1880 be ascended
the Senegal and explored the course of its two prin-

cipal tributaries, the Ba Khoy and the Ba Fing and
the hitherto unknown regions between the ^negat
and the Niger, and then ilesoended the Niger to S^
Sikovo Seven years later he was agam exploring in

the some region and hit work had much to do with
the extension of French influence in the western Sudan
and Timbuctu In 189a Colonel Galltem was sent

to Tongking, and combined much topographical work
ndth his arduous military duties But Mrhaps the

moat diiBcult task he ever undertook, and the one In

whid) be was most successful, was his governors'

'

ol Madagascar In nine years he rescued that isli

from a state of chaos and turned it into a possession

worthy of France Roads and a railway were built

agriculture put on a firm basis mining was developed,

education taken in hand—to mention but a few
nPChmeral GalUenl’s works. Lastly a detailed survey

tit Madagascar was commenced. General Gallieni

(Uatli^fulaned himself In the Franco-German war of

and in the present war was entrusted In Sep-
W^iber, i9i4,„wlth the defence of Paris at a time
when the eneirly’s forces were advandng This task

(SetMfnI Gallieni was happily spared by the r^ulse of

ite etuMny at dw Marne

A stnOMxv of the weather for the spring season

taf^ several districts of the United Kingdom, col

latcd by die MeteorolMical Office from the weekly

retuijM tor March, ApriL and May, shows that b^nd
an esMaSslvs amount of rain the condltiont weie fairly

gMieud in. of the fickle character of the weather

The Mean toaiperatufe was below the normal in all
'
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distncu except the north-east and east of England,
but the defidency was small, except in Iceland, whtre
it amounted to nearly a” F Rainfall was th excess
of the average except in the north of Scotland, where
the deficiency was only 0-04 in The most abnormal
rainfall was 153 per cent of the average In the east

of Scotland Sunshine was deficient over the entire

kmgdom bummer has commenced with exception-

ally cold weaiher over the whole of the British Isles

The London repordng station of the Metwrological
Office at South Kenrington has no day t^i^rature
higher than 6i° from June i to 16, the mean of the

maximum readings for the period being 5%S°, which
IS the normal for the muddle of April or October It

IB 6° lower than the average of the day temperature
in May last, and is only 1° warmer than the aVerage
maximum for last April Several days have been
colder than on some dnjs in January last The Green-
wich records only show one colder June day in the
last seventy five years than June la this year,

when the thermometer did not exceed 50°, the excep-
tion occurring on June 19, 1903 Only three Junes in

the last seventy five years have failed to record a
London temperature of 70° in the first sixteen days,
the exertions are 1909, maximum 68°, i860, maxi-
mum 67°, and 1843, maximum 69-9“

Thb Executive Council appointed for the purpose of

carrying on the management of the Imperial Institute

und» the Secretary of State for the Colonies has
been constituted as follows, the members being
appointed by the Departments, Mmisters, and Govern
ments named —Board of Trade Sir W H Clark,
K C S I Mr H fountain Secretary of State for
India Sir J P Hewett, Mr L J Kershaw Presi-

dent of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries Sir
Sydney Olivier K C M G Government of Jndta
Sir R W Carlyle KCSl Governmenrof the

Dommton of Canada Sir G H Parley K C M G
Government of the Commonwealth of Australia Mr
Andrew Fisher High Commissioner for Australia
Government of the t/nion of South Afnca Mr
Philip Schreiner, High Commissioner for South
Africa Government of the Dommton of New
Zealand Sir T Mackenzie, K C M G

, High Com-
missioner for New Zealand Secretary of State for
the Colonies Lord Emmott Director, War Trade De-
partment, Lord Islington Parliamentary Undcr-Secre-
tary for India , Lord Scarbrough, chaurman, the Niger
Co Ltd Lord Burnham

,
Sir Algernon Firth preu

dent Association of Chambers of Commerce of United
Kingdom , Sir Gwen PhilipM, K C M G

, Sir W
Taylor K C M G , formerly Resident-General, Malay
States, Sir M F Reid, chairman, Bombw Chamber
of Commerce (on the recommendation of Secretary of
State for India), Prof W R Dunstan director.

Imperial Institute, Mr R TtuelfaU, formerly pro-
fessor of physics in the University of Sydney, NSW,
Mr R M Kindersly, director. Bank of England, Mr
D O Malcolm, director British South Africa Coto-

riy, Mr G E A Gnndle Cfolonial Office, Mr
C Macnaghten Gilonial Office The Government

of Newfoundland will shortly appoint a representative
on the Executive Council

In the Psychologual Review (vol xxili No 3) Mr
S Bent Russell in an article on The Effect^ of
Reristance in Ckunmon Nerve Paths discusses the
means by which he thinks complex forms of bdiaviour
may be interpreted in terms of nervous mechaniains,
sudi as are generally admitted for the linpler fortm
of behaviour His theory depends upon the assump-
tion of the synapses, t e junctions or points eem-
taet between neurons, at centres Qf reostaQOe'to tte
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nervous impulse, and is un attempt to make more
concrete the way in which competmg paths may
operate He shows how a synapse mechanism, t e
a system of interrelated nedrons connected With other
systems similarly constructed, by the varying degrees
of resistance at their junction may serve for the selec-

tive distribution of impulses, and for the linking of
one impression with another in the formation of

habits

Thi new volume of the Anales of the National
Museum of Natural History of Buenos Aires (vol

xxvu
,
for 1915) contains a very varied senes of con-

tributions to our knowledge of the natural history of

the Atgentine Republic Beginning with some ob
servations on ants, by the director of the museum.
Dr A Gallardo, it comprises several technical papers
on entomology md botany, and deals with many other

subjects, ranging from old maps of the River Platt

and drawings of the fabulous beast known as the

succarath to a detailed petrographic al account of

some granitic rocks The exploriiton of a sepulchral
cave on tho coast of Chubut uads Dr F h Outes
to conclude that during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centimes the Patagonians possessed only the J»ow and
arrow as a weapon, that in the first third of the

eighteenth centuiV they began to use the imported
hwse, and then first employed the bolas Photo-
graphs of well-preserved jMrtions of three arrows or

javeHns, provldra with a stone tip are given

In the Journal of the South African Ornithologists*

Union for Dccranber, which has just reached us, Mr
C F M Swynnerton gives a long account of his

experiments with captive birds in regard to their

choice of insect food For the most part his expen
ments were made with butterflies and moths and
their caterpillars though wasps, beetles, and other

insects were also used The Lepidoptera included

both the protectively coloured, edible species ind the

wamingly coloured, nauseous species He finds that

birds mil readily eat even the most nauseous forms
if they are hungry, but their readiness to accept these,

and their ability to retain them when swallowed,

decrease rapidly as hunger is satisfied Thus the

wammgly coloured species derive benefit from their

coloration only when their avian enemies can afford

to pass them by Even those birds with the smallest

capadty for eating nauseous insects are able to eat

one or two with apparent impunity, and even eager

new, when their stomachs are empty and the appetite

ia good A bird widi a rapid digesbon is able to go on
eating the most nauseous insects indefinitely, with

frequent short intervals for assimilation, provided that

no more tempting insects are within reach to carry the

fining of the stomach well beyond the point at which

such nauseous morsels are usually refused Dis-

crimination between edible and nauseating forms, the

author contends, comes by experience only, and not

instinctively

In the Kn> BufUUn, No 3, ten new exotic fung^

are de^ribed by Miss E M Wakefield Polyforus

thortae, a serious disease of Sal (Shorea robusla), is

lUustrated by a photograph showing the large sporo-

phore at the base of a tree-trunk in Bengal Cordy

dpi peltata, a species parasitic on the larvse of a
Cryptorhynchus, which infests cultivated CoiUiBums in

St Vincent, differs from all other species in tho very

large spores, which, instead of breaking apart at every

septum at maturi^ only separate at the middle into

two narrow^ wedge-shaped halves The description

of tho fungus is illustrated by text figUMs

In tho Journal of Botany for April Dr tv Bolting

Memsh^ contributes a paper on the floiii of ti» Sey-

chel^ and AUabra, giving descriptions at new flower-
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mg plants collected mainly during Prof J Stanley
Gardiner Percy Sladen Trust Expedition in 1905
fifteen new species ere described in the present con-
tribution, which includes the Rubiaceaa and the de-
scription of a new Impatiens drawn up in 1910 by
the late Sir J D Hooker borne emendations in

synonymy are also made In 1 short introduction

Dr Hemsley gives an account of the botanical collec-

tions made in the Seychelles since 1901, when the
flora of the islands was being critically studied by
tho author

A SUBJECT of considerable importance to oiTicers is

most clearly and simply treated bv Mr E A Reeves
in a paper on Night Marching by Stars in the
Geograpmcal Journal for June (vol xlvii , No 6 ) A
good deal has recently been published on the subject,

but no one perhaps has to such an extent the happy
way of Mr Reeves of putting technicalities in sim^e
language This paper, based on a lecture delivered at

the Royal Geographical Society deals both with the

methods of finding the bearings of stars at any tune
and the more practical issue of using these bearings
in marching

An important paper in Swedish by V Tanner,
occupying more than 800 pages, describes the devek^
ment and retreat of the continental ice in Finnish and
Scandinavian Lapland (Bull de la Comm gM dt
Fttdande No 38 1915) A good risumi in Ifrencb is

given Numerous eskers have been examined, and
the author points out that several of these have
suffered since their formation from fluvioglactal

erosion and deposition He takes the view, now
common, that the eskers arose in tunnels in or under
the ice^heet, the eskers with centra, described by
De Geer, from the Stockholm district bemg special

cases of formation where the ice-front abutm upon
a lake or sea The author wishes to reserve judgment
as to whether centra m the eskers of Lapland have
been produced in the same manner Good illustra-

tions are given of the.gorges cut W glacial waters
during the ejTOcb of ice-rccession The work repre-
smts field-observations, extending over several years,
in a country sparsely inhabited, difficult to traverse,

and of singular monotony from the scenic point of
view The glacial map forming plate 1 wlu<£ un-
fortunately has no place-names, sufficiently attests the
author’s industry, covering an area of 350,000 so
kilometref, or some 135 000 sq miles between lati-

tude 66® 30' N and the desolate tundras that bound
the Arctic seas

Wb have received Revuta de la Academia di Cten-
cuK etc (vol i No J, May, 1916, Zaragoza), and
* La Ciencia, La Universldad, y I a Academia,” the
latter being an inaugural address by Dr Zoel G do
Galdeano Their principal interest is that they show
that Spam is beginning to appreciate the value of the
exact sciences

As supplementing the information given in the note
on the " Mineral Resources of Great mtain,* vol v

,

which aj^ared in Nature of June 15 (p 327), refer-
ence may be made to tho account of the occurrences at
molybdenum ores throughout the world which ap-
peal^ in the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute, No a
of 1908 The information then published was brought
up to date by a special circular, issued by the Imperial
Institute in 1915, dealing with occurrences of mofyb-
dsnite in the witlsh Eimire, which are either com-
mercially proactive or afford promise of becoming so
The colmion and publication of information respect-
ing the occurrence of economic minerals in the Colo<
niii and ^idia has for eome years be«i a prominent
part of the operations of the Imperial Institute
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In an address to the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, which is reproduced in the April number of
the Journal of the Frsinklin Institute Mr J D Ball,

of the General Electric Company, Schenecmdy, gave
a ritumi of the results obtained by him in his recent

examination of the magnetic profiles of steels and
other materials He finds that for pure materials the
rductivity when plotted against magnetising force H
gives a straight line from H»io to 400 and that the
iwsteresis loss per cycle for such materials vanes as
the 1 6th poner of the maximum induction The
deviations from these laws which have been found
by other observers are due, he finds, to the use of

impure or mixed materials A mixture of two mate*
rials which follow both laws follows neither at high
fidds. In the case of steels the presence of scale on
the surface is sufficient to account for the observed
deviations from the two laws The paper contains a
number of tables and curves showing the magnetic
prt^erties of steel, cast-iron, and scale

SuoKBRS have hitherto been implored—or compelled
through heavier taxation—to practise war economy by
avoiding, or at least restricting their use of tobacco

Now it seems that were one of the products of their

indulgence to be collected they would become national

benefactors in disguise In an article in the Chemical
Nava for June a Mr B A Burrell points out that

tobacco ash contams 30 per cent of potash A cigar,

cigarette, and pipe of tobacco of ordinary sizes, weigh-
ing severally io6-5, 37 ind 35 5 grains, will give ash
containing respectively 6-< 1 75 and 1 60 grains of

potash. (We think that there must be some mistake

ui Mr Burrell’s figures, since m our experience ordinary

c^arettes weigh eighteen to twenty to the ounce, whilst

it It difficult to obtain more than fourteen pipes

from art ounce of tobacco ) As regards the possibthty

of recovering this waste potash, Mr Burrell found
that from the smoke-room of a club 9I oz of ash
and unburnt tobacco could be collected in eight days

,

from the lounge of a large hotel 13 oz in four days

,

from a large restaurant a^ lb in ten days, and from
a music-hall (one-tenth pvt of the auditorium) 4 (a
after one performance The tobacco consumed in the

United Rmgdom for the year ending March 31, 1914,

would give approximately 13 359 tons of ash contain-

ing 3673 tons of potash, whiim, at the pre-war price

of kainit, would be worth nearly $i,oool

In a paper read before the Federated Milay States

Chamber of Mines m March last, Mr J B Scrivener,

geologut, dikcusses the situation ui the pemnsula
creatM by the increased demand for tungsten The
paiinsuia IS one of the chief world sources of this

metal, which nearly always occurs in the form of

wolfram—a mixed iron and manganese tungstate—
oootanunated with tin-stone To get new supplies

Mr Scrivener concludes that two courses are open
The first is to encourage prospecting in new land and
to do everything to encourage the Chinese miners
going; into the less known parts of the gramte ranges
It is anticipated that it is unlikely that large quantities

of pure tungsten ores will be found but that mixed
wolfram and tin-stone areas will be discovered The
econd course is to improve the facilities for the

magnetic treatment of this mixture with the sepa^
thm of the wolfram. For this at present only two
planta exist, and much wolfram contaminated with

tin or« ia lying idle because of the expense of sending

it for treatment Schcelite (calcium tungstate), which
cannot magneticallv punned is m a different cate-

gory^ It M certainly to be hoped that the Government
wQl do all in its power to encoucage the output of a
mefal the umfulness of which, both for war and peace

purposes, » increasing every year
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The Revue gMrale des Setenees for May 15 oon>
tains an article by M Zedh in which he gives feramlle
for the strength of flat rectangular plates encastrd at
the edges, and subjected to uniform pressure p
These formulas are based on experiments made by
Bach, and by the Naval Departments in Germany and
the United States of America The maximum bend-
ing moment occurs at the middle of the long edge of

the plate, and is if the ratio of breadth a to

len^ b IS greater than i 3 The bending moment
at the centre of the plate has a value less than half of
this For other ratios of a b, the bending moments
at the middle of the long edge and short Mge respec-

tively are K and K,^ wl ere K, and K. are

factors having the following values —
siisS la 118 116
K. 099 096 0*94 091
K. 003 006 009 014

079 o^
0-38 0-64

At the comers of the plate the bending moment
reverses in sign The subject is of considmble im-
portance in connection with the design of bulkheads,
and we believe that the results of other experiments
which hive been made m this country will be avail-
able shortly

Under the title \ Scheme for the Promotion of
Saentific Research, , a suggestive httle volume by
Mr W B Priest was published bv Messrs Stevens
and Sons, Ltd., Chanc^ Lane London, E C , m
1908 (see Natcrb January 21, 1909, vol Ixxix

,

p 345) The scheme is based on the Patent Acts
and, according to it any person who had made a
scientific discovery of a prescribed descnption could
apply for n grant of money, the application being
accompanied bv a specification of the discovery The
formation of the Committee of the Privy Council ^
Scientific and Industnal Research hat led Mr IMest
to adapt his scheme to the work of this Committee,
and be has sent us a copy of a communieatkin made
bv him to the Advisory Council upon the matter One
of the chief difficulties which the Council has to meet
is that industrial firms are unwilling to make known
valuable results of researches in their woriu without
adequate safeguards for the protection of their in-

terests Mr Priest shows in detail bow his scheme
may be used for this purpose and we have no doubt
It will receive careful consideration frmn the Advisory
Council

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The Solar Activitt —The large spot group

(Nature, June 8) is again visible ahd can be easily

seen with binoculars screened with sfhoked glass

Comet 1916a (Neujmin) —^A possibls oOnnectwn be-
tween this comet and Encke’s comet has been traeed

by H Svoboda A comparison of their orbit dements
indicates that Neujmin’s comet originated in the path
of Endee’s comet, possibly by a pai^tion of the latter

The Shower of Perssid Meteors —There is

evidence that the Perseids begin to appear dunng the
last week in June and that the whole duration of

the shower extends over ten weeks
This year there will be a favouraUe on>ortutfity Ux

making obbervatians, the moon being onlv
in evidence between June 3< and July 7. If say
streaking meteors are seen during this interval tErtsted

from the region of Andromeda, near the stars 57 |U^
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thata they ebould be carefully recorded Duplicate
obeervatlona of the name meteor* will be very valu
able, and will probably nipply the data from which
the question ot duration may be finally answered
The computed place of the radiant is as fulowa —
June ai 3S|+33

358+34
a? 359+35
a8 0^30
39 0+37
30 1 + 38

SSLBNIUM PhOTOMETRI

Jul I a+39
2 3+40
j 3 + 4J

4 4+4a
3 5 + 43
6 6+44

- -Prof J htcbbins describes

his important work in i inneaion with the employ
ment of selenium bridges in istronomical photometry
in the current number of the Observatory This
doubtless forms a completed chapter in the story of
the electrical measurcmint of radiation since Prof
Stebbins has for some time directed his attention

to the later photo-electrical methods (Nature, May 4)
It may be remarked that there is a somewhat mislead
mg reference to Prof Minchin s work in the brief his.

torical statement as the cell properly so called

devised by him was based on a quite different principle

frdin that of the bridges used by Prof btebbins
Moreover the first essays in the application of Prof

Minchin ’s selenium cell to stellir photometry were
made 1^ Mr Monck and Prof hitzgerald in 189a at

Dubhn Afterwards Prof Minchin greatly increased

the efficiency of his apparatus and himself made
measures of stellar radiation in 1895 at Daramona

The Chemical Origin oi Solar Radiation —This
question is discussed by Dr Briner in the Revue
giniral* des Sctenccs No 9 The adequacy of purely

mechanical processes to account (or the vast out-turn

of solar energy became seriously questioned after the

^soovery of radium Later, spectroscopic evidence

pointed to the existence of chemical compounds in

the sun s atmosphere, and additional hypotheses were
advanced Dr Briner agrees with Vrrhenius regard

ing the inefficiency of radio-activc changes but shows
that both endothermic and exothermic reactions in

volving pithcr elemental or compound substances are

likewiso insufficient Dr Bnner then proceeds to

consider the thermo-chemical aspects of Sir Norman
Lockyer’s dissociation hypothesis and concludes that

if the Interior of the sun is lar«ly made up of matter

In a proto^tomic state, it would constitute a respect-

able reservoir ot ener^ capable of supplying a con

slderable portion of the solar radiation by the sue

ccssive associations, resulting ultimately m the forma

tion of the chemicid elements

THE SOUTH-EASIERN UNION Ot
SCIENTIFIC SOCIElIbS

'pHE South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies

4 held Its twenty first annual congress at 1 un
bridge Wells on May 34-27 with the Rev T R K
Stelming in the presidential chair Mr btebbing was
president of the first congress held in the same town
in 1896 Dr Geo Abbott who was the chief founder

of the union was also present and read a paper on
Some Remarkable Resemblances of Inorganic Forma

ttons to Organic The president s address, which
was, as he said full of thoughts that bum look

the unusual form of a compansonr of Biblical records

with scientific truth Considerable feeling was elicited

In ffi^ssion and a proposal that the address should

not beamed was defeated overwhelmingly Mr
B R Knipe, in giving a paper on some extinct

diibnals, diosred a senes of new slides made from
ibthflrkably Ufelike drawings by Miss Alice M Wood-
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ward. Or koeble s paper on Prehistonc Man was
illustrated by models of a lake village, beehive Neo-
lithic huts, etc thus mtroducing an excellent method
of educaUng an audience into tlw mysteries of human
ancestry Dr P Chalmers Mitchell lectured on the
Youth of Anunals and Mr A Archibald gave a

valuable paper on the Coinages and Mints of the
South-Eastern District, illustrated by the asphmgo-
scope

In speaking on home Rarer Bntish Birds, Mias
t L Turner spoki of tla. reeve having been known
to nest in England m 1907 and previously in it^
and i8go although now it is merely a migrant WhoKk
s( Ic egging, and the reclamation of land, were the
causes of the extinct on of the bittern in our country
The boom of the bittern was heard by a watcher in

Jtly 1911, and by careful tracking the bird was found
to be actually breeding Miss lurner referred to the
great crested grebe as a speties whuh has largely

benefited by the Bird Protection Acts The curiously

furtive habits of the water rail were illustrated by a
fine series of photographs its shy habits making it u
difficult bird to approach Miss Turner undoubtedly
scored a triumph when she found a pair of cormorants
breeffing in a disused heron’s nest in Norfolk In July,

1914 This was the more remarkable m that there

has been no record of nesting since 1825, and that in

Suffolk. For upwards of 200 years Norfolk had lost

the cormorant as a nesting bird Sir T Browne
states that it built at Needh^ upon trees, from
where King Charles I was wont to bee supplyed

( MS Notes and Letters, 1605-82, printed by T
Southwell 1902) The nest which Miss Turner observed
could only be reached by a 40-ft ladder and at

this distance above the ground she exposed more
than one hundred negatives Some of these showed
the playfulness of the young cormorants, and the
insifjnt^^ained into the habits of the nestlings is

In a lecture by Prof H H Turner on The Dis-
covery of Oxygen in the Stars the various steps

by which the knowledge of this occurrence has been
ootained were describe A paper which may prove
of great education'll importance was given m
Kosmos ’ Cinema Theatre by Dr W Martin on
The Educational Importance of the Cinema It was

pointed out how valuable a means of education is

being lost in the neglect of this invention, and it was
cspeciallv emphasis^ that by leaving picture-palaces
severely alone the better classes were tepding to allow
the degradation of the type of film pictures which are
shown in them
The congress met in verv fine weather and the

excursions that were arranged met with success
Mention should be made of the visit to Lswson
Wood’s half timbered house at Groombridge which
was removed from Udimore near Winchel^ where
it was threatened with demolition The remains of
this fine old fourteenth-century court house were thus
saved from being treated as firewood

BRITISH GEOTOGICAL SOCIETIES
T'HE deep attraction which the study of the earth
* possesses for dwellers in our islands is shown

by the existence of local geological societies in add!
non to the numerous bodies devoted to natural history
While to many workers the Geological Society
means that founded in London In ifio; and worttuly
romMmofBted in the “ History ’ written by the late
H B Woodward, we must remember that associa
tions with similar objecto exist in Edinburgh Glas-
gow Manchester and Liverpool The Geological
Society of Dublin Issued its first publication m ^38
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and its last in 1889 after it had become the Royal
Geological Society of Ireland. There is no doubt that

a knowledge of the aims of geology was more gcner
ally diffused in Ireland during the fifty years of its

exntence than Is the case at the present day Though
the publication of researches outside London is natur
all/ regretted by dwellers in the capital a proper
system of exchange and distribution after all renders
reference easy The index of geological literature

published annually by the Geological Society of Lon

the frequent occurrence of analcite An international

character is given to the Transactions by a paper by
R M Craig on Prince Charles Foreland Spits-

bergen, the peaks of which are so consmeuous from
the entrance to the Ice Fiord A McEwen Peach
follows with an account of the pre-Glacial platlorm

and rais«i beaches of the island (Fig i) The plat

form has the same relation to the submerged valleys

as that discovered by Maufe am# Wright in southern

Ireland

don, now makes the place of pubheation unimportant
The recognition of other cities as centres of research
requires a certain magnanimity, but is in itself a
stimulus to cultured minds throughout the country
The Cialma moreover on the rcsouroes of metropolitan
societies enable the publications of smaller bodies to

compete successfully as regards style of issue and
illustration

The Edinburgh Geological Society has just published

The Geological Society of Glasgow in part 3 of
vol XV of its iransactions (1916) devotes itseif to
the basin of the Clyde Prof J W (irogoiy (p 310)
regards the hanging valleys on the walls of Ixich Long
as pre Glar il in origin W R Smellic describes in

detail the igneous rocks of Bute after 1 field survev
of the island (Fig 2) P Macnair correlates the
Lower Carboniferous limestones of North Lanark
shire with those farther to the south in a paper that

part 3 of volume x of its Transactions It contains

a noteworthy and beautifully illustrated paper on the

ation of dolomite in an intrusive basaltic sill

e, near North Berwick by T Cuthbert Day,
t traces similarly intimate assoaations of

ignoous rock and sediments at Weak Law where the

cwqwsitejgnass resembles a fault-la’ecda or a con-

glomerate'^ Mrs Wallace describes volcanic rodcs

from the necks along the coast of Fife and points out
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reveals characteristically patient research m nver
banks and quarries.

The Uvmool Geological Society continues to inves

tlgate the Triassic strata of the district In part a of
vol aii of the Proceedings (loic) this work is repre-

sented by F T Maidwell, H W Grmwo^, and
C B Travis There is an interesting reference in a
paper by the two latter authors to boulders of stron-

tium in the Keuper Marls of Bristol These are pre-
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tuniably celestme like the well-known examples from
Aust which were mentioned by Wm Phillips as far

back as 1816. H Bolton and C j Waterfall have
described the occurrence at Abbots Leigh as strontia

Messrs Greenwood and Travis indicate the presence

of secondary as well as primary rutile in the Triassic

rocks of W rral The former author in a paper on
the paragenesis of marcasite wurts te and calcite at

Hal^n Mountain, Nm-th Wales concludes that wlule

the two former minerals arise from acid solutions

Naturb vol xciv p 430) a higher temperature or a
reater concentration ot acid is required for the pro

action of wurtzitc than is required for marcasite In

the Malkyn case the acid present was the carbon c

acid that s multancously gave rise to calcite Zinc

blende here predominates largely over wurtzite while

more than 90 per cent of the iron disulphide is present

in the form of marcasite

The same society also issues a part entitled the Cope
Memorial Volume presented to geologists in this form
for the generos ty of Mrs T H Cope and embodying
the researches of her late husband on the igneous

rocks of the Berwyn Hills G A J C

THE RUSSIAN ZOOLOGICAL REVIEW
\\JE have received the first number of a new Russ^
VV journal of which the French title is given as

Revue Zoolo^que Kusse It is published at Moscow
under the emtorship of Prof A N Sewertaofl and
W S Elpatiewsky of the Moscow University The

intention of the editors is to publish preliminary notes

and short articles on zoology comparative anatomy
histolo^ and embryology together with abstracu

personAa and a soological bibliography I he text

IS to be either in Russian with a French or English

risumi or in Trench or English with a Russ an

rtsumi
The contents of this first number show that the

editors aim at a high standard of work One of the

most interesting contributions is an account of some
important experiments by D Filatof! on the removal

and transplantation of the auditory vesicle of the

embr^ toad It has been known for some years that

the optic vesicle of certain embryos can be transplanted

and that the presence of such transplanted vescles

determines the development of a lens from the epiblast

in abnormal situations M Filatoff claims to have

establuhed analogous facta with regard to the auditoir

vesicles He mamtains that the presence of the audi

tory vesicle even in an abnormal situation determines

the formation of a cartilaginous auditory capsule from

the surrounding mesenuyme cells which would

not normally give rise to such a structure Unfor
tunatdly for English readers the original article s

publiMed in Russian and the English abstract is

scarcely detailed enough to afford convincing proof

that the author has established his point with r^ard
to the development of the auditory capsule That an
auiUtory capsule does actually develop around the

Mnsplanted vesicle there seems to be no doubt but

M the author himself suggests it seems to be possible

that it may develop from mesenchyme cells trans-

plant^ with the aumtory vesicle, and this is the point

which we should like to see more satisfactorily cleared

up though we agree that the probabilities are in favour

of the contention that it arises from the surrounding
mesenchyme of the new locus

We regret to note in this article the oft-repeated use

of the German word Anlage which seems to have
estaUlsh^ IhwK permanent^ as an eastiitial part of

embryologiehl terminology why It should have done
so we have never been able to understand, for the

tmn nkBment** isems to meet all requirements m a
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perfectly satisfactory manner It is true that this

term used to be very loosely employed by Eng
lish writers and was at one tme very generally
applied to disappearing structures The much more
appropriate term vestige has however now been
very generally accepted for structures belonging to

the latter category and all possible objection to the
use of the term rudiment for the first recognisable
indication of a dev« loping organ seems to have dis-

appeared Not long ago U was customary on the part
of certain English zoologists to use the German
term Haus for the enveloping test of certsdn
Ascidtans The inappropnateness of tne English word
house was perhaps recognised by these writers

but did It really improve matters very much to adopt
the German form of the same word^ Even since tM
commencement of the war we have seen in a news-
paper the term under sea boat —an obvious ado^
tion from the German—^used n place of our own su^
mar ne It is little wonder when we show ourselves
so slavishly dependent yxm German phraseology that
the impression should have been created that in scien-
tific matters our German arxtagonists are a long way
ahead of us
This digression however^, has taken us a long way

from the Revue Zoolonque Russe to which wo wish
to extend a hearty welcome and our best wishes for
a long and useful career It says much for the con
fidence and san ty of our great Allies that they are aUe
at such a tme as this to devote their attention to
researches in pure science and even to find funds tor
the publicaton of new journals They have set an
example which those of us who are unaole to take any
active share in the prosecuton of the war need not
be ashamed to follow A D

THE WATER SVPILY OF MELBOURNE
DECENT issues of the Bnnteer (April 7 and May

5) contain an extremely interest ng risumi of
the inception and gradual development of the water
supply system of the c ty of Melbourne As is custo-
mary in the case of prunitive settlements the earliest
supplies were derived from the local nver the Yarra
and until about the middle of last century this simple
although scarcely altogether sausfactory expedirat
sufficed for the needs of the nhab tants In 1853 the
first steps were taken to secure a more trustwor^
and less contaminated supply from the watershed at
Mount Oisappomtment This was achieved by the
formation of an embankment at Yan Yean The
undertaking which was completed in 1857 at a cost
of 754 sofil , was considered to be capable of providing
a pooulation of 200000 with water at the rate of
30 gallons per head ner day as a matter of fact It

considerably exceeded this expectation The. dam
which was of earth was 30 ft in height and formed
a lake of 1360 acres with a water capacity of
million gallons of which 5400 nullion gtdlons were
available for consumption
By the year 1879 it became evident that additional

gathering mund was necessary to meet the demands
of a popuuitioa now grown to 356000 with a con-
sumption of 80 to 90 colons per head per day After
some search, a suiwle extension of the existing
system was devised to Wallaby Creek on the north
side of Mount J)isappdntment The Wallaby Aque-
duct was constructed In 1883 si long, with a
ofnW capadty of 33 million gallons togetiier with
the Tooromrong Reservoir bolding up 60 million
gallens of water and forming a lake of 36 acres sur
face
The* dte continued to expand, and in process

of time the Yan Ifom system was rally expldted and
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iiKapabla of further dewtopmeat In antidpabon of

tUf exhausbon, in 1880, a acheme had been piapared
for Uming the Watts River, the average daily flow

of wluch was estimated at 42 million gallons. The
cxecubon of the project was, however, delayed and it

was not unbl 1891 that water from this source was
actually turned on, when the name of the system,

as well as of the nver itself, was changed into

Maroondah The aqueduct is 41 miles long, with

a5i miles of open channel and twelve tunnels (three

over a mile in length) The total cost of the Maroon,
dah system ampunted to 778,^44!.
By 1907 the population had increased to 536 540, and

still furtlKr sources of supply were found necessary

In 1910, powers were Ranted to incorporate the

O'Shannassy and Upper Yarra watersheds, and by

1914 a supply of 30 million gallons per day was being

obtained from the former river by means of an aque.

duct 48I miles in length The Upper Yarra suppliea

remain to be exploited at some future date The
amount spent so far on the O’Shannassy scheme has
been 436,8901

THE MECHANISM OF CHEMICAL CHANGE
IN LIVING ORGANISMS i

I
r we take a general view over the large field of

chemical reactions known, we notice that there

ts a great variety in the rate at which these reactions

lake place. Some and especially those in which eleo

trical forces play a part, reactions between inorganic

ions, are practically instantaneous They are fomibar

to all in the precipitations of the anal)^ical chemist

Others, such as the hydrolysis of cane-sugar by water,

are so slow as to be incapable of detection at ordinary

temperatures, unless a very long time is allowed

There are, moreover, all possible stages intermediate

between these extremes Reactions between carbon

compounds are, generally speaking comparatively

slow , but, as the name ‘ organic " indicates, they are

the daractenttic chemical changes of the living cell

Early workers in the domain of physiological chem.
istry—Sdidnbein for example—were struck by the fact

that reactions which require, in the laboratory, power-
ful reagents, such as strong acids and high tempera-

tures, to make them take place at a reasonable rate,

'occur rapidly in the living organism at moderate tern-

peratures and in the presence of extremely weak acids

or alkalis I may refer to the decomposition of pro-

teins into their constituent amino-aclds, which Is a
part of the normal process of digestion, but when
ordinary laboratory methods are used, requires boil-

ing for several hours with concentrate hydrochloric

or sulphuric acid

The problem before us then, is to discover how a
slow reaction can be made to go faster The most
obvious and well-known method of doing this Is by
raising the temperature , but this is clearly out of the
question in living cells Another possibUity is to make
use of mass action, increasing by some means the
effeet^ concentration of the reacting substances, m
^s way the number of contacts per unit time would
be raised. This is possible In the cell There remains
a third, the formation of an intermediate compound
with .another substance This compound may be
supposed to be both formed and ag^ decomposed
at a rate, so that tiie total time taken is much
less than that of the original reaction

Now it it evident that something of the Idnd con-
tempiated By these two latter pombillties is at the

bottom of the process called “catalyris” by BerxeliuB

Tills chemist ^Kcted attention to the numerous cases
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known, even at his tune, where the presence of a
third substance brings about tn enormous acedera-
tk» of a reaction, without itself taking port in it,

to far as appears at first si|^, at all events, this

third substance reappears at the end unchanged An
example u the effect of finely divided platinum on
hydrogen peroxide Similar prienomena were Icaown
to Faraday, and described by him about the aanoe
tune, but without giving them a special name
Agents of this kind were toon discovered to be pre-

sent in living cells Such catalysU are called, for

convenience, enzymes, as su^ested by Kdbne,
although there is no real scientific necessity for the
name That of 'ferments” is still sometunes used,
and IS not now liable, as it was in Kiihne’s time, to

cause confusion by application to living microbes.
Since caulysts arc as a rule, found uochang«l at

the end of their work it is clear that they db not
themselves afford energy for the purpose Indeed the
energy change of a catalysed homogeneous system is

the same as that of the reaction when prooeMing at

its ordinary slow rate How, then, do they act/
The first thing to note wiUi respect to enzymes is

that they are capable of activity in media in wluch
they arc insoluble. Whatever may bo the nature of
this activity therefore it is exertM by the surface of

the catalyst We may then reammaoly ask, as the
most obvious hypothesis, is there ground for holding
that the increa^ rate of reactions bronght about by
enzymes is effected by increase of concenvation of the
reagents at the surface and consequent acceleration

of me reaction by mass action? We kn6w that sub-
stances which lower surface energy of any form are
concentrated at such boundary sunaces The process
IS well known as adsorption,* and is a consequence
of the operation of the principle of Carnot and
Clausius which states that decrease of free energy
nlways occurs if it is possible lor it to do so In
fact such an explanation was given by haraday of the
effect of met illu platinum in causing combination of
oxygeo and hydrogen gases Although the name ad-
sorption was not usM in this description, Faraday
had very clear ideas of the process, and gives several
interesting cases He showra that the necessary con-
dition for the activity of platinum in the case referred
to fa a chemically clean surface, in order that the
gases msy condense on it It matters not whether
the removal of deposit is effected by mechanical polish-
ing, by the action of acid or of alluli , by oxidation or
reduction—making it either anode or kathode in *n
electrolytic cell will serve It should be mentioned
that this view did not receive universal acceptance, but
the fact that it recommended itself to the insight
of Faraday is powerful evidence in ite fav^

I would not venture to state that this hypothesis is

yet in a position to explain all the facts met with in

the action of enzymes themselves, but it U femsrkaUe
how many receive a satisfactoiy account We are at
once confronted by the ^fftculty of the consideralda

I
number of different enzymes But we must not forget

I

that adsorption is controlled by a great number of
factors in addition to mechanical surtaoa tension Al
those properties which suffer modiSoii^pn at phaee
boundaries play their part—dectrical qiarge, aolo-
biUty, compressibility, even chemical reaction itself,

m*y be mentioned. Moreover, hs Hardy has pointed
out, the set of oondensation in its^f may urdi be
accompanied by the manifestation of molsciuar forcea
whiih result in increased chemical poteq^l of tlw
reacting substances It It dear that ^pBrinaentri
decision of the questions involved b almoig imModUe
until w» Have in our hands pore pratfanttooc of
etisymes We okanot tm yet exclude the wMsWIib
of the formation of IntMrmeAate dbrtwlgal Attpouskb
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between cn;Qnne and substrate, but thdr exutence has
not been denuMistrated, and what 1 maj venture to

call haraday's view tike the advantage of sunphuty,
and thus the support of William of Occam s razor
The important question of the aynthebc action of

enzymes demands a httle attention at tins point All

reasons may be regarded as being in principle

reversible or oalanced, and the greater part of those

of the Uvuig organism are found experimentally to be
so If we take for consideration those enzymes the

action of which consists in the addition or removal of

the elements of water, we fand that, as would be
expected from the law of mass action, the position of

equjhbnum m the presence of a large excess of water
IS very near to that of complete hydrolysis, and this

Is the state of affairs in the usual laboratory expert

ments On the other hand, the less water is pre-

sent, the greater is the preponderance of the opposite

—

synthetic—aspect Take the classical case of ethyl

acetate If the ester and water are mixed in mole
cular propdrtions, hydrolysis to acid and alcohol occurs

until two-thirds of the ester arc decomposed More
over, the same final composition is obtained if wc
commence with acid and aJcohol, and so work in the

other direction But these reactions proceed by them
selves with extreme slowness, taking months before
coming to an end But the presence of a catalyst

such as mineral acid, brings about equilibrium in in
hour or so and we notice that it is the same as the

spontaneous one An enzyme known as lipase, also

brings about eauitibrium rapidly The important point
in respect of the mechanism of living cells is that by
changing the available amount of water, the reaction

may be made to proceed in either direction at will

The series of curves given by Armstrong and Gosney
(Prtw. Roy Soc 88B p 176) show this fact very
clearly Further, if the equilibrium is brought about
rapidly even if to any position except that of com
pl^ change in one or the other direction the enzyme
hiust acceimte both reactions and any hypothesis of
special synthesising enzymes is su[>crfluous This
is essentially the position taken by van’t Hoff m the

work with which he was engaged at the tune of his

death What is required then is a means by which
the cell IS enabled to change the available water at

the disposal of reactions occurnng therein We do
not as vet know the precise nature of such mechanisms
but there is reason to believe that they are provided

by changes m the surface area of colloidal consti

iuents or m the power of imbibition possessed by
certain contents of tne cell

Wb here come across an interesting problem which
cannot be spid to be solved sadsfactonly at present

We hsMs seen that the equilibrium position of an
ester s^em when reached rapidly under the action

a BWuble catalyst Is the same as the spontaneous
one But there is a certain difference when a hetero-

goteous catalyst or enzyme is used. Nevertheless

ti^ eqqinbrlum is a true one being in the same post

when approached from either end. The amount
of butyric dcid combined as amyl ester In a particular

system under acid catalysis was found by Dietz to

be 88 per cent of the total under the action of the

enzyme lipase it was only 75 per cent This fact has

given nsb to various suggestion^, and has troubled

people’s minds because it appears to give a possibihty

of evading the second law of energetics Now, it was
pointed out to me by Prof Hopkins that, on the hypo,

fhods of a rapid attainment of equililmum by con.

densatien on the surface of the enzyme, it Is necessary

if the equlHbrtum is to be unaltered, that ad.

•orptlonj»rell theoemponents-of the sjlretem should be

Mrtetprppo^tkMi.fff eech, because ttss po^bon of

dihtfitirluth Aufb bdt the, eaiM die surface of the

eii^nie as that hildch JP ine body of the solu.
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tion In the presence of a large excess of water, it

does not seem likely that a ditterenoe of equilibrium
owing to this cause coirid be detected. But this should
be possible when the equihbrium position is nearer
the middle, so to speak, and I am at present engaged
in experiments on the question At any rate, diher.
ence in adsorption may be the cause of the pheno-
menon of Dietz It would simply imply that water is

adsorbed by the enzyme in relatively larger proportion
than the other constituents of the system It should
be remembered that the solvent in these expenments
was amyl alcohol containing about 8 per cent of water,
and, as Arrhenius has shown, all substances present
are adsorbed although the laws governing the relative

proportion of these various substances are not yet
completely worked out
We sec, by consideration of the facts relating to the

action of enzvmes, bow important a part is. played by
changes in the rate of reactions, and there are two
further pomts to which attention has been directed In
Prof Hopkins Take first a senes of reversible

reactions in which the products of one form the start,

tng point of the next following —
a=:b—c=:d= etc

If the rate at which B is converted into C is greater
than that at which A changes into B, it Is wviout
that the amount of B present at any moment may be
extremely small although the whole of the final pro-
ducts have passed through the stage The fact warns
us from estimating the importance of any particular
constituent of the cell by the quantity to be wtelned.
The second point is th s Suppose that there are

two independent reversible reactions both leading ftf

the same product, C

and that A—yC is more rapid or easier than B-HrC
This latter reaction will be practically absent, being
balanced by the excess of C But if the former
reaction is abolished by removal of A then B

—

win take place in proportion as C is used up in other
reactions Thus, under special conditions a reaction
.nay take place which is not detectable under normal
conditions, although capable of taking place
One of the most difficult questions » the manner In

which the various components of the cell are prevented

I

from entering into chemical rcnction except when
i

required Enzymes for example, are not always io

I

activity The conception which states that the cdl
I
consists of numerous minute ' reaction chambers,*'
separated from one another by membranes seems fd

I

present most possibilities These membranes must be
regarded as capable of removal and of reconstrucfidif,

or reversible as regards their permcabihty The food^

. vacuoles of an Amodba may sorve as an illustratkm

of such chambers on a comparatively large scale In
these vacuoles digestion processes are going on inde-

pendently of other reactions in various pws of the

same cell protoplasm, although this latter behdves
as a liquid

The general conclusion to which wo arnve is that

I
velocity of reaction plays an exceedingly important
part in the regulation of cell mechanics 1 venture to

think that the conception is destined to replace static

points of view such as that of lode and key" or
the fittiiig together of molecular groupings That
there ie still very much to be dlscoverM is ohvipua.

We have to find out how the living cell is abla 'W
, modify and adjust together the large number
ructions known to the chemist The study of the

I

metfiods bv which the rate of these rtactione b
[

alfcefed' is one of flje most valuable o* those accsMlble
to us.
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UNIVEttSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELUGBNCE.

In a Forgotten Chapter in the llictoiy of Educa
bon, referring especialfy to the important report of

dw Consultative Ctoimittee on Examinations tn

Schools, issued m 1911 Mr^ S Thom-

ceptors, a union essentially of the pnvate schools, as
the originator and sustainer of a system of leaving
examinations which has not only been the insplrer of
the Local Examinations instituted by the Universities

of Oxford and Cambridge, but has also helped mate
riallv in making them efficient To quote his own
words the College was the poor inventor, the Unlver
sities, by their capital and presbge, have worked the
mvention for nil it is worth College and Unlverrity
have done together what neither of them could have
done separately So he urges that, rather than Set up
some Other system, the State should more fully utilise

the services of both bodies But Mr Thorntons
pamphlet is much more than an apologia of the Col
lege of Preceptors, it is really a invent plea for the

full recognition by the State of the private school

master and the private school, even to the extent of

adequate finanaal aid In support of such a policy he
adduces the example of Scandinavian countries and
claims that the extraordinary success it has achieved
from the point of view of efficiency fruitfulness of

suggestion, freedom of experiment excellenoo of

results, and economy m working fully warrants the

closest investigation with a view to the reci^ttinn bv
the State under conditions of educational freedom of
every kind of efficient and needed school

Sbvbbal important jioints relating to university

education in the United States Germany and the
United Kingdom are referred to in the Observer of

June 18, in an interview which a representative of our
contemporary had with Mr Alfred Noyes, who has
just returned to this country after occupying the

chair of English literature at Princeton Mr Noyes
points out that a large proportion of the staffs of the

colleges and universities in the United States received

an Its educational training, or at any rate its post-

graduate training, in Germany Americans have been
encouraged to go to Germany and to pass from one
university to another to take whatever courses they

desire, but no facilities of this kind have been offered

them here. It must, however, be remembered that

in addition to providing opportunities for intensive

or extensive study, English-speaking students—
whether American or British—have, by going to Ger-
many, had the advantage of acquiring uie use of the
German language This fact has no doubt often

induced American students to take post-graduate

courses in German instead of British universities

Mr Noyes says — I am told by Americans that in

many cases when they want to come to English

univ^ries to do post-graduate work they must bejdn

all over again and that the work they have done for

their American degrees will not be allowed to count

We believe, however, that this is not now the case,

and that post-graduate students oro welcomed at most

of our universities Mr Noyes refers to the large

nuniher of students in American universities and we
ai« able to supplement hie remarks with figures show*,

ing—to tte nearest hundred—the enrolment for 1915

in thirty Itkstatutions, excluding summer-session

studsnta Columbia 7000 Pennsylvania, 6600, Cali-

fornia, 6soo; New York Univerrity 5900. Michigan,

sqoo; liitn^ 5SOO Harvard, 5400 Cornell, 5400,

Ohio Stats, 4900. WlscoMln, 4900, Mlnnewita 4700

Chicago, 4300, North-western 4100, Syracuse 3800,

Pittsburgh, 3600 J Vale, 3!oo Nebraska 3J00, Mis-
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souri, 3000, Iowa State, 3700, Texas, atSoo, Clhcin
nab 3500, Kansas, 3500, Stafford, 3000, Indiana,

1800; Princeton, 1600, Western Reserve, 1560,
Tuiane, 1300, Washington University, 1300, Johns
Hopkins, 1300 ,

Virginia, 1000

Thb confidence of the German nabon in the value
of education and in its uplifting and recuperabvc
power, even in face of a disastrous terminabon to the
present sttuggle, is stnkuiglv illustrated by the follow
ing extract, which appeared in the Schoolmaster for

June 17 taken from Der Tag a paper established

some years ago with the view of promoting German
naval supremacy We Germans it said, can
proudly point to the fact that our expenditure on the
educabon of our children has been fully maintained
during the war at its former level In Prussia and
elsewhere it has even for certain objects been in

creased But tlie money making, so-called democratic
England finds it necessary to cut down her educabon

I bill to the lowest limit We rejoice at the fact that
our enemies are discouraging the educabon and in

struction of the masses By the mere fact that Bntish
children are being deprived of education we have a
great victory over England, for after the war more
than ever before will knowledge and educabon,
organisation and adaptability on the part of all ckisses

of the population bring victory in the economic
struggle The leaders of the nation look forward
with triumphant anticipation to the resumption
of the economic struggle after the close of
the war, and are intent upon preserving and enhanc-
ing the educational means and methods which ha\e
given them iictory in the past We on the other
hand both Imperially and locally have entered upon
a policy of educabonal starvation urgent building
operations are suspended equipment is curtaileo

school buildings arc commandeered and Khool hours
reduced, secondary-school fees are raised scholarships
are reduced in value or are suspended, evening classes

are in large measure closed and school children
allowed to leave school at a much earlier age It s

not for want of means—witness the enormous profits

made as a result of the war as apjpears from a statement
in the Manchester Guardian of June 19 wherein ap-
peared a list of 154 firms fnga^ in shipping, coal,

iron, engineering tea rubbw and other industries
which showed a gross and net profit for 1916 exceed-
ing bji thirteen millions sterling those for 1914, and
our direct expenditure upon drink exceeds 180 rndhons
annually—but lack of vision and indifference to the
value and potency of education We need to raise the
status of the Board of Education and give it the rank
of a department of the State so that it will i^ract to

its direction men of the highest intelligence md zeal

Education is at least as vital to the well-being of the
nation as any other of the great services UMer the
Crown Whilst leaving a desirable liberty of inter-

pretation according to local conditions it should at
least make mandatory upon ali local authorities the
duty of providing completely and adequately for all

forms of education

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES,
London

Royal Society, June 8—Sir J J Thomson presi^

dent, in the chair —The Earl of Borkalsy and E G J
Hartlsy Further determinations of direct osmotic
pressures In this communicatibn the osmotic pres-
sures of the following substohees ace measured
directly -Cane-sugar and metiR^ gluooside, a number
of ferns, and ferri-cyanMes, and ope or two other
salts. The cane-sugar dctcrmlnationo were made ok a
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somewnat puier *ugar than was the case in the pre-
vious the results extend over the range already
covered by Prof Morse and his co>workers, and the
two sets of numbers are found to differ slightly at the
lower concentrations For the ionised substances
examined it may bo stated that, w-lth the exception of
one salt, all those having a molecule made up of a dyad
base combined wnth a dyad acid radicle arc associated
In aqueous solution The dynamic method of
measuring osmotic pressures is developed so as to
afford a means of rapidly estimating molecular weights
to a considerable degree of accuracy even in very
dilute solution —Prof E Wilson and Prof J W
NIcboIsob The magnetic shielding of large spaces and
fts experimental measurement (i) The magnetic
shielding of a large space is a problem wholly different
in practice from that of a small space, and in view
of unportant applications the efficiency to which much
shielding ran be raised is a matter of importance
Considerations of mobility of the apparatus and weight
of iron required necessitate the solution of the problem
of maximum shielding for a given weight of iron and
more than two shells, together with an examination of
the limitations of utility of lamination These problems
are discussed m the paper (a) A field of order as
low as 3 X io~* has been obtained in a space of radius

30 cm bj the use of 1273 kilos (280O lb) of high
permeability d>namo malefic steel, and an accurate

method designed for the measurement of fields of
lower order (3) The leakage through air spaces in a
magnetic shield has been studied (4) It is now pos.
sible to examine the behaviour of iron under prac*

tically no magnetic force—G I Tayler Motion of
solids and fluids when the flow is not irrotational

The paper deals with the motion of solids in rotation

ally moving fluids, a problem which has not appar
enth engaged the attention of mathematicians befori

The motion of cylindrical solids in rotating fluids is

discussed, and it is shown that a solid cylinder of the

same density as the fluid will move through a rotating

fluid exactly as if the fluid were not rotating On
the other hand, a solid sphere of the same density ts

the fluid will be deflected to the right if the fluid is

rotating anti-clockwise and to the left if it is rotating

clockwise This property of rotating fluids is demon-
strated experimentally by means 01 experiments per-

formed with a rotating tank full of water It is

shown expcrimentallv that vortex rings move in circles

through n rotating fluid

Matbcaatkal Society, Juno 8 —Sir J Larmor presi

dent in the chair—Prof M J M HW The classifi

ration of the integrals of a linear partial differential

equation of the firet order —Prof w H Yoeng (i)

Non-absolutely convergent not necessarily continuous

integrals (a) The convergence of Fourier senes and
of their derived senes—Dr S Bfodstsky The general

linear differential equation —A E itUita A note on
the senes Sos sm nS and So. cos nB, where (a.) is a

sequence of native numbers tending steadily to zero

—T C iBWIs Circles connected with * four Tucker
circles ’—h J W WMypIs A symmetrical relation

between Legendre’s functions with parameters cosh a
and coth «•—H T J Nerten A problem in Diophan

tine appcoximation
CsMBBtoox

PUlMsphkal SmMt. May 12 —Prof Newell, presi-

dent in the chair—Dr wUHs Some considerations

on the geographiwl distnbutlon of species In some
recent papers it has been sought to show that the

ditpenal of species (to long at no barriers intervene)

d^ien^ s^mjuy upon their age within the country con

oern^ and is independent o( natural aelectlon A
account was i^ven of the results to far ob-

tained by a study of the floras of Ceylon and New
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Zealand —C P Datt A preliminaty note on the
internal structure of Pttwstrobus (Pmites) macro-
cephalus from the Lower Eocene \ bnef description
IS given of the general anatomy of two forms of cone
from the Lower Eocene of the London basin, attention
being drawn to certain unrecorded or charactenstic
features fhe structure of the seeds is described for
the first time, and the presence of fossil embryos is

recorded Pollen grains are found occurring at the
apex of a peculiar nucellar column Evidence is

given that the two forms arc speafically identical, and
are related to on existing species, Pmus excelsa

Edinburgh

Royal Sacicty, May le —^Dr J Horne, president, in

I
tho chair—Dr D Ellu The Jurassic fossil fun^,
Phycomyettes Prodmghamu Ellis The paper btkiga
forward fresh evidence of the true biolo^cal nature
of this fossil fungus, found by the author in the
hrodingham Ironstone of Lincolnshire It is the first

recorded instance of fossil fungi from Jurassic rocks
The probable reason for its preservation was the
absorption within the organism of iron from the sur-
rounding water Ihc members thus became impreg-
nated with feme oxide, as in the cate of modern
iron-bactena The most significant feature is that the
fossil threads show the same variaUons in nature of

membrane as in these bacteria Although no traces

were found of the cellular tissues of the animal host

HI the Frodlngham Ironstone, such traces were found
in combmation with fungal threads in the Dunliath
ferruginous limestone It is interesting to note that

this fossil fungus was found in a marine deposit.

—

Or R A HMstosa V possible cxplanafloo of the

satellites of spectral lines Many bright lines m the

spectra of gases arc accompanied by famter lines

known as satellites Tho usual way of regarding

these IS to consider them as due to independent elec-

trons or d^rees of freedom in the molecule The
view presented m this paper and worked out mathe-
matically was that they might be regarded as due to

the same degree of freedom as the main line, being

caused merely by the manner in which the vibrations

are started or stopped

Paris

Aesdsny sf Sckacss, June e—M Camille Jordan in

the chair H L« ChsicUcr The devitrlficatien

of glass (cnstal) Devitrification has hitherto

b^n noticed only in glasses containing bme »

and calcium monosilicatc, CaSiO, separating out.

l^tails are given of a case of devitrification in a lend

glass The separated cnrstals in this cose were found

to be tridymite, and this is the first example of a
crystallisation of silica in the devitrification of a gloss

—A Chsavean Dr Luden Jacquet and tuberculosii

in the employes itt Parisian wine-bars Important

hygienic cons^uences of the new facts obtained In

this Btudy—A Wwrtsl and J R*y The comparison,

from the pomt of view of range, of short light signals

produced by a rotating apparatus, by sources of bght
giving different periods of impression The coadinons

of maximum efiacacity of the light flux utilised. The
experiments described prove that In the utilisation of a
source of light for the production of light flashes sue*

cecding eai* other at CuMd Intervals, and produced by
the rotation of an optical apparatus, it Is better that

the flashes should be as short as possible —A
Certain classes of functhms of real variables—

M

The equivalence of two fundamental proper-

lias of linear ensembles —G NalUNsadWtn Study of

thwplanec Mars at the Flagstaff Observatory, Aris^
A inap of the maiktngs on the planet Is fpven

atmofidiere proved to be exceptionally fsvoursbW far
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these observations.—C V L Cbarfisr The construoo'*]

tion of the galaxy Charts are given showing the '

asctions of die group of start of ipectral eliiM S
um stars) in three iliiectiont —A Wcltt and P

WtbsHa The formation of pyridine bases by condcns-u

tion of ketones and amides Following the

analogy of the formation of mcsitylene an attempt
was made to prepare pyndine by the condensation of

acetone and acetamide The experiment failed with
the usual dehydrating reagents but pvridine (a to

3 per rent yield) was obtained by heating in sealed

tubes to ajo* C —B OalUtiae The localisation of the

epicentre of an earthquake from observations nt a
single stismic station —L EW fhe dev at ons from
the vertical at Pons —J CardM The bryoloycal flora

of Kerguelen This flora presents close analogies
with that of South Georgia —MM ^evso Uaalfs,
Dsbeyre and RexvUn A prolonged form of cerebro-

spinal mening tis and cerebral trepann ng A desenp-
tton of a case lO which the injecrtion of antimeningo-
coccic serum into the right lateral vcntrirle was re-

sorted to resulbng in a complete cure—F Bordas

Odonieed oxygen in the treatment of war wounds
The wounds are kept in an atmosphere of ozonised

oxygen without dressmgs and exposed to solar radta

tion The results have been particularlv satisfactory

In Idrge wounds where the tissues had been invacied

more or less deraly by septic products and anaerobic
fermentations TIw treatment can be prolonged without

Inconvenience to the pat ent and the general appear
once of the wounds rapidly improves the fetd smells

tflseppearing at the very commencement — Amsrt
The Sense education and utiHsntion of mut lated

limbs
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RESEASCN IN INDUSTRY AND THE
FUTURE OF EDUCATION

'T’HE demand for a drastic review of the whole

of our educational policy and methods,

having regard to the results grows apace The
events of the war have served to reveal in startling

fashion our shortcomings in production, especially

in the domain of the applied sciences, and notably

ui the extent to which by reason of our neglect

to traih adequately those engaged in scientific in>

dustnes, we have found ourselves almost slavishly

dependent upon our chief industrial and com
mcrcial rival—with whom ahs ' we are now
engaged m deadly strife—for some of the most

vital necessities of our industries Of this regret

table fact the great textile industries of Lima
shire and Yorkshire (so large a proportion of

which are engaged in manufacture for export),

many important departments of chemicil and

engmeenng enterprise the manufacture of

chemical and optical glass and endless other pro

ductions of service in medicine and ns- the arts of

life not to speak of the grave difficulties with

which we have been confronted in the supply of

high explosives, furnish abundant cMdence

Could It be shown that this failure on our part

arises from some special advantages of climate or

of natural resources possessed by Germany it

might be accepted as m the order of Nature and

as a satisfactory, though regrettable, explanation,

but the very reverse is the case nor is it to be

found m any lack of intellectual ability m the

English child The real solution is to be found

ui the more effective provision for the education

of all classes, such as that prevailing in Germany,

whether of the rank and file or of those intended

to be the directors of industry or of commerce
Hence the ptovision in Germany of (i) a complete

system of ^ementary education applying without

compromise to^ children of the mdustrial class

up to the close of their thirteenth year and con

tiniuri under specialised conditions, within the

normal working time for at least six to eight

hnurs per week in continuation schools until the

Itgtt of eighteen is reached , we, on the contrary,

t^w some two and a quarter millions of our

youth between the ages of twelve and e^hteen

to cease entirely their attendance at school,

(a) htfiple faalities for all forms of secondary

qdncation, covering, from the tenth year, six or

nine years, and leading up, so far as the higher

schools are concerned, direct to the uniyersittcs

qnfl technical high schools, with a preparation on

tfte part of the matriculated students far in excess

of ^at whloir, gfeoendly speaking, obtdns with
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us, since the aicrage length of secondary school
life in England docs not exceed three years

These facilities for general education are crowned
bv magnificent provision for scientific training m
the universities and tcchnir d high schools, not
to mention numerous special schools dealing

exclusively with mimng vgnculture, forestry or
with the textile or other industries

Th^ easy optimism of some of the speakers

at the recent conference of the British Imperial

Council of Commerce s somewhat disturbing in

view of the actusl farts as to the students m
attendance at German technical high schools, ex-

cluding those n the universities is compared
with those in all British institutions

It may be admitted at once th it since 1902

there has been i t,rcit and gratifying increase in

the number mil ethcieney of the institutions in

Great Britain giving scientific and teehmcal train-

ing ind in the. number of students participating

therein but so, too has been the advance in

(icmiany \ useful and striking comparison may
ht found m the statistics collected by the Assoc

tion of Technical Institutions in 1902 Informa-

tion was obtained from ninety mne institutioot

in the United Kingdom including all the universi-

*1ies as to the number of day students of fiftttn

years of age and upwards engaged in scientific

and technical studies nb matter what their

character and the figures supplied were compared
with those obtained from nine German technical

hij,h schools with results absolutely startling in

their significance In no case were the students

in the German schools less than eighteen years of

age whilst of these almost the entire number pre-

sented certificates of attendance on a nine years’

chssical or modern course, and their ranges of

study were confined in the mam to civil and naval

architecture, engmeenng and chemical subjtets

Ihe total number of such students was 1.2,422,

whilst the immatnculated students numbered

^020 or a total of 15,442, including a large body

of foreign students

Contrast this with figures relating to the rnnety-

Rine British institutions, including’ the universities

(the German universities were not included),

which showed 3873 enrolled of fifteen years of

age and upwards taking many subjects not in-

cluded m the German return Of this number

22^9 took engineering and 667 chemistry, includ-

ing dyeing and metallurgy The number of

third-year matriculated students in the nine Ger-

man schools was 2021, in all the English institu-

tions 535; m the fourth year it was 1800 and 113

respedmly (in the C^arldtlpnburg school oIom
there were thtnd- and fourth-year students).

Td seiykr another tH9fiiparlson, there were in tim

T
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 190s

more than 1100 students of the average age of

18 a It IS childish to talk of “enemy students

in British schools “ when in one German technical

high school alone, that of Karlsruhe there were

in 1903 383 foreign students, whilst it is well

known that in the camp at Ruhleben a laige num-
ber of mterned men are young Bnglish students

who had gone to Germany to complete their

studies ^

It IS gratifying to find that at the annual meet-

ing of the Assoaation of Education Committees

held on June 8 the appeal for a comprehensive

review of the whole educational work of the

country at the hands of a Royal Commission or

some equally authontitive bc^y met with such

significant support nor can wc read unmoved the

appeal m the Educational Supplement of the Ttmes
for June or the strong demand in support of

It of the Royal Society, the British Science Guild,

and the Teachers’ Guild All through the

country it is felt on the part of educationists of

men of science, and of the leaders of industiy that

important and speedy changes in our system

and methods of education are imperative,

not only in the interests of industry and
commerce, but in nil that makes for en*‘

lightenment and good government and that

nowhere is it more necessary thm in the sphere

of general education, if scientific research and its

application to the nation s needs are to lie made
effective We want freedom, variety, and elas-

tiaty,” with the minimum of routine control, and
we must needs adopt such measures as will ensure

the adequitc education of all the children of the

nation and the eas} passage of the gifted to the

highest facilities of learning the nation can olfer

THE MOULDING OF HUMANITY
CroiUsaUon and Cbmate By Ellsworth Hunting-

ton Pp XII +333 fNew Haven Yale Uni-
•versity Press, London Oxford University
Press, 1915 )

Price lor 6d net

'T'HE effect of climate on avilisation is a
•L fascinating subject there is something
hasardous in trymg to define either of them Bom
have a chequei^ past, and to bring the two into

relation, historically and therefore prospectively as
well, IS an elusive but exciting pursuit Mr
Huntio^n states his own position thus

4p- «69} —
“The two (biases of our clunatic hypothesis are

now before us In point of time, though not of

presentation m this book, the first step was a studv
of tile climate of the past Ten years of work

1 !• nil Oh maAn of Ml'dan day ahidaiiti la lb# Bolianit

isoMynad•U htbaOniBao iMhakol U|* KSaota, adihM
CNgnte ca aor ydrt ia MSMI ofoai. Mtainaaibu00 oolmoa, o
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along this line have led to the hypothesis of pulaa*

tory changes, and finally to t^ idea that the
changes consist primarily of a shifting of the belt

of storms After this conclusion had been
reached a wholly independent mvestigation of the

effect of present climatic conditions upon human
activity led to two conclusions, neither of which
was anticipated One was that under proper con-
ditions a relatively high temperature is not par-

ticularly harmful provided it does not go to undue
extremes The other was that changes of tem-
perature from day to day are of great importance

On the basis of these two conclusions it at once
becomes evident that the stimulating effect of

climates in the same latitude and having the same
kind of seasonal changes may be very different.

It also becomes clear that the distribution of

civilisation at the present time closely resembles

that of climatic energy From this the next step

IS naturally back to our previous conclusion that

changes of climate in the past have consisted

largely of variations in the location of the storm

belt If this IS so, evidently the amount of climatic

stimulus must ha\ e varied correspondingly Thus
we are led to the final conclusion that, not only

at present but also in the past, no nation has risen

to the highest grade of civilisation except in

r^ions where the climatic stimulus is great This
statement sums up our entire hypothesis '

So far as the book is concerned with the study
of the variations of climate in historic tune or
recent geological time, it is a risum^ and con-
tinuation of previous work by the same author,

and arrives at the conclusion that both in Europe
and America the location of storms shifts in

harmony with lariations in the activity of the

sun”, and thus we are invited to consider climatic

changes as fluctuating rather than steadily pro-

gressive One point m this connection invites

further consideration—that is. the ultimate fate

in this world of the accumulations of blown sand
Are they in process of being cleared away? Dt>
they fluctuate with sunspots, or are they increasing

progressively, and will sand ultimately '^bury

modem civilisation in spite of all efforts, as it did
the Egvptian yesterday?

In the study of civilisation Mr Huntington s
book strikes out a new Ime We have, first of all,

measures of the activity and efficiencies of workers
in relation to various elements of climate and to
the seasonal and casual variations of weather,
from which It appears that in determining effimency
the fluctuations of weather are more important
than the uniformities of climate These studies

arc not always quite easy to follow When, for
example, one thinks of the output of work In Con-
necticut in relation to temperature onp mtght^ve
in mind the temperature of the workshop orbf^
habitation and only in the third place of the ttti-

mitigated open air which makes climate. Indeed,
in another part of his book Mr Huntington faifn-

sdf suggests that warm dimatea may hereaftatbe
mitigated by special measures for cobliiw houafKii
and It seems reasonable to rmrd cold dimatao bs
already mitigated by artiSclarmeatuk
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Next there is a bold attempt to estimate

numencallf -tiie stage of civilisation reached by
different states or nations This has been done
by circular letter to 214 gentlemen, mviting each
to assign to every nation under heaven its ^acc in

civilisation based upon ‘ its power of mitiauve, the

capaaty for formulating new ideas and for carry

mg them into effect, the power of self-control, high
standards of honesty and morality the power to

lead and control other races, the capacity for dts

seminating ideas high ideals, respect for

law, inventiveness, ability to de\ elop philosophical

systems, stability and honesty of government, a
fa^hly developed system of education, the capacity

to dominate the less civilised parts of the world,

and the ability to carry out far reaching enter

prises ’ Having received replies from 138 of the

214 cot respondents, and opinions from 54, maps of

the distribution of civilisation are prepared which
are m curious agreement with the distribution of

fitimulating climate as previously defined

It 18 odd that in enumerating his factors of

civilisation the author says nothing about wealth

or cajMtal, and yet the maps of distribution of

civilisation suggest at once the distribution of

wealth more man anything else In pessimistic

moments, having regard to what is happening on

this side of the Atlantic and on the other, civilisa

tion seems to be little else than the wealth neces-

sary " to ‘ maxim ' other people as a Christian

ought to da” A big M seems appropriate to this

side the little m to the other A stimulating

climate without the wealth necessary to protect

himself strikes one as a very poor outlook for

primitive man The power to use climate to advan
tage mutt be very much a question of accumulated
wealth One can imagine a very stimulating

health resort in Spltsbeigen or Ross Island if it

were preceded by sufficient preliminary outlay of

capital and associated with some easy mode of

producing wealth
In presenting his case, therefore Mr Hunting

ton has left a number of things for other people
to say The material adduced is solid or interest-

ing, sometimes both but the discussion is by no
means dosed The book is, in fact, an invitation

to others to take an interest in the subject and
the style, which is lively and unconstrained, makes
the invitation still more attractive

SArT AND ATJIALJ

Manuals of Chemical Technology VI , The Salt

and Alhdlt Industry, mcludtng Potassium Salts

and the Stassfurt Industry By Dr G Martin,
S Smith, and F Milsom Pp viii + ioo
{London Crosby Lockwood and Son, 1916)
Price 7» 6d net

'T'HtS book constitutes No 6 of the series of

Manuals of Chemical Technology” which
are being issued under the direction of Dr
QbOffrey Martin In scope and general,character
» iUSets in no essential features from* its pro-

ilecefleora. No matter what may be the relative

hBpbrtabee of tin nflbject, tbe vanouh members of
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i
the senes are substantially of the same size

They are published at a uniform price, and in

return the purchaser obtains with each practically

the same amount of ivintcd matter It is impos-
sible, under such limitations, for the authors to

I

ensure or for the reader to expect that the vanous
subjects shall receive even approximately adequate
treatment W e have already had occasion to

‘ point out this fact in noticing the preceding
manual on sulphuric acid and sulphur products

What was stated m that case applies with even
greater force to the present book

The editor states that the industries dealt with
in this manual are not only among the oldest,

but they are also among the largest and most
important of all chemical industries They form,

so to speak, the basis or groundwork on which are

erected most of the great trades of industrial

countries *’ Yet all that we are informed concern-

ing these large and most important of chemical

industries, including lUustraticms, diagrams,
numerical tables, statistical and bibliograf^cal
matter, is comprised within about ninety openly
spaced octavo pages It must be obvious, there-

fore, that the descriptive matter can only be of the
leiy slightest character—such, in fact, as a pnkus-

wnter might attempt
1 rom the fragmentary and jejune nature of

the editor s preface it would seem that the book
IS intended for the general reader No practical

man or student of technology needs to be told

how a stoppage in the supplies ot salt, and hence
of soda ash and salt cake, by interfering with

the manufacture of window glass would hamper
the building trade Indeed, apart from the bibiio-

graphv and the statistical and tabular matter,

there is very little in the bcxik of value to the

specialist or the student With one exception, to

be referred to hereafter, such a compilation might
be put together in a few hours in a well-furnished

library like that of the Patent Office by a fairly

industrious person possessing bibliographical skill

and the requisite flair for gOM “copy ”

That the book has been compiM under some
such conditions is obvious even after a very
cursory examination There are a want of balance
and a lack of a sense of proportion m the arranger
ment and distribution of the material Compara-
tively unimportant facts receive undue attention,

whereas really vital matters are dismissed in a
few words, even wh^n they obtain any notice At

ill The subject of salt industry of the wow
—which should include descriptions of the vanous
methods practised in England, Germany, France,
Russia, Portugal, and America—occupies about a
dozen pages The manufacture of hydrochloric
and IS dealt with in less than five pages Salt-

cake is disposed of in about the same space A
general survey of the sodium carbonate industry
occumes less than three pages An account of
the Leblanc process including diagrams and a
slight reference to the treatment of alkaii waste,
IB comptyssed within eight pages
The^ one valuable feature of the work is a de-

scnptida m form ol the atnfnonia-sCda process
This*js evidently ItMhd upon expert knowledge.
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cod i» both novel ond Jntetesting It m the longegt

section m the book, occupjrii^ nearly one-third of

the whole, and may be commended os being what
the editor claims for it—the most authoritative

and detailed account of the process which has yet

appeared m the language
A short account of the Stassfurt industry and

of the extraction of potassium and magnesium
salts, very slightly and imperfectly treated, con-

cludM the volume
A book of this kind may serve to show how

dependent industry is upon science, and may pos-
sibly quickeh the interest of the general reader in

a (question of which the national importance is now
being forcibly brought home to us But it is

difficult to see what other useful purpose it fulfils

It certainly u not calculated to strengthen the
position of any one of the branches of techno-
logical chemistry with which it professes to deal

OPEN-AIR NATURAL HISIORY
(i) Rambles of a Canadian Naturalist ^y S T
Wood Pp vii + a47 (London J M Dent
and Sons, Ltd

, 1916 )
Price 6s

(a) The Life Story of an Otter By J C Tre-

J

arthcD New edition Pp xiii + (London
ohn Murray, 1915 )

Price as 6d

(1) '^HE rambles of which Mr S T Wood
A gives an account were pursued through-

out the year, and their record makes a pleasant

season-brok The studies express a blend of bio-

logical inquiry and poetic reflectiveness, and they
represent an end, rather than a means, of nature-

study They put into words the joyous, intelli-

S
ent appreciation which wcll-cduiated normal
uman beings have, or should have when they

take country waUcs What is seen and heard—
things revealed to the eye and ear awaken a de-

lighted interest, but our thoughts and fanaes,

stirred by what is partly revealed, have a deeper
charm Following these suburban rambles may
yield the keen pleasure of observations verifiea

And, perhaps, in the wayward rambhngs a com-
munity of fancy may be discovered more pleasant

and more fraternal than the kindred joy of dis-

closing Nature s guarded secrets
’

The author writes of the pitcher-plant and its

mterrelations, the early migrants and flowers,

the renascence of spring the honking of the wild-

geese, the night cries of the toads, the beauty of

the dandelion, the midsummer birds, the life-cyde

of the Promethea moth, the gorge bdow
Niagara, the Great Northern Diver, the autumnal
Hooking, the haunt of the coot some winter-

visitors, and mudi more besides We cannot say
that we have found anything very remarkable in

these essays, but we found each of them too short
—^hich pomts tb fine quality They are alto-

gether u^lesome and bimutiful, indirectly edu-
cabve in the best sense

Worthy of the highest praise are the charac-

teristic colour lihistrations—by Robert Holmes

—

of whip-bpor-will, bloodroot, Promethea moth,
ladyfa slipper, monarch butterfly, and winter's
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robin. There are also beautiful chapterdteasDoga

(of nature-study mspiration) by afudenta df too
Ontano CoUege of Art They are m fine harmoaiy
with the spirit the bode

(a) Mr J C Tregarthens admirable “Life
Story of an Otter" appears in a new edition,

which deserves a wide welcome. With jpatieoce

and sympathy he has been able to build up a
coherent biography of a su^ularly elusive

creature, which few naturalists know ocept m
ghmpses His account of the education <» the
cubs, of the varied business of life, oi the nomad-
ism, of the combats of dog-otters, of the partner-

ship of the pair, of the inextinguishable playful-

ness, and so on, is altogether admirable
Mr Tregarthen writes of what he has seen,

his inferences are restrained, and his style sug-
gests the open air We do not share his enthu-
siasm for the otter hunt, for which, however, he
IS prepared to give a reasoned defence, but we
recognise the value of his first-hand observational

natural history There are some beautiful and
mterestmg illustrations of the otter and its

haunts

OUR BOOKSHELF
Peneance and the Land's End Otstnet Edited by

J B Cornish and J A D Bridger Pp
(London The Homeland Association, Ltd

,

n d ) Price 6d net

The Penzance Chamber of Commerce has con-
ferred a boon on all visitors to thtir beautiful

district, and especially on those who are inter-

ested in something more than mere sceneiy..

Guide books are generally most disappointing to
anyone who seeks information on the geology or
natural history of a region which is new to him,
but the guide book recently added to the Home-
land series is a good exam^e of the way in which
the needs of scientific visitors may be met without
in the least detracting from the usefulness of the
book to the ordinary reader The chapters deal-

ing with each special topic have been entrusted to
experts who know the district thoroughly, and
they are consequently of real use to other experts
or students to whom Penzance and its neighbour-
hood may be comparatively unknown
The book is well got up, clearly printed in good

type, very well illustrate, and is written to an
easy and interesting style There is a clear map
of Penzance, and a sufficient map accompanies
Mr Dewey’s lucid- account of the local gedogy
The map of the district, however, might well ^
improved It is a reproduction of the one^tsch
Oranance Survey map, but seems to lack clearqess
This IS particularly noticeable in the names of
pomts, bays and places along the coast, vflilch

are often so obscured by the unnecessary shafltttg

of the sea as to be barely l^ible even witfi 'a

lens. Again, Mr J B Cornish contnbutea a
good account of the antiquities oi the distr^, aod
the value of this tntereatmg chapter to sd
ardueologist would be gre«Hy «ah«o(«d if Hfe
places described could be dkllty ideMlfi^j
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#t)d dots, or letters, or some such device printed

on the map This is, however, a small detail,

and on the whole the book is one which we h(^
will be imitated for other holiday resorts

&con(nmcs An Introduction for the General

Reader By Henry Clay Pp xvi+476
(Lcmdon Macmillan and Co

,
Ltd

, 1916

)

Price y 6d net

hla Clay has written a meritorious, in meny
ways an excellent, book, but, though his style is

good and his reasoning clear, he has neither the

elevated clarity of Bagehot nor the racy charm

of Mr Hartley Withers \ery rightly has he

laid special emphasis both on the problems which

border the two provinces of politics and ethics

and on such essentially vital questions as specula

tion and wages Indeed, his chapters on these

last mention^ subjects, amongst the best in the

book, merit the highest praise But the pages on

banking, though containing an interesting dis

cussion of the principles of finance would, ue
fear, with their continual glib references to runs,

‘liquid assets,” etc ,
prove difficult reading for

let us say, a tutorial class nor are such sen

tences as " There is an ‘ intensive as well as an

‘extensive margin of cultivation ’ very de

lectaUe nourishment for the general reader

Tlie book, in fact, though in many ways an

excellent elementary treatise on economics, is

essentially academic
The scope of the work has already been indi-

cated, and includes the ordinary principles money,

banking, and finance But it is not quite clear

why Mr Clay should consider that “the object

of economics is explanation solely,' or that

" ought ” must necessarily involve a moral con

tent Surely it is arguable that any teleological

conception may involve an appendent obligation,

and that economics is a normative saence May
we add that the absence of an index is not the

criterion of popularity? A I

Methods tn Practical Petrology Hints on the

Pre^raiton and Exatrunation of Rock Sbees

ByH B Milner and G M Part Pp vii+68
^mbridge W Heifer and Sons, Ltd , 1916 )

Price as 6d net.

This little book cannot be r^arded as m any
tense a complete exposition of the subject, but

It contains some useful suggestions, espwially on
section-cutting and simple microchemical methods,

locuding staimng It was, however, hardly neces-

aaiy to give directions for the preparation of well-

koiwa dyes, such as fuchsine, malachitC'green,

and methylene-blue We are even told how to

prepare nkroso-dimethyl-anilme, me of the sub-

Staooea employed in the production of methylene-

htoe. Several pages are devoted to the subject

of the dassification of rocks, which is neces-

sarily so briefly treated as to be somewhat mis-

leading in places If these digressions had been

oajittM, ^ace would have bMn obtained for a

mOM extended consideration of the practical

amAoda with which the book is primarily con-
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents NttUier

can he undertake to return or to correspond mith

the vmiers of refected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Natube No notice ie

taken of anonymous communications ]

Negative LiqiM Pressurt at High TemperaturM.

Ir must have been remarked in the discussions of
the various forms of equation of state for vapour-liquid
(c/ K Onnes and Keesom, Ency der Math

,

or in Leyden Communications, xi , 191a p 737)
th.it this equation should determine the ranjM
of jMssible negative pressures in liquid If we coidd
assume the van der Waals form of equation to hold
over the wide range that is concerned it would readily

follow that negative pressure could subsist only at
absolute temperatures below 37/33 of the critical point
of the substance For water the latter is 365° C ,

thus in that substance internal tension could (theo-

retically) persist up to 538® absolute, which is 365® C
Such an order of magnitude appears at first sight
surprisingly high, though really there is nothing to

compare it with Bv an oversight I have recently

(Proc Load Math Soc 1916 p 191) quoted the
critical point of water as 365® absolute, and so
obtained the much lower limit 35° C and it was a
reference to expenments by Prof H H Dixon (Proc.

R Dublin Soc 1014, p 333), realising for vegetable
snp tensions of the order of a hundred atmospheres
at temperatures around So® C that has given rise
to this correction Joseph Labhor
Cambridge June 34

Soieiiu, 8slMlanlik»i ami the State.

All scientific men must welcome the renewed vigour
of the campaign for a recognition of science by tbe
State, and incidentally for the introduction of scien-
tific instruLtion into our public schools, a campaign
in which Nature has taken so prominent a jiart I
have followed with the greatest mterest tto pronounce-
ments of the many eminent men on the subject of
science and Government published from time to time,
and in view of the greatness of the authorities who
have written on the question it is with considerable
diffidence that 1 direct attention to what seems to be
an oversight in many of the views put forward as to
the proper way to give science its due in England.

I refer to the continued proposals to found fresh
scholarships for the encouragement of scientific re-
search, accompanied as they so often are by statements
as to the lack of trained men of science In view of
the present (or rather, as 1 have no actual experience
of the present conditions m England, let us say
pre-war) attitude of the State, the universities and
private enterjXrise towards the men already trauied
It seems to me futile to make plans for training fiesh
men until very definite steps have been taken to see
that there are to be recognition and scope granted to
them when trained. Anyone who has a knowledge of
the typical careers of the most sucoess^I (from a
SGiennflc point of view) students and younger retest
workers will readily understand the state of things I

have In mind If a concrete example is requireiL'^
case of Ae 1851 Exhibition scholani may be dted * I

chooee this case es fboee echdarships ore in the nature
of State institutions They vpnild seem to be exactly
of the t9|>e hfAended by oie advocatee of the eetab-
Ilshcdtant of new scbalardilps] they are, acomling to
the spAdlflions of award (so far as I can reeelbet
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them), granted for prooliae shown in scientific research

to studMts whose work is considered likel> to be of
benrat to the nation and national industries The
men who have held these scholarships for two or three

Xoars form a body highly trained in the best English
and Continental universities, with, in most cases con-
siderable research experience under varied conditions

and breadth of view Yet we see on all hands these

men barely able to make a living (unless they go to

America) They are in general men of ill-round

education, with speciahsed knowledge in sitence in

atUition, they are not particularly uncouth unprac-

tical, or unbalanced, as papular tradition would have
men of science to be Jl is this addition of specialised

knowledge that under present conditions, is the

greatest obstacle to their earning a living, they would
probably be better paid if they turned their hand to

any employment other than the pursuit of science, or
became the worst paid of Government clerks

In case I should be supposed to be taking a sordid

view and claiming riches for the man of science I

explain that when I write eariung a living 1 mean
earning just sufficient to enable a stngU man to hve

found to say that such a new era would be a bad
thing?
One further point All present discussion seems to

be concerned onlv with the direct application of science
to industry, and not at all with the advisability of

learned profession, and I state without fear of con-

tradl^ion that to do so was a matter of grave dlffi-

cuto for our yodnger men of science before the war
There » nothing unique about the treatment qf the

1851 Exhibition scholars Taking saentific research

workers in general the State has nothing to offer

them except occasional grants of 5! or loi towards
purchasing apparatus, the modern universities offer

them (and the offer is widely accepted) icol or so a
year (see the advertilfement columns of Nati/rb) for

Mcturtng on the higher and lower branches of their

science, and for spending all their spaje time in re-

search, private enterprise treats them as amiable
eccentrics on a par with the pleasant gentlemen who
deWse in our popular papers and magasines problems
dealing with the jtdnt ages of old families, and the

division of rtdiculouslv shaped fields into absurd areas

Only their love of science keeps them employed on
scientific work, and you are not hkely to extend the

class of men willing to accept scholarships under such
conditions and with such prospects, however many
scholarships you may ofier

So long as the present attitude towards science and
scientific workers obtains it is useless to train fresh

men, and by means of scholarships to set keen workers
on a path which leads them through the pleasant fields

of scientific discoveiy to the path^ waste of apathy

and neglect which lies in the way of all workers in

pure Kaence in England a waste where material life

IS very scarcely nourished Once the waste is

i^lisliM the path need not be made so smooth To
dnffl the obscurity of metaphor, once show the young
and keen student that he has some hopes of employ-
meht for Us activitief and recognition for bis work,
that tbefo is smne place for him in national life when
he ia accomplished as a researdi worker and he will

derive more encouragement from the prospect of some
futiira definite goal than fMm all the help by the

WMv to nowhere offered by scholarshipi, exhibitions,

and such like. These are of httle use until there is

go^ prospect of the attitude of the governing classes

towarw imence being changed, and, in my humble
opii^, all energlea should be devoted to bringing

aMnt tide dunge of opinion It is oonceivabie that

a refunti by our gnat men of science to do national

work ter nothing Iwt scant and grudging thanks
would do mors to increase the national reputation of

sdenee than any sort of begging for scholarships

It would marie a new era, the man of science

win be held worthy of his Ure, and not as one rather
permitted to exist than encouraged) and who oiU be
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authorities as to their attitude towaros pure science

If only science which can be immediata^ applied to
industrial processes is in future to bb cdhsulered of
national vUue, let us have a clear announcement to
this effect from some responsible body This wiU ^ve
those of us who have spent their youth working in

pure science, and who are now on active service, a
fair opportunity to set about cultivating the conebt
attitude of mind towards science before returmng to
peace-time pursuits For an attitude of iijlnd is one
of the few things easily cultivated within range of
German guns E N da C Andfaob
B E F , France, June ai

On tin “WsHneta" of dia VtoNn and ’OMo.

It has tong been known that on all musical instru-

ments of the violin family there is a particular note
which IS difficult to excite in a satisfactory manner,,
and that when this wolf note, as it is called, is

sounded, the whole body of the instnunent vibrates in
an unusual degree, and it seems to have been also
understood that the difficulty of ellciung a smooth
note of this particular pitch is due in some way to the
sympathetic resonance of the instrument (Guillemhi,
The Applications of Physical Forces" 1^7) In a

recent paper (Proe Camb Phil Soc , June, 1915)
G W White has published some experimental
work confirming this view The most striking
effect noticed is the cycbcal variation in the in

tensity of the tone obtained when the instrument is

forced to speak at this point White suggests as an
explanation of these fluctuations of intennty that they
are due to the beats which accompany the forced vibra-

tion imposed on the resonator The correctness of this
suggestion seems open to serious criticism For the
beats which are produced when a periodic force acts

on a vibrator are essentially trmuttory in character,
whereas m the present case the fluctuations in intensity

are persistent

Tho following explanation of the effect, which is

different from thit suggested by White, occurred to
me some time ago on theoretical grounds, and has
since been confirmed by me experimentally Tho effect

depends on the fact (which Is itself a consequence
of theory) that when the pressure with which the bow
is applied IS less than a certain critical value propor-
tionate to the rate of dissipation of ener^ from the
string the principal mode of vibration of the latter, in

which the fundamental is dominant. Is incapable of

being maintained and passes over into one in which
the octave is pominent When the bow sets the
string in vibration the instrument is stronglv excited

by sympathetic resonance, and the rate of dlsslpatiofi

of energy rapidly increases and continues to increase

beyond the limit up to which the bow esn miintain
the string in the normal mode of vibration The form of
vibration of the string then dters Into one in which the
fundamental is feeble compared with the octave

Following this the amplitude of vibration of the beSy
decreases but this change tigs b^md that of the
sh-ing to a considerable extent When the rate of
dissipation of energy again falls bdow the critical

limit the string be^s to regain Its original form
of vibration with tiie dominant fundamantai Thii Is

accordingly followed, after an interval, by a fref^
increaee in the vibrhfion of the beDy, and the evtw
then repeats itself indefinitiriy
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The accompanying photograph showing the simut
taneous vibration-curves of the bdly and string of a
'cello amply confirms the foregoing explanation sug-

gested by theory, and is Itself of interest It will be

Time Axis

seen that the changes in the vibrational form of the
string are about a quarter of a cycle in advance of

those of the bcllv and that in both curves the octave
IS conspicuous when the amplitude Is a minimum

C V Ramav
The Indian Association for the Cultivation of

Science, Calcutta May 20

£Hh LTHNOGRAHn Ot (tNlRiL
INDIA >

publication of this work recalls the tragical

fate of Its author, who soon after the final

revision of the proof-sheets sailed for India and
lost his life in the s s Persia sunk by 1 German
submarine in the Mediterranean 1 he book is the

result of a long study of the rices of the Province

begun when the author was placed in chaige of

the census operations in 1901, and since steadily

prosecuted, in spite of very indifferent health He
enjoyed opportunities denied to the vv riters of the

volumes on Northern India—Mr Crooke for the

United Provinces and Mr Rose for the Punjab
who dealt with regions where the all absorbing
Brahmanism and militant Islam had caused much
of the more primitive beliefs and usages to dis

appear Sir H Risley, in his account of the

tribes of Chota Nagpur, and Mr Thurston, in

those of the Nilgin Hills, were deabng with

people believed to be indigenous, or at least

settlers of whose c6min^ no information is now
available, and their reli^on and organisation are

of a ve^ primitive type The people considered
by Mr Russell are perhaps even more interesting
--43onds, Baigas, Korkus, and the like, about
whom liMe has hitherto bMn known
The scheme of Mr Russell’s work differs from

that of others in the same series, inasmuch as in

hib Introduction and throughout the caste and
tnbol artidbs he has not ctMiflncd himself to a

mere description of the religious and social life

He has taken occasion to discuss questions such
as the qharactw and origin of die lo9al totemism

v
«
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Pnnriacwafindk.

and animism, the Corn Spirit, the sanctity attached
to opium and alcohol, the pig as a sacr^ animal,
the buffalo as representing the Corn God, the
respect paid to the umbrella and to counting, and
so on In the course of these digressions he
quotes largely from standard words on anthropo-
logy, such as Sir J fi I ra/er s The Golden
Hough The Religion of the Semites by Prof
Robertson Smith The History of Human Mar-
riage ’ and The Origin and Development of
Mor-il Ideas by Prof W estcrmarck and other
standard authorities This method possesses
some idvantages inasmuch as it tends to popu-
1 irise the principles of anthropology, and his work
is leirned and interesting But it is doubtful if

this advantage justifies the space which is occupied
In these discussions They are unnecessary to
(he trained anthropologist, and it is a question
how far this learning is likely to be issimilated

liv the persons—the officials, European and native,
f the Province—who will chiefly use the bo<dc

I urther, it must be remembered, as appears from
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IIm schtoie of the work it purely ethno-

miphicaL Antfaropoaietry, m India at least, has

iaUen uto some discredit since the death of Sir

H Risley, partly because it is now realised that

the materials on which he based his conclusions

were incomplete, partly because the groups
which he discriminated have been shown to be
less completely isolated than he supposed
Much space might have been saved by compres-

sion If, for instance, a set of standard accounts

of birth, marriage, and death observances were
once for all prepared, it would save constant

repetition, and it would be necessary only to refer

to vanations from the normal practice But the

author has followed here the example of other

writers in the series When these monographs
come to be revised, the scheme of arrangement
might with advantage be reconsidered

In these criticisms we must not be supposed to

imderrate the value of this important contributton

to the ethnography erf India Every article shows
thd assiduous care with which the facts have been
investigated, the articles are well arranged, and
m the case of the less known tribes, like the

Goads, Bhils, and Korkus, much novel mforma-
tioh is suppli^, while other less distinctively local

groups, like Marais, Jats, Gujars and Rajputs,

are adequately deaK with, the articles displaying

futt Acquaintance with the work done in other

PrbvincU, which is invanably quoted with full

acknowleagment In almost every pan there are

accounts of quaint usages and Miefs of the

higheat interest The work is provided with an
exoelleot set of photographs and its format
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la what mmht have been expected from the

reputation o€the publishers

The untimely death of Mr Russell !S a serious

loss to anthropology, and it is sad to think that

it occurred on the eve of the publication of a botde

which was the work of his me, and will do mnSh
to preserve the memory of his learning and
devotion to science

BIRDS SONGS AND THb DIATONIC SCALE

A LETTER from Dr R H Bellairs, of Chel-
tenham, appeared in the Times of June 14^

describing the performance by a wild bird,

probably a thrush, of thdarpeggio of the common
chord in tune, absolutely m tune This was fed-

lowed by other letters, of which t^e Times printed

three and gave a summary of the rest. Their
contents amount to this blackbirds do occa
sionally sing a few notes in our diatonic scale,

thrushes less often Only one other bird was
mentioned the whitethroat or willow-wren,

which leaves the identity of the species doubtful,

and neither whitethroat nor willow wren has
ever even dimly suggested to me the use of our
musical scale But as the voices of blackbird

and thrush do now and then make this sugges
tion I will venture at the Editor s request, to

say a few words on the subject

Few ormtholo^ists are musicians, and few
musicians are ornithologists, so that a knowledge
of the elementary facts of the two sciences (if I

may for the moment consider music as a science)

is not a common acquisition But if we are to

judge of the songs of birds by reference to the

diatonic scale, we must be quite clear about the
following two facts First, our present musical
scale IS an artificial selection, the result of a loiv
evolubonary process, from innumerable possible

intervals within the octave, and does ifbt seem t6
be based on any natural human mstinct, promptmg
to one particular selection rather than another
(See the article Scale ’ in Grove’s “Dictionary
of Music or Dr Pole's “Philosophy of Music,"
chaps V and vii

)

' Secondly the vocal instrument of a bird is not
constructed so as to produce with any readmess
the tones of any scale consisting of fixed mtervals
The pitch of the bird s notes is related by
muscles attached to the windpipe, which is as
elastic as the body of a worm

, and a moment’s
thought will show that this is not an ep-
paratus suited tor producing a fixed successioa of
sound mtervals Our reed instruments are more
like the bird s organ than any others, but they
are of hard material with air-holu and a
mechanism based on mathematical pruKiples.
Combining these two facta, we may saiely con-

clude that It needs a muscular effort, and pr^Uy
a strong one, for a bird to produce anvthi^ like «
tune on our scale , but at the same time it is not
unpossiUe where the notes ere produced skm/fy
and deliberately, as in the biackbwiPs *oog, and to
some extent m that of the tbrurii It Wmdd seeto
that these birds ate occastonalfy prompted to «ueb
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W) effort by an mutative uutimct which tg strong

in all birds that sing vigorously , and they succeed
u unitating with something like accuracy church
bells or other musical sounds made by human
beings on the diatonic scale Sometimes this

accuracy in the production of intervals may be
the result of accident rather than imitation

The difficulty that birds have in attaining this

accuracy is well shown in a letter by Canon Grevile

Livett Qune 16), who tells how a blackbird which
had attained it one year had to practise hard for

a week the following spring before he recovered
it The only bird known to me whose natural
“ song ” is on the diatonic scale is the cuckoo , and
I am inclined to think that his third is not often

perfect major or minor, but fluctuates between the

two W Wardf Fowlfr

DR R H scon FRS

Dr ROBERT HENRY SCOTT died on
Sunday, June 18, at the advanced aee

of eighty-three He was well known as the

chief of the staff of the Meteorological Office

from the cimimencement of the operations of

the Meteorological Committee of the Royal
Society in 1867 untd his retirement on a pension
in 1900, fur the first nine years as Director of the

OffiM, and for the remainder of the term as

secretary of the Meteordogical Council, which took
over the direction of the Office in 1876 He was
also secretary of the International Meteorological

Committee from its commencement in 1674
until his retirement from office, and his work for

that body was held in high esteem by his col-

leagues in all quarters of the globe He was a
fellow of the Royal Society from 1870 He re

ceived the honorary degree of D Sc at Dublin in

18^
Dr Scott was bom in Dublin in 1833, a member

of a well known family His father was a Q C ,

and his mother a daughter of the Hon Charles

Brodrick, Archbishop of Cashel
,

one of his

brothers was Headmaster- of Westminster, and
another whs Vicsr of Bray and Archdeacon of

Dublin He was educated at Rugby and Trinity

Collie, Dublin, where he was dassical scholar

in 1853, and graduated as Senior Moderator in

Experimental Physics in 1855 He studied

also at Berlin and Munich, 1856 to 1838,

chiefly chemistry, physics, and mineralogy He
was appointed LMturer in Mmeral(^ to the

Royal Ehiblin Society in 1863, and published a

Manual of Vdumetnc Analysis in that year He
also published in the same year a translation of

the second edition of "The Law of Storms, by

H. W Dove, FRS,” whose lectures he had
attended at Berlin. The boede is dedicated by the

auffior to FitxRoy, who had translated the first

edition It was on that account that Scott was
aeleoted fay the Meteorokwical Committee of the

Royal Society, of which Sir Edward Sabine was
diainnan, ta lake ohat|fe of the Meteorological

Oi^ His ralations with Sabine Were intimate,

and he beotme his executor

In 1861 FitxRoy, whose original duty was ex-
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ciusively with the meteorolc^y of the sea, had
begun the issue of forecasts and storm-wammgs,
based upon the information cdlcctcd daily by tele-

graph and charted on maps A map of the

weather is often a fascinating document, and the

impulse towards sharing the information with the

general public, all of whom are interested in the
weather, is very difficult to resist but some pro-

minent members of the Royal Society thought
that FitzRoy’s action in publishing forecasts and
storm-warnings was premature Ihey were in-

terested in the continuous records of weather
which they had obtained at Kew Observatory, and
thought the proper plan was to have seven other
observatories of the same kind and study the
maps in relation to the records The popular
interest which FitzRoy s action had aroused
secured for them, with the co-operation of the

\dmiralty and the Board of Trade, a Government
grant of io,ooo{ a year for the Office and Scott

was entrusted with the direction of the new enter-

prise, while a marine superintendent, Captam
Henry Toynbee was appointed to carry on the

original duty of collecting and discussing marine
observations
The issue of forecasts and storm-warnings was

suppressed, but at the request of the Board of

Trade the issue of storm-warnings was at once
revived The telegraphic work was developed on
carefid. lines, and the first result Of Scott’s work
aj^icared in 1876 in a little book entitled

Weather Charts and Storm-Warnings ’* In

1879 the work had progressed so far that it was
deemed appropriate by the Meteorological Council,

a very piwerful body of scientific experts then in

control of the Office, to recommence the issue of
forecasts The issue was commenced on April i

of that year, and has continued ever since This
was foUnwed m 1883 by Scott’s 'Elementary
Meteorolc^y,” in the “International Scientific

Series, ’ which took a foremost place as a text-

book of meteon^c^
From that time onward Scott devoted his at-

tention mainly to the administration of the Office
and to the work of the Meteorological Society,

of which he became the foreign secretary, a port
whidi he retained up to the time of his deathi
He was president in 1884 and 1885 He stdl con-
tinued to take an active interest in mineralogy and
was at one time president of the Mineralogical
Soaety His other contributions to metcorolo^al
literature, whether official or unofficial, were
mostly of a tedmical character 1

After the great generalisation of cyclones and
anti-cyclones, and their movement, wduch
emetf^ almost immediately from the study
of maps and records, meteorology was found
to re^t all ordma^ endeavours to make
It disclose its secrets, and it was not until

the development of the study of the upper am
frooi 1896 onwards that a fresh impetus was
given to It and we learned that many of the funda-

I

me^l ideas of atmospheric circulation required

I

rev&on But by that time Scott’s active interest

m Ite development of the subject had waned
I

was most njethodlcal and punctilious in the
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dudurge of hU man; official duties. He probably

never the Office with an official letter un.

answered. Peihaps it was lus methodical habits

which led to a nuniber of rather serious feud*
in the small meteorological circle Certainly they

did exist, though Scott himself was a kindly and
thoroughly clubbable man He was a recognised

leader of the Royal Society Club and took a
leading part in the incorporation therewith of the

Philosopmcal Club He retained his connection

with the Athenaeum to the last He \ias an
energetic and useful member of the governing
body of the South-Western Polytechnic.

Shortly after his retu^ment he had the great

misfortune to lose his wife, who was a woman of

strong personality and character, and very active

in the management of workmen s dwellings in

Chelsea She was a daughter of the Hon W
Stewart, Island Secrets^, Jamaica Shortly

after her death Dr ^tt had a severe

fall on the stairs of the Meteorological

Society and injured the base of his skuU,
grimly remarking when he was recover-

ing ^t if he him not been Irish the accident

would have been fatal But he never completely

recovered from the effects, and for the later years
of his life though he preserved all the outward
forms of business, he was not able to take an
active part in it He was buried at Peper Harrow,
the seat of the Brodrick family, near Godalmmg,
on Wednesday, June at Napier Shaw

NOTES
Thb adjourned extraordinary general meeting of the

Chemical Society, called to coniider the question of

the removal of me names of nine alien enemies from
the list of honorary and foreign members, was held
on June 31, Dr Alexander Scott, president m tbe
chair Prof W H Perkin s amendment, which was
carried on May ii, That judgment be suspended
until after the war, in accordance with the resolution

of the former council, was the motion before the
meeting As an amendment to this it was proposed
by Mr J L Baker, and seconded by Mr F F Ren-
wlck. That the fellows of the Chemical Society
hereby record their detestation of German malpractices

ip connection with the war, and whilst they refrain

at the jirescnt time from attaching personal respon
ribility for the initiation of these to individual

chemists they desire to mark their protest by resolv-

ing that the names of the fcdlowl^ alien enemies —
A von Baeyer, T Curtius, E FTscher C Graebe,
P H R. von Chx)^, W Nemst W Ostwald O
WaUadi, and R. WiUstlltter, shall not iqipear in tbe
l^t of honorary and foreign members so long as the
w*r shall last, after whiui their position shall be
rNonddered.” After considerable discussion this

amendment was put to the meeting and was declared
loat Mr Johp Hodgkin then proposed a second
amendment In the following terms — ‘The Chemical
Society considers that it is neither compatible nor con-
sistent with its loyalty to the Crown, whence the
royal charter under which it works was derived to
retain any alisn enetniea upon its list of honorary and
fo^sign members. It is therefore resolved that the
nimes of A von Baeyer T Curtius, B Fischer C
^Gr^, P H R von Groth,W Nemst, W Ostwald,
•o Wallaeh. and R. WiUstlltter, whb were elc^
Lender happier conditions in recognition of their
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eminent services to chemical science—for which the
society still retains an undiminlihed appredatiOn and
regard—be, and nre, herriiy removed from the list of

honorary and foreign members This was seconded
iw Dr S Russell Wells, and put to the meeting, and
the president declared it as carried by ^ votes to 76
The amendment was afterwards carried as a sub-
stantive motion, and tbe meeting then ended

Dr J G Andbrsson until lately head of the Geo-
logical Survey of Sweden, has accrated the task of

orgamsing, as director, a Geological Survey for China.

Pxoi H TuiBL has retired from his post as inteadpnt
of the collection of invertebrate animals at tbe Riks-
museum, Stockholm. Dr E W Dahlgren the State
Librarian has also retired on the completion of a
specially extended term of service

Thb special oXTespondent of the Times at Port Stan-
lej (Falkland Islands) in a message dated June 36,

says — Sir Ernest Shackleton returned here yester-

day The relief ship got to about twenty miles off

Elephant Island, but was unable to make its way
further through the icebergs and floating masses of
ice which surrounded the Island Winter conditions

in the Antarctic this year are peculiarly severe, and a
more powerfully equipped ship than that lent by the

Uruguayan Government is needed to force a way to

Flepnant Island and relieve the tweiit\ two men
stranded there

Thb death of Mr Frederick Enock removes a figure

well known to the public as a popular lecturer on
natural history Few, however, realised the immense
amount of time he devoted to original research chiefly

into the life-histories of insects Of recent years m
devoted himself largely to the study of the M^aridse,
or fairy flies, a group of very minute hymeno-
pterous parasitic insects In this group be discovered

many new genera and species and traced out the

life-histones of not a few Unfortunately, the results

of most of these investigations have not yet been
published. Mr Enoch’s powers of manipulation,
whether as draughtsman or mounter of microscopical

objects, were of a high order Originally intended

for the engineering profession, his innate passion for

Nature soon asserted itself, and his life was practically

all devoted to work in natural history He had
suffered for some time from pernicious ansemia and
passed away at his home at Hastings in his seventieth

year

Those who are interested in rites of initiation will

be attracted by a paper by the Rev Noel Roberts on
The Bagananoa or Ma laboch Notes on then

Early History, Customs, and Creed," published ui

the issue of the South African Journal of Scienfa for

last Febnianr It contains a very ooQiplete account
of the practice of dreumdsion, which la die leaffing

part of the tribal initiation rite. A remarkable feature
in the beliefs of the tnbe is the cult of art image of
the sacred crocodile, carved ^sut of a blodc of wood
and kept in a secret mountain cave A goat is

sacrifioed, and after it is cooked the soup is poured
into a rude trough hollowed out In the undernde of
tlw image The crocodile Is known as ’the father
of tbe snake." Tbe writer, on dniously insuffident
grounds, compares this rite with the Rmtian lemid
of the contest between Homs, god of fli^t, and SMt,
god of darkness The correct interpretation is pit^
ably to be found in a further study of^ tribal anrtliB,

which is obviously desirable.
^

In the iuue of Man toe June Mr V GtullMd*.
Rugger! discusses the retadon of the Ne^dth
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E|»ptiiu» to the Ethioalani, H» notes are not

paubbcd fai a form whieb adouts of full exanuna.
tk», but he supposes that "the prehistoric series

were, at least to a great extent, made up of

Ethiopians, and that afterwards a great infiltration

in the opposite direction took place, this infiltration

must have been fed from the near east, that is, from
Syria, the peninsula of Sinai, and the North African

coast, territories already occupied by the Mediter-

ranean race." Into the wider speculations advanced
by the writer we cannot enter, but it is noteworthy
that he assumes that the brachycephalic form of

dcull does not imply any correlation to other physical

characters Hus skeletal character owes its ex-

aggerated importance to the fact that it u very visible

in the living man and in the series of skulls collected

in museums, but in my opmion it is only valuable in

determining varieties, therefore it has no value in

jommg together across the terrestrial space ail those

who are alike in that character ’

A VALUABLB Review of the American Moles by

Mr Hartley Jackson, has just been published by the

U S Dimartment of Agriculture—No 38 of the series

on the North American Fauna In his introduction

the author discusses the habits and economic status

of moles, the charactenstics of the young, pelages,

and moults, and variations, while further details of

this kmd are given under the heading of the various

species Among the manv interesting details the

author has brought to light in the course of his inves-

tigations IS the fact that the star-nosed mole (Candy-
hSra crutata) accumulates fat around the tail at the

ajppTMch of winter In the matter of classification,

the author objects to the system proposed by Mr
Oldfield Thomas who recognises no fewer than five

subfamilies To be consistent, he maintains, every
genus would have to be raised to the rank of a sul^

family Numerous text figures, maps, and several

Ktes add materially to the value of this most excel

t piece of work

Durino the past year the State of California

experienced more earthquakes than all the remain
ing States According to Mr A. fl Palmer (Bull

Sels Soc. America, vol vi , 1916, pp 8-38), the

number of sensible shocks observed was eighty three

of which, however, only two (those in the Imperial
Valley on June as) were of destructive intensity

Except in this valley, they were most numerous in

the district bordering the Pacific coast They were
entirely absent from northern California, which
includes the active volcano of Lassen Peak, and only

one occurred at Lone Pine (Inyo County) the scat of

the great earthquake of 187a

Lassxn Pbax is not the only active volcano in

United States (deluding Alaska), but it is described

^ Mr J S Diller as the most active (Bull Sels

Sloe America, vol vi
, 1016, pp 1-7) The peak

rises to a height of 10,400 ft., the oldest crater is

more a mile in diameter, and,'until the end of

May, 1914, it had not been in action for about two
centuries The first idiase of activity lasted for about
a year, and consisted of more than 150 gas eruptions

hom a new crater formed within tine old one In

May, ipnj, the secohd phase began ; a stream of lava

DIIm both tiw new and old craters, and flowed some
wiqr down dm western ride of the mountain This

reasnibHng ti»

.eastern slope.

tiwse of Mont I

Tliouim it may be long before the stratigraphy of

thelliUlpfdne Isles can be correlated irith that of otlw
foods, tiw expforation of the country for useful pto-
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ducts is bringing details of interest to light Mr
W D Smith, in his "Geologic Reconnaissance of

Mountain Prc^ce, Luaon" (Phihppine Joum, of

Sa vol X 1915, p. 177), quotes von Drasche on
the definite stratification of certain uplifted coral-reefs

Von Drasche held this structure to be due to a pofodk
cessation in coral growth The large part played in

reef-formation by sediments intercalate between the

oorala is now more fully recognised The htlly and
difficult nature of the surface of the province u well

illustrated The same author deals with Panw
(p ati), where petroleum may possibly exist Mr W E
Pratt, who Ingenuously refers to "old” Spanbh re-

cords of 1893, has an interesting paper (p 341) on
Petroleum and Residual Bitumens in Leyte ” The

bitumens promise material for asphalt paving, but
no large mass of porous strata is yet known in the
petroleum region The same author, in a paper on *

The Persistence of the Philippine Coal beds ^ (p 389),
points out encouragingly that their discontinuity la

due to faulting, so thm mining of the scama may
some day be resumed It should be noted that tbie

Bureau of Science, Division of Mines is now isauing
geological maps in connection uitb the PhtUpfint
Journal of Setener

Thx annual report for 1914 of the Department of
Mines and Geology of Mysofe gives an mteresting
summary of progress in the mining and geologicu
work of that State The Mysore gold mutes well
maintain their output, though the Ribbleadhile section
has now entered a poor zone like that once puned
through in the higher levels. The air blasts or explo-
sions of rock owing to the relief of tension dunng
mming, which are so unusually troublesome on the
Mysore goldfield, occasioned somewhat fewer fatiifi.

tiM, only seventeen instead of thirty-one in the year
before No method of recognising when
rock is in this explosive condition ms yet been
discovered. A geok^cal map of the State on the
scale of eight iniles to the inch has been commenced.
Dr Smeeth, the director, agam insists that the great
Kaldurga oonglomerates are crush conglomerates and
not of sedimentary origin, a view for wfodi die
evidence has been regarded by some geologisU at
inadequate. He shows that many of the Mysore
quartrites are intrusive into the schists, and are
rilicified felrites or add quartz-porphyries In
hope of developing the iron indust^ in the State the
iron ores have been further studied, and Dr Smeeth
publlsbea a valuable report upon them He clatrifiies

them mto five groups, they indude banded iron-
stones, ores of magmatic ongin in the ultra-ba^
rocks and in the charnockite seims, of which therlaSr
are low-grade quartz-magnetite ores

, and also various
replacement ores in schists This last group includes
tliM which appear most likely to be of oofiimerdal
value

Thb recent presidoitial address delivered by Dr
^ W Rogers before the Ge^t^l Sodm of South
AfrlM gives an Interesting description of the geology
of the copper deposits of Namaqualand He shows
that the dqiorits of economic importance are those
associated with igneous intrusions in gneiss, and
mua fall into line with many of tiie important copper
depOfits in other parts of tha world The most w&W
dictated of igneous rocks is mica-dhfrite,
wUch is weU developed at Ookiep, where, as is wdl
known, the moet Impoitant of the Namaquelinil
copper mines it rituatm Next in importance comes
noTO, v,hlcfa appears to be of a very variable oom>
ppMUon, ranging from rocks that differ only from
tha arieii-dlorifo by tiie pretence of a BttiahyMM^to rpte so rich in the Utter mineral at
to Ju aniMt-telMbU Pf t^g classed as hyperttbsjp.
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u the two fiftNnonMd. It wtll be noted that the
ignteus rocks are of a decidedly basic type and that

my are rich in magnesian minerals, although the
absence of ohvine forms a constant and interesting

feature in their mineralogicai omnposition The
igneous intrusions assume many different forms, such
as dykes, pipes sheets, and irregular bodies but no
tree bathoiites have yet been met with No fewer
than 344 such intrusions have been mapped up to

the present Very many of theae rocks show a
certain admixture of sulphide, including copper
sulphide, in the form of interstitial grains llie

question whether these suiphidet are or are not
original constituents of the rocks does not admit of
any very precise answer but must be decided by a
review of the ^hole of the phenomena characterising

these occurrences Dr Rogers concludes, upon the

whole of the evidence that the copper deposits are
magmatic segregations, that “the intrusions were
complex bodies of two or more differentiates from
one magma basin”, that each differentiated portion

of the magma hdd a certain quantity of sulphides at
the time of intrusion, and that these sulphides often

eollected together within the individual differentiates,

and that they were further able to migrate and to

tepragnate the country to a distance of a few feet

from the contact The paper forms an interesting

oontribution to the study of magmatic ore deposits,

a group to which increasing attention has been
devoted during recent years.

Tm gqograpMcal problems in boundaiy marking
are diacusaed by Sir Thomas H HolcUch in the

6*ograp)ucaJ Journal for June (vol xtvii No 6) Sir

T H HolfUch has had a great deal to do with
frontier delimitations in India and South America
and no man is better qualified to speak on the sub*

tact and to direct attention to the necessity of geo-

^phical knowledge on the part of the statesmen
who decide frontiers The paper gives many in-

stances of complications neemess expense, and the

‘threat of war due to ignorance of g^rap^ical con-

ations or the misapplication of geographical terms
The question will soon be one of intai importance It

may be too much to hope that expert geographical

a<h^ will be sought at least in the wording of fron-

ts treaties but it is nevertheless not an unreasonible

demand to make

Ma O F Cook gives an interesting account of

and native vegetation in Peru in the

J&iuil of the Washington Academy of Sciences,

ml vi No 10 May igi6 Mr Cook deals particulnrly

with the region around Cuzco, the chief centre of tlw

Inca and pre-Inca civilisation He points out that

the present distribution of the principal types of vege-

tation la not a natural effect of altitudes climates,

or s^ls, but an artificial result of intensive agricuU

tural occupation of land over a long period of time.

The jprimeval forest which probably clothed the hills

has, in Ms opmion been everywhere destroyed for agri-

culture purposes, and the forests which are now found

are of secondary origin, having sprung up on land

sddeb has gone out of cultivation The absence of

palms in such forests is cited in support of this view

He considers that thd denudation of the higbier land

forsUrW under cultivation has given rise to the large

an^of grass land now stenie and abandoned

0|kka) Society, 39 Victoria Street, Westmio-

Mr. Imf sttirinM in panmhlet form at me price of J
a. shlfllliSt m paper on the manufacture and testing1
ofptUtetic coii^assss read lecentty before the Society 1
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by Mr F E Smith, of the National niysical L4boniM<
tory It dssenbes tne methods adopted at the iahota>
tory to test the instruments for the possible errors,

ana gives sufficient details to enable any maker to set

up without great expense his own testing orrai^ie-
ments In addition, much valuable information i»
given at to the best form of needle, the best shape
of the hard steel pivots, the superionty of garnets
to agates as jewels, the proper degree of harness of
the needle (secured by the faintest straw colour In

tempenng), the advantage of magnetising the needles
in coils giving a magnetic field of 400 and the supe-
riority ot a dead-heat motion of the needle, secured by
the use of liquid air, or magnetic damping In prac
tical use Mr Smith thmks it advisable to tap the com-
pass gently to give the needle the best chance of taking
up a correct position He finds many of the compasses
at present made cannot be trusted to half a degree

Bulletin No 59 of the Technological Series of
the Bureau of Stondards gives an account of an
investigation of standard test specimens of zinc-bronze

a88, Sn 10 Zn 3) by C P Carr and H S Rawdon
authors conclude (a) that the addition of the

small percentage of zinc does not affect the theoretical

microstructure of the alloy (b) that the method of

casting pouring temperature, etc affect the structure

only indirectly by influencing the rate of cooling,

amount and distribution of enclosures, etc , (c) that

the microstnicture offers an explanation for the char
acteristic appearance of the tensile bars after testing,

and (d) that of the various microstructural features

effecting the physical properties, oxide films must be
consider to exert by tar the greatest influence. The
best type of test bar where the metal is to be cast into
and is the cast-to-size shape, and if the metal is

poured anywhere in the range 1370-1120" C
uniformity of tensile strength and ductility are ob-
tained llie advantages of the cast-t04ize shape are

that it is easy to mould and inexpensive to machine
into the shape and size required for testing It is

recommendeo at the form which should be adopted
as standard for general foundry practice

CONBIOSUNO what a fundamentally important sub-
stance it is and the fact that it it frequently used in

molecular weight determinations, one would have
thought that trustworthy data for the melting and
solidifying points of benzene would have been recorded
long ^o From an article by Mr R Meldnim in

the ChswMcal News for June 9 however, tMs does
not teem to be the case With the most nearfy pure
benzene commercially procurable which was souidlfied

at 3° C for twenty four hours and thdn drained, this

author obtained 303° and 3-95" C as the solidifying

point The rate of crystallisation at this temperature,
however slackened very considerably after 10 per

cent had solidified. For the mriting point, determined
by keeping the thermometer immeraed m the melting
crystals, tiie value obtained was 4" C Using the
crystals soli^fied from the sample, after ptesaing b».

tween filter paper at 3" C , the author found 5^ for

the solidifying point and 5 7" for the melting print

Benzene kept in a tube of i-in bore at a temperature
of i" C BoUdified without crystalline structure, and
hence was probably in the colloidal eondition Mr
Meldrum concludes that above the meiting print btti-

sene exists In more than one ^odificat{|n

Thork haa Just been coi^leted on 6ne of the maifi

lines of the (z^t Central Railway a bridge over OA*
of the English rivers (which cannot be named for 1

militvy mesons) having a Scheraer rrillng-tift opM-
Jng ip«u> wrighing aooo tons, the targW in thU
eountty, if not, indeed In the world. An Wustratso
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kcoount of this bridge appears In Enitneenng for June
aj The bridge was designed b> Mr T B Ball, the
en^eer of the railway company and provides ^ a
double line of railway and for u broid roud bridge
with footpaths parallel to the railway track ITie iSt
ing span gives a clear waterway 150 ft in width
The operating gear is provided with two electric

motors, each of 115 horse^iower and these are con
nected by gearing to the main gudgeon pins at the
outer girders The bridge is accurately balanced, with
a slight preponderance to the nose end in order to

prevent hammering on the bearings The gear is

sufficiently powerful to operate the bridge against a
30-lb wind and the time for opening or closing, is

three minutes The bridge was constructed bv Sir
William Arrol and Co I td of G1 isgow

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN

hehum stars The special significance of Biis grotqi

of celestial bodies is due to their close and real asso-

ciation with the Milky Wa} As it now apMars that

the whole class (bo4 stars) has been catalogued at

Harvard, they afford a unique body of data for statis-

tical investigation (Comptes rendus No 33) The
luminous radiatton of tlicset lie brightest and hottest of

stars IS such that, viewed at the limits of the stellar

universe, one of them would still appear as an 8th

magnitude star 'Hi nearest of the type is a sirio-

meters (i S M »i 000000 astronomical units) distant,

and the most distant 250 S M The centre of the

group—considered to be the probable centre of the

sid real universe—is situated in the direction of

(. rina(a>c7,h S^-SSb®) Two-thirds are contained

in an ellipsoid of revolution having axes of 373 and

13 I S M in the plane of the galaxy and at right

ngles respectively

CoMKT 191« fTavLOR) —Messrs Jeffers and Niu
bauer of tho Berkeley Astronomical Department (Uni
varsity of California) have calculated elements and
ephemerls for this comet Three normal places Wrcrc

formed from the observations 1015 December 3-10,

1916, January 7-u ^ind April 5 the latter being photo-
graphic (Lick Obscrvatoi^ Bulletin, No 281) The
new orbit agrees verv closely with the Copenhagen
calculation iNaturr March 16 see also issue for

February 17) —
T* 1916 Jan. 309403 C M 1 P >>6 3662 years

P-SS7 34SO'
Equinox 1016 a Fp<«fa ly (i Jno. 8 SUM 1

•“354 49 01 -6* Mo= 3S6
’

3 i„ 33 ’o*
,n-U 3 54 05 1* c n»o 546458 (<^»33 7 37 7 )

< * «5 3 » 43 5 Log 1-0 535922

The ^hemens has been calculated to August, but
tho oomet is stated to have bwn only of the fifteenth

magnitude early in May
RBtVRN OF Daniel s Comet (1909s) —According to

new elements calculated by S Einarsson and Margaret
Harwood the undisturbed time of perihelion passage
IS 1916 May 23 433 GMT but the ephemeris shows
that the comet will not be favourably situated for

observation

Vamation of LA-muDE —In the course of a review
of this subject Prof F bchlesinger incidentally men
tions that on account of the war the second American
station of the International Latitude Service may pos-
siblv be closed down (Proc American Philosophical

Society vd hv , No 230) 1 he two American stations

were Gaithersburg and Ukiah The former has
already been abandoned (Nature March 2) An
American observatory—Cincinnati—participates but

of course, is not maintained by the international

organisation

Difference of Longitude between Paris and
Washington —Prof Abraham’s photographic method
of recording wireless time signals has been tested

during the past winter in the determination of the

above long arc For various reasons only seven pairs

of records are available for reduction nevertheless

comparison with the results obtained by telephonic

reception is decisively favourable M Baillaud

^ofApUi renius No 24) states that the Bureau of

Longitudes Jias come to the conclusion that for the

detenoinattoif^ of longitudes over distances too great

ftw the transmission of very short signals the only

saathod which can be employed with success is that

of photographic registration

The CoHgrmmoM of the Milky Wa^—

P

rof C V
ChiHriisr has published a preliminary statement of

lOsmta obthtned at Lund on the distribution of tbe
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HYDROLOGi AT THE ARCTIC CIRCLE^

There is something mysteriously fascinating about
regions which are remote from tbe ordinary

haunts of men Ibe silence of illimitable wilds and
the solitudes of eternal snow stir the heart and stimu-
late the imagination as no other field of human enter-

prise can do Explorers feel the irresistible call,

pioneers grope their lonely way, bv degrees the track-

less unknown is traced and probed ana scanned, until

the survey is complete and earth’s secret reoeases

are defined as completely and accurately at an English
county
Such IS tbe reflection which arises as one turns over

the pages of the extremely interestmg hydrographical
record of the Yukon-Tanaoa region, Alaiduu Lying
along the Arctic Circle, hemmed m by frozen teas ana
peaks of ice, this great tract of 40,000 square milea
hat been patiently mapped out and indesiM tbrouim
SIX long years, with praiseworthy persistence

energy, workers in the Umted States Geological
Survey The preface does them but bare justice when
It points out that their investigations have necessitated
journeys which have put their physical endurance to

severe tests and entailed cotuidwable hardship
The Yukon Tanana region forms part of tbe central

plateau of Alaska It is an upland diversified by many
broad valleys, with flat, interstream areas, above
which rise numerous rounded domes and mountain
masses Tbe surface of the upland ranges from aooo
to 3500 ft in altitude, tbe domes, irregularly distri

buted, reach 4000 to 5000 ft, and the highest moun-
tain crests to 6000 ft Ugh The domes are almost
entirely composed of igneous rocks, and the mountains
of these and closely folded sediments As a geological
field, the country u one of great interest it is a region
of laedimentation, cUasirophism, widespread meta-
m^hlsm, abundant intrusion, and volcanic action
The rocks may be divided into two prtncipai groups

one consisting of metamorphic schists of pre-Ordo-
vician origin,, and the other, ranging In age from
Ordovician to Carboniferous, made up of folwd argiU
lites, quartzite, conglomerate sandstone, and lime-
stone, resting unoonforraably m relation to the schists

Igneous rocks are represents by areas of granite and
by dykes of varied composition Tho most notable
mkieral resource of the countiY is placer gold, the
developed deposits of which lie qhie^ among the elder

Intruaivo rodti Silver, anl

sUfer-l^ and tin ores a
As might be experted, the clhnste is one of extremes.

W*Mr SspMv th* S«tl»n, AlMta.” Bv
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The «iiniua range vanea {rom lao^ to 160^ F The
maximum temperature reported ia 96° F theminimum
-76®F a range of 90" or more U e^rienced n the

montha of January and Felmiary The winters are
tong and intensely cdd with the result diat the ground
has become frozen in places to dq>ths of more than
300 ft The effect of the brief summer warmth is

merely to thaw a few feet at the surface
The mean annual rainfall is estimated on the incom

plete data avaiiable at about la in but there % con
slderable local variation and the records are as yet too

inadequate both in extent and dura^on to permit of
any definite conclusions bring drawn from them
V^eUtion generally takes the form of a covering of
moss, beneath which is the tundra a th ck turf con
sisting of a wet spongy mass of roots and accumulated
vegetable matter Spruce trees are plent ful and
bireh and cottonwood grow in certain areas The
oonditions are scarcely such as to lead one to expect to

find much horticultural development yet it is stated n
the report that in nearly every small town and in

many outlying districts gardening has proved success-
ful Many varieties of vegetables are profitably grown
for local use
Tranqiortation is difficult slow and expensive

There are three main routes two available during the
summer montha ohlv the third mainly used for pas-
sengers and mails during the winter at considerable
cost Maiw outlying places are accessible with the
greatest difficulty

From the data cdlected it is evident that the water
resources are not adapted for hydraulic development
to any extent Mining is of course the principal con
sideradon at present and for this the winter supply

is quite inad^uate while in summer the flow hue
tuates considerably Hitherto wood fuel has been
eixluslvely used for the production of steam for power
purposes but each year the cost increases with the
greater distance of tranqiort The problem of obtain
ing power is therefore annually becking more serioUs

with tl]e diminution in the supply of fuel It is one
moreover which vrill have to oe faced and solved

before any extensive Industrial development of the

region becomes practicable. B C

UPPER AIR INVESTIGATION

investigation Part i wmch is now publL

with m records of re^stering balloons the work
has been done and the report prepared by Mr Fatter

son under the direction of Mr Stupart the duector
Ninety>four balloons were sent up and fifty three
recovered, a fair proportion perhaps consMenng the
nature of the country The uutruments and methods
are practically the same as m England but the
balloops have all been started at 8 p m local time so
as to avoid solar radiation The mean annual tern

perature at each height up to 1 1 km is very similar to
that in England the temperature fall per kilometre is

almost identical but the actual temperature is a degree
or two higher In view of the lower latitude tids is

not surprising. But in Canada the fall of tempera-
ture continues to a g^ter height than in Europe
the mean value of H, being pven as 117 km
against about 107 for Europe and in consequence
the temperature of the stratosphere is from 6^ to C
oedder Exp^ in the case of the surface pressure the
variatk»vm all the elements are larger in Canada
tiib'luimlitada of the seasonal variation of H, b about
3-0 and tha ttandard deviation ia 1-96 The correla

tion between H, and the preesure at 9 km is very
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high but the correlation between the surface pressure

and the other quantities is very small perhaps on
account of the small variation shown by the former
Th© most remarkable result given is that the tempera-

ture of the stratosphere over Canada is colder in

summer than in w nter The number of observations

is scarcely enough to establish this with absolute cer

Uinty but they suffice to make it almost certain

and after all it is no more surprising than that the
lowest temperatures of the stratosphere should have
been found over the equator The general drift of the

balloons in Canada as In Europe is towards the

east but there are a few instances of a balloon fall ng
westward of its starting pont

GENEIIC STUDIES FROM AMERICi

A FLRIHEK instalment of Dr Raymond Pearl

and M R Curbs s Studies on the Physiology

of Reproduct on in the Domest c bowl appears in

the Journal of ExpenmsnUU Zoology vol xix No i

In this paper they deal with the distinebon betveen
genetic and somatic sterility Some hens from

high laying stra ns with the genetic characters for

nw egg production were found to be stcrle the

cause when made evident by dissqcbon proved to be
an oviduct with a mouth too narrow to afford entrance

to the yolks which shed into the body-cavity became
absorbed through the peritemeum
Some suggesbvc remarks on Heredity and Muta

bon as Cell Phenomena will be found In a paper by
Dr R Ruggtes Gates (Amer lourn Bot 1915 pp
519-28) in which attention is directed to the fact that

whereas the normal number of chromosomes is four
teen n CEnothera (E lata has fifteen, c»ie of the

original chromosomes having been doubled through
an irregular meiotc divirion (E tatescens has six

teen and CB gtgas and its derivat ves have twenty
right the chromosome series in this case beingdoubM
and the plant beng a cril-giant and not merely
gigantic in its external dimensions

In view of the importance now assigned by many
biologists to the mutation theory interest will he
arouM by Dr Gates s appreciation (Amsr Nat
vol xlix. pp 645-8) of the neglected work of Thomas
Meehan (iSafi-oi) a British gardener who settled in

Philadelphia Meehan asserted from hii obeervations
on wild and garden plants that strikingly distinct

forms come suddenly into existence and act in

every respect as acknowledged species and that
morphological changes in individual plants are by

no means by gradual modification

CHEMICAL SCIENCE AND
CIVILISATION »

I'll® enjoy all the pr vileges of modern civili

sation are apt to forget how much we owe to
the efforts of mankind to investigate understand and
utilise the things around them Let me very briefly

trace this element of civilisation in its relation to the
chemical arts and chemical science It is certain

that the early development of human beings wras
dependent upon their ability to gain the mastery over
other animals of gre^ supwior stimgth speed
and power of attack This was rendered possible bv
the diecovery of meant of makmg effld^ weapons
and tools the former for purposes of attack and
defence and for the obtaining of food the latter fesr

building secure habitations tilUng tha ground and
1 Fran—

daHwndlntli*
vtnitrCalke«
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cooking food Metallurgy, or the methods of ex-
tracting the metals from their ores, which is a branch
of chemistry, has thus been one of the greatest
factors In civilisation Indeed, the successive dis-

coveries of the means of extracting metals, and out
of them fashioning weapons and tools, fOrm recog
nised landmarks throughout the development of

civilisation Thus the age of stone has been followed
b} the ages of copper, bronze, iron, and steel llie

science and the art of engineering, which attained to

such a vast development in the nineteenth century,

and of which the present century has already wit
nested sueli a new and wonderful development in the
mattery of the air, are wholly dependent on chemical
science, which hat provided the engineer with the

chief matenals for the construction of his tools

ennnes machines, and structures

file invention and development of explosives havt

conferred on man undreamt-of powers of action, ind
have raised his puny strength to that of a giant who
can move mountains Wiuiout the use of explosives

we could not quarry for stone, mmc for coal and
metallic ores, bore tunnels and build railways, or
carry out many of the great works necessary for the

modern complex civilisation of the present oay The
progress of engineering is thus absolutely dependent
upon the progress of chemistry The high-speed tools

the armour-plate, the aeroplanes and aeroplane
engines of to^y, have only been made possible by
successive advances m the application of chemical
science If men have in past ages, as at the present

hour, made use of the discovencs and inventions of

the chemist and the engineer to compass their own
destruction, it is a question, not of chemistry and
engineering, but of the imperfect development of

national and international psychologv Or perhaps

from the point of view of the angels, it may represent

but a fluctuating molecular turbulence in a statistically

harmonious system, jitst as most of our laws of physics

and chemistry, simple and harmonious as they appear

to us to are but the expressions of statistically

steady averages beneath which lie the wildest mole
cular devilry and commotion

If we turn to the realm of art, we find that plasUi

and pictorial art and architecture itself are individuellv

bound up ^ith the discoveries and inventions of

chemical craft and science We may admire the

magnificent blue of an Egyptian enamel, the white

depth and the glorious hues of Chinese porcelain

the mural decoration of a Roman villa, or the splendid

colours of the Book of Kells or of the painting of a
Flemish master, but do we always realise that behind

the imaginative work of the artist lies a long and
labonous history of chemical craft and science?

1 have spoken of chemistry in its relation to

engineering and art I shall not weary you with a

detailed ilccount of chemical science in its relation

to the manifold material wants of modem civilisation

There exists, however, scarcely a single branch of

Industry that does not in some shim or form make
use of ch^lcal ci;aft and knowledge We are de

pendent upon these for paper, glass, porcelain, metals

alloys soap, dyes, dnin, disinfectants, plumes
etc t to mention only a W classes of common sub-

stances of doily use.

A great man once said that one could measure the

cbillaation of a nation by its consumption of sulphuric

acid However that may be, the present century will

bp dominated and characterised by the development-

and application of chemical science, }upt as the ninc-

te^th century was characterised by the enormous
derefa^ent and progress of mechanical and engineer

ing smnee dermany alone of tiie nations of the

isoild hois hgd the aUitty and prescience to foresee
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this It is cbeimcal science that has nude the powo-
of the Germany of to-day, and however much we
may loathe and abhor the policy of those who rule

her, there is no gainsaying the fact that she repre-

sents a great and poweriul force in material and
intellectual progress Viewed quite apart irom any
question concerning the murdlity of war in genertu
or of the present war in particular, Germany alone
amongst the nations his perceived to its full extent
that the problem of organising a nation for attack or

defence is largely a question of the development and
organisation of chemical science and chemical in-

dustry Previous to the war we failed to realise that
vital and fundamental fact We may dislike war, but
we have to defend our honour We have to take the
norld as it is and to fate realities It may be stated

with a sense of the most solemn conviction that the

very life-blood of England to-day is sulphuric acid

It IS not a question of ethiis or of polite pohUcal
philosophy It IS a (question of life or death Whether
we like it or not, without sulphuric acid and a few
other fundamental cheixucal substances the honour of
England would to-day be lying in the dust, and the

blood of our brave manhood would have bem poured
out in vam, a tragic libation to the gods of vanity and
Ignorance

But it is not in the grim necessities of war that I

would ask wu to seek the paramount importance of
cheimcal science Let us turn from the destruction of

life to the conservation and production of life, to Ufe
itself VVhat do we find there? That hfe has chosen
chemical action as the mode of its material expres-
sion We who consider ourselves the overlords of
creation are as dependent as the modest flowers be-

neath our feet upon the ever recurrent ebb and flow
of chemical change The green plant is, as Huxley
said, the fundamental capitalist, the producer of thau
store of potential chemical energy on the setting freds

of which in the process of oxidation all life ulUroately
depends The struggle of life is the struggle for

chemical energy
Agriculture IS indeed the fundamental industry of

man, as it is the fundamental chemical industry. It

IS only by supplying the soil in increasing quantitiea
with the required amounts of potash salts, chemically
combined nitrogen, and pho^hates that the ever-
increasing population of the earth can be fed The
progress of agriculture is dependent upon the appllca.
tion of chemical science in ever-increasing measure
This applies as much to the reanng and feedhig of
live-stock as to the growing of plant crops A cow is a
chemical apparatus for the manufacture of milk or beef
from grass and clover For the efficient operation of
this chemical macbme it is necessary to make the most
careful chemical study of the food or fodder whic^ Is

supplied to it, and which it in its turn transforms into
food for ourselves
A man, like any other animal, requires for the per-

formance of his work a definite stock of dwmlcat
energy, a definite diet consisting of oertam deter-
minate chemical substances, such as carbo-
hydrates, fats, proteids, salts, and wa^ The amount
and composition of his diet must be most carefully
adjusted to the pl^sical and mental work which he
has to perform The studv of national diet from the
point of view of chemical physiology is more important
to the statesman and the political philosqiher than
many matters over which they are apt to wrangle and
dabato
The cure and the mvention of disease depend ulti-

niately on a profound understanding of the comUtiona
sriiich control and regulate these chemical changes
It-b perhaps needless to dwell on die advances alrea^
ntade Chetnical arience has siqiplted the physician
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with his lAeans of sttaylio^ pain and fever, of re^<
febnir ounv physiOlogu»l funotkns, of neutralising

boctmsl poisons, and of <fetenninlag the death of the

parasites of disease Already the chemical manu-
facture of pharmacologically active substances con-

stitutes one of the vital activities of modern civilisation

But the application of chemical saence to physiolo^
and medicine is ui its earliest infancy, though it wiU
lead m tune to advances as yet undreamt of tor
hirther progress we requite a finer and more subtle

analysis of those wonderful chemical and physico-

chemical changes which preserve the mobile and
dynamic equilimum of living matter
The problem of life, of hviM matter, forms one of

the grSM goals of chemical science, on the slow and
progressive solution of which depend our future exist-

ence and well-bemg At the other end of the long

chain of evolution lies the problem of the birth of

matter This is perhaps the other great goal of

chemical science It is a very long way from the

sbming nebula to the speck of protopTasm There are

many who would dig an impassable ditch m this long

road
But however that may be, the question of the

qrntheau and possible reconstruction of what we call

our material world is one of truly transcendent Import-

ance The discovery that the atoms of matter can,

and In certain instances actually do, break up into

other atoms and into electricity we owe to the genius

of French and British science, and the first recog-

nisable transmutation was discovered at Univer-

sity College London, by Sir William Ramsay
and Prof Soddy So tremendous, however, are

tte forces in operation during these changes

that hitherto it has proved impossible to con-

trol them in any wise I might perhaps mention

tlut we owe to Sir William Ramsay and to Prof

Morman Collie the first determined and courageous

attempts to begin this battle of the giants We find

Ourselves here In a new world of chemical and mole-

cular saence We are the spectators of forces and
velocities hitherto undreamt of But the progress of

decti^l science, which has ever been the fairy god-

mother of chemistry, gives us reason to be or good

Already we know that electricity, which Is but a finer

form of matter, is a component of the atom We know
from the researches of von Lade and of Prof Bragg
and his son that the excessively short electric waves sent

out by certain forms of electrical discharge, the sr

called X- or Rfintgen rays can penetrate and analyi

(he exoee^gly fine-grained atomic structure of

crystal It it too much to hope that still shorter and
denser ele^nc waves, sent out by the most powerful

sourcM, may be able tome day to penetrate the very

core and nucleds of the atom and disturb the potent

oowlbbrium that rdgns therein?

Xhe researches of attronomert, chemists, and

ph^dsts have shown that in the gaseous nebulae and^ early stars matter exists in forms as yet unknown
to ua on our planet, and that as the progress of stellar

evolution proneds we gradually arrive at stars akin

la nature and composition to our sun and our own
world It it too mudi to hope that we may ao suc-

eaed in-amploying eleetriclty and electrical energy as

syattM^ reagents that we shall eventually, and
indeed '^hapt at no distant date, arrive at the pro-

doedoA ^ these simple and pnmary forms of nebu-

le^s ma^? Whether these problems will admit of

scdHiiM m the near or the distant future, or whether

soOie.of those which I have mentioned will

iSSStaMj iah efforts, it is bene that I would
ask yon to seek the profound rdfe which chemical

seianca Is dsstkied to play In dvilisation.

EVOLUTION AND SVAfMMTR) i

F the animal kingdom two dominant types of body
symmetry are to be found In anunali that are

sedentary or floating in habit the symmetry is fre-

quently radial, but in animals that are free and move
rcmidJy by their own muscular acuvity the symmetiy is

bilateral In those classes of animafe now sedentary
in habit which by their developmental hutory show
a descent from a previously free and bilaterally sym-
metrical ancestry, a secondary radial symmetry is

usually found cither in the form of the body or in the
arrangement of the organs for the capture of food.
Similarly in the Echin^ermata some examples are
found, particularly in the class Holothuroidea, of
animals descended from a !.edentary and radially sym-
metrical ancestry assuming with their freedom and
increased muscular activity a secondary bilateral sym-
metry

In the groups of animals that are radially sym-
metrical, whether sedentary or floating in habit, there
la usually a far greater range of variability than in those
that are bdaterally symmetrical, and in the endeavour
to classify them mto genera and aperies on the 1 innean
system the zoologist finds so many cases of overlapping
and fusion that some doubt arises as to the existence
in Nature of discontinuous specific groups

In the order of the sea pens there is a complete
series of forms connecting the radially symmetrical
colonies of the ^nera Veretillum and Cavernulana
with the bilaterally symmetrical genera Pennatula md
Pterceides In this senes the dtfierence between the
range of variation in the radially symmetrica] genera
and that in the bilaterally symmetneal genera is very
pronounced.

In such characters as the sue of the zooidt, the size

and shape of the spicules, and the length of the axu,
remarkable vanations are found in the radially sym-
metrical genera In the bilaterally symmetrical genera
thMc characters are far more definitely fixed, and can
usually be relied upon for determination of spwies
Havuig examined a large number of spramens of

the Pennatulacea collected by the Sthoga ixpedition
and In other collections in this country and abroad,
the author believes that in some of the radially sym-
metrical genera there is no such discontinuity of struo.

ture as would lustify their division into specific

groups In the bilaterally symmetrical genera, on the
other hand the exutenoe of definite specific groups is

certain If this view is justified, the conclusion would
be reached that the evoIuUon of those discontmuout
groups of specimens which are commonly recognised as
speaes is correlated with the change from a radially
symmetrical to a bilateral symmetiy of the body
The evidence at present at our disposal points very

definitely to the conclusion that the raoially sym-
metrical sea-pens are more primitive than the bilater-
ally symmetneal Bea.^>ens, and evidence is produced
which suggests that the former are denved feom an
Alcyonacean ancestry which assumed a floatltig or
dntting habit

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELUGENCE.

Glasoow —The degrees conferred on Commemora-
tton Day, June a6, included the foUowuig —Doctor
pf Lows {honoris eaiwd), Dr J Ferguson, emeritus
wofeetor of chemistry^. Doctor of Lettara, W JB.

Dunn, theslt, ‘The Devefepment of English nlo-
graphy ”, Doctor of Sdence, Alex Scott, th^, “Oonw

S«imwo(tlMCnaaIuUcilin«D> EmbdMiud SyMMOx< A*
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tvHtuUona to the Petrology of the We«t of Scotland
«{(h other papers, Doctor of Science In Public Health
Dr W Barr theils 1 K Therapy in Pulmonary
Tuberculosis

Lnoft—Sir James Roberts Bt has made a gift
of looool to me University for the foundation and
moifltmahce of a professorship of the Russian
bmgu^e and literature

Liverpool—By the will of the late Mr N E
Rtdrnts cool is b^ueethed to the Chancellor of Liver
pool University for the benefit of the Univers ty and
toool for the endowment of a scholarship m the de
partment of infectious dscases payable on the death
of a niece

London —At a meeting of the Senate held on June
Sir Alfred Pearce Gould was elected VioejChan

cellor for a second term of office v z unt 1 June 1917
The following doctorates were c< nferred —D 5c in
Physical Chemistry Mr A Bramley an internal
student of the Imperial College (Royal College of
Saence) for a thesis entitled A Study of Binary
Mixtures with special reference to Viscosity D Sc
in Chemistry Mr A F Joseph an internal student
p{ the Imperial College (Royal College of Science) and
Birkbeck College for a thesis entitled Fxpcnmental
Investigations on the Properties of Bromide Solu
bona D Sc in Geology Mr W Jones an external
student for a thesis entitled The Origin of the
Tm Ore Deposits of Kmta D strict Federated Malay
States and other papers

Oxford—The delegates of the Universi^ Museum
have just presented their annual report They direct
attention to the largo number of members of the
teaching staff resear^ workers and service staff who
have been serving in the Navy or Army or have been
otherwise engaged on work directly connected with
the war In the pathological department much bac
teriologicat work has been done for the Third Southern
General Hospital a standards laboratory has also been
set up, and is occupied in the preparatidn and ssue of

standard ajtolutuiating cultures and serums for use in

the lUagnoM of typhmd and paratyphoid fevers The
rqiort in physiolo^ records researches by the Wayn
flete professor by Dr Vtmon Dr Chuai Asayama
of Kioto and Prof Denys of Louvain It also men
tlons the gaining of the VC bv Lieut Moling a
physiology student in 1909-10 and adds that of recent

students in the department ten have lost their lives in

the war In the department of zoology and compara
tive anatomy research has been carried on m the

absence on military service of the Linacre professor

^ the deputy professor and Mrs Goodnch by Mr
G W Smith and Mr J B Gatenby A representa

tive collection of insects, presented by the Hom depart

fnent has been preparM and exhibited Since the

resignation after fifty years service of Prof Clifton

the work of his department has been earned on by
Mr James Walker Research on wireless tetegraphy

fcr the naval air service has been conducted by the Wyke
hign professor of physics who reports with great

r^fret the loss in action of Mr H G I Moseley 2nd

Lieut R E already a very distinguished ph^c st

War work as well as other forms of activity has gone

on under Prof Perkin in the new chemistry labwatory

now i^ien The report Of Mr H Balfour the curator

of the Pitt-Rlvers Museum contains a Idng list of

d^tions, swne of the most important of which were

procured by Miss M Czapllcka during her recent ex

padtlqn to Siberia Other accessions worthy of special

aientlofi ^eame from Mr J H Hutton ind from Mrs

Sollw, dje totter forming part of th& collection ma&
W the lilb^rof Mdsefev dupng the vovage of H M S

ChMtnjpfr-
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The School of Geography announces that a
vacation course for teachers and others interested

in geography will be held this year from August 3
to ^iguit 18 Particulars of the lectures and dassea
plannM with other information may be obtained ort

wplication to the vacation course secretary School of

Geography 40 Broad Street Oxford
The third conference on new ideals in education

will be held at Oxford on July 29-August 5 The
programme includes papers on The Boy Scout move-
ment by Sir Robfrt Baden Ppwell The place of
science in education bv Sir Henry Miers Universi
tics and their re planning by Prof Geddes , Work-
manship and education by Mr H Wilson, and
Regional studies and human surveys hy Prof Fleure
Among the chairmen are the Earl of Lytton Lord
Sydenham Sir William Mather Dr Macan (Master
of University College Oxford) Rev T Provost (of

Onel College Oxford) Mr Fred Burridge, Miss
Caroline Herford Mr A C Cofiin and others AH
nformatHin with reference to the conference can be
obtained from the Secretary 24 Royal Avenue
Chelsea SW

Following on the large developments undertaken
by Bntish Dyes Limited the governors of the
Huddersfield lechnical College have decided to estab-

1 sh a new department fur specialised study and re-

search In coal far colour chemistry (aniline and
alizarine dyes) The department has been placed
under the headship of Dr A £ Everest now tourer
in chemistry at Univers ty College Reading who,
during recent years has been carrying out a series

of investigations upon colours and punt pigments
Work will be commenced in September next and the
department wiU provide advancM teaching In matters
relating to the production of dyestuffs colours and
other allied substances Facilities will be offered for

research of all kinds relatng to the chemistry of
colouring matters The department will be worlcM In

close connection with the existing departments of

ohemittry and of dyeing thereby ^ving ita students

the benefit of keeping in touch with the practical appli-

cation of the products to be dealt with Spawut
labcratories are to be provided, furnished with modem
equipment and arranged with a view to special atten-

tion being devoted to research The department is

being founded with the full concurrence and support

of the directors of British Dyes Llmitecl who are

prepared to contr bute towards its establishment

MiDDLBbBROUOH thc most important iron centre of

the north of England has depended in the past for its

I research work upon the ent^rise of individual firms

but the question of erecting a techn cal college where
students could be trained etnciently to take th& places

in the works laboratories has bem persistently before

the Education Committee for some years A plan fof

erecting a college was seriously contemplated In 1914,

Iwt the outbreak of war by preventing the rgising of

a loan caused any prospect of building to be relegfated

to the conclusion of hostilities The opporturd^ to

make progress in metallurgical science was not post

poned for tbe Cleveland Institution of Engineers took
the matter in hand and designed to start a rcasardb

laboratory of its own Tbe plan was progressing
when, on June 5, a combined meeting of tbe Clevdana
Institution of Engineers and the education authorities

of Middlesbrough and the neighbouring localities was
held to hear of the munificent offer of Mr Josroh Ctto
ftantina to guarantee a sum of 40^00!. for dto srdc-

tion pf a technical college on a piece of ground whie^
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»a« accepted with condktenAile aj^uee and gratitude,

and led to other meinbert of die meeting making
further offera Meaira Bdl Broa , Ltd and Measra
Dorman, Loiu and Co Ltd. and their Billed firma

offered looooT and Meaara. Sir Bernard Samuelaon
and Ca Ltd 5000I towarda the equipment It la

expected that the aum of loooool. will be obtained

without difficulty The minor acheffle of establishing

a metallurgical laboratory is being proceeded with

and part of its equipment may come out of the

generous donations which have been made -ind at

uie end of the war the equipment will be transferred

to the new Constantine Tei^ical College

It la somewhat of a novelty to find in a paper such
as the Manchester Guardian in its issue of June 19
a fuli.column advertisement urging the claims of
education But it brings hope with it and forward-
looking thoughts since t pvea welcome evidence

that the value of education has at last come home to

the British business man who now sees that national

education of the broadest posable kind is the only

method by which we can secure permanent Brit sn
trade supremacy The advertiser Mr C F Higham
realises that this cannot be done unless measures are

takm to ensure for every child of the nation a

sound efficient education at the hands of more and
much better paid teachers and that such effect ve

tralmng should be followed by specialised teaching in

every branch of industry for both employers and
employed He further urges a closer co.operntion

between capital and labour and a better appiw atlon

of their respective functions National education is

a fundamental need It should be the national

extravagance after the war Let ut maintain the

aame energy of organisation and of production for

the purposes of peace that we have shown in equip-

ment for war The cost will be heavy but it is the

price demanded for efficiency and as the war has
clearly shown our financial resources are fully equal

to any demands required for the welldietng of the

nation This is a timely plea that Brihsh industrial

enterarise shall be fostered and maintained upon a
sound footing namely that of an all-round en
lightenment and that no mere tinkering w th

ti^ffs or makincr mild concessions after strikes will

ensure it Amidst all this stnfe it might perhaps

be as well to listen to a voice of the eighteenth

century that of Rousseau in his Emile T I ve
is the trade 1 would teach him

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Rsyol Metssralagleal Ssclity June 31 —Major H G
Lyons president in the chair - J E Chrk and H B
4asin Report on the phenok^cal observations for

tqig The year as a whole approidmated closely

to the mean for the twenty five years over which
records now extend being if anything a shade
earUer but this new mean for England and Wales
falling on May 18 (takuig the whole British Isles

the mean date » May ai) is a day earlier than that

for foe twenty years Every one of the interven nir

vaars was early whilst the four preceding these had
twen late, 1914 was sgven days earlier tlun 1915 of

wideh the outstanding features were the mild and
very wet winter the following period of drought
interrupted in most parta through July and earlv

August, fo otiiers almost continuous throurt October

tile i^enial conditions as a whole in April and June
but wMt -etM spells and fixists in May and June the
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cold sunless, wet July, followed by a genial autumn
ending in the unpreoedented November frosts The
cold periods in 'firing affected migranu adversely,

the mean date being April 36 comparad with AfvU 34
in 1914 and April 33 tor the twenty years mean 01

the Natural History Journal records, 1877 to 18^
An important appendix deals with a communication
by Dr Ihnc of Darmstadt, extending to the British

Isles the mean date in six weekly zones of the
coming of spring in various parts such as be has
carried out for the Continent The map representing
this roughly shows that Central England corresponds
to Belgium North England and the Lowlands of
Scotland to Holland at^ the northern Highlands to

Denmark Ireland has similar zones except the last

the southern parts as also in England coming under
the two earlier zones starting from April 17 —

M

Christy and W MarrMt Audibility of the gun firing

in Flanders over the south-east of Engird Sep-
tember 1914 April 1916 The sound of the fighting

n Flanders has been repeatedly heard in many parts
of the south-east of England since an early periM of
the war From the records collected it appears that
the gun firing has been heard at one time or another
over the counties of Essex London Kent Surrey and
Sussex the most d slant place being about I90 miles
from Ypres The weather charts show that genen*
ally there is a somewhat irregular or not definitely

denned d stnbution of barometric pressure but mostly
with a region of high pressure we^ed in between
areas of slightly lower pressure These condit ons
are such as to produce light winds at the surfnee
mostly between north and east over the neighbour
hood of the North Sea Aspect and elevation are also
important factors for the hearing of the firing—
IJeut F H CbapBOBi The relation between atmo-
spheric pressure and rainfall at a single stauon In
this paper the author deals with the relationship
between (1) actual pressure values and rainfall and
(a) mean pressure values and rainfall totals The
former relationship is small and the author deals
with it by the method of probability values Curves
are given showing the chances of rain at K w
during the hour 6 30 a m -7 30 am and during the
twenty four hours 7 30 a m -7 30 am according to
the height of the barometer at 7 a m These curves
are based on data for Kew for the ten years 1904-13
The relationship between mean pressure and rainfall

totals 18 dealt with by the method of correlation
The coefficients obtained are high and the corre^nd
ng regressions arc shown to be very nearly linear
In th s latter part of the paper data for Kew and
Valencia for the forty-seven years 1869-1915 are
used

Mtawralaglcal Ssetety, June so—Dr A E H Tutton,
past-president in tiie chair—Dr J W Hvaas TTie
relations between different laws of twinning giving
the same twm-orystal If the untwlnned cr^al hat
no symmetry different twin laws give different resulfo
In the presence of a centre of symmetry an axis u
rotation twinning is an axis of reflection twinning
An axis of rotation twinning lying in a plane of 1^
metiy has at nght angles to it in the same pume
an axis of reflection tw^lng If the normal fo a
mane of symmetry be an axis of rotation-twinning, or
if a line of symmetry (axis of even symmetry) be an
axis of reflection twinning the same result may be
obtained by the complete inversion of the structure,
9iee versd in an uiversion twin the normal to every
plane of symmetry is an axis of rotatioiUwInnl^
and every line of symmetry is an axis of t^ection-
twinning If a twin-axis be at right ani^ to an
axis of n degrees of symmetry then will he fo at)

n twin-axes of the same kind at right angles to the
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came axic of cymmetty Other more complex rela-
tions were described —Ur G 1 Prior The meteorites
of Khaitpur and Sdto-Bunia Ibo Khairptir
meteorite is precisely similar to the Daniels Kuil, and,
like it, belongs to the rare Hvittis type of thondntic
stones, which contain oldhamite, and arc almost free
from oxide of iron The Soko-Bania meteorite con-
tains a small amount (4 per cent

) of mckcl-iron, very
rich in nidcel, toother with ferro-magnesian
minerals rich m ferrous oxide —Dr G T Prior The
classification of meteorites In ihundritic stones the
richer the mckel-iron in nickel the richer the ferro
magnesian minerals m ferrous oxide and in general
the smaller the amount of nirkel-iron th< ni her it is in
nickel On these principles ihondniiL stones are
divided into four groups corresponding to the typea
(1) Daniels Kiul, (a) Cronstnd, (i) Baroti, (4) Soko
Banja Under the same groups the meteoric irons
mav be arranged according to their richness in nickel
and the non-chondrltlc stones according to the
richness in iron of the ferro-magnesian sili

cates, except that a fifth group is added for
Eucrite, Howardite Shergottitc, Angrite, and
Nakhlite since they are richer in lime, ferrous
oxide, and mostiv also in alumina than any chon
dritic stone at present known I icut A Rasaell

Note on a new occurrence of gold from Cornwall
Alluvial gold was found in the bH of a small stream
adjoining a jamcsonite mine near Port Isaac—

K

Bsitets A series of volcanic roiks from the neigh
bourhood of the Lucalla River Angola The roiks
described were collected by J J Monteiro m i860
and Include porphyritic basalts, biotiic trachyte
trachyte with aegirinc and cossyrite, nephelinite and
pjroxcne andesite They occur partly over Archaean,
and jiartty over Karoo rocks and are probably related
to the Tertiary alkali rocks between Sensa do Itomb
and Bango An olivine camptonitc of post Miocene
age from Dombe Grande, near Benguella was also
described —Prof T L Walker Spenrentc a new *inc
pliosphnte from British Columbia The new mineral
occurs as the core of stalactites of hemlmotphite in
the H B zme mine near Salmo m the West Kootenay
district It 18 snow white in colour, with brilliant

jjenrly lustre on the perfect cleavage The three
rectangular cleavages and the optical characters sug
gesf at first sight rhombic symmitrv but complex
lamellar twinning is present and etched figures are
svmmetncal about one plane only Analyses of the
verv pure material conform closely with I he formula
ZnjfPO ), Zn(OH), jH.O, the mineral being a
hvdrated basic zinc phosphate and thus differing from
the other zinc phosphates- hopeitc parahofieiti and
tarbuttite It is named after Mr L J Spencer, of
the British Museum —F L Braes Magnesian tour
maline from Renfrew Ontario Brown crystals

occur at the contact of crystalline limestone and
Meiss in a limestone quarry at the town of Renfrew
Analvsis shows the presence of 1453 per cent of

magnesia
Paris

Acatoijr af Sdsaess, June 13 —M Camille Jordan in

the chair—G Blgoarriaa The discovery of the

visibility of the stars in full daylight, and the works
of Gassendi The author oorrects his former note on
this subject, as the author of the MSS describing the

appearance of Mercury in daylight was Peiresc, and
h<K J Gaultier—B BafilaW Remarks on the deter-

mination of the difference of longitude between the

Observatories of Paris and Washin^n The figures

are baaed on anrdess tel^aobv Between the two
staBona, and the vatua adqpted tor the ^fferenoe of
longHuda b 5h. 17m 36771s—L Laadtasy Observa-
How on the note of A Cbauveau (Com^Ut rendut^
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1916, p 853) A discussion of the rebtions between
tuberculosis and alcoholism —C Qokhard A pwticu-
lar class of congruences of circles—W H laaag
The basis of the theory of Integration —C CMasvsaa
A direct reading density balance The instrument
described permits the determination of the density of

4 liquid (up to aO to about one umt in the third

dv cimal place —M Zsaghells The synthesb of
ammonia Experiments of the combination of

hydrogen and nitrogin at the ordinary temperature
in presence of various catalysts—W BraabwskI Mar-
tensite in the iron-carbon diagram —F Zaabealal

Some observations on the composition of apatites—
C Saavagua The mucilage glands of certain

Laminaria

New South Wales
Llnataa Seclcty, Vfarth 39 Mr A G Hamilton

president, m the chair - A G HamUtea , Presi-

dential address A review of the relations

of birds and flowers in regard to pollina-

tion, with special referenve to the Austrahan
aspbct of the subject Ihe entire absence of bird-

pollinated flowers trom the European flora is respon.

sible for some general statements concerning the rela-

bons of insects and flowers, which are not applicable,

without qualification, to other floras Mr Botham,
in his important paper. Notes on the Styles of Aus-
tralian ProteacesB, was apjMircntly unaware that, so

far as is known, the highly specialised flowers of the

suborder Follicularcs are entirely dependent on birds

for pollination, for ho speaks of the possibility of

insect-agency being required to transfer the ^Ilen
of certain GrcviUeas to adjoining flowers In addition

to the Proteaceae, there are numerous less specialised

flowers—speaes of Myrtaceae (Eucalypts, Angopbora,

Callistemon Darwinia etc ) Epacrides (Styphelia).

Loranthaocas, and others—w hith, though freefy visited

by birds, may not be entirely dependent on them, at

these are also visited by numerous insects The Aus-

tralian professional ' pollinating birds comprise

seventy-two sptdcs in twenty three genera, of Meli-«£ and seven species of brush tongued lorikeets,

a few species of Other families which, occa-

sionally, may play a subordinate part as amateurs

The interaction of these agencies, over a contlnentot

area, must m the aggregate be of some considerable

magnitude Bird-pollination is a much more difficult

problem for investigation than inscct-polllnalion The
birds are shj and resent the presence of intruders, to

that the obs^er can rarely apjiroach sufficiently near

to make out aU-important deulls, and muck in their

movements The individual flowers of uie Australian

ProteaceiB are small, though usually massed in showy
spikes or heads, and this increases the difficulty—
R J TUIyaid Studies on Australian Neuroptera

No II —Descriptions of new genera and species of

the families Osmylldae, Myrmeleontida and Aacala-

phidse—A Wblts Revision of the StratiomyidiB of

Australia (Diptcra) The Stratiomyidas form one of

the larger families of the Dlptera, containing abemt

one thousand neciea from all parts of the world

They are conimeuous flies, many of them {loasessing

splendid metallic colouring, but, so far as the Aus-

tralian species are concerned, they have been little

studied The present piqier lists thirty species be-

longing to eighteen genera, all the species, with one
doubtful exception and twelve of the ^nera being

peculiar to Australia

Capi Town
,

«eyM Secisty at S«Bh Africa, May 17—Dr A
Hariqe Wilsoq in the diair—W T Saxteai Eco.

t logical notes on the distil of Manubie, Trartricd
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The attea oomprisea thraa chief pknt fom^ationt^

lUitQfil^t woodland, park4ika graaaland with acattered

treea and buahea, and in the more low lying parta of

the latter, aed^ vegetation The apil la eaaentially

imiform throu^out the area, being a fine red brown
loam containing comparad^y few large particles or

atones. No maHoed differenoet in climatic or edaphic

factors distinguish the woodland from the grass land

though these are of strikingly different appearance
and are separated by a sharp boundary line —
J S V d. Uaffaa (i) Note on the radiations

omitted by degenerating tissues, (a) note on the

looiaadoa produced by dwenerating nerve-muscle pre-

parations The author brings forward some evidence

that organic tissues may post mortem give rise to

ionisation which can be detected by the discharge of

an electroscope On the second and third days after

death the discharge seems to attain its maximum
Tha« IS also acitqn eiddence that radiations are given

off which can affect photographic plates The author

states that control experiments are in progress
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OCCUPATION AND HEALTH
Oecjtpaitont From the Socul, Hynemc and
'Medical joints of Vtevo By Sr Tbmnas
Oliver Pp x + iio (Cambnd^ At the Uni
vcrsity Press, 1916 ) Price 6j net
HE subject of this book is the influence of occu

patkn upon health After a brief historical

latroduction the author deals with the effect upon
health of contamination of the air by smoke and
dust, both out of doors and in factories, this dis

cussxMi being followed by chapters on fatigue, on
the hygienic condition of factories, on the relation

of oooipation to mortality and on the choice of a
caaeer Finally, an account is given of the harm
fill eff^ts of certain dusty occupations, of gases,
and 'Of electric currents.

The brief space at his disposal and the wide
scope of the subject have doubtless made it im
possible for the author to give more than the
merest outhne of the relation of occupation to
health He does not appear, however, to have
been altogether happy in his treatment of the
question Although the book contains a mass of
interesting information, the reader constantly re
cetves the impression that he is being presented
with a succession of disconnected and unrelated
statements No stress has been laid upon funda
mental principles such as that health may be
affected either by the nature of the occupation, or
by the conditions in which the occupation is

earned on Nor has any attempt been made to

diatinguiah essential from suteidiary factors

The chapter on fatigue, for example contains

scarcely any reference to the means by which
industnal fatigue can be recognised or prevented
although recent work has shown both that

diminished ou^t is the surest evatence of

fati^e, and tfaid the intnxluction of short rest

perMxIs at intervals during the workup day
lessens the nsk of over-fatigue In view of the

extnme nnportanoe of the subject, both for em-
ployer am] employed, a fuller treatment of indus-

trial fatigtm would have been advantageous
The book suffers, moreover from faulty English

and from mudi needless repetition , a paragraph
ppw 55 and 56 is reproduced, for instance,

alin^ -w<^ for word on pji. 65 and 66
The least satrsfantory portions of the book are

tfaoae dealing with the causation of fatigue and
wdh the action of gases on the hodv these are

not up to date In the section on the causation

and nature of fatigue the author adopts the obso-

lete view that toxins formed dor^ muscular

exBcuae are the cause of fatigee, and no refer-

once m mmdt to the modem conception ot

ahbongh meet, if not afl, physiologists

soar held that iffae aocamulation of lactic wM m
aothe andlcles is an important faeter m its pro-

dnelian Again, in the chapter on gaaes, the

hnthnr spesila of edihon esenoxide tmuanne and

•ppnrehtly legnrde this gas at dveetfy peisoa-

eoe, Uic ofatement is mads fp ffp) that
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I

carbon monoxide * may exertiee a ptUfdyabg

I

iniloenoe upon the nerves of the heart, or 11900
the nerve centres m the medulla eUongatii **

These statements are erroneous, since Haldane
has ritown thst carbon monoxide is not direotly

poisonous, and that its harmful effects are due
solely to the fact that it displaces oxygen from
com&nation with haemoglobin and ^ir laclo-

sion m this book wnously detracts from its

scientific value
In spite of these defects the book contains much

I

that IS useful, especially in the chapters on factory

hygiene and on dusty occupations and althougn
it cannot be recommended from a scientific pomt
of view It may prove of value to the gemni
reader FAB

EXPERIMENTAL SPECTROSCOPY
Collected Papers on Spectroscopy By Prof
G D Liveing and Sir J Dewar Pp xv + 566
(Cambridge At the University Press, 1913 )

Pnee 50s net.

'PHE Dames of Profs Livemg and Dewax stand

out prommently m the history of modern
spectroscopy, and the puUicntion of dteir col-

lected paipo^ wiU be oordialiy welcomed by all

who are interested m this rapidly advanotag

subject The chief results of their mvestigatwna

have doubtless already become widely known
through references which have appeared in text-

books and in papers by ether workers, but to

those actually engaged m spectroscopic research

it will be a great convenience to have the com-
plete papers m this bandy form Moreover, it

wdl be especially stimulating to students to be

able to follow, step by step, the development of

the authors ideas and meth^s of observation

The papers hive been reprmted from the

original sources, with only printers’ errors cor-

rected and the addition of a diagram for the sake

of greater clearness in the description of an instru-

ment It may be questioned whether the wisest

course has been adopted in the arrangement of

the papers which merely follow each other in the

orfcr of dates of publication There are several

instaooes in which a number of different papers

refer to the same subject and an arrangement m
groups would not often have required the dividing

up of a paper mto sections Inconvenience arising

from the plan adopted, however, is considerably

reduced by the addition of a classified index

There » also a useful index of names
Excluding abstracts of papers which also

in tell, aad *8 f^ Hictmes dealing with subsets
of the aothors’ researches, the number of separate
papers is about seventy, dating from 1^ to
1904. The first is a brief account of thC phos-
phoreaaenoe and flame spectra of calciom fluoride,

and it m fortunate that this is the only case in

whioh poritiens m the spectrum are not expressed
on the scale of wave-lengths It is net possible
even to emnnrate riiC subjects of the remaining
papers, bat it may be aoentiooed that among the
more eatenaive AvasrijIeetMnt, tmeh of wfndi
oocupfes eeverlil -papers, are those oa the reversal

V



of the hoha of metallic vaphurs^ the spectra of

carbon and its coinpounds« the ultra-violet spectra

of the elements, the emission spectrum of water

vapour, the spectrum of magnesium, the absorp-

tion spectrum of oxygen, and the spectra of the

rare gases. There are also several papers refer-

ring to new forms of spectroscopes or details of

instruments I

llie general unpression conveyed to the re-
|

viewer by the volume is not so much of striking

discoveries as of a steady output of careful work
winch almost invariably contributed materially to

the general advance of spectroscopy Neverthe-

less, only a small part of the work can be de-

scribed as having been of a routine character,

and the papers Iwve a special value on account

of the ^eat variety of experimental methods
devised by the authors with definite objects in

view Thus the student or the beginner in spec

troscopic research will find an abundance of useful

hints on manipulation which it would be difficult

to find in a convenient form elsewhere

Perhaps the moat laborious piece of work
undertaken by the authors was that on the ultra

violet spectra of the elements, which involved the

taking of some thousands of photographs, and
the determmation of wave lengths under conditions

much more difficult than would be the case at the

present time The recognition of
‘ harmonic

series *’ of lines, with ^ternating sharp and
diffuse members, was a notable outcome of this

work, and although the authors were not com
pletely rewarded by the discovery of the laws of

spectra] senes their observations greatljr facili-

tated the subsequent investigations of senes lines

by Rydberg
Spectroscopy is full of pitfalls, largely on

account of the difficulty of preparing perfe^y pure
substances for experiment, but the authors have
had the satisfaction of themselves correcting some
of their misinterpretations of observations, as in

the case of certain silicon lines at first assigned
to carbon, and a triplet of the Swan spectrum
attributed, in the first instance, to cyanogen It

might have been expected, however, that they
would have taken advantage of the opportunity

of indicating, by footnotes or otherwise, further

developments in connection with some of the sub-

i

ects dealt with It might have been pointed out,

or example, that about 50 per cent of the un-
identified lines of atmosphenc gases not con-
densed at the temperature of liquid hydrogen are
accounted for 1^ the second spectrum of neon
discovered by Merton
The pubhcation of this vdume can scarcely

fail to stimulate further research in many
directmns. One point which has received

less attention than it deserves is the ob-
servation by the authors that the mixed vapours
of magnesium and sodium, m their experiments
on reversals, yielded an absorption line about
wave-length 530D, which did not appear with
either vapour separatel}^ or when sodium was re-

placed by potassium Other lines were similarly

found td be characteristic of a mixture of mag-
nesium and potassium Since mixtures of vapours
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are mvolved in the sun and stars, as well as in

many of the laboratory apphcations td spectnun
analysis, the possibihQr of the development of
lines characteristic of mixtures would appear to

be of fundamental importance. There are pro-

bably few observations which favour this supf^-
tion, but a more extended investigation is cer-

tainly desirable

The vi^ume concludes with a supplementaiy
memoir, not previously published, on the separa-

tion of gases by dectnc discharges with various
electrodes It fully mamtams the high standard
of the earlier mvestigations, and wiU be appre-

ciated, for example, by anyone who has attempted
to prepare a vacuum tube of oxygen uncontami-
nated with carbon impurities

The authors may well take pride in this hand-
some record of their long-continued labours in the
field of spectroscopy, but it may be hoped that
the volume is not intended to mark the termination
of their contributions to the subject

YORKSHIRE TROUT FLIES
Brook and River 7 routing A Manual of Modem
North Country Methods, with Coloured Illus-

trations of Flies and Fly-dresstng Materials
By H H Edmonds and N N Lee Pp 106
(Bradford Published by the Authors

)
Price

105 6d net

'T'HIS IS an attractive little book, well produced,
* admirably illustrated, and written by two
anglers who obviously know their subject As
what may be called a local manual it is as good
as anything that has been produced for a long
time It has special claim to consideration in its

handling of the question of flies The authors
select some three dozen patterns, commonly and
profitably used on north-country streams and
make it possible for the amateur fly-dresser to be
sure of getting them right by giving, besides the
verbal instructions, coloured ^tes which show
both the flies and the materials of which they
are made One plate also gives the odour shades
by which fly-tying silk may be matdied Tte
result 18 a really practical text-book on which, so
far as it goes, the amateur can safely depend.
No doubt It will be apparent to many readers that
It might go farther, and that a good many
favourite flies are omitted from its list. But h is

at any rate ar^able that the list is sufficient with-
out them, and that an angler entirely without pre-
judices would do as well with it as he would with
any other list of similar length designed to meet
similar conditions

The authors give bnef but sound instructioiis

as to methods of fishing on north-country streams,
fly-fishing both wet and diy, creeper and stoae-ffy
fishing, dear-water worming, and spinning we
miiinow In each case they dlustrete precept by
deUiled experience, always a useful and interest-
ing plan When an angler can say “by doing
so-and-so I killed so many on such-imd-su»
occasions,” and can describe the events wfaieh lad
up to and characterised the successes, it is more
oonvinang than the use of bare impetatrvefc
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The present authors have the requisite experience

on which to draw, and a knack of using' it pleas-

antly They night have made larger dmands on
our patience than they have without ndc of over-

strammg it

It IS to be understood that anyone who rules his

Ashing by this book surrenders himself to north-

country ideas For instance, he uses lightly

dressed patterns, he learns to talk of “bloas,” he
renounces such tned favourites as the “blue up-
right *’ or the * coch y bonddu," becomes, in short,

wedded to a particular convention He m^ht
have to contract a similar alliance in other dis-

tricts—in the Lake country, where they have
"bleas,” among the “bumbles" of Derbyshire,
or when taking to the “ half-stones " and
“pheasant-tails’ of the West

Probably there is little loss of efAciency involved

m such a surrender, but it is not wholly satis

factory for all that A consideration of the

various local conventions of pattern induces the

reAection that there Is a good deal of unnecessary

confusion, some waste of effort, and some sacrifice

of intelligence caused by the present system of

local ‘ water-tight compartments ' Roughly, the

msect life of all wet-fly streams is the same, what
ever their district Roughly also the intentions

of all local fly tiers are the same, to imitate those
insects But local nomenclature and idiom have
largely obscured this It would be a valuable

and we should say an extremely interesting task

for some competent fly-dresser and angler to col

late all the local patterns, to select the best imita

tions without respect of districts, and to attempt

a standardisation of wet flies which should include

whatever is most worth having Ronalds, of

course, did something of the kind, and did it very

well, but that was a long time ago Since then

we have had Mr Halford's invaluable work on
chalk-stream flies, and Mr Skues a revelations

on nymphs So there are more data for such a

work as is suggested

GERMANY AND RACIAL CHARACTERS
The Germans (i) The Teutonic Gospel of Race

The Old Germany and the New By J M
Robertson Pp viu + agi (London Williams
and Norgate, 1916) Price 7s 6<L

I
N the first part of his book Mr Robertson gives

an admirable and timely exposition of the

erude falsity of certain current doctrines of race

The much-used " Aryan,” if understood ethnologic-

ally, Is almost meaningless all that we know is

that certain peoples speak Aiwan languages We
do not know that those peoples, e g.. In Europe,

are the descendants of tlw invaders who brought

the original Aryan speech Similarly with skull-

measurement Many writers have daimed a

genene superiority for the long-headed type—
edilch, according to Gobineau, is that of the

Teuton warrior—regardless of insuperable diffi-

eidti^t For example, the Swedes are doUdio-

oephi^, and they are not a leading naUoo;
worse still, h is found that their best individuals

are less doUchocephallc than the average. And
NO 2436, VOL 97]

dolichocephaly is characteristic of the negro, the

Eskuno, and the gorilla Ec^ually fallacious is

the Germans’ claim that their ancestors were
exceptional in their considerate treatment of

women, Plutarch proves that the Ligurians ex-
celled them, as the North American Indians did

later on Indeed, all talk about “Germanic’
virtues IS absurd if its aim is to glori^ Germany
for East Germany is partly Slav, and Belgium anc
North-east France are ethnologically more Ger
manic than Bavaria

Part 11 traces the process by which the Ger
many of Kant and Herder and Goethe became
the Germany of Ireitschke, Bernhardi, and the

author of " The Hymn of Hate ” Mr Robert-
son gives an excellent historical survey, and
coming to recent times, quotes telling proofs of

Germany’s scheming for Britain’s downfall from
the writings of Prince von BCdow and other states-

men It IS clear enough now that only our
supremacy at sea saved us from attack in 1900
The great blunder of Germany in 1914 was in

supposing that Britain would not fulfil her treaty

obligations to Belgium Having no principles

herself, no recognition of international moraTity,

she expected a similar lack in others Formerly
few of us could believe in her criminal attitude

Now she has opened our eyes, and we see that
her power must be crushed before stable peace
in Europe can be hoped for

OUR BOOKSHELF
The Value of Science tn the Smithy and Forge
By W H Cathcart Pp xiv + 163 (London
Charles Griflin and Co

,
Ltd

, 1916 )
Price ff

net

This handy volume is a welcome addition to the

metallurgical series already issued by the same
publishers. It is written by a practical smith, who
IS president of the Associated Foremen Smiths of

Scotland The object is to impress upon young
craftsmen the value and importance of some scien-

tific knowledge The earlier part of the book, or
about one-fourth in all, contains examples of

calculations relating to forgings and simple
mathematical and geometrical problems applied

to practical cases The remaining portions of the

volume are those which will probably attract more
attention The subjects dealt with include metal-
lography, heat treatment of iron and steel, the

chemistry of wdduig, and case-hardening In these

subjects the author has acquired a sMll which is

alto^her exceptional in a practical smith, and he
writes with an enthusiasm and intimate knowledge
which should commend the volume to a wider cirde
of readers than that for which it was originally

intended

Dr Stead has contributed a short introduction

I

to the vtdume and has taken much interest in its

production Mr Cathcart has proved an apt pupil

I

of Dr. Stead, upon whose researches he laigely

drawa. References to the work of R<»enhain,
Ewing, Sauveur, and others make the account

I
more complete It assumes some previous know-
ledge dh the part of the young craftsman, which
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ke maji not posses*, hat ter those who eao fellur

it the book should be teft el chacm, of interest,

and of real utifity T T
Mor* Minor Horrort By Dr A E Shipley

PpK 4BivHri63 (London Smith, Elder and Co ,

i^6«) Price iJ 6d net

This little volume is to he regarded as a sequel

to the author's Mmor Horrors of War, and,

like the latter, is 'written in a style calculated to

entertain and instruct the la3mian Dr Shipley s
innate huqiQur leavens the horrors" that are

commonly associated with the subiects which he
treats of, but at the same time he imparts m
formation which is both accurate and up to date

The book tqiens with a dissertation on the

ubiquitaus cocloeach and its various phases of
activity The foUpwii^ chapter treats of the ox
warble-ily, tiie larva of which, by destroying the

continuity of the integument ^ our oxen, affects

detrimentally an important munition of war
Mosquitoes come in for a very full share of treat*

meat. With special reference to those which serve

as cniTiers or malaria and yellow fever The ex-
toasion of the war into Asiatic Turkey may have
possibly suggested to the author the mdusion
of the fig moth in the present volume and to
dthrte on the ravages it entails among the chief
product of Smyrna Among other topics the
common stable fly is well described, and tundy
reference is made to the rdle which it may very
likely perform in the ^ead of infantile paralysis

The book is wdl printed and illustrated, and
for the modest expenditure of eighteenpence we
can glean an insight into the ways and means of
some of the undesirable companions of our
countrymen now fighting in divers lands and
seas A D Imms

HJuMopod ProtoMoa The Causes of Cancer and
Other Diseases being Part tv of "Protoeoa
and Disease' By J J Clarke Pp xiv+187
(London Balliire, Tindall and Cox, 19x5

)

Price 7X 6d net

In this book the author brings together data and
observations which he considers enable him to
state definitely that cancer and certain other
diseases are caused by protozoa belonging to
same group of organisms as the Mycetoxoa The
author has studied the mycetozoon Dydtmtum
dsfforme and believes that stmdar structures and
d^elopmental forms are met with m it and in

cacoers, molluscum, etc , from which he concludes
that these appearances in the latter must be due
to n parasite of the same botanical or zoological
positioB as the mycetozoon He similarly holds
that the Negn bodies of rabies, the trachoma
bodies, the Couneilman bodies of small pox, etc ,

are the actual parasites and are protozoa, and
ora not, as is usually held, the 'garments"
enclofing an Ultra microscopic organism.

yte J^kson Clarke is wdl known far his pro-

nounced views on the cancer question, but so far

he haa failed to carry convictum, and we doubt
if tfaia work will do much to advance his propa-
gahda. The book is lavishly illustrated by •
number of beautiful drawings
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LhTTEU^ 10 THE EDITOR^
[7ks Edstor does mot hold himself resfoneiHe for’

opinions es^ssed by Ms eorrespendents ReitMt
een he undertake to return, or to correspond teiRu
the writers of rejseted manuscripts Mended for
tUs or any other part of Naruax. No notice 11

token of anonymous communications ]

Ksdiowie OMi^ and aa hupsrW Bureau ef
SUsatWo lataIBnaee

Thx subject of Sir R. Hadfields address to the
Ferrous Section of the Metallurgical Committee ef
the Advinory Council for Scientific Research (see

'Naturb May 25, p afii) is of much interest

As far back as 1901 the Department of Agriculture
and Technical Instruction for Ireland reoognktng the
need for obtainmg information as to the economic raw
materiaTs which would be wmlhy of develojmisnt in

Ireland decided to appoint a practical man trained*

in this speidal work I had toe honour to be the
person a^pomted as their economic geologist.

The inquiry thus begun has resulted In furmebing
cooeiderable data as to the mioeral industnee already
existing, and ae to mineral depoeiti capable of devdop
meat Some progress has been made the exports
of raw materials (stones slstee metal ores) having
risen m value fromaSo 1S8I in 1909 to 534,4581. in 1914.

In the course of the inquiry a comprehensive colteetioof

of mineral raw materials buildiiig stones etc , was
got together and shown at various exhibibons m Ire-

land, also at the Imperial Institute, London, and at

the St Louis Expontion, USA with the object of

attracting capital to -devdop the deposits finding a
market for the materials already being worked etc

The Department has thus organised what ia ha effect

a bureau of investigation and information upon the

economic side of the mineral resources of the country
Through this bureau the Department give a degree of
assistance In the form of inquiry and information
which goes as far as is deemed proper to Government
action in any country and of a kind which is not
furnished by Government departments elsewhere in

the United Kuigdom
1 am in thorough agreement with Sir R. HadfieM

in his iHoposal tor the establishment of a central

bureau of information as to the materials existing

within the British Empire I well know the need for

such a bureau wh ch m my opinion should also

collect information regarding matenale exported from
enemy countries and which might be rrolaocd by our
own products. Since the beginning of bostihties 1

have been engaged in special inqiuries and experi

1 ments having in view amongst other purposes the
finding of possible subslitoteq for raw materials bn
ported from enemy countries, find if such a bureau
had been in existence it would have beek
of much aseutance in this work. I have had
an opportunity of vleitii^ the Philadelphia Com-
mercial Museum and the Commercial Museum. Brus-
sels and much appreciate the advantages of these
institutions

A circumstance in Irish conditions which tends oen-
siderably to facilitate the work of State action in thr
development of rnfawrals is the fact that under toe
Land Purchase Acts of 1903 and subsequent war* the

I

minwal rights of the land sold are as a rule, vested
in the Irish Land Commlsnoa The Department work
In this matter m close, co-operation with the Land
Commission my services being placed W speciM:,

arrqnfi^ent at toe dispoeal of tifiB body 1116 pqBqr
reminding toe leesing of minerdf Hghte is to gW
fkm and «)uit8bie term to the prosMtoxr

B sk* yoOM tymnau
4 Upper Meerion Stnet, DxMia, June 14,
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TIm NHiMt vf tfieRM.

The followings aphoninu, which have a strangely
modern air, ate quoted in Flaubert’s “Lettres*
{Paris, 1884) -

Est-il n^cessatre d’observer que cette vastc sciciic

^ chuiue] eSt absolument d^plac^c dans un enseigne
ment general ? A quoi sert-elle pour lo ministrc, pour
le magistrat, pour le militairc, pour k mann, pour
to nig^ant?

Db Maistrb, ‘ Lettres et opuscules inddits
”

II appartient aux prdlats, aux nobles, aux grands
officiers de I’Etat, d’etre les ddpositaires et les

gardieiu dcs vdritds conservatrloes, d'apprendre aux
nations ce qui est mal et ce qui est bien, ce qut esi

vrai et ce qui est faux dans I’ordre moral et spintuci

Les autres n’ont pas Ic droit de raisonner sur ces

sortes de matidres Its ont les sciences naturelles

pour samuscr De quoi pournicnt-ils sc pUundre?
Db Maistbe, Soirdes de Saint Pdtersbourg

*

8b Entrehen p 131

Si Ton n’en vient pas aux anciennes maximcs si

I’dducation n est pas rendue aux prdtres et si It

science n est pas mise partout & In secondc place les

maux qui nous attendent sont incalculables nous
serons abrutis par la science, et c est le dernier degrd
de I’abrutissement

Db Maistrb Essai sur les pnncipes gdiidrateurs
”

Glasgow, July I DM

Worid-Time

Summer Time has come to some of the cities

and towns of Canada while the continental railways

and their affiliations keep to their old hour belt

times 1 find I have to make my daily meteoro-

logical notes in 60th meridian time, although my
watch runs one hour ahead fhe confusion when the

different time notations of tide tables, astronomical

tables, railway tune tables, and the town clock have
to be observed cannot be obviated It may train us,

however, to be ready to adopt world-time when it is

offered.

Is It not now desirable that with our continental

railways and telegraphs, transoceanic cables and omni
present w ircless, we should use the same time in ever>

part of the world? For railway travel, telegraphic

contracts, news, and scientific observations it would

be exact, simple, and without danger of confusion

Suppose, when the sun is vertical to the i8odi

meriman from Greenwich, every clock and watch in

the world should jramt to the hour o at the beginning

of ‘ the day When vertical to the menman of

Greenwich it would be la everywhere When
approaching the iSoth mendian the clocks would be

approaddng 34
Every locality would settle its most convenient

time for breakfast, etc , at, e g , 6, 8, 13, 14, or

S3 o’clock From May i to October i we could

heaoeforward with comfort adopt the unwritten law

pf fixing the events one hour earlier Nothing to

pussle over—not neoessaty eyen to change your watch

an hour four times m going from Malifu to Victoria

Tlie telegram dates in the newspapers would j^e us

ffie true Interval of Ume since the event ^snthouf a

Calculation, Even the reductions of the diurnal tem-

peratures of the meteorologist would be no more
ttpublesome than they are at {uresent under the so-

called ‘ daylight-saving,” time-censuming attempt to

deceive the public to Its advantage
Halifax, Nova Scotia, A. Mackat

June 16
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ii;ds’ Songa and the OtotoMie Seale.

The records of birds songs given in tbe Times of
June 14 and following days and referred to in tbe
mtereeting article by Dr W Warde Fowler in
Nature of June 29, are almost ciitir^ confined
to the major triad and its iim-rsions These three
notes, though taking their place in the diatonic scale,
are the least artificial pnrt of that scale, being tbe
third fourth and fifth harmonics of a fundamentsd
note The writer ivis so frequently heard these three
notes sung in good tune by the blackbird in rural

I districts and in different parts of the country t^t
the su^estion tlial the song is due to imitation seems
untenable neither docs it setm necessary to attribute
lo the bird a mental apprenation of correct intonation
The writer hazards the suggestion that these ek^
mentnry intervals arc produced without mental oc
undue muscular effort as harmonics just as a bugler
sounds his calls on these same noug by evening the
different harmonics of hia instrumeit.

I

33 Willoughby Road N W CO Bartrum

I

Julv 2

I

•iTATE AFFORESIATION

SIR JOHN STIRLING MAXWELL m three
recent articles m the Times (June 19, 20, and

26) deals with State afforestation, which will prob-
ably prove to be one of the best means for the

I

settlement of soldiers and sailors on the land after

the war, and at the same time be effective m
utilising the large tracts of waste land which are
unsuitable for tillage and unprofitable for pfrazmg.
In spite of the numerous official Comraissmns aM

I Committees which during* the past twenty years
have all agreed on the urgent need of national

ifforestation, little progress has been made The
Development Grant was instituted 10 1909 for the
express purpose of ‘the purchase and preparation
of land for afforestation and the setting up of a
number of experimental forests on a large scale ”

,

but these objects have not been achieved Sir

John points out the probable reasons for this

failure. In the past poor management and
irr^ular sales on the majority of privately owned
woodland estates, in conjunction with an un-
organised timber trade and heavy and unequal
rates of freight by rail on home-grown as com-
pared with imported timber, have all combined
to turn profit mto loss, and give forestry a bad

name ” This influenced the Development Com-
missioners, who limited their encouragement of
forestry to “certain small but useful grantp m
aid of education, and in finding money to provide
local forestry adyisers Of Actual afforestation,

a few acres planted in the water catchment areas
of Lnretpool and Edinburgh are the only instal-

menti."
Cooditnos have natilraHy not improved suioe

August, 19^4 Owing to tbe rapidly lacreaau^
piTO and lerioBs dimmutioa in the import of

foreign tnnber, the^ Government lias been forced
to <^w fixtensni«ly bn home supplies, and «n
enoijnbus hmmwt of timber Is now being felled

in lA parts of the Country This is neoessMuy

as a war measure, but-.we do not hear of any
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precautKKis being taken to secure the teplantuig SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT IN RUSSIA*
of the felled areas The destruction of our wood- \ REVIEW, however cursory, ot scientific
lands, already much too small for our needs, is ax work in Russia during the past two years
alarmmg The consideration now of some definite must account two fmtures^outstanding
forest policy, to be carried out immediately after interest and importance One is the uipomtmei^
the war, is a pressing matter mi the imtiative of the Imperial Audemy ^

Sir John Maxwell proposes a scheme for the Sciences of Petrograd, of a commission to m-

g
radual planting of the better class of waste vest^ate and report on the natural resources of
nd now included in sheep grazings and deer the Russian Empire with a view to their scientific

forests About 6,000,000 acres can probably be and practical development and utilisation

profitably planted, of which z,ooo,ooo acres might Stated in one bald sentence this may not appear
be undertaken duriopr the next twenty years This particularly impressive, but looked at through the
is to be carried out in combination widi the estab- lens of imagination it is revealed as a stupendous
lishment of small holdings, the occupiers of which project with far-reachmg aims and destmed to
will do the necessary work of planting in winter, lean to mcalculable results The prime incentive
while attending to their little farms in summer It is the fact that m Russia, as elsewhere, the eyes
IS estimated that io,ooo acres, which under sheep of the nation have been i^iened and attention has
or deer at present support ten or twelve families, been focussed on what was in times of peace
will, if the bulk be planted, afford direct support known to many deplored by some, and passively
to more than a hundred families The dales of acquiesced in by all the extent to which its

northern England, the valleys of Wales and the economic life has been honeycombed by the
glens of Scotland afford perfect sites for such greater energy enterprise, and initiative of the
settlements This forest pdicy, here so briefly Germans It is now realised that this economic
outlined, is based on an elaborate study. The dependence, extending to many things which
Forest Survey of Glen Mor," made by Lord Lovat might just as well have been supplied by native
and Captam Stirling of Keir, and published in mdustry went far beyond the limits of a natural

1^1 1 by the Royal Scottish Arboncultural Society and legitimate exchange of products between
Tills scheme of afforestation has the great ad- neighbouring countries, and the Empire is firmly

vantage that it does not interfere in any way resolved to make a determined effort to put an
with existing cultivation end to an intolerable anomaly Ruysia sUnds at

The concluding article urges the immediate ap the parting of the ways, and we m this year of
pointment of a small body, say three Forestry grace are, it may be, witnessing the economic
Commissioners, to whom shall be assigned the task birth of a nation

of creating a definite area of forest within a definite As may be supposed the development of such
time It will take at least two years to make the a comprehensive scheme to the point of effective

necessary preparations, so that this new CtKnmis utility has not been accomplish^ without much
sion, devoted to forestry apd to nothing else, discussion and some hostile critiasm One critic

should be appointed at once About a hundred doubts if the time is well chosen for embarking
forestry officers will utimately be required, who on such an ambitious enterprise when the strengm
would be trained in forestry for two years, partly of the Empire is being taxed to the utmost by
in France or Denmark and partly in this country this terrible war The end proposed is highly

—^young men with a good scientific education desirable, but the programme is so enormous
to be selected, and "the temptation to employ that the preliminary steps alone will take years,

retuxd Indian foresters in these posts to be to say nothing of the long interval that must
resisted ” dapse between scientific investigation and prac-

Other immediate steps advocated are the survey tical fruition ”
, and he goes on to point out

of districts suitable for afforestation and the selec- many problems to the immediate solution of which
tion of forest sites The land is to be acquired by the Academy might in this crisis more profitably

purchase or perpetual lease—compulsion to be re- apply its energies However, the commission has
sorted to and the pnee to be settled by arbitration in a surprisingly short time got to work—the first

when terms cannot be otherwise arranged The sitting took place only in October of last year

—

forests should be 4000 to 10 000 aq-es in extent, and is issuing a series of monographs, several of

but not necessarily inside a nng fence, as a which have already been published, each written
forest may be composed of separate blocks (each by a specialist, dealing by way of a commence-
not less than 500 acres in area) situated in the ment, with the vast field, in many directions un-
same district The necessary housing for the developed, in others lying fallow, of Russian
foresters, woodmen and labourers cannot be mining and meUlIurgy
undertaken while the wbr lasts , but if men are to The other item of interest is the convening of

be absorbed from die Army after peace is made, a conference by the Imperial Academy of Sciences
temporary buildings of which there will be no to consider the proposal to found a Russian
lack, can be used Many other practical proposals Botanical Society with its own official joumaL
are enffiodied in this comprehensive plan for die There is a great deal of botanical investigatloti

economic establishment of State forests in Great carried on In Russia by various Institutions

Britain and Ireland scattered all over the country, but It Is felt that
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£r«at advantage would accrue from co-ordination

and centralisation, and that the foundmg of such

« society M only the just due the importance of

Russian botany “m view of the eminent position

which Russia is destined to occupy after the war
But side by side with these speaal activities,

which are the direct outcome of the quickening
of the nation s pulse, there is, as in normal times,

« great amount of quiet, uni^trusive research in

the domains of biological and physical science

Though there may be no epoch making discovery

to record, there is scarcely a field of mental
activity leh untilled Many a peaceful backwater
is being navigated undisturbed by the clash of

arms, and it is pleasant to read of ethnc^raphical

and philcdogical investigations, or of an expedition

to the Jablonovy Range to study the local fauna
with its picturesque account of explorations in

steppes, morasses, and virgin forests It is inter

esting to note, in this connection that there is

scarify a provincial town of any importance in

Russia without its medical society and association

of local naturalists, or, as the charming Russian
idiom has it, lovers of nature lore, true

amateurs in the best sense of the word and all

contributing their quota to the common stock

Worthy of mention also are the efforts made for

the preservation, as far as may be possible in the

circumstances of valuable treasures of art

science, and archieolcwy in the war zone such

efforts not to be confined to the limits of the

Empire, but to be extended to enemy territory

occupied by Russia It is pointed out that price

less products of human culture may be saved if

timely measures be taken, and to this end the

service of various scientific experts has been

secured and the sympathetic co-operation of the

military staff enlisted

Finally, mention must be made of the decision

of the Imperial Academy of Sciences on the ques

tion of the exclusion of alien enemies from the

list of honorary members As the result of a

conference held in March of last year to consider

the matter the Academy expresses itself as loth

by such exclusion to place any obstacles in the

way of the resumption after the war of that inter-

national co-operation for the pn^^ress of science

which will. It foresees, play a greater part than

ever in the development of European civilisation,

"when an end has been made of those hegemo
nistic strivings which, not content with the

of politics, have invaded t^t of science ” Truly

a ^gnified attitude, worthy of an august institu-

tion which can look bade with just pnde on wdl-
aigh two centuries enlightened effort and solid

a(£ievement

MORTALITY TABLES AND PREVENTIVE
MEDICINE

'T'HE presidential address of Dr W W Camp-
3- beu to the American Association for the

Advancement of Science at its San I^rancisco meet

lag, which was reprinted jn Naiviib of December 2

1915 (xcvi
, pp 381-386), raised a question of

lAUch interest from both the scientific and practical
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points of view. Starting from the principle of the
infallible and umversal obedience to law, the strict

accountabihty of effect to cause, whi^ is the
property of w matter. Dr Campbell showed that
the recent discovenes m preventive and curative

medicine are among the most valued cootributioos

to civilisation in the entire range of scientific re-

search He argued that they had increased the
average length of lifer by many years and that,

while that increase had been greatest for children

and women and those not in robust health, it had
also been great for those healthy men whose lives

have been accepted as risks to be msured by the
life insurance companies He suggested that

during the jiast thirty years the increase in the
duration of those 1 ves has meant a money saving
far surpassing all the sums that universities,

research mstitutes, and individuals have ever
spent in medical investigation In the same spirit

of scientific enthusiasm. Sir William Ramsay
said at Havre, a few d^s before the European
war broke out, that Pasteur and Lister had
saved more lives than the most sanguinary of wars
had destroyed ”

We need not question these authoritative state

ments There is a high probability that the dura-
tion of human life has increased, there is also
a high probability that recent progress in preven-
tive and curative medicine has greatly contributed
to that increase But there are also other causes
which may have contributed to it The extent of
the imjxrovement in longevity which had taken
place during the nineteenth century was discussed
by the fourth International Congress of Actuaries
at New York, and a p^r was read by Mr
Warner, actuary of the Law Union Insurance
Company m London in which he estimated the
average age at death of males in England and
Wales at 27 15 in 1840 a8 35 in 1870, and 33>63
in 1900 and that of females at 29 38 m 1840,
3088 in 1870, and 3690 in 1900—the increase
during the second thirty years having been in both
cases more than four times that of the previous
thirty years Though the data upon which these
estimates were founded are admitted to be imper-
fect, their results tend to confirm the condusions
to which we have referred as highly probaUe
The contnbutory causes would seem to be greater
care of infant life, better sanitation, temperance,
general prosperity leaiSng to more abunoant and
wholesome nutrition, and perhaps also more atten-
tion to athletics and ablutions

Dr Campbell, indeed, saya that "life assurance
business has been based upon mortahW tables
which represented the expe^tion of life under
the relatively unhealthy conditions whidi existed
a half-century ago Those tables do not fit modem
conditions ” We agree with him that the law of
iniformlty is the foundation of actuarial science,

and that given a sufficient average the rate of
mortality now existing may be expected to con
tinue to prevail as long as circumstances remain
tii<r same, but in the practical conduct of life

insurance that is not the only thing to be con-
sidered A short sketeh m broad outline of its

past history may serve to explain what we mean
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The tMTly tasuraae* cwnyoies chu^od a. flat

rate of 5I. for ceoL for ascarinars of all ages,

which was uaf^ur to their younger members,, but

peofitahlc to the companies. Then Price was
ludqr enough to come across the work of that

woethy clerk of Northamptoo whose bills of mor^-

tality were prefaced each year by verses of the poet

Cowqper, and by the aid of those bdls constructed

a table of mortality His method was erroneous,

but the error was on the right side, for he made
the mortality to be greater then it really was, and
so as long as the >kurthampton table was used

the prosperity of the companies continued Then
Milne constructed another table from the mor-
tality experienced at Carlisle. Milne’s methods
were correct, but his table, being based oe a

hasited local experience, was founded on insufi^

Cleat data and was unevenly graduated Still it

served as a standard table for very many years,

until Farr prepared from the Registrar-General’s

returns for the whole population the Enghsh hfe

tables^ These failed in die other directum, they

were too general We are not including in these

observations the industrial insurances

In these circumstances the Institute oi Actuaries

constructed a table from die actual expeneoce of

the companies, known as the H** or healthy male
tfdiie , but by the year 1893, as Mr George King
wrote, “it came to be fdt that the Institute of

Aetuanss’ experience was passing out of date ’’

It was resolved to construct a table of mortahty
on the experience of sixty companies during the

thirty years from 1863 to 1893, leavmg out of

account all the experience of the earher days of

the companies In 1901 (not ’a half-oeatury ago,’’

as Dr Campbell puts it) tables based on this

experience were pvd^shed, and they are now the

st^dard tables in use
It appears from all we have said that the msur-

ance companies have been alive to the fact that

the duration of hfe has been gradually increasing,

and have not been unwilling to give their pohey-
hiriders from time to time the benefit of the
advance knowledge in that respect The war
has aow come to throw a new and lund light on
due question It has destroyed the Uvea or ruined

the health of many of thoM “whose lives have
been accepted as risks to be insured ’’ But it will

come to an end some day, and normal conditions

will ia tiBBc be restored. Meanwhile, we may be
wdl coatent with the matenals with which
actuarial science has already fanudied us

TROPiCAL DISEASES

'T^HE Bulletin of the St Louis University for

* January, 1916, contains i report of the work
of the expedition sent by the University to British

Honduras last summer for the study of tropical

diseases This expedition, intentionally planned
for the purpose of a preliminary study of methods
of procedure, etc ,

illustrates the ^vantage of

these research exp^itions. It is not that labora-

torses do not exist and that research is not earned
out* in British Honduras, but such an expedition
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cornea with a fresh outlook on proUems, and
asatters wbicb may be taken to be amaag tht

moat ordmary events, scarcely wortisy ef recoed is

official reports, strike the member^ of an expeditian

with an entirely fresh force We may lUuatrate this

by two interesting examples, though perhaps not

of great importance. We do not recollect in the

offimi reports of British Honduras—and, indeed,

it may be because one does not read official reports

sufficiently carefulfy—^the occurrence of poisoning,

said to be common during the summer months,
by the baracouta Ash, nor do we recollect havii^
heard of this on the West Coast of Africa, where
the baracouta forms a welcome addition to tbe

ordinary diet of skuiny chickens Again, the
botlass fly (unidentifi^) after alighting on the

skin, leaves a black, ha^ spot and the bite is

very painful This, again, to us is a new fact

and one certainly that should be investigated.

The Bulletin has a special interest in that it

contains an ‘ In Memoriam ’’ notice of the life and
work of Dr Edward Ndson Ti^iey, who was in

chaige of this expedition to British Honduras to

study tropical diseases He lost his life on the
ship Marovnjne in a West Indian hurricane, on
August 14.. His Me, as recorded here, was “ one
of unreached ambition and of unrealised hope.
It was all effort and venture, with but little

fruition and rest ’’ The words of Meredith’s
sonnet on Internal Harmony’—

So that I draw the breath of finer air

Station IS nought, nor footways laure].«trewn
Nor rivals tii^dy belted for the race
Good speed to them I My place is here or there

,

My pride is that among tbra I have place
And thus I keep this instrument in tune-

are, as those who knew “old Tobcw ’’ personally
can confidently assert well applicable to bun

J W W S

THE MITT AG-I EFFI ER INSTITUTE

I
T was announced in our issue of March 33

(p 85) that Mme Mittag-Leffler and her
husband, Prof G Mittag Leffier, the emment
mathematician, had made a will devoting the whole

their proper^ to the promotion of pure mathe-
matics Details of this significant foundation are
given m the Revue gin&rale des Sciences of May
30, from which the following particulars have been
derived —
The bequest includes their freehold villa with

Its contents, among which is a fine mathematical
library, and an endowment to provide for its

upkeep, salary of its curator, and other specified
purposes To encourage the study of pure mathe-
matics in Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Norwin'
tiiere are to be bursaries tenable by young peopni
of both sexes belonging to these countries, wtty
must show real aptitude foe research in pure
mathematics, but may pursue their studies at homt
oe abroad There is to be a gold medal, similar
to the mmor Nobel medal, mr pure mathema*
ticiaos belonging to the aforesaid oountiats who

f

iroduce works above the average, aad a prise
or pure mathematics, to he awarded, if posntds.
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«t least oace ut every six years, which is. open
t* tlie whole world The otily express condition

IS that the award is to be for discoveries of real

importance in the domain of pare mathematics
It IS intended that the director of the institute

should be an emuient, and at the same time sym-
pathetic, mathematician The hbrary will be
available for all serious students, and they will

have the privilef^e of consultinjf the director Part

of his duties will consist in giving courses of

lectures to a limited number of “really gifted

auditors, keenly interested m his discourses
”

Prof Mittag-LdHer states that, in making his

arrangements, he has taken as his model the

Pasteur Institute, and the final clause of this

enlightened and far seeing document is ns

fi^ows —
Our will owes its origin to the lively conviction

that a people which does not hold Mathematics in

high esteem will never be able to fulfil the loftiest

duties of civilisation , and that consequently it will

fail to enjoy that international consideration which,
in the long run, forms an effective means of preserv-

ing our status in the world, and of maintaining our
right to live our individual life '

We have only to add that in our opinion this

IS a noble examine of well-directed patriotism and
philanthropy which ought to lead to many imita-

tions

NOTES
We learn with much regret that Prince Boris

Galitzin, professor of physics in the Imperial Academy
of Sciences, Petrograo, and a distinguished worker in

seismology, died on April 21/May 4

Wb notice with deep regret the announcement of

the death on June 30, at seventy years of age, of Sir

Gaston Maspero, the well known Egyptologist and
permanent secretary of the Acad^mie des Inscriptions

et Belles-Lettres Pans

The twenty seventh annual meeting of the Museums
Association will be held at Ipswich on Tuesday and
Wednesday, July 11 and 12, under the presidency of

Mr E Rimbauit Dibdin, Curator of the Walker Art

Gallery, Liverpool

The annual general meeting of the Eugenics Edura
tion Society will be held at the Grafton Galleries

London, W , to-day (July 6), at 4 p
m , when the

residential address will be delivered by Mr Leonard
Darwin

A SPECIAL Prize Fellowship of lool offered by the

Federabon of University Women to encourage research

on some questions of special interest in the present

national crisis, has been awarded by the Federation

to Dr Ahoo Lee, Fellow of University College

London Miss Lee has collaborated for some years

with D^ Karl Pearson in many statlsbcal investiga-

tions, and is also the author of several independent

qommumcations She is about to undertake an in-

vesbgadon mto the birth rate as affected by present

conditions

In the Times of July 3 its special coi

in describing the battle on the Mmme, refers to the

> " KoM toSsoMm doll no origlae A h rWaaM conolotloa qn on
MiaaceofdspwiaiuillMbdoHtlqiiuaiiruisdlnd^UHtoaoKiiM i

Aissfa «• SIM do rtmpTir Inph^uat llclm oiTOSk^ «( d*lo«

taidtriiotn dnh kirivro noira pnpn *«.
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occasional inaudibility of the gun-firing at short
distances. Last night (June 29), he says, I

watched the bombardment from a posibon command-
ing a view of a large section of the front It

was a soft dark night, with a light westerly wind.
The comparative noiselessncss of the bombard-

ment from near at hand last night was very cunous *

On the hilltop where he stood he was unable to hear
any sound save of the guns immediately by us,

with occasional bursts of sound conung quite tllogic-

ally from far away And all iht while the flare and
flashing of the shells was continuous

We regret to announce that M Cmile Waxweiler,
who before the war was the director of the Solvay
Institute of Sociology at Brussels University, was
killed in London on June 26 by a motor-car An
^preciative account of M Waxweiler s work, in the
Timer of June 29 points out that the sociologioal

studies produced by him and under his direcbon were
models of scientific inquiry Among his best-known
works before the war are his High Wages m tlw
United States and Profit Sharing He was
recently appointed director of the Belgian Oflice of
Economic Studies established in London to ascertam
the needs of Belgian trade and industry

, and he was
also chosen ns a delegate to the recent Economic
Conference at Pans where be was the nght hand of
the Belgian Premier, M de Broqueville

A UBPiiTATiov from the Royal Scottish Arboricul-
tural Society met a number of Scottish members at
the House of Commons on July 4 and laid before
them the case for the creation of a Department of
Forestry connected with the Board of Agriculture,
for the development of forestry in Scotland, and the
preparation of schemes of afforestation In connection
with this subject the Parliamentary correspondent of
the Times states that the Government has decided to
conduct an inqui^ into the subject of afforestation
after the war The in^iry has been entrusted to a
sub-committee of the Reconstruction Committee of
the Cabinet

The failure of the Uruguayan trawler InsUtuto
Pesca to reach Su Ernest Shackleton’s men on
Elephant Island was not surprising in view of the
fact that she is an unprotect^ vessel and made the
attempt m the Antarctic midwinter The Uruguayan
Government however has ordered her to lie at PuDta
Arenas awaitmg a more favourable opportunity
Meanwhile the damage she sustained in w ice i»
being repaired Open water up to Elephant Island
IS quite possible in any month of the year but it can

' never be relied on, and so the chances of the JnfMuto
Pesca succeeding are most problematical The Argeo-
tine sloop Uruguay which rescued the wrcAed
Sweduh expedition in 1903, is unfit for service But
It is reported that the Chilian Government has a
wooden whaler, which has been offered to Sir Ernest
Shacklcton If she is m good repair, this vessel
should be able to reach the maroonM men, for even
if heavy park is encountered a strong wooden shlp^

coold dther force a passage or he and wait for the
pack to slacken This appears to be the only poMible
ship in South American waters A suitable ship could
be- secured In this country, but, at the earliest, could
not reach Elephant Island before the end of August
If, however. Sir Ernest Shackleton reports that the
shipping resources of South America cannot meet the
demand a vessel will be sent from home

The Manchester Qlfy Council (governing body of
tho Mandwster School of Technology) has just decided
to utablish forthwith it new sub-d^rtment of the
school for post-graduate study and research in coal-
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tar products and dyaatuiTs, and has sqppointed Pref.

A. G. Green, F R S , to Mke diaive of it. Praf.

Green recently resigned the chair of onctorlal chemis-
try at Leeds university in order to direct the research

dqiartment of the largest Lancashire firm of dyestuff

manufacturers His sub-department will be under
the general direction of Prof Knecht, who is bead of

the department of applied chemistry, and is expert

in the use of dyestuffs, as Prof Green is expert in

their manufacture. With two such dist!nt[uished

chemists in command, the Manchester School of
Technology should be able to render invaluable assist-

ance to producers and users of dyes, and so to assist

materially in the development of this specially

important branch of BriUsb chemical industry

Paor Paul Jankt, of the Sorbonne, gives in the
Revue gfnfrole its Sdencet a short account of the
work of the late Prof Eric Gerard, of the Montefiore
Electrotechnical Institute, Lihge He was bom in

Liige on September as, 1856, and, after graduating
as an engineer at the University there in 1878, com-
pleted his studies at Paris In 1881 he returned to

Liis^ as professor of applied electricity at the School
of Mines, and two years later was made director of
the newly founded Montefiore Institute His great
abilities, both as an administrator and as a teacher,

rapidly raised the institute to the prominent position

It has occupied for so many years, and his Lemons
sur I’Electricitd,*’ which appeared in 1890, was recog
nised as a masterpiece throughout the electrotechnical

world He represented Belgium on all international

electrical commissions, and his opinions had great
weight with his colleagues When Li^e was
attacked by the Germans in 1914 he was recuperating
after the term’s work at his country house, sixteen

miles south-east of Li^, and only with difficulty got
away to Holland Early this year he came to
England, but on his health giving way he returned
to Paris, and died there tm March a8 without having
seen his own country

At the meeting of the Royal Society of Edinburgh
held on July ^

me following Honorary Fellows were
elected —British Honorary Fellows -—Sir Francis
Darwin, Cambridge, Dr J W L Glaisher, Trini^
College Cambridge, Prof J N Lan^ey, professor of
physiology, Cambridge, Prof C Lapwortn, emeritus
professor of geology. University of Birmingham,
Prof A Macallster, professor of anatomy, Cambridge,
Prof A Schuster, emeritus professor of physics,

University of Manchester Foreign Honorary
Fellows •—Prof C Barrols, professor of geology and
mineralogy, Lille, Prof D H Campbell, professor

of boUny, Leland Stanford University Cal USA,
Prof M E Gley, professor of physiology. Pans,
Prof C. Golgi, professor of anatomy Rome

, GeneralW C Gorges, U S Army Medical Department;
Prof G B Grassi, professor of comparative anatomy,
Rome , Prof E C Pickering, professor of astronomy,
Caihb^ge, USA., Prof E Warming, emeritus
professor of botany and keeper of the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Copenhagen The following prizes of the
society were presented —The Keith Prize Award for

the biennial period 1913-1915 to Dr J H Ashworth
for his papers on ‘ Larvae of I ingula and Pelago-
disciu ” and on " Scierocheilus ’ published in me
Transactions of the Society, and for other papers on
the motpholagy and histology of Polychaeta; and the

Neill Prize Award for the biennial period 1913-1915
to Dr R Campbell for his paper on “The IJpper

Cambrian Rocks at Craigeven Bay, Stonehaven,” end
“ Dopmtoniap and Old Red Sandstone Rocks of Kin-
cardmeriiire,” published in the Transactions of tlie

Society
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Thb Albert Medal of the Royal Society

the current year has been awarded to mf. EUa»
Metchnikoff, For.Mem.R S., “m recognl^ of the
value his investigations into the causes of inununlty
in infective diseases, which have led to important
changes in medical practice, and to the establishment
of pnnaples certain to have a most beneficiarinfluence
on the improvement of public bMlth." The annual
report of m council, published in the Journal of the
Society for June 30, refers to the award as follows

The discoveries of Prof Metchnikoff in regard to the
nature of immunity to infective diseases have con-
tributed, more than the work of any other living

man, to the control of such diseases, and to the
consequent improvement ki the health of great Euro-
pean populations, and the safeguarding of those who
have to face the dangers of bacterial infection,

whether on the battlefield or as pioneers in trodcal
climates For many years, as professor of zoology
at Odessa, he was an ardent student of lower forms
of life It was by the study with the microscope of
the cell activities of sponges and transparent marine
organisms that he arrived at his discovery of phago-
cytosis These researches mto the development and
metamorphoses of invertebrates prepared the way for

his great discovery, as he was led ny the observation
of the action of the mesoderm cells in the embryonic
organs of echinoderms to the knowledge that the
white blood-cells or phagocytes devour the Invaffing

microbes in vertebrates also, and he was thus able

to show the universal applicability of his generalisa-

tion Prof Metchnikoff's services to zoology and
pathology are of world-wide repute, and have already
been recognised by the award of the Nobel Prize for

Medicine, and of the Copley Medal of the Royal
Society

Two methods of mounting fossil vertebrates are

described m the Museums Journal for June One of
these includes the skeleton of Stenomylus, a diminu-
tive relation of the camel This has b^ recently

mounted in the British Museum of Natural History
in a standing posture, and partly embedded in

plaster The other is that of the skeleton of an
extinct reptile, Theseelosaurus nsgleetus, which is

exhibited in the United Sutes National Museum
almost in the position in which the bones were

found ’’ It IS not clear, from the description here
given, whether the term ‘ ainnost ’’ refers merely to

slight restoration or Implies a remounting, as in the

ordinal matrix In the latter case the method has
nothing to commend it, but rather the reverse

Thb annual report of the Zoological Sode^ of

Scotland appears this year in a slightly abbreviated
form, owing to the falling off of income incidental

to the war It is devoutly to be hoped that the

society has weathered the worst of tw storm, for

the newly established Zoological Park bids fair to

excel even its rival in London, at least in so far as
sumptuousness in the housing of the animals is con-

oernro In this, of course the natural advantages of

the site play an important part Diminishing funds
have made strict economy an urgent necessity; but it

is to be honed that no further curtailments will be
needed The Carnegie Trustees have generously

promised the sum of 10,000! for the purpoM of build-

ing and equipping an aquanum in the park, but it

is not the intention of ^e ooundl to proceed with

the work until after the war

Tm report of the duector of the Aquanum of the

Zoological Society of New York, which has }upt

reached us, has some interesting comments on toe
use of metal tanks for the tranqxirt of live fish.
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piadiiig that the g^lvanited tenki commonly u«ed
«uM«d much, from ^ rough handling to which they
w«ro aubjected on ihipboara, wooden tanka were
aubatituted. Theae have a capacity of 156 gallona

and have proved in every way preferable A great

eaWng both of labour and expense has been effected

by feeding the fish on alternate days instead of every

day The mortality has also decreased, an excess of
fat having resulted from a too liberal diet Altogether
more than 3000 fishes, representing 140 spedes, are

exhibited bm, and among these are an unusually
fine series of tropical species, and jew.fishes up toM lb in weight The porpoises died during the year
from water fouled by sewage, to avoid losses from
this source filtering tanks have been established

with eminently satisfactory results

Im Califorman Fuh and Game, the journal pub-
Ushed by the Board of Fish and Game Commissioners
of San Francisco, vol U No 2 Mr Chase Little-

john gives a brief but valuable account of the habits

and hunting of the sea-otter, which is fast nearing
extinction As the author was himself for some years
engaged in hunting this animal, his summary makes
an important addition to our knowledge of its life-

history Unlike all other aquatic mammals, the sea

otter, he tells us, swims on its back turning swiftly

over when about to dive, but he affords no informa
tion as to the part played by the tail while swimming
at the surface Sea urchins appear to be the staple

food of this animal and these are brought to the

surface and eaten as the swimmer floats upon his

bade Souids and seaweed are also eaten, and
occasionally fish After man, the greatest enemy
of the sea-otter is the killer whale fr< m which it

contrives, at times, to escape by floating at the surface

as if dead In the early days of the author s hunung
sea-otters were met with off the coasts of Japan
in schools” of as many as 400 but owing to the

merciless persecution to which they have been sub-

jected hunting IS now no longer a profitable under
taking and Ites been abandon^

BnUah Birds for June contains the first of what
pomises to be a valuable senes of records on the

breeding habits of the sparrow-hawk In the present

contribution the author, Mr J H Owen, describes fhe

behaviour of the adults towards the young during rain

Ordinarily, after the young are a few days old, the hen
does not reouire her mate to bring food to the nest

In rain, ana especially in heavy ram this it not so

She takes no notice of hit calls and he has to bring
the food and deposit it on the nest If the rain is

not very heavy she will then break it up and dis-

tribute It, but in a heavy downpour the will wait

until its violence has ceased rather than expose her

offspring to the danger of a soaking During pelting

rain the hen, burring home at the first sign of

the impending storm, stands over her young with

outspread wings, taking especial care to cover her

yoimgest completdy When the storm ceases she

will take up her position on some neighbouring tree

and expose her sodden plumage to the sun and air

The down of the nestlings seems never to get
thoroughly soaked, and no attempt is made to preen

it until some time after the hen has left them This
account is ilhistratod by some excellent photographs

In the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Soaety
(vol xU , part 3, for May) Mr C H Senn contributes

a useful paper on leaf vegetables and how to cook
them Vegr^bjes areessential to both g<^ eating and
good healtti, sa that their proper pupation and
oe^ng arasnatWrs of the first importance. Compared

pthCr articles of dlet>-fiah, meat, and poultrv—
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vegetables when properly cooked can be converted
into correctly balancM food at about one-third the
cost The importance of paymg attention to such
matters is therefore essential, espraally at the present
time

Tm importance of the Canary Island palm, Photmx
cananensM is referred to in Kew Biilfetin No 4.
Dr G V Peres states that it is the best wind-tnresJt

for plantations and also that it is an ideal tree to
plant along river-banka to prevent soil erosion In
addition, the hard kernels are found in the Canaries
to be one of the best and most fattening foods for

pigs, and they are also relished by goats Dr Peres
mentions that he is feeding a milch-cow on the kernels
after steeping them for a few days in water and has
found them useful for fattening turkeys Palm honey
can be obtained from the trees by tapping The prac-
tice of tapping the palms was probably Introduced from
the opposite coast of Africa by the aborigines of the
islands

In vol Ixxvi of the Journal of the Royal Agri-
cultural Society, recently issued, Dr Winifred Brench-
ley describes the weeds on arable land and the beat

means for their suppression Surveys of considerable
areas of agricultural England have shown that com-
paratively few weeds are definitely associated with a
single type of soil Some of the most noxious weeds,
from the fanner s point of view are quite indifferent

to soil venations others, although of general dis-

tribution are more frequently found on certain soils,

while a small number are characteristic of particular

soils, more especially sand and chalk The methods
of suppression applicable to annual and perennial

weeds are dealt with generally, special treatments
being presenbed for the most noxious species Thus
charlow (Brasstca anensts) is very susceptible to

eprzye of copper and iron sulphates, which do no
harm to cereals growing in the same field, as their

long, narrow leaves do not hold the poisons like the
rough leaves of the weed In this conneobon it may
be noted that arsenical sprays have been used success-

fully abroad for weed eradication on a large scale

Sometimes a weed becomes so firmly establinied that

ordinary methods are useless and fallowing or a
change in the rotation must be tried As a rule
thorough cultivation of the soil at the right times

—

and it is here that Dr Brenchley’s paper will greatly

help the farmer—is all that is required

Som notes on the meteorological observations of
Roald Amundsen’s Antarctic expedition of iqix-ia
appear in Noturen a monthly publication of the
Bergen Museum, for March and April 1916 (vol xl

,

Nos. 3 and 4) The paper is by H Mohn, who was
responsible for the volume on meteorolo^ in the
scientific publications of the expetUtion I^f Mohn
points out that the observations support the idea,

advocated by Prof Meinardus thaV there is a cyclonic

movement of air over the Antaictic plateau The
winds seem to have a comparatively high temperature
and tite characteristics of r^clonic winds Tne pres-
sure observations showed a decrease towards the Ifole

The existence of cyclonic conditions over the continent
would account for the heavy snowfall that must have
been required for the formation of the ice-cap On
the other hand, it must be remembered that there are
evidences that the snowfall in Antarctica is less tium
it was and insufficient to account for the formation
of thfr toe. C«tainly it is pot proved that the inferior

snowfoit on the plateau is heavy, and it must not be
forgottjpn that we have no winter observations except
on the oOast
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Armt ouuiy vicissitudes and much conflict

opiniep, a water.Mpply scheme for Aberdeen has been
dHoiMy laid down, and although some tone wiU

*

nicessarily elapse before the undertaking can be
j

earned out in its entirety and the town enjoy the full ^

advantages of the additional supply, it » recognised

an all 4des that the settlement of t^ vexed question

is a Boatter for congratulation The present supply

is drawn from the Dee and, despite strong advocacy
of the merits of the Avon and the Dye the future

supply will continue to be drawn from the same
source, though from a point some distance further

upstream Tba new intake wiU be at Cairnton,

on the left bank of the nver, twenty miles above
Aberdeen. Onp of the principal objections raised

against the Dee scheme was that, before interception,

die stream passes through several populous districts,

such as Braemar, Balmoral, and Bailater, which must
inevitably caiue some denee of pollution On the

other hand, Che wide shallow and pebbly bed of the

river lends itself admirably to the oxidation of ita

waters It hat been felt preferable not to rely merely
on fUtrmion and storage but to brmg about further

purification by the excess lune treatment A section

of thia work has already been installed and
described, wkh Uluatnitions, in the Kngineer of

June 33 The population to be supplied with water
numbers 170,000, and the average daily consumption
per head is computed at jo gallons The new scheme
as s fliut instaunent will provide 8i million gallons

psr day and afterwarda an additional i) million

gallons per day

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
A Jons Meteoric Display—Mr W F Denning

writes from Bristol — On the evening of June 28,

after s cloudy, oj^esslve day, the atmosphere cleared

On going out into my garden to commence observa-

tions St about 10 25 G M T I almost immediately
saw that a very nch and unexpected display of
meteors was in progress
“Continuing to watch until 12 15, I saw

meteors, including many fine ones Then
interrupted but these had drifted away and left the
sky clear again at ra sj and fourteen additional

meteors were seen In halt an hour
•The radiant was at a3o“+S4®, and there seemed

to be a wen marked companion centre near jS Bodtit

at 223®+ 41® The meteors were slow, and ail the
brighter ones left evanescent trains of sparks The
shower seems qidte unknown, but there arc nch
ra^nts in Quadrans on January 2 and October a

The VisnouTY op Staiu in DayuoKT—^Among other
interesting items, a note in the Ohstnaiory (June)
records that Sirius was seen with the naked eye by
Mr A E M Fleming one minute before sunset on
April 18 It may be stated here that M Bigourdan
hav now i^sincd grounds for bellering ^ tfao

observation referred to m Nature June 15, shouid
really be ascribed to Peiresc {Compu$ rendtu No 34)

the Larob Mstboritb of Febrlarv 13 iqit —TMs
object fell in the Chusan Archipelago, near Vi^, and
aft intereating deBorlption of the facta attending its

fan, by Mr W F Tyler, appears in the Journal of
the ftoysl Asiatic Society (vol xlvt , 191$) Mr
Tjdsr alludes to many of the observations and £s-
cwmss the real pafii, but the data were somewhat con-
flicdqg, and ns found it impossiUe to harmonise
them and derive a perf^y trustworthy result He
nosigliifife that the meteorite probabfy eshibtted a
curved flight, being directed from N N E at first and
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fifty five

clouds

from N W towards the ead. As to the actual dtstaa-
tioiM of the meteor, Mr Tyler noarjudea that the
incandeecent mass at one point of ita path wan 1500 ft.

In diameter, while at the end it had deefined to So ft.

Mr Tyler haa done the best he could with £»
cordant materials but it is Mr easier to assttme that

the obviously rough observadons were wrong tbas'

that the meteor had a very devious course The writer
would prefer to adopt a straight courae of about

^ geographical miles from N by W
M to the diameter the actual nucleus was probaUy

not more than two or three feet in dianMter It

IS well known that meteoric bodies when incandeatent
appear enormously larger than they really arft Thus
the meteorite whkh f«ul near Wigan on October 13,

1914 gave a brilliant illuminaben and thuader4ika
reports over a wide area though it only weighed

33 lb when afterwards discovered

The Motion of tub Nuclei of Cohbt 19153
(Taylor) —In a senes of measures of the nuclei of

Taylor s comet, made at Bergedorf by H Thiele
between February 19 and April 3, the diatance showed
little change, but the position angle vaned considen*

ably The observation gave a penod of about thir^
days If this is consult^ to be a rotational motion
the total mass of the comet would he about 10-^
(AstroHomisclis Nachnehten No 4846)

On Cbntrb—Limb Sinsrs op Solar Wavb-lbnqths
—^An important memoir deahng with this subject, by
Mr J Eversbed and Dr T Royds, appears as
Bulletin No xlix of the Kodaika^l Observatory
The alterations of wave-lengths of certain Iron Unm
have been studied In greater detail over the sun's

disc, and it appears that they begm to be measurable
not far from the centre (03 of the radius) Thus the

displacements cannot be due to differential pressure
effects The inverse relation between the limb shift

and centre shift is held to indicate that they have a
common origin The authors prefer to seek the cauae
in Iine-of sight motion rather than in anomaloue die-

persion although recognising the possibility of basing
thereon an attractive explanation The Dbppler effects

would result if there exists a general motion Erected-
away from the earth all over Uie disc A crucial teat

of the hypothesis it is suggested would be affbrded
by measures of lines m the spectrum of that face of

the sun eeflected from the planet Venue.

METALLOGRAPHIC METHODS IN
AMERICA

T N a paper on A Metailographic Description «f
A Some Ancient Peruvian Bronzes from Maebu
Picchu, Mr C H Matthewson, m the Atturieatt
Journal of Science (No 340, December, 1915), l^vea
an interesting account of the detailed apf^catim of
modern metaUo^aphic methods to the study of ancient
mstal objects with the view of arriving at an insist
Into the methods of working employed by thoee ww
fashioned the vanous obje^ Some work of thia

kind has already been done by Garland Hadfldd, and
Rosenhain, but the present paper carries th» matter
further for the author has carried out a somewhat
extensive series of experiments on the behaviour of
the tin-copper alloys under cold and hot working and
annealing, in order to amve as cloady as poodbla at
the predse mode of treatment wUeb eodi of the
thirty-three objecu examined had undersHme. While
in general terms it has alaraya been anawhle to dstnw
mine from a mieroaeopie etaminatioa of such an
ohjact whether it haa ben caet or wnw|gi^ MattiMsp.
son endeavours to caiey the mattv furfi^ and t»
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I with some degree of accuracy at what tem-
perature working has been earned out and what
langM and durahons of annealing have been em
pleyed- For this purpose he nvakes use of measure-
ments of gram-sum, of a classification of the degree
of coring' or of homgemsation which has been
produced, and also of the venous mdications of oold
work or overstrain Quite apart from its archaeo-
logical interest, the paper represents a valuable study
of the behaviour of the tm-copper alloys ranging in

dn-content from about a to 14 per cent, under
mechanical deformation and annealing Less happy
are the author’s excursions into the domain of theories

of plastic strain and of annealing in metals generally

,

they burden a lengthy paper with much additional

matter scarcely relevant to the subject

From the Scientific Materials Co
,
of Pittsborgh,

U SiA., we have received pamphlets descriptive of the
Siraatco apparatus for the determination of trans-

(hmution or critical points in iron, steel, or alloys

While 11 s difficult to form any real opinion on such
^plfonccs without having seen' them and tested them
in actual use, the fact that specud apparatus of this

kind is now being placed upon the market m America
is significant of the widespread development and ap-

nUeaBon of metallography So far as can be gathered
mmn the very clear descriptions and illustrations of

the apparatus given in the pamphlets much of it

impears to be highly convenient and ingenious, on
me other hand, certain features are obviously open
to serious criticism For instance, the claim is made
that a very simple form of well-lagged electrically-

wound furnace can by means of a special rheostat

be caused to give a uniform rate of nse and fall of

temperature over a wide range, and it seems most
unlikely that this can be roalised. The form of speci

men adopted is also open to objection on the ground
that much of the metal is further away from the

thermo-couple than is necessary or petocdMible The
diape adapted arises from the use of a leading

in tube of special shape—in itself very con-

venient—by whi^ the wires of the thermo-couples are

brought into the specimen. This shajie of tube, how-
ever, demands a vetr wide htfie, and the effort to

compensate for this by a deep immersion’ results

in an unsatisfactory shape Further, for indicating^ temperatures of the thermo-junctions, both for in-

verse rate and for differential curves nothing better is

prOvicM than a galvanometer with a pointer moving
over an ordinary tcale The entire apparatus thus

appeals to be siritable Only for work of the less deli-

cate or accurate kind, which, however is of very con-

siderable importance In works practice.

PROBLEMS OF CORAL REEFS

Recent work on coni reefs has established firmly

the part played by submergence in the produc-

tion of encircling and barrier reefo At the same
itTn>, such reefs are shown to be based on extensive

pls^orms, from which there b a further descent to

oomic waters Mr T W Vaughan points out

(ifiisr hum of Seienee vol xll 1916 p 134) that

the tisnb« off Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and Cape

Cod * would furnish proper habitats for reef-building

conk did they not He outside the Hfe-aone of such

organisms," while the corresponding plateaus of

Ftoiida a^ the Central American coast support many
leeft He attributes the general overflowing of the

raarglnat land areas in recent geolojrical time to

"aome dlostrophic chaise in tbe eartHT’ and Is un-
wtlHiig taiboept GladaTcontrol as accounting for all

wiy fiMts Hit paper Is an Tntrodtiction to one on the
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‘ Relations of Coral Reefs to Crust Movements in the
Fiji Islands, by E C Andrews of Sydney (ibtd

,

P 1^)1 which submergence is regarded as essential

to the formation of tbe Great Barrier Reef of Queens-
land, while the barrier reefs of the Fijis are reviewed
os narrow growths rising from land areas that have
been recently submerged Prof R A Daly follows
(thid

,

p 153) with a paper on Problems of tbe
Pacific Islai^, and emphasises the presence of plat-

forms one or two miles to one hundred miles in width
as bases for the growth of reefs He also considers
the case of Queensland, and the numerous sectioin

given, drawn to scale, are an important contribution

to geography The problem of the coral reef," he
concludes, ^is, in essence, tbe problem of tbe plat-

form Mr T W Vaughan, in the Journal of tha
Washington Academy of Sciences, voL vi 1916, p 53,
describes the association of platforms and rera m
the Virgm and Leeward Islands, where tbe olatfonxis

were moulded by marine erosion during 1

time and then submerged, the changes o
thus according with Daly a theory of Glacial control
RecMlers of Natubb will remember a recent considera.
tion of this theory (voL xcvii

, p 191)

G A J C

SPECTRA IN ELECTRIC FIELDS
CHORTLY after Stark’s

tral lines could be sitral lines could be spLt up mto two or more
comjionenta by an electrical field an OLCOunt was given
in Natukx (May 14, 1914, vol xcui

, p a8<A, under
tho title \n Electrical Analog of the Zeemann
Effect, of the experiments of the Italian physicist,

Lo Surdo, upon the Balmer series It was shown by
I o Surdo that tbe resolution of the four lines in tbs
visible spectrum followed some remarkably simple
laws In a paper, dated December 19, 1915, i» the
Rendicontt dell* R Accadtmut dtt Lttuet C SenagHa
shows that Lo Surdo’s laws hold for the first line m
the ultra-violet, 1 e tbe fifth of the Balmer seriea.

rhe total number of componenta mto which the hoe
can be resolved is seven, correqioflding to the value of
tbeparameternintbe Balmer formula which gives the
line and the number of components the vibrations of
which are perpendicular to the field is five, equal to
the number which gives the jxisition of the line m the
senes
In the same volume. No xxiv

,
are two papers by

Rita Brunetti, which detail the renilts obtains on the
helium spectrum by Lo Surdo’a method In the third

subsidiaiy series, m which four lines have been
examined, it is found that the number of comjxinents
into which a line can be resolved is agam equal to the
value of the parameter n ^vlng the position of tbe
me in the senes. For each line there are three un-
polarised components, while the number of pcdarised
components is equei to (n— 3). In the first subsidiary
series ooly the first member, for which aaty, possesses
any poWissd compooent, for all the lines of thu
series the number of unpolarised components of any
line is (n-s). It u interesting to notice, when Britian
science Is so much under dunit^on, that tha opticM
apparatus used in all these researches was supplied
by an English firm
We have- also received vol xxiv 96 pp of AtU

della fottdaetotu teienUfiea Cagnola doHa sua ItMu-
eiotu in Pot, containing a r^i^ by Prof G Vamii
on tile progreas and present position of wireless tele-

grapiiy aom tefapb^ For choice of materbd,
hiddllk and an interesting stj4e this little vabirae

wouM oe Afficttk to beat Tbe literature is brou^
up about tbe eng of 1944.

R S. W.
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SCIENCE IN EDUCATION AND
INDUSTRY

T ORD CRSWE announoMl at a meeting of the
L'' governing body of the Imperial College of Science
and Technology on June 30 that It le Sie intention

of the Government to appomt a Special Committee
to Inquire into the question of the position of science

in national education It is proposed that the Cmn
mittee, working in close concert with the President of

the Board of Education shall include representa

tives of pure science, of applications of science to

commerce and Industry and also those who are able

from general experience to correlate scientific teaching
with education as a whole The Committee will

have a close connection with Government and Lord
Crewe himself will be the chairman The general

objects of the Committee will be broadly speaking
to mquire into the jiosition of science in our educa
tional system especially in universities and secondary
schools Its duty will be to advise the authorities

how to promote the advancement of pure science and
also the interest of trades industries and profess ons
dependent on the apidlcation of science not neglecting

the needs of a Hb^l education

These objects are almost identical with those which
the British Science Guild and its various important
committees have been urging upon public attention

for the past ten years without much practical support

from the scientific societies and educational associa

tlons which only awakened to their importance after

the war had been upon us for some months The
new Committee is to be connected with the Recon
struction Comm ttec appointed bv the Prime M nister

m March last to consiaer and advise upon the proh-
lems that will arise on the conclusion of peace and
to co-ordinate the work which has already been done
by tile Departments in this direction Lord Crewe
said on June 30 that it had been thought wise that

the Prime hflnister s Reconstruction Committee
should undertake the general supervision and review

of the changes which might be required in our
national system of education rather than that this

inquiry should as had been recommended, be en
trusted to a Royal Commission The possibility of

Immediate action by any Department on any point

on which necessity for action was proved was a most
distinct and substantial gain over what would be
possible if the procedure had been by Royal Commis-
sion It was clear that a review of our education
generally could not be regarded as strictly one of the

subjects of reconstruction after the war but on the

other hand the two things could not be disconnected
AnV suggestions or other communications frqm inib

-Wduals or organisations bearing upon the inquiries

now being undertaken should be addressed to Mr
Vaughan Nash C V O C B Secretary of the

Reconstruction Committee 6a Dean s Yard West
minster They will be considered and referred in

suiuble cases to the Department concerned or to one
•of the Sub-committees to which particular subjects

•or groups of subjects have been referred by the
Reconstruction Committee

SCIENCE AND THE BREWING INDUSTRY >

At the commencement of the penod under review
when the author first became definitelv asso-

-ciated with the brewing industry at Burton-on Trent
In 1866 brewing operations were conducted on purely
empirical- lines the real nature of the processes in

:t «r Bmrlnt Msv S e
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volved being unknown The rational sdentifle oontral

of these operations wluch is possible to-day it the
outcome of a vast amount of experlmenul study of
brewing problems and this study has not only extended
the bounds of natural science b^ond all expectations,

but has induectly conferred incalculable benefits on the

human race by its influence on the development of
medicine surgery and sanitation The views of
Berzelius and Liebig on fermentation were still widely
accepted fifty years ago and the maladies to which
beer was subject weie attributed to some indefinable

transformations of its albuminoid constituents The
true nature of alcoholic fermentation as a normal func-
tion of the living yeast cell was elucidated by Pasteur
who rendered munense services to the fermentation
industries by his stud es on the technology of vinegar,
wme (1863-66I and beer (1871-76) bringing to ught
for the first time the faction of bacteria in producing
disorders of these beverages What is not generally

recogn sed is that bis later work on infectious diseases

and mmunisation which laid the foundation of the
subse<}uent wonderful developments of preventive
medicine and hygiene was the direct outcome of these
researches on the fermentation industries and was m
large measure rendered possible by a technique which
be acqu red therein

The reactions which take place in the brewers
mash tun were investigated by O Sullivan at one of
the Burton breweries from about 1870 onwards in

a senes of researches of the first importance not
only to brewing but to the hemlstry of enzyme
action Applying the polarimeter an instrument
rarely used in this country at that time he studied

the action of malt-diastase on starch demonstrated
that the crystallisable sugar formed is not dextrose
but maltose and studied the quantitative relation of
-the maltose and dextrin under varying conditions of
temperature

fne study of malting processes was stimulated by
the transference of the excise tax from malt to beer,

in 1881 when certain restrictions on malting opera-
tions imposed by the authonties were removM in a
long series of researches the author, in collaboration
with G H Morris and others succeed in bringing
to light the principal chemical and morphologicM
changes which go on in the barley gra n aunng the
early stages of germination and laid the foundation
of a scientific control of malting processes He demon
strated that the embryo of the gra n is related to the
endosperm as a vegetable parasite to its host that
there is no structural connection between the two
and that if the surrounding integuments common to
both are removed the embryo can be readily separated
from the endosperm and reared into a pmect plant
by the application of su table nutriment In the ger-
minating barley grain the food reserve in the endo-
sperm is made available for the embryo bv means of
diastatic cytatic and proteolytic enzymes secreted by
the epithelial cells of the scutellum of the embryo,
these enzymes projected into the endosperm dissolve
the ceQ walls ana corrode and dissolve the starch
granules
The study of the micro-organisms of fermentation

received a fresh Impulse some years after the con
elusion of Pasteur a studies on beer from the work
of EmI! Chr Hansen at Copenhagen He intro-
duced new methods of Investigation distinruisbed the
primary brewers’ veast Saeearomycti cerevisiae frpm
other types capable of producing secondary changes
in beer and introduced the practice common on the
Continent of using pure-culture jmsts produced from
a single cell for brewing
Manv of the problems which arise in conneption

with the fermentation industries deserve the doagst
‘ attention of physiologists and pathM^ists intsmu^
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*t tfaejr present a^Mcts of biocbemiitry and cetl-

functiomng in a relatively simple form free from many
oi theooQ^licadonsencountered with higher organisms
One such problon is the activation of enzymes which
is sometimes produced by the presence of living cells

The author observed, for instance, that certain kinds
of starch granules, capable of resisting indefinitely the

action of a highly dlastatic liquid in which they were
immersed, were readily attacked by the diastase after

a trace of yeast bad been added Possibly the ex
planadon Is to be sought in the reversible nature of
enzyme action and the continuous removai of certain

products by the yeast The subject may perhaps
throw some iight on the influence of vitimines on
animal nutrition The allied problem of symbiosis is

exemplified in a relatively simple form by the amylo-
prooess " emploved in certain distilleries at Seclin, in

France In this process the sterilised amylaceous
material is saccharified and converted into alcohol and
carbon dioxide in one operation by the joint action of
a mould fungus which produces diastase and a yeast
which effects fermentation Another subject which
should be of interest to the physiologist relates to the
quantitative relation between the reproduction of yeast
cells and the supply of oxygen available The author
found that when cells are sparsely distributed through
a nutrient liquid the oxygen initially dissolved in the
liquid is rapidly absorb^ by the cells, ind the
oxygen-charge’ per cell thus taken up determines

the reproductive capacity of the yeast, provided no
furdier oxygen is amiable The author gives further
examples of the extension of scientific knowledge re-

suiting from the study of brewing problems and
discusses at length some of the more te^tcal matters
which still await solution

THE FLAWS OF NORTHERN WDIA AND
THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO THE HIMALAYA

MOUNTAINS »

A HUNDRED years ago the accepted Idea was
that mountain ranges were due tio the upward

pressure of liquid lava and that their elevation had
been caused by volcanic forces But when geologists

began to study the structure of rocks, they found that

mountains had suffered from honrontal compression
whidi was evident from the folding 01 strata

This discovery led to the idea that mountains had
been elevated, not by vertical forces, but by honzontal
forces, which squeezed the rock upward The
wrinkling of the earth’s crust into mountains by
horizontu forces was explained by the cooling of the

earth; this is the well-known contraction theory, the

earth’s Interior is held to cool and to contract and the

miter crust is supposed to get too large for the shrink-

ing core and to wrinkle
About 1S60 the observations of the plumb-line

brought to light a most important and totally un-
expected fact, namely, that the Himalaya were not

exercising an attraction at all commensurate with their

bulk.

The pIumb-Hne was observed at Kaliana, 60 miles

from the foot of the mountains, the observers found

that the Himalaya were exerddng no appreciable

attract By the theory of gravitation the plumb-
One ought to be deflect^ at Kaliana tfi seconds

towards tito hills It Is not deflected at all ;
it hangs

vertically This discovery was the first contribution

made by geodesy to the study of mountains The ifis-

covery was thia, that the Himalaya behaved as if

ftey had no mats, as if they were an epnpty eggshell;

„._jneftaaim aiMnni lo the tiidlw I
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they seemed to be made of rock, and yet thw exercised
no more attraction than air From the Kaliana ob.
servadons Pratt deduced his famous theory of moun-
tam compensation

, he explained the Kaliana mystery
by assuming that the rocks underiymg the mountains
must be lighter and less dense thu uiose underlying
plains and oceans The visible mountain masses, he
said, are conmnsated by deficiencies of rock under-
neath them This is the theory of mountain compensa-
tion The compensation of the Himalaya is not be-

lieved now to be exactly complete and perfect, they
seem to be compensated to the extent of about 80 per
cent ,

their total resultant mass is thus about one-fifth

only of their visible mass standing above sea-level

The discovery of mountain compensation struck a blow
at all theories which attributed the elevation of moun-
tains to any additional masses that had been pushed
in from the sides The elevation of mountains by
subterranean lava squeezed in from the side had to be
rejected because it gave to mountains additional mass

,

the wrinkling of the earth s surface by lateral hori-

zontal forces had to be rejected because it gave to

mountains additional mass pushed in from the sides

As the Himalaya possess only one fifth of their appar-
ent visible mass, I am led to suggest that the prin-

cipal cause of their elevation has been the vertical

expansion of the rocks underlying them vertical ex-
pansion due to physical or chemical change

Mountains OrtgtnaU at Great Depths

A very important work has been that of Mr Hay-
fork wno has recently discussed the results of the
plumb-line at a large number of stations in America,
He has confirmed Pratt Hayford has investigated

the depth to which the deficiency of density underiymg
mountains goes down, and he has found that that

depth is between 60 and 00 miles That is to say, he
has shown that the depth of subterranean compensa-
tion is very great compared with the height of moun-
tains The discovery that mountains originate from
the great depth of 60 to qo miles is the second impor-
tant rontribution of geodesy to this study The first

was compensation, the second is great depth

Southerly Deflections Prevail over the Canges Plains

Now let me tellyou of the third discovery due to

this plumb-line The survey found that at 60 miles
from the hills this plumb-line hung vertically, and
Pratt deduced the theory of mountain compensation.
But when the survey began to extend their operations,

a new phenomenon came to light, which caused great
surprise Ail over northern India at distances exceed-

ing 70 miles from the hills, this phimbdine was found
to hiuig decisively away from tm mountains

, here at
Lucknow it is deflected 9 seconds to the south.

If the Himalaya were simply compensated, this

[dumb-line should be hanging at Lucknow
exactly vertical; If the mountains were not
compensated, it should be deflected hete about w
seconds towards the north. But it is deflected 9 seconoa
towards the south The observers were astonished to
find that at places in si^t of Himalayan peaks the
plumb-line turned away from the mountain mass , that
at Amntsar In sight of the Dhauladhar snows, it was
deflected towards the low Punjab plalnr; at Bombay
it was deflected seawards away from the Western
Ghats; on the east coast of India it was deflected sea-
wards away from the Eastern Ghats
The new lesson to be learnt from the plumbJlno

is tld|: a hidden subterranean channel of defident
dekslta must be sldrting the mountains of India.
Herew North India is a wide aone of deficient density,
of orustal attenuation ; it in' Ae presence of this zona
of deflplettcy Aat'accounts far the souAerly deflection
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of the plambiJliw. What ii the niMmiiiK of thb tape?
How hoi It come into ezlotencs?
K you look at this section the earth’s crust in tbeso

outer Himalaya has been comprised laterally of
this there is no doubt. The anea between the snowy
range and the foothills is a soae of crustal com-
presMon And I suggest for your consideration that
the fxSngetic trough, this sone of deficiency, is a zone
of tension in the crust The crust has been stretched
here and attenuated Heiej^ have compression, and
alongside is the tension The tension is the romjde..

ment of the compression I have pointed out I’lat the
Himalaya mountains are largely, but not completely,

compensated by their underlying dcficiencwa of
density, their compensation is however, rendered

Hypothesu of a Rift

1 showed you on the evidence of the plumb-line that

the Gangetic trough wae a zone of crustal attenuation,

a zone m which the earth's crust was deficient in

density I then took one step forward and suggested
(hat it was a zone of tension I will now take another

step forward and suggest to you that there has
occWred an actual opening in the subcrust, and that

the outer crust has fallen in owing to the failure of its

foundations I suggest that the Ganges plains cover

a C^t nft in the earth’s crust

The earth is a cooling globe, an increase of tem-
perature occurs as we descend into mines, and this

temperature gradient is a proof that the earth is lodng
heat by conduction outw/irds The discovery of

radium has not affected the argument
The rock composing the crust and subcnist is

however, a bad conductor, and the interior of the earth

will not ihrmk away from its aust, as has been
assumed in the contraction theory The inner core of

the earth is, in fact, not losuig heat appreciably The
outer shell was the first to lose its heat, then the

shell below it, and the subcrust is now losing its beat

more quickly than the intenor core As the outer

shells contract from cooling they become too small

for the core, and they crack Supposing we had here

a great globe of rock red hot throughout, how would
it cool? Can you imagine it cooling in such a way
that the core b^me too small for the outer shell and
the outer shell became wrinkled? No, the outer shell

would cool first and would crack

The outer shell of the earth was the first to crack

millions of years ago, now a lower shell, the sub-

crustal shell, IS cradking When a crack occurs in

the subiTust, parts of the upper crust fall m
You win see that this Indus-Ganges trough has the

appearance of a crack And there are reasons for

braeving that these Himalaya have been split off

from this andent table-land and have been moved
nc^wards and cninipled up into mountains

from the Bay of Bteigst to the Mediterranean,

Geologists have discovered that the andent tabie-

Umti of the Vindbyas and Deccan is a remnant of a
much treater tabi^Uuid that in very early ages in-

cluded Africa and Arabia Africa and Arabia and the

table^iend are, in fzet, fragments of one exten-

sive and andent oonUnefit

To the west of Karadii we tee the Perdan GuK
Md tba aUlas of the Tigns-Euphrates The plans

ofthe ’’gr^Eu^hcates .are very similar to (hose Of

thodiKla'' fltey Of mud. sand, pedimept

MacJa a long trough betwesn the ancient tabte-land

«f£rdHs mid^tlie moMOtaihs of Persia,

Further west we find the Euphrates trough is cott-
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timied by the Mediterranean Sea, and the MeditWS-
rsman is bounded on Uie north by the Taqrus noouhi
tains, the Balkans, Carpathians, ^leaaloes, and

throughout the whole dlstanoe from Calcutta to
Sidly we see that the old tableland, India-Arabia-
Africa, is bounded on the nordi by a 1(^ trough, and
that this trough is, m its turn, bounded by the
younger mountain ranges from the Himalaya to the
Alps Geologists hatve discovered that all these ipoun-
tain ranges were elevated in the same era, they are
all of the same age

I submit for your consideration that the Gangea-
Indus-Euphratcs-Mediterranean trough is an incuca-
tion at the earth’s surface of a rift in the subcnist
The whole zone from Java to Sicily has been visited

by earthquakes throughout the historic penod And
the recent earthquakes in ShiUong, Dharmsala, and
Messina show that seismic activity is continuing in
our time This is, m fact one of the zones of the
earth along which earthquakes occur most frequentty.

The Bombay Coast.

I must now invite your attention to the Bombay
coast Prom the Tapti to Cape Comonn runs the
range of mountains known at the Western GibatB.

This range is parallel to the coast of India and about
jD miles inland, it rises suddenly with a steep scarp
The strata are almost as honzmital as when first lam
down

,
th^ have never been compressed or folded

The survey has observed the plumb-line at different

points along this coast , it is alwms deflected strongly
towards the sea To the west of &»nbay and Manga-
lore there is the deep sea , and to the east there is a
massive range more than 4000 ft high

,
yet the plumb-

line will hang seawards If the western Ghats
possessed the mass which they appear to possess, and
which the Suess school ascribes to them, then the
Bombay plumb4ine should be deflected 15 seconds
towards them If on the other hand the Western
Ghats are compensated by deficienaes of mass under-
lying them in accordance with the compensation
theories of Pratt and Hayford, then the pminb-Une
should hang vertically at Bombay But the phunb-
Une takes neither of these courses

,
it hangs towards

the sea We have been puzzled for Tears by the
plumb-line at Bombay

,
we used to think

that the rock under the ocean must be
so dense and heavy that it was able to
pull the plumb-lines towards the sea Major
Cowie however, observed in the south of Kathiawar,
and found that the ^mb-Iine here had a strong
landward deflection seaward deflections occur
throughout the Bombay coast but not round Kathia-
war It it only quite recer"’"

— '

we have at Bmbay the
Lucknow
In northern India the phunb-line will peraiat in

hangmg away from the visible mountains and at

Bombay it takes Bie same course, and when I bonsfder
Its constant seaward deflection 1 am only suggeet to
you that a crack in the subcrust has extendM from
Cape Comorin to Cambqy, and that tUs emide
has occurred tiie Western Ghats Hade beta elsvatod.

The crack ha* been filled by inasaeS of falleti redt
and by alluvial deposita broiqikt dodm by chma. «

Oeoiegiste have ahown that dds range oonsbta, flam
latitude ac^ to ifp, of the lavas of the Deornm coat-

parathrety recent rodet, whilst from ladttide id^ to

the raqge of ancient mettmorpUe recksl Tlie
rocks of the nerthem part of the tUge ore- of a
iHffeiient and structure and origin kom Shom of

tfao^ muth^
Nevertheless, geodesists contend that tUs tp em w>d
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ibt MM rangft, the roc)u oompouog it have hod
oathiflg ta do wUh lla elevattoa. The Weetem Ghats,
hare ^evMkl, after the Deccan lavas had becimie
sotidifiad into surface rocks Their elevation took
place in the Tertiary age

The Depth of the Cangehc Rift

In considering the ^th of the Gangetic rift we
must appeal, first, to geodesy and then to seismology
Now g^esy tells us that the compensation of the
Himalaya (is the root of the Himalaya) extends
downwards to a great depth I regard the Gangetic
plains and the Himalayan range to be the two parts
of one whole, 1 believe that they have originated
together and if the depth of Himalayan compensation
extends down to 60 miles then I think that the
Gangetic rift may extend down to that depth alsa
PTow let us turn to seismology, seismologista arc

able to form rough estimates of the depths of earth
quakes. In the Oharmsala earthquake Muldlemiss
estimated its depth to be between la and 40 miles
Xiddkmisss maximum value is not very different

from the geodetic value
It IS an interesting question to consider whether a

fissure in rocks could extend downwards to a great
depth From 9 place near the Indus b Kashmir it is

possible to see a continuous wall of rock 4 miles in

height, on the flank of Nanga Parbat Mount Everest
stands erect si •"Hes above sea level its summit
stands Ann and rigid fi miles above the depths of the
Bay of Bengal we have therefore evidence that the
materials of the crust are strong enough to admit of
the continued existence of great differences in attitude

But Mount Everest is standing in air whereas a
crack m the subcrust becomes filled with rocks falling

b and with fluid rock magma from below and the
walls of the crack thus get a support that Mount
Everest does not possess It seems to me quite pos-

sible that a cradc sych as I have described mav have
extended down to a depth of 60 miles by successive

fractures at increasing depths the opening being filled

by falling material

iHiemtU Cmuss of Mountwi Elevation

1 have shown you how zones of subsidmice m the

crust are bordered by mountains and 1 have now to

discuss the rsbttons^ of subsidence to elevation of

tnuglw to mountams The Red Sea is a zone of frac

bite Md It u bordered on each side by a zone of

elevation But along the Bombay coast the zone of
subsidence is border^ only on the one side by a zone
of elevation The subcrustal crack from Surat to

Cape Comorin baa been accompaned by a vertical

upuft of the Ghats and I suggest for your considera

tkMi thit the vertical force which elevated the Ghats
was the aapaniion of the underlying rock due to

physical or chfniical change
Mr Mayden informs me that the speafic cavity of

the oomposmg the Neilghemes varies from 3 67
to 3-03—that Is 14 per cent—and that the rode of the

Haaeribagh plateau varies from 3 5 to 3 1—34 per

cent
The Western Ghats appear to have risen about

4000 ft Now we know that the Wdstenf Ghats are

Un^y coenpensated by underlying deficiency of

dsmtV, if me compensation of the Western GhaU
axtenw dbwnwards to a depth of 60 miles, then an
enaanaiba laf a per cent would be more than sufficient

to acosuai for the alevatien of the Ghate Mr Hay
den finds variations of 14 and of 34, par cent, in the

densities ed surfitoe rocks and yet an exponsson of

oi^ a per cent, would account for both the rievatlon

SMid riia senpenaation ef the Ghata
The hstBroieeatniis rocks comporing Ijte eaitfa scrust

an (lembwWy dadeigioisqr changes oif atnietum, known
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to geologists as metamorphism At a depth of 301

miles the temperature is sufhciently high to melt all

known rocks , but increase of pressure raises mriU
mg point and the increase of pressure und^ground
may be sufficiently great to counteract the effects of

the increase of temperature So t^at at a depth of

even 60 milea rocks may still be solid and rigid, as
geodesy leads us to believe they are

The main ranges of the Himalaya are composed of
graiilte, this granite has protruded upwards from
below I suggest that the protrusion of granite is due
to expansion of rod>^ in the subcrust The great
Himalayan range is 5 miles high and the compensa-
tion of this range—that is its underlying deficiency of

density—is estimated to extend downwards to a d^th
of perhaps 75 miles An unxlerground expansion of

7 per cent would be sufficient to account for the
eleratioB of the Himaiay 1

Many of the faults which Intersect the Himalaya
may, I think, be ascribed to the sheannjg which must
have ensued when certain areas of the crust were
forced vertically upwards by the metamorphism of
subcrustal rock Many distortions of surface strata

may be ascribed to local vanalions in die verffcal exp
pension of deep-seated rocks
The peculiar sinuous curve of the norBiern Tibetan

border concave on the east convex on the west is re*

produced in the north of Persia and again in riie Car-
pathuma The Persian ranges all have a trend froir

south-east to north west, except that the Caspian,
subsidence seems to have puahM rudely m from the
north and forced the northern range into a rinuoun
curve It IS significant that at the point of the Cas-

p an push stands the peak of Demavend, the highest

point in all Persia Elevation is the companion of
subsidence
The conclusions which I have ventured to submit to

this meeting may be summarised as follows —
(i) The fundamental cause of both elevabon and

subridence is the occurrence of a crack in the sub-

crust

(3) Mountains are compensated by underlyitig de*.

ficieocies of matter

(3) Mountains have nsen out of the enut from a
great depth possibly 60 miles

(ji) Mountains owe their elevation mamly to the
vertical expansion of subjacent rock

I have now had the great privilege of placing cer-

tain problems before you My endeavour has been
to point out to this congress and especially to its

younger members the many scientific secrets that

are lying hidden under the plains of northern India

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

OxvoKo —No honorary degrees were conferred at

this year s Encssnia, but on June aq- Mr Douglas W
Freshfield received the honorary degree of DiCL.
The Public Orator in jiresenting Mr Freshfield laid

eqiecial stress on bis rovocai^ of the claims of ge(»*

graphy for full recognition among university stumes
He spoke also of Mr Freshfield s eminence as a
mowtainser of his personal devotion to the themy
and practice of geographical science and ef his
achievements as a man of letters

SHxmsi.D.>-In connection with the new department
of glam technology the University has mstituted a
oiploma m the subject The course of study will

cover three years, but candidates who have qkpit at
least two yesrs in- the glass industry may be exempted
from ahmdanoe in the first yehr’s course undsr
certMa conditions. The last- two- yean stiukrwlUbe
devpted almost eatinly to the chemistry physios, srtid.
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technology of glaM, vlth a certain amount of Initruc.

tion in engineering ptinciplet and mechanical
drawing

Thru adudanhiM, of the approximate value of sot.

each, are offered oy the Common Const (the organ
of the National Union of Women’s Suffrage Socleaes)

to women who with to quahfy for positions at indus-
trial chemista Applicatlont mutt be made not later

than the morning of July ty to the scholarship secre-

tary, the Common Cause, 14 Great Smith Street,

London, 5 W ,
from whom further particulars can be

obtained

Da A H Graves who during the year 1914-1915
was engaged In botanical research at the laborat^
of Prof V H Blackman, Imperial College of Science

and Technology, London, has been appointed
associate professor of biology in the new Connecticut
College for Women at New London, Connecticut.

USA Dr Graves was formerly assistant professor

of botany in the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale
University and instructor in forest botany in the
Yale Forest School

The eighth annual meeting and conference of the
Secondary Schools Association will be held at Caxton
Hall, Wntnunster S W on Wednesday July la

at a o clock p m Sir Philip Magnus M P will

preside Two papers will be read on this occasion
namely, (i) scientific Habits and Knowledge by
Mr F Brames, senior science master at Bristol

Grammar School, and (a) Scientific Method in

Education by Mr S E Brown, headmaster of the
Liverpool Collegiate School

Reouibktai, care committees and relatives and
friends of British prisoners of war will do them a
good service by bringing to the notice of the in

terned in thdr letters to them the fact that if they
are desirous of carrying on serious reading they can
obtain free of charge educational books on almost
any subject by wnting to Mr A T Davies at the
Board of Education Whitehall London S W To
facilitate the dispatch of parcels of books and if

possible the organisation of an educational Ibrary
in every camp all applications for books should as a
rule be sent through or endorsed by the senior or

other responsible British officer or N C O in the
camp Where for any reason (which should be stated

in tlie application) this course is impracticable re-

quests from individual prisoners will be acceded to

so far as pouible

The General Education Board of the United States

announces that grants amounting to 148000I were
made at its annual spring meeting The lar^t grant was
one of 50 oool for the medical department of Washing-
ton University St Louis M ssouri This gift makes
aoo oool appropriated by the General Education
Board to this institution towards a total of 300 oool

for the purpose of placing the teaching of medicine
surgery and pediatnes on the so-called full time basis

Including the aopropriations now made the General
Education Board has since its organisation in 190a

made grants amounting to 3 677 400I This amount
was either appropriated outright or towards total

funds to be raised amounting in all to 12,897 400I

Of the grants made during this period about 600 oool

was for medical schools, 2 500 oool for universities and
colleges 20 oool for furthw prosecution of educational

researches 180 oool for colleges and schools for

neipoes 60,oool for professors of secondary educa-

tion and so oool for form demonstration work

Tnt Board of Education has issued a arcular

dealing with several points In connection with the
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education services and military service. Toadierer
full-time students ir public schoofo of various grsdti,
and education officials who are not ^ssed os fit for

general service are not to be called up without
reference to the War Office which will consult with
the Board of Education The procedure now applic-

able in the case of attested teachers and officials fit

for general service may also be used in the case of un-
attested as well as of attested, but reference is in future

to be made to the War Office (not the Board of

Education as heretofore) Full-time students fit for

general service are not for the present to be called

up until they attain the age ot eighteen, but the

Army Council may terminate this arrangement after

July 31 The Army Council on grounds of public

interest mil lonsider applications endorsed by the

Board of Education for the postponement of military

service in the case of specially selected students of
science or technology The applications must be
limited to research students or post-graduate students,

and other students who are likely to attain a standard
equivalent to first or second-class honours in courses

leading to degrees Applications on behaif of such
students are to be made in the first instance to the

Board of Education by the authorities of the univer
sites and colleges concerned

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Phjrdcal Society June 16— Prof G W O Hoae in

the chair—Capt C E S Phillips Experiments
with mercury )ct interrupters The )[>aper describes
an experimented attempt to ascertain the form of
the mercury column issuing from a hole in the side

of a rotating drum that is continuously sumlled with
mercury by centrifugal action Inadentaily a new
form of interrupter is introduced in which the interior

is visible through a window in the lid Experiments
with various forms of orifice are desenbed and it is

ponted out that the issuing stream is only slightly

affected by this means An explanatioh is given of
the fact that a vertical slit orifice will not produce a
nbbon of mercury and that no matter how much the
diameter of the orifice is increased beyond about
2 mm the cross section of the mercury column
remains unaltered A method is desenbed however,
by which a much larger stream of mercury can be
ODtained from the rotating drum if necessary —G D
West A method of measunng the pressure of light

by means of thin metal foil Part 11 The pressure
of the radiation emitted by a carbon filament lamp,
at a distance of a few centimetres, is sufficient to
cause a microscopically measurable deflection of the
end of a strip of gold or aluminium foil suspended in

a closed test tube By this means the radiation pres-

sure may be measured and the results may be checked
by a comparison with the energy density of the radia-
tion as deduced from the initial rate of rise of tem-
perature of an exposed blackened copper plate In a
previous paper experlmenU were carried out in atmo-
spheres of air and hydrogen and at pressures extending
from 76 cm to i cm of mercu^ Under certain

conditions it was found possibie to obtain satisfactory
results The present paper deals with experiments at
pressures from i cm of mercury down to the MfFiest
exhaustions that could be readied. Experiments on
the pressure of light may thus be advantageously
carriM out at the highest vacua obtairwUe, or *t
pressures as fat above o-ooa cm of mercury as con-
vection currents will permit The latter altmative is

the easier and leads to more condstmt resuhs.-T'

Edith Bmaplirsy and E aafoehSk The vl^ty of
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^ of rigid parOcles at difforent ratea of

„ar. "Thia invoitigation waa undertaken with a
iriew of teattng tho Binat^-Hatacbek formula at
irwrlsUe ratea of ahear Accordinj2 to thu formula the

vi^eoaitiv of a auapenaion of rigid apherical particlea

grawa in linear ratio with the aggregate volume of

auaptaded particlea, and la independent of their aize,

10 long aa the latter conforma to Stoker a formula
The auapenaion choaen waa one of rice atarch of

OKioj mm , and lesa, diameter, in a mixture of carbon
tetrachloride and toluene having the aame apedfic
gnvi^. The reaulta of the investigation are —(i)

The viacoaity of a suspension is a function of the rate

of shear, and increases aa the latter decreases, the

difference being more marked at higher concentrations

,

(a) for all rates of shear the viscosity of the suspeni
increases more rapldlv than the aggregate volume
suspended matter; (3) for any one rate of shear the
relative viscosity of a suspension, 1 e its absolute
viscosity divided by the absolute viscosity of the
medium at the same rate of shear, also increases more
rapidly than the percentage of suspended matter, the
divergence from the linear increase demanded by the
formula becoming less as the rate of shear berames
greater, so that a linear law may possibly hold good
at rates of shear higher than those attainable in the

present apparatus without turbulence The general
conclusion is that the assumption on which the
Binstein-Hatschek formula is based, via non-inter

ference between adjoining particles, is not tenable in

the case of suspensions containing between a and 6 per
cent of suspended matter —Dr A Oriathi and others

A correction of some work on diffusion When salt

lUffuses through water, in general there must be a
movement of the water due to volume-changes asso-
ciated with variations m concentration In the papers
to which the recalculation refers reference was made
to the velocity of the liouid or solution , but what was
meant bv the velocity of the liquid was not explained
The author now deals with the velocity of the water-
component of the solution to which a clear mathe-
matical meaning can be given

Royal mcretceylcal Soclsty, June ai —Mr E Heron-
Alien, president, in the chair—Miss G Lister The
life-history of Myoetozoa, with special reference to

Ceratlom3rxa The author referred to the work of
Dr. John, of the Berlin University, proving that the

hmoebulsa produced by division of me swarm-spores
united in ^irs as gametes to produce zygotes, from
which the plasmodia grew The nuclei of the zygotes
had twice as many chromosomes as the nuclei of the

gametes In Ceratiomyxa Dr jahn was the first to

observe the division of nuclei in the young sporo-

phores prior to spore-formation ; this was found to be
a reduction division, and to(^ place* during the net-

work” stage of the maturing sporophore To Illus-

trate theae observations, lantern slides taken from the
preparations lent by Dr Jahn were shown on the

screen, as well as a senes of slides showing the more
stnking forms of sporangia met with among the

Mycetozoa

Pams

the chair —G Blgeardaa Honord Gaultier and some
confusion which has arisen concerning him—

G

Blgewdea The propagation of sound to a great dis-

tanceln the open air It ir known that intenw sounds
prodviped by exploskms, are not regularly propagated
round the source, but that there are zones of silence and
zones in which the sound^B heard. The cannonade at the

front nffen an opportl|nity for the experimental study
of thie ^ieiwmenon,gnnd a ;dan ittoufflned for its

law study—H La Cbafrllit » The maximum
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solubility of calcium sulphate A reply to some
cntlcisma of M Colson—A. Ckaaveaa The precau-
tions necessary in the study of tuberculosis m persons
employed in Parisian wine^ars A reply to the views
expressed by M Landowzy The author maintains
that tuberciuous infection is independent of alcoholism
—A Vsfschairel A new method for the study of the
graduations of a circle—R Otrakr Study of the
general integral of equation (VI ) of M Painlevd in
the neighbourhood of its transcendant singularities—
E BatlcH The pressure exerted by a pulverulent mass
with a free plane surface on a sustaining wall —
S Pestsmak The isomers T^^and T,.nof stearolio

at id Only four of the sixteen possible isomers of the
normal chain acetylenic acids, C,.H,,0, have up to
the present been described Ihe preparation and pro-
perties of two additional isomers are desenbed in the
present paper —M DsUoal The marine Bartonian m
the Pyrenees —M de Lsssothe Tho ancient outlines

of the coast of the basin of the Somme and their con-
cordance w ith those of the western Mediterranean —
h Bslet The asymmetry of the Pacific the law
of the antipodes and the geneml profound forms of
the earth in the hypothesis of a pnmitive southern
deluge —B Qslltzlnc The localisation of the epicentre

of an earthquake The author recently developed a
method for fixing the position of the epicentre of an
earthquake from observations at a single station

Since this method has been adversely criticised, the
records at the Pulkovo Observatory have been ex-

amined, and in 18 per cent of the shocks registered

the epicentre could be localised—G BoargvlgBM The
measurement of resistances by discharges of con-

densers, using a sensitive milllammeter as a halliBtic

galvanometer For physiological purposes, the

method gives a maximum error of 4 per cent —A Ch
HoHands The anti coagulating power of acid aniline

dyes towards albuminoid materials Acid aniline dytls

combine with albuminoids forming coloured acido.

albumens ,
these are not coagulated at 100“ C , nor

even after twenty minutes in an autoclave at i3o®C
—M StsypaaldH A colorimetric method used by
the Romans for testing dnnking water Claim for

priority against M Trillat

Washington, D C
Malltua Acadswy of Sctoaccs, May (Proceedings No 5,

voi li )
— HzU and Manon Rice The high-

frequency spectrum of tungsten The authors show
two photographs of the spectrum of X-rays taken in

the usual manner in a rock-salt crystal They also

give figures which show the lontsauon current as a
function of the angle of inudenoe A comparison with

previous results obtained by others is sketimed —R L
Maers The foundations of plane analysis situs As
point, limit-point, and regions (of certain types) are

fundamental in analysis situs, the author has set up
two systems of postuuites for plane analysis situs bas^d
upon thw notions; each set is sufficient for a consider-

able body of theorems—E B WUsea and C. U E
Meers A general theory of surfaces. Continuing the

work of I^mmerell, E Levi, lind Segre a theory of

two.dimenslonal surfacei in n-dimensional space iz

developed by the method of anatycis outlined by Ricci

in his absolute ffifferential cqlculus—} C BaaMker t

Dynamical stability of aeroplanes A compkrativs

detailed study of two aeroplanes, one a standard mill-

taiy tractor, the other dengned for Inherent stability,

is poade for the purpose of reaching general condu-
sione of a practical nature with respect to aeroplane

design It appears that inherent stability (except at

leer speed) can be obUined by careful design without

dwrtng seriously from the standard type flow in u»
—W M Devh • Clift islands in the coral seas The



Mthw ««tan«k hte fooqMr irark “The CMgfai of
Ce(«b JUeb to inoiwle^ opknathp of the cUf^
of oBo^rtkia^ reef<caffnlt4 Utia^ of which no
ede^fe explautioa hu pfwdouely been driven.—C D
PoMM Some relation hetweea the proper motion!
radiid velocities and magnltodes of stars of Classes B
and A The velocity diatrdiutloo of classes B-Bc and
A differ irom the dtstdbutions found for the F, G K
and M classes by Kopteyn and Adams.—C D Pentas

Asymmetry m the proper motions and radtal velocities

of stars of Class B and their possible relation to a
motkui of rotation Stars of CIm fi show differenoes

m Ihe proper motions in the two regions of the Milky
Way at nght angles to the direction of solar mouon
the differences appear to be best ei^ined by a general
motion of rotation of the system of stars in a retro-

grade direction about an axis perpendicular to the

Milky Way—E B. Wlsen Theory of an aeri^lane
encounteri^ gusts The longitud nal motion of an
aaeoplaoe encountering head^n, vertical or rotary

ris Is discussed by the method of small osc Uat ons.

inherently stable mach ne str k ng a head gust of

J ft per second soars to an alt tude of about si I ft

above its iniUal level and after execut ng osdllat ons
remains about J ft above the original level

—

MMhsIsan Terms of relationship and social organ sa

don Frnm the point of view of Algonc)uian tribes

terms of relationship are linguistic and dissemlnative ^

phenomena though in other cases they may be
primarily psychoi^ical and sociological
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BRITISH MARINE ANNEUDS
A Monograph of ihe BrtUsh Manne Annelids
VoL uT, part 1 Text Polydueta Opheludae
to Anuno^aridse By Prof W C McIntosh
Pp/ via +^68 Also voL 111, part 11 Plates

Ixxxvurcxi (London Dulau and Co
,
Ltd

1915 ) Price as* net each volume

T'HE first part of the first volume of this mono-
graph of British Annelids dealt with the

Nemertine worms The second part of the

first volume the two parts of the second volume
and now the third volume ire devoted to the

Chsetopoda, and still the great work is incomplete

At least one more volume will be required before

the order Polychasta is finished

The third volume includes those families that

were grouped together by Benham in the sub
orders Spioniformia Capitelliformia, and Scoleci

formia, together with the fam ly Cirratulidsc of the

sub-order Terebelliformia

The author has not adopted in his monograph
any system of grouping the families into sub-
orders such as that suggested by Benham and it

IS rather awkward for the zoologist who is not a
specialist in the Chsetopoda and does not know the

sequence of families which Prof McIntosh em
ploys that he has no guide to the position in the

three volumes of any family he wishes to study
nor a list of those that have still to be described

No doubt the author will prepare a tabular state

ment of the classification of the order for the last

volume, but it would have been a great conveni
•nee if he bad mcluded in each part a list of all the

families an«^ged in the order of their treatment
We mated this comment in the first place because

the monograph is on a much higher plane than
many of the systematic treatises on zoology with
whi(^ we are acquainted, and it is important in

the mterests of science that everything should be
done to facilitate its use
The present volume includes many of the most

important of the marine worms such as the

Armicola (fir lug worm of the fisherman) the

{Ao^ihorescent Chastopterus the Spionidse, the
rodc^nng Polydora and the morpholc^ically
mterestmg forms Magelona and Capitella In

stndyii^ the chapters on these important worms
the reader must be impressed not only by the vast

amount of labour and learning bestowed upon their

systematic treatment, but also by the author’s

generous appreciation of the anatomical, physio-
logical and embryological knowledge concerning

that has accumulated during recent years
It is cleariy shown on every page that infinite pains
have been taken with the tedious but necessary
and valuable work of completing the lists of
synonyms and refermces to species , but Intimate
l^wMge and life-lc^ research havh also been
eigployed m summarisii^ what is known of die
nsorphologv of the spedes described The mono-
irraj^ sta^s therefore, as an important contdbu
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tion to our general knowledge of the order as a
whole, as well as a descripuve catalc^ue of the

species that inhabit the British sea area It is a
standard work of the highest importance and we
may be proud of it as a product of British saence

It IS unfortunate that our final judgment of the

illustrations must be suspended Six of the twen^-
fuur plates that illustrate part 11 of this

volume were to have been issued m colours, but

in consequence of the war they have not yet been
delivered, and to prevent further delay in pubhea
tion unedoured copies have been substituted for

them This is undoubtedly a serious misfortune,

and we may cordially extend to Prof McIntosh
our good wishes that in the com ng times of peace
the coloured plates may be recovered In the

meantime however we may say that apart from
th s drawback the illustrations are at least equal

to the very high standard attained by those of

the earlier volumes and add unmensely to the

\nlue of the monograph S J H

COLLOIDAL SOLUTIONS
Ihe Physical Properties of Colloidal Solutions

By Prof E h Burton Pp vu+200 (I^don
Longmans Green and Co 1916 )

Price 6#
net

'PHIS work forms one of the senes of mono-
J graphs on physics edited by Sir J J Thomson,

and It IS perhaps natural that the author should

have practicallv confined himself to discussing that

class of colloidal solutions which has so far proved

amenable to quantitative and mathematical in

vestigation—the class known as suspensoids

The treatment of the emulsoids is very brief and
inadequate, an omission all the more striking as

the author several times insists on the importance
of colloidal physics to the arts and to bioli^ and
physiology the former of which are largely, and
the latter exclusively, concerned with emulsoids
Within these limits however the treatment is

full and very clear The chapter on preparation

and classification gives all that is necessary in a
small compass. In that on the ultramicroscope

the author has gone a good deal further than is

usual, and perhaps necessary, by including a brief

account of the principal theories of image forma-
tion and resolving pwer The chapters dealing

with the theory of the Brownian movement—to

the physicist the crowning a^ievement of col-

loidal science—are admirable and give the best

bistoncal account, as well as the clearest pre-

sentation, of the mathematical work ol Einstein

v Smoluchowski, Langevin, aQd Pemn at pre-

sent available in any text-book The optical

properues are also treated with unusual fulnesa,

while the electneal ones receive ample but not
excessive, attention The frank confession

—

which probably only one of the best-known
workers m this much-tilled field can afford to
make—that the stability of sols is still a pnxflo
IS to be sveleomed AdkMiption is only toaohai
upon Is bearing upon electrolyte coagulatto»i
and the statement mat the adsorption isodienB

X
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approaches a line parallel to the C axis asymf^

totically” IS certainly surprising-, if Freundlich's

equation is accepted as correct

An agreeable feature of the book is the amount
of space devoted to presenting the historical

development of different branches of the subject,

many quotations from the original papers of

pionqer workers being given In this connection

the author fixes 1750 as the earliest date at which
gold sols had been obtained by reduction

"Aurum potabile,” however—a red liquid pre-

pared by reduang gold chloride with oil of rose-

mary and undoubtedly a gold sol—had consider-

able vc^ue as a medicine much before that time,

being mentioned e g , by John Evelyn in his diary

under the date June 37, 1653
The references to literature—given at the end

of each chapter—are copious and names and sub-

ject matter are well indexed The book may be
thoroughly recommended to the large class of

students to whom a knowledge of colloidal science

IS becoming increasingly necessary, to cover the

whole field it should be supplemented by a volume
dealing with emulsoid sols and gels, which latter

in particular are systems quite as fascinating, and
certainly as imjxirtant, as sols

MATHEMATICAL PAPERS AND
ADDRESSES

(i) Proceedings of the London Mathematical
Society Second Series Vol xiv Pp
xxxvui + 480 (London F Hodgson, 1915)
Price 355

(3) Four Lectures on Mathematics Delivered at

Columbia University in 1911 by Prof
J

Hadamard Pp v + s3 (New York Columbia
University Press, 1915 )

(i) A VOLUME of the L M S Proceedings is

not only a permanent record of achieve-

ment At Its first af^earance it is a useful index of

the state of English mathematics at the time , and
it also, from year to year, suggests the appear-
ance of new stars in the mathematical firmament
It may be not without significance that, in the
present volume, there is a first contribution (we
believe) by a Japanese ^ntleman, and another
by an Indian fellow subject Unless we are
greatly mistaken, or unkindly fate should mter>
vene, Mr S Ramanujan is likely to become an
arithmetician of the first rank At any rate, his
paper on highly cmnposite numbers is origmal,
profound, and mgenious, and shows ccunplete

mastery of the new methods and notation m-
augnrated by Landau Mr Tadahiko Kubota
provides one of the two papers in the volume
which have any claim to be called geometrical,

and of these it is the more trulv such Under
certain assumptions, most of which are explicit,

or neariy so, he proves the following theorem
" If a doaed convex surface be cut by eveiv pencil

of parallel planes in homothetic curves, it Is an
eUpaoid ” The method of proof consists mainly
in diowing that such a surface defines a peiat
fidd precimy similar to that which is determined
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by an ellipsoid The comparative simplicity of
the demonstration is very remarkable
The other geometrical paper, by Mr E H

Neville, was suggested by the racecourse puzxle

of covering a cirde by a set of five circular discs

Unfortunately, the Mutibn depends upon four

simultaneous trigonometrical equations, and as
these are treated analytically the paper has only

a tinge of geometrical theory Once more we
must express our regret that English mathe-
matics IS so predominatingly analytical Cannot
someone, for instance, give us a truly geo-
metrical theory of Poncelet s poristic polygons, or

of Staude s thread-constructions for comcoidsi'

The other papers cover a wide range, from
group-theory at one end (Prof Burnside) to tide-

theory at the other (Prof Larmor) One of the

most imjiortant, in our opinion, is that of Mr
and Mrs W H Young on the reduction of sets

of intervals—one of the many notable extensions

of the famous Heine Borel theorem It would be
foolish to try to give a detailed estimate of all the

IS bright as well as stimulating, and many of his

crisp sayings deserve the most careful attention

for example his remarks on exact solutions of

physical problems, on the difticulty of applying

the general theory of ordinary linear differential

equations, on curiosity, on the danger of being
overwhelmed by the mass of literature, and so on
We wish we could agree with his unqualified

assertion that text-broks and treatises include

always later additions to knowledge", perhaps
he regards productions that do not conform to

this statement as mere samples of those books
that are no books ’ to which Lamb refers Lastly,

we may note that Prof Love attaches due im-
portance to mathematical style m composition
^is IS too often neglected , simpliaty, clearness,

and appropriate notation ou^ht, at any rate, to be
aimed at with all possible diligence We rejoice,

too, that in this connection he boldly and truly

says that a mathematical book or paper id' (or

should be) a work of art.

(3) The United States have been pioneers in the
jx-actice, now common, of invitif%' emment
foreigners to give occasional lectures, or courses
of lectures, on their chosen subject, we do not
refer to lectures or addresses on ceremonial occa-
sions Prof J Hadamard is renowned for his

original researches in function-theory , in the
present short course of four lectures he deals with
the bearmgs on physics of various types of equa-
tions (differential, mtegral, integr^ifferential),
and, in a minor degree, of to^ogy {anafystt

situs) It IS needless to sav that they are highhr
sug^stive and valuable, their defect, such as it

IS, IS that in trying to co-ver a wide field tiie

author is obliged to be very concise, and in some
cases this leads to obscurity As an example Of
what we mean, take p ^ Substantially (uideis

we mistake the auOor’s intention), Pttf.
Hadamard wishes to point out that phlrsK|al

problems which have the same analytical sonitkii

lead to different interpretatioas of the solutioQ,
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«ad that in drawing our conclusions we must
attend to the circumstances of the case The
example he chooses is the dynamical one, where
we have a La^ngian system in generalised co>
ordinates, reducible to aT=TO (**+y*), U*=c,
where m c are constants One such system is

that of a particle under no forces another is a
gyrostat with two degrees of freedom, for which
X y are angular co-ordinates (and therefore
periodic, so far as the actual motion is concerned)
All this IS plain enough but when the lecturer
says, ‘The assemblage of all possible positions of
system (a) can be represented not on a plane, but
on the surface of an anchor ring, the reader may
feel confused especially since to trace the pam
of any particular point of the gyrostat we must
introduce additional co-ordinates

Prof Hadamard emphasises (p 17) the work
of Poincari on ordinary differential equations,
especially in the Joum de Math 1887 (on the
shape of curves defined by differential equations)
He also (p 33) protests we are glad to see,
against the over analytical drift of current mathe-
matics In his dealing with Green s theorem we
regret to see no reference to Mr J Dougall
Doubtless this IS due to ignor-ince but Mr
Dougall s work is masterly and in the true spirit

of Green and it is most unfortunate that k is

practically buried in a periodical which (for no
fault of its own) has no very wide circulation

The text, on the whole, seems to be a satisfac
tory rendering of the French original admit*
for allow or assume effectively for as
a matter of fact, etc

, arc such common errors
that they are unlikely to lead to mistakes on the
part of the reader The typography is unusunlly
good, and a credit to the Columbia University
Press G B M

W B TEGETMEIER
A Veteran Naturalist being the Life and Work ofW B Tegetmeusr By E W Richardson
With an introduction by the late Sir Walter
Gilbeyb'’ Bart Pp xxiv -1-232 (London
Witherby and Co , 1916 ) Pnee los net,

•yHIS Im pleasantly written sketch of the life

of ^versatile naturalist, of strongly marked
individuality, whose name will be for long asso-
mated with poultry and {dieasants, homing
pigeons and bees, to the study of which he matte
notable contributions W B Tegetmeier (1816-

1912) was the son of a doctor and also the ^and-
son ,

and he was himself more or less of a medical
student and apprentice for ten years (1831-41)
But an inborn attraction to birds and beasts a
recoil from humdrum routine, and a conspicuous
absence of a bedside manner (as he said himself)

led hun to teaching for a short tune, and to

journalism for a veiy long time, and to a life of

fruitful xoolcgical mquiry, especially along
economic lines

Tlie story of Mr Tegetmeier'a life, which Mr
K W Richardson, a son-in-law, has told witii

dlreetneas and enthusiasm, shows how a man of

talent and industry, honesty and courage wrung
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a livelihood out of unpromising circumstances,
and won the respect and affection of all worthy
men who knew him For half a century Mr
Tegetmeier was in charge of the poultry and
pigeon department of the Field, and for a score
of years he wrote regularly for the Queen As
a consultant and expert judge he was incessantly

busy m connection with pheasants poultry,

pigeons and the like, and did important work in

setting a high standard of accuracy, both of

statement and action

Introduced by Yarrell to Darwin in 1855,
enjoyed tlie master naturalist 5 friendship for

twenty-five years, and the value that Darwin put
ujxm his observations is well known It may be
recalled that Tegetmeier who was a convinced

evolutionist, had strong suspicions as to the theory

of sexual selection, j>ointing out for example, that

disfigured game-cocks were accepted just as
thoroughly as the dandiest of their rivals In

connection with the Savage Club, of which he
was one of the founders and in the pursuit of

various hobbies Mr Tegetmeier allowed himself

r 1 \atK n but it appears that he never went for

a walk or took a holiday He was absorbed in

his work, almost always thoroughly enjoying it,

and he lived for nearly a century

Mr Richardson tells us of Tegetmeier s early

observation hives,” and how he once took a

swarm of bees from over the door of the Gaiety

Theatre to the fearful delight of the spectators

,

how he was interested m ^ool *' nature-study
”

when the very idea was novel, of his numerous
breeding experiments when neither Darwm nor
he knew 01 Mendel of his realisation of the

importance of homing pigeons in ante-” wireless
’*

days of his endless post-mortems, which some-
times rather embarrassed his household of his

interesting chronicling of the metamorphosis of

the axolotl and of much more besides, not for-

getting his anti feminist preiudices The delight-

ful biography is m its mood harmonious with the

sincerity of one who never suffered humbugs
ghdly, and the numerous interesting illustrations

increase the impression of picturesquencss which
marked the man himself Of a sceptical and
agnostic mood he never disparaged religion , and
when Mr Richardson once asked him if he demed
the existence of God, he replied "My boy, how
could I, when every leaf on every tree prodaims
Its Maker, and is a living witness to the power,
wisdom and providence M the Creator of the leaf

and of life and of all things?
”

OUR BOOKSHELF
Modes of Research in Genetics By Raymond

Peari ^ vii-t-iSa (New York The Mac-
millan Co. London Macmillan and Co

,

Ltd , 1915 )
Price 55 6d net

Dr Ravxomd Pbarl’s bode mquires into the

methodoloev of modem genetic science and does

so wiA clearness, concreteness, and vigour The
first chapter discusses the current modes of re-

search Qo heredity, by prljidb is meant the complex
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of causes which determine the resemblance
|

b^ween mdividuals genetically related The I

critical problem of inheritance is the problem of
j

tlw cause, the material basis, and the maintenance ^

of the somatogemc specifiaty of germmal sub-

stance.” Towards a solution of this problem con-

tributions have bwi made along four Imes—bio-

metric, Mendelian, cytological, and embryological,

and each of these methods is valuable and neces-

sary But they have at least one fundamental

limitation m common This is that they <^er

no means of directly getting at any dehnite m-
formation regarding the ongm, cause, or real

nature of that specificity of living material which

IS the very foundation of the phenomenon of

heredity ” Ihe most hopeful Ime of attack on
this outstanding problem is biochemical

A second chapter deals with the value and like-

wise the limitations of biometric methods, and it

IS full of good sense and good counsel “To
attempt to draw conclusions in regard to mheri-

tance from studies involving the correlation

method alone is futile ” Third comes a useful

essay on the nature of statistical knowledge,
whi(^ IS not, as some would have us believe, a
higher kind of knowledge than that obtained in

other ways The statistical method furnishes

shorthand descriptions of groups and a test of the

probable trustworthiness of conclusions

It IS, however, a descriptive method only, and
has the limitations as a weapon of research which
that fact implies ” After a more technical chapter
on certain logical and mathematical aspects of the
prolilem of inbreeding, the author completes his

interesting volume with the warning that the value
of research in genetics is to be judged by its con-
tributions to knowledge rather than by its aid to
the practical breeder—useful as that aid may be

The Universal Mind and the Great War Out
lines of a New Religion Universalism, based on
science and the facts of creative evolution By
E Drake Pp vii-f-ioo (London C W
Daniel, I td

,
n d ) Price as 6d net

There is much honest and suggestive thinking

in this book, though the writer is sometimes both
pedantic and ill informed Having proclaimed

the bankruptcy of all dogmatic religion, all philo-

sophy, and 'll! ethics, he proceeds to give us the

right thing Matter and mind are the two cer-

tainties ^ey are entities of which we can know
only the manifestations The universal mind is

individualised in each living oiganism, the crea-

tive intellect directing matter from within Gkxl

IS in us ,
we are His direct personification From

the first b^innings of bfe on the planet He has
been moulding matter for His ends of manifesta-
tion, dropping the saurian forms, e g when not
found to work, and trying another tack He is

continuaUy fighting matter aiming at fuller con-
trol ful^ manifestation , and matter is so big and
strong that only a bit at a time can be grappled
with—U e the part which thereby we see as
“alive ” At death the mind that was in the
organism survives, but m what form—indivtdual-
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ised or not—we cannot know The whole avu-
ment is in the right direction, though it is cruddy
put, if the author had read Fechner and Samud
Butler he might have improved it Both of thes^

sec God as Ix^os manifesting throivh matter,
but Fechner from the beginning, and Butler after

trying a theory almost exactly identical with Mr
Drake s and finding it unsatisfactoiy, accept Hun
as energising not only through that small portion
of matter which we call ‘hving,” but through all

the matter of the universe

LETTERS TO IHE EDITOR
[The Editor does not hold himself responsihle lor

opinions expressed by his correspondents Nettner
can he undertake to return or to correspond with
the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. So notice is

taken of anonymous commumcations ]

OravitatiM and Tamperature

I SHOULD hke to make a statement on the very
suggestive contribution by J L in Nature June 15,
regarding my result of a temperature effect far
gravitation of 4-i3Xio''' per i°C Hie confirmation,
or otherwise of this result will come, of course, from
the laboratory, not the study Still a discussion at
this difficult juncture might define the issue and peiv
haps indicate the best line for further experiment
To take the scanty known data chronologically

I From Kepler's third law we deduce that gravi-

tational mass (gm) and inertia mass (im.) vary
together at the same rate, if at all with tempera-
ture change The mean temperature of the larger

planets is probably much higher than that of ^e
smaller ones Thus if it were established that at
these high temperatures g m rises with temperature,
i m must rise proportionally Any small depsuture
from this principle would appear as a change in the
mean motion for the observed distance, not as a
periodic inequality, so it would be cumulative, and,
with the great accuracy of modem astronomical
methods should be observed unless very small No
such effect is known

II The pendulum experiments of Bessel estaUIsh
the same principle but since the temperature range
IS very small, this test is probably much lessi^evere

III Poynting and Phillips found that for change
in temperature of 100° in a mass of aoo gramsi
counterpoised on a balance, the change in am. Is

less than i/io’ per i®C This very exact and direct
result taken in conjunction with I and II , would
seem to show that in the case of a gravitational
couplet of a very large mass M and a small mass m
the temperature of tiie latter can vary considerably
at ordinary temperature without sensible change In
gm or I m
IV My result, quoted above, shows that when M,

but not m, IS raised in temperature, there is an in*

crease in gm It will be seen that this case differs

from I , II , and III In that here the large, not the
small mass has temperature varied My result

appears to be in direct conflict with III Can ws
make any justifiable physical assumptions whereby
this seeming conflict may disappear?
A Simple view of the effect of temperature on

attraction is that the gravitational masses M, m
increase with temperature and the two IncrcMMl
masses M(i + qT) and m(i4-at) would be muItolMl
togetfaer to obtain the resulting attraction Thwa,
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Mora nw of temperature, we have GMm/4* After

riw wo have

If we, however, astume that increments in ^ m are
multiplied separately, we should have

Neither of these formulae helps us to reconcile the
above facts

But now suppose that gravitational attraction be-
tween two masses consists of two parts —

(o) The essential mass term Attraction between
the masses occurs in virtue of the ether displaced by
the Faraday tubes attached to their electrons TOs
would be like Maxwell's stress theory of gravitation
compression of ether radially from each body and
tensions in directions perpenmcular to the radii This
term is represented by the usual form f,=GMmld*
It IS independent of molecular vibration and exists at
absolute xero

(b) The temperature term Attraction is due to
vibration of the Faraday tubes which are earned to-

and fro by the molecules in their vibratory motion
This is liko Challis s wave theory of gravitation
whereby bodies in a vibrating medium attract one
another if their phases are in close agreement Dr
C V Burton suggested that for very high velocity

of wave transmission the vibrating bodies might
resonate one another and have approximately like

phases Presumably the waves in this case are longi
ludlnal and their velocity nearly infinite If the
power that one mass has of setting another to resonate
depends on the ratio mass of vibrator/total mass
this attraction would be

Adding (a) and (b) terms

This expression was suggested, though not derived
by Poynting and Phillips evidently when M pre
ponderates greatly over m (the only case we need
consider),

so that a change in temperature of M might affect f
appreciably, but no such change in m could do so

^is expression, then, would make all the facts

compatible We have supposed that the temperature

effect depends on the first power, but it would bo
more natural to consider that the intensity of vibration

varies as the square or higher power of temperature
In that cate we should have for variation In the New
tonian constant, G=G,(i + aT*)

It may be significant that the coefficient of cubical

expansion of lead (the material used), viz 84x10-*,
la of the same order as my result, ixxio-*, the

increment of / being 1/7 of the increment in volume
in the lead

Above we have taken g m and » tn so far as these

dqpend on ether displacement to be Invariable, but
aa the body rises in temperature from absolute zero

the vibrations may especially at high temperature,

cause such violent agitation of Faraday tubes that

the effective displacement of ether is Increased If

were so, of course both gm and im would
iaerMse rince in that case the essential mass would
incraase Matbematidans might assist in deciding

^s pc^b But, at present, for temperatures up to,
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say 500° C , we might suppose neither g m nor t m.
to change from this cause to any perceptible amount
To make clear the action of the above formula,

imagine the case of sun earth and moon If the
mean temperature of the earth were to rise greatly,

<iay through sudden radio-activity in its interior of

some element previously inactive then the tempera^
ture term for tne earth would increase by an amount
small compared with the essential mass term of (sun
+earth), but large compared with that of (earth-l-

moon) Thus the earth s orbital motion would not
chanf^ appreciably, but attraction between earth and
moon would Increase and the moon s orbital motion
might be greatly affected

Applying our formula i to the comments of J L
we should not anticipate change due to temperature
in g tn or > tn in the cases of pendulum expmmrats
or ( lanetary orbital movements, nor should we expect
kicks in moving masses the temperatures of which

are suddenly changed In like manner, a comet, even
though considerably heated or moled would be ex-

pected to have regular motion The great difificulties

suggested by J L «ould all vanish if formula i

or something akin were true

It might be thought that mv research, standing
alone is slender evidence on which to raise such im-
portant results, but I would mention that as shown
in my paper my result is buttressed by Indirect

evidence
If the formula 1 be true my contention is

strengthened (see Naturr, October 7 1915) that a
laboratory value of G should not be considered valid

for application to the attraction between masses {eg
the heavenly bodies) the temperatures of which are
far from ordinary The whole problem is complicated

S
' the high temperatures Involved in the members of

e solar system We know that the rigidity of the

earth, taken as a whole, is very great, lo that the
immense pressure in the core counteracts the fluidising

influence of the very high temperature Elasticity

IS at a surface view a molecular property gravity

IS primarily an electron/ether propmty, nevertheless

we are on unsure ground in reasoning that any
property will be the same say, at 500^ C and at

Following the guidanrc of the formula 1 we may
evpect fruitful research if we vary the temperature
of the larM mass but we should anticipate that no
good results could be derived from cx{Mnments on
temperature change of the small mass
Poincar6 pointed out (Report to the International

Congress in Physics 1000) that the mass of Jupiter

as derived from the orbits of its satellites, as derived
from its perturbations of the large planets and as
derived from its perturbations of the small planets,

has three different values This would lead one to

give to G a different value in each of the three cases.

It will be seen to accord with equation i above for

in the three cases the ratio very diffetent

It may be a useful fact in the present ai^ument
P E Shaw

Lniveriity College, Nottingham, June 34

In future discussions on thu difficult but important
question, it will be wdl that a distinction should be
drawn between the case of a specialist who eng«M
in reasarch on a subject of his own choice, devoting
as much or as little of his time as he cares to give
to It add that of a scientific expert who agrees to

underta|M work for the Government or some other body
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on definitely stated subjects, and who Is, as a general

rule, expected to complete the duties within a more or

less definite time4imit
For investigations falling under the first categoty

the problem of remuneration presents serious diffi-

culties and we may at least console ourselves with the
knowledge that a step in the right direction has been
taken by the Board of Education in requirmg returns

to be made of researches conducted by the staffs and
graduates of our university colieges In this conneo-

t on It is further, becoming recognised that teachers

in these institutions should have sufficient opportunity

in term time as well as in vacation, for research

It IS with regard to the second class of investi-

gation that the claim for remuneration is most
urgent From personal knowledge, I consid-r that

it is impossible for an average skilled labourer in the

scientific industry to earn a living wage consistent

with his necessary expenses unless his whole time is

available for remunerative duties It is true that

intervals occur sometimes quite unexpectedly during
which he may be temporarily unemployed and these

can be utilised for purposes of research on the other

hand there are certain periods of the year when the

work IS extremely heavy and latitude of time Is

necessary even for the performance of paid work
There are probably very few scientific labourers who

would be justified in refusing an invitation to mark
500 examination papers at a fee of u per paper in

order to complete an investigation for the Government
for which they received no fee As soon how
ever, as the labourer accepts remuneration for a
definite undertaking his employer has some guarantee
that he will not let future engagements interfere

with the fulfilment of bis contract This at least

applies to scientific specialists who are not members
of trade unions

1 am very much afraid however that a great many
people are undertaking unpaid work under conditions

quite incompatible with the present depressed con-
ditions of this scientific labour market In some cases

this IS being done from a sense of patriotism Un
doubtediv their labours may have the effect of reducing

the duration ind the severity of the lesson which the
enemy countries are teaching us in regard to our
national neglect of srience—a lesson which is the one
good turn the Huns are doing us But they are
oertamly tending to diminish the efficacy of that

lesson G H Bryan

N^atlve Liquid Presrare at High TemparatirM.

In my paper with I leut Entwistle on the effect of

temperature on the hissing of water when flowing
through a constricted tube (Proc Royal Soc A 91,

1915) 1 have determined the temperature coeffidrot

of an effect which indicates that the tensile strength
of water would be zero at a temperature between
ayo®C and 363® C , with a mean from all the experi-

ments published of 328® C Sir Joseph Larmor’s
calculated result 265° C quoted by him in his letter

in Natuu of June 29 agrees satisfactorily with the
experimental value if we take into account the difficulty

of getting the precise point at which hissing ceases,

and that the result was obtained by extrapoladon
from observations taken at temperatures between
12® C and 99® C Lieut Entwistle and I have ex-
perimented with other liquids—alcohol benzene,

acetone, and ether—and obtained results of a similar

phoracter Experiments are now in abeyance, for my
coUeagqe is otherwise enn^
My own tdew, formed from physical conceptions^

was that the tensile strength of a liquid would become
zero at Its critical temperature It is of very greet
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interest that Sir Joseph has been able to show mathe-
matically that the negative pressure can only subsist

at absolute temperatures below 27/32 of the critical

point of a substance
The conclusions appended to our p«ier are —
1 That the phenomenon of hissing of water passing

a constricbon is due to a true rupture of the stream
at the point where the pressure is lowest

2 That the temperatures at which the hissing just

occurs between o^ and 100° C , follow a law which
may be expressed VvC(0 -f), where V is the velodty
of the stream at a temperature t 6 the critical tem-
perature of water and C a constant

If we adopt Sir Joseph Larmor’s view the latter

law will require to be expressed

V=C 27/32(0+ 273)- (t + 273)

or by a slightly more complex formula
Sidney Skinner

South Western Polytechnic Institute, Chelsea

July 3

THE PROPAGATION OF SOUND BY THE
ATMOSPHERE

SINCE the beginning of the war the sound of

gun firing in Flanders and I ranee has often

been heard in the south-eastern counties of

England There can be little doubt as to the
origin of the sounds, for the reports of distant

heavy guns have a character which is readily

recognised A correspondent of the Daily Mail
(July 6) states that at Framfield (near Uckfield),

in Sussex, it is easy to identify the particular kmd
of gun which is being used The great distance

to which the sound waves are earned under
favourable conditions is evident from the letters

recently published in the Daily Mail As firing

has occurred lately over a great part of the

Western front, the exact position of the source
of the sound is uncertain But if it were in the
neighbourhood of Albert the waves must have
travelled about 118 miles to Framfield, 150 miles
to Sidcup, and 158 miles to Dorking
Of far greater mterest are the form and dis-

continuity of the sound-area A remarkable
example of the inaudibility of neighbouring
reports m the face of a gentle wind was given
in the last number of Nature (p 385) This is

a subject on which many observations have been
made since the begmning of the present century,
especially in connection with the sounds of vol-
canic and other explosions The source of sound
IS always surrounded by an area of regular or
irregular shape within which the sound is every-
where heard, though the source is not always
situated symmetriMlly with reference to ue
boundary of the area On several occasions a
second sound area has been mapped, separated
from the former by a " silent rwion " in which
no sound is heard Sometimes this second area
partly surrounds the other, sometimes it consists
only of isolated patches As a rule, according
to Dr E van Everdingen, who has made a de-
tailed study of the subject,* the least distance of
the second area from the source is much more
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fban 100 km
,
and the mtensity of the sound at

th)a least distance is not less than near the
boundary of the inner sound>area
Dr van Everdin^en refers to several dynamite

and volcanic explosions which have been carefully
studied from 1^3 to 1911 He also adds some
interesting observations made diiefly in Holland
during the present war The most important
case IS that of the bombardment of Antwerp on
October 8, 1914 The reports were heard at
many places in Holland within 100 km from the
source and again outside a circle of 158 km
radius, but at very few intermediate places The
silent region is bounded by two curves, which
are roughly circular the inner arc being traced
for more than t8o° and the outer for more than
90® In some cases of heavy firing at later dates
there are also indications of silent regions, in
others an increased audibility has been established
near the line of 160 km In no case is there any
certain indication of any asymmetrical propa
gallon of the sound *

Dr van Everdingen examines the two exolana
tions which have been offered of the existence of
the silent region one of which relies on varia
tions of wind velocity and temperature with the
altitude

, the other (von dem Borne's) on changes
I

in the composition of the atmosphere at great
j

heights On the former explanation we might 1

expect asymmetry, on the latter symmetry, with '

regard to the source of sound He considers that
both explanations are true and should be applied
in combination In favour of the second explana-
tion, he urges the facts that in recent cases the
outer margin of the silent r^ion has always been
about 160 km from the probable source of
sound and that no appreciable deviations from the
Circular form have been observed The above
distance is greater than the limiting distance

(114 km) assigned by von dem Borne, but Dr
van Everdingen shows that it agrees well wiA
estimates made on the supposition that the per-
centage of hydrogen in the upper atmosphere is

much smaller than that assumed by von dem
Borne
There can be no doubt as to the value and in-

terest of Dr van Everdingen s investigations It

would seem desirable, however, to continue and
extend them Though the existence of silent

r^ions may be regarded as established, many
more nqjative records are required to prove the
symmetry of the region with reference to the
source of sound It must be remembered that
the deep sounds of these explosions may at great
distances be below the lower limit of audibility
of some observers Moreover, the mean radius
of the outer margin of the silent region is very
far from being constant In one of the earliest

Cases in which the silent region was noticed—that
of the minute-guns fired during the funeral pro-
cession of Queen Victoria on February 1, 1901
(Knowledge, vol xxiv

, 1901, pp 124-5)—the
radius was About 80 km C DavnoN
* It may ha maotionad that, on Octobar 18,

naasl (nna that bomhardad tha FUmUi coat
ado kea. Of 174 mlWa
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AERONAUTICS AND THE WAR ^

(i) jV/f R LANCHESTLR S latest book, unlike
his previous works on aerial flight, can

be read with considerable interest and without any
great effort Ihe preface, by Lieut General Sir

David Henderson at once arrests attention and
has caused more comment than any other equally
long section of the book ihe summary of the
present aeronautical position is so interesting that
i quotation of considerable length is here given
General Henderson writes —
There arc no experts in military acronuutiLS there

arc experts in the various branches 111 flying in

SLicntihc research m the desiun and construction of
41 replants and engines, in military organisation and
tjLiiLS But as yet there is little opportunity for the
expert in one branch to ga n definite knowledge of
th others except by hard personal experience, in

every direction there is progress in every seebon of
ivoric opinion is fluid Of all the fields in which
vork for the advancement of military aeronautics has
been undertaken in this country that of scientific

research has up to the present produced the results

that will probably be most enduring In the

vork of stating and solving the problems of aero-

nautics Mr Lanchester was one of the pioneers he
was bold enough to publish the results of his investl

gabons at a time when flying had onlv just been
proved possible and he has reason now to be well

sal sfied with the quality of his earh work

Ihe author himself, m his introductory note,

rubs in the 1 ist point very vigorously

Mr Lanchester commences by describing the

functions of an aeronautical arm, stating that

reconnaissance is the mam dutv, in which aircraft

are related to the older arms of the Service The
opposing and destruction of enemy aircraft are

clissed as secondary functions The problem of

the relative merits of aeroplane and dirigible is

treated at some length Attention is directed to

the superior speed of the aeroplane (practically

double that of the dirigible) The limit of size is

practically reached for the dirigible, whereas the

present-day aeroplane nowise defines the limit, in

Mr Lanchester s opinion This seems scarcely

consistent with his present views, for his recent

article in Engineering expresses the opinion that

large aeroplanes will be less eflScient than smaller
ones Mr Lanchester is doubtful whether fight

inr IS a primary function of the dirigible, and
thinks that bomb-dropping is altogether a misuse
He points to the vulnerability of the airship, stat

mg that “even to-day the finest of Germany’s
fleet of Zeppelins would be absolutely at the mercy
of a modern aeroplane in the hands of a man pre
pared to make his one and last sacrifice ” Elefore

proceeding to more general considerations he dis
poses of the dirigible as a part of the aeronautical
service, pointing out that if this proves untrue his
mam conclusions will not be affected

The question of the vuberability of the aero

Wrr «
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plane is next dealt with, die advantage of the

small target area leered is pointed out, and the

possibility of armouring for low>altitude flying

discussed The fact diat an insuflicicncy of

armour*is worse than none is strongly insisted

upon
Next follows a discussion of the principle of

concentration, with numerous examples of the
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author's tv-square law This section does not call

for much comment here.

Mr Lanchester expresses the opinion diat

treaty restrictions framed for the other arms of

the Service should not apply to the
new arm, particularly pointing out
that expanding bullets could be used
with great eimt in the destruction

of the spars and struts of aeroplanes
by gunfire The question of the

difficulty of aiming bombs is dealt

with, and Mr lanchester thinks
that the gun will eventually displace

the bomb in the armament of aur*

craft

The subject of naval aeronautics
receives some attention, the great
difference of the conditions from
those of military aeronautics being
specially remarked upon The great
value of aircraft for combating sub*
marines is mentioned, and the ques-
tion of the relative merits of sea-

planes and aeroplanes carried by
pontoon ships is discussed It is

stated that the pontoon ship offers

better alighting facilities and enables
faster machines to be used
A great deal of space is devoted to

the probaole tactics of large fleets of
aeroplanes This subject gives Mr
I anchester ample scope for his lively

imagination, and his treatment of

the subject is speculative m the
extreme It seems scarcely possible

to define aeronautical tactics in such
an extensive fashion at such an early

stage in the development of the new
arm
Mr Lanchester completes bis

book with a consideration of the

present position, pointing out with
no uncertain voice that the British

aeroplane of to-day is better aero-

dynamically, more stable more
robust, and more weatherproof than
the enemy’s best machines, and in

ail ways better fitted for serrice con-
ditions It IS stated that there was
no good gun-carrying aeroplane in

existence at the commencement of

the war, and that the progress made
has been astonishing Reference is

made to the work of the Royal Air-

craft Factory, special praise being
given to the full-scale experfanentm
work of the late Mr E T Busk
The scientific research work of the

National Physical Laboratory re-

ceives consideration, and Mr Lan-
chester reiterates that in scientific

knowledge we are well ahead of all

other nations A boa^ of aeronautical construc-
tion IS advocated, as apart f«>» present ad-
visory committee

Thei'e is a brief appendix giving some details
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of the Lewis gun, the chief armament of our
present military machmes
As General Henderson remarks at the close of

his preface, Mr Lanchester’s book is well worth
reading, and there is much in it worthy of study
and rejection

(a) The book by Mr Robson can in no sense

of tte word be called a scientific work It is a
book for the man in the street ' who wishes to

know a little about aircraft and about the organ-
isation of our present-day air services A mat
part of the discussion of the importance ol the

new aeronautical arm follows Mr Lanchester s

argument very closely, often in almost identical

terms There are many extravagant phrases in

the book, as an example of which may be given
the author’s statement, in treating of the courage
and resource of British airmen Germany could

not wrest from us our ascendancy m the air even
if she had ten times as many aeroplanes as wc
have ’ This is obvious exaggeration Mr Rob
son foresees the time, after peace is established

when aerial travel and transport will be the order

of the day and everyone of moderate means will

possess his own private aeroplane This seems
to be going too far at the present stage of develop

ment, and only future experience can justify the

prediction of such a brilliant future for aero

nautics The book can in no way be compared
with Mr Lanchester s work on the same subject

but It may prove useful to those who want a
non-technical and popularly written outline of the

present, and possible future position of aero-

nautics in warfare E F R

SIS GASTON MASPERO K CM G {Hon
)

The receipt of the news of the sudden death of

Sir Gaston Maspero, whilst attending a meet-

ing of the Acaddmie des Inscriptions et Belles-

Lettres in Pans on Friday, June 30, has been

received with keen regret not only by Egypto-

logists, of whose saence he was the ablest and

most competent living exponent, but also by

aichseologists generally throughout the world To
bis personal friends his death was not wholly unex-

pected, for during the last two years he suffered

severely from acute illnesses at intervals and his

usually bnght and cheery outlook on life was
clouded by the bitter grief he felt at the loss of his

nearest and dearest during the war His brave

spint, however, clung to his work, and the last

¥
irts of the Annolcs du Seruicc and Recuetl de

ravaux prove by his contributions to them that

his great mental faculties and powers of work
rem&ed in ^ective condition to the end

Maspero was bom in Paris on June 23, 1846,

and his family appears to have been of Italnn

origin Little is known of his early years, but

whilst still a boy he devoted himself to the study

of Egyptology as expounded in the works of

Caabas and de Rougd His first important pub-

li^tion was a eopv of the hieratic text of an

Eg^tian hymn to the Nile, edited from papyri in

the British Museum, and accompanied by a French
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translation , it appeared in Paris in 1868, when he
was about twenty-two years old He was greatly
encouraged in his work by Manctte, who in 1854
had been commissioned by Said Pdshi to found
a museum of Egyptian antiquities at BOldk In

1873 Maspero took the degree of Docteur-is-
Leltres, and soon after succeeded de Rougd
as professor of the College de France la
1878 Mariette proposed to the Trench Govern-
ment to found an archaiological mission, and,
on the proposal being accepted Mariette suc-

ceeded in obtaining the apjxiintment of director

for Maspero, who took up his duties in Cairo in

1880
In the following year (January 17, 1881)

Mariette died, and Maspero became director of

the Bhldk Museum In a very short time he
arranged the objects in the museum on a definite

system, and the catalogue of them which he pub-
lished formed a most valuable compendium of

Egyptian archaeology That the book may still

be read with pleasure and advantage is a great
testimony to the literary skill and knowledge of

Its writer Having arranged the museum,
Maspero devoted himself to developing, through-
out the country, the system of excavations which
Mariette had begun, and to the completion of

Mariette s unfinished editions of papyri, etc The
discovery of the royal mummies and of the necro-
polis of Panopolis, and the clearing of the royal

pyramids at Sakkdrah and of the Temple of Luxor
are evidences of the activity of Maspero during
the first period of his rule at Bhldk In 1886, for

private reasons, Maspero resigned his directorship

at BbUk and return^ to Pans where he devoted
several of the best years of his life to the com-
pilation of his monumental “Histoire Ancienne des
Peuples de I’Orient Classiqut,” which apjieared in

three portly quarto volumes in 1895-99 A smaller
work, bearing almost the same tide was pub-
lished by him in 1875, and the number of editions

through which it has passed attests its utility and
popularity

After Maspero’s departure from Cairo in 1886
the management of the Egyptian museum fell into

weak hands, and the scandal that attended the
removal of the adlections from Bhldk to the Girah
Palace will not soon be forgotten by all who are

interested in Egyptology Matters went from bad
to worse until British public opinion in Egypt
demanded a change of director, and another
rrenchman was brought to Egypt to preside over
the Service des Antiquitds After two years it

became evident that the scandals connected with
the administration of the museum were increasing

in^ frequency and magnitude, and at length

Maspero was induced to return to Egypt and to

resume the directorship of antiquities This he
did in 1899.

Frqm to 1914 Maspero worked with a con-

stant end vigour which were marvellous He
directed and visited the excavations earned out

by the Egyptian Government he inspected the
templet, and tombs, and other ancient buildings

each year, spending some months in the process.
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he directed the publication of the volumes of the

ofiBcud “ Catalogue, ’ which were ahnpiled by
English, French, and German experts, he edited

the Recneil de Travaux, the Anttales du Servtce, the

“Mtooires” of the French arclueolc^ical mission

in Cairo, and the Bibhothique Egyptologtque, and
still found tune to write his new books and to

revise and re-edit long Egyptian texts Hts
management of the museum was broad minded
and liberal, and he did a great deal to popularise

the collections in it by means of his ‘ Guide,” of

which, alas I edition after edition has been pub-

lished without an index 1

Maspero’s knowledge of Egyptology was
colossal, and he was always ready to place it at the

disposal of the expert as well as of the layman

He broke through the (dd rule of only allowing

favoured mvestigators to excavate in Egypt, and
often supported personally applications to dig

made to the committee by comparatively unknown
individuals He was courteous and helpful to

every honest inquirer, and, oddly enough, seemed
to go out of his way to help most those who
exploited his works and who most reviled his

methods and belittled his learning During the

last two or three years of his career in Egypt his

action in respect of the native dealers in antiquities

was much criticised, and it provoked much angry
comment both among natives and Europeans But
his friends knew that the mistakes he made were
not due to incapacity or ignorance, but to failing

health and overwork He did his own work well,

but in doing that of half a dozen other men he

did some of it badly No French official in Egypt
was ever more lik^ and respected by the natives

than Maspero, for they trusted hun and regarded

him as a fnend, and ^ey greatly appreciated bis

justness In private life he was a delightful com-
panion, and his stories of Oriental life and char-

acter were drawn from a fund of knowledge of

the East which seemed to be literally mex-
haustible The charm of his conversation was
great His words were carefully chosen, though
his expressions were often archaic and quaint,

whilst the httle mannerisms and gestures by which
they were accompanied well suited the genial

nature, the warm sympathy, and the kind hearted-

ness of the man In both hemispheres his death
will be greatly regretted Maspero received the
D C L from Oxford in 1886, an honorary
K C M G in 1909, and he was elected perpetual
secretary of the Acad^mie des Inscriptions et

Belles-lettres in 1914 E A W B

NOTES
The Kino has been pleased to approve of the

appointment of the Earl of Crawford to be Presidrat
of the Board of Agnculture and Fisheries

Thi Harben lectures for igi6, on Rivers as
Sources of Water Supply will be delivered by
Dr A C Houston at the Royal Institute of Public
Healthy 37 Russell Square, W C , on July 13 ao,

and 37, at 5 p m
Pr(M' ARTBim Smithells F R S , professor of

chemistry in the tJmverslty of Leeds, has received a
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special ^ipointment for scientific aervloe on the Staff

at General Headquarters (Home ForptA dUth the
rank of Lieutenant-Colonel and graded lor pay as a
Deputy-Assistant Adjutant-Gcneral

Thb medical committee of the BnUsh Science
Guild, under the chairmanship of Sir Ronald Ross,
passed the following resolutions at a recent meeting
h) The medical committee of the British Science
Guild views with disfavour the suMeation that has
been made by certain district council to cease water-
ing the streets as a war economy, and is convinced
that such a step would be prejudicial to the public

health (3) The medical committee also views with
great disfavour the pollution of the streets of London,
and of most cities and big towns by dogs, and
considers that the attention of the Government and
of municipalities should be called to the possibihty

of reducing the evil by increasing the tax on dogs
and by enforcing by laws The committee considers

that in towns the tax on one dog should be doubled
and a large progressive increase imposed on each
additional dog

Thx Ttnus announces the death from wounds
received in action of Lieut C G Chapman, R E ,

at the age of twenty four Lieut Chapman, who
had served in more than one of the theatres ot war,
was the son of Prof R W Chapman of Adelaide
University He was formerly in the Irrigation Branch
of the Survey Department of the Australian Govern-
ment, and had bran In charge of surveymg parties

which did good work in the Northern Territo^ and
the Daly River country Since the outbreak or war,
when tie enlisted as a private, he took part m the
survey of Lemnos for the Headquarters Staff, and
afterwards passed through the Royal Engineers’
School at Chatham

Attention is directed to the confusion that may be
caused by the Summer Time Act in the Meteorolopcal
Office Circular, No i In accordance with the Act,
the use of Greenwich mean time is not intorfered
with for meteordogical purposes, yet it is Inevitable
that, unless the standsird of time used is always
indicated in the record of observations mistakes will

occur especially as the expression local time” is

often erroneously used as a synonym for tlw new
Summer Time The scheme of hours of olMerva-

tion at meteorological stations is international m
usage, and alternative schemes for winter and suminef
were never contemplated- The eight sets of observing
hours are given in the Circular, and (diservers who
cannot continue at the old hours are strongly recom-
mended to select from the eight alternatives one which
will be convenient both for summer and winter, and
to change to that scheme once for all A list is dven
of the observatories in the British Isles which have
changed their hours of observation since the Act
came into force

A CONFERENCE Organised by the Bread and Food
Reform League on the national importance of utUls-
ing whole cereals in time of war was held in London
on July 4 The Government was urged to make
the use of whole cereals, especially whole wheat m^
and 80 per cent wheat flour, i e meal from which
the less digestible woody fibre has been removed,
much more general than it is at present In this
way it is claimed that not only would the natloiml
bread supply be considerably increased, but-ithe public
would be provided with a more substantial and
nutritious food The Government was further asked
to take action to prevent the abstraction from oerdal
foods of the germ of wheat and of the strong gfiitan
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%ifbout aotificadoa to the oonaumer The quethoni
Involved in thew reeolutions have been before the
public on leveral occaeione during the last hundred
veara, mott recently m the form of the Standard
oread aiisade, but the present conditions give them
a new significance, ana in any case the matter is

of real scientific importance In 1881 the late Sir

J H Qlbert, in a letter to the Royal Society of Arts,

expressed the view that while whole meal bread was
undoubtedly benefiaal to the sedentary worker, the
bulk of the labounng population was better suited

by a white bread containing a more concentrated
nourishment The apparent waste involved in the
production of white flour is largely illusory as the
offals when fed to stock are merely converted into

another form of concentrated food Modern ipethods
of milling have since introduced another factor, but
until rigidly controlled fceduig experiments on the
human subject have been made, the question must
remam controversial

It is of high importance to the well being of our
Industries that we should gather the views of men
who stand at the head of great manufacturing con
cerns as to the type of man, his education and train

opin
irefor . le expericn

an industrial leader as Sir Robert Hadfield, who in

a recent issue of the Coed and Iron Trades Review
has expressed himself on this subject We have not
always had this advantage nothing in the past has
been more discouraging to the directors of our scien

tific and technical institutions than the apathy, not
to say the callous indifference, of all but a few far

seeing employers This newly-awakened interest

doubtless finds its origin m the successful industnal

rivalry of the United States and Germany, and if we
fail to grip the true reason for its success in the wise
and ample provision of general scientific and
spedalised education we shall miss its vital signifi

cance Yet the burden of Sir Robert Hadfield s

message is that of the old adage, Poeta nasetlur non
fit, that the successful captain of industry must
nave original force of character and ^fts of natural

temperament ,
in short, must possess inborn qualities

that neither education nor training can bestow but

only develop It thus becomes the business of the

naUon to set up what Huxley called effective capacity

catching machinery, so that no potentially capable

child shall wither in neglect One of the greatest

qualities of an organiser is the gift of selection, the

wility to pick out the fit man for a given place, and
if he has had a sound general education and an effec-

tive scientific training he will be in full sympathy with

all grades of workw, and alive to the possibilities

of Mch The qualities of mind leading to scientific

lUioovery are one thing, the gift of invention and

application another, and they do not often reside

in the same person, they even indicate a different order

of mind. A Dalton or a Faraday would not neces-

sarily have made a first-rate organiser of a modem
business, but by their patient investigations and their

penetrating vision they have madejiossible the great

modem t^nical developments The true place for

the adjustment of theoretical knowledge to industnal

aims and conditions is m the workshim, and if menu
facturers were wise and far-seeing they would give

ample opportunity to the well-educated young man
to acquire this essential experience, and would find

abundai^ reward therein

Tm paper published in No 1317 of the Jwrnal of

the Royal Society of Arts for June 16, by the Right

Hon Sir W MacGregor, entitled Some Native
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Pqtoitaties and Colleagues, supplies an admurable
example of the methods by which one of our most
dtstii^ulshed colonial officials succeeded in gaining the
confidmee and affection of the native races umw his

control He begins with an account of Thakambau,
the greatest and best known man of the Fijian

race, of whom it may be said that no ruler ‘ever
saw his country transformed by such enormous
changes as this Fijian chief saw and assisted in.

Sedu, the Papuan one of the finest characters I

have ever known met an untimely fate in an
ambuscade, and the Garter Kinj, of Arms has allowed
Sir W MacGregor to quarter a figure of this hero
as the dexter supporter of his coat-of-arms The
writer’s wide experience enables h m to record worthies
of other races such as John Allan an Australian
Aboriginal, and the Alake of Abeokuta in West
Africa In the discussion which followed the reading
of the paper the Hon J G Jenkins acknowledged in

graceful terms the great services of the writer in the
administration of British New Guinea In the early

days of the colony

Most of the June number of the Zoologist (4I,

vol XX , No 900, IS occupied by Capt Malcolm Burr’s
highly interesting account of his travels in the
Caucasus and the Asiatic terntory beyond His
military duties have taken him through a remark-
able country and ho is able to record many observa-
tions on plants and animals, notably birds and ortho-
ptera The centre of attraction from the naturalist’s

point of view is Geok Tapa, where Capt Burr was
the guest of that famous collector Alexander
Shelkovinov

Some facts bearing on the struggle for existence,

as understood by Darwin, are contributed in a short
note Sur I’^uilibre naturel entre les diverses espboes
animates by A Pictet in the C R des Stances do
la Soc do Physique et d Hist nat de Gentve (xxxii

,

•9>S» PP JO-'S) Ihe author reckoned that If a pair
of white butterflies (Piens brassicae) produce 500
egrgs 996 of the larviB must be destroyed if the
numbers of the species remain constant He then
collected all the caterpillars—148 in number—from
a certain bush, and found that of these 137 had been
parasitised by the small ichneumonoid Microgaster,
that 9 died of disease, and that only a completed their

transformations From the age of these collected

larvsB he bdteved that twice as many had already
perished and thus arnves at a survival ratio (004
per cent } agreeing with his estimate The agreement
thus reached after several asaumptlons is pemapa too
close to be altogether convindng

The January number of the South Afnean Journal
of Science (vol xh , No 6) contains an article on
the Sarcospondia by G van de Wall de KoCk In
which the effect of them ^scure protozoan paraMtes
on their mammalian hods and their probable action
in cauaing various diseases are discussed Recent
work on the Hfe-history of Sarcospondia is uMfulIy
tununariaed

In the Proc Roy Soc Victoria (xxviii 1916, part a)
Mitf G Buchanan gives the results of a comparative
examination of the blood of certain Australian animals,
with coloured figures of the vanous forms oi cor-
puscles She finds a general decrease in size and
mcreafe in number of rra cells in ascending through
the vertebrate classes, while the lymp^ytes decrease
in number and increase in dze The reptilian re-
latiOQship of the Monotremea is suggested by a
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inriUuItjF in tbo mononuclear coipusclee. Platelete

were recognleed in mammalia oniy

Valvabli reports on sponges (calcareous and non-
csJcareous) from the Inoian Oc^ haw lately been

MbUsbed by Prof A Dendy in the R^rt to the

Gomnment of Baroda on the Marine Zoology of

Okhamandal, in Kattiawar (part ii
, pp 79~i46>

10 plates) The necimens described were collectiwi

by Mr J Hornell in 1905-6 Many of the calcareous

species are identical with those from the African

coast, while a large proportion of the Tetraxonida

and Ceratosa were already known from the seas

around Ceylon The plates show the general aspect

and the spicules of the new species, unfortunately,

the material was largely unsuitable for histological

study, and it is to be hoped that collectors will take

to Imrt Prof Dendy’s exhortation to av<rfd formalin

as a preservative for sponges

In the recently issued part, No 4, of vol v of the

Transactions of the Royal Society of South Africa

Mr F Eyles contributes a long list of plants

collected in southern Rhodesia His record which
occupies 251 pages and is furnished with a full index

includes representatives of 160 families 869 genera,

and am; species The plants collected are mainly

ffowering plants and ferns, and details of localities,

collectors' names and numbers are given for each
qiedes. The record will prove of value to students

of African botany, and especially to those of the

Rhodesian flora, it should also serve to encourage
others to collect and study the plants of the country

A 8TUDT of the geography of the Fox Valley is the

first of a series of regional surveys on the State

of Wisconsin, USA Three years ago the Wis>
oonsin Geological and Natural History Survey pub-
Hshed an Tntroductoiy survey devoted to the

State as a whole The present volume (Bulletin

xU Educational Series, No 5) is by Prof R H
Whitbeck and, like the preliminary one, is pub*
lished by the State The object of the work is

educational in the mam, and the study of geography
in the schools of the district will certainly be helped

^ the use of this intensive survey of a small region

Imyslcal considerations occupy but a small part of

the volume, which is mainly concerned with cities

and industdj^ The requirements of school children

appear to rave been kept well in view throughout,

and yet the book avoids being either trivial or
didactic

Tui Question of the nature and ongin of the minute
plates that impart the aventurine” effect to felspars

appears to have been finally solved by Olaf Andersen
(‘‘An Aventurine Feldspar ’ Amtf Joum Set

voL xL, 1915 p »i) Tne author, after goniometric
and optical investigation adopts Scheerer’s view, put
forward in 1845, that the substance present is hiema*
tite. His research covers Amencan albites, oligoclase

frean Rragerd and Tvedestrand (sunstone) labradonte
from Labrador and several microclines The plates

are found always to be oriented after simple crystal

forms, although these forms may not be present in

the felspar crystal but the edges of the plates do not
yield simple crystallographic relations These edges
however, are referred to a mineral with hexagonal
or trigonal symmetry The author believes that
Fe,0, was originally present in solid solution in the
felspar, either as haematite or as a constituent of a
ferric cdbmound , a disturbance of equilibrium perhaps
a temperature-change has caused it to separate out as
individual oystals of haematite along structural planes
of the felspar The bluish tints of the schillensed

moonstones murchlsomtes and labradontes are said
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to be due, like the blue of the sky to the “ acatterfair

of light by particles smaller than the wave-length M
light, and cannot be exidalned as ordinary interfetenoe

colours of thin films "

In the Journal of the Washing^ Academy of
Sciences for June 4 Mr Paul D Foote, of the U S
Bureau of Standards, shows how the melbng points
of metals, e g tungsten, can be determined mom the
luminosity of the molten metal The radiation at

absolute temperature 9 of a black body between
wave-lengths X and X+aX being taken as r,X '•,iw ^
where e, and c, are constants, that of a metal over
the visible part of the spectrum the author repre-
sents by ‘r Arv/» rfX, where p and q are

constants If V(X} is the visibility of radiation X the
luminosity of the surface of the metal is

Arv/» r,/x V /) V(X>A

On writing i/9' = i/0- p, this becomes

A<v/« c^1\ WAn'fXyx
which with the proper value of V(X) has been
shown graphically to reduce to Arv/* + (ff + C)(u,

where P, B, C, D are constants In the case of
tungsten the author shows that the values of the
constants arc A=o*303 p= i 04x10-*, g=>33a,
c.- 14450, B= -io6 0=265, 0=72, P-ipixio-*
From Langmuir s observation that at the melting
point tungsten has a luminosity of 699a candles per
square centimetre it is shown that the preceding
constants give 3712° as the absolute temperature of
the molten surface This method of determining high
temperatures seems likely to prove of great value

The Mathematical Gauette for May contains a
paper by Prof H S Carslaw entitled A Progres-
sive Income Tax, dealing with the complicated
system of taxation adopted m Australia Although
the British Chancellor of the Exchequer took bis
BA- degree in the Cambridge Mathematical Tripos
in 1886 he seems to have so far forgotten all his
mathematics that he has imposed taxes at the rates
of more than 2500 5000, or 8000 per cent on
persons whose incomes exceed loool 1500I, or aoool
by a single pound It would be more correct to say
that the rate becomes infinity in the pound at these

rnts of the scale, and the case may easily arise
which a professional man may have to throw

up his duties at short notice in order to avoid losing
money by earning more But in Australia they
appear to have gone to the (^posite extreme, and
determined the rate of tax by compheated mathe-
matical formula defined by curves of the second and
third degrees Indeed Prof Carslaw has to use the
integral calculus in the examples that he works
Why cannot Chancellors of the Exchequer bring a
little more common sense as well as eUnuntary
mathematical knowledge to bear on income-tax
problems? The discontinuities in the gradUtU of the
Income-tax curve, which the Australians have tideen
so much trouble to eliminate, are of no very great
moment, while the present Englitii discon^uities
in the total amount of the tax are open to serious
objection With looZ exempt, and rates of 2s 6d.
on the next 400I, 4s on the next sool, and 5s , 6s

,

and 7s on subsequent additions to income of wol

,

the average rate on agool would be very nearfy 5s
in the pound, but the man with aoool who earned
an extra tl would still gain 13s instead of losing
more than 50I or Sol

Thk statement that, since the war began, Germany
has succeeded in obtaining her full suf^ly of nitrates
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bj fixatioa from atmospheric nHr^eo lends additional
interest to the account of a Swedlsb company lot
the same purpoae contamed in Dagttu Nyhtter
(June 8) ttyde's method of obtaining nitrogen from
the air by means of an electric arc is relatively dear,
and its profits depend on the local price of el^rical
energy It has, moreover, been calculated that if all

the waterfalls of Europe were to supply energy for

this Industry alone, thu would not result tn a greater
production than would balance the present yearly
Increase in the world’s need of fertilisers The
Swedish company employs a method invented by
Th, Thorssell (formerly technical head of the fertiliser

and sulphuric acid factories in Malmd), which method
depends on purely chemical processes, and demands
only the sp«ial treatment of easily accessible raw
material, but no details of the process are given in
the article The chief products of the new factory
are ammonia, ammonium nitrate and cyanide com-
pounds, saltpetre, and sulphuric acid The process is

said to be of such a character that factories can be
installed in most places without requiring any large

supply of energy Expenmental work was begun in

the autumn of 1911, and during the summer of 191a
the results were approved by the outside experts

—

Prof M G Sfiderbaum and Dr Gustaf Ekman
The company was then set going definitely, and, in

spite of difficulties inseparable from an entirely new
manufacture, as well as losses by fire, it is now pre-

paring to deliver its products in large quantities and
has tor this purpose dedded to increase its capital

from 3<7 million to 8 million kronor

Prof Otto Pettbrsson of Holma, Lysekil,

Sweden, has devised an apparatus for saving life at
sea which presents some features of novelty and
interest It consists of throe parts (i) An oidmary
boraehair mattress of the thickness, width, and length

which arc usual for a ship’s berth This mattress

Is to form the bottom of what will be a kind of

collapnble boat when used (or life-saving (a)

Attached to the sides of the mattress, and capable of

being folded underneath it when used for slewing
purposes, are two cushions which, when the whole is

employed for life-saving, form the sides of the craft

ana on which its buoyancy depends In the original

model these cushions were fiUra with the hair of the

reindeer—a material much used for such purposes m
Scandinavia—but, of course, kcqiok would be equally

serviceable (^ The stem and stem of the little craft

are formed ot double layers of impermeable, closely

woven waterproofed cloth strengthen by corns sewn
in and uniting at the ends of the mattress m a metal

ring, to which the rope of a sea-anchor may be fixed

Earti seam is strengthened by a layer of India-rubber

to keep the water from entering the inner stufifing

of the mattress. Between the mattress and the side

cushm are two pieces of cloth with boles for putting

the anna through The whole forms a sort of cloak

in which one wraps oneself, as in on ulster coat,

securing it round the waist The sea-anchor is taken

in one hand and one ilingi oneself backward into the

laa. The anchor is let go and the craft emptied

of water by a syringe which Is placed at the side

and is easily woti^ by the passenger Once
ei^tied it wUl not easily fill again, the sea-anchor

keeping the prow against the wind and the waves

The little boat ia unslnkable, even when filled with

water, and is sufficiently buo^nt to carry more than

one persen If two or three boats a^e tied together

W tM anchor line one sea-anchor will ke^ them
steady The sea-aochOr is an essential part of the

iq^atus It consists of a canvas bag sewn on to
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a metal ring, and is provided with a stout manlla
rope about 20 m long The apparatus is made by
K. M. Lundberg, of Stockholm, and has been proved
to be very serviceable

An article on ‘Fruits for Health, Strength, and
Longeidty,** which appears In the Fortnightly Revum
for July, though an advocacy of fruitananism, falls

to offer any convuicing physiological argument in

sumxMrt of the end in view Lilm most productions

of its kind it consists of manifest inaccuracies mixed
with a modicum of truth For example, “when a
man reaches the age of fifty, especially should he be
careful about hit diet,’ is only too true

,
but that ‘ the

juices of oranges and lemons act like magic upon the
waste chalky accumulattons which bring about the
stiffening of the arteries’—in other words curearterio-

sclerosii^is a statement unsupported by experimental
evidence in the field of modern therapeutics Nor is

there sufficient evidence to show that eating fish and

I

the flesh of the pig is in any way associated with
cancer, scrofula, and tumours Fruit jellies are said

I

to ‘possess no nitrogen 1 and condensed starch

seriously taxes the digestive organs ’’ What is con-
densed starch? The action of glucose, like that

of cornflour, induces sluggish action of the system and
tends to disorganisation, driving consumers to purga-
tives ’’ Yet many fruits are rich in glucose or sugars
readily converted into glucose Moreover glucose has
a mild aperient nebon on most people Utilised over
a course of years ripe fresh fruits and their juices

will effectually prevent aneurismal dilatations and
arterial rupture, which of late years have increased

to an alarming extent ’’ It would be interesting to

know what medical evidence there is for either of
these conclusions

Thb June issue of the Chemical Society’s Journal
contains a report of a lecture by Dr F Gowland
Hopkins delivered before the society on May 18 on
Newer Standpoints in the Study of Nutrition

This is the third of a series of lectures delivered by
invitation of the council during the past session, the
two earlier lectures having been given by Dr E J,
Russell and by Prof W H Bragg To the chemist.
Dr Hoj^ns’s lecture is particularly attractive by reason
of the large measure of success which the author has
achieved in his endeavour to interpret biochemical
phenomena in terms of the known reactions and
products of organic cbnnistry Amino-adds, such as
tryptophane, arginine and histidine, glutamic and
aspartic acids, dmved from the hydrdysis of natural
proteins, are shown to be the essential units in the
nutridwi of animals If these are provided, together
with filtered butter-fat or lard, potato-starch, cane
sugar, the requisite Inorganic salts, and the mysterioua
vitamine or food-hormone factor (supphed in the form
of a nitrogen-free akohoUc extract of fresh milk),
life can be preserved and growth maintained without
protein or any nitrogenous compounds of unknown
constitution Interesting experunents have be^ made
which show that thewiuiholdingof the aromatic com-
pound tryptophane, or of both arginine and histidine,

preventa growth and causes a rapid loss of weight;
but ghitamic and aspartic adds, which constitute 38
per cent, of the protein molecule (as contrasted with
li per qeirt. of tryptophane), can both be removed with,
out oaudng loss of oody-wdght or even any marked
retardatfon of growth; and me removal of histidine
and arsine separately does not arrest growth, in-

dicating that thm two amtno-aads can replace one
anotbtf in nutrition, and may even prove to be chemi.
cally Interconvertible
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN CANADIAN ECONOMIC (fEOLOGY ^

A Partial Ecliprb of thb Moon —The moon will

be in partial eclipse during the early momma hours
of Saturday, July 15 The first contact with the

shadow occurs at 3h 19*311^ am the angle from the
north point being 40® to E At Greenwich the moon
sets af 3h mm a m (one hour later in legal t me)
nearly 47 minutes before the middle phase

A Bright Mbteor —A notable meteor was observed

at the Hill Observatory Sldmouth early on July 8
First seen atih sm am GMT a little E of N
about 15® above the sky line rising in the sky it then
passed not quite overhead and reached 30“ 40® beyond
the zenith Unfortunately although the sky was
clear and the meteor considerably exceeded Jup ter in

brightness it left no visible trail The meteor gave
the illusory impression of coming quite near to the
observer and not of descnbing a meridian an effect

no doubt largely due to its increasing brilliancy

Comet 1916b (Wolf) —An investigation of the orbit

of this comet has been carried out by Messrs R T
Crawford and DinsnMre Alter of the Berkeley Astro-

n6mical Department (Lick Obs Bull No 382) From
this It appears that Prof Barnard succeed in

identifying the comet on a photograph taken on
April 24 The time of the observation indicates that

It must be the same pbotogr^h on which a confusion

of the minor planet 446 lEtemitas with the new
comet had been pointed out by the editors of the

Astronomtsch Nachnehten (No 4845) The earhest

position available to the American calculators was that

derived from Prof Barnard s plate With th s and
other observations made atYerkes May 10 and May 3^
the following differentially corrected parabolic orbit

has been calculated —
T»» 1917 June 16 48c6 GMT

•-120 37 079 JI = '83'’ 16 588
25° 40 064 log ^<=0226855

These elements and the resulting ephemer s only

differ slightly from the calculations by Prof A
Berberlch (Nature June 1) Numerous Amencan
observations mostly made at Yerkes, are represented

closely The orbit resembles that of Wolf s penodic
comet 1884 111 and consequently an ellipUc orbit

with a period of seven years was calculated the

differences however disproved identity The faint

luminosity and low altitude of the comet now prob-

ably put it out of reach until it becomes a morning
star

Arequipa Pvrhbliometry—In consequence of the
recommendations of the Committee of the Inter

national Union of Solar Research measures of solar

radiation have been made at Areoulpa since 1912

Some of the results so far obtained have been pub-
lished by C G Abbot (Smithsonian Miscellaneous

Coltectioo vol Ixv , No 9) Speaal attention has
been given to the question of solar variability and
atmospheric transmission At Arequipa the chief

factor in the latter connection is the amount of water
vapour, ami consequently the silver-disc pyrheliometer

measures of radiation have been supplemented by a
nearly simultaneous series of measures of atmosphenc
humidirii The monthty mean values show a close

connection bMween the solar radiation and vapour
pressure. Tnts was represented by empirical formulas

which gave values of the solar constant in good agree-

ment with the more rigorous values obtained at

Mount Wilson and generally confirming the vans
bilitv of the solar radiation

The dust of the Ratmai eruption (June 1913) did

not affect the ArSquipa measures
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'T'HE White River District of Yukmt extends east
A from the Alaskan-Canadian boundary and its

geology continues that of country wdt known by
rile work of the American geotoUsts Some Carbon-
iferous rocks, resting On an Anmean foundation, are
followed by thick Mesozoic sediments Which contain a
few Cretaceous fbss Is The Cainozoic u represented

by land and fresh water beds containing lignites. As
in Alaska there are two volcanic series one of which
was erupted during the World w de d sturbances be-

tween the Jurassic and Cretaceous and the other is

Upper Cainozoic and continued until very recent

though pre Glacial times In the early Pliocene the
country was uplifted and greatly fractured the evi

dence of which is most distinct on the coast The
chief ores of the Wh te River District are of gold

and copper The discovery of the placer deposits at

Chisana in 1913 occasioned the greatest stampede
or mining rush since that to Klondyke in 1897-98.
The copper ores have long been worked by the

Indians and in 1891 the exaggerated reports of their

quantity led to the first prospecting of the country
Mr Cairness memoir is illustrated hy some excellent

maps and photographs.
At the opposite corner of Canada on the southern

shore of the Northumberland Strait is an area strik-

ingly uni ke the White River District It was one of
the first Canadian districts geologically investigated,

It was settled during the latter part of the e ghteenth
century and the names Arisaig Knoydart Moydart
Lismore etc show that the pioneers were the ex-
patriated exiles from the western Highlands The dis-

trict IS composed of Palteozoic rocks ranging from the
Ordovician to the Upper Carboniferous with some
Ordovician rhyolite lavas and Upper Palaeozoic diabase
dykes The surveys of recent years have supplemented
and in some respects corrected the earlier results of
Dawson and Honeyman Thus there is a full Silu-

rian sequence as the Moydart beds represent the
Wenlock seres, which had been considered absent
The Devonian is represented ^ the Knoydart series,

which IS correlated with the British Lower Old Red
Sandstone The absence of the M ddle and Upper Old
Red Sandstone is attributed to great faulting that
corresponds to that which caused the absence of the
Middle series from south western Scotland. The
Carboniferous s represented as in Britain by a lower
marine series and an upper continental series

The most interesting econoimc deposits in this dis-

trict are the Sllunan oolitic ironstones which the
author infers from their sperial fauna were laid down
under unusual conditions during which the sea con
tained much ferruginous material This view is not
adequately explained, and there is no proof that the
ores were not due to a partial replacement of an
oolitic limestone The report is accompanied by two
clear geological maps
The oil discoveries in the United States in the early

’sixties stimulated research for oil in eastern Canada
Oil was found though in comparatively small quanti-
ties and some of the lUstricts continued to yield ever
since This oil belt extends from Lake Huron to the
Gaspe peninsula south of the mouth of ttw St Law-
rente The most important fields are in the south
western peninsula of Ontano south of a line from
the southern end of Lake Huron to the western end
of Lake Ontario The oils come from various horl-

awatsTMliiM Otol fUitv Utm ja,G*d Sir s»'i» 5,i* Pp.'tSl+i

ArU^AndtenUi DMet NoraSoalb. /tM Ms*.
Siv (hail 9*r 47 1914 rT Fp, 1734-* an»^ Ihinim '!>• on W 0atiH6 udQotbW. ML

0«oLS«r 6r 1915. « Fp. M*
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zona. There are traces in the Trenton i(Ordovician)

,

small quantities are obtained from four distinct Silu-
rian senes. The largest quantity of oil comes from
the Onondaga beds, which are Devonian The author
mentions both the organic and Inorganic theones of
the ongin of petroleum , he expresses no definite pre-
ference, but appears to be inclined to the latter and
some of the facts stated in the memoir indicate why
some Canadian geologists are firmly attached to that
view The most interesUng evidence is based on the
uniform composition of the associated natural gas
nhich is advanced as incompatible With its local

origin
, but the balance of the evidence stated seems

dithcult to reconcile with the inorganic hypothesis
Each of the three memoirs is a useful oontnbution

to Canadian geology J W G

RADIO-ACTIVITY AND PLANT GROWTH
F'OR some time past Mr Martin Sutton has been

making experunents on the effects of radio-active
ores and residues on plant growth A preliminary
account of the experiments was given in Nature for

October 7 1915 and the detailed report now to

hand, issued as Bulletin No 7 from Messrs Sutton,
of Reading confirms the conclusions then drawn
1 he experiments were soundly conceived and well car

rled out, the results showed that radium compounds
have no sufficient effect on plant growth to justify

any hopes of practical application m horticulture or
agriculture

The experiments were made with tomatoes pota
toes radishes lettuces vegetable marrows carrots

onions and spinach beets, some of the plants were
grown in pots, and others in the open ground Pure
radium bromide was used in some experiments and
radiium ores in others In order to eliminate the

effect of substances other than radium present in the

ores a mixture of these was made and applied to

some of the plants In certain cases small increases
in growth over the unmanured plants were obtiined
but nothing approaching the increases given by arti

ficial fertilisers or farmyard manure
A number of rather extravagant claims arc thus

dispo^ of including one to the effect that radium
treatment caused plants to take on certain flavours

that they do not naturally possess Thus a previous

investigator had claimed that vegetable marrows
grown in presence of radium compounds assume the

flavour of pineapples, Mr Sutton’s marrows were
cooked and Usted by a distinguished exponent of

horticultural science, whose tastes in these matters

are recognised as being beyond reproach and were
found to be indistinguishable from the others Mr
Sutton has rendered good service by disposing of this

and other of the hares started in the field of horticul

ture that were distracting attention from the larger

problems with which the horticultunst has to deal

THE ORGANISATION OF INDUSTRIAL
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH^

I.

F ont attempted to formulate the common belief

concerning the origin and development of modern
technical industries, it would probably be found that

stress would be laid upon financial ability or manu-
facturing skill on the part of the founders, but if

instead, we were to make a historical survey of the

sObject, I think that we should And that the starting

and dmlopment of most mannfaenirtng businesses

depended discoveries and Inventions bdng made
I As tddrtM St ColaabU Uslvtraity br Dr C £• KwimiIi

M^dtnci««rih«R«M«tcbLaboni(mrBa4sNuili:edaCi>. RacliMMr
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by some individual or group of individuals who de-
veloped then- original discoveries into an industrial pro-
cess. Indeed, if the localities m which various indus-
tries have developed be marked on the map, they will

often be found to have far more relation to the acci-

dental location by birth or otherwise of mdividuals
than to any natural advantages possessed by the
situation for the particular industry concerned. The
metallurgical industries, of course are situated chiefly
near the sources of the ores or of coal, but why should
the chief seat of the spinning industry be in Lan-
cashire or of modern optical industry m Jena except
that in those places lived the men who developed tm
processes which are used in the industry? And
moreover industries are frequently transferred from
one locality to another and even from one country
to another by the development of new processes,

generally by new individuals or groups of workers
The history of many industries is that they were

originated and developed in the first place by some
man of jronius who was fully acquainted with the
practice of the industry and with such theory as was
then known, that his successors failed to keep up
with the progress and with the theory of the cognate
sciences, and thit sooner or later some other genius
working on the subject has rapidly advanced the avail
able knowledge, and has again given a new spurt to
the development of that industry in another locality

Thus, in the early days of the technical industries
the development of new processes and methods was
often dependent upon some one man, who frequently
became the owner of the firm which exploited his
discoveries But with tho increasing complexity of
industry and the parallel mcreasc in the amount of
technical and scientific information, necessitating in
creasing specialisation, the work of investigation and
development which us^ to be performed by an indi
vidual has been delegated to speaal departments of
the organisation, one example of which is the modem
industrial research laboratory
The triumphs which have already been won by

these research laboratories are common knowledge
The incandescent lamp industry for instance origin-
ated in the United Stqtes with the carbon lamp but
was nearly lost to the United States when the tungsten
filament was developed, only to be rescued from that
danger by the research laboratory of the General El^
trie Company who fought for the pnze in sight and
developed, lint the drawn wire filament, and then the
nitro^ lamp, and we may be sure that if tho theo-
retiem and practical work of the research laboratory
of the General Electric Company were not kept up
the American manufacturers could by no means rest
secure in their industry, as, undoubtedly, later de-
velopments in electric lighting will come, and the
industry might be transferred, in part, if not com-
pletely, to the originators of any improvement Manu.
facturlng concerns and espeqjally the powerful, weU-
organlied companies who are me leadvs of industry
in flils country, can of course retain their leadership
for a number of years agamst more progressive but
smidler and less completely organisM competitors,
but eventually they can ensure their pMition only Iqr

having in their employ men who are competent to>

keen in touch with and themselves to advance, the
subject, and the maintenance of a laboratory staffed
by such men is a final insurance against eventual
loM of the control of its industry by any concern
There was a time when the chief makers of photo-

graphic lenses were the British firms, die owners of
wmefa had been largely mstrumental in developing the
q«ly theory of hn« mflcS but that position was lost
Mtiiuly as a result of the scientific work of the Qer-m^ opricians, led by Ernst Abbe, in a smaller
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lion of opticnl iiork, hcuvever, the itail of Adam
Ltd., bai been able Ita aup^or knowtei^

ana inteniive atudy of the manufacture of modem
ipedtroscopei to tranafer a large portion of the manu-
facture of such Initrumenta fr^ Germany to England
agiain.

In a recent book review in Nature (December 2,

>9 i5 < P 3^) is pointed out that the rare earth in-

dust^ hu l)«n chiefly concentrated in Germany The
manufacture of gas mantles, discovered by an Austrian,

developed an entirely new chemical industry, which
has been carried on almost completely under German
auspices It seems to be sug^sted at the present

time by some of the leaders of British industry

that such specialised chemical operations as the manu-
facture of compounds of the rare earths can bo trans-

ferred to Great Britain by the application of superior

financial methods, or better business foresight, or even
merely more intense application I do not believe

that anyone who is acouainted with the business men
of several countnes will believe that the British manu-
facturer is lacking either in financial capacity or m
business foresight, or in application, but none of these

things by itself will develop a chemical industry

The only thing that will attract and retain the busi-

ness is the manufacture and development of new and
impro^ products, and this can be done only by the

use of more and better research chemists and physicists

than the competitor is willing to employ In fact, at

the present time it seems to be clear that the future

of any industry depends upon its being able to com-
mand a sufficient supply of knowledge directed

towards the improvement of the product and the de-

velopment of the methods of that industry, and that

any failure in this respect may involve eventual failure

While this view of the importance of research work
to the industries IS now obtaining universal acceptance,

1 feel that many who assent without hesitation to the

value of a research laboratory still take far too low
a view of the work which it should perform

Industrial laboratories may be classified in three

general divisions —
(!) Works laboratories exerting analytical control

over materials or processes

(a) Industrial laMratorics working on improvements
in product and in processes tending to lessen cost of

production and to mtroduce new products on the

market
(3) Laboratories working on pure theory and on

funoamental sciences associated with the industry

The first class of laboratones are so obviously neces-

sary that practically all works are so equippra, and
frequently each department of a factoiy maintains its

own control laboratory The second class of labora-

tones are frequently termed research' labora-

tories, and this type has been veiy iargely instrumental
in forwarffing the introduction of scientific control into

Unfortunately, however, the immediate success of

the afmlication of scientific methods to industnal pro,

oeases has often led the executives of commercial enter-

prises into the belief that such work along directly

practical lines is capable of indefinite extension, and
'n this belief a number of laboratones have been
started, some of which at any rate, have been sources

of disappointment in consequence of a failure to gras~

the fact that if the whole future of an industry i^

dmendent on the work of the research laboratory then

what is rewired is nof merely an improvement in

processes orm cheapening in the cost of manufacture,

out fundameotal development in the whole subject in

which the l^ufacturing firm is intetested and fer

this purposed Is clear that something very different

horn the usual works laboratory will be required, and

that in order to attam progresa the work of tbs re*

search laboratory must be directed primarily towarda
the fundamental theory of the subject This is s point
which seems to be continually overlooked in ducos,
slons of industrial scientific research, where such
stress is generally laid upon the immediate
returns which can be obtained front woriu
laboratorica, and upon the advantage of adentifie

control of the operations , but in every case where the
effect of research work has been very marked, that
work has been directed, not towards the supmdal
processes of industry, but towards the fundamental
and underlying theory of the subject. From Abbe's
work on lenses, and Abbe and Schott's woik on
glasses, to the work of the research laboratory of the
General Electnc Company on the residual gases in
lamp vacua, which resultM in the production of the
nitrogen-tungsten lamp and the Coolidge X-ray tube,

this will be seen to be true and we must consequently
agree that for industries to retain their position and
make progress they must earnestlv devote time and
money to the investigation of the fundamental theory
underlying the subject in which they are interested

Research work of this fundamental kind involves

a laboratory very different from the usual vorks
laboratory, and also investigators of a different type
from those employed in a purely industrial laboratoiV
It means a large, elaborately equipped, and heavily

staffed laboratory, engaged largely on work which for

j

many years will be unremunerative and which, for

I

a considerable time after its foundation, will obtain

I

no results at all which can be applied by the manu-
facturer
The value of a research laboratoir is essentially

cumulative, in the beginning it may be of service aa
bringing a new pomt of view to bear on many
problems

,
later, accumulated information will be

more and more available, but most men acquainted
with industrial research work consider that five years
is the earliest date at which any considerable resulte

can be expected from a newly-established research
laboratory, and that the development of really new
material in considerable quantities so that it wifi have
an effect upon the industry as a whole cannot be
looked for m less than ten years’ consecutive work
Hus does not mean that a laboratory is useless during
the initial period, since it will be of considerable service

in many other directions than in that of its main
work on the fundamental problems, but when this

mam kne of research begins to bear fruit it will absorb
the energies both of the laboratory and of the factoiy

It is often suggested that the problem of the
organisation of sdratific industrial research is really

the problem of obtaining satisfactory co-operation
tween the manufacturers and the universities possibly
with small research laboratories in the factories them-
selves acting aa intermediaries Various sthemes have
been suggested for enabling the universities to carry
out research work of value to the manufacturers, but
if it is believed that the work chiefly required for the
development and maintenance of Industry deals with
the fundamental theory of the subject, it will be seen
that this cannot possloly be camra on to any large
extent in collaboration with a university, it requires
a continuity of application by the same investigators
over long periods, with special apparatus, and with
the devdopment of qieciaf methoda which cannot be
eiqiected from any university This necessity fqr con-
tinuous work along the same line u, indeed, the
greatest difficulty in making use of the universities for
rodustrial research The conditions of a univeraRy
laboratory necessarily make it rimost impossible to
obtain the continuous application to one problem re-

quired Tor euccest In industrial research, and, indMd,
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in the interests of teaching, -wtucb is the primary
busiiMW of a universitv, stun devotion to one problem
is undesirable, u tendinn to one^idedness
There are aiso difficuluM in obtaining the co-opera-

tion of manufacturers with universities and in the
apphcation of university work to industry, which 1

see no hope whatever of overcoming , the universities

do not understand the requuements of the manufac-
turer, and the manufacturer distrusts, because he does
not understand, the language of the professor More-
over, it is quite essential that any investigator who has
worked out a new process or material snoukl be able

to apply his work on a semi-manufactunng scale so
that It can be transferred to the factory by skilled

man who have already met the general difficulties

which would be encountered m factory application
This development on a semi-manufactunng scale is,

indeed, one of the most difficult parts of a research
resulting m a new product and tne importance of it

is shown by the fact that all the large mdustnal
research laboratories however concerned they may be
with the theory of the subject, have, as parts of the
laboratory, and under the direction of the research
staff, expenmental manufacturing plants which dupli
cate many of the processes employed in the factory
Itself

All these arguments tend to show that an industrial
research laboratory must necessarily be of considerable
sue, but this rei^uirement is much accentuated by
another consideration altogether

Except m a few branches of pure science small
research laboratories are relatively inefficient in the
technical sense of the term—that is they require more
time and cost more money for the solution of a given
problem
When considering this subject it is necessary first

to dismiss completely from the mind the idea that any
appreciable number of research laboratories can be
staffed by geniuses If a genius can be obtained for

a given mdustrial research, that is, of course an over
whelming advantage which may outweigh any dis-

advantages, but we have no right to assume that we
can obtain geniuses all we have a right to assume
IS that we can obtain, at a fair rate of recompense
well trained average men having a taste for research

and a certain ability for investigation The problem
then is, how can we obtain the greatest yiela from a

given number of men in a given time? Investigation

of the subiect shows that the yield per man increases

very greatly as the number of men who can co-operate

together is increased. The problems of industrial re-

search are not often of the type which can be best

tackled by one or two individual thinkers, and they

rarely involve directly abstract points of theory but
they continually involve difficult technical and mechan
leaf operations, and most of die delays in research

work arise because the workers engaged on the subject

do not know how to do some specific operation In

my own experience I have seen a good man stick for

six months at an investigation because be did not know
and could not find out how to measure a conductivi^

with a precision lugher than one part In a thousand
a point which was finally found to be perfectly well

known to several saentinc workers in the country

Again it took another good man three months to

mm how to put a special form of section, but, having

teamed the ti^, he can now cut sections for all the

WMkers in the laboratory with no delay whatever
In this connection the advantage of permanent set-

ups of apparatus may be pointed out Among a large

immher of chemists some one will coimnuolly be wanU
tug to photograph an ultra-vtolst absmptlon apectnmi
or to take- a pbotamierograph, and If the apparatus

(dr tb«»e puiposss ia erected and in chtrge of a eona.

potent man idio undsrstands Ite use, the work can be
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done without any delay at all the photography of the

eboorption qiectrum of an organic liquid by a man
who M uaed to the work taking only an hour , but if

tl^ point ia vital to the research, and the chemist
IS quits unacquainted with the technique of the sub-

ject and has no apparatus available, it may easilj^

t^e him six months to find out what has been done
on absorption spectra, to buy and erect tho apparatus

and become skilled in its working
From these causes then, the efficiency of a labora-

tory Increases very greatly with its sue provided that

there are good arrangements for co-operation between
the different workers of the laboratory, so that they
are kept informed of each other s problems
When considenng the efficiency of research work

It muat be remembered that the efnciency is necessarily

extremely low since it is very rarely possible to arrangq
any research so that it will directly proceed to Ae
end required

(To he concluded )

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELUGENCE

BiRMiNCHiui —Dr O F Hudson has resigned his

post as lecturer and instructor in assaying and special

lecturer in metallography in order to take up duties

as assistant mvestigator to the Corrosion Comnuttee
of the Institute of Metals
The degree of Doctor of Science has been awarded

to the following Elizabeth Acton (botany), Henry
Bnggs fnunmg), George William Clough and Albert
Parker (chemistry)

Lskds On the occasion of Degree Day on July J

the vice-chancellor (Eh- M E Sadler) in the couroo
of an address reviewed the position of the university,

with special reference to the war Of nearly fourteen
hundr^ associated with the university who are on
active service fifty-one had received military dutinc-
tion The war has found the university abU and
ready to give the nation unforeseen and many-sided
service, and the long vacation is little more than a
name for those In the universi^ who are doing
scientific or administrative work in connection with
the war The war Dr Sadler remarked has already
enriched the university with a deepened tradition of
fellowship in public service In the years to come it

will be called upon to prove the power of patient but
imaginative mvestigation of trained judgment and of
unjealous and patriotic energy in helping forward
whatever will impart a finer quality to the social and
economic conditions of the national life Grateful
mention was made of the recent benefaction of Sir

James Roberts for the endowment of a chair of
Russian language and literature—an act of inter-

national significance As important and opportune
would be the foundation of a professorship of Spanish
language and literature

Alluang to the future of the universitiea. Or Sadler
taid, whilst they mutt continue to work in intimate
co-operation wlu the great local authorities and the
Government, it must never be forgotten that the living

power of their work will depend on their continuing
free from mistaken however well meant, kinds m
external interference Germany has failed, in spite

of her brilliant endowment of knowledge, to keep
unsullied in her universities freedom of moral judg-
ment bi respect of some vital questions of duty to
fflafficind and to the State She has gradually and
hatf-consciously undermined by subtle pressure of
State control and by inducements of official distino-

ffpaC, Independence of moral and nolitical judgment
in iMe of the teachers through whom that Mgher
edu^pforl is ghen Thjis should be a warning to us.
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St Anduiw*—At the eummer graduation cere- |

mony on July 6 the honorary degree of LLD waa '

conferred upon Mr W B Clarke keq>er of the
xoology department Royal Scottuh Museum Edln-
tturgn Mr C T Clough (Uib^ct gMlc^tt Geo-
logical Survey of Scotland Dr R B Don Mr
L R Parnell rector of Exeter College Oxford
Dr C G Knott lecturer In applied mathematics
University of Edinburgh Dr J Musgrove Bute

C'ESSor of anatomy St Andrews igoi 1914 and
W R Scott professor of economics Univers ty

of Glasgow

Mr Asquith stated in the House of Commons on
July 10 that he does not propose to advise the appoint
ment of a Royal Commission on Educat on The
Government is itself •engaged in a comprehens ve
review of the system of education as a whole

At the invitation of the Paris Academy the Imperial
Academy of Sciences of Petrograd has appo nted
three of its members as delegates to the International

Commission establ shed on tne nltiative of the Pans
Academy for the purpose of taking stms after the
war of restoring so far as possib^le the Ibrary of
the Univers ty of Louvain burnt by the Germans

Thk recently establ shed School of Slavon c Studies

at King s College Ixindon wishes to form a special

Slavonic 1 brary and hopes for the sympathet c co-

operation of Russian learned societies by ^nations of
suitable books This having been brought to the
notice of the Imperial Academy of Sciences of Petro-
grad by the Minister of Public instruction the
Academy at once expressed its willingness to con
tribute to the des red end and d rected that a cata
login of the Academy s publications be sent to the
schd^with the request that a list be prepared of the
works which it wishes to receive

Numerous bequests to aid medical science in the

United States are reported in a recent issue of Science
By thb w 11 of the late Dr J W Wh te trustee of

the University of Pennsylvan a and Prof J R
Barton emeritus professor of surgery 30000I is

bequeathed in trust as a permanent endowment
fund the income to be used for establishing a
professorsh p of surgical research in the medical
department of the un vers ty Two hundred
thousand pounds w 11 be available for use by the
Washington Univers ty Medical School with the
open ng of the new term in September through the

gift to the school of 33 aool each by Mr E Mallinc-

krodt and Mr J T Mill ken of St Louis One
fund of 100 ooof to be known as the Edward Mallinc-

krodt Fund will be devoted to teaching and research

work in pediatrics The other fund of 100 ooof to
be known as the John T Milliken Fund will be
devoted to teaching and research work in meiUclne
The funds will enable the medical school to employ
physicians in these departments for their full time
The amount in addition to the Mallinckrodt and
MilHken donations to brine the fund to aoo ooof has
been given by the General Education Board A move-
ment has been inaugurated to secure' at least 400 ooof.

additional endowment for Jefferson Medical Coli^
Philadelphia Mr D Baugh founder of the Baugh
Institute of Anatomy and Biology subscribed so ooof

prodded that an equal amount was raised on or
nefbre June 16. The executors of the estate of the

late Mr Emil C Bundy of New Yorit have pdd
over to ColitmUa University the sum of aooobl for

research work in cancer

Attimtion may be directed to the help rendered to

manufaeturere and bueiness men for some time past

by the librarian and staff of the City of Coventry
F^bllc Libraries From time to time lists of reooit

books in technical chemistry metallurgy^ etc-, are

issued in printed form and circulated widely among
those likely to be interested. In adiUtion Usta are

prepared and issued dealing eg with a specific

metal and its alloys We have before ua one such
relating to aluminium which gives an admirable
series of references to original papers and books pub-
lished m the last tan years These lists are not only

circulated among manufacturers and business men,
but are also given a wider publicity by bdng pasted

Insde books on the same subject The Central
Library and its branches are well supplied with tech

nical journals to which the public nave access with-

out any restr ctlon The technical section is rein

forced by cutting out the best articles from duplicate

and unbound periodicals mount ng them on sheets

and exposing them in boxes where they are classified

under appropriate headings In addition the staff

of the library invites Inquiries for information
whether made verbally or by letter or by telephone

AU inquiries are treated as confidential and no effort

s spared to supply the fullest and most trustworthy
information No doubt the instance we have quoted
is not unique but it appears worth while dir^ng
attention to a practice which must be most helpful

to the technical staff of manufactories particularly

where as s so often the case few if any technical

books or periodicals are taken The example of the
staff of the Coventry Public L brarics is warmly to be
commended

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Ckilluger Sscisty June aS —Dr E J Allen in the

cha r—Capt Campbell Hspwertli The meteorology of
Davis Strait and Baffin Bay including ice distribution

and frequency The pap^ was based on a set of
charts that had been prepared n the Meteorological
Office

DubUN
Royal Dsbila Society June 20—Dr J M Purser in

the char—Prof W H Thompsoa and J Pladott

The possibil ties of food production in the United
Kingdom—Prof G H Carpsater Injurious insects

and other animals observed m Ireland during the
years 1914 and 1915 The summer of 1914 wap note-
worthy for the great abundance of the diamond-
back ^ moth {PluteXla cruaftrarum) on turnip cropa,

both in the east and west of Ireland Nymphs of the
large shield bug Troptcorit ruRpts were very destruc-

tive to young apples in Co Kilkenny in the summer
of 1915 Another unusual obtervaBon was the
abundance of two weevils Phyllobtus argentatut and
StrophoMomus coryU on larch

Reyal Irish Ktti/my June a6 —The Most Rev Dr
Bernard Archbishra of Dublin president in the
chair—M W J Fry Impact in three dimenaknu.
The paper showed that the course of impact in three
dimensions can be minutely followed in the most
general case There are two or four directions

(according to the value of the coefficient of friction)

in which if stiffing initially takes place it persists

without change ot direction and of these aitemate
oaee eorremnd to stable motions Any other direo-

don of stiaing tends to get parallel to the adjacent
table direction and doea so if the imi^ b nttt-

c^tiy prolonged and at the same time die vdodty of
kHng vanishes but does not if the direction is Ulit
spedal one along which sliding may take place, whAi
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the velocity of sliding vanishes and rolling is

iraposdble In three dimensions the veloaQr of com
pr^on may Vanish three tinges so that before the
first period of oompreision is over a second one may
intervene No matter how rough the bodies are
siiding may not cease and the solution often given of
impact between perfectly rough bodies may be inaccu

,

rite —H Ksaieay The large 10ns and condensation I

nuclei from flames An examination is made of the
nature of the large ions and nuclei from flames, which
seem to be identical with those studied by Aitken and
occurring in the atmosphere The rate of decay of
ionisation in the case of the large ions from flames 1

is found to be according to the law dqldt=-^*,
\

where q is the charge of one sign per c c and a
constant The number of nuclei per cc was
measured by Aitken s apparatus It is found that the
nuclei disappear according to the law dn/dla—yn* '

and the rate of disappearance seems to be the same
whether the nuclei are charged or uncharged 'The

large ions carry multiple charges and the value of
the charge depends on the circumstances of produc
tion The mobility of the large ion so far as expert
ment has gone seems to be the same in all circum
stances of production The mobility must therefore

be independent of the charge The formation of the

nucleus does not depend on the presence of the
charge

Edinburgh

le 4,—Dr J . __

A Lawsoa The prothaflusof Tmeii
ptsns tannensit Tmesiptens and the closely related

Psilotum form a group the mam nterest of which
lies in their phylo^netic isolation Both genera are

limited to tne tropics and sub>tropics 'Tmesiptens
being found in the South Sea Islands Australia New
Zealand and parts of Polynesia With the exception
of certain important descnptions by Lang, our know
ledge of the gametophytes and embiroof me Psilotacese

may be regarded as a complete blank Shortly after

his 'irnval in Australia in 1913 Prof Lawson learned

that both genera were to be found in great abundance
in the vicinity of Sydney After careful search several

specimens of the prothailus of Tmesipteris and one
specimen of what is believed to be the prothailus of

Psilotum were discovered 'The present paper con
tained an account of the general features of these
prothalli, including descriptions of the antheridia and
the archegonia Observations on the embryo were
also made, but a full account is reserved for a later

paper when more material will have been obtained
As regards the structure of the archegonium, winch
bears no verv striking resemblance to rimer Equisetum
or L} copodium, one is inclined to regard it as reduced

This is not surorislng in a plant the sporophyte and
gametophyte of which are both reduced and highly

specialised m their adaptation to definite habitats—
Prof E T Whtttakai On the theory of continued
fractions The paper gave a general process for ex
pressing a continii«l fraction as a contmuant and
showea how to express the differentiai coefficient of

a continued fraction as the ratio of two determinants
the constituents of which an definite functions of the

terms of the continued fraction

June 19 —Sir T R Fraser, vice^iresldent, in the

duir—Prof C R Marsfesll The pharmacoli^cal
action of nitric esters The paper dealt mainly erith

the relarion between the chemical constitution and
pharmacologkal action of these esteft AlhUiat were
investigated, except those of organic adds and their

alkyl esters caused (Blatation of the blood-vessds
The quantitative effect of the fully nitrated esters of
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the polyhydrtc alcohols and the sugars was chiefly

dqiendMt on their solubility in aqueous media that
of nitric esters of monohydne alcohols was much less

dependent on this property The influence of differsat

groupings was described and the theory that the
pharmacological action of mtne esters is wholly due
to their reduction to nitrites was combated. Evidence
of the formation of nitnc oxide hemoglobin was not
obtained —C W TyneU On the petrography of the
trachytic and allied rocks of the Carboniferous age
in the Clyde lava plateaux 'These rocks were shown
to fall into four groups vu fa) Albite Bostonites A
Trachytes, and A Keratophyres

, (b) Bostonites,

Trachytes and Keratophyres (c) Quartz Kerato-
phyres and Felsitcs (d) Phonolites

New South Wales

Lianssa SeeJsty, April 26 —Mr C Hedley vice

president in the chair —G 1 Playlalr OocysUs and
Eremosphaera (Alge) The object of this paper is

threefold —(1) To give an account of all forms of

Oocystis and Eremosphsera met with m New South
Wales, (a) to ^rect attention to the polymorohism of
Lremospluera and to its connection with Oocystis

(3) to supply the original descriptions and figures so
far as possible, of ail pubiished species and forms of

the two genera—Dr J M Petris The chemical
investigation of some poisonous plants in the N O
hoianacesB Part 11 —mcoUana suaveolens and the

identification of its alkaloid N suaveolens is the

native tobacco of Australia and the only endemic
species It IS a troublesome weed In the stock country,

sometimes referred to as poisonous at other tunes as

a good fodder plant, readily eaten by stock. Am only

a veiy few among the eighty described spectfli m
Nicotiana are known to contain nicotine the aothor
examined plants from three different localities in the

interior of New South Wales and in ail identified and
proved the presence of nicotine 'The amounts found
were 0-035 0-003 0004 per cent of the fresh plants

or 0-IZ4, OKiii oK>i5 per cent of dried (at ttxP)

plants It was calculated from the lowest figure

stated that enough alkaloid is contained in hmf a
pound of green plant to ^ison an ordmary-sized

sheep —A A BaaUttso The instability of lea!

morpholo^ m relation to taxonomic botany The
principal factors affecting leaf morphology are tabu-

iated, and a summary oT the more important altera-

tions resultant from uielr agency are given A series

of examples (chiefly Australian) is submitted illustrat-

ing the effect of environment on leaf-structure , and
emence is offered m certain cases, demonstrating the

development of heterogeny m the foliage of closety

I allied plants, using dissimilar contrivances as protec-

tive agencies against adverse conditions, and homo-
I plasy In plants distantly related but employing a
I common protective device—1 H MaMsa Brachy

I
chiton foMneo-acenfoUus F v M the crimson-

flowereo Kurrajong The name was applied by the

iate Baron von Mueller to a tree, recognised as a
hybrid between B acenfohus and B poftdktut grow-

ing in a garden at Mulgoa Plants of the parent

species were then growing in the garden, but it waa
I not certain that the hybrid had not1>een introduced aa

a ifdflng from elMwhere. Inquiries for simuar

piantli have been widely drculated, and records are

now g!^ of examples growing In different loealitias

,

except in one instance, they are all cultivam

pbmts, fte history of which is unknown —J ^H
SBlia A Bucalypt tobrid {Eucalyptus cofop^BaX

ErfhtttMM) E eaJp^Va has white or CTcamy^
m#ts, add E C scarlet. Plants of a



more orleM mtennediate character, with Mae to crim-
aoa filament! are now in cultivation and theae are
regarded as hybrids

QunNSLAND
Reyal Seclaty el Qaeeaalaad May i —H A Leaj-

BUB The supposed Queensland artiodactyle fossils.

In 1886 a series of teeth from posUPliocene deports
on ^ Darling Downs Queensland was described

by the late C W De Vis as artiodactyle under the
name of Prochottut celer (Proc. Roy Soc Queens-
land. vol ill. p 41) Although the author suggested

lltat the teeth denoted an alliance w th the peccaries

rather than with the true pigs his statements were
interpreted as evidence of the occurrence in southern

deppsits have yielded such a harvest of marshal
rcmatna (including Diprotodon Nototherium Thy
lacoleo and extinct kangaroos and wombats) that this

supposed exception aroused considerable interest The
results of an examination of the type specimens by
Mr Longman show that the tooth recorded as a
lower ina^ is identical with the left lower laniary

Inpistjr of Tkylacoleo cofmfex that the upper incisors

A Sckntifie German Reader By H Z. Rl^ Pp.
xU-f44g (London Oxford University Press.) 5s net.

~Cop$enmo d« Algebra de AbenbMer By J A. S.

PerexT xlvil+ iiy (Madrid' E Msestre.)

Hitting the Dark Trail Starshlne throui^ Thirty

Yekrs ofNlght By C Hawkes Pp tgt <London
G G Harrap and Co ) 3s.. 6d. net

The Mentally Defe^ve Child By Dr M Young
xi+140. (London H K Lewis 1^ Co Ltd.)

3S1 6d net

Studies in Bkxid Pressure Physiological and
Clinical ^ Dr G Oliver Third edition Edited

by Dr W D Halliburton Pp xxili+aso (London
H K Lewis and Co Ltd ) yr 6d net

Department of Mines Memoirs of the Geological

Survey of New South Wales Geokigy No y
Geology and Mineral Resources of the Southern
Coalfield with Maps and Sections Part i—The
South Coastel Portion. By L. F Harper Pp fiU.

+4io-(-plates xivi (Sydney W A Gullick ) isr

A Critical Revision of the Genus Eucalyptus By
J H Maiden Vol lii Parts v and vi (Parta xxv
and xxvt of the complete work ) (Sydn^ W A
Gullick) 35 6d each.

molar tooth has no affinity with the Papuan pig and
does not present sufficient evidence to warrant its

designation as non marsupial This molar is of a
somewhat similar type to the remarkable large pre-

molar of Macleay’s Zygomatunu trilobus the
statue of which Is in doubt and which was included
hy Owen In Nolothenum mttcheUt The evidence for

the preeence of fossil artlodactyles n Queensland thus
cHtappears and a much-discusaed question has been
•stggd

Calcutta.

Aaiatle Secisty el Bsagal, June y—Dr N ABsaa

Ms Zoological results of a tour in the Fhr East
Tf^ tour was undertaken chiefiy m order to investi

nta the lake-fauna of certain d stricts in Japan
China, and the Malay Peninsula Three large kdces

were visited, nsmely Biwa Ko in the main island of

Japan, the Tai Hu or Great Lake in the Kiangsu
prmnoe of China and the Tald Ssm or Inland Sea
of Slnggora in the north-east of the Malay Penmsula
The first two of these are inland lakes whereas the
TaM Sap it a lagoon connected with the Gulf of

Siam. Full geographical details are reserved for a
series of fatmisac papers Twenty-eight spedes of
fresh water LamelHbranch shells sre discussed be-
Ifom^aw to the families Mytilidse Arcidss, Unionidas
and C^renidae The speaes of polysoa of fresh and
brackish water discussed are mostly from China and
the Malay Peninsula Four new Spongillidas (three

modes representing Spondlla and one Trochoqxm-
l^la) were found m the Tai Hu and three two of
wMdi were already known in the TaM Sap.

BOOKS RECEIVED
Indian Forest Records Vol v part y (Cal-

cvtta SuDerintendenf Government Printing ) as 3d.

Indian Partat Memoirs Sylviculture Series Vol i

part i Pp iv+iafi. (Qdcutu Superintendent
Government Printing)
Engfisb Landscape An Anthology comj>iIad by

M Bannf Pp laa (London Qxford Univsrrity

Press) IS. net

Mknoirea de- la SocUtd de Physique et d Hlstdra
Naturelle de Gapima Vol xxxiffii Faac. 4 and g
(6en8ve Georg et Cie.) 5 and y frapce respectively
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IHh FUTURE Oh EDUCATION
speech of Lord Haldane in the House

of Lords on July it on the training of the

nation and the necessity of preparing for the

future, IS a timely contribution to the momentous
discussion of the question of the educational

position of Great Britain, and especially of that

portion of It identified with England Our onl^

regret is that while Lord Haldane was a member
of the Government he did not sec that decided

steps were taken to remedy the defects to which
he reftrS and thus give us the strength needed
to compete successfully m the rivalry of nations

When he was president of the British Science

Guild he took an active part in asserting the

claims of science and scientific education to fuller

recognition by the State and we looktd natiirall>

to the realisation of these aims when he was in

office. Statesmen have yet to learn that it is

their duty to lead the people, instead of waiting

for a mandate from them If industriahsts have
faded to take the fullest advantage of scientific

knowledge and research, the omission is due

largely to the indifferent attitude shown by the

Government until recently towards these factors

of modem progress

Whilst giving due credit to the results of the

Education Act of 1903, particularly in respect of

Its effect in improving the supply of secondary

education, in breathing new life into the numerous
endowed schools of the country, Lord Haldane is

careful to point out that, despite the improvement

which has been achieved, this feature of our edu

cational system remains our weak spot So long

as the possibilities of secondary education condnue

to be, to so large an extent, undeveloped and

unoiganised as regards number accessibility

staff, and equipment so long as most of the

pupils ui secondary schools do not remain after

they are about fifteen years of age, the possibility

of efficient and abundant university education re-

mams an unrealised dream
It is. Lord Haldane says, an appalling reflection

that in this country 90 per cent of our young
people get no further education after the age of

fourteen, not to speak of the many thousands

-who cease school attendance at a much earlier

age, and he further states that between the ages

of Sixteen an^ twenty-five much more than five

and a ^pihrter millions get no further education

at all The number of students «(ho enter the

univeivitlea lof England and Wales in each year

la 18,000 from a population of 38 millions, whilst

^Scotland, out of a population of four and three-
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quarter millions, the number who enter the uni

versities nnnually is 7770 If therefore, there

was the same proportion of students to population

entering the universities of Lngland and Wales

IS in Scotland the number would be upwards of

57.000

It may well be asked whit chance have wc
ag imst other nations which go on a different plan

ind thereby, to put the question on no higher

plane have the knowledge and the power to

stimulate industrial capacity and activity What
docs education mean but the training of the whole

nature in the widest and most comprehensive

sense so that the youth of the nation may be

ible when the time comes to turn, it might be to

science, it might be to the humanities, or to any

of the thousand and one subjects which arc covered

by the field of knowledge of the twentieth cen-

tury* * It IS an absurd travesty of the situation

in the controversy now going on as to the respec-

tive share of science and the humanities, especi-

ally the classics, in the sphere of education, to

accuse the advocates of science of claiming that

suence shall have the dominating influence to the

exclusion of the humanities They plead that

science and scientific training shall, having regard

to the great advance ui the knowledge of natural

phenomena and of the constitution and potentiali-

ties of matter which has now been gamed, and

tbe great part which these discoveries now play

in human activities and as contributories to human
well being, be accorded their due place in the

scheme of education from the lowest to the

highest grades and be accepted as an essential

factor in the equipment of every educated man
In defence of the attitude of scientific men on

this question we cannot do better than cite tbe

words of Huxley, where he says —
Do not expect me to depreciate the earnest

and enlightened pursuit of classical learning I

have not the least desire to speak ill of such
occupations nor any sympathy with those who
run them down Classical history is a great
section of the polseootology of man, and I have
the same double respect for it as for other kinds
of palseontology—that iS to say, a respect for the

facts which it establishes as for all facts, and a
still greater respect for it as a preparation for

the discovery of a law of progress

In addressing the students of the South London
Working Mens College m 1868 he laments

that

—

Literature is not upon the cx^lege. programme
but I hope some day to see it there Et>r htefatuiv
IS the greatest of sU $ouroas of refined pleasure,

and<ope of tbe^reptest uses of a liberal educa-
tion is to enable us to enjoy that pleasure Edu-
cation is the instruction of fhe mtellect in the
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laws of Nature, under whicn 1 include not merely

things and their forces bu men and their ways,
and the fashioning of the affections and of the

will into an earnest and living desire to move in

harmony with those laws For me education
|

means neither more nor le^s than this Anything
which professes to call itself education must be
tried by this standard and if it fails to stand the

test, 1 will not call it education whatever may
be the force of authority or of numbers on the

other side

This IS how the quest on stands to-day and t

will be strange—not to say tragical—if it be not

possible fur the leaders of the nation in view of

the tremendous issues which lie before us to devise

the means of solving it without further delay so

as to set up as the ideal of a national educa

tional system an organisation giving every single

individual a chance to attain to a maximum of

personal culture and social efficiency according to

his natural gifts and the strength of his w II

Lord Cromer in a speech following Lord

Haldane a remarked of Germany that side by
side with a great advance in national prosperity

and scientific knowledge there had been t vast

deterioration of chiracter and he feared the

same moral collapse for us if not sufficient

attention was paid to humanistic part cularl}

classical education in this country The associa

tion of science with crass matcrnlism nnd the

suggestion that we must look to cl issical educa

tion to preserve our national chariclei arc both

presumptuous and misleading Lord Cromer must
know that until after the year 1900 the only way
of access to the university m Germany was through

the (ivmnasium with a nine years Litin course

and a SIX vears Greek coirse It would be more
iccurate therefore to seek the origi is of the

present war and of German barbarisms in cl issical

education rather th in in that of science The diplo

matists ind statesmen who are responsible for the

war have almost without exception been trained

on classical lines and they have called in the aid

of forces prov ided by sc lence wh ch must how
ever not be made responsible for the ignoble

uses to which its knowledge is put Men who
have had a scientific ediicition have answered
their country s call and made the supreme sncri

lice, just as readily as those trained in classical

schools To suggest that the British nature and
the noblest characteristics of an English gentle

man must have the flimsy classical teaching of

public schools to cultivate them is a fallacy which
will nqt bear a moment s serious consideration

Lord Cromer s speech is just such a one as

might have been made in support of I atm as a

humanising influence when at the Renaissance,

the humanists of th it 4imc were urging the intro
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duction of Greek into the curriculum In those

days the humanists were on the side of the ne\

learning, but now they range themselves against

It forgetting that education rtiust take account

of the demands and tendencies of the day When
placing utilitarianism in contrast with literar>

studies and science against spirituality, it should

be borne in mind by advocates of established

methods that -it the time when the foundations

of classical education were laid Latin and Greek

had a very definite utilitarian object—one as the

international language of the learned the other

as ihe storehouse of mathematical and scientific

knowledge

The time is ripe for a great and fundamental

change in our methods and means of education

Modern needs demand not only that science and

scientific training should be given their rightful

and due place in the curncula of all grades of

schools and m the universities but also the aboli-

tion of all restrictions which prevent the children

of the nat on from the enjoyment of school life

i ntil fourteen years of age Part time instruction

should be arranged within^the normal hours of

labour for those who have left school until the

end cf the seventeenth year at least and lastl>

the status and rewards of the teacher should

be raised and made more attractive The
Promised I and is in sight and must be won It

lies with our st itesmen to give effect to these

imperative cl urns and so provide for the best

development of the 1 mpire

THEORY Ob ( ALCUIiTION
Theory of Measurements a Manual for Physics
Students By Prof J S Stephens Pp vii +
8i (London Constable and Co

,
I td

, 1915 )

Price 6s net

A NATURAL but erroneous impression pro-
duced by the title of this book Theory of

Measurements a Manual for Physics Students,

is that It has to do with apparatus such as is

found in a physical laboratory , but actually while
occasionally some piece of apparatus is just men-
tioned the book has but little to do with physical

apparatus or its use Measurements are supmsed
already to have been made and then the "tn6ory
of measurements comes m, and considerations
of accuracy, probability, least squares, and
scientific juggling generally are set before the

reader It is difficult to say tiiat they are ex-
plained they are stated
After a short introductory chapter, in which the

extreme accuracy of wave-lengtn observations are
referred to and contrasted with a crude deter-
mination nt g bv means of an extemporised shnide
pendulum with the view apparently of

some idea of the use of significant figures the
author discusses in the next chapter the theory
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of probabilities, the weighting' of observations,

and the treatment of the figures obtained, but
illustrations are deferred until after the chapter on
the precision of observations Some interesting

subjects for discussion are appended The last

relates to gambling, and the views of Dr Burn-
ham, of Chicago, are quoted, who believed that

if the laws of chance were taught to children in

the schools, they would steer clear of the slot

machine in early years, and later would shun the

bookmaker and every other gambling magnate
Now, would they? Might not they, even though
they hid been taught that the value of the chance
was only halt what they were paying, come to

that other conclusion—natural if they have im-
perfectly understood what they were taught—that

the laws of chance are ‘ all theory like the stars,”

and that with luck they might nsily win a big

prize (

The third chapter is on “the adjustment of

observations, and here we find more pains taken

to explain how observations in general and ob
scrvations that are not exactly consistent in par
ticular should be dealt with to obtain the best or

most likely results

In the chapter on “the precision of observa
tions ” the probability curve is treated graphicall>

,

and mean square erifer average deviation, and
probable error are explained The next chapter,

on the propagation of errors, perhaps most nearly

touches the exfierimcntal work of the student, for

here the relation of error of Observation to error

of result IS discussed After this, plotting and
negligibilitv are the subjects of two chapters, in

the latter of which the slide rule is taken as an
example The concluding chapter is on empirical

formulte and constants

It will be seen from the tabular statement of

the subjects considered that they arc of the first

importance to the experimentalist At the same
time unless the student is made to appreciate

well both the niceties of the experimental art and
the muters dealt with iii this book, the litter

mav, if imjierfectly understood, be i source of

danger The student miy not appreciate the

futility of overloading a multitude of bad observa

tions, subject of necessity to consistent errors, with

sheets of least square calculations If he has more
aptitude for figures than for experiment, he mav
even delude himself into believing that hts cil

culated probable errors reallv are probable errors

In such cases it is much more important to spend

the time required for these calculations in im-

proving his apparatus or varying his method so as,

so far as possible, to avoid consistent errors Two
or three exjjenments reallv well conducted are

worth far more than a multitude performed in a

slovenly way, and no scientific juggling will give

the multitude more value The writer feels that this

aspect of the general question is not suflSciently

insisted on, and the book, in spite of its many
excellent features, would be more valuable to the

student if the author bad condescended to give

more attention to the actual operations of the

lai^ratory and their relation to the consequent
calculations C V Bovs
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SPOTTED tFlFR '

Cerebrospinal bever By Dr Michael Foster
and Dr J F Gaskell Pp x + zaa (Cam-
bridge At the University Press, 1916 ) Price
lit 6d net

'PHIS excellent and complete monograph of the
much-dreaded disease, cerebro-spinal fever

—

dreaded because of its high mortality and inca-

pacitating sequelae—should prove of great interest

not only to the members of the medical profession
but to men of science generally

The book is dedicated by the authors to the
memory of their respective fathers, and on account
of Its careful, lucid, scientific, yet withal practical,

exposition of the subject it is a worthy tribute
to those two great founders of the modern school
of English physiology

The authors claim that this monograph has for

Its aim an attempt to bring together and correlate

the clinical and pathological facts which they were
enabled to accumulate during the epidemic of igii;

ui the Eastern Command, ind the views set forth

arc the outcome of clinical and pathological obser-
vations made in the wards, the laboratory, and
the post-mortem room of the ist Eastern General
Hospital

There arc eleven chaj>ters and two appendices,

and the excellent plan of giving a summary in

Italics of the principal facts dealt with in each
chapter is helpful to the reader There are eleven
excellent plates, eight of which are coloured
The work commences with an interesting histori-

cal account of the disease—largely a summary
from the exhaustive treatise by Hirsch on Geo-
graphical and Historical Pathology The first

luthentic account of an epidemic is that which
occurred in Geneva in 1805 From the date of

this, its first appearance, the disease was epidemic
it various places both in Europe and America
Read in the light of modern knowlege of earners
in the propagation of disease, we can understand
how this disease suddenly appeared and travelled

according to no appreciable law
Prior to 1915 cerebro-spinal fever in an epi-

demic form had been confined in Great Britain to

the industrial centres of Scotland and Ireland The
authors point out that although the naso-pharynx
IS the location in which the specific organism is to

be found, yet, according to their experience, it may
be present without causing any marked inflamma-
tory condition of the mucous membrane Conse-
quently, carriers may ap^iear to be healthy jjer-

sons, and it is not surprising, therefore, that

when, in 1915, large numbers of soldiers were
crowded into nuts and billets with deficient venti-

1

lation and other favouring conditions, outbreaks
of the disease should have occurred not only
nmong the soldiers but also among cisilians

Serious epidemics occurred at Salisbury Plam,
Aldershot, in the London area, and in the eastern

counties of England. A good account of the

sympiomatology, diagnosis, and treatment of the

diaeaae la given Pour excellent coloured plates

illustrate tlw four distinct varieties of rash, and
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the statement of the authors^anay be noted that in

their 39 cases a rash was present in as

The symptoms due to tbe inflammation of the

memnges, viz , severe headache, vomiting, retrac-

tion of the head and neck, stiffness of the neck,

and the presence of Kernig's sign, are common to

all forms of meningitis But the presence of the

rash, and the discovery of the Meningococcus
(dtplococcus) intracellularis in the cerefaro-spinal

fluid after withdrawal by lumbar puncture, consti-

tute the essential differenual diagnostic signs

Excellent photographs are pfiven illustrating cases

exhibiting the head retraction and Kernig’s sign,

also remarkably well-executed coloured plates

illustrating the macroscopic appearances presented

by the brain and spinal cord, and the micro-

scopic appearances of the meninges and the cere-

bro-spinU fluid containing the dtplococcus intro-

ceUulans
Various statistics are quoted which appear

to prove that the authors are right in asserting

that frequent lumbar puncture is the most valu-

able therapeutic measure, and that it is not

enhanced by subsequent intrathecal injection of

Flexner’s serum In fact, they state “In our
somewhat hmited experience the mtroduction of

serum caused, for the most part, a decided agm-
vation of cerebral symptoms " An excellent

chapter on the pathology of the disease follows,

in which the authors discuss the channels by
which the diplococcus passes from the naso-
pharynx to the subarachnoid space This is fol-

lowed by a chapter on changes in the cerebro-

spinal fluid and the cultivation the meningo-
coccus from it, from the blood, and from the urine

The last fifty pages are devoted to an exhaustive
account of the epidemiology and bacteriology, in

which are discussed the contagion direct from
throat to throat, the mode of examination of
carriers, and their treatment by isolation and local

applications to the throat and nose In conclusion,

there is an appendix containing a remarkable ex-
ample of the spread of the meningococcus from
carrier to carrier

A MONOGRiPH ON TICKS
Ticks A Monograph of the Irodoidea Part in

The Genus Haemaphysahs By Prof G H F
Nuttall and C Warburton October, 1915
Pp xiii + 'j49-^^o + plates vni-xiu (Cam-
bridge At the University Press

) Price 12s
net

Bibliography of the Ixodotdea Part 11 May
191S By Prof G H F NuttaU and L F
Robinson Pp 32 (Cambridge At the
University Press.) Price 45 6d net

j

The present part of this useful monograph
deals with the fifty species and varieties of

Hsemaphysalis recogms^ as valid by the authors
The cfastingiushing features of the genus are
stated and discus^, and the difficulty is noted
of finding, among the many negative characters
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in this genus, points which can be employed for

differentiatuig the species. Nevertheless, the

authors have succeed^ m drawing up a helpful

dichotomic key for the determination of the

species The species are then considered in turn,

and, as in the two previous parts of the mono-
graph, careful drawings are given of those parts

which are of systematic importance Interesting

conclusions arc reached from a study of the geo-
graphical distribution of the different species,

e g that H bisptnosa has almost certainly been
imported into East Africa, and possibly into New
South Wales, with Indian cattle Only one
speaes of Hsmaphysalis appears to be restricted

to birds, whereas several species of Ixodes are

found only on birds The authors give a list of

hosts on which the various species of Hsema-
physalis have Iieen found and discuss the con-

demned and doubtful species An account is

given of all that is known regarding the biology

of SIX species, two of which have been proved
to be the carriers of pathogenic protozoa,

one especially—H leachi—being known in

many parts of Africa as the carrier of a fatal

disease—canine piroplasmosis or mabgnant
jaundice

The bibliography (462 titles) contains references

to, and m many cases short notes on the nature

and contents of, papers which for the most part

have appeared since the publication of the

previous bibliography in 1911

OVR BOOKSHELF
NeiBshohne s School Hygiene The Laws of

Health in relation to School Life New edi-

tion, rewritten for all School Workers, by Dr
J Kerr Pp 352 (London G Allen and
Unwin Ltd

,
n d )

Price 4i 6d. net

Nfw suolme s text book on school hygiene first

appeared in 1887, and in 1912 it 'cached its

tbrtccnth edition That fact is sufficient evidence

of the ij^reciation it has met with , but circum-
stances have not made it jxissible for Dr News-
holme to continue to develop the work so as to

keep It abreast of the rapid advance of the science

of school hygiene and the extension of its practice

which recent years have witnessed Hence it

became desirable that the text-book should be re-

written by one who, like Dr James Kerr, has
played o more prominent part in these develop-

ments The result is a text-book possessing much
merit, and embodying facts and opuuons based
upon a large amount of experience and research

It seems {torn a perusal of the first paragraph
that the book is more particularly design^ for
school-teachers, but to «!uch it will be more satis-

factory when I^ Kerr is aWe in the next edition

to bring his exceptional knowledge and experience
to bear upon a fuller treatment of some matters
of importance, for while the book is (generally
speaking) well balanced in its treatment of the
subject-matter, it is in places much too brief To
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give two instances The practical guidance upon
the diet of the school child is very scant

,
and the

subject of the disinfection of school books ind

papers demands sometbmg more than the state

ment (p 345) that “any practical results of treat

ment of bmks or papers require so much care

that destruction is pro^bly the best treatment for

such infected things *’ If this pronouncement is

warranted by Dr Kerr’s experience, it stands in

need of some ampliiicatuMi, if only in view of his

subsequent statement (p 346) with reference to

scarlet fever and diphtheria that “no case is on
record where school material has been demon
strated as the cause of spread ’’ Part ii of the

bo(rfc stands much in need of more and better

illustrations

The Daubeny Laboratory Register 1904-1915
With Notes on the Teaching of Natural Philo-

sophy, and With Luts of Scientific Researches
earned Out by Members of Magdalen College

Oxford By R T GQnther Pp x+139 to

29s (Oxford Printed for the Subscribers

at the Lnuersily Press, 1916) Price 7s 6d
net

In this volume Mr R T GQnther, fellow and
tutor of Magdalen Collie, has furnished a sup-

plement to the register of workers m the college

laboratory already published as an appendix to

his ‘ History of the Daubeny Laboratory ” It is,

as the compiler states, a record of quiet achieve

ment by men who have been trained in the science

schods of Oxford, and it may well be commended
to the notice of those critics who are accus

tomed to speak as if the neglect of science

were characteristic of Oxford at the present

day
The lists, though naturally of chief interest to

Magdalen men, contain many names of members
of other colleges who have laid the foundation of

future distmction in the historic buildings by the

Cherwell Among the records here given are

those of R T Reid (Lord Lorehurid F Jeffrey

Bell, G T Prior, J B Farmer, G A Buck-
master, A F S Kent, F C R Jourdain, J A
Gardner W A F Balfour-Browne, C G
Douglas C H G Martm (all members of Mag
dalen), Lazarus Fletcher (as Millard lecturerl, and
F Soddy The book also contains a list of

apparatus bequeathed by Daubeny, of much
historic interest

Mr GQnther’s labours have not been confined

to the mere preparation of lists and enumeration

^ alterations and enlargements He has given
incidental expression to views on the position of

cieace in Oxford, which, as coming from a

teacher of experience and success, deserve serious

cooid^ration Many would agree with bun that

tte ultimate success of students is not to be esb-

mated by the awards of examiners More ques-
tionaMe, perhaps, is his opinion thaj; the eetaUish-

ment of the final honour schodb earfy in the last

century, engineered by a party m favour of one
form of le^u^, exerted a sinister influence on
odier studies, inmding natural science
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by hts correspondents Neither

can he undertake to return or to correspond with
the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Natuxs No notice is

taken of anonymous eommumcaUons ]

Oravftatkm and Temperature
As one had anticipated, Dr P E Shaw hai, been

well aware (Natuke July 13, p 401) of the surpnstng
character of the conclusions to which his very refined

and searching experimental investigation on the rela-

tion of gravitauon to temperature had led him and
has recognised the possibility of other obscure causes
being m operation

Ho steers dear of collision with awkward facts

with much success, by the hypothesis that the gravita-

tion between two masses de^nds not on thur indi-

viduat temperatures, but on a mean temperature of the
pair, the mean being reckoned in any way that makes
the larger mass preponderant
This hypothesis does of course set aside the New

toman principle of mutual forces For example, that
prindple postulates independent mutual attraction be-
tween every two elements of mass, unchanged by the
nature or temperature of any material obstacle that
may intervene between them every delicate opera
tion of weighing invokes this pnnciple Yet here the
total amount of heat in the attracting pair, or some-
thing of that sort is held to affect tteir attraction,

while intervening obstacles are of no account
Theorebcal considerations are, of course, rarely

competent absolutely to rule out a new phenomenon,
however strange provided it is on a small enough
scale, their function is to make an analysis into its

essential elements and to formulate the points to be
tested m order to arrive at rejection or incorporation
with existing theory The mam surpnse m the pre
sent case is the very high value for an influence of
tenmerature on gravitation that is obtained
Cambndge July 5 J L

Tlw Oraat Aarera et Jum 17, 1S1B.

Regarding the magnetic storm and the auroral
displw of June 17, 1915, referred to by Prof Barnard
and Father A L C^ie (see Nature, vol xcv

, pp
450, 536, etc ) it may be of interest to place on
record the following facts Independent reports pre-
sented by Mr Tulioch the meteorological observer,
and Mr Henderson the wireless operator at Mac-
quarie Island, lat 55° S , each menbon the Aurora
Australis of that date as the most brilliant noted in
periods of one year and two years respectively It

was also the only occasion In two years when it was
absolutdy impossible to receive signals from any
other station—even the high-power plant at Awanui,
near Auckland (New Zeatend), which seldom *iled
to make itself hrard
Mr Tblloch's reports for three days were as

follows —

•

June id, 9 p m —Barometer (corrected) 38-460 in ,

teftiperatare 3^® F , wmd N NW , force 5 (Beau-
fort seale) Fierce gales in morning, fine dear night

,

di^t auroral glow in the south
June IT, 9 p m —Barometer 39-361 In , tempera-

ture ay-o® F , wind SW
, 7 Snowstorms continued

thtiouniout the day
, thrw inches of snow on the

grobna. Squally SW winds and high seas Baro-
mdtiw rising rapidly

BROiant red aurora. Looked something like a
Japanese tan opening end dosing Its centre or base
was a Utda north of the zenith and spread out taom
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about E S E to VV N W Tbs colours varied from
bright green and purple to a deep red round the

edges The display continued all the evening, and
at 10 p m it worked to the N N W ,

appearing to

reach the northern horizon
June 18, 9 p m—Barometer 39-658 in ,

tempera-
ture 37 8° F , wind S W , 9 Snowstorms through-
out the day with fierce S W gales Brilliant aurora
visible between breaks in the clouds

Mr Henderson reports —
June 16, 8 40 pm —Very pale glow low down to

the south
June 17, 5 30 to 5 40 p m —^Vety vivid blanket form

of aurora in the zenith, then a large red bank to

the north-east very low and close, and red to the
north, red fades and glow remains

10 p m —Streamers and blanket form, and ring to

the west and north
The atmospherics heard in the wireless receiver

varied in strength from o to 5 at intervals of about
thirty minutes
June 18, 9 30 p m —Sky nearly overcast, but bright

glow visible overhead for a few minutes
Although the auroral and wireless data appear to

lade corndation, it may be of interest to note the

circumstances under which the long and short waves
(3000 m and 600 m )

from Awanui, near Auckland,
were received at Macquarie Island

Of the SIX nights when both wave-lengths were
recorded, the fioo-metre wave was much the stronger

on three nights when no aurora was seen, on two
nights when the aurora was reported the lon^r wave-
length was the stronger On the remaining night the
longer wave was again the stronger but the sky
was overcast and the moon approaching the full

An aurora, if there had been one could scarcely have
been seen in the circumstances

H A Hunt
(Commonwealth Meteorologist)

Meteorological Bureau, Central Office

Melbourne, May 34

The UtMeatioN ef Waste Heat fer Apteeltiae

In the cheap generation of electricity the great
problem must be how to secure and utilise by-pro-
ducts With steam-dnven stations the chief by-pro-
duct is an abundant supply of hot water from the
condensers, which in this country is looked upon as
a nuisance to be got rid of as easily as possible

Would It not be possible to make use of this low
grade heat for agricultural purposes so supplementing
our all too scanty summers?

Power-houses burning 1000 tons of coal and up-
wards per week arc quite common, and something
like half of the heat generated by the coal is absorbed
by the condensing water It might be possible to
heat fields by running the warm water through
ditches, or perhaps better results would be obtained
by runnmg it through pipes buried in the ground.
By this means large areas of land might be stimulated
to produce much greater crops than have hitherto
been found possible It may be urged that the
majority of existing power-houses are not in agn-
culturai districts, so that the proposed experiment is

not possible except in a few cases To this one may
reply that, in the near future, many large stations
will be put down to supply current in bulk to vast
areas. Wth the high voltage used for them the
location « the power-house becomes a matter of wide
choice, and it would be possible to put them In a^
cultural dlsizicta If this should prove financially worth
while The views of readers of Natuu on this point
would be of Interest C Turnbuu-

Electricity Works, Tynemouth June 39.
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SCIENTIFIC HORTICULTURE »

''PHE periodic reports of the experiments con-
•L ducted by the Duke of Bedford and Mr
Spencer Pickering at Woburn are always sure of

a warm welcome by scientific horticulturists It

IS true that these reports often give nse to con-

troversy, and sometimes disturb the tranquillity

of established horticultural belief, but if horti-

culture IB to be a progressive ersit both contro-

versy and loss oi tranquillity are to be welcomed
The present (fifteenth) r^rt covers a wide area

of ground and records the results of observation

and experiment on many subjects of importance

to the fruit-grower Among these subjects are

the fruiting of trees in consecutive seasons, injury

to tree-roots in plantuig, ramming the roots of

trees at planting-time, modes of planting and
pruning The observations on the alternation of

fruitfulness and relative unfruitfulness support in

a measure the view commonly held by fruit-

growers that such an alternation exists, although

the authors are inclined to attribute it rather to

the effect of external conditions—^for example,
spring frosts—than to an internal rhythm
For our part, we are convinced that if the

alternation is to be ascribed—as in fact it may
well be—to external conditions, those con-

ditions are more subtle and complex than
the authors’ hyjxithesis suggests As to the

fact of alternate fruitfulness and barrenness

exhibited by certain varieties of apple there can

be no doubt One of the most striking examol-'s

was published some years ago the Dominion
Horticulturist (Canada), and was cited m the

Gardeners' Chromcle The numbers are so re-

markable that they may be rejjeated here A
single tree of the apple Wealthy yielded the fol-

lowing amounts of fruit —
Year loth nth I3th 13th 14th 15th i6th

Gallons of fruit . 33 o 53 2 93 on*
Year 17th i8t1i 19th 3oth 3ist 23nd
Gallons of fruit 33 96^ 1^ 75 5 118

Such a record establishes the fact of alternation

of fruitfulness once for all, and it is the business
of the scientific horticulturist to discover the ex-

planation why certain varieties exhibit this alter-

nation and why others do not
Although we are far from bemg able to give a

sufficient explanation of this alternate fruitmlness
and barrenness, yet it is by no means impossible
to see the direction in which the explanation is

to be sought
Kleb’s brilliant mvestigations show that the

nature and amount of the raw and elaborated food
materials at the disposal of a plant determme the
fermation of v^tative or r^roductive tissues.

In such fruit-trees as the apple the blossom buds
are laid down early in the preceding year If at
the period of their development there is a large
demand on the part of the setting and maturing
fruit for certain food materials, and if the supply

Woburn K>pn)iBrnt«l Kiull Turn.
(Uwlen Anolcuwuod Vnm Ltd.

FiAoimb Ropoit. Pp. Sj.
IMcoot.}/
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of those materiils » limited, the blossom buds THE ORGANISATION Oh BRITISH
may have to gfo short. This effect of one year CHEMlLAl INDUSTRIES
will be manifested m the poverty either of blossom -pHE term ‘chemical industry’ includes so
or of fruit—or both—in the fdlowing year 1 ^any diverse interests, many of which are
The sequence of barrenness on fruitfulness is, of relatively small, that hitherto no joint action has

course, not conffned to fruit-trees, but is of com- possible, and the smaller firms in particular
moo occurrence in forest-trees also It is to be have not been in a position to take advantage
hoped that this interesting inquiry will be pursued the modern progress of science There has
at Woburn, and that a more precise expression mtense competition between neighbouring
may be given to the somewhat sketchy views with firms, and consequently great secrecy as to
which we have at present to content ourselves In methods and results All this must be changed
an earlier report (the ninth) the authors startled m the future if the competition of enemy and
orthodox fruit-growers by announcing that the I fr.endly States is to be met successfully , British
practia of trimming tree-roots before planting is firms with kindred interests must unite and pool
a work of supererogation, and that trees planted their resources instead of competing The posi-
with bruised (untrimmed) roots do rather better ^^n to-day of those branches of the chemical
than those with which this trouble is taken The mdustry which are highly organised shows that
experiments described in this report tend rather foreign competition can be encountered and
to point away from the conclusions reached earlier, defeated, and that the knowledge how to organise
for they indicate—in the case of apples, pears, and

| ^r success is not lacking in this country
plums ^that root-trimming shows a balance in its

j
-pfig formation of an association of British

chemical manufacturers under the auspices of the

most progressive chemical manufacturing firms in

the country is undoubtedly an event of the deepest

significance for the welfare of the industry At a
meeting held in London on June 22 a draft con-
stitution and rules were approved, and the follow-

ing provisional committee elected —
Dr E h Armstrong Goseph Crosfield and

-5 , , . . , . ,
Sons) I W Brock (Brunner, Mond and

servatiye and will doubtless need further convin Co ), Dr Charles Carpenter (South Metropolitan
cing In America, however, fruit-growers appear Gas Co )

Dr M O I orstcr, F R S (British
to share the authors view, for in the most recent Dyes), J Gray (Lever Bros ), C A Hill
work on the apple (by Mr Albert E Wil- (jhe

’

ffritish Drug Houses),’ N Holden
kinson) we read that the leaving ‘ of clean cuts (Hardman and Holden), C P Merriam
IS not being emphasised so much as formerly (British Xylonite Co ), the Rt Hon Sir Alfred
It IS noteworthy in this connection that in the Mond, Bart

,
PC, M P (Mond Nickel Co ),

southern States what is known as the String- ^fax Muspratt (United Alkali Co ), Sir WiUiam
fellow method of root-pruning is practised In Pcarce, M P (Spencer, Chapman and Mcsscl),
this system all the roots are removed at planting g g Perry (Chance and Hunt), R D Pullar
and only smaU stubs left (Pujlar * Dye Works), Dr Alfred Ree (Society

Further experiments on ‘careless ” versus of Dyers and Colourists), A T Smith (Castner-
" careful ” planting, in which the roots are either Kellner Co ), the Rt Hon J W Wilson (Albright
bundled in or spread out carefully, lead the and Wilson)
authors to conclude that the careful method is The objects of the new body arc very corn-
unnecessary They hold also to their previously prehensivc Broadly, the association aims to re-
expressed conclusion that ramming the roots is present the chemical industry when dealing with
beneficial to the growth of the tree We do not the Government, to develop techmeal organisation,
remember whether the experiment has been tried and to promote new industries and the extension
under the somewhat drastic conditions of pot- of existmg ones In addition to the usual powers
cultivation—the pots would need to be strong— taken by trade associations, the objects enumer-
but we are inclined to think that only by some ated include the promotion of industrial research,
such means may this point of practice be estab- the encouragement of the sympathetic association
lished beyond cavil All are agreed that firm of manufacturers with the various universities
planting is necessary, the point on which growers and teaching institutes, and the co-operation with
are not at present convinced is the beneficent any society having for its object industrial effi-

effect produced by such drastic ramming as is ciency or the advancement of applied chemistry
likely to injure the roots The names of the members of the committee are

In expressing our gratitude to the authors fof a guarantee that the scientific side of the work of
their valuable researches we would venture on the new association will not be neglected, and,
the suggestion that the time has come for the moreover, provision is made for co-opting to the
publication of a full summary of’ the work at committee four representatives of allied associa-
Wobum tions, such, for Example, ns the scientific societies

F K The subscription, which is based pro rata 00
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^wiui was iivj auvaiiiugc ciiin-i w tv ,

but With bush fruits (red currants and gooseberries)

the untrimmed showed an advantage of 16 per
cent in the former case and 5 per cent in the

latter

It must, we think, be conceded that the

authors have established their contention that

root-tnmming is unnecessary Growers are con
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the size of the aubscnbing' undertakings, is suffi-

ciently large to ensure that the association, if

successful, will have ample funds at its disposal

It IS Generally admitted that much remains to

be done Toliring about closer co-operation between
science and industry, and it is therefore satis-

factory to note that the new association proposes

to arrange systematic conferences between manu-
facturers and teachers, at which the methods of

teaching and the production of the particular type

of trained man which manufacturers desire for

their laboratories and works can be discussed.

PRINCh BORIS GAIIUINE For Mem R S

PRINCh BORIS BORISOV ITCH OALIT-
ZINE died at Petrograd after a short ill-

ness, on May 4/17 of this year, at the early age
of fifty-four years At the time of his death he
was director of the meteorologu nl service of the

Russian hmpire, which has its centre, m the

winter, at the Nicholaj Central Observatory,

Petfograd, and, in the summer at the Constantine

Observ atory at Pavlov sk about twenty miles

away For that appointment he was chosen by
the Imperial Academy in succession to Lieut

General Rykatcheff, who retired m 1913 after

many years service

Before his appointment he was a member of the

Academy, to which he was appointed in 1894
sometimes acting as secretary, 1 professor in die

University of Petrograd, and in^^argc of the

seismolOgtcal station at Pulkovo which had been
initiated him with the co-operation of Prof
Backlund in November 1906
Born at Petrogrid on February 18 i86j (O S ),

Prince Gilitzinc was brought up at first abroad,

and spent the eight years, 1880-1887, ®
naval officer, he graduated in philosoiffiy at

Strasburg m 1890, and became Privatdocent in

Moscow and afterwards professor of phprsics in

Jurjef before his promotion to Petrograd in 1893
His earlier scientific papers were chicflv on the

properties of gases and liquids and the critical

state but his work covered also other branches
of general physics So early as 1887 he pub-
lished with General Rykatcheff, a handbook of

meteorolo^ and later he org inised carried out

and reported upon the observation of clouds and
other meteorological and hydrographical obser-

vations of the expedition of the Imperfal Academy
of Sciences to Nova 7cmbla in i8^>

He IS however, best known for his work in

Seismolc^py in which department of saence he was
a distinguished leader He was elected president

of the International Seisaiological Association at

the meeting at Manchester in 1913 He designed

the instruments which go by his name, and which
are recognised as giving records specially adapted

for the analysis m the various displacements of

the solid earth transmitted in the form of earth-

quake waves from one point to another of the

globe
A complete set of instruments of this type was

presentetrlbj^Prof Schuster to the observ atory at
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Eskdalemuir—the pair of horizontal recorders in

1911, and the vertical recorder i| igia Prmce
Galitzine came to England with Sis Wife m 1911,
and made use of the opportunity to visit Eskdale-
muir and supervise the erection of the horizontal

pendulums there Thereafter he to<^ a paternal

interest in the observatory He visited it again
at the time of the meeting of the International

Association in 1912, and m the same year he gave
1 remarkable address to the meeting of the Inter-

nationil Mathematical Association at Cambridge
He received the degree of Sc D from the

University of Manchester in 1911 and was only

recently elected a foreign member of the Royal
Society His untimely death will be felt as a
great loss by all who are interested in meteoro-
^ical and geophysical subjects His genius

was undoubted His energy and goodwill in-

spired confidence and commanded sucx:ess

Napier Shaw

NOTES
Wz notice with very dem regret the announcement

that Prof E Melchnikoff, foreifjn member of the
Ro>al Society, died at the Pasteur Institute, Pans,
on July 1$, at seventy-one years of age

The death of Mrs McKqnvy Hughes wife of the
Woodwurdian Professor of Geology in the University
of Cambridge which occurred on the 9th of this month
will be widely regretted She was the constant com
panion of her husband in his geological expeditions,

not only in Great Bntiin but also so far as to the
Caucasus and western Amenca which they visited

after meetings of the Geological Congress in Russia
and in the United States She took a keen interest m
natural history was a lover of flowers especially the
Alpine kinds as was shown by the charming garden
at their house in Cambridge, and had great artistic

tastes sketching admirably in water colours Sharing
her husband s interests m geology and archaeology sh«
joined him in writing the volume on Cambridgeshire
in the Cambridge County Geographies ” and her
hand may be seen in two drawings illustrating his

paper on the Cae Gwyn cave ui the forty fourth volume
of the Geological Society s Quarterly Journal She
made the moUusca, recent and subfossil, her special

study, determining those found in that cave ana con
tributing an excellent paper on the subfossil contents
of some Cambridgeshire gravels to the Geoloeical
Magtutne for 1888 Her death takes away from
Cambridge a lady of rare attractiveness and most
valuable as a social influence, for she never flagged
in helping her husband to make young gei^c^ts
fee] as they passed through the Univernty, that,

great as was her love for the Inmates of her home,
she could yet find a place for them

Economics has suffered a serious loss in the death
of Capt W J Mason who was killed in action on
July 3 Although only twenty-seven years of age,
Capt Mason, without contnbutim^ to the literature

of economics was making his influence felt, both as
a lecturer and as a member of that rising school of
economists which is devoting its attentwn to the
social aspects and living problems of the science
Capt Mason, whose expenmoe was unusually wide,
having been an examiner in the Exchequer and Audit
Department, after a distinguished acadmlc career at
the London School of Economics, where be bbtained
both the Gerstenberg scholarship in iqit end Bie
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Gladstome prize, held for a time the position of tutor

under the Workers’ Educational Association, and
afterwards accM|i|(l a lectureship at the University of

Bristol, where m found that combination of teaming:
and industrialism which naturally appealed to a man
of his mclinations and ability

Tna issue of Science for June 33 last publishes the

text of a Bill introduced by Mr Newlands last March
In the Senate of the United States, the object of

which is to establish engineering experiment stations

in the State colleges of the United States The Bill

was read twice and has been referred to the Coin
mittee of the Senate on Agriculture and Forestry The
Committee of One Hundred on Scientific Research of
the American Association for the Advancement of

Science has passed a resolution recommending the

passage of the Bill, and emphasising the untold value

to Amencan agriculture of the similar agricultur'il

experiment stauons already established W the State

in connection with the colleges The Bill provides

that in order to aid in acquiring and diffusing among
the people of the United States useful and praaical
information on subjects connected with engineering
and the other branches of the mechanic arts, and to

promote the scientific investigation and experiment ri

specting the pnnciples and applications of tne mechanic
arts there shall be established under the direction

of the State college in each State a department to

be known as an enmneenng or a mechanic arts

experiment station The Bill provides also for a grant

of 30onJ a year to each State for the purposes of such
an experiment station It is worthy of note in this

connection that, according to the Seienttfic Monthly
these State or land grant colleges and tlie institutions

of which they are a part received in 1914, from the

United States, 500,000! , from the States and from
other sources more than 6,000 oool They have 9000
instructors and 105,000 stu^nts

Anothbr attempt is being made to rescue the

stranded Antarctic explorers on Elephant Island Last
week Sir Ernest Shackleton left Punta Arenas in an
auxiliary motor schooner of 70 tons placed at his

disposal by the British settlers in the Magellan Straits

The vessel was to be towed south so far as possible

by a steamer lent by the Chilian Government The
prospects of a rescue are considerably better than in

the attempt made in the InsMuto Pesca for the Emma
is a woodmen vessel, and so better suited for the work
Moreover, the probability of open water up to Elephant
Island is greater this month than last when the ire

conditions were exceptionally severe There is, how-
ever, a possibility of failure, for the vessel has not

power to force her way into padc-ice, and as no time
must be lost In effecting a rescue of Wild and his

men arrangements have been made by the British

Government to dispatch a relief ship from this country

without further delay Meanwhile, the Aurora is

being repaired by the New Zealand Government, and
will leave Dunedin in December under the command
of Mr Stenhouse, her first officer, to fetch Mackm-
tosh and his party at Cape Royds There is no likeli-

hood that the Aurora will find any difficulty in pene-

trating the Ross Sea, or that the men at Cape Royds
are in senous straits

Tin Athens correspondent of the Ttmee reports that

a decree has been published whereby from 4 a m on

a 2$ Greece will adopt East European time, and
thus be two hours in advance of Greenwich mean

fftne, and dne hour in advance of SMmmer Time

Ths ludiati Forester records with great regret the

death in action (in Flanders) of and Lieut. G R
jeftery, d^ty conservator of forests, Burma WIe
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learn that Mr Jeffery was born on December la, i88u,

educated at Coopers Hill, and joined the Imperial

Forest Service in 1902 He was a man of high ability

and professional knowledge, and his death will be a
serious loss to the Forest Department

On August 24-26 the third annual conference of the

Society for Practical Astronomy will be held at the
Bausch and Lsnnb Observatory in Rochester, N Y
The president of the society Mr L J Wilson, extends
the invitation to the meeting to all wh*) arc interested

in astronomy The observatory at which the meeting
will be held is equipped with an ii-in refractor oon-
structed by the Bausch and Lomb Optical Company.

Dr J C Tello, Mr G k Noble, and Dr L. b
Moss have left New York on a South American ex-
pedition on behalf of the Harvard Museum of Com-
parative Anatomy Arriving it Paita, in Peru, they
will travel on mules across the Andes and into the
Amazon Valley, where they hope to collect zoological

specimens and to study the tribe of Guanani IniUans

An important ethnological expedition is about to be
undertaken by Dr R H Lowie, of the Amencan
Museum of Natural History He will visit, first, the
Crow Reservation in southern Montana, where he
hopes to secure a thorough-going account of the war
customs of the tribe and to complete a collection of
myths and folk tales After spending a short time
with the Arapaho of Wind River Wyoming, in order
to re-examine their ceremonial organisations. Dr
I-owie will proceed to northern Ari^na, whm an
investigation of certain problems connect^ with the
Hopi will bo carried out in considerable detail llie

main points of inquiry will be the character and func-
tions of the Hopi medicine-man, and the nature of the
religious foeliUf underlying the ceremonial perform-
ances alreadyTOted by previous observers

Ihe President of the Board of Agriculture and
hisherics has appointed Mr Richard Brown, Walton
Bink, Eccicshall, Staffordshire to be a member of the
\gricultural Consultative Committee

The wireless station on Dickson Island was to have
been dismantled but thanks to the timely and en-
lightened intervention of the Russian Naval Ministry,
which is providing the necessary funds, its existence
IS saved, and it will be able to carry on work, not
only of great scientific value but also of practinl
utility for Arctic navigation which is just now of
special importance for Russia

The Prune Minister has appointed a Committee to
consider the commercial and industrial policy to be
adopted after the war, with special reference to the
conclusions reached at the Economic Conference of the
Alhes, and to the following questions -^a) What
industries >ire essential to & future safety of the
nation

I
and what steps should be taken to maintain

or establish them (h) What steps should be taken to
recover home and foreign trade lost dunng the war,
and to secure new markets (c) To what ex-
tent and by what means the resources of the Em-
pire should and can be develqied (d) To what extent
and by what means the sources of supply wil^n the
Empire can be prevented from falling under foreign
control The Committee is composed as follows —
The Riglrt Hon Lord Balfour of Burleigh, K T

,

<^C M G (chairman), Mr Arthur Balfour Mr H
GosUng, Mr W A S Hewins, M P , Mr A H
Illh^iwortb, M P , Sir J P Maclay, Bt the Right
Hon Sir A Mond, Et M P . Mr Arthur IW
Mr R Z Prothero, M P , Sir Frederick H Stdtb,

I Bt , Mr G J Wardle, M P
,
together with the foitovs
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mg gentlemen, who are presiding over the Board of

‘I'ratw Committees on the pos^n of important mdus-
tHes after the war —Sir H Birchenougn, K C M G ,

Lord Faringdon, Sir C G Hyde, the Hon Sir C A
Parsons, K C B , F R S , Lord Rhondda, and Mr G
Scoby-Smith. Mr Percy Ashley, of the Board of

Trade, and Mr G C Upcott, of the Treasury, have

been appomted secretaries to the Committee

For the first half of the present summer there has
been a complete absence of seasonable weather, the

c-onditions continuing most persistently dull, damp,
atid cool The weather reports from the health

resorts Issued each day by the Meteorological Office

scarcely show a temperature of 70° at any of the

English stations Very little sunshine has b^n regis.

tered, although the amounts are somewhat erratic,

but the sun’s rays have had little effect m raising the

shade temperature Since the commencement of the

summer tlw amount of the rainfall is given separately

for night and day, a matter of considerable Interest

both scientifically and to the general public Records
are published from rather more than thirty English

health resorts, but the June values are only complete

for every day throughout the month from six stations

The night observations are covered by the Summer
Time hours from SP*^ to 9am, a period of six-

teen hours and the day from gam to5pm a
period of eight hours, so that the night period is

double the length of the day Notwithstanding that

the day is only one-half tne duration of the night

t^ rainfall for the day is more than that for the night

at all the six stations except at Ramsgate, where it

4a only 33 per cent of the total fall At Felixstowe

the day fall is 64 per cent of the total , in London it

is 6a per cent , at Harrogate 61 per cent ,
Worthing

50 per cent, and at Leamington Spa ji per cent

of the total rainfall This great excess during the

day is abnormal

Thr names Hurter and Dnlhcld (more familiarly
* H and D )

will be remembered as long as photo

graphy is studied, on account of the results of many
years work which they published about twenty-six

years ago Dr Hurter a Swiss, was tne chief

chemist, and Mr Drifhekl the engineer, at Messrs.

G^ell, I^acon and Co 's, of Widnes now the

United Alkali Company, and m their spare tune
they worked together on some of the fundamental
problems connected with photography with such
success that their names will always be associated

with the subjects that they investigated. Their

methods of expressing the chmacter of negatives and
of estimating the sensitiveness of photographic plates,

of which the present H and D numbers are

hying examples form an important section of their

wwk The recent death of Mr Driffield, seventeen

ygars after the death of Dr Hurter, has given rise

to a strong desire to commemorate their work done
in the advancement of photography A committee of

the Royal Photographic Soaety is therefore arrangmg
a tchenie to this end, and it is asking for subscrip-

tiona fot the purposes of (1) The endowment of an
annual Hurter and Driffield memorial lecture (a) The
publication in book form of their most important

writings, together with desirable but hitherto un-
published matter Providing suitable accommoda-
tion In the house of the Royal Photographic Society

for the original apparatus together with MSS ,
note-

books, correspondence etc
, alt of which have been

b^ueathed tp the sodety by Mr Driffield and handed
over tQ it by his executors Several generous dona-

have already been acknowledged by the hon
wG^urer, iffr. W B Ferguson K C , 48 Compayne
“Gardens South Hampstead, N W
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In the Journal of the CoUpga of Sekaoe, ^perigt
University of Tokyo, for Octeffier, X915, wMcb hae
only recently been received, Mr R. Torii pubUabes
an elaborate article on the prehistoric population Of

Southern Manchuria This paper, well furnished with
photographs, desenbes a population of hunters and
fishermen, who seem to have very stowly gained a
knowledge of iron and were practically in thejpge
of stone The discoveries of flint imptedoents were
exceedingly numerous The pottery with its decora-

tion in encrusted nodules of clay, and often coloured

in red, is particularly intereshng The clothing pf

these people consists of skins with some textilep

made of hemp and other fibres In the kitchen

middens in the neighbourhood of Port Arthur some
decorative objects made of bronze, iron and Jade,
pn^ably imported, were found Southern Manchuna
offers a practically unWorked field for arclueological

work, and the Japanese scholars who have undertaken
the work of exploration may be trusted to make the

best use of this favourable opportunity

\ oooD illustration of the direct relation which
obtains between the play of animals and the vital

activities of life, such as the capture of agile prey,

the avoidance of their most formidable enemies, or
conflict with nvals, is furnislicd by Mr C J Carroll
in the Irtsh Naturalist for May Herein he describes
the behaviour of the raven when attacked by the
peregrine On such occasions eveiy effort is made to

escape by flight, but if overtaken the pursued throws
himself on ms back, and opposes beak and claws to

his pursuer, thus, tunc after time, beating off the
attacker So soon as the young of the 1 aven are able
to fly the parents put them through a course of tram-
mg in these tactics, acting the rdic of the peregnne
until efficiency is attained At first the young are

stupid and clumsy, but they soon learn to avoid the
onslaught by turning over and presenting their claws,
or by rising high in the air

Mr J H Owen in British Birds for July, con-
tinues his record of observations made on the nesting
habits of the sparrow-hawk In the present section he
desenbes the behaviour of the hen at the nest, bring-
ing out some extremely interesting facts Thus for

example, he remarks that when the young hatch she
does not take the egg-shells to a distance and drop
them, as !>o many other birds do, but eats them vhUe
she broods Great attention is paid to the sanitatien
of the nest the fseces of the veiy young birds bemg
carefully gathered up, and either swallowHl, or
thrown clear of the nest by a jerk of the ht ad later
they are able to eject them over the edge of the nest,
and so relieve themothirof this task Until the young
are from twelve to fourteen days old all the food ta

brought to the nest by the mate, who is promptly and
unmistakably infonmm if he displays an excess of zeal
in this matter There is one point on which the author
fails to make himself clear This concerns his statfr.

ment that as incubation proceeds the hen sheds down
about the nest until, at hatching time, it is flecked with
down, which is removed very soon after the young are
hatched Is this down naturally moulted or pulled out?
Why is it allowed to accumulate, since it serves to
direct attention to the nest, and why is it later so
carefully removed?

TNe annual volume of the Kew Bulletin for the
year 1015 has only just been published, althou^ the
concluding part was issued on Decembw 34 Sinrarri
articles of economic importa ice will be fbimd In fhe
438 pages comprlsmg the volume In particular, one
an the gemination of coConuts, firom whtdi it iFpeerk
that nuts taken from young trees may safely be
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planted, another on the species of Sansevicria, the

source of bowstring hemp, with numerous figures,

and a third on Iburu and Fundi, two cereals from
Upper Guinea, deserve particular notice Of papers
d^ing with systematic botany, those on South
African Santaiacaceae, the genus Meconopsis, new
tropical African species of Ficus, and the genus
Phehpea a remarkable parasitic genus containing
three species, are among the more important con-
tributions

In the Memoirs of the Department of Agriculture in

India, vol vii ,
No 7, Mr and Mrs Howard and Mr

Khan contnbute important papers on the Indian oil

seeds, safflower and mustard As in the Howards*
earlier investigations into the economic plants of India,

the various races have been collectea and carefully

studied at Pusa Twenty four types of safflower Car
thamnus Unctonut L , have been isolated and separated

on the characters afforded by leaves, bricts, flower

colour, and general habit As a dye plant the saf

flower has only local importnace but it is interesting

to find that some of the types which yield most dye
also yield a high oil content in the se^ Improve-
ment by selection could be undertaken with ease as

a result of the work done at Pusa, though it may
not be an easy matter to establish a superior variety

on a large ><ra]e Not only may it be diflicult to

replace the country crop, but owing to the frequency
of natural crossing in the plant, the deterioration of

an improved variety would be very liable to take place

Several important publications have been received

from the Norwegian Meteorological Institute The
Jahrbuch for 1915 contains a summarv of the meteor
ological observations of all the stations in Norway
for the year 1915, including the station at Green
Harbour, in Spitsbergen, which Is maintained in that

no man’s land by the Norwegian Government This
station, in 78° s N , is the most northerly permanent
observatory m the world. The annual volume on the

rauifall of Norway ( Nedbunagttagelser 1 Norge )

gives the rainfall and snowfall for nearly 500 stations

tpr the year 1915, and includes a large-scale rainfall

map in two sheets A further pamphlet (‘'Oversigt

over luftens temperatur og nedb0ren 1 Norge 1 advet

1914 *
1 gives the monthly mean temperatures and the

rainfall for Norwegian stations, with their departure
from the normal, m 11)14

The May number of the Proceedings of the Tokio
Matfaemauco-Physical Sooety contains a paper on
the silver voltameter, by Mr J Obata, of the Depart-
ment of Communications In accordance with the

specifications of the London conference of 1908 and of

the Washington committee of 1910, the kathode was
one of three platinum bowls, and the anode a plate of

silver After deposition the deposit was transferred

from the bowl to the silver by electrolyse Aadity
of the silver nitrate solution was found to produce a
decrease in the deposit of rather more than four parts

in a million for an acidity near the kathode of one part

in a million With the help of two ohm coils previ-

ously standardised by comparison with the mercury
ohm, the electromotive force of the normal Weston
cell was found to be 101827 international volts at

20° C The author recommends for ordinary labors

tory work a silver voltameter in which anode and
Imtbode are strips of silver bent into cylindrical boops,

the one of greater diameter being the kathode, placed

IP a glass dish, with a shallow glass, dish below the

anode to catch any particles of silver ddlacbed from it

during the e^ieriment

In the development of the sugar industry the sac-

chMurlmeter has * notewor^ factor, because of
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the accuracy and simplicity with which, by its aid,

sugar and sugar products can be evaluated Moreover,
in recent years the instrument has been increasingly

used for the purposes of general scientific reseat^
It IS therefore important that any questions regarding
the accuracy of the fundamental constants of the
apparatus, and of sugar polanmetry in general, should
be critically eaaminra and any uncertainty respecting
the basis of standardisation removed In No 268 of
the Scientific Papers issued by the United States

Bureau of Standards an account is given of invest)-

g
ations carried out with this object in view by Messrs
ates and Jackson, who have studied the constants

of quartz-wedge saccharimcter and the specific

rotation of sucrose Ihey find that pure sugar gives

a reading of only 99 89° for the normal solu-

tion, Instead of 100° as hitherto accepted In other
wor^, the 100“ sugar point was found to be rather

more than one-tenth of i per cent too high, thu4
malung the proportion of sugar in specimens tested

with the sacchanmeter too low by this amount The
authors’ result if confiimed, is important, not only
to producers of sugar, but to fiscal authorities, inas-

much as sugar is assessed for duty by means of the
saccharimcter The specific rotation of sucrose in

solutions of normal concentration was found to be
66529° light of wavelength 58925 A being used,
this IS a shghtly higher value than that generally
accepted, namely 66 502°

In view of the abnormally high price o{ petrol and
the difficulty of obtaining it, an article m the Enginetr
for July 7 will be read with interest The article is

descriptive of the Binks vaporiser and carburettor, by
use of which paraffin may be substituted for petrol

in motor-driven vehicles A small petrol tank is fitted

for the supply of petrol for starting the en^ne, Mraffln
IS cmplwed after the vaporiser has become sufficiently

hot The carburettor has two float chambers, one
for petrol and the other for paraffin, and has a main
jet and two pilot wts The sprayed paraffin enters
the vaporiser, which consists of two concentric tubes,

between which the exhaust gases from the enrine
pass, and thus heat the walls of the inner tube The
latter tube contains a worm which causes the mixed
air and paraffin to whirl as the mixture traverses

the inner tube There is thus a tendeni^ to throw
any unvaporised paraffin into contact with the hot
walls, where vaporisation is completed With present
prices, application of this and similar devices may
reduce the cost of fuel for motor-engines by 50 per
cent

The following books of saence are to be found in
Mr John Murray s new list of forthcoming books .—
David Gill Man and Astronomer,” by Pepf G

Forbes, ’ Man as He Is,’ by Sir B Fuller { ‘‘The
Ages of Man,” ^ C Sayle, ‘What is Instinct? Some
Thoughts on Telepathy and Subconsciousness in
Animals,” by C B Newland, “British Forestry its

Present Position and Outlook after the War,” by
E P Stebbing, The Lost Cities of Ceylon,” by
G E Mitton, Illustrated, 'A BMk-Lover’s Holidays
in the Open, ’^ T. Roosevelt, illustrated ;

“ Form and
Function a Contribution to the History of Animat
Morphology,' by E S Russell, illustrated , “Hunting
Pygmies,’^ Dr W E GeU, Illustrated Vegetal^
Fibre*,” by Dr E Goulding (Imperial Institute Hand-
bo^), and new editions of “Recent Progress In the
Study of Variation, Heredity, and Evolution, ’ by Dr
R H Lock, revised by Dr L. Doncaster, with a
Bio^apUcal Note by B S Woolf (Mrs R H Lock),
and *T1ie Study of Animal Life,” by Prof J A.
Thomson, llluEjiiptad.
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
OuaiN or Group G of the Solar Spectrum—In

a preLmJoary note presented at the June meeting of

the Royal Astronomical Society, it was announced by
Messrs Newalt, Baxandall, and Butler that the group

of lines in the solar spectrum marked G by Fraun-
hofer had been proved by them to be mainly due to

absorption corresponding with the hydrocarbon band
about wavedengtb 4314 The band in question is

welUknown from its ocLurrence in the candle flame

spectrum where it appears in association with the

Swan bands, and Lockyer’s work has shown that

It IS the characteristic band of the spectra of undis-

sociated hydrocarbons The conspicuous presence of

the band in the Fraunhofer spectrum is in striking

contrast with its absence from the spectrum of the

chromosphere as photographed during total eclipses

and further investigation of the details which is in

progress at the Solar Physics Observatory, will prob-

ably throw light on this important difference The
discovery of the origin of the G group will doubtless

also be of considerable importance in connection with

the interpretation of stellar spectra, as a gradual re-

duction in the intensity of the group on passing to

stars hotter than the sun is a well marked feature of

the stellar sequence

Variable Stellar Spectra —In continuation of pre

vious work on the spectra of Cepheid variable stars

Mr Harlow Shapley has recently obtained 150 spectra,

grams of representative stars of this clast, using the

lo-in portrait lens and objective prism of the Mount
Wilson Observatory (Proc Nat Acad. S« vol 11

p ao8) The eleven stars invesUgated have periods

ranging from nme hours to twenty seven days, and
include some well known naked-eye variable, and
some for which orbits have been computed from
spectroscopic data For some of the stars the place

of greatest intensity of tbe general spectrum had
already been observed to shift towards the blue on the
approach of maximum luminosity, and it has now
b^ proved in addition that the details of the spectra

chan^ with the phase of the variable, in accordance

with the normal stellar sequence—that is, when tbe
star IS at maximum brightness its spectrum corre

sponds to a higher stage of the spectral senes than
when at minimum The change of spectrum was
particularly easy of observation in the case of small
dispersion spectra of the F type, where the variations

in the relative intensities of Hy and the G group were
very marked, this Is especially interesting in connec-
tion w^h the recent discovery that the G band is of

hydrocarbon origin (see preceding note) As examples

or;^ range of spectral vanation the following may
btr ootpd —« Cephei Fa to G3 , RR Lyras, Bq to Fa

,

R7 A8 to Go It is inferred that all

CwWu, including those of the cluster type, vary
pcsimicajly in spectral class as well as in magnitude
and radial velocity

•A Larok Meteor.—On July 8, at ii 59 p m GMT,
a liicaa meteor equal to Venus was seen at Bristol by
Mr Denning, and at Totterldge by Mrs Wilson The
radiant point was at aa®+a4* and the height of the
object was from 77 to 51 miles Its luminous course

was 130 mQes long and observed velocity 3a miles
per second

Tub Extbaordwart Meteoric Shower of June aS
—Mr Denning has been endeavounng to collect ob-

servations of this event, but it seems to have been
^witnessed by very few persons The sky was cloudy
In tbe eastern counties of En^nd but all over the
west, from Bournemouth to Fleetwood, the weather
seems to have been favourable
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An observer livmg at Birmingham states that be-
tween II and 13 pm GMT be saw nearly one
hundred meteors and that the radiant point was
between the stars Eta and Zeta tJrsss Majoris He
describes the meteors as often dropping over the S E
and E horizon They were frequently of a golden
hue, with very short paths and moderately stow in
their flight Several of the larger meteors were
biuish-white, and flashed out with starthng sudden-
ness and brilliancy, sufficient to render them visible

through the cloud stratum which gathered in various
parts of the sky
Another observer at Bournemouth says that at

II pm GMT he noticed three bright meteors in

about as many minutes, and that this rate of appari-
tion appeared to be maintained until the early ^wn
This shower is certainly the richest which has been

observed since the Leonid display of November, 1903
and being altogether unezpectM and unknown in-

creases Its importance and makes it ven desirable
that It should be fully investigated iWibly the
orbit of some recent comet may be found to cmnclde
with It It is certainly curious that definite showers
proceed from the same apparent radiant point in
Quadrant on about January 3-3, March 37-30 June
28 and October 2 the intervals approximating three
months

NIUOSAL INTtRhSr IN MINERAL
RhSOURCbS

1 HF United States Geological Survey has issued
Its usual scries of bulTetint dealing with the

mineral production of America m the year 1914 As
pointed out in the introductory section this com
pilation 1$ the thirtj third of the published reports of

the Mineral Resources Division of the Geological
Survey and thus enables comparisons to be instituted

extending over a third of a century The series is

however rendered of still greater mterest owing to
tbe inclusion m it of an article by G O Smith
director of the Survey, on 11x1 Public Interest

in Mineral Resources' It need scarcely be said
that this IS written entirely from the American
point of view, at the same time, it is very largely

applicable to conditions in this country because, as
IS well known America and Great Britain stand
practically alone amongst the world’s Aeat mineral
producers in their system of mineral ownership
Everywhere the mineral resources of a country have
been recognised since Roman tunes as originuly the
proper’ty of the Sutc to be admimster^ for tbe
benwt of the nation at large The fact that the actual
exploitation of its minerm deposits by the State is

an unsatisfactory arrangement has been pretty uni
versally recomised

, there are a few isolated examples
of such exploiUtion which may succeed here and
there under abnormal conditions and tbe German
Empire has carried this method further than any
other State, but even in that autocratically governed
country, where the workmg community is treated
as a wefl-dnlled machine subservient absolutely to
the Will of tbe ruling classes. State-worked mines
cannot be described as successful Apart from this

ineffective method of dealing with their mineral
wealth States can choose between two very different,

but both highly efficient, principles. Most ol the grant
Continentaf States adopt the mining conoesdon prin-
ciple, under this the State retains for all dme Its

absolute ownership of tbe minerals, but grants oen-
cessions to individuals or corporations undsr which
these are allowed to expMt the mineral depodte upon
payment to tbe State of a definite propor^ of the
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wealth so won in the shape of a royalty This
system is often described as a mineral lease but the
term is misleading, because a mineral deposrt is a
wastmg asset, and cannot therefore be leased in the
true sense of the word which implies that the lessee

should return his property to the lessor in ummpa red

condition at the expiry of the period of lease

The system may be more correctly described as a
sale of the minerals as and v/hm extracted the
purchase consideration taking the form of an annual
royalty payment
^e other principle adopted by the United States

and by ourselves is that of out-and-out alienation
from the very commencement of the mineral deposit

W)th us this process of alienation has long been
completed in the United States it is still proceeding
as fast as mineral deposits are discovered The mode
of tenure of the mineral deposits being however
essentially the same the greater part of Mr Smith s

remarks are perfectly applicable to conditions in this

country His point of view is indicated by two apt
quotations one from Gen Hallcck who wrote in

i860 to the effect that mines arc by nature public

property and that they are to be used and regulated

in such a way as to conduce most to the general

interest of society He also quotes Dr R W
Raymond who it may be rememi^red gave evidence

as to the American system of dealing with mineral

lands before our i88q Royal Commission on Mining
Royalties in which be showed that the policy which
the United States had adopted as best calculated to

promote the national welfare was to get its mineral

lands as soon as possible into private hands and
the quotation from Dr Raymond s first report on
mineral resources wmtten in i868 is so particularly

applicable to British conditions and deserves so well

the careful consideration of all interested—and who
It not?—in our mineral resources as to deserve repro-

duction here —
In View of these peculiar relations of mining it

IS evident that Governments are in a certain sense

trustees of the wealth stored in the mineral deposits

of their realms—trustees for succeeding generations

of their own citizens and for the world at large

It is not a matter of indifference to the citizens of

this country whether our mining fields be ravaged

and exhausted in one or even five centuries when
they might last a score

At a moment like ths when we stand at the

beginning of what promises to be an industnal

struggle even more keen and bitter than the actual

warwu-e to which we are now devoUng all our

national energies those responsible for the govern

ment of Great Britain would assuredly do well to

take some account of the huge wastage of our own
national resources that is (roing on unchecked and
almost unheeded and to anc themselves with what
measure of fidelity they are discharging their trustee-

sUp
Mr Smith lays much stress bpon the development

th^ has taken place in every portion of the American
mineral industi^ within the past thirty three years

arrf upon the fact that the utilisation of these resources

has resulted in a higher standard of public service

by giving all the woricers a better opportunity to live

a fuU life tids being as he judtly observes the

ideal of democracy He is a fiitt believer in the

advantage of the system of alienation of mineral

lands as he says * Both the past record and the

present status of the mining industry*^ show that the

mineral roouroes of the United States ^sess largest

public value ki th^r indlreoc contrUmthM to national

dmiopment In fact, k may be easily shown

that the State or nation wlil not be 10 much bene-
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fited through a direct royalty as through the indirect

revenue gained by the establishment of a new m
dustry and by its influence on the neighbouring
agricultural areas and the transportation systems to

wmich the new traffic is tributary He points out
in some detail that the most equitable as well as the
most convenient method of obtaining a direct return
for the nabon from Its mineral wealth is by means
of an income tax upon the profits realised by the
miner yet as he is careful to add the public a

direct share of the proceeds from mineral resources
must not be so great as to alTect unfavourably labor s

opMrtunity or capital s incentive

Few short articles have appeared wnthin recent
years that will better repay careful study by legislators

and economists than will the article now before us
It needs neither justification nor corroboration yet

were sucli required they may be found in most em
phatic form in the statistical summary of the mineral
production of the United States in 1914 issued
simultaneouslv To take onlv n few items the pro-

duction of the principal metals was —
Pig iron 2'’ 263 263 tons
Copper 1150137192111
Lead 5 1 994 short tons

/me 343 4 8
Nickel 84533x1b
C old 4 572 976 oz

Sliver 72455100
Amongst non metallic minerals the most important

are coal of which the total output was 513 525 477
short tons and petroleum witn a production of

265 762 535 barrels The total value of the mineral
produebon of the United States is given as the
enormous sum of nearly 2115 millions of dollars fsay
about ^oooooool) amount ng to 21 40 dollars (say
4I los) per head of the pmulabon the latter ha*
practically doubled since i8m whilst the value of
the mineral production has increased nearly sixfold
It would be difficult to show such vast progress in
my other similar field of human industry and though
due in the first place to the wonderful natural
resources of the United States credit must also be
given to the enlightened spirit in which these re-

sources have been i til sed Our conditions in this

country are of course widely different yet there is

no reason why wc too should not strive to utilise

what we have to the uttermost Our need in thu
country is to reahse and act upon the counsel which
Mr Smith embodies m one tncf sentence The
governmental duty to the mining industry first of alt

IS to promote use without waste H L

THE SMOKE NUISANCE IN
UNITED STATES

J
T IKE ourselves the industrial centres of thg MnUnti

States are beginning to realise the serWs
economic and hygiemc effects caused by the unsoen
bfic combustion of cool In. the Journal of the brank
lin Insbtute for March Dr W F M Goss has con
trlbutcd a paper on Smoke as a Source of Atmo-
spheric Pollution in which he discusses the results

of a very elaborate investigation extending over six

years, into the consumption of coal and Ims in the
form of smoke in the dty of Chicago an inquiry
undertaken under the auspices of the Chicago Asso-
ciation of Commerce
Re begins by summarising the general results of

previous observers bi regard to the effect of smoke
on health on vegetation, and on the loss and damage
to property and then proceeds to discuss in de^
the sources of industrial smoke in Chicago and the
extegt^f wastage
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The amount of fuel (excluding liquid fuel) con-
sumed annually in the industrial area of the city U
estimated at about 17^ million tons, and includes

anthraute, coke, and bituminous coal, the last repre-

senting nearly one-half of the total Hie following
hgures are given, though as all experimental details

are omitted, it is impossible to comment on the method
bv which they have been ascertained —

Steam locomotivei

Steam veHeli

Hl|tb pressure boilers

and public beddings
Low pressure boders
and private houses

Gas and coke plant

Metallurgical and other

furnaces

3 099,044 I 084 32,750
«« 37S I *33 99S

7,316257 080s 58.867

4154,746 o6jo a6,i8o

a34.SS« - -

3696550 5291 195599

*9 34

860

64 26

17581523 1808 304,391 100 oo

rite author discusses the causes of imperfect com-
bustion and the best means of ameliorating the out
put of smoke, but as these are generally well known
and recognised, at least in theory they need not be
reproduced lhat smoke abatement is nearly always
an indirect means of effecting economy is another
well-established fact to which he refers Dr Goss
points out the interesting observation, which may
not be generally known, that the visibility or other
wise of smoke has no direct relation to its content
of solid matter Ihe ndoption of anthracite coal or
coke as fuel will serve to render the discharge less
visible, but will not eliminate the emission of dust or
fine cinder He appears to think that the replace-
ment of coal by electrical energy* will not reduce the
amount of visible smoke to any serious extent, for

steam raising will still be necessary The more
extensive use of gaseous fuel smoke-washing, and
electrical precipitation of smoke as a means of smoke
abatement are ^ssed over, for some unexplained
reason, as not within the scope of the paper
The author is not vei7 optimistic in his outlook

for he considers that a revolution m practice which
will result in the elimination of existing sources of
atmospheric pollution is not to be expected because
present-day knowledge is insufficient to supply the
necessary means and second, because the immediate
application to all sources of pollution, even of such
means as are now available, is mechanically and
financially impracticable*

If by this statement Dr Goss includes all forms
of atmospheric pollution such as anse from gaseous
impurities and dust particles blown into the air from
the streets, etc , no doubt he is right , but he has tum-
self shown that gaseous impumies are minimal in

ouantlty, because they are rapidly dispersed, whilst
dust particles which exist everywhere have never
been regarded as causing injury cither to animal or
plant life

But the really harmful constituents of a town atmo-
sphere are unequivocally derived from one source—
the incomplete combustion of coal and there ire few
people WM have studied the Question in this country
who are not thoroughly convinced that the pressure
of properly instructed and firm control, supported by
adMuate legal penalties and the force of intelligent
public opinion, would rapidly dimmish and eventually
eliminate an evil for which no economic or, indeed,
any other excuae can exist We are throwing away
in a wanton and criminal fashion, without let or
hindrance a valuable inheritance which slwuld t>e^altg

to coming generations and which they win never M
able to recover J B C
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VA^ AS A MACHINE^
(1) A NUMBER of different experimental methods

*» for determining the respiratory exchange of

man have been employed in the paat, some of which
are designed for long expenmenU and some for short,

and of late years it has oecome evident that a cntkal
examination ought to be made with the view of deter

mining how far the different methods give trustwortlw

and comparable results A comparison of this kind
involves very great labour, and Dr Carpenter is to be
congratulated on having undertaken the work His
investigation is throughout characterised by that care-

ful attention to detail that we have learnt to associate

with the Nutrition Laboratory at Boston of the Car-
n^ie Institution

The experimental methods examined in detail are

the bed respiration calorimeter described by Benedict
and Carpenter two types of the Benedict universal

respiration apparatus and the apparatuses described

by Zuntz and Geppert (the absence of the portable

wparatus of Zuntz is perhaps a matter for remt), by
Tistot and by Douglas In addition, there is a de-

scription of accessory apparatus, including the Haldane
gas analysis apparatus
The experiments were made on resting subjects

twelve hours or more after their last meal In each
experiment two of the different forms of apparatus
were used either alternately or in series, the periods

following each other as rapidly as possible The
three forms of Benedict apparatus were compared with
one another, and the other methods were compared
with the Benedict universal apparatus Pull tables of

results are given and these show that there is a
wonderfully close agreement betiaeen the average
figures obtained by the different methods

In a critical discussion the author deals with the
possible sources of error, as well as with the advan-
tages and disadvantages of each of the methods
In general comparable results can be obtained with

all the methods investigated if care is taken, but pre- t

fercnce is given to the Benedict apparatus mainly on
the ground that it is possible to obtain trustworthy
results more quickly with it than with methods which
involve volumetric gas analysis

It would have lent additional interest to this dis-

cussion if a few comparative expenments could have
been made during muscular work, as it is possible

that some additional sources of error or inconvenience
may become apparent when the different forms of
apparatus are called upon to deal with a greatly
increased respiratory exchange

(2) The authors confine themselves in this publica-
tion to the calculation from the total respiratory ex-
change of the actual amount of ener^ liberated in the
human body during walking exercise, but it is their

intention to extend their observations in the future by
means of direct calonmetry An admirable Introduc-
tion is afforded by an account of the previous history
of the subject, amplified by an extensive table ^vlng
a complete summary of the results of previous observa-
tions

The research has been conducted throughout in the
laboratory on two athletic subjects An ingenious
form of horizontal treadmill is described, on which
the subject walks at different paces, while the resplra-

exchange it measured by means of the Benedict
versal apparatus, various devices being emplbyed

for recording automatically the ^stance traversed, the
number of stcM taken, and the hdght through which
the body la rataed at each step

1 (i) A CMparlMwi nt Method* for Detrinliilni tin KttpIrBUry
Kufamri of Man.' ByT M Ckrpenirr l^tdj (PuWlontion No.

r. r a
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In attempting to estimate correctly the amount of
Energy osed for the actual forward progmsiion of the
body It is essential to deduct from uie total measured
ene^ output a fraction which will represent what
may M termed the basal maintenance metabolism,and
It IS somewhat difficult to decide what value to take
for this purpose The authors on the whole prefer

to take as this basis the energy output found when
the subject is standing still wim the muKles relaxed
and this value certainly appears more reasonable than
that found when the subject is lying at rest though
the latter has been used irequentiy by earlier work^
on the subject They have, however considered other
possible bases, especially with reference to walkuig at
a very fast pace when pronounced movemenU of the
arms occur
With one of the subjects the pace was limited to

slightly under three miles an hour but with the other
It was varied widely, ranging roughly, from two and
a half to five and a half miles an hour As the pace
increases the amount of energy output to move one
kilo of the body weight one metre horizontally in

creases very greatly as other observers have found
Some expenments performed with the subject run

ntng showed that it was more economical of energy
to run than to walk at the rate of more than five

miles an hour
In examining the influence of food on the energy

output during the exercise the authors find that the
increase in the metabolism due to the walking is at
any given pace in the main constant and merely super
imposed on the increased resting metabolism due to

the food With a large protein diet there is evidence
that the heat output per unit of work is increased
Apart from the queshon of the absolute expenditure
of energy, the figures in the various tables will be of
extreme interest to any who wish to study the char
acter of the metabolism dunng muscular exertion

C G D

IHh GRAVEUi OF EAST ANGLIA
'T*HE Cambridge University Press has published

two interesung geological pamphlets by Prof T
Mckenny Hughes the first on fhe Gravels of Last
Anglia fence ii ), the second entitled Notes on the

Fenland, ~ with a description of the Shippea man by
Prof A Macalister (pnee 6<f) The gravels of East
Anglia are especially useful m any mquiry as to the
age and ongin of the superficial deposits of our
country because of their wide distnbution and the

long continuous sections on the coast in which many
of them may be studied They consist for the most
part of suMngular flints, wtuch cannot have been
denved directly from the chalk and Prof Hughes
concludes that they arc the ddbns of an old Miocene
land'Surface on which the chalk with flints was ex
posed After a welUillustrated account of many sec

tions and a brief discussion of the mammalian
remains found in the gravels and associated deposits

Prof Hughes summarises the sequence of phases
it) the later geological history of East Anglia as he
now understands them All these gravels arc of

Pleistocene age but the marsh-deposits of the fenland

are distinctly later They contmn remains of the

brown bear and the beaver which survived in England
until dhistonc times but none of the typical Pfeisto-

oene mammalia, while the most remarkable of the

birds is the pelican There Is no definite chrono-
logical sttccesslen wMch will hold diroughout the

fens, and th’H relative dates of the rarious remains
found In them cannot be well detetMned The human
skull pnd associated remains from Shippea Hill,

descrlbM by Prof Macalister, may be quite modern,
though perhaps os old as the Bronae age
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THE ORGANISATION OF INDUSTRIAL
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH »

II

I
T IS the common opinion of those who have to deal
with the organisation of research that only a small

percentage of all the investigations started are likely

to be successful the great majority being either

dropped before they come to an end, or, being carried

through, arc filed simply as records without any
results having been obtained which would justify the

expense of tM investigation that is to soy, industrial

research is justified only by the great value of the
successful attempts and th^c must bear the burden
of a great number of unsuccessful attempts which
may have been quite as costly as the successful ones
themselves Naturally, the object of organisation is to

attempt to reduce the proportion of unsuccessful in-

vestigations which will he undertaken as has already

been shown This can be done by increasing the size

of the laboratory by increasing the specialisation of

the workers and es^cially by increasing co-operation

between workers in different fields

Naturally the most important step which could be
taken to increase the efficient of industrial research

would be to increase the likelihood of correct choice
of a promising investigation but, unfortunately, very

little can be done in this direction Ihose with the

most experience in research work are all agreed that

it IS almost impossible to say whether a given investi-

gation will prove remunerative or not The only

general conclusion that cun be drawn is that the deeper

a given investigation goes towards the fundamentals
of the problem the more likelihood there is that the

results will be of value and the more superficial an
investigation is even although it appears more pro.

mising at first sight, the less likelihcM there is that

It will finaU> prove of real worth so that the choice

of investigations must necessarily be made largely at

random and will be influenced to a great extent by
the ideas of the scientific workers themselves, if any
worker has a desire to take up any particular line of

work provided that it is associated with the general
trend of work in the laboratory it is usuallv wise
to let him do so but the expedition with which a
decision can be reached as to the probable value of the

investigation after it has been started is very greatly

enhani^ by the complete coi-operation of workers m
the different branches of science in consultation on the
problem
At this point It might be well to discuss the orgamsa.

tion of a large research laboratory Such a laboratory

should be established in charge of a director who has
had some actual mnnufacturing experience in the

works processes but at the same time he must have-

a considerable sympathy with purely scientiiia work
and an interest in the advancement of scientific theory

Both these qualifications are desirable but if such a
director combining the two cannot be found then a
man of full scientific training should be chosen and"

put into a position of responsibility in the manufactur
ing side of the industry until he has become fully

acquainted with the technique of the industry It is

most inadvisable to take i man from the industry

who has not had a full scientific training including

advanced research work in academic problems since

he will generally be lacking in sufficient knowledge of
and sympathy with the more academic investigations

of which he will be in charge and if the two necessary

qualifications cannot be found united in one man it

wil^be necessary to taka a man with the scientific

I An wUnn dUf^ted w Cohunlus Unlnrahr brDr C E Xnimlh
^wivd^iM^lhtRaMidiLabemlory Eutimn Kodak Co. Rochoaiw
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qualifications and giv« him the practical training,

which is just as essential for the director of a labora-

ton as scientific knowledge
These necessary qualifications in the director are

reflect^ in the division of the laboratory itself into

manufacturing and scientific sections, since the manu-
facturing section should be able to carry out on a
amall scale all the chief manufacturing operations so

that any investigations made in the laboratory can be

carri^ through to the practical works scale without

interfering with the production departments In the

research bboratory of the Eastman Kodak Company
the manufacturing department includes emulsion-

making and plate, mm, and paper-coating departments
the capacity being very considerable, the pbte depart-

ment being able to make 300 dozen 8 in by 10 in

pbtes a day These departments are used not only for

systematic experiments on emulsion suitable for various

purposes, such as different kinds of plate emulsion,

colour-sensitive emulsions cspecblly for colour photo-

graphy, and experimental pnnting papers, but they

are further used to make cn a sm^ scale products

which are required for special purposes in very smalt

quantities, such as special plates required by astro-

nomers or spectroscopists, or special films required for

experimental purposes bpr tho^ working on colour

and the execution of the orders in the production

departments frequently involves much deby and loss,

whereas the manufacturing section of the laboratory

can carry out the work with a full understanding of

the use to which the materials art to be put, and can
often materially assist the purchaser in working out
his idea Co-operation of this kind between the

general public and the laboratory cannot but be of

advantage to both parties

The manufacturing departments should be in charge
of sUlled foremen who have had previous experience

in the works, and be run m exactly the same way
as the production departments themselves being under
the general supn^bton of the director of the laboratory

and of any assistants that it may be necessary for him
to employ The foremen of the departments should,

however co-operate very fully with the scientific do-

pertinents

There is always some difficulty in a laboratory in

getting the scientific departments to make full use of

the special knowledge of the manufacturing division

and at the same time to realise the practical difficulties

which occur in works processes, but this difficulty con
be overcome much better in the case of the manufac-
turing division of the laboratory than it could if an
ouUlde production department were involved without
the laboratory division acting as intermediary

The scientific division of the laboratory should be
divided iifto departments dealing with the spedal sub-
jects, but every care should be taken that these depart-

ments do not become at all isolated from each other,

and that they co-operate with each other In the most
complete way on the solution of the problems on which
the labonto^ it engaged. In order to ensure this the

main tinea of work under investigation may be suit-

ably discussed ata morning conference at the beginning
of the day’s work one day of the week being assigned
to each aubiect. The laboratory organisation will then
raaolyo itsuf Into a number of different departmentf
engaged in dealing with a number of different lines

of ymrh, and the total work of tbejaboratory during

^ yev may be auitably represented by a chart
i^ilar to that devised for the research laboratory of
the Eoatnlhn Kodak Companv
The departinente of the laboratory ore represented
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as circles on the outside of the chart, the main divi-

tiona in which prcdilems group tbemselvm bemg
represented by rectangles, subdivided in some In-

stances, occupymg the middle 0/ the chart Eadi
of these rectangles will correspond to a morning con-
ference, thus, a conference will be held on general
photography, at which there wiU be present members
of the photographic department, the physics depart-

ment, tne department of organic cbemistry, and the
emulsion and coating or manufacturing droartments
There will be present at the conference, in fact, every

scientific worker of the laboratory, whatever his rank,
‘ ' ^ ' ——

* n the subjects which are

general photography, and
special occasions memb^s of the

staff of the company external to the laboratory may
be invited to theM conferences, although as a general

rule in the case of a large company it will not be
possible for them to be regularly present \1] the

main lines of investigation should be laid down at

these conferences, and the progress from week to week
carefully discussed This procedure will enable a great
saving in time to be made, since it will avoid the loss

of time which continually occurs in laboratories from
the wrong man doing a specific piece of work, and
the economy ran be much increased by a suitable

arrangement of the building and equipment itself

The building should be so arranged that all the
laboratoriea are open to everybody in the scientific

departments, but that in each laboratory involving
sp^al classes of apparatus there are specialists con-
tinually working who are available for consultation

and assistance to all other workers in the laboratory
In this way single operatlona which become necessary
In the course of an Investigation may frequently be
transferred from the man who has carried on the main
line of work on the subject to some other specialist in

the laboratory In the Kodak laboratory for uistanoe,

electrical meaaurements, photometric measurements,
^ectrophotography, lens i^tics, photographic sennto-

velopers, etc
, are in the hands of specialists, and

whenever any of these operations become necessary in
the course of an mvestigation tiw conference directs

that th^ be carried out by the specialist on the subject.

In this way an organic chemist, for instance, will nave
the absorption curve of his products measur^ not by
an instrument in the organic laboratory but by tm
physics department, while the preparation of photo-
Mphs lantern slides, and prints which are often
Involved in publication, are corned on by the photo-
graphic department and not by the man who m3 die
woik, these arrangements relieving specialists in one
subject from having to acoulre technical skill In
another It is in such complete co-operation that tiw
greatest economy in adentific investigation Is to be
found

It must be remembered that such specialiaation os
this is not at all suitable for use in a university^ where
the Inject It the broadening and education of the
students, it Is one of the many differences between
research work in a university and in a set reieardi
laboratory, whether it be industrial or not, that In a
university the primary object is the training of the
worker, while In the research laboratory the jMinary
<fi>ject Is the carrying out of the investigation
The best utilisation of the resutts obtained In sm

Industrial research laboratory is only second In fanpdrt-

ance to the organisation required to obtain them All

results of genoel sclentifie interest and knportanca
should undoubtedly be pubUshed, both In ^ pUlittc

interest, and because only by cuch pubfication can
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tlM interest of the lelxMatory staff in pure science be
maintained. It is doubtful if the irapi^nce of main-
taining the full interest in theoretical science of a
laboratory staff has been fully realised When the

men come to the laboratory they are usually interested

dueffym the promss of pure science, but they rapidly

become absorbed in the special problems presents to
them, and, without definite effort on the part of those
responsible for the direction of the laboratory, there is

grrat danger that they will not keep up to date in

what 18 being done by other workers in their own and
allied fields Their interest can be stimulated by
journal meetings and scientific conferences, but the
greatest stimulation is afTorded by the requirement that

they themselves should publish in the usual scienufic

journals the scientific results which they may obtain
Another reason for publication is that when a piece of
work IS written up for publication the necessity for

finishing loose ends becomes manifest, and that work
which IS published is therefore more likely to be pro-
perly completed.
With some laboratories pubhcatlon is rendered diffi

cult bv the industrial organisation, while nominally
manufacturing companies are usually willing that re
suits of scientific interest should be published the organ
isation of the comjiany frequently requires that they
should he passed on by the heads of several departments
such as the sales, patent, advertising, manufacturing
and so on and &e heads of these departments, pos-
sibly not understanding the subject and being afraid of
passing matenal whicn might prove detrimental, fre

quently err very much in the direction of withholding
entirely harmless information from lack of sufficient

knowledge It is much more satisfactory if jxissible

for one responsible executive to pass on all matter
submitted for publication, and this will inevitably

result in a much more liberal policy than where the
responsibility is delegated to a number of representa
tives of different departments of the company

In addition to these scientific papers special tech

meal reports for the information of the staff of the

company itself should be drculated by the laboratory

and in the case of the Kodak laboratory an abstract

bulletin is published monthly giving information as to

the more important papers appeaimg in the technical

journals associated with the photographic industry and
also of all photographic patents It is often advisable

also, to prepare special bulletins dealing with the appli

cation of scientific investigations which have already

been published, to the special needs and interests of

the company
Since the evidence points, therefore to the establish

njent of really large researra laboratones as the most
economical and efficient way of increasing the applica

tion of science in industrial woik, the question arises

as to how these large laboratories are to be supported

In the United States the great manufacturing cor

poratlons who can afford tne necessary capital and
expenditure for maintenance, and are willmg to wait
for the results have already undertaken the establish

npent of a number of large research laboratones Such
concerns as United States Steel, General Electric Com-
pany United States Rubber, Du Pont de Nemours, and
many others are supporting large and adequately

equipped research laboratories, the staffs of which are
engaged m work on the fundamental theory of the

industries m which they are interested, and undoubtedly
more and more such laboratories will be established

in the course of the struggle for increased industry

which the United States Is prepanng to wage There
an a large number, however of jailer firms, «ho
cannot afford the gr^ expemfftures Involved, but who
an amiouB to benefit by the application of science to

their work, and it seems that the only solutian of the
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problem of providing for such hrms is in the direction

either of co-operative laboratories serving the whole

industry, as has already been done in the case ot the

National Canners’ Associaaon and the National Paint

Association, and no doubt in some others, or of

national laboratories devoted to special subjects con-

nected with industry and corresponding to such institu-

tions dealing with special brunches ul pure science as

the Geophysical Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution

Schemes lor mdusirial scholarships tenable at universi-

ties do not meet the case at all, since work done under

sueh arrangements must necessai ify be directed towards

a definite practical end rather than towards the general

acquisition of knowledge connected with the under-

lying pnnciples on which an industry rests In the

same way consulting laboratories like industrial

scholarships, are interested ui the development of re-

sults for immediate practical application, and both

these methods of work are substitutes for the practical

industrial laboratones belonging to my second general

division rather than for the Targe laboratories hero

discuss^
In England the co-ordination of industry has not pro-

ceeded as m the United States, and there are very few
corporations who would be willing to maintain a large,

fully equipped research laboratoiy of the type dis-

cussed, although a few such laboratories are well

known to be m existence but British industry baa
been brought very much together dunng the past

eighteen months, and the organisation of mdustiy Is

already a familiar phrase Why, then, should England
not establish a National Industrial Research Labora-

tory to assist all British manufacturers and to de-

velop the theory underlying the great fundamental In-

dustries on which British work depends/ Such a
laboratory could take the theory from the universities,

or, where the theory was lacking, develop it and apply

it to the separate industries, working out tbe resulu
on a semi manufacturing scale and ually passing it

on to the manufacturer It may be of interest to

glance at the possible size and scope of such an
organisation, and 1 have attempted to formulate a
scheme which will represent tbe minimum which would
be required
A laboratory on the smallest scale adequate to

Bntish industry would, at the beginning require a
staff of about two thousand men one thousand of them
scientifically trained and the other thousand assistanU
and workmen It should have about three or four

hundred men of the rank of professor or assistant

professor in the universities or of works manager or
assistant manager or chief chemist in the factory It

would require land and buildings costing about
()oo,oou{ and its annual upkeep with allowance for

expansion would be about 8oo,oool

Vast as these figures are, they are infinitesimal com-
pared with the value of the industries which they
would serve They represent a charge of kss than
I per cent , and probably not more than iJ^th per cent

,

of the net profits of British industry ,
moreover, after

the initial period had been paid for such a laboratory
might be self-supporting, and might indeed finally

make a very handsome profit on the ongpnal invest
ment
Suppose that such a laboratory patented all inven

tions and licensed manufacturers to use them, then
I think, it is not too much to expect that after the
first five or six years it would be paying for itself

and that five years later it would be able to establish
a great many subsidiary institutions from Its profits

,

at any rate, such a vast laboratory would produce far
more results at lower jeost than would result from any
oth^r «]ipenditBre of a eompsrable sum of money on
industrial resetirch by the British industries
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1 believe, however, that within the lifetime of most,
if not all, of us we shall see such extensions of In-

dustrial research as will make all that we now have
in mind seem insignificant, and it is because I believe

so strongly in the importance of the subject that I

have endeavoured to collect some impressions on the
subject and to bring them before >ou this evening

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELUGENCE

London —At the assembly of faculties of University
College on July 6 Dr Lr Carey Foster in the chair,

the provost’s report on the session 1915-16 was read
In addition to the services rendered in the Navy and
Army by members of the college, laboratory and
workshop accommodation has been utilised for vanous
forms of w^r work It is not permitted to give
detailed particulars of the work done but the de-
partjpents that, from the nature of their work, have
been particularly active are those of physics chemistry,

physiology, pharmacology, applied statistics and
eugenics, and all the departments of the faculty of
engineering The effect of the war upon tlu college

finances has been a cause of grave anxiety 1 his has
been to soine« extent mitigated by a grant from the
Treasury of 10 500I and by the economies that it has
been possible to introduce owing to the unsparing
efforts of members of* the academic staff in this direc-

tion, and owing also to the friendiv cooperation of
other London oollens, more especially King s and
Bediord Colleges The chief domestic event of the
year is the occupation of the new chemistry labora-
tories fhey are well on the road towards completion,
but much equipment is still needed and can only be
provided as the means are forthcoming Towards the
sum of 20 000/ still required for this purpose, the bene
factor. Sir Ralph Forster to whom the college is

largely indebted for the new chemistry buildings, has
promised a sum of 5000I provided the balance of

15 oool IS speedily subscribed
The Executive Committee of the Household and

Social Science Department of King’s College
for Women has appointed- Miss Lane-Claypon to be
the chief administrnti^ve officer of the department
under the committee ^ith the title of dean This
office will be combined with that of lecturer on hygiene
The committee has decided upon this new appointment
with the view of meeting the rapidly growing needs of
the department Dr I ane-Cia^on who is at present
an officer of the Local Government Board will take
up her duties next session

Manchester —The total number of students in all

faculties for the session lust concluded was 1165 In
the sessions iqi't-14 ana iqi4-T5 the numbers were
1654 and 1415 respectively The list of past and
present members of the university serving with H M
Forces in the war, or engaged in approved war
service now numbers more than lyoo The number
of past or present members of the university killed

in action, died through the war, or reported missing
has now reached go
Many of the departments of the university

have been able to render special scientific service

both advisory and experimental. In connection
with the war Prof Petavel is a member of

the Government Advisory Committee on Aero-
nautics and all the work now being done in

the department of engineering under his direction has
a bouring upon war oroblems, and is being placed
at the service of the Government Prof Dixon has
been appointed deputy-inspector of high explosives for
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the Manchester area, and all the high explosives

manufactured In the district are tested in the uni-

versity chemical laboratory Prof Uqiworth has been
authonsed by the Ministiy of Muniuons to conduct

a number ot war researches, and a staff has been

organised in his department for testing tars made
in various gasworiu in the country i'rof Edwards
and his assistants in the metallurgy department haVe
been fully engaged in testing work for the Admiralty

Sir £ Rutherford is a member of the Board of

Investigation and Research of the Admiralty, and
special investigations are in progress in the physics

department doling with the problems that engage
the attention of that Board The testing of (^dcal

instruments for the Mmistry of Munitions is also

carried on in that department
In the school of technology a large staff of teachers

and students is engaged in \arious kinds of work
for the Ministry of Munitions and other departments

of the Government
Prof Chapman has been Tppointed by the Board

of Trade, and Profs Calder and Dickie by the Admi-
ralty, for special service in these Government depart-

ments War work is also being conducted in the

botany department for the Royal Aircraft Factory,

ind by Prof Beattie in the department of electro-

technics

The women teachers and students have organised

two V A detachments of the Red Cross Society and
hate been engaged in other forms of work for the

relief of the sick and wounded soldiers in the Man-
chester hospitals

S( viral ot the elementary schools having been taken
over for military hospitals the museum committee,
in consultation with the education authorities, has
made arrangements for classes of students to be given

in the natural history and Egyptology droartments
of the museum By this arrongement cncetlve in

struction is provided for 900 to 1000 children per week
in the museum

The next general meeting of the Association of

Public School Science Masters will be held at Eton,
under the presidency of Prof H H Turner on
Januory -y and 4, 1917

The trustees of the Beit Fellowships for Scientific

Research, which were founded and endowed three

years ago by Mr Otto Beit in order to promote the

advancement of science b\ means of research have
elected to fellowships for 1916-17 Mr H N Walsh
Cork (extension for i second year) Mr M A
Haward rufneli Park and Mr C C Smith, Bristol

The three Fellows will carry on their respective re-

searches in the Imperial College of Saence and
Technology

The Issue of the Time» for July 15 gives some par-

ticulars of a meeting on July 6 between the parents
of boys at twenty-six of the principal public schools
and a committee of public school headmasters The
attitude taken up by some of the headmasters showed
a misapprehension 6f the claims made \n the cham-
pions of the value of a training in science In the
education of all To study science is not of necessity

to become materialistic, and science and materialism
are not by any means synonymous terms, though one
headmaster at|rued as if they were The man of •cience
values as much as others hIgh-mindedness and real

character, but he urges that these may be secured side

by side with an acquaintance with nfodem science and
general efflcienry The headmaster of Harrow ex-
plained that ih nis school all boys are compelled
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part 01 their school career to learn sdenoe and any
boy with special scientific ability was encouraged to
develop it A wrong use may be made of many good
gifts and because modern research may be Erected
to destructive ends Is no reason why our boys should
leave school ignorant of subjects which will be essen
tial in the coming economic struggle, and without a
IcnowledM of which efficiency In the vanous depart
ments of a modern State is impossible

Thk terrible conflict in whch we, together with
the chief avillsed nations of Europe are now engaged
has served to awaken in th s country a deep unrest
as to educational results and methods espedally in
respect of the place of science in education Tins
question formed the subject of a significant article
by Prof J A Fleming FRS in the Journal of
the Roral Society of Arts for June 23 In thu article
Prof Fleming seeks* to lay the true foundations of
national education for all classes of the people and
he demands that a careful and searching analysis
shall be Instituted mto the causes which have led to
our failure to cultivate sufficiently saentific knowledge
and to estimate its proper place and function in
general education The true philoscmhy of education
is to enable the child to educate himself for he is

naturall) a philosopher an experimentalist and an
artist and the best we can do is to direct his activities
into right channels to teach him how to do things
and especially to bring the town born child into closer
touih with Nature As to the secondarv and public
bchools a complete change is demanded m the curn
culum, even to the extent of the abolition in the
latter of the present division into classical and modern
sides so that the various great groups of educational
subjects—languages and literature saence or a
knowledge of the facts and laws of the universe
mathematics and graphics religious and ethical in

struction historv economics the dutes of citizen

ship , and physical care—mnv be put upon a foot ng
of strict equality in the school course Tiic right
methods of scientific teach ng applied to all branches
of study the importance of exper mentation on the
part of the pupil rather than that of much lecturing

the value of rediscovery under due guidance of the
elementaiy laws and facts of science are strongly in

stated upon So m the universities their function

should be not so much the dissemination of scientific

knowledge as the due training and instruction of
men who can create new knowledge it being the
mam duty of the universitv to increase by means of
research the sum of knowledge based uoon thit

nlreadv gained opening up for the first t me some
novel and nch mine of scientific truth Everv en
couragament should be given to men of or ginal
powers of mind, and we nW to search diligently for

such men in the firm belief that there are revolut on
ising discoveries and inventions vet to be made which
will affect human life in every way

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIC*!
Edinbukoh

Rsjrol SecMy Tuly 3 —Dr Horne president m the
chair -Dr R KUbtMi and Pnof W H Long On
Old Red Sandstone fossil plants showing structure

fitim Rhynie Chert Bed Aberdeenshire Well preserved
tlHclfied plant remains have been found in a chert

hand not younger than the Middle Old Red Sandstone
There ara two vascular plants *tShyiHa gwynnt
vaugh^ni n sp and n g and AsteroxyloH mackiei
nsp and ng The planta of Rhynla grew ckwely
crowded together, and their retnaine formed a peat
The plaqt waa rootless aad leafless consisting en
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a' ' of a system of cylindrical stems Rhizomes were
in the peat by rhtzoids and tapenng aenal stems

grew up from them These stems bore small hemi
spherical projections and brandied dichotomously and
laterally They had a thick walled epidermis with
stomata and a simple central cylinder consistmg of a
strand of tracheidcs surrounded by phloem Large
cylindrical sporangia contain ng numerous spores,

were borne tcrml ally on some of the leafless aerial

stems The plant is compared with some of the speci

mens of Psilophyton prtneeps figured by Dawson and
a flow class of vascular cryptogams the Psilophytales
IS founded for their reception Th s is characterised
by the sporangia being borne at the ends of branches
of the stem without any relation to leaves or leqf like

organs A comparison is made between Psilimhytales

and the existing class of Psilotales —Dr R Siutaa
Contributions to our knowledge of Bntish Palaeozoic

plants Part I Fossil plants from the Scottish coal

measures The paper contains descriptions of new or
Ittle-known species—Dr W B Blalkls Exhibibon
of a universal sun-dial giving any standard mean fime
and of a diagram giving sunrise and sunset in mean
t me for all longitudes and latitudes The dial was
mounted equatorially and was translucent to that a
shadow could be cast whether the sun shone from above
or from below A simple rotation set theuinstrument to

the mean time for any longitude and a tangent screw
adjustment i^Iied the equation of time with great

simpl city The diagram consisted of two ruled sur

faces of which the upper was transparent When
the gradual on representing latitude on the one was
made to coincide with tne graduation representing
dcclinntion <n the other certain radial lines gave the

t mes of sunrise and sunset —Prof M Mselsaa

md D J Mackcllar On the heating of field coils of
dvnamo-electnc machinen Temperatures were
measured by thermometers by resistance measure
ment and by thermo-couples placed at different points

in the coil Results were obtained for vanous condi

tons of load and for various speeds and were dis-

cussed under the two heads (1) the effect of the

armature current (a) the effect of armature penpheral
speed—Dr M Koliau Preliminary communication
on the effects of thyroid f^ing upon the pancreas
The work had been carried out in the physiological

laboratory of the University of Edinburgh It was
found that the addition of a certain amount of thyroid

to the food of animals (rats) produced pronounced
morphogenetic changes in the pancreas After a few
days feeding the gland cells multiply their nuclei

exhibiting marked evidence of karyoklnesis Accom
panying this change there is a decided diminution m
the amount of zymogen contained in the cells which
are now much smaller than normal After two or

three week* the cell multipl cation ceases and zymogen
again accumulates so that the cells increase in size

1 general enlargement of the gland being ultimately

effected—J LUHslshB The application of operators to

the solution of the algebraic equation The operators

were differentiations and integratiofis with respect to

the coefficients and it was shown how the roots could

be evaluated in the case of numerical equations —Dr
H Batsma On systems of partial differential equa
tions ond the transformation of -spherical harmonics
The paper showed how the general equation of wave
motion associated with Maxwell s electromagnetic

theory could be transformed into the Laplacian form of

equation in three variables Thus the electrostatic

vector B can be expressed in the fbrm Grad V where
V IS a solution of the Laplacian equation in terms of

tile variables X Y, Z, which are functions of the

original vonaMes x y * X The result is that a

solution of Lafti^’s equatbn in X Y Z is a solution

of the wave equation in z y e t
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Paris
Aeataajr st Sdncsi June 26 Caniilje Jordan in

the chair—G MgwitiSR The propagation of sound
to a great distance It is established that the cannon
ade at the front has been heard at a distance of au
kilometres.—A Oaatto' "nie historcal or gn of the

sugar-cane and cane-sugar Cane-sugar was used in

China in A D 7^9 and introduced into Japan a century

later It did not reach Europe until after the

Crusades and was grown in Spanish America m 1566—L LaaJsaiy Pr^ispositions innate or acquired td

tubercular mfectwn —Dr Ramon y Cnjal was elected

a correspondant for the section of anatomy and
/oology in the place of the late Jean Perez and Prof
Morat a correspondant for the section of medicine and
surgery in the place of the late M Zambaco—

R

BMsIsad Some inmortant formulie and their applies

tions—N Lasta Research in prim tive functions—
C Bsaaiiclu The determination of thermoelectric

power by means of the differential galvanometer The
exact determination of the difference of temperature
between two given pomts of a good conductor requires

the URC of two thermo-couples If these arc loned
separately to the two c rcuits of a d fferent al galvano-
meter the difference of temperature can be obtained
with greater precision than by following the usual
method —P Cholst Volcanic phenomena on the
Portuguese coast north of the Tagus —S Stdlsaesca

The origin of the lozenge shaped figures of the dental
plates of elephants (Lox^on) —Ch J Qravler Incuba-
tion in Actinia equma at the island of San Thomd
(Gulf of Guinea)

July 3 —M Camille Jordan in the chair—

J

BwgeaU Powerful electro-v brators working with
small current continuous or alternating A resonance
electro-vibrator In a previous paper the author
described an electro-v brator for detecting and extract-

ing fragments of projectiles using from ^ to 950
watts but on account of the high self induction re-

quiring 60 amperes at 200 to 220 volts By com
pensating the self induction with a capac ty the power
required can be much reduced Thus In such a reson
ance electro-^brator recently constructed working on
an alternating current of no volts 42 periods 75
amperes were taken and its electromagnetic action u
the same as that of an apparatus without a capacity
with a current of more than 100 amperes—Dr
Boulenger was elected a correspondant for the section
of anatomy and zoology n the place of Prof WaMeyer
—R Qanusr Study of the general integral of equation
(VJ ) of Painievd in the neighbourhood of its transcen
dental singularities —E Oadscssa The submerged
forests of Belle-IIe-en-Mer —A Redea Observations on
the terrestrial electromagnetic disturbances —A
LsMssrs A new phase of Dicyema —Ch DbM and
G Tsgsai Acid hsemochromogen
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NATIONAL AWAKENING
T^KEN the events of the early days of the
' ’ South African war made men reflect upon

the consequences of a conflict with a strong Euro

pean Power, the nation was partly awakened from

its sleep in the Garden of Fase There were de

mands for the reoiganisation of our forces for

peace and war, and an incipient feeling prevailed

that the plan of dependmg upon rule-of thumb
methods and knowledge acquired from endless

mistakes—many of them painful—^was not com
pletely satisfactory Over prosperity was respon

sible for the lethargy ini') which we had fallen

and we began to learn in the school of adversity

that modem struggles require strenuous prepara

tion for success With the end of the war, how
ever, the stimulus subsided and the niftion agam
closed its eyes to the marvellous progress which

other countries were making

We have now been at war for nearly two years

with the chief of these countries and the con

sequent dislocation of trade and commerce has

forced attention upon the ramifications of its influ

ence throughout our Empire It is realised now
more than ever before that the development of our

natural resources and the profitable employment

our discoveries, have been left largely to the

initiative of an alien people and that there must

be an Imperial Renaissance if we are to be indc

pendent of such enterprise in the future We
entered into the war in defence of international

right against an aggressive military Power we
have to sec that when success has been achieved

by our arms, the nation is fully prepared for the

economic struggle to follow

The recent activities of many national interests

•how that the need for a new Imperial policy is

widely understood Pohticdl parties have united

to present an undivided front to the enemy, and

whatever opposition exists to them has for its

objtet the effective prosecution of the war and the

promotion of industrial progress afterwards. We
hc^ that the electorate will never again be de

luded by the platitudes of the party politician of

the pre-war era, and that the line of cleavage will

be between obscurantism and progressive develop-

ment Commerce, industry, and education have

fknged themselves with science to fight inactivity

and UHlffictenigr Educational associations are

endjsavoudi^ to produce reformed ^curricula and

ooi^Mtbttiig links between school and university,

trade aasociatioas and chambers of commerce

^ *4S9. VOL 97]

are asking for the creation of departments of State

which will promote the development of industry

and research and co-ordinate their efforts, engi-

neers, chemical manufacturers and other produc-

tive bodies have organised themselves for the

advancement of their particular interests, and

scientific societies have formed a joint ccunmittee

to deal with matters of national importance All

these bodies are separate organisations, though

their aims are the same It is obviously desirable

that, while retauiing thci'- individual characteris-

tics they should, to give them political strength,

come together in a single body like the British

Science Guild, which represents the interests of

education, commerce and industry, as well as of

science

Without a unifying policy there is little possi-

bility that a sufficient body of opinion will be

created to carry into effect the reforms which are

being advocat^ A series of articles on ‘The

Elements of Reconstruction which began in the

Timer of July 17 traces the outlines of an econo-

Ruc principle by which those who are attacking

the problem of the industrial rcoiganisation of

the Empire and those who ve working for educa-

tional reconstruction *’ may be made to join hands

The State has already assumed full powers of

reorganisation towards the scientific foundations

of industries concerned with the provision of muni-

tions of war It should be induced to carry on the

same policy after the war, and thus enable the

nation to meet the competition of advancing

rivals In business the dominating Influence is

individual interest and it will not be necessary to

urge the advantages of education and science

when the community as a whole really believes

that they can be made creators of wealth These
agents must be brought into close connection with

•conomic life if they are to have a decisive voiOe m
national affairs This does not mean that

teachers and men of science should necessarily

seek seats in Pariiament, but they should asso-

ciate themselves with any organisation which

endeavours to secure supporters for measures

designed to increase natioml- efficiency by means
of educational and scientific work
The action of the State when it comes in con-

tact with business must be determined by econo-

mic values and represent the action of com-
munity as a whole in the conduct of modem busi-

ness The only way in which the community can
advance as a whede is b) an increase of the total

production or an improvement m the quahty of

wfiat can be distributed To secure either of

these things knowledga mfist be kept pre^ressive

anif, if wisdom is to control the State provision

z
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must be made for its development to the utnH>st

It IS only by the introduction of these principles

into the field of practical politics that the resources

of the Empire can be fully developed, and we shall

be able to hold our own against the competition

of other countries, or maintain that supremacy

which was obtained under entirel} different con-

ditions by rule-of-thumb methods and speculation

Mr Henderson, the President of the Board of

Education, referred to the changing conditions,

and the need for reform, in his speech in present

ing the Education Estimates to the House of

Commons on July 18 In the course of his

remarks he said

The war is assisting in the creation of a
greater body of public opinion in fat our of a more
liberal expenditure on education and the essential

importance of a comprehensive and efficient

system of education on the prc^ressive develop-
ment of national life and the solidifying of the

Empire is goin^ to be more universally recog-
nised This pnnciple must be encouraged and
fostered, and on no account should the nation, in

consequence of its expenditure on the war be de-
tained from bringing it into action

Ihe Government has decided to appoint com-
mittc»*s to reoiganise our whole system of educa-

tion and one of these committees will be con-

cerned with the position of science British edu-

cational endeavour has too often proved unproduc-

tive because of its haphazard character and its

control by men out of touch with modern needs

A classical education at one of the fashionable

public schools, followed by something very similar

at an ancient university, accompanied probably by
the pursuit of some branch of athletics and almost

certainly by a continuous neglect of all branches
of science is the typical training of our statesmen

and administrators It is impossible for these

men to know what scientific teaching means to the

nation, or to understand the real difference be-

tween It and purely literary studies Book learning

mdy be ornamental to the individual, but it is not
of much practical value to a pri^ressivc com-
munity and IS a danger when it prevents attention

to scientific things None of us wish the trainu^
of character to be disregarded in education, nor
do we desire to depreciate the influence of litera-

ture, art, philosophy, and religion But we have
to safeguard our existence both in peace and war,

and saentific knowledge is necessary to ensure

thi/i^pim. The Empire is awake to the need for

a Ri^y which will correlate education, science,

and ladustnalism for the benefit of all classes if

our statesmen do not respond to the call to actKui

we hope that a new party of reform will arise

to dnve them into the wilderness
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SCIENCb FOR LIFE
Discovery or. The Spirit and Service of Science

By R A Gregory Pp x + 340 (London;

Macmillan and Co
,
Ltd

, 1916 )
Price 5* net.

'T'HIS book IS the realisation of a long-cherished
-L project, une pensile de la jeunesse ex^ut^e
par 1 fige mfir, its ambition being to make clear

what science—and natural saence in particular

—

aims at, what its human values are, and what

spirit characterises the discoverer We think tliat

Mr Gregory has done notable service in submit-

ting his apologia at the present time, when the

disposition to turn with expectation to science is

probably more widespread than ever in the past,

and we would congratulate him on the success

with which he has stated his case Tor while

he hides no convictions, he has written temperately

and good-humouredly, with such wealth of con

Crete and personal illustration that there is no
hint of sermonising to offend Perhaps the only

passage in the book which betrays a trace of

impauence—^and we are not surprised—1$ one in

which the author speaks his mind in regard to

politicians But it is all good hunting, ’ and
the politicians will not wince at worse
We admire greatly the restrained enthusiasm

with which Mr Gregory writes of the advance
ment of natural knowledge and of the great

masters who have contributed to this, and the

carefulness with which he gives chapter and verse

from the history of science, $0 that even a preju

diced reader cannot but be impressed Con-
tributing greatly to the pleasant temper of the

book IS the author s evident sympathy with
humanistic as well as scientific studies, and his

clear recognition that if an antithesis is made
tliere is something wrong either with the science

or the humanism It is ours to warm both hands
at the fire of life

Mr Gregory is quite clear that scientific work
IS not confined to any particular body of facts or
to any number of laboratories As Clifford said,

“there are no scientific subjects The subject of
science is the human universe—that is to say,

everything that is, or has been, or may be related

to man ’’ 'The work of saence,” Ruskin said

“is to substitute facts for appearances and
demonstrations for impressions *’ ^ese quotations
are taken from a very interesting series (not of
uniform value, we must confess), which occur as
a sort of intellectual hors d'aeuvre at the begm-
ning of each of the twelve chapters
“La R^publique n’a pas besom de savants,"

coldly remarked the president the tribunal of
French Revolutionists which condemned Lavoisier

to death in 1793, and a “crime against the whde
mtellectual world " was perpetrated In such
measure as saence is wilfully neglected and dis-

coverers are starved or smothered in toil, civllisa'

turn remains impenitent, and it is part of the merit
of this book that it presses the charge hont^ Itie
fine chapter on “The Conquest of Disease ^lllua-

trates ime side of the debt that humanity owes to

I saence, and not less eloquent chapters on
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'* Scientific Motive " and “ Practical Purpose ” are

very convincing “Savoir c’est pr6voir, pr^voir

c’est pourvoir ’ But there is no bowing in the

house of utilitanamsm, for the author takes such
wonders of the modern world as wireless tele-

graphy, the telcphcme, the aeroplane, radium,
antiseptics and antitoxins, spectrum analysis and
X-rays, and shows most circumstantidly that

each one of these things had its foundations in

purely scientific work, and was not the result of

deliberate intention to make something of service

to humanity In this connection wc confess to

being staggered by a remarkable quotation from
the late Prof W K Brooks, we like better one
from Prof A N Whitehead that it is no
paradox to sdy that m our most theoretical moods
we may be nearest to our most practical applica

tions
’

In the very first volume of Nature a strong

plea was made on behalf of scientific discipline

and from time to time since powerful voices have
uiged upon the nation the imperativeness of paying
more heed to the advancement and application of

natural knowledge and to the cultivation of the

scouting intelligence Much has been done which
it would be inaccurate and ungrateful to ignore

but still the people perish in thousands for lack

of knowledge and science, as Mr Gregory sats
is still too much the Cinderella in the house of

education It is valuable therefore that we
should have in this book a judicial and factual

statement showing not merely that natural

science has given great gifts to mankind and put

into our hands the keys to many doors, but that

the mastery of some of its methods and the under
standing of some of its principles are in themselves
an educative discipline that cannot be attained m
any other way whatsoever We arc glad that the

author has gone a step further in insisting on the

ethical value of learning to be a respecter of things

and of habituating oneself to a high standard of

accuracy
In his references to the life and work of men

Ilk** Gililco Newton Faraday Darwin Huxley
Kelvin, and Pasteur, the author illustrates the

spirit of the discoverer—his fanaticism for the

sanctity of truth, his disinterestedness and im
personal detachment his delight in his work and
hi$ cautious yet alert recognition of the possi-

bility of error As we read of the masters we
feel a freshened conviction of the value of studies

—far too rarely prosecuted—in the history of

science Much of the book is an eloquent com
mentary on the text “ The future of our civilisa-

tion depends upon the widening spread and deepen
Ing hold of the scientific habit of mind ” And
Since the hap^iiness of a people depends not a
little on their capacity for the profitable enjoyment
of leisure, we welcome the author’s insistence on
the inexhaustible delights of what our fathers

called the pursuit of knowledge It»is man’s
lirefiti^tive to try to know Nature increasingly

well, and it is certain that m proportion to his

sincerity in this endeavour will be his enjoyment
of hef acqutlntanoe
Mr Gregory has bepn well advised to dwelt at
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considerable length on certain illustraUcms of the
moods and methods of the discoverer, for the
reader thus gets adequate concrete material on
which to base an appreciation of his own This
greatly increases the value of the book It has
been quizzmgly said that the man of science

appears to be the only man in the world who has
something to say, and he is the only man who
does not know how to say it It is unnecessary
to mention that Mr Gregory, at any rate, must
be exempted from this reproach for his style is

lummous and refreshing We find, indeed, but
one blemish in his work—that he does not tackle

with sufficient directness the very interesting

problem of the different kinds of discoverer, for

there are certainly several distinct species which
It would be profitable to have discriminated

J Arthur Thomson

MATHFMiTlLAL TEXT-BOOKS
(1) Anthmcttc Part i By F W Dobbs and
H K Marsden Pp xv + 3y (London G
Bell and Sons Ltd , 1915 )

Price 3s

(2) First year Mathematics for Secondary Schools
By E R Breslich Fourth edition Pp xxiv

+ 344 (Chicago The University of Chicago
Press lx>ndon Cambridge University Press,

1915 )
Price 4s net

(3) Mathematics for Machtmsts By R W Bum-
ham Pp viii + 339 (New York J Wiley
and Sons Inc London Chapman and Hall,

Ltd , 1915 ) Price 5s 6d net

(4) A First Course of Geometry By Dr C
Davison Pp 89 (Cambridge At the Uni-
versity Press, 1915 )

Price is 6d

(i) 'PHIS textbook consists chiefly of sets of

examples and test-papers, with some
typical solutions Detailed explanations are left

to each teacher lO give as he thinks fit This

has the double advantage of keeping the book
within reasonable compass and at the same time

including as much as any boy is likely to require,

for boys do not, and probably never will, read
long discussions in the text But when revising

or doing out-of-schooI work a certain number of

specimen solutions are of real use We like the

general appearance of the book , there are numfr-
ous mteresting and attractive questions, those oh
contours and map-reading deserving sp^ial men-
tion

(3) The author has drawn up a continuous course
of algebra, geometry, and very simple trigono-

metry, suitable for a first reading He claims
that the fusion of these subjects in a single volume
increases the interest of the students, enriches the
content of the teaching syllabus, and emphasises
the relation between the different subjects The
geometry includes simple properties of parallelism,

congnu|hde, tangency, and similarity , the a%ebra
goes up to factors and quadratic eouations The
book M jprinted in a moaf attractive form, and
there are. a number of excellent portraits of

famoMS mathematicians, with interesting historical

notes attadhed

(il} Hm kuthor dif this volume has had consider-
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able ezpenenoe in the traio^ of DMofaaoica, and

he reinarka on the surprising number of cases

where riteir fcoowle^e of mathematics u liouted

to the first four ru^ lUs naturally leads to

an unintriligent use of formulas and a marked m-
ability to make apfdications to practical problems

as they arise. The plan of this book is designed

to meet these cases It starts with the use of

fractuMis and decimals, and includes chapters on
percentage, mensuration, constructions, trigono*

metry, and some of a more technical diaracter on
lathes, threads, machmes, gears, and business

organisation

(4) This small book includes the prmcipal

theorems of the first three books of Euclid It is

mtended to be used after the ordinary introductory

graphical course, and aims at giving the reader a
bird’s-eye view of a subject to m covered in more
detail at a second reading Those who are
familiar with Dr Davison’s larger work will

recognise a similarity of treatment in these pages
It would be an improvement if answers to the
numerical exercises were given

APPRENTICE TRAINING
Th» PnncipUs of Ap^tntxce Trauung, mth

Special Reference to the Engineering Industry
By A P M Flemu^ and J G Pearce Pp
xui + aoa (London Longmans, Green and Co ,

1916 ) Price 35 6d net

Many mterestmg opinions are expressed m
this book, but the same thing is repeated

too often under different headings The authors
give particulars of the mode of selecting and
traming apprentices which was begun in 1913
at the British Wcstinghouse Company’s
works at Manchester ,

all the lecturers are
either engineers or foremen, and many of
the former are graduates m engineenng Men
so chosen are not always good teachers,

though they may be excellent as practical men,
so future lecturers are being train^ from among
the apprentices under the supervision of the
authors. So far the scheme seems to promise
success In October, 1915, there were 309
apprentices out of a total of 1348 youths in the
works , the number of apprentice boys is increas-

ing The course, while thoroughly practical

makes reasonable demands on the pupils’ intelli

genee
On the general question the authors give details

as to the present inadequate methods of prepar-
ing for work in life both “ specialists "—by whiiA
term they indicate repetition workers using auto-
matic or semi-atitomatic madimery—and crafts-

men, who need wider experience, skill, and intelli-

gence TThey point out that in the elementary
Sfihools book-learning is predominant, they show
how uiadequate iS the time spent in manual
trabing and other forms of “doing ’’ They indi-

cate tMt in the secondary schools most of the
pupils are trained as though their mam object in

life WPS to pass the entrance examination to a
univendty—although the percentage of such

‘'vhob bpeome undergraduates is small
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All rius is but too true, and therem lltiQe Ukeh*

hood that It will be changed so kmg «s wacr
tieally all the higher ofikeds in the Board of

Education and in the Civil Servioe gtioerally are

selected from those nho have had a bteraty

trauusg For science, modem langua^, and
manual work are regarded as forms of unpr^^
educational “iqiecialisatioa,’’ sod Latin and
Greek as the sde means for developing the ebax^

aeter and mtcUigence of British youth »
and tbia.

abhongh our naval officers, whose diaraeters aag
mtelbgence most of us admire, are tnuned by
means of mathematics and scieace, and have been
deprived of the supposed indispensable benefits

of classical training J W

OUR BOOKSHELF
A Btbltography of British Ornithology, from the

Earliest 2 imes to the End of 1913 By W H
Mullens and H Kirke Swann Part 1 Pp iia

(London Macmillan and Co
,

Ltd , 1916

)

Price 6s net

We have not hitherto had an adequate bibho-

graphy of British omitholi^, for the one by
Elhott Coues begun thirty-six years ago was
never we believe, completed, and, exc^ent as
was the first instalment so far as it went, it is, of

course, now out of date The bibliography upon
which Major Mullens (who has already done work
which may be considered as the basis of the

present book) and Mr Swann have embarked is

of an ambitious and comprehensive nature The
aim of the authors has been to give a biographical

account of each author of a separately-published

work followed by a bibliography of ^ir works
and of their papers contributra to journals bear-

ing on British ornithology Collations are given
and spaced titles of books pubhsbed before 1850

,

critical notes also on many books are included
The first part of the book (of which there are

to be six) has now been issu^, and fully comes
up to the promise of the prospectus Even 10

this one part we meet with many books and
authors with which few book-Ioving birdmen were
probably previously acquainted Under the head-
ing ‘Anonymous’’ alcme there are more than
eighty items, and the present biographers have
bMn very successful m hunting down the authors
of these The biographical notices are sufficiently

full and, especially in the case of the older writers,

very interesting In fact, the book promises to
be not only a very useful work of reference for
British ornithologists, but also, what at first sight
we might not expect, a very readable and enter-
taining book It u well printed on very gopd
paper

An Elementary Manual of Radiotelegraphy And
Radioielephony for Students and Operators^.

By Prof J A Elraung Third edition P|p.

xiv+360 (London I Longmans; Green
Co , 1916 ) Price 73 6d net

It is unnecessary to do mote than hefer rtQr
briefly to the third edition jof Iprof?
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Iwok, a» we have already reviewed the first

editk»M in NATUas, and alao, on two occasions,

Prof Fleming’ s more comprehensive treatise on
wireless teWraphy We ventured then to pre-

dKt AaC both these books would become standard
manuals on th« subject, and our forecast is shown
to have been correct by the recurring necessity

lor thd issue of new editions. There is not much
difference to be noted between the present volume
and Its forerunners, but certain additions have
bean made to brii^ it up to date

No* doubt when the present war is over much
trahiable eaperienee which has been gained of the

use of wireless telegraphy both in sea and land

operations will, by degrees, become public, but
one does not look for such information at present

It is to be hoped that this experience may be
turned, m due course, to more ^aceful ends, in

which case one may look forward to a fresh

edition of Prof Fleming s book In the mean-
time it remains the best introduction to the sub
ject for all students, and a sufficient manual for

those who intend to take up the practical appltca

tion, but who do not wish to go too deeply into

the theoretical and mathematic^ side The book
IS well and amply illustrated, though some of the

process blocks are not so clear as could be wished

dn Inquiry into the Statistics of Deaths from
Violence and Unnatural Causes in the United
Kingdom By Dr W A Brend Pp v+80
(London C GrifiSn and Co

,
Ltd

, 1915 )
Price

31 6d net

The obiMt of this book (a thesis approved for

the M D degree. University of London) is to

euadne the ofiicial statistics relating to deaths

from violence and unnatural causes in the United

Kingdom, to investigate their usefulness and the

accursfcy of the returns, and to suggest modifica-

fSons in the present system
Several different authorities (Home Office,

Board of Trade, Local Government Board, Regis-

txmr-Gokeral, etc.) compile the returns, but the

different reports ^ not seem to be co-^mated
Thuk doru^ the same period the deaths from
akohobsm in Liverpool are given by the Registrar.

General as 36, by the Home Offi^ as 113, the

Local Government Board records deaths from
"starvation and privation” as 94, the Home
Office (“ want and exposure ”) as stx and the

Registrar-General ("cold and starvation ”) as 146,

arc tiieae instances might be multijdied I

More accurate returns are needed m many in-

StSulcea. Hie importance, for example of trust

Wertoy infbnnatton concerning infant mortality

ftom overiyii« and deaths of children from

Mirffilw is ofamoHS.

D¥ Bpchd^S analysis shows that there an classes

df dtatlie df wbkh our ichowtddge, both statistu^l

«ild dthbtwlski is serioo^ inadciF>affi At pre-

ffebt^ fbr cisffihdle, tiw records of eoreners’ courts

aMdr#S(ICMBytMWessible; the suggestiotris made
fifiif an the eSflPidn shoukt be sedt to a central

dffidd dMr« tMf cotM he furtoer analysed
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
: (Tk# Editor thes net hold himnlf respofutble fet

epMont exftened by hit eorretfondenU Neimef
can he undertake to return or to correspond DtOe
the wrilert of rejected manttecripu intended tb¥
thk or any otiter port of Nsrima Ne notice k
taken of tmenyekous commimeaEonr ]

The Vaiwersltiet. the Tsilialeal OeBntss, mi the
Araqr.

\ oounx of months ago It occurred to myself and
the staff of the Meriot-Watt College that the first yesa
engineering course for the diplotna would—with a leaf

modifications—form an excellent preliminary scien-

tific training for boys entering the Army who might
hope for promotion to an officer cadet unit, the course
at the same tune still to remain an inte^al part of
our diploma course
The suggestion did not meet with local approval,

but while thinking out the details, I also Brought
the matter before the Board of Education and the
Association of Technical Institutions, wfwre I gather,
It is meeting with some attention 1 also foui^ that
similar suggestions had already been made by Mr
Darling in Nati.rb (Januaiy ao and February 10) in

some communications which I had missed, and also

that a similar scheme was being carried out In certain
English public schools

Among those to whom I wrote was the Vice-Chan-
cellor of Leeds University, and I have just heard from
him that m his hands the whole scheme has taken a
wider aspect the idea being to devise courses Of train-

ing which, while valuable as a prellnllnaiy sclentiflc

trauiing for boys entering the Army will at the same
tune be allowed to qualify as part of the course
required for a university degree It is on account of
this wider aspect given to the matter by Principal

Sadler that 1 venture to write to you on the matter
The idea, which I believe ori^nated with Lord

Haldane of drawing upon the universities for officers

m the Army, and me establishment of the O T C

,

IS no doubt a sound one At the same tune, at tlwt
stage the conception seemed to be to allow a student
to go on with his ordinary university course while
giving him in his spare time a certain antount of
military training on the lines required by an officer

It seems to me that among us we have evolved a
much sounder conception of Uie duties of the univer-

sity towards the Army, and that is, to give the boys
such a scientific training as will be of value to

when they to to thdr special military training Hlere
can be no harm In giving them a Uttle drill, but toe
main object of the universlfies and the tedinlcal col-

leges should be to devote the time at their disposal

prindpaliy to lajdng the foundations of the sdentific

knowledge of which modem warfare is an application

A P Laurix
Rrineipat.

Heriot-Watt College Edinburgh, July 18.

The lata M. dosapk Dtohilatta
Of the many scientific men who have faBen in the

present, war none calli forth a dewier note of rqgret

than m eminent add prmniaing French ai^chtaiwglat

and anthropologbt 111 Joseph Odch^ette, who waa
killedArtiile teadlng his compsuiy to atUck on October

4 1914. A committee, embracing all toe toaffing

srchieologlats and anthraperiarata of France, haa bean
formed'^^ ewiserv^ ace amgle ct de glorlfier aa
mdraelre.'*' 7^ committee haa semued the co-opera-

dowof top aodptor, H Hemy Noeq, to pr^iara a
pDrtitdt||||||W»irito,,Oo toe reverae ‘ L’dpde
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de I hdrolque capitune s’y crolaera, au traven d'une
Urge couronne de laurien, avec le glaive de U grande
tooque gauloise que I’arcfadologue a si bien fait re-

vivre’ Nor can one abstain from quoting from the

circular, which has been sent out by our colleagues in

France, the following sentence — C’est I’unite d’une

carriire riche d’oeuvres, plus pMne encore de pro-

messes, que rappellera la Idgende calmas • rei iguus
ILLU8TRAVIT • PRO • OALUA • MILES • CECIDIT

There is not a British archnologist or anthropologist

who IS not indebted to M D^helette, and I am certain

they will be only too gUd to participate in a movement
which has been rightly inituited by their French col-

leagues Subacripttons should be sent to M le Comte
O Costa de Bcaurc^rd, Salnte-Foy, par Longueville

(Seine-Infdricure) Those sending a subscription of

10 francs are entitled to a replica of the plaque in

bronze, those giving 50 francs to one in silver and
those giving 80 francs to one in enamel, should they

so tvish

Arthur Keith
President of the Royal Anthropological Insti-

tute of Great Britain and Ireland

so Great Russell Street, W C

A Sunset Phenomenon on duly 22.

An interesting sunset phenomenon was visible here

at 8 10 p m GMT on Saturday last, July za Two
very well-marked daik bands were seen rising from
the south-eastern horizon across the pale pink counter-

t,loiv On the north western horizon the tops of two
very distant cumulo-nimbus clouds vicre visible, the

tops being about half a degree above the horizon ,
the

clouds were dark against the sunset, but their upper

edges were bright The dark bands were the shadows
of these clouds projected right across the sky The
shadows could be followed for some distance from
the clouds, but were not visible in the plane at right

angles to the direction of sunset They were visible

for quite ten minutes after 1 first noticed them, by
which time the twilight arch was some way above

the horizon and the dark bands rose from it The
two cumulo-nimbus clouds and a small patch of cirrus

were the only clouds visible , their bearings were 30a®

and 305® respectively An inquiry by telephone eliated

the fact that no clouds were visible at Benson Observa-
tory and the cumulo-nimbus must have been at a
great distance It would be of some interest to know
this distance, and I should be very grateful to any
readers of Nature in Herefordshire, Wales (especially

Anglesey and the west coasts), and any part of Ireland

roughly between Co Dublin and Sligo and Donegal
Bays, if they could let me know the character of the

weather at the time mentioned, whether anv cumulo-
nimbus clouds were noticed and especially if ram or

thunderstorms were experienced or even merely
whether the sky was ctear or cloudy I fear the
weather of a week ago is not often remembered, but
It IS possible that some of your readers may recollect

it or have recorded It

Had the clouds been more nunv^rous the shadows
would have encroached more on the sunset glow and
on the counter-glow and the appearance would have
resolved Itself into crepuscular rays, the explanation

of which has been a matter of some discussion »

C J P Cave
Meteorolo^al OfHce, South Farnborough ^uly 34

yvanas P. Tfcsmuoii as a Paiatsr,

Ths late Prof S P Thompson was a man of such
extraordinary versatility and power that his artistie

side was scarcefy deme Justice to in the Preu It
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may therefore be interesting to put on record what
our fnend, George Flemwell, the well-known painter,
naturalist, and writer, living in Switserland, says in a
letter from Zermatt —

To my mind enough has not been said of bla
power for rendering im in water-colour I knew
nobody to touch him in the painting of dacier ice

at close quarters (I believe Mr Flemww, himself
k distinguished painter of Alpine scenery, has seen
little of Edw Compton’s work )

’ And his method
was considering the excellence of the result, the
simplest and most direct 1 have ever seen With the
utmost care he worked with great ouickness and
facility \ few simple washes, and there was the
ice Its form, its structure, and its quality His
values were right and his colour clean, be got the
body and substance of the glacier 1 am happy tor

think I have two or three pencil sketches I made of
him when he was woiking on the Glacier d’Argen-
tiire and at the Mer de Glace, and 1 was with him
when he painted the original of the Christmas-card
of which you speak H S T

Bristol, July 17

The Utilisation of Wasto Heat for Agrietilturo.

Mr C Turnbull’s scheme (Nature, July zo,

p 423) for artificially heatmg the soil if feasible,

would tend to encourage the Insect pest 4s all

farmers and fruit growers are aware, this has of
recent years increased to an alarming extent But
for the seasonal lowering of the soil temperature it

would become more serious still

C Carus Wilson
Casterton, Kirkbv Lonsdale, July 22

THE INDIAN BOARD OF SCIENTIFIC
ADVICE

The Report for the year 1914-15 of the Board
of Scientific Advice for India consists almost

entirely of isolated summaries of the work done
during the year by the several scientific depart-
ments and scientific institutions of the Indian
Government As most, if not all, of these depart-
ments and institutions issue independent annual
reports of their own, it is, to say the least, dis-

appointing to find these technical summaries filling

the report of a scientific body styled advisory,
unless^ indeed the term “advice” be understo^
in the*wmmercial or notificatory sense as merely
indicating the existence in working order of these
various departmental mstraments of research
The advisory proceedings of the Board occupy

only thirty-seven lines of the 180 pages of the
report, and all the information they afford is that

the Board accepted the progframmes of the several

scientific departments, but would rather not have
them in so much detail in future , and that it re-

commended (a) that officers attending the next
Indian Science Congress should be regarded as
00 duty, (b) that a catalogue scienufic serials

prepaid by the Asiatic Swiety of Bengal should
be published at the expense of Government, and
(c) that experiments should be undertaken, at
requested by the Punjab Veterinaiy Department,
to determine the vitality of rinderpest virus under
Indian conditions—all three mere d^arbrantat
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matters that scarcely need to be referred to a
special advisory board
Of any far-reaching advisory purpose, of any

great origmal directive enterprise, of anything in

the nature of spontaneous movement, this report

shows no rteord, one looks in vain for any re

ference to scientific education, or even for a
connected account—as contrasted with bald dis-

jointed departmental summaries—of the general
progress of science in India, vital affairs in which
a Board of Scientific Advice might be expected to

exercise a missionary influence if not to take a
commanding lead

The simple fact is that so far as the advisorv

business goes, this Report of the Board of Scien

tific Advice for India is a document of the ex
officxo genus and it can scarcely be otherwise

when the President of the Board is merely an ex

cfficto hierarch of the Indian Secretariat instead

of being a man of science specially selected for his

critical knowledge of scientific affairs

rUAS MElCHNIKOFt

ONE of the most remarkable figures in the

scientific world passed from among us on
July 15 Elie Metchnikoff as they wrote his

name in Trance, his adopted home, stands out as

the type erf a gifted, indefatigable investigator of

Nature who, in accordance with his beautiful and
earnest character, never faltered in his career

but from his boyhood onwards devoted himself to

the minute study of animal life, and by a natural

and as it seemed inevitable process passed through
the study of the microscopic structure and embry
onic growth of simple marine organisms to the

investigation of human diseases and his great dis

covenes of the nature of the process known as

inflammation and of the mechanism of immu
nity ” to infective germs and the poisons produced
by them By every zooli^ist in the world he was
especially honoured and revered

,
for it was to him

that we owed the demonstration of the unity of

biological science and the brilliant proof of th<

mvaluable importance to humanity of that delight

ful pursuit of the structure and laws of growth
and form of the lower animals which he and wc
had pursued from pure love of the beailvy and
wonder of the intricate problems of organic

morphology
Just as his chief and friend, the great Pasteur

was privil^ed to proceed directly and logically

in his own life’s work, by his genius and msight
from the discovery of astonishing new facts as to

crystalline structure—which seemed to have no
beanng on human affairs—to the understanding
(by the aid of those discoveries) of fermentation

and infective disease, so did Metchnikoff himself

both discover the activity and universality of the

organic cell-units which he called “phagocytes,’
atm at once proceed to demonstrate their prime
importance u the process known as inflammation
and the understanding of “ immunity,” which has
revidutionised medical theory and practice

She Metchnikoff was bom in 1845 at Ivanavka,
near iCharkoff His fadier was of Moldavian
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ancestry and an officer of the Imperial Guard,
from which he retired with the rank of major-

general He was devoted to the pursuits of a
country gentleman, among which horse racing

was his sjpecial favourite He had no tendencies

to scientiM study Elie s mother, whose family

name was Nevakovitch, ’ was a Jewess He
owed his mental gifts laigely to her From child-

hood he showed a strong taste for the study of

Nature After passing through the high school

of Kharkoff he entered the university at the age
of seventeen and completed his degree examina-
tions in two years, when he went off (in 1864) to

Germany for further biological traimng He had
already in 1863, when he was only eighteen, pub-
lished a paper in Reichert s Archtv on the stalk

of Vorticclla and another on the nematode Di^o-
gaster In 1864 he published some observations

on the Acinctanan Sphairophrya After a brief

sojourn in Heligirfand he went to work in

I^uckart s laboratory at Giessen, and accompanied
the professor to Gfittingen when the latter was
promoted to that chair In Leuckart s laboratory

he worked at the parasite of the frog, Ascarts

mgrovenosa, and made the important discovery

of the fact that the hermaphrodite parasite of

the frog s lung hatched from eggs gives birth

vi\ ip iroufly to a free living generation of males
and females This he published in 1B65 m
Reichert s Archiv and a translation of his

paper appeared in the Quarterly Journal of
Mtcroscoptcal Sctence in 1866 Leuckart claimed
to have made the discovery ‘ with the assist

ance of Herr Meezmkow,’ but Metchnikoff
briefly stated that this was erroneous and that

he alone had done the work in the absence of
Prof leuckart and without his aid or sugges-
tion Naturally this terminated their frwndly
relations In the same year he published some
notes on those little-known microscopic animals,
Icthydium, Chsetonotus Echinoderes, and Des-
moscolex This also was translated for the
Quarterly Journal in 1866, and thus I became
familiar with his name and the interesting charac-
ter of his work, though I did not make his per-
sonal acquaintance until twenty-two years later,

when (in 1888) Pasteur introduced me to him in

Ins laboratory in the rue Vaugirard.
These papers were rapidly followed in 1866 by

others showing his first rate powers of accurate
observation and originality, viz on a European
land Planarian on the development of Myzosto-
mum, the ecto-parasite of the feather star, which
he showed to be a modified Chstopod on insect

embryology (Hgmiptera and Diptera)
, on the

remarkable new rotifer, Apstlus lenttformts

,

and
on the Viviparous reproduction of the larvae of the
fly Cecidomyia Then he sojourned for a time
{i86p at Naples (before the days of Dohrn’s
Zoolc^cal Station) and wrote- on the embryology
of the cuttle-fish Sepiola, on the strange marine
forms ^bMosoma and Rhkbdc^aster, and intiSfiq

on Tonutna (which he showed to be the larva of
Balanoglossus) and on the embryology^ Echmo-
derms of jdly-fish

^
In tSye be was appointed professor ordinarius
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df zoologjv in the University of Odessa, and soon

afterwa^s published papers oh the embryology of

Chelifer ana of Myriapods In the previous year he

published an mteresting paper on the little nema-
tode parasite of fisheiT gtllt—Gyrodactylus—and
joined with thdt fine naturalist, ClaparMe, whom
ha met at Maples, in a paper od the embryology of

Cbatopods
After his appomtment at Odessa his work was

mterrupted by the illness and death from tuber-

culosis of his first wife, whom he had married m
1868 In spite of every care and a long sojourn

in Madeira, whither he accompanied her, she died

there in 1873 But m 1^4 we find a paper by
him * On the Eyelids of Mongolians and Cauca-
sians,

*
of considerable value to anthropologists,

and in 1877 one of a bionomic character on The
Struggle for Existence between Two Species of

Cockroaches—Pinplaneta onentaUs and filntta

germamca '

In 1875 he married his second wife Olga Belo-

coyitoff, who was only seventeen years of age
She had just completed her studies in the lyc^ ’

of Odessa, and attended after her marriage hei;

husband s zoological teaching in the university

She survives him, and was his constant com-
panion and ceaselessly devoted friend and help-

meet She often aided him m laboratory work
and by her knowledge of English and other

languages, though her own special gifts, which
she has cultivated to a high d^ree of excellence,

are in paintirv and sculpture From time to time

she has published her own contributions to sub-

jects which were occupying her husband’s atten-

tion The earliest of these is one ' On the

Morpholo^ of the Pelvis and Shoulder-girdle of

the Cartilaginous Fishes,’ published in th

Zettsch vitss Zoologte 18^
Metchnikoif holds an important place beside his

great fellow-countryman and intimate friend,

Alexander Kowalewsky (who died some years
ago), m the establishment of what may be called

cellular embryology and the investigation of the

earlv stages of development of invertebrate by fol-

lowing out the process of cell-division and the

arrangement of ^e early formed cells in layers

In the twelve years 1875 to 1886, when his last

embryologicaJ paper was published, he produced
maqy important memoirs on cellular embryology
—namdy, on that of calcareous sjion^es (in which
he showed that the inner and outer prunitive layers

bad been transposed in regard to their origin by
Haeckel and Miklucko-Macleay) , on that of

jdly-fishes, of Planarians, of E^unoderms, of

Ctwophora, and of Medusae These were accom-
panied by important theoretical discussions and
suggestions as to the ultimate ancestral origin of

the endoderm and the mest^last He also wrote
on tiiat curious group of minute parasites, the

Orthonecttds, and on insect diseases

the new departure in his fruitful career was
broaching. It grew out of bis observations on
living jdiU-fishea^d sponges and on the trans-

parent nfMne emtM'yos of Echmoderms and the

transparent fioating mollusc PhylUrhde In 1883,
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owing to political disturbances in the University

of Odessa, Metchnikoff migrated to Messina, the

harbour of which is celebrated among zoologiSU

for Its rich fauqa of transparent flimting larvae

and adult glass4ike Pteropods and jelly-fidiea

Here he developed his views, already fore-

shadowed in 1880 (Zoolog Anenger), on intra-

cellular digestion exhibited by the amoeboid cells

of animal orgamsms, and published a senes of

papers in which the name “ phagocyte ” is first

applied to these cells In this, as in simdar cases

of discovery, neither Metchnikoff himself nor any
of his friends claimed that he was the first to

observe all the facts leading to his generalisation-

He was not the first to witness the ingestion of

foreign particles, of fragments of dead tissue, and
even of bacteria by the amoeba like cells of the

animal body He knew and cited the early ob-
servations of Haeckel on the ingestion of pi^ent
granules by the amoeboid blood-corpuscles of the

sea-slug Tethys He knew and cit^ the nume-
rous observations on the activity of large amoeboid
cells in assisting the resorption or rapid destruc-

tion of other tissues m some sj^ial instances

He knew the observations of Jeffrey Parker and
others on the intra-cellular digestion of food par-
ticles taken into their substance by the endoderm
cells lining the digestive cavity of Hydra He
knew Koch’s observation of bacilli within a
colourless vertebrate blood-corpusde, attributed

by that observer lo the active penetration of the

blood-corpuscle by the aggressive bacilli These
and other hlfl instances were all regarded as ex-

ceptional by their observers and not interpreted

as evidences of a defimte and umversal activity of
the amoeboid cells of large jAysiological signifi-

cance Mctchmkoff was acquainted with the

remarkable discoveries of Cohnheim, Strieker, and
others (m some of wich I had a pupil s share

durmg my stay in the wmters of 1869-70 and
1S70-71 at Vienna and Leipzig respectivdy)
The pathological laboratories were full of observa-

tions and talk about the “diapedesis" and ‘out-

wandering ” of the amoeboid corpuscles in inflamed

tissues the origin of pus-corpuscles, and the acti-

vity of the ammboid cells m the stellate cavities of

the frog s cornea and other connective ti|»ues

when stimulated Metchnikoff put two and two
together and formulated the proposition that in

all multicellular animals the main function of the

cells derived from the deep or mid-cmb^onic
layer between the dermal and intestinal uning
layers is nutritional, and that they possets the
power of ingesting and digesting^s does an
amoeba—solid partides, whether such paxtictes

are introduced from the outside or are parta of the
organism which, owing to one or another,
must be broken up and removed, ^e amceboicl
cells in connective tissues and In the blood and
lymph are such eater-cells or pbagoegrtes, as ho
now termed them
He at once proceeded to explain thesignifioancQ.

of these phagocytes and dieir utility to tne organ-
ism, not only by ipointwg to thdr wip^aaoGfno.
gers reinoving uqured and dead tiasuo, to isdidch
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are brought in hundreds of thousands by the
process known as inflammation, but he also i nme-
dfatdy gave first-class importance to their recog-
nitioa connecting them with Pasteur’s great
discovenes as to the cause of infective diseases by
poisonous “microbes’ which intrude into previ-

ously healthy organisms, and he further connected
his generalisation with Darwin’s theory of the

origin of species by the natural sekKtion of
favoured races in the struggle for existence He
published in 1884 an essay entitled "The Struggle
of the Organism against Microbes," m which he
maintamed the thesis that the phagocytes, univer-

sally present m multicellular animals, have been
developed and established by natural selection in

the animal organism as a protection against intru-

sive disease-causing bacteria

He was able in 1884 observe and give illus-

trative drawings of a demonstrative case of the

activity of the phagocytes in the blood of a trans-

parent fresh-water flea (Daphnia) when it was
infected by a yeast-like parasite called Monospora
This parasite frequently makes its way into the

Mood of the water flea and, multiplying there,

often causes death Metrhnikoff watched with
hia microscope and made careful drawings of the

phagocytes as he saw them m the living flea en-

^mg and digesting the intiusive Monospora
In seme cases the phagocytes, m others the Mono-
spora, got the upper hand Later when I knew
him he had a small aquarium dedicated to the

cultivation of these demonstrative water fleas and
their infective microbe ^
Having now determined to givoup his zoologi-

cal and embryological researches in order to devote

the rest of his life to the development of his doc-

trine of “phagocytosis,” Metchmkoff accepted the

invitation to become director of a new bacterio-

logical laboratory at Odqasa, but, finding the con-

ditions there not favourable to his special work,
he relinquished the post in 1888 and, having for-

tunately been cold-shouldered in Berlin came to

Pasteur m Pans, who, thoroughly appreciating

the value of his work, ^ave him a laboratory and

every facility for his investigations in his own
institute, at ^at time located in the Ecole Normale,

rue Vaugirard When a few years later the

Institut Pasteur was built m the rue Dutot
Metchnikoff was given a fine suite of laboratories,

lecture-room, and space for keeping animals,

and became sub-director of the institute a few
years ago
Youi^ investigators now came in growing num-

bers to Paris in order to work in Metchnikoff’s

laboratory, and he pursued with triumphant suc-

cess, but pot without opposition and sometimes
insult from the older and more ignorant medical

men, the establuhment of his views as to the

essential importance of “ phagocjrtosis " in resist-

ance to disease Among his more fetuoOs oppo-

nents was a prominent English p^diolomst who
sewnfuily alluded to his views as "Metchni-
ImMu* »

In 189a he produced as an illustrated volume,

with the tide "'^The Comparative Pathology of In-
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flammation," the substance of a course of lectures

delivered at the Institut Pasteur It is one of the
most delightful examples of scientific method om-
ceivable It is essentially a careful and logical

presentation of minute observations arranged so
as to bring before the reader the evidence jn

favour of his argument He invariably followed

this method in the controversies in which he
necessarily engaged He never lecnmmated

;

he never cited mere authority nor endeavoured
to falsify his opponent’s statements by "smart”
word-play. He simply made new experiments,
and observations su^ested by his adversary’s

line of attack, and so practically smothered
him by the weight of honest, strairttforward
demonstration of fact He showed that m
the lower rnimals the phagocytes are attracted

in hundreds by ‘ chemtotaxis ” to intrusive w
injurious bodies which occur in the tissues, and
then either enclose or digest them He proceeded
to show that m the vertebrates, where the immense
network of the blood-vessels is under the centred

of the nervous system, "inflammation” is set up
as a curative process, and that the elaboration of
Its mechanism has been established by natural

selection A local arrest of the blood-stream is

produced by the nerve-control of the vascular ays-

tem, resulting in the out-wandering from the now
nearly stagnant blood of phagocytes chemically

attracted to an injured spot, where, arriving lilw

an innumerable crowd or army of scavengers, they
proceed to engulf and digest tissue ^ich has
been killed by injury, and smilarly to isolate or to
destroy and digest injurious intrusive substances,
prominent among which are infective poisonous
bacteria

Metchnikoff thus finally and conclusively "ex-
plained ” the process called "uiflammation ” Hia
attention and that of his pupils was now given
for some years to the great question of “immu-
nity ” How IS It that some individuals are either

free from the attacks of parasitic mtcro-oiganisms
to which their fellows are liable, or, if attadted,
suffer less seriously than others do? To answer
this quesUon is to go a lon^ way to the solution

of the great pracbcat question as to how to pro-
duce immtmity to infective disease in man It

involved the investigation of the chemical activi-

ties of the phagocytes, to the knowledge and theo-
retical understanding of which a great number ol
highly gifted leaders of experimental mqniiy~to
name only Ehrhch, Behnng, and Almroth Wright
—have contributed in the most important way
It la Impossible on this occasion to enumerate or
even indicate the huge series of investigations and
records tA experiment now continuously produced

Metefanikm or by assistants under his imme-
diate supervisKHi The Awnales d« VJnstitut
Poftmtr arc largely made up of these records and
di^fissioas. In 1901 Metchmkoff produced hki

grtat boefle on " Immunity m Infectious Diseases,”
an English translation of which was at once pub-
Hsted. Tiu subject branched out ttito vmnous
kaetr such ks are IndicateiLby the names sero-
tberapy, toxins and anti-toxins, haemolysis, opso-
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nms, and bactenotropins* It must suffice here to

state that Metchnikoff successfully established the

doctnne that it is to the healthy acUvity of our
phagocytes that we have to look not only for tem.

porary protection, but for immunity against the

micro-organisms of disease

Since 1901—until he fell ill last winter—Metch-
nikoff was mcessantlv active in his labora-

tory, working there from early morning until

evening, when he took tram to his country house
on the heights above the Seme Rarely would
he tear himself away from his absorbing work to

enjoy a holiday He went a few years ago to

Astrachan, on the Caspian, to inquire for the

Russian Government into the occurrence of

bubonic plague in that region, and studied also

the incidence of tuberculosis in the town popula-

tions and among the Kalmuck Tartars On the

Jatter subject he gave (in response to my urgent

•request) a valuable lecture in London before the

Nationm Health Society (in 1912), and on other

occasions he made short visits to this country

in order to receive honours and deliver special dis-

•courses—as at the Darwin celebration at Cam-
bridge in 1909 The variety of infecti\e diseases

to the experimental investigation of which he

turned the resources of his laboratory and his

theoretical conceptions is truly astonishing As
late as 1911 he wrote ‘Perhaps before long it

wdl be possible to explain diabetes, gout, and
rheumatism by the injurious activity of some
variety of microbe” (preface to the invaluable

volume, Microbes and loxins,” by Dr Etienne

Burnet, published in London by Heinemann)
In 1903 he found time to write a profoundly m

terestmg popular book, ‘The Nature of Man’
{London Heinemann), m which, among other

mings, he discourses of old age, and his view that

unhealthy fermentation commonly occurring in

the large intestine produces poisons which are

absorbed, and lead to deterioration of the tissues

of the walls of the arteries, and so to senile

changes and unduly early death He satisfied

himself, experimentally and clmically, that the use

(rf " sour milk ” as an article of diet checks dr

altogether arrests this unhealthy fermentation m
the intestine by planting there the lactic bacillus

which, forming lactic acid, renders the life and
growth of the bacteria of those specnl poisonous

fermentations (which cannot flourish in an acid

environment) impossible Hence he himself daily

took a pint or so of sour milk, and he recom-
mended It to others and arranged for the commer-
cial preparation of a particularly pure and agree-

able “sour milk " from the sale of which he
scrupulously abstained from deriving any pecu-

niary profit This small, though valuable, adven-

ture Ws in dietetics has t«en—unfortunately,

but perhm inevitably—the one and only feature

of hts )4n|t career of vast scientific discovery

which has Hnpressed itself on the somewhat erra-

tic intelligence of the “man m the street
"

Meichnikof was a foreign member and Copley
medallist of the Royal Society, a member of the

Institute of Fraocci of the Academy of Sciences
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of Petrograd, and of many other societies. In

1908 he was awarded the Nobel pnse for hia

researches on immunity, and he received only a
fortnight before his death the announcement
that the Albert Medal of the Society of Arts of

London had been this year awarded to him in view
of the benefit to humanity of his saentific dis-

coveries

I cannot close this imperfect survey of the im-
pressive and ideally complete career of my friend

without some few jiersmial notes From the day
when 1 met him in Pasteur’s laboratory m 18K
we became warm friends He was singularly

simple, genuine, and unaffectedly good and
unselfish I could tell a hundred tales of his bene-
volence and humane spirit, of the unrecorded
charitable aid given by him and his wife to the

poor of Pans and to expatriated Russians
,
of hts

exquisite politeness and consideration to all those
who wese his servants I am convinced that the

devotion of the latter half of his life to the solution

of the problems of disease was due to his goodness
of heart and his ardent desiie to alleviate human
suffering He never was a smoker, and twenty
years ago gave up the use of alcohol entirely

He had no taste for sport of any kind, and never
indulged in recreations ” or ‘ amusements ” or

big social functions He was a devoted lover of

music, and had much knowledge of art and many
friends in the great art world of Pans His
beard was large and his hair long, and he was
thick-set and muscularly strong, though he became
more and more bent, as the years went on, by his

constant stooping over the microscope No year
passed, after I first knew him, without my spend-
ing some time with him and Madame Metchnikoff
in Pans or in their home at Sevres, and on several

occasions he has stayed with me in Ixmdon or

earlier in Oxford From time to time he has
shown to me the experunents and microscopic evi-

dence upon which his own and his pupils’ dis-

coveries were based, and has put before me the

prehmmary hypotheses by aid of which he was
seeking—as opportunity offered—to arrive at

further knowledge of appendicitis, syphilis, the

yaws, infantile paralysis, green diarrhoea, cholera,

tubercle, cancer, diabetes, gout, and rheumatism
Only three years ago he carried out some new
researches on a zoological subject—^the natural

I

removal of black pigment from the wing-feathers

of gulls—^which he proposed to publish in the

j2«ortcrly Journal of Microscopical Science But
the terrible events of the last two years put such
work out of his power In his last moments he
insisted very urgently that an immediate autopsy
should follow his death He had suffered for six

months fijom pneumonia, pleurisy, and latterly

bronchitis The autopsy showed atheroma of thie

aorta and related cardiac disease Metchnikoff
died in the apartments of the Institut which had
been assigned as a dwelling to Pasteur Accord-
ing to his wish, his remains have been incinerated,

and the urn containing^ his ashes will be piactxl in

the library of the Pasteur Institute

E. Rat LANtexsTtR
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SIR VICTOR HORSLEY. FRS
CIR VICTOR A H HORSLEY, whose deathO on July 16 we record with the deepest regret

was bom in 1857 of a family long distinguished

for abihty in natural science and the arts His
descent was chosen by Galton to illustrate the

new that unusual talents are hereditary in certain

stocks of the community in this island

On leaving schod he entered University College,

and carried all before him He early showed his

interest in the physidogy of the nervous system,

and m 1884 published a study,^ith Prof Schftfer,

on the functions of the marginal convolution The
same year, at the early age of twenty seven,

he was appointed professor-superintendent of the

Brown InsUtution, a post much coveted by physi-

olcvists His ener|^ and enthusiasm, coupled

wim his astonishing youth, were a revelation to

all who came into contact with him In his com-
pany work became a fasanating game and never

was there such a keen playmate He was singu-

larly attractive, with a charming voice and inl^
tKws laugh, his manner was boyishly unaffected,

and as he struck out one line after another in the

application of physidogy to medicine our enthu

siasm was unbounded He was always sincerely

interested in the work of others, and would devote

much {{me and energy to understanding it

thoroughly Throughout his period at the Brown
Institution he worked more particu^rly at hydro-

phobia, and the functions of the thyroid and pitui-

tary body, besides continuing his studies in cere

bral locahsation

Hordey was surgeon to University College Hos*
pital and to the National Hospital for the Para
lysed and Epileptic, Queen Square, W C ,

and it

was at this time that he became the pioneer of sur

gery of the central nervous system Instigated by
Dr Hughlings Jackson and Sir William Gowers,
he was die first successfully to operate on the brain

and to remove a tumour pressing on the spinal

cord To us his operating was an inspiration,

he was never at a loss, and his brilliancy lay

rather in his attitude to the problem in front of him
than in pure mechanical dexterity He was never

afraid, and the complete reliance he placed on his

subordmatei^ was sometimes almost embarrassing
Honours poured upon* hin^ He was early

elected a Fellow of the Royal Soaety, and
obtamed the Royal medal, Hdle made hun an
M D ,

Pans elec^ hun a Fello%of the Acadtoiie
de MMecuie, and numerous medical societies all

over the world claimed him as an honorary
member No British worker m his field has been

so much admired on the Contment as Horsley
Practice came to him abundantly, but until

shortly before the war he always devoted one
day in the week to work in his private laboratory,

tu^d away under the lecture theatre at Uni-

versity Collie Here he did all his ,york on the

functions of the brain, inctudi^ the long series of

researches with Dr R H CUktlce on the cere-

bellum, earned out with an accuracy never before

attainable. Many younger men who are now dis-

tinguished as neurologists in different parts of the
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world came to work with hiti^ here in London, and
owe the success of their researches not only to his

guidance, but to his remarkable operative skill on
animals, for in almost all cases the actual experi-

mental lesions were his handiwork
He was Croonian lecturer to the Royal Society,

and on this occasion published the work carried

out with his brother-in-law. Prof Gotch, on elec-

trical changes in the spinal cord

He was, however, essentially a pioneer, inter-

ested mainly in working at a subject unUl the

field was laid open to all This accounts for the

comparatively small bulk of his publications He
showed all the surgeons of the world how to

operate on the brain and spinal cord, but left no
co-ordinated account of his methods, procedure, or

results This was in part due to impatience at

being forced to go back over the road he had
travelled, and partly to the overwhelming worries

of the political and social work into which he
threw himself with all his original scientific ardour

His death was characteristic of his desire always
to be moving forwards, to be in the advance, for,

as consulting surgeon and inspector of hospitals,

he might have stopped in the Mediterranean,

where he had been occupied usefully for some
tune But he demanded to be sent to Mesopo-
tamia, where he knew the need was urgent, and
there he died at Amara, laying down his life-wt

the early age of fifty-nine H H

NOTES
iMB death of Su* William Ramsay on July 33 has

deprived the world of one of its greatest men and
science of a pioneer whose work has opened up the
richest fields of research explored in modern tunes
For several months the sympathies of scientific men
have been with Sir William on his bed of affiiction,

and rebellious thoughts have surged through the
minds of all of us that such an mtellectual giant
should have been rendered helpless when his donunat
ing influence was most neraed in national life,

though be was sixty three years of age, he was
much younger m spirit and vigour and until last
November everyone who knew him supposed that he
had a long period of activity still m front of him He
has now passed to his rest, and no words can express
the grief felt by bis countless friends and admirers at
the Toss sustamed by them and by the nation His
genius was undoubted, and in personal characteristics
as well as in productive work, he represented science
at Its highest and best His funeral is taking place
at Hazlemere Church, High Wycombe, as we go to
press but the place where bis remains should rest is

Westminster Abbey, for the honour which he brought
to his country Would have been justly recognised by mis
mark of national reo^ition The greatness of bis
work, and the high regard m which it is held, were
shown in an article on Sir William Ramsw In our
sene# of Scientific Worthies in Naturb of January
11, iota His memory will be chenshed with affection
by all who came und^ the influence of his attractive
personality, and bis oontributiops to knowledge *dll

constitute a permanent moitoment to him m the fields
of science. The nation Itself has been exalted by his
nchleveiiieats/ and a memorial of them should be
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An li»tructiv« ttuunpte of the xnaaner in which
GemMuiy has in the put been permitted to expknt
Bntiih reeourcee it provided by the management by
a Gennan company of the Travancore monazite de-

poeita The sand wai obtained in Iravancore dt a
cost of about 4I per ton, and abipped to Germany
for the uae of the manufacturera of Germany Only
a Umited ouan^ of the aand waa allowed to be ac^
in t^ United kingdom, and the price of about 36!

per ton waa demanded. In a pi^ on the Bntiah
rare^rlh Induatry, read by Mr S. J Johnatone at

the annuai meeting of the Society of Chemical ln>

duatry, tbeae and other btereatlng particulara wtt«
given Prof Wyndham Dunatan, director of the Im-
perial Inatitute, dealt with the aame aubject in a paper

read to the Indian Section of the Royal Society of

Arta on June i, and printed in the laauea of the

aociety’a journal of July 7 and 14 Thorium, the
conatituent of monazite of induatrial importance, U
eaoentlal to the gaa-mantle induatry, which until lately

waa imder Gwman control Germanv having aecured

the monopoly of the Brazilian auppllea of monazite,

waa able to dominate the manufacture of gaa mantlea

in thia country Owing to the activities of the Impe-
rial Institute, Ceylon waa found to supply scattered

monazite and thorianite, the richest known ore of

thorium, containing more than 80 per cent, of thoria,

as against atout j per cent in Brazilian monazite.

In 1909 monazite aand waa discovered on the coast

of Travancore, and the monazite found to contdn
nearly twice as much thoria as the monazite of Brazil

Thorianite has been secured by the Imperial Institute

for British users, by whom virtually the entire output

of C^lon has been taken Thou^ at first Travan-
core monazite was worked in German interests, a
reconstruction since the war of the company working
it will secure its produce also for British Induatry

As was the case last year, the Swedish Govern-
ment has decided to postpone this time until July i,

1917, the distribution of the Nobel pnses m phyucs,
ebsmiatry, medicine, and literature

Tbb Finsbury Technical College Old Students*
Association is preparing a scheme to perpetuate the
memory of the late Prof Sllvanus P Thompson in

a suitable manner All who wish to assist in the
establishment of such a memorial should communicate
with Mr J E Raworth, Queen Annes Chambers,
aS Broadway, Westminster, London, S W
Tta death is announced, at the age of seventy-eight,

of Dr Bushel! Aimlngson, lecturer in medicsd juns-
prudence m the University of Cambridge since 1884.

Dr Annmgson was the author of Evedution of
Human Communities in Relation to Disease, ’ "Tto
Origin and Progress of Sanitary Endeavour,” and
otiier works

LmiT. J J Ball, who was killed at the front on

6
me ay while acting as observing officer, entered the
iilversity of London, University College, at a student

of dvil engineering in 191a, and had lust completed
ois secMd year's course at the outbreu of tiie war
He was no means a "bookworm,” but perhsms
hit ffiatinguishing feature as a student was the quiet
dstemiitiation with whidi he tackled his studies* even
when they were dearly distasteful His friends and
teachers at University College feel that by his death
the war has robbed them of a promising young
engineer, as well as of a man they were glad to call

friend

M/opa (TuffOMinr LaHrr.CoL.) Bom Rodhr
HonaeatSB, wiio died recently at his home. Gated,
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Surrey, was well known as an authority on the blrda of
South Africa, where he had hved for nearly aeved yaars,

and had travelled eztensHrdy throughout the oountiy;
he alao swved with distinction In ttie South African
war. He is best known as the author of a book oo die
Game Birds and Waterfowl of South Afrka^” pub-

liahed in 191a, a most useful weric to the naturdist,

but mainly designed to meet the requirements of the
average sportunan in that country A qiedal feature

of the work is the fidd notes by the author and
artist, and the beautiful series of coloured plates by
Sergt C G Davies, Cape Mounted Rlflenien, whicn
bear evidence of being drawn from life by one who
had watched and studied in thdr native haunts the
subjects of his pmcil

Thx death of Paul Lemetayer m Chile closea a most
useful career Bom at Avranches in 1849, be was
die pupil and later the collaborator of Paul Issidor.

In 1881 he was appointed lUrector of the agricul-

tural station at Santiago, and held a disdngulalMd
position in connecticn with agricultural and anaiydca]
chemistry in Chile As todmical adviser to the
Govwnment, Lemetayer contributed mudi to the wd-
fare and progress of Chile. The important nitrate

industry, me growth of sugar-beet, and the deiveli^

ment of vineyards have been specially encouraged by
State grants, but agricultural enterprise has also been
stimulated m other directions The “Quinta Normal
d'Agricultura,’ with which Lemetayer waa closely

connected, is regarded as the lamest and beat
organised of agncultural schools in South America,
and is rivalled by few similar Institutions in Europe

Mr Eooar Albsrt Smitu, who died on July sa, was
born in 1847 His father was Frederick &mth, a
well-known entomologist, and assistantJeeeper in the
zoological department of the British Museum. In
1867 l^gar Smith joined the staff of the museum as
an asnstant, and took charge of the mollusca, for

several years he was largely occupied with the
arrangement of the famous “Cuming Coliecbon.”
Afterwar^, when the coUeetions were transferred

from Bllminsbury to South Kensington, be was re-

sponsible for the arrangement of the shell gallery,

which he planned espenally for the convenience of
the numerous amateur collectors and students of shells

who visited the Natural History Museum, and at

whose service he freely placed his wide knowledge and
experience In 1895 be was promoted to the rank of
assistant-keeper, and in 1903 he received the I S O {

he retired in 1913 Mr Smith was recognised as a
high authority in concbology, and he wm^^ author
of more than 300 ffionographlc and fauMetic woHu
on mollusca, includuig the important volume on the
ChtXUnger Lomellibranchs He had held the office

of president of both the Conehological and Malaco-
lojnqpl Sooetiesr, and was a membv of the Academy
oTNaturol Sdencea of Philadelphia and of the Linneao.
Society of New South Woles

Caft j M Charlton, who was killed on July i,

at twenty-five years of age, waa an enthusiastic
naturalist and amateur taxidermist, and had written
and illustrated several short works on ornithology,
among them “The Birds of South-East Northumber-
land He was in Uppingham School from 1907 tp
1^0. During hia last two years there hs wasoMoftte
^clal "observors” of the Omithoieglcal Section of
the Natural Science Society, and for nis last year be
was secretaiy of the secdon. Ho was always very
keen on birds, spent all his spare time in obeerriftg
them, and would travM miles on the off-duuftee eff
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nihia anythu^ novel to the dutnct He bad also

artltw power and in 1908 was awarded first prize

to the school exhibition for some coloured studies of

bbds. In the Public Schools Essay Competidoo of

1910 he was awarded a special bronze medal for his

essay on Observations during a Fortnight a Holiday
Mt tlM Island of Glgha

It la officially announced that in view of the poss

bifity of the failure of the third attempt now Ming
earned out by Sir Ernest Shackleton in a small

Vessel to rescue the twenty two men of his party left

on Elephant Island Soum Shetlands and at his

urgent request, the Government has now decided to

ffispatch a vessel from England as soon as the can
be fitted out no suitable wooden vessel being ava 1

able in any South American port The Governor and
Company of Adventurers of England Trading Into the

Hud«>n s Bay have generously placed their vessel

the Discovery which was specially built for Antarctic

exploration at the disposal of the Admiral^ for as
long as she may be required for this serv ce free of all

cost Lieut -Commander James Fairwcather has
been appointed to command the vessel wh ch s now
fitting out at H M Dockyard Devonport On her
completion if news hat not been received of a success-

ful issue of Sir Frnest Shackleton a present attempt
to reach Elephant Island she wll then proceed to

Elephant Island embarking S r Frnest Shackleton on
her way

At the meeting of the City of London Court of

Common Council on Thursday July ao it was re-

solved —(i) That in view of the great advantage
which would accrue to British commerce in foreign

markets by the use of the decimal system of coinage

and weights and mesaures in the opuuon of this court

it Is desirable that ateps should be taken to ensure its

immedhite introduction so that it may be already in

operation at the conclusion of the war (a) That n
VMW of the fact that England and the Allies are enter

ing into arrangements for concerted action with regard

to future trade niatte|| t would be of immense value

if cIlM language could m recognised as tbe^Sommercial
language and taught m all schools here and abroad

By so doing English French, Russian Esperanto or

any other language decided on would form the bas a

of communication on business matters throughout the

world.

der to work the coal deposits a
Sound Mliganza Creek) and Isfjord. At Bragonza
Creek the cw though of Teftlaiy age is said to be

of good burning quality and ^re is an average

Aic&ess of a 15 metres over an area of about too

kilometres At the Pyramid Hill and in BOnsow s

iJiad at the head of IsQord on the other hAd the

omI Is cuhn of Carbomferous ege and is not so good

as at Blaganza None the less these two areas arc

calcideted to yield about 3000 million tons of good
coal Other members of the expedition are Mr S

Obman who will be responsible for the mapping Mr
H 0<ielbet|' amnomlst, who will see to the pro-

visioning Mr K LundstrOm, who wiU serve as

bohtnist and make a map accordingto Prof De Geer s

photographic method and a paleontologist Mr Erik

AiShmon of Unuda who waa reoehdy studying the

f<Sstl fishes of SpitAergen in the Brltiah Museum
Mr Lundstrfim it taking some phhts to see if they

will grow riiere Among them are various willows

ths •«A>arf Wesh, HorndkiOm s»piim PofeiU/fia fntti.

cola )ind BspNar aadMNwIf
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Of grsat interest to zoologists is the proposal,

reported in the June number of the Bvi. Imp At«d
Sei Petrograd to establish a bioli^oal station on
Lake Baikid The largest of the freA-water lakee
of Europe and Asia and said to be the dsepest in the
world it possesses a fauna in many i«qM^ uniqm.
Some of Rs fishes are found nowhere die end boow
five at a greater depth than any other fresh-weSer
fishes Among them are very encient fonns and,
according to some investigators vestiges of die
Upper Tertiary and sub-tropical fauna of Siberia

and possibly of Central Asia Though Lake Baikal
has long since attracted the attentuin of Russian
zoologists much remains to be done and it ia fsM
that private research valuable as its achievement*
have been should be supplemented by a fully equi{q>ed

bwiogical sution which alone can cope with the
probims involved in a thoroimb and systematic in-

vesfigation The subject has been mooted for aom*
time past in Russian scientific drdes and la now
brought within measurable dutance of realisatfoo by
a donation of 1600I received from a Siberian gentl^
man Mr A Vtorov and the Academy haa appointed
a commission to take Immediate stefw to give con-
crete form to a project destined to be of grsat im-
portance for biological science

Ik the July issue of Man Mr J Reid Molr pub-
lishes a nirther report on the dnoovery of human
bones and other articles of Neohthlc and later date in
the Ipswich distnct The skeleton of an IniUvidual
burieo in the contracted posture has been examined
by Prof Arthur Keith who reports that it Is that of
a lad of the Neolithic age demedly smaller and of
slighter make than a mraern boy Of another skull

Prof Keith remarks that amongst British skulls

attributed to a prehistoric or pre-Roman date a
markedly prominent nose is very rare I have never
seen a single case Aa regards the steture and
muscular devciopmont of some of these skeletosw, it

is to be regretted that although the skeleton wat
represented in each case the long bones were so
fragile and fra^entary that it was found impossibl*
to obtain complete reconstruction

Wx have received from the National Clean MilJ
Society ewies of two puUicatlons juat issued by the
soaety One is a leaflet intended for diatribution
among producers of milk, containing reccmmelnds
tions for the care of cows and of milk which should'
be observed by farmers and dairymen These are
simple and capable of being earned out by all and
if observed would do much to ensure a clean milk
supply The other publication is a form of agree-
ment for the wholesale purchase and sale of poilk by
institutions dealers and milk producers In pardcu
lar it provides for the tuberculin testing of w cows
and for a bacterial content of The milk not exce^ng
do ooo bacteria per cubic centimetre This last pro-
vision is certainly a very stringent one and
to attain unless the conditions of bacterimogicar
examination are very carefully defined it will lead tf^

trouble for American investigations have recently
shown an extraorffinary variation in the bacterist con
tent of the same milk sample examined by different
«A|ervei's The agreement is however for a Mgh-
grade milk the price of which is put at ad per gallon
monr than that of ordinary or market milk

Tm need of a puhffcation ki English which wilt
, — — sot only ahstcM of purely phyeMogteaT

but atso sanmarie* of important psners haa*-
itag OB phyMology tn other branches of setem^ hi*
fkmg^keen vasogiriaed. It h hoped that the Fhjofi*.
* logeid itkrtMcff wot meet this need and wfit al«k
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form a fink between Britieh and American phyalo*

logists and their coUeaguec in France, Russia Italy

Scandinavia, and Holland. The abstracts are issued

by the Ph^olo^cal Society of Great Britain and
Ireland under tm able editorship of Prof W D
Halliburton and with the co-operation of the American
PhytiokAical Society associated with the editor are

many of the moat eminent physiologists m this and
other countries The publication is issued monthly,
and although up to the present, only four numben
have appeared there is no doubt as to its value for

purely physiological workers Indeed its success

appears to be assured not merely from a scientific

point of view, but also as regards its wider purpose

of more closely uniting physiologists in the allied and
neutral countries

Mbmtion has already been made in these columns
of the very useful and comprehensive survey of the
phenomena of light production by animals which
Mr Ulric Dahlgren is publishing in the Journal of

the Franklin Institute of Pennsylvania In the May
and June numbers he proceeds with his task survey-

ing now the marine worms and the crustacea uie
author makes no claim to originality in regard to

this work but he has added materially to our know
ledge of the histological structure of these light

producing tissues Particular attention is directed to

the difficulty of finding any satisfactory interpretation

as to the significance of the extraordinary luminosity

of ChaetMterus one of the most luminous of Uvmg
animals but which like the mollusc Pholas endowed
u ith like powers lives in a burrow on the sea floor

In some of the crustacea a lum nous, discharge is

made which seems to serve like the ink of the

cuttle-fish as a means of escape from enemies

That the maple aphis (Chattophorus acms) gives

rise to dimorphic larvse tho one normal, the other
having a tessellated carapace and the abdomen
anterior border of the head and the limbs fringed

with small leaf like expansions has long been known
When first discovered however this curiously mod!
fied type was regarded as representing a distinct

mcies In the Proceedings of the South London
Entomological and Natural History Society 1915 16

Mr E J Bunnett reviews the work of earlier ob-

servers and adds some valuable observations of his

own based on specimens bred from two black
apterous females during June 1914. In the course of

his Investigations he was further enabled to show
that this pteudomorphic or periphyllous form is

produced also by the winged black form An admirable
figure of this most puuling larva compared with the

normal form adds immensely to the value of this con
tr button

No ^ of vol 111 senes 1 hish ry Imestiga
tions Board of Agriculture and Fishenes has just

been published It is an analysis and review of the
English plaice-marking experiments carried out in

the North Sea since 1903 In the course of this work
more than 17000 living plaice were marked and
liberated The objects of the investigation were
mainly the detection of migrations and of their

causes an estimate of the rate of growth of the fish

in Afferent seasons and areas aM -an estimate of
the actual effect of fishing upon the North Sea plaice

population In apite of the large mass of material

dealt with It has not been possible to attain to very
definite cohdusions with ri^ard to these questions

The movements of plaice in^ North Sea are rather

of the nature -of ^eral dispersions than of move-
menta along definite paths correlated with seasonal

conditions Growth, too Is remaikably variable

An important and interesting resuh apparent front
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the experiments is the practicability of carrying out
transplantation 6n a very largo scale with valuable

commercial results In such areas as that of the

Dogger Bank growth ii much more rapid than in the

coastal areas and removal of small fish from the

ktter to the former grounds would be an economically

valuable proceeding if pCstible on an international

scale

1m the Naiioml Geographic Magtunne for May Mr
Hiram Bingham, director of the expcditxm sent to

Peru in 1915 by the Nauonal Geographic Society and
Yale University gives an account of the operations

Its main object was to secure information about
the inhabitants of the wonderful city of Machu Picchu,
which was discovered during the exploration of 1911

Several ancient Inca trails leading to the city were
eixamined and it was ascertained that Machu Picchu
was the centre of a densely populated region, the

inhabitants of which possessed a highly organised
civilisation Amongst other discoveries, a consider-

able number of trepanned skulls were found. It is

remarkable that a people capable of constructing these

fine megalithic buildings and whose skill in engineer
tng, pottery and textites was of a high order should
not have succeeded in inventing an alphabet or even
some form of hieroglyphic writing similar to that

which existed in Mexico and Central America The
report is illustrated by an excellent collect on of photo-
graphs

We have received tho report of the Survey of India
for 1914-15 which shows considerable progress despite

the shortage of staff Of the i in map 154 sheets were
published during the your of the degree sheets
seven and of the one millionth map five sheets
A preliminary edition of the map of Tibet on a scale

of I to 2 000 000 has been published The Govern-
ment of India has sanctioned the publication of a new
half inch map of India which is to be compiled

from available sources One sheet has so far ap-
peared but several new sheets should be ready shortly

In addition to th s work x great deal of topographical
survey was done during the >epr Quicker progress
in survey work can be expected in future years as
It has been decided to reduce the scale for certain
sparsely populated areas 'Vbout half of the 600 000
square miles that remain are to be surveyed for a half
inch or smaller scale

Communications No 147 and 148 from the Unlver
sity of Leyden contain new data obtained by Prof
Onnes and. his pupils with regard to the behaviour
of oxygen nitrogen neon and helium at low tem-
peratures For helium the vapour prestun vanes
with absolute temperature as follows —At 148°
p=o-4a 352® 36 420® 758 49® 133,516® 167cm
of mercury For neon the isothermals at 20® G
o® -183® -200® -208® -213® and -at; 5® are

given and liquid neon is shown to provide a much-
needed constant temperature bath in the gap between
55® absolute which is furnished by liquid oxygen and
20® absolute for which liquid hydrogen is availaUe
The behaviour of neon corresponds closely with tbet
of argon The previous vapour pressure taUes of
oxygen and nitrogen are corrected according to the
most recent comparisons of the platinum wdth the
hydrogen thermometer, and for oxygen vapour pre»i

surea are given from 90-2® absolute when the pree-

sure is 76-7 cm down to 574® when it is 0-27 cm
For nitrogen vapour preasurea are given frnn 80-5®

when pv 108-6 down to 57°, at which it Is 22 cm
of mercury

Mr. a B DoBROwoLsla hat recently contributed to
i the Arkiv fdr Ktmi MiMralogi oeh Geolo(^ (vol vtj
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No 7, pp 1-53), under the title Les cnstaux de
an mtereating titumi of what la aa yet known

of this the conunoneat of aubitancea in which he
pointa out the lacunae that remain and the queatrana
that are atUl unaettled He has himself atudied no
fewer than 3000 photomicrographs of actual ice

cryatals under the microacope the photographs being
taken from the fine collections formed by A W
Bentley G Nordenakibld and F Hallberg There
appear to be three different types of habit of natural
c^atdls of ice viz lamellar rod like and acicular

of which the first is by far the commonest The
author hazards the suggestion that the other two
result from the transitory presence In the air of

certain unstable gases but hesitates to say which
From a study of the tiptring, rod like crystals he
concludes that ice belongs to the tourmaline class

of the hexagonal system which is characterised by a
tngonal polar axis of symmetry No measurements
which will permit of the determination of a sat sfac

tory value for the ratio of the crystnllographical axes
have vet been published that quoted in the text

books IS based upon some extremeh rough observa

tions made bv Nordonskiold and is quite untrust

worthy In the rod 1 ke and accular types twinning

about 0001 IS common as is shown by the existence

of groups in which two tapering ends are aligned

In contact It is well known that laboratory expen
ments have produced different kinds of crystals of

ice For instance water when containing more than

So per cent of alcohol forms cubic crystals on freezing

For 1 smaller percentage such crystals if formed

are unstable and their occurrence in Nature woild

therefore appear doubtful Certain photomicrographs

token by Bentley and bv Hallberg appear to suggest

cubic symmetry but failing optical tests it remains

uncertain whether they may not be merely distorted

forma of the ordinary type of crystals

The following volumes are announced for earlv

publication in the University of Chicago Science

Senes by the University of Ch c^o Press (London

Cambridge University ?ress) — The Origin of the

Earth T C Chamberl n The Isohtion and
Measurement of the Electron Prof R \ Mill kan

and Finite CoUineation Groups Prof H F Blich

feldt Other volumes in preparation for the same

scries are — The Evolution of Reptiles S W
WilHston Food Poisoning E O Jordan, The
Problem of Indiyidualitv in Organisms C M Child

The Development of 1 New System of Organic

Chemistry based on Dissociation Concepts J U
Nef and J W E Glattfeld The Living Cycads

C J Chamberlain Mechanics of Delayed Germmi
tlon in Seeds W Crocker The Rigidity of the

Earth and of Materials K A Michelson The
Problem of Fertilization F R Lillie and I inear

Integral Equations in General \nalysis E H
Moore

Messrs Constable and Co Ltd announce the

following books of science — The Fl^ng Mach
from an Engineering Standpoint F W Lanchei

(the James Forrest lecture 1914 including a discus-

sion concerning the Theory of Sustentotion and the

Expenditure of Power in Flight), Some Modem
Methods of Ventilation with Special Reference to

Public Buildings,*' R Gnerson, Illustrated, Mining

and Mine Vendfation, J J Walsh, illustrated, Prac.

deal Surveying,” E McCullough, illustrated, Colour

and its Appllcadons,' M LuclMb, illustrated,

‘Atoms'* J Perrin, translated by D L Hammlck
illiistrated, and a new and milarged edition of

‘Manuel of Reinforced Concrete” C F Marsh and
W Dunn

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
PONB-WiNNHCKX S COMBT AND THE MbTEOKIC SHOWER

OF Junk a8—Mr Denning writes — That the remarks
able display of June a8 was due to the earth passing
through or very near a cometary orbit appears highly
probable The elements of the meteone shower present
some resemblances to those of Pons-Winneckc s comet
of 1819 which has a period of about 58 years, and
last reached perihelion on September i, 1915 Any
meteoric shower connected with Pons-Winnecke s

comet though not visible m past years, may well be
perceptible in future times In 1869 the perihelion
distance was o-yS 15 or about zi^inillions of miles inside

the earth s orbit but in 1915 the P D bad increased
to 09735 or only 4 m llions of miles inside our orbit

Planetary perturbat ons have effected changes in the
orbital elements of the cemet and brought it so near
to us at one section that a meteoric rencontre seems
very likely

DitsERENTiAL MKASLKEMEsr —Mr H H Plaskett
has made an interesting study of some questions in-

volved in measures of the distance between a pair of
lines with the object of tracing the origin of differ-

ences found when different observers measure the
same spectrograms with special reference to spectro-
graphic determinations of the solar rotation (Journal
Roy Ast Soc of Can vol x , No 5) He finds the

chief source of these differences is the attitude of
the observer and defines two modes of measurement,
the attentive and the automatic, according as
the measures are made under the influence of pre-

possessions or otherwise It must suffice to add that the
automatic mode is found to possess the desirable ad-
vantages of speed accuracy and economy of effort but
IS marred by high fortuitous error (apparently, greater

p e ) Mr Plaskett is of the opinion that the highest
accuracy can only be attained in replacing differential

measures bv determinations of changes of wave-
length with the help of standard absorption lines A
very successful application of these results has already
been made at Ottawa (Nature May 18)

Wave-lengths in the Iron Spectrum —Interfer-
ometer measures of the wave-lengths of some 400 lines

in the s^trum of the iron arc in the region covered
bv the international secondary standards have been
made by Messrs Burns Meggers and Merrill m
continuation of the revision of wave-lengths under-
taken at the United States Bureau of Standards
(Scientific Paper No 374) The poles used were either

of electrolytic or Norwegian iron and only iron lines

were measured The i^uctions were based on the
international secondary standards and the final wave-
lengths were correctw by means of a smoothed
curve obtained by plotting the differences between
observed and normal wave-lengths of the standard
lines The mean difference is stated to be about one
part in four millions Three interferometers have
Been used in measunng each line, and in addition to

the work on wave-lengths considerable attention hat
been devoted to observations of the physical character,
istics of the lines Thus more than five hundred
lines have been divided into four groups according
to the limiting path difference at which interference is

shown and ^ data have been examined in connec-
tion wftii pcde-effect, Intensity and pressuta shifts

It appears that Unes showing negative pole shift are
ne^ stuirp, lines of flint or modn-ate Intensity ere
sharper than stoong Unas, whilst the lines shifted

more likely to be broad than un-
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SOUTHERN GEORGIA AND ITS HYDRO-^
GRAPHY »

A LONG the eaftm coast of North America, com
mencine at Long Island and passing southward

through Virginia, Noith and South Caroiina, Georgia,
and Rofida, there Ues a broad tract of country known
as the Atlantic Coastal Plain TUs plain, which
also extends round the northern part of the Gulf of
Mexico, where it is distinguished as the Gulf Coastal
Plain, IS a region of low elevation with a relatively

gesrtle seaward slope Part of it passes through and
embraces 3s 000 square miles of the southern naif of

the State of Georgia, and this constitutes the purview
of an extremely interesting and informative report

issued by the United States Geological Survey, from
which the foltowing particulars are gleaned.
Although characterised as a plain in comparison

with the mountainous country oehind, the expanse
onder consideration is not entirely without topograph
leal features and contrasts There are hilly and
broken areas especially towards the north but these
do not nte above the general level, and their aammits
present an even skyline The plain lends itself to

subdivision into six physiographical districts, the

nature of which may be to a larM extent gauged from
their designations via the Fall-Line Hills, the
Oougherbr Plain, the Altamaha Upland, the Southern
Lkne-Sink Region, the Okefencdcee Plain, and the
SatiUa Coastal Lowland The lithological com-
ponenta of these belts are principally sands, clays, and
marls, with, subordinately, limestones and sandstones
The former are largely unconsolidated, and have
undergone little alteration since their original d^iosl-

den The sediments are rqiresentative m the Lower
Cretaceous and subsequent systems and include the
R^ley Formation, about qu ft thick, of grey, cal-

careeus and micaceous sa^, and sandy clay, and the
Midway Formation, about 400 ft thick, of ferru-

ginotts sand, with local beds of white clay, and
fossUiferous limestone and calcareous quartzite The
Cretaceous deposits immediately and uncenformably
ofverlie a basement of ciystalhne rocks believed to be
pre-Cambrian
The mean annual rainfall of the plain is about

49 in.) and the quantity absorbed by the soil and
rocks is roughly estimated at 90 to 95 per cent of

tbs totaL If nearly 60 per cent of the rainfall be
assumed to be lost by evaporation and 4 or 5 per cent

escape as run-off or flood flow there remains about

3S per cent to form the underground water supply,

but mudt of this is not actually utilisable, on account
of the depth to which It descends
Although several of the cities in central Georgia,

such as Augusta and Macon obtain their water sup-

1^^ from adjacent rivers, the majority of the In-

habitants have to depend upon supplies drawn from
artesian wells, of which there are probably some 700
Or 8ae^ in active operation These wells range in

diqrtb from roo to 1000 ft All the Cretaceous forma-
tions contain water-beanng strata, os also the Eocene
and OHgocone scriea of the Tertioiy system Ths
Qmtafiiafy system furnishes non-arteslan water
whkb is tapped by riiMlow borings Such water on I

account of Its high content of organic matter m many
easM is not generallf suilable for domestic use

A large number of analyses of the ground waters
;

halve been llnade and frmn them it Is computed that

rsinively few contain normal carbonate (CO,) while
i

the pretenra of hydrogoi-sulphide gas ana of excessive

nawnuits of iron is reported in waters from alt the
;

IttMatiafis. Tbs gas imparts an objectionable odour 1

I w-.. .rf .1. Bvl-W
i

H PUlS of 0*9 tj

r isi«.)
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in certain instances and gives rise to corrosion in
boUori and mains. The iron, whirii in a number ^
cases exceeds three parts per million, Is then per-
cepdble to the taste, and tends to produce stains to
fabrics which are washed in it R C.

HARDNESS AND CRITICAL COOUNG
VELOCITIES OF STEELS

n HE maximum cutting hardness of pure carbon tool
A steel IS achieved by watcr-quenchlng With the

mtroducuon of Mushets special Steel, M^neers ob-
tained a material which was Called self-hu'dening,

'

because it did not require to be water-quenched in
order to Jbring out its maximum cutting hardness It

was suflident for the tool to be cooleif from above a
certain critical temperature in air The modern high-

rd tod steel folk into the same class of materials,
chief difference from Mushet's special steel being

that the lip or nose of the tool requires to be
actually melted and then cooled in an air blast if the
maximum cutting hardness is to be obtained. Stated
m general terms therefore, the rapid-cutting tool of

to-day IB gas-quenched as contrasted with the caihon
tool, which IS water-quenched
Various theories of the mechanism of the above

changes are held and therefore the research by Prof
C A Edwards, of the University of Mandiester,
assisted by J N Greenwood and H Kikkawa re-

cently presented to the Iron and Steel Institute, on
some very remarkable properties of a chromium sted,

It to be welcomed m that it throws valuable light on
what are to some extent matters of dispute This
steel contained 6-13 per cent of chromium and 0*63

per cent of carbon, the balance being iron, except
tor impurities unavoidably present ui small amounts
By suitably varying the initial temperature and the
cooling velocity of mis steel by air-quenching, BrineO
hardness numbers varying from 194 to 700 could be
obtained. Such a material therefore foils within the
category of self hardening steels in the sense that

watet-quenchlng is not required to harden It On tbs
other hand, it was found that unlete a certain critical

ifelocity of cooling was exceeded depending on the
initial temperature this steel did not narden. In tfaU

erase, therefore, the steel does not qipear to be self-

hardening On thii point the authors say —‘ Whilst
vdtb the chromium steel the cooling rates which pro.

duce hardening are extremely slow as compared with
those which are obtained in the hardening of sfeek

quenching the two raerations are fundamentally
toe same In other words a given rate of coohng,
which might be regarded as slow for carbon steels,

really constitutes quenching In the case of sosne special

ahoy steels The authors have further found that
the hardening of the steel coincides with the presence
of huge quaptities of martensite, and* a dimlsutfea
In the magnitude of the catbldt thermal change. The
maximum hardness was obtained when the tbenna|
transCormation had been entirely prevented, and when
this was accoB^isbed the steel was purely martensitic

fai striseture The following table gives the couteo.

tfen between the Initial temperature and the ceoltog
v^titfes between 836^ C and 546° C which ttappttu$

tiie carbide change —
dll imi^Munn

Sfe

g
1039

1147
laoo
1367

Cooitae vaodifas

» H
3 O

i;
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SOCtETY OF CHEMrCAL INDUSTRY

'I? dp j9ati«ral meetiu0 the Society of Cbenu
4 fcalliKkiiktiy waihoidin Eoinhurgh on July 19-31

Tilth ^lapflag^ year ^ook the form of a congresa on
thh progreM aui4e «moe the outbreak of war in British

chemical industry The fo^wmg papers were read

Ii) FuiL^uel economy a national policy re>

Prof H. E Armstrong ,
Some recent inqirove-

menU in coke works practice^ Dr G P Lishmao,
Waste in co«d pooduction, Prof H Louis (3) ShaU
OiLoTha shale oD industry, D R. Steuart (3) Tar
DirtijUint.^h shprt review of the in^ence exerted

hy the war pn the tar dlstiUing industry, W H Cote,
man. The extraction of tar log from hot gas, G T
Purves (4) Dyes —The difhculties of coal tar colour

making in war-time C M Whittaker (Bntish Dyes
Ltd.) <S) Ftne Chemicals —Notes on ^ production

of alkali^ as affected by the war D B Dott The
maaufactiuce of mthetic organic drugs as affected by
the war, F H Carr , The manufacture of fine cbem
icals in relation to British chemical industry C A
HiU and T D Morson (6) Papet^aktng —The
praer mill cbeimst in war time J F Bnggs (7)
Patent Look—^The overhauling of our Patent Law
I W Gordon The influence of the Patent Laws upon
industry W F Rdd Proposed amendments to Eng
fish Patent Law W P Thompson. (8) Rare Earths
—The progress of British rare-earth industry during
the war S J Johnstone
To illustrate the progress that has been made an

exhibition was held at the same time of specimens of
BritialMnade coal-tar dyes, glass porcelain and filter

paper along with several other interesting substances
now made in Edinburgh Among these may be men
tinned cchalt-blue—a substance never before manufac
tured to this country—now made by the Beavcrhall
Colour Co tniutrotolueae by the Lothian Chemical
Co erasers etc. manufactured by the North Bntuh
Rubber Co , the supply of which formerly was en
tinly imported from Germany The papers and the

disoustions upon them will be printoa in the Journal
of the Society of Chemical Industry

TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND INDUSTRY
at the annual conference of the Association of

Teacher# in Technical institutions on June 34
Dr W Garn^ read a paper on technical instruction

after the war Hi> argiiments and examplM drawn
from his long expenenoe of the administration of

technica} education in London, should convince states-

men and manufacturer# of the imperative peed for

a close rapprochement of industry and s<dence Dr
Qanwtt thinly that one of the most important effects

of tiM war has been the bringing together of men of

scifenoe and leaders of industiy Manufacturers have
teamed more clearly than betofe that scientific men
can help them in the solution of tediidcal problems
of industry, and men of science apipheciate pnore fully

that the world of manufacture provides problems
wptthy of their best attention Urging the necessity

for hiduttrial research, he said toe grqrtest need of

toe teachers io technical Institutes is mere time and
fgclBty for reseanh, and the greateat need of British

hidps^ is that more research should be daVoted to it

Dr Garnett also dealt compcehetisiveiy with the

ai|gatilaath>a of tedin)ml trsilntog.^ need for

dffiuas Ja lha fharactw of toe sQMioe teaching in

saeMaar^ stoopla, and toe part Oat sofenee should
tdw in CMl Sar^ axaminations
thj^ psfa)«i|iial pfltets pf toa paper are summarised
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(i) Leaders of indiistry must place a higher value

on todustrial scientific reseonch, which is the greatost

need Of British industry

(a) Teachers m technical institutions must be more
ckisely associated with industrial leaders

(3)

Time and other necessary facilities must ba

Cl to teachers m technical institutions to enablO
to carry out industrial research

(4)

Consumers must be willing to make a sacrifice

m order to contribute to the nursing of infant to-

^stnea, so as to avoid entire dependmee on foreign

souroea for the necessanes of hfe or avilisation

(5)

The war has shown that our universities and
te^ical schools are able to render services to the
State which very few persons two years ago believed

to be possible.

(6)

Trade associations and technical institutions

should combine to co-operate with the Advisory Coun-
cil for Research

(7)

A betttt' connestion is required between the
elementary school and the technical institute and
this wUl, in part have to be supplied by a com-
pulsory continuation school for bovs leaving the day
school at fourteen and by extension of the leaving
age in central and higher elementary schools

(8)

A more complete organisation of the educational

system is required so as to fvovide suitable training

for all ranks of industrial workers making appro-
priate distinction between the manual workers and
the thinkers

(9)

A more liberal system of scholarships Is neces-

sary, especially to enable university students to

in post-graduate research

Reasonable prospect of suitable promotion
>e offered to students who have passed through

a course of training intended to prepare them for

higher industrial appointments
(ti) Science should be taught to all the pupils of

secondary schools but the course of instmedou
for boys in classical forma should differ from that

for bo^ who aro intendmg to pursue toe study of

science after leaving school

(la) In Civil Service and other public examinatioas
a general knowledge of physical phenomena and toe
applications of science to industry should be required

of all candidates but science mould not be pitted

against the humanities in competitive examlnatfoas

(13) With elementary students practice must almost
always be in advance of theory and theory should
not be introduced into elementary teaching until the
pupils have been ted to recognise Its necessity

(ix) Much of the equipment of the schools and some
of tM methods of instruction will be modified la
consequence of experience gained during the war,
and It is desirable that tdl teachers in technical

institutions should be prepared for these changes

Tof.

Ul^lVERSJTY AHD EDI/CATJOATAX.
INTELLIGENCE

Lbboo.—

T

he University has decided to institute a
new course of study m saentific and technical subjects

prppaf*tory to tftilitary duties and to accept this

course as a piut of the intermediate course for degnet
in arts science law and commerce The new course

while counting as a degree subject will be corned
out to conjunction vsitb the work of thg Officers

TnJtliM Corpf
Ilr« W Mmison, to whose personal totarwt in

k* Bbyary toe Unlvenrity it under obflgatoMi, lias

^ toe dsfSMSptoept of toe new School of
Stttffie#, of wl^ the Sir Jr—-

yojflteorSh^ of Runian language and
ite toe eentre^
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London —At a meedns of the Sonata hold on July

19 offers were accepted with thanks from (1) an
anonymous donor to establish an endowment fund
producing 200I a year, to be devoted to the prosecu.

tion of experunental scientific research at King s

College by members of the staff and post-graduate
students of the college, (s) Dr K W beton-Watson
to provide tool a year for five years towards the
cxpmses of the library of the School of Slavonic

Studies at Kin^ s College
, (3) the War Office to pre-

sent to the University a German aeroplane which had
been shot down in France by the SLoyal Flying
Cms
The following doctorates m science have been con

ferred —Botany (1) Mr W Brown an internal

*tudent, of the Imii^al College (Royal College of

Science), for a thesis entitled Stuoies in the Phyrio-
logy of Parasitism I —The Action of Botrytts

anerea , (2) Mr Franklin Kidd an internal student,

of the Imperial College (Royal College of Scienoe)

for a thesis entitled The Controlling Influence of

Carbon Dioxide Psychology Miss Nellie Carey, an
internal student of University College for a thesis

entitled Factors in the Mental Processes of School
Children Etigtrteenng Mr F T Chapman an
external student for a thesis entitled The Air-Gap
Field of the Polyphase Induction Motor

The directors of British Dyes Ltd have pro-

mised to contribute coooL towards the scheme for the
erection of a new chemistry department at Hudders-
field Technical College for the development of ad
vanced teaching and research in applied chemistry
referred to in Naturc of June 19 p 373 Half of

the contribution is towards the building fund and the

remainder for scholarships and research

The Executive Committee of the City nnd Guilds
of London Institute has appointed Dr W Eccles to

the professorship of electrical engineering and applied

physics at the institute s Technical Colle^ Finsbuiy,
rendered vacant by the death of Prof Silvanus P
Thompson Dr Eccles is at present university reader

of graphics at University College and is the author
of a ^ork on Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
and numerous papers and inventions on subjects con
nected with electneal engineering

The issues of Science for June 30 and July 7
announce further gifts to higher education m the

United States among which the following are most
important Members of the Du Pont family, who are

alumni of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
have given 160 oooi for the extension and mainten
ance of the new buildings Four other niumni have
subscribed sums amounting to ^,ooo{ It is under
stood that an anonymous donor who has already made
large gifts to the institute has undertaken to give

five dollars for each diree dollars subscribed by the
alumni during the present year The will of Mrs
Helen C Julliard gives 10 cool to the American
Museum of Natural History, and 5000I to Colorado
College Mrs Russell Sage has given 15 ooof to

Knox College of Galesburg 111 to make possible the

securing of the amount to complete its too ooof en-
dowment fund.

A cow of the r^iort of the Secretary of the United
States General Education Board for 19 14-15 has be«i
receWnd from New York During the year grants

were made t* dght American colleges and universities

amounting to sk^oooL towards funds amounting to

i,0401oool , wWch were being raised by them Refer-

ence Is also made to f^nts totalling 550,000! in the

ureviCilB year to Johns Hopkins Ysle and Woshlng-
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ton Univemtles for the purpose of reorganising
clinical instruction on the basis that the hospiial and
teaching staff in medicine and surgery may devote

their entire time to the service of the ho^iital and
medical school, withdrawing altogether from paid pri-

vate practice The scheme has not yet been inaugu-
rated at Yale or at Washington, but at the Johns
Hopkms University it had at the date of the report

been in operation a year The Board continued during
the year under review to support rural schools in eleven

southern States professors of secondary education in

eleven, and negro education in sevdn States The
report also states that the General Education Board
has decided by means of grants to aid promising
workers in the investigation of problems in educa-
tional theory and practice

The report of the council to the members of the
City and Guilds of London institute for the year

1915 has now been published The continuance of
the war has led to further modifications of the work
of the institute The absence of many members of
the staff has thrown much extra work on those left

behind especially upon the heads of departments
The staff and some senior students have undertaken
much new and original work in the design and manu
facture of munitions of war The institute's labora-

tories and workshops are being utilised for war work
to their full extent The roll of honour of past and
present students and members of the staff of the City
and Guilds College who have taken service in the
Navy or \rmy had on November 10 last a total of

81 1 514 commissioned officers and aw non com
missioned officers and men \s a result of the ab-

normal conditions the work of the department of
technology has suffered the number of students In

attendance at registered classes fell from 55,996 In

1913-14 to 47050 while the number of candidates

for examinations in technology in the United King
dom was 623 as compared with 23 1 19 in the
previous year The report shows that the total

amount of the donations and subscriptions to the

funds of the inst tute since its foundation in 1878 to

the year of the report (1914) was 952 773I

The first volume of the report of the U S Commis-
sioner of Education for the year ended June 30,

1915 has been received from Washington It is a
volume of 780 pages, and in addition to a full treat-

ment of all grades of education in the United States,

provides chapters on the condition of education in the
chief countries of the world A cliMter on higher
education in the States by Mr S P Capen is of
special interest He tells us that the conviction that

both higher and secondary education must be made
more sound and serious has been reiterated in educa-
tional gathenngs throughout the United States, and
has been reflected in numerous intensive studies of
college and umvei'siW adminisiration and standards
The organisation and management of State-supported
institutions for higher education have at the r^uest
of various legislatures, been critically investigated with
a view to render their syork sound and efficient The
Question of academic freedom too, has been widely
discussed. Within the past two or three years there
have been so many recurrences of disciplinary aeffon
directed by trustees and presidents of prominent insti-

tutions against professors reputed to hold unorthodox
polltica], economic, or religious views that the ques-
tion academic freedom has beriitne. tansporarify ope
of the foremost Issues in university admlhistrallQa.
As Mr Cspen says upon Ito correct settlenoent depends
not only the integrity of the universities, but, more
remotely, the whole welfare of Anwrican educudqp^
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

SccMy, June 29—Sir J J Thoinion preii.

dent, in the chair —Prof A Sckeater The determine,
tion of gravity at sea Dr Dufiield has recently de-

scribed tome prelumnary experiments on the measure-
ment of gravity at sea by means of a new method
orlgmaiiy suggested by Hecker and in the main, con-
sisting in balucuig the pressure of a coiumn of gas
kept at constant temperature and that of a column
of mercuiy the len^h of which can be indirectly

determined The results are very promisihg, but as
the ulamate success of the method must depend on
the ejimmation of errors due to unavoidable disturb-

ances It seemed advisable to discuss the theory of the

apparatus a little more fully Ihe present pap«r deals

more particularly with the effects of the forced osctl

latlon of the mercury due to the vertical motion of the

ship, but other sources of error are also considered -
Prof J My The genesis of picochroic haloes Both
uranium radium and thorium haloes develop according
to the same laws certain internal structures appear
ing first in the form of ring haloes The addition to

these of the outermost feature due to RaC or ThC,
appears at an earlv stage Intermediate details then
follow It IS clearly shown that some cause exists to

modify the effects of the dnergence of the rays out
wards Haloes derived from emanation of radium as
primary substance have been identified also what
appear to be reversed haloes C T R Wilson

Some determinations of the sign and magnitude of

electric discharges in lightning flashes Measure-
ments have been made of the sudden changes pro-

duced in the potential gratUent at a point on the
earths surface by lightning discharges the approxi
mate distance of the discharge being in many cases

determined by timing the resultant thimder The
results of one thunderstorm (August 15, 1915) may be
inteipreted as indicating that the di^arges were
nearly all approximately alike Q being about 33
coulombs and H of the order of 10 kilometres, the

range of variation in the distances of the discharges

was not quite sufficient to decide whether the ffis-

charges reached the earth s surface or not, but the

value of Q is practically the same on either view —
S CkapuB The kinetic theory of a composite mon
atomic gas diffusion viscosity and thermal conduc i

tion —Dr T Qesdsy Further observations on protozoa
|

in relation to soil bacteria (i) Protozoa, espeaally

amoebse of the Imax groups, and other larger forms
j

can lead an active existence and multiply in soil and i

exert a depressing effect on bacterial numbers (2) It
{

is probable that tor a given soil a certain point must
be reached in protozoal numbers before the depression

m bacterial numbers is caused (3) It appears to be
necessary to add the protozoa to a treated soil in a
small quantity of untreated sod to eiuure their having
a suitable medium in which to grow and muluply
Under these conditions it is shown that they can
increase m numbers and depress the numbers of bac-

teria (4) It does not appear to be possible to rarrjr

out mass inoculations of protozoa into a treated soil

in such a way that they come into action and limit

bactenal actiinty, and the explanation advanced to

account for this failure is that the treated soil affords

an unsuitable medium for the active trophic existence
of protozoa —Dr Marie C Stepss New Bcnnettitean

cones from the British Cretaceous The present paper
describes two new types of welLpreseiyed fructifications
of Bennettites in Britain One is thaif of an entirety

new apeeiea from the Gauht the other Is from a
Lower Gremisand specimen, diagnosed from externals

by Carruthera, but not hitherto described.—T R.
MiHM and J W WehsliSB Phenomena relating ta
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the spectra of hydrogen and helium (i) A
has been found for the accurate determination of the
photographic intensities of spectrum lines and the re-
duction of such intensities to absolute values by com-
parison with the continuous black body radiation of
the carbon arc (3) A study has been made of the
relative intensity distribution in the spectra of helium
and hydrogen under different conditions of excitation

(3) It has been found that under certain specified con-
ditions there is a transfer of energy from the longer
to the shorter wave-lengths in any given senes, and
that under such conditions the associated senes, and
in particular the diffuse senes, are relatively enhanced
at the expense of the principal series (4) It has
also been found that the distribution of intensity
found in certain celestial spectra can be approximately
reproduced in the laboratoiy (5) A study has been
made of the separations of the components of Iinea
of the Balmer series of hydrogen and the mean
values of the separations of the doublets constituting
the lines Ha and H/S have been found to be respec-
tively o 13a A U and o 033 A U These values are
consistent with the separations appropriate to a prin-
cipal series and the first is in precise agreement with
the value deduced by Buisson and Fabry —F P
White The period of a spherical resonator with a
circular aperture In a recent paper in the Proceed-
ings of the Royal Society, Lord Rayleigh has earned
the determmation of the wave length of the funda-
mental aerial vibration in a spherical vessel with a
small circular perforation to a higher degree at
approximation than was done by Helmholtz The
present communication employs Lord Rayleigh's
method to obtain a still closer approximation to the
wave-length —Capt S R Deaglas The rdle of the
blood fluids in the intraleucocytlc digestion Roaenow
came to the ronclution that the variation in

the degree of digestion undergone by the
micro-organisms after their ingestion by the
leucocytes was due to a property of the serum
which was quite independent of the opsonic power
Further, he concluded that the serum influencM the
digestion of the ingested bacteria by acting directly

on the leucocytes—not on the bacteria—e^ulatiiig
them so that they had greater digestive powers The
experiments of which details are given in the present
communication, confirm Rosenow’s results as regards
the blood fluiils possessing the power of favourably
influencing the digestion of bacteria ingested by the
leucocytes and that this property is quite independent
of the opsonic power but contrary to his conclu-
sions these experiments definitely prove that the

blood fluids act directly on the bacteria or «i the red
blood cells, preparing them for digestion by the leuco-

tytic ferments In addition to thm conclusions they
show that heating normal serum to 60° C for a
few minutes completely destroys this property

Washinoton. D C
Natiaasl Aesgeay el Sclaaces, June 15 (Proceedings

No 6, vol li )—W L Bsrt Differential equations
and implicit functions in infinitely many variables

Three problems are handled First, certain fundamental
theorem concerning a type of real-valued functions

of infinitely many real variables Second the problem
of infinite tysteme of ordinary differential MUations
Third, the fundamental problem of implicit function
theory ui this field —Jacques Letfe The seat of par-

thenogenetic frogs Two frogs obtained by artificial

pakheilogenesis, one ten months old the otheifthirteen

months old, were found to be males and the thesis

that aitlnwh produced ^by ardiiclai parthenoanmesis

're main is thu» furtiitf oorroborated—J A. Batsta

De Vrieshui mutation in the garden bean The origia

of Oto new raee of beans seems most logically la-
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plained aa a caae of de Vnetian mutation In thia race
the whole morphological organlaation of the aeedlgig
hat apparently been changM and the race is charac-
terised by a high degree of vanabiliiy—W B
CaaoM Studies of ductleM glands by the electncat
method The nerves dittnbuted to the thyroid cells

belong to the sympatbelfc and not to the vagus supply
and their effects are not indirect through alterations of
blood flow They are true secretory nerves—E B
WBtofl The distribution of the ebondnotomes to the
spermatozoa in scorpions The chondnoaome-matenal
nav ng the same origin fate and fpresumably) physio-
logical significance may be distnbuted to the germ
cdls by processes widely different even in nearly
related animals In one of the scorpions the distnbu
tion is effected by a definite process of div skm in the
other by an operation that has at least the aspect of a
hit-ormiss segregation and one that gives only an
approximate equaflty of result —H J aptadsn New
data on the archaMiogy of Venezuela Stone miple-

ments Including celts pestles etc. vessels and
figunnes of clay with painted and modelled decora
dons personal ornaments of shell nephrite jet and
serpentine as well as the petraglyphs and pictographs.
occur in considerable quantity The plastic art of
Venezuela is one and the same w th the archaic art

already known in Central America and Mexico—E L
Mkbels Note on the phosphorescence of uranyl salts

For the only examples of ium nescenoe which admit of

detailed inspection the spectrum of phosphorescence
is identical with that of fluorescence and it is sug
gested that this also applies to all phosphorescent
materials In sp te of its great complexity the lumi
nescence spectrum of a uranyl salt is to be regarded as
a un t all its components decaying at the same rate

after the cessation of cxcitat on G Abbot and
L B AUrlch The pvranometer an instrument for

measurmg sky radiation Two satisfactory types of

this instrument both derived in principle from the
electrical compensation radiaton instruments of the
late K Angstrom have been dev sed Numerous

j

others of the skv rad at on have been made On fine

davs the sky radiation alone received on a horizontal

surface ranges from 0-07 to 0-13 calone per square
centimetre per minute—M B Patter Note on
Lucas 8 theorem \ more general result than that ob-

ta ned by Borel or Polya has been found.—H S
WMts A variable system of sevens on two tw sted

cubic curves—G H Psrher and E G TMas The
neuromuscular structure of sea anemones There are

four types of muscle act on they are of phylogenetic

•ignificiuKe and show hat the neuromuscular meet)

anism of sea anemones is by no means so simple as
originally supposed —F G fceyes and W J Wbnbiil.
bal Change of the ion sation of salts in alcoholic

solvents with the concentration The present Investi

gahon on the conductance of sodium lod do and am
monium iodide in uoamyl alcohol and of sodium kxlide

n propvl alcohol syns undertaken for two purposes
prunorily to determine whether in these solvents

iteiMwlut similar in nature to water salts conform to

the mass-action law at very small concentrations and
)MCondarily td teat further thcr applirabihty (if Kraus s

empirical equatkilt throughout the fairly wide range of
coMentration employed In the work
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ORE DEPOSITS '

Th* DtposUt of tho Useful Minerals and Rocks
thetr Origin, Form and Content By Dr F
Bcyschla^ Prof J H L Vogt, and Dr P
Kiutch. Translated Iw S J Truscott Vol 11

pp xxi +515-1363 (London Macmillan and
Co , Ltd., 1916 ) Price 20s net

'T'HE first volume of this treatise was reviewed
A in Naturb for January aS, 1915 (vol xciv ,

p. 583) The second volume completes the work
so zar as ore^eposits are concerned The third

volume does not appear as yet to have been pub-
lished m Germany Ore-deposits are dasmfied
aooordin^ to their mode of origin as follows

magmatic segrwations, contact^eposits lodes,

and ore-beds. The first volume dealt with the

first two of these groups and with tin lodes and
quicksilver deposits belonging to the third The
second vdume deals with lodes of gold and silver

,

lead, silver, and Sine, uranium antimony, iron

manganese, copper, pyrites and arsenopyrites

,

hided and cobalt. It condudes with an account

of those ores which occur as beds in sedimentary

deposits Each section is preceded by a biblio-

^(^d-silver lodes are first described The
iaigeat and richest of these occur In geologically

youi^ and chiefly Tertiary districts The most
stnkmg examples are found in the Andes of

Chile, Bolivia, and Peru, in the mountain ranges

of Mexico, m the Great Basin of the United States

b tlm Sierra Nevada, and in the Rocky Moun
tarns Similar lodes are met with in Japan, in

Sumatra, in Borneo, and in the Philippines

Examples occur in Europe m the Carpathians and
in south-eastern Spain, where, as in the localities

already mentioned, Tertia^ igneous rocks

abound , but not in the Alps and Pyrenees, where
such rocks are absent The evidence from dis

tnlmtion alone that they are in some way con
nected with vast outpourings of igneous rock

—

especially andesite and dacite—is therefore very

strong, but it does not stand alone other reasons

are given, and finally the conclusion is reached

that the young gold-silver lodes were formed by
heated waters circulatmg towards the close of the

eruptive activity in the district in which the^

occur, and that these waters, together with their

metal content, were derived directly from the

jeruptive magma *’ The view expressed m the

sentence just quoted will certainly ndt be generally

Sedepted if it must be taken to imply that the

water is not of meteoric origin Having dealt

With the common characteristics and discussed

mode of origin of this important and widely

distributed' group of kxies the authors proceed

itoifesbribe special eases. These local descnptions

are iOustrabra by maps and diagrams,* and in the

more important eases contain partietdars as to the

derdppment of the bdustry and of the amount
Jln4 vmiie of tha^ ore raised. Take, for example
dta case d 'Wbstlehi Australia. The Kalgooriie
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field was discovered at the beginning of the

nineties. The economic conditions at the start

were most unfavourable, supplies had to be ob-

tained from Perth, more than 300 miles away,
and water cost afd a gallon But in a few
years all was changed A railway was con-

structed between the two places, and also a pipe

line capaUe of deliveruig 5,000,000 galloos

of water per day In 1909 Western Australia

produced 1,595,263 oz of fine gold, about one-
fourteenth of the world s production, and not

quite one-half of the total production of Austral-

asia. Between 1903 and 1909, the last date for

which figures were available when the book was
written, there had been a continuous decline,

which the authors attribute to decrease of value

with depth. The corresponding figures for 1913, as
quoted in Whitaker's Almanadc, are 1,314,043 oz ,

so that the decline is still gomg on
This goldfield has b^ examined by Dr

Krusch The lodes are intimately associated with
amphibolites some of which are sefautose and
others massive Althou^^h no evidence is given
that any of the surrounding rocks are of Tertiary

age, the authors refer the lodes to the younger
senes on account of their nature They are de-

scribed as vemed zones consisting of a large
number of small fissure-filings from which intense

impregnation and replacement of the country
rock have proceeded The lode material cota-

sists chiefly of quartz containing auriferous

pyrites with gold—ahd other tcllutides m variable

quantities All the lodes are more or less decom-
posed near the surface, and where the gold is

chiefly associated with sulphides two well-marked
depth-zones occur an oxidation zone from which
most of the gefld has been leached, and an abnor-

mally rich cementation zone On the other hand,
where the gold is chiefly in the form of telluride

no cementation zone exists and the Oxidation aone
carries free gold exclusively

The book then deals with the old gold lodea

These are not, as a rule associated with eruptive

rocks, quartz is by far the most abundant gangUe
mineral and the country rOck is rarely impre|b
nated With metal as Is so frequently the case with
the young gold silver lodes That quartz-vems
carrying gold ate ihore abundant and lodes of the

Comsti^ type less abundant in the pre-Terbary
thah in the Tertiary ibcks is Unquestiohable, but
it may be doubted whether, on this accodqt, it ib

desirable to introduce age as a factor into the
classification- of ore-dcposits. The gold-qjiarty
lodes of California, Ballarat, the Barberton oMrict
of ^ Ttansvjaal, and other areas are then*de-
scribed. ‘rap wonderful deposit of Mount Moivan
IS consider 19 this connection and the vanms
dieonea that have been advanced to account for it

aye discussed * The authors favour Rickard's ikv
that It Represents a highly altered part of a smw
terad oountty which haa been saturated wrall
Ameral ioluflona and id part replaced by aiMf

quartz, or, in other words, that it is oS
of the rafe cases of a znetaaomatte gold-deposlt^l
Smm j^erfts us feom following die autbodT

in Oiejl <Marfpdoos„ of die other mstalliferol«|.
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lodet but, in view of the fact that two of them
are Germane, it majr be interesting to note briefly

what they say abwt the mineral resources of

"German ” colonies Gold-bearing lodes occur in

the contact-bdts around different eruptives, mostly

of a dioritic nature, near the village of ^enke,
m East Africa Th^ are lenticular m form, and
five of them are payable, three of these con-

stituting the Demberr lode The average assay

of Sixty samples, after rejecting those which
yielded abnom^y high results, gave 47 gm per

ton These samples were taken from the cementa-
tion zone, which is of no great depth The gold

content of the pnmary zone does not appear to

be su&ient to pay for working In West Africa

gold-copper ore is won on Swakop River, where
a gametiferous layer in meiss is sparsely im-
pregnated with copper Auriferous copper de-

posits of a more important character occur on
the Groot and Klein Spitzkcm, some ao km to
the north west of Renoboth The copper-ore

occurs sometimes as malachite, sometimes as
chalcocite, bornite, or chrysocoUa The pnmary
ore probably consists of pyrites and chalcopyrite

The gold occurs either as free gold or associated

with pyrites Wedges of country rock between
converging veins have assayed 3 gm to 4 gm of

gold and ao gm of silver per ton Auriferous con-
glomerates have been observed m the Ussui^
district, but they have not as yet proved to be of
any economic importance

In dealing with the world’s production of gold
and silver the authors estimate that the total yield

from 1493 to igii was 30,737 tons, reivesenting
3838 miUions sterling, a small sum compared with
the cost of the present war
The volume concludes with an account of ore-

bearing rocks interstratified with sedimentary de-
posits This port commences with a description
of the conditions under which stratified rocks are
formed and especiallv of those chemical and
physical processes which throw light on the
origm of ore-deposits Then follow descriptions
of iron-ore beds, of manganese beds, of copper-
ahale beds, of aunferous conglomerates, and
finally of placer deposits yielding tin, gold, and
platmum
The treatise is a valuable addition to the litera-

ture of ore-deposits, and the trandator deserves
*hjgh {Ktiise for the way in which he has done
his work

NAPIER AND HIS LOGARITHMS
Napter Tercentenary Memondl VoUme Edited
by Dr C Q Knott Pp xi+441 (Published
for the Royal Society of Edmburgh fav Long-
mans, Grert and Co , London, 1915 ) Price
ttf net

^I^HE first place m this miscellany is naturaOy
•• assigned to Lord Moulton’s inaugural
address For ooce in a way, this is not an
empty compliinent, for the address is a modd
ci what suim an oration should be There Is only
ond matiiemxtical formula in it, and t^ ao
IRmple and familiar to the audience that it did

TO. 8440. Wt.

not need to be written down, while several im-

portant points are brought out with conviociog

lucidity Of these are (1) that Napier, before

publiMtng his Canon,’’ had arrived at the notion

of a logarithm as a contmuous function—we may
even say, as one defined by a differential equa-

tion, (1!) that the essential proMrty of the log-

andun, in Napier s eyes, is that, if a b ><• c d, then

loga~logb=logc~ logd so that a table with

numbers as entries, and logarithms as extracts,

Will economise labour in doing rule of three sums ^

The papers contributed are, on the whole, more
interesting and appropriate than is usual m pro-

ductions of this kind Of course, some of the

contributors, however eminent, have httle know-
ledge, and less mterest, about the history of

ic^arithms, so they either wnte an original note
on an irrelevant subject (such as spherical har-

monics) or a perfunctory page or ao on relevant

but well-known topics As there are twenty-six
technical papers, we cannot notice them all^ but
have to select those which seem to us most worthy
of attention

Among these are the two brief contributions

by Prof G Vacca One of these recalls the work
of Pietro Mengoh, the other is, we think, vital

to the whole question of what was the induction

that led Napier to his roal In Fra Luca Paciolo’s

“Summa de Arithmetlca " (Venice, 1494) there is

the following statement —
' If you wish to know in how many years a

sum of money will double itself at compound
interest (paid per annum), divide 7a by the rate

per cent For example, if the rate of interest

IS 6 per cent
,
the number of years is la

”

No doubt this rule was obtained empirically,

but the interesting thing is that we have a formula
implying that the number of vears required is

inversely as the rate per cent Now, Napier was
a business man, and his constructio is essentially

the formation of a table of compound discount
at a very small rate per cent We are convinced
that this mercantile method contains the germ
oi Napier’s invention, and not any trigonome&ical
formula If we assume that, for a small fixed

rate r,

A»(i+r)*-.i + ar,

B-(x+f)^ C«(x + r)r, D={x+i-)

we have approxixxiately

AD (i+ar)(i + «r)
, , „ ,

Bc-(T^) (x + yrr* ^

and now, if A B»C D, we have, to Uie same
degree of approximatimi, a-j9-y-l, wbidh is

Napier’s fundamental theorem We now know
that if

<l(*/y)-^(*)-4(y>+4(i)

dien i>{x)^plog,x+q, where ^,9 are constants.
In Niger’s original system, as Prof. ^Moo
points out (p. laQ,

P’m xo^, qmy icfiogt to.
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These “logerithma ” «erve for rule of \hree
•uma, but th^ are not auitable for simple multi-
pUcatiooa or divisions Briggs appears to have
seen how to amend the system by dioastog lo
for the base, and i as the antiloganthm of zero.
Whether the same idea had occurred to Napier
is uncertam, at any rate, after consultation, the
two men agreed upon the usefulness of the trans*
formatioa, and Bnggs performed the necessary
oomjMitations. On ^ points in this connection
Prof Gibson’s paper is very convinang and in-

structive We do not suppose that either Briggs
or Napier consciously thought of a base or a
unit as we do, but they probably realised the
meaning of a formula.

A(*)=plog(*) + q,

where log(*) are logarithms of the same
number in two related systems Here, again,

Prof Gibson’s paper should be consulted
We now come to the question of priority, which

ought never to have been raised
,

it is astounding
that even M Cantor should pre^ng this idle

controversy BQigi’s table of annloganthms
appeared in i6so, his calculations appear to have
b^ finished by 1610 (p. aog), Napier’s table of

logarithms appeared in 1619. Each table was
the result of years of woric, to convert either

into the other, fraudulently, would mvolve a vast

amount of labour, and there is not a shred of

evidence that either man had access to the MS
of the other It is the case of Newton and Leib
tuz over again in another form So far as actual

priority in publishing a table of logarithms is

concerned, Edward Wnght has a claim superior

to that of either Napier or BQijgi, but he was
sensiUe enough to know the difference between
a special table constructed for use with Mercator’s
chart (essentially a logtan^tf table) and one

adapted for general computation , even supposing

that he knew, before the " Canon ” was published,

that his own table was a table of logarithms—
which IS extremely unlikely Finally, Wright
paid ample tribute to the gmus of Napier, and
never made any claim on his own accoimt This

was reserved for the eccentric Benjamm Martin

Among the other papers may be noted Dr
Glaisher"s excellent paper on li^arithros and
computation, Prof Sampson’s careful biblio-

graphy of books exhibited, Dr Knott’s account

of ^ward Sang and his logarithmic calculations

,

Prof d’Oeagne’s notes on nomograms and multi

plying machines, Mrs. E Giffmrd’i account ofW new table of natural smes, papers on prob-

abilito by Messrs Erlang and Quiquet, and one

on m aira^ment of mathematical tables by
Dr J R Mime In its way, the last is of out

standing importance, because everything possible

be done for those who have to use tables

daQy and for hours tc^ther, such things as

pi^, colour, Qrpompby, etc., aro pot the tnfles

may peem tom amateur.

‘file gmiefal appearance of the volume is ex-

pdlent, it is wM prmted, and the nittstrations

(twain otdmtr) are most interesting: the indexes

liwlittaple, and the price is not extravagant. The
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biography of Napier has been well done by Or.
P Hume Brown, and Mr G Smith has con-
tributed a careful account of Merchiston Castle.
The editor (Dr Knott) may be congratulated
on the result of his labours G B M.

AN AGRICULTURAL POUCY.
Agriculture after the War By A D Hall Pp

vii + 137 (London John Murray, ipta)
Price 3* 6d net

I
N this little book Mr Hall sets out his views
as to the methods to be adopted after the

war m order to develop agriculture to the full

extent demanded by the national necessities Mr
HaU insists that more food must be grown at

home as an insurance in time of war, to develop
our resources and reduce our foreign indebted-

ness, and to increase the agricultural population

as a specially valuable element in the community
This can be attamed only by bringing more land
under the plough Farmers will not on their

own responsibility plough up grass land to do so
IS to destroy a certain, though small, source of

profit for the sake eff a more risky, but possibly

larger, one. Mr Hall considers that the old

latssee-fatre pcdicy will no longer meet the case ‘

the State may be driven to adopt some system of

bounties or protective duties to make the profits

more certain and the inducements more tangible

Five methods are outlined for obtaining a more
intensive cultivation of the soil the establish-

ment of large industrial farms working on a
ctmsiderable area with all the economic advan-
tages of organisation and scientific management,
the establishment under certain conditions of

colonies of small holders working under co-

operative organisation , the intensification of

existmg methods, the reclamation and settlement

of waste and undeveloped areas, and the estab-

hshment of certam subsidiary industries

Mr Hall’s writings are always marked by
breadth of view and saneness of outlook, and it

IS gratifying to know that these have not deserted

him since he left the country for Dean’s Yard
He has never hesitated about a proposal because
it happened to be rather revolutionary, nor does
he do so here The scheme suggest^ is com-
prehensive and logical, but it has its revdution-
ary aspect, and the final solution in his own
w^s, is “for the State to become the ultimate

landowner ”

It is undeniable that the land is not producing
as mudi as it might do It is equally undenisbfo
that no comprehensive attempt has been made
to get it to do so Almost every estate has an
amenity value and a sporting vdue in addition
to its agricultural value-^ns the land has to
serve wee mastera Trees, hedgerows, grass,

paiics, plantations, warrens, are all kept up,
even when they are m difoct conflict with the
agricultural pnxiuctivily of the land To make
matf^ >vorae, (he farmer lacks the manufdb-
turer’a cert^^ tA retiirn. ’The manufacturer
vforita on a eontrset; he knows predsdy how
muedt^be ^|B be paid, and what output he maj^
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ejppact, Im utually baa a quick ntnra for bit

outUqr, aad b« caa ibawe agaioat many oi hit

n^a. Tbe farmcTr oo the other hand, rarely, if

ever, worka on a contract, he starta eapendm^
money m August on a crop that will not be sold

for dfteen months, he does not know definitely

what ^ce he wUl receive, or what yield he will

get ^e whole thing is a hazard, and he can-
not insure against his risks Consequently he
hks to allow a largh margin for safety, and he
balances his risk on the arable land by having a
considerable area of grass on which the risk is

at a minimum
The apphcatlon of saentific methods has

decreased the nSk and increased the effectiveness

of the capital invdved, but, of course, it cannot
deal with the great factor of price This
problem is for the statesman, and when he comes
to deal with it he will find Mr Hall s book a
useful guide E J R

OUR BOOKSHELF
Tht New Public Health By Prof H W Hill

Pp x+3o6 (New York The Macmillan Co .

London Macmillan and Co , Ltd , 1916

)

Price 51 fid net

Tub object of this book is to bring before the
general public the newer conceptions of the aims
and memods of public health The older public
health mainly dealt with the environment, the
newer is chiefly concerned with the individual

The old teaching stated that mfectious diseases were
generated in the foul, lU-smelling, unventilated
sunless hovels of the slums, that a pinhole leak
m some plumbmg fixture accounted for diphtheria

or typhoid fever that dampness caused malaria,

and unpure water yellow fever The new teaching
begins and usually ends with the search for (a) the
mfected mdividual, ^b) the routes of spread of
infection from that individual, (c) the routes of
disposal of the excreta of the commumty, by
which, if infection occur, the infecting agent might
reach the members of the community To locate

all the infective individuals of the community and
to guard all their discharges is the ultimate g<Ml
of modem preventive measures
The author surveys the sources, routes, and

control of mfectious diseases, the old and the new
practice in the control of epidemics, and individual

and community defence and admmistration The
book is written in a vigorous and trenchant style
which arrests the attention and carries eonviction
The only criticism of it that might be passed is

that the casual reader xqight gather that such
factors as garbage heaps and ill ventilation are of
little moment to the public health, whereas actually
the author mdicates that they are not to be neg
lected, though their unportance and significance

are very different from what used to be considered
to be the case R T H
The Pathology of Tumours By Dr E H
Kettle Pp viH+a34. (London H K. Lewis
and Co., Ltd, 1916} Price io« fid net

In this boM the authu* gives an excellent account
of the characters, occurrence and ^;eneral
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logy of tumours, innocent and msrtenant.. No
doubt students and practitionen wdf find it of

coaaiderable aennee, though it may be remarked
that wa fail to find m it any notvelty m matter

or arrai^ment, or anything that has not been

just as adequately stated m some otiier books
that could be named The illustrations, how-^

ever, are both numerous and excellent, and this

feature will probably be tbe one which will recom-

mend the b^k
In the openmg chajMers the general biology

ot tumours is dealt with, including statistics of

occurrence, the experimental study of tumour

f
rowth, and the general prinaples of treatment

lere, however, we fail to find any reference to

changes in the body fluids which occur m malig-

nant disease, such, for instance, as alterations in

the anti tryptic power and lipoclastic action of

the blood semm
In the second part the naked-eye and

microscopical characters of the different forms of

tumours are described, and finally the occurrence

of tumours in the various oigans and tissues of

the body is detailed Altogether the book gives

a very practical summary of tumour formatioo

and development in general

Harper s Hydraulic Tables for the Flow of Water,
tn Circular Pipes under Pressure, Timber
Flumes Open Channels and Egg-shaped
Conduits with much Accessory information

By J H Harper Pp loa (London Con-
stable and Co Ltd

, 1916 ) Price 85 fid net

With painstaking assiduity, the author has
worked out, with the aid of certaui well-estab-

lished formulae what he terms a ‘ grill ’ or net-

work of solutions, covering such proUems as are

likely to arise in actual practice regarding the

flow of water in either dosed or open conduits,

with any reasonable assumption of rugosity and
with any rational arrangement of grade, in quan-
tities from a small fraction of a foot to several

thousand feet per second ” The formulse selected

are those of D’Arcy, Bazin, and Kutter—all

authoritative in their degree, but labouring under
the disadvantage of jmssessing extremdy van-
able coefficients, which render their application

a matter of some difficulty quite ajiart from the

complexity ot the expressiops themselves It has
recently bwn shown by Mr A A Barnes that tbe

inherent cause of this diversity lies m the strict

adherence to_the fundamental equabon of Chezy^

VIZ v=ct/rs and that if the equabon were
wntten in the form coefficients could be
determined which are simple in character and
constant for the same daiss of dtannd For
those who prefer older methods the volume will

undoubtedly prove of use id obviating the dieces-

sity for working obt expenmental casek in dCtaiL

Within the range of tabulated resillta, it li

easy to interpi^te values suflBciently correct for

prdiminary apprpxunattoos The taUes «re also
(bagrammaticimy expressed in ehaifts, and theire

are some supplementaty notes on hydradtic
foqiniU generally, wKidi make ^ boOls n
sttcdnct little manual on the subject fi. C
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
iTlu Editor dots not hold himtolf retpontibU for
ofMotu OKtrouod by hi* eorretpindentt, Rttthe*
ttm ho maortak* to rotum, or to corrttfond with
th* wriUr* of. rtfttted monuteript* inttnded for
thU or any othtr part of Natuiie. Ro notU* it

taJun of anonymout eommmnieation* ]

At this time people ore awakeninti to tbo mlichlef
diat baa been done to this country ^ the neglect of
•dance as a part of education, and there seems a
danger of the pendulum of opinion swinging too far,

and of classics being looked upon as sometmng to be
completelT eliminated from the educational curri-

cutuin In relation to this, 1 think a short personal
anecdote may be instructive In 1868 1 had the privi-

lege of working with the late Prof Willy KUhne as
Us only student in his laboratory in Amsterdam, and
the friendship which began there continued up to the
dme of his death

Prof Kuhne was a most remarkable man He
was, I think one of the greatest physiological chemists
of 1^ centum, and was quite half a century in ad
vance of nearly all his contemporaries Bdonging to
a rich banking family, he could go where
be pleased, do what he pleased, and obtain
any optical or other apparatus be needed,
regardless of cost He accordingly elected to work
with Claude Bernard, and used the chemical and
odcroso^ical skill which he acquired to such advan-
tage that at an age when most men ore only thinking
of be^nnlng university life he bad produced a mono-
graph on pttftoplasm and contractility ( Ueber Proto-

plasma und Contractilitlit ), which was not only far in

advance of anything then in existence when it was
written, but still remains unrivalled hall a century

later

Hia great ability led to an invitation to become pro.

fsiini of phyaiotogy at Amsterdam After some years

bs was Invited to occupy the chair at Heidelberg

rendered vacant by the transference of Prof H von
Helmholtz to Berlin This invitation he accepted, and
remained at Heidelberg until his death

Such a career leems ample vindication of the claim

that clatsics Is unnecessary to education, more
eqiecialty if it be borne m mind that Ktihne was an
ooeptlonally good linguist, speaking three or more
lan^ages with perfect ease, that he bad travelled

mudi m Europe, and was a perfect encyclqisedia of

knowle^e and criticism in painting aiid sculpture

Yet there was one bitter drop in tua cup of know
and honour The nature of this was confided

to me as a strict secret by our mutual friend. Prof

Hugo Kronecker, when we were discussing together

sflBW data for a short life of Kfihne which Kronecker
thought of writing As both KOhne and Kronecker

•re dead, there is no further reason for prssendng the

sserst, which I for one never could have susp^ed
It was that Ktihne bad felt deeply the scorn with

which some people had regarded him because he had
never taken a classical degree Fools they were no
doubt, but their attlhide probably Indicated the mental

•ttitude of the mass of German graduatw to whose
dev^on to a scientific education we are now bicllned

to attf^tie much of Germany’s success.

Laooxr Bnonton
t Oe Walden Court, Naw Caven&h Stresf,

i;^ndon, W., July 15 »

Bk, P B. Sm/w’a striking eocparinwiitot result

(Pjfe. Tram,, m to a wbHoRon of gnnftatlonal

gtotoctfop Mdi ItonparatoM of the Ur^ Mtos, and

HO. 3440,
VOL. 9jr]

that of Pojmtlilg and Phillipi aa to no variation in
attrbctlon with temperaturo of the tmoU maaa, any
seam reconciled aatiafactonly by the formula put for.

jvard by the latter collaborators, and quoted by Dn
Shaw in Natuu (July 13), viz, -

(0M-f/n ; r»

where T and t are the absolute temperatures of tha
masses M and m respecUvely, placed at a distanoa r
apart But it seems desirable to notice that this
formula does not in general allow of the derivation of
the attraction of a finite mass from the attractions of
Its component particles in the usual way by vector

addition

Thus, for a pair of particles, each of mass m, af*
temperatures T and t and placed r apart, we have
as the attraction —

Again, the attraction of two particles, each of tnasf
m, close together, and at temperature T, on a slngte

particle of mass m and temperature ( at a distance r.

would be —
(3)

Hence, P, Is not, In general, equal to

*ti (4)

For the effective temperature of the system varies be.

tween those of the particles, according to their telsdive

masses, just as the position of the centre of mass of

a system varies among those of its particles accord-

ing to their masses
Accordingly, the component attractions do not sum

to their resultant in the usual way.
Of course, this is no disproof of the formula, but

must bo regarded simply as a somewhat grave conse.

quenoe Involved by the formula It is indeed a conae.
quence that may well give us pause before accepting

formula, pending either (a) a rigorous dmva.
tion of the formula theoretically, or fb) some crucial

experimental evidence that it is preferable to other
formulsB.

Suppose, instead of formula (i), we try tho follow-

ing —
F-C(i-h»d) (10)

where, as before, T and * are the a

tures of the masses M and m. and 0 is the mean, or
effective, temperature of the apace, whether vacuous
or not, between the masses

It is to be noted that with Max Planck’s theory of

entropy, a temperature is now theoreticafly asi^-
able to a vacuous space which is a field of radiatim
Using this different formula for the cases already
considered, if one particle at temperature t is attracted

by one or two particles at temperature T, we bzive

tne relations —
Fi-G(i+a0)(i+/3T)(i-HJO2 {7a)

F*-G(i+a0)(i+/9T)(f-f/Sl)i^
(30)

So here^ Fi«aFi > > (4«1

Aati kewew w« vary the mass at temperatime T,
probM «Mc Umpora^ro d romoutr anOumgod. dto
attfi|ctioq eHR’ Urn sdngte Mrifele woidd vary in direct

fneportioB to the atthkoting mam,
Tt% fonmtia, then, reftoMs the validity of tfir

vector adQHkxi at the component attracHotto ^
seeatU however, at first right to have lost the pO^g
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to axpUdn tho cmitrMtod cxpenmental reniht of the

tempenture effect of the large maft, and the lack of

It in the small mass. For, obviously, the tempera-

tures of the masses may now be Interchaiged without

^tenng tte value of toe attraction If onfy the value

of d is constant.

But, in the actual experiments by Dr Shaw might

not the heating of the large mass near the small one

po^bly involve an increase of d? And again, in the

heating of the small mass carried out by Poynting and
Phillips, the earth itself being the large mars might

not the value of fl be practically constant? If so, pos-

sibly the formula (la) here suggested might prove

consistent with all the experimental results just re-

^dewed. E H Bahton
Nottingham, July 18

TM QwMiriHg ON thi Wostsm Front

Ik Nature for July 13 Dr C Davison directs

attention to Dr van Everdingen’s investigations with

reguxl to the propagation of sound, and he also refers

to t^ inaudibility of the reports in the face of a gentle

wind when the observer was comparatively near In

this neighbourhood the sounds are heard distinctly

when a quiet situation is found, but a very marked
peculiarity is the fact that the direction of the wind
seems to make no appreciable difference in the in

tensity of the sound For example, on July 19 the

booming was very intense and quite easilv hrard with
the wiiM blowing from the north west On the aoth,

with the wind from the east, the audibility was no
greater, possibly not so great Westerly winds have
been fi^uent of late, but have not diminished the

sounds at all whereas it u a fact that on some occa

skMis with an easterly wind no sounds were heard
It is, of course impossible to say whether there was
firing or not on these latter occasions, but it is cer-

tainly worth recording that on the majority of the

occasions upon whiw I have heard the sounds since
the end of 1914 I have at the same time observed
that the wind was westerly

Presumably in this neighbourhood we are beyond
the silent zone, and in the second-sound area, and
the suggestion seems to be that in this area the effect

of wind is negligible Two further points worth
noting are the facts that the sounds here are practically

as intense as at Brighton, though we are about fif^
miles farther from tlw source and also that the <Urec-

tlon of the source is always fairly obvious
The sounds being so distinct tiwe, and having lost

so little intensity in the fifty miles which lie between
tlds neighbourhood and Brighton it seems likely that
th^ should still be auiUble at much greater ^stances
Pouibly they could be traced to very extreme distances
with the aid of some very sensitive sound detector, if

any suitable instrument Is available

It would also be Interesting to get evidence from
aeronauts Plenty of balloons are in use now, and
doubtless the sounds have been noted, if audible

C Wklbornx Piper

NrtiVits al Wm. Smith.

Im Phillips’s “Memoirs of Wm Smith the father
of English geology, p isc reference is made to his
portrait, taken in 1805, by Solomon Williams, and
another by Jackson, and still another by Fourau, the
last presumably being now In the Geological Society’s
rooms So far t have been unable to trace the poo-
traits by tiw two first-named artiste Can any of
your readers assist me? T Sheppard.
Museum, Hull
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NATIONAL AFFORESTATION.

SIR W SCHLICH, in an m^rtaot artide m
the Quarterly Journal of Fontiry for July,

urges the importance of afforestation and diii>

cusses the measures which should be taken to

secure for the nation a sufficient supply of tunber
in the future The quantity of tunb^ used in the

United Kingdom is enormous, and mcreases year
by year In addition to the home production, esti-

mated at about a,000,000 loads annually, there

was an import of 11,590,318 loads, valued at

33,788,884! , in 19x3, as compared with 10,104,504
loads, worth 25,676,988! , In 1899. Only 10 per

cent of the total timber imported in 1913 came
from British possessions, as against 22 per cent
in 1899 All these figures relate solely to the raw
materi^, timber, but there must be added wood
manufactures to the value of 3,583,187!., and
wood-pulp estimated at 4,617,73^ , entering our
ports in 1913 We draw our mam supplies from
Russia, Sweden, Norway, France, the United
States, and Canada In all these countries, except
Russia and Canada, the tendency in the future

will be towards restricted production, duninished
export, and increasing prices of timber, owing to

the annual growth in the forests not bemg suffi-

aent to replace what is taken away by cuttings

and by fores fires Our mam imports are com-
ferous timber, pitwood, and wo^-pulp, three

classes of forest produce which can be profitably

produced m our dimate A review of ^e whole
situation shows that a considerable increase m the
area under timber m the United Kingdom would
be economically sound, and would also serve as
an insurance against an unexpected timber famine
brought about by mtemational complications in

the future

Sir W Schlich discusses at length the amount
and nature of the land available for afforestation

As most forest work is done in winter, whoa agri-

cultural work IS slack, a scheme of afforestauoo
will provide extra labour for agriculture m spring
and summer, and consequently will be a consijto*
able help to increased productivity of the und
generally This point is of espeaal importance m
connection with small holdings, and should be
taken into account when considering schemes for
the settlement iff discharged soldiers after the war
Very large continuous forest tracts are not neces-
sary Small blocks of woodland, with a minlmiiiw

area of ^00 acres, scattered over the coimtiy in
the vianity of small heddmgs, make an ideal com*
bination Sir W ScHlich summarises his pro*-

posals for afforestation as follows —
(i) The afforestation of not less than 3,ooo,oo»

acres of suiplus land, by planting about 30,000 acres
a year

(2)

Private proprietors. Corporations, and the Stats
should toko part in the work of afforestation, the Statb
doing that part which the other two agttictes are nU
willing or able to undertake

(3)

Financial assistance should be given to prhati
proprietors in the work of afforestation. If nseepsiory,

hy making advances to them at the ratoof Intsesetat
vriiirii the State can take up money
To seeire success from tiie very outset It is enifNlWl
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to ereats • aepanto branch for forottry in tho Board
of Agriculture to deal with all forestry questions
There should be a Director of Operations, occupying
the post of J(^t Secretary or Assistant Secretan, to
begin with He should be a duly qualified forest
expert, and be assisted by an ad^ate number of
trained Inspectors to supervise the field work. WelU
omuidered plans of operations must at once be drawn
up for each block, laying down the order of planting
dradlng the selection of species to be planted accora-
ing to the quality of the scril in each subdivision,
drawing up a network of roads for future transpc^,
to be constructed when required, and other matters

A UATIOHAL STATUTORY BOARD OF
SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY
have received for pubhcation from theW British Science Guild the following memo-

randum on the relations which should exist in

future between the State and science, and suggest-

ing that a national statutory Board of Science and
industry should be formed The memorandum,
which has been forwarded to the Government, is

signed by some aao of the most important repre-

sentatives of industry, science, and education —
The British Science Guild, which was founded in

190$ with the object of bringing home to alt classes

“the necessity of applyiAg the methods of sdence to

all branches of human endeavour, and thus to further

(he progress and increase the welfare of the Empne,
is of opinion that the present European crisis anords
a unique opportunity for impressing upon all who are

engaged in the executive functions of government, as

wmI as upon those who are concerned with industiy

and commerce, the paramount importance of scientific

method and rcaear^ m national affairs.

There has been much discussion upon these matters,

and the foilowing conclusions are submitted by the

Guild as representing authoritative opinion —
A The material prosperity of the civilised world

daring the past century is mainly due to the applica-

tion of sdence to practical ends
B While we stand high among all nations in

capad^ for original research, as rmresented by the

output of our scientific workers, tms capadty has
bM comparatively little utiUsed in British industry

V The State has neglected to encourage and faaii-

tate sdentific investigation, or to promote that co-

operation between science and industry wUch is essen-

tial to national development
D. Modem conditions of existence demand that In-

struction in sdence, and training in sdentific method,

should a fundaniental part of education

E The present control of all stages of educational

work, from the primary school to the university,

mostly by men who hags an inadequate appradation

of the meaning and power of sdence, is largely respon-

sible the unsatisfactory preparatikm oommonty pro-

vMed for the wwk of life.

Since Its foundation the British Sdwice Guild has

ntg^ that, in the interests of national welfare,

senm attention should be given to these defects, and

stsM tdken to remedy them. The establishment m
the sdwtne for the devdopment of sdentific and indus-

trial reseat under a Cmnmlttee of the Privy Coundl,

is a welcome recognition of the intigiate rations be-

tween sdentific investigation and ii^strial advance,

and the Advisory Coundl which advisMtheCommittse
u tp the expenditure of the sums prodded by Parlia-

enent, amounting *0 year 1916-X7 to (o,oool., has

lelieii^ been responsible for the
*--*«*"** »
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searches which should lead to most valuable industrial

redulU The outlook of the Council jmay, however,
be extended profitably in several directions; for it

should be even more comprehensive than that of tha
Development Commisdon, which provides for the
develcmment of rural industnes, among other matteie.
This Commission, with the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries, and the Imperial Institute, which has rs-
cently been transferred from the Board of Trade to
the Colonial Office, is not concerned directly wlA
manufacturing industries, upon which so large a part
of the nation^ prosperity depends
The field of the Privy Council Committee and its

Advisoiy Council is thus distinct from that of any
existing State department

,
and it should embrace all

progressive industry and science It is suggested that
a Board or Ministry is necessary to tUscharge the func-
tions indicated in Clause I of the recommendations
subjoined, in such a way as to fulfil modem require-
ments

I A national statutory Board of Science and In-
dustry, the permanent staff of which should consist
mainly of persons of wide scientific knowledge and
business experience, should be established to —

fil Promote the co-ordination of industrial effort

() Secure co-operation between manufacturers and
all available laboratories of research

(3) Co-ordinate, and be the executive centre of, sudi
joint scientific committees as have been formed by the
Royal Society, the Chemical Society, and vsnous
trade and educational assoaations

(4) Undertake inquiries as to products and mate-
rials, and generally to serve as a national bureau of'
scientific and industrial intelligence

U) Collect and publish information of a sdentific
and technical character , and provide so far as possible
for the solution of im^rtant problems bearing upon
industry

() Institute a number of paid advisory committees
consisting of men of wide science knowledge assisted
by expert investigators and tecnnologists should
receive reasonable fees for thdr services

J7) Organise scientific effm on the manufacturing
e andIn commerdal relations with other countries.

(8) Arrange measures for the mobilisation of tiis

scientific, iMustrial, and educational activities of tbs
nation so as to ensure ready response to national needs
and emergencies.

<9} Encourage investigation, and, where necessary,
give financial aid towaru the synthesis ana arUfidal
production of natural products and for other re-

searches
Such a Board would naturally administer the schema

of the Pnvy Council Committee, as well as take over
certain functions of existing departments and boards.

^
The functions of the Board would be much the same

as regards the promotion of scientific and industrial

researa and traming, the co-operation of universitiss

with indushies thn^b trade assodations, and the
maintenance of a record of scientific and techidcal
experts, as outUned in the report on “British TnA»
after the War" W a Sub-Committee of the Board of
Trade

11

In aU dapartments of State in which sdentific

work Is carried on, adequate provision should be made
for the periodical publication and wide rUstribution of

f 1m encouraged I

III Ewry Industrial undertaking, subsidised or
o^prwiye asdsted by Us State, should have upon
its beard of directors men who possess expert tamr
Hfie knowledge of the business in which they aM
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IV In orfcr to develop isduftriet which eimecuJly

_y manufacturers to men who have received an effec-

tive scientific training Means should be found of

compensating and rewarding persons whose researches

have proved of decided national or public advantage

without being profitable to themselves
V A knowic^e of science should be regarded as an

essential qualification for future appointments in the

d^rtmenls of the public service concerned with indue-

trial scientific and technical developments The
Rc^al Commission on the Civil Service recommended
in 1914 that a Committee should be appointed to con

dder the present syllabus of subjects of examination
for clerlcshlpa (Class I ) This Committee should be
constituted without delay and science as well as other

branches of modem learning should be adequately

rmresent(!d upon it, and upon the Civil Service Com
mission itself

VI Measures should be token to revise the educa
donal courses now followed in the public schools and
the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge
Vn In elementary and secondary schools super

idsed by the Board of Education more attention should

be given to scientific method, observation and expert

ment, and to educational handwortc

THE NATJONAE RESEARCH COUNCIL OF
THE UNITED STATES
Preliminasy Statement

I
N response to a request from the President of

the United States, the National Academy of

Sciences has undertaken to organise the scientific

resources of educational and research institutions

in the interest of national preparedness
Public welfare and national security depend

upon industrial progress and militarpr efficiency,

and these in turn result from practical applies

tions of scientific knowledge A superstructure,

no matter how perfect, must have firm foundar

bons, and thus me development of our Industries

must go hand in hand with the advancement of

science through research

Buchd, working out problems in pure mathe-
matics in Alexandria, prepared the way for the

calculations of the engineer Gahleo, discovering

the satellites of Jupiter, convinced the world of

the truth the C^rnican theory, broke down
absurd medieval conceptions which prevented
•cientifle progress, and stimulated exploration and,

advance in every field. Pasteur, studying the

optical properties of certain crystals with no
moo^t of practical result, was led to his investi-

gatioos of bacteria and his epoch-making dis-

coveries for the benefit of mankind
Thus scientific research in the laboratory,

whether for the advancement of knowledge or for

direct industrial application, is a most fundamental
form of national service, which should be encour-

a^ bv every possible means Since the benn-
ning of the war this fact has been recognised m
Sn^andw the creation of a Scientific Council, and
id. Auatralig by the establishment ot a National
Inatitufe of Scienoe and Industry Both bodies
wiU devote their efforts to the promotion of saoi-
tific and industrial research
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OkSAHISATION of the NATtOMAL RbSBAKCH
COUNCIU

During the Civil War the need of acientific

advice was clearly recognised by our Govern-
ment Accordingly the National Academy of
Sciences was chartered m 1863 by Act of Con-
gress, which stipulated that the Academy shall,,

whenever called upon by any department of the

Government, mvestigate, examine, expenment.
and report upon any subject of science or art

During the war, and frequently in later years, the

Academy has been consulted by Congress by the
President, and by various members of his Cabinet
The Naval Consulting Board, recently appointed

by the Secretary of the Navy, has recommended
the establishment of a naval experimental and
testing laboratory and taken steps of far-reaching

importance in the mobilisation of the industrial

resources of the nation The National Academy
IS now requested by the President to organise the

extensive scientific resources of existing research
laboratories in the interest of preparedness To this

end it has established a National Research Counol
The purpose of the Council is to bring into

co-operation existing Governmental, educational,

industnal, and other research organisations with
the object of encouraging the investigation of.

natural phenomena, the increased use of scientific

research in the development of American indus-
tries, the employment of scientific methods in

strei^thenmg the national defence, and such other
applications of science as will promote the national
security and welfare.

Membership —^The Council will be composed of
leading American investigators and engineers,
representing the ^{my, Navy, Smithsonian Insti-

tution dfidoyansis scientific bureaux of the
Governmentr^u^onal institutions and research
endowments

, and tfie research divisions of indus^
trial and manufacturmg establishments

In order to secure a thoroughly representative
body, the members of the Council are twing chosen,
in consultation with the presidents of the Amerin
can Association for the Advancement of Science,
the American Philosophical Soaety, Ae American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American
Association of University Professors, and the
Association of American Universities, and with
the advice of a special ctanmittee representing tto
American Soaety of Civil Engmeers, the Ameri-
can Institute of Mining Engineers, the Amencaa
Soae^ of Electrical Engineers, and tte American
Chemical Society Members oi the Cabinet wiB
be asked to name the representatives ct the
various departments of the Government

Research committees of two desses will be
appointed central committees, representing
yanous departments of adenoe, compnsed of lea£^
mg authorities in each field, selected in cooniltw-
tion with the president of the correspt
national society, local committees in <

mg institutions engaged in reoeardi
The Council of me Academy wiB recomitiend to

the National Research Council the foBowuig
of procedim, subject to such modification as m«r
seem desimble — ^
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^i) Tbe peeparotioa of a aattona} mveotory of

eqoyflient for research, of the men eng'aged 10 it,

aM of the bnes of investigation pursu^ m go-

operaUng Government bureaux, educational insti-

tution^, research foundations, and industrial

research laboratories, this inventory to be pre
MUned in harmony wi^ any general plan adopted
by the pnqiosed Government C^ncil of National
Defence.

() The preparation of reports by special com-
ndttees, si^gesting important research problems
and favourable opportunities for research in

various departments of science

(3) The promotion of co-operation in research,

with the object of securing increased efficiency,

but with Oareful avoidance of any attempt at coer.

(non or interference with individual freedom and
initiative

(4) Co-operation with educational institutions

by suf^rting their efforts to secure larger funds

and more favourable conditions for the pursuit of

research and the traimng of students in the

methods and spirit of investigation

(5) Co-operation with research foundations and
other agencies desiring to secure a more effective

use of funds available for investigation

() The encouragement m co-operating labors

tones of researches designed to strengthen the

national defence and to render the United States

independent of foreign sources of supply hatde to

be affected by war
Co-operaUng Bodies —Arrangements have been

made which assure the Council of the hearty co-

operation and support of members of the Cabinet

and other officers of the Government
,
the officers

of many national societies, the heads of the

larger universities and research foundations, and

a long list of the leading investigators in Govern
ment bureaux, researdi foundations, industrial

eaearch laboratories and educational insUtutions

From the cordial mterest shown by all those

wbo have learned of the work in its prelunmary

stages, It is evident tbat as soon as a widespread

request for co-operation can be extended it will

meet wHh general aoeeptance.

EoWra G COKKLTN
Simon Flbxner
Robert A Millikan
Arthur A Noves
George Ellery Hale Chairman

iOrgamsifig Conmittee )

PSrCItOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL *

*fyHE literature on the alcbbol question is

L already vast, but it promises to be bi^er

stUl if the ambitious programme of Prof F G
Benedict and his ooQe^es is accomplished to the

It must be more thap thir^ years ago that,

feeling die tyrannv of the ultra-teetotal party in

Ainen^ thq late Prof Atwater foiqided n famous

eomniittee udtii the object of freeihg, at any rate,
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the soientific section of the community from the
limitations of opinion and research oif'm questibb
which the so-called temperance party sought to
impose upon them Excellent work ^ey did, but
in the intervening years the methods of research
have been so improved that the work of that com-
mittee uigently needed revision So m January,

1913, Prof Benedict invited the co-operatton of
physiologists throughout the world to share in A
gigantic mvestigation of the numerous problems
presented by the dietetic use of alcoholic beve-
rages, and obtained sympathetic answers from a
laige number of eminent people in all countries.

In the present volume a long list is given of these,

and grateful acknowledgment is made of friendly,

h^ful letters from the majority of them
Tins appears to have completed the measure of

their co-operatKMi, and Prof Benedict, so far as
actual work is concerned, has been l^t to tread
an almost lonely furrow The brochure from the

pen of himself and Dr R Dodge deals only with
quite a limited branch of the subject, but the
results obtained are of considerable importance.
The experiments were performed with moderate
doses of alcohol (30 to 45 c c ) and were carried

out with great perfection of technique and with
proper controls The majority of the subjects
were normal young men, a few were psycho-
pathic owmg to previous misuse of alcohol, fewer
still were the number of actual teetotalers who
consented to lend themselves to the experiment,
and one only was a confirmed heavy dni&er, the
results obtained with him can be left opt of
account, as he soon rebelled against a limitation

of his usual si^ly of whisky Otherwise, with
differences in detail, the main results were Ae
same in all cases

The principal question mvestigated was whether or
not these small doses of alcohol produced any delay
of, or interference with, vanous neuro-muscular
processes, and the selected processes were some
of them simple, such as the knee lerk, others more
complex, si^ as reflexes, m which the eyes were
conoemed, and others, still more compheated, in-

volved mental ojierations, such as association of
ideas and memoiy Elecb«cardiograms and ptdaa
records were also taken, and dw cardiac accelera-

tion noted Was found to be due to a depression

of the inhiUting mechanism. The answer to the

main inquiry la certainly a ratber unexpected one,
so insistent are the dalms of the teetotalers that

even a moderate drinker ia putting an enem^ into

his mouth to steal away his brams. For a was
found that, whereas these small doses of the drug
depressed the simplest reflex actions, such as the
knee Jhric, the more complex the neural arc m-
volvtd in a reflex, the leM was this effect mani-

: fested, whilst m operabons involving mental work
and memory the effect was either nil or an Im-
pnovement was noted In other words, the lower
centres^ (eg, the vagus centre and die knee-jerk
ceqte in die lumbar edrd) are dqiiessed most, and
the uadMft least. “ II alcohol had aelecbvely nar-

codfsd toe iughu centres it would have used

[

«s i^apmadi^ centuries ago *' W 1^ H
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7H£ FVHERAL OF SIR WILUAH RAMSAY
'T'HE funeral of Sir WiUiaa Ranuay took place
1 at Hailemere, High Wycombe, on Wednes-
day, July s6, in the presence of a huge and repre-

sentative gathering compnsi^ veiy many who
had been students of his The congregation in-

cluded —Sir J J Thomson and Prof Emerson
Reynolds (representing the Ri^al Sooe^, Prof

F G Donnan, Prof E G Coker, Fn( A. R
Cushny, Prof G D Thane, Prof j A Platt,

Dr S Smiles, Mr H Keene (acting treasurer),

and Dr W W. Seton (secretar:^ (presenting
University College, London) , Dr Alexander

Scott, Sir W Tdden, Sir J Dobbie, Lieut-Col

A Smithells (also representing the University of

Leeds), Prof Liversidge, Prof J M Thomson
(also representing King s Coll^, London), Prof

Frankland (also representing the University of

Birmingham), Prof H E Armstrong, Prof j F
Thorpe. Prof W H Perkin (also represenUng

Magdalen College, Oxford), and Prm Phillips

(representuv the Chemical Society) ,
Sir Boverton

Redwood, mr A Pedler, Lady Napier Shaw, and
Mr R Mond (representing the British Science

Guild)
,
Sir Phihp Magnus and Prof H Jackson

(representing the Umversity of London), Sir

Henry Craik, M P (representing the University

of Gla^^ow), Prof Philip and Dr Schryver (repre-

sentit^ the Imperial CoUege of Soence and Tech-
nolog^ , Prof C Lloyd Morgan (representing the

University of Bristol), Mr T F Burton (repre-

senting the Society of Chemical Industry), Mr
A. Chaston Chapman (representing the Sooety of

Public Analysts)
,
Dr L Thome (representing the

Institute of Brewing) Prof A M Worthington,
Sir Napier Shaw, Sir Edward and Lady Brabmk,
Dr Velty, Dr J A Harker, Mr O Hebner,
Dr W Gray, Sir J Mackenzie Davidson, Dr G
Carey Foster, Dr G Senter, Dr Morns W
Travers, Dr Lewis Reynolds, Mr W Macnab
Mr G McGowan, Dr J Scott Keltic, and Mr
and Mrs R Priestley The last-named, it is of

mterest to note, in addition to paying their per-

sonal tribute pf respect, represented the family of

the great chemist PnesUey We understand
that telegrams of condolence were received from
the Franklin Society, the New York section

of the Soaety of Chemical Industry, the Pnncipal
of Houston University, Texas, and the President

of the Instruction Pumioue de France, also many
letters and telegrams from the presidents and
secretaries of various learned soaeties among Gie

Allies, and that a wreath has been, or is beiu,
sent bv the Chemical Society of France. Im
foregoing list, which does not aim at complete-
ness, testifies to the esteem and affection fdt for

the great man of science whose remains were laid

tp rest a week agOn

JfR ] A HARVIE^ROWN

The rapks of naturahsts have suffered a great
loss through the death of Dr J A Harvie-

Brown, who toM for many years an active and
effective interest In onuthology and faunistic

studies. He was bom at Dumpace in StirlingiAire
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m August 1844, and. died there on July e6
Ha studied at the univecsittes of Edmmttfh And
Cambndge, travelled widely in Norway, Ruafla,
Transylvania, and elsewhere, and had a very inti-

mate acquaintance with Scotland A very active

man in early life, and keen with his rod and gun,
he was for many years unable to move about

much, and was but httle known, except by his

writings, to the younger naturalists. To the end,

however, he kept up his mterests, and was a very

good correspondent His generous recognition of

the work m other naturahsts was very charao
tenstic, and he was always ready to give assist-

ance from his extraordinary store of information

He had a very high standard of preasion and
cautiousness of statement and was not slow to

winnow wheat from chaff, but there was always
good-humour behbd his tonic cnticisms. Dr
Harvie-Brown had a very extensive and Wurate
knowledge of birds and their habits, and was par-

ticularly mterested m problems of distribution and
migration His studies of the capercailhe, the

squirrel the fulmar, and so on are models of their

kind He was for many years one of the editors

of the Annals of Scottuh Natural Hutory and
continued his assistance when that became, in

191a, the Scottish Naturalist The number of

articles and notes that he published in those jour-

;

nals and elsewhere was enormous Dr Harvie-

Brown will be most remembered as the editor of,

and chief contributor to, the well-known senes of
volumes on the * Vertebrate Fauna of Scotland *’

I

Along with Mr T E Buckley, he wrote the
volumes on Sutherland, Caithness, and Cromarty
(tSSy), the Orkney Islands (1891), Argyll and the
Inner Hebrides (1893), the Moray Bamn (1895),
and he was alone responsible for that ileahng
with the Tay Basm and Strathmore (1906) The
fine workmanship of these volumes is widely
recognised Dr Harvie-Brown was a landed pro-
pnetor, and a good instance of the gentleman of
leisure who worked hard at ornithology and came
to have an expert knowledge of some of ite

aspects. In 1913 he received tiie honorary degree
(rf LL D from the University of Aberaeen In

recognition of his contributions to a knowledge of
the Scottish fauna.

NOTES

triw win be b^ in N^^oik on S^timiber 35^0.
During the same week the annual meeting of^
American Chemical Sodety will take plaoe. The
meetings of the American Blectrochemicsil Sodety arfft

be held on September ag-^o.

On Wednesday July a6 the memorial to Sir Wil-
liam White, promoted by the Institution of Naval
ArjdtitecU, was formally handed over to the oouncU of
the Institution of CWa Engineers. The presentation
was made by Adiqiral Sir Reginald Custanw and
Bari Br«^, who stated that 3000!. had been col-
lected. The money is to be allotted to tiie foundation
of a Reaeardi Sidtolar^p Funi tiw orovi^ of a
memorial medatUon to be plaoed in tha hall of ties
Indftution Of CM! Aiglimi^ a WmT
minster Ho^iilal The memorfal wae accepted by



1ft. JUnwider Rom, the pteaid^nt of dw Institution

dt util Bngineen, and now occupies a poaition on
the hud of the entrance hal! The ffledaUlon

€0iisls& of a portrait of Sir 'Wiiliam, carved in relief

in wMte atone, with a warship viable in the distance

The carving is mounted on grey marble, and carries

underneath it a tablet, on which are inscribed the
words —‘Sir VWUlam Heniy White, K C B ,

LL D .

D.Sc., F R S , President, 1903-1004, Director of Naval
Constnicdon, 188^1901. A Tribute from the Ship-
builders of Many Nations " Above is a scroll bearing
the motto, ' Build Staunch, Build True ”

Niwa of Sir Ernest Shackleton’s latest attempt to

rescue his comrades on Elephant Island is ezp^ted
dally. Last week the small Chilean steamer Ydcho
returned to Ushuaia, in Tierra del Fuego, after tow-
ing to a point 240 miles south of Cape Horn the

ecnooner Emma, with the rescue party on board The
Yelcho was in a damaged conation, but that may be
the result of heavy seas The telegram makes no
mention of ice, and the report that the weather was
favourable when the Yekno turned back has really

no bearing on the prospects of approaching Elephant
Island As already announced, the DUeovety will be
dlspatdied by the British Admiralty in the event of

the Emma failing It will, of course, take the Dis
aovtry some sixty days to reach Elephant Island, but,

whatever the condition of the pack may be, she is

powerful enough to force her way through and reach

the stranded men

A KALAUA mosquito survey is being conducted, under
the supervision of Prof W B Herms and Mr S B
Freeborn, on behalf of the California State B<Mrd of

Health and the University of California So far

endmnlc malaria has been found at a maximum height

of 5500 ft , and the anopheline carriers have b^
located. It is estimated that three summers will be
required to complete the survey of the State.

Tbi Ellen Richards Research prise of aool. for the

best thesis written by a woman embodying new ob-

servations and new conclusions based on independent

laboratory research in blol^ (incluiUng psycholo|Qr),

diemistiy, or phyrics la oftesea by the Naples Table

Assodadon for Promoting Laboratory Research by
Women Application forms are obtrinable from Mrs
A. W Mea^ 083 Wayland Avenue, Providence, Rhode
Iriand, USA. The competing pvers must reach the

chairman of the comntittee before February ag, 1917.

Wx regret to announce the death, on July ag, at

the age of seventy-six, of Mr Roland Trunen, FR S

Wx note with regret the death, on July a8, at the

age <rf seventy-three, of Sir W H Power, K C B

,

F.R.S , from 1900 to principal medical officer of

the Low Govenunent Board

Tax death is announced, at the age of eighty years,

of to anthropologist. Prof Johannes Raince, of to
Univ^ty of Muiudu

»ret that we learn that Lieut

who was thirty-three years of age, was born at Dun-
gannon, not iat from Belfast His university career

was one of excqitional brilliancy At Trinity College,

Dublin, he wim the McCullam and Bishcm Law’s
prises, and was awarded a spMal prise in to junior

Mtoeshlp examination He also g^uated with

flrsMsss honours In to Royal Univessfty of Ireland.

About the year looS he was appointed asrisUnt^

Mehtfcr in ptuw and applied mathematics in the Uni-

Couegfr «f Ne^ Wales, and aU years later

Jm^kainnd to chair of mathematical pttydcs at
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Univerrity College, Cork. Laft year he took a com-
missioa in to South Staffordshire Regiment During
his tenure of office at Bangor Prof Harper’s talents

were turned to good account in to important patt

that he played in developing the mathematical theory
of aeroplane stability. Although this work was under-

taken in collaboration, the numerous references to his

name in Prof. Bryan’s Stability in Aviation” bear
testimony to hia ^wers as an original investigator,

quite a number of the results stated in that work
having been first discovered by him It was
Prof Harper, for example, who first discovered
the necessity of extending the theory of in-

herent stability to cases other than that of horltontal

flight One result was the discovery of serious

theoretical limitations m the angle at which an aero-

plane could be expMted to nse in the air In con-
nection with to effect of a dihedral angle on lateral

stability we are also indebted to Prof Harper for

a number of elegant geometrical and other artifices

by which to use of cumbersome algebraic expressions

IS greatly reduced. He was also joint author with
Mr Ferg^n of "Aerial Locomotion” in the series

of “Cainbridge Manuals of Science and Literature.”

Sxconi^Lbut F W Caton, who was killed in
France on June 28, was a chemist of rare ability,

though be had contributed little to the literature of
the subject His mfluence was chiefly through his
lectures on chemical and botanical subjects, but hs
showed great promise in biochemical research, on
which he was engaged when war broke out In
August, 1915, he was gazetted to a commisskm in
the South Staffordshire Regiment, but it was felt

that his chemical knowledge could be of greater
service to his country, and he was transferred to to
Royal Engineers in March last, and soon afterwards
accompanira them to France He had a brilliant

academic career, be went to Oxford from Brighton
Grammar School with a postmastership to Muton
College, and took his degm with honours in 1906,
afterwards taking the Londwi B Sc. with first uhm
honours in chemistry For two years be was at to
Wellcome Chemical Research Laboratory, where Ms
work was produebve of good results In 1010 he
was appointed chemistry master at Taunton SebooL
leaving there in 1913 to take up the appointment of
lecturer and inspe^ under to Staffonlshire Educa-
tion Committee. His death at the early age of tiiit^
two is sincerely deplored by those who knew hli^
cither as a man or as a scientific worker

Malacolooists will learn with regret of the death,
at to ^ of fifty, of Henri Fischer, the son of Paul
Henri Fischer, to celebrated author of to "Manual
de Conchyliolo^e” (a translation and extension of
S P Woodward’s ‘Manual”) Henri was cdueatad
at the Ecole Normale Supdrieure and became “Maltra
de Confdrences” attaihed to the Sorbonne. Follow,
ing in his father’s footsteps, he took up to stucty of
moUusca, but more enedally from the morpholopcal
point of view In his thesis, ‘Rechercbes sur la
morphologie du foie des Gastdropodes,” and in many
othsr memoirs of his he paid special attention to the
onbryological development Individually and in cob
iaboratkm with other zoologists, he wrote numerous
important papers on his dwm subject, besides contri-
butuff articles on to mollusea collected on the “ Mis-
siosj Pdvie” (1904), on those obtained by Prince Albinrt

of Monaco in his dredMng expeditions (1906 and 1910),
and on to Arctic molluaca procured by to Duke of
Orlexns in 1907 (19T0), wUlst with Prof Jobin he
deMribdd to Cephalopoda obtained on to sdentilc
sagpeffittons of to Trrmdttaur and TdUiman in 1880-

(^poQ^ He was besides one of to editors of, and
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a frequent contributor to, the Journal da Conehylid*-
logu, from vol xlii

, 1894^ to the date of his death

Wp have just learned that Dr Francesco BassanL
profeaaw of geology in the University of Naples, died
It Capri on April ao last He was bom near \icensp
on October 39, 1853, and graduated in the Univeratty
of Padua After studying vertebrate paUeontology at
Pana, Munich, and Vienna, he eventually became
professor at Naples in 1887 He devoted himself es>

pedally to the study of fossil fishes, and published

numerous important memoirs on the fossil fishes of

Italy With the aid of many devoted pupils he en>
richM the geological museum of the University of
Naides until it beume one of the greatest collections

of fossils in Italy, and during the failing health of his

latter years he never lacked willing helpers in the
continuation of his researches One of his most dis-

tinguished pupils. Prof G de Lorenzo, has contri-

buted on appreciative notice of the professoi^ with a
portrait ana list of his vnitings, to the Randtfonh of
the Royal Academy of Naples (May-June 1916)

Wi have received from Prof A Cushieri a copy
of his oration delivered at the funeral of the late Mr
Napoleone Tagliaferro, who was for many years
dirwtor of public instruction m Malta Mr Taglia-
ferro, who died in October, igij, was a most active

supporter of the scientific exploration of the Maltese
Islands, and his loss is mourned by many friends in

Britain as well as in his native land He laboured
much in making known the dolmens and other pre-

historic monuments of Malta and took part in many
excavaUons of the caves which were Inhabited by
early man He also helped to make the Valetta
Museum worthy of the Maltese University

In a paper read before the Indian Section of the

Royal Socl^ of Arts on June 1 Prof Wyndham Dun-
ston summarised the work wMch the Imperial InsU-
tirto has done for India, more espeaally during the
thirtsen years in which the institute has been a
Government establishment The work may be classi-

fied under three heads. First, there has been organised

for public exhibition a colle^on of articles rqiresent-

ing Wportant raw matenals produced in the depend-
ency, with Illustrations of the chief industries, tanular

information, and diagrams respecting ImUan trade and
commerce, and maps, pictures, and photographs of the

cities and industries concerned. All important exhibits

ars provided with descriptive labels, which enable the

vlaitor at once to gain general knowledge of the

sources and uses of the materials shown, these in-

clude, for example, fibres, teas, silks, i^ium, lac,

metals, and minenila Seomdly, valuable woiic has
beenr done by the Sdentifle and Technical Researdi
Department, including special investigations ^n the

constituents of Indian drugs oils, foodstuffs, and
mtherals. These researches were carried out with the
vWw of pranoting tile utilisation of Indian raw mate-
riab In British manufactures, and were often aupplfr-

msnted by technical trials on a commerdal scale under-

tal^ in conjunction with trade experts or manufaoi
tmars. Among examples mentioned in some detail

ire neearches upon o^um, podophyllum, aconite,

henbane and daturS, tanning matmals and leather,

ttupeptine and rosin, Burma beans, various textile

ana otiitr fibres , eoab and thorium minerals Finally,

there hM been established a Technical Information

Bureau,m functions of which are to collect, citilate,

and debate pubUshed Information respecting the

proAittion hnd Industrial uses of raw matmsls. This

MMsh has been increasingly patronised by merchants,

dMifacturers, and producers, and has graduaIN comb
iSte recognised as a sort of general “dearlngnoase*’
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fdt^’ifffbAifagidn of th# character indicatedi That tber{r>

id fptiin fo^ India to contribute more largriy in the<
fnC(^ tb ^^Empke^s resources of raw materials is
instanced by particulars given respecting cotton, copra,

hides, beeswax, thymol, and potash supplies.

An article of general interest has lately been pub-
lished, in tite Lmtert, on some of the wounded in the
battle ofJutland Bank. It givea great and well-deaerval
praiae to Sir Almroth Wri^t’a plan for the treatment
of aeptic wounda, not bv ahtiaeptic dreaaings, but by
continuous saline irrigation The action of the oaline
fluid not only washes out the interstices of the wound,
but promotes the outward flow of lymph, which car-
ries out of the wound the causes of its infection Thia
method, founded on an immense amount of scientific

research has given admirable reaulta in the war,
the national debt of latitude to Sir Almroth Wright
IS larger than ever But while we praise his work we
must not be led into the folly of belitting that of Lister

To be able to prevent an accidental wound, alreaify

infected, from going septic—that was Lister's achieve-
ment in 1865 and the virorld s gratitude to him is

everlasting To be able to make. In the operations
of surgery a deep extensive wound, exposing freely
any cavity of the body and to know that the whole
wound would heal rapidly and painlessly from end to

end, under a single dressing left untouched until the
wound was healed—that was Lister's achievement In

the years after 1865 In the multitude of wounds
there are thousands of opportunities for Wright's
method and there are thousands of opportunities for

Lister's method, with those modifications which have
tince 1865 been found valuable Nothing could be
less logical, or lest practical, than to repreoent theae
two methods as hopelessly at strife, each naa itavvorih
for the saving of limbs and Uvea

House Museum Southampton, baa published a “Re-
cord of a Prehistoric Industiy m Tabular Flint at

Brambridn and Highfield, near Southampton ’ (Too-
good and &na, Southampton! He carefully deaeribaa

ue sites with explanato^ diagrams, and devotes no
fewer tiian forty-one plates to IHiutrations of the flmts,

which are photographed or drawn in a most effective

manner The modes of chipping of the specimens ore
remarkably varied, and in an appends note Df
Robert Munro expresses the opinion that the industry
represents the transition period between the Pakeo-
U&c and Neolithic civiliMtions He comnans the
Undoubtedly worked flints with those found at C3as-
bury. In the Oban caves, and in the shell mounds 0(1

Oronaay Such discoveries appear to be rare along
the south coast of England oti actxiunt of Its sub-
mergence in post-Gladal times.

The gieat sea-serpent was observed on lube 14 by
a Swedish ofBoer, Major O Smith, in LiUa VMrtan,
a small tract of water not far from Stodcholm, con-
nected with the Baltic “At a 35 p m.,'' be says,

suddenly observed a movement on the water lUcb a
Aoppy swe!

Elsewbere 1 water surface vns smodtii, without
, anything that could cause such b movement
In thn VMtttr ObMfviiuf morn rlntnlr wa nftdi at

us saw a venr distinct head, Ukd a huge serpeMMstiL
soRifwfaat elongats, larger than a man's head, hni
b^ind it a kmg, serpent4tkb 6^ with a of
about 35 metibs One wave or hump followed tiw
etiber, ten or more in nun^. Toiaerds the fdiidelt

epd a larger part of tile body waa rMaed abovo thb
water For more tiian a minute we could obfenw this

peculiar creature. It swam at a qwed of abouft tm
fcnota. I have seen both perpelsfs and wtadoat aad
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MS jud^ of the difference* between the variou* move-
imdts in the water Thu movement was like that of
a mpent A F Robbert writes to Svnska Dag~

j

hitadct (June ai) that last year he observed a similar t

phenomenon due to sudden ^ts of wind rainng smali
,

regular billows which interfered with the reflection of
|

the sun from the water and thus intensified the effect

Had he not been possessed of a scientific training and
a critical spirit accustomed to observation he would
certainly have regarded the phenomenon as produced
by a seaoerpent

Tu Brooklyn Museum Science Bulletin, vol lii

Nob 4, is devoted to the description of the sharks of
Long Island The authors, Messrs J T Nichols and
R C Murphy, have brought together some valuable
informatioa on this theme, m regard to the life-

histories of these fishes In referring to the food
of the blue shaiic, the junior writer ” remaiks that
captured blue sharks as well as certain other speaes
have the power of everting the stomach, so that the
whole organ turned inside out, trails a foot or more
from the mouth Possibly, it is suggested, this denotes

a habit of ejecting indigestible mat^al such as moat
riiarks frequently swallow In regard to the strange
hammer-head shark he rematk* that its food includes

squids barnacles, and crabs, as well as menhaden and
o&er fishes But on one occasion, from an eleven-foot

spedmen, many detached parts of a man, together

sritii his clothing, were taken Outlines of the

several species described aod materially to the value

of this report

Oa. Jamu Ritchu’s paper on a remarkable brackish
water hydroid (Rec. Ind Mus , xi

,
part vi No 30)

Is well worth the attention of students of the Hydrowa
The organism described AnnuUUa gemmata bv
name, comes from a brackish pond in l^wer Bengal
It consists of solitary, nakro polyps temporarily

attached by an adherent basal bulb which is sur

rounded by perisarc embedded in a gelatinous secre-

tion The usual mode of reproduction is by asexually

produced buds, which break away from the parent as

minute planuls^ Dr Nelson Annandale, who collected

tile hydroid and studied it alive, believes that he saw
gonoaomes borne In a circle round the hydranth and
btaaking away as free medusas, but Dr Ritchie finds

no trace ot snch an arrangement in the preserved

material.

In the Journ ^ric Research (ri , No 3) J H
md A. L Ford

^

pataritic on insects Both viorms belong to the genus
Dfetogaster, the host of one being the lon^rnn
beetle, Sapirda tridtntata of the other Leiteotwmes

Uieiftieu* The life-histories of the nematodes are

dtecrlEed, and the tarmitednfecting qiedee may be

fill selection to combine all the jdesu-able features.

Peru offers a specially important field for economic
botany, as many of the agricultural plants of this

region are still entirely unknown in other countries.

Pmut longtfoha a Sylvicultural Study, by R S
Iroup, IS the latest issue in the series of Indian

Forest Memoirs (Calcutta, jgi6) This pine is onw
of the most useful trees in the Himalayas, where it

forms at low altitudes extensive gregarious forests,

which are accessible and easily worked, yielding a
timbeir of fair quality The tapping of the tree for

resin and turpentine promises to develop into a con-
siderable industry, aiM the revenue from this source

in the Naim Tol division is now much greater than
that derived from timber and fuel The memoir b
profusdy illustrated but iadcs an index and also a
map of the distribution of the forests of this valu-

able tree The botanical account is ebborate, and
errors in current text-books concerning the period of
shedding of the leaves and the time required by the
cones to ripen are corrected This species is very
liable to twisted fibre,” which renders useless a Ctm-
siderable percentage of the timber as it cannot be
sawn into planks The cause of this phenomenon,
which may be often observed in sweet chestnut grow-
ing near London, is obscure but some evidence la

addu«»d to show that it may be attributed to damage
d<Mie during youth by fire or other injurious agency
Full Information is j^ven concerning the natural and
artificial modes of regeneration and the best methods
of management of forests of this pine as well as of
the ways by which danger from fire and grazing can
be averted or lessened Numerous tables relating to

rate of growth and yield per acre are appended

Dr Erwin F Smith, to whose researches we owe
so much of our knowledge of plant dbeases, hat ex-
pounded his views on the parasitic nature of cancer m
an address before the Washington Academy of Sebnees
{Science June 23) With reimhing vigour he claims
a close analogy between the mali^ant tumoura of
animals and the crown-sail of punts due to Baet,
tumefactens Great wel^t is laid On the peculiar
noup of sarcomatous tumours of birds, discovered by
Feyton Rous, and shown by the latter to be due to an
ultra microscopic virus, while the fact that the majonty
of bird tumours have not been reproduced in the same
way la ignored. The paper on Crown-Gall’ In th»
Journal bf Cancer Research (vol 1 , No 3, tgif) la •
monument to Dr Smith’e Industry, and gives a vaty
complete picture of the varied effects of B tumejaciens
in a varied of plants The results of animal inocula-
tion with this organism are in no way cmnpar^Ie
With tuitMnir growth, a failure which does not gmtiy
detract from ths interest of ths author’s In^tuoud
speculation

own,
Unmx the title of ‘Staircase Farms of the

Aari^ts,” Mr O P Cook, in the National Geo.

Us ifegaswis for May, area a strilting account

Cifltivation and Irrigationof the aystem of terrace t

^ . remiuics that,

bring the lu^ qf the poUlio, it may be re-

garded ae tne source fretn whUm will be dertved new
stndcs to maiatein the varieties of tiffs great food

staj^ Fern hoe many kinds of potatoes, superior

Is auriRy to ties varfaiw now under ^tivatna
IhaUnftad St

‘ ' ^

_ a infinity

D hi SMIb America, ft riioatd bapoee^ by care-
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Mr. R Bullxn Nkwton has contributed to the
“Reporte on the Collections made by the British
Ornithologists’ Union Expedition to Dutch New
Guinea, iqso-is,” important descriptioo of some
fossillferous Umestooes fi^ Mount Carstwisx, with
photographic Illustrations of their microsoopiosi stnio>
tura. Tm limestones obtained from the snow-Une at
i4,aQO ft itopear to be of Miocene age, and corre-
toond with umestoifee alreaiW known from thd
ranes, Formosa, Christinas Island, Sumatra Borneo,
Cririias, end Australia. They are filled with Ponu
mbtifera of the genera Lemdocyclina, Cycloclypeue,
and Aguwstqffna, besides wmiMlant NuUipores of the
sonus^Uthothamnlian Friiblee from the bed of thd
Utakwn River eeeot to represent another much oldsT'

d'XSi
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hai added to the value of hie work by indudioc ai

exhauatlve bibliography of the geology of Nev

Thb water-power resources of the United Sutea
continue to be studied in detail by the Geological

Survey, and several further reports have been pub-
lished Water-supply Paper 37a deals with a water-

power reconnaissance in South-central Alaska, and
shows that there is less water-power available in that

regk» than had been supposM, and most of it is

unavailable during the winter months This tatter

objection could, m course, be overcome by adequate

storage reservoirs, which are no doubt pebble, but
more accurate surveys are needed before this could be
decided The possible competition of water-power

with coal power—for coal occurs in tWs r^km—raises

Important geographical questions, but is outside the

scope of the inqui^ A second volume (No 373) deals

witn the water resources of Hawaii, but, unfor-

tunately, contains no discussion of results

Thi Geological Survey Report, No 6 of the Dmrt-
ment of Mines, Tasmania, “ Reconnaiuance of the

North Heemwrk Unfield,” by L L Waterhouse

(19151 PP iv-l-74, 7 plates), describes the economic
geology of the mining field, which is situated on a
somewhat inaccessible part of the western coast of

Tasmania. The oldest rocks are a aeries of slates,

quartsites, and tuffs, which are regarded by Twelve-
trees as Cambro-Ordovlcian, though there is no direct

fosdl evidence of their age These rocks have been
invaded by Devonian granites and gabbros, and by
diabase which is asalgiied to the same age as the

upper Mesozoic sill that is such a conspicuous feature

in the central plateau of Tasmania The only

Cainozoic rocks consist of flows of basalt and beds
of sandstone and conglomerate, some of which have
been cemented Into a hard qua^te, such as is often

found associated with the Australian basalts.

Associated udth these rocks are ancient nver deports
with tin-bearing gravels Mr Waterhouse shows
that these are younger than the diabase and gabbro
and ofder than the basalt, hence his gecdogicai study

of the field helps the prospector by showing that it is

no use boring through the older basic rocks in the

hope of discovering under them a continuation of the

tin-bearing gravels. The tin is primarily due to the
Devemian granites, and quartz-tourmaiine-casslterite

veins occur around it near Mount Heemskirk Some
primary ores of copper have been found, but also in

too small quantities to be of economic value. Some
extenrive masses of magnetic iron ores occur beside

the granite massif, but. owing to their inaccessible

p^mn, their tonnage is too small for present use.

The value of the fim depends upon its allurial tin

ores, which are worked by hydraulic sluicing The
report is illustrated by a useful geological sketch-

around Mllftml (1916, price as 6d ) is a further

tion to the description of the South Wales coalfield,

and indudes a petrological account of the Ordovidan
volcanic rocks of Skomer Id. Dr Thomas proposes
two new names, SloMnonte and Marloesite, for types

of lava in which albitooligoclase is assodated with
auglte in a fine-grained ground. The marloesltea
eontdn glomeropori^yritic groups of olivine and albite

The given indicates a remarkable variety of
igneous ty^ running in parallel bands across the
islao^ and summarises the work already published by
Brr Thomas in iqtt

Mr. S, Taser publishes in the Amtrtem /oamal of
&ctonoo, voL all (June, 1916), p 533, a paper, based
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s report of the Chief Inspector of Mines in My-
for the year 1914 has just been issued, and shows
a flourishing state of affairs The staple mining

00 eaperimsats, on “The Growth of Crystals undk
External Pressure,” which has a wide geologitad

bearing. Previous workers have held contradijetofy

views as to the reality of a crystallising force, iriiicb

the author reconales by showing that ”a cry^al
surface will not grow under pressure and therefore

vrill not do work In overcoming external forces resist-

ing growth unless the surface is in contact with a
supersaturated solution '* He suggests that the out-

ward pressure exerted by a growing concretion may
cause the solution of matenal, which it gradually
replaces On the other hand, when a material has its

solubility increased by pressure, there is a contraction
of the total volume, and the separation of such a sub-
stance again from solution in a closed and limited
space, as in the capillary passages of a shale, may
develop enormous pressure. Is the author right, how-
ever, in stating that concretions in which ^ biding
planes are retained, and not thrust aside, are rare m
shales?

soiSfor'tl
, , . .

quite a flourishing state of affairs The staple mining
industry is, of course, gold mining, and the pro-
duction for the year amounts to 562,61756 ounces,
being an mcrease of about o a per cent on the previous
year It is a very satisfactory feature of the r^iort
that this production was obtained with a considerably
greater measure of safety so far as the workers are
concerned

, the death-rate in the gold mines was a 38
per thousand, as against 438 in 1913, whilst the
number of serious injuries also shows a marked
decrease A considerable proportion (379 per cent)
of the fatalities were due to the ati-blaks that form
such a marked charactenstic of the Kolar gold
mines Much attention is being given to these air-

of excessive intemal strain, and the methods recentW
adopted of closely stowing the stoped-out areas with
waste rock appears to have been attended with de-
cidedly beneficial results Of the other mineral pro-
ducts, manganese ore is the most Important, the
ou^t being given as 18 055 tons, as against 10,501
tints in 1913 Small quantltke of chromite, magnente,
mica, asb^os, and corundum have also been pro-
duced, but none of these minerals are as yet bring
got in any important quanti^

The Meteorological Service of Canada has intro-

duced a change in its monthly record of observations,
and the issue for January, 1916, which hiui recently
been received, gives daU in more extended detail than
formerly Under the directorship of Mr R P.
Stupart the results published are or a hi^ scientifie

value, and deal practically with every branch of
meteorology A detailed list it given of tlw stations
used, which shows a very extensive and complete
Series of observations. Hourly observations of pres-
sure, temperature, and humidity are given at selected
stations, and there are detailed observations of rain-
fall, sunshine, and wind. The weather coodUtions
during January, 1916, were far from normal, and It

is mentioned that the result of the psrsistent far
southerly course of the depressions tradeed from the
Padfle Ocean was a continuance of norths^ vrinds
and almost unprecedented in British CfolumbU
and the Western Provlnoes. A map for the area under
discussion, exhibiting the difference from eversge
tefripeesture, shows a defldency of ao® F. over Yukon,
aadasmudiaeag® P. in Britlrii CoIumUa, whilst the
eastirn half of the Dominion experienced very ntild
waatW with much rain It will be remembeted tiUtt

oy«r England, and generally on tids rids of tim
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Attontte, th* WMther wu abnormany warm in

January.

Tn rainfall mapa of Australia for 1915, prepared
by Mr H. A. Hunt, Commonwealth meteorolo^t,
nave been published A large map shows the dis-

tribution of rainfall for the year, and a number of
smaller maps, printed on the back, give the rainfall

for each month The year was characterised by an
unusual amount of rainfall in the western part of the
continent, which in some parts was the heaviest on
record On the other hand, the drought conditions

in Queensland were the most severe ever experienced

in that State There were great losses of stock, and
the sugar crops in the east coastal ^stricts, as well
as many of the cereal crops on the downs, were every-

where a failure In the southern wheat belt, how
aver, the conditions of rainfall were ail that could be
desired. Accompanying these well-sustained rams
another important factor was the exceptionally mild
winter, with a June and July temperature for the

continent about above the normal Probably the

wheatlands of Australia never before experienced such
favourable conditions of temperature and rainfall,

and the result was a record harvest The comparison
with the previous year was most marked, for 1914
was a year of drought in South Australia and the

Rlvenna

The Quarterly Review for July contains an article

^ Dr Charles Davison on the sound of big guns
author has collected together those accounts of

the propagation of the sounds of big guns to great

distances which are suffiuently numerous and well

authenticated to provide a basis for generalisations on
the subject The firing at Waterloo appears to have
been heard in Kent, 140 miles away, and that when
the Alabama was sunk by the Kearsarge in 1864, 135
miles away The guns fired at the Naval Review in

1897 were heard 135 miles away, and the minute-guns
fired at the funeral of Queen Victoria m 1901, 131

miles away In all cases the audibility was greatest

down the wind, owing, as Sir George Stokes showed
sixty years ago, to me bending of the sound-waves
downward by the greater speed of the wind as the

height above the ground increases The remaricable

zones of silence vmch sometimes intervene between
stations near the guns and the more distant points at

which the sounds are heard are equally well explained

by the existence of local winds blowing towards the

source of sound and dlting up the sound-wave above
the heads of the listeners The author makes no
reference to the approximate equality of the maximum
distances a century sto and now when the rans are

mudi larger, although this requires explanation

At the present time, when the production of glass

apparatus for sciendfic and technical purposes is

reedving nedal notice in this country, attention may
be directed to Circular No 9 of the United States

Bureau of Standards, which deals widi the testing

of glass volumetric apparatus It is drawn up, no
doubt, with a view to American reqdrements, but

the principles involved are of general application

For the assistance of manufacturers specifications are

given respecting the construction of glus instruments,

such as measuring flasks, cylinders, pipettes, burettes,

specific gravity bottles, and “Babcodt” bottles for

milk analysis The information indicates the re-

quirements of the Bureau as to the dimensions, de-

«gns and types of vessels which are suitable for

standardisatloin, and describes how the'graduation of

thttn should be carried out, with die lunlts of error

which are tolerated In the calibration Useful hints

(hay be gaftered fi«m the circular by manufacturers
who are taking up the Industry in question
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Monocuxohatic PuDTooiUFHs OF Planrb.—Pnrf.

R W. Wood has given an account of further rssutta

obtained by the photo&aphy of celestial bodies dirough
filters transmitting limited regions of tha spectrum
{Atirophytieal Journal, vol xliil

, p. 310). After moeb
prelinunuy work, successful photographs were read^y
obtained when the 60-in refiector at Mount Wilaoa
was placed at bis disposal for four nights during last

October For the ultra-violet filter a bromine cell

was used, transmitting the region from 3500 to the

end of the solar spectrum at 3900, the infra-red

screen transmitted the region above 7000, the yellow
screen all rays above 5000, and the violet from 4000
to 4500 In the case of Saturn the pictures taken
through the infra-red screen only showed the merest
traces of the belts ordinarily seen, while through the
yellow screen the planet presented its usual appear-
ance On the plates taken with violet light a very
broad, dark belt surrounded the planet’s equator, and
a dark cap of considerable size was shown about die
pole These features were also present in ultra-violet

light, but were less pronounced
,
they may possibly bo

due to the existence in the planet’s atmosphere of some
substance capable of absorbmg violet and ultra-violet

light Another point of interest was a decrease in
contrast between the inner and outer ring as the wave-
length of the effective light decreased, suggesting that
the outer ring contains so much finely divided matter
that it shines in part by diffusion In the case of

ater, the dark belts were scarcely visible on the
i-reid plates, while they were shown in greatest

contrast with violet light ^e dark polar cap shaded
off gradually in the yellow and infra red pictures, but
was sharply terminated in the violet ana ultra-violet

photographs It is hoped that it may be possible to
invesugate the surface of Mars by this method at the
next near approach to the earth

The Polae Caps of Maes and Solae Radiation —
An interesting investigation of the rate of melting of
the polar caps of Mars in relation to the sun-«pot
period has been made by M Antonladi An examina-
tion of the records of the planet from 1863 to 1914
has shown that, in general the polar caps melt more
rapidly at times of giwt solar activity thu when sidar
activity is feeble Out of twenty-one series of observa-
tions during the period in question, no fewer than
seventeen were definitely in favour of this conchisfam,
and only four unfavourable Two of the exceptions
were the oppositions of i86a and 1873, when the melt'
ing of the caps was normal, in spite of considerable stdar
activity, another was in 1877, when rapid mdtfaig
occurrM with feeble solar activity; and the fourth in
1886, when rapid melting was associated with only
moderate solar activity The slowest recorded shrink-
age of the caps accompanied the prolonged sun-4^
minimum of three years ago, while one of the moat
rapid rates of melting cobdded with great not
activity in 1894 M Antonladl’s conclusion is In satis-
factory agreement with the now generally accepted
view that solar radiation is greatest at times of suiw
spM maximum, and with the supporition that tits
polar caps of Mars are very thin, and conseq^tb
very sensitive to variations of temperature iRoyu
Astronomical Society, June)

Vaeiabu Staes muE the South Pols.—

I

n con-
tinuation of the search for Variables on photographs
covering the entire Miss Leavitt has examined
plates of the stars near the South Pole, and has dis-
cova^ qlneteen mew virlables in that ref^on One
of tbm is atqtarentiy of the Algol type, having a
jtonpM magnitude 10 and a minimum of lo-fi (Han.

;

Vard Circular 191)
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THE tPSmCH COtfFBRBtfCE OF THE
MUSEUMS ASSOCIATION

'T*BB twenty-seventh annual conference of the
s Museums Association was held In Ipswich no

July i»-ia, when the following institutions were i«-

pr^ented by delegated —(l) Five national museums—
Ot British Museum, the British Museum (Natural

History), the Victoria Albert MuMum, the

Kational Museum of Wmt, and the Museums of the

Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, (al two Ixndon
museums—the Homiman Museum and the Wellcome
Hutorical Medical Museum

, (3) the following twenty,

five provincial museums and art gallerie^Brijlhton,

Bristol Carlisle, Chelmsford, Derby, Dundee, Fxeter,

Hahfax, Hastings Hull Ipswich, Leicester, I incoln,

Liverpool, Merthyr Tydfil, Newbury, Norwich Perth,

Peterborough, Plymouth, Reading, Salford Warring-
ton, Worcester, and Worthing, and {4) the Museum
of the University of Manchester
After a henr^ wricome by the Mayor of Ipswich

the president, Mr E Rimbault Dibdin, curator of the

Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool, addressed the dele-

gates taking as his subject the effect of the war upon& art museums of the country Me had sent a senes

of questions to eighty-two art museums in Great

Bntain, and from their answers was able to give some
interesting details as to their experiences Briefly

summarised, his remarks indicated that whereas

several London galleries have been closed by the

action of the Government, and one or two others

report a reduced attendance, the maiority of tho pro-

vincial Institutions show an increased attendance and
only one has been closed It thus appears that the

protest lodged with the Prime Minister by the

Muaeums Msocuition against the Government Re-
trenchment Committee’s suggestion that provincial

museums and art gallenes should be closed has been

thoroughly Justified.

Mr F Woolnough read a paper on ‘The Future

of Provincial Museums, in which he said the ques-

tion was chiefly one of finance, and pleaded for the

removal of the restrictions whidi either make
museums dependent upon a share of the library rate

for tiielr income or limit them to the Museunu and
Gymnasiums Act halfpenny
Some remarkable specimens were shown by Mr

F R, Rowley in illuttration of hw comments on
tbs use of arienious jelly as a preservative This
method was described by S Deldplne in the Mtueums
Jotttital for April, 1914, p 32a Mr Rowley has made
some slight modifications, which will form the subject

of a note in the journal Anfiong the specimens shown
were a ylp^i newts, Crustacea, and marine aigse The
latter were teautifully preserved both as to cdour and
form and all had the advantage of being embedded
tn a clear, solid mass which could be laid flat

” The Educative Vajpe in Public Muaeums of Intro-

ductory Cases to Atiimaji Groups ” was introduced by
pr J A Clubb, who advocated the primary import-

ance of comptH'ative morphology, as against mere
t^ssifi^tlon, for tile inspiration and enlightenment

of the ordinary visitor How to get bold of those

come to the museum with no previous know-
le^ o^ or particular interest in, its subjects is an
urgent {mblem, to which Dr Chibb and many other

thuiltiitt curators are addressing

Mr R. A Smith, of the British Museum, announced
that ewtpin duplkales of prehietorie Implementa wera
amitsMb |er dlMribution to provincial museums
The dslpfis of tite British Sdenoe Guild were

broof^ forward by Mr E B. Lowfc vdio spoke of
.tile Gu!M a an saaodatioo with magmfiesnt arid eoas-

prehensive alms wUch should claim the SUeglanee of
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every person interestsd in the natioosA utiHsation aad
recognition of scientific work and worieers.

Many c^munities are now orgamalng photograpfiio

surveys of their own districts in order that accurate

hiatoAml and acioitific records may be handed down
to posterity, and Dr A H Millar’s paper on tha
' Photographic Survey of Dundee’ was particularly

<wpOftmw.
Mr F Woolnough, the curator of the Ipswiclt

Museum, gave demonstrations fo) upon a case for ex*
hibiting pottage stamps, and (0) iqion the “ Fother-
gill ’ and hot-sand methods of diying flowering plants

in their natural colours. Many of the plants dried by
the Fothergill process showed remarkably success-

ful results A useful demonstration was given fay

Mr W K Spencer on the use of gelatine moulds for

plaster casts He showed that where an object was
much undercut’ the flexibility of gelatine gave it

many advantages over plaster

To the business meeting the bon secretary

(Mr E E Lowe) reported as to his efforts to get
rectangular glass exhibition jars made in England.
Many manufacturers had been interviewed, but none
were able to tackle the work in the midst of present
labour and other difficulties There is little doubt,
however, that the manufacture will be embarked upon
within the next year or so, thus rendering museums,
hospitals and medical schools independent of the
Gennan supply The secretary can offer an imme-
diate order for 350! worth to anyone who will under-
take to produce rectangular jars of a good quality at
a reasonable price, and he has evidence of a large
annual demand

RECENT ZOOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN
SOUTH AFRICA »

’T'HE Annals of the Natal Museum, ’ although only
yet in its third volume of publication, has

justljr earned n^ute for the quality of the researches
pubbshed therew The numal is well printed and
admurablv illustrated with lithographic and other
plates. In its current issue we luve a bulky record
of original invesugattons covering a wide field in
nch fauna of South Africa Mr Hugh Watson con-
tributes an important and very fully illustrated menuxr
on the carnivorous slugs, with particular reference to
the genus Apera This genus appears to be confined
to the maritime provinces of South Africa, one species
occurring on the slopes of Table Mountain, and tte
remainder in Naul and the eastern part of the Cape
Provinces In addition to a systematic revision of m
species, the author gives a valuable account of the
anatomy of the genus and a full discussion of its

phytogeny He concludes that the spedes of Apera
nave not been directly evolved from any herbivorous
form, and in their anatomy and geographical dlstilba*
tion are more closely related to the Rhytida than to
any other group The only other carnivorous shtt
found in South Africa is the English TeriosstS
ntaugn. Fir, which has a very wide dlstributiMi, and
has probably been introduced into Soutii Africa
through the agency of man
Mr Claude Fuller, of tiie IMvisIon of Entomology,

Pretoria, writes on South African Termitas, and In a
paper of more than 170 pages records a Mod deal
tiiat b new and intereeting concerning the uology of
thbse insects Termites mmear to be frregulariy c^
tributed in the Union, bMtf rare fat ^ South-Wast
Cape, while in Natal and the Transvaal tha scdl b
riaiSed from end to end of the country wltii their

srawtefssi
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Mr. Fulkr dwKribtt Jiia pbwrvatiooa
upon tbe b^viour of the winged (cuinl fomu be>
tonufing to six different epeciei. He diowe that tbe
belief that the aerial mijnation haa for iti object the
|ff«veiition of iiiterbreedlag ia not neceaurirT true,
amoe the flighta frMuently compriae indhdduala of
both aeaea which readiljr pair Thla tame featuie bat
aiao been obaerved by the reviewer in the case of a
Himalayan Termite. Intercrossing occurs at times
among individuals of different nests, but Mr Puller
concliides that tbe real object of the production of
sexual forma in auch vast numbers is in order to
pwpetuato the apedes. which suffers immense mor-
tality during the annual exodus Some sixty-four
pages are devoted to obaervabona on tbe nest-buil^ng
habits and general economy of thirteen species of
Termites, arm details of the various types of nests
are well illustrated on the acrompanylng plates The
remainder of the paper comprises a systemabc account
0/ apedes, chiefly belonginR to the genera Hodotermes,
Termea, and Eutermes The characters of the soldiers
and workers are well described, but unfortunately no
accounts of the winged forms are included and it is

to be htmed that the author will make these the
subject of a further memoir
Mr J Hewitt contributes a paper on South Afncan

Maehntda, mostly based on specimens in the Albany
Museum Altc^ether three genera, eleven speaes, and
one variety are recorded as new, and the most in
terestlng feature brought to light is the discoveiy of
^o newgenera of marine spiders taken near Cape
Town. The remainder of the journal is occupied oy
two short papers by Dr Warren, one dealing with the
tendency of the Satumiid moth, Meltmocera mentppe
Westw to exhibit parthenogenesis and the other
with an extension of his preWous observations upon
hybrid cockatoos A D Imms

THE CROYDON NATURAL HISTORY
SOCIETY

'Y*HE Transactions of the Croydon Natural History
and Sdentific Soaety for 1915, a copy of which

fau just reached us, contain a particularly good paper

8
r Nr G M Davies on the rodu and mmerals of tbe
roydon regional survey area The paper runs to

lU pages, and includes a careful series of analyses
m rods-specimens from tbe Weald Clay and all the
more recent formations Reference is made to the
Ascovery of the Marsupites-zone of the chalk at
Russell Hill, Purley, and to the decomposition of
marcasite. which gives nse to the soft masses of
l^drated Iron oxide ( ‘red ochre") so frequent In the
cMk. A few sarsens are noted as occumng In the
netglfoourhood Granules and grains of zlnoblende
a^ galena are noted as occurring in fuUer’s-earth at
Redmll and Nutfield The number of minerals found
In residues is somewhat suiprising, and a complete
1^ is i^ven The regional surr^, under the direction

of Mr. C. C, Fagg, shows satisfactory progress, and
In. connection with it Baldwm Latham has prepared
d ipap showing the site of the five Bournes which
flow In tbe area

Nr. William Whitaker derarlbes an extraordinary
of Blackheatb pebble-beds at Tandnd«

soil. With the pebbles ate patches of fairiy

resembling in shape flints as

Flints Si any intermediate

are hot found, and tbe two
duced by the sadn agency It

g or attar the deposition of the

sds, the unwwn flinta have been
the dialk during the dlHolution
near to their orig^t pomtion
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The extension of the outlier so far south is of Interest,

but especially is it ao in that though the uppennoet
outher ie nearly 800 ft OD., tbe lowest eltentloQ

is aoo ft. lower, on tbe face of the eecaipment of
the c^alk. Hence we here find Eocene bedi reetlog

on lower chalk, an occurrence unknown elsewhere.

Tte conclusion come to is that long-cOntinued solu-

tion of pebble-covered chalk took ^ce on a larM
scale, and the pd>ble-beds were very gradually ik
down Thm was no evidince of faulting It ia

faiiiy certain they could not have been originally'

deposited on the middle and lower chalk as now
found.
The usual valuable meteorological statistics for

1915, compiled by Mr F Campbell-Bayard, with
rainfall day b^ day from 104 stations, is of vuue to

water.«oonomi8ts In a paper summarising the fossil

records of Gtnkgo btloba and its ancestors, Mr E A.
Martin remarks that there has been of late a con-

tfos country Hitherto this living fostil,"

<»Us It, bM been represented chiefly by male trees,

and it IS hoped a balance may be restored now that

It is included in florists' catalogues

THE LAKE VILLAGERS OI
GLASTONBURY »

'T'HE Lake Village of Glastonbury consisted of be-
A tween eighty and ninety round huts lurrounded
by a stockade, and planted for security at the adgt
of the sheet of water, that la now represented by the
peat in the marshes, extending from Glastonbury west-

ward to the sea The inhabitants smelted iron aridmade
various edged tools and weapons—axes, adzes, gouges,
saws, sickles, bill hooks, daggers, swords, spearS, etc.

They also smelted lead ore from the Mendlp Hillt,

and made net-smkers and tpindle-whorls Th^ prob.

ably carried on the manufacture of glass beads and
rings and othei personal ornaments They were also

workers in tin and bronze It is likely that tbe beap-
tiful Glastonbury bowl was made in the settiement,

since unused rivets of the same type as those of the
bowl have been commonly met witii They were ex-

pert spinners and weavers, carpenters and potters,

using the lathe in both industries Tbe dis-

covery of a wooden wheel, with beautifully turned
qiokes, proves that they possessed wheeled vehicles,

while the snaffle-bits of iron imply the use of the

horse Their commerce was carried on partly by Umd,
and tbe possession of canoes gave them the use of the
waterways. They were linked with other settlements
by the road runmng due east from Glastonbury, that

formed a part of tlM network of roads traversing the

countiw In the prehtstonc Iron age, more especially

with the lead mines and the fortified oppida, or Camps,
of Mendlp and of the rest of the county They were
aiao linked with the Bristol Channel by a waterway
along the line of the river Bnie and along this was
free communication with the oppldum of Worlebury,
then inhabited by men of their race

The lake villagers were undoubtedly In touch with
tbehr neighbours Iw sea and by land Their jet prob-

ably came from Yorkshire, their Klmmerldge kisle
frdm Dorset , the amber from the eastern countiee, or
from the amber coast south of the Baltic The cocks
for tehting were probably obtained from Gaul, and
tbepbkuig dice are Idaitical with those used in Italy
In Roman times Some of the designs on pot-
tery are from the south, ,suid the bronze qlrmrs are
probib^ of Italo-GrBeR origin The technl^ of ^
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mbuiy bowl if that of die goldemitlu of

Mykeoa. llw whole evidoice pdnt* to a wide inter*

courae with the other Bridah tribea aa well aa to

a commerce with thoae of the Continent extending
ao far aouth aa the highly dvlliaed peoplea of the

Mediterranean It falla In line with that offered by
other diacovenea recorded in other parta of BriUin
in aetdementa and tomba, by CSeneral Pitt-Rlvem Sir

Arthur J Evana and othera, proving that the inhabi

tanu of Britain were highly dvlliaed and were not
iaolated from the high Mediterranean culture for aome
two hundred veara hefore the Roman conquest.

We may Inter from the abaence of Roman remadna

that the Idee village waa abandoned before the influ-

ence of Rome waa felt In Someraet All doubt how
ever aa to thia point fa removed by the recent explora-

dona of Wookey Hole Cavern where the ^up of

objecU in the lake villagea waa found in ^e welK
defined layera underneath two superficial strata of

Roman age the latter being dated by the coins rang
ing from the dme of Vespasian (a d 69-^) to Valen
tinian II (ad 375-392) Here we have proof that

the dviliaadon of the prehistoric Iron age was pre-

Roman and that it ended in Somerset with the
Roman conquest It has been traced in other parts

of Britain so far ba^ aa leo to aoo a c.

The lake villagers were of pure Iberic stock without
admixture with other races They belong to the
small aborigines in Britain in the Neolithic age char
acterised by long or oval heads who were conquered
in the Bronze age by the Inva^ng Goidels, and In

the prdiiatoric Iron age by the invading Brythons
both of whom have left their mark in the topography
of the district by river names such aa the Axe
(Goldelic) and the Avon (Brythonic for wated and
hill names such as Dundry dun (Gold)a fort Mendipa
Maen (Brythfastone Pen (Bryth)ahill From these

it may be concluded that the language spoken by the
lake villagers was closely allied to the Welsh ^ey
were closely related to the Sllures the ruling tribe in

South Wales at the time of the Roman conquest

The village waa sadeed and as the skulls exhibited

show the inhabtants had been massacred prob-

ably during the conquest of that region by the Belgic

tribes whoso furthw progress was arrested by the
Romans This remarkable discovery is being followed
up by the examination of another lake village at

Meare on the same waterway and belonging to the

same pre-Roman age The first volume was published

in 1911 and the second is now nearly completed
When the whole story is told by Bulleld and Gray
and the other contributors to The Lake Village of
Glastonbury It w II fill a blank in the prdilstory of
Britain and form a sound basis for history

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Mr T E Goroom has been appointed professor of
sitfgerv in Trinity College Dublin in succession to
Prof E H Taylor

Tm Astley Cooper prize for the present year for a
treatise on The Physiology and Pathology of the
Pituitary Body has been awarded to Dr W Blair
Bell of Liverpool

Dr T G Moorhsao (Captain R A M C ) has been
etected professor of the practice of medicine in the
school « the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland in
the place of Sir John Moore retired.

Bvsom are bdng made by the Kansas State Board
to get the State univerrities to co-operate in an en-
deavour to Induce the Government to establish a
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health experiment and research laboratory in connec-

tion wiA Mch university echoed of medldne undo* the
US Pubhc Health Service

Thb Board of Education has recently issued an in-

teresting Memorandum on the teaching of ooaLmlning
in parMlme schools (Circular 953, ^ce ^d.) upon
lines which consbtute a dqiarture to some extent from
the methods of teaching coal-mining students that

have hitherto obtained in that they definitely recog-

nise the principle already tadtly admitted by
some of the most experienced teachers of min-
ing namely that the subject in which coal-

mining students least need instruction is that

of coalmining The coal-mining communities may
to-day claim to rank amongst the most intellL

gent of our working classes a condition of
things due largely to the fact that a man is required
to pass a written examination before be can enter the
ranks of the higher colliery offlaals. All British coal-

field have accordingly arranged some system of
mining tuition and the object of the present Memo-
randum is to co-ordnate these and to base the
methods of instruction upon sound principles The
insistence upon a scientific training as the basis of all

mining education is a welcome feature of thia Memo-
randum and there can be no doubt that its general
adoption will prove useful It is perhaps le^timate
to regret that its wordmg s in places open to mis-
construetbn thus the expression practical mathe-
matics is here used in the sense ofelenMotary mathe-
matics applied to practical purposes instead of in its

generally adopted sense again it is a pity that the
term mining adence is repeatedly um when the
real meaning is science applied to mining The
main pomt however is that the Board of Education
has now Bsued a definite scheme in which a systematic
and progressive education in scientific principles is

recognisM as the correct method of training coal

mining students

The rmort of the Board of Education for the year
1914-15 (Cd. Says) is now available The period dealt
with coincides almost exactly with the first year of
the European war and the report is consequently con-
cerned largely with the dislocations and niodifications

In the educational services brought about by the con-
flict For reasons of economy the Board has suspended
the great bulk of its statistical work and many of the
illuminating tebular statements of previous yws are
wanting The report not unnaturally emphasises the
need for economy in the administration of tlw pubHe
services but we notice with satisfaction the admis-
sion — We desire however to record our convietkm
that the claim to rMard reductions of expenditure on
the public service of education as true economies ra-

quiru in the case of every item the most careful
scrutiny Ail grades of education are dealt with fully
In the report but it is possible here to refer to one or
two points only The demand for munitions of war
has had two effects upon technical schools first many
schools have been engaged In actual munition work,
and secondly many schools have inaugurated experi-
mental courses for tiie training of unticiUsd penena
for the purpose As to the number of students In
attendance at continuation and technical achoels ta
England the report states tiiat the nuniber of evening
and other pait-time sdmols recognised by the Board for

191^14 was 6269 and the number of individual
students Under Instruction at any time during tBs yasr
in tiiese schods was 726,606. In the sime yeir
twenty-seven institutions providing instruction ooivMa
were raoognised, the tntm mnuber df sntii ooisr^ If
th^Mngseventy-^ht the number of liwttoiMin
In wM^day techr^ ciasam «fer« tebognted^
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191^-14 WM eig)ity>t)ine, the cwreipoiiding number
for i9t>-i3 wiu 110, but this included inititutions pro-
viding ooureea which in 19x3-14 became junior tech-
nical ichods Up to and including 1914-15 there
were forty-nine reoogniaad junior technical achoola,
thirtjr-aaven for boya and twdve for girla The report
containa alao a aurvey of the influence of the war upon
the work of univertiaea and univemty collies aaaiated
by Treaaury grants.

SciBNCB as Cinderella is the subject of an inform-
ing and suggestive article in a recent iuue of the
Guugow Herald and of a subsequent trendiant letter

in the same journal by Prof Soddy, F R S , which
deals with the manner in which a certain
large endowment intended for the promotion
of sclendflc study and research is, ^nd has
been, diverted lar^y to other purposes nf an en
tirely general educational diaracter which, how
ever desirable to promote, were not the objetks Mr
Carnegie had directly in view when maleing his
generous gift of 1 ooo.oool. sterling in aid of the ex
tension of the means of scientific investigation in the
Universities of Scotland It was perhaps too much
to expect that a body of trustees, upon which there
was, and is, only a very limited representation of
men of distinction who wore, or had been actively
engaged in scientific research should regard that ob-
ject as its first duty, but it is startling to learn how
inadequately the interests of sdenoe have been served
In the disposal of the income derived from the trust
The truth is that there is a lamentable lark of vital

and intelligent interest in the sphere of science as an
essential factor in the education of the nation, and as
an indispensable instrument of its civilised progress
It is onW by a thorough understancUng of the pheno-
mena of Nature and of man in all his activities and
aspects, and through a firm grasp of the knowledge
so gained, that humanity can rise to higher levels of
welling The unfortunate attitude of the govern
ing classes of the nation towards science is as has
been well said, largely the result of the monastic
traditions of the great public schools and universities

in which most of our leading politicians have been
trained.’ We need a genuine endowment of re-

search wUch shall have for its sole purpose the per
sonal encouragement and support of the most gifted

m«i of the time, who will give their whole energies
to the pursuit of knowledge assisted by men of proved
competence The teaching and training of the capable
youth of the nation may well bo left to the many able
expoundera of scientific theory and practice now avail

able, who would thaw their inspiration from the work
of such men as are here Indicated We seek at this

aupreme crisis of our national history a man of clear

sdsion and firm purpose who, taking all branches of

knowledge for his province, will aimgn to each its

true place and function in the education and training
of ail classes of the people Such a man and such a
purpose have yet to be acUeved.

SOCISTtES AND ACADEMIES
London

—, Jsty, June 30 —Prof C V Boys, presi-

dent, In the chair.—Dr P B Shaw and C luyss

A eenslttve magnetometer A torsion balance of ex-

treme delicacy carries a pair of purest silver balls each

3 gm weight A solenoid wiUi horheontal axis poss-

mg through one of tixe silver balls, is brought close

to the babinse. On exciting the solpnoid, divergent

jBdds of known strength are Obtdned in the reidaq.

of the biff The resulting attraction of the ball to

ffw soletteld is ahomt^ a mirror reflecting a distant!

SShls to a telsoeaiw', Tbs couple on the tor^ beam)
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required to produce i mm scale deflection is 45N10*'
dyne cm , and this torsion balance is 10* times as
sensitive as any known to have been used previOu^
in this kind of woric The results of these expeii-

ments are —(i) The magnetic properties of the wlver

are ascertainro even for weak fields of i-io gauss.

(a) The silver has a pronounced retentivity, this effect

being presumably due to the small trace of iron

impuri^ (3) The relation of susceptibility of the

silver to the field used is found The sus^tiblllty

of each of the constituent materials, (a) pure silver.

(b) residual pure iron, appears to be grea^ modified

by the presence of ibe other material—Dr H S
Ansa The latent heat of fusion of a metal, and the

rmtum-theory A criticism is given of a theory of

process of fusion recently put forward by Ratnow
sky The author of the theory obtains an expression

on certain assumptions for the entropy of a substance

in the solid state He then proce^ to deduce a
simple formula suitable for use at high temperatures

It is shown that this formula is incorrect in conse-

quence of the omiuion of a term in the expansion—
Prof H Ckattejr Cohesion (part il

)

MANCHuna
Literary sad Phflssephkal Stelsty, May 9—Prof

W W Haldane Gee, vice-president, in the chair—
Dr E Nswbery The theory of overvoltage The
author gave an account of the history and reasons

for the study of overvoltage The following points

were discussed —(1) Methods of measuring over-

voltage, including the direct potential difference

method, the knickpunkt ' methiM the bubble-angle

method the osallograph method, and the routing
commutator method. (2) The most important pheno-

mena connected with, and controlling factors of, over-

voluge (3) The chief theones put forward to account

for over-voltage (4) The following theory was sug-

gested—over voltage of an electrode is determmed by
four factors —(a) Supersaturation of the dectrode
surface with non-electrified gas under very high pres-

sure, due to the permeability of the meul to the

ionised gas but non-permeability to the molecular

and also to the spontaneous decom^ition of the

alloys conUining the same gas (b) Formation of a
series of alloys or solid solutions of gas (or compound
of gas and electrode substance) with the electrode stur-

faoe (c) Deficiency or excess of non-hydrated ions,

charged and discharged, in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the electrodes (i) Inductive action of
.
the

escaping ionised gas on the electrode—R F Owytbsr

The spwfication of stress Part iv (continued). The
paper conUins the stress relations for the most usual

co-ordinate systems which were previously withheld.

The method originally used to obtain the equationr

is reUined, as the fact of the elimination of the dis-

placement is of Importance The stress relations are

consequently not Hmited in iheir application tc

specifically elastic stresses , they apply with equal effect

to stieas having only the general character of clastic

Paris

, . July 10—M Camille Jordan in

the chair—E Perrisr Remarks on the book, “Las
Allentands et la Sdenoe”—M Gonesslat was eleetad

a correspondant for the section of astronomy in the

place of the late G H Hill, M Walden a correspon-

ynt In the section of diemutry in the place of Bmff

tien od medidae'and surgery in ^ place of ti» late

Guile Baeelil.—hf AUMfft The transcendanta 6f
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Fourier-fieHel urtth ««t«ral vcrj«I>te«.-~F tSba.
tribudon to tbs ozpeflmental tbudy of wav«a.>-M<
PiMWi New expenoiente on the eeparatton of the
luminoua and calorific effects of a source of light.

*rhe two lenses forming the optical qrstem are
sqwnited in such a manner that air can be drculated
between them The heat effects are thus redtfced to
a negligible quantity—G K. ‘Pwrfiem and H Sestt i

The themKMlectrlc measurement of the critical pointa
of iron. By the method described, which is a modifi*
cation of that used by MM Boudousrd and Le
Cbateller both the A. and A, p<dnts are clearly shown
by pure iron (99^ per cent iron) —J M taay The
Mwcho.phy8ioK^ of the machim^nner—L. Reals

The miction o< the tunny fish {Orcyntu thynutu)—
C Nkwlsi An attempt at preveptive inoculation in
pxanthematic typhus.

July 17 — M Ed. Perrier In the cluur —
The president announced the death of Elias
Metch^off, forrign associate aiyd .gave an account
of 1}k llfe.work.—G Blgeardaa The renaissance of
astroflotny at Paris starting from the sixteenth
century—

A

Cetosa pemonstratlon of the rationu
character t)f the new solubility formulss —E Bearqaslst

and A ^bry The biochemical synthesis of a galacto.
biose Trie synthesis was effected by the action of
emulsifl upon an aqueous solution of gakctosei
Although the product could not be obtained in the
crystallised state it is shown that a galactoblose is

formed—E Tssdsre»ce The presence of a phyco.
er3rthrin m Nostoc commune —J PavBsfd i Some new
ffagelUe e^phytes of the pelagic diatoms—

G

Reargalgqea A method of determining chrona» in
than with the aid of condenser discharges Classmca
tion of the muscles of the superior member by the
chrondxy according to their radicular origins—

J

Dsiphy Abdominal scoliosis in Mugfl eorotiu and the
preMce of a parasitic myxosporidia in this fish
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THE HISTORY OF THE FAMILY

The History of the Family as a Social and Eduea
Uonai Institution By Prof W Goodscll

Pp XIV + 588 pp (New York The Macmillan

Co ,
London Macmillan and Co ,

Ltd , 1915 )

Price Bs 6d net

F wbat sense is it right to speak of the history

of the family? As an institution it occupies

so central a position in the sociul structure that

It may well seem fundamental Should we write

a history of stellar motion so long as the com*

ponent forces determining it are constant? Are

the forces which find expression in the fimily

constant? Can it be said to have a history? Ihe

institutions surrounding the family vary from one

age to another, and from people to people Mar
nage ceremonials, customs in such matters as

dowries, settlements and other marriage contracts,

are not uniform The rights of parents over their

children, of husbands over their wives, differ in

a similar way But can these differences be
brought into any general historical scheme, or

are they local variations brought about by
economic and ideal forces acting upon an institu* 1

tion the essential nature of which has never

altered?

Some such questions as these arise in one s

mind as one takes up Prof Ooodsell s book, which

IS, however, rather descriptive in its treatment

than histiM-ical True, he has adopted a chrono-

logical order After a very brief discussion of

the primitive family he describes the matrimonial

institution and family life of Hebrews, Greeks,

and Romans, and the changes brought about by

Christianity Thus we proceed through the

Middle Ages and the Renaissance to the modern
period, in which attention is confined to England

and America In this section tha% is a chapter

describing the influence of the industrial revolution

on the family, and elsewhere the influence of

chivalry is discussed, but, broadly speaking, as

we pass from chapter to chapter we feel ourwves
^ a different atmosphere wi^out knowing exactly

what it IS that has brought the change about In

consequence, the book is more Lke a selected

series of panoramic views than a history in the

strict sense It may be that the author’s treat-

ment is ^e only possible one, but m that case

wl^ has so much been omitted? Except for the

Hdirew, the Asiatic civilisations are entirely

omitted, Egypt is not mentioned, and an

important institution like the “ Conseil de Famillq ”

escapes nottceC

Obviously, the subject so interpreted la one of

vast range, mdeed, we have only to interpret

widely enough to m^e it include thegieater part

oCithe histo^ of civilisation Prof Gbedsefl turn-

self taloss a wide view and includes much of that

si^ ol human conduct which springs directly

fim the sek-iinpuiie. Mbdes Of cObrtship,
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prostitution, education in matteis sex, house*'
hold furniture, clandestine marriages, Platonic
love are examines The odd way in which they
occur m the various sections helps to destroy the
unity ^f the book and to confirm the panoramic
feeling ’ previously vnenttoned Accessibility of
material rather th n a philosophic plan seems at
times to have led the author into side tracks,
ittractive and interestuig enough in themselves,
but culs de-sac in spite of that, from the point of
view of the subject as a whole
A short notice of this kind cannot cover the

ground of such a book, though even a casual
reader will be struck by a want of precise refer-

ences in certain of the chapters, particularly,

perhaps, in that dealing with the primitive
family Where is the weight of evideqpe”
which shows that polygamy is unpopular among
savage women? The author gives several reasons
why we condemn it, but there is surely room for
doubt whether deprivation of the father s care in

the rearing of children or iny other of the alleged

reasons for this feeling could have operated—in-

deed, Prof Ooodsell himself suggests this, for he
says on the preceding page that primitive man
could not be aware of the physical and moral
advantages which monogamy brings How much
'itlcntion could the politically occupied citizen of
Athens give to the care of his children? Acid
what of men in the modem industrial Stato?
What proportion of men in our day feel this par-
ticular disability? In the same chapter the
luthor has clearly confused the household and the
village community as it still exists in Russia It

IS the whole community which owns the land, not
the related families living under one roof, and
communal authority, not patriarchal, which allots

the land to the householder
His account of Clreek family life omits all refer-

ence to the Spartan system of common meala, so
much admired by Plato and Aristotle It does
little justice to Plato’s high-minded, if mistaken,
attack upon the family, and still less to Ariistotle’s

defence of it Both these philosophers raised
moral and educational issues in this connection
which should have found a place m a book which
gives considerable space to Edward Caipenter and
Ellen Key amongst the modems
From the particular point of view of education

the book u perhaps least Satisfying, but tha task
which Prof Go^sell undertook was one oi
extraordinary difficulty It called, for scholarship
of a high- order, and, above all, for a philosophicai
outlook whidi wouid help to jireserve uni^ of
aim and balance of treatment Although defective

m dieae respects, the book is full of human in-

terest. The pictures of home life in thd old
coIbniBl days ate especiafly so As a coUeetion of
facts connected more orleu closely with the family,
nnmy readers wdl And pleasure in its perusal,

and to each chapter closes with a long list of
refiereoces it may serve., as a very useful m*
troduetsoi^ to a Subject^ vast Interest and
impoitahce.

J A GaitRK.

B B
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FORECAST BY MR WELLS
What It Commg? A Forecast of Things after the

War By H G Wells Pp 295 (London
Cassell and Co , Ltd , 1916 )

Price 65 net^
7HEN Mr Wells writes upon social and poli-

tical questions he is a prophet whom it is a

pleasure to follow, even when we feel that time

will prove his extrapolation careless What mis*

takes he may have made in this book will declare

themselves in a year or two, so that he has placed

his reputation in more jeopardy than usual He
believes that Germany will be beaten, but not com-
pletely crushed by this war, she is going to be
left militarist and united with Austria and Hun-
gary, and unchanged in her essential nature, and
out of that state of affairs comes, I believe, the

hope for an ultimate confederation of the nations

of the earth ’’ The Central Powers remainmg a
menace, the Allies and America will reform all

their methods It is in discussmg these reforms
that Mr Wells is at his best, he is on his own
familiar ground, and he excites the admiration and
sympathy of his most exactmg critics The chap-
ter,

“ Nations in Liquidation, ’ contains in one
sentence his great idea The landlord who
squeezes, the workman who strikes and shirks,

the lawyer who fogs and obstructs, will know,
and will know that most people know, that what
be does is done, not under an empty, regardless

heaven, but in the face of an unsleeping enemy
and in disr^ard of a continuous urgent necessity

for unity ”

Thus we shall have a millennium induced by the
German menace we wish we could believe in it

In the chapter, “The Outlook for the Germans,”
we find that he relies upon the great middle class
to save Germany from Junkerdom He does not
take into account the fact that the German nation
must get tired of being intense and perhaps may
even get disgusted with “ Kultur " Readers know
his views on Socialism, and they can imagine how
he mocks at our present want of organisation, our
rottenness and dishonesty, and how in particular

he makes war against the lawyers and school-
masters There is a good chapter on “ What the
War IS doing for Women "

Mr Wells’s whole scheme is based on his be-
lief that the Central Powers will continue to
menace the world, and this belief is itself based
upon a certain hypothesis which might almost have
been called an axiom five months ago, when Mr
Wells wrote This hypothesis is that in en-
trenched warfare the defensive has an advantage
over the most brilliant strategy and over consider-
ably superior numbers, and that there must be a
deadlocK( followed bv the complete exhaustion of
both sides If Mr Wells had waited only a few
months he would have seen that the great wealth
and patriotism of England and the enormous
population of Russia and the uitense feeling

of France now enable the Allies to tnrak
through the long German fortifications at all

points with advantages in power which get
greater and greater every day, so that the dead-
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lock IS already at an end Exhatistion in men i»

possiUe, and as there are more than twice as
many available soldiers with the Allies as with

the Central Powers, the speedier exhaustion of

Germanv in men is quite certam As for exhaus-

tion in wealth m two years of the Napoleonic
war we spent one-third of a milhon pounds per

day In a week we spent as much as Charles II

spent in a year Now we have reached an ex-
penditure of six milhons per day, and yet un-

scientific persons refuse to recognise t^t the

wealth of England is unima^inaoly great, and
that the steam-engine has given us the whole
earth in fee ^ Germany in 1871 thought, and
everybody thought, that she had ruined France
financially We know now that if she had en-
forced an indemnity ten times as great France
would have paid it easily We talk of the cost of

the war to Germany spelling her financial rum,
whereas those scientific persons who have studied

Germany know that at the end of this war, if we
compel Germany to pay th; total expenditure of

the Allies (we do not recommend this), she will still

be in a flourishmg condition Mr Wells thinks
that the world peace is coming soon through uni-

versal self-sacrifice , it is a guileless notion. Peace
will come to the world by such a loss of its wealth
as people do not think about—by the exhaustion of
Its coal The man in the street who reads scraps of
scientific literature believes, like the spendthrift, in

a miracle—namely, that unknown stores of wealth
will be opened up when our coal fails Before the
war we recc^nised with sorrow that he was
wrong, but we have less sorrow now when we
know that our greatest blessing has become a
curse J P

OUR BOOKSHELF.
The Cnase of the " Tomas Barrera" The
Narrative of a Scientific Expeditiofi to Western
Cuba and the Colorados Reefs, with Observa-
tions on the Geoiofn, Fauna, and Flora of the
Region ByJcAnB Henderson Pp ix+sao
(New York and London G P Putnam’s Sons,
1916 )

Price I2S 6d net

This book is the narraUve of a “ delightful outing
and a most successful collecting expemtum ” to the
north-west end of Cuba. The account throughout
IS essentially domestic, the doings of each day
are recorded, and there are the usual more or less

informed pages on mosquitoes, snakes, and
sharks It was a scramUe of nme “ natundists

”

for SIX weeks to secure specimens of as many
different animals as possible, rather than to study
scientific proUems or living beasts. The col-

lectors secured a well-found fishing schooner pf

65 ft length, with a launch, and dodged m and
out of the barrier reefs of the Cdorados, wherever
possible securing specimens by shallow dredgiitf

,

the use of copper sulphate for doping rock poob,
and the attraction of the electric bulb at tuftht

It IS a slightly known area, but reefs, lagooos>

> liIttibtisprovadliM th« WwM tnijM hM OHMptad o
ihtMrhlbyieMtMmUrlMtwMMoAMea
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•nd mangrove swampe seem to be little different
from others in the same region No. fresh light
is thrown on their origin They differ mainly
from indo-Paciiic reefs in the shallowness of the
lagoons—seldom more than ten fathoms—within
the barner reefs, but, unfortunately, in an other-
wise well-got-up book, the chart given is totally

inadequate
SoiM of the party were more interested in the

land than in the sea, and much of their time was
spent in hunting for land-shells It is upon the
great limestone ridges (sierras) which stretch
through Cuba from east to west that that island’s
astounding wealth of land mollusca is found In
addition, there are isolated mounds of limestone
{mogotes), rich in peculiar genera and species The
author is an authority on these, and we are sorry
not to hear much more of them Clearly he con-
siders that the land mollusca reached their climax
after the elevation of the limestones, apart from
which they cannot maintain themselves Later
abrasion has been at work, and their original range
has dwindled as continuous limestone areas were
replaced bv broken sierras and isolated mogotes
Isolation in plastic genera gave rise to the forma-
tion of new species The widely distributed

families, genera, and species are hence (he ancient

forms, the isolated genera and species their

modem descendants

The Statesman s Fear-Booh Statistical and His-
torical .Annual of the States of the World for the

year 1916 Edited by Dr J Scott Keltic,

assisted by Dr M Fpstein Pp XI1V + 1560+
maps 4 (London Macmillan and Co ,

Ltd )

Price los 6d net

The *' Statesman s Year-Book ” makes its cver-

welcome appearance The editors. Dr Scott

Keltic and Dr Fpstein, have been able to obtain

much statistical information regarding the belli-

gerent countries, and, in the case of Germany, to

include facts and iigures based upon the latest offi-

cially puMished information Maps show the rail-

way schemes in Asiatic Turkey and in Africa

respectively, and the distribution of Germans both

in the world as a whole and in greater detail, in

the United States The introductory tables pro-

vide a world review of the production of wheat,

sugar, ships, etc
,
and usually include the year

under reiiew There is an illuminating summary
winch deals with the Great War in r^ard to

pcmulation, books, loans, and war finance The
Allies outnumber the Central Empire Alliance by

5 to 1 , the war has cost already more than

10,000,000 ooot , of which a quarter has been

spmt by Britain, nearly a quarter by Germany,
a fifth by Russia Mr John Leyland has

reviled the Information concerning the navies of

the world in succession to the late Mr Fred T
Jane We cull a few facts at random There is a

Vicftuiteer corps among the ajaS males in the

Falkland Islandst, Orwyon University, organised

in 1876, has to8 professors, the Free City of

Bremen in 1913 exported goods valued at

io,tiD,oool to Great Bntain, about 9 per cent

of tte total exports of the po^
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[The Editor does not hold hsmself responsible fur

opttuont expressed by his correspondents, NeiUitr
can he undertake to return, or to correspond vnth
the writers of, refected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Natukx. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications ]

la Preto-Oxyten tbs Priaetoal Ooastitiisiit ef the
Atoms?

As from Moseley s experiments we know the num-
ber of rare-earth elements between La and la to be
15, the mean difference between atomic weights is,

from Vlg on, for 6 itomic numbers, 16 evactly
So for Mg (Atw 24 N 12) and fh (Atw 232, N 90)

get (212-24)/i6=(90-12)/6=h Between U
ind Nt this difference of 238—222 = 16 is known
to be a differenre of 40+2/9 particles But
if the a particle is the real constituent of the atoms
4a+a/3 is the inner part of the oxygen atom (the

dditional 6 /3 particles being electrons of valency)
That atomic weights are not twice the atomic num-
bers would be duo thus to the formation of a,P,'=‘it

particIcK, or proto-oxygen, within the nucleus, and
radio-activity should be the disintegration of these
0 particles into their constituents It may be remarked
that a«/9,'°9 is similar to (which might be the
formula for the a particle) \ vav de\ Broek
Gorsel, Holland July 17

Opinions on the following subjects are before the

International Commission on Zoological Ncmten-
chturc for final vote —
Opinion 70 —The case of Ltbellula americana L ,

1758 vs Ltbellula omertcanum Drury, 1773
Opinion 71 —Inteipretation of the expression
typical species in Westwood’s (1840) synopsis
Opinion 72 —Herrera’s zoological formuls
Opinion 73 — Five generic names m Cnnoidea

ninety-two generic names in Crustacea, and eis^t

generic names in \canna placed in the official list

of generic names
If anyone is interested m these opinions and has not

already been reached by the Commission, and there
fore has not had an opportunity of being heard upon
them, he is cordiallv invited to send his views to the
Secretaiy of the Commission, and if anv new point is

raised that is likely to alter the opinion of the Com-
mission, the data will be forwarded to the Commis-
sioners for consideration

C \V Stiles
Secretary to the Commission

Office of Secretary to International Commission
on Zoological Nomenclature,

Smithsonian Institution, Washington D C
July 13

Tlw Mogiiitiide of 9 rMni.
The arguments of Mr E J Webb (Nature, vol

xcvii , p 341) seem conclusive as to this star having
been of the first magnitude at the epoch of Ptolemy s

catalogue but are periiaps less conclusive as to its

magnitude at anv other time, though the reviewer of
Peters’s and Knobel’s work is surely wrong in assum-
ing that Al Sdfi would find anv difficulty in judging
between a first and a third magnitude star at an
altitude of 10° Have astronomers considered the
pOHibllity of 9 Eridanl having been practicallv a tem-
pera^ star at Ptolemy's epoch? Do Peters and
Knobri come to anv conduMon as to the magnitude
of this star? T W Backhouse.
West Heodort House, Sunderland, August 4
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SOVIH AFRICAN UNIVERSITY
LEQISLATION

PUBLIC discussion extending oxer many years,

m the Press and in Parliament, on higher edu
cation in bouth 'Africa has at length resulted in

legislation 1 he old L mversity of the Cape of Good
Hope, with Its offices at Capetown, was merely
an exammmg * mstitution, founded on the model
of the University of London The constituent

colleges were (the figures give distances in miles

from Capetown) — ihe South African College at

Capetown, the Victoria College at Stellenbosch (31)

the Huguenot Ladies Collie at Wellington (45),
the Rhodes University CoU^e at Grahamstown
(757L the Grey University College at Bloemfontein

(750), the Natal Umvcrsity Collie at Pietermaritz

burg (ii8a), the Transvaal University College at

Pretoria (root), and the South African Schotd of

Mines and Technology at Johannesburg (956)
There are man^ objections to a university which is

a mere exammmg body , there are many objections

to a university the constituent colleges of which
are separated even by such short distances as

arc Liverpool, Manchester, and Leeds
, it has long

been felt that all such objections are greatly magni
fied when a meeting of Senate cannot be held

unless many of its members spend six or eight

days in travel It scarcely needs the words of

the report of the University Commission (p 138)
to let us know that, in spite of haxing distin-

guished, well paid professors, the only work done
by the collies hitherto has been mere cramming
for examinations and that there is an almost total

absence of the university spirit in South Africa

In 1904 Mr Alfred Beit gave an estate near
Johannesburg to the Government of the Transvaal

g
his was before the union of the States under one
overnment) for agricultural and other education’ll

purposes The estate is probably worth 30000I
now In 1905 he made a will giving aoo.oool to

the University of Johannesburg for university

buildings on the estate
,

‘ but if, at the expiration

of ten years after my death, the said aoo oool shall

not have been applied in such building and equip-
ment as aforesaid, then this legacy shall lapse and
fall into my residuary estate ’’ Even now there is

no university at Johannesburg, nor is there 'iny

college of university rank except the School of
Mines Mr Beit died m 1906 In 1910 General
Smuts, the Union Minister of Education, sug-
gested to Mr Otto Beit (his brother s heir) and ,

to Sir Julius Wernher that Mr A Beit s bequest
ought to be increased to soo oool for the estab- I

lisbment of a national university on the Rhodes
estate at Groote Schuur (at Capetown), which
belonged to the Government Sir Julius promised
350,000!., and Mr Otto Bcit 50,000! The De
Bms Company offered also 35000! In a joint

letter Sir Julius Wernher and Mr Otto Beit said I

that “the primary condition underlying the gift
j

was that the university to he erected shall

and must be u residential teaching university
”

There was universal approval all over South
Africa, of the idea of a residential teaching uni-
versity at Capetown, but it soon appeared that I
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there was room for divcigent opinion as to the

nature of such a university A proposal largely

approved of and soon after almost universally con-

demned was that the new institution should be a
‘post-graduate ’ university Then came a new
proposal, so favourably received that it was em-
bodied in a Parliamentary Bill, that entrance to

the new university should require ‘ intermediate "

quahfications, and not merely the ordinary

matriculation lo this proposal, also, (^)pos«tion

became too great, and the Bill was withdrawn
Before 1914 there was a general expression of

opinion in favour of txvo universities—north and
south A Umversity Commission met in January,

1914 and reported just before the war m faxrour

of two universities—a southern university with
new buildings on the Rhodes estate at Capetown,
incoiporating the South African College and the

Victoria College, and a northern university in-

corporating all the other colleges The committee
recommended that 350,000! should be spent in

buildings and equipment at Capetown, that Stel-

lenbosch should get 25,000! ,
and that the rest of

the money should be distributed among the more
distant colleges

Prof John Perry, who was one of the com-
missioners, agreed to the more important recom-
mendations of the report only with reservations,

he csjiccially wished half a million to be given

to a teaching university at Capetown so that

South Africa might have at least one real uni-

versity He said that no scheme could succeed
unless Stellenbosch had some endowment, and he
proposed that to the 35,000! there should be
added a Government grant of 50,000! , and also

that Stellenbosch should be encouraged to gather
more money so that she might soon apply for ^

charter of her own In that case the Cajietowo
University would consist of the South African
College only Prof Perry was strongly of opinion

that no distant college, such as that of Grahams-
town should be incorporated with Capetown, and
in this consisted his greatest difference from his

colleagues This gentleman’s recommendations
have now been carried out in an Act of Parlia-

ment The South African College is to become
‘The University of Capetown," with its present

buildings and new ones on the Rhodes estate, and
with 525,000! The Victoria College is lo beixime
“The University of Stellenbosch,' a recent be-

quest of 50,000! by Dr Marais taki^ the place
of the proposed Government ^rant ('^ere ought
certainly to be a large additional grant from the
Government

) The proposed northern university
IS to be called ‘ The University of South Afnci "

It IS to be hoped that the Jobanncfsbmg &ho(d
of Mines will soon apply for a charter of its pwn

,

it IS already nearly as well equipped as any poly*

technic in the world
Now that the scheme has been carried cutt^

the people of Johannesbiug make objeefapns,

having awakened to the knowledge that,

except for their SAool of Mines, tiiey have
no teaching there of a university ^aracter
nearer than Pretoria, whtrii Is for^-4ve
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cilstalit On March 28, 1914, their educa-
tional authorities said

* The scheme for founding

a great residential university at Groote Schuur
has our hearty and unanimous support We are

repared to abandon any local ambitions we may
ave had in favour of this truly national enter-

prise, even though it involves our losing the

revenue we at present derive from the Beit be
quest” It IS difficult to see why objections should

now be brought to the very university which two
years and a half ago had the unanimous approval

of the Rand Public meetings have recently been

held at which most of the speakers showed but little

knowledge either of the history of the subject or

of what IS meant by a university They have sud-

denly discovered that their rich district is being
exploited for the benefit of Capetown nnd that

their great thirst for uiiiv ersity education has been
left unslaked, deliberately by the Union Govern
ment They nre greatly mistaken If these public

meetings create such a thirst they will prove

a godsend for such a thirst cannot exist in

rich Johannesburg without almost immediately

creating a worthy university We think that the

people of South Africa ought to be very well satis

fled with the recent university legislation Some
years ago the question was a very vexed one
There were great jealousies between north and
south, but still greater were the racial difficulties

both in the north and south, and of all these

troubles nothing remains except an apparent gnev
ance at Johannesburg It is to be hoped that the

men who drew up that magnanimous statement of

two and a half years ago will take advantage of

the present agitation to give Johannesburg a teach

ing university of its own

THE NEWCASTLE MEETING OF THE
BRITISH ASSOCIATION

\^HEN It was first suggested that the 1916
VV meeting of the British Association should

be held in Newcastle upon-Tyne the conditions in

titat city were very different from what they are

now The same might be said of any town in

Great Britain, but the war has affected Newcastle

itself with no uncertainty, and the Northumber-
land and Durham miners, as well as the shipyard

and engine workers, have contributed handsomely

ta the ranks of our New Army
With this war atmosphere thickening as the

demands of the Navy and Army became greater.

It was natural that considerable discussion should

ansa as to the wisdom of holding the meeting in

iRewccurtle this year It was, however, finally

decided to hold the meeting on Septemlxr 5-9,

the understanding that it would be a purely

busmess meeting, shorn of all the festivities, sudi

as garden partTes and excursions to which the

members arc accustomed In fact, the meet-

ing will be on Sunilai lines to those en which the

bhnebesfer meetup was nm last ybar

In Qomol times the meeting would have centred

raopd Armstrong College, and m conse-

4|iieace’ the work of the Sectionid Arrangements
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Committee would have been comparatively light,

Its spacious halls and lecture rooms and its well-

equipped laboratories would have provided that

arrangement which is so eminently suited to a
British Association meeting, viz the receptiixi-

room and its adjuncts, as well as a large proportion
of the section rooms in one building Armstrong
College, however was taken over by the War
Office dunng the early [lart of the war, and
became, and still is, the ist Northern General
Hospital Nevertheless, ample and satiafactory

accommodation has been obtained, m several m-
stances two or more sections will meet in the

same building and all the section rooms are m
close proximity to one another
As in 1889, the reception room will be tht.

library of the College of Medicine, where also

several section rooms, smoke rooms writing-
rooms, Press and general offices will be provided
The following list shows where the various sec-

tions will meet —A (Mathematical and Physical
Science) Trinity Church Rooms, B (Chemistry),

College of Medicine C (Geology) Friends’ Meet-
ing House D (^/oology) Grand Assembly Rooms

,

E (Geography^ Friends Meeting House, P
^conomic Science), Literary and Philosophical
Society , G Engineering), Institute of Mining and
Mechanical Engineers

, H (Anthropology), Friends'
Meeting House I (Physiology), College of Medi-
cine, K (Botany) Grand Assembly Rooms L
Educational Science), St James’s Church Rooms,
M (Agriculture) Grand Assembly Rooms

Sir Arthur Evans, h R S , the president-elect,

will deliver his address on Tuesday evemng,
September ^ at the inaugural meeting, which will

be held in the Town Hall In the same hail on
Thursday evening September 7, Prof William A
Bone F R S will deliver a discourse on " Flame
and nameless Combustion, and on September 8
Dr P Chalmers Mitchell IRS, will deliver a
discourse on evolution and the war
Owing to circumstances incident to the war, it

has been found to be impossible to arrange ^is
year visits to the armament factories or the great
shipbuilding and engineering works on the North-
East Coast A further announcement, however,
may be made in the early future with regard to
this matter Nor will there be any excursions of
the usual type, although it is understood that a
number of the sections are promoting shorter
excursions of special interest

The Literary and Philosophical Society’s Li-
brary the Laing Art Gallery the Hancock Museum
of Natural History, and the Black Gate Museum
will be open to members of the Association during
the meeting The majority of the clubs of New-
castle have granted temporary membership to
those attending the meeting

Pillowing the course adopted at Manchester,
the Association has again offered students and
teachers ci Newcastle and district assoaates*

{

tideeta at a reduced fee, and* it is hoped that a

I

huie number will show their appreciation of tins

I

encouiagement. Lectures to the puUic wiU be

I

nven in Newcastle, Sunderland, Durham, said
I AsMlp^ftOQ by distinguished men
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blR WILLIAM RiMSAY. KCB , FRS

The first saentific words, probably, <*ver

printed from the pen of bir V/ illiam Ramsay
read curiously now that the full chapter of Ins

writings is closed They served to introduce his

career, and may, with an unexpected iptness, be

recall^ at its close Though he left early,

he left behind much that has already become a

permanent part of the common hentage of science,

well known to all On this, once again for a
moment, those now mourning his sad and untimely

death may linger, loth to say farewell

The words introduce his thesis for the doc-

torate at TQbingen under I ittig in 187a “To
determine the constitution of chemical compounds
has been the endeavour of chemists c\er since the

mere discovery of new bodies has ceased to

engross their chief attention ” Little could the

youth of nineteen then have tasted of the joys of

discovery that he could so talk of mere" dis-

covery Before him the unknown future held a

career of discovery which was to raise him to an
unchallenged pinnacle among his colleagues not

of new compounds, but of a whole family of new
elements, unsuspected even though the Periodic

Law had long since called their roll and utterly

different, in the entire negation of their chemical
properties, from any kind of matter previously

known Yet fundamentally true the random
words have proved themselves, even in connection

with so great advances, in that crescendo of scien-

tific accomplishment which heralded the coming of

another century It is no longer these discoveries

that engross but the problems of constitution to

which they led up and contributed—no longer,

however, the problem of the constitution of chemi-
cal compounds, but the key problem of all physical

science and of materialistic phdost^hy, the prob-

lem of the constitution of the elements and the

structure of the atom
Ramsay, whatever had been his youth, training,

or after circumstances, would never have been
content to think the thoughts of others nor to

confine himself to the paths that they hid rough
hewn His earher work in physical chemistry—^the

determination of the molecular weight of liquids

from their surface-tension with Shidds his work
on accurate vapour density measurements, and his

studies of vapour pressure with Young—alrcidy

showed his disposition to stray from the well-

beaten track But the clue to the existence of a
new gas in the atmosphere, found by Lord Ray-
leigh in the discrepancy between the density of

atmospheric nitri^en and that prepared from
compounds, started him off definitely into the

trackless wild and gave his exceptional gifts full

and free scope Every faculty is now at its best
and in the field of chemistry so opened up little

Help u forthcoming from the current methods of
expenment and deduction In such an apparently
tnvml experimental detail, for example, as the

choFce of a suitable lubricant for taps and
ground jomts might he the difference between mas-
tery and total failure Pertinacity, too, is called

for to pursue a uniform aeries of negative results
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in the search for positive chemical properties of

the new gases until the sum of the apparent
failures should unite in a single satisfying positive

conclusion, that the gases were non-videat, not
merely exceptionally difficult to bring into com-
bination Lasdy, new methods of reasoning from
the physical qualities, in the absence of chemical,

must be brought to bear before the atomic weight

of these elements can be assigned and they can
take their proper place in the scheme of elements

Novel ns it all appeared, fitting place was found
for Ramsay’s love of the eirly history of his sub-

ject and the delight he took in the work of the

early pioneers After a century’s oblivion, the

remarlmble expenment of Cavendish on the spark-
ing of air over alkalis was rc-discovered, and
another, and by no means the least, tribute so paid
to the foresight of this remarkable man Since

then this same experiment has had on the indus-

trial and practical side, in the fixation of atmo-
spheric nitrc^en, as remarkable a sequel as it

received at the hands of Lord Rayleigh and Sir

William Ramsay in the discovery of argon
It IS customary to regard the next step, which

was essentially Ramsay’s alone, the discovery of

helium, as a very natural and direct development
of his earlier work with Lord Rayleigh on argon
This IS only partially true In one sense the dis-

coverv of helium was entirely distinct , for, though,
like the other inert gases, it exists in the atmo-
sphere, unlike all the others it was not discovered
there The name, of course, recalls the long arm
of scientific methi^ and the discovery of the chief

of its spectrum Imes in the spectrum of the sun’s
chromosphere by Lockyer and Frankland in 1868
By the way, would it not be a graceful tribute to
Ramsay and also a step in the right direction of a
consistent nomenclature, to rec&isten this gas
“helion,” so making it correspond with the other

members of the family, argon, neon, krypton,
xenon, and, by chance, the three isotopic radio-

active emanations?
When Ramsay came upon this gas for the first

time, IS it were, face to face in the gases from
the uranium minerals which Hillebrand had
thought to be nitrogen, recognised its signature
in the A of its D, line, and found that it was onlv
present in minerals containing uranium and
thorium, he broke, unawares, new ground in a
field totally unconnected with that hitherto cul-

tivated for argon His proof that it possessed
the same absolute lack of chemical combining
power, his immediate recognition of the fact that
he had found a second member of what was a new
family of elements of which probably ntore
exist^, and the successful separation of these,

and also hdium itself, from the atmosphere in

elaboration with Travets, brought back the
research into its former course The significance

of the remarkable fact that helium alone of ^e
inert gases existed otherwise than in a free state

in the atmosphere, and that, in spite of its total

lack of combining power, it was found pent up
somehow in uranium and thorium minerals, waa
grasped cmly later bv others But it was essetr-

nally the startiAg point of a new departure which
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IB the fuHness of time was again to link itself

with Its source
It has been well remarked of Ramsay that he

stood to the outside world for an essentially

British school of chemistry To describe him as
original would be like saying water is wet He
was of the essence of originality, and, during the
time the writer knew him, entireh viithoiit "inj

apparent sheet-anchor of fixed conviction or estab-
lished belief in scientific doctrine, which at all

times, in a science somewhat prone to let go sheet
anchors, made him a unique and almost incom-
prehensible personality It is true that in his later

years he suffered from the defects of these quali

ties, and he failed to criticise sufficiently his own
ideas and experimental results before making them
public He seemed to lose something of that
sense of the great and terrible responsibility which
must at all times rest heavily on the scientific

leader, and never more than in the case of the
pioneer All through his work, probably, his col

laborators had perforce to assume to an undue
extent the r6le of ‘devil’s advocate,” and much of

his best work was done in partnership with those
who recc^nised this But in the zenith of his

powers at University College and m the full swing
of his elucidation of the family of mert gases he
trod fearlessly and without an error the difficult

path of the pioneer and won a permanent right to
something far greater than the title of a successful

discoverer Argon, helium, neon, krypton and
xenon were capital discoveries, but the bringing of
this group into harmony with the rest of the ele-

ments might have appeared a task almost insuper

able in the face of their total lack of chemical
properties The rea^nition that they were mon
atomic and non-valent gases occupying a 'zero”
family of the Periodic Table, preceding that of

tfie monovalent alkali-metal family, from which
hitherto the tabic had seemed to start, was made
in spite of the fact that argon itself is an "excep-
tion,” in the orderly sequence of elements, of the

same type as tellurium, which was then a vers

hotly debated and puzzlmg question

This was physical chemistiy in a sense as origi

nal and bold as the great thermo-dynamical and
electro-chemical generahsations of the American
and Continental savants, which hitherto Ind
almost monopolised the term It initiated n

widening of the domain that was to grow apace

The human mind seems incapable in its initial

processes of grasping thoroughly more than one
fundamental point of view at a time Each has

to be grasped separately before both eyes can be
-opened without the image becoming blurred The
phlc^istonists had a single eye for what we now
call energy, Lavoisier for what we now call mass
The first physical chemists found the thermo-
•dynomical point of view so clear-cut and complete

that some of them sought to banish from their

conceptions the molecular and atomic viewpoints

as unnecessary, unproved, and improvable hypo-

theses. Ramsay, confronted with a type of element

utterly devoid of chemical properties and forced

to rely entirely 00 their physical properties to put

than in their prv^r relation to tne whole, solved
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the problem completely and correctly 1^ the aid of
the molecular and atomic conceptions alone,
though it IS only lately that opposition to his views
has entirely died down Before he died he had
the satisfaction of seeing this his own side of
physical chemistry developed, by the discoveries
in connection with radio-activity and the Brownian
movement, to an amazing extent The physical
reality of atoms and molecules has been demon-
strated by methods of great directness and power

,

and these, incidentally, applied to the case (rf his

own gases, confirmed his earlier interpretation of
their monatomic character in a way that made
further cavil impossible
But now we must go back to 1896, to the year

of the discovery of helium and to the year that

Henri Becquerci in Pans discovered the radio-

activity of uranium, but a few months after

ROntgen had given to the world a sixth sense In
Becquerel s footsteps M and Mme Curie were
starting on the quest which led to radium
Rutherford had come from the mirror image of
our islands in the Southern Seas to learn at the
Cavendish Laboratory under Sir J J Thomson,
and with him to forge the weapons of measure-
ment and discnmmation which, m the new sciences

that the dying century had called forth, were to

prove their sufficiency His specific recognition

of the o-rays was one of the first fruits of the new
methods which, a little later, in Canada, at the
McGill University, in the fine Macdonald science

laboratories, were to play such an important part
in the amazing succession of discoveries that

followed, and which culminated in the complete
and satisfying explanation of radio-active pheno-
mena which IS accepted to-day
Then, by one of the strangest combinations of

destiny, the centre of interest shifts again for the
moment back to the laboratory where helium was
discovered, as the associate of uranium and
thorium in minerals, seven years before, to Sir

William’s private laboratory at University
College Word had passed along the under-
ground corridors below, and the room had swiftly

and silently filled with a thrwig of staff and
students, clustering round those fortunate enough
to possess a pocket spectrosci^, all making the
one short remark, “ Yes ! it’s helium ” For that

was the room where was being put the coping-
stone to the arch that in seven short years had
sprung up from the twin discoveries of the rare

gases and of radio-activity, and Sir William was
witnessing with the spectroscope the first ocular
proof of the genesis of helium from radium, which
had predicted from the theory of atomic dis-

integration Nobody can deny that destmy, $0
frequently erratic, here made a happy choice, not j

only because the original discovery of hehum was#
made by Ramsay, but also because in his labora-<i

tory had been worked out those delicate methods
of gas manipulation which alone were equal to

deaung with the minute amounts of helium
invedved m this investigation

In another direction %ere was an intimate con-
nection between the discovery of the mert gases
an^ radio-activity The “radio-active emana-
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tiojw" discovered by Rutherford were shown to
be inert gfases of the af^fon type, and Ramsay,
having satisfied himself of this, enthusiastically

took up the study of the radium emanation, end
made an exhausUve study (rf its physical proper-
ties, largely m conjunction with Whytlaw Gray
In his research on xenon hts methods of gas mani-
pulation had had a severe test, two or three

cubic centimetres of gas being the total stock
available after working up an enormous quantity

of air But m the case of the radium emanation,
only a small fraction of a cubic millimetre at most
can be obtaine'd at a time, and the methods were
tried to the uttermost The extraordinary amount
of information which these workers and also

Rutherford were enabled to obtain about the

physical constants of the new gas in approxi-
mately pure condition is one of the triumphs in the
investigation of minute amounts of matter In
this research also the extraordinarily delicate

micro-balance, devised by Steele, found something
worthy of its powers
For many of the latter years of his life Ramsay

brought forward evidence to show that the energy
liberated in radio-active transformations was suffi-

ciently powerful to bring about the transmutation
of one element into another But these and simi-

lar attempts to produce artificial transmutation by
radio-active and electrical agencies are not yet

accepted by the majority The subject is under-
mined with pitfalls and to history must be left the

final judgment on this thorny question

The writer’s personal acquaintance with
Ramsiy dates only from 1898, and his association

with him only from the time when his great work
on the rare gases of the atmosphere was com-
pleted His views, therefore, can only be partial,

and as regards one of the most fruitful periods of

his life indirect In 1898 a group of honours
candidates in white ties outside the chemical
laboratories at Oxford was joined by the distin-

guished examiner from London whose discoveries

were upon eveiyone’s lips We were chaffed at

thd state of our hands, yellow from a nitrification

set upon the previous day s examination and we
were assured that we need not scruple to accept

an invitation to dinner as the stains were quite

invisible by artificial light

'

The instant popularity of such a man with his

juniors and students is not difficult to account for

At University College he was looked up to by them
in a way that can scarcely be expressed He was
at once genial, approachable, and great—any of

which alone is an infallible passport to the student’s

heart—and he repaid their trust and affection with

a loyalty to them as complete as that of a Scottish

chieftain to his clan But even among those who,
at one time or other, may have been sharply in

conflict with him—and among contemporary
chemists none probably have been the centre of

so much controversy—there must be few who did

not feel the fasanation of his personality, and are

not now -ammig the multitude of friends and
admirers who feci his loss as ]>ersonal and irre-

placeable It may be worth recording, seeing the

stormy time through which he pasw^, that one
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who had known him well all his life could say to
the writer that he had never heard a really unidad
thmg said by Ramsay of any of his colleagues or
opponents N'ot only his personal friends and
whide-hearted admirers are to-day among those
who are feeling that “ they loved the man and
revere his memory ’ b redbrick Soddy

It was in 1880 or 1881, very soon after Ramsay
had come to the Bristol Chair of Chemistry, that

late one very hot and sultry summer evening
a newly made friend, tennis-racquet m hand,
came to seek him in his private lab^atory “ Ah,
1 m glad you’ve come No, I’d not forgotten, but
1 ve had trouble with this and a long day of it,

but It IS all right now, and I ’ll come ” Across the

window of the narrow make-shift room of the edd

building that served as the first home of the Uni-
versity College stretched the long length of a com-
plicated system of glass bulbs and tubes and mer-
cury pumps m which he was conducting a dis-

tillation for one of his vajaour pressure investiga-

tions At that moment some ill-annealed junc-

tion, perhaps too near a flame, cracked and gave
way , air entered with a hiss and reversed the flow

of hot liquid, another crack and then a crash

—

for, though he sprang to save it, a large mercury
receiver broke and discharged its contents over
the edge of the table on to the floor, where most
of it disapjieared between the ill-fltting boards
“Well,” thought the friend, ‘that will be the end
of this day’s work ” But he did not yet know
Ramsay, who, looking up with a rueful smile,

said “I’m afraid this means no tennis for me
to-day

’’ “What are you going to doi*
’’ “Take

up the floor and recover the mercury—and a dirty

job It will be ’’ And so it proved , but by next
morning the mercury had been recovered and the

apparatus had been rebuilt and was at work again
That was Ramsay at the age of twenty-eight,

this my first glimpse of the indomitable
energy which was one of the secrets of his noble
career In the thirty-six years that have elapsed
since then it seemed to me that his instinct and
practice were always the same so soon as any
demand for action came, to make up his mind
what to do and then to act at once Ask any of

the hundreds of friends who have sought and
received his help and you will hear from all sides

how quickly as well as how generously the help
was given

This energy in action was the outemne of a
remarkably healthy and vigorous physique, which
he knew how to attend to, and any ch^enge to

which in a feat of skill was accept!^ as an inten-

tional exercise A fifty-ftiilc bicyde ride left him
i^uite willing to walk another twenty miles This
tireless physical vigour without doubt contributed

to the attamment of his well-known mechanical
skill in glass-blowing and to the steadiness of hand
and eye which underlay many of his great experi-

mentid achievements So, too, his quickness in

picking up foreign tanguf^gas was partly due to tus

fine and acute musical ear Even the sense of
smell was for him an instrument of ana^is the
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use of which he had learnt to push far beyond the
iunhs of ordinary expectation, and was the subject
of mbre than one scientific communication

Such was the happy physical endowment at the
command of the eager and affectionate spirit

Which, wherever he went, made William Ramsay
so extraordinarily lovable and acceptable to all

classes of men A man so harmoniously consti-
tuted IS not often met, and there have been many
moments when, watching my friend in the midst
of his ideally happy family surroundings, I have
said to myself that I have never seen an expres-
sion so beautiful and radiant on any human coun-
tenance “Radiant energy” is the phrase that
best recalls and summarises his personal charac-
teristics

No accession of honours or acclamation spoilt

for one moment the childlike simplicity of his

character Of course he enjoyed them, but that his

friends should rejoice seemed what he cared for

most They brought him new and enlarged inter-

course, but the dd channels of quiet and tried

affection ran deep and full as ever , discussion w is

as free, as patient, and as fruitful Genius of any
kind he always disclaimed “It is all pure luck
and pegging away," was his phrase, or, as he
insisted when revisiting the Scientific Club at the

Bristol Uni\crsity which he had helped to found
twenty-one years before, his chief asset in any
success he had attained had been a shocking bad
memory,’ which prevented his recollecting a
chemical or physical fact of which he had been
told or had merely read till he h id forced himself

to rediscover it in some phenomenon within his

own eitperiencc Then, indeed, he admitted that he
never forgot it It was, I think, a similarity of

instinct for learning by an experimental appeal

in which physical sensation should be involved

that first drew us together

Any mistakes he made were those inevitable to

an eager and impetuous temperament Always
grateful for help, he sometimes over-estimated the

abilities of the friend who gave it Accustomed
to find difficulties yield to his own ^abour and
ingenuity, his sanguine exjjectation sometimes

blinded him to obstacles which were destined to

prove insurmountable ITnsuspicious and always

approachable, and a little impatient of the limita-

tions of scientific orthodoxy, he found that he had
sometimes lent too ready an ear to representations

ha t were to prove untrustworthy, but, being

willmg to follow ten false clues rather than miss

one real one, he was ever more afraid of the con-

sequences of over-caution than of over-confidence

So wide were his sympathies and interests and

so quick his ability to take in new ideas or follow

a subtle argument that men of every profession

and workers in every branch of scipnce found

m him an ideal listener, and were stimu-

lated by his quick grasp and pertinent and

suggestive mqturies, and so it pame to pass,

ab U seemed to us who watched him from the

ranla, that ha moved among the leaders of

thought in any sphere add In any country, recog-

talsM as intel^tually their peer, while behind all

his quesdoniags burned continually the passionate
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desire to help to unravel the mystery of life and
the significance of the physical umverse “Moat
men," he once lamented to me, “have no interest

in physical facts of Nature They pretend mtereSt
bemuse they cannot ignore the palpable results of
applying science, but the things in themselves are
absolutely without interest for them ” How this

interest might be aroused by education was a
matter that he was always ready to discuss

Of all his most intimate friends who had
already passed away, none was more deeply
mourned by him than O F Fitzgerald, whose
suggestion and counsel wire ever at his disjiosal

Par nobtlc fratrum! let us always remember them
together A M \\ okthington

ROLAND IRIMLN !< K S

ROl AND TRIMLN *he third son of Richard
and Marianne Esther frimen, of 3 Park Place

V illas, Paddington, was born on October aq, 1S40
He was educated at King s College School, which
he entered in 1853, having previously been a pupil

at a private school at Rottingdean When abcait

eighteen he took the voyage to Cipetown for the
benefit of his health, returning to England m
18^9 In the following year he again sailed to

Capetown and entered the Cape Civil Service
In 1872 he was appointed Curator of the South
African Museum in succession to E L Layard
In 1881 he was appointed sole commissioner to
the Phylloxera Congress at Bordeaux, and in 1886
a member of the Commission for extirpating

this pest from tlie Cape vineyards In 189a
he became a member of the Cape fisheries Com-
mission

In 1883 he married Miss Blanche Bull

Jn i8q5 Tnmen was compelled by the state of

his health to resign the curatorship of the Cape-
town Museum and return to England He be-
came a bellow of the Royal Society in 1883, and
was awarded the Darwin medal in igio The
general feeling of naturalists when this award
became known was well expressed in the letter of
congratulation sent by the Entomolc^ical Society
of I ondon to their jxist president of 1897-98 —
“Among living naturalists there are few indeed

whose merits as associates and fellow -workers
with Darwin can bear comparison with ^our own

,

and we feel sure that all alike, in rejoicing at diis

public recognition of your 4ife-long services to
biological science, will agree that the present
honour coUld not have been more worthily be-
stowed "

Tnmen contributed the third of the three great
papers which laid the foundatio 1$ of the study of
msect mimicry, and were published by the Lmnean
Society in i%a, 1865, and i86g The dates of
the two latter are generally quoted as 1866 and
187a, the years of the volumes of transactions,
but the papers were published in the parts issued
HI 4he previous years. The first, by Bates, dealt
with^Leptd^erous fauna of the Amazon vaUmr

,

the second by Wallace, with that of the East, wl^
Trimen completed the survey by extending h to

In this he had perhaps the hardest taft
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in solving the extraordmary proUem of PafiUo
dardanus, then known as merope, with its tram
of mimetic females. His sound conclusions were

m advance of their time, and were received with

incredulity, and indeed ridicule, by entomologists

of that day, but he lived to see them confirmed by
breedmg experiments and universally accepted The
last time the present writer saw him, a few weeks
b^ore his death, he found that a new observation

on PapUto dardanus was the one subject that

restor^ for a moment his failing powers and
brought back his old enthusiasm
Trimen s greatest work is his fine monograph

m two volumes on the butterflies of South Africa,

the expansion of a smaller book he wrote when a

young man This fine work is a model not only

for its high scientific \ alue, but also for a literary

grace which was charattei istic of ill its author s

writings

Roland Trimen was full of humour and a delight-

ful companion, and inspired the v arm affection of

a wide circle of friends By his death the world

has lost the last of the six naturalists who created

the modem study of insect bionomics—Darwin,

Bates, Fritz MflUer, Wallace, Meldola and
Trimen EBP

NOTES
Tns American Academy of Arts and Sciences has

elected Sir Norman Lockyer a foreign honorary
momber

It is announced that the Daylight Saving Bill has
been rejected by the New Zealand House of Repre-
sentatives

Wt announced in our luue of March i6 last that

an Assodatlon for the Advancement of Applied Optics
had been fewmed in the city of Rochester, N Y We
now learn of the recent formation of a national aode^
called the Optical Society of America, of which the
association at Rochester referred tb by us is a section

It is proposed to hold annual meetings, and that the

society shall serve as the parent orgamsation for local

sections holding frequent meetings It is intended

to cover all branches of optics, theoretical and experi-

mental pure optics lenses and optical instruments,
optical glass and refructometry, colorimetry, vision,

photometry illumination, radiometry, polarimetric

analysis, photography and similar related subjects , and
to b^n the publication of an international optical

journal in January next The officers of the society

for the year are —President Dr P G Nutting,
Wee-president, Dr G E Hale, treasurer, Mr A
Lomb, secretary. Dr F E Ross The executive
council consists of the above-named officers and Dr
F E Wn^t, Dr C E K Mees, Mr N Macbeth,
and Prof J P C Southall

The fifth Brazilian Geographical Congress will be
held at Bahia on S^tember 7-16 There will be twelve
sections, devoted respectively to the following subjects
Mathematical Geo^aptw (astronomical geography,
topography geodesy). Physical Geography (aeroloOT,
oceanography, geomcraholo^) , Physical Geogra^y
(hydromphy, potamoiogy, llmnologyl

, Vulcanology
wd Sdsmology, Climati^gy and M^cal Geography,
Biogeogrmhy (phytogMgraphy and zoogMgrapny)

,

Human Geogra^y, Pollllcal and Social Ge^r^y,
Economic and Commercial Geography, includ’“
Agricultural Geographv, Military and Historical C
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graphy, Teaching of Geography, Rules 4̂ Ntmien.
dature, RegionaT Monographs Puers fhtended for

presentation must not have appeared elsewhere, must
be Qrpewntten, and reach the Secretary of the Organis-
ing Committee not later than August 3a

We learn from the Museums Journal for August
that the present Lord Avebury tias handed to the

Bntish Museum authorities, for retention in the

national collection or distribution among provincial

museums, certain portions of the late Lord Avebury’s
collection of prehistoric and ethnographical specimens
from various parts of the world, use of which was
made in the writing of Prehistoric Times ’ The gift

includes a fine series from the early Iron age cemetery
at Hallstatt Upper Austria, which will be kept in the

Bntish Museum, but many of the stone Implements
are available for distribution, and a list of them is

given in the mumal Applications for specimens
should be made to Sir Hercules Read at the British

Museum

As alreai^ announced Sir William Henry Power
K C B , F R S , medical officer of the Local Govern-
ment Board from 1900 to 1908, died on July 28 last,

after a lingering illness Greatly distinguished as an
epidenuolo^st and admimstrator, his services to

hygienic science and practice had extended over a
pmod of more than forty years Owing to a retiring

disposition and a dislike fur gatherings of a social nature
he was comparatively little known outside official

circles Nevertheless, dunng his long connection with
the Local Government Board he planned and directed
a large part of the work of the Medical Department,
and numerous reports deahng with matters concerning
the public health issued dunng that period were either

written by him or owed much to his editorial criticism
and supervision His was a charming personality,
which endeared him to all his colleagues, many of whom
benefited to no small extent from his kindly help and
encouragement, always so readily accorded He was
the first (in 18;^) to direct attention to the dissemina-
tion of diphthwia and later of scarlet fever, through
the consumption of milk

, while his classical work on
the spread of smallpox from hospitals in which cases
of that disease were under treatment formed the basis
of legislative action resulting in the removal of small-
pox hospitals out of the metropolitan area While
medical officer to the Local Government Board he also
served on the General Council of Medical Education,
and the Royal Commission on Tuberculosis, of which
he afterwards became chairman He was also ap-
Minted a member of the Royal Commisrion on Sewage
Disposal He received the C B in 190a, and m
K C B in 1908 on retirement from his offiaal post
He was electra F R S in 189c, and was awardea the
Budianan medal of the Royal Society In 1907 It Is

not too much to say that no man in this country has
done more than Sir William Power to advance Bie
cause of scienbfic hygiene

The many friends and scientific associates of ProfW A Herdman and Mrs Herdman will sympathise
demly with them in the great grief they are at present
suffering through the death in action of their onljupn,
George Andrew Herdman The voung ofilictt^i«s
educated at Clifton College and was a s^olar «
Trinity College, Cambridge He entered ClUtqn CoL
lege with a mathematical scholarship, was head of his
house at Clifton came out top Of the sdiool In phvdlcs
and chemistry, and won ka entrance schoterth^ at
Trinity College, Cambridge, In December, 1913 He
early showed a wide and keen interest in spendfic
problems, and in 1014 went out to Aushalia

: with the Britirii Association On retumug,
he immediately volunteered for active aervioe, and
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joined the Cambrige OTC in October 1914 wae
gazetted to the Liverpool Regiment in January 1915
proceeded to the front in the following August
and after seeing much hard service was killed

in action by a shelUburtt whilst gallantly lead

ing in a charge at the battle of the Somme
on July I last aged twenty years The academic
career of George A Heriiman was brilliant

but only those scientific fnends who knew him person

ally were able to appreaate his originality of outlook
and scientific independence of spirit and to look for

ward to the development of a great career which has
been so untimely cut short by the cruel fate of war
Mthough his university career was only opening when
the call to arms came he was already deeply interested

in several original problems and had b^n taking
physical observations on sea water at Port Enn Marine
Biological Station and on the west coast of Scotland
during vacations for several vears as also on the
voyage to Australia He had recently worked assidu

ously and successfully with Prof Benjamin Moore
upon biochemical problems in nutrition of marine
animals and plants and (juestions in the physics and
chemistry of photosynthesis and he was joint author
of two papers from the Port Enn Laboratory partly

recording these observations (1) The Nutrition and
Metabolism of Marine Animals the Effects in the

Lobster of Prolonged Abstention from Food in Cap-
tivity and (*) Seasonal Variations in the Reaction
of Sea water in relation to the Activities of Vegetable
and Animal Plankton (Trans Biol Soc. Liverpool

1914 and 1915) While science deplores the early loss

of such a promising young votary those who knew
him will agree that he himself would have gloned in

the splendid victory won in the charge in which he
fell and counted his personal sacnfice ns nothing for

the honour of the cause

It is with great regret that we record the death of

Lieut Arthur Poyntmg who was killed in action in

France on July 35 Ueut Poyntmg who was thirty

three years of age was the only son of the late Prof

J H Poynting F R S After a four year course in

civil engineering he graduated as B Sc of Birming
ham University in 190^ On leaving the University
he entered the service of the Midland Railway Co
being engaged for a short time at Der^ and after

waru on tm construction of Heysham Harbour For
a thesis on his work at Heysham he was awarded the

degree of M Sc in 1909 and in the same year he was
elected an associate member of the Institution of

Mechanical En^eers In 1910 he became assistant

engineer at the London and St Katharine Docks and
a year later was transferred to the Port of London
Authority as assistant to the chief engineer by whom
he was regarded as a man of exceptional abilitv with
a first-class knowledge of en^eenng and m add!
tion a spedal apbtude for the legal aspects of his

profession In his university days he was an enthu
elastic Volunteer and on the outbreak of the present
war he obtained a commission in the 6th (Service)

Battalion of the R(^l Warwickshire Regiment going
to the front early in 1915 At the time of his death
beJff* In command of a machine-gun section and
jpIP^stiM by a sniper being killed Instantaneously
HKnergm and efficient in his work modest and Idndly
In hu bearing steadfast of purpose he was indeed
a very gentle perfect knight

Lhut-Col. A St Hill GnsoNa, who has been
killed in action, was well known A an African ex
plorer During the nineties he and the men
fdw were asMcUted with Mm in Ms travels

covered more tiian so 000 miles beyond the reach of
railways mainly in remote parts of the continent
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On two expeditions m 1895-0 and 1898-1900 he
thoroughly explored and mapped Barotseland and
other parts of the Upper Zambezi basin tracing the

^mbezi to Its most remote source and jaro^dmg
valuable mformat on about the navigability of the

river the resources of the country and the customs
of lU iphabitants His routes in this region covered

at least 8000 miles His maps were based on numerous
astronomical observat ons as well as careful compass
surveys and the late Mr F G Ravenstein formed a
high opinion of the r accuracy On hts second expedi

tion Col Gibbons after completing his work in Barotse-

land followed the Longo-Zambczi watershed towards
Lake Tanganyika and then sinking north made Ms
way to the Nile Valley L vart Grogan was the first

traveller to complete the transcontinental journey from
south to north Col Gibbons was a close second He
lectured more than once before the Royal Geograph-
ical Sociere and m 1906 was awarded by the society

the Gili Memonal After serving through the South
African War Col Gibbons settled In northern
Rhodesia and took an active interest m the develop-

ment of that territory delivenng a lecture on its

resources and prospects before the Royal Colonial
Institute only a few months before the outbreak of the
present war

We regret to learn of the death m 'ict on on July

14 of S^nd I leut C M Selbic formerly assistant-

naturalist in the National Museum Dublin He en
listed as a private in the Royal Scots and in January,
1915 he received a commission as second lieutenant
in tne Scottish Rifles and had been at the front tinoe
November During the two years that Lieut Seibie
spent in the National Museum of Ireland he devoted
himself with energy and enthusiasm to the collections

of the Myriapoda and Crustacea He rearranged the
exhibition senes and also undertook to name a portion
of the collections of Crustacea procured on the west
coast of Ireland during the Fishery Survey of the
Department of Agnculture The foUowmg Is a list

of the more important notes and papers published by
him — A New Variety of Polyaesmus coriaenu
Porat and Note on a Centipede Monstronty (Annals
and Maganne of Natural Hutory) Some New Irish
Mynapods {Iruh Naturahst) New Records of Irish
Myriajiods (Irith Naturahst) The Decapoda Rep-
tantia of the Coasts of Ireland part 1 Pallnura
Astacura and Anomura (except Paguridea) (Fish^es.
Ireland Sa Invest) In addition ho nad prepared
but left unpublished The Paguridea of the Coasts of
Ireland

By the deaths of Prof Johannes Ranke of the
University of Munich and of Prof Gustav Schwalbe
of the University of Strasburg Germany hat lost two
of her most renowned students of the human body
Both died full of years and Junours Their careers
were remerkably alike Ranke who was born In
1836 did his first research on tetanus then d^ted
Mmself to physiology and finally in the early
eighties took up the study of physical anthropology
and made many and impwtant contributions to our
knowledge of tiiat subject For many years he was
editor m-chief of the Archru fUr Anihropologtt
Schwalbe somewhat Ranke s tumor—he was bom In
1844—did his first research on Infusoria then devoted
hunielf to the study of the microscopic structure of
^ues his cMef work being an elaborate and accurate
investigation of the finer structure of the sense organs.
He taught and reMarched at Bonn Amsterdam Halle,
Preibui^ Jena, odd KiSnlgiftiM being ultimately callra
to ^ chair of anatomy in Shrasburg in 1883 where
he lohoared fqr tMrty-sfz years He was well known
and piuph respected by anatomists in every country
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The work by which he it best known his researches

into the nature of fossil apes and men he began rela

tively late in life At the end of last century he had
accumulated such masses of observation dealing with

the anatomical evidence bearing on the orig n of man
that he founded and issued a journal—the Znischnft
jUr Uorphelogie und Anlhropologte—ior the pubhea
tlon of papers dealing with the evolution of the higher

mammalo

Among the promising young geologists who have
given their lives for their country we regret to note

the name of Lieut Richard Rov Lewer King s Royal
Rifle Corps He died on July 21 of wounds received

a few days previouslv at the age ot twenty>8ix Me
was the elder son of Mr H W Lewer of Priors

Loughton Essex and was educated at Oenstone
College and afterwards at Wren s On the outbreak

^ war be was carrying on geoloucal exploration at

Calgary but at once returned to England to take up
milhary duties and was gazetted second lieutenant

on September 34 1914 and lieutenant on February
33 1915 He was dected a fellow of the Geological

Society in 1911 and joined the Geolog sta Asso-

aation in 1914 His principal {.eologicil work had
consisted 1

1
profess onal oil exploration which he had

oirrled out in Bufma Russ a As a and Western
Canadav

The death is announced at the age of sixty nine
years of Mr Morton A Smale for many years dean
of the Royal Dental Hospital exam ner in dental sur

gerv at the Royal Collie of Surgeons of England
and ju nt author of nijuries and Di)>eases of the

Teeth

At the annual meet ig of the British Pharma
ceutical Conference held on July 13 the president

(Dr David Hooper) devoted his address chiefly to on
account of the drug resources of India and the Colo*
nies India is nch in drugs our ancestors long ago
sailed thither to fetch spices precious stones and
drugges for the Poticaries Amongst the products
to ^ich attention was directed ore cinchona senna
strychnine opium turpentine and thymol not to

mention frankincense and myrrh which are still sold
from the godowns of Bombay Thousands of acres
of cinchona are now grown near Darjeeling and in
the Nilgiri Hills and this is noted as a grand result

in acclimatisation due to the pioneer work of the
late Sir Clements Markham Indian henbane htu
been found to give a high y eld of mydriatic alksdoids
which are now becoming very valuable Canthandin
too is furnished in high proportion by Indian species
of Mylabris In the Malay States ipecacuanha is suc-
cessfully cultivated whilst aloes buchu belladonna
and monsonia are exported from South Africa
Coriander and caraway are cultivated by farmers
wives in the latter country for the sake of pin money
and it is suggested that this example might be followed
here as an induoement to grow medicinal herbs

M Chambbbunt has studied statistically the sub-
ject of stUl-births and deaths of infanU within three
days of birth ia France He finds that the annual
mortality from this cause is 4 per cent of buTbs
that It is much greater in the towns than in the
country and that It is higher the more populous the
town This difference between town and country be
Gontidert to be due to the less hygienic condlUons
obtaining in the towns to alcoholism and to chmic
iteladies, particularly syphilis and tuberculosis whidi
am more prevalent In towns than m the country The
male teat is more affected by stiU-bitth than the female
sex. It is particularW at birth and the few days
following birth that this mortality among boys is so
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marked and to a considerable degree it is prevent
able Illegitimacy as might be expected consider-

ably augments this mortality The aider the mother
also the greater the mortality while it is much higher
at the first pregnancy than in subsequent pregnancies.

This mortality is a factor which is by no means
negligible in bringing about the depopulation of

France (Reims scientifique July i-B 1916 p 391)

Thk Indian Journal of Medical Research for April

(vol lii No 4) contains a number of papers on bac-

teriology parasitology and public hralth Capt
Morison discusses the dose of alum necessary for the
purification of water by precipitation He finds that

the best dose of alum for the perfect clarification of

a soft water is obtained by adding half the equivalent

weight of alum necessary to react completely with
the alkalinity calculated as calcium carbonate For
a hard water the same rule holds good but an
equally good clarification can be obtained by the use
of a smaller dose and a mechanical filter A watery
solution of hsematoxylin gives a reddish colour when
the correct dose has been given

In second senes part 11 vol xvi of the Journal
of the Academy of Natural Sciences Philadelphia

Mr C B Moore presents an elaborate memoir on
the exploration of abor ginal sites in the 1 ennessee
River valley The report would have been more valu

able if It had been accompanied bv a summary and
some attempt to assign the remains to a particular

tribe or group of tribes but it contains abundant
materials for a study of Indian mortuary customs
The distnet has suffered much from the depre-

dations of curio-hunters and the trade of tak

tog flint implements seems to be a thriving

one The finest thing found is a splendid

native pipe cut in Catl nite or some similar red stone,

representing a figure bent on one knee the bowl and
place for tne mouthpiece being m the back of the
carving It would be difficult to exaggerate the im
portance of this admirable specimen which may be
regarded as one of the best examples of the art of the
aborigines He also found specimens of a reel-shaped
decoration in copper which seems to have served as a
pendant or breast ornament Only one other n>ed
men of this type appears to be in eustence We have
also the record of the first discovery of cowrie shells

in an aboriginal mound The date and mode of their

introduction are questions of some difficulty and Dr
W H Dali writing to the author says .— Your
cowries may have come off one of Columbus s own
ships I

In vol Ixiv No 3333 of the Journal of the Rojral

Society of Arts Sirdar Daljit Singh, of the India
Council gives a good account of die Sikhs The sect

at present numbers about five millions It is well to
have a descnption by an expert of the remarkable rite

of pahul or initiation An iron vessel is brought into

die assemblage in which a mixture of water and
sugar IB placed This is stirred with the point Of

a sword while the Japji and a collection of sayings
of Guru Govind Who died a martyr In the time of
the Emperor Aurangxeb are recited Some of Bie
mixture is poured over the heads of the candidates
for initiation and the rest is drunk The Sirdar
rightly directs attendon to the fact that Sikhism is a
litpra^ religion and to the beauties of the Granth or
Scripture of the sect He also pays a wOtl-deserved
tribute to the loyalty and bravery of his breduren aft

the present war

Tm apparent ease with whieh die ancient ’Egyptians
cut ao stubborn a material an granite lias long occupied
the attention of Egyptologists In part hi of AncuAl
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Egypt for 1916 Mr Somers Clarke describes how
jnanite bouhiert from which building stone for the

Aswan Dam was procured were dealt with by a party
of quarrymen imported from Baveno in North Italy

A verticm cut was made across the boulder and it

was ^Iit by wedges each group ontaining two
pairs of wedges side by side driven into holes made
with steel points Dressing was done b> means of a
heavy metal tool not unlike an adze with its sharp
end serrated This was let fall verticilly on the face
of the stone and by moans of it all incuualit es were
removed In the same connection Mrs Bertha
Broadwood describes the method in use at the granite
hills in Mysore A line of small hollows is worked
on the surface of the rock a little straw is burnt over
the hollows a cupful of water is ptured in and the
rock IS thus split along the line of holl ws to the
depth of several inches It may also be noticed that
feathers or slips of sheet metal are in Egypt placed

on each side of the wedges to prevent them from
crushing and grinding the edges of the grooves wh ch
would waste the force used in merely enlarging the

hole These do not seem to have bwn used teforc
Roman times

A RSCBNT number of the Bulletin of Entomological
Research (vol vii

,
part i) contains among other

papers one by Dr A E Cameron describing sonc
expenments on the breeding of the n angold fly

This student has already ilentified this common
farm pest (Pego lyia betae Curtis) as P
hyoscyatnt Panz the maggots of which often
mine the leaves of Belladonna and other Solanaccu
He now shows that flics reurtHi from Belladonna
will in the absence of that plant lay eggs on mangold
leaves in which the maggots complete their trans-

formations Cunously flics reared from mangolds
could not be induced to lay eggs on the closely allied

sugar beet The dock mining maggots belong to a
distinct species of Pegomyia—P hicolor Wied—which
will not lay eggs on either n angold or beet

Amothbr destructive dipteran crop pest of the British

Islands the cabbage-root maggot {Pharbta bracstcae)

which IS also common and harmful m North America,
IS described at length by A Gibson and R C
Treherne in Bulletin 12 of the Canadian Department
of Agriculture (Entomological Branch) The nearly
allied P fusciceps and the onion ma^ot {Jlylemyxa
anttqua) are also dealt with This bulletin is impor
tant for the careful records of generations through the
yearly cycle and the variation in the numbers of eggs
laid in the different months also for some excellent

photogrwhs of the damage caused by the maggots to
plants It is noteworthy that the taned discs for pro-

tecting cabbage plants from egg laying by the fly

are ~ widely used by market gardeners in Canada
whereas suggestions to try them in these countries

usually give rise to contemptuous amusement The
larvte of P fuseteeps eat a great variety of plants

but occasionally they seek a change of diet by devour
tng kxniets’ e^
PuBUOsnoN 3(3 of the Queensland Geological Sur

v^ contains a description oy R J TUlyard of some
Mesosoic and Tertiary insects mostly cmlected by the

diief Government geologist B Dunstan who contn
butes notes on the straUgraphical position Most of

the epeefaaens come from a thin bed in the Coal
Mcasurue of Ipswich, South Queensland, (or which a
Trlasefo Me is now claimedT These represent new
genera of Slattoldea (1) Protorthoptera (3), Coleoptera
^),M«ooptera(i) Protohemiptera (1) and Hemiptera
fi). bssides a now and interestmg ardiair Odonate
tuta the wrings of a'Suppoeed Lepidi^teron (Dunstania
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n g ) which however is perhaps more comparablfr

wuh such a Dipteron as Fsychoda Tnassic insects

are little known and we are glad to learn that this

s only a foretaste of what may be expected from the

Ipswich bed in which the combination of archaic

with more modern specialised types is particularly

markiri From the Jurassic Wianamatta shales of

St Peter s near oydney are some new genera of

Btattoidea and Coleoptera as well ns a Protortho-

pteron Mesotitan with a forewing estimated to

measure 9 in by 3 in recalling the huge Titano-

phasma of the Cummentry Coal Measures and afford-

ing yet another instance of the persistence of archaic

types in the Australian fauna The wing of a Neuro.
pteron from the Tcrtnry sluiles of Goodna Queens-

! land is referred to the Osmvlidm under the now
I
generic name Euponsmites The poor impressions

of 1 dragon fly larva from the Icrt iry or Cretaceous

I

shale of Duaringa scarcely warrant the introduction

I

of a new generic name even if it were ever wise to

base a new genus on the larva alone

Tub New South Wales Department of Mines is

publishing a very elaborate monograph upon the

geology and mineral resources of the souths coal-

field of which part i dealing with the south coastal

portion by Mr L F Harper has just been issHMd in

the form of a handsome volume of more than 400 pa^
with numerous illustrations The Permo-Carbonifo'-
ous formations within the area described are divided
into four series namely (i) upper (BuMi-NewcaatleV
coal measures (2) middle (East Ma tlund or Tomago)
coal measures (3) upper marine ser cs (4) lower (Clyde-

Greta) coal measures Ihe upper marine senes has
not been found to contain any productive coal seams,
and only the frst named senes has hitherto been
found to be of any value as a coal producer the teams
of the middle ooal measures being of poor quality,

whilst the areas of the lower ooal measures are com-
paratively small and the coal in them is of variable

quality The workable area of the upper coal

measures is estimated at about 350 square miles, It

contains seven coal honzons of which the uppermost,
or Bulli coal seam is practically the sole source of

coal supply This scam appears to vary from a ft

to 9 ft m thickness and 'rolls and wash-outs
appear to be numerous The coal Is of fair quality
but contains a rather high percentage of ash The
geology of the coal scams as expos^ in the various
ooUiencs is described in much detail in the memoir

Thb Transactions of the Geological Society of South-

Africa vol xviii (1916) include a long paper by Mr
E T Mellor on the Upper Witwatersrand system, in
which a case Is made out for a deltaic ongin of • large-

part of the strata The quartzites banded iron-ores,

and other features interestingly resemble those of the
Algonklan beds of North AmencB In the discussion

on this paper (Proc tbid p 43) Prof Schwars
regards tne conglomeratic layers at incompatible with
delta flats and as produced by temporary floods nin
ning from mountain-sides over the accumulatfons of
normally dry plain lands

Thb term “peneplain'* baa undergone modification
in meaning, and sometimes in spelling, rince it was
first intn^ced by Prof W M Davis in 1880 In
the Gtogmphical Romm for June, vol i , No 6,

Prof D W Johnson, of Columbia Univerti^ plsada
for an OBtension, and at the same time premsioa, m
its use He eug^ts writing the word ''pensplaae*'
and using tt for the penulttmate stage in any mie of
arorion. The word ^plane’* he woiUd use for the
fovel aroaiod surface produced In the ultimate stage
and fUdn^** as genetally used, fm- a low-rsBef region



of horiaontal rodEi. The quMtioa U, of ooune, a
technical one for gw«raphere to decide, and Prof
Johnion’i ihort paper u worth conaideration

In recent yean the intercorrelatlon of meteoro-
logical dau in different parts of the world has sug-
gested important results which promise to have con-
siderable economic value Dr u T Walker, Direc-
tor-General of Observatories in India, has pubhshed
a memorandum regarding the probable amount of
monsoon rainfall in 1916 (Simla Government Press,

8 annas) Data from South Amenca, the Indian
Ocean, and Ceylon, as well as from India, are briefly

considered ana the result is to lead Dr Walker to
suggest that the outlook for the general monsoon
rainfall of India is on the whole unfavourable this

year, end that the rainfall is likely to be in slight or
moderate defect at any rate in the earlier part of the
season The deficiency is likely to be most marked
in north-west India, while conditions appear to be
favourable in Lower Burma, Assam, Malabar, and
south-east Madras Forecasting of this nature is still

in Its infancy, but Dr Walker’s attempt is most
interesting, and promises to grow m value year by
year

Thk August Catalogue of Books in Standard
Literature ‘ of Mr F Edwards, High Street, Maryle-
bone, contains many works dealing with general

natural history, botany, conchology ornithology, mam.
malia entomology, and ichthyology

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN,
Thb August MsTBOBS—Mr Denning writes —
There is every indication that the Perseid display of

1916 will be of rather unusual activity The shower
was quite rich on July 31, August i and 5, and
evidently increasing Some fine meteors were ob-

served, and espeaaUy on July 36, loh ;m , August a

iih 41m, August 3 9h 44m
, and August oh 14m

That on the latter date was a fireball, and it formed a
brilliant spectacle as seen from Bristol, falling from
Cygnus to Onhiuchus

The maximum of the shower will probably be
attained on Friday, August 11, but there will be many
meteors visible also on August is The display is

one noted for its long duration, but the really active

phase of the phenomenon is ihcluded within one or

two nights
The average height of the Perseids is from 81 to 53

miles, and their velocity 38 miles per second Th«r
flights are directed from the nortfi-eastern sky, the

radiant at 44° + 57° in Perseus being situated in that

quarter of the heavens
The time of maximum should be carefully deter-

mined, and the horary numbers ascertained during
the nights of August 1 1 and 13 The moon however
being vety nearly full, will prevent many of the smaller
meteors being observed

The more brilliant objects should be espeaally
noted and their paths among the stars recorded as
accurately as possible The phosphorescent streaks

which are generated along the courses enable the direc-

tion to be exactly registe^ on a star map or celestial

globe These Perseids furnish manv fine meteors, and
fireballs frequently occur among tnem In the case
of one of the streaks or afterglows remaining visible

for several minutes, its drift amongst the n^bbour-
ing stars should be noted as predseTy as possible

”

Jolt Mbtbobs —Mr Denning wntes —‘ The vwy
fine summer weather prevailing during the latter half

of July enabled a large number of oMervations to be
obttined The first Perseids were detected on July 8,
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and August i A splendid meteor was seen from it,

or possibly from a contemporary display in the same
region, on July ab, at loh 7m

There was a very active radiant of slow and bnl
liant meteors from the point at about 303“-8® from
July 7 to the end of the month, and it was sdll visible

on August 3 Twenty of its meteors were recorded at

Bristol, and maiw pthers were seen by Mrs Fiam-
metta Wilson at Totteridge Six of the meteors were
doubly observed and their real paths have been com-
puted

During the last week of the month the Aquand
shower came actively into play from 338°- n® This
stream has been only scantily visible in the oast few
years, but its return in 1916 showed it to nave re-

cover^ Its old time prominence The chief radiants

I 338-11 13 I

interesting real paths \

lldglt Helslit

9 « 3S + S>
Sa 37 338-14
18 18 301-9

31 1039 s-4 61 55 80 40 348-16

Observers—Mrs Fiammetta Wilson, Tottendget
Miss \ Grace Cook, Stowmarket, and the writer,

Bristol

A Sun spot in High Latitude.—In the course of

the heliographic work at Greenwich, it has been found
that pbotogrwhs of the sun taken at the Cam Ob-
servatory on December 36, 1915, show a small, but un-
mistakable, spot m the extraordinary latitude <9^® S
This IS considerably above that of the spot obMrved
by Peters m 1846 the latitude of which was So>4®, and
IS apparently the highest yet recorded (Journal B A.A ,

vd XXVI , p 393)

Lowest effective Power of a Tblbscope.—It hat
usually been considered that the lowest power which
can be employed on a telescope while retaming full

illumination is one of five to each inch of apigture,

this estimate being based on the assumption that the

average diameter of the pupil of the eye is one-flfth

of an inch Mr W H Steavenson has inwstlgated
the diameter of the pupil by flashlight photogmiriiy,
and has found that while one-fifth at an inch may be

a fair estimate of the aperture in daylight, one-tblrd

of an inch is much nearer the aperture at night. An
interesting application of this result has been made
tw Naval Instructs M A AlnsUe, R N , in comiec-
tion with the 72-in mirror of the Rosso reflector, now
included in the collections at the Sdence Museum
The “onginal" eyepiece of the groat telescope has
been found to have an equivalent focal len^ of

7-7 in , giving a magnifying power of 84 and. an
emergent pencil of o8s5 dutneter It follows that
the effective aperture of the qiecuhim, when this
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«vepiece was used, would be onlv 25 in ,
or approxi

mately equal m lighUgathering power to a refractor

of ao4n aperture A power not less than 216 would
be necessary to give the full benefit of the large mirror
Although me eyepiece in question was not the only

one employfxl, it may be important to take account of

the fact that some of the observations at Parsonstown
were not made with the full aperture of the telescope

(Journ B A \ , vol xxvi
, p 30a)

VENTILATION AND Mhl ABOLISH
'T'HE New York State Commission on Ventilation
^ has issued an outline statement of the work

done in 1915 In the first report the Commission
supported the view of the English physiologists, that

the principal factors which make for comfort are

temperature humidity and air movement and that the

effects of poor ventilation cannot be explained by the

presence of volatile organic poisons in the air or any
chemical change in the atmosphere Fven slight

differences in temperature produce characteristic

physiological responses in the Mdy affecting the out

put of physical work and likewise the inclination to do
mental work In only one respect did the chemical
Quality of the air breathed show any characteristic

effect on the body mechanism this effect appearing

in the slightly diminished appetite for food in a stale,

unventilated atmosphere
The Commission has now sought to find what

quality of the stale used air has this effect Is it the

odour present? the increased CO,’ or what? Arti

ficial body odours and excess of CO, have been intro*

duced into a room ventilated with fresh air, but these

have not produced the effect on the appetite Wo
do not believe that the Commission has ever properly

eliminated the physical conditions In their expen-
ments they arranged that the temperature (wet and dry

bulb) should be kept the same in the ventilated as

In the Btale-air chamber and m the latter they placed

a table fan to blow air upon the subjects, in order

to imitate the current of air which circulated in the

chamber ventilated with fresh air There is no proof

that the fan had this effect It may not have venti-

lated the clothes of the subjects as effectually as the

current of air did in the fresh-air chamber We would
suggest that the rate of cooling be measured with

the katathermometer Until this is done we cannot

accept the view that the diminished appetite is due
to any chemical alteration of the stale atmosphere

It seems more likely to be caused bv a diminution in

metabolism resulting from a lessened rate of cooling

of the body surface

Tbe Commission says that for extreme mental con-

centration, involving an almost entire absence of

physical exertion, a temperature of 75° at 50 per cent

relative humidity was preferable to 68® nt the same
humidity, whereat for tasks involving greater motor
effort, such as typewriting, the cook-r temperature

was coincident with the greater outnut Here again

data are wanted as to rate of cooling Was the atmo-
sphere a still one? In this country 63° F is regarded

as a suitable temperature, but the comfort is far more
a question of rate of cooling than of temperature
We would point out that mental concentrabon which
demands an entire absence of physical exertion and
so warm an atmosphere tells against tbe health of the

body , the metabolism is greatly reduced, and with it

the appetite, die digestive organs miss the massage
due to bodily exercise and deep breati)ing, the circula-

tion is not made vigorous by the puntjung action of

the skeletal muscles and those of resomation , and the

kings are but tittle ei^nded by the shallow breathing
Daily open-air exercise is essential to compensate for
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such intense mental application if the health is to be
maintained Such work, together with high feeding,

alcoholic pick me-ups, and amusements u£en in hot
atmospheres, leads to the bodily flabbiness and nfiddle-

age degeneration of the business man The scholar

requires his constitutional or else he will become
hypochondriacal
The Commission has examined the conditions of the

nasal mucous memtirane in hot and cold atmospheres,
and generally confirms conclusions reached by the re-

viewer (cf Lancet May 10, 1913) In the majority
of subjects examined the reaction from heat is one
of increased swelling moisture and redness, and the
reverse from cold Air blown upon the face by fans
greatly modifies the effect On eroing from the cold
to the hot room with fans there is a decrease in the
size of the infenor turbinates and in the amount of

moisture The charnctenstic change on passing from
the hot to the cold condition with fans is an increase

in the turbinates and secretion The Commis
Sion reports that laundry workers show a high per-

centage of cases of atrophic rhinitis the result of
working in hot humid atmospheres The changes of

the nasal membrane produced bv environment must
materially affect the incidence of infection by colds

This subject is dealt with by the reviewer in an article

published in the British Medical Journal for Apnl 15,

1916
Mr Palmer the chief of the investigating staff of

the Commission has fashioned a new sampnng appa-
ratus for the determination of aerml dust Air is

drawn, by means of an electric-dnven fan, through a
U-tube containing some water The water is thrown
into a spray formation in a conical glass vessel at-

tached to the U-tube and the air is washed of its

suspended dust as it passes through the water shower
One hundred cubic feet of air can be put through in

thirty minutes Tlie water can be evaporated and the
dust weighed, or the dust can be estimated by the
turbidity of the water against a set of standaros, or
the particles of dust—in a measured q^ntity of the
water—counted under the microscope The pernicious
effect of dust on the lung it not properly realised bv
the public Dust containing free silica is the most

I

potent cause of phthisis prevalent in miners, granite
and flint workers etc Tbe motor-cars stir up clouds of
dust from roads metalled with flint and granite People
dislike the dust on their clothes, but do not realise

the damage it causes to their lungs All dusts
dimmish the efficiency of the lungs and lead to
lessened expansion and shortened breath—the asthma
of dusty occupations Lbonaro Hilu

THE AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL
SOCIETY

'T'HE annual mieting of the American Philosophical
Society was held on April 13-15 during which

nearly fifty jpapers were presented on a large vanety
of topics The address of welcome was delivered by
Dr w W Keen the president who with the vice-
presidents Dr VV B Scott and Prof E C Picker-
ing, presided at the various meetings
We are able from the material which the secretary.

Prof A W Goodspeed hxs sent us from Philadelphia
to give brief abstracts of some of the papers which
were read
Dr R F Bacon, The Work of the Mellon Insti-

tute in its Relations to the Industrie* and to the
Urtlveriities *’ —

.

The first industrial fellowship at the Mellon
In^tute was founded through a grant from a
bwng company which desired to improve its product
The sum ot money given was used, as has Seen all
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the money which hat been eubscnbed to industrial

fellowthips, with the exception of small sums for the
purchase of very spedat apparatus, to secure the ser-

vices of a man who had shown a ^ft for research

to i^ote all his time to certain pr^lems connected

with the baking mdustry During the five years
which have elapsed since the establishment of the first

fellowship forw-seven distinct business organisations

have endowed one hundred and five one-year

fellowships The total amount of money contributed

to the institute for the five years ending March i,

1916, was 72,000! In addition to this sum 4260I

was awarded in bonuses to fellows for the successful

completion of problems During the five years the
institute itself expended about 35 oooZ Besides this

amount, the building and permanent equipment of the

institute rmresent an investment of between 60,000!

and 70,0001 That the results obtained under the in-

dusmal fellowship system of the Mellon InsUtute have

C'fied the expenditure of these sums of money has
shown by the fact that during the first four years

seven out of each ten problems assigned to the institute

for study were solved to the satisfaction of the donors
A large percentage of the fellowships were renewed
showing the confidence which industrialists have in the
institute Twenty-five patents have been granted to

the holders of fellowships, and there are as many more
pending Above all, some twenty new processes

develo]^ in the institute are now in actual operation

on commercial scales

Dr G P Atkinson, The F, Generations, and
Back- and Inter-crosses of the h, Hybrids between
CEnothera nutans and pycnocarfa —
The result of the observauons shows that in the F,

generation from a cross between two feral non mutat-
ing species quadruplet hybrids appear In the F, gene-
ration, one IS n blend and self-sterile, but its pollen

and egg cells are fertile, two of the degregates are
fixed types and breed true, while the fourth hybrid

(third segregate) appears to split in the second genera-

tion The back- and inter-crosses show either striking

examples of palrocliny or splitting into two t^s
some cases into three types in other cases But no
new types (with a single exception) appear, they all

conform to one or other of the six types, the primary
parental types or one or more of the F, hybrid types

^e single exception is a mutant of the dwarf gtacihs

X.f J M Coulter Inheritance through
Spores ' —
Ihe current work in plant genetics suggests the

question of the most favour ible material If sexual

forms are desirable it seems obvious that the most
primitive should be included in experimental mate-
rial, since m such forms the sex act is not in-

volved with other structures, the origin of the sexual

cells is observable and the whole situation lends itself

to more complete control and analysis The sejcual

cells, Jiowever, are genetically related to spores so that

the ongui of spores and their behaviour in reproduc-
tion are preliminary to the origin of gametes and
sexual reproduction Reproduction by spores, therefore

is a field rich in experimental possibilities Analysis of
the conditions of spore formation furnishes a clue to

the additional conditions necessary for gamete forma,
tion, experimental niodihration of the germ plasm”
IS more simple and definite than in complex material

,

and braeding from mores with essentiuly pure tines

is especiallyfavourable for securing more ^finite data
In reference to the possibilities of variation and m-

Prof W J V Osterbout, ‘ The Dynamics of

Antsgonism” —
If two tokic substances anuigonise each other this

is called action antagonism An accurate measure of
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antagonism is afforded by detotnining the dectnea!
resistance of living tissues Toxic substances cause a
fall of resistance, but if m a mixture of two such
substances resistance falls less rapidly, it ia evident that
this IS due to antagonism In the case of the conunon

I kelp, Laminarik, NaCl causes a fall of cesistanto,

j

while CaCl, causes a rlse^ followed by a fall, of resist-

ance In mixturea of NaCl and CaClj tne resistance
rises and then falls

,
by usmg the r^ht proportions the

fall may be made very gradual These facts may be
explained by assummg that the resistance is due to a
suDStance the production of which is accelerated by
CaCl,, while its decomposition is checked by a com-
pound formed by the union of both NaCi and CaCl.
with a substance m the protoplasm This throws new
light on the manner in whicn salts act m preserving
life It has been found that the electrical resistance
IS a very delicate and accurate mdicator of the vitality

of protuplasm, since any kind of injury is at once
indicated by a fall of resistance This permits a quan-
titative meaning to be given to such terms as vitality,

injury, recovery, and death The mechanism by which
changes m resistance are produced by salts is tnerefore

of great importance The facts here presented give
a new insight into this mechanism

Prof F Ehrenfeld, Jointing as a Fundamental
Factor in the Degradation of the Lithosphere’ —

In most text books the question of land surface
levelling or degradation is considered more from the
view-point of the atmospheric or other surface cause
than from that of tlm construction of the solid

portions of the earth itself This is a somewhat mis-
taken view to take of the case, as the stony mass
of the earth hns been shown by many geologists to be
subject to a constant fracturing or jointing, which
shows Itself in various ways such as influence on
river drainagi., repeated groups of islands, bays along
sea coasts and in certain types of volcanic and earth
quake appearances The paper discussed these and
also the subiect of marine planation to produce a
lowenng of the land below sea level Illustrations of
such marine action were shown from the Maine coast
and also from the forms and positions of some of the
Atlantic Ocean islands This subject of the action of

the sea to produce a general levelling, though much
discussed some decades ago, has been neglected by
many modem students, but is now becoming prominent
under newer ideas, and this paper m in juut a study
of jointing in the mass of the lands to assist in such
action and hasten continental land levelling and de-
struction by creatlag m the rock mass through joints

great lines of weakness which under the attack of
both the atmosphere and the sea compel the falling

apart of the land The author proposed a ‘law of
lOints in which the controlling influence of joint
Imee was more definitely stated

Prof W M Davit Sinking Islands versus a
Rising Ocean in the Coral-Reef Problem’ —
Since Darwin’s voyage In the Beagle eighty years

ago, nearly all geologists who adrated hia theory of
coral reefs acceded also his postulate that the nccfi-

beanng islands have subsided with the subsiding ocean
bottom In later years, and largely under the leader-
ship j>f Suess and Penck, the possible variation of
ocean level around fixed islands nos been emphasised^
When it is teen that a rise of the ocean surface around
BtiU-standing islands would produce all the conditions
that arise from Darwin’s powtulate of subsiding islands
in an ocean of constant level search should he msda
for some means of evaluating these two atteraadvesi.

The result of such a search shows that the theory of
a chanf^ng ocean involves many extravagant oomplica-
tlona which have not bem sufficiently constdered by
those who accepted- it, while the tbe^ of subsilii^
Islands is relatively simple and economical Darwin^
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^{ginat theory 4S to be preferred on thokc
grouiuU

Pro! J P Iddlngg, The Petrology of some South
Sea lelonds and lU Signiticance —

ITie lelandi of Tahiti Moorea, Huaheine, Raiatoa
Tahoe, Bora Bora, of the Society grouji and Hiva-ou
•nd Nukahiva of the Marquesas were visited in order
to ascertain whether the volcanic rocks composing
them are of such a character that they suppiort the
theory of isosucy which demands that the deep por
tkmi of the earth s crust, or the lithosphere under
the Pacific Ocean should consist of heavier maternl
than that underlying the continent of North America
It was found that the volcanic rocks of these islands
are noticeably heavier on the average than the igneous
rocks occurring in various parts of the American con
tinent Each of the islands visited was found to be an
extinct basaltic volcano considerably eroded and
partly submerged beneath the sea
Prof J J Stevenson Coal Formation —
The doctrine that the fossil fuels from peat to

anthracite are a continuous senes has been the subject
of renewed discussion withm recent years The author
felt compelled to make serious investigation to free
himself from doubts aroused by the statements of some
authors The general study has advanced so far as to
justify presentation of the first part of h s monograph
The plan adopted is to discuss the fuels in order of
age, beginning with peat and closmg with the Palaeo-
zoic coals The hrst part consiikrs peit and the
Tertiary coals the second will consider the Mcsoroit
and the Palseoaoic coals The author hopes to make
evident the inherent probability of the doctrinh that
in spite of difference in planj materials the coals
throughout form a connected senes n<t nierclv m
mode of accumulation but also in pbysiial structure
and in chemical composition
Mr G Scatchard and Prof M T Bogert \ New '

and very Sensitive Indicator for \cldimetrv and Atkili
metry and for Determining Hydrogen Ion Concentra
tions between the limits of 6 and 8 on the Sorensen
Scale —
The authors have d scovered that dimtrobenzmlcne

urea is an unusually sensitive indicator and one uhich
can be prepared easily in any desired amount from
anihramlic aend It changes from colourless to
greenish yellow with a change in hydrogen ion con
centration from lo * to lo-* the development of the
colour following regularly the decre ising concentration
of hydrogen ion It is very little affected be neitrnl
salts or proteins and not at all by the ordinary hio
logical preservatives chloroform and toluene The colour
does not fade perceptibly in two days and docs so but
very slightly in a week It therefore promises ti be
very useful in the measurement of hvdrogen ion con
centration of biological or other I quids m this impor-
tant range, for which the previously known indicators

are not very satisfarton
Dr F W Clarke The Inorganic Constituents of

Marine Invertebrates —
It IS a commonplace of geology that many lime-

stones are formed from the remains of marine
animals such as corals, molluscs crinoids etc Some
of these limestones arc magnesian some are phos-
phatlc and others are of the ordinary type consisting

chiefly of calcium carbonate They were originally

deposited at the bottom of the sea and their composi
tion depends upon the composition of the organisms
wfiich formed them The present investigation has
for Its purpose to determine what each group of
organisms contributes to the sedimepts, and in order
to answer this question nearly 35a analyses have bem

,

made of the ahells or skeletons of marine invertep i

bratefl, covering a range from the Forammifera up 1

to the Crustacea, and including also the coralline I
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nigm It was already well known that corals and
mulluscan shells were composed almost entirely ti

calcium carbonate, and that fact has been perinea

Ihe shells of one group of braduopods however, con-

sist largely of calcium phosphate and that substanob

IS jilso abundant in the Crustacea Ihesc animals^

and also vertebrate ski Ictons contr bute phosphates

to the sediments The Forammifera Meyonaria sea

fans, echmodernis and calcareous alg<c with some
minor groups or organisms contain much magnesia*

and therclore aid in the formation of magnesian lime-

stones Curiously enough the amount ol mugnesiuni

cartenate in any series of organisms varies with the

temperature of the water in whicli the creatures lived,

being small in cold and large in warm waters A
sea-urchin from tirecnland (or example contained

b per cent of magnesium carbonate and one from

near the equator contained more titan 13 per cent

In certain olgee from the West Indies 25 per cent was
found rurthermori some organisms liave their cal-

cium carbonate in the form of aragonite and others

consist of calcitc The arugonitic organisms arc all

non magnesian wh Ic the m igncsnn forms are all

calcltic The data obtained in this investigation have

been applied to the study of coral reefs which owe
their composition to all the creatures living upon
them and not to the corals alone In fact the corals

arc often of less importance th n their associates

Dr W Duonr Some Relations between Matter

and Radiation —
It It known that the impacts of atoms of electricity

against atoms of ordinary m tttcr produce radiation

Mr Hunt, Dr Webster and the author have bee*
investigating the relations between the energy of the

atom of oleclricity and the frequency of Uic radiation

It produces The most sinking f icts discovered are

that in the rase of the so called general radiation the

energy required is slnctlv proportional to that fee-

quency, and in the case of tne so-rnlled charaotertstie

radtalton the energy required s larger than in the

preceding case and not always proportional to the

frequency High-frequency viprations are assouated
with the central parts of an atom of matter In which

I
the electromagnetic field is verv strong In order to

reach a point in an atom of matter where a given

frequency of vibration is produced the atom of dec
trlcity must have at least enough energy to over

come a certain force of repulsion nrting between them
If we follow V ut the line of reasoning ind apply Max-
well 8 distribution law nnd what has been called the

fourth power law to the case if the atoms of ele«

tricity flying about in a hot bodv owing to its thermal
agitation we arrive at an equation (or the distribution

of energy in the spectrum that represents tho facts

with considerable precision These laws discovered

by experimental investigation have a practical bearing
on X ray phenomena also They indicate what must
be done in order to produce those verv high-frequency
radiations that hitherto have been obtained from radio-

active substances only
Dr L A Bauer Relation between Changes in

Solar Activity and the Earth s Magnetic Activity,

1903-14 —
No critenon of solar activity has been found to syn-

rhronlse precisely with 'iny quantity used as an Index
of the earth’s magnetic activity Thus for example
the -maximum magnetic activity in i8qa preceded the
maximum sun spot activity of that period bv a venr
So again the recent minimum magnetic activity of the
earth saems -to have occurred in 1913 whereas the
minimum sun-spot activity did not take place until

iqit or a year later Thim the amount of magnetic
•mvity is not neoessarHy commensurate with t^t of
aoldr adlvlty, whatever measure of the latter be
tisea when the comparisons between the solar
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and the magnetic data are made for Intervals of less

than a year—a month for example—the lack of exact
synchronism and the lack of proportionality between
the two sets of changes become especially noticeable
fortunately beginning with im^ we have a new set

of figures the values of the soiar constant determined
with high precision at Mount Wilson California, by
Dr Abbot Remarkable fluctuations arc shown in
these valuesjunounting at times to 10 per cent of
the value ^e present paper mtdees a comparison
between the annual changes in the values of the solar
constant for the period 1905 to 1914 with the irregu
lanties in the annual changes of the earth s magnetic
constant It is found that the two sets of data in
general show similar fluctuations Also a closer
correspondence is found between these two sets of
changes than between either set and that of sun-spot
frequencies In brief the solar-constant values furnish
another index of changes in solar activity which may
be usefullv studied in connection with minor fluctua
uons m the earth s magnetism
Dr W Patten Lo-operation as a Factor in

Evolution —
The purpose of this discussion is to show that co-

operation or the summat on of power is the creative
and preservative agent in evolution and that the
summation of power dmends on co-operaton in the
conveyance of power Co-opcration in the inner life

of the individual is opre-r^uisite to co-operation in
Its external life The larger physical volume and
orflaniL power of the individual are the means by
which it finds the larger sources of supplies and the
better ways of cosmic and soc al oo-operat on What
we call evil is that which prevents or destroys
co-operation Good is that which perpetuates and
improves co-operation The struMle for existence
is a struggle to find better ways of co-operation and
the fittest IS the one that co-operates best The
same laws which prevail in the inner and outer life of
animals and plants prevail in the social life of man
Man s social progress Is measured by the degree to
which he has extended the mutually profitable give-
and-take of co-operative action beyond himself to the
family tribe and State and into the world of life

at large The chief agents of dvibsation—language
commerce science literature art and religion—are
the larger and more enduring instruments of convev
nnce which better enable the part and the whole to
avoid that which is ev I and to find that which is

good and which yields a larger surplus for free
dom

Prof G H Parker Types of Neuromusrulnr
Mechanism in Sea Anemones —

In the origin of nerve and muscle the sea anemone
has been supposed to represent a step in which a
nervous net of very primitive structure could throw
into pixilonged contraction the general musculature of
the animal s body An examin'ition of the body of
the saa-anemone shows that its muscular activities
are of a much more diverse kind They include first

muscles that act under d rert stimulation and without
the intervention of nerves secondly muscles that are
stimulated drectly as well as bv nerves thirdly
muscles that are stimulated only by nerves and ex
hibit in these arcumstances profound tonic contrac
tlons and finally muscles that react m the same
reflex way that those in the higher animals do This
diversity of muscular response has not been fully
appreciated by pr^iou^ workers

Prof E C Wickering Determmation of Stellar
Magnitudes -by Photography —
An immense amount of work is being carried on

bv observatories all over the world in determining
the photographic magnitudes of the stars It ys of
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the utmost unpcxtance that all these magnitudes
should be reduced to the same scale Accbrdingly, in

dqirll 1909 an InternaUonal Committee was appointed

with members from England h ranee Germany Hoi
land Russia and the United States This committee
met in 1910 and 1913 and after a most amicable

discussion agreed on a system in which all stars were
to be referred to a standard sequence of stars near the

North Pole 1 he magnitudes of the latter were deter

mlnMl at Harvard by Miss H b Leavitt by six

different methods using eleven dliferent telescopes

having apertures from one-half to sixty inches All

gave accordant results and were adopted by the com
nuttee A simple method was found for transferring

these magnitudes to stars in other parts of the sky
but here extraordinary sources of wstematic errors

presented themselves For example if two equal ex
posures were made on a plate the second was found

to give fainter mages if by means of a small pnsm
exposures were made simultaneously with different

apertures the smaller aperture indicated a brighter

magnitude than the lart,er when the stars were
bright and a fainter magnitude when they were faint

The colour equation was found to vary by different

amounts not only for d flcrent instruments but for

different magnitudes
Miss A J Cannon A New Catalogue of \ oriable

Stars —
So great has been the increase in the number of vari

able stars that a new catalo^e now being compiled

contains 4641 stars of which 3397 or nearly three-

quarters of the whole have been found at Harvard
and 1344 elsewhere by astronomers in nearly all por
tions of the civil sed world The variable stars are

divided into five classes dependent upon the character

of their variation in light The periods vary from
three hours to 698 days Determination of the periods

and light curves of these stars constitutes a large piece

of svork Much has been done at Harvard in this

field and many observations have been furn shed by
other astronomers for such determinations No more
suitable place could be found for the preparat on of

th s entaiogue than the Harvard Observatory for the

rich library of a ouiirter of a million stellar photo-
graphs fum shes the onlv complete material in the
world for the study of these stars during the last

twenty five lears By examining the past nittory of

a star on these photographs the investigator may
far more rcodilv find an answer to such perplexing
quest ons as to whether a star Is variable or constant
what IS the length of the period is the period change
able what is the colour or the spectrum of the star

than bv waiting months or years to accumulate
additional observations
During the morning of April 15 the following

foreign members were elected —Dr F D Adams
F R S of Montreal Dr W L Johannsen of Copen
hagen and Dr J D van der Woals of Amster
dam

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Tng sun) of 3000I has been bequeathed to the Yale
University School of Medidne by Mr Norman B
Bayley

Prof J I van Looheu has been appointed to the
newly founded chair of tropical hygiene In the Uplver
sity of Amsterdam

Dr R Armstrono-]onxs has rerigned as ftom
September next after twenty three ye»^’ service Ae
medical superintendency of Claybury Asylum
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Thb Gladatone Memorial prize at the London School
of Economics and Pohdcat Science has been awarded
to Mr Ramcfaandra Mahadev Joshi, of Bombay

Ths sum of lo.oooi in Consols has been given by
Mrs Streatfeild to be held in trust jointly by the
Royal College of Physicians of London and the Koyal
College of Surgeons of England, for the promotion of
research

Th* programme for the session 1916-17 of the
Department of Technology of the City and Guilds of
London Institute has now been published by Mr John
Murray at the price of 9d. net It contains the regu
latlons fSr the registration, conduct, and inspection of
classes the examination of candidates in technological
subjects, and for the award of teachers certificates in
manual training and domestic subjects The sylla
buses in the following subjects have been revised —
unfitting silversmiths work, goldsmiths work, and
j|welry painters and decorators' work and heating
and ventilating engineenng Other syllabuses have
been redrafted, and these include —Electrical installa
tion work ty^graphy carpentry and joinery brick
work, masonrv and plasterers’ work

Work has beem begun upon the building of the
Museum of the .£nencan Indian at 155th
Street and Broadway, New York which is
to house the ethnological collection made by
Mr George G Heye during the last twenty
five years It will be in charge of a group of trustees
of which Mr Heye himself is chairman The ground
was given by Mr Archer M Huntington and the cost
of the building amounting to 50 oo5 , has been sub-
scribed by other friends of Mr Heye The collection
will bo supplemented by the working library of
arclueology which has bem brought together by Prof
Marshall H Saville of Columbia University In
addition to Prof Saville Mr George H Pepper who
has spent much time among the Navajo and Hopi
Indions, will be a member of the staff of the museum
At the conference of presidents and other representa

fives of Canadian universities held at McGill Univer
sity Montreal in May last the following resolution
was unanimously adopted — This conference is

strongly of the opinion that to strengthen the unity
of the Empire, the universities of Great Britain should
be urged to modify and increase their graduate fadli-
tles to meet the needs especially of students of the
Dominion, and also to effect this purpose that a
committee be appointed to corresjiond with the unlvei
sides of Great Britain, and that the committee also
correspond with the universities of Prance, with the I

object of increasi^ the number of students from Cana .

dian collegin Tne members of the committee are
President Falconer, of Toronto University, Sir W
Peterson, president of McGill University Abbd E
Chartier of Laval Universitv and Dean Cappen, of !

Queen’s University The next conference will be held
In Ottawa in 1917

\ COPY of the prospectus of the university courses
in the Manchester Municipal School of Technology for
the session 1916-17 hat been received The sdiooi
offers systematic training in the principles of science

and art as applied to meoianical, electrical and muni-
cipal snd sanitary engineering, architecture and the
building trades, the chemical industries, the textile

industries, and photography and the printing crafU
It possesses extensive laboratories and workshops
equipped with fulUiaed modem modiinety tools and
apparatus, including not only machines of the types
now in general use, but also machines espeaally oon-
structed for demonstration, experiment, and original
refseardi. Its work includes advanced study and re-
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search in science and technology, university courses

in the faculty of technology leading to <%rees in

applied science, and part time day and evening courses

for a great variety of workers The present prospectus

forms the first part of the calendar of the school, the

other activities of whidi are to be desorbed and ex

plained m later parts of the calendar

In his opening address to the vacation course of

the Oxford School i f Geography on August 3, Dr J

Scott Keltie reviewed th^rogress of gcographv during

the last half-century This included, first, the addi

tions to our knowledge by means of exploration,

secondly, progress m the methods of dealing with such

results ,
and &rdiy, improvements in geographical edu-

cation No penod, said Dr Keltic had been so pro-

lific in exploration since the half-century following the

discovery of America by Columbus The two poles

> have b^n reached and large additions made to our

knowledge of polar regions The unknown two-thirds

of Africa have been provisionally mapped Great areas

of North America have been surveyed and occupied

and much of South America has been explored The
map of Asit has been largely reconstructed the

interior of Australia traversed in all directions, and
much of Europe re-surveyed Lastly the saence
of oceanography has b^ created Geograph
ical researdn is now conducted on scientific lines and
the explorer of the future must be differently equipped
from the pioneer of the past Geographical education

has made strides in universities and sdiools but there

IS still a dearth of adequately trained teachers to do
the subject justice

The future of the British chemical industries is so
closely bound up with the education of the technical

chemist that it is not surprising to find this constantly

discussed in the tedinical and daily Press In the July
Engineering Supplement of the Times Prof F G
Donnan deals with the relation of the engineer and
the chemist from the point of view that it is necessary

to bridge the gap which exists between our present

chemied and engineenng laboratones bv Inter-

linking laboratories of diomical engineering He
pictures the young chemists and engineers who intend

to enter the field of applied chemistry meeting here
and learning to work together to the great benefit of

the industries Unfortunately this development is

hindered, if not prevented by the Bntish examination
degree system which, as Prof Donnan truly observes
is even more powerful at the newer and supposedly
modern universities than at Oxford and Cambridge
The only apparent remedy is for manufacturers to

recruit their staff by talung men on the personal
recommendation of the university professor a course
whidi the more enlightened firms have been following
for some time This involves, however that the pro-

fessor should have an accurate knowledge of the
requirements of industry, so that he nfitV not reoom
mend the wrong type of man Prof Donnan lavsa stress on the superiority of a training in physical

stry as the only road to real applied diemistry
and condemns what he terms the molecule-juggling
type of chertiist usually turned out from the diemicm
laboratories of the universities and higher tedmical
schools The training in physical diemistry as
sketched bv Prof Donnan appears to be open to the
criticism of being too general and not yielding a pro.
duct of suffidently high calibre to act in any other
capadty than as departmental under-manager in the
works. It must not be forgotten that the industry
needs also men with a real knowledge of diemistrv
above nil of organic chemistry and thou^ the de.
maad for such men is less than that lot under-
managers, they akme can act to recreate the Industry
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within experience alto that the plant conttructed

by the to-calfed chemical engineer meamng the

chemist with a knowledge of englneMng, is likely to

result in heavy repair co»t* As Prof Ihmnnn truly

indicates what the Indhstry wonts is Uie association

of specialists in both sciences, each understanding
enough of the other s profession to en'ibie them to

work, together with the greatest efticiency

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
P^RIS

Acadsay ef Sclsocss July 34 —M Ld Perrier in the

chatr—Ihe president announced the death 6f Sir

WiDlom Ramsay foreign associate —G Bigoerdsn

Ihe propagation of sound to a great distance The
distance at whtdi the sound of firing at the front can
be heard given in a recent note us 250 kilometres
mutt be extended to 300 kilometres —C Rlchet The
time minimum in the psycho>physiological reaction to

visual and aural stimulations Remarking on a note
by MM J Camus and Nepper (sec bclow^ the author
agrees that the figures put forward by M Lahy appear
to be too low indare probably affected by a systematic
error'—M Petrsvttch The relations of inequality be-

tween antfametical and geometrical means—

M

Meoagsr The displacement of the points of a reel

angular plate—M de BrogUs The K absorption band
of the elements for the K rays from bromine to bis

muth and the emission of a Coolidgo tube for very
short waie lengths Measurements of the absorption

band of elements—that is indirectly the shortest line

of the K group of their spectra—are given for twenty
four elements ranging in atomic wei^t from bromine
to thorium A tungsten antikathodc was used and
the'wave lengths measured decreasing regularly with
the increase in the atomic weight the only exception
being the reUtive positions of iodine and tcilurium —
Mile P CeOst iTie working of galena employed as
detectors in wireless telegraphy —MM lf>***l and
FaacM The absorption of ultra violet radiations by
the bromo.<ienvatives of methane Experiments
were made on bromine carbon tetraUromide tribromo-
methane and dibromomethane The characteristic

band of bromine in solution was not found in any of

the bromo-derivativcs of methane These compounds
increase in transparency for ultra violet light as the
prc^rtion of bromine they contain diminishes and
each bromine derivative is less transparent than the
corresponding chionne denvative examined under
the same conditions of concentration and thidkness—
E IMm The density of hydrogen bromide Con
tribution to the revision the atomic weight of
bromine The mean of mirtv-two determinations of
the density of hydrobromic acid is 3 64443 grams per
normal litri^lws leads to the value 70-936 for the
atomic weigwdfmromine —J ErlksMn TTie reappear
andfe of mildew (Pkytophtora yffestant) in the potato
—M Rspsila The aw of ttifr Oligocene deposits of
the basins of Alx and MarseiHes and ih particular, of
the dliys of Milles and the liMites of Saint Zachorie
—Mmes M LsgiegM and C veii Muscular velocities

measured hy dironaxy in the different cavities of tiie

heart—J Csxias and M Repper The reaction times
of ths'qandidates for aviation A entidton of a recent
communraation by M Lahy The authors find It diffi.

cult to explain the reaction times measured ^ M
Lahf, whidi appser to be much too small—

L

VioMsii Ontogmc development and the analogous
organs— Bwrp The detection of tuberemous
bacdli in spiita Details of a method bated on the
liquefaction aqd subsequent centrifugation of the
Sputa,s which Ijin given good results in practice
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NEUROLOGY
An Introduction to Neurology By Prof C
Judsoa Herrick Pp 355 (Philadelphia and
London W B Saunders Co , 1916 ) Price

ft 6d net

All the special sciences naturally seek incor

poration into some comprehensive scheme
of thought w^ch tends to embody the conceptions

that we hold Into one organic unity Neurology
for instance, is brought<out, with its component
parts of anatomy, physiolc^y, and psychology,
into the conception of bjplogy In no department
of human thought is this striving for an organic
unity better exemplified than in the coHjrdination

and subordination of these special studies into

the wider and more embracing science of

bioli^
The researches which have been brought to-

gether m this volume cover an immense reading
the references amount to many scores of con
tributions, and the book will be of great value to

those who seek for an exact knowlec^ and a
sucemet account of the nervous system the

highest controlling machinery of animal and
human life

,
for it is the nervous system that deter

mmes the adjustments and mutual relationships

of all the other systems as well as those of its

own activities, which arc so regulated as to pro
mote its own welfare
The study of neural actions must proceed from

the more simple to the more complex—» c
,
from

simple reflex action up to acts of consciousness
involving deliberation reflection and judgment I

This prepress depends upon (a) a correlation
|

which IS the resultant of all the afferent processes ‘

involved (b) the ciMirdinatioa. or orderly co
adjustment and sequence of these—absence of

this means inco-o^ination
,

and (c) the full

association of responses secured by individual

modifications In the simple reflex mechanism
there are three essential factors (a) an initiating

organ or receptor sensitive to receive a stimulus
whidi IS often far less in intensity than the engigy
liberated, and which may only be some change of
environment acting upon the organ (h) a con
ductor to and from a correlating centre and (c)

an effector or organ of response—the data from
these three instruments being as necessary for

the most elementary nervous response as they
are for the highest mental manifestations in

eluding abstract thought The author accepts the
classic experiments of H S Jennings to explain
the adaptation of an organism to its changing
environment, and he divides bfehaviour or conduct
(which he calls “ action system ”) uito two kinds
via., that which is innate and invaruit]^ and that
Which, through “docihty or plasticity,*' Is modi-
BaUe and variable or labile. He maintains that
•very reaction contains elements of both, tiie
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variable being characteristic of the higher animal
type, implying an intelligently directed choice, yet
expressed always through the agency of the lower
centres

The volume under review commences with a
useful biological introduction, describing life as a

I
correlation of jShys cal forces for the conservation

j
of the individual, the continued welfare of any
living organism depending upon a properly
balanced adjustment between itself and its sur-

roundings—> e , between internsQ and external
relations An interesting chapter is devoted to

the neurone or the nerve cell, which is itself an
independent unit leading an independent life, and
separated from its fellows by a reticulated con-
tinuum—the synapse—yet it is linked with thMi
by this fibrillar structure, which acts as a damper
or a resistance to the passage of impulses, thus
limiting excitability ^e neurone effects the
conduction of physico-chemical waves towards the
effectors, but in one direction only and this by
means of its dendrites axon and collaterals,

[
which are continuous with the nerve fibre The
author omits to mention the important discovery
that the living neurone consists of protoplasmtc
grmules each surrounded with a lipoid oxidising
substance the \issl granules of the neurone
or the tigroid bodies being artefacts after

death
The hst four chapters are devoted fully

but concisely respectively to the physiological
psychology of pain and pleasure—»

e

the
hedonic tone of consciousness connected with
modifications of the subject by the object
the track of the pun nerves in the spinal

cord being illustrated in the text, to the genera!
anatmny of the cerebral cortex, and here, we
note there is no reference to the extremely valu-
able and imjiortant work of Dr G A Watson on
the mammalian cortex and to reflex acts, instinct

and intelligence This chapter opens up two or
more interesting psycholc^ical points viz

,

whether reflex acts and instinct are only biol^ical
adaptations and whether instmcts are intelligent

acts In regard to these the opinions of psycho-
logists differ but the view of the majonty is that
every instinctive act is determined by intelligence
Between the chapters named the text is mamly
histological and descriptive * ^
The book is concise and scientificafly aCcutate,

but owing to Its extrem«'%echnicabty it is difficult

to read except by the expert anatomist or the
senior advanced student It certainly should be
in the hbnds of every teacher of psychiatry The
illustrations are numerous and well chosen to illus-
trate the text, the bibliography is extensive and
the index as perfect as can be made and doubly
useful through the help of the glossary It may
safelv be added that the author has succeeded in
™» disentangle the inconceivably complex
mterrelationB of the nerve fibres which serve all
the manifold fum^ons of Adjustment of mternal
and dXterhal relations.”

RoBBRT AaMSTRONOffjoVBS
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PSYCHOLOGY
(1) Human Motives By Prof J J Putnam
Pp XVII+ 179 (London W Heinemann,

1915 ) Pnce s* net.

(a) Sleep and Sleeplessness By H A Bruce.

Pp IX +219. (London W Heinemann,

1915 )
Price 55 net

(3) The Meaning of Dreams By Dr I H
Coriat Pp XIV + 194 (London W Heine*
mann, 1915 ) Price 5s net (Mind and
Health Senes )

(1) A READABLE volume, with many apt
quotations for which Emersonians in

particular will be thankful Motives may be
olassified as, on the one hand, due to sense of

obligations (virtually religious), nnd on the

other to self-regarding, emotional impulses which
are the outcome of biological evolution Prof

Putnam emphasises and supports the rationality

of religious ideals, remarking that, “in so far

as religion is the expression of the truth, it

expresses the most important aspect of the
truth ”—a

pregnant phrase , and tie advances
weighty philosophical aiguments in favour of
Thmsm On the biologicd side he follows Freud
very largely in tracing many motives and ideas
to repress^ desires He wisely realises that
Freud goes rather far in pushing his theory, but
argues that it is based on a large accumulation
of data A hostile critic might say with some
justification that Freud came to conclusions and
then interpreted all new data in terms of those
conclusions, moreover—this is usually not suffi-

ciently recognised—the data themselves are un-
trustworthy when accumulated by a theorist with
an already elaborated system, for they will

inevitably be influenced by his conscious or un-
jconsaous suggestion

(a) We are still very ignorant of the physiology
of sleep, but Mr Bruce gives a good popular
survey of the psychological side Dealing with
dreams, he explains the common flying dream as
initiated by the rise and fall of the chest, plus
absence of sensations from the soles of the feet,
many dreams of discomfort in certain organs are
due to incipient disease noted by the subcon-
saousness, though not known to the waking
mind, and others are due to external stimuli as
of noises outside or to memwies Briefly, it may
be said that most dreams are attempts of the
subconscious to interpret internal or external
stimuli, the character of the dream being laigely
determined by the emotion-complexes which
were roused by the experiences of the previous
day As to dreams m which problems are solved
(e g

,

Prof Hilprecht’s case) or mformation
apparent supernormally received (Miss Conley’s
case), Mr Bruce quotes extensively from the
Proceedings of the S^iety for Psychical Research,
but thbks that all can be explained on normid
Imes. In attempting such explanation of some
actual cases, homver, the phrases “ it is probable
that," "it Is safe to assume that," are notably
frequent, and though we may sympathise with
the author’s aims, we may discern a certain rash-
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ness in his assumptions On insomnia the anti-

drug attitude IS adopted, and stress laid on sug-
gestion, for which, however, more is claim^
than most practitioners would concede A drug
IS sometimes necessaiy to break the insomnia
habit but either veronal, trional, or adalin is

better than the old sulphonal, which is all that is

here mentioned

(3) More Freud Every dream represents the

fulfilment of a repressed wish If during your
father’s lifetime you dream that he is dead, it is

because, through jealousy of his place in your
mother’s affections, you wished him dead If

you deny it, the truth of it is confirmed
,
you did

wish It, but the wish was repressed into the
subconscious and forgotten And if you do not

dream that he is dead but only that he is an
assistant in the business of which he is really the

proprietor, the explanation is pretty much the

same you have evidently wished him superseded
Similarly with the flying dream this is due to a
wish for absolute freedom from all restraint The
dream flyer is evidently a Free Lover and an An-
archist If the dream absolutely refuses to be
an CEdipus affair, you interpret by other wishes,

remembering for your assistance that the dream
itself IS often a disguise Eg a woman dreams
that one of her brothers is going to be hanged
The interpretation is that in consequence of two
other brothers having died of cancer and tuber-
culosis, which she therefore feared m her own
case, she wished that they had died of something
else

,
even hanging would have been preferable I

Dr Conat advances this interpretation quite
seriously Now we may readily admit—wittout
comparing Freud with Darwin, as Dr Conat does
—thaJI dream-observation and analysis are im-
jxirtant for the investigabon of the subcmiscious,
and that Freud has done good pioneer woric but
m both Freud and many of his fdlowers the good
work IS vitiated by a peculiar narrowness They
suffer from idie fixe—a well-known psychosis
The neatness of the formula that every dream
represents a repressed wish has hypnotised them,
as a bright point will hvonotise the gazmg sub-
ject, and they can see nothing else We may
hope before long for an interesting volume on
the psychology of the Freudian psychologists,
analysing their peculwr obsession.

THE DECLINING BIRTH-RATE
The Decbmng Birth-rate Its Causes and Effects
Pp XIV + 450 (London Chapman and Hall,
Ltd , 1916 ) Price io» 6d. net

'T'HIS book constitutes the Report of, and In-
-L eludes the chief evidence taken by, the
National Birth-rate Commission, instituted, with
official recognition, by the National Couned
Public Morsis The committee was a strong one,
and included upon it Dr Stevenson, Supennten-
dent of Statistics for the General Raster Office,

and Dr Newshidme, Medical Officer of the Local
Government Board The subject of the dedining
birth-rate is one of. enormous importance at tiie

present time The birth-rate reached a nuudmum
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in 1876—36 3 per looo population—and has gradu.
ally fallen since then to about 23 at the present
time, and this in spite of the marriage rate having
remained almost constant The decline of the

birth-rate has not operated uniformly throughout
the country, but is more marked among the

middle and upper classes Thus in Hampstead
the corrected birth rate fell from 30 01 in 1881 to

*7 55 in igii, ivhtlc the corresponding rates for

Shoreditch are n 33 and 30 16

The general conclusion of the committee
seems to be that the decline in the birth-rate is

due to the deliberate limitation of families by anti-

conceptives and other means At the same time
it IS to be noted that the result of a census—a com-
paratively small one, it is true—^taken by the Com
mission of those who employed inti-conceptive

measures 'ind of those who did not showed that

the size of the families was slightly larger among
the former ' The conclusion arrived at by the

Commission seems to be based upon the unani
mous opinion of the witnesses of the extensive

and increasing use of anti conceptivc measures
particularly among the more well to-do classes of

the community Two of the witnesses, however.
Dr Chalmers and Dr Brownlee maintained that

there are cycles in fertilit]
,
and that now we

happen to be in a cycle of low fertility Among
the lower classes, especially in industrial areas,

the use of abprttfacients appears to be rife, and
this may be a not unimportant factor in reducing

the birth-rate

Various topics bearing on the question are dealt

with in the evidence, such as the influence of finan

cial circumstances, housing, religious belief, etc

One point of interest brought out is tha^ the fer-

tility of college” women seems to be as great

as that of non-college ’ women, though as might
be expected, the age at marriage of the former is

sqmewhpt higher than that of the latter

The Commission is unable to formulate any
measures for arresting the decline beyond the use

of moral suasion to induce the married to fulfil

their responsibilities

The volume is an intensely interesting one, and
should be in the hands of all who are interested

in this national question R T Hewlett

SAJVC'S SEVEN-PLACF LOGARITHMS
A New Table of Seven-Place I oganthms of all

numbers from ao,ooo to 200,000 By Edward
Sang Reprinted from the original stereotype

plates now in the custody of the Royal Society

of Edinburgh Pp xviii + 365 (London

C and E Layton, igis )
Price 2'ts net

This table was originally printed in 1870 from

the stereotype mates in the custody of the

Royal Society of Edinburgh The present book

IS a reprint published m 1915
Edward Sang (1803-90) was perhaps the

greatest calculator of Ic^arithms An excellent

account t>f the extraormnary energy that he

brought to bear upon this work is to te found in

a paper by Dr C G Knott, of the Royal Society

of Edinburgh, which forms part of the Napier
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memorial volume published in connection with

the Napier tercentenary held in Edinburgh in

July, 1914 Sang computed, independently of all

previous work, the logarithms to twenty-eight

places of all primes up to 10,037, ®ach prime
being put into rel ition to at least three others.

By combination of these primes he tabulated the

Ic^arithms to twenty-eight places of all integral

composite numbers from i to 30,000, a few gaps
due to uncalculated primes being left From this

table he calculated by interpolation a great table

of li^arithms to fifteen places of all integral

numbers from 100,000 to 370,000 Dr Knott
considers that Dr Sang was justified in assuming
the absolute accuracy of these tables to the four-

teenth place *

This maternl, which may be regarded as a

fundamental basis for ill future tabulations, has

never been published All mathematicians would
agree that publication should take place, and Dr
Knott discusses at length dilTerent methods of

procedure As the manuscripts are beautifully

written he inclines to the opinion that it would
he simple and a guarantee of accuracy to repro-

duce them as line engravings by photography
He considers that a quarto volume w some 1200

pages would suffice for the fundamentally im-

portant parts of the manuscripts, and he estimates

that the cost of reproduction by photography
would be about one third or one-fourth the cost of

setting them up in type in the usual way It

would indeed be a fitting outcome of the Napier

tercentenary if this could be brought about, and
the writer is convinced that if Dr Knott and his

colleagues in Scotland will persevere with the idea

they will be astonished at the support they will

receive even in these strenuous times

This repnnt is perfectly and conveniently

printed with the usual description and examples of

computation PAM
OUR BOOKSHELF

Mentally Deficient Children Their Treatment and
Training By Drs G E Shuttleworth and
W A Potts. Pp xix + 284. Fourth Edition

(London H K Lewis and Co , Ltd
, 1916

)

Price 7s 6d net

We welcome very heartily the fourth edition of

Drs Shuttleworth and Potts s excellent hand-
book on mentally deficient children The book
has been very carefully revised, and a chapter

added concerning the mental troubles of youth
The mam new feature of the present volume is

an extremely interesting account of the Mental
Deficiency Acts of 1914—these being the ultimate

result of the Royal Ccmmission of 1904.
The Acts now enable the authorities to deal

with all mental defectives (a) if under twenty-
one years, at the instance of parent or guardian

,

or (b) at any age if found neglected, abandoned,
destit^, or cruelly treated, criminal or inebriate,

or being the pauper mother of an illegittmate

chpd—and Dr Shuttleworth states that ‘*with

the ju^ous administration of the new Acts it

14 hopi^ thht Great Britam will stand ahead of
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other couatnce lo its treatment of the mentally

defective class.” He points out the great advan-

tage of “the physiological education of the

senses ” (S^um) of these children, and afterwards

of their mental and moral education, both to the

individual concerned and to the community He
shows how such children can find occupation and
happiness as inmates of permanent working
homes and contribute appreciably to the support

of such homes, also how the “ improved imbecile *'

IS of far less risk to future generations, especially

if carefully supervised.

Certam weak pomts m the Acts are dealt with,

particularly the madequate provision for “back-
ward children," who tend to gravitate to the
“ special ' schools, and the inadequate ajier-care

of the children on leaving the institutions This
latter defect must necessarily damp the enthusi-

asm of the teachers, on whose devoted self-sacri-

fice the efficient working of the Acts is laig^ely

dependent We strongly recommend the book to

all interested m the subject, though mainly written

for the medical profession W F B
The Microscopy of Vegetable Foods with Special

Reference to the Detection of Adulteration and
the Diagnosis of Mixtures By Drs Andrew
L Winton, Josef Moeller, and Kate Barber
Winton Pp XIV +701 Second edition

(New York John Wiley and Sons, Inc , Lon-
don Chapman and Hdl, Ltd , igi6

)
Price

ays 6d net

Just as the sophistication of foods and drugs has
developed, so have the means of detecting them
been devised For this purpose microscopical
examination is one of the most important proce-
dures, and a knowledge of the microscopic charac-
ters of the products and of their chief adulterants
IS therefore essential Not only the analyst, but
the miller, the brewer, the oil presser, the cattle-

food manufacturer, the canner and the coffee and
spice grinder, should all be conversant not only
with the naked-eye characters but also with the
microscr^ic structure of their raw materials
The present book, now in its second edition,

deals with the needs of most of these industries,

and the authors have we thmk, successfully
accomplished their task

First, equipment, methods and general prut-
ciples are dealt with, after which the microscopic
characters of the various products and their chief
adulterants and impurities are described In diis

wa^ gram, od-seeds, legumes nuts, fruit and
fruit products, vegetables, alkaloidal products and
their substitutes (coffee, tea cocoa, etc ), spices
and condiments and commercial starches, are all

considered at length, and an enormous amount of
valuable information is collected and collated

The text is illustrated with no fewer than 635
figures, and concludes with a full bibliography,
glossaiy, and index The book is of course
especiaUy written for American practice, and
many artides are described which are rarely met
wnth in this country, but it will be found none the
less ustiful by our analysts and laboratories
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[Ths Editor does not hold Mmself responsible fur

opinions expressed by his correspondents Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Natuss. No notice it

taken of anonymous communications ]

A PseuBar TIaaidsrslap,

PossiBLV some one of your readers may be able to
throw light upon the peouliarlty of a thunderclap which
occurred here during a severe thunderstorm on July 37
This parish lies in a hollow of the hills, and almost
always escapes close contact with thunderclouds On
the date mentioned a peal of extraordinary suddenness
resembling the crashing burst of a big gun followed
instanuneously a vivid flash at my point of observa-
tion Two or three trees were afterwards observed to
have been struck, and a paling raii near some wire was
split into pieces and thrown some distance Now the
peculiarity is this that very similar experiences were
noted at places more than a mile distant and in various

directions The same crash following immediately on
die lightning was noted by quite a number of inde-
pendent witnesses A mile to the east of this dwelling
the hghtning was seen to run down a wire fixed to
the top of a flagstaff About a mile to the north a
farmer driving home was alarmed to see the lightning
flash along the wire paling by the roadside and split

one post at least and cast the fragments on the road
On eonsidenng all the circumstances, I think the

following may be an explanation The thunderclouds
which contributed mostly to the storm were floating at

a pretty high elevation possibly 3000 ft , as dunng
the greater part of the day they were just grazing the
tops of the hills But about 3pm a bonk of cloud
began to form in this hollow much nearer the ground,
and half an hour later, when the thundercfap came, the
light was much obscured My opinion is that the

lower cloud drew an overwhelming charge from the

clouds above, and accordingly flashes s^ to earth

from several points at the same instant

I have of course made certain that we are dealing
here with one and the same thunderclap as was not
difficult to do seeing that all the other prals of thunder
were comparatively distant John Don
Lumphinan Aberdeen July 30

The OwMktag on tfco Wostom Front

Tm firmg of very heavy guns at a great distance
was clearly audible at Harpenden throughout the
days of August 7 and 8 as well as on previous
occasions The direction of the sound is evidentlv
from the south-east, and that of each explosion lasts

about two seconds Our elevation is 440 ft , and the
local wind has been from west to north west The
distance between Harpenden and Bapaume would be
about 185 miles Spbncxr Picuiong

Mr Piper’s letter (Nature August 3) is interesting

My extended experience confirms his When the
gi^t bombardment began I was stayiqg at a foma-
mxue on high ground near Chilham, Kent We heard
the firing <biy and night during the two weeks, and
I roughly calculated that three or four guns were fired

per second Dunng almost ail the time the windwas
B W , and often quite strong, yet this did not interfere

vrith the sound if one was sheltered from the wind
and away from rustling foffsM
The firing front woutd be S E , and about xoo mfiss

away. I W BooTHROaiD,

9 The Circus, Greenwich, S E
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THE PRESIDENCY OF THE BOARD OF
EDUCATION

The office of President of the Board of Educa
tion has again become the shuttlecock of

politics pointedly illustrated by the remark so
aptly made by a member of the House in the course
of the important debate of July i8 on the introduc
tion by Mr Henderson of the Education b stimatcs
that I have sat for ele\en years in this House
and I have heard during that time no fewer than
five Ministers make their statements on educa
tional matters It is thus that we arc content
to deal with the vital question of education The
circumstances of the war ha\c forced home upon
the attention of the least reflective of politicians

the claims of the subject to the serious attention

of the nation
The course of the debate in which members of

\ ery diverse politics! views pai t apated indic ites

that the time is fully ripe for u drastic review of

the question in all its bearings To do this effee

tively requires that there should be placed in con
tr<ri of the department which should now take

an equal place in the hierarchy of Government
with Uie other great departments of the State dike
in respect of the salary attached to it and of the

dignity and responsibility in which it is held a

man of latgc and clear vision of ntimate know
ledge and of deep sympathy with the educational

well being of all classes of the people and who is

prepared with a single mmd to devote all his t me
and thought to the consideration and solution of

the serious problems which beset it We have
got as the most pressing need of the time to create

m the English nation as distinguished say from
the Scotch a genuine belief in the value of educa
tion as the true and only ujdifting and sustaining

force in the spmtual life and continued progress

of the people This can only have some chance
of realisation in the event of the office of Secretary

of State for Education—since that should be its

nghtful designation—being in the hands of such

a man as is here described who enjoys the con
fidence of the people and is prepared to regard
the office not as a stepping stone or mere adjunct

to some other, but as one demanding a continuity

of thought and policy throughout the whole time

his Government is in power Such a Minister

should be prepared not merely from his plac'e in

Parliament but from time to time in various great
centres of population to set forth his policy and
to seek to arouse in the people by the enunaation
of hiB ideals and by the methods of their realisa

tion a great enthusiasm for education as the true

foundation of the national salvation It is not a
question of a classical education versu$ an educa
tion in saence nor a question of industrial and
commercial supremacy, nor of one class as dis-

tinguished from another but of the right upbring

wg and develc^ment of all the diildren of the

nation accordii^ to their gifts and* capabilities

To a man of such distinction as is here fore-

shadowed would inevitably be committed a* full

Inquiry under his presidency and with the aid

not nwrely of officials, but also with that of the
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son

best available thought and ripe experience of every

class into the present conditions of education as

exhibited throughout its entire range from the

kindergarten up to and including the university,

with a view to its unification and to the establish

ment of a broad highway akmg which the gifted

children of the nation might freely travel This,

as the course of the recent debate shows, is the

psychological moment and it should be seized

with a firm hand It will mean, as Mr Henderson
puts It money and more money It will

demand a higher and more attractive status for the,^

teacher with a clear avenue for the highest public

service of which he is capable But it will result

that the coming generation of Englishmen will

possibly be as receptive and as appreciative of the

fruits of investigation often enough due to the

patience and genius of their own countrymen, as

are the foreign enemies whose culture they hold

in such disdain

EXPERIMENTS IN AERODYNAMICS^

The volume before us gives some of the first

results obtained in the four foot wind tunnel

which has been erected at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology and consists of ten sections

dealing with various phases of the work The
first section gives a detailed description of the

wind tunnel, the design of which is practically

identical with that of the four foot tunnel at the

National Physical Laboratory, Teddington This
IS followed by a discussion of the dimensional
theory as applied to aerodynamic proUems The
theory is treated in a simple and easily followed
manner, but due credit has not been given to
Lord Rayleigh who first proposed the theory in

this form Lord Rayleigh is mentioned, however,
m this connection in a later section of the book
Section 3 deals with the inclined tube alcohol

manometer for measuring small pressure differ-

ences The results of the calibration of such an
instrument against a standard Chattock mano-
meter are given The inclined tube instrument
certainly has no advantages over the Chattock
form, and expenence at the National Physical
Laboratory shows that the latter is exceedingly
convenient for use The theory of the pitot tul^
IS considered and experimental results are ap-
pended to show that several types of comb n^
pitot and static pressure tubes give identical call

brations

An interesting comparison with the National
Physical Laboratory is given in the form of Char
acteristic curves for the wing section known as
R A F 6 and this comparison shows in a strOcing
manner the accuracy of wind tunnel experiments
The results obtained m the two wmd tunnels agree
to the order of about a per cent

, which » as
good as the accuracy of manufacture of the
modeia will allow
The question of the steering of a dirigible la

dealt with m one section of the volume, and the
condusion is drawn that it is almost out of the
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question to put sufficient fin area on a dirigible

to render it directionally stable, but that it may
be controlled by oMnparatively small movements
of the rudder This conclusion is also m agree-
ment with National Physical Laboratory results

Section 8, on swept-back wmgs, and the follow-

ing section on the effects of dihedral angle, are

of considerable interest The Dunne aeroplane

has excited much interest, and great claims have
been made for its stability The results of the

experunents in the American wind tunnel show
that the effect of swept-back wings on loi^^itudinal

stability IS nil, and that the degree of lateral

stability due to a sweep back of ao° is equalW
well obtained by a dihedral angle of only aj®,

while the latter is much better from a construc-
tional point of view
The last section deals with the critical flow

round flat discs normal to the wind A mathe-
matical investigation is given for the ense of non-
viscous irrotational motion, and it is shown that

the results are of the same order as those of the

experiments The mathematical treatment is

obviously inadequate, since it ignores just those
qualities of the motion which affect its critical

change of flow the viscosity and the rotational

motion Similar problems have received attention

at the National Physical Laboratory, and it is

hoped to obtain, from actual photographs of the
motion in special cases, some information which is

not forthcoming from the hydrodynaraical theory

On the whole, the results given in the Smith-
'sonian publication are very interesting and afford

a useful independent comparison with those ob-
tained in our own country at the National Physical
Laboratory The excellent agreement obtained
in the general conclusions of the present volume
with the previous work at the National Physical
Laboratory leaves no possible doubt concerning
the accuracy of experimental w ork of this descrip-

tion, or of the great utility of such experiments
in helping forward the design of all kinds of air-

craft E r R

GhOFFREY WATKINS SMITH
the death of Captain Geoffrey Watkins
Smith, of the Rifle Brigade who was killed

b> a shell in France on July lo m a trench just

taken from the enemy, zoological science loses

one of the most promising and brilliant of its

younger adherents, and his many friends have to
regret a particularly lovable and gracious per-

sonality Though only thirty-four years of age,
Geoifrev Smith, by the abundance and originality

of his researches, had won for himself a secure
place in the scientific world, and his work was of
such a nature that each step gave promise of
further and more important discovery It is not
possible within the present limits of space to give
more than a bare outline of his career and per-
formance

Geoffrey Smith, a son of Mr Horace Smith the
well-known Metropolitan magistrate, was born at
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Beckenham, Kent, on December 9, 1881 He
was educated at Temple Grove, East Sheen, and
afterwards at Winchester Collie, of which he
was a scholar, and in due course obtained a
scholarship at New College, Oxford At Oxford,
working under the late Prof Weldon, he devoted
himself to the studies for which he had already
shown great aptitude in boyhood, and gained a
first class in the Honour School of Natural Science

in 1903 He proceeded to the Zoological Station

at Naples in the same year, and remained there

till 1905, when, having finished his monograph on
the Rhizocej^ala, the only monograph in the

Naples hauna and Flora wntten by an E^lishman,
1
he returned to Oxford to take up the duties of

demonstrator and lecturer in the University
Museum In 1906 he was elected fellow and
tutor of New College in succession to Prof G C
Bourne, and remained at Oxford till October,

1914, except for an excursion to Tasmania lit

1907, the scientific results of which are published
in a volume entitled ‘ A Naturalist in Tasmania

Geoffrey Smith’s monograph on the Rhizo-
cephala, an excellent piece of zoological research

has already been mentioned As a result of his

voyage to Tasmania he made several solid contri-

butions to Zoological science, publishing a memoir
on the Anasptdacea, living and fossil, in 1909, and
monographs on the fresh-water Crustacea of Tas-
mania and on the fresh-water Crayfishes of Aus-
tralia in 1909 and 1913 But his chief and most
important work was his senes of memoirs, eleven

in number, on the experimental analysis of sex,

issued from 1910 to 1914 In these essays follow-

ing up clues suggest^ to him by his work on the
Rhizocephala, C^offrey Smith attempted, and
attempted successfully, to probe the physiolc^ical

causes of the phenomena of secondary sexual

characters He showed that the assumption of

female characters by the parasitised male crab
Inachus is due to a profound change in metabolism
induced by the parasitic Sacculina, and incidentally

demonstrated that the facts proved that the male
IS heterozygous and the female homozygous for

sex By a masterly association of ideas he
showed the close anally between this physiologi-

cal regulation in parasitised crabs and the phe-

nomena of regulation which produce immuni^ in

bacterial diseases He extended his observations

to bees, frogs, fowls, and pheasants, and success-

fully demonstrated similar physiological processes
in tiiese anunals, at the same time bringing acute

critical expenmental work to bear on certain

current theories of sex production

Much had been achieved, but much was left

unfinished when he accepted a commission m the

New Armies in 1914 It is doubtful whether the

work so brilliantly initiated can be earned on by
any other hand, certainly not with the same pros-

per of success

A final word must be said in praise of the ele-

gance of Geoffrey Smith's literary style, and the

grace humour, and courtesy with which he was
wont to deal with attacks u|^ his work.
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NOTES
On the initiative of the Royal Society, a Board

of Scientific Societies, consisting at present of repre-

sentatives of twenty-seven scientific, including tech-

nical, soaeties, has been established for the further

ance of the following objects —Promoting the co-

operation of those interested in pure or applied

sdence, supplying a means by which the scientific

opinion of the country may, on matters relating to

science, industry, and education, find effective ex-

pression, taking such action as may be necessary to

promote the application of science to our industries

and to the service of the nation, and discussing
scientific questions in which international eo-oper-i

tion seems advisable \n executive committee has
been anointed, consisting of the following mem
bers —Sir Joseph Thomson (chairman). Dr Dugald
Clerk, Sir Robert Hadfield Mr A D Hall Kof
Herbert Jackson (hon secretary), Sir Alfred Kcoj i

Sir Ray Lankestcr Prof A Schuster, Sir John Snell,

Prof E H Starling, Lord Sydenham and Mr R
Threlfsll The first meeting of the Board was held on
July ao, when important questions relating to saen
tific educational, and industnal matters were under
consideration, with a view to effective steps being
taken for co-ordinating the work carried out at pre-

sent bv a number of Independent bodies, or initiating

action in the case of other matters of national import-
ance

It is announced that the Ducovery, with the

Shackleton Relief Expedition, left Plymouth Sound
last Thursday She will proceed to Port Stanley,

Falkland Islands, to embark Sir Ernest Shackleton
and then leave for Elephant Island It is hoped that
she will reach the Falkland Islands by the end of Sep-
tember, and Eluant Island a wedc later The
Discovery should have no difficulty in penetrating the

pack and reaching the stranded men On the other

band, it is quite possible that the conditions will be
so favourable m October that little or no ice will be
encountered Lieut -Commander J Fairweather,
R N V R ,

is in command of the Discovery He has
had long experience among Arctic ice, although this

Is his fim visit to the Antarctic

It is stated in the Times that the sum of 3500! is

being raised by the Archangel Society for the stud\
of the Russian Far North, in furtherance of the
search for the two Russian expeditions which sailed

in 1913 'under, respectively Lieut Brusiloff and M
Rousanoff The money in question is to ^ used as
rewards for information obtained ns to the fate of
the explorers

A COLLsenoN of British-made laboratory appvatus
IS on view at the Institute of Chemistiyr, 30 Russell

Square W C The exhibition will remain open until

tM end of September

A WARNING against the suggested use of benaoate
of soda as a substitute for sugar in jam making has
been issued by the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

It is pointed out that serious results may follow if

the substance In question is used for the purpose
named.

Thb programme of the celebrations on June 13 in

connection with the centenary of the Botanic Gantens,
Sydney, has Just readied us SpeedieS were delivered

on the occasion by the Governor of New South Woles,
the Premier, and the Minister for Agriculture, and a
brief Ifistorical address was given by Mr J H
Maiden, F R.S , die director 01 the gardens Three
vistas were named respectively aftw C^t Cook,
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Sir Joseph Banks, and Governor Phillip, and a roseiw

IS to be known in future as the Centenary Roseiy
The following memorial trees were planted simul-

taneously by representatives of the Empire and
the Allies —Great Britain and Ireland, the British

Oak (Quercus pedunculaia)

,

Australia, the Bunya
Bunya (Araucaria BtdwMt) and the Flame Tree

i

Brachycniton acerifolta), Sydney, the Port Jackson
fig (Ficus rubmnosa), New Zealand, the Kauri
(^Agathis austral!^. South Africa, the Cape Chestnut
(Calodendron capensu), Canada, the Sweet Gum
(Liqutdamhar styraciflua) India, Indian Date Palm
(Phoenix sylvestru). Belgium Black Belgian Poplar
(Populus montltjera) I ranee, Nettle Tree, or Per
pignan Wood (Celtis australu), Russia, the Aspen
(Populus trcmula), Italy Lombardy Poplar (Populus
ni^ra var byramtdalis) , Serbia, the Carob (Ceratonia
siliqua), Montenegro, the Olive (Olea europaea),
Portugal, Portugal Laurel (Pruntis lusitaiwcus)

, Japan,
Japanese Maple (Acer japontca), after which a memo
rial atone of a propose museum of botany and horti

culture was laid

We regret to record the death of Mr Charles
Dawson, which occurred after a long illness, at

Lewes on August 10 Mr Dawson was bom in Lanca.
shire on July 11, 1864, but spent most of his early

life at St L«onards-on-Sea, where he soon became
interested in the geology and arctueology of the neigh-
bourhood. Encouraged by the late Mr S H Becklu,
he devoted attention esp^ally to the fossil remains
of repbles found in the Wealden formationa quarried
round Hastings, and made a large collection which
he placed in the British Museum, and continually

enriched almost until the end of his life He dis-

covered some new species* of iguanodon, of which
one was named after Idmaelf by Mr R. Lydekker
After persistent search in the bone-beds for many
years, Mr Dawson also found the first tooth of a
Wealden mammal (Plagiauiax dawsoni) His interest

in archaeology gradually led him to studies of pre-

historic man, and for many years he searched the

gravels and other superficial deposits of southern
Sussex for traces of man and his handiwork He was
ultimately rewarded, in 1913, by the discovery of the

now famous skull and mandible of Eoanthroput
dawsoni in a very old gravel at Piltdown, near Uck
field Dunng his busy professional career as a
solicitor Mr Dawson never neglected any opportunity
of contributing to the knowledge of the ge»lo{pr and
archsBology of the district in which he residcid and
his comparatively early death is a distinct loss to

science

The death is announced, in his seventy-third year,

of Dr William Simon, professor of chemistry at the
Baltimore College of Physicians and Surges since
1880 He was president of the Manrland Pharma
ceutlcal Association in 1SS7 Dr Simon was the
author of a manual of chemistry, and had done special

work in autochromatic photography

The death is announced at the age of seventy-four
years, of Dr Ferdinand Fisdier, professor of chemical
technology in the University of Cmttingen

The report of the Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics, 1915-16, contains a summary of the work
carried out by the Advisory Committee during the
past year, and shows in a striking way the effect that
the war has had upon aeronautics in genera] and
upon experimental aeronautics in particular The ex-
perimental work at the National Physical Laboratory
is first dealt with, and the extent of the developmmta
in thia branch of the work is very marked the aero*

I nadtical dqrnrtment at the laboratory having prao-
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tically doubled in site eince the outbreak of war
The experunental work that baa been done covert a

wKto range, including cxperimenta m the wind
channel on modela of aeroplanea and parts of aero-

planes, tdrshlpa, and kite bailoona, InvettiMbons into

the strength of fabncs, wing spars, tight altojrt,

stream-line wires, and other matmalt of construc-

tion, and researches into many special subjects that

have arisen hwn time to time The work of the

Royal Aircraft Factory is summarised with particular

attention to the expcnmental side of the work, and to

the endeavours which are being made to link iq>

model experimenU with full-scale tests Considerable

stress is laid on the precision with which the perform-

ance and stability of a new design can now be calcu-

lated, and on the fact that it has been found possible

to (Atain larM quantities of good stable, and
serviceable maonnes from firms without previous ex-

perience of aircraft construction by providing them
with complete drawings and details. The design of

new machines proceeds by making a few trial

machines, and four mam types have been standardised

for contract purposes A brief account of the work
done speaally tor the Admiralty Air Deportment,
and of the meteorological work of the past vear com-
pletes the report The technical appendix containing

detailed results of experiments cannot, of course be
pubiisheir during the war, but it is clearly emphasised
in the report itself that the detailed technical results

are frcclv communicated to Government contractors

who need them, and who apply for them through the

proper channels

rite paper by Messrs H J 1 leure and T C
James, published in the Journal of the Rojal Anthro-
pological! Institute, vol xliTr

, January-June, iqi6, one
of the most valuable recent contributions to the study
of the races of Great Britain, must be read ns a
whole with due regard to the mass of statistics on
which the authors base their conclusions regarding the
geographical distribution of anthropological types in

wales At present the> ore indined to believe that
a Brythonic advance intp Wales, probably vid Powys,
occurred at some time not remote from the Roman
invasion It may have been in waves pushing back
old languages or dialects which were probably
nearer to the Gaelic group than is Brythonic As
regards plmical types, they note a diaracteristic in-

crease of me fair, medium-headed type as we descend
into the Servem ^sin and that of the Wye, and all

through this region, and the Welsh border generally,

there is a suMestion of dilution of pigment in the
Neolithic or Mraiterranean type Whether this can
be connected with the Brythonic invaders is doubtful

,

it may be due to later innltration They also remaik
that while the fair-haired, light-eyed men of the
Severn and Wye vall^s often have medium to broad
heads this tj^ also appears in eastern England.
Hie suggestion is made that in the latter area tiie

infusion may be partly Brythonic, partly Anglo-Saxon
It is not sate to assume that the fair men In eastern
Eni^ind are necessarily postlRoman Teutons, they
may be Biythons, and h is difficult to distinguish
their ultimate origin There is at least the possibility

that the pro RomtCn peoples are fairly well represented
even in East England

In the Journal of the Royal Anthropcdo^cal Insti-

tute, vol xlvl
, J«nuary-June, 1916, Mr Harold

Peake investigates the ethnology of the people who
destroyed the Trojan chy known as Hissarhk II

FoBowing the lead of Mr Ellsworth Huntington he
suggests that a period of drought, banning aboitf
asm B.C ,

led to extensive race movements of Arabian
tribes across the Sinaitic peninsula into the Egyptian
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delta, while later wavea suecesslvely invaded Pales-

tine and Syria, introducing the knowledge of metals,

periimt gained from thek kinsmen in Egypt, and
founding Damascus. Thence they migrated to

Assyria and Babylonia Meanwhile the drought in the
steppes adjoining the Caspian led to the migration
of the Bak tnbro into China Later on the Nordic
steppe-folk on either side of the Volga, finding their

pasturage diminishing, occupied the region abandoned
Dy the Bak tribes, ara Mssed into Persia, where thev
became known as the Rassites Others of the same
group overran Gaticia and Rumania, and penetrated
into Hungary and Thrace This last body divided into
t«o groups, one occupied the Lanssan plain, while
anot^ party crossed the Helfespont, destroyed Hissar-
lik II , and poured into Anatolia These may have
later appeared south as the Amorites, or tiw^ may
survive to the present day gs the Kurds Many of
these conclusions are meculative, but the theory now
presented with a considerable array of corroborative
evidence clears up many difficulties and is decidedly
attractive

TiiP Koyul Botanic Gardens Kew, have received a
very interestmg and valuable presentation from Lady
Church in the collection of botanical water-colour
drawings brought togetlicr bv the late Sir Arthur
Church The drawings have been placed in a room
leading out of the North Gallery—once Miss North’s
studio—and ire nou open to public inspection The
exhibition of the pictures has been made possible by
the generositv of Lady Church There are some fine

examples of the work of Simon Varcist G D Ehret,
R P Nodder, \ Power, and other well-known flower
painters In order to make the collection as repre-

sentative as possible some examples of the work ofW H bitch Sir J D Hooker, 1 Bauer, and others
have been placed on the walls from the collection of
paintings aireadv at Kew An account of the collection

18 given in Kew Bulletin, No 6 1916

Tuk luminous and very poisonous fungus Plturotus
fapomeus which grows on decaying trunks of the
beech tree in Japan, has been investigated ^ Kata-
mura in the Journal of the College of Science, Toiwo,
vol xxw

, p I The light is emitted from the gills,

which are luminous all over, and the range of tem-
perature for luminosity is 3°-^° C It is stated that
100 sq cm of luminous area gives light enough for
reading, and that the light is noticeable for a d»tance
of some 30 m The poisonous properties of the
fungus do not appear to be deatroyra by cooking

The wild and cultivated forms of the Japanese cher-
ries form the subject of a monograph by M Miyo^i
in the Journal of the College of Science, Tokyo, vol
xxxiv , art i The species concerned are PfWfiMsmuto-
hUs Miyos , P sachaltensis Miyos , and P serrutata,
Lfaidl Some sixty-eight varieties of the last-named
species are described and figured in a series of very
beautiful coloured plates Ten forms of P sacka-
Utnsxs and sixty-five forms of P mutab&ts are simi-
larly described and illustrated There is some intro-
ductory historical matter and under eadi form the
Japanese name, flowering time, and other particulars
are given Manv of the forms are now known In
Great Britain, but the monograph deserves careful
study by all lovers of flowering trees, if only b^use
of the artistic beauty of the plates

Thb Scottish Naturolut, in the form of a doable
number (July-August), is devoted entirety to die
“ Report on Scottish Ornttbology in 1915 " Though
this risumi contains nottiing OT wj temaikiMe ito-

port. It is fuH of Intereetlng hems. Among Aese nvust
be mentioned an extension of the breeding range of
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the tfannet, four pairs of which oested on the Noup
of Noes, Bressay^ Shetland, during this season Until

now all the known nesting-places of this spedes in our
islands, with the exception of the Bass Rock, have
been on the west coast This report is the work of
Misses Evelyn Baxter and Leonora Rintoul, and we
regret to notice that white showing a detemination
to be very up>to^te in the matter of nomenciature
they have not adopted that laid down by the Bnhsh
Omithoiogists* Union, of which they are honorary
members

In the ItuH Naturalut for July Mr R A. Phillips

descnbes and figures two speaes of fossil Pisidium
new to Ireland They were obtained from a dttiosit

in the Suir, near Fiddown, about fifteen mites above
Waterford One of these P tuptnum was found in

assoaatlon with a thickened triangular form of P
cattrtoMum, which it closely resembled, the other
P parvulum has apparently not previously been
recognised as a British species having been confused
with, and mistaken for the young of P supmum
Mr Phillips in his paper gives the distinguishing
diaracters between the two species in tabular form
Many of the shells whidi he has obtained from the
Suir and Shannon have all the appearance of drift

shells only recently kilted hence it is probable that

the species will be found living in both rivers For
similar reasons he believes that P suptttum will also

be found living in Irish nvers

Thi second volume of P^rs from the Geological

Department Glasgow University (see Natukk, voI

xcvi p 336) bears further testimony to the cnerCT
of Prof J W Gregory and his colleagues One of the

most notable contributions is that in wMch Prof
GrMory records the discovery of pebbles of the Moine
Gneiss m Torridon Sandstone and thus makes a
marked advance in the stratigraphy of the Scottish

Highlands His description of Pseudo-Glaaal
Features in Dalmatia contains several Illustrations

from the karstland that are specially interesting at the

present time

Dr. H H Hayden’s Notes on the Geology of

Chitral, Gilgit, and the Pamirs (Rec Geol Surv
India, vol xlv

,
pub 1916, p ayi) need 00 sTOlogy

for incompleteness They were drawn up during

steady journeying in a region of rocky and snow-
capped heights, of which the photographic ilhistra-

tions give a sinking record Dr Hayden finds that

the trend Imes of the mountains between the Pamirs
and Kungur and Musta^-ata do not present anoma-
Um such as Suess and Fiitterer pointM out StoHc-

aka’s and Ivanov’s observations on the Pamirs, pub-

lished In 1878 and 1886 are now for the first tune

supplemented

Or W F Smeith’b “Outline of the Geological

History of Mysore” (Bangalore, price one rupee) is

accompanied if a coloured geotogieat map of soutbwn
India, on a scale of about one inch to one hundred

miles, llie references to the banded iron-ores, the

auartz.magnetite dykes or tongues in chamodcite,

and the intrurive character of the penhuular gndas,"

oBoe regarded as “fundamental,” are brief, but are

suggestive for comparison with other pre-Cambnan
reg&ns The Dharwar schista have affinities with

Keewatin seriaa of North America.

Tata remariuUe new canal between Arles on the

Rhone, and Maratillas is the subject of an article W
Prof Piero Grlhaudl in the BeOeMno delta Rede
Sesfste CrsefniMtes Itahama. for lidy («oL v , No 7)

canal, wUch was opened lut May, is cartm
tiuQUgh the bills north of Marseilles la a tunnel
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four and a half miles long and 7a ft vdde, with a
depth of 10 ft of water It will make direct barga
traffic possible between Marseilles and the Rhone.
Equally Important is the construction of a new line

of railway from Marseilles to Miramas, where it

connects with the Pans-Mediterranean Ihie This
new line leaves Marseiltes westward akmg the coast,

and Is an alternative to the long Nerte tunnel, which
was always the weak link on the old hne in case of
an accident

The Canadian Droartment of Mines has just pub-
lished a volume (Bulletin No 11) upon the InvesDga-
tioo of the Peat Bogs and Peat Industry of Canwla
in 1913-14, by Aleph Anrep, which will be found
interesting to all concerned in the problem of the
utilisation of peat It may be looked upon as a con-
tinuation of tne volumes upon peat already issued by
the same Department and brings the information upon
this subject well up to date. The first portxxi con-
tains detailed descriptions of a number of peat bogs
in Ontario, Quebec, Pnnee Edward Island and Nova
Scotia, and Is followed by a particularly well illustrated

account of the botany of th^ bogs This is followed

I

by a series of notes upon special apphances for the
manufacture of peat fuel, and upon the peat productioa
in certain foreign oountnes and an ap^dix contains
abstracU of Canadian patents for excavating and
handling peat and for the manufacture of peat fuel

This buUmn is a further example of the sedulous
care with which the Canadian Government endeavours
to foster the development and utilisation of the natural
resources of the Dominion , it is greatly to be itestred

that the example thus set may be followed in our
country, and that we may see before long some Govaro-
ment department specially diarged with the duty of
seeing that British natural resources are turned to the
best possible account

An attempt to gauge the agricultural possibiJitica
of Australia so far as the cTimatic factor is con-
cerned has been made by Mr Griffitb Taylor and his
results are published in Bulletm No II of tile

Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology The socm
of the inquiry includes the distribu^ of cattle,

hheep and whMt Rainfall is the chief control in tin
case of wheat, and scarcely of less value as regards
cattle and sheep Temperature is an important »ctor
in the case of wheat, and of oonsiderabte influenoa in
the distnbution of sheep Cattle, on the other hand,
show a wide adaptability to tempmture T^ author
bnefiy considers the topogra^e contrd and the ques-
tion of accessibility, but to Wh these, as well as to
the question of soil, more attention would need to
be paid to make such a survey complete These, how.
ever, he rules outside the sco^ of the memoir From
a consideration of the temperature and rainfall in ^
wheat lands of Texas and northern India, Mr Taylor
concludes that south-eastern Queensland to well suited
for wheat grown under the same oondltioiis.

area at present under wheat m Queensland is small
In thsse new wheat lands it is suggested tbo
Indian practice diould be followed of planting tha
wheat towards the end of the summer rains—that Is,

•arly m March The wheat would ripen in about
tow months, during which it would receiva an
additional five Indies at rainfall

It is, we think, almost an artide of faith amongst
dianiistB that the preparation of soifium chloride pure
enough for ordinal analytical operations is a com-
paraifvel|y easy matter But, according to Mr CHfiord
tnhman, who writes from Cornell Cdtegs in the
ChmrdcM Sews of August 4, this is not the case.
Three apedmens of aomum dilorfde (presumably of
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Anwrican manufacture), each alleged to be chemically

pure, contained respectively 0-57, 0-45, and 0-49 per

cent of potassium chloride Samples prepaid by
this author (i) by precipitation of a saturated solution

of common salt with hj^ogen chloride, (2) by purifica-

tion with milk of lime, excess of which was pre-

dpitated with sodium carbonate, the excess of the

latter being neutralised with hydrodiloric add, (3)

from mettmlc sodium by dissolution in water and
neutrahsation of the solution with hydrochloric acid,

and by neutralising with hydrochloric aad a solu-

tion of the most nearly pure caustic soda (not purified

with alcohol), contains respectively (i) o 42, (2) o-is,

(3) cay, and (4) 0-48 per cent of potassium chlonde
In each case the potassium was estimated by the

platlnic diloride method It would be interesting to

Jeam whether the ‘chemically pure sodium chlonde
of English origin is equally contaminated

Thb ions of low mobility the presence of which in

air at ordinary pressures was discovered by Langevin
have frequently been called large 10ns owing to the

belief that their low mobility was due to their rela-

tively great mass Some measurements made at the

suggestion of Prof Millikan by Mr L B Loeb, and
pulTished in the July Proceedings of the American
Academy of Sciences seem to indicate that this belief

was uniustified Using the alternating-field method of

Rutherford Mr Loeb has measured the mobilities of

both positive and negative ions at fields from 90 to

12,000 volts per centimetre, and in neither case has
he found any marked increase m the mobility At
the hi^ speeds due to the strong fields the clusters of

uncha^ed molecules about an electron, which were
supposed to constitute the ion of low mobility, should

be broken up and the mobility show an increase corre-

sponding to the reduced mass As the measurements
snow no such increase, the author adopts the theory

that egdi ion consists of a single molecule and its low
mobility is due to the action of its charge on neutral

molecules increasing the number of collisions

Accoroinc to the Scientific imertcan there has been
a remarkable increase, since the war commenced, m
tjie number of American engineering firms who mjake
use of tho metric ^stem of measurement Many firms
who two years ago upheld the yard, foot, inch, eighths,

sixteenths, thirty-secondths, and sixty fourths as more
convenient than the metre and its decimal sub-

divisions are now turning out machines gauged
solil} on the metne system This remarkable voJu-

face ai^ieara due to the desire on the part of American
firms to meet the demand foe machinery which, in

the post, has been supplied by Germany Whatever
the region for this rapid change, the fact that it has
been earned out voluntarily in so short a time seems
a sufficient refutation of the argument that the Intro-

duction of the metric system into engineering works
in this country would cause endless confusion and
great expense

Wi have leoeived fmn Prof. R Gautier, director of
the Geneva Observatory, the annual rniort descriUng
the chronometrical service carried on in that institu-

tion It appears from the report that the war hu
affected the activity of the observatory very adversdy,
and that the numlier of instruments submitted to trial

conditions has fallen below that of any year ^ce
2872 Of marine chronometers only one has been
received, and of pocket watches, 153, as against 296
in 1914 M Gautier takes, however, a ho^ul view
of the national industry in the future when normal
editions have returned, basing this (minion on the
jfkiproved character of the work. For if the number
l^nnstrufflents has been less, the proportion of those
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which obtain the highest certificate of excellence has
Increased No lets than 95 per cent of the whole
deposits hat obtained a firsMlass certificate, and less

IhM 10 per cent of the instruments sutoiitted to test

has fallM These figures constitute a record in the

I

history of the annuel trials M Gautier gives some
details of the examination of chronometers at the

I
neighbouring observatories of Neuchatel and Betan-
pon, giving also an abstract of the Rew results for
companson The effect of the war is everywhere
noticeable in the quantity of instruments delated,
but the quality of the work is everywhere maintained
with gratifying uniformity The general adoption of
the Guillaume balance has contributed to this success-
ful result In the Kew report it is stated that the
Swiss manufacturers have universally adopted the
Gmllaumc type and il n’y a pas de doute que
I’emploi de ce type de balancier contribue largement
auz bnllants ruultats obtenus par les montres
d^posdes par ces fabricants ”

In response to many requests, the Board of Agri-
culture and Fishenes has issued (at i5 ) a second
edition of vol 1 of the “Special Reports on the
Mmeral Resources of Great Britain ’’ It will be
remembered that the work deals with the uses, dis-

tiibution, treatment, and output of tungsten and
manganese ores, and that m it particulars are given
of the mines containing the ores

An interesting volume has been sent to us by the
Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society, «ititled “His-
torical Synopsis of me Royal Cornwall Polytechnic
Society for 81 Years, i833--i9i3,’ ^ Wilson LI(^
Fox, with indexes by Howara Fox The work
IS dvided mto two parts, covering the periods

1833-81 and 1882-1913 The activities of the society

have been numerous and valuable, and merit this

permanent record

A NEW senes entitled the Cambridge Botanical
Handbooks " is being edited by Prof A C Seward
and Mr A. G Tansley for the Cambridge Univerrity
Press The development of certain braniiies of
botanical saence in recent years has emphasised the
need for books by speaalists on different groups of
the vegetable kin^om and the new series is being
issued to meet this want A book by Prof West
dealing biologically with all the olgss Included in the
Myxo^yceae, Pendiniese, Bacilladese, and Chloro-
phyces, both fresh-water and manne will be the first

volume to appear It will bo followed by another
work by Prof West, on all the fresh-water algs
(with the exception of desmids and diatoms) which
are known to occur in the British Isles Volumes on
lidiens, fungi and gnetales, by Miss Lorrain Smith,
Dr Helen Gwynne-Vaughan. and Prof Pearson
respectively, are in an advanced state of preparation.

The Harvard University Press (Cambridge, Mass.,
U S A ) has begun the publication of a seriu entitled
' Harvard Health Talks,*'>elng the substance of some
of the public lectures delivered at the Medical Scho(d of
Harvard University, and aiming at providing in easily

accessible form modern and authoritative informadon
on medical subjecU of general importance Among
the volumes in the series we notice “The Care anil

Feeding of ChUdren," by J. L. Morse : “ Preservatives
and oth«' Chemicals in Food thris Use and Abuse,"
by O Folln; ‘The Care of the Skin,” by C J White;
"The Care of the Sick Room," by E G Cutler; and
“The Cun of the Teeth," ^ C. A. Bradcett The
series u pubUsfaed in this country by the Oxford Uni-
versity Press
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OUfi ASTROSOMICAL COLUMN.
^ Largs Solar Prowinbncb —An eruptive promin-

«nce of exceptional albtude was photographed by Mr
Evertbed at Snnagar, Kathmir, on May 36, 1916
Photograph* were obuined at interval* from ooRr
the beginning of the outburst until the final fragment*
bad risen to a height of a little more than a semi-

diameter from the sun’s limb The velocity away
from the sun was 190 km per tec and faint exten-

sions could be traced at 18' from the limb, representing

« height of close upon half a million mile* This
would appear to be the highest prominence which has
yet been recorded (The Observatory vol xxxix

,

P 358)

Thb Spectroscopic Binary a- Aquius —The
variable radial velocity of this star, detected at

Mt Wilson in 1913, lias been further investigated by
Mr F C Jordan (Pub Allegheny Obs vol 111 ,

No aa) The star is mteresung as one in which both
components are readily observed separately Both
spectra are of type B 8, and from their relative inten-

sities it IS inferred that the components differ in

brightness by about half a magnitude The penod is

1-95033 days, with a probable error of about 8( second*

The orbit is sensibly circular, and the velocities of

the components 163 and 199 km per sec respectively,

that of the primary being the highest so far known
with the exception of $ Lyr®, V Puppis and /t* Scorpii

The star is of further interest as an additional case

in which the K line of calcium indicate* a velocity

differing from that given by other lines of the

spectrum The mean velocity differs so little from
tnat of the system, -5 km , that it suggests an ongin
of the line in the system itself If the line were due
to absorption by a calaum cloud stationary with
respect to our stellar system, its velocity due to the

solar motion would be - 16 km The individual plates

show considerable variations, but these are apparently

unrelated to the oscillations of the component stars

Bamoxd Spectra from the Electric Furnace -At

the Mount Wilson laboratory Dr A S King has
Investigated the conditions of occurrence in the elec-

tric furnace of the banded spectra which have been
attributed to titanium oxide, magnesium hydride, and
calcium hydride (Astrofkystcal Journal vol xllii

,

p 341) All the bands m question have been
identified in the spectra of sun-spots, and those of

titanium oxide are the most characteristic feature of

the spectra of Antarian, or third-type, stars Tbe
outcome of Dr King’s experiments on titanium is to

confirm the conclusion previously arrived at by Fowler,

t^t the bands attributed to the oxide of this element
are certainly dependent upon the presence of oxygen,

and to show that with a sufficient supply of oxygen
in the furnace the spectrum consists of the bands
alone There was no evidence of a material change
in temperature caused by the introduction of
oxygen, and there would seem to be no reason for the
disappearance of the line spectrum unless an actual

cooqKnind were formed. In the case of magnesium
and calcium, the experiments similarly indicated a
clear dependence of the bands on the presence ot

hydrogen, without any ^iparent change in the action

of the source While the bands appeared through a
considerable range of furnace temperatures, the upper
Hmit for their greatest strength was about 3300^ C
There would accordingly seem to be ample justifica-

tion for reganUng the presence of the three seU of
bands as evidence of a relative)^ low temperature in

sun-spots, and the occurrence of tltanliun-oxide bands
as dlract evidence of the presenoe of oxygen In tbe

Antarian stars and in tiw son.
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THE WORK OF THE NATIONAL PHYSICAL
LABORATORY DURING THE YEAR 1915-16.

'T'HE report of the National Physical Laboratory ftMr

A the year 1915-16 again presents a record of

useful national work The importance of the labora-

tory has been rendered more prominent owing to the
war, not only because of the direct assistance it ha*
been called upon to give to tbe Services, but also

through Its oo-operation in the solution of industrial

problems which our blindness and lack of national

prudence has been content to leave unattempted, an
open field wherein the scientific and technical organ-
isation of Germany might find its reward
Two prominent members of the general board of

the laboratory. Sir Frederick Donaldson and Mr
Leslie Robertson, lost their lives in their country’s
service, on the Hampshire The board have put on
record in the report their appreciation of the services

rendered to the laboratory by these members of their

body Sir Frederick Donaldson was an active mem-
ber also of the executive committee Mr Leslie

Robertson, from the nature of his duties as secretary
to the Engineering Standards Committee, had been
closely associated Tor many year* with the work of

standardisation and maintenance of standards, which
constitutes one of the main functimis of the labora-
to™

Last year the laboratory had also to mourn ths
loss of two of its earhest and most active supporters.
Sir Andrew Noble and Sir Arthur Rilcker, both mem-
bers of the Treasury Committee, presided over by
Lord Rayleigh, whidi in 1897 reported m favour of
the establishment of the laboratory.
One-quarter of the permanent stall of the laboratory

are at present on active service Two who served in
France have lost their lives One, taken prisoner at
Antwero, succeeded about a yebr later m escaping
from DbbenU During the past year tbe services of
all away have been much missed, and it has been
necessa^ to provide a constantly increasing tempor-
ary Stan, including many women, of wh^ It is

recorded that their work has been very efficient^
done
Owing to the depletion of the staff i^d the large

demands made on the laboratory by the Admiralty,
the War Office, and the Mmis^ of Munitions for
the investigation of special questions, the research
woric has necessarily suffered, and m many depart
ments has been altogether in abeyance On the
formation of the Ministry of Munitions, Dr. Glaze*
bro(^, the director of tbe laboratory, was appointed
its scientific adviser on physical questions. llie
laboratory undertook the testing of gauges required
injdie manufacture of fuses and shdis. Tbe initial

difficulties were considerable the degree of accuracy
needed in the gauges was scarcely realised at first

wr many of the numerous manufacturers vho gave
their assistance to the Mmistry m meeting the iweda
of the Army, and the laboratory has earned their cem-
fidence and appreciation by the valuable help it has
been able to ^ve, both dir^y and indirectly, in the
immvement of tbe methods employed

war has lent a great stimulus to the production
in this country of optical glass, an industry which had
previously tended more and more to become a Getman
monopoly The shortage in the early months of the
war must have been a source of most serious anxiety
to those responsible for the supply of optical munC
^s, and it is a matter for congratulation that ffie
ffi^lty has been met so successfully Researdt on
optical glass has now been undertaken ^ the labora-
tory, dffih the aid of a grant from the Mvy Coui^
Cojomlttea for Scientlffc and Industrial Research
Aoi* WQtjk' is of the utnioet national and scientifie ini-
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portanoe, and the oommittae irill doubtlCM spare no
dlort to ensure that it is actively continued and ex*

tended, and that in the future no risk shall be run of

tto fundamentally important industry passing Into

fordgn bands Research on chemical and other

glasses has beoi done during the year fay the labora-

tory, as well as by other insututions

As is well known, one of the pnndpal difficulties in

the manufacture of optical glass lies m the choice of
suitable refractory material for the pots in which It

IS made The re^xirt states that the research has so
for been mainly directed to the production of satis-

factorjr pots, and that similar work on heat-resisting

materials, and more generally on the behaviour of the
rare earths and other substances at high tempera-
tures, is of groat Importance in a large number of
industrial processes For such work a technological
laboratory on a large scale is needed, and notwith-
standing the economic difficulties existing, it is to be
hoped that the matter will receive immediate and
serious consideration

The laboratory has earned a world wide reputation
for Its successful investigation of some of the more
difficult questions m aeronautics The immediate
importance of the work to the Army and the Navy
has led to large additions to the equipment for
aeronautical research, for which new builmngs have
been provided during the year in these a second
7-ft. and a second 4-ft channel have been installed.

The laboratory has now five air-channels, as well as
a whirling table available for experiments on
models, and with a greatly increased staff has been
continuously occupied in aealing with the questions
constantly arising in connection with the design of
new types of machine In the investigation of light

alloys suid materials of construction a large field of
amik remains open, and it is satisfactory to leam
that this branch of the woik is receiving increased
tendon on on extended scsie

Provision for other new work has been rendered
possible through a timely gift from Sir Charles
Parsons Arrangements have been made, at the
request of the Rontgen Society for the examination
of materials employed for the protection of X-ray
woricera. The equipment has been installed and the

ooniUtlons of test are being determined in conjunc-
tion with the Council of the Rbntgen Soaety
By desire of the Ministry of MumtMns, arrange-

ments were made for the testing of prismatic com-
passes ui considerable numbers A paper desenbing
the metbode em^yed was read before the Opticd
Society Assiatance has been given to the Board of

Trade in preparing a speofication of liqqid compasses
for use on the hfeboats of merchant ships The
exanfaiatioa of the luminous dials fitted on instru-

ments for night use constitutes an important branch
of new test work, involving also the examinatioa of

the lundnoua radium compounds employed Testa of
radhim preparations have been continued, and further

laiprovemente have been made in the methods of test-

ing optical pyrometers whidi are now bdng manu-
factured in increadng numbers in this country

Turning to work which falls more appro^tely
under the heeding of research, an investigation has
been made into methods of magnetic testing of

straight and curved bars, and improvements effected

The wmk has been described in a paper presented

to the Institutioa of Electrical Engkiem A research

It steels IS in pr^ress In the heat division

int of work has been done inan impredable l —
the iavestigaticR of the tkermai conductivity of

satlona suMtanoss, both refractory materials for

fiiiiMKe eonstmetkm and materials employed for cold-

stonge hMe The rate of htsd transmisaiQn threi^h
roofing materials hat alto been investigated, and
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found to depend to a much greater degree upon the
emissivity of the cturface than on the rate of con-
duction through t|ie material The loas of beat
through special roofing material was tins found to
be 30 per cent greater than that through galvanised
iron owing to the difference in surface emisiMty
When the special material was painted with
aluminium paint, the transmlssioa b^me practic-

ally identic^ with that of the sheet iron Ottwr
experiments on heat loss from surfaces have b«m
continued, and an investigation has been corseted
into the qualities of Britts made porcrialn for pyro-
meter tubes

In the Optica Dhdsmn, tables for the construction
of small telescope objectives from glasses of usual
types have been prepared and published at the request
of the Ministry of Munitions, and the results qf con-
tinued experience and investigation m the design
and calculation of lens systems have been conunun!
cated to the Physical Society in a series of papers
Another investigation relates to the improvement of
hydrogen vacuum tubes for use in the examination
of optical glasses

The Metrology Division has been closely occupied
with special test work Some work relating to the
sizes of commercial sparking plugs and tap^ hries
for motor engines has b^n earned out for the
Enginoenng Standards Committee
In the Engineering Department progress has been

made with a number of researches A new machine
hae been constructed for testing the endurance of
epecimens under combined bending and twitting
The methods of notched bar impact testing have
been investigated, various methods for testmg the
hardness and wearmg properties of metals have been
compared, and experiments have been carried out on
the resistance of wood to reversala of stress Shock
tests on railw^ couplings have been made The
measurement of the rate of growth of cracks in the
Tower of London is a matter of general public
interest In Aeronautics the investigation of atabillty

has been extended to the case of curvilinear motion
In the Metaliurgy Department, investigatory work

has been mainly confined to matters oi immediate
importance , eome interesting papers relating to

puiances for metallurgical research have been read
before the Institute of Metals. Valuable papers have
been contributed to various Institutions by members
of the staff of the Froude Tank which has, however,
also been occupied almost entirely with ur^t work
for the Admiralty
The report make# it clear that the laboratory has

bonw its full share of the burden which has fallen

imon the nation and the country It indriitcd to the
director and hia staff for their atrenuotu efforts In

the furtherance of technical efficiency

THE REttNT DEVELOPMENT OF
GERMAN AGRICULTURE

'pHE fact that on earii hundred acres of cultivated

lend Germany feeds seventy of her people while
Britain can only support forty-five hat niptly received

wide publicity in the daily Press. The memorandum
by Mr T H Middleton, Aasiatant-Secietary, Beetd
of Agncnlture and Fisheries, which explains how Ger-
many does this, should be studied by all who have
the welfare of British apiculture at heart The two
chief factora in the recent rematkable devekpnsint of

German apiculturo ova her aettied eoonosile pwey and
bar wett-tooughumt system of agricultural edu-
catioa. It was the bettef foot ha Was qsaesttat to
the community, and diatMs Iqsid would not be aBtnM
to go out of cultivstion, raffier than the extra profit
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on hit wheat that bat inspired the German farmer to
greater efTorts (luring the latt ten years The need
for well-educated men at manageri of estates is more
omnmonly recognised in Germany than m England
hence a career it open to successful students frcm the
training institutions of Prussia while the English
student who lacks the camtal to farm on his own
account must look abroad for an outlet for his know
ledm of practical agriculture

Mr MiddletCHi believes that our system of education
though starting thurty years behiml that of Germany
mainly wantt time to grow It is unfortunate that it

had only just started Mforc the war and that results

will be sought at a time when patience will be neces-
sary but vei^ difficult to exercise The chief imme
diate cause of the increased productivity of German soil

IS the increase in the use of artifioaf manures The
German farmer is no more skilful than the British

but his natural obedience to author tv leads him to

apph artifiaai manures in sudi quantities as his in

structors relying on the systematic work of the ex-
periment stations may from time to time direct

Twice as much nitrogen one-third more phosphate
and five tunes as much potash are used in Germany
as on an equal urea of our cultivated land As regards
the two former manures we import nearly three tons
more feeding stuffs per one hundred acres than the

Germans ai d this should balance to some extent the

smaller amounts of nitrogen and phosphate applied

direct to the soil but careless storage of ^^^mya^d
manure results in the loss of some 50 per rent of the

nitrogen and a good deal of the phosphate so that far

less than the thewetical amount ever gets to the grow
ing crop German) is fortunate n that she has not

only immense dopns ts of potash salts bt t also vast

areas of light soils able to give abundant returns from
these manures when skilfully appl ed This combtna
tion plavs an important part in the recent progress of

German farming

7 HE ROYAl AIRCRAFl FACTORY
INQUIRY

The whole question of the Royol Aircraft Factory

administration and cost seems to turn on
whether it is to be regarded as an experimental or a
productive concern If it is to be regarded as a fac

toty for the production of service machines then there

IS little doubt that it is not administered as efficiently

at It might be But if it is to be regarded as a purely

or at least chiefly experimental establishment then

the case is completely altered In the development of

a new industry sum as aeronautics there must be

a certain amount of experiment and in modem times

the tendency is to arrive at a satisfactory result by

the application of science to the fullest possible extent

rather than to attorn that result by a lengthy process

of trial and error The inev table result of the sden

tific method is that it appears as though a consider

able amount of money is being wasted mth no appre-

ciable result but In reality the money is being well

^)ent if It leads to scientific results of a widely useful

nature The Royal Aircraft Factory should uiereforfe

be Judged by its achievements in the advance of aero-

nautics sdenoe radier than by its actual output of

maeJunet for sendee use There can be no doubt at

all that tin work done at the factory in conjunction

with the model experiments and mathematical uives-

tigMions at the Nadonat Physical laboratory has

ehiddittd many questiona of vast Importaoee conceco-

iog the design and sfidHlity of aeroptanes in a way
which draaM perh^ never bav« been done by private

firms, where output Is the primary conddetation

Ottoe it Is admitted that this sdentific biformation
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IS needed, the Royal Aircraft hactoiy stands lustified

by its past work By all means reorganise, if oy such
reorg^isatKMi increased effidency can be obtained,

but let it not be at the expense of the exocedieglv
valuable experimental work which is being done, and
wlucfa can be done in no other way at the prasent
time

it IS often argued that pnvate firms can produce
madiines equal to those uf the Factory, without pend-
ing so mudi time and money on the experimental side

This IS by no means true since the results of sudi
experimental work at the Factory and elsewhere have
always been available to a large extent to any who
cared to avail themselves of them and many goodpoints
in pr<^netary machines are indirectly due to this fact.

1 here is still an inclination on the part of some firms
to view the sdentific side of the subject with suspicion

and even to depredate exjierimental aeronautics alto-

gether but surely the sooner experimental results be-
come more w dely known the better it will be for the
future development of the aeronautical industiy In
the provision of these scientific fundamentals of aero-

nautics the Royal Aircraft Factory has played and Is

playing an important part and any attempt at re-

organisation which would impair its 1 tility as an
exper mental establishment and reduce It to the level

of a productive factorv for existing designs would be
a great mistake at the present earlv stage of aero-

nautical development

LORD hELVlN AND TERRESTRIAL
MAONETISM »

r IKE most branches of pbyucs, terrestrial mag.
*-' nelism has assouations with the name of Kehnn,
and charactentbcally enough, these associations are
at the two confines of the subject, the immediately
practical, and the speculative Lord Kelvin 1 need
scarcely remind you, introduced important change* of
design into Lumpasses and the construction 01 com.
passes was an unportant object of the Glasgow firm
which eventually Mire his name.

llie other point of contact between Lord Kelvin and
terrestrial magnetism as already mentioned relates to
theory All here know that there occur from time to
time phenomena known as magnetic storms during
which there are difiiculbes m carrying on ordinary
telegraphy There has long been a Mief that the sun
IS the principal if not the only source id magnetic
storms and of the leap striking regular cluuiges every
day Visible Lord Kelvin dircctM attention to tlte

difficulties in the way of accepting any sensible dmet
maspetic action between the sun and the earth His
earUest remarks on the subject, to which I shall refer,

are contained in a short note on p lu of vo) iv of
his Mathematical and Physical Papers The-
sun’s magnetisation, he said,, would need to
be ISO times as mtense as the earth s to produce a
disturbance of i m declination even by a cOtnfhU
rtvertal in the most favourable circumstances
The much later cooununlcabon, to which 1 next

refer, was made in 189a to the Royal Society on an
occawn—a presidential address—when original con-
tiibution* to science are unusual Lord Kelvin how^
ever devoted fully half his address to terrestrial mag.
netisffl After relerring to various solar and terrestrial

magnetic phenomena M adds {loe cit p 307) — But
now let Us consider the work which must be
done at the sun to produce a terrestrial magnetie
stonn, |{« tfien qubtes from a paper by the bt»
Prof W, G Adams data relating to a magnetic storm
of Jttiie ag, i88g, and proceeds —’To produce such

these by any possible dynamical aetlonL

lUnfMl bifcr- th« IsM'
c.CCktM,rU.a.
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within the sun, or in his atmosphere, the agent must
have worked at something like i6o miliion million

mlilion minion horsCi^iower . . This result, it seems
to me, is absolutely conclusive against the supposition

tlHit terrestrial magnetic stomu are due to magnetic
action of the sun , or to any kind of dynamical action

taking place within the sun, or in connection with
humcanes in his atmosphere, or anywhere near the
sun outside It seems as if we may also be forced

to conclude that the supposed connection between
magnetic storms and sun-spots is unreal, and that the

seeming agreement between the periods has been a
mere coincidence. We are oertainly far from having
any reasonable explanation of any of the magnetic
pMnomena of the earth, whether the fact that the
earth is a magnet ,

that its magnetism changes vastly,

as it does from century to century, that it nas some-
what regular and pmodic solar diurnal

variations and (as marvellous as the secular variation)

that it is subject to magnetic storms
To-night I shall con^ myself to three of the out-

standing problems enumerate by Lord Kelvin the
secular change, the solar diurnal variation, and the
phenomena of magnetic disturbances

Secular Change

Our knowledge of secular change prior to the nine-

teenth century is confined to dechnation and dip For
these elements we have in some districts data coveting
more than three centuries

The total range of D (declination) observed in Lon-
don has exceeds 35° The only actual tunung point

observed, 246“ W ,
presented itself about 1818, the

direction of secular change then altering from westerly

to easterly We have no idea how the value, ni** E ,

observed in 1580 stood to the previous turning pomt
The declination was approximately the same as at

present in 1730 When, if ever, it will have the same
value again, we have not the ghost of an idea. The
change In each of the centuries 1600 to 1700 and 1700
to 1800 was about 16°, whereas dunng the last

hundred years the change has been only abouf 9** The
rate of change has, however markedly increased of

late years, as may be recognised on consulting Fig i,

which shows the change at Kew dunng the last fifty

years.

The turning point in the dip when it attained its

highest value, presented itself about 1733, or nearly a
century before the turning point in D The dip in

London is now lower than it has been since observa-

tions began Of late years the rate of change has
been very small, but whether this heralds the near
approa^ of a minimum, or is merely a temporary
sMckening, we do not know
The intensity of magnetic force changes as well as

the diTMtion Thus at Kew between and igoo

H (horizontal force) increased from O'lSidg to o-ifi^S

c g s When dealmg with such small changes as
ordinarily present themselves m terrestrial magnetism,
it is convenient to employ as unit i-y, or o-ooooi c g s

Thus the mean annual rise of H from 1890 to 1900
was 26 Y After 1900 the rate of increase of H rapidly

fell off, and the elonent seems to have attamed a
maximum and b^un to diminish V (vertical force)

has been diminishing for some time

_ Dtumal Variation

To give a Mil account of the diurnal variation as it

presents itself at different parts of the earth would
require a large treatise Here I shall confine myself

to data from two stations and to certain as^ts
oofy of these data The one station Kew, is fairly

tmnesentative of the British Isles The other station

il^that used in 1911-12 as the base station of the

National Antarctic Expedition under the late Captain
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Robert Falcon Scott, R.N. The reduction of the Ant-
arctic observations has been prosecuted at Kew Ob-
servatory for the last two years under my supervision
For permission to make a free use of exiting data
1 am indebted to the committee of the Captain Scott
Antarctic Fund
The tragic fate of Captain Scott is still no doubt

fresh in wur memories It produced a great impres-
sion on ^ countrymen, who saw in it evidence that
the characteristics on which the nation pnded itself

in more warlike times still survived The appreaation
of courage is practically universal, but even a saentific

audience may have to be reminded that the prosecu
tion of pure science under the arduous conditions pre-
vailing in the Antarctic calls for no small measure
of pluck and endurance It also calls, if success is to
be attained for other qualities, which though making
less appeal to the public imagination, are perhaps
of equal value for the welfare of a nation vix , scien
tific knowledge and forethought If 1 am able to-

night to mention important drauctions from the Ant
arctic observations it is to the physical observers
Dr Simpson F R S and Mr C S Wright, that

recognition is in the first place due In spite of the

great difficulties arising from the low temperature and
the extraordinarily disturbed magnetic conditions, they
secured an almost unbroken record for a period of
nearly twenty twb months

In Fig 3 the vector digrams refer to mean results

from the whole year The full line diagram repre-

sents at either station results based on all, or all but
Mghly disturbed days, the dotted-line diagram results

from quiet days only, the ongin, the centre of the
cross, being the same for the two The Antarctic
quiet days (^selected by myself) were ten a month, as
agamst five at Kew (international ouiet d^) Thus
a priori we should have expected less diffoence be-

tween the two Antarctic diagrams than between the
two Kew ones. As r^ards type, there is, in fact, leas

differoioe in the Antarctic, but as rwardt amplitude

the difference at Kew b slight, ana not always in
favour of the all-day vector whereas in the Antarctic

the excess of the all-day vector is conspicuous at

every hour
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The great difference in amphtude between the Ant-
arcUc diurnal inequalities from all and from r^uiet

days sug^ted a comparison between inequalities

from hi^y disturbed days, on the one hand and quiet

days on the other To secure a demonstrably impar-
tial selection, I took for each month the five inter

national quiet days selected at De Bilt and the five

days which had the largest 'character figures on the
internationai list ‘Day in this connection means
a period of twen^-four hours commencing at Green
with midnight Thus Greenwich civil time has been
used in the curves in Fig 3, which embody the results

obtaiped for the two sets of days in the Antarctic
When comparing Antarctic results in Figs a and 3,
It must be remembered that iih on the former
answers to oh on the latter

a K All or ordinary days

Year*
"

Fig 3 IS confined to the four midwinter months
May to August
Large as was the difference between the all and

quiet-&y vectors in Fig a, it is quite eclipsed by the

ifference between the disturbed and quiet-day vectors

in Fig 3 In the latter figure the amplitude of the

distuneo^y vector averages about four times that of

the quiet-day vector In fact, the vector for the dis-

turbM winter day averages about the same as the

vector of the ordinary summer day
While opinions may differ as to what the pheno-

mena shown by Figs a and 3 really imply, it can

scarcely ba questioned that they hate an important

bwring on theories which attempt to account for the

ifiumal variation A dlfferenoo in^ between rimul-

toneous diurnal inequalities at different ploocs is a
natural enough consequence of difference of geograph-
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ical position But the influence of disturbance is out
of all proportion greater in the Antarctic, and pre-

sumably also in the Arctic than in the temperate
latitudes of Europe, and no mathematical formula
which contains only geographical co-ordmates and
sun’s position can adequately meet the case of diurnal
inequalities the ratio of the amplitudes of which at

different places varies from day to day according to

the prevalence of disturbance

The *7 Day Penod

A remarkable feature in magnetic disturbance is the
so-called 37-day penod This seems to have been first

noticed by J A Broun ' in 1858, but the phenomenon
for some reason was practically overlooked until re.

discovered by W Maunder* in 1904 in Greenwich
magnetic storms, and about the same time or a little

earuer by A Harvey* in Toronto disturbances

All 1 think we are really entitled to say is that if a
certain day is disturbed days from twenty-five to thirty

days later have more than the usual chance of being

Antarctic
winter

Disturbed ddu^s (5a month)

». Quiet days • • •

Fio. 3 —Dianat vutelion

disturbed, and this probability u greater for the
twenty-seventh day than for the twenty-sixth or
twenty-eighth

If we confine our attention to large magnetic dis-

turbances an obvious difficulty arises Large disturb-
ances are rare and if all but large distiubances are
disregarded, a very inadequate sup^y of data remains
If, on the other hand, we count a large number of
disturbances as magnetic storms, numerous chance
repetitions in twen^-seven, or any other specified

number of days, must be expected , and in the absence
of any precise definition of what constitutes a stonn

—

and niMie commands general respect—claims aa to
repetitions in twenty-seven days naturally fail to carry
conviction There are, however, ways of testing the
existence of the period less exposed to critidsm, and
those I have trim point to tne real existence of a
ay-day period In a certain sense of the term
Tbs first thing is to get what will be generally

accepted u an Impartial measure of disturbance, so
^at days may be selected as representative of dDs-

- c-iu-. .W.-3,
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turbadcMcUtioiu, and awry 4ay nuy haven numericAl acter" figures oa the days which are tweiiu^>aeven

maaauie attadtad to Its distiuhaace International days subsequent to the representativa disturbed and
‘ character' figures naturally suggest themselves for quiet days reinectively The total length of the ver.

thejNupose ticai Una may be regarded as a measure of the primary
Tne ' character ” figures were entered in sucoetsive difference pulse (disturbed less quiet), and the length

columns, representing from so many days before to of the thickened portion as a measure of the oonra.

so many days after the representative disturbed day. nonding secondary pulse The short horisontal line

*1^ successive columns were summed, and the result* snows the ‘ character ” level of the average day of the

ing means taken as a measure of the average disturb- year The lengths of thickened Kne abow and below
ance presented from so many days before to so many this level may thus be regarded as rmeaenting re-

days after the representative day mectively the amplitudes of the secondary puisea of

llie daya recognised by Maunm as magnetic storms disturbed and quiet .conditions Above the mne Imes
average only about one a month, and were much more are given Wolfw’s mean sun-spot frequencies for the

nunaerous in some years than others If the 37-day reactive years

period had been a (Aenomenon confined to such highly The a7-day period is conspicuously ahown in Fig 4
disturbed days, the procedure adopted here could in every year eacrat 1914, where the secondary pulse

•car^y have brought it into evidence, except in dis- associated with the representative disturbed day is

turbed years It proved, however, to be as much in abnormal The two years in which the 37-day period

evidence in the less disturbed as in the more disturbed is most in evidence are tqri and 1913 both, e^cially
years Thli auggesta that it is not peculiar to dis- the latter years of few sun-spots , while 1907, the year

turbed conditions, a conclusion which is strongly sup- of sun-spot maximum shows it less than any other

ported by Fig 4, which shows the results of apply- year except 1914 In 1912 the secondary disturbed

Sunspot frequenej ss-s oao 43-6 18-6 s-7 5« m 07

Yeisrwoo isosr znoa ima 1x0 isu mx iau»
Flo. I

—17 dayptriod loUnulnSai duncur Siuni iy«6 to 1914

mg the procedure explained above to the international

qiuet days as well as to the representative disturbed

days of the nine years 1906 to 191.^ The representa-

thse days ui each category were five a month The
nomul line in Fig 4 represents the mean character

'

ure, ofioi, of all dajn of the nine years Above
s normal line we have the primary and secondary

pulses associated with the representative disturbed
day, the “character figure of which was 136, and
below it are the primary and secondary pulses asso-

ciated with the reprasentative quiet day, the char-
acter ’ fkmre of which was o-ii The secondaiy pulse
aseociatei with the representaUve quiet day is not
quits so deep at that associated with the reprraentative

msturbed diw, but the same m true and to a like extent
of the primary pulsee.

The graphical repreeenUtion of the resultc for the
individual years in rig. 4 is cimfined to days o and 37
Tht extreme top and bottom of the lines represent the
“imaracter” figures on the representative disturbed
and quiet days, on the same scale that serves for the
nine years combined Hw top and bottom of the
thidraiM portions of these Him represent the “char-
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pulse IS much better developed than the secondary
quiet pulse, and 1913 shows the same phenomenon to

a minor extent In 1906, on the other hand, the
secondary quiet pulse is the more prominent In the
years 1907 to loti the development of the two
secondary pulses Is very similar

A good deal probably remains to be done to unravel
the exact nature of the relationship between sun-^iots
and magnetic phenomena There can scarody be any
doubt that the range of the mean diurnal variation

for tiie whole year varies from year to year In almost
exacts the same way as the mean sun-spot frequsniw
or the sun-spot area Also the two phenomena exbUm
a sy-day period, and to jqipraximatefy the same extent
In the average year of an 11 year period, 1890 to 1900,
the daily ranee of H at Kew showed a decided tend-

ency to be above its mean value during several sue.

cessive dqys subsequent to the appearance oi exc^
tionally large sun-spot ares, the maximum in the
range following four days a^ the maximum in the
area The phenomenon, however, did not aeem to
arise from ^wdal dUturbance, but rather to be a
variant of the ^wnomanon of large regular dlurail
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vwiatiM in Tears of ooany sun-spots As regards dis-

turbance, in some years there seems a clear oonnecttoo

with sunspots in others little, if any This u what
we might expect to happen if the ay-day padods m the

two elenFwnts in one year tended to be in phase, and in

another year did not. But the ay-day period may be
prominent in magnetic phenomena in years when
there are almost no sun-spots Also the ay-day period

IS exhibited by magnetic calms as well as by magneuc
storms, and no one has suggested that limited solar

areas can exercise a caimmg influence on terrestrial

m^netism
On the question naturally of most interest to my

audience, whether terrestrial magnetism has any direct

txAnng on the problems of electrical engineering, a

few words must suffice If wireless phenomena are
affected, as has been suggested by the greater or less

conductivity of the upper atmosphere, one would ex
poet them to have certain features in common with

magnetic phenomena In particular the ii year

period and the ay-day period might be expected to dis

close themselves If these periods affect wireless to

anything like the same extent as they do terrestriai

magnetum there should be no great difficulty in

establishing the fact if systematic observations were
directed to that end. Another possibility is that

means may be developed for utilising some of the

power that now goes to magnetic storms This would
naturally be most feasible in high latitudes where
aurora and magnetic disturbance are most in evidence

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELUGENCE

Wl learn from the Brttuh Medtcal Journal that

Prof Cbaries Richet, of the University of Paris has
been awarded the Stote prize for poetry The subject

was The Glory of Pasteur

Examinations in biological chemistry bacteriology

fermentation and enzyme action and in chemical

technolo^ will be held in connection with the Institute

of Chemistry m October next The lists of candi

dates will close on September iz

Da. A Lauder, of the Edinburgh and East of Scot

land College of Agncullure, has been elected honorary
secretary of the Edinburgh and Fast 6f Scotland sec-

tion of the Socielv of Choinical Industry in succession

to Dr J P Longstaff now general secretary of the

society in London

Mfss S E S Mair and Mrs A M Chalmers
Watson, on behalf of women medical graduates stu

dents and their friends have offered to pay to the

Edinburgh University Court within a year the sum
of aoooi to defray the cost of undertakings intended

to facilitate the medical education of women

The following Edgar Allen entrance scholarships are

being offered by the University of Sheffield —Trvo
open to men and women and two restricted to the

sons of workmen earning dally or weekly wages and
foremen of workmen and managers ” ^ch schotar-

ship 18 of the annual value of tool and is tenable

for three years

The part of tiie fordicoming calendar for 1016-17

of UnWersity College, London, dealing with the

facttl^ of engineering has been published in advance

as a bodclet This facuUv, inclndiiig the departments

of dnl mechanical, electrical, and municipal engineer,

ii^, is intended to provide for itiidenta wishing to

devote themeelves to eorineering as a ^stematlc tisdiu

ing in the sqipScatian <» scfentific min^Iee to indus-

tr&l pwpoees The ooureee of work ere suited to the

requirements of students who intend to enter for
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appointments in the Indian Public Works Demrf-
ment, Engineering Department of the General Post
Office, Dejiartment of the Director of Engineering
and Architectural Works in the Admiralty Patent
Office, and other similar services facilities are pro-
vidod also in the engineering departments for post-

graduate and research work in all subjects of engineer-
ing The more important engineering insututions

grant various exemptions to holders of the different

certificates awarded by the college All communica-
tions from intending students should be addressed to

the Provost

The calendar for the session 1916-17 of the North
of Scotland College of Agriculture is now available
The classes of the college are held in the buildings of
the University of Aberdeen, except those in agricul-

tural engineering, which are held at Robert Gordon's
Tedimcal College The college farm at Craibstone,
about five miles from Aberdeen includes experimental
plots an experimental and demonstration garden and
a horticultural department Field experiments and
demonstraUons are earned out on ordinary farm crqis
Feeding and other expenments upon stock are con-
ducted and there are extensive wc^s including both
conifers and hardwood trees on the estate which are
being utilised for the purposes of the forestry depart-
ment It IS proposed to institute a school of rural
domestic economy for girls There is a large mansion-
house on the Craibstone estate which will m equipped
as a residence in which classes will be earned on
It 18 proposed to provide courses of instruction suitable
for those who intend to spend their lives on farms
and crofts For the instruction of classes in nature-
study and school gardening two acres of ground at
Kepplestone Rubislaw have been laid out as a demotv-
stration garden

The valuable senes of papers on the better co-
ordination of science and industry read during the
last BIX months before the American Chemical S^ety
was followed bv the appointment of a comimttee, who
have now presented a report based on the examina-
tion of the subject from three different points of view,
viz those of the university of the mdustnes and of
the consulting chemists The report is clas8ifi«4
under findings conclusions, and a smgle recommenda-
tion to the effect that a permanent central committea
should be created and appointed by representatives of
the umversities and the industries to study opportuni-
ties and make public recommendations The distinc-

tion IS drawn between industnal problems which are
common to specific industries so that research on
them can be earned out in universities and publUheiL
and those problems which cannot properly be pub-
lished, and are, therefore not adapted to university
treatment On the other hand, the industries are
asked to make known to the universities problems
which are not of sufficient importance to the industry
to undertake their solution directly so that the univer-
sities can use them as live material on which the
students can be trained The recognition by the uni-
versity that the industry alone is in a position to state
Its prwlems, and by the industry that it should be pro.
pam to give the nectssory financial assistance to the
university to investigate these is an important step
towards the desired co-ordinated effort It Is pointed
ou* that no matter how efficiently the university may
train its men the industries that take up suen men
must be prepared to expend much time, effort, and
money in training them for the qiecific work before
tbm, but it is agreqd that co-operatioa between the
onivnaity and the worke as to the requlrementa of the
iMt# ki the fondamentals of instruction seeme poe-
mtle, feaeiUe and mutually profitaUe The findmi^
defi wdth certain controversial points in the educatlor
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of the technical cbemiit For example the part.time
•ystem whereby the lununer vacation !• epent m the
induitry is condemned , the value of industrial fellow-
ships IS regarded as diminishing as the liberty to pub-
lish is restricted The report is eminently practical,

and it will well repay serious consideration in this

country

SOCIETIES ASD ACADEMIES
MANCUUTXa.

Literary and Pkllosophicsl Soetety, Mav 30—Prof
W W Haldane Gee, vice president in the chair—
Dr W H R Rivera Irrigation and the cultivation

of taro In the New Hebrides and New Caledonia
irrigation is only used for the cultivation of Colocasut
anUquorum the taro of the Polynesians This inti-

mate connection between irrigation and taro, which is

found in other parts of Oceania, suggests that if im-

f
ation belongs to the megalithic culture (W J Perry,
lanchester Memoirs, vot lx

,
part i ), taro must have

had a similar history The distribution of the plant
supports this suggestion, showing a close corres^nd-
ence with that of the megalithic culture when its

tropical and semi-tropical habits are taken into account
It occurs in Oceania, the Malay Archipelago India
and eastern Asia, Arabia Egypt, East and West
Africa, the Canaiy Islands, Algeria, southern Italy,

Spain and Portugal, as well as tropical America
since the original habitat of the plant is southern
Asia its use as a food was probably acquired by the
megalithic people in India and taken bv them both to

the east and west Although the general distribution

of taro in southern Melanesia corresponds with that of
the megalithic influence, a difficulty is raised by the
Island of Malekula, in the New Hebrides So far as
we know, irrigation does not occur in this island,

although megalithic influence is present in a vety
definite form To account for the absence of Irriga-

tion in this island it is shown that modes of disposal
of the dead point to tao megalithic intrusions into
Oceania, and the high degree of development of irriga-

tion in such outlying iuands and districts as New
Caledonia, Anaiteum, and north-western Santo in
Melanesia, and the Marquesa and Paumotu Islands
in Polynesia, suggests that this practice belonged to
the earlier of the two movements There is reason to
believe that this movement had relatively little influ-

ence in Malekula >-Frof G Elliot Sodth The arrival

of Homo saptetis in Europe At a time when little

was known of earlv man and his works beyond the
stone implements which he fashioned. Sir John Lub-
bode (afterwards Lord Aveburv) suggested the use of
the terms Palsaolithic and Neolithic to distinguish

respectively between the earlier part of the Stone age
whm crutfely worked implements were made, and the
later period, when more carefully finished workman-
ship was shown In spite of the fact that subsequent
investigation revealed a high degree of skill in the
craftsmanship of the Upper Palseolithic period which
in many respects shows a very much closer affinity to

the Neolithic than to the Lower Palseolithic penod
Lubbock^ terminology has become so firmly estab-

lished thir it has continued to determine the primary
subdivision into epodis of the earlv history of man
Recent research has brought to light a vast amount
of new information rdating to the achievements of
Upper Palraolithlc man, and has conclurivehr shown
that human culture and artistic expression had already
attained the distinctive characters which mark them
as the efforts of men Hke ourselves. This view has
been amply confirmed by the general recognition of tiie
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fact that after the disappearance of Neanderthal man
at the end of the Mousterian period, the new race of
men that supplanted them in Europe and introduced
the Aurignaaan culture conform in all essential re-

rts to our own speafic type. Homo tapient Thus
facts of physical structure, no less than the artistic

abilities ana the craftsmanship, of the men of the

Upper Palaeolithic proclaim their affinity with our-
selves The earlier types of mankind which invaded
Europe and left their remains near Piltdown, Heidel-
bergj and in the various Mousterian stations belong
to divergent species, and perhaps genera, which can
be grouped together as belonging to a Paloianthropic

age which gave place (at the end of the Mousterian
epoch in Europe) to a Neoanthriwic age, when men of

the modern type, with higher skill and definite powers
of artistic expression, made their appearance and sup-
planted their predecessors So long as primanr im-
portance continues to be assigned to the terms Palseo-

lithic and Neolithic the perspective of anthropology
will be distorted Though the facts enumerated in

this communication are widely recognised, it is found
that the writers who frankly admit them lapse from
time to time into the mode of thought necessarily

involved in the use of the terms Palaeolithic and
Neolithic If modem ideas are to find their just and
unbiassed expression some such new terminology as is

suggested here becomes necessary

Paris

Academy ol Scleaces, Julv 31 —M Ed Pemer in the

chair —At the preceding meeting of the Academy the

president, in announcing the dMth of Sir William
Ramsay, give an account of his work in chemistry —
J BsrgMW and C E OaUlaaaM Surgical instru-

ments adaoted to the field of the electro-vibrator

Ordinary surgical instruments utilised in the field of
the electro-vibrator are, like the orojectile sought for,

submitted to an intense oscillatory movement a
matter of difficulty for the surgeon To reduce this

vibration to negligible oroportlons, it is necessary that

the instruments should be constructed of a metal non
magnetic and of high resistivity The iron-nlckel

alloys, containing between 22 pv cent and 30 per
cent of nickel, fulfil these conditions, but offer diffi-

culties in manu(pcture Another group of alloys suit-

able for this purpose contains 90 per cent nickel the

remaining 10 oer rent consisting of chromium,
manganese, and a little copper Such an alloy, under
the name of baros has been used for some years for

weights of nrecision, and fulfils all the conditions of

the present oroblem it works like mild steel, is

practically unoxidisable, and Is free from action In

the field of the electro-vibrator —R Oamlsr Study
of the general integral of equation (VI ) of M
Painlev^ in the nei^bourhood of its transcendental

singularities —H AretewskI The influence of Venus
on the mean heliographic latitude of the sun-
^ts The earliest communication on this subject

was due to Warren de La Rue, Stewart, and Lcewv in

1867, and F J M Stratton has recently taken uo the
some question The author does not think the results

of Stratton’s calculations can be considered as con-
clusive, and has made a fresh series of calculations

based on the Greenwich heliograjdilc observations

It is difficult to decide from the curves whetiier the

action of Venus is direct or the Inverse—A Caimti

The oxalates of uranyl and potassium—C 7sn0slls

The comoorition and use of Greek fire,—P Dttosft

and L OinfaM The influence of tiie algss on sub-
,nMr(red sand filters on the purification of water The
)
purifying power of these filters is a function of the

jitevelopment and vitality of the aigm, and can be
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measured by the reduction of the alkalinity of the
water—J Amir The dynamographfc paUi The
apparatus described permits of a graphical record
being traced of the movement and forces exercised
by the limbs In walkmg It has been applied to the
study of models of artificial limbs and of pathological
cases of injured or missing limbs —C Oalslas and
C Heelbert The removal of flies from houses The
visible part of the spectrum for flies appears to be
comprise between the green and the orange Mak
ing use of this fact coloured glass eapeci illv

blue, IS suggested for hospitals and for protecting
food in restaurants and shc^s without restricting the
free access of air —E PIsnrsnt A method of preserv
ing bread destined especially for prisoners of war
The method suggested by the author In 1915 has been
tried in practice and its \alue has been confirmed —
J RsaMnevHch Ocular compression in the examina
tion of the oculo-cardiac reflex

W ASIIINOTOV D C
Natloaal Acadsmy el Sciences (Proceedings No 7

vol II ) —L B Loct The mobilities of gas Ions in
high electric fields The results though at vanance
with those of most observers at low pressures for
n^ative ions, are in good agreement with recent
results of Wellisch and likewise lead to the conclu
sion that the duster theory is no longer tenable—
H H Donaflsoa The relation of myelin to the loss of
water in the mammalian nervous system with advanc-
ing age There is no evidence that the cell bodies
and their unsheathed axons suffer any significant loss
of water, the progressive diminution in the water
content of the brain and spinal cord is mainly due
to the accumulation of myelin the formation of which
IS a function of age the most active production occur-
ring during the first twentieth of the fife span —R W
HsgMc and C P RasseO Differential mitoses m the
germ-cell cycle of DtneuUs ntgnor The most
conspicuous difference discovered between the
origin of the oocyte in Dineutes nigrior and in

Dytiscus is in the number of differential mitoses, in
Dmeutes nignor there are only three whereas in

^Uscus there are four —E S Larsca and R C
Wells Some minerals from the fluonte-bante vein
near Wagon Wheel Gap, Colorado A description of
specimens of the unusual mineral gearksutite of a
(wculiar kaolinite and of a new fluoride-sulphate

creedite —P D Lsiasoa The processes taking place

in the body by which the number of erythrocytes per
unit volume of blood is increased in acute experimental
poiycythaemia It is cdncluded that the liver acts as a
reservoir for erythrocytes The process by which the
liver increases the number of the erythrocytes is

thought to be a loss of plasma from the liver capil-

laries, together with a constriction of these vessels,

driving the erythrocytes on into the blood stream —
I S KMasr and S J MeHnr The influence of
morphin upon the elimination of intravenously injected

dextrose in dogs Morphin Increases the elimination

through the kidneys of Intravenouslv injected dextrose

and retards the return of the sugar content of the
blood to Its previous level—C P Olbisr The work
of the American Meteor Society in 1914 and 191$
From the 5^-) observatlone of meteors, 139 radiants

have been deduced with sufficient accuracy to calcu.

late parabolic othite for the meteor streame they repre-

sent—A J Deivettr The light excitation by elow
positive and neutr^ particles Very slow positive rates

are still able to exdte light with a speed corresponding
tp fewer tiian 5 volts. The neutral rays can also

exate light at very slow speeds, die excitation may
occur ffireedy becauee of the collision of a nautraJ
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5^5

particle with a neutral molecule of the gas —C D
Perriae An apparent dependence of the apex and
veloa^ of solar motion, as determined from radial

velodnes, upon proper motion The position of the

solar apex and of the solar velocity appear to vary with
the proper motion of the stars used in the detenmna-
tion Such variations point ultimately to some form
of rotary or spiral motion among the stars —C Baras
Channelled grating spectra obtained in successive

diffractions A brief abstract of work presented by
the author to the Carnegie Institution of Washington
—R Pearl The effect of parental alcoholism (and
certain other drug mtoxicatlons) upon the progeny in

the domestic fowl Out of twelve different characters
for which there are exact quantitative data, the off-

spring of treated parents taken as a group are superior

to the offspring of untreated parents in eight char-
acters The results with poultry are In apparent con-

tradiction to the results of Stodcard and others with
mammals, but the contradiction is probably only

apparent —G H Parker The effectors of sea-

ancmoncs It seems clear that among the muscles in

sea-anemones there are not only independent effectors

and tonus muscles associated with nerve nett but
neuromuscular combinations that exhibit true reflex

action —^ H Parker Nervous transmission in sea-

anemones There is evidence not only for the assump-
tion of independent receptors but of relatively in-

dependent transmission tracts, a first step in the kind
of differentiation so characteristic of the nervous orM^
isation m the higher animals—G H Parker TTw
responses of the tentacles of sea-anemones The
tentacles in contradistinction to such appendages as

those of the arthropods and vertebrates contain within
themselves a complete neuromuscular mechanism bv
which their responses can be carried out indepeniL

cntly of the rest of the animal —A van Msxmm
Preliminary evidence of internal motion in the

spiral nebula Messier loi The mean rotational

motion Is 0^22

'

left-handed the mean radial

motion IS ooi>y outward There ii perhaps a small
decrease of the rotational motion with increasing

distance from the centre The annual rotational com-
ponent of {yo22' at the mean distance from tiw centre

of s' corresponds to a rotational period of 85 000 yeare

—Symposium on the exploration of the Pacific —
W M Devls The exploration of the Paafle, (b) J P
Heyloid The importance of gravity observations at

sea on the Pacific (c) L J Briggs A new method of

measuring the acceleration of gravity at sea (d) C
Schuhert The problem of continental fracturing and
diaetrophism m Oceanica, (e) J P Iddhigs The
petrology of some South Pacific islands and its rignlfi-

canoc,^ G W UttMules In relation to the extent

of knowledjM concerning the oceanography of the

Pacific to) C F Merria Marine meteorolof^ and the
general arculation of the atmosphere, (n) W H
Dan The distribution of Pacific mvertebratbe

, (0W G Perlew The marine alga of the Padfic, W
J W Fswkei The Padfic as a field for ethnol^cal
and archseological investigation, (k) H A HWwjr
Mid-Paafic land snail faunas (I) D H CaapM
Some problems of the Padfic floras. The sympoatum
contains a summary of some of the results obtained

in past exploration of the Padfic and an outline of

the importance to many sdencee of further systematic
and continuoua exploration of the Padfic

Cape Town
iReyal Sedety at Beath Africa, June ai—Dr L

PArliigtiey, pn^dent, in tiw chair—J D F OOeferist

Prptaetive resemblance in post-larvm stages of aome
So^ African fishes In Hemhamph^ etOabarieus
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ttto- p(M»>>afV^ itagea of the fish have the site and
eidqw of fragpients of weed, wiwdi often are found in

the waters which these young fish frequent Wheq
alantted, the fish become riffid and float about in an
apparently inanimate condition When this occurs, it

IS difiicuit to distinguish them from the pieces of weed
floating around In klipfisb (Clmas spp

)
the young

are born alive and they are of a dear glMsy trans-

parency difficuit to detect in the water The contour

of die body is probably disguised by a number of

ntinute dark dots. The colour pattern in other young
fish is shown to be more marked and considerably

differsnt from t^t of the adult Somp detailf of thu
difimence are enumwated in the cases of the leerfish

and the stockfish and a species pf dogfish It is indi

ceded how this colour pattern of the young fish may
be a form of protecnve resemblance—H H W
Peerssa Morphology of the female flower of Gnetum
Much work has been done in recent years on the

morphology of the flower of the Gneules and very

diverse views have been put forward. These are dia-

CQsaed, suramanaed and compared in tbia paper with
apedal reference to recent inveatigationa by the author
and to the conclusiona of MM Lignier and Tlson
both aa publiihed and as discussed in correspondence
with die author Investigations have tended of late

to emphasise the Angioqierm characters of the

bnetaim and MM Lignier and Tison even reach fhe

opncluoion that the innermost enVek^ of the female
fiower in Gnetum and Ephedra, and of both flowers

in Welwitschia is a phinlocular ovary containing a
^ngle naked ovule They derive their evidence partly

from the anatom cal structure of the envelope partly

from its form terminating as it does in a long style

and a shgma The anatomical evidence they adduce
is discussed in deta 1 and it » shown that the apparent
traees of a vascular system do not necessarily prove
the envelope to be an ovary as weU.develnped vascular
watwns are present in the ovular nteguments of
Cycads and a number of the lower Anglosperms Re-
garding the resemblance df the envelope to a carpel

with style and stigma, it is pointed out that external
sqipearancet to the contrary there s no evidence that

It IS a reduced form of a functional stigma Its pre-

sent function IS to facilitate the d spersal of pollen
by attracting insects and there is no sufficient reason
for supposing that it has ever been concerned in the
ooUecnon of pollen The question of the cauline or
foliar nature of the Gnetaleon ovule arises in this

conaectlon this is discussed in detail and it is shown
that recent investigations tend to confirm the opmion
that it is cauline Finally the new knowledge
furnished by MM L gnier and Tison for Gnetum is

summonsed and ther comparisons of the Gnetalean
and Angiotperm flowers are reduced to tabular form
md oorrwfM with those of other investigators figures

being given to render the comparison and correction
dear A v d Heart rot of Ptaeroxylon uific
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COAL-TAR AND AMMONIA
CodUlar and Ammonia. .By Prof G Lunf^

Fifth and enlarged edition Part 1 Coal-
Tar Pp XXIX b 527 Part II Coal-Tar
Pp XI + 531 to 1037 Part 111 Ammonia
Pp XVI +1041 to 1658 (London Gurney
and Jackson, 1916 ) Price, three parts, 3L 3s
net

'^HIS well known book is one of the acknow-
-L ledged classics of chemical techn(rf<^
Originally published m 1882, it has now reached
Its fifth edition Perhaps nothing could pos
sibly serve to illiistnte more strikingly the
extraordinary development of chemical industry
during the past third of a century than a com
parison of the contents and size of the volumes
of the successive editions The 1882 edition,

which all authorities agreed was a faithful reflec-

tion of the then condition of this particular

industry, consisted of a modest volume of some
370 pages, of which about 300 treated of
coal-tar its origin, properties, distillation,

fractionation, etc
,
while fewer than sixty pages

were devot^ to the subject of ammoniacal
liquor. Its treatment, and the manufacture of the
more industrially important ammoniacal salts, the

remainder of the book comprising tabular matter,

conversion tables, appendix, and index
The present (1916) edition extends to three

volumes, each of which is nearly double the size

of the single virfume of which the first edition

consisted Two of these volumes are taken up
with coal tar and its products, while the third

treats exclusively of ammonia and its commer-
cial compounds It may serve to indicate the
importance which this subject has sssumed to
state that the space which has now to be given
to It is nine times greater than was needed some
thirty-four years ago

In the first edition no attempt was made to

estimate the amount of the by-products obtained
in the destructive distillation of coal In the
early ’eighties the industry, although no longer
in Its infancy, was still comparatively un-
developed, and statistics were not readily avail

able, nor when obtained were they very con-
sistent Wurtz, in 1876, m connection with the

early history of the coal-tar colouring matters,
had estimated the total production of coal-tar in

Europe at about 175,000 tons, of which Great
Britain produced atout 130,000 tons Weyl, of

Mannheim, some years later, put the amount for

all Europe at 350 000 tons, of which England
produced more than half, exclusively, of course,

from gas-works In 1880 Germany worked up
tMly 37)500 tems In 1883 the total production

of the principal European countries was stated

by Gallois to be 675,000 tons, of dihich Great
Britain produced 450,000 tons and Germany
85,000 tons At about that tune (1884), accord-

ing to a report of the directors of the South
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Metropolitan Gas Comp^ny, the sale of tar and
sulphate of ammonia realised 82 per cent of the

initial cost of the coal incidentally employed.

“Residuals," however, do not always command
such prices Tar, for example, has fluctuated in

value in recent years from 26s a ton in 1903 to

as low as ri5 111 1909 Owing to the special

circumstances of the times it has doubtless

greatly increased in price

Ihc production of tar and the working up and
treatment xif tar-products and ‘residuals

gencrilly have itiadc enormous strides in Ger-

many during recent years, and she is now, in all

probabilit}, no longer dependent upon outside

sources as she formerly was Very recent

statistics are, of course, not to be looked for

The latest which are available for a comparison
lictween our position and that of Germany in this

respect refer to 1909, and no doubt are not

strictly applicable to the present abnormal condi-

tions But even as they stand they are very

significant, and leave no room for doubt as to

their meaning
According to the figures furnished by the

author the amount of tar produced in the United

Kingdom 111 1909 was 1,100,000 tons, made up
IS Killows —

loil)

Oas-tar 750.000
Coke oven tar 1 50,000

Blast furnace tar 200,000

I 100,000

In the same year the aggregate production of

tar from all sources in Germany was 1,012,000

tons In other words, whilst the United King
dom had radier more than doubled her production

m about twenty five years, Germany, during

the same interval of time, had increased her

supply by about twelve times the amount There
Can be little doubt that her production at the

present time exceeds that of the United Kingdom
and that we hive now definitely lost our pre-

eminence in this particular industry The
greatly increased production in Germany would
appear to be due to the extraordinary develop-

ment ctf the coke-oven industry which has taken
plice within recent years in that country There
IS at the present time about three tunes as much
coke-oven tar produced in Germany as of gas-tar,

whereas with us the amount of coke-oven tar until

quite recently was barely half that of the gaa-
tir This great disparity in the rate of develop-
ment of this particular phase of the industry is,

no doubt, due to several causes some of them,
possibly, purely economic On the other hand,
something must be set down to the conservatism
and aparay of coalowners md to the prejudice

of ironmasters It is lamentable to think how
one of the greatest assets this country possesses
continues to be wasted through ignorance and
neglect Some day we shall wake up to the fact

that we have heedlessly squandered the potential

richea with which we have been endowed
CoBsidenng the part played by coal-tar

D D
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products in furnishing certain (rf the raw
mpterials needed in the manufacture of high

explosives, the astonishing development of the

coid-tar industry m Germany affords one more
illustration of the means by which that country

has so sedulously prepared herself for the titanic

struggle upon which she has embarked
It remains to be seen what the influence of the

war will be on the future of tar production and
distilling in this country It is practically cer-

tain that Germany will no longer be the market
for our intermediate tar-products that she has

hitherto been Dr Lunge tells us, what we begin
to realise, that Germany is now in a position to

furnish almost the whole of the requirements of

coal-tar products for its colour industry, the
largest in the world " What is in store for the

colour industry with us is very difficult to fore-

cast Time and a more intelligent fiscal policy

may tell As we all know, attempts are bejng
made to recover the great leeway we have lost

by our lack of foresight and our want of an intel

ligent appreciation of the relation of science and
research to industry It is to be hoped, in the
interest of our textile manufactures, that at least

a certain measure of success may be reached But
it is questionable whether, on the lines of the
present effort, the success will be very far-

reaching It IS certain that the methods which
are being employed are very different in character
from those which have placed the mdustry in its

present high position in Germany It is no less

certain that no other mode of direction than this

last will be successful in the long run
As compared with the preceding edition, which

appeared in igog the most important factor of
increase in the present work is in the section
relating to ammonia concerning which there has
been a great development within recent years
Ammonia and ammoniacal compounds are, of
course, used to a large and increasing extent in
a great \ariety of industries e g manufacture
of alkali, coal-tar colours in bleaching dyeing,
and calico-pnnting in zinc-coating

, explosives,
artifkiaJ silk, medicine, pharmacy, and photo-
graphy and in the production of cold But by
far the laigest amount of combined ammonia is

used in agriculture During the first decade of
this century the consumption of ammonium
sulphate rose from 125,000 to 322,000 tons,
whereas during the same period the consump-
tion of sodium nitrate rose from 470,000 to
637,000 tons—a far less rapid rate of increase
than in the case of the ammoniacal salts,

which is bound to get still less as the Chile
beds i^roach exhaustion Although synthetic
methods of production of ammonia will play an
increasingly important part it is practically cer-
tain that the principal source of ammonia and its

compounds will continue to he the nitrc^en of
<wal, and it is on the development of the coking
industry and on the recovery of the by-products
formerly lost that the future of ^e ammonia
industry will depend
We heartily cmtgratulate the veteran Professor
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Emeritus of the Zurich Federal Technical

University on the appearance of this admirable

work Dr Lunge cleserves well of the mdustry

which he has laboured so faithfully to serve

Every page of his treatise bears witness to the

zeal and painstaking care with which it has been

compiled and revised The book, as hitherto, is

admirably printed and excellently illustrated

Indeed, no efforts ha\e been spared by all con-

cerned to mike it, what it unquestionably is, by
far the most complete and authoritative work we
have upon the important subjects of which it

treats T E Thorpe

MATERIALS Ot CONSTRUCTION
The Structure and Properties of the More Com-
mon Materials of Construction By G B
Upton Pp v+327 (New York J Wiley

and Sons, Inc
,
London Cha{Knan and Hall,

Ltd
,
igi6 )

Price los 6d net

''PHIS volume had its origin in a course of

theoretical instruction preparatory to a

laboratory course at Sibley College, Cornell

University The first part deals with the elastic

theory and the determination of the properties of

materials of construction, chiefly metals, by test-

ing Ihe ordinary rules connectmg stress and
strain are discussed, but not in general the in-

struments used in testing Rather more atten-

tion IS given to the beha\ lour of materials

strained teyond the elastic limit than in treatises

on applied meihanics Some of the statements

are rather too dogmatic Is the author sure that

in a tension test the break must start at the

outside and work inwards”
(p 36)? Enghsh

engineers will Mjarcely agree with the statement

that ‘ there is not much excuse for the use of the

Rankine or Ritter formulas ’ for columns It will

be new to them to learn that 'live loads applied

without shock (for example, a rolling load cross-

ing a bridge at low speed) actually set up stresses

twice as grrat as a dead load of the same
amount ” The injurious effect of a live load
without shock as compared with f dead load is,

not that it increases the stresses, but that it

causes the ' fatigue ’ effect Of course, also, it

produces shocks, which the author deals with
separately A hve load is not a suddenly applied
load Nevertheless, this section is generally clear

and useful The discussion of the cause of fatigue
failure is fuller than usual No attempt is made
to give collections of results of tests

'The second and rather larger part of the book
deals with the internal structure of materials and
Its modification by mechanical action, heat treat-
ment, etc Is It true that the corrosion of iron
‘ takes place whenever the moisture in contact
with the metal becomes electrolytic eldier by acids
or alhaUes”? Freezing^nt and equilibrium
diagrams for lead-tin and iron-carbon alk^s are
describ«I, and the constituents of cast-iron and
steel, austenite, pearlite, ferrite, cementite, etc

,

are discussed very fully So also are the variation
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of the properties of steel with the carbon content
and the influence of nickel oiang'anese, vanadium,
chromium, etc The author gives a general theory
of the heat treatment of steels whi^ is original,

and which, the author believes, throws much li^ht

on practical problems and is certainly interrat

ing Cements are shortly treated in a final

chapter

Although some defects, probably due to haste

have been indicated, this treatise is really a good
one and can be recommended to practical eng
neers as containing information not easily acces
sible elsewhere Perhaps the fault of being rather
too positive in accepting conclusions not fully

established is one to which a teacher of students
IS specially liable

^OXJND ANAI\SIS
The Science of Muttcal Sounds By Prof D C

Miller Pp viii + a86 (New York The
Macmillan Company London Macmillan and
Co , Ltd

, 1916 )
Pr ce lor 6d net

UNDER the above title the author has pre
sented in bode form a series of eight

lectures on sound analysis delivered at the Lowell
Institute in January and February 1914 A
course of scientific lectures designed for the

general public must consist in large part of

elementary and well known material selected and
arranged to develop the principal line of thought
But it IS expected that lectures under the auspices
of the Lowell Institute, however elementary their

foundation will present the most recent progress
of the science in question It is further expected
that such lectures will be accompanied by exper
ments and illustrations to the greatest possible

d«^e
Thus, in the present work, we find that mathe

matical treatment is almost absent the few equa
tions that occur throughout its pages might be
collected so as to appear at a single opening of

the book On the other hand, the figures number
neaiiv two hundred, many of them being pboto
graphic reproductions of vibration curves or

apparatus These serve to indicate the wealth of

the demonstrative matenal by which the lectures

were illustrated

The first lecture deals with sound*waves simple

harmonic motion, noise, and tone the second with

the characteristics of tones The third lecture is

coocemed with methods of recording and photo-
graphing sound-waves and includes a description

of the author s special recorder called the fhono-
deik Lectures four and five develop the analysis

and synthesis of compound harmonic curves, and
treat the influence of horn and diaphragm The
sixth and seventh lectures are concern^ with the

tone qualities of musical instruments and the

physical characteristtcs of the vowels The eighth

lecture treats the problems of the synthesis of

vowels and words, and concludes with remarks on
the relations of die art and science of music
The work mdudes a valuable biblK^raphic
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ai^ndix of more than a hundred references The
type and illustrations are large and clear, and the

book should prove welcome to a wide circle of

readers and find an honoured place in every

acoustical hbrary E H B

OUR BOOKSHELF
Studies m Blood Pressure Physiological and

Cltntcal By Dr George Oliver Edited by
Dr W D Halliburton Pp. xxiii + a40 Third
edition (London H K Lewis and Co ,

Ltd ,

I 1916 ) Pnee 7s 6d net

This posthumous edition opens with an obituary

I
notice of the author by Prof Halliburton, who has

I

undertaken the duties of editor as a true labour

of affection and respect This latest edition em-
' bodies the chief advances in the clinical investiga-

tion of blood pressure, and contains a description

of the author s own instruments for testing the

pressure It is argued that the condition of the

vessel wall does not seriously interfere with cor-

rect readings hypertonicity, which produces the

greatest resisUnce, can be counteracted by
repeated compression or massage It is note-

worthy that occupations involving anxiety, worry,
and nerve strain tend to augment blood-pressure

It is pointed out that ‘pulse pressure” (the dif-

ference between the systolic and the diastolic pres-

sure) tends to increase after the age of forty The
suggestion that arterio-sclerosis may be so ad-
vanced as to cause an entire abolition erf vaso-
motor L-ontrol IS open to question for it is difficult

to see how life could be earned on under such con-
ditions The author holds that widespread
thickeninp; of the arterial wall suffices to maintam
long-continued high pressure and that there is no
need to postulate persistent hypertonicity of the

arteries which he considers physiolc^icaHy
improbable

The Chemistry of the Garden A Pnmer for Ama-
teurs and Young Gardeners By Herbert H
Cousins Revised edition Pp xviii + 143
(London Macmillan and Co Ltd

, 1916

)

Price li

When the demand for a book is such that it needs
to be reprinted eight times since its first issue in

1898 and now calls for a revised edition, it obvi

ously needs little commendation to the public for

whom it IS written Mr Cousins s volume con-

tains m Its 143 pages a vast amount of informa-
tion on the management of sod for the successful

production of garden crops In the new edition

we notice reference to recent Rothamsted work on
partial sterilisation and to the shortage of potash

caused by the war On the latter account the

gardener need not worry, as any moderatdy good
gattlen^ soQ has ample reserves of pota^, which
caa be made available as plant food by suitable

tr«iUneot We do not agree with two of the

aulMr'l^ remarks on dung He says that ‘ no
analysis is of much value” on the contrary, ex-

perience at Rothamsted and elsewhere shows that
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the crop yields consistently follow the chief ans-
lytical figures, and especially the ammonia
Again, stable (horse) manure is said to be more
liaMe to loss on keepuig than cow manure Recent
experiments show Uiat horse manure loses much
less nitrogen than cow manure during storage for

penods of three or four months The chapter on
garden remedies and insectiades is likely to be
very useful this summer, when pests of idl kinds
are unusually active E H R

Tht World and tts Discovery By H B
Wetherill Part i

, Africa, pp iig Part ii ,

Asia, pp 99 Part iii
,
America, pp 131

Part IV
, Australia, pp 62 (Oxford At the

Clarendon Press
) Price is each

Mr Wetherill has a story of surpassing interest

to tell, and he succeeds in conveying, by means of

the accounts of the work of the chief explorers, a
succinct summary of the main features of the geo-

f
raph^ of the four continents other than Europe
(4d in this fashion, with the emphasis on the

lands and their peoples, the geography of the
remoter continents becomes vivid, and thus
appeals to the pupils with a sense of reality, ex-
perience with this book leads to these conclusions
For example, the characteristics of the people and
the lands near the Gambia and the Niger gain m
precision and definiteness in relation to the travels

of Mungo Park, and the gradual development of
the story of the conquest of the Central Australian
desert provides a useful account of the control
exerted upon life on the earth by the absence
of rain in a hot region

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[The Editor dots not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents Neither
can he undertake to return or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other pari of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications ]

The Permatien of Dint ripples.

Last evening when returning from a visit to the
trendies 1 noticed an interesting illustration of the
formation of dust-^-ipples A battery of field-guns had
been placed nearly parallel to a road some 2000 yards
behind the lines Owing to the continued fine weather
the roadway was covered by a coating of fine dust
The guns were about 100 yards from the road on
tower ground, and pointing so that the shells just
cleared The battery had been m action all day
There was very little wind and no traffic over the
road during day-time The whole surface of the road
in front of the guns was covered by a senes of small
ripples at right angles to the direction of the guns
The rimles were about i/ia in apart, from east to
west They were esddently caused by the explosive
wave passing over the road The same effect can be
produced by dlsiduirging a Leyden jar across a spark-
gap near a card on whi^ some light powder has been
sprinkled, or by tapping sharply a piece
stretched tightly over die end of a lai

tqlnlng fine powder H U
nance .August 10
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A SMMSt PfcSHOBISIIOII an My XS.

Krfbrrino to the sunset phenomenon seen on

July 22, and described m Nature of July 27, It seems

probable from information kindly sent by various

correspondents that the clouds scon were somewhere
in the neighbourhood of PHnlimmon If this were

the case, the height of the ttms of the clouds would

have been from 18 000 to 18 500 ft , and the two

clouds would have been about dght miles apart A
correspondent who watched the sunset from Minchin-

hampton Common reports that no clouds were visible

from there but even from so far west the altitude

of clouds at a height of 18,000 ft over PHnlimmon
would not have exceeded 1° 40 , and they would
have only been visible if the horixon were a good one

and the atmosphere very clear In asking for informa-

tion from Ireland 1 was casting my Ime too far ,
the top

of a cloud the height of whiw is 24,000 ft (which is

probably high for a cumulo-nimbus m these latitudes)

would not he visible more than iqo miles away The
distance of PHnlimmon from barnborough is 154

miles, clouds at such distances can probably only be

seen when the sun sets behind them in an otherwise

clear sky C J P Cave
Meteorological Office, South Farnborough,

August 14

Ths UtWsatkM of Waste Heat for Agrioulture

With regard to Mr Carus-Wilson’s fear (Nature
July 27) that the heating of the earth will multiply

pests, one may Mint out that earth w imiing is already

greatiy used Large areas of land are covered by
glass to maintain a high temperature, and land Is also

heated directly for forcing rhubarb One may con-

clude that farmers would wdoome further means for

heating the land if the expense were not too great

If the waste heat from electricity stations were used

in the manner I hive suggested, it would sdll be

possible to remove the heat during winter months to

destniy pests if this were found desirable or we
could even cool the ground arbfiaally

I would like to mention here Prince Kropotkin s

astonishing book Fields, Factones, and Workshops,”
in which he shows that agriculture may be speeded

up in a wav that would surprise most people who
look on farming as an almost non progressive mdus-
try In it the author states that even in France, with
its abundant sunshine growers ire experimenbng
with the direct heating of the soil and if found an
advantage there, surely it would be even more so in

this country C Turnbuu
Electricity Works, Tynemouth, August 4

A PsMfilv TlNMdsrslap,
The writer would suggest as an alternative explana-

bon of the peculiar thunderclap described by Mr Don
(Nature, August 17) at different places within the
circumscribed area he mentions that probabN the
lightning discharges were not from cloud to earth, but
in tile reverse direction, from a large area of ground
heavify charged relieving itself at several points sunuL
taneously H O, F

ENGJNEFRING EDUCATION AND RS.
SEARCH IN RELATION TO THS
ORGANISATION OF BRITISH EN-
GINEERING INDUSTRY

The Manchester Engineers’ Club, which wag
established about three years ago, inchides

among its members most of the leading engineers
in South-East Lancashire During the fir$t

winter of the war a series of debates was held ui

of parchment
npiglass con-
G (CF)
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the club on problems connected with the future of

British engineering About Easter, 1915, a com-
mittee was appointed to bring together some of

the suggestions which had most commended
themselves to the club in the course of these

debates The committee met weekly during the

summer of 1915, and in November last presented

Its report to the dub This report was unani-

mously adopted
A number of members of the club then

formed themselves into a “Council for Organ-
ising British Engineering Industry, ' and pro-

ceeded at once to secure the support of

engineering Arms m the neighbourhood of

Manchester At the present time, almost every

important engineering concern in the Manchester
district, and all but very few throughout South-

East Lancashire, have promised their support to

the movement Moreover, the professional

societies which have been approached by the Coun-
cil have replied sympathetically, and have, for the

most part, promised their active co-operation

The time has come for the extension of the

movement so as to make it of national dimen
sions Steps have already been taken to extend

Its activities to the Midlands, where influential

support is assured Meanwhile, the British

Engineers’ Association has been moving in a

similar direction The fusion of the two move-
ments appears to be imminent When that

fusion has taken place, the process of organising

British engineering industry should proceed more
rapidly still

The report which led to the establishment of

the Council for Organising British Engineering

Industry began by pointing out that the develop-

ment of Briush engineering export trade had been

highly unsatisfactory for some years, while Ger-

many had been making rapid progress The
report suggested that Germany s success had

been due ‘to education, to co-opcration, and to

organisation in manufacturing and selling, backed

up by adequate financial support, in Britain on
the other hand education ’ had been “ unsystem-

atic, organisation weak, and co-opcration between

competing firms almost non-existent” The com-
mittee concluded that every British engineer ought

now to realise that his British competitor in some
markets must be his friend and ally in others and
diat, in short, the time had come for the federation

of British manufacturii^ engineers so as to

orgamse the industry The report proceeded to

describe In outline the association of manufactur-
ing engineers which the committee would like

to see formed The co-ordination and develop-

ment of education and research were given

prominent places among the functions of the pro-

posed assoaation
Since the adoption of the report and the

establishment of the Council, the‘ iquestion of
engineering education and research has continued
to receive attention In evidence given on
behalf of the Council to the Board of Trade Com-
mittee on the Iron, Steel, and Engineering Trades,
special emphasis was laid upon the Council’s view
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that, without the co-operation of engmeering
manufacturers in the education of engineers and
without a great increase in the volume of

engineering research, no amount of organisation

Could place the British engineering industry on a
permanently satisfactory basis The Board of

Trade asked for further particulars of the Coun-
cil’s proposals in regard to education and
reseat^ The Council accordingly aj^inted a
committee to report further upon this matter
The following is a summary of the committee s

recommendations which have been approved by
the Council and forwarded to the Board of

Trade —
I The organisation of British engineering mdus-

try, by the federation of British manufacturing
engineers, for purposes which include education ana
research Such a federation should co-operate with
goveniing bodies of schools and colleges, as well as
with education authorities, in providing a satisfac-

tory system for educating engineers
,
with universities

and colleges in testing and research, and with the
Government In conducting a central research institu-

tion specially equipped for investigations with which
existing research laboratories are unable to cope

a The co-ordination of the existing means for

educating engineers and, m particular, the provision
of an adequate and more uniform system of scholar-
ships fo this end the number of local education
autnontws for the highest education should be much
reduced, correspondingly larger areas being assigned
to each

[This recommendation was supported by an appen-
dix showing the number and value of the university
scholarships at present offered by various local

education authonuet It appeared from these figures
that a candidate s chance of winning such a scholar-
ship largely depends upon the particular town in

which he happens to live ]

3 That a large number of junior technical schools”
be established for the education between twelve and
fifteen of boys who intend to become apprenhoed to
engineering trades

4 That all apprentices under eighteen years of age
be required to attend part-time classes for, say, eight
hours a week during works hours, but that this bo
subject to certain exceptions in the case of young
people who continued in attendance at second^ or
junior technical schools up to at least fifteen years of
age
5 That the instruction given to trade apprentices

ui these part-bme classes be reformed so as to relate
It more closely to the apprentices’ everyday wwfc and
so as to include what are known as citizenship sub-
jects—-for example, economic history , and that, where
a sufficient number of apprentices u employed by
the same firm, such classes be conducted in that
firm’s own works and by the works staff

6 That the specific education given to future
members of the highly trained staff be provided in a
university or coll^ of umverinty rank for the
majority who should be enabled to continue their
studies up to twenty-one or twenhr-two years of age

;

and in a “senior technical school" for the minority,
who awy have to enter engineering works at ^ghteen
7 That boys who are to study engineering in a

university should carry their study of mathmatics
and' pkyricai sidence to a higher sUge before leaving
sdiQoI, and that, in general, the education of a boy
at sribooL instead of befaig entrusted (as in some
«od«m ^secondare schools) to six or seven specialist
tdushers whota business it is to advance his know-
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ledg« of an equal number of eeparate subject! to a
uniform level of mediocrity, show be in the hands
of a sucqession of form masters, who, knowing their

boys well, may exercise a profound influence upon
their diaracters and carry to a high level their studies

in a more coherent curriculum
8 That the conditions for admission to universi

ties should be reconsidered and rendered more uni-

form as between different universities and less

uniform as between different facuities and different

honours schools in the same university, and that in

the interest of candidates of mature age and of other

candidates approaching the university otherwise than
through the normai avenue of the secondary school

umversity entrance tests should be distinguished from
secondary school examinations

9 The reform of university teaching in certain

important respects notably by a reduction in the

number of lectures

10 That the completion of a three years’ university

course in engineering should entitle students to no
more than the BA degree, and that, until candi-

dates have added works experience to academic tram
ing, they should not receive technical de^ees (such

as Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Technical
Science) which might then serve as professional quali

ficatlons

11 That any tune spent in works between school

and college should not be unduly prolonged
la That universitv teachers be encouraged to

undertake research on behalf of and in co-operation

with manufacturing firms , and that awtional
Government grants be paid to universities and
colleges with this end in view

13 That by the establishment of such an assoria

tion of manufacturing engineers as we have advo-

cated and by other means the volume of research

work carried out in connection with the British

engineering industry be greatly increased, and that

protdsion be made for this increase in the volume of

research by fully utilising and extending the facili

ties already available m universities and colleges as
well as in the works of private firms and also by
establishing a central research laboratory for investi

gations that cannot be undertaken elsewnere

The report was accompanied by a diagram
illustrating the scholarship system recommended
by the committee This diagram differs but
slightly from one reproduced in Nature of

October ai, 1915 (vol xcvi p 314)

J C M G

THE OPTICAL INDUSTRY IN FRANCE

A SERIES of articles by various authors has
recently been appearing in the Revue

ginirale des Sciences on the methods to be
adopted for the development of French trade after

the war Amongst these have appeared two
articles (May 30 and June 13) by M A Boutanc
on the French optioal industiy and its future

rie points out that before the Napoleonic wars
France had been dependent on England for its

(^ical glass, and it was as a result of the British

blockade that its manufacture was commenced
is Fraoea.
At the present time the house of Parra-Mantois

^«nanufaetures practically all the speoal optical

^'glasses made Schott and Co , am the French
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makers undoubtedly are more successful than
their competitors m the manufacture of the glass

disc^ ret^uired for very laige astronomical mirrors

and objectives In every branch of optical

science French physicists have invented mstru-
ments and methMs for testing their quahties, but
the French manufacturers have not done them-
selves justice by an efficient catalogue propa-
ganda M Boutanc, when referring to the firm

of Zeibs, mentions especially that it “has sur-

rounded Its products with a scientific propaganda ’

He shows how severe the German competition in

microscopes was before the war, although there

are two good French makers—Nachet and
Stiassnie The metallurgical microscope of Le
Chatelier has been developed by PeUin with con-

siderable success The polarimeter in its present

commercial form was cleveloped by the French
makers Soliel and Laurent, and is essentially a
French instrument, yet the German houses have
almost obtained a monopoly m the sale of the

instrument outside France
The manufacture of binoculars is the most sue

cessful of all the French optical industries, several

laige firms (Bnlbrcck Baille-Lemaire, Soci6te

fran^aise d Optique, Soci4t6 des Lunetiers, etc )

being employed in their manufacture As showing
the Targe i^uantity of optical glass used in these

glasses. It is stated that the Socidt^ des Lunetiers

alone use about 300,000 kilos of glass annually

Although French makers showed several prism
binoculars of the Porro type at the 1867 Exhibition,

yet the manufacture of these glasses jMssed almost
entirely to Germany Now, however, glasses

equal to the best German models are being made
in France in latge numbers for her Army and
those of her Allies The original supremacy of

the French photographic lens has passed away,
because, in the opinion of M Boutanc, the Fren^
makers did not use the new glasses and modem
gnnding methods, nor sufficiently avail themselves
of skill^ technical knowledge M J Richard has
developed with great skill and success a stereo-

scopic camera, the Verascope, ’ and also a very
rapid camera shutter, but the majority of the
cameras used in France have been imported The
kinematt^raph, the invention of a Frenchman,
Pfof Marey, has been carried to a high state of
perfection by the firms of Lemaire, Pathti, and
Gaumont To a certain extent France is depen-
dent on outside sources for kmematograph film,

but, on the other hand, she exports finished punted
film to the annual value of 6oo,oooI The light-

house industry, built on the theoretical work of
Fresnel, is a successful one, although it has had
to face keen competition from English and German
makers
M Boutanc pomts out that although in neaHy

all optical matters French savants are the pioneers,
yet the French optical industry is very small as
compared with the German. In an intereadog
para^ph he endeavours to analyse the reasons
for this success. “ Here, as in everythug else, the
Germans have been saved by their deep sense of
business The German industry demonstrates
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a wise publicity the worth of its ^oods, sometimes
excellent, but sometimes also co^es of our models
and Inferior to ours, their catalogues, well edited
and illustrated, are published in many languages,
and give full details of the instruments they
descriM, their travellers men of parts, knowing
intimately their instruments and trying to
satisfy the wishes of their customers ’

M Boutaric points out that the collaboration
between the man of science and the manufacturer
is far more close in Germany than in 1 ranee In
the former the man of science is in intimate touch
with the works, and is well paid for his services
The foreman and apprentices are trained in the
theoretical side of their subject in classes they are
obliged to attend In the firm of Zeiss half the
time spent by the workers in the technical classes
IS counted as time spent in the works No steps
are neglected to perfect the organisation as a
whtJe, everything is done to make the machine
independent of i single individual In h ranee the
'success and reputation of a firm have too fre

quently depended on one individual That some
steps are being taken to strengthen the optical
industry in France is shown by the fact that a
large factory has been built by La Soci^td
fran^aisc d Optique, formed m conjunction with
the firm of Lacour Berthiot, for meeting the
'Competition of the best German firms M
Boutaric urges that if the future of the industry

18 to be assured new blood must be introduced
young mechanics trained and a school of optics

founded This school, for which M Violle has
pleaded, should be divided into at least two
sections optics proper and photography In it

practical classes on glass grinding, etc , should be
given m conjunction with theoretical work

After an appeal for mutual co-operation between
the various firms and individusls interested, M
Boutaric urges that the Government should take
•steps to protect hrench patents and trade marks
against unfair competition Anyone with expert

ence of the laxity of the French patent specifica

tion and patent laws will appreciate the force o
.this appeal

ARCTIC OCEANOGRAPHY

I
MPORTANT contribuhons to Arctic oceano-
graphy are contained in the report of Dr

F Nansen’s work m Spitsbergen seas in 191a

Spitsbergen Waters ’ By F Nansen Chris-

tiania, 1915) Dr Nansen spent July and
August of that year in his yacht, the Veslemdy,

•on the west and north of Spitsbergen His mam
object was to push far to the north to get deep-

water samples from the polar basm m order to

make more acdurate determuwtions of specific

gravity than were possiUe during the voyage of

tlw Fram^ But this aspect of the .expedition was
only partially successful on acoouni of the pack
Ice beu^ unusually far south However, a great

•deal of valuable work was done, both in the open
seaa and in the fjords Only one or two of many
3nteresting results can be noticed here
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It has been maintained that the melting of
glacier ice has a considerable cooling effect pn the
water strata oi Spitsbergen fjords. Dr Nansen
confutes this idea He took a vertical series of

temperatures at the entrance to Ice Fjord in July,

when it was clear of ice, and again in August,
when ice almost blocked the way The water at

50 metres and the intermediate cold layer were
much warmer in August than in July Again, in

Cross Bay, at both 100 and aoo metres from the

face of LiUehook Glacier, the cold intermediate

layer was both thinner and warmer than further

out in the fjord The bottom temperatures near
the glacier were also higher than further out m
the fjord But as the surface salinity was greater

near the glacier than further away it would appear
that the glacier ice does not melt rapidly at the

upper end of the fjord The high salinities of

the inner end of the fjord may be in part due to

the more extensive formation of ice in winter
there than further out, which would increase the

salinity

Another imptxrtant matter raised in this paper
IS the extension and shape of the north polar

basin In this matter Dr Nansen has modified

his views since the days of his Fram expedition

The result of that expedition led to the belief that

the water of the north polar basin differed from
that of the Norwegian Sea The work of the

Veslemoy contradicts this, and shows that the

sidinities of the two are identical The deep
water of the north polar basin is probably dernred

from the Norwegian Sea This discovery does
away with the necessity for postulating a high
submarine ridge between Greenland and Spits-

bergen, yet one at a depth of about 1 200-1 soo
metres is still necessary to account for the differ^

ence in temperature of the deep water m the two
basins In any case if the deep water of the

polar basin is derived from the Norwegian Sea
and not formed m the basin itself, there is no
need to believe in such an extensive polar basm
as formerly was considered necessary The dis-

covery a few years ago by Vilkitski, of islands

north of Cape Chelyuskin does something to con-
firm this belief in a less extensive deep basin It

IS true that the Stefansson expedition found no
new land and that Peary’s Crocker Land has
af^arently no existence, but these facts do not
disprove the possibility of a wide continental

shelf, and Nansen goes at considerable length

mto questions of the drift of the Fram and of

the ice to substantiate the probability of this

being the case We have followed Nansen in

using the form Norwegian Sea but there seems
to b« no reason why this should replace the older

and generally accepted name, Greenland Sea

j

NOTES
Da } O Backlund M B Baitlaud, Sir F W

Dyson, Or P LowelL Prof F Schl^nger and
Proff H M Tulner have been elected honorary
fellowk of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada

Tus provisions of the Summer Time " Act

I

will cease to operate at the end of September In a
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written answer to an inquiry raised by a member of

Parliament the Home Secretary saicf ~ The thrM
hours following midnight (SumnMr Time) of the night

of September 30-October 1 are included in the Summer
Time period The change does not take place until

3 a m Summer Time, or 2 a m Greenwich Time, on
October i At that hour the clocks will be put back

one hour, so that the period a-3 a m Summer Time
will be followed by a period 33am Greenwich Time
and they can readily be distinguished by the addition

of the words ‘Summer Time’ or ‘Greenwich Time,’

as the case may be

Wb announce with much regret the death, on
August 30 at the age of fifty years, of Dr T Gregor
Br^ie professor of phystoiogy In the University of

Toronto

Thb Times for August 11 contains a notice of the

death in action of a very promising young geologist,

Eric Warr Simmons who was gazetted and Lieul

In the 6th York and Lane Regiment in January

1915 fie took part in the landing at Suvla Hay, and
was reported missing on August 11, 1915 He studied

geology at University College, London, gaining

several prizes and a university scholarship, and gradu

ated with first class honours in 1914 He was a
student-demonstrator in the geological department of

University College He was an enthusiastic member
of the University O T C , and immediately ifter

taking his degree applied for, and obtained, a com
mission He had no time, therefore, for completing

any original research He was electt>d a fellow of

the Geological SiKiety In 1915 His death adds

another name to the list of the younger generation

of scientific men from whom much was exacted who
have perished in the war

The death is announced, m his sixty fourth year,

of Mr C W H Klrchhofi, one of the leading Ameri-
can authorities on metallurgy and allied subjects A
native of San Francisco, he graduated at the Royal
School of Mines, Clausthal, Germany, in 1874, as

mining engineer anil metallurgist Returning to

America, he served for three years as chemist of a
lead refinery in Philadelphia, and then joined the staff

of the Metallutgtcal Revuw His principal worts in

technical journalism was done m connection with the

Iron Ago, of which he was assoaate editor from 1884
to 1889 and editor in-chief from 1889 to 1910 From
1883 to 1906 he was a special agent of the U S Geo-
logical Survey for the collection of statistics on the

piMuction of lead, copper, and zinc He was elected

president of the American Institute of Mining En-
gineers in 1898 and again in 1912 In 1910 he
published “ Notes on Some European Iron Districts

”

Thb sixty-first annual exhibition of the Royal Photo-

nai^c Society opened last Monday at tM Suffolk

Street Galleries and it is surprising to see how little

effect the war has had upon the number and
^e interest of the exhibits The chief, if not the only

reminder of the crisis is a senes of three official war
photographs, panoramas made by the Printing Com-
pany of me Royal Engineers They are enlargements
of two diameters from 5x4 negatives, taken with tele-

photographic lenses (30 in and 72 in equivalent focal

lengths) on panchromatic plates and with dense colour

screens They show the trenches Each consists of
several prints joined to form a continuous picture, and
die qusiUty of the work leaves, practically speaking
noth^ to pe desired Among tm photomicrographs
is a ^ smes of sixty by Mr G Ardaseer of the

Radulss of Moilusca from specimens lent by the Rev
Prof H M Gwatkin, Mr E A Pmehin sends a series

of Navlcuto, photographs of diatoms of a quality that
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has never been surpassed and rarely equalled, and
Dr G H Rodman’s macroscopic and microscopic

examples of the flora and fauna remains found ia Cool
Measures, from spenmens m the Natural History
Museum, form an extensive and venr valuable series.

Among the astronomical photographs, the most re-

markable are by Dr R W Wood of Saturn and
Jupiter taken at Mount Wilson by the 60-in reflector

Each planet is photographed by means of infra-red,

yellow, violet and ultra violet light, and the differences

are demonstrated Iw various combinations of these irt

different colours Of the many other exhibits we have
only space to refer to Mr J H Gardiner’s auto-radio-

graphs of radium bearing minerals, which clearly show
the radium-bearing parts of eich specimen and Miss
M O Edis s photogrnphs of Sir James Dewar’s 17-in

soap bubble taken during the first second and third

weeks of its life the last quite bl-ick and very near to

the limit of thinness

An Increased prevalence of acute poliomyelitis (in

fcctious or infantile paralysis) is reported in New York
and in Aberdeen The somewhat alarmist notices on
the subject in the daily Press are scarcely warranted
at present, as the actual number of cases notified does
not appear to be large in cither cose—forty-eight in

the former and thirty-nine in the latter But the dis-

ease is most prevalent in July August, and l^ptem-
ber so that the occurrence of furtlwr cases is likelv

As regards the British Isles, the population in general,
and adults in particular, seem to be relatively insus-
ceptible The early recognition and isolation of the
first cases arc important for all the available evidence
points to the transmission of the disease by direct con-
tact with acute cases or carriers, and not by flies or
vermin 1 lie secretion from the nose or mouth nearly
always seems to be the source of infection The virus
is easily destroyed by dilute solutions of disinfectants,

and does not appear to be rapable of survival for more
than a very short period outside the human body

The American Museum has recently selected from
Its large collections a special exhibit of moccasins
illustrating the principal patterns and their decora-
tion, 0$ well as the relation between the style of
decoration and the structure Ibo true moccasin is

almost confined to Canada and the northern two-thirds
of the United States So far as the data from the
museum collections described hy Mr C Wissler in tite

American Museum Journal for May, indicate, it does
notoccur in Mexico or South Amenca but it extends to
Sibena and Lapland Though the types used by
American Indians seem to be infinitely varied, thw
possess a few common structural features As regards
material, reindeer skin is used in the (Nd World and
caribou in the New two closely allMxl species It

thus turns out that the skin shoe is the correlate of
the reindeer culture, a fact of mterest to the ethno-
grapher As regards decoration, the styles were at
the outset correlates of the structural pattern, serv-
ing at first some useful purpose, but when once they
were established as styles they were earned over to
footwear of other kinds where they serve no practical
purpose

The designer of art fabrics, who is always in search
of new sources of inspiration, may wdl direct his
attention to the article on the decorative value of
Indian art, by Miss E A Coster, in the May issue
of the American Museum JoumaL The patterns in
Indian weavmg have not the variety shown in Persisn
and Italian textiles, but possess strength, sunfdici^,
and fine pixxwrtwn For the worker in ceramics there
are unbounded possibilities, both in shapes and decora-
tions In metal-working the rosette type of deewq-
tkm will be espedaUy helpful The author righ^
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observes — In adapting Indian motives the primitive

spirit must be retained or the result will be a disap.

pointraent, but a reversion to the simpliaty and free

espression of Indian art is what mouorn craftsmen
most need to counteract the tendency to over-decora-
tion, mechanical technique, and lack of individuality '*

Tub question of the orimn of the dolmen is a sub-
ject of active controversy Into which wo have at pre-
sent no desire to enter But for the benefit of those
who are interested in the problem we may note the
latest dieory presented by Mr Harold Peake in the
August issue of Man He suggests that prior to
Saoo B c some traders from the north of tlie ^gean,
familiar with the use of copper and probably possessing
the secret of bronse making, set out from their home
which may have been L^nos in search of copper
and tin He notes in this connection the cult of the
Dactyls or Cabin mysterious divine or herede
beinM, at some centre in the south-east i^gean, and
of Hephaistos at Lemnos both connected with metal
working These traders were also in touch with the
Morbihan, possibly through the mediation of western
merchants engaged in commerce on the Atlantic sea
board At home they mw have had relations with
Crete the Cyclades and Hissarlik and through the
last with Cyprus They were accustomed to erect

Cydopean wails and learnt the use of cists from the
p^le of the Cyclades This combined knowledge they
carried with them to the western people with whom
they traded The result was the evolution of the do!
men as we find it in the western Mediterranean and
along the Atlantic seaboard

Thb Zoologtsi for July contains a most interesting
account of the prevalent beliefs concerning animals,
their uses and the rdle they play in the mythology
of South India by Prof Rae Sherriffs At first sight
this contribution might seem to represent no more
than a oollection of curious beliefs founded for the
moat part on very slender knowledge More
closelv examined, it will be found to afford a
valuable insight into the habit of mind of the
less educated portion of the population, which should
be thoroughly understood by all Europeans who are
engaged in administrative work in India Having
regard to the fact that there is still a great mortality
fr^ snake-bite in India it is strange that the people

as a rule have not acquired a more exact knowledge
of tiiese scourges But the belief is still common
tiiat the o^bra, the best-known snake of India and
wlddy worshipped is the female and the rat-snake
the male, of a common spedes We look forward to

tfia promised continuation of this theme

Under the title of The Free-living Nematodes of

the Gulf of Sevastopol an inmortant monomph by
I Filli^ev has recently been published in the Proceed
Ings of the Sevastopol Biological Station and of the

Zixilogical Laboratory of the Imp Acad Sci Petro-

grad This work is of speaal interest in that it gives

lor the first time a description of the Nematode fauna
of die Black Sea, a group of Vermldea which presents

great difficulties from a systematic point of view and
has therefore been lets investinted than other groups
of Vermldea Flllpjev’s work Is in three parts —
(i) Systematic, Induding the description of about a
hundm qiecies of Nematodes, of wliich some eighty

are new and a few new genera (a) MorphologiCBl
containing many new anatomical dat^ (3) General
ghdng the topt^raphkal distribution and synoptical

tablet of genera and qiedes.

RveET No to8 of the U S Department of AgricuL
ture oonsitts of sn admirable summary by Nadian
BatMcs of the Acsrlna or mites for the useof ecooomic
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entomologists. This booklet of 153 pages contains a
general introduction to the structure and life-history

of mites and a synopsis of the families and principal

genera of the order, illustrated by neariy 300 figures,

and concluding with a bibliography and index.

Though (Kimaroy intended for use in Americm Mr
Banks’s work cannot fail to be of service to Bridsh

studimts who not having special knowledge of the

Acanna, are called on to classify members of this

difficult order Under the heading Uncertain

Acari reference is made to the Linguatulida and the

Tardigrada, it is somewhat surprising to find the

Pycnogonida—which are surely turther from mites

than any other order referable to the Arachnlda—in

the same assemblage

The current number of the Quarterly Jourtud of
Experimenlal Physiology contains a long and valuable

paper by Dr E G ^ring on the return of sensation

after the division of cutaneous nerves The author

lays great stress on the importance of statistical

methods and of the standardisation of the cxpertmental
conditions m investigations of this nature He further

pmnts out that the analysis of the nature of the
cutaneous sensations, as they return during regenera
tion of a divided nerve calls for psychological

as well as physiological training '\8 a result

of his own observations, the author has failed

to confirm some of Head s observations and he
entirely disagrees with the hypothesis of the existence

of protopathic and epicritic sensibility wtdrii

was advanced by Head and his co-workers Dr
Boring considers that the results are best explained
on the assumption that single sensory spots are in

nervated by more than one nerve-fibre and that the
multiple innervation is projected upon the central

nervous system as multiple excitations, he condudes
that the sensory phenomena occurring dunng the
return of cutaneous sensation can be accountM for
on this hypothesis

In the Ptyehologteal Revttw (vot xxliL, No 4)
Harvey Carr revives the mobtem of cutaneous tsn-
sitivity, as formulated by Rivers and Head in the!/
well-known article of some years ago entitled “A
Human Experiment in Nerve Division ’ The writer
challenges me correctness of Head’s theory, both from
the pmnt of view of the facts and of the inter-

pretation of those facts The nerve section he mmia.

tains, produced an extremely abnormal condition of
the cutaneous tissues so tluat peculiarities of smsl'
tivlty were to be expected, hence it is not surprising
that other investigators have failed to discover what
Head calls the protopathic sensibility mediating four
functions, and me epicritic mediating three So far
thty have onlv been able to get evidence of the four
sensory functions as formulated by earlier writers.
Even however, granting Heads evidence, Harvey
Carr submiU that the facts do not bear out the later,
pretation mt upon them He thinks that there It a
too general tendency to acc^ enthusiastically and un*
critically Head’s theoiy The artide will prove Int^
aeting to meny men of sdence, but portieulsaiy to
physiologists end psydiologists

In the Proceedings of the Physiological Society
for July, Dr Edridge-Green records the subjective-

of vision appearf to be in violent motion of a whirl-
poet diarocter, apd that the white part of tim cyfli^
may ain>«F green or rose-coloured according to the
tote It wMcfa It U rotated Dr Bdridge-G^ extfiaiiu
thesevphenoniciM by suppoelng that the rods have the
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function of supplying visual purple to the cones, and
thus increasing the sensiuveoess 6f the latter to tho

light The movement seen on gaxing at the rotating

cylinder is due to currents of photo-chemical liquid

(visual purple) flowing -towards the fovea in order to

sensitise it

In Memoirs of the Geological Survey of New South
Wales, Ethnological Series, No 2, Mr Etheridge

curator of the Australian Museum, Sydney, discusses

the remarkable cylmdro-conical and cornute stones

found in the valley of the Darling All lands of ex-

planations of their use have been given, some utilita

rian, at, for Instance, that they were employed as

grinders tombstones records of the dead challenge

stones, or bora message stones ,
others magical, as used

in rain making and snake-producing, as death bone
pointers, and so on On the whole it seems clear that

they were used bv the aborigines for some magical pur-

pose, which may have varieaamong the different groups

whldi possessed them But the balance of evidence

indicates that they were of a phallic type and that

they were used in some form of fertility rites

CALciuii carbonate in its crystaiiine forms gains

further inter-*st from a paper by Messrs J Johnston,

H E Merwln, and E D Williamson (Amtr Journ

Set vol xli , 1916, p 473) It IS shown that tho

presence of calcium sulphate determines the preoipi-

tation of aragonite, a small quantity of the sulphate

braoming associated m solid solution m the crystals

Aragonite has been thus obtained at as low a tempera
ture as 19° A form styled p-CaCO,, in scales and
hexagonal plates, has bi^n obtained under conditions

which are not fully determined It has refractive

indices between i 550 and i 650, a density of a 54, and
IS unstable in the presence of nuclei of calcate or ara-

gonite, which are less soluble This form behaves like

aragonite adth Meigen s teat Useful warnings are

given as to the use of this test in the case of
mixed materials Calcium carbonate hexahydrate
(CaCO, 6H,0) IS precipitated as monoclinic crystals

at temperatures below about ao°, It can be preserved

for months in isolated crystals In clove oil as a micro-
scope preparation but it changes rapidly at ordinary
room temperature into caleite and water The natural

forms are carefully considered and it is suggested
that the preservation of aragonite in any but recent

geological formations may depend upon its havinff
been kept dry It may be mentioned that this agrees
-with the observations of Horwood Cole and Little

who show that geologicallv old aragonite shells are
preserved in clays rather than in limestones

The Data of Geochemistry Iw Mr F W Ciaike
(U S Geological Survey Bull 610, 1016) now appears
in Its third edition enlarged by some forty pages The
guarded discussion of Brun s results on volcanic gases
in the edition of 1911 here receives important modifi-
cations, additional references are given to the prob-
lems of radio-activity and even m the treatment of
the deposition of carbonates by organisms new o^
•ervations have been no(ed It is remaricable bow this

bode, embodymg an enormous range of facts and
without a single iHustration retains its philosophic
character and is readable throughout We turn to it

from the ordinary manual of petrograi^y as we might
turn from a stained-glass window to a confteence stith

the cathedral founders

Tas peridodte with rhombic pyroxene that traverses
gneiss m tite Sierra de Ronda in MsAnya proves to bs
the aooroe of platinum in the sandy alluvium of the
strsams This occurrence is contrasted by MM L.
Dufsuo and A Grosset {M4m Soi it fiiytique H
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d hut nat de Genive vol xxxvitl, 1916, p 253) witii

the platiniferous dunite of TagUsk in the UrM, the

parent rock and its products of weathering are shown
to resemble far more closely those of Khreoet Salatim,

which lie farther north on the east flank of the Urals,

and were discovered by M Duparc in 1907 Maps
are given of these three localities, the numerous small

landscapes from the Rondo district have no gireat

geological interest

A VKRY interesting and important paper by P H
Galld on the relation between fluctuations in the

strength of the trade winds of the North Atlantic

Ocean in summer and departures from the normal of

the winter temperature in Europe appears in a
recent issue of the Proceedings of the Amsterdam
Royal Academy of Sciences In a previous paper the

autnor had shown that variations in the strength of
tho trade winds (is“-25“ N , long 2s“~45° W )

apparent two or three months later in some hydro-
graphical phenomena in northern Europe The subse-

quent variations in winter temperature have now been
investigated From an exhaustive comparison of van
ous groups of months for the period 1899-1914 for

combinations of five Dutch stations, thi^ German
stations, and three in the Far North-west, it was found
that the largest correlation was obtained between the
fluctuations of the trade wind for the six months May
to October on one hand, and those in the tem-
p^ture for the three winter months December to
February following on the other The results based
on values computed for 135 stations are graphically
shown by iso-corrclational Tines on two charts which
apply to the trade wmds of May to October and of June
to November respectively For the first penod the
maximum positive value of r 0-70, is obtained in East
Germany, the largest n^ative 0 60 in North Iceland
and East Greenland Tne lar^t correlation factor
for any period was found in tiiat part of Germany
embracing the stations Berlin, Gdriitz Posen, and
Ratibor, where the relation between the stren^ of
the trade winds over the months June to November
and the following winter temperature gave r=o 8s
and /X0 04. f^is method a successful prediction
was made of the temperature over nortn western
Europe last winter

The Meteorological Office has issued a chart dealing
with temperature scales which is evidently intendeia
for the use of meteorological observers but might with
great advantage be suspended in every physical labora-
tory in the country On the left hand side of the
chart the absolute the Centigrade, and the FahrenMt
scales of temperature are drawn alongside each other
from the absolute sero to 1500** A of the absetiute
scale, the divisions being at to® intervals on the abso-
lute and Centigrade and at 20® intervals on the
Fahrenheit scale, A number of important tbermo-
metne points are indicated on the absedute scale, e g
4® A helium boils

, 43® A oxygen melts
,
90® A oxygen

boils 234® A mercury melts, sTa-fiS* A water boils
Under one-bar pressure, joe® ^ tin melts, 717® A
sulphur boils, 800® A bodira just red-hot etc. On
tile right-hand side of the chart the three scales, from
180® to 330® on die absolute scale are drawn tcMther,
the divisions on the absolute and Centigrade scales beteg
one, and tiiose on the Fahrenheit scale two degreM
apart A number of important meteorological tena-
peratures are indicated—eg 219® A the mean tem-
perature of the stratosphere over England, 246® A tlw
low^, jwid 311® A the Ugl^, temperature oleer^
in tile EritiA Ules, etc. 7^ stneigA of tiie solar
heat stream is gfren as 135 milliwatts per sq cm , but
there is no Indication as to when it has this particular
strength
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In the Itmtt Trade Supplement for August Prof
H £ Arnutrong strongly urges that, witmut delay,

ooncerted action should be taken for the complete
association and organisation of all the Interests

connected with the manufacture of dye-stuffs He
argues that the Government has failed to appreaate
the requirements of the situation, and has antagonised

the interests concerned, and advocates the provision,

in place of the body now ruling British Dyes, Ltd

,

which is described as incompetent, of a satisfactory

joint management on which the fine chemical industry

shall also m represented Prof Armstrong points out
that five-sixths of the coal raised in this country is

used direct, whilst the valuable volatile matters are
conserved only from the remaining sixth If the whole
of the raw bituminous coal were coked at suitable

temperatures, large quantities of liquid fuel suitable

for use in internal combustion engines would be
Obtained, there would be a more than suffiaent supply
of the raw matenals necessary for the manufacture of

modem high explosives, the raw material for dyes
would be more than enough to supply the whole
world, large quantities of ammonia would be avail

able for agricultural use
, the volume of high-grade gas

produced would be more than sufficient for domestic
use

,
and by using the resulting soft coke the open fire

could be retained with the advantage that soot and
smoke would be abolished and less acid sent into the
atmosphere It has been stated that 'since the war
began ten or more works for the carbonisation of coal

atlow temperatures (designed on the experience gained
from experiments carried out in this country) have been
erected in Germany, whilst our works are still in the

course of erection Prof Armstrong urges that the

Government should legislate forbidding the uso of raw
coal, and endorses the suggestion of the President of

the Society of Chemical Industry that only the export

of coke not that of raw bituminous coal, should be
allowed Legislation is also necessary for the povi-
sion of funds for the study of all problems relating to

the development of coking processes the etfiaent use
of fuels, and the utilisation of by-products More than
ooo.oool could be obtained annually for this purpose
by placing a tax of only one halfpenny on each ton of

coal raisra Not only would all the industries depen
dent on coal as a basis be developed as a result of such
legislation, but our universities would be stimulated in

the production of highly trained scientific workers for

whom there would then be a considerable demand

Circular No 19, issued by the Bureau of Standards,
United States Department of Commerce, consists

chiefly of a collection of standard density and volu-

metric tables issued in connection with the use of the

hydrometer for industrial purposes or for the assess-

ment of revenue duties The confusion which had
resulted from the employment of insufficiently defined

hydrometer scales, and the lack of a uniform basis

for the verification of standards, led the Bureau to

investigate the problems connected with hydrometry
and to prepare standard density tables which would
eerve the purposes of accurate definition The ubles

set out clearly, so that there is no ambiguity as
to tfadr meaning or as to the bases on which the

calculations ore founded In addition to the main
particulars referring to aqueous solutions of ethyl

and methyl alcohols, sulphuric acid, and cane sugar,

varidHS auxlUary tables are given, including tempera-
ture eorrectkms, Baumd equivalents, aind reduction

of weighings in air to the corre^Mnding values in
vacHO. TIm Inclusion of voidous phydOal constants,

and Of data for the computation of volumetric caps-
dty from apparent weight of water-content, increases

the usefulness of the compilation A similar produo-
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tion adapted to British requirements might ivith ad-

vantage oe made available for use in this country

Wa have received Technologic Paper No 76 of the

Bureau of Standards, U S Department of Commerce.
It contains an account of experiments made upon the

determination of the proportion of volatile thinning "

or diluent substances i»^nt in oil varnishes

The trajectory of a body falling freely tn waeuo
forms the sub^ of a papw by M A Viljev in the

BmI Acad Sci Petrograd (May, 1916, pp 643-^71)
After refernng to the work of previous investigators

he sums up the results of his own researches thus

I in dealing with this problem some authors have
used inaccurate equations of motion while others

have not correctly defined the position of the vertical

line 3 A distmction must be made between the
vertical line and the plane of the prune vertical at

the upper point of the trajectory, corresponding to

the initial position of the falling body, and the verocal
line and plane of the prime vertical at the lower
point of the trajei^ory, where the fall of the body
ceases At each point the vertical line is defined ss
passing through me initial position of the body per-

pendicular to the surface of the equipotential of the

mil force of gravity, produced through the given
point The plane of the meridian passes through the

ax|a of the earth’s rotation and the inrtial position

of the body The plane of the prime vertical passes
through the vertical line as above defined and la

perpendicular to the plane of the meridian 3 On
the basis of these definitions it is found that the body
swerves from the plane of the prime vertical of the
upper point of the trajectory slightly towards the
pole Kelatively to the plane of the prime vertical

of the lower point of the trajectoiy it awerves mon
towards the emiator 4 In falling in a ahaft It

swerves from the plane of the prime vertical of the
upper point of the traiectory towards the equator
Mso relatively to the plane of the prime vertical at
the lower point of the trajectory it swerves towards
the equator

Thb Royal Worcester Porcelain Company, Ltd , has
sent us some specimens of its porcelam dishes and
crucibles for chemical use As is well known, before
the war our chemical laboratories were entirely depto-
dent on material of German origin This Worcester
porcelain has been examined by me National Physic^
Laboratory, which reports that in regard to all tito

qualities which can be examined in a short^crioi
test the Royal Worcester laboratory ware is as good
as the best laboratory ware hitherto employed, ot
which the Royal Berlin ware is a typical example.
Details are given of the tests, which included the
effect of strong sulphuric acid, and 10 per cent solu-
tions of caustic soda and sodium carbonate, the be-
haviour of the glaze at high temperatures, the con-
stancy of weight of the dishes, and the resistance to
sudden changes of temperature As regards ctQtlbles,
thanks to the purely British mdustry in fused silka
ware, we ore almost independent of the quality of
Mccelain, but for basins porcelain is still essential
For these it is a vital point that material used in one
experiment shall not be in part retained by the glaxa
«jd on to the next, and the National
Phy^cM Laboratory report would carry more
cpnvktion if greater attention had bem paid
to Ms matter There was a alight gam in
weight after the treatment with sulphuric add, and
cm thfr the remark la made “ It haa not been con-id^ neoesaaiy to ascertain whether the increase in
wdght Is due to combination between the sulphuric
sera mid the materiel of the glase or to a slight pmc-
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tratkm of tfa« acid in ^ ware below the glaae.**

Time would have been bettee epent in developing' thie

p^t than in high-temperature experimenta, which,
for dishes, were superfluous The ware Is made
very much thinner than has been customary, and con-
sequentiy is unduly fragile In spite of careful pack-
ing two of the specimens arrived broken It is vary
doirable that we should be independent of foreign
supphea of porcelain and it is to be hoped that £e
enterprise of the Royal Worcester Porcelain Company
and other British porcelain manufacturers will be
rewarded, but prolonged use in the laboratory is the
only certain means of proving the qualities of the
new ware

Messrs Williams and Norcate announce
“ Raphael Meldola Reminiscences by those who
knew him,” with a preface by Lord Moulton and a
chronological list of Prof Meldola’s publications The
work will be divided as follows —Biographical
memoir , early years

,
professor of chemistry chemical

investigator, naturalist, astronomer personality

OVR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Solar Physics Observatory —

T

he report of
the director of the Solar Physics Observatory for the
year ending March -ji 1916 has recently hew issued,

g the
tory frotr

bridge The work of the observatory has been car-

ping the third mnual report since the transference

of the observatory from South Kensington to Cam-

ned on with difhculty on account of the war,
members of the staff now being absent on military

service and two on munition work Observational work
with the Newall telescope and the Huggins instru-

ments was not attempted, but the spectmehograf^
was in regular use, phoU^raphs of the sun's disc in

Ki light having b^n obtained on lu days, and of
prominences at the limb on 93 days Sun-s|^ spectra

in the region A 5300 to A S500 were also successfully

^otographed with the McClean installation Mr
Baxandafi has made considerable progress m the
assignment of chemical ongins of lines in stellar

spectra, and in a revision of the ongins given by
Rowland for lines 111 the solar spectrum Tne great

majority of Rowland’s identifications have been con-
firmed, and terrcstnal equivalents for many line* not
identified by Rowland have been found by reference

to data subsequently published Expenmental work
has established the identity of the G group of the
solar spectrum with the hydrocarbon band A 4314 (see

Nature July 30), and it is thought that a
clue has been obtained to the mterpretation In terms
of carbon, of the remarkable spectrum of Comet Wells,
i88a In the department of meteon^gical j^ysics,

Mr C T R Wilson has continued the study of
lightning discharges
with regard to the "Annals of the Solar Physics

ObsqrHOorv,” of which vol nl part i has already
beeiiwstnouted it is now explained that vol i is

InterrieifHo contain historical and descriptive matter,

vol if to refer to stellar investigations, and vol hi

to deal with work on the sun

Relative Luminosities of Sun and Stars —A con-
vemcsit formula for comparing the luminosity of a
star with that of llie sun has been given by Mr C T
Whitmell {L'Asironomte August, 1916) Assuming
the eteHar magnitude of the sun to be -3(^5, and
desUnatlng the luminosity, parallax, and magnitude
of the star bv L p and m tne luminosity of w stir

in terms of that of the sun is given by the equation

logL"00389—slogp- 0-4 m
In the case of Sinus, for example, where fmo-jli' and

m“-i6, log L=:
1 5093 and L-33 3, showing that

Sirius IS about 33 times as bright as our sun. The
constant term in the equation diepends upon the value
asrigned to the sun’s stellar magnitude, and is equal
to 10^89 +o-4(S), where S u the adopted value

The Thermopile in Photographic Photowetev—
The usual method of arriving at the magnitudes of
stars shown on photographs is to measure the dia-
meters of the stellar images, or to determine tte
opacity of images purposely tideen out of focus. In
either case the result depends in part on the judgment
of the observer, and the application of some purely
fdiytical method is evidently desirable Such a method
has been devised by Mr H T Stetson, of the Yerkes
Observatoiy in which the star image is surrounded
\n a small circular diaphragm, and the intensiW of
the transmitted beam from a steady source of light,

as compared with that of the unrestricted beam, is

measure by means of a thermopile and galvanometer
Theory leads to the expectation of a fourth-root rela-

tion between galvanometer deflections and stellar mag-
nitudes, and this has been confirmed experimentally
The device appears to have reached a convenient prac-
tical form and measurements of a plate of the
Pleiades for example, indicated a probable error of
0033 mag for a single star An extensive applica-

tion of the method to the eclipsing variable U Lephei
has been commenced, and variations not explained by
the eclipse theory have been detected When provided
with a stage having a micrpmeter screw, and the
circular apmure being replac^ by a sUt, the ama-
ratus becomes well adapted for certain investigations
of spectra In this form it seems likely to be especially

useful in the study of colour index, and may possibly

aid in the determination of radial velocities of faint

stars from objective prism plates taken through a neo-
dymium absorption cell (Astrophysteal Journal, vol
xliii

, pp 353 and 335)

RECENT INDIAN MUSEUM
PUBLICATIONS

The latest serial publications of the Indian Museum
reach a very nigh level of excellence Vol v

,

No 3, of the Memoirs consists of Mr Sunley Kemp’s
report on the Decapod crustacea of the Chiuta Lake,
an area where the density of the water ranges ae-^

cording to season between freshness and a saltness

equal to that of the sea The sp^es, which number
34, mclude crabs, hermit-crabs, Thalassinids, Coridea,

and Peneids Among the permanent inhabitants, or
species capable of withstanmng every seasonal duinge
m the water, from fresh to salt. It is surprising to

find such characteristically marine forma aa Leucodld

and Xanthld crabs, Alpheidss, and the pelagic Ludfer
The permaneht inhabitants constitute 7a per cent of

the whole The seasonal immigrants (aMut 7’$ of

the whole) all appear, whether normally marine or
fresh-water species, to breed in the lake The casual
visitors (about ao per cent

)
are almost all from tiw

sea Among the ta species described as new is

Athanas pofynunphut, the males of whidi are trimor-

phic. The report is a modd of clear and critical

exposition, being rich in inference and illustratioa, but
always condse and explldt
No I of vol vi of the Memoirs tontalns (wo

important papers, one on Indian Tunicata by Dr
Asajlro Olu, the other^ Cdonel J. Stephenson on
Orientsl earthworms Tha first d^ with timpde
AsdiHans and pelagic forms, and does not go mudi
outside the collections mede by the In/wUgatar
Perhaps the most interesting itetn is a full dnerip*

NO. 3443. VOl- 97]
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dot) of the extraordinary deepen ^enus Hexacrobylus,
biiherto known but impertectly from a single speci-

mad discovered by the hiboga expedition, but now
elucidated by five well-preserved specimens dredged
by the Imestxgatot from igis fathoms ofl Ceylon
In Hexacrobylus tndicut, which the author regards as
an aberrant Molguiid, the bo(^ is ovate and covered
with delicate hairs, the brancmal aperture is a wide
transverse slit, ventral in position, and surrounded by
SIX many-iobed tentacles, which collectively resemble
thick, promment, warty lips, the branchial siphon u
nearly as large as the trunk itself, the branchial sac
is scarcely distinguishable from the oesophagus, and is

imperforate and destitute of stigmata endostyle, and
dorsal lamma , the gonads are symmetrically developed
on both sides of llie body, and the ovaries and testes

have separate ducts though differing from the

Stboga species it agrees with it m tliosc features

which separate it so widely from all other Ascidians
Another interesting new genus is Monobotryllus,
which, though a simple Ascidian is most closely

related to some of the holosomatous compound
Ascidians
Colonel Stephenson’s pajier which treats of Oligo-

chsBta collected mainly m southern India and Ceylon
though largely anatomical and systematic ts digni
lied hy much instructive comparison and criticism

Twenty species and five varieties arc described as new,
among them a Pontodrilus from Ceylon remark
able in its habitat, far from the sea at an elevation

of 6aoo to 7000 ft Two new genera are defined

namely Eiythrseodrilus from Bombay, apparently
related to the Mjdngistar Ihm iscolex and Comaro-
drilus a Megascolecmc from Cochin m alliance with
Woodwardia
Part VI of vol xi of the Records contains three

papers of more than common interest Dr James
Ritchie gives an exhaustive description of AnnuJelta

g
emmata a remarkable new Hydroid discovered by
ir Annandale in a brackish pond at Port Canning

in the Gangetic Delta It is a minute form, solitary

and usually attached, but also freely locomotive Its

attachment is by a basal bulb,’ which alone it in-

vested by perisarc and is regarded as something
between a basal disc and a hydrorhim Its tentacles

which are of extreme length, have the rnidoblasts

concentrated in whorMlke rings, the cmdoblasts being

almost identical with those of Hydra The usual

methods of propagation seem to be non sexual, but

Dr Annandale, who kept specimens alive, states that

minute medusas are liberated The non sexual

methods mclude longitudinal fission, transverse fission

of the basal bulb, and the detachment of remarkable

planula-like buds
Dr Annandale contributes an account, biological

and systematic, of sponges parasitic on Indian Cliomd
pongee Ten such parasites are reviewed, along

with five Clionid hosts, the greater part of the col-

leetion being famished by a few ounces of Madre-
porarian coral The methods of attack and defence

are discussed very fully Among assumed methods of

protection observed in certain Clionids inhabiting

great depths, where the inorganic conditions of life

may reasonably be supposed to be constant, is the

produo^n of gemmules
Mr F H Gravel^'s copious and well-orderrf

notes on the habits of insects and other Arthropow
mtMt be greatly commended In adchtjon to record-

ing many original dMarvabons of behaviour, court-

breeding, etc., particularly of that retiring group

tile Pedlpal£ the author hao extracted r«erenc«
to BuilHfetnbus observationa published, mainly in

ladUm journals and In bodes relating to India, by

O. 2443. VOL 97]

RECENT ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY

T he economic importance of the Coccidse ( mealy
bugs and scaie-msects) is veiyr great, espedal^

in warm countries It is satisfactory to see, tbmfore,
ute first part of an extensive monograph on the Cocc-
idae of South Afric.i by C K brain published as

part a of vol v of the transactions Royal Soc S
Africa (Cape town, 1915) this conlams a general

introduction to the study of the family and detailed

descriptions of the genera and species of the Pseudo-
coccinae, Orthe^iina., Coccinae, Monophlebinee and
MargarodinK The systematic work has been done
w th great tare, a notable feature being the charts
demonstrating m the case of each species the range
of variation in the lengths of the antennal segments,
the illustrations—photographs and drawmgs—fill

tliirteen plates The author has spared no pains to

enlighten his readers, but it was scarcely necessary
to mclude in his glossary the information that ovum
means an egg, and transparent, so clear as not
to obstruct vision

The BuUettn of Entomological Research vol vi

,

part 4, lately issued contains, as usual several note-

worthy papers Prof G H F Nuttail and Mr C
Warburton describe briefly, with clear illustrations,

thirty species of ticks from the Belgian Congo, and
point out the importance of each as a carrier of disease

Mr C H T lownsend, of the U S Department of
Agriculture, establishes—in reply to tome recent scep-

tical criticism—that Phlebotomus is truly the infec-

tive earner of the Verruga parasite Dr G A K.
Marshall describes, with excellent figures, some weevils

injurious to carious cultivated pltnts in India The
highly useful Review of Applied Entomology has just

commenced its fourth volume, and the first summary
in the medical and veterinary senes directs attention

to the existence of the British and Insh sheep-fly

^uctlta serieata) at a pest in the southern United
States together with Phormui regtna on the authority

of Messrs F C Bishopp and E W Loake, in a
^per published in the Joum. Eeon Entom , vol viii

,

Literature on the common house-fly continues to

accumulate rapidlv Mr R H Hutchinson (U S
Dept Agnc , Bull 34^ contributes same interesting
observations on the Pre-ovipositlon Penod’ of the
insect, with a view of estimating the value of fly-traps

for reducing the numbers of eggs and larvae He finda

that the term of the female’s life before egg-laying
vanes from 3^ to 33 daw, most of the records fatting

on the fourth, fifth, suth, ninth, twelfth, and foutv
teenth days after emergence
The larval trombuu^ nutes known as ‘harvest

bugs ’ are too famihar as a well-nigh intoieraUo

oufumnolu He also desenbw a Japanese spedoi,
M akamiuhf which carries the germ of aMueaso
known as river fever ’

In a Technical Bulletin (No ai) of the MidS^an
Agricultural College Experi^nt Station, Mr Cfe^D
Shaffr continues the account of his investigations as
to how “contact poisons *’ kill insects Such gases as
sulphuretted hydrogen, hydrocyanic and, and the
vapours of carbon otlulphidie, benxine, or paraffin affect
tnaects when actually taken up by the tissues, where
their presence seems to prsvent oxygen assimilation
This result is due to the Mrmful effect of such gases
and Upours on the ensjmie-Iike bodies—reductases,
catalases, and oxyddses—which are functional in insect
tissued. The contact poisons ere beUeved to affect the
actlvitiw Of these enzymes to an unequal degree, thus
dlstuibQllptiielr normal batanee
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Turner (

A paper of exceptional value and intereit, on tlie

orphology and biology of the green epple apbu (A

is contributedTqr A C Baker and W F
imer to the Washington Journal of Agncultural

Research (yoi v , No ai) This is the common
apple apUd in North America, as well as in these

countries, and the whole life-cycle is passed on the

apple Very full and careful descripuons of the struc-

ture of the various forms are given by the authors,

who, in the course of thdr season’s work, examined
no fewer than 75,000 qiecimens Stages in the

embryonic development are described from which it

appears that the embryo, after five days growth has
a long resting period through the cold^ season of the

year, lying in the centre of the winter egg Of all

the results obtained, however, the tracing of the suc-

cession through the spring and summer of a number
of forms derived from a single stem mother is the

most important Among the daughters of the stem

mother there may be one winged insect and interest

mg intermediates —virgin females with rudimentary

wmgs—appear together with the usual winged and
wingless aphids Sexual individuals may appear in

the eleventh generation from the stem-mother the

earlier ones appearing as brothers and sisters of par

thenogenetic temales The authors believe that tem
perature it by far the most important factor in deter

mining the appearance of the sexual insects

A paper by J R Malloch on Chironomidae and
other Diptera from Illinois (Bull 111 State Lab Nat
Hist voT xi 4), is noteworthy because the systematic

descriptions of the midges and flies arc accompanied
by detailed weli-illustrated accounts of the larvae and
pupae of many genera of Mycetophilid®, \tilid» Bom
Ulida Syrphida, and other families G H C

CHILIAN MhlbOROLOGY^
A LTHOUGH Chile, in common with other South
s'a American countries, has suffered greatly from
the conditions brought ateut by ths European situa-

tion, the large budget of memoirs recently Issued by
Dr Knocke shows little, if any, restriction in the

work of the Central Meteorological and Geophysical
Institute during 1915 No 13, part i , of the
Meteorological Year Book gives in extenso the tri-

daily observations earned on at thirty stations during
the year 1913, the data comprising barometric
pressure, air temperature humidity, mnd direction

and force (the lotter both in Baaufoit and by anemo-
meter), cloud, rainfall, evaporation, and exposed
temperatures

In No 15, part ii , of the Meteorological Year
Bode the data are summarised in great detail from
records kept at fifty two stations, dally, monthly, and
annual abstracts being given As the stations cover
qjm than 35° of latitude, and range in altitude from
Mfi more than 3500 metres, all varieties of climate

Vrd to be found among the records The warmest
apart from Easter Island in the Pacific was

Ariu,.^ean temperature ig-a® C (66-q« F) and the
coldest Punta Arenas 6-3® C (43 3" F ) The abso-
lute maximum was 38-3° C (loo-q® F ) at San Felipe
lat 3s® 4c/ S , height 635 m and the absolute mini-
mum -io® C (176® F) at Punta Arenas The
effect of the cold Humboldt current in keeping down
the temperature is well shown in the data for Anca
Out W4® S ) and San Felipe, the mean daily mazL

XadM, ISI> r fp- It+ptoM. Nn. ir VslMM hentm d*
hnisIM innowMsicw «n Saatkao. 19,4 " Pp.

mum values at the latter station on the mean of the

year being 17® C higher than at Arica, 14® nearer

the equator, and situated at sea-level A comparison
of the temperature data from Ollagfle, at a height

of 3695 metres, with those from Iquique shows a fall

of I® C for each 333 m both stations being close to

lat aoi® S
Great variations in the mean amount of cloud are

to be found, the mean annual values ranging from
0-9 at Calama in the- north to 8-8 at Evangelistas,

near the Pacific entrance to Magellan Straits At
the former station there were 337 clear days (cloud

amount less than 3) and not a single clwdy day
(cloud amount more than 8) while at Evangelistas
only 3 days were clear and 305 cloudy It is of

interest to note that at the island of Juan Fernandez
the baromehic indications are very frequently an
index of those taking place twenty four hours later

on the Chilian coast in about the same latitude

No 14 gives the daily rainfall recorded at 113

stauons for the year 1913 arranged in oarallel

columns, thus exhibiting the distribution of the rain

throughout the whole length of the country The
wettest station was Cape Raper iat 46® 49 S , long
75® 36 W ,

with 4607 mm (18138 in) the values
for December being interpolated At Calama and
Copiapd in the north no rain fell and ten other
stations all to the north of 30® S had less than an
inch Hourly rainfall values are given m extenso for

seven stations From these records it is seen that
torrential rains are uncommon there being only two
instances of more than an inch (35 a mm } falling in

an hour the maximum hourly fall oeing 40 mm at

Contulmo
We are glad to see that in No 16 Dr Knocke

continues to give hourly values of all the elements,
the station selected in this instance bemg Los Andes,
situated at the foot of Aconcagua, at a height or
8ao metres where the Chilian section of the Trans-
andine railway begins Los Andes enjoys an admir
able climate—cod in summer and temperate m winter
Although 300 metres higher than Santiago the mean
temperature is slightly higher, while neaches and
walnuts flower a fortnight eprlier than m the Chilian
capital No 17 of the memoirs contains the hourly
values for the year 1914 of the principal climatic
elements at Santiago including earth temperature
and the electric conductibility of the air observed once
daily by means of a Wuiff electroscope

R C M

THE MOVEMENTS OF THb EARTH'S
POLE^

More than a century ago it was shown by the
mathematician Euler that if the axis round

which the earth wai( rotating were not coincident
ndth the axis of figure which latter in the case of a
spheroidally flatted earth is the shortest axis that
can be drawn the axis of rotation will revdve about
the axis bf $gure in a period which, upon certain
assumptions, caq 1« precisely iiredicted The time
of one revolution of^tne pole of rotation around the
pole of figure depends only upon the shape and degree
of elasticity of thb. earth In Euler’s days the sup-
position that the solid earth had any appr^able
elasticity was so outside the range of ezpwienoe
that it was not considered by him He calculated
the period of the polar rotation on the assumi^on
that the earth was perfectly rigid, and showed that
this period would be about 304 days

If we determine the latitude of a point 00 tito

V
’ twilnrtJia «• FiMsy, 1«Ool.

NO 2443. VOL 97]
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Mrth’i surface 1^ observations of the stars, we are In

effect measuring the angular distance between the
aus of rotation of the earth and the vertical line, or
line through the zenith, at the point of observatkin

If, now, this axis of rotation moves, the observed lati-

tude of the place will change, and if we prolong the

observations over a sufficient time, we ought to find

that this observed latitude fluctuates backwards and
forwards about a mean value with the same jieriodicity

as that in which the earth s pole of rotation moves
round the pole of figure

Every obMrver who is engaged m making observa-
dons to determine the precise positions of the stars

a class of observation which up to a few years ago
occupied a very large fraction of the time and energies
of astronomers, is actually oontinually determining
and redetermining the lautude of his instrument
There is thus an enormous mass of latitude observe
dons available for examination, and it should prove

a not too difficult task to analyse these with the object

of detecting a periodic variation Two causes how
ever, militated against success in this inquiry first,

the very small magnitude of this variation, and,

secondly the fact that the earth is by no means rigid

and hence that the true period of the processional

rotation differs very substantially from the Eulerian
period of 305 days

All the earlier attempts to find evidence of this vana
tion were, in fact hampered by this preconceived

notion of the ten-month period
,
the observations were

carefully scrutinised with the view of detecting it, a
process as we now see, foredoomed to failure It

would be a useless task to recount here the various

attempU that were made. Two of these, however,

I should not like to pass over without notice, those

of C A F Peters, at Pulkowa, and Clerk Maxwell
in this country

Peters in his great and classic memoir on the parallax

of the fixed stars devoted one section to a discussion

on the variability of the latitude m a ten month period

He found that the actual variation denved from the

observations was of so minute a magnitude that it

was well within the limits of unavoidable sources of

error, and he therefore concluded that if there was
any separation of the two poles it was too small to

be detected by observation

Clerk Maxwell examined the Greenwich observe

tions of Polaris in i8s>-4 * thought be found

some small indications of maxima at about ten month
intervals, but he considered the results as very doubt
ful, and that more observations would be required

to establish the existence of so small a fluctuation

Su^tantially the same result was denved other

inquirers Astronomers were therefore satlsned, up
to the year 18S4, that the earth’s axis of figure was
0 nearly colncimnt with its axis of rotation that the

difference between the two was inappreciable to the

most refined observations All methods of observa-

tion and all prindples of the reduction of observations

both of astronomers and of geodesisU, were tacitly

based upon the idea of absolute ooinddence between

the two axes. '

In 1884 the subject was indepertdently reopened by

two men—Chandler in America, and Ktlstner at Boiw
—and entlrdy fresh light was thrbwn upon It Thek
work was dmultaneous and qidt%indepcndent I will

tidu Chandler’s first ^
In i8S4^he took a thlrteemmonth series of observa-

tions at Harvard with an instnunent of Ws own
devising, to whidi 1 will revert later These obla-
tions shoa^ a progroslve change in the derived la^
tu^ which appeared to him of a greater magnitude

than could So accounted for by any instrumental

errors He, however, hetitatsd to ascribe It to a real

wa 3443. VOS'- 9^3

change in the latitude without further confirmatpry
obsowations, which he could not then make He
therefore put these observations aside, and was, six

years later, drawn to re-examine them by the publica-

tion of some of Kiistncr s results, which were also
only axpllcable on the hypothesis of an actual varla-

Uon m the latitude of the place of observation It

was, however, quite obvious to Chandler that bis

serlM of obseawations contained no warrant for an
Eulerian period of ten months, and he therefore, to

quote his own words, deliberately put aside all teach-

mgs of theory, because it scemM to me high time
that the facts should be examined by a purely induc-
tive process , that the nugatory results of all attempts
to detect the existence of the Eulcnan period probably
arose from a defect of the theory Itself, and that the
entangled condition of the whole subject required
that It should be examined afresh by processes un-
fettered by any preconceived notions whatever This
bold rejection of theory and appeal to observation
alone was rewarded with immediate success, and
Chandler was able to show that his observations of

1884-5 contained unmistakable evidence of the rotation

of the one pole about the other m a period of, not
days, but 438 days Wherein, then, lay the de-

facicncy of Euler s investigation ? As already hinted,
this arose from the assumption of rigidity, and it was
shown first by Newcomb, and afterwards, more com-
pletely, by Hough, that the 4a8-day peruid was fully

in accord with a degree of elastic yielding of the
earth quite consonant with probability Hough
showed that if the earth were as rigid as steel the
period would become 440 davs, that the actual period
IS somewhat shorter than this means that the earth
as a whole is decidedly nwre rigid than steel, a result

which accords perfectly with other known phenomena
which depend upon the earth’s elasticity, such aa the
rate of propagation of earthquake waves
Immediatelv following on this initial success

Chandler undertook a prolonged and most laborious
examination of old observations and reached results

which have not completely borne the test of subse-
quent review He was confident that the whole move-
ment of the pole might be explained as the super-
position of two rotations, one circular, with a 428Alay
period, and one ellipbcal with a period of a year
He thought, further, that there was evidence that the
longer period had varied in past times, and that in

1770 it was less than a year This last result was
traversed by Newcomb, who showed its extreme ini-

probabihty While fully bearing in mind the lessons
of past expenence as to the unwisdom of relying too
closely upon pure theory, we cannot resist the con-
dusion that to accept any large change in the ^8-day
period within recent yeain would be to set aiMe tm
whole dynamical justification for accmting this period
as a reality, it bring quite impossible to admit ^t
die elastic constants of the earth can be subject^
any appreciable alteration within such tima as W
centuty or so la.

Aa i^ards an annual period, we should no<fr prbiw
to bay that, while there are doubtless seasonal trans-
fers of material upon the earth, such as the accumu-
lation and melting of Arctic ice, wMch may produce
a movement of the pole with an approach to a yearly
perifldirity, the part of the movement due to a true
annual p^od is very small, and is quite masked by
Urge, irregular disturbances We shall I9 on safe
grmM if we say that the observed polar motio^
oomjibiipded of a preoassional rotation in a p^od of
s^nathing very near 428 days at an average tfistance
of ae ft, Jtam the mean pole, with an irregular move-
ment ^mparimposed on it; this Irregular movement
having sCiMettmes the effect of mediMng the rite ol
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preceiiional rotatioii and ninctiinea of changing ita

amplitude^hat is to say, altering the distance be-

tween the pole of rotation and the mean pole—accord-
ing as it IS acting parallel to, perpendicular to, or
at any intermediate angle to the direction of the pre-

oessional rotation 1 shall revert to this question
later, and show how it is possible by a simple graph-
ical construction to separate out this irregular motion
and construct a diagram of it which should be helpful

in elucidating its cause.

While It IS thus to Chandler that the credit of dis-

covering the 4118-day period should be ascribed, it la

to jKtistner that w« owe the first real proof that there

IS dn actual variation in the latitude of a point upon
the earth

Ktistner's observations were made in the same years

as Chandler’s, i884-:5, and were designed to determine
the constant of ablation, a class of observation

identical with those which would be used to determine
the latitude of the place. Upon reducing these oh-

servations the results were at first sight anomalous
in that they gave an impossibly small value of the

aberration constant The anomaly was not due to any
instrumental cause. It could not be due to any
seasonal change in the refraction, as the morning
olwervations of 1884 were not accordant with the

morning observations of 1885, nor could it be explained

by any possible error in me proper motions of the

stars Kiistner was thus enabled to state positively

that the latitude of the place of observation had
actually changed. It must be admitted that the years

1884-5 were particularly f-ivourable ones, and that

both these astronomers were in a sense lucky in

having chanced upon them The movement of the

r
ile happened at that time to be exceptionally rapid

do not, however, mention this as detracting in any
way from the merit of their achievements

,
th« deserve

to be remembered as simultaneous but independent
discoverers of this important and mteresting pheno-
menon and should be honoured, Chandler esf^ally
for lus courageous rejection of mathematical theocy,

and Kustner for the veiw high skill and exquisite

refinement of his observational work.
The importance of Klistner’s discovery was at once

recognised upon the Continent, and a proposal was
made to the International Geodetic Conference to

eatabllsh a chain of stations for carrying on a senes
of simultaneous observations and thus deducing the
true law of this latitude vanation The suggestion
was soon carried into effect Six stations were chosen,

all at the same latitude 39 1° N —Carloforte in an
island close to Sardinia, Mizusawa in Japan,
Gaithersburg in Maryland and Ukudi in California—
all new stations, where special observatories had been
built for the purpose, a new observatory, established

by the Russian Government at Tschardjut, In Russian
Asia

,
and the existing observatory at Cindnnati The

reason for selecting stations et the same latitude waa
that Identical sets of stars could be observed at each
place, and thus any errors due to defective knowledge
of star places are similar for all lliese began work
in 1899 Later two stations m the southern hemi-
sphere, at latitude sis” S—Bayswater In Western
Australia, aikl d'Oncatwo in the Argentine—were
added
The results were reduced and discussed by Prof

Albrecht at the Geodetic Institute, Potsdam, and pub-

Hlhcd a diagram showing the actual polar move,
ment as deduced from the mean of the observations

at d^ stations, from time to time
ItWa* not long before these observations yielded a

result of the highest interest The observatory which
devoted Itadf most whole-heartedly to the work, and at

which the observabons wo-e most extensive and meet
preciae, la that in ^lapan. This was under the siile

direction of Prof Kimura By a searching discussion

of the whole series of observabons be showed that
they became far more consistent if a new term were
intt^uced into the expression for the latitude vanw-
tion, this term having an annual period, but being
independent of longitude and having the same value
for all the stations at the same date,

j
It will be readily seen that this term differs com-

pletely from those we have been considering hitherto.

It IS not a shift of the earth s axis or a movement of
the pole of rotation, as it affects all places along a
parallel of latitude equally the pole evidently does not
move, but something which has an effect exactly the
same as if the centre of gravity of the earth were
shifted a few feet up and down, northward and south-
ward, from its mean position

The great difficulty in elucidabng the Kimura term
lies In Its extremely small magnitude and in the con-
sidcrabon that there are so many possible sources of

error affeebng observabons of this class which might
have annual penodicities that their separation and
evaluation are extraordinarily complicated questions.

This IS not the place to attempt any complete discus-

sion, but a mention of some of the lines along which
a solution has been sought may detain us for a few
nunutes
The magnitude of the term at the latitude of 39° la

about fi/iooths of a second of arc, or 6 ft on the

earth’s surface It has the same value and phaaa
for eveiy stabon on the same parallel and is zero on
about March 9 and September la, and maximum and
minimum on Tune 10 and December 10, 1 e about ten

days before tW equinoxes and solstices respectively

It cannot be accounted for as a real shirt of tba
earth’s centre of gravity It is true that in the alter-

nate melting and accumulation of ice and snow at the
two poles we have a periodic factor at work which
doea do this, but the amount is far too small It waa
pointed out long ago by Van de Sande Bakhuysen
that to fit in wiUi the observed value of this term the
apparent path of the centre of gravity must have an
amplitude of 3 metres which, if translated into terma
of polar ice, would mean that a cap of ice one kilo-

metre thick and 244 square despeM m area would
have to form and disappear each year This is ob-
viously quite impossible There are certam possible

errors in the accepted values of the pre^ motions
and parallaxes of the fixed stars which might produce
an apparent variation in the observed latitude of this

nature As all parallaxes are based upon differential

measures we cannot with certainty say that such
errors are impossible , we can only say that they appear
b> us very unlikely and that, if they were actually

proved to exist, our ideas of the stellar universe would
De profoundly modified

If there -were a yearly term in the refracBon which
had the etact df a periodic change in the apparent
zenith we snAiId get a corresponding periodicity in

the observatiofls If for example, there were a sdar

get a aeaaonal change due to the varying angular
lUstance of the sun trom the senith of the place of

obeervabon An abhosphere which could bend raya
of light to the requisite amount though undoubteoy
extremdy rate, would, however, be dense enough to

offer an amount of resistance to a planet, or a fortuH
to a comet, Inconsistent with observed facts It is.
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of the SUB may curve or tMt the nnw,, jpuwib

I In the upper atmosphere In su^ a way that Bw
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apparent senith movea north and aouth about ita mean
value and that it la to thia cauae we owe the greater
part, if not the whole, of the Kimura term Such a
diaplacement of the isobara is highly probable, and the
phaae timea of the latitude variation—nil at equinoxea,
maximum northward at summer solstice, and maxi-
mum southward at winter solstice—fits in perfectly
with this explanation The observations ma« in tte
southern hemisphere should form a crucial test If
this is the true cause the ai^rent latitude of a
southern observatory will be shifted m the same direc-
tion as that of its northern counterpart, t e north
ward in June and southward in December We have
only a short series of observations from southern
sUtlons, but so far as they go they appear to conform
There is thus fairly strong evidence in favour of this
explanation

It must not, however, be assumed that the matter
is settled beyond dispute More observations are
necessary, and especially observations at widely
different latitudes The international stations are,
as to the northern ones almost exactly on a parallel,

and, as to the southern ones, on a ^railel differing
only by 7i° from the northern ‘iTiis uniformity
highly advantageous for securing a precise record of
the motion of the earth’s pole is disadvantageous
for solving the riddle of the Kimura variation, and
other places should join in the attack Unfortunately
the observations are very laborious and retire the
almost exclusive attention of an observer There is,

therefore, a very real want of an instrument which
shall demand something short of the whole time of a
skilled astronomer With this object, and also with
the intention of eliminating certain sources of error,

instruments of new form have been devised A short

account of these will be of interest

I shall not here attempt any descriptwn of the
methods of observation used It will be sufficient to

say that as what we want to find is the direction of

the zenith at the place all methods ultimately depend
either updn a level, giving us the horirontal plane or
upon a plumb-line, giving us the vertical and that of

these two the level is the one that has almost exclu-

sively been employed by the astronomer The level is

an mstrument capable of n high degree of precision,

but it has the disadvantage of being verv susceptible

to temperature changes, and, as both the glass tube of

the level and the spint with which it is fliled are bad
conductors of heat it is impossible to ensure that it is

at an even temperature throughout Irregularities

are thus produced which the reading of both ends of^ iMlAle only partially eliminates The mere fact

of an observer standing near a sensitive level to read

it may seriously vitiate its accuraCT
Some of these errors mav be aioidod and such errors

as are due to faulty reading of the level graduations

by the observer entirely eliminated by making the

Iwel an Integral part of the instrument by floating

the whole in liquid The first application of this pnn-
dple to an astronomical Instrument was bv Chandler,

who carried out his series of latitu^ observations,

already mentioned, with arf almucantar, being a

transit telescope floated in a trough of mercuiy The
name” almucantar ' means a small circle of the heavens

parallel to the horizon and it will be sufficiently

obvious that if the telescope can be set at any angle

with the float then as the instrument is rotaM in

tfie trough or the whole trough itself it turned the

line of right of the telescope will move round such a

circle With this instrument the startf are observed,

not as in s transit circle crossing a vertical Une, ^t
crossing a horizontal circle of constant altitude For

oonvenlence of calculation thia horizontal circle would

gfeneratiy be seteeted as that through the celestial pole
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at the place Chandler’s instrument was purposely
designed so as to differ as little as possible from tfaio

orduiary visual type, and must have been a most
difficult instrument to use The fact that he got such
excellent results from it is no small tribute to his
manipulative skill The use of this form of instru-

ment cannot be said to have found great favour
among astronomers there is only one example of it

in this coun^, and, so far as I know, none on the
Continent The one we have is at the Durham Uni-
versity Observatory, and was designed by the present
Astronomer Royal for Scotland, in co-operation with
the late Dr Common It marl^ a very decided ad-
vance upon the earlier type In two points specially,

the screen of the floating part from wind disturbance,
and the att'ichment of the eyepiece to the fixed part,

the designers had the idea of a movable instrument,
which a sLght touch or a puff of wind would set

vibrating to such an extent that no observation would
be possible for a minute or two, clearly before them
The almucantar method of observation, meaning by
this, not the use of a floating type of instrument, but
the observing of stars crossing a horizontal circle,

though appropnate for the particular class of observa-
tion we are here concerned with, those for determina-
tion of latitude is not absolutely the best that can be
used To reduce every possible source of error to a
minimum particularly those due to refraction of the
atmosphere we want to observe stars at near the
zenith as possible

The floating principle hat been apphed with great
success to a zenith instrument m the Cookson floating

zenith telescope now at Greenwich, designed by the
late Bryan Cookson, whose early death was a great
loss to astronomy

It IS a photographic instrument, with a telescope or
camera tube attached to a circular float which floats

m a ring shaped trough of mercury The angle be-
tween telescope and float can be altered so that it

can be clamped to point either vertically upwards or at
any angle, up to about 30®, from the vertical It is

vied in the well-known Talcott method A pair of
stars is selected which cross the meridian within a
few minutes of each other at nearly the same zenith

distance one north and one south of the zenith The
instrument is set so as to include the first star in the
field, the lens is opened, and as the image of the star

moves across the plate it traces a fine hne or trail

After the star hat crossed the meridian the telesoope

IS turned through 180®, leaving tube and float dampM
in the same relative position, and the second star

traces out its trail The distance between the two
trails on the plate, which is small if the difierence of

their zenith distances is small, when the appropriate

conecdons are applied, gives the observed differenoe

of zenith distance of the two stars, and, therefore, the
observed position of the zenith, and hence the latitude

of the ob^rver By repeating the observation with a
number at pairs of stars a very precise determination
of the latitude is made

Recently a zenith telescope, designed, not on the
floadng, but on the hanging prinaple, finding the
vertical line by virtue of its free suspension in a girabal

ring, has been constructed, and would have bm at
work tw now had it not beat for the intemipGon
caused by the war Though it haa thus not yet been
tested by practical experience, a few words on it may
not bo out of place The method of Observation win
be the same as I have just described except that there

it no arrangement for damping the instrument at an
inefinatlon to the vertical, it is intended to be used
onfo in the vertical position, and the ang^ covered
by^ phptograpide pUte will be a few from
the eemth on each side Exactly how for we ran go
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from the zenith depend! upon the qualitle* of the lens,

and no cxmfident itatenient can be made until tfUf hat
been tested, but it is hoped that star tsails perfectly

sharp for measurement will be secured up to an
angular distance of 3°^m the centre This gives us
as available for our purpose the stars over a belt 6°

wide down to ^ aii!Ui, and possibly the seventh,
magnitude. The actual work of observing will be
very simple, and wilf only mean that the whole in-

strument Is rotated through ^SkP at certain pre-

arranged times, and that the lens is opened after

twlliMt and covered bdord the dawn ft would be
possible for this to be done by mechanism controlled^a clock

As the telescope jbangs freely always In a vertical

position we entity gbt rid of one of the astronmnef’s
nnxieties the risk of error due

^

to flexure or bending of his

telescope, for thou^ the tube
can be made apparently very_,

rigid, the excesuvely minute'’

degree of bending sufficient to

introduce appreciable errors' Is,

difficult, if not impossibte to

avoid in a telescope which has
to be used in diflefent posi-

tions Then, again the errors

due to changes of temperature
inidde or close to the instru

ment should almost disappear

m this form First no tern

perature changes aflect the

suspension so long as the

b<m of the telescope remains
undistorted the position of the

true vertical in regard to

the optical axis remains
constant Secondly as the

whole hanging part of the

instrument is perfectly sym
metrical about the vertical

axis with the trifling excep-

tion that the plate-camer and
photographic plate are not
circular, but rectangular no
temperature change should
distort the axis Any dlstor

tion that can take place will

In fact be the very small

change of scale th^t will re

suit from the diffirence in th

expansion of the gl iss pht
and the brass rube ihirdl)

it is possible and in this n
strument has been done to

enclose the whole in an outer

cate which can be made air

tight and krot at a constant
temperature by a thermostat In order fls close the
instrument in front it Is necessary to a plane
parallel glass of slightly larger ape^re than the lens

As this glass has to be worked with the same refine

ment at a lens, and as a plane surface Is more trouble-

some to work than a curved one this is rather a
costly addition Whether, aa a matter of fact, it is

wortn while ke^lnf the instrument at the tame tern-

perature or wh^i« it will be better to reduce the
temperature chglig# to a minimum by covering the
whole with non-eo^ducting material, and then apf^
the verjt small corrections necessary to the measure-
ments msde on the plate is a question for experience
to decide
As a heaw hanging mass would be liable to long-

continued vibrations when disturbed, a fbur-armed

vane attached to a rod at the base is immersed in a
dash-pot or bath of glycerine This rod must be

, . centred in prolongation of the vertical axis, otherwise

an^ the capUIariW between rod and liquid will Introduce a
force deflecting the telescope from tlw true vertical

While it would thus appear that in thls’fbrm of instru.

ment most of the familiar sources of error are mini-

mised it Is interesting to note the introduction of one
pouiblc cause of error quite unfamiliar to astronomers,

namely the deflection that might be due to the attrac-

tion t)f the earth’s horizontal magnetic force upon the

hanging part If the telescope-tube were, as is custo-

mary^ made of iron or steel this would reach a

;
eenous magmtude and even if a proportion only of

the suspended weight were of iron a peroeptible dma-
tlon might result It would in fact not be safe to

ria.).-Hodatnvho(Fli >.
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allow this preporbon to exceed one-tenth of the whde
weight, and it therefore seemed better to exclude the
use of iron or steel altogether There is accordiogly
none, with the ekoeption of the four thin flat pradulum
springs which form the ^mbal su^iension
In detaining you with these short descriptions of

reoently devised instruments, I may appear to have
been wandering rather far from my lubjact, the
wanderings of the earth’s pole You will, however,
appreciate that in reaflty th^ follow very closely from
it, b^g instruments derignM with the medal object
Of solvi^ the particullar problem we are ^ecussjng
We ww now revert to the diagram of the obeenred

polar motion, and I will Indicate how It is possible

to snalyse this so as to separate the hregular move-
ihents mm the more ordemy fourteen-mmitb prsces-
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donal rotation We are juatiSed m asiuming that thie
free preoemional period is constant in dursUon smd
therefore determines the average rate of rotatnin «f
the pole of revolution If, therefore, we take a
diagram of thp polar movement, which will naturally
have Its axes of reference fixed in relation to the earth,
and convert it into another diagram, showing the
same movement, referred to axes rotating in the earth
at the averaM rate of the precessional rotation, we
obtain a gra^ of the irregular part of the polar path
If this irregular part has any weU-marlM annual
penod, such period ought to be apparent on insp^ton
of the converted diagram In the actual diagrams
obtained there seems little or no cvidencgp of the exist-
ence of a yearly term
We now take the second diagram and by the well-

known process construct its bodograph, the curve
which gives us a measure of the amount and direction
of the force which could have caused the movement
recorded in diagram No a This will still be
referred to the moving axes, so is not directly avail-
able for deducing the true direction of these forces in
the earth Before we can do this we must refer the
diagram back again to axes fixed in the earth Thus,
finally we obtain our diagram No 4, which
may he called the torque diagram, as it represents in

direction and relative magnitude the torque or twisting
force which has been acting upon the earth to produce
the observed movement of the pole

The interpretation of such a diagram is a sdmewhat
complex matter, and has not yet advanced tar The
causes that seem to be at work producing the irregular

shift are cither movements of the earth’s crust, slow
or rapid, as in an earthquake, the transfer of Arctic
ice from one point to another, or its accumulation and
disappearance so far as this takes place unsymmetric-
ally with respect to the earth’s axis, and possibly

extensive barometric changes extending over consider-
able areas
Of these the transfer of ice is the largest factor and

IS probably the one to which most of the irregular
polar movement may be ascribed ^n carthqua}ce,

even of gigantic dimensions would have an almost
neglif^ble effect The late Prof Milne e||imated
that a very large earthquake might displace ten

million cubic miles of earth through a instance of 10 ft

horizontally or vrrticallv Such a vasU cataclysm
would only change the position of the pofe by a few
inches.

In conclusion it will be an act of natural curiosity

to inquire whether there is any evidence of die ampli-

tude of these polar wanderings having been greater

in past times than at present, and whether there is

any likelihood of their bdng greater in the future

To both these questions the answer is No The
axis of rotation is always kept near the axis of figure

by internal friction, and it would require a large

change in the distribution of mass to move the ams
of fi^re very far

As regards the future, the probaDilitics point still

more strongly in the same direction Each shrinkage

of the earth, whatever its immediate effect on the

position of the axis of rotation may be, tends ulti-

mately to bring it nearer to the axis of figure or prin-

cipal axis of inerda, and therefore), tends to reduce the

average amplitude of the polar path The disunce of

the DM of rotation from the t^n pqle will therefore

groQually decrease as the worM^grows ’Older, while at

the same time, at the earth cools and becomes less

elastic and more rigid, the rate of rotation will

quicken
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UNIVEMITY AND EDUCATIONAL
» INTELUGENCE

lUB Marquess of Crewe has been appointed Presi-

dent of^ Board of Education, m succession to Mr
Arthur Henderson, resigned.

Tbb honorary d^rce of doctor of laws has been con-

ferr^ upM Dr Ott^ Klotz, of the Dominion Astro-

nomical OStarvotory, Ottawa, by the University of

Pittsburgh.

Am explanatory cvcular respecting the programme
for technical schools and dastes for the sesskiii’iqid-iy

has been issued by the Department of Agriculture aifd

Technical Instruction foe Ireland The regulatiopi

which tveha m operation dunng the session 191^16
wiil continue in force with some few alterations,

among which we note that a school will not be recog-

nised asA technical school under thq conditions of

section li. (a) of the programme unless there ore at

least twan^ approved introductory and specialised

course students In attendance in any session, of wbofd
not less than 50 per ceift are specialised course

students Teachers recognised for ^ants under the
conditions of the foird paragraph of the ex^anatory
circular will not he recognised for this purpose as
specialised course 'Students The case of schools of a
special character twill receive special consideration,

and if It is thought desirable, this regulation may be
modified in the case of such schools Grants will not

be paid upon the attendance of a student at more than
one lesson in the same mlabus on the same day,

unless there is an intervarof at least 15 min between
each lesson Instruction in the first-year syllabus of

a subject of a specialised course will not be permitted
to be given concurrently by the same teacher with
instruction in any other syllabus or subject.

A REPORT on Italian education, iqia-iS, bj Mr
hbarp, educational commissioner with the Govern-
ment of Jlndla, has recently been received. The report

IB a very brief narrative of the main lines of Indian
educational progress, and consists of twenty-seven
pages (quarto) of letterpress and fifty-seven pages of
tables In addition, something like fifty interesting

illustrations are given of educational buildings 01

different grades and classes which have been com-
pleted duHng the twelve months under review, and
of the arrangements in such buildings When it Is

considered that all forms of education are dealt with,
from university standards down to primary schools,

with an area about fifteen times as large as the
United Kingdom with a number of pupils of between
seven and eight millions, and at a cost of eleven
crotes of rupees (that is, more than 7 soo.oool ), it

will be understood that a volume of the size mentiimed
represents almost the utmost limits of condensation
The effects of the war in Europe have been very dis-

tinctly talbin India, in the first place, in the detiiv

ability nj# economy, though even here it was found
that the Apdnditure for the year under review was
about 90 lakhs (nearly 6oo,oooL) higher than in the
year previous to the war The Increase appears to
nave been mainly due to the rapidly increasing number
of pufdls in the schools, etc , tor in the five years up
to 1914 the numbers hod increased by no fewer than
one and a third million pupils The war, however,
has affected the higher educational ^sdtutioiu more
than die lower, for a good many^ of»the British pro-
fessors in colleges, etc , are now on militarv sovice
It b noticeable that pamphlets such as "Whv Britain
la at War” aniLothm,' have been widely distributed
in apvqfal of the ImUan vernaculars to pupils Also
dthta means, such as lectures etc , have been taken
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to put the ivar in iti proper licht On the other
hand though it waa known that Gennany bad long
maihtained a reg:ular organisation of propagancUst

•cboolp throughout the world, it waa not until July

191s that steps were taken by the Government of
India to intern or r^atriate the enemy aliens In
India who were enjug^ in school work when such
schools were handed over to other agencies

SOCrETtES Al^D ACADEMIES
Pams

AcsdenH el Seteacu. August 7 —M Paul Appell in the
chair C RIehat The monthly venation of natality

For a period of fifty-seven years the maximum
number of births is in February or March For the
years 1906-10 the maximum in these two mmitha
IS shown in all countnes in the Northern Hem ^here
and figures for eleven countnes are cited In the
Southern Hemisphere the monthly maximum is in
August October or a period six months from the mad
mum in the Northern Hemisphere The maxima are
in the same months both for legitimate and iltegiti

mate births for rural and urban populations for the
poor and rich but a relat on can be traced between
the latitude and the date of the monthly maximum —
C Caaicbsf Hammenag in water mains the exam
inadon of the state of a main P Cbolat The
volcanic intrusive rocks of the region situated to the
nofth of the Tagus—E. Belot Fxperifpcntal vol
canoes and the laws 6f volcanic phenomena The ex
pcnmental arrangement desenhed n an earlier com
munication can be modified bv the introducton of a
layer impermeable to water and steam (slate) above the
source of heat —R Soniges The fii^t divisions of the
egg and the origin of the hypophysis in Cap^eUa
iursaipastorts

jRjiISLu of Registering Balloon Ascents at Batayin

By Dr W van Btonmefen Pp. I^+ log. (Batavia
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Regenwaamemmgen in Nederlandsc&*Indid Zee
en Dertigste Jaargang 1914. Deel li Uldwfusten
PjV ix+a30 (Batavia Landsdruckkenj

)

Ooeanographische Waamemingen in dan Indischen

Oceaan , Oct Nov (1856-1914) Tabellen
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A SVRGICAL BOOK FROM THE FRONT
SwrgMymWar By Major A J Hull Pp xv+

390 (London J uxd A Churchill, *igi6

)

Price ios 6d net • •

'T'HIS handbook is described in the mtroduction
A by Lieut -CoL E M Pilcher, R A M C , as
a risum^ of cornet practice and experience at the
firont, and the fact that Sir Alfred Ket^h, the
Director-General of the Army Medical Service, has
written a preface to it stamps it as, at any rate,
** semi-official ’* It has, therefore, an interest apart
Iram Its strictly surgical aspect, and although, as
Sbr Alfred Keogh remarks “the views expressed
therein may not oommand assent in every quar-
ten, they demand careful and sympathetic con
fKleration

The author has enlisted the service of several

qf his cf^eagues who have had special experience
in certain types of cases and have written the

adfctions of the book corresponding to their own
jMuticular speciality Lieut -Col Hamson dis-

cusses the bacteriology of wounds in war Dr
Greenfield, ^e generm condition the wounded
and wounM ofihe abdomen, and he is also respon
aible (or the illustrattons , Lieut Tanner the treat

menf of wounds l^salllDe solution , Capt Snowden,
ajtanes to peripheral nerves , and Lieut Edwards
41 temonsible tos the radiographic section of the

tieofc- ••

The treatment of a^utounded man can be coo
wdered m three stages The first if to combat
shock and arrest haevorrhage, the second is the

great fight against infection while the third is the

^tort to restore the damaged ])hrt to its normal
fonctiOB and the mjured man to hts normal health

For the first of these stages the author strowly
JMlvoqates the free use of morphia given in full

dk>se»—that is to say, until the patient is well

nader its influence 4nd his pam has been materially

subdued. This treatment will meet w4th fairly

general approval It is interesting to f/afp that

the Service affection for initialdetter abbreviations

has rescind even to the morphia bottle the dose

toeommended is I M H, gr ^
The author is not in favour of stimulants, and

it is possdble that to this he is cqgardmg shock

from an ultra-academic pomt of view It is hard

•» define exai^y what is meant by shodc, and it is

Ste posaiUe tiiat a treatment winch is not suit-

e for “riiock “ as defined, for examptb, by Cr^
may be quite a good one for a wounded man. It

auy be easy to draw laboratory distinctioos be-

tween shodc sod collapse, but it is not easy to say

whece one begins and the offier ends wben oon-

feonted Intit what oae of our statesmen so ^pdy

Irieetiaa

“smIns^

'heap oTbloodT nt||%’'

oi sabne SQlutklii|is not racomiwded

as been hasmorrhige,*’ as its effects

,, Tills lamefly is of coarse often

tttaraeisdqg OI its iwults, bat It wobM be a grefit

mtr If ao dassfle a mediod of treatment wese
fllsiisaiiinf. ft^ hoteasy tobsy hbw much blood
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a man has iifst, and unless the salme injectioa be

excessive in amount, it is hard to see what hana
18 done, espeaqfiy if the other methods of reheving

shock be adopted as wtll

The warning’ on p 30 against keeping a
patient too long on a restricted diet is very much
to the point mis error is probably a survival bT
the ancient doctrine of “ starving a fever '* A
patient, however, who, in addition to pmonged
physical fatigue and mental strain, has to ooowat
a sev«re suppuration lasting often for we^s or

even months requires as generous a dtot as he

can digest and assimilate

The second j^se of the surgeon s woric is tbw
struggle against infection, and in this connectioa

the^thor is a strong supiporter of the “strong
salt or “salt-bag ' treatment, and equally op-
posed to the use of chemical antiseptids To qtujte

from p, 66 ‘1 hSvc found the results of treatment

by hypertonic solution supefior to any antiaeptic

treatment The ordinary antiseptics, iodine,

boo-ic fomentations, peroxide of hydrogen, and
alcohol dressing, have appeared to me decidedly

inferior to the ^ine treatment The strong anti-

sephes—for example, pure carbolic—have not been
uM in my wards ’’ »

This quotation is an ample explanaUon ot the

author's distaste for antiseptics. Iodine is so
readily rendered inert by albuminous material as
to be practically useless for a dischaiging wound

,

boric aad » a feeble germicide, and its mam value

is the prevention of- secondary infecuon, while per-

oxide of hydrogen and alcohol must, from their

^ysical propertief exert a very transient m-
mi^ce

In an earlier section the author qucAes the
results of treating wounds Vith strong aatisSpbes
early m their course,' and sums up stnmgly against
them The evidence which he quotes ot twenter-

seven cases treated with pure carbohe aad—«e
does not say exactly how—is not very satisfying

Hie whole subject of/he disinfection of wouMi
by chemical antiseptics has been argued with aq
enthuvasm which has at tunes almost earned with
It a sort of ‘odpsm thcdogicum ’’ This is, bdiv-
ever, merely an indication of the sincenty Of the
protagonists There are undoubMdly maay
wounds which it is impossibte to disinfect, if for
no other reason than that the patient is unable io
bear the severe operation whl« would be neces-
sary, in order to open up the remote recessea (ff

the wound and appljr the antiseptic until the UHfoc-

tive process has j^uiied too firm a hold for it to be
stainped out Ibere are times, too, when the
necessary ptrrenrui and equipment for sodi treat-

ment are no^ available, and this must be so, but
there are wounds which can be cleaned surgi^y,
and there are occasions when opjiortuniMs for

canyipg this out are present, even 4f on rare

Thdm h a selottoa noaimonly ealled ''Lister'a

mooag totteo," which consists of 5 per cent cur-
btdic hdkl oont^ag 1/90^ tert of pesdUoride
Of maroory Tfata can be applied freely and dMT-

m amandt^aad in aoiDe cases is aucceirfnl

ht dwwft ftin Hi^, even when bone has been

X K
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involved But it must be allowed some time to

net, and must be a|i|t>lied thoroughly to every part

of the wound, not nq;lecttng to remove foreign

bodies and provide for the due drainage of the

wounds Further, it and all other antiseptics

must be applied early, since when the wound »
actually suf^rating they are of httle value, and
in such cases the patient s own resisting power,

aided % drainage, irrigation, artificially induced

lymph discharge, or other methods of removing

^e bacterial toxins, is the main factor ensuring
his recovery
The author is almost as much opposed to the

use of hypochlorous acid and its salts He only

makes mention of ‘Eusol, ’ which has not the valu-
able property of hypochlorite of soda—namely,
of dissolving sloughs, which of itself aids maten-
ally in facilitating drainage Those who have
seen stinking wounds become sweet very rapidly

under the application of this group of disinfectants,

or have seen wounds of the mouth treated with

Chloramine T, will feel that these substances
deserve stronger commendation ,

In the sections of this book devoted to the third

phase of the surgeon’s work there is less disput-

able matter In operations the use of local anaes-

thesia, supplemented if necessary by a general
ansBsthetic, is advocated, and for the treatment of

the various groups of injuries excellent and defi-

nite rules are laid down, one of the best sections

being that on injuries of the peripheral nerves
The book is illustrated with a number of simple

drawings of splints and apparatus, which might
perhaps be amplified in a succeeding edition, show,
mg more exactly the details of their use The
mass of compound fractures whlUi has come for

treatment has resulted in the invention of numer-
ous, ingenious, practical devices for their fixation,

and for a surgeon to avail himself of these it is

necessary that he should have exact working
details—for example, how to take the appropriate
measurements, and also, in the case of more elabo-
rate apparatus, where to procure the same
There is also an interesting series of skiagrams
taken by Lieut Edwards, the tpajority of which
show bullets m various situations in the body
Mi^ht It be suggested that some of these plates,

which for the most part give no ^de to the prac-
tical surgeon, could be reduced with ad\antage
by photographs of the various splints as fixed to
actual patients?

THE WORTH OF CHEMISTRY
Chemittry in the Service of Man By Prof
Alexander Findlay Pp xiii + ass (London
Longmans Green and Co

, 1916 ) Price 5s
net

HTHIS book ts based upon a course of lectures
A delivered In 1915 by the author to the United
Free Churdi CoUcM at Aberdeen As a teacher
of chemistry Prof Fmdlay rightly consideml
he could do no more useful service than to give
his hearers, who would otherwise have little

opportunity of becoming acquainted with such
matters, some information concermuig what
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science of chemistry has been able to accomplisb
in the ” uplifting ” of mankind and m promoting
Its materi^ well-being

Although ongmally addressed to a Scottish

audience, the author, m the selection and arrange-
ment of his subject-matter, has been guided by
other axinsiderations thay the purely utilitarian

His hearers, as a body, were presumably suffi-

ciently enlightened to appreciate the philosophic

vein which runs through the tnethod of its pre-

sentation, and were able to set a proper value 00
his attempts to elucidate the abstract pnnciples
he sought to inculcate. His purpose was to

recount not merely “the manifcdd ways in which
chemistry has revolutionised life and has contri-

buted, on the material side, to a civilised exist-

ence, ’ but also to indicate ‘ some of the pnnciples

which underlie chemical change and some part of
the contribution which chemistry has made to our
knowlejdge of the constitution of matter *’ In this

happy blending of the philosophic and purely

scientific with me utilitarian and material the book
may be said to fulfil the ideal of what such a
work should be The author treats his themes
with the dignity and reverence which, as a teacher

imbued with the true spirit of science, he feels

^instinctively they merit The doctrme is sound
'and accurate, and is set forth in sufficient fullness

for the immediate purpose of exposition ^t the
same time the lay reader, for whom of course the
book IS mamly intended, will not be wearied or
his interest weakened by technicalities or discus-

sions of purely abstract principles The tactful

manner m which Prof Fmdlay has managed to
steer a middle course in this respect is a ^arao-
teristic feature of his work Moreover, he has
not been unmindful of the signs and portents of

the limes Tliby have afforded him ample
material for a lay-sermon, which he has not failed

to drive home The appearance of such a book at

the present juncture is therefore most opportune
The work opens with an exordium in which the

province and scope of chemistry, both as a science

and an art, are dearly and succinctly defined It

presents, as might be anticipated, no special fea-

tures of novelty to the trained chemist, but it is

well written, and is a good illustration of Prof
Findlay s power of luad exposition and clear

thinking In a few comprehensive statements he
traces in broad outline the developments of the
conception of the atomic constitution of matter,
the gradual recc^mfion of its various elemental
forms, and of th^e distinction between elements
and compounds, the perception that the form of
energy with which chemistry is specially con-
cerned acts in accordance with definite laws, and
that It is a saence of quantitative relatiooa

capable of rigorous mathematical treatment. On
the basis of &is preparatory ground-work he pro-
ceeds to illustrate ^ explain, in about a dbMn
chapters, some of line mos't important adii^ve-

ments M the science, each xbaj^r dealing With a
specific subject or gfroup of oorrdirted subii^,
such as Confiiustion and the Production of Flirb,

the Chemistry of liluminants. Energy, Futi ihd
Explosives, Cellulose and Cdlulose Frodnete;
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Velooty of Reactions and Catalysis, Fixatipn of
Atmospheric Nitrogen, Glass, Soda, Soap, Elec-
tricity and Cbemistiy, the Colloidal State, Mole-
eular Structure

, ancl Synthetic Chemistry
The mere enumeration of the titles of the

several chapters will serve to show the range and
method of treatment of the subject-matter of the
book Prof Findlay, i^ will be observed, earned
his hearers, and will carry his readers, far beyond
the stock subjects of ordinary lecturers on the
utihty of chemistry He has not hesitated, in

fact, ito deal with some of the most recondite
proUems of modern science, and has given
amongst his illustrations many of the most strik

log and characteristic achievements of the present
time In so domg he has acted wisely He has
not only added thereby to the interest and merit
of his book, but he has conferred upon it a
measure of permanency which it might otherwise
notixissess
The work is a distinct and valuable addition to

the popular literature of science, and it is well
worthy of a place in the library of every secondary
school No more appropriate gift-book to the
youthful tyro could be given, for it is admirably
calculated to awaken the aspiration and quicken
the enthusiasm of the boy or girl who has any
latent faculty for science Even if it does not
impel them towards a scientific calling, it will at
least furnish them with a stock of facts and ideas
which cannot but tend to widen their intellectual

horuon and enlarge their mental outlook If

books of this kind were more generally read and
digested we should have less cause to complain
of that apathy which has hitherto characterised
even the cultured classes m this country in regard
to the claim of physical science to be an essential

part m the scheme of our national education
T E Thorpe

ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY
Cvmmerca and Industry By Prof J R Smith
Pp via 4-5^ (New York H Holt and Co ,

1916 )
PriM 1 40 dollars

IS book IS for the most part an abridgment
and rearrangement of the matter composing

the same author's “Industrial and Commercial
Geography,” reviewed in Nature of February 26,

1914 fvdL xcii., p 707), though this fact is dis-

gui^, to some extent, 1^ the titles given to the

sections and chapters Part 1 is entitled “The
United States,” but the chapters are, for the most
part, the same, even in title, as those which come
under the general headue, ' Industrial Geo-

rihy,” in 3ie earlier and larger work, but with

omission or transference to another part of the

bbok ol paragraphs which do not properly come
Under tlie h^d of “The Umted States” The
second part is entitled “Fotpign Qountnes," and
here comes m most of the new matter , but even

herb so much is made up of paragraphs derived

from tite source just indicated that it requires a
very dose oompanaon of the two volumes to

ascertain how much altogether is new A third
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part IS entitled World Commerce,” and this is

entirely composed of chapters abridged from the

corresponding chapters of either part 1 or part u
of the “Industrial and Commercial Geography ”

A statistical appendix is added, containing tables

transferred from the body of the earlier work,
brought up to date where necessary, in addition

to a few others, these latter including elaborate

and useful international comparisons
From the account just given it will be under-

stood that though the title of the present vdume
does not profess to offer us a gec^raphical text-

book, the contents are even more geogra^ical m
form than those of its predecessor Different

countries, or sometimes regions, are the subjects of

the chapters m the part, comprising just 2oq
pages, bearing the general heading ‘ Foreign''

Countries ’ In the arrangement of these chapters,

as well as in the allotment of space to the different

countries, the American point of view is naturally

dominant The first six chapters are devoted to

American countries outside the United States,

and take up one-fourth of the space given to the
whole of this part The descriptions of countnes
are necessarily brief They do not go into details

of regional geography, but everywhere they show
the author s wdl-known penetrating mtelligence.

They are admirable summaries from the view-
point indicated in the title of the book. They
provide teachers with much food for thought as

to the geographical causes explaining or con-

tributing to explain the actual state of mdustrial

and commercial development and course of trade,

as well as those which afford grounds on which
to base reasonable estimates for the future And
m this respect^^e text is well supplemented by
illustrations (many new to this work) of sinking
significance

One defect of the larger work is illustrated m
this book also The audior does not seem to be
a very good proof-reader On p 13a, title of
illustration we have “countries ” for “counties ”,

p 476, “Cerea” for ‘Ceard’
, p 480, “Mas-

samedes” for “Mossamedes” p 48a, “Beiro”
for “ Beira ” In the last tabic of the book, a
reproduction of ftiat given on p 100 of the earlier

work, the obvious mistake of ‘ 1 6s ” for “165"
as the percentage of protein in sirloin steak is

repeated In the legend to the wheat map of
Russia on p 400 one is obliged to ask, i per cent
of what? G G C

OUR BOOKSHELF
Geodetic Surveying By Prof Edward R Cary
Pp. ix-h379. fNew York John Wiley and
Sons, Inc , London* Chapman and Hall, Ltd ,

1916.) Price io« 6d. net

Unobr the title of “Geodetic Surveying” this

book deals with the detentiination of positions of
pobts with the aid of which topographical surveys
can be controlled ahd combined to form a con-
sistent whole '’The methods described are tlM>se

whidi have been developed Iw the Coast and Geo-
detic 9hrvey of the United States, and their pub*
hcatssn m die present wfork provides a convenient
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aammmry of much that hao been published ifl tbe
reports of tbe survey
Pnmaty, secondary, and tertiary triaapilatioas

are ioduded, the permisBlbte tnaogufar error m
the first of these bei^ put at y and that of
tertiary tnaneulatioos at 15* The measure-
meat ol base lines u fulfy described, and examples
are fiven to show how various sources of error
are diiminated Invar tapes of 50-iiietres length
are used exclusively for base measurement in all

grades of work and a precision of i In a miUiaa
IS found to be attainable. The cost of such
measurements is grven as sol per kilometre on
the average, rising to 30I. in some cases The
tape IS usually supported in the centre and at each
end, but m windy weather two additional inter-

mediate supports are advantageously employed.
The observation of horizontal ai^es is fulfy

dealt with, and the reduction of the results is

explamedand illustrated by well-selected examples.
A short chapter deals with the subject of map pro-

E
mons, and as this branch of the subject Md to
so superficially dealt with, references to works

which treat of it more completely might with
advantage have been added

*" Two appendices aiv devoted to the determina-
ttoa of time, longitude, latitude, and azimuth, and
to tbe method of least squares as required by the
surveyor The whole forms a very useful and
convenient manual of advanced surveyii^ based
on American requirements, but it wiU be welcomed
also by surveyors in British colonies, where much
work of this character has stdl to be done, as it

Will suggest methods which may suit the cases
there occurring H G L
Th« Birds of Bntaw Thstr DWtribution and
Hednts ^ A H Evans Pp zii+zts

Cambridge At the University Press, igi6*)
Price 41 net

Mr Evans's name is a suflScient guarantee of accu-
racy, and thu nttle vidume, intended primarily for I

schmde, calls for no adverse criticism The con-
siderabie advances m our knowledge of British

birds which have been won and ' coosohdated "

during tbe last twenty years or so have all been
taken account of, with due caution as to the present I

tendcocy to discover innumerable local forms and
to recognise plenty of sub-species. In point of
method Mr Evans adopts a new plan, he HfnU
with tbe birds according to their families, giving
a separate sectiori to each family, but not to each
species. In this way the learner gets a better Idea
ol the British bird-World as a wmde, and of the
several dbpInrtmieilU of it, than he could have
fto« tbe older books, where the interest was eon-
cestrsted on the individual species No deobt
those older hooka, with their pMMant talks about
the ways of a apeciea, win always be both wekoMw
end necessary, hut this one has a vatne of its

owoy sod IS at the present moment the oaly cheap
heedbeok which is Mly up to date Tlie filus-

trslioB* are the least attraobve part of it, and
OMKih space might heve been saved for Bie letter*

press tim onwishm of

wUdi eeihiiv seems to be
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some photofn^du bp
jrsMwd

LETTERS TO THE EniTOR
[Tit* Editor dots not hoU htmstq rsspoasibh for

t /unions •xfrssstd hy lUs corrsspondtnu Nomsor
can ho omintako to roturn, or to eorrssfond with

ihs writors of, rsjoetsd manuscrifts intondoi for

this or mty othtr port of Nsturb. No motUo io

takm of omonyimous cowmswicsBsiw.)

Oh PbesH’s xpartaost

In two papers published m the Proceedings of tbe

Amsterdam Academy (vol xvii
, 445, 1914, vol xviii

,

39$ 1915) an experimental invesUgation concermng
r^ners convection-coeflSdent for light of various

colours was described The main object of my repeti*

tlon of Fizeau s experiment, in the improved form
introduced by Michelson was to decide between the

expresrions for the oonvectlon.coefficient j^ven by

Fresnel and by Lorentz As a review of the papers

mentioned has appeared in Natuhb (vol xcvi 430,

191s) 1 mav-be permitted to give here a short account

of further progress It may suffice to recall that my
results were brgely in favour of the Lorentz ex-

pression with the dispersion term For the wave-

length 4500 A.U the difference between the two ex-

pressions under consideration amounted for water to

quite c per cent The probable error of the eesperi-

raental result was estimated at somewhat leu diao
1 DCT cent

The weak point of my investigation is the deter-

mination of the velocity of the ninnmg water at the

axis of the tubes This velocity was deduced from
the mean veloaty combined with the ratio of tiw mean
vdoaty to the velocity at the axis The most truet.

worti^ measurements available at the time gave for

this ratio o-Af and this number was adopted. A direct

measurement of the velooty at the axis woold have
been preferable, but only lately have 1 succeeded in de-
vismg an (optical) methM for this purpose Small au
bubblu introduce into tbe running water are lUu-

minated by a very bitenee narrow beam along the
axis of the tube A small window In the wall of the
tube permits the inspection of the briWant bubUw in

a rotating mirror From the inclination of the paths
of the bubbles, u seen in the mirror and tiie constants

of the apparatus, the velocity is deduced at once.

Direct tesu proved the trustworthiness of the optical

method
Applying this method (AmsterdaiB Ptoe , vef..

xviiL, 1x40, 191(9 to my original ^qwiatus, the
window being at the prism end of the arrangeinant,
unexpected results were obtained. The vsloctar

actually observed br the optical method not only
differea from the formerly accepted wshie of the
velocity at the axis by several per cent, but by rd.

versing the flow of water its valuer (at the same
wiadow) s^peared to dungs by quite 10 par cent
Netiiing short of a measucemant of the velocity at a
number of points of the tabu and for both directioiit

of the water current became necessary. For this piu-
pow a Pitot tube vtnfUd by tils opAni moBiod, was
made use of Tbe results were frmher ceafttned by

determination of the vefoefty dtar'*
" " '

crouwetfan of the tubu at a fear p

itimcao^lto

ntoTaf^wAo
wiU*'br^b^wf

shortly in the PreoeetBiigs ol t^ie Amsterdau Aeadbmy.
Tbe avensga mean vawa of the vdodty at the «w
cornu out 55o4 cm /eac. This ie on^ f per «int
einaller titan toe value aco^teg in my prinektal piUfr.
The ceadnsloin tkei* gjhm lemsln msShang^ h«t
they am now aarhud at vary dbieOf, aB veriicaftenS
of water meters and tite datennlaatioo of ifos eada-



«f tnMn velodty to vcilooby at iSie axis bewg avoidad.
Tha foomula for the <Ueplaoement of the interfereace
frfncei xtnut henceforth be wntten with a factor

/ **»» inetead of the eimple product I

Finally, the value of the ratio of the mean velocity to
the veloaty at the axis may now be calculated We
obtain o-^ This number le not, however, a
ph^cal constant, but a constant of my apparatus

Only quite recently have I become acquainted with
die extrekiely important and exhaustive work done at
the National Physical Laboratory, published by Drs
Stanton and Pannell in their memoir on sitnilarity

of motion in relation to the surface fHction of fluids.

From titeir data I find for the often mentioned ratio
o-Sa when the values of maximum velocity and
diameter of the tubes in my case are substituted
Their observations were made however, after the
passage of a length of pipe varying from 90 to
diameters, sufliaent to enable any irregulanties in
the distribution of the veloaties to die away In
my repetition of Fizeau’s experiment this condition
was of course largely departed from so that there
is no conflict between the results

Amsterdam, August P Zkbuan

THE NEWCASTLE MEETING OF THE
BRITISH ASSOCIATION

J
UDGING by the number of members who have

already intimated their intention to be present

at the meeting of the British Association m New*
castle-upon Tyne, which, as previously announced,
will open on Tuesday, ^ptember 5, and dose on
Saturday, September 9, and taking into account

the numbers who have enrolled loct^, an attend*

ance of about laoo is expected The intention

IS to hold a purely business meeting—a meeting

in leering with Newcastle in particular and the

world in general
The mneral title of the President’s address,

which ar Arthur Evans will dehver in the Town
Mall on the Tuesday evemng, is ' The Cradle of

European Civilisation
”

The work of the sections will commence on the

Wednesday morning, and so far as can be ascer*

bsmed at present the following are the pro*

grammes —
Section A (Mathematics and Physical Science)

The title erf Prerf Whitehead’s address to Sec-

boa A u “The Organisation of Thought ” The
address is a brief exammation of the nature of

acieatific thought The crude immediate expert*

ence of Nature is contrasted with the refined scien*

tific conceptions and with the exact deductions of

arohed mathematics. The problem considered is,

*^ow do these two sides m scientific knowledge

fit together?" Two discussions have been

arranged, one on gravitation, to be opened by

Mr S Cunningham, and the other on osmotK
nresMire, to be opened by Prof A W Porter

Tapers to be read are —“The Partition of

NwnberSi" by Major P A MacMahpr, "The
Meaauremeot of Tune,” by Prof 11 H Turner

,

"X>Ra|t Spectra of the Elements," by Sir E
SjitbOTOrd,
Da dm Friday of the moBtmg rim section wfll

Avide brio depirtments of (o) <Ieser8l Phyrics,
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(h) Cosmicai Physics, and (c) Mathematics In {m)

Prof W M i^cks will deal with "Can the Fxo*
quencies irf Spectral Lines be represented as a
Function of their Order? ’’Dr R. T Beatty is to
read a paper on ’ Measurement of the Eneir^ m
Spectral Lines’ Prof J C McLennan on "ion-
isation Potential , and Dr S Chapman on “The
Kinetic Theory of Gases. ’ Communications to
Department (b) are Efficiency of Sun spots in rela*

tion to Terrestrial Magnetic Phenomena,’ by the

Rev A L Cortie , and the Report of the Seismo*
ic^ CiMnmittee Department (c) is to consider —
‘ Oscillating Asymptotic Senes, ’ by Prof G N
Watson, Suggestions for the Practical Treat*
ment of the Standard Cubic Lquation,’’ by
Prof R W Genese, and On 1 New Method for

the Solution of Quarlic Equations,’ by Mr P.
Burton By way of explanation of the aection

devoting its mam attention to problems which xaan
seem remote from those especially in the nation^
thoughts at the present time, it is explained that
much of the work now being done by members of

the section is of a confidential nature, and that it

IS considered undesirable to discuss such subjects

as, say, aviation or optical problems, on whi^ it

would be impossible to speak freely without
indiscretion

In the presidential address to Section B
(Chemistry), Prof G G Henderson proposes to
give a short account of the chief developments m
chemical technology during the last quarter erf a
cmntury, and then to deal with the future prospects
of the chemical industry in this country The
papers to be read before Section B are — ‘The
Future of the Organic Chemical Industry," by Mr
F H Carr

,
’ The British Coal-tar Colour Industry

in Peace and War,’ by Mr C M Whittaker,
The Preparation of Chemicals for Laboratory

Use," by Mr W Rintoul , several short piqiers OB
in» and steel proUems by Dr J E Stead, and
‘On the Stepped ^nition of Gases,” by Prof.W M Thornton There will be joint discussKma
with Sections A, C, and G

In Section C (Geology) there will be papers sead
on "Local Geology,” by Prof G A Leboiir,

“The Old Red Sandstone Rocks of Kiltorcao, Ire-

land," by Prof T Johnson ‘ Description of a
Flexographic Model of the South Staffordshire

Thick Coal," by Mr W Wixham King “The
Acid Rocks of Iceland ” by Mr Leonard Hawkea,
“The Petrology of the Arran Pilchstoaes," by Or*
Alexander S<^, “The Carboniferous Succetsion
In North Cumberland," by Prof E J G«wood>
“The Permian erf Nortii England," by Dr D
Wodacott, “Geological Characters of Qiasa
Sands,” by Dr P O H Boawell, and “Some
Gedogical Aspects of Moulding Si^a,” by Dt.
Boewdl These n to be a joint meeting with
Section B on “Coal and Coal Seams, with Special

Referenoe to their Economic Uses.” The seotna
wit) dso bdd leuit maetinga with Section fi and
ScDfion K

Pedf MadBnde’a address to SeoCiait O
i^odogy) will tdke the form of a tetriew of but
profrast dwing the last twenty years la duoUarf*
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iag the laws govenung' the development of the

germ mto the adult animal l^jpme of the lantem-
Ilides to be ihown will lU^trate the results

already obtained by Prof. MacBride m the salt-

water tanks in the Imperial Collie of Science,

where for some years he has been perfecting his

arrangements for rearing marme animals The
papers to be read before the section are —

/

'Bithanui,” by Dr R T Leiper, “Further
Materials for a Graphic History of Comparative
Anatomy," by Prof F J Cole, "Some Points of

Bionomic Interest observed during the Visit of

the British Association to Australia,” by Dr F A
Dixey, “The Exploitation of British In-shore

Fisheries," by Prtrf W A Herdman, “The
Coastal Fisheries of Northumberland,” by Prof

A Meek, “The Further Development of Shell

Fisheries,” by Dr James Johnstone, “The
Scheme tA Mussel Purification of the Conway
Fishery," by Dr. A T Masterman ,

‘ The Scales

of Fishes a^ their Value as an Aid to Investiga-

tion," by Prof A Meek, ‘Some Notes on the

Determination of the Age of Fishes by their

Scales," by Dr A T Masterman ,“ Review of the

Fluctuations of the Herring, Mackerel, and Pil-

chard Fisheries ofiF the South-west Coasts in the

Light Seasonal Variations of Hydrographical
Factors," by Dr E C Jee On Friday morning
four papers are to be dealt with, viz “Amoeba
m Relation to Disease," by Dr Pixewell-Good-

nch, “Notes on the Amoebae from the Human
Mouth," by Dr T Goodey, “The Flagellate Pro-
toeoa associated with Diarrhoea and Dysentery,"
by Dr Annie Porter, “War and Eugenics,’ by
Mr Hugh Richardson In the afternoon of

Friday me section will visit the Dove Manne
Laboratory at Cullercoats

In Section E (Geography) there is to be a dis

eussion on political frontiers, to be opened by Sir

T H Holmch, and the folTowing papers are to be
dealt with —‘ France—a Regional Interpreta-

tion,’ by Mr H J Fleure, 'Generalisations in

Human Geography, ’ by Mr G G Chidiolm

,

"The WeddeU Sea," by Dr W S Bruce, “The
Adriatic Problem, ’ by Dr R W Seton-Watson

,

“ Salonica Its Geographical Relation to the
Interior," by Mr H C Woods Recent Explcwa-
tion in the Japanese Alps,’ by the Rev Walter
Weston, “Nepal, the Home of the Gurkha,” by
Mr A Trevor-Battye The section on the Friday
will hold jomt meetings with Sections C and E
The geural title of Prof Kirkaldy’s address to

Section F (Economics and Statistics) is “Thoughts
on Reconstruction after the War ’’ He will rrfer

to the economic condition and industrial changes
resulting from the war, and then attempt a fore-

cast of the indilfstnal future and make some
suggestions as toliow we may prepare ourselves
industrially to meet the change conditions at
home and abroad. The section wiH give the
a^ter part of the time to the consideration and
discussion, of the rmrts of the investigations

which have been going forward during the year
These subjects were reported upon last year at
Manchester, and were feh to be of such import-
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ance that all the investigations were cootmued-
The first three reports, ‘Industrial Harmony,"
“Outlets for Labour," and “ The Effect of the War
on Credit, Currency, and Fmance," are being pub-
lished in one volume, and will be a contmuation
of last year’s volume on ‘Credit, Industry, and
the War ’’ The papers to be read before Sec-
tion F are — ‘ Land Settlement,” by Mr Chris-
timher Turner, and 'The English Historical

Method in Economics—Rent,” by Mr T B
Browning

It IB understood that Mr Gerald Stoney, m bis

address t<5 Section G (Engineering), will deal with
various sul^ts of vital importance at the present
moment 'ne section will hold a jomt meeting
with Section B (Chemistry) and consider the su^
ject of * fuel Eronomy ’’ The papers to be read
are — Standardisation and its Influence on the
Engmeenng Industries" (with a foreword by Sir

Jirfin WcJfe Barry), by Mr C le Maistre, “The
Calculation of the Capacity of Aenals, mduding
the Effects of Masts and Buildmgs," by Prof
G W O Howe, “The Influence of Pressure on
Ignition,” by Prof W M Thornton, “Some
Character^sbc Curves for a Poulsen Arc Genera-
tor,” by Mr N W McLachlan

,
‘ Pressure Oil

Film Lubrication," by Mr H T Newbigin The
section will also receive the reports of the com-
mittees on Complex Stress Distribution, Engi-
neering Problems affecting the Future Prospenty
of the Country, and Gaseous Explosions

In Section H (Anthropolc^) Dr R R Marett
will devote his presidential address to the subject

of “Anthropology and University Education,’’ in

the course of wmeh he will supplement the address
delivered to the section in 1913 by Sir Richai^
Temple on the need, from an imperial point of
view, of an applied anthropology Dr F, B
Jevons will deal with the dispute question 1^ the
exact boundary in pnmitive culture between prac-
tices regarded as religious and liturgical and those
considered to belong to t;he dmnain of magic amF
sorcery Prof Ri(%eway will explain the origin

of the actor, with probably special reference to pre-
dassical times in Greece and the neighbourhood
Prof Keith will discuss the question of whether
the British facial t^ is not changing There w^^
be a description given by Mr at^ Mrs Scoresl^^
Routledge of the expedition to Easter Island m
the Pacific, with the latest explanation of the-

mysterious stone statues on that island, which ha»
b^ inhabited by Polynesians, who elsewhere-

have been workers and carvers in wood rather
than stone It is believed that this expedition

may have solved the mystery Papers wiU be-

read 00 the Roman wall by Prof Haverfidd, and
on Eariy Christian monuments in Northumbria
1^ Mr CoUingwood On the Friday there wilt

be a discuuioo on the cultures of New Guinea
and the New Hebrides, and a paper, by Prof-

SoUas, on a sub-crag flmt implement. Dr
Marett wiU narrate the story of recent ardUso-
iogicB] discoveries ih tte Chiatuid Islands. Dr.
Fraser will continue the account of the excava-
tions in artificial Islands In die lopha iff ther
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Scottish H^blands Miss Czapltcka will relate

her experiences during a winter and a summer
spent among the tribes of Arctic Siberia a paper
which illustrated by a unique senes of lantern

slides, will throw much light on the culture and
beliefs of the Tungus and other tribes and in a
second communication will deal with the physical

types of these tnbes Finally Miss hreire

Marreco w 11 deal with personal exper ence as an
element m folk tales.

In Section I (Physiology) Prof A K Cushny
will deal in h s presidential address with the ana
lysis of living matter through its reactions to

poisims He proposes to discuss how far the

reaction to drugs may be utilised to test for the

presence of different kinds of living matter The
papers to be considered by the section arc —
Report on Chloroform Apparatus by Prof

A D Waller Effect of Pituitary Extract on the

Secretion of Cerebro-Spinal Fluid by Prof
W D Halliburton "Arginine and Creatine

Formation (Further Investigations) by Prof

W H Thompson The Properties required in

Solutions for Intravenous Inject on by Prof

W M Bayliss The Secretion of Urea and
Sugar by the Kidney by Prof P T Herring
*
"Hie Effect of Thvroid feeing on the Pancreas

by Dr Kojima There will also be a discussion

UDon the action of poison gases iniugurated by
^r Fdward Schafer
The subject of Dr A B Rcndle s presidential

address to Section K (Botany) is unusual in that

It will deal with the applicat on of botanical work
to economic uses It is believed that the c rcum
stances especially the conditions wh ch will obtain

after the war call for an effort on the part of the

botanist to meet problems which w 11 then be
pressing The papers to be read before the sec

tion include Leaf Architecture by Prof

F O Bower The Botanical Study of Coal by
Dr Mane Stopes On Rhyma gwymic
-vaughamt 1^ Dr R Kidston and Prof W H
Lang Are Endemics the Oldest or the Youngest
Species in a Country? by Dr J C Willis Geo-
graphical Distribution of the Comjjosite by Mr
J Small Survey Work near Bellingham by
Miss Charlotte Measham On the Distribution

•of Starch in the Branches of Trees and its Bearing

on the Statolith Theory by Miss T L Prankerd
In addition there will be a l^urc by Sir J Stirling

Maxwell on Afforestation and a number of

reports on vanous problems there will also be a
discussion on the collection and cultivation of drug
plants.

In Section L (Educational Science) the pro-

gramme will be devoted to three main topics the

position of science m secondary and higher

edutttm, the reform of the primary school and
the ^onnal performances of schod children

Papers on primary school reform will be read

by Mr Jf
G Legge Prof T P Nunn and Prof

T A Gi^, and the discussion will be opened by
Mr Crook oresident of the National Union of

'Teachers. Next day Mr J Talbot will deal with
Hicience teaching in public and grammar schools,

and will be followed by the Rev H B Gray on
The Relative Value of Literary and Scientific Sub-

S
ets m a Course of-General Education Pnnapal
adow on Science Teaching in the Universities '

,

and Dr E F Armstrong on The Value of

Science in Industrial Works On the subject of

The Place of Siience m the Education of Girls
’’

Miss M E Marsden and Dr Mary H Williams
will read papers At the meeting on the Friday,

held jointly with the Psychological Sub-Section,

Prof J A. Green and Mr C L Burt are to open
a discussion on Normal Performances of School
Children at Different Ages

In Section M (Agriculture) the presidential

address to be given by Dr E J Russell will be
a discuss on of the mediods by which crop produc-
tion can be increased The following papers will

be read — British Forestry Past and Future,

by Prof W Somerville The Utilisation of
Forest Waste by Distillation by Mr S H
Collins Soil Protozoa and Soil Bacteria by Mr
T Goodey Climate and Tillage by Mr T
WiWberley Economy in Beef Production by
Prof T B Wood and Mr K J J Mackenzie
The Relation of Manurmg and Cropping to

Economy in Meat Production by Prof D A Gil

Christ The Composition of British Straws ' by
Prof T B Wood Losses from Manure Heaps '

by Dr E J Russell and Mr E H Richards
The Fixation of Nitrogen by Mr E H

Richards There will also be a discussion on
motor cultivation and another on ensilage
As already announced several sections are

arrangmg excursions In this connection it may
be mentioned that Section M pre^oses on the Tues-
day to visit the Northumberland County Council
Farm at Cockle Park on the Wednesday Lord
Allendale s Farm will be insj^ted on the Thurs-
day the woods near Lintz Green will be visited

where H M Woods and Forests Department has a
plant m operation for the distillation of waste wood

,

and on the Friday there w 11 be an opportunity to

inspect general types of local farming in Durham
Section H also is arranging to meet the

Cumberland and Westmorland Archaeological
Society on the Thursday and visit the Roman wall
Papers relevant to this visit are to be read by
Prof Haverfield and Mr Collingwood on tbe
evening of Wednesday September 6 In view of

the local interest and the fact that leading archa-
olc^ists including the President are to take part
it Is proposed that the meeting be held in the
Lecture Theatre of the Literary and Philosophical
Society

Another engagement for the Wednesday evening
IS that of an informal reception and conversazione,
which will be held in the Laing Art Gallery and
Museum The Right Hon the Lord Mayor of
Newcastle has very kmdiy consented to welcome
the guests Not only wm this function provide a
common meeting-ground for the members^ but it

will also give them an opportunity of viewing the
special k^ ccffleotions which have been fonned

the Laing Art Gallery Committee in connection
witii the Association s visit
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SCHOLARSHIPS AND THEIR RELATION
TO HIGHER EDUCATION ^

'7HE Board of Education has recently issued an.

4- interim report from the Consultatvd Com-
mittee on the reference made to the Committee
early in 1913 The mquiry was interrupted by the
war, but its resumption a few months later has
furmshed material for the present document,
which contains a discussion of many subjects

deserving attention by men of affairs no less than

by teachers and professional educationists The
original reference was as follows —
To Consider the existing provision of awards—

whether by local education authorities, by the govern-
ing bodies of secondary schools universities and col

leges, by the trustees of endowments or otherwise

—

for assisting pupils (other than those who have de-
clared their intention to become teachers in State-

aided schools) to proceed from secondary schools to

universities or other places of higher education, and
to report how far such provision is adequate in char
ader extent, and distribution and effective in meet
lag educational needs and what measures are neces-

sary and practicable for developing a system of such
scholarships and exhibitions in organic relation to a
system of national education

This is a fairly wide reference, and since it is

true, as observed in the report, that ‘no educa-
tional problem of any magnitude can be isolated

’

it seems obvious that the whole ground cannot be
covered in an interim report The Committee,
therefore, has confined its attention to the needs
of industry and commerce in connection with

scholarships to be held at universities and other

places higher education The sub-committee
diaiged with the investigation sat on fourteen

days and examined twenty-nine witnesses.

The mam object of the scholarship system,

which is almost peculiar to this country, is to
assist the student who has shown jxomise and is

at the same time in need of pequmary help

Properly administered, it may be expected to

affoid encouragement to learnmg and to assist in

the provision of useful public servants. But, how
ever obvious it may be to the majority of the

pidblic that such a system is desirable, the expen-
diture of larger sums of money on its further ex
tension has not been without opponents The
late Sir William Ramsay, for example, was one
of those who thought it advisable to subsidise

teadters and teaching institutions with the object

cA increasing efficiency and reducing fees, ramer
than to add to the pecuniary resources of the

student This was probably in part connected

with his known objection to examinations, and
recalls to mind one of the chief difficulties con-

nected with any scholarship scheme—namely, the

problem, at present hnsdived, as to the best mode
of sdection
This question naturally receives considerable

attention from the Committee, and alternative

nsethoda of award are discussed in coimection with

scbbkcshipe from secondary sdiools to umversi-

r latitfai Kipoct of th* OmnltaUv* CMiaittw an SchalanUpi or
[Cd (LoaSon WyOtea and Saai Ud i^id.

'
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ties The Committee is there led to te coschs-'

Sion that no practicdbie method ol award can be
suggested wmch docs not mawfy depend on com-
petitive examination. But m the succeeding pem-
graphs It proceeds to consider the unportaoee oi

tee adjuncts to examination derived from the
school record and the opinion (rf teachertt the
vtod-vocs examination of selected candidates, and
in the case of saence candidates the attested labo-

ratory note-books, since laboratory examinattono
admit a la^e element of luck But when all pre-

cautions have been (teserved, the marks gained in

an exasmnahon must be chiefly given for fcnoso-

ledge already acquired, and most examiners of

experience would admit tee great difficulty of esti-

mating justly the copocity of candidates to deal

with unfamiliar jwoblems and the probability of
their success in research

In this connection it is well to look with special

attention, not only at the best candidates, but here
and there at some of tee worst It is unnecessary
to quote here the famous cases of men who have
risen to eminence after an unsatisfactory career
at school The bojr supposed to be dull is some-
times merely not interested in the conventional

school subjects, and lives m a world of his own.
There are probably few of this kind among candi-

dates for scholarships, but there should be a con-
stant look-out for them on the part of the schonl-

master and some means devis^ for giving help
and encouragement if needed
The report before us raises in the mind of the

reader a great many questions besides those con-
nected with the creation, award, and distribution

of scholarships It leaves, for example, the eU
confusion between educatma and mstructum
uncorrected, or rather, if possible, further be-

clouded It discusses briefly but suggestively tec
demand for what is called equal opportumty It

points out that it is impossible, and undesiraUe
to attempt, to give higher education to all, and
It justly points out that

the public interests demand that none shall waste
his time and the time of others by sdiooling or train-

ing at the public expense unless he or she has proved
that such training is likely to be advantageous
It will be economical to give more training to the
highest talent end lets to tee inferior or tne&are.

Then, again, it appears that there are persons
among the witnesses before the Committee who
are prepared to find in the ‘public schools” tee
great impediment to educational progress. It ts

therefore well that the Committee should reannd
such persons, in the words of the report, teat

the public schools haw a graat tradition, a tradition

of character, a tradition m manners, a tradition cd
physical excrilenoe, a tradition of sdf-gavernnatedaL

They do in fact, supply tee bqjra of the countrwJpth
more tean Iwlf the higher se(ond«y eduectioaVMit
they receive It would be wasteful to weaken mek*
vigtnir and independenoe.

The Committee itself goes so far u to euress
the opmioa that ”it is desirable in the nationat
interest teat after the war tee puUlc adwotr
should devote more energy to scleatafic and prap>
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ticat tmniiif.” Thts, howevct, must not be
tsketi to mean technical instruction m applied
sdeoce, or the position physkal and natural
sctenoe as an inti^fial part tk a truly liberal edu-
cation wifl be senousfy imperilled How far the
old universities themselves should be encoura|;ed
to daal with the technolog^tcal aspects of science

IS an open question. The report sUtes that “the
subjects for which either Oxford or Cambridge,
or both, may be regarded as offering special

advaata^ are Classics, history, mathematics,
pure science. The modem umversitiea should be
better, as a rule, for students desirous to pursue
commeree, aj^ied science, technolc^ ” All this

has its beanng on the source, the pecuniary value,

and the tenure of scholarships to be held ui the
universities

The Government has already appointed a Com-
mittee of the Privy Council for iKientific and In-

dustrial Research and an Advisory Council to sur-
vey the field and propose schemes to this com-
mittee In connection with research, the impor-
tance of continuing scholarships for a fourth or
fifth year is indicated in the report After the
radier obvious remark that “the good researcher

is rare,” reference is made to the quahfications of

women m this direction “ One of our witnesses,"

it IS said, “has spoken unfavourably of women
as researchers at any rate in chemistry, but in

our opimon experience does not point to any
such general conclusion Judgment should come
later, after a full trial of feminine capacity m this

direction ” With tins sentiment we heartily

agree, notwithstanding the unpression that the

expencBce of teachers of chemistry and physics

up to the present generally supports the view of

the witness referred to. The independent
nsearch accomplished by women, to judge by
pvddtshed work, has been chiefly in connection

with biological subjects.

The Committee has drawn up a series of

General Conclusions, followed a number of

definite Recommendations Among the general

cooclustons the report contains the following

passages, with which most readers will agree —
The qrstem of scholarsti^s at every grade of educa-

tion should be judged from the pomt of view of

natkmal neOds The exceptional needs of the

nation are at the present moment, and will be for

sdnw time to come, rather on the sncntiAc and tech-

notogkal side than on die literary side

The first need is dw wider recognition, eipedally by
employera, of the benefits that can he obtatasd by the

empfaymeot in industry, agriculture, end commerce
of nmi traiiiad in tdenoe—in all gradas, but especially

for dlreetfoe and advisory posts.

Sacondiy, the most usenil tfafiig that can be done
without asiy grtad increase in die means at our

pdfati^ to encourage research In exlsdiw madtutioas
efttflpsihiUlnii. TTie prolMgadon ot scholarships

in sdmVls casss is on* means foat is andtaUst other

maena fsM wHUn the provhioe of me Committee of

tlM?ihjrC«u^

Improved aod extbnded placen df h%her tech-

nical and sctgailBlk iostructloa a* well as improved
sceontktfy edpcttioa are needed, and as the uni-
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veruties, obUeges, and schools are atxengthened

and the muaber ot workers increases, so an
increase in the supply of schotar^pa wifi becesne

necessary It ttp^rs to be admitted on all sates

that we must be prepared after the war for a
great increase m the cost of education in all de-

partments The Committee makes an estimate

of the cost of the additional Mifaolarships and
other forms of endowment recommended la the

report The amount of their estimate, 339,500!
a year, cannot be regarded as excessive, but it

wiU probably be prudent to begin with modera-
tion and to be satisfied with additional endow-
ments m proportion as the expense seems to be
justified by experience

The recommendations of the Committee are as
follows —
We recommend for the consideration of the Board

of Education, and of those local education authorities

which have power to grant scholarships from
secondary schools to universities and other places of

higher education, and of other authorities so far as

tl^ may be concerned —
General Prmctplee

fi) That, in framing schemes for scholarshqis, the
following ends be kept in view the training of men
and women according to thdr capad^ that they taas
serve the needs of the nation m the manner for which
they are best fitted, the reward of merit and the
encouragement of learning, and the provision of equal
educational i^iportunity the furtherance of Industry,

agriculture, and commerce being regarded as a prin-
cipal need of the nation and higher education being
r^arded as a means to this end among others

(3)

That, for the furtherance of higher saentific
and technological education, scholarships from
secondary schools to universities and the highest sden-
tific and technical colleges be still accepted as the
pnndj^ means

(3) Nevertheless that, as supplementary and subsi-
diary means to the same end scholarships from
secondary schools to senior technical schools and tech-
nical colleges, from senior technical schools to univer-
sities and other places of higher education, from even-
ing classes and works-schools to tedimeal collies and
universities, be also granted on a suitable sca&

(4) That a certain proportion of sdiolarships to
places of higher education should be granted to candi-
dates who show merit under saentific and maithe-
matical tests alone without any test of general educa-
tion Wond an examination in the Enj^sh tanguage

(5) That the matriculation tests at the univmmt
be modified so as to admit to full umversHy prmlefM
sdwlars who, having obtained thdr training by put-
time or ifisconbnuotM instruction have been idicted
by the tests indicated in reconunendation (4), and are
aUs to satisfy the university authorities that they are
fit to tdte advantage of university instruction in soence
or technology

Aii Refo^foi from Gooemment

ft) In proportion as the provision of higher
secoodary education i» extended, iniprovr’

—* —*

the provision of sdtolardilps by local 1— ^ correspomHngiy
Itioa of such edmlarat^ps foe ww

fas order Oo h$ikm tho exMosfan ol Mgfaor
edueari— especially for hoys—we venttfae

mat a subetandal grant-in-aid be nude at
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the earheit opportunity tor strengthening the higher
parte of aelectM secondary schools, or that seme similar
ejqMdient be adopted for the aame pwgipae* For this

purpose we suggest as a beginning the turn of

100,0001. a year.
We recommend —
(7) That the State provide maintenance grants to enable

selected scholars to continue their secondary education
from the age of sixteen t» that of dghteen or nineteen
For this puipose We consider that 90,000! would be
rebuired in the third year

(8) That the State provide about 250 scholarships

every year for students from secooda^ schools who
intend to pursue scientific or technical subjects at the

universities That these scholarships be allotted to the
several universities and awarded by the universities

We estimate the cost of this provision at the annual
sum of 67 500I Should the second alternative recom*
mendation In (36) telow be adopted a further sum of
about io,oool would be needed for the additional cost

of such of these scholarslllps as may be held at Oxford
or Cambridge

(9) To encourage local authorities to develop th^r
sdiemes of sdioivships from secondary schools to the
universities, and with special reference to increased
provision of scholarships for women we recommend
that a medal granNin.«ld of 35,000! be made

(10) Vot scholarships to the universities from senior

technical schools, and for candidates who have obtdned
part-time instruedon in sdentific and technical subjects

while pursuing their vocation, we recommend for the
present that the annual sum of 37 oool be granted.
We recommend —
(11) That, on the application of a scholar and on the

recommendation of some professor who is willing to
updertake his or her training in sdentific cr tech-
nological research, the prolongation of a scholardiip
for a year after the condusion of a degree course be
favourably considered, and the cost of sudi a system
be defmml from national funds

(13) tnat after sudi prolongation for one year the
scholsirdiip be capable of prolongation for another year
on the certificate of the professor that the scholar shows
^tude for research and is willing to pursue research
under his guidance in some specified branch of sdence
or tedttiolo^, the cost being met from national funds
We consider that for the purposes of recommenda-

tions (rj) and (13) the annual sum of 30,000! would
be sufndent at the inception, and we rerammend that
in so far as these prmongations are defrayed from
national funds the regulation of such prolongations
be entrusted to a Central Committee nominated by
tfie Board of Education

Value 0/ Scholarships to Universitits

We recommepd —
(iSlThat the value of a scholarship to a university

grannd hy the Govemmmt or by a local authority be
w!., and that all university fees and dues be defrayed
in addition by the Government or the authorite, except
In the case of sdiokrs who also hold a sciwlarship

at Oxford or Cmnbrfdge or srnne other emolument
(14) That the sum payable annually by virtue of the

scholarship be withhald or reduce^ii the Gkivemment
oc die local autiiori^ be satisfied mat the scholar or
Us parents or his guardians can themselves afford to
dpfray the whole cost, or part of the cost of Ms
umvenity educatim

Duration of SehdUusktps

<15) That- tiw normal duration Of a sdiolarriiip to a
university be three years, subject to residence, good
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conduct, and satisfactory reporte Mm scholar’s

work
(16) That (subject to the same oohdition^ the

sdwlarship be prolonged for one year when the normal
umverrite course for that scholar is four years.

(17) ‘fhat a scholarship to the university once
awarded by a local education authority should not

be dqiendent on the continued residence of the holder
or Ms parents or guardians m thi area of the awarding
authority

Methods of Award of Scholarshtfs to UnnerstUes

(tS) That every local authority offering scholarships

from secondary schools tenable at a university entrust

to some university the award of such sdtolarsh^M
That Government sdiolarships be allotted to the several

universities and be sirmlarly awarded

(19) That such award be made accordmg to the

responsible judgment of a board of about five award
ing examiners, after consideration of the marks allot^d

and the reports made bv the examiners in the several

subjects, after interviewing selected candidates, after

such further scrutiny of the written work as may sesm
to the board desirable, and after weigMng in cases of

doubt such further evidence as may be made admissible

by the regulations

(30) That evidence of general education up to an
ad^uate standard be required as a qualification for

appointment to scholarships from secondary schools to

universities

(ai) That a serious test in English be imposed on
all candidates in such competitions, and be twen into

account in the award of smolarahips

(33)

That subjects be grouped for purposes of exam-
ination according to some reasonable prindple so as

to discourage excessive specialisation on the one hand,
and hetero^neous study oh the otiwr

(33) That the examination be derigned to encourage
an adequate breadth of study, but that nevertbelms
the boards of examiners have full discretion to recoj^
nise Miher exceptional merit and promise in one si^
ject, or general excellence over a wider range at tl^
think fit

(34) That, in view of the epedal need of encourage-
ment for scientific and tecfanolo^cal studies schotaur-

sMps be awarded somewhat more readily to candidates
wto intend to pursue sudi studies than to others

(35) That no examination for scholarsMpa from
seomdaiy schools to universities be regarded as satis-

factoty in wMdi more than two hundred candidates
are examined in one batch.

(a6) We recommend to the attention of the local

authorities the practioe of the London County Council
m awarding senior scholarships without further written
examination to those who have won open scholarships

by the award of the colleges of Oxford and Ca^
bridge ^ and to the colleges of Oxford and Cambridge
we recodimend Miat they should seek powers to grant

n proportion of sdiolarAlps on their own foundations

to such Government or county sdwlars os, hav^
received the grant of a scholar^p by the award of a
^rd of examiners acting for some unlverrity, have
(without furMier examination) proved to the satisfde.

tion of the college thet they would benefit by cdUtev-

don at Oxford or CasnbiidtfB ^

Or, as an alternative, diet all srimlarsMpa to OgfpM
and Cambridf^ whether granted by Mm GovenpcMt
or by a focal authority, or by a college to nr es
college statutes permit, riiall be of such vMue ae to

cover all sfricMy neoeesary expenses ofjeridenoe,
tenance wMIe residing, and educaMoo, aidtjtot to tbq
provisions of reopmme^tfon (14) above
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PROF, W, ESSON, FRS
TN WiUiatn Esson, Sanlian professor of geo-
!> metry since 1897, Oxford loses one who has
done much for it. A Scot whose family came
South in his boyhood, there was the air of a viking
about him, and few who looked upon his magnifi-
cent beard during most of the sixty-one years of
his umversity life were not conscious of a radia-

tion of vi^ur as from the North Bom at Dundee
in 1838, he was educated first at Inverness, and
then at Cheltenham Grammar School In 1855
he became Bible clerk of St John’s College,
Oxford Here he obtained two second classes

(1856, 1858) in classics, and in mathematics
carried all b^ore him, gammg first classes in 1856
and 1859, and the jumor and serior mathematical
scholaiwips in 1857 and i860 In i860 he
became Fellow of Merton and mathematical tutor

He was also tutor or lecturer for various periods

at Magdalen, Corpus, Worcester, and Hertford
Enormous as have been his services to Merton
and to the university as financier and man of busi-

ness, and real as have been his achievements in

geometrical and mathematico-chemical investiga-

tion, the writer and others put first his leadership

in college mathematical teaching In the 'sixties

and ’seventies there were two classes of mathe-
matical students in Oxford—those who blessed

the Providence which had put them under him,
and those who envied the others.

When Prof Sylvester’s health began to fail in

1894 Esson becatne deputy Savilian professor of

geometry, and after three years he succeeded

Sylvester m the chair He lectured most on
the comparison of synthetic and analytic methods
in geometry With such subjects his not very

numerous puldications in pure mathematics have
been ooocemed. They are above all things inci-

sive Probably he was prouder of his only semi

mathematical work on chemical—or, as he was
always very careful to say, chymical—change
This was done largely in concert with Mr A G
Vernon Harcourt, and expounded in the Philo-

st^hical Transactions for 1864, 1866, and 1895

The work secured him the Fellowship of the Royal

Society as early as 1869. Among the little jokes

m which he delighted was one that in 1897 the

Savilian professorship of geometry passed from a

poet to a okynust
Though as professor he became Fellow of New

College, he was bursar of Merton till he died

For veiy many years he served the university

as a curator of tlie universiQr chest, and here his

loss will be keedy felt His great administrative

powers were used for the good of the university

m matters direfcdy ^Kiodated with university

studies, and not in &iance only For about fifteen

yean^ epdipg in 1913, he was chairman of the

Board of the Faculty ^ Natural Science He was

a visitor (and secretary) of the university

observatory. « ,

UotQ a few months ago his natural force seemed

in no vdK abated But his last surviving son

wapt down with HIM S. RuueU, and his strength

titto bmtmn ta faU.
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PROF S B MCLAREN

LIELI S B. McI VREN, professor of mathe-
matics m University Collie, Reading, met

his death on August 14 on the Western front,

where he was serving with a signalling cmnpany
of the Royal Engineers
McLaren waa of Scottish parentage A son of the

late Rev W D McLaren, of Melbourne, he was
born in Japan, but most of his early life was spent

in Australia After 1 distinguished career at the

University of Melbourne, he proceeded to Trinity

College, Cambridge, of which he became a major
scholar He was third wrangler in 1899, gained

a first class in Part II of the Mathematical Tnpos
in 190Q and the Isaac Newton studentship la 1901
He continued in residence at Cambndge until

1903, when he accepted a position at Bnstrd Uni-
versity College, whence in 1906 he proceeded to

Birmingham University as assistant-lecturer in

mathematics. Shortly before his appointment to

the professorship of mathematics in University

College, Reading, he had shared with Pro/
Nichi^son the Ad^s prize at Cambridge
The outbreak of war found McLaren m Aus-

tralia with the British Association, acting as a
secretary of Section A, and back with his parents
and among his earher friends During the return
voyage he was fired with an enthusiasm to offer

his services to his country, and he employed bis

time on board in learning signalling, and on am
val joined the signallmg company orgamsed by a
coUeague, Major Pearson, of University CoU^,
Reading He saw severd months of active ser-

vice beiore receiving the wound which only a few
days later proved fatal He was fearless and
intrepid on the field, and earned out his

duties tirelessly and with a disregard for his

personal safety which was at once an inspiration

to his men and the concern of his brother officers

McLaren’s published work, which was diarao*
tensed fiy originality and a fine boldness of con-
ception, relatM particularly to the mathematical
treatment of the phenomena of radiation and of

gravity Shortly before he gave up his academic
work he was engaged in writmg upon the mag-
neton, and he considered that he had obtamed
results of value But his interest in mathematical
physics IS not adequately gauged by his published
work He was a diligent worker and thmker,
contrary, perhaps, to the impression of the casual
acquaintance, and he sought strenuously for a
basis upon which to build His Interest in philo-

sophy was part and parcel of his regard for the
fundamental things All who have been asso-
aated with him will regret the cutting short of a
promising career apd the loss of a simple, sincere,

and genial friend W G D

NOTES
Thx terms of reference, and the constitution, of the

two committees appointed by the Prime Minister to
inqi^ ipto die posibbn of science and modem
laogui^ respsodvely in the eystem of educadoo in

Great Britain have now been announced The meim
berildp of the committees suggeste that the Govern-
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ment wishes each of these adjects to be considered
chiefly from the point of view e* education as a whole

,

for m particular interests of science and modern
languages are represented Iw a few member* only The
terms ofreference and constitution of the Science Com-
mittee are as follows —To inquire into the position

occupied ^ natural saence in the educational system
of Great Britain, espedally in secondary schools and 1

univerrities, and to advise what measure* are needed
to promote its study, regard being bad to the requite-

j

ments of a liberal education, to the advancement of
pure sdence, and to the mterests of the trades, indus-

tries, and professions which particular^ depend upon
atmiied science. Sir J J lliomson (chairman), the

Kt Hon F D Acland Prof K B Baker, Mr
Graham Balfour, Sir William Beardmore, Bart , Sir

G H Claughton, Bart, Mr C W Crook, MissE R
Gwatkin, Sir Henry HiUiert, M P Mr Wilham
Neagle, Mr F G CMIvie, C B , Dr Mkhael Sadler,

CB, Prof E H ^rling, Mr W W Vaughan,
secretary, Mr F B Stead, H M Inspector of SthooU
Owing to unforeseen circumstances Lord Crewe finds

that It will not be possible for him to act as chairman
of the committee as previously announced

The terms of reference and constitution of the

Modem Languages Committee appointed by the

Government are as follows —To inc^ire into the posi-

tion occupied by the study of modem languages in the

educational system of Great Britain, especially in

secondary schools and universities, and to advise what
measures ore required to promote their study, regard
b^g had to the requirements of a liberal Mucation,
inclumng an appredation of the history literature,

and civilisation of other countries, and to the uttercsts of

commerce and the public service Mr Stanley Loathes,

C ^ (chairman), Mr C A Montague Barlow, M P ,

£ BuUoujffi, the Rt Hon Sir Maurice de Bun-
sen, Mr A G Coffin, Dr H A L. Fisher, Mr
H C Gooch, Mr j W Headlam, Mr L O Hoit,

Dr Walter Leaf, Dr G MaokHiald, Mr A Mans-
bridge, Mr Nowell Smith, Miss M J Tuke, Sir

James Yoxall, M P
,
secreUry, Mr A E Twentyman

In considering the provision of scholarships bursaries,

etc., the cuimnfttees ore requested to take into account
the interim report of the consultative committee of

the Board of Education on this subject

Loan Montagu or Bkauubu, in a qieech at Bury
St Bounds on August 33, gave some interesting

particulars of Germany’s new super-Zeppelins These
are said to have a capaaty of a ooo,ooe cubic ft , giving

a total lift of about 60 tons Their length is 780 ft

,

65 miles per hour, and the engbes develop more
i$oo horse-power (The original figure given was

ij,ooo, but this was an error and has since been
corrected ) These figures ore a little surpnsing, but
thm seisms to be no reason why such an alnhip
fhw^not be sodsfactonly designed, e^ieaally after

the eiqierienoe which Germany has h^ with the older

typea. It would appear that these super-Zeppelins are

Intanded for offensive i^ierations, rather than as scouts

for the fleet, for which latter purpose the eidsting

types are of sufficient capacity If this is the case,

our anti-aircraft defences will need to be as efficient

as we can make them Raids bv means of rigid air-

^pa have introduced a new problem for the gunnery
esqierts to solve, for a Zejqielin at 10 000 ft Atitude,

and moving at 60 miles an hour on a dark night, pre-

senta an exceedingly difficult target and the small

nonber of Mts sconxl up to die present is not sur-

prising Ifowever, a great deal is being done to deal

wiflt this new shuetion, and it is to be hi^ied, as

Lord Monfesfu aidd, thit the super-Zepp^ns win not
achieve the resultn w)dch our enemies seemingly

anticiTxate
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Sir Ernest Shackuton ia loring no oniorti^ty of
attempting to rescue his stranded oomrads* on
El^Muit IstaiHL Last Sanirdny he saBed from Punta
Arenas on his fourth attempt This time Ws vessel

is the Vslcbo, a smalt Chiliaft steamer wUdi towed
the Emma 340 miles soudi of Horn in the last

unsuccessful attempt at rescue The Yeleho does not
appear to be weH suited for the task before her, but,
failing such a stup as the Discovery, now on her way
out, one vessel is Uttle better or worse than another,
and succesa or failure depends entirely on ^ ioe

conditions In this reflect there is some prospect of
September proving better than July or Augurt. If
Elephant Island is dear of ice, the Yeleho should
return to civilisation eariv in September with the'

explorera on board

We regret to announce the death, on August 37, at

sixte-three years of age of Dr C T Clough, diatrict

geologist of H M Gwlogical Survey, Scotland.

The twenty-seventh annual general meeting of the
Institution of Mining Engineers will be held at Glas-
gow on September 1A-15 The mstitution medal for

tiie year 1915-16 wiU be presented to Dr W N
Atkinson, in recognition of his investigations in con-
nection with colliery explosions and coal-diist

Six Charuw H Bxoford has been iqipolnted

general Mcretary of the newly constituted Association
of British Chemical Manufacturers The business of
the association is for the present being carried on at

the offices of the Society of Chemical Industry, Broad-
way Chambers, Westminster

The Toronto correspondent of the Ttmei states

that the Naval Service Department in Ottawa
has received tiie foUowiog messue from Dr Anderson
at Nome respecting the Stefansson «xpe(fition —
“Starkerson has reported that Stefansson is safe on
north-west coast, where he was reported on May 7
The Polar Bear, Mary Sachs, and North Star are
safe "

Caft a R Brown, formerly sdence master at

Budriiaven High Grade School, and and Lieut K
Watson, mathematical master at Ormskirk Grammar
School, have both been killed in action. Capt Brown
was educated at Airdrie Academy and Gla^w Uni-
versity, where he graduated M.A. and B Sc , and he
was a fellow of the Royal Societe of Edinburgh
and Lieut Watson was educated at Burnley Grammar
School and Manchester Uniyersity, where he gradu-
ated with first-dass honours obtoinntf bis de^ee of

B Sc in 1907 Before going to Ormskirk he bdd the
position of mathematical master ait the Technical
Institute and Secondary School, Salford

During the early hours of August 16 an earthquake
was felt at Ancona, Pesaro, Rimini, and other pieces

on the north-east coast of Italy The abock seems to

have been Btrmgest at Rimini, vdiere several houses
were wrecked, -mu^ builduigs were also (bmiaged
at Pesaro, twenty imles to the south-east All tlvee

pieces Us within welt-defined seismic aones, but, while

the earthquakes of the Pesaro and Ancona sonas are
usually of a local character, those of tiie Rimini hme
(and espedatly the earthquakes of 167a and 187^ sw
often felt over a wide area Accordfhg to the Thnee
of August 17, seven earthquakes were recorded «r
Shiite on August 16, originating m uorflrei 'n Italy tir

in Austria,

The autumn meeting of the Iron and Sted: Intti*

tute witi be hdd at the Institution: of Civil Entfiiesr*
on September *1 and *3 Thp fottowinf papah asw
expecMt—“Some Properties of lagota.' ».
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l«f; “InlkMttce o( Heat-Treatmant on the Thermo,
eledric Ptt^ertief aad Spedfio Reeiatance of Carbon
SMda, ' Prof E D GamolM^, ‘ Heat Treatment o£
EMtoctoid Carbon Steels, Dr H M Howe and A G
Le^; '‘Steel Ingot Defects,* J N Kilby, Man-
ganese Ores of die Bukowina, Austria, H K Scott,

^Influence of Elemento on the Properties of Steel,

Dr } E Stead, ‘Notes on (a) Nickel Steel Scale,

fft) on the Reducbon of Solid Nickel and Copper
Oxides by Solid Iron, (c) on Effect of Blast-furnace
Gases on Wrought Iron ' Dr J E Stead, Use of
Meteoric Iron by Primitive Man G F Zimmer

Wi regret to notice that Sir Richard Biddulph Mar-
tin, the chairman of Martin s Bank, lUed on August
33, in his seventy-eighth year Sir Richard Martin
was not only an eminent banker and one of the

founders of the Institute of Bankers, but also gave
much time during his long and active life to the

«ork of chantabie and social undertakings, and of
more than one scientific society Of the himmongers’
Company he was twice Prime Warden, and represented
the company on the Executive Committee of the City
and Guilds of London Institute He had held the

office of treasurer of the Royal Statistical Society of

London since 1873, the longest period of office of any
treasurer since the foundation of the soaety and was
elected to the presidency in 1906. He always exhibited

the warmest interest in the welfare of the society

and was a regular attendant at council and ordinary

meetings until increasing lameness m recent years
rendered attendance almost a physical impossibility

Sir Richard was also keenly intercwted in the work of

the Royal Anthropological Institute, of which be was
a vice-president, and in that of the Royal Geographical
Sodety

A RECENT article by Dr Saleeby on Armoured
Men, published in the Do^y Chronicle of August 7,

gives some particulars as to the construction of the

"soup-plate ^ helmet with which Bridsh troops are

now prided It is really a double structure It is

first a soft cap, bounded lUl round its edge with thick

rubber studs—now made hollow for greater resilience

This cap has a double lining of felt and wadding, so

that even if the helmet be pierced at point-blank

She scalp is guarded from the steel Upon this

cap is poised the casque of steel The interval

3 the two serves for ventilation The steel used

is that discovered some twenty years ago by Sir

Robert Hadfield, and known as manganese steel The
helmet weighs a lb

,
and Is said to be bullet-proof

to a Webl^ automatic pistol at five yards’ range

Every helmet now supplied to the troops is proof

agtdnst a shrapnel bullet, forty-one to the pound, with

a striking velocity of 750 ft per second To prevent

the mrfiiM from acting as a mirror it is sanded and
roughened. The helmet is fixed with an adjustable

strip under die dim, and its rim is blunted so as to

avert injury to the temples of the next men’s
heads in die close company of die trenches The pitch

of the helmet is made as low as possible Dr
Salednr finally urges that the protection of similar

steel ehould be now implied to odier vital parts of the^ HUeedmatodf that this would cause an addi-

tion of not more than 4 lb to the weight car-

ried bv die soldier, and ttuit diis addition could be

ooMapeneated by the temporary roduedon of other equip-

meirt, at least when the soldier it storming podtions

hmbv the enemy.

ieenttpaphy will weL
the papar by Prof Flinders Petrie on “Early

Ftan* of the Cnwe from Bgypdra Tombs, tnh-

tMnd fai pert li. ef for 1916- ™
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numeroua evemairs illustrated are taken fcom tombs
of the fourth and fifth centuries i-c As persecution in-

creased ui Egypt there aroee a tendency to disguise

the forms of die i^mbol, so that it should be recognis-

able only by the initiated Prof Petrie dieregards

the ao4:aUed Tau cross, represented in some
dictionaries as having come from Egypt. He
saye that he has nevrr Men it represented or described

tbm, and he does nut understand why Egypt has been
regarded at its source On the other hand he has no
doubt of the Egyptian origin of early crosses found
in Great IMtam and Ireland, though most of these

have the long form ahich, probably with the object of
disguiHF was at an early ^rtod abandoned in Egypt
and replaced by that of tte square shape

Proi M Caullerv s introductory “exchange’’
lecture at Harvard on The Present btate of the

Problem of Evolution is published m Saenct of

Aprd 21 last He surveys broadly, in this discourse,
the progress of blolo^cal speculation from the
beginning of the nineteenth century, pointmg out
that some recent interpretations of heredity tend to

bring the concept of evolubon into line with the

evdutio of pre-Lamarcklan philosophers With
these interpretations Prof Gaulle^ adnuts imperfect
sympathy, and promises his hearers “support of a
transformism more or less Lamarddan ’* From this

introductory lecture they mm look forward to a stimiu
lating course, and Prof CauUery’s graceful tributa
to American workers in biology—from Louis and
Alexander Agassiz to E B Wilson, Loeb, and Castle
—must have been welcome to his hearers at Harvard.

On the other hand, Or Chas B Davenport, writ-
ing in the American Naturaltst (1 , No 5^, August,
1916) on The Form of Evolutionary Theoiy that
Modem Genetical Research seems to Favour,’ ex.
presses belief in internal changes chiefly Indqimdeot
of external conditions’ as furnishing the effective

agency m development He adopts Bateson’s sugges-
tion of a primitive germ plasm with highly complex
constitution, from which factors (‘genes') have be-
come split off and lost in the course ofag^, tbue^ving
rise to new forms of life Yet Dr Davenport does
not absolutely exclude environmental influence There
IS some evidence, he admits, although not as eritlml
as might be wished, that the germ-plam it not beyond
the reach of mo^f^ng agents ’

The last meeting of the session of the ZoolMical
Society of London was held on August 16, Dr Henry
Woodward bebi^ hi the chair The report laid before
the meeting was most gratifying, since it showed that
the number of visitors to the Gaidens from January 1

to July 31 showed an increase of 14,619 as compared
with the corresponding period of 1915, while tm re-
ceipts during tne same period showed an increase
of 733I , as compared with the corresponding penod
of UMt year The number of new fellows admitted
also showed an increase Among the most noteworthy
additioaa to the society's collectfon during the month
of July were a pair of Fennec foxes, Vulpet terda.
This spscies Is the smallest existing meml^ of the
Canidss, and is found not only all over the Sahara, hut
extends also into south-western Asia

A REPORT of consideraUe value and intwest ^ipears
in Uie Mtdidelser fra Kommuttonen for Haieunders^
gdter on “Marking Experiments with ISirties in
the Danish West Inifiet,’’ by Dr Jos Sdimidt Four
pesiss sre found in this isRdw^, to^-
head^ bawksbiU. and green turtles-«nd the auSwr
rives g -brief but extrsmely tnefbl smomary of llirir

bfoedfairIttWts, supplemented \if some excellent figures
of nsuily batdiefi spedmens of each spedes The
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leathery turtle and the loggerbead have no great com*
merdal value, but their egge are taJ^ in large nuin>
bera The green turtle, towever for ita meat, and
the hawksbUl for the sake of ha horny shields, which
form the tortoiseshell of commerce, are subjected
to a heavy toll, young and adults alike being taken
The green turtle is happily enabled to leuen the
strain of this persecution in that it lays its eggs so

near the mar^n of the sea that all traces ot their

whereabout are obliterated by the wash of the tide

Since the Danish West Indies have recentiy been
purchased by the United States it is to be hopM that

stringent protective measures will speedily be devised

and enforced, for it is evident that otherwise the

extermination of these colonies is wkhin measurable
distance.

In a Note on the EooMmic Uses of Rosha Grass,

Cymbopofftn marttnt, Sitapf," published in the
Indian Forest Records,” Mr R S Pearson points

out that this grass exists in two forms, known to

the natives as Motia ” and ‘ Sofia ” The two forms
appear to differ morphologically only in the fact that

in the Motia grass the leaf blade makes a wider angle
with the culm than is the case in the Sofia grass The
distribution of the two forms also differs considerably,

Motia growing in isolated clumps on bare hot slopes

whilst Sofia occurs on tow ridges and in shady nullahs
often as a dense crop The chief difference between
the two forms lies, however in the characters of the
essential <dls th^ contain Motia grafs yielding

‘palmarosa oil,” containing as much as 90 per cent
of free and combined geraniol, whilst the Sofia form
yields the so-called “ginger grass Ofl ” containing only
about half as much geraniol The note states fhat
experimental cultivation of the two forms has now
been undertaken at Dehra Dun by Mr R S Hole
with the view of determining their botanical relation

ship

The Journal of the Society of Siberian Engineers

ward state

the employjAjl <

the vital indemi

<Tomsk, March, 1916) directs attention to the back
ate^ Russian agriculture in the matter Of

t
of artificial fertilisers and^phasises
ity of reform in this didsetion In

contrast with other countnes it is pointed out, among
other things, that Russia does not yet possess a single

factory for utilising atmospherft nitrogui in the pre.

paration of fertilisers though she hauPfiple supplies

of raw material and water ^wer ^ *

\n interesting instance of untdiy^ naUve abilltv

Is reported from lomsk in the fouiaui|ef the Society
of Siberian Engineers (Januarv, 1916) In the

Ochansky district a self taught farm labourer, Kazy
mov by name working on the model of the American
machines, made a horse reaper of a very simple type
weighing only 400 Ib , and capable of being worked
easif)^ by one horse The local council, on hearing of
this considered it sufficiently important to warrant
official investigation, and appomted a spedal com
mittee for that purpose After inspecting the machine
the committee came to the conclusion that although
of very primitive constructxm if is suitable for the
work and might with some trifling technical altera-

tions be widdy adopted, seeing that it is superior to
the factory-made machine in lightness and in suit-

ability for the small “one horse*’ farmer The price

of^ Kazymov reaper may be estimated approximately

Tib distribution of cydonic precipitation in Japan
Is the subject of a paper by Messrs. Terada Ydkota, and
Otuki ih the Journal of the College of Sdenee, Tol^
vol xxxvil, art 4 The paper is partly a statist
Investigation of the iaflurnice of land and water in
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modifying the rainfall from 1905 to 1915, but contains
also an attempt to analyae the factors that deterndne
the unaymmetrical distritotion of pred^tation These
the authors group as (1) thermal and planetary, which
depend on latltuda; (a) thermal aiM geographical,
which depend on the prevalence of sea or landt (3)
hydixx^amical and topographical, caused by the
ascending air current The whde diseusehm is some-
what hy^hetical, and would be more profitable were
the data more numerous.

The eruption of Mauno Loa which took place last

May IS briefly described by Mr H O Wood in the
Weekly Bulletin of the Hawaiian Volcano Observa-
tory (vol IV , No t 1916) Fume-columns were first

noticM at 7am (w( 30 pm, GMT) on May ip
At 8 a m the crown of the doud had reached a height
of not less than 20,000 ft above the mountain profile,

but by noon the rush of fumes had almost ceased A
small amount of lava was ejected at the time of this

outburst Shortly after ii pm on May 21 another
and greater flow began from a source lower down
the slope at an altitude of about 7000 ft on the south-
south west slope of the mountain Hundreds of very
slight tremors were registered during these days at me
Volcano Observatory on the north-eastern slope of
Kilauoa though only three or four were strong enough
to be felt in the neighbourhood of the observatory

Tub August number of the Proceedings of the
Physical I^ety of London completes vol xxviii

The seven papers mcluded in it cover seventy
pages, and are of ezomtional interest Mr G D
West deals with the effects 6f the residual gas m
measurements at low gas pressures of the pressure
due to radiation Miss Humphrey and Dr Hatschek
show that the viscosity of a liquid having small sobd
particles in suspension increases more rapidly than the
aggregate volume of the suspended matter, and depends
on the rate of shear dapt Phillips desenbes a
form of mercury jet interrupter by means of which
he has investigated the conditions which determine the
smooth working of the interrupter Dr P E Shaw
and Mr C Hayes describe a magnetometer of the
torsion balance t^ a million tunes as sensitive as any
previous instrument Dr S W J Smith discusses

the relation between the original migration experi-

ments of Hittorf and the recent ones oL Mrs Griffiths,

which have given somewhat different results Dr
Alien shows that Ratnowsky’s recent theory of the
process of fusion is incorrect, and Dr Chatkw describes

the present position of the attempts to explain cohesion
and shows that it must be regarded as the difference

between the attractive and repulsive forces between
molecules

Thz sixth annual report of the Road Board has

C*; been issued The amount of new work sanctioned

been reduced greatly, but the Board has con-

tinued to supervise the construction and maintenance
of new roads reauired for military purposes, and this

work has extended considerably An account of the

method of testing surfaces by rotaiy machine is in-

eluded The machine consists of a revolving frame
supported on wheels running on a dreuiar test path
at any desired speed—not exceeding seven miles an
hour for steel tyres Each of the ei^t wheels is

independently driven by electromotors The usual
load per inch width of tyre has been about 470 lb

Smee wetted surfaces can be tested to destniction

sooner than dry surfaces, the wet test has become the

standard of comparison A room temperature ap>
proadihig that of summer has generally been saain-

tained, sinoe bituminous materials soften and slwer
the ksist miatafioe to deformation during the summar'
months After tiie test trade has bm laid, tibe
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madiine ! Marted and run on the new surface with
a giaduhlly increasing load until about 4000 to 6000
tons per yard of width have rolled over it, this is

called the consolidation period. The test proper is

&en commenced, and due machine is run at a rate of

about aaoo tons per yard of width per hour In most
cases with good materials a well-laid surface remains
smooth and polished until about aoo.ooo tons per yard
of widdi have rolled over it About this stage wave-
lilce markings begin to appear, these gradually extend
until at 400,000 tons the surface b^mes consider-

ably waved and the vibration is excessive The test

is then considered complete The results of four tests

with mexphalte and aztecphalte are included, and are

of interest as showing that considerable difference in

the durability may be caused by the method of laying

i^nd by die workmen employed

Wi have received a booklet entitled “Economical
Dishes' for Wartime," Iw Miss Florence A George
(Messrs Cornish Bros , Birmingham, price 6d ) It
contains a number of useful recipes for tne preparation

of economical meat and vegetable dishes and sweets

A brief introduction deals with the food requirements

of the body, and at the end some hints are given on
the manag«n«it of gas-stoves.

The following books are in the press for mclusion

in the CambHdge Technical Series of the Cam-
bridge Universi^ Press — Experimental Building

Saence, vol 1 J Leask Manson, Alternatiim Cur-
rents,’ W H N James, Development of English

Building Construction C F Innocent
,

Naval
Architecture, J E Steele, Chemistry and Tech
nology of Oils and Fats, F E Weston and P J
Fnrer, Physics for Engineers J Paley Yorke
Chemistry of Dveing, Dr L L Lloyd and M Fort

OTJR ASTRONOlilCAL COLUMN.
Bright Display op Aurora Borkaus on August 27

—A fine exhibition of Aurora Borealis was
observed by Mr W F Denning at Bristol

in the early morning of Sunday, August rj,

between the hours of 2 and 4 G M T Shafts of

li^ were first observed at about ah 15m ascending

amongst the stars of Ursa Maior and Draco, and
readiing considerable altitudes Changes affected the

appearances at short intervals the streamers would

faw away and new ones form, while the invariable

disposition of the whole was to move quickly from

the west to the east side of the north point Some
of the more conspicuous streamers were particularly

recorded as they passed over certain stars, and the

mean rate of motion across Ursa Major was found

to be 15° in three minutes.

The active reMon seemed to extend from as nearly

as possible N W to , but the N W and N
^wed tile greatest abundance of streamers, in the

N N E there was a succession of fMnt bands of light

rising imwards to the left of Auriga Many of the

rays obset^ in the N r^on could be falntiy traced

to altituto of 70® The phenomenon was watdied

until 3.45, when the slqr had trained its nOTmal ap
peorance, and twilight had become strong in me north-

east

IMSTiOBimoN op thi PouBi or PumrAmr Orkti.—
Prof H C Plummer reomtiy found that the mean
pole of thd «tUts ot tiw minor plaitete was rituated

at a dktanoe of sy^tnm the pole of the ^iptic, in

loogitude 167®, and he was to Investi^
relptiM to tile pdee of the major planeu (MonfWy
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Notices R A S , vol Ixxvi
, p 378) A diagram show-

ing the relative positions of the poles revealed several

features of interest, to which no special attention had
previously been directed It thus appeared (1) that

the poles lie three by three on fiive lines
,

(a) mat the
pole of each orbit, with the exception of Neptune, lies

on two of these five lines , (3) that each line oontams
the orbital poles of two adiacent major planets Prof
Piummer f^nd it difficult to believe that this was
merely a chmee arrangement Prof J B Dale has
since directM attention to further interesting features

of the polar^diagram (Roy Ast Soc., June) On
measuring the inclinations of the five lines to the line

drawn from the pole of the ecliptic m the du-ection

315®, he obtained the fMlowing results —
(i) Earth—Mars—Mercury, 3®»82“— 79®

(a) Earth—Uranus—Venus 3i®»i82°-5i®

(3) Uranus—Jupiter—Saturn, 82“bi82®

(4) Mars—Jupiter—Neptune, 136“ •782® +54®
(5) Mercury—Venus—Saturn, i6i®=!82°+79®

The directions of the five lines can thus be expressed
very dosely by the formula, a, o±2/8, o±3/J, where
a*8a® and jSb26|®
The diagt^ also shows that there are several pairs

of lines joining poles which are nearly parallel iWe
IS apparently nothing In fhe theory of the secular per-
turbations of the nodes and inclinations of the
planetary orbiU which would lead to the expectatim
of such de^ite relations, or to the continuance of
these relations if they did exist at a given time, but
Prof Dale considers it almost incredlbie that Uh
should be purriy accidental He inclines to the view
that these remarkable relations may indicate the aetkm
of other forces, su6h as might be due to a resisting
medium, ffi addition to the gravitational forces.

Soiar Varubiuty —For the more precise study of
the distribution of radiation of different wave-lengths
across the sun s disc,, the observing station of the
Smithsonian Institution at Mount Wilson has been
provlderK with a tower telescope having a concave
mirror of 12 m aperture and 75 ft fecM length A
description of this instrument, together With some of
the observational results for 1913 anihwi^ bas been
given bv Messrs* Abbot, Fowle, and Almriat ^Smith-
sonian Miscall 'Collections, vol Ixvi , No 5) Spectro.
bolometric pieasuremeitt# were made at seven different
wave-lengtiiaa»Tiainely, 3737, 4265 5062, 5955, 6702.
8380, and io,otb- ,Tlie new results agree dosely with
those obUdn^ a(. Washington in 1907, so fai as the
two senes are colt&rable, and the curves of intensity
distribution show in fe very striking way the greater
uniformity of the light across the disc as the wave-
length increases There were, however, sll^t, but
significant, differences between the mean results
for different years a greater contrast of
Iwightness between the centre and edge occurring
in 1907 and 1914 as compared jvith 1913 taken as a
standard, that is, in years when the solar constant
was high the solar contrast was greater than usual
Betides die kmg^ieriod change there were small
changes of contrast from day to day, correlated with
short^period fluctuations of solar radiation, for this

type of variation increase of solar radiation was
attended by dsersots in tiie contrast between the edge
and centra of the disc The authors are thus led to
consider tiiat there are two causes of diange existing
in tiie sun i (i) the increased effective solar tempera-
tun aocomnsinyiag high solar activity, produ^g in-

craasod radiation and increased contrast
; (s) 'the varv-

inf transparsntjy of the outer eolar envitiopes from
itf tp day, tnereassd transparency resulting in- in-

creased ramatien but decreased contrast
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MINERAL PRODUdTiON OF CANADA
•pHE prelimlnw? report on the mineral production
2

' of Canada durinil the jreor 1915 hat juit been
lamed by the Canadian Department of Minea and It

ia aaUafactory to find that upon the whole the ou^ut
shorn a mailced improvement upon the previoua
Amongat the raetida the only decrehae to be noted is in

the pmvction of aSver which amounted to aS ^>1 735
ouncesi aa against 38^ 8ai ounces in so that

the decrease is quite insignificant, and is less than
the decrease in 1914 below 1913 it edll be found that

Canada contributes just about 13 per cent of the
worlds total silver production ine gold output for

1915 was 916 076 ounces as against 186 ounces In

1914 It may be noted that only ab^ one-tUrd of
the gold production now comes from alluvial and that
although the production 1# less than it was when it

was nwnly dmved from the easily won alluvials of the
Klondyke the output is now increasing ateadiW The
copper output for 1915 u more than loa^ millions of
pounds constituting a record for Canada and show
ing an increase of 35 per cent as compared with the

previoua year
Nickel IS not being smelted in Canada on any scale

worth mentioning the bulk of the Canadian nickel

production being exported to the United States and
to Gnat Bntam in the form of matte dw estimated
quantity of nickel was 68 millons of pounds again
emstitutmg a record and being an increase of 50 per
cent on 1914. Seeing that Canada is the world a chief

producer of nickel U is a matter for regret that Cana
dian nidtel refineries have not yet estebDsbad
and it is to be hoped that the Cfommisrion apnomted
last year to investigate this matter may find some
effecuve means of rendering Canada independent m
tUa reapect
The production of pig iron in 1915 was 913 717 tons

an incraoae of 16} per cent above that of 1914
whilst the total steel output amounted to 1.030335
tone an increase of 33 per cent it ia Interesting to

note that thla item inchiaei 5636 tons of steel prowiced
In dedric furnaces Of the non metalhc products by
far tbs most important la coal of which the outout,

13 309 371 tent, shows a small decrease namdy about

3 per cent below that of tba previoua year It may
be added that the decreaae in Portlana oement and
other structural miOerialt which waa oo marked a
feature of the 1914 returns hat continued in 191s
Whilst all the above returns ore stated aa provlric^
it If very rare that the final returns when completed
differ in any important respects from those given in

the preliminary reports

NEW ASPECTS IN THE STUDY OF
JUNGLE UFE

A very realistic description of the abundance and
variety of aihimal life in the tropics le given ^

Mr C W Beeba In Zoologta voL u publuhed Igr

e Zoological Soddty of New York Mr Beebe ha»
liad a wide experience of jungle-life in many lands

and hence his latest experiences in Brazil have tiie

.rtv days m the ndghbourh^ of

of speoes and a rewtive fewness of individuals

fsouMCS are pronounced diaracteristics of any tropical

ItmA. Thtt was sbtnidsntly oenfirmed daring tfas

tr^ BOW widsr discinskm He quickly iBsoovered that

mors wsste be obtained by wotddng par^mlar trees

wfiicii sffortM wedal attraetions in the fewm of

vividly crioured rruit than in aimless wandering
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From onb nidi tree during the a s of a t

seventy-eix spedes. Hie notes were not confined to
birds.

Some of Mr Beebes most interesting obeervotioaS

are indeed those which relate to arodinids, insects

and the great land-snail Strolfttochefiua vriifcfa

was apparently eagerly sought by kites IBs
notes on Acroioma sfnnosa an exceedingly

spiny gaudy spid«' the lurking place of whlim
was in the centre of its web near the ground,
will probably provide material for controversy as to
the ^ue of warning cotoration Its scarlet,

yellow and black coloration he remarks seemed to

Indicate an unsavoury mouthful and it was oorre.

spondingly slow to take alarm But aa it hung
upside down the brjlhant colours of the upper side of

the body [were] iwpletely hidden. When the

creature waa alarmed it mtippM to the ground
The moment it touched land it slipped under a leaf

When caught in the hand it at once turned upon
Its back feigned death Thus no use whatever

seems to bd made of the warning coloration on

the contrary the utmost care seems to be taken to

conceal these tokens of medibility A protectively

coloured species Epetra attdax lived much more
closely up to itt tradmonal behaviour When alarmed

It woi id leave its web and seek safety by chnging to

mossy or 1 chened bark with which its colonition

harmonised so completely that the eye had to eearch

carefolly to rediscover it each tune it sprinted to

- .

Just before leaving a bnlluint idea struck Mr Beebe,

and one which it h to be hoped will henceforth Ite

followed, wherever possible by all who Visit the foresta

of the tropics Filled with regret at leaving tiw soend

of so many wonders he suddenly bethought him to

fill a bag wth four square feet of jungle earth and

this WM examined mlnutdy with a lane while on boara

ship on the voyage home For days and days the

search went on the captures briitf sorted out m
placed in spirit An amazing wealth of I fe was thus

obtained remarkable for its wfety of form and co«^
tlon The latter aweet again raises interesting

pr^Iems concerning the precise significance of cetore-

tlon Among the captum thui made were repie*

sentativea of two genera of ants new to science There

can be no doubt that Importorit dlsoove^ In

regard to the animal life of jungle earth would aoorve

ifthis example of Mr Beebe’s were geners^ fbllv^
in the futu^ WPP

EYESIGHT AND THE WAR »

(i) The Army Sight Ttrt

A S the subject of refraction is our^ this oven^
It la 0% moat that we should remembw

enormous debt we owe to Donders the

ordithahnologlst die centenoiy of whoae birth will be

eStoaated to Holland aa aoon as the war Is over

One of tito aub^ that Donders tiirew h|^
was or ebort-dgbt In hU dbsal^ “
refract^ published in 1864, he s^wed that the

myopic eye wae the over-developed ey*. .the, too long

eye contrasted with the under-develi^)^ the hypar-

metropic or too riwrt eye.
. , ^

Now spyoela has been fibe Mtamafce of the VUar

O«co for vwy many yoai»--ti»uM^ afjwang
otherwlM tSgfUh been rrieoted for Am Asw
becanto«fm!rqpla. The myqpe A vuritoa wMwrt hfc
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g^kMaa, and tha War Oflka bMi up to the present,

sat face against tba waarlng of glasses Tbe
raaaoas which eaistad lormerlji) although, of course,
quite Inadequate now, were that wa bad a very mall
Anny, and a suffiaanry of officers and men could
alwa^ be counted on, OMdes which, this small Army
was mostly employed abroad, and then chiefly ui the
tropics, and lost or broken sj^ctades could not easily

be replaoed.

Not only must a myope wear glasses for distance
but he must wear them for near work—that ts, always
It was the old treatment of wearing them for distance
only (because he could see so well witimut diem for
near work) that we now know was the cause of the
increase of the myopia, an Increase which sometimes
led to complete blindness

When a myope does any near work without glasses

he converges unduly , this means excessive pull on the
internal recti muscles, which In their turn pull on the
tunics of the eye, which leads to the eves lengthening
antero-posteriorly which means that the eye becomes
more short-sighted This increase of myopia again
causes more convergence, and so a viaous circle is

produced
(Lantern slides were here exhibited showing the

harmful changes produced in high myopia, vir atrophy
of the choroid and retina, haemorrhages at the macula
and retinal detachment

)

If the eyes are thoroughly tested under atropine or
homatropine and the full correction given to be worn
idways they are thus made normal, undue convergence
ceases, as the work can be held further from the

eyes, and the ciliary muscle is made to work normally
and the progress of the myopia Is stayed Out of

Sja myoDM watched by me over a penod of five years
afi of whom were fully corrected, only four progressed

to any appreciable extent
In the Army we can get rid of the difficulty of

replacing lost or broken glasses by having an oculist

and one or more working opticians attachM to every
“centre” with a register of the glasses worn in that

centre, and once we have this as part of the Armv
equipment we can replace an effete sight test which
jud^ only the uncorrected vision, by the Continental
plan of estimating the value of a man’s vision when
corrected.

By the accompanying table we see that tbe highest
amount of myo^ we allow is about 250, whereas
abroad 6 or 7 D pass easily

A strong argunmt showing the inadequai^ of our
present system is that men will pass in easily who,
from the visual point of view, may be far worse than
those rejected A high hypermetrope, for instonoo, at
twenty, will pass the present test easily, but some
years later he has to use up the whole of his accom-
modative power in correcting his distant vision, and
later still he even loses the power of correcting this,

and so he must have glass« for distant and near
vision, whereas the myope of 5 or 6 D , or more will
be able to read without glasses when he is a hundred
years old!

It is true that at present a portion of the scheme
suggested above is being adopted, but we want to see
It in Its entirety and for all time and that in future
the wcanng of glasses will never be considered a
disability in the Army
Although myopia is the chief visual cause that keeps

men out of the Army, high hypermetropia and
astigmatism also do so, and the majontv of cases can
be made -ibsolutply normal with suitable glasses

(3) By$$tratn

We now pass to the important subject of tyestraim
as it affects our soldiers

There are three chief causes of ayestrain —(i) Low
errors of astigmatism, (a) k>w anisometropa

,

small wapt of balance in the external muscles df ^
eye

(i) Astigmatism —Large errors take care of them-
selves Tbe craving for distinct vision leads the
possessor to have the error properly corrected, but he
ts generally totally uncontaous of the preeence of •
small error, as the ciliary muscle, by producing an
astigmatism of the lens—the inverse of that of the
cornea—corrects it with the result that his vision is

so perfect that he Is quite annoved with the pby^an
he is consulting for some functional nerve trouble, if

he suggests that the eyes are at fault It should be
remembered H»at there is not a tingle futtcUoruil nerve
trouble that may not be caused bv evestrain The
great prevalence of aatigmatism is shown in the

Table showing the Vutial Siandards for ReermOs in the Chief European Armies

(Paterson and Traquair )

1
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accompwiying table, where, out of

found by me to be aetigmatlc —
jooo eyet, 4303 were

1500 individual*

wboM *i|j;bt

afterconecuon
wainunnaland'
who had no
discflte of the

€)«!.

5000 eye* (as above)

Uime refrae f«£niinetrophi(*eePrei

tion in both I byopia below)
eye*. 4 b HyMrmetropu

(657) MyupU
ticmatUm

I
llypermetropic 438

(j) Low Anuometropui—When tho difference be-

tween the two eye* la *01011, impulae* can pass from
the brain to one ciliary mu*cle to correct thi* defect

In the above table, out of 3500 individual* no fewer
than 1843 had odd* vljnon

^1 H'ant of Balanc* between the External Muscles
—When email in amount impulae* can paas to one
muscle to preserve the balance and so avoid diplopia

In all these instance* of eyestrain this extra work
(pean* an enormous unnecessary waste of nerve energy
going on all the waking hours, and it becomes tm
peraave to stop this waste In all cases where a large

amount of nerve energy has already been lost, which
occurs from the effects of high explosives on our
soldiers

At the time of the explosion the wind pressure
i* so great that 1 have recorded a case where with-
out bmng hit by any foreign body, an eye was com-
pletely destroyed through detachment of the retina
by wmd pressure This wind pressure is followed by
a high vacuum, which may be so great that in one
case I saw at the King George Hospital the eye had
been evulsed Such etfeett show how the soldiers
nervous system can suffer Nerve energy is lost—as
after a bad railway collision— virtue is knocked
out, and it becomes imperative to conserve all the
energy that is left, and we must therefore remove the

Restrain if it is present At the King George Hos-
pital our resident ophthalmic medical ofliew Dr
Harwood, is keenly alive to the ill-effects of eyestrain,

and almost miraculous have been some of the cures
by simply putting the invalid mto glasses The neur
asthenia following head injuries can often be cured
in the same way, and we had one very marked case
aar an example of this The man, aged thirty-eight,

was hit on the head while lying in his dug-out at
Gallipoli by a wet sand-bag falling 8 ft He was not
rendered unconschnis, but could not stand or walk
After about six whdes he was adnutted into the King
George HMpital His symptoms all the time had
been inabilify to stand or walk, constant headadie
and giddiness, inability to read qr even look at the
Hght, with rather shigwsh memory and mental facul-

ties—no treatment had succeeded Dr Harwood put
the eyes under atropine, when there was an imme-

In many cases where wounds had renudoed sluggish.

the nerve eneigy required for tiie healing prooeesea

being used up by «y«ttaln,'W suitaUe pair or ([^Bsses

When there is a want of musde equilibrium the
correction of the astigmatism generally removes it,

and in bad cases of head injuries, when testing the

patient was impossible. Dr. Harwood has obtained
excellent resulto by simply bandaging up one eye.

The testing has to be care^y dom, always
under a cydoplegic, and the ophthalmometer is a most
Invaluable Instrument for estimating the astigmatism,
even o*i3 D being recorded
(The ophthalmometer and its working were here

explained

)

(3J
Presbyopia

We have been reviewing the effects of the war on
combatants, we now turn to the effects produced on
those of us who are disqualified by age to take an
active part.

We have been considering defects of the eyes due

<^te inwrovement He was given glasses oprrecting

0-35 astigmatism ip one eye and 0-37 m the other
Witiiin a few hours of g^ng the glasses he was
reading, and within a wei% he could stand and walk,
and his headadie and giddiness had distqipeared

• Vt^/culPnu eml amarr
~
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to their shape, and have seen how prevalent these

defects are
,
yd some eyes (it u true venr few) are

normal Now there is a detect that attacks all ey*'

if the individual lives long enoi^, vis.” ’ *
* It may not be manifest.old sight It may not be manifest, and tiw ii ..

may be quite unconsdoqs of it, but nevefthdess no
eye, after about the age of forty-five, escapes It It

is a senile change, and is, as Dondds oMerved, no
more a disease than is grey hair

At the beginning or life the crystalline lens is

nothmg more than a littlp bag of semi-fluid jeBy. IBy

making the lens thldcer we can focus for near objeds.
This is done by ti>e cUjarir muscle, and diiefly by that
portion of the musde wfiidi sun^ids tifo Ieii8 aifd

act* like a i8>Htocter Tsdurning^ '

aceomraodation which at

'

Kheming^ tiia^ of the

s thaiLthe Ityta 18 sfqcsiWi
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by tb« circular portion of the dliary muscle and made
to bulge in the centre ei^Udns all the clinical pheno-
mena, wfaidi the oM theory (Helmholt s) failed to do
The oberradon sthidi the central bulging tvould cause
at the mar^n of the lens Is masked by Oie contraction
of the pupil which always accompanies normal
aooommodatloff, thus the accommodative power de-
pends rather on the squeezability of the lens than
the poem of the muscle Now this squeezabil ty
of the lens becomes less as the lens Ussue becomes
firmer I have known in a young child the accom
modadve Mwer to be os much as ao D whereas it

is rare to find anyone above forty five with an accom
modative power higher than 4 or 5 D Donders gave
us a diagram showing the gradual loss of accommo,
dative power through age, « e through the sclerosing

of the lens, but he only examined 150 cases and in

eluded in these some latent hypermetropes so that he
redtoned the accommodative power per age lowef than
it really is

The diagram fFig i) was prepared by me from izoo
cases all of which were first made normal by correct
iog their defects Donders s mean line is marked and
It is seen that it coincides practically with my mini
mum Ime from the age of thirtv From my table the
presbvopic mint may be said to be arrived at between
ages forty five and forty-eight m other words the
emmetrope or those made emmetropic by cpirectton
must at that age have increased help for near work
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In the above table made from my diagrams there

is seen to be a great difference between the maximum
and minimum Whpt is the cause of this difference’

If a person has mm'e accommodative power than the
average it means that he is younger than his yer

-

and if less, older
Among the many causes of premature senility which

a lessened accommodative power implies the follow

ing are the chief —
7i) Alimentary Toxaemu —As amply shown by Sir

i^Ilam Arbutiinot Lane In these coses I have found
the tens to be a very delicate mdez

(3} Syettram

f3) worry Anxiety Sorrow and Overwork -—Thu
war has hashed the onset of preibyoput and in

creased it tiddly in those already prest^ic throuj^

txit Bogfama and pr^iably throughout Europe The
only prevmtlve treatment is peace init Until that comes
we inould conserve all the nervous energy we h -

and not, waste it

Intestinal tozamia should be removed by the surgeon

Or phyabdan Eyestrain should be prevented if there

fs any defect bwdes tiie pre^yopia (and it must be

remembered tiut simple presbyt^ is very uncommon,
only about i per cent of presbyopes) it mutt be

Ooriected, and me invisible bifocal glasses which cor

fbtt the dIaUnt viidon in the upper portion and the

reMng In Jtiie tower i^ve the best result If two
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separate glastep are worn they are not changed when
they should be. The presbyopic period is just that time
of life when It is most impcatant to conserve all pos-

sible nerve energy Responsibilities worries, and
anxieties are fxobably at their maximum and we have
itSt yet readiM the callousness of old age 1

F nally for our own sakes and also for those around
us we should not make the most of our troubles,

we should not go out to meet them nor let to>day s

strength bear to-morrow s loads

miVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Thb Board of Education has issued a circular (961)

stating that with a few alterations the Regulations for

Technical Schools etc in hngland and Wales (Cd

79^) will continue in force for™ school year 1916-17

The spea^ regulations for grants in aid of instruc-

tion for men serving with the colours are withdrawn

as It appears from the returns of the work done during

the past winter that there is now little demand in

camp for classes of an educational character

The Weardale Lead Company is establishing twomm
ng scholarships each of the annual value of 60I In

connect on respectively with the Royal School of Mines

and Armstrong College Newcastie-upon Tyne with

the object of combln ng university training with

a year a practical work calculated to advance a student

In the knowledge of mining engineering The scholar

ships are to be known as the Richardson and the

Cameron after two directors of the company

Tub first award of the annual prize of 40! founded

by the Earl of Cromer and administered by the

British Academy for the best essay on any subject con

nected with the language history art literature or

philosophy of ancient Greece will be made before the

end of 1917 The competition is open to all British

subjects under the age of twenty six years on October i

1917 Intending competitors must send the title of

their proposed essay to the Secretary of the British

Academy Burlington House Piccadilly on or before

Decembw i 1916 The essays on aMroved subjects

must reach the Academy bv at latest October i 1917

The current issue of the Readmg Umvernty Col-

lege Review is concerned almost exclusively with the

affairs of the college It includes the sixth revised

list of prdsent members of the staff past and present

students and present servants of the college who are

serving with the Forces or In the French Army The
numerous notes which begin the review serve as an
excellent record of the vanous developments in the

activities of the college Among these the oxtenslon

of domestic training may be mentioned A st^ieme has
been sanctioned for a diploma course in domestic

subjects extending over two years and for a certificate

course extending over one year The aim of these

courses is to tram girls of good secondarv education

to manage an institution household or home with

practical efficiency and intelligence Instruction In

poultry-keeping hat been inaugurated and the woric

of the departmental horticulture Is being extended

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
Paris

Kttdtmt el StiaoMs, August 14.—M Paul Amll in

tilt dutir —C Rfciil The conditions which infiuenoe

the average mOntUy deviation of the birth-rate In
counties with a high birth-rate (mors than 3W per
totem the mean monthly do^iatton of the biroi-ratb



NATURE

If teofe ttm dotthte flwt cl'countriet wMi lo«r bifth> !

rate.—B. gfilfa|fa ; Tlie ffteid of gunfire and zonet
of dlence. The detonattoof arWng from the euddtn
.esfanrion of gee -at the mbu^ of die gun and frcn
the explosion of the fhell, .mn of the largest ca^»i,
are inaudible at abodt m IdloniBtree, ana the ara^r
ooncfudes that the loundt heard at fittances of itt to

aoo kilometres from the front are due to the waves set

up in the air by projectiles moving with initial veloci-

ties greater dmn the velodw of aound.—L. Bowhst

:

Tha electric expansion of solid insulators in'duussnie
normal to an electrostatic field. The chao^ of
length were observed by an toterfereatial medsid for

glass, ebonite, and paraffin. Calculadona based on
Maxwell’s equation for tiie pressures normal to the
fieM agree well with the experimental figures for

paraffin wax, but are not In accord with m results

for ebonite and glass.—R. Udeex-labenl and A.
BaavWst : Theoretical and experimental researches on
the bases of radiological dosimetry.—Ed. L ssef and
M. nstas : The presence of living and virulent micro-
organisms at the surface of projectiles endoaed in
cicatrised tissues. Experiments with bullets extracted,
from healed wounds demonstrate the reality of latent

microbism.
,

Niw SotTTH Wai^.
Uaasaa Sectaty, May 31. -Mr.'' A. G. Hamilton,

president, in the chair.—T. G. Slsaas : Carabidaa from
the Upper Williams River, N.S.W. In December,
roie, a party of naturalists, organised by Mr. W. J.
fissn^t, of West Maitland, viMtad the part of the
Mount Royal Range known as the Barriiigton Tops
r-a basalt-capped plateau, 5000 ft. above sea-level,

from iriiich the Barrington, Allyn, Paterson, and other
rivers take their rise, the route followed was north-
west from Otmgog, along the WilHama River; after

the level of 3500 ft. is reached, the track ke^ to

the summit of the narrow ridge dividing the valieve

of the Williamt and Allyn Rivers, until, beyond the
aource of the Winiams, Barrington Tops are readied,
diatant about 37 miles from Dungog. Fagiu ntoorei

is the predominant tree in the brushes at 4100 ft. and
tmwaras. In one locality, near the soumetn source
of the Barrington, at about 4800 ft.. Eucalyptus
eoHaeta was pimtiful. Collecting was carried on in

six localitiea, four of fiiem above 4000 ft., and two
asuch below. Representatives of forty-six qiedes of
CarabidsB wars obtained, and have bem identified, of
wUdi nine, and two varieties, are described as new.
Blghinon apwies, all of which are known from. the
coastal dietrlets between Sydney and the Clarence
River, were fouad to occur below the level of 4000 It.

Spedmeu of twenty-eight q>eciea ware collected abc^e
mis level, mostly- members of typical eastern Aus-
traMaa gmara. The most striking is a remarkable
<pecics, deubtfifily referred to Tnehosterous, which
Msars to be more closely aiUed to oertain New
XSwaad gpedes 'than to any known Autoralian species.

Alwtfaer- nat^lV Meciet it AgonoehOa ruficoUis, SL,
kMierte known pnty from the forests of south-western
Australia; hut fiiia Is doselv allied to a Tasmanian
spsciea, aad to A, kbtotata, White, from New Zealand.

— J. Carter < Desedbfion of a new gmus and threenew
spedes of TeaebclonIdiB from Barrington Tops, N.S.W.
A genus, widi the fades of Ciyptodus, and presenthig
someresenfblancatoAaphalus, Pasc., with one spedes,
and two spedes of Cordiothorax, arS (described as
neV^The lata Dr. A. Rnthsrfstd, with notes by B.
hHfrtSr A new sealednseet affecting sugar-cane in

thew Ouinea. A new sp«^ of Aulacaapis, tfifferent

dhnalMl''
^ ^ kiVrtni Australian sigclas, is
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